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\VJTNESS NO. 420: MRS. BETTY ENGUR - SWORN IN

) , sEL:

You arc Mrs. Bctn Engur?
Yes.
57 years old?

r

GlR

Yes.

COVNSEL:

A Langi by tribe?

F~GCR

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Now a \\ri.dow?

ENGUR:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

You are residing in Alani Village in Inomo Sub-county, Kwania County,
Apac District?

ENGUR:

I have temporarily moved there.

COUNSEL:

When did you get married?

ENGUR:

It was in 1951.

COUNSEL:

And you got married to Mr. Yekosofati Engur?

ENGUR:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Where did you meet?

ENGUR:

I was a student at Boroboro.

COUNSEL:

In which class were you?

ENGUR:

I was in Junior Secondary Two.

COUNSEL:

And what was Mr. Engur doing?

ENGUR:

He was a Pharmacist at Lira Hospital.

COUNSEL:

What tribe was he?

ENGUR:

He was a Langi.

COUNSEL:

So you got married in 1951, had you finished your studies?

ENGUR:

No , I had not finished.

9039

COl

EL

~GUR
COUN EL

• d?
vou got mamc
h
o did ) ou school " en •

Yes.
'ow. after that
I cameto sta)
n.

COUN~EL:

ENGUR

\\ uat

\"\"35

· d?
,0 u got mame .
h
where did you go ,, en )
"th m)' husband in Lira.

w1

he doing when vou
joined him?
•

• • the hospital and then left.
He ,,orked for a short time m

COUNSEL:

\\There did he go?

ENGUR:

He joined politics.

COUNSEL:
ENGUR:

What politics and what did he become?
He joined the then Uganda National Congress Party.

COUNSEL:

As what?

ENGUR:

He was Chairman of Lango District.

COL'NSEL:

Now, after that, for how long did he work as Chairman of Uganda
National Congress?
He stayed as Chairman of the Uganda National Congress for the district
up to 1959.

COUNSEL:

Yes, after that?

ENGUR:

He was then elected to be the Won Nyaci of Lango.

COUNSEL:

What does Won Nyaci mean?

ENGUR:

The Chief - County Chief controlling all the chiefs in Lango.

CHAIRMAN:

You can have this on record. Won Nyaci was the equivalent of
hereditary ruler, where there were hereditary rulers, say in Ankole.
Bunyoro, the Kyabazinga of Busoga but this was instituted. I think:
sometime in the 60's in Lango, Acholi District, Kigezi, Bukedi, West
Nile and so on. They became a kind of titular heads of district
administrations but they were not hereditary as in other areas where
there were kingships.

COUNSEL:

CHAIRMAN:

So when_your husband became the Won Nyaci of Lira, did you move to
any special place or you remained to stay in Lira.
Won Nyaci of Lango. Lango was one district.

9040

l ' iUR·
Oll F"EL:

I sta ·cd with him in Lira.
For how Ion d'd I
g I le remain Won Nyaci?
He staved as

COUNSEL:
ENGlR
COUNSEL:

won Nyaci
. .
of Lango District from 1960 to 1964.

TI1cn what happened in 1964?
He was appointed an Ambassador
Now, before he was appointed an Ambassador, may be I forgot to ask
you your husband's educational background Did you come to know?

ENGUR

I know about it very little:

COUNSEL:

I see! What little do you know, you may inform the Commission of that
little.

ENGUR:

He started his Primary Education at Ibuje Primary School. a P. 7 school
and then he came to Boroboro Secondary School and from there he went
to Gulu, from Gulu to Nyakasura.
Then after he joined the
Pharmaceutical Course at Mulago.

COUNSEL:

So in 1964 did you say he was appointed Ambassador, Uganda's
Representative to Russia?

ENGUR:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Did he take up the appointment?

ENGUR:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

And did you go with him to Russia?

ENGUR:

Yes, I went.

COUNSEL:

For how long did you stay in Russia?

ENGUR:

I stayed in Russia for five years.

COUNSEL:

So you came back in 19 what?

ENGUR:

I returned in 1969.

COUNSEL:

d • 1969 did you return alone or you crune back
And when you retume m
•
with him.

ENGUR:
COUNSEL:
ENGUR:

We returned together with him.
In other words, had he been recalled?
,
d then later he was posted to India.
He had returned for short 1ea, e an

9041

co~ 'SEL
E 'GUR:

Did he-go to lndia'l
He did not go to India.

\Vhy?
Our children we had left behind. it

Fl\GUR:
COCNSFL.
ENGLR:
COTI'\SEL:

\Vas

difficult. there was nobody to

look after them.

By then how many children did you have'?

J had eight children of mine and my co-wife had four.

Nmv. you had gone with your co-wife to Russia?
She had already deserted my husband.

CO~SEL:

So your husband declined to take up his new appointment
Ambassador to India?

E~GUR

Yes.

COUNSEL:

And then what did he decide to do?

ENGUR:

He started business.

COUNSEL:

Where?

ENGUR:

In Kampala.

COUNSEL:

What sort of business?

ENGUR:

He was in the same firm with Nekyon.

COUNSEL:

Nekyon who is now a Minister?

ENGUR:

Yes.

MR. NAGENDA:

Doing what?• Wh at busmess
•
were they doing?

ENGUR.
COUNSEL:
ENGUR:
COUNSEL:
ENGUR:
COUNSEL.

They were dealing in importation of goods.
Now, your husband continued to do

.
.
busmess until which

Up to 1971

Year')

•

What happened in 197 I?
ln 1972 Amm
• selected h •
im to be a Minister
Minister of what?

9042

•

as the

l

C(1l

llR:

'SEL:

Culture and Comm

Untt)

Development.

So vou moved with h.
,
1mto Kampala?

F 'GUR

I went.

coVNSEL:

For how long did he remain a Minister?

ENGUR

Only one year.

COUNSEL:

Then what happened after one year?

ENGUR.

The
d' •
. ~ twere ls~iss~d together with other Ministers - all together six
m1ms ers were d1sm1ssed.

COUNSEL:

Do you know the others who were dismissed with him?

ENGUR:

I can recall some and others I cannot.

COUNSEL:

Whom do you recall?

ENGUR:

Abu Mayanja was one of the Ministers dismissed.

COUNSEL:

Any other you recall?

ENGUR:

I have forgotten.

COUNSEL:

Okay, no problem.

MR.NAGENDA:

Was this the time the Ministers were told that they could not get the
pace, they were too slow? Is it the time, they did not get the pace the
government wanted to go?

ENGUR:

It may be so.

COUNSEL:

So did you know the reason why your husband was dismissed?

ENGUR:

I did not know the reason.

COUNSEL:

And when he was dismissed, what did he do?

ENGUR:

He returned to Lira and started business.

COUNSEL:

He did not continue with the business with Nekyon in Kampala?

ENGUR:

By then Nekyon had already run away from the country.

COUNSEL:

. .,
So in Lira what business was your husband domg.

ENGUR:

He was trading in selling sugar and other goods.

•

•

.,...

f
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• ltlC to do this business?

COl I ''"'EI

Amd

r,o,• lio\\'

• i he con t 11
long ' IIt

•
1973 to 1975.
lie continued 1ro111
7r.,•J

Whnt happened in I9 ••
COl ~"EL.
In 1975 he was arrested.

COUNSEL
E;-.:GUR:

COUNSEL·

From where was he arrested?
At Mbale.
Were you with him in Mbalc or you heard he had been arrested?
He had gone to collect sugar molasses from Jinja and when he was
returning, he was arres;ted at Mbale.

COUNSEL:

So, how did you come to learn of his arrest?

ENGUR

There was a girl who was a police woman who was a sister of Nekyon,
she was the one who rang me up.

COUNSEL:

When you learnt that your husband had been arrested, what did you do?

ENGUR

I went there looking for him.

COUNSEL:

Where did you find him?

ENGUR

I found he had already been taken to Luzira.

COUNSEL:

And did you talk to him while at Luzira.

ENGUR

I went.

COUNSEL:

Did he tell you who had arrested h'1m.?

ENGUR:

COliNSEL:
ENGuR

He told me that certain peo le c
.
.
door and then later the
p d amh_
e dunng the mght and knocked at his
Y arreste
Im.
He didn't tell you who it was?

No

COUNSEL:
For how long did he remain in Luzira?
ENGUR

One year

COUNSEL:
Was he taken to court?

ENGUR
No, he was not tak

COUNSEL

en to court.

So he remained in Lu .
z1ra one \'car .. 1
•
'' It 10ut being charged of any offence
9044

or tried and

was rclcascd'l

He "as rch.•ased

( lh F'EL

And after his release wl1·1td'd
I
1 1c do?
'

ENGUR:

He came back to Lira.

COL'\SEL

He did continue with h.15 b .
usmcss?

ENGLR

Yes.

COL ·sEL:

Now. in 1977 you recall that year?
Yes

COL'l\iSEL:

You recall the 6th day of February. 1977?

ENGLR

Yes

COUNSEL:

On that date where were you'7

ENGUR

Early in the morning of Sunday I was at home

COUNSEL:

\Vith whom were you at home')

ENGUR

I was together with my husband and my brother in law who had come
from lbuje

COUNSEL:

\Vhat was his name?

ENGUR

He is called Edward Ayoo.

COUNSEL:

\Vho else was with vou?

ENGUR:

Besimesi Ogwang was also there.

COUNSEL:

\Vho "as Bcsimesi Ogwang?

ENGUR:

·
·
•ang •1s ".. d"l1ghtcr
of the uncle of nw• husband
...
8 cs1mcs1 g,,

COUNSEL:

\Vhat ,,ere you doing?

ENGUR:

o

We were resting under a tree taking breakfast

COUNSEL:

n 1en were you not 11avin\'o •·mv- mcetmg

ENGUR:

No

COUNSEL:

ENGUR:

LH

any discussion')

•)
What happene d •

_,.r.
·t l s:m a' chick,, hkh "as mm ing
1-as
••IlL,d our b n.~.u-•• •
Before ,, c ha d t~ims

l)Q45

very fast.
\\'hat type of vehicle'?

r

A combi vehicle.
'GUR:

\Vhat colour was it and the registration number?
C'Ol. ·sEL:
\Vhitc in colour without a registration number.

F. 'GUR:
Yes, when you saw the vehicle what happened?

COUNSEL:
F~GUR:

\Ve continued as we were. Out of that vehicle two people jumped and
then ran and took cover behind the house. The other two came to where
we were seated.

Are you saying this vehicle came up to your home?
COUNSEL:
ENGUR.

Yes, it came up to the court-yard.
So when it reached there it stopped and two people came out?

COUNSEL:
ENGUR:

COUNSEL:
ENGUR:

Two people jumped out and took cover behind the house and then other
two people came up to where we were seated.
What sort of people?
People who were dressed in army uniform.

COUNSEL:

Were they armed?

ENGUR:

All of them were armed with guns.

COUNSEL:

So when they came to where you were, what happened?

MR. NAGENDA:

In fact, Leg~ Counsel, before you go on, did only four people come or
some stayed m the vehicle.

ENGUR:

· people remained in th e ve h.tc 1e. one was a dnver
who was at
Other two
•
the steenng.

COUNSEL:

So in all you are saymg
• th ere were six people?

ENGUR:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

And all of them were soldiers')

ENGUR·

Yes.

COUNSEL:

So what followed'?

ENGUR:

The two people who came t

4046

o us came read ~' h o ld'mg thci r guns pointing

at us. One of them asked "" ho is called Engur'/"
C'Ol

1

~EL

ln "hat language?

E 'Gl'R:

It was in Kiswahili.

C l

Yes'!

"EL:

E1'GUR:

COL'NSEL:

ENGUR.

COUNSEL:

Engur stood up and then raised up his two hands. He was ordered to
come forward and he followed the order. The two gun men then
escorted mv~ husband and when I tried to follow my- husband one of them
turned round and then pointed the gun at me. He was then pushed into
the vehicle. He was thrown down, those who had run and hidden behind
the house came and then sat on the body of my husband. They turned
the vehicle and drove off at ver, fast speed.
So you arc saying that when he was pushed into the vehicle, he was
made to lie down and th~y sat on him?
He was pushed and then he was made to lie down and then they sat on
him.
Apart from ordering your husband to go in the car, did these soldiers say
any other words?

ENGUR:

No.

COUNSEL:

Did your husband say any words to you?

ENGUR:

He had no time to talk to us.

COUNSEL:

So what did you decided to do?

COUNSEL
(SEKANDI)

Just a minute. Did you know of any of these six soldiers who came?

ENGUR:

No.

COUNSEL:

Had you seen them before?

ENGUR:

No.

COUNSEL:

Were they, when you say soldiers, did they have an officer leading
them?

ENGUR:

• I cou Id not differentiate who was an officer and who was
At that time
not an officer.

CHAIRMAN:

Then they drove off, isn't it?

ENGUR:

They drove off very fast.

9047

So "hen they dro\'C off, what did you decide to do'>
\%en the,• drove off with my husband we started crying together with
8'GlJR

my child~n and people nearby came to the scene.
And after that did, ou make any efforts to look for your husband?

COl "'\SEL·

F'-.GlR

Toe nc:-..1morning. which was Monday, I tried to trace and came to the
police to find out whether my husband was there but the situation was
very bad. arrests were very many.
So you made a report to the police and you tried to trace and you never

COl1'1SSEL:

found anything?
There was nobody who could tell me what was there.

ENGUR:
COUNSEL:

Now, you talk about people being arrested, many arrests were being
made and the situation was not good, who had been arrested?
Otim Obuni was one of the people arrested.

ENGUR:

COUNSEL:
ENGUR:

COUNSEL:
MR. NAGENDA:

What was he doing?
When she went on Monday?
No. Around that time?

I thought what she says is that when she came to Lira to make a report
on_Monday the situation was very bad because a lot of people were
bemg arrested. Am I right?

COUNSEL:

Yes.

MR. NAGENDA:

Including Otim Obuni.

ENGUR:

Yes, Otim Obuni.

COUNSEL:

Who was Otim Obuni?

ENGUR:

He was a business man.

COUNSEL:

In Lira?

ENGUR:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Did you know who had arrested h.1m. ?

ENGUR:

I did not know who arrested him.

COUNSEL:

Was he at the Police Stati on.?

ENGUR·

No, all of them were not there.

9048

C l

\Vho else was arrested?
One of the people who was arrested was called Ibrahim Agwar.

COU 1 SEL:

\\rJlat was he doing?
He was also a business man.

COCNSEL:

Who else?

E""\GUR:

Other people I cannot remember well.

COUNSEL:

And did these people, did they eventually come back, Otim Obuni, and
Ibrahim Agwar?

ENGUR.

They never came back till today.

MR. NAGENDA:

I am sorry to interrupt Mr. Legal Counsel Was Ibrahim Agwar among
the people arrested or was he one of the arresters?

CHAIRMAN

He was one of the arrested.

COUNSEL:

So after reporting to the police and searching for your husband in vain,
what other efforts did you make?

ENGUR:

I went to Kampala.

COUNSEL:

Why did you decide to go to Kampala and where did you go?

ENGUR:

I d~cided to go to Kampala on the ground that I will be able to find
somebody who knows where my husband could have been taken.

COUNSEL:

Where did you go?

ENGUR:

I went to one of the army men called Odur Alele.

COUNSEL:

What rank was he and where was he working?

ENGUR:

It appears he was a Colonel.

COUNSEL.

From Lango?

ENGUR.

Yes.

COUN"SEL:

Did he assist you in tracing your husband?

E:1\GUR:

He told me that actually finding these people is very difficult but I will
try. Later he came back to tell me that he cannot trace where my
husband was but he hears that he was in Nakasero. I then decided to
come back home.

9049

COUNSEL·

\\'here

··• . ,

did )'OU say that he heard your husban d was.'l

111N,U\.as1.:ro

\\Then.~the State Research Unit used to stay.

COL''.Sl'L:
rl\Gl'R

COUNSEL·
ENGUR:

. you tn to go to Nakasero State Research Centrc.?
Did

It was impossible to go there.
Wll\' 7
l110se people were really very cruel, they could not entertain any person
gomg there

COUNSEL:

So you decided to come back?

ENGUR

Before r returned back home I went to the wife of Amin who is called
Norah.

COUNSEL:

Norah Amin?

ENGUR:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Did you know her?

ENGUR:

Yes

COUNSEL:

How had you come to know Norah Amin?

ENGUR:

She is girl born from this area. During that time she had separated with
Amin and I went up to her home. I thought that she might be able to
assist me in tracing my husband.

COUNSEL:

Where did you find her?

ENGUR:

Her house was in Kampala.

COUNSEL:

Did she assist you?

ENGUR:

Since their relationship with the husband was bad she was unable to go
there. She reported to me that it was difficult.

COUNSEL

So you decided to come back?

ENGUR

I returned home.

COUNSEL:
ENGUR:
COUNSEL:
ENGUR:

Did you meet any more problems when you came home·>
Yes, I met some more pr0 bl

h
ems w en I came home.

What happened when you came home·>
Somebody who used to

k
wor as a St ate Research man here at Lira came

9050

I
,111d

Ol 'SEL:

collcckd m~ two vd1iclcs. his 11.uncwas Kassim.

He is ~allcd K.1Ssim'l no vou know the othct name·~

ENGUR:

1l1e name of the Islamic people but I do not know it.

C' L SEL:

\Vherc did he collect the vehicles from?

F .Gl R:

One was collected from home. the second vehicle they got from a driver
who was driving it on the road.

C'Ol~SEL:

Did they say wh~ he took those yehicles?

E'\GCR

No.

COL'NSEL:

\\'hat type of vehicles were they?

ENGUR:

One Tata Lorry and a Fiat car.

COUNSEL.

Do you know the registration number of those vehicles. the Tata Lorry
and the Fiat?

ENGUR:

The number of a Tata lorry start with UVS but I cannot recall it now but
it is there in my file.

COUNSEL:

Even the one of the Fiat?

ENGUR:

The Fiat is UVI 671.

COUNSEL:

Did you ask Kassim why he had taken your vehicles?

ENGUR:

It was difficult to ask. When I followed him he become wild.

COUNSEL:

So he took them, he never returned them up to now?

ENGUR:

He took them and he has never returned them.

COUNSEL:

Now, regarding your husband, since that time I suppose you have never
seen him?

ENGUR:

No.

COUNSEL:

And you presume he is dead?

ENGUR:

I presume he is dead.

COUNSEL:

Did you hold the traditional funeral rites?

ENGUR:

We did.

COUNSEL:

In which year?

9051

•

1l1c last foncr.il rites was J1eldin 1985.

COU 'SEL:

Now. you said tl1atyou have e1·ght children with your late husband.

FNGllR

Two out of eight died.

COUNSEL:

• ?
So you remained w1"th six.

ENGUR:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

• e they
took him some of them were in school?
I suppose bY th e tun
.

ENGUR:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN:

Perhaps you could ask her how they died so that we could see whether it
has any relevance to the violence.

COUNSEL:

What caused the death of the two children who died?

ENGUR:

One died of sickle cells.

COUNSEL:

And the other one?

ENGUR:

One died of kidney failure.

COUNSEL:

And when your husband was taken, I suppose some of the children were
at school.

ENGUR:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

How many were still at school?

ENGUR:

COUNSEL:

My own children were at school and also those of my co-wife were also
at school. All of them all together ten.
Which class was your eldest child at that time?

ENGUR:

My first born is the one who died because of kidney failure.

COUNSEL:

Yes, and the next one?

ENGUR:

My second born was at Kianda Secretarial School.

COUNSEL:
ENGUR:

COUNSEL:

ENGUR:

What of the youngest?
The youngest was in p .3.
How did you manage to d
th
.
•
c.
e
ucate
ese
children,
yours and those of your
co-w1ie, I suppose after they had tak
and the Fiat veh' 1
en your lorry and other properties
ic e, you must have found difficulties.
I was assisted by my brother i
1
- n- aw and I was also doing small business,
9052

COl

SFL:

E GUR:
C'OUN EL

snrnll s111allthing t O
·
s assist me to support my children.
\Vho is tl1is br0 tl

·
lcr-m-1aw of yours who assisted you?

He is Edward Ayoo.
And I supp

.
h.
ose) our c tldren have completed the school well?

ENGUR:
!o,me did not finish the school well because I was unable to educate
cm up to where they could go.
COUNSEL:
\Vhat of those who finished, what are they doing now?
ENGUR:
One of my girls in a secretary at Coffee Marketing Board.
COUNSEL:

Then the other one?

ENGUR:
One of my girls is working m the Ministry of Co-operatives and
Marketing.
COUNSEL:

And the other one?

ENGUR.

One is at Gomba Motors.

COUNSEL:

And you have also a child who is a lawyer?

ENGUR:

Yes. He is called Francis Atoke.

COUNSEL:

A lawyer where?

ENGUR:

He is working there in Kampala, his specific place I do not know.

COUNSEL:

I suppose even the children of your co-wife have also managed to at
least succeed in education, some of them.

ENGUR:

Atoke is a son of my co-v.rife.

COUNSEL:

Now, was your husband related to the then President Milton Obote?

ENGUR:

Yes.

COUNSEL.

What was the relationship?

ENGUR:

The father of Obote is an uncle of mine.

CHAIRMAN:

Maternal uncle.

MR. NAGENDA

'TI1c father of Obote is the maternal uncle of her husband'
get that right.

COUNSEL.

And wouldn't you think that it was this relationship - :'Jow. did you
really know the cause why your husband was arrested and subsequently
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You better

disappeared'}

E GlR

Up to no\\ I have not had a comprehensive answer.
\Vould it be the relationship between your husband and the then
President Obote that might have caused his arrest and disappearance?

ENGUR:

I do not think otherwise not all people were to be arrested and then ....

CHAIRMAN:

No. That if the relationship was the cause of my husband's arrest, then
the other people would not have been arrested also at the same time.
There were other people who were arrested at the same time.

COUNSEL:

Could it be your husband's participation in politics in the then Uganda
National Congress which subsequently became UPC, that might have
caused his arrest?

ENGUR.

I cannot know that.

COUNSEL:

So you really do not know what caused the arrest of your late husband.

ENGUR

I do not know.

COUNSEL:

\\'here is Mr. Odur Alele who tried to assist you?

ENGUR

Odur Alele_who tried ~o assist me, during the liberation when they came
he also decided to run mto exile.

COUNSEL:

So up to now he is still in exile?

ENGUR:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

What of Norah Amin?

ENGUR:

Norah died.

COUNSEL-

ENGUR:
COUNSEL:

ENGUR:
COUNSEL:

ENGUR:

May be this time, this Febru
1977 th. .
.
there were plans to overthro ary h'
, o· Is IS the time when Amin alleged
about overthrowing th
wn Im. id you hear your husband talking
e government then?
No, I did not hear him.
Did you see your husband
holding meet·
arrested at the same t1·me•.)
,
mgs

'"I
n

·th

people

W hO

were

I did not see him.
Did you report th
D A th
e arrest of your husband
• ' e D.C and so forth?
to th e local administrators. the
I reported to the District Co
. .
mm1ss1oncr called Akorio
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l::;mch korio'J

l

Yes.

COl ' E

Now, \\ltat did the D.C say about the arrest of your husband?

E1'GUR.

cou

1

SEL:

Tiic Distri_ct Commissioner told me that he had no knowledge of the
arrests wluch were being carried out.
Now, did you ask him to try and assist to trace your husband?

f'~GUR:

He even told me that it was difficult.

COUNSEL:

Did you ask him why it was difficult when he was the D.C?

E'\;GUR:

I did not reach to that extent.

COUNSEL:

Were you surprised by the reaction - that this was the reaction 'of the
DC?

ENGUR:

I was not surprised.

COUNSEL:

Isreal Akorio, was he from Karamoja?

ENGUR:

May be he was from Karamoja.

COUNSEL:

Is he dead?

ENGUR:

I do not know.

COUNSEL:

Did you think he acted reasonably, responsibly?

ENGUR:

I do not know.

COUNSEL:

Now, whom do you think are responsible for the arrest and subsequent
disappearance of your husband?

ENGUR.

I do not think of any one.

COUNSEL:

Okay, do you have any doubts that the disappearance of your husband is
the responsibility of the government of the day?

ENGUR

I think so.

COUNSEL:

Now, subsequently, did you see people - were there some people who
were arrested but were released?

ENGUR:

Most of the people who were arrested during tha! time never ~e back
with the exception of two people only. the late Enya Olet and EJura.

COUNSEL

John Edward Ejura?
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,·cs

l c;t R

cc lJ
f◄

11

• "" tl1c' hcadmnslcr off \l ,o kc Secondary Schoo
1, llS\\•..-.

~FL

Yes

GllR

•
lk to him after his release?
Did ) ou have an occasion to ta

COl 1 'SEL:

I went to the then chief En) a Olet.
COL

"' L:

E, 1 GUR·
COUNSEL:

• d'•7
. E..nya
. Olet tell )'OU whv· he had been arrested and d ctame
Did
He told me that he was tak c--nup to Nakasero.
h band I mean Odur Alele told you he
had heard that your us
D"d ou ask Eriya Olet
heard' that your hus band \\,as ..at Nakasero. ? 1 Y
whether he had seen ,our husband at Nakasero.
Now

)'OU

E~GLR

I k d Eriya Olet whether he had seen my husband at Nakasero. He
to~ ~1e that there were very many people and some were put
underground and they were many.

MR NAGENDA:

So he had not see him?

EI\GLR

So he had not see my husband

COUKSEL:

That is all.

:i\IR NAGENDA:

INTERPRETER:

\Ve now have some questions for Mrs. Engur and I hope you will be
kind enough to answer them. We are sorry that some of the questions
we will ask you, will bring back dreadful memories. Interpreter. since
our Chairman who understands your language is not here. please try very
hard and be very accurate with your translation. It is not that you are not
trying to be very accurate but just, if a sentence is too long. you can stop
us so that you get it right because it will be a great pity if the translation
was not accurate and especially if it was the opposite of what we meant
that happened once or twice yesterday. Please concentrate
Yes. my Lord. I will try

KAKWENZIRE·
Mrs Engur, we are sorry to hear ,, hat happened to
vour h b d N · ·h
:
us ~ • O\.\, \.\ en you returned from Russia
m 1969, did you hear him say politics were becoming

ENGUR:

vou on the loss of
·
with Your husband
bad·> •

I did not hear what you said.

KAK\VENZIRE:
In 1970 or thereabout did ·ou l "
.
.
1
what was happening?
}
car him expressing some anxiety about

ENGUR:

No.

KAKWENZIRE:
You remember a coup took place m
1971
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and he was appointed

a

"

h.,, I

1

llRI'

And , ""' husb,u1d slnvcd

,11 Ii'"

n'I

c·lllllll h ,d nlrc111lyhcc11 a11c'-tcdnnd I decided

lh1(\\ll<:n lflc1111,llll -' •
.u1dstnv 111 tho, ,llnr,c

I', \,UR

i.;: \K\\

r

'ZJRF

'

\Vould I Ill' nght in as:-11111i11g thnt since the

1i111c

In pl1

ol the c1111p,vo111 lives

11ncu111fo1tnhll•'/

\\CIC',.,.,,

FNGllR·

KAKWFNZIRF·

E GUR.

\\'ell', ,Hu child,cn go111gto school while y, 111wew i11lhl· vill,1gc''

i~t,,gc whc,c they wc11~lo ~chool
in the ho,llll111g ~chool who 1cnrn1111.:d
III the

J went togcthc, wilh tlwm in the ,
l~:--cqlt

those who

\\'l'tl'

boa1ding schm1l

KAK\VENZIRE:

So .,·ou l'n11lds:I\'
. fo, a long time your lhmil • life was disrnpllal'l

ENGlJR:

Ye:,;.it was n-,y much intmrnpted,

KAKWEN/IRI·

No\\, did you hear from any sourCl' a.-;to what might have happened to
, 0111 husband. as to how he was to have met his lkath'l

ENGUR·

I did not m:u1agcto get ftom anv sourCl\ how and where and when he
died.

KAKWEN/IRF

Dming ~ a0er I()7<>
whl·n Amin wa.-;ovc11h1ownand Obotc came back in
power. did you try to re-open th<:mvesttgations and to try to know how
,our hush:u1d:md m.my other people met their death'?

ENGUR

Our statements were recorded

KAK\VENZIRE:

Jn 1980?

ENGUR·

It wa.-;in 1980 when our statements were recorded

KAK\VENZIRE

By the police'!

ENGUR:

YCS, h_vJ)Oliccmen. V.·uit>US' J>o 1•1cc on·1ccrs ,n·n· sent to record our
statement in the villages.

KAKWENZJRE:

Did you hear more ahout investigations?

ENGUR:

I never he·ud
• of how 't• went :md •1t stopped because Wl' were hcin11
told
0
that they
were
working
·t
I
I
.
on 1 • up to now 1ave not Sl:cn anything.

KAKWENZIRE.

Arc you prrsonally interested in invcs't1'g:1t1'lltls
tl1,·1tmight
•
•
tell you how
your Imsb.md might have met his death')

ENGUR:

111cinvestigations e:m he c·uried

I
•
it is very diffi It
'
out lut accordmg to mv own opinion.
tcu to trace ,md find tlle• wItcrc,\
... I1outs ot •thl·• 1cmams
• llf my
hush,md.
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'ZIRE:

TI1ey may or rnay not be t
helps ) our mind
meed but even kno '

l
'' mg tic truth sometimes

•

E GUR·

Investigations can
go on ,f there is means

KAK\VENZIRE:
E~GUR:
~AK\' ENZIRE:

ENGUR:
KAKWE~ZIRE:

E\"Gl:R:

ow you mentioned Norah

.

any wa). Did you have a le~~~ :d yo~ said _shecould not help you in
g ) tscuss1onwith Norah at her house?
I kept on asking her whether sh
only that
c could know where my husband was.
you never - or you assumed h
talked as women and sh
bsbel could not go to Amin because you
• e pro a y told '-" h
bi
.
Commission would lik, tO k
Jou er pro ems because this
c
now whether you could throw some light
No, she never told me of her problems.
This Akim who took your vehicles. did he personally use them?
He was personally using the Fiat vehicle but the lorn: he sent it to their
home. One of the traders got this vehicle there at Aru~.

KA.K\\'ENZIRE

You have never seen Akim since 1979'>

E\'GUR.

No, I have not seen him.

KAK\VENZIRE·

Were there several people like Akim in this town who were harassing
people?
There were very many people like Akim who were harassing people.

KAKWENZIRE:

Can you remember some of them?

ENGUR:

One of them was called Haruna son of Gulu.

KAKWENZIRE

Where is he now?

ENGUR

His father came from Sudan but he grew up in Lango. Since 1979 coup
he ran and up to now I do not know his whereabouts.

KAKWENZIRE:

Yes, another person?

ENGUR:

One of them was c all e d Abdulla.· the other name I do not know

KAKWENZIRE:

Where is he?

ENGUR:

I hear he comes firom Aboke but he is not a Langi by tribe.

KAK\VENZIRE:

Did he also disappear·

ENGUR:

He also disappeared.

.

'}
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KAKWENZIRE:
J 1\JGUR:

Do you rememberothers?
.
all ·d themselves Nubi, Nubi, they were the
Most of these children who c. c.
people harassing people, the Nub1ans.
And after l 979 they all went?

l11eyall disappeared, they all went.
FNGUR:
UKWFNZJRE:

Titank you.

MR NAGLNDA:

I will start at that point, Mrs. Engur. Were any Langi also
erhaps
d'
'l 0· d
L
•
k
P
involved in this game of making people 1sappear. 1 any ang1 wor

on the side of Amin and harassed people?
J was unable to see any Langi harassing people during Amin's regime.

ENGUR
MR NAGENDA

you see if they were there then it would only be fair to be told. In that
case of Langi I think we were given the name of one person yesterday
that people thought had harassed people and that is John Edward Ejura.
All I can say is that if it is true then the Langi are far more loyal to each
other than other places we have been to. Because when we have been to
Ankole we found actually Banyankole who acted against their own
group. When we have been to Buganda, very many Baganda acted
against their group, in Tororo, Busoga and other piaces This is what
makes me wonder really whether it is true that Langi did not follow
Langi?

ENGUR:

I cannot tell that because if such a thing happened it was never done
where I was.

MR. NAGENDA.

My Colleague asked you about your meeting with Norah Amin. You
have .you~selftold us that you thought Amin's plan was to wipe out the
Lang1. Did you really not_discuss with her, with her intimate knowledge
of her husband whether this was his intention?

ENGUR:

I di\not talk wit? her about that plan of the then President but what took
me t ere was mamly to get to know where my husband \\ as

MR. NAGENDA:

Yes, this is understandable Did .
.
•
..
•
husband? o·d h
•
}OU ever discuss politics with your
•
I
e ever tell you or did .
k h.
•
- •
politics'l
) ou as
tm about his work m

ENGUR:

MR. NAGENDA:

ENGUR·

Men cannot talk with women about
••
.
even interested in politics
political parties because \\ e are not
~re you not interested in politics '
,,
'
) our husband were and al
f ) oursdf \\ hen you are so important if
ot o other people'?
I have no interest at all.
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Of course \\ e cannot ~
.
on such an irnpon
°~ you to be interested in politics definitely but
hYes, 1t is onlv fai~subJect which has very big ramifications in all our
should also

at 50 percent of the opinions \\hich is the women
e Pai\ may be politics would be better for it.

tak r

\Vell, I could sav that th.
.
more interested ~
.. mgs are changing, women are getting more and
m po11tics.

ENGUR·

I am alread'-'J old, I cannotJom
• · politics
·
now.

MR. NAGENDA.

Actuallv fifty-seven •

~
1s not very old at all. However, let me go on
something else '-'
b •
.
·
, Jou o v1ous1y do not mtend to take part in politics.
Now. .t\frs Engur
·t h
b
.
C
. . •
, 1 as een said by people who come to our
ornmis5ion that. in fact, all the problems that Uganda faced and has
fac~~ were started by none other than Obote. That the way he ran his
polm.cs made a lot of enemies and that when the enemies came into
power they took revenge. What do you think of that statement?

ENGUR:

As I lost my father in that year, Amin had no grudge with Obote. I do
not know why Amin did that and yet they used to work together hand in
hand.

MR. NAGENDA:

Yes, but let me perhaps rephrase my question. Do you think that it was
because of what Obote, who was after all the first Prime Minister of
Uganda, do you think that it is because of what he did as some people
have said and said to this Commission which led to people taking
revenge which made other people take revenge on those people which
started the whole cycle. Do you think that Obote is responsible for what
happened or some of it?

ENGUR:

I do not know.

MR. NAGENDA:

I am sony to be repetitive but one of the reasons why we are so anxious
to everybody to concern themselves in politics, whether they are men or
women, young or old people, is that then you would not say I do not
know. You might say I do not agree or I agree but you would not say I
do not know and it is your duty because you are the mother of this town
and other mothers like yourself to be able to say yes or no to these
questions rather than I do not know. Now, after Amin had taken over,
was your husband in regular contact with Mr. Obote when Mr Obote
was in exile, do you know?

ENGUR:

He was never in regular contact with Obote in exile.

MR. NAGENDA:

Was he in any contact with him at all? Not regular but they might have
been in contact once a year or whatever, was he in contact at all?

ENGUR:

Obote was not interested in my husband because he alleged that it was
him, my husband with Amin who overthrew him.

MR NAGENDA:

That your husband had helped to overthrow Obote?
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j._ •1nnointmcnt as

Bcc,msc of ll - • r re
hr in connection
MR

l

'AGfa JOA

. .
tl ut is why it ,vas presumed to
a Mm1stcr l

•itttcsscs who came before us.
Id by one o f ll ic ''
Yes. "" have been_to
all ·\\'orkcd with people that Obotc thought
Mrs Kakma. thnt if~ ou at • .... .
Trv and bundled you together with
•
·,.then he was H:n ang •.,
d?
were his encnucs .
cn~d in the case of your husban •
his enemies. ls tlus what happ

L'\GUR:

10 w whether he cou
1 do not i...,

Id d0 that but in my case I did not sec that.

.
Id ·st child died of sickle cells, the next one is
Okav. you said that ~ our o c
. .
'7
at Kianda Sccrctanal College. ls it m Kenya.
She got educated there in Kenya but no\\ she is working in Uganda.

E'\'GLR

!\1R '-JAGENDA

you do not know \\here Akim 1s?

ENGCR

No

l\tR NAGENDA

your husband was taken to Luzira where he spent one year. Did he ever
tell ,•ou about his e)qJeriencc there of ho,, he was treated and how he
was ·fed or whether he had facilities for getting a bath or ,, hether he had
medicines and so on.

ENGUR

He told me that they were well treated because most of the prominent
people were there.

MR NAGENDA·

Finally, when your husband was first taken to Luzira. you went to
Kampala and then when he was taken there again you went to Kampala.
How do you regard Kampala, ·what is Kampala'7

ENGUR-

Kampala as a home or what?

MR. NAGENDA.

Yes, I mean, ~hat I am saying - okay, for example, oka)- m)- question is
too large but 1s Kampala your town? Is it part of the world') \\1lcre is
Kampala? Is that a place where you go only when vou have problems•)
What is Kampala to you?
•
•

ENGUR.

I look at Kampala as my town in Uganda

MR. NAGENDA

When
c. bie. do you fell ,ou arc at home or
d . you get there .are vo
. u comiorta
o you feel you are m a foreign land.
•

ENGUR.

When I reach Kampala I ta, h, ,
had not met then.
s y t ere and I also meet other people "hom I

MR NAGENDA

So it is really your town?

ENGUR
MR. NAGENDA:

y cs, that is mv·· home which I kno,\ \'cry wdl
When you go there do you e . ,
\er meet people ,,ho arc not Langi?
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\GE 'DA·

Et 'GUR:

Y cs, I do mn.nt
tJ
...... 1cn1
1
used t 0 k
ost of th . •
~
,now. 1 meet the . d C$C people who arc not Langi \\hom l
m an talk to them there
\\'hat tribes arc ili ,
C) from, your fricndg in Kampala?
Others arc Baganda, th
o ers arc people from \\Tcstem.
Do you ever meet eo l
p P e from \Vest Nile there for example'?
Those whom I know fr

om \\

'

CSl

.
Nile I also meet them there.

Do You understand t;
• or example, Runyankole at all?

F~GUR

No. I do not understand Runyankolc.

MR NAGENDA

Lusoga?

ENGUR:

No.

MR NAGENDA.

Luganda?

ENGUR·

I do not understand Luganda also.

MR. NAGENDA.

In what language do you talk when you meet all these people m
Kampala?

ENGUR:

I talk with them in my broken English.

MR NAGENDA:

When was the last time you were there?

ENGUR:

In April this year.

MR NAGENDA.

I asked a lady here who lost her father and fifteen other members of her
family or fourteen other members of her family whether she thought she
could ever peacefully live next to people from West Nile again after
what happened to her and she said never. How do you feel about that?

ENGUR:

I cannot hate all the West Nilers because not all of them were mistaken.

MR NAGENDA:

Exactly, that is a very healthy view. Let me just end by associating
myself with my colleague when she said how sad it is that your husband
was taken away in this fashion. We arc very sorry to have re-opened old
wounds. But it seems to me that your attitude is very civilised and
looking for a way in which all Ugandans arc one. I wish ) ou very well
from this side. Thank you very much, you can go now.

COUNSEL
(MR. CHEBORION):

Mr. Chaimtan, I think we have to start afresh with this witness.

MR. NAGENDA

y cs. But before that I want to find out what happened to this machine.
Will you please tell us vvhy it has not been recording'! Technician.
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lnaudibk.

TE H 1ICl \

MR

\%v didn't you disco,·er this earlier? What happened? Please tell us
1

\GE DA:

TECHNICIAN:
MR.N .\GENO.\:

TECHNICIANS:
MR.NAGENDA:

why it stopped recording.
Inaudible.
OkaY I am going to make a statement from the Ch~r. yve are not going
to waste any more time with small matters of techmcal1ty. Two of you
have been paid to record. Where is your friend? Is he himself repairing
it? Mr. Secretary, please send somebody to bring the other technician.
And from now on the two of them, one will be working on one of the
machines and the other on the other. It is a great insult to this
Commission and to the people of Lira that they can come here and give
us their stories, only not to be recorded. I have to send them again and I
want to stand by it. So, Mr. Secretary, please bring the other technician,
and the other machine while it is being done and will be brought by the
driver. Arn I making myself clear to technicians?
Yes, Sir.
Okay. Now what I suggest, I think Legal Counsel, you have got the
notes, yes? And rather than ask questions for her answers, can you just
read out what you ask and she answers and she can tell you yes or not.

WITNESS NO. 421: MRS BESIMESI OGWANG
COUNSEL:

Very well. This is a witness No. 421 and she has already been ,
Yo
M B ·
.
sworn.
u are rs. es1mes10 gwang, aged 54 years?

OGWANG:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

You are a widow?

OGWANG:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

A Langi by tribe residing in Lira Township?

OGWANG:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Who was your late husband?

OGWANG.

Y.K. Ogwang.

COUNSEL:

When did he die'J

OGWANG:

He died in 1970.

COUNSEL·

What was th e cause of death'?

OGWANG:

He died a natural death in the hospital.
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COl'NSEL:

Did you know one Y ekosafati Engur?

OG\\ANG.

Yes, I know him.

COUNSEL:

Who was he?

OGWANG:

He was a nephew of my father.

COUNSEL:

Did you know where he was staying?

OGWANG:

I know.

COUNSEL:

Where was he was staying?

OGWANG:

I.know.

COUNSEL:

Where was he staying?

OGWANG:

His home was along Adulcu Road.

COUNSEL:

Was he your neighbour?

OGWANG:

Yes, he was my neighbour.

COUNSEL:

Yes. Now in 1977, February were you in Adulcu?

OGWANG:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

And on 26th of February, 1977 where were you?

OGWANG:

As my home is near his home I went to greet him as he was my boss.

COUNSEL:

What time did you go to his home?

OGWANG:

At around 8.00 a.m in the morning.

COUNSEL:

And when you say he was your boss, you went to greet him. What do
you mean?

OGWANG:

It means that the one who is superior in that home.

COUNSEL:

I see. You mean he was older than you?

OGWANG:

He was older than me and I referred to him as my father.

COUNSEL:

I see. So when you went to his home at 8.00 O'clock on 6th February,
whom did you find there?

OGWANG:

I found only the family members of that home taking tea.

COUNSEL:

Could you name the family members you found there?
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.
, . , f the people I found there, Edward /\yo.
Rrothct in law "as oni.: o

OGWANG:
COl NSl'L•

was the wife there''

Edward Ayo's home

. , t lb -e ·ind he had paid a visit to that home.
1s a
u.1 •

OG\VANG:
I sec Wa.'-the wife of Mr Engur at home also?

COUNSEL·
OGWl\.NG:
COUNSEL:
OGWANG

COUNSEL:
OGWANG
COUNSEL:

Yes.

So while there, what. happened?
What happened there at around JO 00 am ~fter we h~ fini~hcd our
breakfast and we were conversing, I saw a white van vehicle which came
and then made a comer and came and then stopped. All people came out
of that vehicle, one person remained in that vehicle, two people covered
the main house, two came direct to us and surrounded us.
Who were these people - were they ordinary people or they were who?
They were armed with guns and they were wearing anny uniform.
I see When you say that one person remained in the car, are you very
sure of this? Because evidence has been given that two people remained
in the car.

OGWANG

According to what I saw, I only saw one person, and I did not know
whether two people remained in that vehicle.

COUNSEL:

I see. So four people came out of the vehicle and two came to where vou
were. What did they do when they reached where you were'l
-

OGWANG:

They asked, who is Engur?

COUNSEL:

In what language did they ask?

OGWANG:

The used Swahili.

COUNSEL:

Did you know any of thesc
, • peop
• 1e or had you seen any of tht!m before?

OGWANG:

No, I did not know of them.

COUNSEL:

So when they asked who was Engur, what followed''

OGWANG:

Engur answered tc·II'mg them that 'I
am t l1c one'.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

OGWANG:

They ordered him t
and to
o come forward And .,. •
h
surrender raising up th
•
agam he was asked to repeat
t en again he was ordered to c annsfiand he did raise up his hands. And
come Of\vard• and agam
• he was ordered to
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re~c.at. For tJic third time his wife tried to call him one of the soldiers
pointed at I1
·th
·
'
cr
w1
gun
and
she
came
back.
He
was
pushed forward and
5
arrc red and put into a ,·chicle, they sat on him and then they drove off.
A~cr they had driven off we started ct)'ing and making an alarm. Our
neighbour Barinaba Akaki answered the n.lanu. came.
1R '\ .\GE DA:

Neighbour who'l

OGW .\NG

Barinabasi Akaki.

COUNSEL:

\Vho was he?

OG\\'ANG

He was a neighbour.

~fR. NAGENDA:

Akaki?

OGWANG·

Akaki.

MR. NAGENDA:

Yes.

OGWANG·

He answered the alann. After Engur had been taken his wife continued
trying to trace his where abouts where he was taken, she went up to
Kampala.

COUNSEL:

I see. Now you remained at home after the alann you said, Barinabasi
Akaki came. What followed when Barinabasi Akaki came?

OGWANG:

I told Barinabasi Akaki that Engur has been arrested and he was made to
lie in the car and they sat on him and he was already taken away.

COUNSEL:

Did you go to police to make any statement?

OGWANG:

I did not go, it was his wife who went

COUNSEL:

Did the police or any other person ask you to make a statement?

OGWANG:

During that time there was nobody from whom we could get assistance.

COUNSEL:

Why do you say - nobody could give assistance?

OGWANG:

Even at the time we went and tried to trace for her husband there was no
person who rendered her assistance.

COUNSEL:

So in other words you are saying, you have never given any statement
regarding the arrest of Mr. Yekosafati Engur?

OGWANG:

I did not make a statement except recently when I made my statement.
That statement was taken at home.

COUNSEL:

Of when?

OGWANG:

Of recently.
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111:1t

is this ycar'l

oUNSEL:
Yes.

tatcment this year?

COUNSEL:

who took your s
Do vou kn 0 W
Yes. I know.

COUNSEL:
OG\\~ANG

COUNSEL:

Who

1s

he?

He is outside there.
.

I see. Mr. Chairman, those are mve

stigators from the Commission.

ask her whether they were investigators from the

MR NAGENDA·

Perhaps we could
Commission.

COUNSEL:

ot your statement were investigators from
Did you know that those wh o g
this Commission?

OGWANG:

Th

t be afraid for our statement being
t Id us that we sh ould n O
. Amin'
rec:de~ because they are investigating in what happened dunng
s

regime.
MR. NAGENDA:

Okay.

COUNSEL:

So since that time you have never seen y ekosafati Engur?

OGWANG:

Not at all.

COUNSEL:

And you had never been asked by any government officer to give any
evidence about his being arrested?

OGWANG:

No, except this one who went to me and took my statement.

COUNSEL:

Whom do you think you put the blame for the disappearance of
Yekosafati Engur?

OGWANG:

I do not know, because I saw he was arrested by the anny men.

COUNSEL:

Mr. Chainnan, that is all I have for this witness.

MR. NAGENDA:

Mrs. Ogwang, as you are aware, I have reprimanded on record, our
technicians who allowed the machine to stop when you were making
your evidence. We all give a great deal of apology for this insult and it
will not happen again, I am sorry. We would like to ask you a few
questions for clarification. I suspect they won't be very many because
we had already got most of this infonnation from the widow of Mr.
Engur. And in any case both of you and Mrs. Engur have made very
clear stat~men~ for which we are grateful. My Colleague Commissioner
Kakwenzue will start by asking you a few clarification questions.
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1' \K\VE ZIRE·

1 do not have more questions because the questions l would have wanted
to ask ou seem lo have been asked by my fellow Commissioners. But
perhaps I ask ·ou this as a clarification. Did those people who arrested

Mr. Yckosafati Engur, did they harass his.wife?
OG\\ \N(3

1l1osewho arrested him did not harass her.

KAK\VENZIRE.

I see. She herself or any member of her family were never harassed by
agents of gm·emment?
1l1ere arc very many people.

KAK\VENZIRE

I see. And what about yourself?
I was not harassed.

KAKWENZIRE:

I see. Okay, thank you.

MR NAGENDA:

I also do not have any direct questions on this specific case. But I would
like to ask you whether you yourself are in any way interested in
politics?

OGWANG:

I have no interest in politics.

MR. NAGENDA:

This you might like to know - it was the answer also given by Mrs.
Engur and to be honest it shocked us. Why are you not interested in
politics?

OGWANG:

I have no interest in joining politics, except that when there is a change
in the administration, I have got to go by that change, by the policy of
that government.

MR. NAGENDA:

Yes. But you see when you say politics, we do not mean joining
political parties, we are talking about taking an interest in what happens,
in the people who rule you and the people around you and in one of the
ways in which we can do that is exactly what this Commission is about,
that is, it is interested in your human rights.

OGWANG:

There is no any person who violates my human rights, except it is up to
me to know how I have got to live.

MR. NAGENDA·

You have go what?

OGWANG:

I have got to live.

CHAIRMAN:

How she lives her life, that is up to herself.

MR. NAGENDA:

I see. Then do you mean to say that you leave politics in the handsof
men?

OGWANG:

I cannot leave in the hands of men only but in my interest.
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whether the Chaim1ai1has ,un questions.

I was not here the rest of - to follow up.
Since he wasn't here, let me thank you very much and you can go now

.MR NAGENDA:
OGWANG
MR NAGENDA.

COUNSEL:

Thank you too, Sir.
Okay. Thank you. Legal Counsel, before you bring your next witness, I
am going to ask for two minutes while I talk to the technicians outside.
Mr. Chairman, this is the close of this case, we are going to begin a new
case.

MR. NAGENDA:
COUNSEL
(MR. SSEKANDI):

CHAIRMAN:

Legal Counsel, you can now start.

My Lord, this is a case which we started over yesterday concerning the
affairs at Aboke High School. And this witness No. 422 is Erivaniya
Acen, 70 years old.
Erivaniya Atim?

WITNESS NO. 422: MRS. ERIVANIA ACEN - SWORN IN
COUNSEL:

Acen of Aboke Sub-county, Kole County?

CHAIRMAN:

Akwiridiri Village.

COUNSEL:

Yes. Aboke Sub-county, Kole county, Apac District.

MR. NAGENDA:

What county?

COUNSEL:

Kole county?

MR. NAGENDA:

What district sorry?

COUNSEL:

Apac.

MR. NAGENDA:

1 am sorry, Legal Counsel. Th.
is is in connection with what?

COUNSEL:

ME'
r. JurasI - who was your late husband?

ACEN:

He was called Eriya Ochola.
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1R

\Vho?
Eri ,a Ochola.
\Vhcn did he die'!

1 cannot remember the year in which he died.
COllNSEL:

Okay. The time he died where was he residing, with you''

ACEN:

He was living with me at the place where the school is now built.

COUNSEL:

Which school?

ACEN

Aboke High School.

COUNSEL:

When was Aboke High School built?

ACEN:

I cannot recall the year in which the Aboke High School was built. But
it was I and my husband who st.artedthe Aboke School which was taken
over the Ejura.

COUNSEL:

Who is Ejura? John Edward Ejura?

ACEN:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Under what circumstances did Ejura take it over?

ACEN:

He asked my late husband to give him the school which he had put up to
P .5 for the children who were unable to walk for a long distance.

COUNSEL:

Now, did Ejura's taking over the school cause any problem?

ACEN:

I was arrested - he arrested me.

COUNSEL:

Who arrested you?

ACEN:

He himself Ejura.

COUNSEL:

When was this?

ACEN:

I do not know but it was during Amin's regime.

COUNSEL:

He himself came and arrested you or he used the other people to arrest
you?

ACEN:

He took his army people, soldiers and then arrested me at night.

COUNSEL:

Yes. Did they tell you why they were arresting you?

ACEN:

He never told me the reason why I was being arrested. He just arrested
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me at around 11.00 p.m. at night.
.

COU1 SEL.
1

ACEN·
COUNSEL.
ACEN:

I sec. Arc you thc on I) pc

On that day I and m)

rson who was arrested by Ejura on that night?

. h sband and my children were arrested on that day.
u

Now who arc your children that were arrested on that day?
One of them is William Okcllo.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

ACEN:

Christopher Opio and BcmonOchola.

COUNSEL:

Any more?

ACEN:

Those were the first people with whom we were brought.

COU~SEL:

Where were you brought or where were you kept?

ACEN:

I was brought here in Lira and I do not know whether that place was
either barracks or what, I cannot tell.

COUNSEL:

Now, were you told why you were arrested?

ACEN:

We were arrested and brought to court.

COUNSEL:

I see. When you were brought to court were you told the reason for
bringing you to court?

ACEN:

I was told that I had put something in the school.

COUNSEL:

We were told you bewitched the school?

ACEN:

Which I did not do.

COUNSEL:

What was your answer to the charge?

ACEN:

I was just brought to court and then imprisoned straight there.

MR.NAGENDA

What happened at court?

COUNSEL:

You mean - what happened to court? Was the evidence given and then
eventually the judge decided the charge and punishment?

ACEN:

When we were brought to court the Magistrate never gave us chance to
defend ourselves. W~ were just imprisoned straight away.

COUNSEL:

What was the period of imprisonment?

ACEN:

Two years.
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Youandvour
~

h.ld
.
1 ren or 1t
was only you?

c

It was I together with oth erpeop e.
1

COL 'SEL:

1

see. Who were the other people included?

Other people, one of them 1s Yusu Akona, Awor and somebody who
came from Otwol.
MR NAGENDA

Akona - did you say Akona?

ACEN·

Yes, Akona and Awor.

CHAIRMAN:

Awor who? Does she have another name?

ACEN.

Beatrice Awor. And somebody came from Otwol, whom I do not know
the name.

COUNSEL:

How about your children, Christopher Opio and Benon Ochola - were
they also charged and convicted?

ACEN:

They were released and returned home.

COUNSEL:

Had you done what they charged with?

ACEN:

I did not do what I was charged with, and he even took me right up to
Kampala.

COUNSEL:

But what was the cause of Ejura charging or accusing you of having
done.

ACEN:

I do not know from his mind.

COUNSEL:

Did you have any dispute between him and you?

ACEN:

I had nothing to dispute with him because when his visitors used to
come I was the one to entertain them.

COUNSEL:

I see. Now what happened?

ACEN:

After he imprisoned me, all my houses were burnt down, granaries,
millet and the rest. Three houses were burnt down, two granaries full of
millet were also burnt down.

COUNSEL:

Who burnt them down?

ACEN:

It was himself, Ejura.

COUNSEL:

Did you see him doing it?

ACEN:

If you arrest somebody and then something or his things are burnt down.
who would you suspect?

t
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C'Ol
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1SEL.

I

COlJi rsEL:
A( 1·~

COUNSEL:
ACEN:

lltcy ,, t·n· humt down in your nhscnl'c'?
, l'S.

I wa.--already in prison at Lim.

Now. were, ou set free aft1..·r.--crving that sentence?
No I was never rdcascd and 1 was returned.
But now we can sec you here.

But J did not complete my criminal time of sentence because the big man
to whom he took me rejected my case that it was not worth
imprisonment.

COUNSEL:

And you were set free'7

ACEN:

Yes, then I was released on the ground that there was nothing I had done.

COUNSEL:

Okay. Did you go back to your house, I mean to your place at Aboke?

ACEN:

I went back to Aboke and up to now I am still there.

COUNSEL:

After you had returned to Aboke, was there anything that happened to
you? Were you re-arrested and taken to Kampala?

ACEN:

No, I was never arrested.

COUNSEL:

So you were only arrested once?

ACEN:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

I see. Now are you still staying in the same place where you were
arrested?

ACEN:

COUNSEL:

ACEN:
COUNSEL:
ACEN:
COUNSEL:
ACEN:
COUNSEL:

My hous~s were burnt down and I left that place and I went to live in the
bush, a different place.
Did you take any legal acti'on agamst
•
•
EJura
whom you claimed to have
burnt your houses?
I am an old woman I cann0 t tak

e any legal step when I cannot manage.

Did you lose anything else other than th e h ouses.?
I lost very man th'
.
.
y mgs 1ike chickens and goats.
And you blame Ejura for having done that?

y cs, I blame him because he bum

t down my houses for no reason at all.

Anything you want th. C
. .
is omm1ss1onto do for you?
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HAIR1A T.

Ycs. s·mcc Eiura b
• • umt all ho ~
s11ould be asked
uses together w·th ll
wasn't even there a..~o why he burnt down m1yIa houses properties he
• ctually he should b
1ouses and my husband
e condemned for that.
Condemned in what wav?
Can he pay all valuable r
.
p operty lost m the houses?

cot

SEL:

cHAIAA1AN

That is all for this witness , my Lord Chairman.
Mrs.
Accn
we may ask you very few qu f
.mfonnatton
. ' or
ideas fr
•
cs ions to at least get more
om you One f th l
•
Mr. Ejura should be condcmn~d for~ . e ast things you ~aid was that
you and other people Wh t d' d
avmg done what he did to you, to
be done?
•
a I you mean? What do you want exactly to
He should compensate for my things which burnt down.

CHAIRMAN

Do you have an i_deaof the value of your things, your houses. granaries
and food stuff, millet and so on?

ACEN

No.

CHAIRMAN.

No?

ACEN·

No.

CHAIRMAN:

Now how were you taken to Kampala, who took you to Kampala?

ACEN

It was himself, Ejura who took me to Kampala.

CHAIRMAN:

In his vehicle?

ACEN

He picked me from prison vehicle.

CHAIRMAN•

Was he with other people, was he alone?

ACEN:

I was taken by the police.

CHAIRMAN:

.
'}
Because you were alre ady a pnsoner.

ACEN·

Yes. I was already a prisoner and I was taken as a prisoner by the police.
That they were taking me to the High Court.

CHAIRMAN:

For how long were you there? Can you remember,
Okay Th ank you.
• d• K
al ?
• b bl t tell us'? How long were vou detame m amp a.
can you e a e o
•
•

ACEN:

I stayed in Kampala for three months.

CHAIRMAN:

Then you were released?
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ACEN:

I was then reIcased on th

e ground that I had not committed any offence.

• th
• ?
Can you tell the Commission how long you stayed m c pnson.

KAKWENZIRE:
Actually the sentence was two years imprisonment. But when I was
as released before I finished the sentence From
taken to KamPala I W
.
.
•
Lira I had spent just two months m pnson and then m Kampala I spent
three months. And thereafter I was released.
MR NAGENDA:

ACEN
KAKWENZIRE·
ACEN
KAKWENZIRE:

So you were left with one year?
I am quite ignorant, I do not know.
To your knowledge, were there some victims in that school?
I did not see any victim which were made in that school.
Was there any person other than Ejura who used to say that you were a
witch?

ACEN:

No any other person apart from Ejura who called me a witch, because I
grew up and got married without practising witchcraft.

KAKWENZIRE:

You said, you and your husband started the school. Did you and your
husband have some education?

ACEN:

During that time no one bothered about education.

KAKWENZIRE:

Even your husband never went to school?

ACEN:

My husband was educated because he was older than me.

KAKWENZIRE:

How did you get the idea of starting a school?

ACEN:

My husband was an employed person and he had that idea that young
children of this size cannot walk long distances.

KAKWENZIRE:

Yes. Thank you very much. We sympathise very much with you for all
that you went through and other people.

MR. NAGENDA:

Mrs. Acen, I agree with my colleague that we really sympathise with
you. Also when you say that you are quite ignorant, I agree but only in
the sense that maybe you do not remember the details. So I am not
going to bother you in details at all but I want to ask you about the
witchcraft. Do you know people who practice or hav~ you known
people who practice witchcraft?

ACEN:

Since I stayed there I have never known of anv person who practised
witchcraft.
•

MR. NAGENDA:

Have you heard of people practising witchcraft any where in this area'?
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May be from a distant part of that
nc, er heard or known abo t
b area, bu~':here. I was staying I have
u some ody Practtsmgwitchcraft.
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You see, in a lot of areas in th'
arc people who practi
. h is country of Uganda we know that there
ce
witc
and usually when they are found their
houses are broken and burnt craft
d th
vou
heard Ofth' IS.?
an ey arc thrown out of the area. Have
J
I said th at, if it i~ from a distant area, that can happen. But from the area
where I was staymg I have never heard of that.

r

I

~fRNAGENDA.

But if ~ou heard of somebody who through witchc~ made, let us say,
your children to get meningitis, would you like them to stay in the area?

ACEN:

If I know him personally, boldly I can call him and tell him that you are
the one who has done this, you should leave it. But from where I was
staying nothing of such kind ever happened.

MR.NAGENDA:

We were told that Mr. Ejura said that the children got meningitis in that
school. Did they get meningitis?

ACEN:

I did not recognise that.

MR.NAGENDA:

If they had got meningitis -I am not saying you get meningitis, mark you
-, but if they had got meningitis and you had found out who was doing it
to children, would you bum their houses and throw them out from this
area?

ACEN:

On my part I cannot go and bum down the houses of that person who is
alleged to have caused meningitis to people because meningitis is treated
in hospitals.

MR.NAGENDA:

Okay. My last question. Do you think it is possible to give meningitis
by witchcraft?

ACEN:

A person can suffer from meningitis but when he is taken to hospital he
can get cured, it is not through witchcraft.

MR.NAGENDA:

Thank you very much.

CHAIRMAN:

Mrs. Erivaniya, we would like to thank you fo~having ~~e the effort to
come at your age to give evidence before this Comm1ss1on. We have
heard your suggestions that you would like to be compens~ed for the
loss you incurred as a result of this incide~t. We shall put 1t on record.
Thank you. You may go now. The next witness please.

COlJNSEL:

The next witness is Mr. Esau Olal, No. 423.
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\VITNESS NO. 423: MR. ESAU OLAL - SWORN IN
COUNSEL.

you arc Esau Olal, 77'?

OLAL·

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Of Awungu V1llagc?

OLAL:

Yes

COUNSEL.

Akolodong Parish?

OLAL:

Yes, in Akolodong Parish.

MR NAGENDA

What district?

COUNSEL:

Apac.

MR NAGENDA

I see.

COUNSEL:

Do you know where Aboke High School is?

OLAL:

Yes, I know.

COUNSEL.

Do you know when Aboke High School was built?

OLAL:

Yes, I know.

COUNSEL:

How did you come to know when it was built and circumstances under
which it was built?

OLAL:
COUNSEL:
OLAL:
COUNSEL:
OLAL:
COUNSEL:
OLAL:
COUNSEL:

I was one of the people who was born and grew up from there.
So when was Aboke High School built?
We had started a Sub-grade school in 1958.
Yes. And then when did it become a high school?
It was in 1962 (1969) when it became Aboke High School.
Who built it - is it you?
It is I who started sub-grade.
Yes. Then who started Aboke High School?

OLAL:
Aboke High was started by Ejura.
Orolang.
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Our sub-grade school was called

l l

)L!

~l l

L

Did you continue "ith sub
built?
·gmdc school after the High School had been

Mr Ejum said there w

.

it was turned t~ be ofH~c;lonewho was _gomg to work upon it. And then
•g 1 School and 1tceased to be a sub-grade.
\Vere you happy about this development?

OLAL:
CO 'lSEL:
OLAL:

\Ve were happ~•ab t th • •
•
J
ou 1s smce they told us that they were going to
assist
us.
Yes. Eventually did you get problems with Ejura?
After he had persuaded and took over our school he chased us away and
burnt down our houses.

COUNSEL:

When was this?

OLAL:

This was in 1973.

COUNSEL:

Do you remember the date, the month?

OLAL:

It was on the 4th of March, 1973.

COUNSEL:

Yes. Would you tell us the details of what happened on that day?

OLAL:

On the 4th of March, 1973 Ejura led a full lorry of soldiers together with
clubs and then he beat a bell to warn the children to vacate the school
and then he went and he started burning our houses, all of our houses.
Up to now all our houses, live stock and food stuff we no longer have
them.

COUNSEL:

Did he do it single handed or with other people.

OLAL:

He used the military people and school children.

COUNSEL:

Military people?

OLAL:

Military police.

COUNSEL:

Were they in uniform?

OLAL:

They were in army uniform wearing red hats, guns and socks.

COUNSEL:

I see. How many were they?

OLAL:

They were very many, they were on the rally.

COUNSEL:

At what time did they come, arrive at the place?

OLAL:

At around 10.00 a.m.
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OLAL

Did tJ1eytalk tl}you before they set o11the fire?
•v never talked to us. And then when he rang the bell
Tiicv came an d tl1c.,
..
,
d b
·
• dy, scI100 I children and
m1htary
people startc
ummg the
cvcrvbo
'
.
hou;cs, and we had to run to save our lives.

CHAIR.MAN:

Thev
.. were beaten, there was beating also.

INTERPRETER:

And beating also was there.

COUNSEL:

\Vas this in the presence of ~jura?

OLAL

He was there, he was the leader.

COUNSEL:

l11ese children were they girls or boys or both?

OLAL:

They were mixed of boys and girls and the military police.

COUNSEL:

yes. Do you know why these girls and boys reacted the way they
reacted?

OLAL:

The followed the order of their headman.

COUNSEL:

Is it true that some of you had made them to be affe~ted by meningitis?

OLAL:

No, I was one of the people who were working in that school, they could
have reported to me about the meningitis.

COUNSEL:

You were working in that school as what?

OLAL:

I was the Chairman of that school, sub-grade school. I started as a
teacher of that sub-grade school and when another teacher was brought I
was appointed the Chairman of Parent Teachers Association.

COUNSEL:

Teacher in that school?

OLAL:

Yes.

COUNSEL:
OLAL:
COUNSEL:
OLAL:
COUNSEL:
OLAL:

What was your educational background?
I got educated up to P.5 a long time ago, olden days.
Now other than losing houses. what else did you lose?
All evel}thing got lost up to now.
What 'everything''!
I was having five grass h
d
.
.
. ouses. an dunng that mcidcnt I lost 3 8 head of
ttl
20
ea e.
goats 20 chicken 30
k f
t rees, th ree grananes
' . full of
s. ·11
sac ·s o oranges and one acre of cassava
banana plantation.
mi et and two acres of cassava and some
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Yes. \\'ere they destroyed or you just left them behind?
OLAL.

I ran and left them behind.

COl' 'SEL:

Even your heads of cattle?

OLAL:

Yes.

COL~SEL:

So from that day you left that place to where?

OLAL:

I ran up to Iceme.

l\1R. N AGENDA

To where?

OLAL:

To Iceme.

11R NAGENDA:

To Iceme?

OLAL:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

And you stayed there until when?

OLAL:

I stayed there up to today.

COUNSEL:

Now are there other people who lost property and houses during this
incident?

OLAL:

All the people who resided near that school lost their things, even their
clothes and house belongings were burnt.

COUNSEL:

Who lost their properties?

OLAL:

Firida, Erinayo Amen, Tina Achola, Michael Awera, Limoni Asub~
Kerizestom Ayo.

.MR. NAGENDA:

Oh dear, dear. Please let us stop and go through the list slowly because
we are trying to write it down. All I have got is Tina Achola. So please
say one by one and we write it down.

OLAL:

Erivaniya Ochola Acen.

MR. NAGENDA:

Aceng?

OLAL:

Acen.

MR. KAGE:\DA

Acen.

OLAL.

Yes

CHAIRJ\.lAN:

TI1e\\ ife of Ochola.
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COLINSFL.

Yes.

HAIRMA1 .
MR

Accn.

.\oENDA:

COUNSEL.

Accn.

l\1R.NAGENDA:

Yes.

Firida Okoy - also a wife of Eriya Ochola.

OLAL:

MR NAGENDA:

A wife of?

OLAL:

Eriya Ochola.

MR NAGENDA:

Yes.

OLAL:

Michael Awero. William

Okello, Kcrizcstorn .':-yo, ~irnoni Aduba,
David Oyet, Erinayo Ameny, Pcnina Achola, Jo.1ma Awmo, Aleny son
of Orang. That is all the people whose things were burnt down

COUNSEL.

Now is it true that also a number of people were arrested and taken
away?

OLAL:

Those who were arrested were different and I do not know why they
were arrested.

COUNSEL:

Apart from you, were there other people who vacated this area'7

OLAL:

Yes. Some other people also left that area for good.

COUNSEL:

So you are forced by circumstances to leave other than voluntarily?

OLAL:

Yes, I was just forced to leave, chased away.

COUNSEL:

Now, did you complain about this against Ejura?

OLAL:

COUNSEL:

I could not take my complaint anyway since the situation was not good,
we used to stay in the bush.
What was the situation why do you say the situation was not good?

OLAL:

It

COUNSEL:

Why?

d • A . I •
was unng mm s time, when you talk of something, you arc killed.

OLAL:
If somebody wants to take over the land, do you dispute with him?
COUNSEL:
OLAL:

Youm

•
can you Just allow a person to take your land?

If he has taken a wea

pon you cannot stand before him.
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No\\, ifhc \\as com t d
I .
~
1cc c to t 1e big people, where could I go'!

COlT '"'EL:

OLAL.

cou

1

But 1:;;.iura
'' as not Amin

SEL:

OLAL:

How was he connected to them?

He was connected to the military police who crunc and chased me away.
So you are saying you did not complain?
\Ve tried but we did not report. If you try to go you arc only stopped and
then chased away.

COUNSEL:

So you left the land for ~jura?

OLAL:

We left the land to hirri, he took over this land until today.

COUNSEL:

Did he give you any compensation for taking your land?

OLAL:

No.

COUNSEL:

Are you happy about this?

OLAL:

No, I am not pleased.

COUNSEL:

Now what do you want?

OLAL:

I want him to compensate all what got lost during this incident?

COUNSEL:

Can you quantify?

OLAL:

I cannot estimate it.

COUNSEL:

Then how should he compensate you?

OLAL:

I lay my hands to you to evaluate how he should do it.

COUNSEL:

I see. Okay.

CHAIRMAN:

Would you want him to compensate you in kind, to return those things
you lost?

OLAL:

As regard to cooking utensils, they may be made in kind, but as regard to
cattle and millet, it could be even more encouraging to be paid in value,
he should pay me even in cash.

CHAIRMAN:

Okay. Yesterdav we had Erifasi Ogwang here who gave evidence
regarding the sam"ematter. You know him? Is it?

OLAL:

Yes. I know him.
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CI-L\IRMA

Is he from •our clan also'/

1
•

OLAL:
CHAIRM \~

OLAL·

CHAIRM .\~
OlAL:

CHAIRMAN:
OLAL:

He is tltc son of Eriya Ochola.
I sec. He said that Ejura should be forgiven.

Ah! To really be killed by hunger'! (Laughter)
So you do not share the same view?
I do not share the same view with him. I am now sweating dirty, all my
wealth are now lost, and I want him to compensate it.
I sec. Apart from compensating you, what else would you wish we

should do?
He should also give me enough money to put up another house. Because
bY that time I was having five houses together with furniture which was
i~side. sauce pans which my \vives used to cook for us, tables and flat
iron, axe, ground.nutsand all food stuff

CHAIAAIAN.

I see. It sounds quite a lot. Would the other people who were affected
feel the same or what do they think?

OLAL:

They also want to be compensated.

CHAIRMAN•

But how does he compensate you if you have never listed or submit the
list of your losses to any authority?

OLAL:

I have already told the Commission earlier that the reason why I did not
list all my property which was burnt. Because the situation during that
time could not allow me to do so.

CHAIRMAN:

What about during 1980s, from say 1988?

OLAL:

We went before the Gombolola Chief who did not entertain us. our
complaints.

CHAIRMAN:

I see. Okay, thank you. You should wait other Commissioners may ask
you questions to clarify on your evidence.

KAKWENZIRE:

Where did you go after you had been chased from your home. place'?

MR. NAGENDA:

He said he went to Iccme and stayed there up to todate.

KAKWENZIRE:

I see. Did other people follow you?

OLAL:

They all left the place.

KAKWENZIRE:

I ~ee. Before you, some people who gave evidence before vou told us
EJura had ~nfiscated your school. Did you try to approach. ~ay some of
the authonties?
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Ycs. \\ c tried " ith n O
success. We "cnt up to the Gombolola Chief but
\\ c \\ ere cltascd away from there.

I see. About the anintals, d.d
h
.
1
c personally take your ammals?
0L L:

If you send the people and steal person's properties, is it not you who
scnd th cse people who arc responsible for that act?
\\7hat I would want to know is that - were these animals shared out
among these military police and school children who were sent to burn
down your houses and destroy your property?

OLAL:

He took these animals together with his clan members, they took them to
their homes.

UK\\ 'ENZIRE

Can you go further to substantiate who took those animals?

0LAL:

Yes, we followed the foot-path from and some of us were even tortured
and beaten at the place.

KAK\VENZIRE:

I see.

CHAIRMAN·

How far was Iceme from your old place at the school where you were
doing your work?

0LAL:

Two miles.

CHAIRMAN:

Is it in another Gombolola, Sub-county?

0LAL:

Yes.

CHA.lru\1AN:

So you moved to another sub-county?

0LAL:

Yes I moved to another Gombolola, Sub-county and to another county.

CHAIRMAN:

Which county?

0LAL:

Oyam County.

CHAIRMAN:

I see. Okay.

MR.NAGENDA

Let me start with your going to Iceme. Why did you not return later
after troubles had stopped?

0LAL:

I had nowhere to come and reside.

MR. NAGENDA:

Did you ever think of taking Ejura to court even to RC's because of
destruction he caused to you?

0LAL:

During that time the RC was not there.

'
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AGENDA:

I mean when the RC started.
How can you start from the grass roots when these things arc already up?

OLAL:
MR N\GENDA:

OLAL:
MR NAGENDA:

Up where?

We have now brought our complaints before you.
Yes But you sec, our Commission really is to find out what happened
to people and to make recommendations. It will take us a long time.
And we do not replace the law courts or RC's. They are also working
along side with what we are doing. I think it would help you, in addition
to what you have told us which have moved us and we arc going to make
a recommendation according to it. But definitely it would help you if
you also went either to RC or to the court in this matter - although I have
been told by my Chairman who is the Supreme Court Judge that
unfortunately as far as Courts are concerned the case is time barred-, but
not with RC's.

OLAL:

Should we go back to RC's?

MR. NAGENDA:

Alright. But personally I would like you to go because I think you might
find that they might bring you together for some kind of quick solution.
I really think so.

OLAL:

On my I do not think so. But we shall try.

MR. NAGENDA:

Okay. By the way do you know where Mr. Ejura is?

OLAL:

Yes.

MR NAGENDA:

Is he a rich man?

OLAL:

He is poor.

MR.NAGENDA

He is poor. I am just trying to find out whether vou think he is in a
position to find the money to compensate you.
•

OLAL:

Yes, he has clan.

MR. NAGENDA:

Is his clan quite okay?

OLAL:

What?

MR NAGENDA

Is his clan able to pay you what you lost and what all the other people''

OLAL:

I hdo ld
not think
I your son murders or some bod, you
. '. the law Sa).s th at •f
s ou assist him and pay back that money
-

CHAIRMAN:

That is a customary law.

MR. NAGENDA

That is customary law and, ma,_·be ha,·e ~-ot1tried to go through th~
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customary ln\\? Because I ag

{LAL
1R. NAGENDA

th"

1s seems to be a fair way to do it

I could not do it be
th"
means of doing it. cause mgs \\ere really bad at that time. We had no
But now that things
al •gh
are n t, probably J would sav
. , I think it is alright
no \\.

oLAL:

Things are now oka) .

cHAIRM \''\

That is why we have come here.

OLAL:

Yes.

fR ,AGENDA:

th

rce at

Yes. Have you tried to go to this clan to get compensation which you
would seem to be entitled?

OLAL:

Sir. you should do me a favour not refer me back.

MR ,AGEXDA:

\Vell. I understand from our Legal Counsel that this Mr. Ejura is coming
t~ see us and we shall try to ask him why he has not compensated you.
Fmally. !\faee Olal. I want to ask you whether you think it is possible to
give people meningitis by witchcraft?

OL.\L:

Yes. it can be possible by ,,itchcraft.

MR.KAGE\'DA

How?

OLAL:

If a charm is taken and placed in the school or somewhere it can cause
meningitis.

MR ~AGENDA

Okay. This is what I wanted to find out.

OLAL:

But I do not know what kind of charm which causes that.

MR.NAGE\DA:

Have you ever known anybody who got meningitis by a charm?

OLAL-

No. I had not seen it.

MR.NAGENDA:

But just because you did not see it. it does not mean to say. the charm
was not placed there. Docs it? Might be the cha1m had been placed
there.

OLAL:

l do not know about the chann and nen the pason ,, ho took it there I
had not even seen it.

CHAIRMAN:

But the question is. the fact that you do not know or ~ ou did not sec it
docs that mean that nobody else or the charm ,, as not put there'? lt could
have been put there without your knowledge

OLAL

If somebody who took it. do I stay at his home?
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home,
But whnt wou Id ) ou do if )'OU cnught somebody not. in .your
•
1
If you caught Isomebouy
causmg
not yourself ,.uut some bod'-., else
~ •
. 'l
• ·tt·s b~,
mcnmg1
., placing ch•m11s
• • • what would you do to um

N0

OLAI...

• arrcs t cd. but hou~cs
Thnt person 1s
• • of people should not he burnt.

MR NAGENDA:

•
lie should
be ••1rrestcd
and tried in a court of law?
J sec. Y ou me saymg,
•

OLAL

.........
'Yes, I1c sI1ouId bc ...
,....stcd •and tried in a court of law and then punished
apart from burning houses.

MR. NAGENDA.

But you sec, we hear many cases throu~hout_Uganda of witches being
thrown out of the area by their property bemg completely destroyed,
tlicir houses burnt and they move on to another place. Have you not
heard of tltis?

OLAL:

J have heard of that, Sir If somebody is found to be a witch and then he
is proved to be a witch, he can be arrested and taken to court. But in our
case our houses were burnt without any cause.

MR. NAGENDA:

Perhaps I should ask you this. How do you know that you did not place
there a chann?

OLAL:

If I was known to be the one who took the charm to that school, was I
arrested?

MR. NAGENDA:

I see. Now did some children suffer from meningitis at the High
School?

OLAL:

I was not present, I was already chased away.

MR. NAGENDA:

So since you did not see a lot of what happened because you had been
away, are you telling us that you consider Ejura to be responsible for
your problems because he was the one who came and arrested you and
therefore all that followed started from that arrest?

OLAL-

MR. NAGENDA:
OLAL:

MR. NAGENDA:

OLAL:

After my houses were burnt down I moved and stayed at Iceme up to
now.
You have not answered my question.
He should pay me because my houses were burnt and I lost e\'cnthing
which was there.
•
Finally, the. way it was done sounds to us ,cry \\ rong. burning your
houses, getting you into prison. some of you and so on But that apart.
did_Mr. Ejura help you by bringing about a secondary school in an area
~'htch at that time had no secondary school and we n~w understand that
it has gone up to Scco d - s· H
n at') 1x. as he not helped your area''
We can be pleased to d. I
.
, ,
.
eve opment done by him but if he wantcd to
develop this area he sl ld
tou not 11avc taken a step of burning down our
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I
houses, tnking away our properties.

Yes , t agree. Tiiank you very much.

CH IRMA .

Mr. Esau, thank you fiOr
.
and that y
h Id
your evidence. we have recorded your requests
. ou s . ou not be referred to RC courts But I have to repeat
th e ad vice
which a Com • •
. .
m1ss10ncrwas trying to give you that our
Comn11ss1on
docs not ha
'
lli
ve -we are not a court, we have no force of
::p~
ng \~rong doers to compensate their victims J should repeat
) our claim through the courts is now time barred. But I think all
avenues are n_otclosed to you, you should try to search through other
means by which you can get or be compensated. In law if a wrong is
done to you, a wrong like the one you have complained of you must sue
th e perso~ w1_
'th•.m _threeyears if he destroys your property 'as yours were
d~ne_,bodlly mJunes and so on, as an individual as Ejura is, you sue him
withm three years. But if it was government as it appears to be the case
because those soldiers were also involved, the period is only one year,
12 months. The reason for this is that, if you are wronged you should
not sit on your rights, you should not delay, you should try to come and
complain quickly while your memories are still fresh because the longer
you might stay the more cloudy your memories become. But anyhow as
you said, we have recorded your complaint. Ours will only be
recommendations to government as to what may or may not be done.
And do not go home and expect immediate compensation from
government. Your best record was against Ejura. Okay, thank you.

COUNSEL:

I think it should be noted here that we are going to make our
recommendation at the end of our work that it is made known that we are
going to say something about this after considering his evidence he has
given and other evidence we have obtained. So that the authorities will
have to consider whatever recommendations we shall make. And Mr.
Ejura in a minutes time is coming here and we shall cross-e~e
him
with this problem. This will be done in your presence and you will hear
his replies. Hopefully after this our exercise - as it may_go, we do not
know-, so you should wait until you will hear what he will say.

OLAL:

Okay.

CHAIRMAN:

Is he coming today?

COUNSEL:

Yes. Just now.

CHAIRMAN:

Okay. The Legal Counsel is telling us that he is coming now.

COUNSEL:

After break.

r

'

CHAIRMAN:

And others who are interested in the same problem, who suffered from
the same problem.

COUNSEL:

. advised the machines need a break, we should
My Lord I am b emg
'
. ·
,
th
hines to rest after this witness.
have a break for e mac
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l·or hov. long? I 5 mmutcs
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CHAIRMA

?

It ,,as not suggested
Let us have half an hour.
e machines and cameras need to rest for some time. So we
.
•
Ok 3). 1l 1
shall have a break for 30 minutes. But in the meantime do not go away
and disappear, those who arc interested who want to ~ontinue to listen or
those ,,ho are expected to be witnesses should not disappear altogether.
We shall be resuming at twenty past one (1.20 p.m), it will be 30
minutes. Okay.

MR. 'AGENDA:
CHAIRMAN:

Are you happy there camera man? Why, is it too loud?
I think you just hold on

WITNESS NO. 424:
SWORN IN

MR. JOHN EDWARD

EJURA -

CHAIRMAN:

We are now ready to continue with another witness.

COUNSEL:

My Lord Chairman, gentlemen Commissioners and iady Commissioners.
our next witness will be testifying on the circumstances surrounding the
deprivation of land, harassment and torture of the residents of Aboke by
Amin's soldiers. Could you tell us your name please.

EJURA:

My names are John Edward Ejura, please.

COUNSEL:

Ho,v old are you, and where were you born?

EJURA:

I am 53 years old and was born in a village called Acul-banya in the
same Sub-county, Lira District.

COUNSEL:

What are your qualifications?

EJURA:

I hold a diploma of Education from Kyarnbogo Teachers' Training
College and a Higher Diploma from Hull Institute in Britain.

COUNSEL:

What schools did you go through for your formal education?

EJURA:

! ~ttended Acul-banya

Primary School from 1941 - l 946 TI:ereafter l
Joined lbujc Primary School for one year 194 7 - 1948. Later in 1948 to
1951 I attended Boroboro Junior Secondary School. From 1952 - 1954 I
~: at :grey
Memorial School (Scconda~·) - 1955 to l 056. I attended
re ig School Mbarara, then proceeded to Kyambogo TT C from
1957 to 1959
•
• •

COUNSEL

Could you tell us abo ut ),our wor k"mg experience after your graduation
firom Kyambogo'7
•
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t Ol

I hrst joined C
f
anon Lm
T'Ont 1960 Janu
' \'fl'ncc Teachers' T . .
' ary to Dcccn1bcr, 1960.
r.unmg College as a Tutor
ll1cn?

1 "as appointed D
• 1
cputy Head
m 962 I went fo fu
niastcr, Gulu High fi
of Ed
.
r rthcr studies in B .t .
or one year 1961 and
TIC. u~on and obtained a diploma ~i~::or one year at Hull Institute
ftcr my return in 196
g than the one of Kyambogo
currently called Boroboro S 3 to 1964 I opened Dr. Obote College
Tororo Manjasi High Schooti~d~ry School. In 1965 - 1965 I was at
1966 to 1984 I opened anoth _cacit~gthe Mathematics Department. In
School, this was an
rad er pnvate school known as Aboke High
upg
fr
sb
Amukugunga. TI1e school w ed school
.
om u -grade school called
of Education as a recognise: ;~g1stered and classified by the Ministry
TI1e parents around the h I nvate Secondary School for 'O' Level
sc oo under th Ch •
•
•
Ocol agreed to give me I d f 49
e amnansh1p of the late Elia
0
simple agriculture to f; d :
.
hectares, purely for education and
names.
ee
e pupils, and the land was registered in my
COUNSEL:

What names?

EJURA:

John Edward Ejura.

COUNSEL:

Continue please.

EJURA:

Conflicts between the late Elia Ocol - first Chairman Board of
Governor~ ~f Aboke High School and his children Erifasi O~ang Ocol,
Okello William Ocol, Esau Ola.I,Oper and his wife Erivania Ocol arose.
This was because the fore mentioned persons did not want the late Eria
Ocol to give the traditionally owned land to John Edward Ejura for the
purpose of education. The conflicts continued until the death of Elia
which was mysterious in 1972.

COUNSEL:

Why mysterious, Mr. Ejura?

EJURA:

A tragic thing happened at the school. Magic (witchcraft) was imputed
into girls dormitories and many of these girls were charmed. It was
discovered after the report was made to the police. A woman called
Akot who allegedly brought the action was caught at Akona Yosito with
different dangerous herbs.

CHAIRMAN:

Leading Counsel, according to the watch now, it is lunch break and we
shall continue with Mr. Ejura after break. Let us break now for lunch
and we shall resume here at 2.30 p.m.

COUNSEL:

Okay my Lord, much obliged.

CHAIRMAN:

ady after the break to resume this session of hearing the
We are now re ,
' .
?
'd
Legal
Counsel
can
we
continue
please.
ev1 encc.
,

fOUNSEL:

· ·
'th Witness No. 147 Mr. John Edward Ejura. who
We are contmumg wi
'
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Mr.
was hero ) .estcrda ,• He is here to continue with his evidence.
·
b Now,
k
:
--''
•
•0 r evidence I asked you your cducat10na1 ae ·ground,
EJurn cau1cr m' u
b·
: cxpencnce
• ~ and vou
"orkmg
., had reached the year when you csta
'd hshed
• 11 sc hooI at Aboke • That
ence and
a hig
• one chapter went, you · gave ev111
three
Now
would
you
continue
to
te
us your
we arc now on nulnber
·
,
other e:\.1Jericnccs
up to the present date?
EJURA:

CHAIRMAN.

Titank you vcl') much, Mr. Chairman: I woul.d like to say that there ~re
some statements which J made mamly which wer~ connected with
"itchcraft which was incorrectly given. So at the time I went to the
County Chief I had first talked to Mrs. ~jura so I wanted to clear that
before I continue.

Learned Counsel, do you accede to that request?

COUNSEL.

My Lord Chairman, I have heard his request but since he is a witness, let
him finish his evidence with corrections. He can make corrections
where he thinks there is need for correction. After he has given his
evidence then the others, because his evidence is not the last, - so let him
finish his evidence then we shall definitely call Mrs. Ejurato testify and
we shall be able to see the evidence as a whole.

CHAIRMAN·

If I may add to what Learned Counsel was saying Mr. Ejura, these are

normal procedures that once a witness starts giving evidence. he should
give the entire evidence. Usually the evidence may be related to matters
which may be unconnected. Usually he finishes his first and if there is
any other witness or witnesses connected to the same or some of the
incidence he can come later. This is the usual practice. So we would
like to request you, I think, to continue with the evidence in accordance
with the Legal Counsel's submission.
EJURA:

MR. NAGENDA:
EJURA:

CHAIRMAN;
EJURA:

COUNSEL:

Now, after the incident of Aboke in 1977 the abuse of human rights on
me, on Wednesday 16th of February, 1977, at about 12.00 noon. a team
of army men, 13 soldiers came in a vehicle, a combi, blue in colour. they
were in fact not in uniform. Two of them had put on a mask as ~
camouflage.
A mask? What kind ofmask'l
This one which is put on as to make somebody not to be recognised.
The combi entered into the school compound.
They went to the school. Aboke High School'>
th
y cs, to e school - Aboke High School. All of a suddl.!n. about six or
seven of them ·,umped t f 1
b'
•
ou o t 1c corn 1 and surrounded up thl.! school
0 nc of them entered
mv 0 ffi
h
h •
•
ice w ere I had some parl.!nts paying foes for
~ cir chhilh~rcn.J gave the gentleman a scat then I asked him ,, hat had
roug t im to mv office H, t OId
h
C
• •
.•
• e
me t at I was ,,antcd bv the District
omm1ss1onerLira who was by then Captain Agcch.
•
You mean this gent!,
eman was the one with the mask or this one was
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unmasked?

l•JLRA:

He was unm k
will talk to : ed. I had two or three .
fees. I cou1dm later because I was t m1~utcsto talk with him. I said I
Co111miss1·onenot definitely leave ooA us_ybecause I was collecting
r Want d h
•
gam I •d •
go and see him The .c could have given h'
sru , if the District
his pistol he t.
at did not please the g tl1ma note to request me to
,
s ood up and d'
en eman so he • st II d
and snatched the .
irected me to go to th
Ju pu e out

:=~~/
=gte::

CHAI~1AN:

,

~:tsi,de rush:d in ~~s:~1:r~: h~Jand but the othe:
\ an. Chlldrcn started tl . they over-powered me and took me to
moved ahead towards the c:~:~ for their lives. Some courageous ones
because they knew the)' c
frc wh~re these fellows would follow
road bi k th
rune am Lua so th
oc
ere \,·ith stones I
b
ey went and mounted a
• was eaten and had head •mJunes.
. .
What did they beat you with?

EJURA:

The butt of the gun.

CHAI~IAN:

The butt?

EJURA:

Yes. They took me and h 1
lie flat on the floor of w en was pushed into th~ van I was asked to
th e van. 1 never made any noise. Thev drove me
awa~ ~d when we reached Comer Molane I almost stood up to greet the
peop e ut I was plunged down by them and I never stood up.

CHAIRMAN

This is the junction at the main road?

EJURA:

At the main road, Sir. So they drove straight up to the military wing
which was by then an hotel now a guest house.

COUNSEL:

It is a guest house?

EJlJR.A:

A hotel but they later converted it into military offices. When they came
in fact they had to dodge the road, the students put a stone there but they
dodged it, they dodged the road block. Attempts to throw stones on
them \Vere made. So when I got to the hotel, I was rushed straight away
to the cell. At about 7.00 O'clock the prisoners who were brought in
from various places were brought in a common room for supper I think.
I did not like to cat it but there I had a chance to see a friend of mine who
was the Headmaster of Bobi Foundation School, Gcrcsomu Onono

CHAIRMAN:

He was under arrest' 7

EJURA:

Yes. he was under arrest. Gcrcsomu F. Onono "_ho was the headmaster
of Bobi Foundation School. \\Then I asked h11n as to _why he \\as
· I
'd that these fellows of the State Research Just went and
broug l1t m 1e sa1
. .
.
ft
• d l · fi
the school I said it was a suntlar tlnng to me so a er
p1ckc 11m rom
•
supper we were sent to our room•

COUNSEL:

• tl t this is the onlv prison~r ) ou knc"?
So you arc suggcstmg 13
•
•
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EJURA:

This is the onl) prisoner l knew.

CHAIRM \N

You were only two?

EJURA:

No, we were many.

CHAIRMAN.

Did you recognise any other?

EJURA:

This is the only one I knew.

COUNSEL:

About how many were you?

EJURA:

In fact, we were about 15 but I knew only Onono because he was a
teacher.

CHAIRMAN:

Did the others try to speak to each other or they spoke to you, the other
prisoners?

EJURA:

We just spoke quietly as we were being guarded.

CHAIRMAN:

You did not know where they were from?

EJURA:

I did not know.

CHAIRMAN:

Were they from Lira, Lango district or where mainly?

EJURA:

These people were mainly from Lango, Lira but some were from outside
here. Earlier on, of the six or seven who went to my school there, I had
known of two who had put on a mask but when they came up here I
realised they were now Abdalla Hassan and ...

COUNSEL:

Who was he?

EJURA:

Abdalla Hassan was a military man, intelligence.

CHAIRMAN:

Where was he from?

EJURA:

Abdalla Hassan was from Aboke, his father is this Hassan, the one
annedman.

CHAIRMAN:

I know him but the other Commissioners do not know him. I know him,
he was a Nubian, wasn't it?

EJURA:

Yes, a Nubian. And Mustafa Hassan.

COUNSEL:

From where?

EJURA:

From the same place.

MR. NAGENDA:

Were they related?

EJURA:

They were related, the same father.
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I

MR

I

, GE 'DA:

So tl1cy were brothers'!

EJlJRA:

Yes.

cHAIRMA.N

You say their father's name was who?

EJURA:

Hassan.

MR NAGENDA:

The brother was also a military intelligence?

EJLRA

He was also an army m

cHAIRJ\1AN:

You knew them before?

EJURA.

I had known them before.

COUNSEL:

Under what circumstances did you know them?

EJURA·

Just because we were living in the same sub county.

COUNSEL:

Yes, continue.

EJURA·

In the morning of 17th at about 8.30 a.m. Mr. Onono and I plus three
other officers including one of them who was an ADC in the D.C's
office-

MR NAGENDA:

What is the name of the ADC please?

EJURA:

The name of the ADC was Akure.

CHAIRMAN:

What tribe was he?

EJURA:

He was from West Nile, a Kakwa.

CHAIRMAN:

The other anny officers, did you know their names?

EJURA:

I did not know their names and we were placed in the pick-up - a van.

CHAIRMAN:

The van in which you were brought in?

EJURA:

Toe van in which we were brought. We were asked to lie flat on the
floor of the vehicle.

MR.NAGENDA:

Just Onono and yourself were taken not the three other soldiers?

EJURA:

We were ordered to lie like that.

MR.NAGENDA:

Not the officers?

EJURA:

Not the officers.

•t .
.
.
an, m c111gence, basically m State Research.
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Not the AOC? 111cADC also did not lie down?

CHJ\IRMA '

EJURA:

CHAIRMAN

EJURA'

~ 11 . AOC in fact was just taking his child who had died
Not the A DC. . d.le d body
•
•
on• the van.
They drove an d t l1cn reac hed
so they put t 1ll: ea
Karuma and stopped.
Karuma bridge?
·d , Two of the officers wanted Onono and I to be thrown in
ge
•
Karuma bn ...
t Karun1a Falls but this Akurc said that no, these are
t I1e ,,·at crs ..
,

headmasters, they arc known people; let them be takehn to Kampa~a
perhaps they will give som_efurth:r evidences. So after t at argument m
our favour we continued with our ,1oumey and reached up to Kampala.

CHAIRMAN:

\\That language were they speaking?
It was English. We reached Kampala at about 7 .30 then drove to what

EJURA:

CHAIRMAN

7.30 p.m or what?

EJURA

7.30 p.m.

KAKWENZIRE:

You were still with the ADC at that time'l

EJURA:

Y cs. So we drove say towards Luzira but just near Springs Hotel and
then branched to the barracks, there is a barracks there.

CHAIRMAN:

Opposite Silver Springs Hotel?

EJURA:

At Mbuya Military Barracks is where we were taken out of the vehicle.
We were left there under the guard of one soldier. They ate. they drank
beer and afterwards they came on to the vehicle and drove us straight at
about mid-night, up to Nakasero.

CHAIRMAN:

Nakascro State Research 'l

EJURA:

Yes, Nakascro State Research.

CHAIRMAN:

Were the two army officers still with you?

EJURA:

They were still with us.

MR. NAGENDA:

Were you yourselves offored some beers·,

EJURA:

No, we were not.

MR. NAGENDA:

Food?

EJURA:

We were not.

MR. NAGENDA:

Water to drink'}
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EJLR\

\Ve were not catered for. We were taken down under escort underground the State Research.

CHAlRl\l c\N

l11ebasement?

EJLRA

Thev call it basement where we were received by somebody, an officer
there. We were taken down and told to remove our shoes. Abdalla
Hassan then said that we were the most notorious fellows who were
being brought in and therefore we were to be kept very very carefully.

CHAIRMAN:

So Abdalla Hassan accompanied you?

EJURA:

Yes, he accompanied us.

CHAIRMAN:

What about his brother Mustafa?

EJURA:

Mustafa was also there and Akure was also there.

MR. NAGENDA:

You said you left Lira with two anny officers and Akure.

EJURA:

Akure was an anny officer.

MR. NAGENDA:

Was he also an anny offiser?

EJURA:

Yes, he was an anny officer.

MR. NAGENDA:

Okay, you said three anny officers including Akure and we asked you
who the other two were and you said you could not remember their
names. Did they now tum out to be Mustafa and Abdalla Hassan? They
were the ones?

EJURA:

Yes, they were the ones.

MR. NAGENDA:

Oh! Yes.

EJURA:

After our names were recorded down, two of us, we were sent to the
right side of the room into a narrow pit about a meter and a half but a
sort of a tunnel but so long.

COUNSEL:

You mean a meter wide?

EJURA:

A meter wide but about eight or ten meters.

COUNSEL:

It is a tunnel?

EJURA:

Yes, a tunnel. It was indeed a dark room, you could not see anybody
until they put on the power. There were quite a number of people. So as
we were pushed down they switched on so we were to meet a number of
people from the door right up to the end. Toe people who brought us
switched off and then slammed the door and went away. At about 3.00
a.m in the morning two of us, myself and Mr. Onono plus three or five
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I
other persons were transferred from the tunnel to the other room which
was on the left hand side

I

C'HAIRJ\f.\N

At 3.00 p.m?

EJlRA

3.00 a.m.

CHAIRMAN.

And five others?

EJURA.

And five others.

MR. NAGENDA:

And presumably you know it was 3.00 a.m because they had left you
your watch?

EJURA:

They let me with a watch but it was later recovered and taken away.

CHAIRMAN:

Did you get to know who the other five were?

EJURA:

No, I did not know except Onono. We crossed to the other side of the
house, we were handcuffed.

CHAIRMAN:

All seven of you?

EJURA:

All seven of us were handcuffed. The only place left vacant was a wing
of a room where I was told to move in so I went to one wing of the room.

CHAIRMAN:

Of the same room?

EJURA:

Yes, the same room because the other wings were occupied by other
prisoners. There were quite a number of prisoners who were kept there
on top of the seven.

CHAIRMAN:

It was a separate comer, wasn't it?

EJURA:

Yes. That was the only comer left. But right inside the room there were
people, officers, but I did not know but later as I will tell you ...

CHAIRMAN:

What kind of officers?

EJURA:

I will tell you.

CHAIRMAN:

Okay,. you will tell us, it is alright.

EJURA:

The room was the only one available place in that comer. One person that
really recognised me and he had to say Eh! what brought you here, Mr. Ejura?
You have also been brought here? He was Mr. Ongom, who was a business
man, Ben Ongom. He was sitting very near, very close to Abdalla Anyuru.

CHAIRMAN:

Abdalla Anyuru was also there?

EJURA:

Yes, he was also there.

MR. NAGENDA:

Who is Abdalla Anyuru?
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BJURA.

COUNSEL:
EJURA

MR. NAGENDA·

EJURA
CHAIRMAN:
EJURA·

Abdalla Anyuru was the former Chairman of Public Service Commission
and another one who greeted me with sympathy was Julius Peter Adupa,
the then teacher of Polytechnic here in Lira. Mr. Ongom and those three
expressed their sympathy to me that I think my being taken there was a
very unpleasant thing but I said all of them because you are here and I
1
an here, all our lives are at stake, we leave them in God's mercy.
Ongom then told me that the comer where I was squatting on a gunny
bag was the comer where the late Janan Luwum, the Archbishop of
Uganda, was detained but was removed together with the late Erinayo
Oryema the previous night.
The previous night or the previous day, what is it?
That they were removed at night, the previous night.
By then I think Mr. Ejura you found them late because at that time it was
not yet late?
Not yet late.
Archbishop Luwum, Oryema and another Minister, Oboth Ofumbi?
Oboth Ofumbi, yes. The three were taken away at night before to where
they did not know. Now, as we stayed on more and more people were
brought in.

MR. NAGENDA:

That night?

EJURA:

In the day, the following day, more and more people began pouring in,
they were brought in. Upon entering our room you would be handcuffed
immediately. Those taken out of our room would also be handcuffed
immediately and those who were taken to a tunnel, dark room, they were
just thrown in there and then afterwards ....

MR.NAGENDA:

Sorry, I did not hear that. You said more and more pe~ple were brought
in and then what did you say? That some were immediately handcuffed.
then others - I do not understand the sequence there.

EJURA:

Those who were handcuffed were mainly those joining or_coming to our
as they were being brought in. There was a gate m the common
room,
th th.
d that
see
them
but
the
distribution
was
at
1s
way
an
ld
room, we cou
.
d. l ·
but those entering our gate would be handcuffed 1mme 1ate y smce
:i~yof us were handcuffed and I can still see some scars on my hand
which I had not seen for a long time.

MR NAGENDA

And then you say some of the others were taken to the tunnel. Were
they also handcuffed'>

EJURA:

dcuffed because they were taken to that room \\ here
They were not hankd fr
behind if an:-,thingthey would not escape.
they would be loc e om
•

COUNSEL:

While you were in that p Iace where vou
- had been handcuffed. did you
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'
recogniseany other person
EJURA:

COUNSEL:

EJURA:

that was directed directly to the tunnel?

ffed because as I mentioned earlier on, the
I think we were h andcu
th
•
to the officers there was at we were very
statement that was given
dangerous
.
while under handcuffs in the place where you had
No I was askmg you,
d'
d
'
d
uffi
d
did
you
recognise
any
person
who
was
irecte
to the
been ban c e ,
tunnel?
I didn't becausemany of them were strangers to me.

COUNSEL:

Okay.

KAKWENZIRE:

What about in the room you were, did you recognise other people other
than yourself?

EJURA:

Yes, I am going on. Now, in March the same year ....

CHAIRMAN:

So you stayed in this room for the rest of February?

EJURA:

I stayed in this room during February, March, April, May, June, July,
August, September and October; eight months.

MR. NAGENDA:

In March, yes?

EJURA:

In March the following were brought when we were seeing. Many
people were brought in but I knew Ely~ Kerementi who was a
businessman here.

COUNSEL:

Kerementi, did he have a native name?

EJURA:

Elyak is a native name and then I saw my former Chief of Kole, Jago
Solomon Ecel who was county chief of Kole. He did not look worried
but we were all talking as if nothing was going to happen to us and he
told me about home and said, because when I was arrested, he wanted to
refund my tax to my wife but before he had done that he was again
arrested. Another one was Richard Okabo a soldier at Soroti Flying
School. Okabo's home is very near my home and his brother also came
to testify before the Commission this morning. Another one I knew is
Ex-county Chief, Rwot Eriay Olet, a very elderly ex-chief. On
Thu_rsday,our gate - the army men could come at the gate and start
sorting out people left and right.

CHAIRMAN:
EJURA:

Some went left, some went right?
Some went left, •some went right. Me and many other people like
On~om and then Abdalla Anyuru, Adupa and many others whose names
1
will read to you afterwards were always on the right. Then those on the
left would be th • h d ff:
, eir an cu s would be taken off because we were
handcuffed like
th is
• here. Th ey would Just
·
have theu· handcuffi
s
removed and then tak
Th' .
.
en out.
1s 1s where I sadly noticed the gomg out
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of Elynk Kcrcrnenti People \\ho \\ere taken out and the people I knew
~rn our place here was Elyak Kerernenti and then Solomon Ecel and
Ri_chardOkabo and manv others \Ve kept on praving \\e kne\\<" that I
think a I
lik th
J '
P ace ·e at one would be good enough for one to be nearer to
God so "_ith our handcuffs we were singing short prayers but one day '\\e
\\e": repnmanded by one ofthe soldiers with a gun in his hand that ifwe
continue praying he \\ill send us to where Obote was. Because we were
alwa)s the ones collecting money and sending it to Obote in Tanzania.
KA~""\VE'ZIRE:

EJURA:

You have told us that on Thursdays, people \\ere being sorted out but
you seem to have told us of one Thursday only.
It was on Thursday. Every Thursday people were being taken out and as
people were being taken away, in the evening you would have many new
ones again brought in to fill the places. That went on and on.

KA1'.'""\VENZIRE:

Those people you have told us like Elvak Kercmenti Solomon Ecel and
•
'
Richard Okabo, were taken the same Thursday?

EJURA:

They were taken the same day. Many of the people who were brought in
were mainly the Obote's family and the so called Obote's army, then the
civil servants, top civil servants, army officers, prominent businessmen.
prisons officers and police officers .....

CHA.DU\,1AN:

Can you, if you can, remember or can you give an example of say
soldiers, civil servants and businessmen.

EJURA:

I think I can. As I stayed there for sometime we got used to each other
or one another so I know of the following who from the time I arrived
we \Vere always kept on the right hand side and ·with handcuffs and we
were never taken awav. We were always left behind even if some people
were going out. Nu~ber one was John Kabandize. ~s was a Senior
Superintendent of Prisons in charge of M~buku Pnson F~.
The
second one I knew was Mr. E. N. Mutambazi, hew~ a Supenntendent
of Prisons, Prisons Headquarters, Kampala. ~e third_one was Peter
Atuwa, the Principal Officer, Murchison Bay Pnson. LUZ1ra.

COUNSEL:

yes, you can continue.

EJURA:

• Mr. Daniel Nsereko • Assistant
Commissioner
The fourth one 1s
.
fth
.of
•
' Ministry of Internal Affairs. The fi one "as
P?hce/Under Secre~.
Mili , Intelligence Officer. Malire Regiment.
Lieutenant Ben Og\, ang.
tar)
f S h 1 y y Okot. Minist.rv of
•
• Chief Inspector o c 00 • • •
• .
The sixth one \, as
. J hn Levi Olobo Senior lndustnal
•
The seven one \\ as o
,
11
Educ~tlon.
. . , of Labour. The eight one was A~ o
Relations Officer, M1mstr)
Uganda Broadcasting Corporanon.
Lawoko, Controller o~ Pr~ t:1:ec:~.a. General Manager, Lake Victoria
The ninth one was Ehas
1 t Th • t th one I am som• to say, was
K pala
e en
,
.,
.
Bottling Company, am
·eh .
of Uganda Public Sen'lce
fonner
ainnan
Kam al
Abdalla Anyuru,
. mv friend Ben Ongom. a
P 3
•
•
The
other
one
''
as
~
'
h
at
Lira
Comm1ss1on.
, Julius Peter Adupa. a tcac er
businessman; th~ tweh:. ~~~"o~e was John Edward Ejura. that is me,
Pol)technic Institute.
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Principal, Ahokc High School. ~1c 14th ~nc was Gcrcsom L. Onono, I
mentioned earlier, Principal, Bob1 Foundation School. The 15th one was
John Obim, Hotel Waiter, Planet Hotel.
CHAIRMAN:

Where was this Planet Hotel?

EJURA:

Planet Hotel was in Lira now substituted by what they call Sheraton of
Lira. NO\v, the last one, that was Boyt Lango, a Kakwa, who was a
ticket examiner, Northern Province Bus Company.

CHAIRMAN

Based in Lira?

EJURA:

Based in Lira.

MR NAGENDA·

Perhaps while mentioning these people, 16 of them, are you inferring
that these are the people who always remained on the right side and,
therefore, on your comer?

EJURA:

These permanently remained on the right side and we were told that we
were going to appear before a tribunal for treason.

MR. NAGENDA:

Who told you?

EJURA.

The officers, the military personnel were always constantly coming to
check. They fed us very well indeed because all our meals were coming
from a hotel, a government hotel.

CHAIRMAN:

Which hotel?

EJURA:

Fairway Hotel.

COUNSEL:

How did you know?

EJURA:

CHAIRMAN:
EJURA:

CHAIRMAN:

They were telephoning and they were bringing meals from that hotel
particularly for the 16. Even some of us who were smokers were given
cigarettes to smoke. Some drinks like beer, sleeping on a cold floor, on
the very same gunny bag with tens of thousands of lice. It was our duty
every night to remove the faeces always placed at the end of the comer
and then accompanied by four anny officers, a big drum and held by four
to take it out and back.
Every morning?
Every day, every night. Bathing was once a month. And in the shortest
possible time, using one hand because the other hand was handcuffed.
Where were you taken for bathing?

EJURA:
Just outside very near the reception room but underground On the 23rd
August, 1977, the 16 appeared in a court tribunal for treason contr.uv to
Section 25(c) of the Penal Code.
•
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\Vhat ,~ere the part·
iculars ofth cc harge?
FJUR

h
Uganda contracted a el~t argc, they said all the 16
.
plot or act or matte pb , act or matter and exp
at diverse places in
the Government of ryU y overt-act in order by crcssed
or declared such a
1
ganda as by law established
orce of anns to over-tum

CHAIRMAN:

That is correct ' that is
• the law N
• ow, were you told the overt act?
The charges were d"ffi
•
t erently th
between the month of S
, e overt act of the offence
was No.I accused PetercAsptcmber
and December 1976 J~hnweKabre
{l) d~at
·
'
wa and th
an 1z.e
m:e?ng at Tororo in the house of o ers not before the tribunal held a
the late Charles Oboth Ofumb" th
Mm1ster of Internal Affi . .
th
.
airs m the G
1
en
e recruitment and training of
ov~mment at which was discussed
th
persons m milit,-ru
e government of Uganda and
-J
warfares to overthrow
all of us.
we were told never to say "no" but "yes",

ruuRA:

1l1e particulars of th

CHAIRMAN

Were you instructed?

EJURA.

We were instructed to accept.

CHAIRMAN

Before you were taken?

EJURA.

Before
we
1
b were
· • taken,
. we were instructed to accept that one before the
awyers y wntmg this, we had to say "yes, Sir"

CHAIRMAN:

To accept that you did it.

EJURA·

~o ~cept that you did it. Like on this case that you were somewhere,
like m number one, we were being instructed to put accordingly and
given suitable things to and tell them to shoot us.

CHAIRMAN:

Yes, the next overt act?

EJURA:

The next overt act that between the month of October and December
1976 Mutambazi and one Musubira not before the tribunal held a
meeting in the office of the said Mutambazi in Kampala at which was
discussed a plan to supply motor vehicles for the use of persons who
were planning to invade Uganda from outside for the purpose of over
turning the government of Uganda by law established. The third one
was in the month of December, I 976. Daniel Nsereko together \\ith
'
Ndyabire
and Otto both of Uganda Prisons who are not before the
tribunal held a meeting in Kampala at the residence of the late Charles
Oboth Ofumbi then Minister of Internal Affairs in the Government at
which a scheme of training guenillas at Mutukula and other plans of
overthrowing the government of Uganda were discussed. But those
were serious accusations.

CHAIRMAN:

EJURA:

Yes, they were. Next?
No.4, Lt. Ben Ogwang and Ben Ongom on dates stipulated unknown
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• K
nla in t 976 at which plans of attacking Malire
held meetings '"d. ampd, Fifth in the month of September, 1976
were 1scussc
•
.
.
•
0 3 rrncks
•
k
Id Acting Chainnan of a subversive organisation

A ollo Lnwo o I1e as
.
P
u
d Liberation Movement and attended a meeting at
known as the gan
· ala Tiicatrc in Kampala at wh'1cJ1 he and otl1crs not

the Uganda Nauon
G
of
before th e tn'bunal dt'scussed plans to overthrown the ovemmcnt
.
w
established.
The
other
overt
acts
was
this,
Abdalla
Uganda bY Ia
• Ok"d"
•
y y Okot, Enya
1 1menya, F·ran k Atanans1a,
Anyuru, Ben Ongon1 , • •
. .
•
tn'ps abroad to Nairobi, Dar-cs-Salaam and London to
made vanous
. · ma·1·t
assi·stanccin a bid to overthrow the Uganda Government.
eI1c1t
1 ary
Tite other one where I was involved, number seven, Ab~aJla Anyuru
• Fred Ongom, Julius Peter Adupa,
agam,
. John Edward E.1ura,Gereson
Onono, John Obim, Boyi Lango, on vanous_stages 13-=tyear ~t the house
of one Oyite Ojok in Lango attended a ~cctang at which details of pl_ans
of overthrowing the government was discussed. Then the last one Just
says, John L. Olobo and others not before the tribunal in the month of
June 1976 in Kampala smuggled into Uganda fire arms intended to be
used for overthrowing the Government of Uganda as by law established.
CHAIRMAN:

How did you plead to these charges?

EJURA:

We pleaded guilty.

CHAIRMAN:

You pleaded guilty, you accepted?

EJURA:

All along we pleaded guilty, guilty. guilty.

CHAIRMAN:

Were you told why you should accept these offences, these charges?

EJURA:

They said that will come from the members of the tribunal and the
members of the tribunal by then were, Lt. Col. Juma Ali was Chairman.

CHAIRMAN:

That is Juma Butabika?

EJURA:

I think so Lt. Col. Juma Ali was Chairman; Capt. Kill Me Quick was a
member. Then Capt. Fulgyensio K. Byabagambi was a member; then
Capt. Kihamagara was a member and then Lt. Nyati Kabagwire ~vas a
member. We were tried at Kampala City Hall.

CHAIRMAN:

What date did it start? Oh! sorry, 23rd August.

COUNSEL:

You mean you were tried?

EJURA:

COUNSEL:
EJURA:
COUNSEL:

We ~ere tried in the City Hall, it was an overcrowded parked hall and
outsi~e because people were interested to sec. We would be tried in the
mommg then taken b~k in the evening to our underground place.
So when you say you were tried, what do you mean?
We were all before the Tribunal being tried in this case at this level.
Who chaired that meeting?
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fJllR \

\Ve "ere contpulsorily asked t

d .
o a nut everything.

So what did the trial mvo
• lve?

CH IR IA

Were witnesses called?

EJURA:

Witnesses were not all d
c e except one I called in here from Lira.

CHAI~fAN:

you were allowed to call wi·tnesses.?

EJlRA

I called a witness because here • L'
Febru~nr -I think I was
d . m ira, before my earlier arrest in
- .;
arreste m Lira i F b
b
I was arrested here and 1 d
n e ruary ut two weeks before
released me.
re case so I had to call that Captain who

CHAIRMAN.

Which Captain was this?

EJURA.

I have forgotten his name now but he was a Captai' • th
•1·
ili ·
h
n m e m1 1tary
m . tia w o knew me as a school headmaster because many of these
children who were at Aboke High School were coming from all over
Uganda and a good number from West Nile and then from some other
places.

CHAIRMAN:

The captain was from West Nile.

EJURA:

No. He was not from West Nile, he was a Sai'nia.

COUNSEL:

I want to find out why did you call this witness after having admitted the
offences. Why did you call this witness, for what?

EJURA:

We were, first of all, they read this and then condemned us that you are
all guilty but then they said that any other thing you would like to say?
So I dared to say it, whether it meant death or what, I said yes. I said I
accepted this one here in fact, I was caught not within this act but
unfortunately perhaps because of jealousy so they called that Captain to
go and testify.

CHAIRMAN:

And he did?

EJURA:

Yes, he did.

CHAIRMAN:

In your favour?

EJURA·

Yes, in my favour and he said that indeed I was arrested and whe~ they
made the allegations here, he knew me as a good man so he sai~ that
there was nothing dangerous he saw about me. Mr. Lawoko also did the

..

same thing.

CHAIRMAN:

Lawoko also did what?

EJURA:

Yes, Lawoko also called a witness.
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C'HAIRMA':
EJURA:

\Vho said thnt'l

\Vho also spoke in his favour.
• ?

CHAIRMAN:

\Vas he also a Captam.

EJURA:

He was an anny captain.

CHAIRMAN:
COUNSEL:

y cs. he as an anny man.

But you sec, personall) . I do not understand. You had. already pleaded
fi
d
I
been
found
guilty
then
these
witnesses
were
or
gm 1ty an you 1ave
,
what?
In fact that is what puzzles me, Mr Chairman, because normally when
somcb~dy is sentenced to death or convicted, the court normally asks
you if you have any other thing you want to say ...

CHAIRMAN

Before conviction that do you have anything to say before sentence is
passed.

EJURA:

yes, you may say yes you have children, you have a wife and so on. So
that is what was said.

COUNSEL:

Do you mean to say you are the one who suggested to call a witness?

EJURA:

Well, when I mentioned that somebody should be called they agreed.

COUNSEL:

Was that witness supposed to contradict your plea of guilty?

EJURA:

He was to prove my innocence because here you have heard over the
charges only that on such and such a day with a group of people you
were in such and such a place trying to sit down to overthrow the
Government which I did not because I was a secondary headmaster. my
work was always interested in teaching only and nothing else.

CHAIRMAN:

Counsel, you are asking as if this was a proper trial, I do not think it was

COUNSEL:

No, what I do not understand is, it is not a proper trial. it was intended
not to be a proper trial in that they told them that you haye to accept
these charges. Now, having accepted these charges and found guilty.
what I _cannot understand is to encourage him to bring witnesses to
contradict what he had pleaded guilty.

CHAIRMAN:
EJURA:
CHAIRMAN:
EJURA:

111at was the procedure he is telling us.

That was the procedure bv
. then .
Okay. Could l sec that charge sheet you arc n.:ading'?

May bl! if I could finish with it.
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HJllRA:

r

Then, Mr. Chairman and C
..
John Kabandize Numb omm1ss1oners,out of the 16 who were tried
•
er one and Numb tw M
'
th rce Peter Aswa,
Number four D .
er o, utambuze, Number
Ogwang, No 6 y y Okot N an1el Nserek~, Number five Lt Ben
7
Okidimenya, No.10, Abdall; An °· John Levi Olobo, No.9 Eriya
Peter Adupa were all sentenced t yurud
,:thNbo.11
.Ben Ongom, No.12 Julius
o ea y finng squad.

cHAIAA1AN

Sorry, this was Geresomu Onono did you say?

EJURA:

And Geresomu Onono, you are right s· Th
, ir.
at was the 12th p
They were al1 sentenced to death by firing
squad.
erson.

CHAIRMAN:

Twelve of them?

EJURA:

yes, twelve of them were sentenced to death b fi .
ad
Y nng squ . Two were
sentenced to fifteen years imprisonment.

CHAIRMAN:

Which ones?

EJURA:

These were, John Obim, a horel waiter and Boyi Lango. Then two were
acquitted. That was Apollo Lawoko and myself John Edward Ejura.

CHAIRMAN:

You were acquitted and set free?

EJURA:

Yes, we were acquitted and set free.

CHAIRMAN:

When was this? On what date was this? When was the conviction or the
death sentence passed and you were acquitted?

EJURA:

The trial took about two months so when it was started on that date it
went on. Now, when we were acquitted, the two of us who were
acquitted, some friendly Baganda people came and took us away in their
vehicles and we were driven towards Mulago where we passed a night.

CHAIRMAN:

You were set free from the Tribunal?
yes and a big crowd came because they were very happy and because
the; wanted all of us to be free. So~e of them gave us money, I think I
000 given to me Just on the spot and Lawoko got
got ah OUt Shs •5,
·
th firing
•
like
Shs
3
000
or
Shs.4
000
on
the
spot
for
escapmg
e
some th mg
. ,
,
squ ad . One of them volunteered to drive us all the way to our
destination which he did.

~fR.NAGENDA:

To where?

EJt~

to re ort back to the office of the Chairman
To Mulago. We were asked d pd were told that we were going to
·b al We reporte an we
of the Tn un •
oin to be given rooms, each one a room,
stay in one place that we were g g we were taken to that hotel.
but were not to go anywhere else. So
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\\'hat hotel - Frum a~

CH IR1 L
EJLRA

?

book ed for us one for La,, oko
Yes Fairw:l\ HotcJ and n, o ro~s~re
. e "e were free and• fear haunte d us
d 'one for ~1e \Ve could not ~eled1e, cape leaving the comfonablc
an
d dec1d to es
d
S Lawoko and I met an
d so we escaped I went an
o
• ·1
,e \\ere to get an
. K
al
beds and all the pm 1 ege '.
1· - 'amutya. \\ho was m amp a
Passed a night with my sister, is:s_ at Crested To,, ers and I told
r •su-v of Educauon.
\\Orkmg \\ith the m1- ..
blanket to cover myself and very
d She gaYe me a
her that I had escape •
the Bus Park to find out about a
• f had to rnO\ e to
earl) in the mornmg
1v friend Lawoko decided to move to Kenya
bus going to my home l\ .._ d h c although I was told that th.ose
• -11 • I arn,·e at om
.
.
\\ here he is StI DO\\. • . th Abdalla Hassan were waiting only Just to
\\ho had ac.cuscd• me bus
hke ·r
ethCY k:ne,,, the r·ransport which I would. be
1
f
get
holdino but
me m a
• d God helped me. I got at home there
coming
I dodged-th em an
.
?

-

c;afelv
. where I remained for sometrme.

So you returned to your home. to the school?
EJURA:

f retumed to my h orne and then staved
. _for one month. I did not know I
was so hurt on ID) • head . I was like a child more or less. after one month I
had to go back to school to start teaching. :nat year. at the end of the
vear we had two in Division One at Aboke High School.

CHtjRMAI\'·

You had no fears?

EJUR.A.

I had no fear

CHAIRMAN:

You did not fear these people at all that they might come back to you•)

EJUR.A:

I only kept myself as a Christian. Even at the time when Tito took over
the government, Okello Lutwa took over. I was still at home hidden
somewhere behind in some places.

l\IR. 1AGENDA:

CHAIRMAN:

Tito took over eight years later. Let us be systematic
in 1977

I think we are still

Yes. Could we look at the charge sheet please·) Counsel vou had asked
him.

COUNSEL:
Yes. I had asked him about the charge sheet from which vou were
reading.

EJURA:
Mr. _Chairman,i~I may tell you on this one. I was just lucky to get home.
to Lua here, I thmk last year. I fled away from nw home because of the
rebel activities
•
·
CHAIMfAN:

But let us look at it pleas
Th , ·
h
•
e.
ere 1s a p otograph here of members of
tE~e
tnbunal and the Legal Advisor \Vho was the Legal ·Ad, isor l\lr
Jura?
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tJl R

Ol

I tlnnk lus name '"II be in this other book
'"'EL

Can J see the book please?

bJL R \.
M_r <'hainnan. and Members of the Commission, I had a chance to get
this book from the Headmaster of V.H. School here who told me thatdo
) ~u
~at I have a book in which you were tried in the tribunal? I
said, IS It so. He sent a child to take it to my home so I got it from hen:.

~~w

CHAIRMA

Is it a book? Proceedings of the trial.

EJURA:

CHAI~1AN:

So I was very much interested in the book because it covered all about
me and all our photographs were there but I did not know where he
picked it up, it could have been from the military bamu:Jcshere when
they were fleeing away.
Counsel, this seems t_o be a very interesting book. What I would
suggest, is that I do not know whether Mr. Ejura can part with it for
some time so that we could, the pages are not so many, so that it could
be Photostatted. The last page is page 70. This is the first time I am
getting a chance to this document. It talks of proceedings, it contains
everything which was said or ..... .

EJURA:

I \Vould not mind. This is also my first time seeing it.

CHAIRMAN:

It appears that the charge sheet is part of the book.

EJURA:

Maybe after extracting you will return it to me.

CHAIRMAN:

Yes. It will be returned to you. It contains photographs of those who
were tried; what was said, by who.

COUNSEL:

•
I •?
But it was given to you, Isn
t It.

EJURA:

I was lent to me to go through so I read it.

CHAIRMAN:

From Simon Egwanye, Headmaster of V.H.

EJURA:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN:

V.H. is a local primary school in Lira.

MR.NAGENDA:

What is the ExhI·b·It N?o.

COUNSEL:
CHAIRMAN:

No. 66 of 89.

N

.

some questions
Mr Eiura, we would rkI e to ask. you
ed at Nakasero.
ow'
• "
when you arnv

interesting book. Now,

COlJNSEL:

fro this very

m

"bunal looked like, are~
• how the Tn ?
• here Is this
Sorry, clarificaaon Trib~al as you saw them.

the members of the
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EJURA:
COUNSEL:

Definitely, Sir Sorry, may be I jumped the gun.

No. you did not, but to me when I looked at it I just ~antcd him to
confinn that this is a true picture because I see a person hkc Engwau as
the legal advisor but I seem to sec a different person as the legal advisor
I just want to clear this.

CHAIRMAN·

From left to right.

EJURA.

I think I can remember this one, Mr. Chairman, because he was a small
short man, this one, Justice Engwau.

COUNSEL:

Because you see this looks like Mr. Butagira but Mr. Butagira then could
not be.

CHAIRMAN:

No, this is Mr. Engwau with sun glasses. He became a judge briefly and
then he is now practising law.

COUNSEL:

If that is so, then you can ask him questions.

CHAIRMAN:

Now, Mr. Ejura, when they took you to Nakasero were all of you,
sixteen of you, were statements recorded from you? Did they record
statements?

EJURA:

No.

CHAIRMAN:

They were not recorded?

EJURA:

They were not recorded, other than just signing the name and somebody
receiving us with the words of the Captain that these are the men from
such and such a place, they are very dangerous, so they told us to remove
our shoes and all that. Statements were only made when we were about
to be tried.

CHAIRMAN:

They were recorded from you, you wrote statements?

EJURA:

We had to write up some statements.

CHAIRMAN:

Did you write what you were free to say, what you wanted to say.

EJURA:

You could not say what you wanted to say, you said what they wanted
you to say.

CHAIRMAN:

Which was what? In your case.

EJURA:

In my case I could have told them I wanted to say but because they said I
ha~e to agree that on such and such a day I was at the late Oyite's place
trymg to make up certain things, I had to write like that. So was

f

everyone of us. You write according to what you are told to do.

CHAIRMAN:

Were you promised anything that if you accept this may be something
could be done to you or you may be set free or anything of that sort.
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\Vere

EJllR ,
CHAIRl\1 \

EJURA:

CHAIRMAN
EJURA.

cHAIAAfAN
EJVRA:

CHAIRMAN.

EJURA:

CHAIRMAN:

Ull)

promise made to you in exchangefor admitting.

No, Sir.

During your stay there, did you come to know the officers of State
Research or army officers who were dealing with you? Did you come to
know them or their names or appearance.
We stayed there for eight months and I knew one of them.

You Wl!rc tl1erefor eight months
I was there for eight months but I knew of one who was one of the
officers there who would only come once in a while and then go away,
may be he could bring a doctor to see us and then go away. He was the
man who used to give some of the smokers cigarettes to smoke.

Was he in unifonn, was he always in uniform?
He was a big officer, one of the Colonels. He would only come in to
visit the prisoners and that is all.
Do you know why it took so long, you stayed for so long if all that was
to happen was to present you-with the charges which you were to adm.it,
why did it take so long?

I think from the reliable sources we made and from people who were
always coming in because we were cut off, from reading newspapers
down there, but freshers who would were always coming in would tell
us what exactly we were, what they heard from the news about the
request of the world that the sixteen he had planned to kill were to be
spared. So it took a long time, I think mainly was to see what the world
was saying about us.
Before you were actually taken to the tribunal, did you hope that you
would survive, you would be set free?

EJURA:

Mr. Chairman, Sir, I just placed my survival in the hands of God.

CHAIRMAN:

What about the others?

EJURA:

CHAIRMAN:

All of us. We kept praying and praying until. the last _time. Me I
remember the first time we arrived before the tnbunal with handcuffs
like that I remember just sitting along with other people then bowed my
, an d sru'd Ohl· God , I put all my trials in your hands, see where
head down
to take me, be amongst this group.
some went on the right
I see! These groups, your group was separated
al
' the right Those ones
th 1 ft, ou were wavs on
.

and some went on e_ e Y them ai~ people like Clement Elyak,
who went on the left did you see
: a:.y others Did you ever see
Solomon Echel and Richard Okabo an m
•
them alive again?
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EJURA:

CHAIRMAN

EJURA
CHAIR.l\1AN

EJURA:
CHAIRMAN·

EJURA:

CHAIRMAN·

Solomon Echcl and Clement Elyak I never saw them again except the
other body of Richard Okabo, I did not sec them at all. Eriya Olct was
acquitted after staying there from April he was set free.
After your release did you ever sec them again?
I have never seen them again.
Up to now?
I have never seen them up to now.
Was he from this area?
I do not think so. But, Mr Chairman, Sir, I think Ugandans knew that
16 people were tried by the Military Tribunal of Amin and 12 were shot
down there. This was widely broadcast and everybody knew.
How soon after were they shot? How soon after the death sentence was
passed?

EJURA:

I think after one week.

CHAIRMAN:

After one week!

EJURA:

But I was not in Kampala by then.

CHAIRMAN:

You had come back?

EJURA:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN:

These charges that you were collecting money and sending it to
Tanzania, were you doing anything of the sort?

EJURA

Mr. Chairman, Sir, to tell you the truth, if there was any money I \\as
collecting it was only school fees and there was nothing else - it was
only a plot. The military government under Amin wanted to label on
almost every Langi and Acholi just like that that anybody doing that
would be supporting the deposed President.

MR. NAGENDA

Mr. Ejura, before we started this meeting and when you could not appear
be~ore us, it turned up that you had something to help us in our inquires
which we were looking for. Is it this book'?

EJURA:

This one, Sir?

MR. NAGENDA:

Yes.

EJURA:

Because
I had mad e a st at cment and said
• that l found the people \\ ho had
.
It.
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MR

'o". there was n case to which you -pleadedguilty and that was meeting
"ith certain otl,er people of the 16. I cannot now remember them
because 1 did not note it down But what exactly were you charged with
) oursclfl Please remind me, what you were charged with in the tribunal.

EJURA:

It is here in the charge sheet. In the charge sheet, we were many, of
c~un-c, Abdalla Anyuru, Ben Ongom, Julius Peter Adupa, John Edward

EJura..Gercsom Onono, John Obim. boy:i Lango all of us were charged
that on various dates last year at the house of one Oyite Ojok, in Lango
District, attended a meeting at which details of the plans of overthrowing
the government were discussed which we never •did and in our
statements, Mr. Chairman and Members of the Commission, everything
we were writing as a statement is here.
.\1R l\ AGFND A:

Did you know Oyite Ojok at all?
0)

~1R "!\AGENDA.

ite Ojok is my clan ~rather.

You say you did not plan to overthrow the government?
I did not plan to overthrow. Only that I planned to promote the
Government through educational development.

l\fR NAGENDA~

Where were you on the day that they said you were actually at Oyite
Ojok's?

EJURA·

In 1972, Sir, I was in Tororo looking for cement to continue with the
building of the school.

MR NAGENDA·

Did you get a chance to ask your co-accused this particular charge where
they were on that day, whether they might have been at Oyite Ojok's? It
is not a crime to be at Oyite Ojok's but did you find out whether your coaccused, whether they might have been at the meeting at Oyite Ojok's?

EJURA

They were not definitely. Sir, not at Oyite Ojok because that was what
was labelled on them. They all knew, in fact, some of them were
labelled to have imported arms to overthrow the government but this
was just concocted stories made to suit the order of the day.

l\1R. NAGENDA

Now, Oyite Ojok, as we all know, did in fact take part in the overthrow
of Amin. Two years later and, in fact, a lot of Ugandans thought that he
was a hero in so doing. What did you think of his role in that 1979
overthrow of Amin?

EJURA:

I think what history tells me, he kept himself like many other exiles but
th n because of the cruelty shown during Amin's government, I think, he
w~ making plans to come back but then Amin did not know of people
· b k so he wanted to know that perhaps before those fellows
commg ac ,
•
·m 1·t u·ould be a good idea for him to pluck the most
ave rth row h 1 ,
"'
•
•
important manpO\ver and it happened practically to the tnbes where
Oyite was coming from and many others.
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MR

AGENDA.

EJURA.
MR NAGENDA:

EJURA:
MR. NAGENDA:

EJURA:

• actions in helping to overthrow the
Yes but did you support his
gov~mmcnt of Amin'?
For me particularly as a loyal civil servant ...
•vii servant you were a proprietor of a school.
you were not a Ioyal Cl
' .
.
f th
1 h
. you oppose oY1·te Qiok's
action m bcmg part o
e peop e w o
Did
J
.?
wanted to overthrow Am m.

I did not oppose him in any way at all.
I mean now looking back on it, did you support him?

Looking back at that one I supported him because he overthrow the
tyrant.

MR NAGENDA:

When did you first start supporting him?

EJURA:

When Uganda was liberated.

MR. NAGENDA:

you mean you supported him afterwards?

EJURA:

Afterwards when he had already been victorious because he had already
chased away the people who were victimising the human rights.

MR. NAGENDA:

So if he had not been victorious you would not have supported him?

EJURA:

I cannot tell if he may be victorious for I may be praying when they
would come or who would come to help us, just like at the moment with
NRM.

MR. NAGENDA:

No, no, let us deal with Oyite Ojok for the time being. Are you saying
that if he had not been victorious you would not have supported him?

EJURA:

Certainly, not quite really.

MR.NAGENDA:

EJURA:

Think about it and then give us an answer either you would not have or
Y?u ~ould h~ve supported him whether he was victorious or not
victonous. It 1s a serious question.
Sir, can you throw your question again?

MR.NAGENDA:
Ye~, I~-.
I said when did you first support Oyite Ojok in his fight
:;:
not~ and ~ou ~aid that after he was victorious and then I said if
en victonous would you not have supported him?
EJURA:

MR. NAGENDA:

I would have supported him.
So when did you start supporting him?

EJURA:
Right from the time when he was
.
blood we are all brothe rs.
a soldier, say, from the clan because by
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~Vhc-n
he came from where'/ \V11cnhe came from the Tanzania border
mto
Uganda?

EJllR
Right from the time when he joined the army and then he was doing well
and when he went out and then when he came. All along I had
supported him.
MR 1\. \GE 'DA:

1

No, I ru~ a.'-kingabout particularly about his helping to overthrow Amin.
\Vhcn did you first know that he was trying to overthrown Amin?

EJURA:
\1R

~ AGENDA:

EJLRA.
!\fR NAGENDA

EJURA:

\Vell, it was through .....
\Vhen? What year?
I do not know when the entry into Uganda from the other side - I do not
remember the date but then everybody quietly felt happy.
Did you only know that your relative Oyite Ojok was fighting Idi Amin
after he arrived in Uganda?
When I read the reports, he knew that Amin, the man he feared so much I
think there were two men he feared so much, he used to talk of Oyite
particularly and then our present President Museveni. So his fear was
always there so that was always being heard.

MR NAGENDA:

No, I do not care so much whom Amin feared. I am just asking you
about your own involvement. Amin was sitting there, I wish he was, but
what I am saying is that when did you first know that Oyite, your
relative, was fighting Amin?

EJURA:

I think when Uganda was attacked, when the invasion of Mutukula took
place.

MR. NAGENDA:

At that time did you start supporting your relative in his endeavours to
overthrow Amin?

EJURA:

I did not only support him as a relative but I supported him as a Ugandan
who were working to liberate us.

MR. NAGENDA:

You supported the liberators?

EJURA:

yes , the liberators.

MR.NAGENDA:

•
Up to the time
wh'1ch You were talking about in 1977, whom did you
support?

EJURA:

••
fessional man who had been teaching,
Honestly, Sir, my pol~tics/s a pro time it was my ambition as a teacher.
who has been in teachmg ior some
'

MR.NAGENDA:

.
a rofessional teacher you supporting whoever is
Are you saymg that as p
in power?
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EJURA:
MR. NAGENDA:

EJURA

I think I would say yes and that is what the Bible even says in Romans,
Chapter 13 verses 1 to 7.

PerltapsI do not - but frankly the Bible has nothing to do with this!
In Romans, Chapter 13 verses I to 7 it says

II

Submission to the
authorities". Toe heading is that. "Every one must submit himself to the
governing authorities for there is no authority except that which God has
established. The authorities that exist have been established by God.
Consequently, he who rebels against the authority is rebelling against
what God has instituted and those who do will bring judgement on
themselves, for the rulers do not terrorise those who do right but for
those who do wrong". Again, St. Paul also wrote to Hebrews ...

MR. NAGENDA:

That is fine, I am satisfied with that.

EJURA:

Paul in his Epistle to the Hebrews, Chapter 13 verse 17 also says "Obey
your leaders and submit to their authority. They keep over you as man
who must give an account towards God. Obey them so that their work
will be enjoyed, uot as a burden, for that would be of no advantage to
you".

MR NAGENDA:

Yes. I think what you are saying is quite clear. I think you have said it
with so m1,1ch
fashion that in fact my next question is a fair one. To keep
those leaders whom you saw or slightly say we should support and by
example the Bible. If you had found that there were people who were
actually trying to bring them down, in this case we are talking about
Amin, if you had found out that some people actually did not like him, in
spite of what the Bib.le says the rule of Amin, would you, as a faithful
servant of Uganda and of its government, would you have reported them
to the authorities?

EJURA:

I would only have reported them to the authorities if say some within my
area violated the peace of the people, I would have reported them to the
authorities.

MR NAGENDA:

No, I am talking of people who wanted to overthrow Amin and you
found out about it, would you have reported them?

EJURA:

I think I would not.

MR. NAGENDA:

You wouldn't?

KAKWENZIRE:

Can ~ comment here a bit. Here on page 29 of this book you have
submitted, just reading the line that say when you realised that it was a
burden, y~u made a report to the security forces and that you reported to
one Captain Yovan and that is what actually saved you.

EJURA:

Yes.

MR. NAGENDA:

Thank you very much because I have not read that. What did you report
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t\, this C'nptnin'l

EJllRA
\

E.JlJRA:
'\!R NAGENDA:

\\Thenwe hod iust sort of n little bit of insecurity around my area.
\\'hat kind of insecurity?
\Veil, insecurity connected with thefts or some people trying to speak
openly about certain things against anybody.
\\That sort of this? There were thieves or what were they doing?

EJURA:

Some were thieves.

MR NAGENDA:

Others?

EJlRA

KAK\VENZIRE

MR.NAGENDA:

EJURA.

MR. NAGENDA:

?thcrs ~vercjust being jealous of their friends, trying to move around,
Just mahcc, saying all sorts of things.
B~t Mr. Ejura this one relates to the charge, conspiracy and you pleaded
gutlty but then you said that after realising that plotting is bad you
reported.
Which would seem to indicate that there had been plotting and that then
at the end of it or in the middle of it you realised it was bad and you
reported the plotters. Is that what it means?
No. I think I only made the appeal just like this one simply because of
my first arrest which was done when this Captain Yovan was there and
then I was released because I was accused by other people that when I
was to start the school here just as you heard my story because of ....
No, no. It is not the stories, it is what you were accused of at this treason
trial and to which you agreed but in the end you asked for the Captain to
come and may be speak for you in mitigating circumstances and it turned
out that when you say, when you realised it was bad then you reported to
Captain Yovan and that is presumably what he said and probably saved
your neck. Arn I right?

EJURA:

Yes.

MR.NAGENDA:

What plotting was this, Mr. Ejura?

EJURA:

I do not quite understand .. •.

MR.NAGENDA:

What was the kind of plotting that you realised was bad?

COUNSEL:

Or in other words, he was a state witness in this matter.

MR.NAGENDA:

uestion What plotting was bad which
That was going to be my ~ext ~ecause ~e are trying to find out may be
you discovered? Pl~ase te u;e the have been plotting and how it was
why some people died, may l ttiy
That is all we are trying to find
found out that they had been po ng.
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EJURA
1R

AGENDA:

EJURA.
iR. 'AGENDA.

To make a plot to overthrow the Government.
Pardon?
Trv to convene a plot to overthrow the government every tribesman,
ev~()' man in the village was put in trouble.
Yes. but in your particular case which I am very glad my colleague was
reading through this, I mean if we have gone through this, of course, we
would have called you back in any case to find out what happened
because we are very interested in \.\hat happened m this country So
specifically v.'hat plotting did you describe v.as bad and what you
reported to Captain Yovan on?

EJURA:

Tue plotting which was generally heard actually which everybody in
Lango here knew was that everybody wanted Obote to come back.

MR.NAGENDA:

And that was a bad thing?

EJURA:

It was a good thing, they wanted him to come back but the \.vay some of
them were moving would endanger or jeopardize the life of many people
because normally not only one person can overthrow a government, it is
the collective efforts of everybody. If everybody says well, it is this one
here and talks to government it is this but it is not one or two when
others are busy with their work like me as a person here. I was always
keen on my work.

MR.NAGENDA:

But Mr. Ejura, we have been told when we talked, for the days that we
have been here, there was a massacre of 18 people at Mzee Og\val's
home. There was a Reverend who disappeared, so many people
disappeared. Do you think that this could have been anything to do \.-..ith
the discovery of this plot? Is it perhaps because this plot was discovered
that very many people were killed in your area?

EJURA:

I would not say so Sir, because the plan of the then government was on
tribal basis, live on power by eliminating others. Mr. Chairman. So.
since the heads of state in the previous governments had been maink
from the north mainly the President and particularly the man Amin did
not want was Obote in the system. he was bound to sort of seemg
whether any Langi would come up to sort of assisting him

MR NAGENDA:

I see I You were very interested in not bringing back Obote because if he
was here then the Langi would suffer. Is that what you are saying·?

EJURA:

I beg your pardon·>

MR. NAGENDA.

Are you saying that •1f Ob t
.
o e came back to Just one place here. then his
people would suffer even m ore.•> Is t h at what vou were tI"\ing to stop
when you reported on the plot?
•
•
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.
1
•
•
er.
toug it nty Lord Chatmum that he had said
"as
genentlJ}
kno,m
here,
people
wanted. Obotc
omc back but tJ1ci.\J1proach ,
t herefulin the district
.
. lo
a drstnct
1 tlunk· he was saymg 1t was
• • plot but the
~ a11p· \\1as no tact
1oac 1 was not tactful that 1s why he reported.
11

1R

E D .

use me C'on11nissi011,.. I tl

I sec! What was tl1eapproach which was not good approach?

EJLRA
I think tltc approach was a political one whereby somebody would just
stand up and say things just like that, we do not want this. we do not
want that one. 1 think that was the approach.

1R

£JURA:

MR NAGENDA

Okay. I wish we had time to really find out what the plot was that you
reported. But you sec, earlier on I was going to say, to what do you
attribute your luck in escaping the firing squad'/ Now the answer is
gi\'cn in this fom,, it is because Captain Yovan spoke for you because
you had reported to him. Then you said actually when you started your
evidence today that you are the only one who called for a witness when
you first said it, that is what we wrote. Then later on you remembered
that Lawoko had also done it. I am surprised you forgot the other person
if you are only two, it is easy to remember. I have not read this but I am
now going to read it with even more interest. Do you remember Mr.
Lawoko had also reported on a plot or not? Can you remember, you
were together in this trial.
I think Lawoko, I do not know whether he reported but I think he had
reported on a plot or something like that.
you know also Lawoko reported on a plot? you se~, I cannot read it t;t
h d we have not read it into the records, if you can remem er
h:;'p us. Did the book say that Lawoko had reported on a :iot or
~ot, by his witness? What did his witness say, can you remember.

e7;~:

EJURA

•
• d.Ifficult to say.' sir
because
• a long time ago.
Mr. Chairman,
I·t IS
. ' th
h 'it• is
from 1977 to to-day the memory of It IS ra er

a2).

MR.NAGENDA.

• •
exhibit so we shall find out. Ag~n. when_
yes fortunately It is now an
.
H t I when you said it actuall}
,
d from Fairway o e ,
. . erv
you say that you escape
.
are supposed to stay there, it is v .
c.
e I laughed because if you
said you went down to the
ior m
t b t then when you
h. g for
difficult to just walk ou u
e eve body would be watc m
b s park which is presumably wher all t::e way back to your home,. to
u
' t on to a bus that came
d bv then you were qmtc
you, you go
b checked at one stage an . d. s it would have
c. that not to e
• the procec mg ,
Lira, ,or
•
t our picture m
d is that thev let
well known, you did ie I ythink probably what hadppe:~inuedwith ;-our
b en ven1 difficult.
e
•J
·1 oand you came home an co
you go quite hap~• Y.,
school. Am I not nght.

EJURA:

you arc right.

MR 'AGENDA

>f)' much.
I sec! Okay' thank you vc

EJURA:

. ')
S
rdon
tr.
I beg your pa

9I I9

MR 1'\.\GENOA:

What I said was that, however bad that government was, it would be
impossible for somebody to escape, in my view, by the way, to escape

from Fairway Hotel where they had said you do not move. The next
morning to come and you walk down to the bus park and take a bus to
Lira and then you come round but straight back and nobody even looks
at that bus and I said to you, is it not a fact that actually they said "no,
you go home, Mr. Ejura, well done" and they did not even look for you
at all? That 1swhat I was asking.

EJURA:

Tuey did not actually tell us to go, because I was suspicious of them that
our stay over there, you see, was not all that - I thought we were only
being kept there.

MR. NAGENDA:

I know why you escaped, do not worry but what I am saying is, how
come they allowed you to escape, they did not look into the bus, they did
not look for you at the bus park, they did not look for you at the bus all
the way up to here, they did not come to hunt for you at your house, they
did not have to go after a month back to your school where you were
happily teaching and if you were somebody they had said you must not
leave Kampala, so what I am saying is and please help this Commission
and you are under oath by the way, and say that actually they said that
okay that case is finished you can go home. Am I right?

EJURA:

I think you are right.

MR. NAGENDA:

I think so, thank you.

COUNSEL:

Perhaps the question here, was this a true statement, when you say they
were plotting. Were there people really plotting at Oyite Ojok's house?

EJURA:

It was just a created story, it was something created.

COUNSEL:

So you really created it when it had not happened?

EJURA:

They had actually created this.

COUNSEL:

No, no. Was it true that there was a plot in Oyite Ojok's house?

EJURA:

There was not.

COUNSEL:

Now, do you see the danger you caused to other people because you said
th at after all there was a plot and I reported it. Did you report some
people to Captain y ovan?

CHAIRMAN:

Sorry Legal Counsel. Perhaps it will do well to read this book He did
not say that. he had g\ven
•
• recorded here, according to the
• report
- what 1s
here, he did not say there w
•
.
.
had . ·
as a P1ot m 0 yite OJok's house but that he
not ::~en C:tain Yovan names of bad people, eight of them. He did
were do~: w o were these bad people, why they were bad and what they
g.
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ED\.

M.' b it is b ttcr to strut fi
tl
.
•
•
rom ten::. Did you give some names .....
But he admitted tl1at when he d'
.
.
whut he is now saying.
isco, erectthat plotttng was bad which is
But he is now saying .....

1R ! ~AGE TDA:

He had actually accepted that he had reported on a plot.
ow. did you give some eight names of bad people in Lango to the
government and would you please tell us the names you gave?

E}lRA

COCNSEL:

EJURA
COUNSEL:

EJURA
KAKWENZIRE:

\Vell. Commissioners, I tltink, I do not know whether I regard mvself as
V~l')' fortu~ate to be one of their learned fellows still who \\'ouid have
died Ion~ time ag_obut I tltink the sto1y I have given The persons who
were _agamstme hke some military personnel, like Abdallah Hassan who
was involved in scaring us but definitely you could take this verv
comments They Just wanted to sort of revenge on us So Abdallah ~d
other people ..
\Vould you tell us the eight names you have of persons?
I do not remember the names but there were people just like today when
you have some good and bad people, I cannot remember tltem.
You see, here in this place, you said it is well known people in Lango
wanted Obote back but the approach was not tactful. Now, who were
these people, prominent people you know you can name who were not
tactful in the approach to this goal?
I cannot make any sense of that.
Let me remind you a bit. In this file, on page 28, the accusation against
you was that in November 1976 it was alleged that meetings started and
it was suggested that you collect some money for the projects ~d that
the training should start. The accused took part _andhe_was pronused to
b
ade the Provincial Commissioner of Education which we were told.
mand his group were discontented by the high posts which wen:
d.1stributed and the scholarships. They wanted to bwld more schools,
h
osp1·ta1s, railways , roads and industries and it was put
y to you
'd II that have
s· "
these facts of the case against you? ou sai yes, ir .
you heard all
d th
all? "Yes Sir". Then what do you have to
Have you understoo
em •
'
rrect and true"
.
th ? "I have nothing to say but the facts are co
say on em. •
? "Yes Sir Mr. Chaitman and Membersof
Have you anythmg to s~y.
. '
~oint of infotmation that when I
the Tribunal, I would hke to g;ve ~e a report to the security forces in
realised this act was a bad one, dm .
that time when the political
Lira.
I knew, Sir, because dunng. from Boroboro High School by
·1·1an
g overnment was on, I was chase awa,
1· ·e well only during the m1 • .·
to thiv 'Jit,2n.• government wh'ch
the politicians and I was able
.
I
ga,e.
•
that
it
was
e
m1
......
J
al
government. I re ise
Hi h School" and it continues.
assistance to my school, Aboke g

tt':,
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OUN'"'EL:

And the military government had given you Shs.200,000.

E.JURA·

"ttc;,Sir.

COUNSEL:

\Vhat were they supposed to do 7

EJURA:

Mr. Chainnan, what I would like the Commission here to understand
about this book, if I was dishonest I would not have brought it. This
book bears a gloomy picture about me Anything that was made or put
m indeed was anti me. Because me particularly, people here in this
district do not like me. If you worked hard people would get upset.
Nov.-,this one, which I think was, as I mentioned earlier on, something
just for me to accept. You accept this and this but then me, as a human
being, I do not want somebody who goes about saying so and so is going
about spoiling the peace of the people. I think this is the purpose of the
Commission, today since you came to this district. I do not know the
human rights system, so for me as a law abiding man always wanted to
see justice done like today, we have RC's, RC I up to RC.5. At the
moment we have a number of things happening, you have some people
going to attack houses, somebody going to rob but then if they did such
things, they should be reported to the relevant authorities concerned but
I cannot remember the particular names whom I reported who actually
had caused chaos.

CHAIRMAN:

Do you have any more questions?

KAKWENZIRE:

You see, I read this because actually when you quoted your Bible, I
thought you were corning out with some useful information but you did
that out of the conviction because you believe in Biblical quotations.

CHAIRMAN:

Is it not saying here that what you have read there. what the
Commissioner read there, they were forced? It was read to them and
they had to admit all that happened.

COUNSEL:

But that is not what he was saying here.

MR. NAGENDA:

No. When I was asking him about the actual facts and I was asking him
very simply and the answers arc on the tape. I asked him whether he had
actually reported on the plot and he said "yes, he had because he had
realised the plot was bad".

KAKWENZIRE:
COUNSEL:

MR. NAGENDA:

He also said that the authority must be informed.
He admitted that he made a report. The only thing is that he docs not
know what sort of a report he made and I think vou should ask him
whether he remembers the people he reported.
•
~e said that he cannot remember them and he said, and that is also noted
th
m e same honest way that he has brought this book so he made his
repo~ because he was being honest and wanted to help his area. I mean.
wh
ho is to say? But all the other questions also followed and thcv are
ere.
·
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CH 1Rl\l

I rend tl1crc CYcn up to y ov

nnmcs

.

an. I le s,ud he could not remember the

Oll 'SEL.

Yes, but you sec, he is the on. h . d
.
he had reported to h• , h e w O ea 11c Captnm Yovnn to support that
tm so c must have made a report.

cHAlRMA 1-

Y cs. Captain Yovan :1orc d th h .
at c dtd but then he himself could not
rccoII cct tl1cscnames.•-c, e

I want also to emphasize '-'O k
.
whv c
. • _.;u now, sometimes we also have to find out
all • Pdoplc do ccrtam thmgs and that is why I said that he should be
owe to quote that Bible if indeed he fells to protect public peace he
t
muS report properly then he should be able to carry on tltat to say in
order to protect public peace d
h · ·
·
.
an respect w ere it 1sdue accordmg to the
Bible then he should defend his admission that he reportedthe matter.

EJURA:

Mr. Chairman, Leading Counsel, I am ready to give my submission at
10 30 am today to the Commission that I have been the first Chairman
of Apac. Now I am a Councillor. I have been responsible for bringing
the whole peace from down to up. If somebody makes a mistake which
might_ bring my people a problem, I cannot just keep quiet without
reporting to the authorities. It is up to you the big people in high
authority. the big people to know what I should have done.

CHAIRMAN

Any more questions? Mr. Ejura, do you have anything more to say?

EJURA

Yes, Mr. Chairman. One of the Commissioners, not only one but I think
all of you, did not understand me with one aspect with regard to the
school. You went as far as asking me whether I could remember some
fellows who were by then in the police. So I went and brought them and
then I brought people because you are taking a record by listening so I
brought the Jago, the Gombolola Chief, the Sub-county Chief who was
by then in the chair. He has got a testimony and then ~y wife who ,~as
the controller of this school who knew about all these witchcraft of this
and that, what happened really. How many people were picked ~p by
the police and what not, she is just here. So I ask that they be given a
hearing.

CHAIRMAN:

• ev1'dencc.?
you would like them to give

EJURA:

yes, to give evidence.

MR.NAGENDA:

• th1·s I agree in all fairness to Mr. Ejura
•
our pro blem is
•
bl
. I
eh
Mr.
ainnan,
call his own witnesses. The pro cm is,
that he should be allowed to
finishing tomorrow. I have got a
mean, we are going to stop now' _w~ta;oplc who came all the way from
note here saying that there arc c1g
who also want to be heard plus
Apac who have been h~rc two days ago, ggcstion is that indeed we can
people from Lira here itself. My own;. notes but that will make other
listen to these people, our people ~:itc Legal Counsel_having looked
people here to suffer, that ~c. has to look at the evidence that they
through the evidence because tc
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h:wc got :u1d then that he invi1cs one o~ two prto!>lc thot Mr _Eiurn is
tnlking :,hout to Kampala to continue with the evidence .b.11111 wo11~cl
seem lo me to he unfair lo the people who have hccn waiting here for
two or three days - it will he unfair ifwe didn't hear them.

COUNSEL:

M , Lord, •ou sec, the evidence as I sec it, what he is telling you is about
channs . the Ki forns. I do not think really the issue is the charms or
kifam to the school. 'l11e main iss11e was what happl'ncd as a result of
the s11spicion he had that some pcople been channcd
Were the houses
burnt by the soldiers and the police? I think this 1s the main reason for
bringing this case otherwise it was an ordinary case bet:ween a citizen
and other citizens. 'Ilte involvement of soldiers and the police in what
happened is what made it rclev:u1t :md he himself is realistic and really,
in fact, the wifo will say the s~unc thing, Is she corning to contradict
you?

EHJRA:

Mr Chainnan, they arc coming to give different stones to which you
will really take a picture to whatever was said about this as recorded. So
I beg kindly Mr Chairman and Members of the Commission, that they
be given just some ten or five minutes.

COUNSEL:

Okay.

CHAIRMAN:

I think, Mr ~jura, we arc really short of time and I know there arc
people who have been here, some since Monday, some two days and
some also, I am told, arc on hungry stomachs, they arc not being catered
for. I think we need Mr. ~jura to adduce evidence different from his
own which may present his picture of the story So may be one or two
witnesses briefly, ten minutes each before we break

COUNSEL:

I will call one now, Mrs. ~jura. TI1ank you very much Mr. Ejura.

EJURA:

Thank you very much too

CHAIRMAN:

Commissioners, Learned Counsels, Ladies and Gentlemen.
I think we
arc n.:~y ~o~ tod?y to_ c~mmcncc the Session of today the 19th of
~ctobcr, 1989 at Lira District Council Chamber
I undt:rstand Learned
Counsel that
the la.st witness
•
• morning but I
.
•• yes. t.er d·,1y w1•11continue
this
do not thmk he has arrivt:d y ·t s11 II
•
•
t: • , 1a Wt: contmuc with another witness'!

COUNSEL:

My Lord Chainnan the ca.s.
•
•
.
. .
.
, .
c on w 111c11 1 will ask mv Assist~u1t to lead
concerns the k1dnapp111g
of Rev I . ()k II0
•
•
s • • .. ·
Jt:o
t:
Akim I le has never been
.ecn ,1g,un. 11le Rt. Rt:v. Bishop Willi~u11Okod1 \.\ill b1: the first witiwss

WIT~~:ss NO. 425:
RT. Rl(V
WAIi UM OKODI - SWORN IN
•
CHAIRMAN

Is the Bishop going to spc·tk •

r

.

HISIIOP

WI LLI.Al\1

if you could speak in Engl,ishm !nglt~h or VL'macular'/ It will be quicker
OKODJ:

l will speak in Fnglish.
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srL.

l11',00I:

Thank you, your Lordship. C
an you now state your full names please?

coLNSEL:

My names arc Rev. William Waitum Ok0 d' R R
.
1, t. ev. Bishop.
Of where?

OkODl.

Assistant Bishop of Lango Diocese.

coUNSEL:

How old are you?

oKODI·

I am 56 years old.

coUNSEL:

Where do you reside?

OKODI:

I ~eside at Boroboro, the headquarters of the Church of Uganda, Lango
D10cese.

COUNSEL:

Could you give us your educational background up to the time you were
consecrated Assistant Bishop?

OKODI:

I was ~ducated at .Aloi Primary School after which I went to Aggrey
Memonal School m Kampala where I attained "A" Level standard of
education.

COUNSEL:

In which year?

l

OKODI:

That was the year ending 1956. Then I joined Buwalasi Theological
College after which course I was ordained in 1964 as Deacon and later in
the year I was twisted and became the Vicar of St. Augustine Church
here in Lira. After some time at St. Augustine in Lira, I went for further
studies at the London College of Divinity for two years. Then I returned
and continued as Vicar of Lira until in 1971 when I was posted and
promoted as Diocesan Secretary and Treasurer of Northern Uganda
under the late Bishop and later on Archbishop Janana Luwum. That was
from 1971 to 1974 and then in 1975 I joined Bishop Tucker Theological
College as a tutor and I was there as a tutor and later on promot~d as
Vice Principal of the college. Then in 1978 I was elec«:d as As~1stant
Bishop to provide leadership during a time whe~ the diocese did not
have a bishop since the bishop then had gone to exile.

COUNSEL.

That is of Lango Diocese?

OKODI:

.
Bisho was the Rt. Rev. Merekizadeck Otim.
Of Lango D10cese. The
P
. J
f 1979 and was later
rt d from Mukono m anuary o
Then I was transpo e .
B. h
of the Diocese on the 21st of
s
consecrated as the As is~t
~ ;~. e the atmosphere of security in
January of that year and du_nng d a Eimryth,ing that happened was a risk
the country was very tense .mdee · 1ve tion and appointment as s·1shop
·t So smce my e ec
I .
f
to whoever takes t • .
It that mine was a very difficu t time o
during that time, definitely I fe
. to be spared was haunting me but
service. A question like are you lgl~mgfromthe late Archbishop, through
h counse mg
through prayers, th roug
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"'

counselling from Bishop \\' ..mi and other Bishops I took this service on
mysdf and I came ,md \,orked as the Assistant Bishop of Lango

Diocese. l\ty wife Constance Okodi and our children supported me in
t11ismatter.

cou TSEL·

So Rt. Rev. from 1979 you have stayed in Lango Diocese up to today?

OKODI:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Now, you have said that at the time of your consecration the security
atmosphere in the country was very tense. I suppose even atLira the
atmosphere was also tense. Can you give specific incidences which you
witnessed personally where you felt security was not good?

OKODI:

Most of my time I spent at Mukono teaching and where I was working
as a Vice Principal and so much of my experience was at College where
I saw·what was happening, written in papers, spoken verbally by people
including the arrest and the murder of the late Archbishop Luwum and
definitely I could detect from the atmosphere that the security was tense.
Sincerely speaking, I did not have to face specific incidents as such.

COUNSEL:

In 1979 the pastor of Akokoro, the late Paulo Leo Atim, I am sure this
was within your diocese, it was written in newspapers that he
disappeared. Do you know the circumstances under which he
disappeared?

OKODI:

COUNSEL:
OKODJ:

COUNSEL:
OKODI:
COUNSEL:

I knew the late Paulo Leo Atim ~ one of our pastors, as any other priest
he was given a parish at Akokoro in Apac District now. Regarding the
incident of this attack, arrest and disappearance, I was not at the scene
myself but this was reported to me by my Archdeacon of Aduku, later
after the incident.
You are saying you got an official report from the Archdeacon of
Aduku?
Yes, it was reported to me by the Archdeacon of Aduku not in writing
because during that time it was not feasible for a written report because
as I mentioned people were not even in the offices here, people were
either in hiding or about to. It so happened that during that time ...
What was the name of the Archdeacon?
Venerable Rev. Yeko Ocheng Okello.
Yes, what was the report you got?

OKODI:
The report I got from him was that, this was following my return from
Kampala because that very time I was in Kampala for church business
and on my return the Archdeacon came and reported to me that one of
our Pastors, Pastor Heko Ocheng Atim of Akokoro Parish was attacked,
st
arre ed and made to disappear by some soldiers of Amin's regime.

9)26

\ ftcr ho\\ lone~did
·-o

.
ou rccc"·c the report'/

n1is "as not very long aft ,.,.-i
•~tu me d fimm Kampata.
....
cn-.,uus. It was after about a ,,cck ,,hen I
Ol '\"' 'L.

\\'hen was he take

n,

th d
c ate when he was taken?

0 ,.__om.
CCL,·sEL:

Yes, the date and the month?

OKODI:

TI1isactually happen 'd i k 1 h f
aft er two months of my
l:
n 'l arc o 1979 and as you can see it was only
time
in the Diocese.

COL' SEL:

0".001

COUNSEL:

OKODI

COUNSEL:
OKODI

COUNSEL:

You do not remember the specific date'/
\V~ll. I remember the specific date of the late Paulo Leo Atim's death
winch was on the 11th of March
\\'hen you talk about his death, did you come to know that he died?
Well. his case ·was the disappearance and a long disappearance without
the person appearing anywhere or being heard anywhere. definitely I
knew that he had died.
So you presumed him dead?
Yes. And I was made to presume this because there were so many cases
of this nature happening in the country. I have not heard of a case where
a person was said to have disappeared and then later on he appeared.
May be before we come to other cases which you may have learnt of
disappearances, let us go back to the disappearance of Atim. Now. when
you received a report on your return from Kampala after two weeks that
he had been arrested by soldiers of Amin's regime, what efforts did you

talce.?

LEGALCOUNSEL
(SEKANDI):

OKODI:

Perhaps, could you give us the details the Vc~erable_ Archd~n
reported to you about the taking of this reverend. Did he give the details
as to how this was done?

W 11 h

•d that these people came - it was on a S~dar during a
e ' e sai
•
b • held and the late Atim himself was
service where a bap~sm w: th :~ group of soldiers definitely known to
going to be the preac er an
e
h d into the church from outside
have belonged to the government ~ e as in and of course he was in
th
and asked for where e p~t:ic w~. r:r':nother person, and according
robes and nobody could mas I~ a;h. m and the people were so scared.
to the Archdeacon, they got ho o fi ~ where they can take safety and
d others had to n
d
others ran away_ an .
d that was all, so he disappeare .
they made off with him an
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cor ·sEL

Did they come in a military, chicle?

OKODI.

The, came in a military , ehicle. According to the Archdeacon nobody
kn ;, anyone of these people they "ere just soldiers.

CO

~o did you report this incident to the authority?

'SEL

OKODI·

As I mentioned earlier there was no authority to report to, the officers I
knew here thev were themselves in hiding. I think I must say that that
was the time ~f total chaos regarding the administration of the district.
At that time you heard of people who were being looked after, people
who were being run after and nobody could site here to follow up any
matter. But what surprised me of aH was that it was not just that the
people outside the goYemment or the common people were being
hunted. the hunting was for the men who were actually the hands of the
government themselves also.

COUNSEL:

Did you report this to your Bishop about this incident?

OKODI

\Vell. during that very time it was not possible but later on we made a
report

MR. NAG8''DA:

When later on?

OKODI.

I cannot now remember the actual date but definitely the report was
made

COUNSEL:

After the overthrow of Amin?

OKODI:

COUNSEL:

Well. the overthrow of Amin was in April so it was not a very long time
Unfortunately our office was affected by the turmoil that went on and we
do not have any records othenvise I could have brought documents with
me. All I can say is that definitely we made this report.
Now did you learn of any may be reasons why Akim was taken by the
soldiers?

OKODI
Not really but the reason were very simple. one could deduce from what
was happening. During that time most of the arrests. nobodv knew the
answer to most of the arrests. You could even b, accident if ,ou are
going round this comer and you met a soldier you· could be frightened
So ~ne could_say that while it is possible that they might ha,e been
look~g for him for a particular thing they have heard. but it was not
possible to tell because by that time such arrests gave nobod, a clue.
Bt
B'h
b
•
.
_u as a is op Y that time I had not heard anything suspected about
him and I have no evidence to make regarding something or the reason
why and
I think if all was nonnal,
perhaps. such incident could have
come
to me.
•

COUNSEL:

Now, apart from th
t d d.
e arres an 1sappearance of vour Atim did anv of
your members of the clergy have problems·>
•
•
.
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\\'as affected.
ere tn tdtng so even our
You had earlier on ·d
• ,
•
sai
there , ,
msccunty, do You h
vere many cases in th
f
•
.
.
ave
an)
specific
.
c country, 0
th
to is C'omnuss1on'l
one which you may wish to mention

OKODI

"' ell. I think. in a society where
. . .
and kno,, what is going
. we live tt is possible that you can hear
on without ha •
personal}) because these
al
vmg come to a specific incident
•
k'
can
ways
be
through personal meetmgs
.
pie ·mg them out or in
and
papers
or
even
thro
h
rad'
d
man) wavs b~, whi'ch y
ug
10s an there are so
• .,
ou can sense th •tu •
.
case. During that time 1 d'd
h e SI ~tion and tlus was true in my
in my use. I used to travel~ not ave a vehicle b~longing to the church
some people were brought y bus. I was able to witness on the road how
if they were of no al
out ofthe_bus, pulled or even thrown down as
v ue. And sometimes a soldier coming into a bus and
1 •
~app1;g someone and asking questions which you would not have
0
ul~ warrant that slapping right away. So definitely when I
~at
.e Situation was tense I mean all this is my feeling by that time
mcludmg other arrests.
'

(

I

?:t/"".

COUNSEL:

In yo~ statement here you make mention of the late John Wasike who
was Bishop of Mbale. Did you know the circumstances under which the
Bishop may be disappeared?

OKODI:

Well, I knew the late Bishop John Wasike as a fellow student at Bishop
Tucker College and later on I knew him as the Provincial Treasurer for
the Church of Uganda. Later on I knew him as a Bishop much more
because he was one of the bishops who dared at that critical
circumstatlces to come to my consecration at Boroboro and I was made
to know that the bishops who can1e by that time to my consecration
including the Archbishop, the now retired Archbishop Sulivemus Wani,
I was made to know that if not all, some of these bishops were made to
sit down at a road block to explain where they were going and what they
were carrying. I felt this was an abuse if what they were asking was not
- because I would wonder because bishops can1e in their own robes
dressed as bishops and very often it is also possible to tell that this is a
catholic bishop and this is a Church of Uganda Bishop but to ask them as
to who they were, where they were going. what they were carrying, that
some of the questions went too far to be asked. Rather I would have
asked them to identify themselves and, perhaps. and say you ilie Bishop
of what dress, what do you have in your boot. I think the security
persons could ask this without actu~ly attacking the i_ntegrity_
of persons
of respectable integrity. So after lus return to ilie d1oc~e. 1t was after
sometime that I heard that ilie late Bishop h~ left his diocese and he was
proceeding to Kampala on church busmcss and as any other
•
arances he was met by unknown gun men. arrested and made to
d isappc
~l •
•
S d fi~. I I fe
disappear and nothing has been heard of um smcc. ~ e m~ey
el
to the late Bishop and l could not have mentioned lum as one
very close
•
·h h ·
I ·
of the people who honoured my consccmtton wit t ctr presence. t 1s
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my hope that ns you exercise this inquil)', may ~c y~>uwill come down to
that area. and some clue will be discovered on his disappearance.
COl 1'-.SEL·

Oka, now Bishop. we have heard evidence on this matter to the effect
that Bishop Wac.ikewas arrested and detained in Jinja Military Barracks
,,here he disappeared. Now, how old was Rev. Leo Atim?

OKODI:

As J said I have no filed records because our files were taken, I would
think he would be about 38 years or something like that.

COUNSEL:

Did he have a family?

OKODI.

y cs. he had a wife and-by that time with two children.

COUNSEL:

Now, do you know where his family is, his wife and children?

OKODI.

I have not followed veiy lately but I presume they might be at Nabyeso,
this is the late Atim's home place.

COUNSEL:

I see! Now, during this material time, did you detect any discrimination
by the government amongst religions in the country?

OKODI:

COUNSEL:

Well, when a society is in situation such as we were in, any reason was
perhaps taken as a cause against the government. By that time all I could
hear was that there were some differences of a religious nature,
differences of political nature, differences of ethnic or tribal grounds.
By that time, I would not like to say that one reason was enough.
Well, Bishop, I am not asking you, may be you can forget about political
nature, you can forget about ethnical background but you, as a religious
leader, because you are more concerned with religion. Did you detect,
did you have problems from the government because of the nature of
religion you were said to profess? Well, here, our terms of reference are
so wide and that we are concerned with finding discrimination because
there should not be discrimination because of this and the other. Now. I
am concentrating on religion as far as you are concerned.

OKODI:

I will give two examples in my conviction, one was the disappearance of
the late Atim himself. Why was he arrested? Those reasons advanced
were not convincing. The other one was the murder of the late
Archbishop Janan Luwum. What reason which were communicated to
people were made known to the country and to the public, if so then
perhaps the reason perhaps could stand that his arrest was known to be
religious, there was no religious difference.
COUNSEL:

N~w, such acts as the disappearance of Bishop Wasike and Rev. Leo
Alim _and the murder of the Archbishop Luwum, did it affect the
worsh1ppmg of your church?

OKODI:
They did, your Worship beca
b th ·
· · · ·
·
h
•
,
use
y
at
time
1t
Is
hke
m
a
fanulv
w
en
somethmg happens to th fr•L
.'
Chl.ld
ren are deeply d e auier,
d the father Is taken away.
· the wife and
epresse and affected and this happened to the
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COl1 SEL:

tow, what has been th
Uganda since th
. e worst period vou
.
has been th
e pcnod that we arc c~~e . sec,_since you have lived in
e \\ orst period since You ha l?ng ~mce 1962 to 1986, what
•
ve tved m Uganda?

OKODI

:Vc_ll,_the emphasis I could ea .
•
md1v1dual but I think the ak rry as you have put it to me
th
pe was t th l'b
as an
e country I think by that t'
a e I cration war when no part of
although I was told that the ~:: ras left unaffected, by the liberation
but definitely around in th
a e part was not affected as other parts
e rest of the count • l d.
Lango, the peak of war of·
.
ry me u mg my areas here
, msecunty was by that time.
,

COUNSEL:

What do you say it was the peak?

OKODJ:

I think because of the man
.
hearing and the fact that d . y cases. of disappearances that we were
ffi
. .
unng that time I do not think the government
o cers, hke m the district here, were sitting in their offices

COUNSEL:

So who caused this insecurity?

OKODI:

I would not say that this came from the village. I think it started from
the top.

COUNSEL·

From the government?

OKODI:

I would not think that so many people from the village came and
attacked the headquarters like the district headquarters. I think it spread
from top to bottom. Just like any other persons I personally was puzzled
because I look at the government as the enforcement of the law and as
the custodian of the law and order and caring of each individuals but
then by that time if the government itself was not sure of itself then
definitely everybody else felt blocked and not only in one country

COUNSEL·

Now, my Lord Bishop, arc you in a position to summarise the causes of
what you have undergone or the country has undergone?

OKODI

Well first of all. you know we had political parties and each party had
its p~licics each one had a doctrine by which they would want people to
be taught ~o know and follow. Political ~artics arc sup_poscd to get
members from us, members of the community, of the society. By that
.
time you heard of a politician saying to the churchmen that
.
. ...£'.
·th th
1· ·ca1
t 1mc some
keep what the church is saying and do not 1~tc1,ere "1
c_po 1t1
thcv were right but sometimes an cuphcnusm has a
matter an d may be
.)
.
•
•
I
. Definitely it is wrong for pncsts or for bishops for
capac1ty to c apse•
•
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that matter to contest for political seats. But he is all the time with
c\'erybody. he meets these politicians he meets the ordinary persons, he
meets men or women of faith' and it is difficult to really define him in an
area where he has not touch with the people. So he can as a citizen and
also as a pastor express views on certain things which may not be liked.
After all, when it comes to voting he too is supposed to vote to put
somebody in position. So I think our society needs to be well educated,
very, very strongly in understanding the matters of state, the rights of the
individual and where they participate and participate within the law for
understanding the order of the day and I think, you know, I would as an
individual express my view that sometimes some politicians are too
suspicious on certain individuals for not carrying on with that order
COUNSEL:

No, but my Lord Bishop as I was asking you, you suggested that the
peak was in 1979. Was the peak of 1979 involving political parties or
politicians or was it a military or what?

OKODI:

Well, it led to - well, the fact that a little later on it led to the seizure of
the government it was now the military government ruling and,
therefore, I think by that time it was ruling by decrees and may be if I
remember it correctly I think that was the time when this country was
ruled by decrees.

COUNSEL:

Thank you, your Lordship.

CHAIRMAN:

Bishop, each member of the Commission may have some question for
you to either elicit more information or clarify on what you have said. I
will start with the Commissioner on my right.

MR. NAGENDA:

Initially my first question is to Legal Counsel, when we were writing
down a schedule of what we were going to be talking about I thought he
mentioned the kidnapping of two people, one called Rev. Okello and the
other one called Rev. Atim.

MR.NAGENDA:

It was Atim only.

OKODI:

Atim only? So where did Okello come in?

COUNSEL:

MR.NAGENDA:

OKODI:
MR.NAGENDA:

Okello Atim. It is the pastor of Akokoro, the late Paulo Leo Atim and
the report was made by Ocheng Okello.
Well, I hope th_atwill be corrected in the briefs. Bishop. I have only a
~~pie of questions. The first is that, I think you said that you got your
A level at Aggrey Memorial College in I 956.
Yes, actually I did not complete but I was
Well, I was going to say th t
d th
.
.
•
•
a aroun
at time 1s when I was myself
Ieavmg
school and the "A" I I
al
·
th'nk
b
.
eves actu ly were done at Makcrere. So I
I
we etter - it would have b
"O" th
.
Aggrey Memonal
• School in 1956.
een
ev• did not have "A" leYels at
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J.

~ODI

Yes '-ou

•1

' .; arc ng lt. I stand to be corrected there sorry It was "O" Level
not "A" Level. TI1nnkyou.
·

1R , GE DA

Yes. Now, I appreciate the fact that you were not in place when your
clergyman
was taken and you only got a verbal report from the
d
Areh
cacon
but you said, this is just a slight question, you said that apart
01
~
tlie fact
thatc. •they
were soldiers, their identities were unknown.
So
1t
1s rcall)'
only
c.
.
1
•
rur ,or me to say, could they have been ordinary people
masquerading as soldiers, dressed in soldiers clothes because now this is
something that happens quite often?

OKODI:
'Y~ll.' in n?rmal circumstances it is not very normal that a group of
civilians will get hold of guns and get hold of uniforms, this does not
~app~n (often) I know, witlt even a vehicle which in some way is closely
identified and more close to the eyes as soldiers.
MR NAGENDA:

OKODI
COUNSEL:

MR NAGENDA·

I see! In all appearances they were soldiers?
Yes
My Lord Chairman the widow of the late reverend is going to come here,
she was physically present.
Okay. Then I move on to the point where Assistant Legal Counsel asked
you whether you had any suspicion of why Rev. Atim was kidnapped.
And your answer was more or less that specifically you didn't but the
situation was that people were being picked up at will, you know,
everywhere. For me I would find a difference between a clergyman
being picked up and somebody from the street. The two would be
different and I would think that may be it would have been necessary to
find out some of the reasons but let me just ask you this question for my
clarification. Were many reverends kidnapped in this place at that time?

OKODI:

He was the only one. Though I could say that the Parish of this
particular pastor happened to be between Mas~di and ~pac and I th~nk
that road by that time I think was the route which I think most soldiers
used to come to Lira or to Apac.

MR.NAGENDA:

But even then there are probably so many other re~erends on the same
route Bishop and what I am suggesting is ~at I thmk he was the only
h
taken away at this time. I thmk the church should have,
one w o was
. Ii ·
f h h
more efforts to understand the imp cations o w y e was
rh
ade
pe aps, m
k·
b hi
icked u by talking to people in the area, ~Y as . ~g may e s
p •
p rh s whether he had been involved m politics or had m~e
relatives,
pe apth"ng because oth erw1•sei·t would be too general and m
•
ennuty or some I thi
really is not closed we do not have enough
• the file on s man
'
.
eared
my
vtew
h
gh
information
on
why
your
man
d1sapp
.
and you do not ave enou

OKODI:

1 I was not in a position to do that and I did
I agree with your,_per_son~ ~sh we did but I think one could say that in
not do that investigation,
.
th ery people who might have been
'k th. sometimes e v
any incident h e is
know what happened.
•
do not even
present sometimes
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J ,tgR'l' Bishop but wh. t I • 111 fr) in' to sn ' r'Call ' the church is a
fonnidabk :mnv llf its o" n and the rcsornccs ,1rc there tu find 0111 so that
it lk,rsn•t just g:l down as one TC\!l'tl'nd wh1 1 disnppc:ut.:d for 110 reasons
tll:lt me k,wwn :md I "·ould urge you, since you arc in a pc1wc1fot
positilm in this :mny. 1l1 use your resources late ns it is, ICl try and 111ayhe
find llUt more.

OKODl:
\tR "\ \0l ND·\:

OKODI

.MR NAGENDA.

Yes, I think I ctnild do that.
And in the s:une regard if you will excuse me, l was a bit unhappy about
the fact that cycn, you kt1ll\\', I mean okay you lost your records hut you
sec age and "here his frunily had gone, 1 am not trying to say that may
be he was ncgkctl'd hut I would have bci:n nrnch happier if we had more
infom1ation on this unfortunate ckrg) m.111.

Perhaps I should mention that my responsibility as Assistant Bishop
during the absence of tl1e Bishop started from January and ended in June
of the same ) car and "hen the present Bishop Merckizach Ot,m rntumed
from exile I also reported this matter to him and infonned him the story
as I was told
Yes, but since you arc still a Bishop, I think this Commission would
really value an.\ additional infonnation \\:htch vou might find out by
further investigation so that when we come to report we can ha\e some
details on Rev. Atim. It will be very helpful Finall), I must say I an1 in
complete agreement with you ,, hen you say that although clergies
cannot contest seats, and take part directly in the polttics, at the same
time they move within society at large and they know ,, hat 1s gomg on
and must educate themselves and others in peoples' human rights and
,..-hatis going on because only then can we really have a proper socict).
So I think the Legal Counsel started asking this question \\ hen ,ou said
you looked at the government as custodian of the Im, and so on and ,,c
were very shocked and saddened that at this time in 1979 it should not
have abrogated that responsibility which led to anarchy ls it the onlv
time, in your view. \\hen governments or the governments of Uganda
abrogated this responsibility'' Is it just that time of 1979 or ha,c they
consistently done so in any case?

OKODI
So the Counsel here did ask me about the peak ~md I ,, as t~ ing to
ans\-verthis in response to that but as to "hcthcr this is the onh time. 1
would say this was not tl1e only time for bad security in the c~untT\ l
think from the time it came on and was even highlighted b, "hat
~lappc~ed until about 1988 \\hen, let me speak of Lmgo District
mc!udmg Apac. when we experienced hen,; a llL'\\ kmd of msecunt,
which was. shown b~ robbc~· and n-~ outstanding fonn of cattk
rustlmg which is "to d fi
·
..,k o G or a tune and sta~ t'd lo1w1.:r
expected b t tl1 11
.. th..u1 the t11eopk
•
u
,
:1
od,
later
on
,,
hen
the
NRf\1
cami: to thi.:
govemnwnt th •v t • 'd ·I
c nc, d \\ 1at
but at least 1t could not be
brought to a sudden
t'I Ithi.:y
I · kcould
• controlled. TI1encnafi un
I
t 1111, f:111 1988 when this .had bt·en a littk
bit
, 1979
I
• that period
• 1.:r
a ong, Dunng
I\\c ac1:d.some msc.:cuntv probkms all
not on ) propt'rt1t'S but e, en In l'S lost But as
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I
1 said before. it has b ,
•
ccn spread d .•
c, en _nght now there arc still
unng that time and I would say that
standmg peace
sornc measures ,.,,hich can b tak fi
•
e
en or a
MR. NAGENDA:

OKODI:

MR NAGENDA.

Bishop, I agree with .
.
) ou that tn 1979 . had
.
you were very well co 1
.
,-.e
very difficult time. But
n,
ersant
with
th
h"
0 tl1
cr places. For exam 1 .
ese t mgs, not in Lango but in
111 Buganda b·
·' P
e,
M crnon·a1 School there
It
ccause you went to Aggrey
•
• wouId really co
.
tl1at m
1979 things deteriorated b
me as a surpnse for me to say
as long ago as 1964 1965 d, ccause you and I know very well that
'
• • • were happening
for example in Bugand
R an. so on lots O f actav1t1es
'
a cgion I th •111k
f: •
'
not conducive to go 0 d 1
•
any air person would say was
1urnan relationsh"Ip. Wh en would you sav
vourself and '\'est, d
'
J er ay I was talk·
question and another one I am . mg to two ladies here about this
interested in politi
S
going to put to you, that women were not
0 1 1 th
cs
•
et
em go· You as a very high figure in
eh urc h somebody wh 0 •
1l educated as somebod}· who has
'
.
IS
very
we
been even V
p • •
'
ic~ . nnc1.pal of Mukuno Theological College and as
sornebo_dy wh~ is mterested in politics, in your view, when did things
start gomg on m our country of Uganda?
I would go as far as saying that they started right away from
Independence. Because during that time not everybody agreed with each
othe~. So the experience really was in degrees, intense or less, but it
contmued. But each time, I personally, like any other citizen had hoped
that sooner or later we would have it cleared. It has been in our prayer
and we do pray each time and this is in our Prayer Book We do pray
that peace may prevail and that the government in power may rule
peacefully. So this is how I put it that it started by that time. The
political parties were, maybe I would say, active to disprove the onus in
the coup and an approach to this weighted on the people. If the people
do not feel things are going well, that squabble was very much kno\\n.
My honourable Counsel here was asking, many reasons can be advanced
either on religious grounds or political grounds or on tribal grounds. it
will help perhaps to justify the stand one is taking. Various sectors of
government, like us ordinary people. they also go through this
experience. Civil servants, army personnel. police and prisons also go
through this experience, and I believe each. one is bound .to have to
express his feeling in some form or another either for or agamst. And I
think it is because of this that in the past perhaps the army . had taken
ment and each time this happens. they have thetr reasons
over govern
d"d s · ·
They advance certain reasons why they have done what they I . o ~t 1s
an area which is really difficult to be very clear about. \Vhat I consider
to be the ans,vcr may be just partial.
.
. fi t ·hen you said perhaps that is why the anny took over
Bishop, ID acd,,
k
what happened after that and as ~ou sa~ \\hat
, tJ , p~rh
government an you now
. in
• cc rta·in areas , one followed on tht.: o lt.:r. t.:
• till happening
. aps
IS s
"fi WI1 ·n the annv took o,·er go,emment. 1t ,,as
be more spcci 1c
c
•
. .
you. can
.
ObO~ , Do 'ou think yourscl t: and ) our op101on
Amin overthrowing
c . ar~ speaking as an individual who has
actually matters. because l)_oukthat some of the policies that Mr. Obotc
nd do vou t 110
tak
trave 11
ed arou • . •
.
vemmcnt encou~ed the army to ·c
follov,:ed during his years m go
-
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,,

over nnd that, therefore, they indirectly brought about the suffering of
the people of this country'( Do you understand my question'! Jn
Luganda we say 'Olcalya dda, kadda dda' which means, you cat it a long
time before, then it comes back afterwards. Do you think this was the
case of policies which led Amin being allowed to take over which is
ridiculous for a man of Amin's education and background to be a
President of a country and that, therefore, this actually brought the
suffering which these people know about which was told to us here
yesterday in great detail?
OKODI:

MR. NAGENDA·

OKODJ

He was an outsider in the sense of being a citizen. I do not know the
actual cause. But I say that when the Government takes over an
administration, it certainly assumes a very wide responsibility and that
anything happening can be talked of as a thing well done by the
government or a thing not well done by the government. So regarding
Obote's 'enlightened society', I personally confess that I have not had
enough access to so many of these policies. But it is possible that
certain parts of his policy were not acceptable and were not agreed with
by the others. I think this explains the existence of other parties. If all
was good, then I think there would be no opposition So one would
guess that certain things were not what they should have been.
Bishop, I agree with you. To be a ruler of the country is a very difficult
job, because most of what we are going to do will be judged afterwards,
which I accept. And as I said at the opening of our tum here, the name
of Obote actually features largely in what happens in this country and so
does Amin and so does Paulo Muwanga and so on. But in your view,
how are we going to get away fr<;>m
this cycle of people's rights being
abused. An old lady here said to us that every time there was a change
of government she would go to the other side of the swamps and you
cannot put it any better than that. What has gone wrong with our
leaders? How do we change it so that when there are changes of
government, people do not go to the other side of the swamp? I know it
is a very big questions, but perhaps moving back on what went wrong,
you can give us your ideas.
I think I would like to look at myself just as one of the citizens who may
give a view and that view may not even find a place I think that all of
us in our country need to be well educated on the affairs of our nation,
affairs of our districts and including the affairs of our responsibilities. I
would ~ut it ~at ~t is always very difficult for a family person to adjust
som~thmg which 1s of a district Administration like Li~ Apac, it is also
p~ss~ble that people may be so addicted to living as members of one
di~tnct ~at they may not think other districts exist within the nation. I
thmk this can well be taken if we arc educated on these various areas so
that when it comes to the matter of the affairs of the district we address
ourselves accordingly. And when it comes to the matter of.the national
nature of the countn, •.u• a h I .
al ad
.
•
.
- ;, ...., w o e, we so dress ourselves accordmgly
At this pomt I think we ne d to d
• from bemg
• . famil
e. b e ucate. each member of the society to
adJust
Y mem ers to bemg a member of a district to be
a mem ber of the nati
l'k U
.
•
definitely there sho:in I ~ • ganda._ And if this is to happen. then
d be interaction and understanding among
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ours he
n.Hs i
•
committee~
s Hsunlly
s or \\ hatcvcr • .
an exercise t· .
"hen "l' come to
it is. l think it
. akc11 through coun ·1
a matter, •h'
ma, take t'
et s,
f
tl
ll
\C \\ hole ligand·
.' tch is of a nation . imc, but we need to
do not just look at na,co1l1tnbutcto this with ·thal interest for the security,
• \\'sc f 'lS
at unde tand·
Bccausc we arc ....
.., -:
• a Person from t·1
. ~
mg so that 1
•
u 11.. 110n and
ra 0 tstnct d th •
nation and address
need to look at th.
. an at 1sall.
ourselves as officers . . _mgswhich concern the
, as tnd1v1dualsor as Ch h
TI1ank You
M
•
Lord
B'
1
urc •
•
'
IS 10 p.
Bishop. I iust want t 0 k
••
•
•
now one thin w
add tt:Ion
to
Rev.
Lcwa
Ot'
th
g.
ould you know whether, •m
.
1m, ere arc th
Comnuss1oncrs also who we . .
o er ~eople and perhaps District
re picked up or disappeared?

OKODI:

During that time a lot of t1t·
mgs were don u l •
was myself, it was not possibl fi
e. n ess tl came to one as I
late Otim, but I did not rule :u;~ me to ~?~. The one I knew is the
made to disappear
e posSibibty of many others being

10\K\VENZIRE.

I want
to B
ask you
·
• questions • I personally tltink that you are a very good
~'ltness.
~t time d_oesnot permit us to exhaust you as a witness. Even
if we h~ time, I th1~ we have given you very little notice to compose
your ~VIdence especially on wider issues. So I have got an impression
that smce you have been speaking witlt the people of Lango and since
you have been here at a most difficult time in their lives specifically
what you call the peak of time, a period of which we have heard very
little from the evidence. We have got a very short time here and have
not gathered as much evidence as we should have gathered. I take it that
you are very much concerned about what was happening and that you
would have been receiving periodical reports and that you yourself
might have had a long time to make a report either to the House of
Bishops as to what was happening. We reque~ you now_ as a
Commission to take some time and compose your evidence touching on
the suffering of people of Lango throughout Amin's peri~, between
1979 to 1985. Submit this memorandum to us. The e3:51estwa~· of
reaching the Chairman is even through anyone of us otlterw1sequestions
will take very much more time of yours.

CHAIRMAN:

Commissioner That is precisely why I asked
Thank you very muc h ,
•
•
fh ... and
.
.
stion because we are runmng out o ume
Bishop Okod1 only one qu:an ~ther witnesses who have got to testify
I understand there are so raieful if you could do that in your o\\n
tomorrow. We shall be g
o· e I u·ould like to thank vou for
·
B t 1•n the mean m
...
•
reasonable t:Ime. u
h h rt notice and for the e,;dence and
.
me presumably at sue a s o
h avmg co
d the Commission. Thank you
views you have offere to
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\\'ITNl<:SS NO. 426 MRS. PHILDA ROSE AYAO - SWORN
IN

C'Ol NSEL
(l\fR CHEBORIO~).

My Lord Chainnan, this is a witness No.149 of 1989, the widow of the
late Reverend Leo Atim.

CHAIRMAN.

Yes Let us have her other names please.

COUNSEL:

You arc Philda Rose Ayao?

AYAO.

Yes , I run Philda Rose Ayao.

MR NAGENDA:

She is Philda Rose Ayao.

AYAO.

Ayao. A-y-a-o.

MR NAGENDA:

Ayao.

COUNSEL:

You arc aged 32?

AYAO:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

You arc from Banya village, this is in Erute County, Lira District?

AYAO:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

You were married to the late Reverend Paul Leo Atim?

AYAO:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

\Vhcn did you get married to Atim?

AYAO:

It was in 1979.

COUNSEL:

AYAO·
CHAIRJ\.1AN:
AYAO:

Do you remember the month when you got married to him?

l cannot remember the date.
\Vhat about the month'!
1

can_ only remember the wedding month, the month m which the
wedding ceremony was carried out.
COUNSEL:
AYAO:
COUNSEL:

When was that?
It was in October
October which vear'J
. .
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I
,, ,o

1978.

co1,•sEL

I sec \\'here were o .

\ )'.\O.

coll,•"'EL

.

r:,\·hen You •
l went .md ·t
.
• got married''
s aycd in Akokoro.
) u sta\ tnIT,

And is that where yo 1
ur lllsband was worki
Y cs.
ng as a Pastor'!

\'t \0:

,

cot.,NSEL.

Now in 1979 were )Ou
, staying
. at Akokoro'1

.\'t AO.

Yes.

COLfNSFL:

And do you remember the date of 11th March, 1979?

AYAO:

y cs, I can remember

COUNSEL:

Which day of the week was it?

AYAO:

It was Sunday.

COUNSEL:

Did you go for prayers on that day?

AYAO:

Yes, I went.

COUNSEL:

And did you pray peacefully?

AYAO:

We started well but it never ended peacefully.

COUNSEL:

What happened?

AYA0:

When we were conducting our prayers and baptising children, the last
child, we saw one of the soldiers, he came out of the bus which used to

~

r
~

go to Akokoro there, and then -

CHAIRMAN:

They say a soldier with the driver of the Northern Province Bus.

I saw a soldier with a driver of Northern Province bus. came and stopped
AYA0:

near the door.
Excuse me before you come to that. Who was leading the prayers'?

COUNSEL:
My husband was the one leading the prayers.
AYA0:
COUNSEL:
CHAIRMAN:
AYA0:
MR NAGENDA:

I sec.
And baptising children'?
. the pravers as well as baptizing children.
ad
1
Yes. He was e mg
•.. and the driver of the Northern Province Bus'?
ld
She saw the so u.::r•
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CHAIRMAN:

Yes. A so Id•1cran d the dn"vcr of the Northern Province Bus Company.

AYAO·

Yes.

COill\'SEL.

Did you know the name of the driver of the bus?

AYAO:

Yes. I know.

COUNSEL:

\Vhat was the name?

AYAO:

He is called Ali.

COUNSEL:

Did you know the other name?

AYAO

The other name I do not know.

COUNSEL:

Do you know his village where he came from?

AYAO

I did not know where he came from.

COUNSEL:

How did you come to know Ali by name?

AYAO:

That is how people used to call him.

COUNSEL:

He used to drive the bus along your road?

AYAO:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Did you know the soldier he came with?

AYAO;

I did not know his name.

COUNSEL.

AYAO:

COUNSEL:

So when Ali came with the soldier at the church where you were praying
and your husband leading prayers, what happened?
The soldier entered into the church where the child was being baptised
and he waited until when the child was baptised and returned to the
mother. The soldier caught the dress that was the gown of the Reverend
who was baptising children and went with the same outside.
Did he go with the cloth or he took the Reverend?

AYAO:
He was caught with his robe and pulled him outside.
COUNSEL:

Yes.

AYAO:

Everybody stood up. We saw three vehicles which were standing on the
road, there was a bus, pick-up and another Yan.
MR. NAGENDA

Can we get those again?
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\ )'J\0:

Abu s, pick-up
•
and wh

at WeCall th

e van

'AGENDA:
~ 1R.

A van'/

A.YAO:

Yes.

coCNSEL:

The bus was for the N

l

orthern p

AYAO:

y cs.

COUNSEL:

What about the pick-up'> Wh
•

l

.
rov1nccBus C
ompany?

at colour was it?

AYAO:

It was white.

COUNSEL:

Did you know the number of registration?

AYAO:

I did not know the n

COUNSEL:

What about of the van? Whatcolour was it?

AYAO:

The colour of the van was white/blue.

COUNSEL:

So what happened, what followed?

AYAO:

My husband was arrested and then pushed into the pick-up.

COUNSEL:

Did Ali participate in pulling your husband to the pick-up?

AYAO:

I did not see that.

COUNSEL:

Did he talk when he came into the church with the soldier?

AYAO:

He did not talk to us?

COUNSEL:

What about the soldier, did he talk to you?

AYAO:

He did not even talk to us.

COUNSEL:
AYAO:

COUNSEL:
AYAO:

COUNSEL:
AYAO:

b b
.
um er ecause tt was standing on the road.

k ow any other people \\ho "ere there with
Now in the church do you n
you praying?
of the people in the church
Catherine Obero was one
rs.
M
,,
d o.
at
does
she
I see. Wh
She had no work.
.•messed the •me•'d ent?
other person who ,, • •
Any
.
I had sta, ed there for a short nme I
an . people. smc.c
~
Tuey were very m i
eople "ho·'' ere there.
could not know all e p
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""EL

...o after) our husband had been taken in the pick-up, what followed?

1 ·b d w:1s in the pick-up. I returned in order to pray for
\Vhcn my 1\1!- ~ . ' ... , tcring the church we found very many soldiers
him. ~u,dwhen "e ,,erv c.:n
surrounding the church.

COUNSEL:
AYAO:

Yes.
\\'c were already in the church.

COUNSEL:

So they surrounded you?

AYAO:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Yes:

AYAO:

We \Vereordered not to go anywhere else but to sit down. All of them
were anned with guns.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

AYAO:

We followed their order and sat down.

COUNSEL:

Up to what time?

AYAO:

We stayed for a short time and then they left

COUNSEL:

Yes. So after that you went home?

AYAO:

Yes, I went home.

COUNSEL:

Did you report the arrest of your husband to the authority or maybe to
the chiefs?

AYAO:

Since everybody had heard about his arrest I did not bother to go to
report this matter because I was just crying.

COUNSEL:

I see. You did not even report to the Bishop?

AYAO:

The report was taken by the christians of that area to the Bishop.

COUNSEL:

And since that time you have never seen your husband?

AYAO:

No.

COUNSEL:
AYAO:
COUNSEL:

Was your husband involved m any conflict with anybody to your
knowledge?
No. He had no conflict with anybody.
Did you in any way know why he was arrested?
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0

I 0
~

'\ 0

CO 'SEL

y 0
COU 'SEL:

YAO:

o,, at the time of h.
is arrest ho,, rnanv childr
.
I .
~
en dtd you have with him''
'' as pregnant.
And ) ou still ha,·e that eh ·•ldI suppose?

Yes
You must have got I f
any help from anybo:)~t o problems in looking after him. Did }OU get
My father-in-law assisted

COUNSEL·

Is he the one who is looking after the child?

AYAO:

Yes

COUNSEL:

I see. I suppose for you may have re-married.

AYAO:

I was inherited by my brother in law.

COUNSEL:

I see.

MR. NAGENDA:

When?

AYAO:

It was in 1981.

~1R NAGENDA

Is he also a Reverend?

A.YAO

No.

COUNSEL:

Was the last funeral rites of your husband who disappeared in 1979
perfonned?

A.YAO

It was never perfonned.

COUNSEL:

I see. And this driver Ali who came with the soldier to the church where
your husband was arrested, do you know where he is?

A.YAO:

At present, I do not know his where-abouts. But in 1982 a certain girl
came and told me that she found him in Tororo.

COUNSEL:
A.YAO·

COUNSEL:

I see. Was he still driving a vehicle or in a shop or something?
She never told me that, she never explained me that.
Which girl who told you that she had seen him in Tororo? Do you know
her particulars?

A.YAO:

She is called Elizabeth Amongo.
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C'Ol', 'SEL

Of" hich village?

AYAO:

She used to stay at ........ .

COUNSEL

Is she there up to today'!

AYAO:

J do not know whether at this moment she is there. But I hope she is
there because that is their home.

COUNSEL.

I sec. What would you wish this Commission to do in regard to the
disappearance of your husband? Do you think that investigations should
be earned out maybe those who participated should be brought to court.

AYAO:

\Veil, I cannot do that. I cannot be a witness.

COUNSEL:

Why don't you want, suppose that soldier who pulled your husband is
seen? Can't you come and sa} -

CHAIR..\1AN.

Or Ali.

COUNSEL:

Or Ali who came with the soldier?

AYAO:

I can identify him.

COUNSEL:

I see. That is all my Lord.

CHAIRMAN

Mrs. Philda Rose, '\.Vemay ask you few more question. Tius Ali, you
said he was a Northern Province Bus Company driver who used to drive
a bus to the area?

AYAO:

CHAIRlvtAN
•
AYAO

CHAIRMAN·

Yes.
Was he familiar to your husband and you in any way?

I cannot tell whether he was familiar with my husband because I did not
stay with him for long.
How did you come to know his name as Ali'> Had vou tra, elled on the
bus or you had seen him where the bus stopped or what"?

AYAO·

I kne\\. his name because he used to drive that bus.
CHAIRMAN
AYAO:

I see. Because you used to travel with the bus·>
Yes.

CHAIRMAN·

\Vhat was he'' Was he a local person or - Ali? That is a moskm name was he a moslcm 7
AYAO:

Yes, he was a moslem.
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I

\\ hat tribe ''-lS he - did you know'J

'

()

No

H \lR

\Vhcn they came and picked up your husband, \\ hat did Ali do about the
arrest, \\ alking there with soldiers'! Did be come to identify ) our
husband or what?

AYAO·

He stood by the door, I did not know whether thev had alrcadv arranged
this murder.
•
•

CHAIRM \

And was the soldier who grabbed your husband in unifonn?

AYAO·

Yes.

CHAIRMA'\

1 sec He said nothing at all to anybody?

.\YAO:

No

CHAIRMAN

What about the other soldiers who surrounded the church' 1

AYAO:

TI1ese soldiers ,, ho surrounded the church. when my husband was
already taken away they said we should sit in the church. we remained
there

CHAIAA1AN

They did not to tell you why they were taking away the Pastor'?

AYAO

No

CHAIRMAN

Did you know whether any other people in the area were picked up
about the san1e time by soldiers

AYAO·

Other people were arrested at Adera and on the road
do not kno,, them by names.

CHAIRMAN

TI1is is what your heard''

AYAO:

Yes

CHAIRMAN

Before or after your husband was arrcsted' 1

AYAO:

1l1at was before my husband was arrested. lltey were first arrested and
then they can1e to arrest my husband.

CHAIRMAN
AYAO·

Yes.

CHAIRMAN

Did ) ou get to know ho\\ many people were arrested')

AYAO·

I forgot tht:tr number.

l))45

All those people I

( H \I

I s e. You \\ re there up to \\hen our husband \\as .tTCsted. Whnt
happ ncd, ho\\ did you leave the place?

\'\

h father in Jaw came the following morning and then took me to the
\'illagc called Alam to Ii, e with him

0

CHAIRM

1 •

YAO:

\\'here did your husband come from 'l

He comes from Adiycs.

CHAIRMAN

Is that where you :tlso come from or another sub-county?

AYAO.

Yes, it is another sub-county.

CHAIR11A

Another county called Bunya.

AYAO:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN

That is where you apparently used to live with him?

AYAO:

The brother or brother in law was Alara and he took me to live with him
atAkokoro.

CHAIRMAN•

Okay. Thank you. But if you could hold on another Commissioner may
ask you some questions.

MR NAGENDA

Mrs. Ayao, please understand that we feel very sony for you. You were
a very young woman, and at the Service somebody just came and took
your husband and he was never seen again. We are very sorry. By the
way, had you gone to school at all?

AYAO:

Yes.

MR. NAGENDA:

Up to what level?

AYAO:

Up to Primary Seven (P.7).

MR. NAGENDA:

Why did you not go on to other classes, forms? Why didn't you continue
with your education?

AYAO:

Because of the problems we had at home.

MR. NAGENDA:

I see. If you had been able to go on what would vou ha\'e wanted to be.
what would you have liked to become?
•

AYAO:

I wanted to become a Medical Assistant.

MR. NAGENDA:

AYAO:

~see. I_am very sorry. Now let me just ask you a couple of questions.
ou said that after your husband died, you were inherited bv vour
brother-in-law in 1981.
•
• •
Yes.
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1

I

'iAO:

\tR '\ .\GENOA:

1 suppose now your life is not too b· d .
.
a , ) ou arc alnght.
l\ty life is still too bad it w b
me also died in 1987.
as ecausc my second husband who inherited
Oh dear! How did he die?

He died because of liver disease.
MR NAGENDA:

Then you were inherited again?

A't AO:

No

MR NAGENDA

I see. What do you do now?

AYAO

I just keep on cultivation.

MR. NAGENDA:

Where do you do this - have you got a house?

AYAO

I am with my father.

MR. NAGENDA:

Okay. I am so sorry. We want to find out why - we would just like to
know why these people came to take your husband, a clergy man. Do
you know whether he was involved in politics, was he in a party, was he
for example in UPC, was he - did he make political enemies. What
happened?

AYAO:

He did not know anything about political parties.

MR. NAGENDA:

I see. Had he had other enemies? Did you hear him quarrelling with
people in the village? Had he borrowed anybody's money which he did
not pay back or what happened?

AYAO:

I had not heard of that.

MR. NAGENDA:

I see. When did you decide that your husband was dead?

AYAO:

It was at the time when I stayed for long and to find that he had not come
back.

MRNAGENDA:

The Chairman asked you whether the same day that your husband was
arrested others were also arrested and you said. yes, many Now did any
of these people ever return, have they ever been seen again? Do you
know?

AYAO:

They never returned.

MR NAGENDA.

I see. Finally, your husband worked for the church Now since he
disappeared, have any church people come to sec you? \\'ho exactly
came to see you from the church'7
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Y\O.

Rev. D:wid Abuch.

Anyhod, else'?

AYAO

MR. NAG! Do\:

l\trs. Eunice Obote L.aworoko, the leader of Mothers Union of that area.
}Jaye thcv been able to help you at all by, may be, giving you some
moncv 0 ; blankets or something like that? Has the church helped you

finan~ially? The church as a whole?
AYAO:

J was given assistance at the time when I delivered. My father-in-law

came and collected a blanket from Boroboro

MR NAGENDA:

One blanket?

AYAO:

One.

MR NAGENDA.

I do not think it is enough anyway but that i~ my opinion and it would be
the opinion of any sensible, person. You might be interested to hear that
this Commission has asked your Assistant Bishop who we saw earlier to
further look into the matter to do with your later husband So that at
least the file might be closed. I hope if he does not come, you look for
him and, say, we sent you to ask for some help from the church. Will
you do that?

AYAO:

I will do that if God helps me.

MR NAGENDA:

Well, please do it.

CHAIRMAN:

Well, he did not put the message correctly. We have asked the Assistant
Bishop to try to find out more about the death of your husband and
perhaps do something more for your family but if you wait for sometime
and you do not hear anything from the Bishop or from the headquarters
of the diocese, you can go and ask them.

AYAO:

Yes.

MR. NAGENDA:

Please do it. Yes, we know the church is very poor but a blanket, one
blanket, when you were delivering, when your husband worked for this
Church is really very disgraceful. We wish you welL I am sorry about
what has happened to your life.

CHAIRMAN:

Well, I will associate myself with what the Commissioner has said. \Ve
thank you Rose for having come and for the evidence. We arc som· that
you have had to be asked about your late husband. You may go no~v.

AYAO:

Thank you Sir,

CHAIRMAN:

Thank you. Next witness please.

COUNSEL:

The n~xt wi~ess is ~s. Betty Adillo, the wife of one Christopher Adillo. who
was aJoun_iahs_t
workmg for the Nigerian Weekly. This happened on 24th July.
1985 here m Lira, Lango District.
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\\'ITNFSS NO 427
:,J
•
: l\lRS. BETTY ADILLO - SWORN IN
'OU

arc Bctt r Adillo'l

ADlLI..O:

Yes.

COU11SEL:

A nd you arc 26 years old?

ADlLLO:

Y cs, please.

COl "\SfL:

You arc working as a nurse'!

ADILLO

Y cs, I am a Nurse.

COUNSEL:

Here in Lira Hospital?

ADILLO

Y cs, please.

COlTN'SEL:

Would you tell us your educational background and which schools you
attended up to the time you completed the Nursing course?

ADILLO:

I started my primary one at Atikoro Primary Seven School up to Primary
Six. Then I came to Aboke Primary School, that is where I completed
my Primary Seven.

COUNSEL:

After P.7 where did you go? Lango College?

ADILLO:

No, I went to Town College, Lira.

COUNSEL:

And then after that?

ADILLO:

After that I joined the Jinja Nurses Training School.

COUNSEL:

That was when you joined Jinja Nurses Training School?

ADILLO:

That was in 1980. I started in 1979 up to 1980.

COUNSEL:

That is where you completed?

ADILLO•

I did not complete from there, I went to Rubaga Nurses Training School.
That was in 1981. Then from there I had a bit of problems and I came to
Lira Nurses Training School and that is where I completed.

COUNSEL:

When?

ADILLO:

In I 984 November

COUNSEL:

Okay. This Christopher Adillo \\as your husband as we have been told?

ADILLO•

Y cs, Sir.
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\\ hen did ) ou get mamcd to him?

Jt ,,as in J980.
Jn 19SQ'>

A.DILLO.

Yes.

COLi 'SEL.

\Vhat "as he?

ADILLO:

He was a Journalist

COL~SEL.

He was a,ioumalist. working where?

ADILLO

He was ,,orking for the Nigerian Daily Newspaper.

COCNSEL.

That is. when you got married to him in 1980. he was a Journalist
working for that paper?

ADILLO:

He was not yet.

COL"-:SEL:

\Vhat was he?

ADILLO:

He was still a student.

COL"SEL:

A student \\here?

ADILLO:

He was in Comboni, then he went for his course when I was also a
student. After he had completed his course he came back to Uganda

COL~SEL:

\Vhere did he attend the course and which course?

ADILLO:

He attended that course of Journalism in America.

COUNSEL:
ADILLO

You mean both of you got married when you were students')
\Ve were friends but after he had completed the course and I had
completed my course we got married.

COUNSEL:

Customarily'?

ADILLO:

Yes.

COUNSEL:
ADJLLO:

COUNSEL:
ADILLO:

Okay, now. do you have children with him?
Yes. I have two children.
A boy and a girl or both girls?
Both arc girls.
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Bo" old nrc they?
One is t\\ eh c ,..ea

J • rs

O Id

t 11cn another one is eight years old.

I sec! Now, what happened to him?
~DILLO:

co

! l

~EL:

.\T1JILO:

Christopher Adillo just disappeared on the 24th of July, 1985
How did he come to disappear?
That was \Vcdnesday very early in the morning at around 6 00 p.m we
started hearing very big gun shots_ We did not know what was
happening. Then he left us going to sec - well, my children were staying
in the senior quarters, he wanted to go and check on the children and
bring them to my place because in any case we thought if there was a
fight that place was very near the barracks and they had no where to run
to So on his way he went up to the senior quarters where my children
were. He got my sister-in-law there with the children but my sister-inla\\ refused him to pick them up because we did not know what was
happening really. Then on his way back home, I do not know what
happened. I \\aited for him and he never came back.

COUNSEL:

I see! He left home driving a car?

ADILLO:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Which car, the number and make?

ADILLO:

It was a Honda Civic and the number was KPE 098.

COUNSEL:

You mean it was Kenya registered vehicle?

ADILLO:

Yes.

COUNSEL.

Was it his?

ADILLO:

It was his car.

COUNSEL:

He bought it in Kenya or he was living in Kenya.

ADILLO

He lived in Kenya for one year and then he came back.

COUNSEL:

So he came back with it?

ADILLO

Yes.

COUNSEL:

, sense that there
Now, \\' hen d 1.d ~ou
. .,was a problem?
realise that there was a problem to him.

ADILLO·

• d
that Wcdnesdav he never came back then on Thursday also I
Iwaited
waite but
onhe never came, back . On Fridav. I heard a rumour that he was
killed.
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\Vhen did you

From who did you get this mmom?
ADILLO:

11,crc was a woman staying in the flats near the barracks. She came and
told us that they had killed him.

COUNSEL:

Can we know the nan1e of the lady who told you?

ADILLO·

That lady was a Madi woman called Angelina Kwachi. Kwachi was the
name of her husband.

COUNSEL:

She was a wife of a soldier?

ADILLO:

Yes, Sir.

COUNSEL:

Now, what did you do?

ADILLO:

After hearing that we started looking for the dead body but the situation
was so bad that we could not reach up to where he was killed. So we
also ran away and left the town and went very far.

COUNSEL:

Did you come back from where you went for hiding?

ADILLO:

We came back after a month. Because we ran to the side of Aboke and
my children had gone to that side of Abako so we were staying
separately. When the situation cooled a bit we also went to Abako that
is where we stayed.

COUNSEL:

Now, eventually did you come back to the town?

ADILLO:

We came back almost after one year.

COUNSEL:

One year?

ADILLO:

Yes, Sir.

COUNSEL:

Did you try to look for the whereabouts of his body?

ADILLO:

COUNSEL:
ADILLO:

COUNSEL:
ADILLO:

~es. We continued searching for his body until that woman. Angelina
directed us where the dead body was because in the process of his death
that wotnan was watching so she is the one who told us the whole storv
and she directed us where the dead body was.
•
Where was this dead body? Did you find it?
Yes. S~e directed us where the dead body was buried and she told us it
was buned after one week
h
so w en we went to that place we got the
truth.
Now, what did you find out?
When we went to that place i
, t was exhumed and anyway we got the
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skcl ton but then th" "'1
c c othcs were still there.

Ol ''1·l

\Dll l 0.

You mean the clotl1CS IlC Was
Yes

.'

•

,, 1..:anngwhen he left homc'l

\Vere you satisfied that this was t
OILLO.

COL ·sEL:

he actuaJ body of your husband?
Yes, he ,,as the one b,
t • d r
ccausc 1 rcmemb h
.
s nppc Kaunda suit but th h
er e was putting on a brown
e s oes were removed.
Now, where was thi

s grave where you found the dead body?

.\DILLO.

It was near the Sergeants M css.

COL1\SEL:

Sergeants Mess here in Lira?

ADILLO:

Yes, here in Lira.

COlJKSEL:

Was it a very deep grave or it was shallow.

ADILLO.

It was not all that very deep.

COUNSEL:

What else did you find on him?

ADILLO:

We only got that skeleton and the clothes.

COUNSEL:

Now, what did you do after seeing the body? Did you take it away and
bury it somewhere else?

ADILLO:

We also informed - I mean, we went to some soldiers to grant us
permission to go and remove the dead body and we went together v.ith
them so they also witnessed what we did. We exhumed it and removed
the dead body, we also went with a coffin, so we put the body into the
coffin and took it to the village.

COUNSEL:

To which village?

ADILLO:

Abako.

COUNSEL:

Which county?

ADILLO:

Moro to county.

COUNSEL:

Moroto in Lira District?

ADILLO:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

•
, II u could not see what kind of injuries that was on the
Did you, v.e , yo
.
h
d h' d ath')
e any iniuries
that might ave cause 1s e .
body. D .d
1 you se
~

ADILLO:

. not get th e two teeth so according to what that woman told us
We dtd
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was that he was attacked from behind.
COUNSEL:

I sec! He was shot'l

ADILLO:

Ycs. he was shot.

COUNSEL·

She told you this was by soldiers?

ADILLO:

Yes, Sir.

COUNSEL:

Did she tell you the soldiers who had done this or she did not know their
names.

ADILLO.

She did not know may be the names but she told us they were soldiers.

COUNSEL:

I see! Of the same barracks or they were passers-by?

ADILLO

That was in 1985, the day government was taken over.

COUNSEL:

Lutwa was taking over from Obote?

ADILLO:

Yes, Sir.

COUNSEL:

How old was your husband?

ADILLO:

He was 27 years old.

COUNSEL:

Now, he left you with two children. How have you been supporting
these two children?

ADILLO:

I also use my little money I get and my father-in-law is helping me.

COUNSEL:

Who is your father-in-law?

ADILLO:

My father-in-law, the father of my late husband.

COUNSEL:

What does he do?

ADILLO:

He used to be the O.C. Ministry of Works but now he is still on long
leave.

COUNSEL:

He is called Mr. who?

ADILLO:

Mr. Adillo James.

COUNSEL:

You mean he is an engineer?

ADILLO:

He used to be the O.C.

COUNSEL:
ADILLO:

t

.,..

The 0.C. Okay. So he is supporting them up to now')
He is still helping me, assisting me.
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1

i

SEL:

\1)11 LO:

In "hich fonu an· .
Yes , s·tr.

.

) our children - arc the .
.
y m Pnmary School?

In which fomi arc they?

cot~SEL:

TI1c first born is in Prim
.
ary
Six
and the second bom 1s
• m
· p nmary
•
~
.
Two.
). ou hvc with them or h 1·
.
e ives with them.

-\OILLO

I live with them.

COL'NSEL:

ADILLO:
COUNSEL:

They do go there visit and come back.

By the time he was killed was h .
.
or paper?
'
e sti ll working for that Nigerian Weekly
He was. He was a correspondent.
Was there any benefits which is accruing to him as a result of his death?

ADILLO.

No, Sir.

COUNSEL:

He did not get anything?

ADILLO:

He did not get anything, Sir.

COUNSEL:

I am sorry about this incident.

CHAIRMAN:

Just a few questions. I do not know but what is the name of this woman
did you say?

COUNSEL:

She did, Angelina.

ADILLO:

Angelina Kwachi was the wife of - the husbands name was Kwachi, he
was a sergeant.

CHAIRMAN:

Where is he now?

ADILLO:

I understand they are staying in between Atyak and Madi Opei.

CHAIR1\1AN:

Is he still a sergeant in the army?

ADILLO:

I cannot tell because since that time they ran away but we hear that they
are there.

CHAIRMAN:

She knew your husband?

ADILLO:

yes she knew him because when she came to tell us, she told us that oh!
the ;on of Adillo has been killed.

CHAIRMAN:

Was he based there, here in Lira?
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ADIIIO

Since he was a correspondent he was not stationed in one place.

CHAIRMAN

• re t um.'7
I low long had he stayed on h 1s

ADILLO.

He had just stayed for a few weeks or months.

CHAIR\t \N:

Where had he been'!

ADILLO

He had been m N1gcria.

CHAIRM.\J\i

On leave or on tour'!

ADILLO·

He was working already.

CHAIR.l\lAN

He was working with this newspaper?

ADILLO:

Yes, Sir.

CHAIR.MAN

\Vas he on active service at the time he came'?

ADILLO:

He had come but what I know he was still a correspondent.

CHAIRMAN

To that newspapcr'l

ADILLO

Yes. Sir

CHAIRMAN

Was he to go back 'l

ADILLO.

He had intended.

CHAIRMAN.

Had he a car'>

ADILLO

Yes.

CHAIRMAN·

\Vas it new'l

ADILLO·

It was new.

CHAIRMAN

What happened to it'>

ADILLO

CHAIRMAN

The car. after his death. immediately he left home ,, e sa,, a different
soldier dri\'111git and then I do not know,, hat happened to the car. it iust
stopped abmptly and it is c, en there up to no,, It is near the Lira Club
here. After he brought the car there. cn:~thing were lookd. the~ took
the engine. the wind screens and the seats and the~ left the frame there.
I am very sony. TI1ank you.

MR. NAGENDA·
I associate myself with the remarks of m,· fdlo,, Chamnan
would ask you whether your husband \\ a.s·im oh ed in politics

ADILLO:

What I knew about him \\a.s that he was just a_joumalist

9)56

Pahaps I

MR

l

\GI I'D

\l ll LO.
~1R 1 'AGENDA.

ADILLO:
\' R 1\ .\GENOA:

Som~ • "O
J u d'id not 11;we ·m. ·d
• Y I ea wheth,er h c was •involved'>
'd

l d 1 not.

•

\Vere some polific1ans
• mcctin h.
.
g im while he was travelling abroad?
I cannot tell
\\Then vou
had th"is terrible d
~

•
.
uty of identifying your husband what was

there besides?

.\DILLO:
\fR

~

.\.GE"l\DA:

Oth er dead bodies?
Yes.

ADILLO:

We
removed his dead bodY after one year so where we got him he was
alone.

MR NAGENDA·

Were there other bodies before his?

ADILLO:

May be others were removed.

MR NAGENDA

Is it customary for Langis to remove dead bodies and b
elsewhere?
ury them

ADILLO.

Yes, Sir.

MR. NAGENDA:

: our story is very sad to hear and it is a pity that you lost your husband
m such a manner. What can this Commission do in this matter is that we
can make certain recommendations, do you suggest anything?

ADILLO:

I cannot say anything.

MR. NAGENDA•

Wouldn't you suggest something?

ADILLO

I cannot decide.

CHAIRMAN:

No, you cannot decide but it is for you to say or to request.

MR NAGENDA:

Can't you make a special request on behalf of your family as far as your
family is concerned?

ADILLO

I would only ask, may be about education of my children - who are still
at school.

CHAIRMAN:

We shall make that recommendation in our report to government. Thank
you for your evidence. You can go now.

COUNSEL:

My Lord Chairman, the next witness is involved in similar cases where
people in February, 1977, were .arrested by unknown people but
appare~tly government agents and they have never been seen again.
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']l llS• S O Il)l\ll , I1 l•c•'I
Chief of Kole Countv,
• ,. ,, ..
•1•s '•1 Countv
~
,
~
.Apac District.

l-·h.'was taken in the .same way and later there w1 II be evidence that he
"as seen at the State Research Nakascro ~u1dhe has never been seen
again. TI1is is the wife.

\VITNESS NO. 428: l\lRS . .1\.IITOLESIARACH - SWORN IN
COL1\SF.L.

Your foll names please?

.\RACH:

Mitolesi Arach .

COL~SEL:

you arc the ,, idov.·of Solomon Eccl Olwel?

ARACH·

Yes

COL'1\SEL:

How old are you?

..\RACH·

We got married with him in 1948.

COUNSEL:

Do you have children with him?

ARACH

I have eight children.

COUNSEL:

Were you the only wife of Mr. Ecel?

ARACH:

Other co-wives were also there but then they decided to leave.

COUNSEL:

This Ecel, in 1977, what was he?

ARACH:

He was a County Chief.

COUNSEL:

He was a County Chief of which county?

ARACH:

Of Kole County.

COUNSEL:

Now, were you living with him at Kole County Headquarters?

ARACH:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Where was his headquarters and his residence?

ARACH:

There within the county headquarters.

COUNSEL:

At Kole?

ARACH:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN:
ARACH:

But it is in Ayer Gombolola, I think the headquarters is in Ayer.

Yes.
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Ol1 SEL
Now. what happened to your husband?
RACH·

OU1'SEL:

My husban d on safari and then he came back home.
What date?

\R-\CH:
It was on the 27th of Februruy, 1977 the year in which he was arrested.
COl 1'\SEL.
Okay. So when he came back what happened?
.\RACH:
He ':°ntinued with his safari to Bala Sub-county It was around 10.00
a.moffice.
m the morning. These people came in a vehicle and then came up to
the
CHAIRMAN

He had not yet left?

ARACH:

He had already left.

COUNSEL:

Which people and where were you?
I was standing at a point where I wad bidding my husband farewell.

COUNSEL:
ARACH:
COUNSEL:
ARACH:
COUNSEL:

Yes, and people came. Who arethe people who came?
Abdalla Owur.
Abdalla Owur came with some other people?
He came with two other people whom I did not know.
Were these people in uniform or they just came in an ordinary way.

ARACH:

They were in civilian dresses although they were having guns.

COUNSEL:

They were having long guns, small guns?

ARACH:

The long guns.

MR.NAGENDA:

Did Abdalla Owur also have a gun?

ARACH:

He was just driving.

COUNSEL:

Now, wh o was Abd alla Owur• what was he doing? Was he a local man?

ARACH:

We always looked at him as a driver of a taxi.

CHAIRMAN:

His own taxi, is it?

ARACH:

His own taxi.

COUNSEL:

N ow, what happened when they came?
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OU1'SFL

• tl
1 m \C

rntcfCl

n·~c •md the\'
l)

ll

'

.i

kcd the whereabouts of the county

•

chic-I'
\\'llllnt

did they ask?

A sergeant mui one of the clc1ks wctl~ there in the office.
A

Cl)unt

,

scrgcnnt, the local askari?

COUNSEL
ARACH·
COUNSEL.
ARACH:
COUNSEL:

By name?
Called Ayoo.
Did you hear the answer that was given to him?
I was bit a far away I did not hear the answer given to him.

ARACH
So that means it is the sergeant who infonned you that they had asked

COL'NSEL

ARACH
COUNSEL:
ARACH.

for your husband'l
I understood this as I saw them talk and then driving following my
husband
So what happened?
The askari with whom they had gone came back to let us know about
what happened

COUNSEL:

You mean, when they asked for your husband then they took the askari.
the sergeant. they went to the direction which your husband had taken'>

ARACH:

The askarr was escorting my husband to the safan at Bari.

COUNSEL

I sec! TI1cy took the direction where your husband had gone and
subsequently you sa\\ the askari who had accompanied your husband·>

ARACH:

Y cs, he returned the goods

COUNSEL:

Now, who is this askari that had accompanied your husband''

ARACH.

He is called Odong.

COUNSEL:

Now, what did Odong tell you'>

ARACH.

Odong came and told us tl1at 0 wur Abdalla together with t,\ o other
peop 1e went and arrested the county chief

COUNSEL:

Did he tell you where they took him?

ARACH:

Yes.

l)l6()

I

I

C

Ycs, what did he tell you?
.\RACH:

He told me that those people have already taken away the chief now here
are your things.

COCNSEL:

Which are the things?

ARACH:

Beddings.

COUNSEL:

You mean he had beddings?

ARACH:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

They left for their errand, just walking or they were using a motor cycle,
a bicycle or what was it?

ARACH:

They went on a bicycle.

COUNSEL:

One bicycle?

ARACH:

Two bicycles, one of the Askari and his.

COUNSEL:

Now, what happened to your husband's bicycle?

ARACH:

The bicycle was returned home.

COUNSEL:

Now, did this Odong tell you why he was arrested? He told you they
arrested him but did the people tell him why they were arresting the
County Chief?

ARACH:

The reason was not stated but that the County Chief was needed in Lira.

COUNSEL:

Now, where is Odong?

ARACH:

He is there at Apac.

COUNSEL:

As what?

ARACH:

He is still an askari.

COUNSEL:

Where particularly in Apac?

ARACH:

He is there in Apac but the specific place I cannot know.

COUNSEL:

Okay. Now, as a result of this information what did you do?

ARACH:

I then came up to the military barracks.

COUNSEL:

Why did you come to Lira Military Barracks')

ARACH:

To find out whether he had reached that barracks, I assumed he had been
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bmught there.

COUNSEL:

y cs. the question is, why did you think of the barracks? These people
we~ not in uniform, why did you think he had been taken in the
barracks?

ARACH:

Because 0\\1lf Abdalla used to stay there and he used to go with the
soldiers.

COUNSEL:

I sec, 0\\1lf used to be in barracks?

ARA.CH:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Was he a soldier?

ARACH:

I do not know whether he was a soldier but I used to see him going
together with soldiers.

COUNSEL:

For how long had you known Owur?

ARACH:

I knew him before - I knew Owur Abdalla before even he was taken to
where my husband was worlcing.

COUNSEL:

You mean your husband was worlcing in Lira before he was transferred
to Apac?

ARACH:

He was working at Alebtong.

COUNSEL:

Now, did you find your husband in the military barracks, Lira?

ARACH:-

We were told that he was there but we were not allowed to see him.

COUNSEL:

Who told you?

ARACH:

Abure.

COUNSEL:

Who was Abure?

ARACH:
COUNSEL:
ARACH:
COUNSEL:
ARACH:
COUNSEL:
ARACH:

Abure was the in charge of the barracks.
You mean Abure knew your husband?
Yes.
And did you know Abure before?
Yes.
Did you know his rank?
No.
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c u.'SEL.
RACH.

\\'hat tribe was Abure?
He seems to be a Lugbara by tribe.

coUNSEL:

\\'here is he now?

.\R.lCH:

I do not know his whereabouts

COUNSEL:

Did you advise him to do anything?

:IBACH:

No

COUNSEL:

No\v, did you ask him why you could not see your husband?

ARACH:

We returned and asked him but then he told us that he had already been
taken away.

COUNSEL:

Now, did you come to Lira immediately you were told your husband had
been arrested?

ARACH:

It was after one day when we came to Lira.

COUNSEL:

When you say we came, with whom did you come?

ARACH:

I came with Mzee and other people.

COUNSEL:

Which Mzee?

ARACH:

James Ocheng.

COUNSEL:

Who was James Ocheng?

ARACH:

He was the elder brother of my husband.

COUNSEL:

I see, your brother in law?

ARACH:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

So the second time you came you were told he had been taken. What did
you do?

ARACH:

We returned home because there was nothing we could do.

COUNSEL:

What else did you do?

ARACH:

We went and we continued waiting thinking that he is going to come
back.

COUNSEL.

Incidentally, when you were told he has already been taken, did they tell
you where they had taken him?

ARACH:

He told me that he was taken to Kampala.
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Did he tell you in particular which particular place in Kampala he hnd
been taken 'l

A.RACH:

The,· never told me exactly where in Kampala but one ex-chief called
Eri);a now the late was the one who told me that my husband was taken
to Nakasero.

COL. SEL.

Eriya who?

ARACH:

The late Eriya Olct, who was then a chief.

COUNSEL:

Eriya Olet, a chief what? Which chief?

ARACH:

He was one of the people \\ho were arrested and taken to Lira with my
husband.

COUNSEL:

But what was he when he was arrested? This Olet?

ARACH:

He was a retired County Chief.

COUNSEL:

So he told you - when did he tell you that your husband had been taken
to Nakasero?

ARACH:

That when they were taken there they stayed with my husband for a few
days and then they were separated.

COUNSEL:

Yes, and then subsequently Eriya Olet was released?

ARACH:

Yes.

MR.NAGENDA:

They had been there subsequently at Nakasero?

ARACH:

Yes.

COUNSEL:
ARACH:

COUNSEL:
ARACH:

Did he tell you whether your husband told him the reasons for his arrest?
Eriya Olet never told me the reasons why my husband was arrested but
he said that when they were there, my husband told him that when you
are first released you go and inform my people and when I am first to be
released I will do the same.
Now, did you find out why Olet was arrested?
No.

COUNSEL:
After getting this information that he was at Nakasero Eriva had been
released may be he had left your husband there, what did yo~ do')
ARACH:

1
did not do anything. As you see me I cannot do anything, there was a
lot of fear.
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COUNSEL

\Vh" "as there a lot of ticar.
lf one person is
• a Iready arrest 'd •f
•
just go.
• c • 1 you tned to follow you would also

Did you continue to
-..J
Hc.wquarters?

t .
.
s a, at the official residence at the Saza
•

AR\CH:

\\Tc staYcd
for a fcw da)s. and then we decided
.
~
to leave that place.

COL'l\SEL.

And where did you go?

ARACH.

\Ve returned home.

COUNSEL:

Where?

ARACH:

At Bar-aka.do.

COUNSEL:

That is where you have been?

ARACH:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Now, where are your children?

ARACH:

Some ofmy children are there in Kampala, others are there at home.

COUNSEL:

Some are in Kampala, working?

ARACH:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

They are the ones now supporting you?

ARACH:

They give me very little assistance since they also have the same burden
of maintaining their families.

COUNSEL:

So what else do you do to support yourself?

ARACH:

I just do cultivation and planting some cassava.

COUNSEL:

Yes. Your husband was an employee of, I suppose, the local
administration. Did you get some benefits for the services he rendered?

ARACH:

Nothing.

COUNSEL:

Did you ask for some support from the local authorities?

ARACH:

I did not ask them but they kept on writing to me that you are going to
get something but I have not been able to get anything.

COUNSEL:

Did they give you the salary of your husband?

ARACH:

I received it for one month. The month in which he was arrested.
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COUNSEL:

• thc s ccond month?
\Vhat happened m

ARACH.

J did not get it.

COUNSEL:

Why?

ARACH:

Because I was already disappointed

COUNSEL:

Now this
wh en Your husband was taken, did you say the other
• time
•
wive; had left or you were still with them.

ARACH:

They left.

COUNSEL:

They had left?

ARACH:

They left after th e husband had disappeared but I remained at home.
Others left before, others after.

COUNSEL:

you said you have eight children with him, what ~out the other wives,
did they also have children with your late husband .

ARACH:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

How many?

ARACH:

One left four children and another one also four.

COUNSEL:

So where are they?

ARACH:

All of them are with me.

COUNSEL:

I suppose some are married, some are not married.

ARACH:
Some of them are married, some of them are not married yet.

COUNSEL:
ARACH:

Are they in school?
Yes.

COUNSEL:
You are the one who is supporting them again?

ARACH:
Yes, from the money I get from cassava.

COUNSEL:
Do you have anything to request or to make to the Commission.?
ARACH:
Yes. If they can give assistance for me and my children.

COUNSEL:
You mean the government?

ARACH:

Yes ifth
·
'
ey can give me assistance together with the children.
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\Ven, we ,,ill submit the re
.
commendation My Lord that . all
C
'
lS
•
ould you tell her to hold
.
to get more information Fo~a bit, we will be asking her a few questions
I0 ~ al person">Was he •L 1rst of all' about th"1sAbdalla Owur was he a
•
a ango?
'

ARACH:

He is a Lugbara.

CH.AIRMAN

Was he amoslem?

ARACH:

He is also a Moslem because I

cHAfRMAN:

Where did he come from?

ARA.CH:

He used to stay at Corner Aboke at a place called Mowlem.

CHAIRMAN:

How far is it from Kole County Headquarters?

ARACH:

About three miles.

CHAIRMAN:

Wh~ kind. of vehicle did they go in? I think you said they went in a
vehicle which Abdallah Owur was driving. What kind of vehicle was it?

ARACH:

It was an Anglia make vehicle.

CHAIRMAN:

Was it a saloon car?

ARACH:

It looks like a pick-up. Red in colour.

CHAIRMAN:

I think you said that you had known him before, he used to stay in the
barracks and he used to move with soldiers. Where had you seen him
earlier on with soldiers? In company with soldiers?

ARACH:

It was during that time when they were looking for the chief and they
used to come there asking for the chief.

CHAIRMAN:

Oh, they had been there before?

ARACH:

yes, they had been there before at the time when the chief was still in his
safari at Ngetta.

CHAIRMAN:

Oh! I see. How many times had they been there asking for him?

ARACH:

Every day for a week in the evening.

CHAIRMAN:

They came up to where he was?

ARACH:

yes. Tuey were asking me as to when the County Chief was coming
back from the safari.

CHAIRMAN:

Did they say why they were very much interested in seeing him?
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see 1mwear Islamic cap.

RACH

I askl'd him and he said he is his friend.

CH \IR~1A

Was this tnw?

ARACH·

As it turned out to bG• a bad thing• J did not believe his story.

CHAIRMAN:

Before this tragedy. w as he 'a friend of •vour husband? Did he appear to
be a friend'!

ARACH:

No. he had only stayed in Kole only one month.

CHAIRJ\·fAN

• th·ng
happened.. Was
he on all occasions, was he going
I see! Wh en t h1s
1
?
alone or was he being accompanied.

ARACH.

• he went alone and on certain occasions he went with people.
At time

CHAIR.MAN

\Vere they_ some of them soldiers?

ARACH:

The way they behaved themselves indicated that they were soldiers
Some were wearing clothes of cowdung colour.

CHAIR.MAN·

Tuey were in unifonn?

ARACH:

They were in uniform.

CHAIRMAN•

Did they carry guns also?

ARACH:

Yes. They were carrying guns also.

CHAIR.MAN:

When your husband finally returned from safari did you tell him that
people had been looking for him?

ARACH:

On the very day he returned, Owur Abdalla had just left and I told him
that these people always come to look for you, is there any case with
them? He said there is nothing because he has just been transferred
there.

CHAIRMAN:

Is that all he commented about upon their visit?
more?

Did he say anything

ARACH:
He said he was not familiar with the people of that area and he had just
stayed th~re for only one month, so he did not know why these people
were anxious to see him.
CHAIRMAN:
~~w, when you were told ofNakasero, which the late retired Chief Eliya
et told you about, what did you understand it to be, Nakasero?
ARACH:

CHAIRMAN:

Actually Ejura also tn ti
d
could not kn ah
Nenone that my husband was atNakasero and I
ow out akasero.
Did Ejura tell you later?
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\~ \CH

y cs, he came nnd he t0 Id

H,\IRM\ ,:

I sec! And he told you'l

R CH·

y cs, he told me that my hush
and was at Nakascro.
\\'hat did you do next?

CHAIRMAN:

o 11m

and then he told me.

ARACH:

I went, I infonncd the broth
f
O
the police There I
. cdr my late husband who took the report to
•
receive no s
rt s·
husband in the 11
uppo · mce the day I last saw my
ye
ow
car
headin
fi L"
.
ag ain and I prcsu d h
g
or
ua,
I
never
heard
or
saw
him
me e was dead.

CHAIRMAN

\Vould you know of som
h
•
.
e persons w o may have some information
concenung the disappearance of your husband?

ARACH:

;

me I Went t l •

CHAIRMAN

1:1-e people that I hold responsible for the kidnap and subsequent
disappearance of my late husband are Salmon Ecel Olwa and Abdalla
Awur and his group. Some of whom I could not identify

Mrs. Ara.eh,thank you very much for your evidence which is a very sad
story. You can now go. Ladies and gentlemen, it is now time to end
today's hearing. We shall begin here tomorrow at 9.00 a.m promptly.

WITNESS NO. 429: MRS. JANET EJURA - SWORN IN
COUNSEL:

My Lord Chairman, the next witness now before us isMrs. Ejura, wife
of Mr. Ejura who testified earlier on Aboke incident. She is also here to
testify on the same incident.

CHAIRMAN:

Yes, proceed Counsel.

COUNSEL.

your full names please.

EJURA:

Janet Ejura.

COUNSEL:

you are a housewife?

EJURA:

Yes.

COUNSEL

. ?
You are the wife of Mr. EJura.

EJURA:

Yes, Sir.

COUNSEL:

How old are you?

EJURA:

I am 50 years old, born ir, 1939.

COUNSEL:

Where?

EJURA:

Awcle Sub-county, Kyoga County. Lira
I was born at Cakv,ara in
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District.
COUNSEL:
EJURA:

COUNSEl:
EJl'RA:

\Vhat is your educational backvound'l
l 3111 a teacher by profession I trained at C. L. C Boroboro from l Q54 _
1Q,S 7. but J married Mr. Ejnrn soon after my training then Mr. ~jura was
a teacher at C.LC.

Did you teach yourself!
No. but I was involved in various activities at school where my husband
taught. In 1966 my husband and I decided to open up our private school.
a sccondarv school known as Abokc High School Before it, there was a

sub grade· school which was from Primary I to Primary Ill with few
pupils.
COUNSEL:

EJURA:

Now, you have talked of Aboke High School. l ~~t to take you back to
the year 1973. Do you remember any particular mctdcnt that occurred in
that year?
y cs. we left our home to go to school together with my husband in our
vehicle UVH 603, Combi white in colour. which was being driven by
one called Mr. Okot Wilberto. On reaching the school my husband went

in his office and then as I always do it I went to the dormitories of the
girls.
COUNSEL:

Yes, what did you find?

EJURA:

On reaching there. the girl who was in charge of the girls health saw me
and came to me, she greeted me and I replied and asked her as to hO\,
was the night. She told me that it was not a good night. l asked her as to
what happened. She told me that during the night some of the girls
went on :fighting, some were shouting. some were dancing and doing
some other things which were not good. I asked her whether she had
gone and collected some drug from the office for this girl and she said
yes_. I entered into the dom1itory to see them, they were still l~ing in
their beds. Soon after I had entered into the dom1itory all of them started
to shout different languages.
Some were spe~ing lteso. some
Kiswahili, some Luo and other languages.

CHAIRMAN:

And there were two Indians also, they were speaking tl1eir own
language'?

EJURA.

No, these girls some of them were speaking in Hindu.

CHAIRMAN.

But they were not Indians']

EJURA

They wcn: not.

CHAIRMAN

Sonv. thcv were ust . ·ak·
.
•
•
.• spc ·mg Hindu, Gujamti. Urdu')
•
1

Yes
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Indian languages?

muRA:

Yes.

cou ~sEL:

So as a result of this ' what d"d
1 you do?

EJtRA

Before I had to leave and o to an th
.
asked me to get her som~ drink~ er donrutory, one of the Iteso girls
prefects to go and look c.
mg water. I took one of my house
1or some drinking ate fr
got that water, when web
gh .
w . r om another house. We
who had asked for water wrou .t th1~water mto the dormitory, this girl
she stood up d th
as ~til~lymg on her bed but when she saw us
an
en started hckmg the water like a dog.

COUNSEL:

In other words really your girl students were in bad health?

EJURA.

Before this incident they were very healthy.

COUNSEL:

No, on that day.

EJURA:

They were even unconscious.

COUNSEL:

What did you do?

EJURA:

I went into another dormitory.

COUNSEL:

No, don't worry about other dormitories, we have now got the picture.
The two students were in bad health, what did you do?

EJURA:

I sent this girl to go and call the headmaster to come and see what had
happened on this girl.

COUNSEL:

The headmaster was who?

EJURA:

Mr. Ejura .

COUNSEL:

Did he come?

EJURA:

He came.

COUNSEL:

He came alone?

EJURA:

Yes, I was already there in the dormitory.

COUNSEL:

Now, what did he do?

.,
f

EJURA·

When he arrived, this girl who was shouting and fighting immediately
stopped shouting and figh~ng. Th~ he~aster went back ~ his office
but before doing that he said that this gut should resume studies because
she seems to be fearing to study. Before he walked over the compound
in front of the girls dormitory, this thing re-occurred. I personally run
and asked him to take the girls to the hospital so that their disease could
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he id1..·ntificd.
1R AGE 'DA'
EJlJRA·

COUNSEL:
EJURA:

MR NAGENDA:

You asked the hl·adrnastcr'l
Yes.

Did he take them to the hospital'!
He first took five who wen; in a serious condition. The headmaster
remained with the five in the hospital but I had remained at the school
but when the driver went and reached the school he found the conditions
of other ten girls were serious. The ten were then taken to the hospital in
Lira. At that time the driver went and found this thing was increasing,
other six girls were then taken then he came back. For the third time
when the driver came back he found these girls were talking in different
languages and these two girls, these two Indian girls thought that these
were true prayers and as to the cause of prayer, one of the girls called
Akite, took the prayer book from one of these Indian girls and started to
sing in Hindu language.
No. Let still get this clear. Did you have Indian girls in your school'?

EJURA:

No. But there were teachers, those two teachers were Indians, two
Indian teachers were men. Two male Indians. One Lango girl by name
Abonro also started to speak Iteso.

COUNSEL:

We have already heard this, the question is what did you do?

CHAIRMAN:

Ah! No, there is one bit he did not translate. This girl who spoke Ateso
was a Lango by name Abonyo said that they had been brought to the
school.

COUNSEL:

Now, what did you do?

EJURA:

This thing was intolerable then I decided to walk and report this matter
to the Gombolola Chief but on my way I met my driver who took me up
to the Gombolola Headquarters.

COUNSEL:

And you reported to who?

EJURA:

I reported to Isaac Akora who was then the Gombolola Chief of Aboke.

COUNSEL:

What did he do for you?

EJURA:

I told him my problems and th I
study my complaints well
en ater he ~ave me two ~karis to ~omc to
some had some sw .
• These askans were shouting, fighting and
11
even beaten but the mgsll~n th eir body which was not - they were not
swcG mgs was J.ust th ere. Th en they returned to
report this matter toe th
increase I decided to east:bolol~ Chief. Since this thing was on the
Gombolola Chief to ·
Y dnvcr to take me back again to the
that the thing was ge:ve me help. 1th en went and I saw him I told him
ng worse A lctt
.
•
•
er was given to me to bring to the
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P 11 , I b
,t t
l rought that kttc1 l •
•
1m l\lf 1 'a,c th'~
• did not know tl ,
s ,,,tcd at the count' is 1\cttc1 to sornchodv wl le rnnks at lhl.!police office
the letter"

ls tl1

c.:r.

casked me ·1bou·t

in was tnll and fat who was

· then
• h .m·k ' probl,ems nnd I said I have
••
nnnours we• ~h en given tO 1Hill
.
a, c been I •
c ,\s cd me th· t • •
•
nught ha, c come t l . 1canng have now m· t • r a rs ,t tme that the
homes arc in t·
o 11sknowledge bccau , tl a ena iscd'l 1l1is mmour
1m and who \\ere ·1t \b k• sic uough thc childrcn whose

' 1 o c Iigl1 lla d come back

y

col

SFL

EJUR

cs. and what did Iic do for you'>

•

asked me to hold
•
JHe
on a bit • . H-os Irna Acom. The otl1,
c gave me two policemen O •
· .,.
er one 1 did 11 k
.
• ne 1s
ng 1it from the time when tl , . l ot now his name. I krn.:wJoshua
brothers was a pupil in that icl sc 1001 was started because one of his
me was Kawecsa he i's a• l\·sfcl~ol. One of the CID who was given to
'
t n·be. I knew him thorough his
. ug1su b'-·
.J
b rothcr who was a stud ent 111
mv school A .
come back the'-· asked • t h •
• s ,,.e were about to leave to
.J '
us o old on a b't1
h
was seated at the counte t k
, we cld on. That man who
r 00 over the recci , O f h
•
1
conyersation through that tclc hone
vcr
t e te ephonc, their
1
they were speaking in Kiswahfli.
could not know very well because

..

'

COt;. SEL:

\\That happened')· H,e gave you some people to go with''

EJURA.:

Soon after the Military Police arrived in a vehicle, four of them.

COCNSEL:

And you went with them to the school?

EH}RA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

How many policemen?

EJURA:

Two police officers and one CID officer.

COUNSEL:

Okay. seven of them .

EJURA:

All of them were seven.

COUNSEL:

You went to the school?

EJURA:

When \Ve \.\'ere about to reach the school, at about a point of two miles
away from the school, we found the villagers plus some of the school
children waving telling us that the woman who has bewitched our school
is there. could you please stop'' We did stop. These people, the military
people I think jumped out of the vehicle and then they run because other
people were signalling where .....

COUNSEL:
EJURA:

COUNSEL:

Ycs, did you arrest the person, the witch'?
After a thorough search this witch was arrested.

y cs, what did you do with her?
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HJUR •

COUNSEL:

EJURA:

\Ve arrested her together with a certain mnn whom w~ got. I do not
kno" "hcU1cr he was her body guard. 1 together with the Military
Police plus this witch ,u1d her body guard were all taken to tl1c school,

What happened'l
When we reached the school we found some of the mad children were
already locked up in the house, some were walking naked. But those
who were walking naked were not hostile but they seemed to be very
tired. At the time when we were going we saw smoke. I and the
Military Police and the Police we went where this fire was flaming up.
We reached to one of the houses and that house belongs to Charles Olal.
After that we decided. to come back to the school and then we were
advised by this police CID that we should take this witch to the police.

COUNSEL:

What you are suggesting that when you arrived at the school the houses
had been burnt?

EJURA:

The houses were on fire.

COUNSEL:

And you did not know who burnt them?

EJURA:

I did not know.

MR. NAGENDA:

H9w many houses?

EJURA:

The one I personally witnessed was that of Charles Olal.

MR. NAGENDA:

That is one house only burnt?

COUNSEL:

How many houses were burnt?

EJURA:

About four houses.

CHAIRMAN:

Not four houses, houses of four people. Four homes?

EJURA:

Four homes, yes.

COUNSEL:

So you left the scene of the burning houses and you went to school?

EJURA:

Then we brought this witch to Lira Police Station.

COUNSEL:

What happened to the witch?

EJURA:

COUNSEL:

EJURA:

The Officer in Charge of Lira Police said that now that the witch has
been ~rou~t to the police we should call the headmaster to come and
see tlus witch who )UISdone havoc in the school.
When, was the headmaster then 1
He was with the patients at the hospital.
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Did the hcadm..,,.t
~

EJl R1

er come'>

He crune
to". \\ hat happened?

EJURA

\\'hen he came th

coUN"'EL.

Did she admit?

EJURA:

She admitted that two women had gone to her.

COL"\SfL:

Okay. so she had to go and treat the children?

EJURA:

On that dav it ,, as alread , I t" • th
.
d
.,
) a 1.: m e evenmg. and we were asked to go
an r~tum the followin_gmorning. Then we came back th fi 11 •
momm
Th
e o owmg
g
e paren~ of the children who were at the hospital had
al~ad) s_tartedcollectmg their children \\'hen we came back to the
police tlus lady was given to us to go and treat the patients but before
that - to remoye the medicine_

COL~SEL:

Did she go and remove the medicine?

EJURA·

But before she remoYed this medicine which had caused sickness in the
school. she was asked as to whether she was the one \•,ho brought this on
her O\\n. But then she said she got this thing from one called Avo Israel
who lives at Otwatwari. Joshua Acom then decided that this A~·o Israel
should be brought since he is the seller of this medicine. The ~·hole of
us went up to Israel Ayo's residence.

COUNSEL:

You collected him?

E]1;RA:

When we were about to reach Israel's home this lady directed that we
should follow left because Israel \\·as about to come to the market Then
immediately we met him.

COUNSEL:

Now. madam. what we are now asking you is did the witch go to the
school and treat the children?

CHAIRMAN:

No. they first went to fetch Israel who had sold the medicine to her.
Perhaps you ask her, did they come back to the school'?

COUNSEL:

Did you come back to the school?

EJURA

We went right up to his home to collect some of those herbs they found
in the paper bag. Mr. Kawecsa who was then the Cl~ was the o~e who
collected all these things. We returned to the school m the evenmg. It
became dark so that these things could not be removed. Ayo Israel ~d
this witch-doctor were again returned to the police The next mornmg
these people were again collected and then she came and started her
business of removing the medicine. She removed the herbs.

•
e \\1tch doctor was asked.
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\Vere thr children cured'>
1l10se "ho "en.· mad including myself who was also not nonnal we
,,err treated.

lf~ou \\ere not nonnal how were you able to follow all these things?
EJ RA

During that time I was not feeling okay, just because I was feeling
worried

COL'\SEL.

Just "onies, you were worried about your school children?

Ell R.\

Probably it may be so.

CO , 1SEL:

Okay. she accepted to cure the children?

EJURA:

Yes After removing this medicine the children \\ ere cured and then the
school got back to its normal situation

COL:\'SEL.

Yes. and the \\ itch together with these other people were charged in
court?

EJCRA

After the remoYal of this herbs from the school I was feeling very tired
so I could not accompany these people back to the police

COt:NSEL:

So you do not know what happened there?

EJURA:

They might have returned these people, since then she was never called
to give evidence.

CHAIRI\1AN

Yes. she was never called to be a witness.

COUNSEL:

Thank you.

CHAIRJ\1AN

Do you have any questions to ask'7

MR NAGENDA:

Yes, Mr. Chairman. I have a couple of them.

CHAIRMAN

Yes. Mrs. ~jura. if you could hold on. there are few questions from the
members here.

MR.NAGENDA

EJURA

When you got there and you found that the houses of four people had
been burnt. were set on fire. what time was this'7

1 can very well remember because by that time I was having \\ rist watch
It was 5.00 p.m.

MR. NAGENDA:

At 5.00 p.m?

EJURA:

Yes.

MR.NAGENDA

•

You see, another , •·t
h d
b t
1
\ ness
a told us that your husband came at a ou
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10.30 a.m and ordered , I
f
• t n1c,•\
pcop e out o the houses and set them on fire Is
tlHs

ElR\
\ lR '\ AGl:i1'JDA

On which day?
0~ that day when you were supposed to have told the people to leave the
thmgs and fire the houses. Did he do it twice?

EJl'RA

There was no any other day on which my husband made orders that the
ho~ses should be burnt. On that day we went on collecting and taking
children to the hospital and he was at the hospital looking after the girls.

MR. NAGENDA

Okay, I am here to tell you Mrs Ejura that your husband not only did he
tell us he was there when the houses were burning but he entertained this
gathering very much by describing accurately how the girls had been
running in all directions and burning. Did he dream that or what
happened?

EJURA:

All these girls had run mad and if you could visit that place you could be
attacked by these girls.

MR. NAGENDA:

That is fine but what I am saying is that your husband came and
described to us in great detail the way they acted, how the girls were
running, actually the sort of they were running like that. Did he dream
that or he saw this thing.

EJURA:

Actually at the time when .....

MR. NAGENDA:

Did you know about this?
(LOST TEXT)

EJURA:

I can remember one.

MR. NAGENDA:

When was that?

EJURA:

The year in which he was given I cannot recall it but he was given.

MR. NAGENDA:

How much was the money?

EJURA:

I cannot exactly remember, it was about Shs.200,000.

MR. NAGENDA:

Yes, that is one of the occasions, I am glad you told him because you
were the controller of the school as well as the matron. as \•,ell as on the
Board as well as his private secretary and wife. But he also told us that
he was given Shs. 80 million shillings as compensation for the school
Did he show you this money, did you ever hear about it'J

EJURA.

That was during Tito 1s regime

MR NAGENDA

Yes. but J am surprised that he got Shs 80 million. ~ ou know it is a big
sum.
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•
Dunng

rJl rR

• , 1't "•·as
th.1t t1ml,
• a
•

lot of money but these days it is not. a lot of

monc,·

MR NAGE:--.rDA.

CJ

0 1 , fi , do you think this is a gn:at deal of money? 111eShs.2oo,
.....
n, ini.:.
O' ? D
th· k . .
000
m 1970,5 and Shs.80 million in the 198 s.
o you m 1t 1s a great

deal of money'?

EJURA·

• 1 monc~· which was given to us, the fist Shs.200.000 was reaJh,
11 ,. fi115
ll;
·
J
moncv
becauseJ we used it to buy desks an d ta blcs r,or th e d"mning
hall
and it. was rcall) a big sum of mone\.

MR '\ ·\GENOA.

"'hat about the Shs. 80 million. Mrs. ~jura?

EJURA:

It did really help me, what you arc given is better than nothing.

MR NAGENDA.

Shs 80 million is better than nothing?
with what?

EJLRA

I did not get anything out of that.

MR NAGENDA

You could not get anything out of the Shs.80 million?

EJURA

I thank that government very much because I could not have been given
that much.

MR NAGENDA.

What did you do with 80 million?

EJURA·

MR NAGENDA·

Wonderful.

What did you do

If I can very well remember this 80 million were used, we had troubles.
we had problems, we had this for buying a motor vehicle for our
transport and then a grinding mill which was later destroyed.
Yes. I ,vas trying to remember at that time you could get a car for about
Shs 7 million but never mind that. Finally. about the tongues, when
people were talking in tongues, you mentioned the Iteso, Luo. Indian and
everything, did some of them perhaps also talk in Luganda'?

EJURA.
That day it seems - yes, most of them were speaking different languages - that
day of Pentecost.
MR. NAGENDA.
l just wanted a small local question, did some of them speak in Luganda at this
Pentecost?

EJURA:
One of the Iteso girls by name Naume Otai spoke in Luganda. That girl was a
Muteso ~d according to my understanding she doesn't know Luganda but she
was swpnsed to learn that she spoke Luganda that day
MR NAGENDA:
CHAIR1v1AN:

EJURA:

Thank you.
Well. Mrs. E1·ura I tl11·nkth ·
.
•
.- has
• b
Thank you
for ~ our•
evidence
\Vh1ch
. at is all we have for You.
·
·
een \ Cl} clear. Thank .vou • At least
was very clear.
• in the Yemacular it
That is why I Wantedto spenl, .
•
•ll\ m vernacular.
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Lord. we have more work b

ut
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nt mny be for tomorrow

\Vcll. it is about to prrha ~ to st0
.
Q,00 O'clock • th
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P for a rest until tomorrow moming nt
m
c monunl•0
\V· 1 11 11
.
tomorrow
c s la
car the other witnesses

CHAIRMA1~:

Commissioners Learn ·d C
.
.
.
. ~. • c
ounsc 1s. today the 20th of October. 1989 we
1
'
l.uc sti
. I at Lna
. To,, 11 Counct·t Cl1ambcrs. \Ve arc still continuing with
iranng of-evidence from witnesses in Lira from Lira and Apac Districts
\Ve are rc,ady to start.

\VITNESS NO. 430: YAIRO "'ILSON APENYO - S\VORN
IN
COL"SEL:

\Vhat is your full name plcasc'7

APE~YO:

Yairo \Vilson Apenyo.

COUNSEL:

Ho,, old are vou?

APENYO:

I am 75 years old.

COUNSEL:

\Vhere do you live?

APENYO:

I reside now temporarily at Adekokwok Gombolola Headquarters

COUNSEL:

\Vhat do you mean temporarily'7

APENYO:

Because I had my home in Omoro in a place called Danger zone.

COUNSEL:

Bordering Karamoja?

APENYO:

Yes. please.

COlJNSEL:

What do you do?

APENYO:

I am now doing a small business.

COUNSEL:

Nyankori'7 What was he?

APENYO:

He was a pri,·atc. an askari in the Paratrooper Unit. at Lubiri

COUNSEL:

When did your
son .join the anny?
-

APENYO:

He joined the anny in 1970.

COUNSEL:

Before he joined the anny what was he? At what age did he join the
anny?
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COlJ, 'SEL.

f IX years.
• •
J tit•· amn· at the age o
•
lk ,oinco
...• .
•
. . d
amn· where did he exactly go?
So "hen he ,10111et I1e • •

APf'~" 0

When he joined the . anny
1'.abambaTraining U111t.

COl "NSEL.

What happened then?

APENYO.

he went to Lubiri after qualifying froni

July which year?

APENYO

1 1976 TI1at was during Amin's regime. Then a driver from Aringa
~::;~ with ·a Datsun White Car to Lubiri barracks Kampala and asked for
Ali Nyankori.

COUNSEL.

• g thi·s, is it because you were there or you were told.
You arc saym

APENYO:

1 was told by the people who were there.

CHAIRMAN:

Mr Apenyo, who told you, from whom did you get this infonnation?

APENYO:

J got this from Abdullah Abiriga who was an educator of the paratroopers
in Lubiri.

CHAIRMAN:

You went there?

APENYO:

I went there the following day. That when the driver went there he said
he was sent to fetch my son.

COUNSEL:

He was sent by whom?

COUNSEL:
APENYO:

AP

\Vhat happened, it was on the 11th of July.

COl 'NSEL:

APENYO:

co

He said he was sent by Brigadier Dusman Sabuni who was by then the
Minister of Industry. My son asked him whether he could go with his
brother in law who was also in the same unit, his name Og\vang Olet but
the driver refused that he was ordered by his Minister not to take anybod)
else except him alone. Then the driver drove with the bov alone sitting
next to him in front of the car. He drove towards the direction of Bombo
Road.
Who saw him driving towards Bombo Road?
Abdullah was telling me.

AP
('

COUNSEL:
But Abdullah was in the army, was he with him?
AP

APENYO:
Abdullah was an administrator.
COUNSEL:
APENYO

Yes, but did he follow tl1
em to see where they were going?
No, he did not.
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So he

d11)\'C

:-iway.

l k drove away with him.
COL· SIL

"\'cs, and what happened?

,\PFN' 0:

He said he drove.:awa} with him and h d.
c 1sappcarcd.

coUNSFL:

Yes.

APENYO

111

COUNSEL:

Now, after getting this infomiation what did you do?

cHAIR11AN

They drove away your son and you have never seen him again?

APENYO:

I have never seen him again.

COUNSEL:

Now, on receiving that information what did you do?

APENYO:

On the 26th of July, 1976 I was called from Lira and I was given this
information when I was at Lubiri barracks.

COUNSEL:

On receiving that information what did you do?

APENYO:

On receiving that information I made a report to Kampala Central Police
Station.
Then Odyek gave me a letter to bring to the District
Commissioner, Lira, Mr. Isaac Muwanga. When I went to the D. C, l was
given a form to fill which I did. The D.C told me that we were to look for
my son from some other places. The first place I went to was Mutukula
Prisons Farm near Tanzania where they said many Langi boys were being
sent. I went there through Masaka, he was not there. I returned and went
to Bombo, I went to Tororo, Malaba.

COUNSEL:

How were you able to go to all those barracks?

APENYO·

It was difficult but I managed somehow.

COUNSEL:

Were you being assisted by some military personnel given by Minister
Dusman Sabuni?

APENYO:

Yes. I went and asked him when I was in Kampala on 26th

COUNSEL:

What did Sabuni say when you told him your son had been taken because
of his orders?

APENYO:

He said he did not order any driver, he knows nothing about it and that on
that day he was in Kabale and when he used to send for that boy he used
to send his official car.

COUNSEL.

Do you mean you arc related to Sabuni?

at is what I was told All this information I got from Capt. Abdullah.
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• m)' daughter.
He was 111arry111g

COl 'SEL·

Sabuni'l

APE1TYO:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

So he was your son in Jaw?

APFNYO:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Yes, continue.

APENYO:

A

C

..,;t
Then I went On until 1977, I continued
. . looking for him
. in any detach 11....«
barracks even in Lira 0Istnct here, that IS why I· held the
or any
h'
Wh
Am. '
.
traditional funeral rites in 1978 for 1m
en
ms regune was
t 1 d and the government of Obote returned I reported this case to
opp e
Th I
O · 0·
Oyite Ojok in Republic House, Kampala.
e ate yite ~ok who was
Chief of Staff told me that he had a similar case but I should fill a fonn,
let me fill a form. I filled the form but there was no response. Ali
Nyankori was a young boy of 19 years of age, he was born i~ 1957, not
married yet and he joined the army when he was at Kololo High School
after 'O' level. He joined the army in the paratroop unit at Lubiri,
Kampala in February, 1976. Abdullah told me that he qualified after six
weeks from Kabamba Training Unit as a paratrooper. He was about to be
promoted to Captain.

MR. NAGENDA:

He went from private to captain?

APENYO:

The loss of Ali Nyankori, all the thing is lost to the family as well as
members of the clan.

COUNSEL:

Sorry about the sad loss and the efforts you took which was quite
commendable at that time.

CHAIRMAN:

APENYO:
CHAIRMAN:

Mzee Apenyo, we may ask you a few questions for more information.
Would you know where this Captain is? Captain Abdullah. Do vou
know where he is?
•
He was a Kakwa, I do not know where he is now.
You do not know where he is now.

APENYO:
hNo:
e IS.Not the driver called Abiliga who was Lugbara I do not know where
CHAIRMAN:
APENYO:
CHAIRMAN:

You do not know also where he is.

I do not know.
Did you ever get to know an
of your son?
Y reason or any motive for the disapnearance
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1 "cnt scvcmI t •
th R
.
•mes to Lubiri d
c epubhc House I
an after Amin's .•
• • went n1any tim b
rcgnnc fell, I went even to
Yo d"d
es ut there was no help.
u I n commend bi •
your ffi
a e Job. vou d' d
_c_arts were fmstratcd W t so much despite the fact that all
prom1smg just Yanishcd and yo hc arc sorry that a son who app~ared
u ave never seen him again. That is all.

I . am "~I)' SOfl)' too as the Chairm
\\ould hkc to just ask you a cou 1 an says, Mr Apcnyo, personally I
~lder of this area for quite a lonp : of general questions. You have been
time. I have asked this uesti g ~e, you were a magistrate for a long
really any real answer q Whon smce we got here but I have not had
ffi .
•
at do you th'nk
b gh
1
su cnngs in your area? Aft all
rou t about all the
their sons, husbands, fathers er d you are one of many people who lost
an so on. Why do you think happened?

APENYO

This happened after Arn·
h
tn ad taken over from Obote He was against
Ob ote and the Langi.
•

MRNAGENDA

Why was he against Obote's people?

APENYO:

They were with Obote.

MR.NAGENDA.

If I could repeat the question. You said that Amin was an army-man and
when he took over from Obote he was then against Obote's people.

APENYO:

Yes.

MR. NAGENDA:

But my question is - why was he against Obote's people? Had Obote
behaved in such a way that people were seeking revenge? Was Amin just
a person who just wanted to massacre Langi and intimidate the other
people? What went wrong?

APENYO:

When he took over government he started killing Langi without any
cause. Even those Langi who were in Kampala, Masaka he was against
them.

MR. NAGENDA:

Yes. Mzee Apenyo, we are not here to apportion blame, but we are here
to find out what really happened to this country. This is our job, this is
why we travel around the places to see what happened. Do you think
people had also been killed earlier before Amin took over from Obote,
were people dying in the years between Independence and 1971 when
Amin took over?

APENYO:
MR. NAGENDA:

Not very many.

I see. But of course, as philosophers have told us, even the death of one
person diminishes mankind. So not very many but still obviously not a
good thing.

APENYO:

Yes.
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\ • w·1s ovi;r, tliro,,·n in, 1979 and we had the govern rncnt1
111cn"hen '_mmt\.h•:
Obote Okcllo. Muscvcni, did people conr s
of-Lule, Bin:usa.
,anga,
'
1'1Ue
to die'?

l\fR NAGF1 DA

APENYO·

Yes.

MR. NAGENDA:

Did they die a lot under Lule in your view.

APENYO:

• my area.
, People who were running away from Lira or Gulu thosc
Not m
were the people who died.

MR. NAGENDA:

1 see. What about during the government of Binaisa - did many people
die in Uganda?

APENYO:

Binaisa did not stay long, it was a short time.

MR NAGENDA:

For about a year, a lot of people can die in a year.

APENYO:

But it was very short time.

MR NAGENDA:

Then what about under the Military Commission which was headed by
Paulo Mwanga- did many people die?

APENYO:

Yes.

MR NAGENDA:

Why do you think this was?

APENYO:

There were some members of Amin's regime who remained behind. They
were still killing people.

MR. NAGENDA:

You think under the Military Commission - the killing returned because
Amin's elements were in Military Commission? I think you said that it
was because of some Amin's remnants.

•

APENYO:
MR. NAGENDA:

APENYO:

?

Yes. It was Amin's people who had remained and were running away.
No. The only reason why I am asking this question - is because it is
important, because what they think also means what they do. I am asking
a gentleman who was very much in the area. Then after the Military
Commission, we had what is commonly called 'Obote II' - did the killing
increase or decrease?
The killing was increasing.

MR. NAGENDA:

Under Obote II?

APENYO:

Yes.

MR. NAGENDA:
Th~n w.hen Obote went, we had Okello - Tito Okello Government - which
agam did not last very long. Did the killing increase or decrease?

APENYO:
That one increased about 80 per cent.
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\Vh} ~o you think Okello did th' ?
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ts • Why did he send his army to rape,

APENYO·

The} were killing all L

MRNAGENDA·

If it was in revenge that means th
something In your v·
d . at he th ought that Obote had done
Obote beh~ved towards1~: :h 11~
/our knowledge and experience, had
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ang1to revenge Obotc who killed AChO 1·
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APENYO:

No. I did not know of any.

MR. NAGENDA:

I see. If Obote had be~aved badly towards say, Acholi and for that matter
towards o~er P:~ple lil Uganda - would you have known, would you
have been m position to know?

APENYO:

Yes, I would have known, I have been around.

MR. NAGENDA:

You would have known.

APENYO:

Obviously.

MR. NAGENDA:

Yes.

APENYO:

I used to be in Kampala, I was even a news paper man, I was an Editor.

MR. NAGENDA:

So what you are saying is - you are saying it from real acquisition of
knowledge, not of ignorance.

APENYO:

Yes.

MR. NAGENDA:

Finally, when Amin and then Okello were killing people in this area of
yours in Lango, were they in any way in your experience and knowledge,
were they helped by any people from this area?

APENYO:

No, they were not helped by any people from this area.

MR. NAGENDA:

I see. You see, in other places we have been to whether with Ankole,
Buganda, Busoga, Bugisu, Budarna and so on, we have found that the
local people often worked hand in hand with people who were terrorising
the area. But you are saying that in Lango this never happened, nobody,
no local people helped these people who were killing others.

APENYO:

In Lango during Tito they decided to go to the bush, they did not join
these people who were terrorising people there, they started their
methods.
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very much.

.

I also thank you very much, Mr. Chainnan.

CHAIRMAN:

Just hold on. Otlier
questions.

Commissioners may want to ask you some few
•

Would you tell this Commission if you know, the where a.bouts of
KAK\VENZJRE:

CorporalApiliga?

APENYO

No

CHAIRMAN
APENYO:

cHAJRMAN.
APENYO:

Okay, thank you. You can go now.
Before I can leave, Mr. Chairman.
Yes!
Mr. Chainnan, I thank the NRM Governme~t. under the leadership of
'dent Yoweri Kaguta Museveni for appomtmg
the
.
. members of this
Pres1
Commission of Violation of Human Rights_with c~ntm_gentsof members
are experienced to look into the affrurs of v10lat1on
of the human
WO
•
h
rights of the people of Uganda. Pe~ple of Uganda smce 1962 up to the
middle of 1988 their lives have been m danger, tortured, the other parts of
Lira District cattle were looted and people were left with nothing, which
made their life very difficult in both districts, Lira and Apac. I am asking
you, Mr. Chairman, it is a big job, I think if you finish your findings, to
find means of making the people of Uganda to stay together as brothers
and to assist families of those who were left behind. The government
trusts you and we the complainants also trust you, now we have left
everything into your hands to consider our poverty. Thank you very
much.

CHAIRMAN:

Okay. Thankyou very much to hear such words of thanks to add to your
evidence. If I may just comment on one aspect of it. That is one
regarding giving assistance to families, victims of human rights violation
of the victims left behind into poverty and because you are hinting that
government should assist. Now we do not have anv fund at the moment
from which we can dip our hands and hand out as"sistance. I wish we
had. Every where we have gone we have had requests from families of
those who disappeared, those who have been killed, tortured, for
assistance. But what we shall do, obviously, make recommendations
about those requests and suggest to government what can be done. But
beca11sethe families of victims are so many and their needs are so wide
~d varied, even if government were to agree to give adequate assistance.
it would be impossible. What we shall recommend will be placed before
government. That is what we shall do. Thank you ver\' much.

APENYO:

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.

CHAIRMAN:

Okay, thank you. You can go now. N ext witness
•
please.
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~ m 1971 He
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'''ITNESS NO. 43l:
C()t 1\SEL:
I l'

AK:

MRS. ROSE ELYAK- SWORN IN

You are Rose Elvak.'1
... .
Yes.

COl ·sEL:

Of Apac Town?

ELYAK:

Yes.

MR NAGENDA:

Witness No.431?

COUNSEL:

Yes, 431.

MR NAGENDA:

I see.

COUNSEL:

I understand your husband disappeared or died.

ELYAK.

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Could you tell us what were his names?

ELYAK:

He was called Samson Elyak.

COUNSEL:

What was he?

ELYAK:

He was an anny officer in the anny.

COUNSEL:

Cadet Officer in the anny?

ELYAK:

Yes.

COUNSEL:
ELYAK:
COUNSEL:
ELYAK:
COUNSEL:
ELYAK:
COUNSEL:

When were you married to him?
It was in I 962.
you had children with him?
yes, I had four children with him.
I see. When were you last with him?
It was in 1971 when I last saw him.
Where was this?
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ELYAK

He was in-charge of Moroto and he used to reside at Soroti.

CHAIRMAN·

He was in-charge of Moroto what?

ELYAK·

He went to work in Moroto but returned to reside at Soroti.

COUNSEL:

But you were staying with him at Soroti?

ELYAK:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

I sec. Now what happened in 1971?

ELYAK:

Certain people came in a Land Rover belonging to the anny, when the
came four people jumped out of the vehicle and entered into my hous~
and other people surrounded the house.

COUNSEL:

Was it during day time or night time?

ELYAK:

It was during day time and we were having our meal.

COUNSEL:

You mean your husband was with you in the house?

ELYAK:

He was resting in the house.

COUNSEL:

Did he booze?

ELYAK:

No.

COUNSEL:

I see. Now these people who came as four, did you know any of them?

ELYAK:

I knew two people because they were askaris.

COUNSEL:

Askaris - police, army.

ELYAK:

Army.

COUNSEL:

I see. Who were these - their names?

ELYAK:

One was called Apiliga.

CHAIRMAN:

Apiliga?

ELYAK:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN:

I see.

ELYAK:
MR. NAGENDA:
ELYAK:

Another one was called Dwan du.
Wandu?
Dwandu. D-w-a-n-d-u.
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Dwnndu. Yes.
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CH IR 1A.

Jr.mks'/
sec. \Vere they privat,
•
• c, or d'mary soldiers
- what were they?

ELYAK.

As
. thev- came, thev.; cat ne an d we were very much scared and they entered
mto the house. they did not come as those who used to come there.

COUNSEL:

No. The question was - were they private?

ELYAK:

TI1ey were wearing am1y uniform

CHAIRM .\N·

I see. And were they working in Soroti?

ELYAK·

We had worked with t}lcm in Jinja.

COUNSEL·

Were they visitors or were they people residing in Soroti or just came to
Soroti to carry out the operation?

ELYAK

They were only separated, and at the time when they came they might
have just come purposely to arrest my husband.

COUNSEL:

What did they do?

ELYAK

When they entered into the house they ordered my husband to stand up,
and then they started removing the telephone, receiver and wire and the
rest of it, and then he was pushed into the vehicle.

COUNSEL:

Did you talk to them or did they talk to you and did they tell why they
were taking him?

ELYAK:

They never talked to me.

CHAIRMAN:

Were they armed with guns?

ELY AK:

All of them were armed with guns, the four people who entered into the
house were armed, the other four who surrounded the house were all

'Ineir

armed.

COUNSEL:
ELYAK:

Did your husband say anything?
He was just thrown down into our car - to our vehicle, on the ground.

COUNSEL:

And they went away with him?

ELYAK

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Now what did you do?

ELYAK:

On the same day when my husband was arrested another vehicle came
and packed all our things and we decided to run away.
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• 1c • "•••ts
I sec. 'll11's \'l' I11c
• •11 '•1 lorry'' hus, whnl was iI?

FLYAK:

Lony of three tons.

COUNSEL:

'lltc military lorry'/

ELYAK·

Military personnel.

COUNSEL·

Did ou get to know the numbers of the vehicle?

ELYAK:

I cannot recall the numhcr of that vehicle.

COUNSEL·

\Vas it driven by soldiers also'?

fl YAK·

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Am1cd'?

ELYAK

COUNSEL:
ELYAK.

y cs, some entered and collected the goods and packed them on to a
vehicle.
Do you remember some of the goods which they took?
Dresses and boxes and other utensils we used in the house

COUNSEL:

So what did you do?

ELYAK

I ran away.

COUNSEL:

You mean in your family car?

ELYAK
Our vehicle was in Lira in a garage, it had a mechanical breakdown
COUNSEL:

So you came to Lira by bus or by lony.

ELYAK:
Somebody gave us money which we used for transport to Lira.
COUNSEL:
Before you left Soroti. you never reported this incident to leaders or
administrators in the area?

ELYAK:
The running was too much I could not report a.I1)1hing.
COUNSEL:

So where in Lira did you go?

ELYAK:
I spent a night in Lira and then proceeded
husband came from.
COUNSEL:
Your husband came from which village·>

ELYAK·

Nabicso sub county.
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In "hich count ,7
K\\anin countv~.
So you stayed with your in laws?

ELY K:

I decided to leave behind th
•
husband.
e children and I went back to look for my

COL· Sl:-L.

What efforts did you ta.kc to look for your husband?
We found him in Makindye.

COL

SEL:

In Makindyc Military Barracks?

ELYAK

Yes

COUNSEL:

When was this?

ELYAK

It was after one week in the same month and year.

COUNSEL:

Which month was this?

ELYAK:

It was January.

COUNSEL:

Which date?

ELYAK:

I cannot recall the date.

COUNSEL:

Okay, how did you decide to go to Makindye?

ELYAK:

I was assisted by my brother-in-law, a Medical Assistant, Opeto.

COUNSEL:

He was working where?

ELYAK:

He was a Medical Assistant at Amolatar.

COUNSEL:

When you reached Makindye you said you saw your husband?

ELYAK.

Yes. I found him but he was very weak and he had some injuries.

COUNSEL.

Which injuries?

ELY AK:

On his chest.

COUNSEL

Did you talk to him and did you try to find out how he sustained those
injuries?

ELYAK:

We were not given a chance to talk to him. He stood away from us and
we were given a very, very little time.

COUNSEL:

Did he talk to you, did you talk to him?
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COUNSEL

When he saw us he just burst into tears.
What happened th1.m'?

ELYAK.

\Ve \\Crc then chased away and we returned.

COU SEL.

Did you go back to sec him?
\\'c went there three times.

COL'l\JSEL·

TI1e three time, did you manage to sec him?

ELYAK

We found him twice but for the third time when we went there, we were
gi,en a book which was crossed with a red pen and we were wamed not
to go back again.

COL'NSEL:

you mean his name had been crossed out with a red pen or there was a
mark put against his name

ELYAK

There was a cross.

COUNSEL:

Did you try to find out why the name had been crossed out?

ELY

co
EL

co
EL

C
E
C

ELYAK:

The person whom we got the book from used to sit at the door before you
enter the barracks and he warned us not to go back to Makindye again and
not to ask him any more.

COUNSEL:

Now, what did you do Madam?

ELYAK:

We returned home and the continued to mourn.

COUNSEL:

Ever since you have not heard about him?

ELYAK:

I have not heard about him and I now treat him as dead - a dead person
now.

COUNSEL:

ELYAK:
COUNSEL:
ELYAK•
COUNSEL:
ELYAK:
COUNSEL:

You have never seen any person who had seen him at Makindye or any
other places?
No.

I am sorry. Now, how do you earn your living?
I do a little bit of cultivation.
Are your children in school')
Yes.
Which school and which grade?
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One of nw children is in Jinja S.S. He is in Secondary Six

COU 'SFI

He is a hoy'?

EL) /\K

Yes

COl

By name?

",!:L.

He i.s called Okcllo.
COl ~SEL.

Jinja S.S is a boarding school?

ELYAK:

Yes.

COl 1\iSEL:

What about the other one?

EL't Ak

He is in Lango College.

COl'NSEL:

Is he a boy?

ELYAK

Yes.

COUNSEL:

How about the other one?

ELYAK

That one is a girl.

COUNSEL:

Where is she?

ELYAK

They are there in primary.

COUNSEL:

Two are girls?

ELYAK

Yes, both the two giris are there in primary.

COUNSEL"

You are living with them?

ELYAK

Yes, but we have separated them.

COUNSEL:

Who is supporting them?

ELYAK.

One is being supported by my brother.

COUNSEL:

You mean one of the girls?

ELYAK:

No, the boy who is in Lango College.

COUNSEL:

How about the one in Jinja?

ELYAK:

That one in Jinja is being assisted by my young brother-in-law.
two girls I am the one who is paying for their school fees.

COUNSEL:

Yes, I am sorry about what I have heard and I thank you for what you are
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These

domg to look after, our children

CHAI~1A.'

tell Mrs Elyak that ,ve mav
Th k -.u Le·1mcd Coutl .,el
• • Can you
•
•· ha,c
an
~
lJ
r. •.
._
You
said
this
was
in
January
1971.
was
this ,.,.
t 0 ark her a ie\\ qucs 1JO 11~...
"
\Vhcn
fuc time
,, hen tJ,ere "a-._ a coup-de-tat?
.
., the government was taken
o,cr. \\3.S o,crfurown byth~ am1~ m January.

ELYAK

Yes.

CHAIR.i\1~"\

It ,, .i.s Ju ring that time?

ELYAK:

y cs. during that time.

CHAIAA1AN.

th,.t: r officers• suffered the .same fate in Soroti where vour
Did you 11'110\\ ·r
1. 0
·
husband ,, as. those "ho were :ilso arrested l

ELYAK

Yes. I J..now.

CHAIR..\IA~

\Vho. for c"Xample.can ,ou tell us·>

ELYAK

George Otoga.

CHAIR..\IA~

\Vhat rank was George Ontoga?

ELYAK

He was also a Cadet Officer.

CH.AIR..\IA~

·what rank was Otoga')

ELYAK

George son of Otega.

CHA.1Ri\1AN

Anybody else'1

ELYAK

EriYa son of Otim.

CHAIR.i\1AN:

\\'hat rank ,,as he?

ELYAK:

Ht: was also a cadet

CHAIR.MA~

And who else')

ELYAK

And Yery many others.

CHAIR.i\1AN:

\Vas there a pattern in their ethnic origin'?
George Otega and who was Eriya Otim?

ELYAK:

All of them were Langi.

CHAIR.!\1AN:

\\'hat about the others whose names you did not gi,e')

ELYAK·

Some were Acholi and others were Alur b\' tribes

CHAIR.!\1AN:

\\l1at

\\JS

this - \\ho "

35

What about these soldiers·> Tell us more about these soldiers. Dra,·u .md
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I
Abiriga. you said they had been
. .
\Vherc were they passed/
to Jm.1a,where were they at that time?
transferred elsewhere.
Were thcy passed in Soroti or they had been

ELY K:

I did not know exactly whe th
.
working in K
al
re ey were working may be they were
amp a.

CHAIR.MAN:

\Vhat tribe was Abiriga?

ELYAK:

He was a Madi by tribe.

CHAIR11AN:

\Vhat about Dravu?

ELYAK

It is difficult to differentiate a Madi and a Lugbara because when they are
together they talk a similar language.

CHAIRMAN·

So he was either a Madi or Lugbara?

ELYAK.

Between the two, either Madi or Lugbara.

CHAIRMAN

Then these people who came to collect the goods afterwards, did they say
anything to you?

ELYAK.

As we had experienced the fist incident, the second one we could not
withstand, we ran away.

CHAIRMAN:

Well, that is all from me, Mrs. Elyak, but hold on for other
Commissioners may want to ask you a few question to clarify on the
evidence you have given.

K.AKWENZIRE:

Well, your husband disappeared in January, 1971?

ELYAK.

Yes.

K.AKWENZIRE:

I notice it was also the month of the coup!

ELYAK:

Yes.

KAKWENZIRE

Did he disappear after the coup?

ELYAK.

It was during the time of the take-over when my husband got missing.

KAKWENZIRE.

Yes, how had he as a responsible officer - this one you might not know-,
but do you think your husband and others might have not co-operated
with Amin's military junta in taking over the government?

ELYAK.

I did not know.

KAKWENZIRE:

Were there some fighting in Soroti where he was operating at that time
when the coup was taking place?

ELYAK:

Arresting these people was not actually in a fighting.
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KA K\VENZI RE

\Vcll '-'Ourcase is a bit stmieht forward, al least, you know who to k
' "
• •
(i
You
husband. If by any ch:mcc these two people Abmga .and Dravu w•HJ tr.,,,kr
our husband later were to be found, woul d you be interested in 0
.
,
Pcn1ng
Y
a case agamsl them!

('
()

ELYAK:

That is in the hands of the Government, it is up to thc Govcrn,n cnt to
know when I should be present

KAK\\'ENZIRE:

Jfthe Government make you a complainant in this case, can you accc
.
•
pt to
be a witness. 7

ELYAK.

Yes , J can be a witness. If I have not intention to be a witness I C<,uldn~
have come before you here

KAKWENZTRE:

Thank you very much. I am really sympathising with you.

CHAIRMAN:

Thank you, Mrs. Elyak. You can go now.

ELYAK:

Thank you.

WITNESS NO. 432: MRS. CATHERINE OGWAL- SWOR
IN
COUNSEL:

You are Catherine Ogwal?

OGWAL:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

40 years old?

OGWAL:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Of Alcere Parish, Apac Sub-county, Maruzi County?

OGWAL:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

You are the wife of Private Levi Ogwal?

OGWAL:

Yes, I am the widow.

COUNSEL:

When were you married to the late Levi Ogwal?

OGWAL:

I got married with him in 1959.

COUNSEL:

Do you have children with him?

OGWAL:

Yes, we have children.

COUNSEL:

How many?

OGWAL:

Three.
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l

Bo sand a girl or girls and a hoy'J

d not

()G\\

I.:

coll

'SEL.

All three ofthc

111 arc

boys.

Ho\\ old arc the,•? p I
.1
cnaps would you tell us the age of each child''

OGWAL:

·n1c first bom was hom in 1% 1

COll\SEL

ll1c second one'!

OG\VAL.

111c second one was hom in 1968

COl ~SEL:

And the third?

OG\VAL:

My last bom was in 1971, May

COLNSEL:

Now, where did you li\'e after getting married to your husband'!

OG\\'AL

I first stayed in the \ ill age and then later I came and staved with him in
Lira here smce he was a driver of Won Nyaci.
•

COUNSEL:

Who is Won Nyaci.

CHAIRMAN

That is the Ceremonial Head here

OGWAL:

Yes. the ceremonial head

COUNSEL:

Then subsequently your husband left and joined the anny?

OG\VAL:

\Vhcn the Head of State by then ldi Amin can1c to visit Lango District, he
asked the Won Nyaci to get for him a good dri\'cr who could go and
become his driver

COUNSEL:

When was this?

OGWAL:

I cannot recall the year very much.

CHAIRMAN:

What'' Was it when ldi Amin was already Head of State?

OGWAL:

Before. I le had not yet taken over the go\'emmcnt

CHAIRMAN:

Yes, before Amin had taken over the government.

COUNSEL:

y cs. So your husband joined the anny where wa..,;he deplo) cd''

OGWAL:

He joined the anny and he \\as posted to Luhiri b) then it "a" called
Malin: Regiment

COUNSEL:

So you were residing in Luhiri'!

OGWAI.:

Yes

l))

97

..

"

COUNSEL:
OG\VAL:

Now, what happened to your husband'!.
It was on the 25th of January, 1971 in a dawn around 12 00 to J ooa rn
we heard a fire alarm. All men ran to the Qu~r Guard When al] men
ran there we heard gun shots throughout the mght up to around 8.00 a.m.

Then Askaris, armed soldiers started comi_ngto every house, ~pening and
checking whether there were some soldiers who .had rema.med in the
houses. Then we were told that women had been given only five minutes
to leave the barracks. I took the youngest child of mine and put her on
my back and the other ones I had to walk with them. I went to my cowife by ~amc Achola, she was familiar with Kampala but myself I was
completely unfamiliar since I had just come from the village Achola
then took me somewhere where she said was the house of Engur
y ekosofati Engur, and we spent a night there. When it was in th;
morning we did not find Y ekosofati at his home, he had already run to
Lira here. We heard from the people who were passing by saying that the
wives of the soldiers, there was nothing bad which was going to be done
on them, that they should go and get bus warrants for travelling home.
When we went back we were still half way to enter into the barracks. We
spent that night at one Lango boy called Al ere who is the son of Al ere
Vilet. We gained courage and entered into the house where I used to
sleep and I found it already occupied by a new Askari who was really
very cruel and he did not want to see me. I went where bus warrants were
being distributed, we were actually given the warrants. The morning of
Saturday we boarded a bus which brought us to Lira and then we took
another bus which took us to Akokoro. When we reached home then we
heard a report from people that soldiers were being released and so I
decided to go back to Kampala aga,in. I found David Ongom who was my
neighbour and I asked him he told me the same thing but he said that
about your husband, I have not heard anything since they were arrested.
CHAIRMAN:

He was your neighbour in the barracks where you were staying?

OGWAL:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

OGWAL:

COUNSEL:
OGWAL:
COUNSEL:
OGWAL:

May be before you proceed, when you say soldiers, were there soldiers
who were arrested and who were these?
Very ~any soldiers were arrested. The Langi people, together with
A~hoh, :were told to be on one side but other soldiers were cam·ing on
with theu normal jobs..
•
So, it was the Langi and the Acho11·so Id'1ers w h o were arrested.?
yes, they were made to sit down
So, what did you do?
On hearing this from David th
.
husband he has
b
at smce the day we were separated with m)
not een seen
h d
.
Makindye Whe
or ear of, David decided to take me to
•
n we reached Mak· d
.
.
In ye, we tned to cnqmre from the
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tribesmen, the Alur· 1
I rd I
s '' lo '' ere t her, I ,
lea t l.lt they were still ali\'e in lJ e, le ~ame back to kl\ me that he
nnd stayed up to April and tl t .. ppe_rPnson Luzira. I returned home
late Kabaka was being rct la·d\\ ,L<;dunng the time when the bod)• of the
ume
We h, d
\\ l10 were detained in L •
.
ea, nimours that all the soldiers
.
U7.trawere all ,
d .
agam to Kampala I met a b .
remove with him. I went back
1
• t I1e brother of David
'
• . O\• w 10m I know• 'cry
, . we II, Engena and ,.,,ho
ts
O 11
) ona 1le told me tl1 t II h
•
who were there were all remov~d
a a t c soldiers detainees
returned and decided to stay
and taken to the border at Mutukula. I
coVNSEL:

Ever since

OGWAL:

No.

COlJl'JSEL:

Now, how arc you supporting the three children he left you ,..,·ith''

OGWAL:

My first born is undergoing education at UCC My second born I could
not manage to pay for his education and I decided to make him 1dam how
to drive and he is. now a driver He has just finished his course of driving
and he had obtamed a driving licence. The third is at Ibuje Senior
Secondary School.
•

COUNSEL:

We are sorry about this incident. How about your co-wife') Did she also
have children?

OG\VAL:

My co-wife, her children are now grown up. When I got married to my
husband she had already deserted my husband and got married to another
man.

COUNSEL:

Did your husband have a home, his own home when he died?

OGWAL:

We had a small home where I used to stay with him before he died but
later my co-wife was collected by her children and they got for her where
to settle but she is still in that small home of her husband.

COUNSEL:

Had your husband done anything wrong to warrant his arrest on 25th
January, l 97J?

OGWAL:

There was no any fault with him. On Sunday we had just left the church

)'OU

have not h car d ab out your husband''

after prayers.
COUNSEL:

So you arc suggesting that it was because of tribe that made him to be
arrested?

OGWAL

May be because of tribalism because all the Acholi and Langi \\ere
arr~sted and made to sit down.

COUNSEL:

My Lord that is the evidence

CHAIRMAN:

May be the Commissioners if you ha\'c any questions to ask.

MR NAGENDA

Yes.

l just have a small question and a statement
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First of all, Mrs

• to

hear about what befell you and that You

0
Oowal.
I run really ve~: soIT),dthat we have made you to talk about these
ny pos1t10nan
-'J
h h
to
•arc jn a very
• solt 15
• because we, \''ant
.. to find out re,u y .w at . appcncd
.
things agam
J as these people go on m theu silly and
, Unfortunate Y,
ffi
Th. ·
h
this count'}• e it •IS peop1e i·ke
}'OU who su er.
1s 1sy w y we
l
•
. rnust
murderous
,
I ha\ .c. g ot onl-v
,; one question to ask · ou said when
t111• gam ntrv

change
cou about
-•
vou
were sasked
~,our,, family that the first one 1s undergoing
t I think Am I nght.
trcatmen,
CHAIR.MAN·

No, she is undergoing training.

MR.NAGENDA-

Training! J thought undergoing treatment. Sorry, then in that case I have
no question to ask.

CHAIRMAN:

• a fce\v questions · Mrs. Ogwal,
Well I have Just
. what
. ?would you like this
Com~ission ·to do about your husband and his farm 1y.

OGWAL:

I would request thl·s Commission to convey
.
my request that. since they
used to deduct a certain percentage from his money - as I call it - they fir~t
pay Shs.50. from his first pay, the second Shs.50 and so on and this
money paid on the first day of the month and the last day of the month
they were giving Shs.50.

CHAIRMAN:

Deducted Shs.50.

OGWAL:

Deducting, yes.

CHAIRMAN:

OGWAL:

CHAIRMAN:

From the wages of a soldier they used to deduct money as savings which
were kept in a bank account.
Now, I am requesting the Commission to take here request that if this
money, as I put it - things of the government cannot get lost anyhow. I
should be paid back this money which was deducted and kept there.
Did you ever get the pass book or was it also lost.

OGWAL:
I do not actually have the pass
understanding, if you used to get
position is bad, you could just put
always given to you at the time or
you are going back home on leave.

book for this but according to my
Shs.250. you could. if vour financial
Shs.50. for saving and that monev is
at the end of the month or vear when
-

CHAIRMAN:
It was retained by the Pay Master was it?
OGWAL:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN:

OGWAL:

Well, okay that is som th"
h' h
still there. 'we shall trye tomg
w Ic
trac
thatwe Ican
d do but.- I hope ' the records are
his number h' F
e . •
o not know whether you know
' is orce Number. Did you know it?
yes, I knowhis number.
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\Vhnt wns his number?
It is 6534 Levi Ogwal H,
.
c was ma group call ·d H
l\1To , bccause he was •a driver.
c eadquarters Company,

CHAIRMAN:

MTO, that is transport.

MR,NAGENDA:

How long had he worked there?

oGWAL:

I do not know how man
•
.
understand if the
d y years m which he worked with the army but I
recor could be found from Lira it can be traced.

CHAIRMAN:

You
sec,
.
. she
th has
. got faith that government records do not get lost so she
is
• 1s
• what she •1s saying.
Wesaymg
ho c at it should be easY tO find out. This
S
s~. We do not know whether these records arc still available.
. ec~llnby,fismccthe army has changed so much now, we will put it up and
It WI e or the government to decide.

Ji

IS

'
..
t

OGWAL:

That is quite correct.

cHAIRMAN:

Just hold on, the Lady Commissioner here may want to say a few words
to you.

KAKWENZIRE:

Old woman, I also send my condolences upon the loss of your husband.
You told us something that hit me, you were given five minutes to vacate
the barracks.

OGWAL:

Yes.

KAK.WENZIRE:

Would you please try to formulate what the two words, what was it like?
How many, for instance, families were there? How many women there in
the barracks and what did it look like in that five minutes?

OGWAL:

There were very many families in the Lubiri barracks but when I asked
some women, after they had vacated the barracks, when we met outside,
they also told me that they were given only five minutes to leave the
barracks.

KAKWENZIRE:

So I take it that you took nothing with you at all.

OGWAL:

Nothing.

KAKWENZIRE:

When you went back, were you able to pick up your belongings and
household effects?

OGWAL:

No. The house was already occupied by another soldier.

KAKWENZIRE:

And he had taken over all the"things?
,

OGWAL:

Yes.

KAKWENZIRE:

You did not even try to ask?
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did not c, en like to see me there

OGW L·

He "ns very cruel to me. 1ic

KAKWENZIRE

Your husband "ns taken to "

OG\VAL.

Mustnfu Adrisi.

d •ve Idrisi which ldrisi is tl1is?

KAK\VENZIRE:

~•

• •
• 1971'}
Did he nctually drive Adrisi up to tl11sumc m
•

OG\VAL.

y cs, that was his work. Aft er finishing the training he drove Adrisi.

KAKWENZIRE.

Up to 1971?

OG\VAL'

Yes.

KAKWENZJRE:

Had you met Adrisi Mustafa yourself?

OG\VAL.

I did not sec him. I was not able to get at Adrisi.

KAKWENZIRE:

So you did not even bother to approach him after the coup to rescue your
husband'!

OG\VAL:

Tiicy were too busy and I could not be able to see him.

KAK\VENZIRE:

Thank you.

CHAIRMAN

OkaY. Mrs. Ogwal. thank you for your evidence. \\'e are sorry to remind
you· of the painful tragedy which you went through. Thank you for
coming. you may go now.

" 11TNESS NO. 433: l\ffiS. CHRISTINE GRACE EPERU S\'/ORN IN
COUNSEL:

My Lord Chairman. this is \Vitncss No.156/89. Like the proceeding
witnesses and other cases. she is going to testify about the arrest of
Government officers. Prisons \Varders. Policemen. here in Lira on tribal
grounds who had been called to a rallv bv the then Governor and
afterwards they were surrounded and made· to disappear.

MR. NAGENDA:

\Vho was the GoYcmor?

COUNSEL:

The Governor was Gala. You arc No.1160 Chief \Vardrcss Clerk. Eperu
Christine Grace?

EPERU:

Ycs. please.

COUNSEL:

40 years old?

EPERU·

I am 42.

COUNSEL

42 ) ear old and you are atta h
c cd to Central GoYcmment Prison. Lira?
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I PI Rll

Yes

COlh ;:'Fl.

FPFRll

Could ou gl\• c us the highest educ .
.
ation you have obtained?
Scmorone.

cOlh SEL

Jn \\ hich year and •at w l11c
• l1 school?

EPERU:

In 1967, at City High School

tR NAGENDA.

In Lira?

EPERU:

No, Kampala, in 1967.

COUNSEL:

Why did you leave school?

EPERU:

I left school
, couId not afford to pay school fees for all
.
hbecause my· f.ath er
odf us
t . ree ofus wcr·e m
• th e same class and at the same school so I
·d smce
d
ec1 e to get some employment somewhere.

COUNSEL:

Y cs, after leaving school what employment did you get?

EPERU:

I joined the Prisons service in 1968.

COUNSEL:

As what?

EPERU:

As a Recruit Wardress.

COUNSEL:

You underwent training?

EPERU:

l undenvent training up to March, 1969.

COUNSEL:

That is when you qualified?

EPERU:

That is when I qualified and I was posted to remain at P.T.S. In 1969 July
I was posted to Murchison Bay Prison. In 1969, 1970, 1971, 1972 up to
the time when my first husband was picked up in the office I was at
Murchison Bay Prison.

COUNSEL:

When did you get married?

EPERU:

I got married in 1969.

COUNSEL:

You got married to who?

EPERU:
COUNSEL:
EPERU:

To the late Kenneth Oboth Oketa.
What was he?
He was a Principal Officer, Prisons.
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Ycs'l
In 1972.

Sorry, at Luzira'l
EPERU:

• p •T •s • Jn 1972 September that is when he was picked up
y .cs, at Luz1ra.

COUNSEL:

Were you present?

EPERU

from his officeat P.T.S.

No, I was not present. I was on local leave and I had gone home.

COUNSEL:

How did you learn of his being picked up?

EPERU:

Someone sent information to me at home and then when I came I found
he had already been taken to Makindye.

COUNSEL:

Were you told who had taken him to Mak.indye?

EPERU:

I was not told exactly who took him to Mak.in~ye but then th~re were
ome other staff from Upper Prison, two plus him, who were picked on
:iiat very same day and then they dj.sappeared later on with his friend who
was in the anny.

COUNSEL:

Who were these other people who were picked with him?

EPERU:

No one saw them ....

COUNSEL:

Who were they?

EPERU:

Th.erewas one Okello and Ogwang.

COUNSEL:

They were all Prison Officers?

EPERU:

Yes, but the two were stationed at Upper Prison.

COUNSEL:

Were they picked on the same day?

EPERU:

They were picke4 on the same day.

COUNSEL:

And you said one of his friends, an anny officer, told you later on that?

EPERU:

Yes, he told me that he saw him at Makindye I could go and find out.
Then I went to my co-wife one Sunday, I can't remember the date but it
was a Sunday I was told that people were allowed in to see their people
on Sundays only. So when I went there, that was on the 7th October,
19:2, whe~ we went there the gate people told us to hold on. While we
waited until a certain man came then he asked us whom we wanted to see
and he showed a sign of strain on his face then he told us that sorry he has
already been transferred from Makindye, I do not know where they have
been taken.
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Did ) ou know this man who 1
tr..msfcn-cd'l
to d you that they have already been
Transferred to where, sorry?
To unknown places

CHAIRMAN:

Titcy had already been transferred to some unknown places.

COUNSEL:

Did you know his name?

EPERU:

I did not know his name.

COL'JSFL:

What about this friend of your husband, the soldier, who told you, do you
recall his name?

EPERU:

Acellam.

COUNSEL:

What rank was he?

EPERU

I did not know his rank. He had never been to my place in uniform and I
did not ask him, I only knew him that he was a soldier.

COUNSEL:

Was he from your area?

EPERU:

No, he was not from my area.

COUNSEL:

And what was the name of your co-wife?

EPERU:

Regina Namatovu.

COUNSEL:

So after failing to find him in Makindye, what did you do?

EPERU:

We came back at the barracks and after two weeks we were given a
vehicle to take us and our belongings home.

CHAIRMAN:

When you talk of Makindye, do you mean Military Barracks at
Makindye?

EPERU:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Who gave you the vehicle and what reason did they tell you?

EPERU

They told us that they have sent a message to the Prisons Headquarters
informing the Commissioner of Prisons about the picking up of these
three men. Now, for the time being we can go and remain at home.

COUNSEL:

Yes?

EPERU:

Then when I went at home in 1972, I think in November I came back. By
that time in Prisons, once you were on maternity leave they discharge you
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.. l · , mcdicnll'- unfit then I came back in November and I was
)Cll 1£
J
•
im·dically examined ,md then reinstated in the J>nsons and I was posted to
,ls

Gulu
Which year was that?
It was 1972 No,·cmber. According to the posting letter they said that I

EPERU

COUNSEL·
EPERU.

should report to Gulu and I reported at Gulu in November, 1972. From
1972 I continued working in Gulu up to 1976 when I was transferred to
Prisons Headquarters, Kampala.
So up to that time you have never heard of your husband again?
I ha\'e never heard about him.

In 1973 there was a Commission of

lnqmry v.:hich took place in Gulu.

CHAIRMAN

No, it was in 1974.

EPERU:

Sorry, in 1974.

COL NSEL:

Did you go and testify before this Commission?

EPERU:

Yes, I did. Then in 1975 - sorry, in 1974 May, I' found that I could not
stay alone, then I started loving Eperu who is also dead I stayed with
him until when I was transferred to Prisons Headquarters in 1976 I
\\ orked in Headquarters for one year and then I was transferred to Lira.
From 1977 up to today I am still in Lira.

COUNSEL:

So you got married to the late Eperu?

EPERU:

Yes, I got married to the late Eperu.

COUNSEL:

In which year?

EPERU:

In 1980.

COUNSEL:

Where was he working?

EPERU:

In 1980 - he was the O.C Lira here from 1977

COUNSEL:

Was he also in Prisons'7

EPERU:

Yes, he was in Prisons as Assistant Superintendent of Prisons

COUNSEL:

So did you join him here in Lira?

EPERU:

y cs. I joined him here in 1977 in December

COUNSEL.

And here in Lira he was up to ,, ·h'1c l1 yearr.,

EPERU:

He stayed up to 1980 when I . ,
staved in Apac p •
£
l1.: ,,as transferred to Apac Prisons.
He
•
nsons or some months only and then he was transforred
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to Mukono.
Now, you sa'-·that
•

EPERU:

J

'-'O
J

all h'
uc
tm the late, when did he die?

ln December, 1981.
Under what circumstances?

EPERU:

He was murdered by security forces

COFNSEL:

Now. in 1979 were you stationed here in Lira?

EPERV

Yes, I was already here in Lira.

COUNSEL:

And you were working in Lira as what and under what capacity?

EPERU

By l 979 I was still a Wardress Clerk.

COUNSEL:

Do you remember the 30th of March, 1979?

EPERU.

Yes, I do.

COUNSEL:

What do you remember?

EPERU:

It was before that day when the whole of Lira Town was informed by
Gala, the then Provincial Governor, that he was coming to address a rally.

CHAIRMAN:

Governor for which province?

EPERU:

Northern Region. So the areas for his address were Prisons and Police
barracks, then medical training school, the nurses training school. then
the Spinning Mill and all heads of departments were to be addressed here
in this District Chamber and other people to be addressed at the
Coronation Park. On that morning we assembled in the police barracks
between 8.30 and 9.00 a.m. We waited until around 11.30 but ...

CHAIRMAN·

That is on the 30th of March?

EPERU.

Yes. on 30th of March but I cannot remember the day. First he addressed
the nurses, he went to the Spinning Mill and then he went to prisons. He
arrived and he was welcomed by the DPC by then Mr. Jacan.

CHAIRMAN.

This was at Prisons now?

EPERU

No , this was at the police barracks under a mango tree.

CHAIRMAN·

Yes. who assembled there, Prisons?

EPERU

•
taff and policemen. Then when he arrived he started addressing
Pnsons
s
•
th A k ·
us that the problems we have is according to the ~bes, we e . s ans or
•
on ce we are put at a road block • we misbehave.
. This was the
th e so ldicrs,
address of Mr. Gala. We allow people to collect or sell thmgs - we allow
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the Langi and Acholi to collect moQ.eyor to rai~e funds and take it as it
,,ere b) that time, to those ,vho were called guenllas. If we select people
to go to man a road block or where people arc g~thcr~d, we do not select
that tlns is Gala who is a Kakwa or Okello who 1sthis or what. So after

]us length) speech he left the place. During the address there were some
people \\ ho surrounded us with guns
COUNSEL:

Were the) ordinary people?

EPERU

The, were m civilians, in very dirty whitish T-shirts as though they were
from a long safari. Some wore sun goggles.

COUNSEL:

Did you know any of these people?

EPERU

No They were a bit strangers, it was my first time to see them. Only one
who came later after Gala addressed us I saw him one time here near Lira
Hotel.

COUNSEL:

Who was this?

EPERU:

Well, I did not know his name earlier except I heard on that very day
when his friend was calling him. Now, as soon as Gala left that man
came in front and told us to hold on.

COUNSEL:

He did not tell you why you should hold on?

EPERU:

He did not tell us. He just talked in Kiswahili. At that time when Gala
and his team were moving, he told us what the Governor was saying was
correct and that some of you, there are some wrong elements among you
That man is fat, stout and tall. He told another tall slender man whom I
did not know his name to call up the list. That tall slim man had four
sheets of papers on which there was full list of names. I had a chance to
pick some and see, some names were crossed, some were ticked and some
had a star marked on them.

COUNSEL:

Were you near enough to read some of the names?

EPERU:

I did not have the chance to read the names but I only saw the crossings
and stars because I was also careful. When that fat man told the other tall
slim man told him that Afende Ali 'wewe soman' (you read). That is the
time when I got a chance to know that that tall fat man was called Ali.

CHAIRMAN:

What did that mean?

EPERU:

Pardon, Sir?

CHAIRMAN:

That "Afende we Ali soma" what did that mean? \Vhat was Ali told to
do, what did it mean?

EPERU:

COUNSEL:

Ali was told that "we soma" in Kiswahili which means "Ali you read".
That is the time you got to know him?
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EPERU

COUNSEL:

EPERU:

CHAIRMAN:

Yes, to know that that tall man who stopped us is called Ali Then from
there the man got confused, he decided to make us have our identity cards
in our hands. He removed our identify cards from our hands, some of us
Prisons and Policemen did not have our identity cards with us, so those
who were \\ithout identify cards were asked to go and stand at a distance.
So they started with those who were '\\ithout identity cards and they
asked that what is your name. So the first victim was called Baguma, a
policeman. He mentioned his name Baguma and he was ordered to go
and sit down. Another person was called and another person passed and
then they came to another one who \"\'ascalled Opio who was a Muteso.
He was ordered to go and sit dov.n.
Together with Bagu.ma?
Yes, together with Baguma. Then, one of our staff called Okello, by that
time he was on short leave but when he heard that there was going to be
an address by the Governor, Gala, he decided to come from Boroboro to
come and hear the address and he came without his identity card. He was
asked his name and he told them that "my name is Okello". He was
ordered to go and sit dov.n. Now, when those people without identity
cards got finished, they came to us '1.ith identity cards who were seated.
You show your identity card, they read the name, check in the list, then
either they give you that identity card or they tell you to go and sit dov.n.
So they came to a man called Kilama. He showed his identity card, they
ordered him to go and sit down making a total number of four. Then they
came on reading and passed by me. There was an army man who was
called Mwaka, just because he had two names, Mwaka Dimula, but
mostly on any other occasions we called him Mwaka only, and that is the
man whom earlier on we heard rumours that his name was on the list of
those to be picked. We told him not to come because that is what we had
heard before the address of Gala We heard the rumours that he was on
the list but then there was no proof. On that day he decided to go and as
they saw him they asked - it seemed that man had some rough picture of
Mwaka because when he had checked the identity card of Mwaka, he
checked the list, he looked at Mwaka and checked the identify card. So
he gave it to Mwaka After checking all the identity cards he came back
again to this very man, Mwaka, and he ordered him to give the identity
card. That man told him that I have already given you my identity card,
you have already seen my identity card. Now, he failed I think to read the
names on the identity card properly because on the identity card it was P.
Mwaka Dimulo and you could read it as one name only. So the man
looked at him and decided to give the identity card back to him. And at
that time we were ordered to move. During that time of our moving there
was a pick-up, a Peugeot Pick-up, blue in colour and an open pick-up and,
before he ordered us to move, he told us that these are the wrong elements
whom the Governor has been telling you so we are taking them for more
investigations. These people were ordered to e~ter into the vehicle. So
they asked the other Chief who was then the Acting O.C because the _O.C
who was by then my late husband, Mr. Eperu, had already left the station.
This was the O.C Prisons?
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EPERU

"\ cs. O.C Prisons. fie left for rescue at Akoko~o, Apac. ll,c reason why
hL' kfl was that one of the Corporals called Ah was found dodging as it
were hcc;mse he could come early in the morning, do and finish up office
work by then by 8.00 a.m when people arc going on dut):, that is when he
would go and disappear also somewhere else. Sometimes he used to
come at 5 00 and do the office work ...

COl '1\\EL

\\'as his life threatened? Why was he doing what?

EPERL

Yes. his life was threatened. they were looking for him.

COL"\SEL:

\:Vhowas looking for him '7

EPlRL

AIL collaborating with some intelligence men

CHAIRMAN

\Vhat was the name of the Acting O C'7

EPERU

He was called Ali Rarnathan So when he was asked - because they were
insisting that why is it that tall black man who puts on like this changes
prisons those arc the people who should be put on risasi (bullet)-, then
that man \,\as again asking for the other man and at the same time asking
for Mwaka. So they drove these four men away going through the
prisons barracks while looking for those two men who had disappeared
Now, this Sgt. Opio who disappeared at the time ~hen the DPC told us
that those present escorts should move to the vehicle. This is the time
when that man took a chance of hiding himself when the vehicle took off
that is when he decided to cross the police barracks and he went to his girl
friend nearby Teso bar there and the womart gave him dresses and he
changed and then he disappeared. Now, since that time when he left all
of us got scared and we decided to take rescue - to hiding ourselves
After two or three days we heard rumours that on that very day there ,, as
somebody who was crying in Adyel Omido at a certain swamp that
"Munawuwa mimi bure. mimi apana Acholi".

CHAIRMAN

What did that mean?

EPERU:

That you arc killing me for nothing. I am not an Acholi
cried until there ·was no voice of him any more to be heard

COUNSEL:

Who heard him crying'l

EPERU

CHAIRMAN

EPERU

So that man

Those \\ho were nearby Odokomit here heard that sound and then a
woman ~irculated it in town that that man cried near Odokomit that ,,hy
do ,ou
Aft er fad.. 111g to sec these people back
•. kill me
. • I am not an A c I101·
1
again. that 1s \\ hen we
fi
d
.
.
con 1m1c t 11at these people han! been k11led
because we did not , tl1
.
ft
sec em again. 171~11 \\ hen things became nonnal.
a er these people had disappear
When did things become non11ar>
Not actuallv quite nonnal b
I
.
•
ut t 1en smce \\ e \\ ere not there. \\ e could _just
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thl 11111 O (11HI thl'n dt!
ns
..,ppt•.i,. II, ,1 •t!, w11c11 we h,,d ,1
~
ip11111 w,<1st•,111t11r
••
,11 iiH; I1c1uIq11r11t1•1•, •111101111111!'
•
lhtrn of the disup >("
,.
I ,11111Hi ol thc•,e pl'11ph:
nflc, tit(.} ,1dd11• Ahy <-,.iri
Ollll'

11111I pup 111
01 "r,t
,,
111

c I,. lll'C

t'll \IRMAN

1 h '"

EPI RU

Four people

11rn11v people

, , ..

' CH:

1a ken

11111•1• p11s11n
•

:tlll 11•1·thl!1 110111 the

olt1c1;t's

and

,11w

polh

111cl.}t111r,''

c 111a11

KAK\Vl◄ NZIRI•
l◄ PFRU

( Ol 1NSFl

So 1_lidth~·s1• 1wopll' It ' to ~•o and d11!ck at Od11k11111it
v,:hc.;rcthis cryinr,
\\a!'iI l>td the peopk i11 the a11:a, when the 11m1ou1circulated that
S01t1l'hodywas c_,)ing .11 Odokomit that you ,ull killing 111c for nothing, I
am not an Achoh, and cwntually you failed to .Sl'cBaguma, Opio, Kilama
and Okdlo, did propk: try lo go and look for them 111:iy he am1111d
Odokomit'!

EPERU:

No, hl'causc frnm that tinw everybody disappean:d from the barmcks

COllNSEL:

And thl!sr peoplr wcre never seen again''

EPERU

·nwy were never seen again.

CIIAIRMAN.

Up to now?

EPERU:

Ycs, up to now

COUNSEL:

You said that a message wa.o.;
sent to Prisons I kadquartcrs that people had
been picked ,md disappeared W,L'-there :my response?

EPERU:

No, then.: w,Lo.;
no n.:sponse.

COUNSEL

Did the situation improve ,md picking stopped or did it continue''

EPERU·

11mt w:.Lo.;
in March but then on April. 11th the Liberators c,unc People
also were scared, the Amin's soldiers were just passing b), tr) mg to
confuse people and just shooting :uwhow So most people near the road
run and went more deeper in the villages

COUNSl·L.

Now, this cry that you arl' killing me for nothmg I .un not nn Acholi, to
you, did you bclic\'c that pcopk "ho \\ere hl'lllg k1llcd \\ere bas,c,lll
Acholi''

EPERU.

Not actually Acholi onlv Well, according to the c~ of that mnn, as 1t
appcarcd later, thev \\ere lookmg tor Opio 1s nn Acholi When the e
peoph; wc1c 111 the \ chicle thl!\ started looking for Op,o ngam

COUNSl~L

11,c Opio the, had k1llcd \\as :m Atcso'I

Yes an Atcso l·.ulil'r hcfotc the .1ddrcss "" husband had ~cnt his istcr

I
to come to me and inform me to buy cells of a torch As I was going
through the quarters to the shops I ~et a. lady called Pala who was a girl
friend of one of the intelligencemen m Lua.
CHAIRMAN·
EPERU.

COUNSEL:
EPERU:

What was the name of the intelligence man?
My Lord, I did not know his name.
You knew the girl friend.
Yes. She asked me that are you also going to the meeting? I said yes.
She said that well, since you are a woman you can go. I asked her why?
Then she said that it seems there is a background after the meeting, that
after Gala's address, they are going to stop people not to go, to hold on a
bit then that is when they will start taking up people. She told me that
you go and tell Langi and Acholi not to go for that meeting. After she
had told me that and after I had bought the cells I came back.
Unfortunately,I found some of the Acholi and Langi had already gone for
the meeting. So I told some people who were coming from duty who
were the Staff of Prisons. I told Oryono, I told Oti Otim and some others
and they disappeared, I told them not to attend the meeting. Now, this
Opio and Mwaka I told them but then they insisted and they went.
Kilama I did not tell him because he was already between the other
people.

MR. NAGENDA:

What do you mean between?

EPERU:

He had already gone to the place of the meeting and he was already seated
there so other people whom I met before they had gone to the meeting I
informed them and those people never went to the place but these two,
Opio and Kilama insisted and they went. Now, the second thing which
that lady told me was that if whoever wants to go should go in civilian
clothes because it will be very easy during the time they will be allowed
to move to disappear so long as he is an Acholi or Langi. When I told
these people, this man went and changed his uniform, Opio. Then he was
ordered by the then Acting O.C that why he had changed his uniform and
he told him to go and put on a uniform. Then I told him that, Sir, it seems
there is a background to this, why do you not disappear, you are a
purchasing officer for the canteen you go as somebody who is going to
purchase things for the canteen and then you, a storeman, you can go as if
going to buy meat for the prisoners because prisoners used to eat meat
once or twice a month. Now, when the incident happened that is when all
of us disappeared and we heard again that eighteen people had been killed
at Aduku Road so it made us more frightened and fearful. I ran and \-vent
far deep in the villages, that was on 30th and on the 2nd I decided to take
all my young children back home to my mother. I went on the 3rd and I
stayed ~here_on the 4th, 5th and on the 6th I came back. I found things
were st1ll frightening so much in Lira town. So on the 9th I reported to
th
e office. On the 10th I asked for permission that I wanted to go to visit
mythhusband
at home • I was given
•
th ree days perm1ss10n
• • that 1s
· on 11th,
d
12
~ 13th• It was unfortunate that when I took off on 11th in the
mornmg I drove up t 0 Ad k
.
u u and that 1s when I heard an announcement
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that the new go,

cmment has
• taken over.

To your knowledge, was it t
area where you were, were o~~~~t the Langi and Acholi may be in the
were going to fight Amin's g ismg and sending money to people who
government?

EPERlJ:

No. it was not true

coUN,.,EL:

So you arc saying that the victi . .
m1sat1onwas based on false allegations?

EPERL

y cs, on false allegations A d
between the staff thcms I • Bn there were some jealousy, conflicts

eves.
ccaus t
•
.
certain Wardress who was also
ea one time, earlier on there was a
Nubian this Nubi"anb •
' you know, they called themselves
•
usmess.
CHAIIU\fAN

They were moslems was it?

EPERU

Yes, they were rnoslems. So there were conflicts between the moslems
and other people of other religions plus the tribal conflicts again.

COUNSEL:

I suppose the situation got normalised again and you went back to your
duty.

EPERU.

Yes.

COUNSEL:

And you are able to look after your children?

EPERU:

Yes.

COUNSEL.

My Lord Chairman, that is all from this witness.

CHAIRMAN:

Mrs. Eperu, we will ask you some questions to clarify on some aspects of
your evidence.

MR. NAGENDA.

We are sorry that you have had to work in very difficult circumstances
but I just want to ask you questions regarding the rally. The very first
case we heard on Monday concerns a Mr. Isaac Ogwal who was killed
along with 17 other people on the day of the rally. We are trying to find
out why he was killed. In your view, since you were here and you knew
what was going on, could it have been because he had stayed away from
the rally that he was found and reported on and he was killed? What do
you think?

EPERU:

I do not know exactly because as we were told. the reason of the meeting
was different but then it could be so that because when he came here he
found that all the heads of departments were not yet here. even dignitaries
who were supposed to attend the meeting were not there in the District
Chamber. So I cannot tell exactly because during the address when he
was addressing people at the Coronation Park that is the time also when
the shooting took place and by that time I was already in the village.

MR. NAGENDA:

You did not know Isaac Ogwal. Did you know him?
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EPl Rl

No

l\fR NAGFND;\:

Because I wondered whether you had managed to warn him. Was the
Govcmor. Mr Gala, very annoyed at finding a lot of people not there, did
he comment on it?

EPERU

No, he did not comment.

MR NAGENDA:

TI1ank you very much.

KAK\VENZIRE:

you have told us what happened to your colleagues during Amin's
regime. Can you tell us also if there were other violations after 1980 to
your colleagues? Did tribalism continue and whc_ther so~ e people
suffered especially those who had made you suffer dunng Amm 1s regime,
did they also suffer after the take over?

EPERU:

Well, after the take over, when they heard that announcement, they
decided to move towards Gulu taking the direction towards Gulu until
when - that was in I 979. In I 980 it was normal though there were some
killings. These were, to my own opinion and used the army to go and do
certain havocs. This is what I can submit but otherwise the threat which
has been on any address which has been close more openly other than the
one of 1979, I have not heard of since 1979.

KAKWENZIRE:

You as a Prison Wardress, definitely apart from such havocs, do you
know some incidents of revenge?

EPERU:

There was no any revenge.

KAKWENZIRE:

Yes, my question was that in your experience as a Prison Wardress, did
you for instance witness or hear any incidents of people who had picked
up revenge on the soldiers of Amin?

EPERU:

WeJl, there was no revenge except that man who was reported when the
liberators came and the people suspected the Chief and Corporal Ali as
having caused the disappearance of these people. So the liberators came.
the Tanzanian men, because some of them were staying in the Prisons
barracks, we felt the disappearance of these people was somehow hurting
so we reported the matter to the military authorities who were Tanzanians
and so he was taken for investigations and by the time ...

CHAIRMAN:

Who was Ali?

EPERU:

Ali was the Chief Warder. He was taken for investigations until after one
or two weeks these pe I
, d
. ,
.
. op e suspecte that probably people may han: an
attitude of either domg certa·1 1
.
..
barracks for some days and I nt, 1avoc to 111111, 11e was taken to the military
. .
a er on 11e was released. 17,en fortunatch or
unfortunately his time t;
t'
·
,
'
.
or
re
ircmcnt
also
was
due
so
he
received
a
letter
tIrn.tI1e should retire fro th
.
a f
h, .
m e service so the man retired. He had acquired
arm, e is a man from Ngett I1
I .
·1
away fro N
a erc. 1c 1s around t\\o or three m1 cs
m gctta - then h ,
• d
c acquire land on Entebbc road so,nc fc\\
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miles nway from Entcbbc to ,
Lugazi.
''"·

I

.
understand he 1s not there now, he is at

CH IR~1\

\Vas he a Lango or what was his tribe?

EPFRl

According to his records he wrote himself as a Dinka.

cHAIRM.\."\i

A Dinka from Sudan?

EPERL

Yes, a Dinka from Sudan.

CHAIRMAN.

Mrs. Eperu, I do not have any more questions to ask you I just want to
thank you for your evidence before this Commission Thank you very
much, you can go now.

COUNSEL:

My Lord Chairman, this case involves the disappearance of the husband
of Mariam Ogwal, the cutting off part of her ear which she was made to
eat at State Research Nakasero by the famous Abdulla ...

:MRNAGENDA.

By the famous who?

COUNSEL:

Abdulla of Aboke.

WITNESS NO. 434: MRS. MARIAM OGWAL- SWORN IN

•

COUNSEL:

You are Mariam Ogwal?

OGWAL:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Aged 51 years.

OGWAL:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Currently residing at Lango College?

OGWAL.

Yes , but later I decided to go and stay at Apac.

COUNSEL:

you arc the widow of Cpl. Colonerio Ogwal ,vho was working for
Uganda Police'l

OGWAL:

He was Sergeant.

COUNSEL:

Ycs. I beg your pardon Sgt Ogwal .,

OG\VAL:

Yes

COUNSEL

In 1977 Sgt. Ogwal was living with you in Fort Portal. western part of
Uganda''

OGWAL.

Yes

l)2

I5

..

COLT1 SEL

And in Fort Portal you h:-ida house boy known by the name ofYosua'l

OG\VAL

Yes.

COL SHL:

\Vho was a Mutoro?

OG\VAL:

Yes.

COLll'\SEL:

OG\VAL:
COUNSEL:

In 1977. do you remember what happened to policemen who were Acholi
and Langi?

Yes, I can remember.
Would you tell us what you can remember?

OG\\'AL:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Tell us please.

OGWAL:

It was at 6.00 in February.

CHAIRMAN.

At 6.00 p.m or in the morning.

OGWAL

It was at 6.00 a.m in February, 1977

CHAIRMAN:

What date?

OGWAL:

I do not remember.

CHAIRMAN:

But in February, 1977?

OGWAL:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Yes, what happened?

OGWAL:

A w~istle was blown at that time.

COUNSEL:

And what did that mean?

OGWAL:

Men were being called.

COUNSEL:

Yes?

OGWAL:

They ran and reached the office.

COUNSEL:

Did you also go?

OGWAL·

No, I did not go, we were chased away.

COUNSEL:

you mean you tried t 0 go b ut you were chased away?

OGWAL:

Yes,
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ll1cn what happened?
Peop~ewere lined up, we thought it w
.
Langi and Acholi should g0 d
as a parade but tt was then said that
an stand on the other side.
coUNSEL:

Were there many. L • d
how many?
angi an Acholi were many inthe barracks? About

QG\VAL:

About 60.

coUNSEL:

Now what happened?

OGWAL:

1 then saw when they were ordered to lie down and they did lie on the
ground.

MR.NAGENDA:

Did you see that yourself?

OGWAL:

Yes, I was looking through the window, our house was near where they
were asked to lie down. They were then tied up with ropes and led to the
bus. All of them were taken into the bus which was parked there. Those
who tied them, the people who tied these Langi and Acholi went back
into their Land Rover.

COUNSEL:

Who tied? Were they policemen or army or what?

OGWAL:

They were the Research soldiers and some of them were even wearing
uniforms.

COUNSEL:

How many of them?

OGWAL:

I do not know the exact number but they were many.

COUNSEL:

Which uniform were they putting on? Was it army uniform or which
uniform.

OGWAL:

Tue Research boys came in a Land Rover and those who were wearing
uniform were also there.

COUNSEL:

Yes?

OGWAL:

At 8.00 a.m they drove away with these people.

h

COUNSEL:

Now subsequently did they come back? Did you hear anything which
happened to them?

OGWAL:

COUNSEL:

They never came back although I tri~d to go and see whether these people
were taken to prison. I had left behmd a lady who had a baby at home. I
went but did not find them in the prison.
Yes?
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L

snL.

I nskcd my cook us to whctlter he had seen this thing very well and he
said he had seen these people being taken following the direction of
Bundibugyo f asked him as to whether he could take me there and he
said yes. he could take me.
Sec \\hat. what did the cook see?

OG\VAL:

He told me that he saw the prison and found out that these people ,,ho
were arrested were not there in the prison but they were taken to the
direction of Bundibugyo.

CHAIRM .\~

On foot or in a bus.

OG\VAL.

In a bus.

COUNSEL:

Yes

OG\VAL:

I told this woman who stays with me that I want this bo) to take me to
where these Langi and Acholi were taken.

COUNSEL:

Did he take you?

OG\VAL:

He did not take me but before I reached where l was to go I was arrested
and beaten on the road on my way

COUNSEL:

Who arrested you?

OG\VAL:

Abdulla Hassan and others are the ones who arrested me.

COUNSEL:

Do you mean - did you know Abdulla Hassan?

OGWAL:

Yes. Abdulla Hassan comes from Aboke but I did not kno,\ him well

COUNSEL:

But how did you know Abdulla Hassan was the one who arrested ~ our
husband?

OGWAL:

He used to come at the home of his maternal uncle's wife atKwen. at
Teso Bar.

CHAIRMAN

So you knew him before in Lira?

OGWAL:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Now, did he tell you why he was arresting you'l

OGWAL:

He asked me as to where I was gomg and l told him that l "as follo,, mg
those people who had been arrested On hearing this he said I ,, as a fool.
I do not know what I was doing.

COUNSEL:

Now, what did you do or what did he do with you•)

OGWAL:

Then he started slapping me.
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Did he kavc ·ou after st... .

- upping you'?

He took me and 1 was dctamcd
.
in • •i •
"ns released and 1 rctumed home. Ja1 - Ill prison for one day and later l
\Vhich jail?

oG\V.AL:

After I had spent a night •
.
and return home and take m pnsfon he r~leased me and asked me to come
care O my children.

COLl\SEL:

\Vhich home did he tell you t o go to?

QG\VAL:

Lira.

COL~SEL:

Did you come?

OG\\'AL:

I came by bus to find other women had already been brought.

COUNSEL:

Which women?

OG\VAL:

The wife of Omaro called Margaret.

COUNSEL:

Of the fellow policeman who had been taken away?

OGWAL:

Yes. She was a wife ~f one of those policemen who had been arrested. I
had known her and I asked her to bring me back home.

COUNSEL.

It was Margaret who accompanied back the other women from Fort
Portal.

CHAIRMAN:

She is saying they were brought, how were they brought?

OGWAL:

They were brought in a lorry.

COUNSEL:

Are you in a position to tell how many Lango and Acholi came back from
Fort Portal?

OGWAL:

She told me that other women were taken to Aloi, others were taken to
Acholi district and the others in Lango.

COUNSEL:

But how many, the number?

OGWAL.

I did not know the number of the women who were brought because I did
not come with them.
Now, what happened when you arrived in Lira? Did anything happen to

COUNSEL:

you in Lira?

OGWAL:

I was arrested.

COliNSEL:

When?
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oo,vAL:

It was in August, 1977.

COUNSEL:

It was on the 3rd of August, 1977?

OG\VAL:

Yes.
,.,

COUNSEL:

Who arrested you?

OGWAL:

Abdulla and Akim are the people who arrested me.

COUNSEL:

Who was Akim?

OGWAL:

He was also a State Research.

CHAIRMAN:

Is this Abdulla Hassan?

OGWAL:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN:

The same man who had arrested you in Fort Portal?

OGWAL:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Why did he arrest you?

OGWAL:

He arrested me on the ground that I kept on bothering them about my
husband that they should go and show me where my husband is.

COUNSEL:

Yes, what happened?

OGWAL:

Abdulla then cut off my ear and ordered me to eat it - to chew it.

COUNSEL:

Why did they do this? Where did they do this?

OGWAL:

At the police here and all the policemen here were in hiding.

COUNSEL:

Here in Lira?

OGWAL:

Yes, it was cut into pieces and he ordered me to eat which I did and I ate
it, I chewed it.

COUNSEL:

Then what happened?

OGWAL:

Then from the police at Lira here he took me to Nakasero.

COUNSEL:

How did he take you to Nakasero?

OGWAL:

He took me in a vehicle.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

OGWAL:

I was together with Abwola. When we reached Karuma bridge, Abdulla

\
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said tJ1atwe should he th . .
.
said no.
ro\\ 11 tnto th e iwer but then Akim objected and
~ot • 'SEL

C ,\\' L.

\V:hat language were they using'?

TI1eywere speak.ins,Nubian.
Do you understand Nubian yourself?

OG\VAL.

Yes, I do understand.

COl 1\SEL:

\Vhat did the, say m Nubian?

OG\VAL:

Sulu maria, Asulu ma anala ..

CHAIR..1\1.\.N

\Vhat does that mean? What are you saying?

OG\VAL:

That means this woman should be thrown into the water but the other
man, Akim, said ah! aht don't do that

COUNSEL:

So then were you taken to Nakasero?

OG\VAL:

No.

COUNSEL:

How did you know that it was Nakasero?

OGWAL:

I was told that that was Nakasero.

COUNSEL:

Now, what happened to you at Nakasero?

OGWAL:

There I found very many people, people like Ejura and many others and
Tabisa was also one of the people I found there at Nakasero.

COUNSEL:

Who is Tabisa?

OGWAL:

She died there.

COUNSEL:

But who was she?

OGWAL:

She was a woman, a mother of Opeto.

COUNSEL:

Opeto, who is Opeto?

OGWAL:

Who is a Major now.

COUNSEL:

You mean Tabisa died in Nakasero?

OGWAL:

Yes she died in Nakasero.

COUNSEL.

So, now what happened to you at Nakasero?

OGWAL:

I was beaten daily.

'
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OUa ~sEL

I low were you beaten?

OG\VAL.

\Ve were beaten with something like a leather and there was no water If
you do not urinate you do not have water to drink.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

OG\VAL:

TI1atis your urine which you have to drink after urinating.

COUNSEL:

For how long did you stay there?

OGWAL:

I stayed there for one month but the person who struggled very hard for
my release was called Ezama, he was a Lugbara.

COUNSEL:

Who was Ezama?

OG\VAL:

He was one of the policemen who worked together with my husband.

COUNSEL:

Was he working in Fort Portal?

OGWAL:

He was working with those people.

COUNSEL:

In the State Research?

OGWAL:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

So eventually after one month you were released?

OGWAL:

Yes. After my release I spent a night at his home.

COUNSEL:

Where?

OGWAL:

In the shops.

COUNSEL:

And eventually you came back to Lira?

OGWAL:

Yes, I came with a night bus.

COUNSEL:
OGWAL:
COUNSEL:
OGWAL:

Now, when you came back to Lira did you suffer another brutality?
I was again arrested. The following morning I was again arrested.
By who?
The same man Abdulla who took me there.

CHAIRMAN:

He took you where?

OGWAL:

In the barracks.

CHAIRMAN:

Lira Barracks?
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Yes.

Ol 'SEL.

To whom did he take you to'?
I was taken to Lira barracks and I was told to wait for Yovan who was in
charge of that barracks.

COLNSEL:

Yovan who?

OG\VAL:

Who ,vas the Captain.

COUNSEL:

Yovan Chelamangat?

OGWAL.

I do not know.

COUNSEL:

Now, what happened?

OG\VAL:

Because Yovan had gone to Kampala, he kept on beating me.

COUNSEL:

Did they eventually release you?

OGWAL:

After three weeks in detention, Yovan returned from Kampala and I was
taken before him and wondered why these people were interested in
arresting me every now and then.

CHAIRMAN:

He asked them that why do you keep on arresting this old woman?

OGWAL:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

He asked who?

OGWAL:

Abdulla.

COUNSEL:

Yes?

OGWAL:

Then Yovan released me and advised me to go deep into the village and
not to stay in the town here. I went to live in the village and they kept on
looking for me but people were now wise so they did not trace me.

COUNSEL:

This Abdulla, is he still here in Lira?

OGWAL:

No, I do not see him.

COUNSEL:

I see! Your husband, do you have children with him?

OGWAL:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

How many children.

OGWAL:

Five children.
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0 J\\'AL

Did he have children from other wo,ucn''
)' L'S, IlC I1::1d

...
. co·• ,,. 1·,,.,s
l ,\ 0
,.,. ,,•ho died and he had children with them.

COUNSEL

How many children each of them had?

OG\VAL·

Each one of those wives gave him four children.

COUNSEL:

So in all he had thirteen children?

OG\VAL

Yes. but three died.

COur-.,r
SEL:

So who is no,, taking care of these children?

OG\\TAL:

It is me, I am the one who take up their education.

COUNSEL:

Tuey are at school?

OG\VAL:

yes, and one is at Makerere now, mine is in higher level.

COUNSEL:

Where?

OGWAL:

At Boroboro High School. Others are still in primary school.

COUNSEL:

How do you manage?

OGWAL:

I go on selling drinks.

COUNSEL:

Lira lira?

OGWAL.

Yes, lira lira and dry cassava which I sell to other people.

COUNSEL:

Thank you very much.

OGWAL:

Thank you.

CHAIRMAN·

Mrs. Mariam Ogwal, I just want to ask you one or two questions. What
was this Abdulla doing in Fort Portal?

OGWAL:

They used to go throughout the country as they were State Research men
to look for Langi and A~holi.

CHAIRMAN:

Thank you.

MR. NAGENDA:

Thank God, there are still people like you. Because you were not even a
soldier, you were not a politician and yet this, I can only call him a
bastard -Abudalla Hassan, really made your life misery, he cut off your
ear and made you eat it, he beat you up, he took you to Nakasero, then
when you were released, he took you in again. It is really an appalling
story and m~y people would have given up but you did not. I ,\·ish more
people ~ere hke you. And then at the end of this you told us that one of
your children whom you brought up by yourself is at Makerere, the other
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I
one is doing High school and so on So you have managed really to keep
your family going in a wonderful wav This Commission, I am sure, I
speak for my colleagues, is vcf) proud of what you have done All
troubles that came upon you because of what Abudalla Hassan did, that
because you had asked him after the fate of your husband which was a
natural thing to do. I really only got one question to ask you and this
regards to the time you spent at Nakasero State Research. You said that
you saw Ejura who has been before us here amongst others Were you in
the same room?

OG\\'AL:

On that day, it was the day when the floor was being washed and we were
brought to lie at their door and that was the time when I got chance of
seeing him.

MR. NAGENDA:

I see. So you only saw him for one day?

OGWAL:

It was that only day when I saw him together with many other people.

MR. NAGENDA:

I see. Otherwise how were you kept in Nakasero?

OGWAL:

We were kept in a very small room. You lie down and then a certain
metal object is put on your chest, you cannot raise up your head, or you
cannot sit.

MR. NAGENDA:

And you were just lying with this thing on top of you? And all of you
were women?

OGWAL:

You lie down as I just indicated and then that metal object put on your
chest.

KAKWENZIRE:

And he was asking you whether you were only women there?

OGWAL:

Yes ' we were only women
in that small room.
.

MR. NAGENDA:

Okay.

KAKWENZIRE:

How many were they?

OGWAL:

We were 12 but we were really squeezed.

MR. NAGENDA:

I see. That is really surprising to us is that why you innocent women
were made to lie down, fed with this kind of fish soup every day, not
given any water except your own urine. Accord~ng to what Ejura told us
ey were being fed very well. And m fact he told us that he
yes t erday, th
.
.
d'ffi I
t of prison fatter than he went m. It 1s very I cu t to
came ou
• · d fth'
comprehend such a gang of people who did this km o mg.

OGWAL:
MRNAGENDA:

May be he was kept well. We were treated differently.
. t then ask you one last question. I already expressed my
Well, let me JUS What do you advise should be done to make sure that our
respect for you•
.
· .,
country does not go through this kind of thmg agam.
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\\That I think is that when a. government has come into power should
remain unsupported because \Vhen insecurity anses, when thirtgs turn
around, we common people are the ones to suffer.
MR. TAGE DA:

J agree, but I will in fact go further on that. The government belongs to
your ordinary people and in fact you should be the people -

OG\VAL:

J know the government is ours, we should support that government, and
as now, His Excellency, President Yoweri Museveni is there, he should
also protect us and send our children to school.

MR. 1AGENDA:

Yes. But I would like to go on to say that you should - whoever rules you
should make sure that your views are known, it is your government and t
1
should be chosen by yourselves. And I agree with you very much, he
should protect you because that is his duty.

OG\VAL:

I urge that government should protect young people.
already an old woman, I am useless now.

MR. NAGENDA:

No, over that we di5agree very much. You have been very useful and you
have done miracles and -

OGWAL:

We are there to make histories but we do not have apy useful work at the
moment.

MR NAGENDA:

Well, in your case you have made a very good history and thank you very
much.

KAKWENZIRE:

I would like to associate myself to my fellow Commissioners who praised
you for what you did. Definitely I have got to learn from people like you,
because we have to consider ourselves in the light of the experiences like
that which you went through. I would like to know what happened. You
were immediately taken to Prison after your ear had been cut off. Did
you get any kind of treatment?

OGWAL:

My ear got cured by itself.

KAKWENZIRE:

I see.

CHAIRMAN:

OGWAL:

Like me I am

Mariam you told us that Tabisa died in Nakasero. How did she die?
The metal object which was put on this woman who died was Yery big. it
was lifted by about 30 people.

CHAIRMAN:

And that is what killed her?

OGWAL:

And she did not even eat.

CHAIRMAN:
Did she say why she was detained there when they were torturing her in
that way?
·
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G\VAL.

he kept telling me that she was just arrested for no reason at all.

CHAIR.MA l:

Yes. Lorn - where is Loro?

OG\VAL:

Loro - when you arc going to Gulu/Kampala, you reach Loro road and
then you go to town.

CHAIRI\tAN:

This is in Apach District?

OG\VAL:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN:

No, I am asking the district. I know where Loro is. How long had she
been in Nakasero before she died?

OGVlAL:

I do not know when this lady was arrested and then brought there. But
when she died I was there.

CHAIRMAN

You also found her already in Nakasero?

OG\VAL:

Yes. When I went I found here already there.

CHAIRMAN:

What happened to the body?

OGWAL:

The dead bodies were always taken at night, I do not know where it was
taken.

CHAIRMAN:

Did anybody else die in your cell or within the place whom you came to
know about?

OGWAL:

There was one whom I knew who was called at night and I did not know
where she was being taken.

CHAIRMAN:

She never came back to your cell?

OGWAL:

No.

CHAIRMAN:

I see.

KAKWENZIRE:

You spent there one month and you were being fed with fish soup only.

OGWAL:

Yes, and it was always brought at night, once a day. And we became very
weak.

KAKWENZIRE:

I see. Very sorry for that.

CHAIRMAN:

Okay. We are sorry that you have. to remember this terrible e"?e?ence
which you went through. I agree with all that_my fellow Comm1ss1oners
have already expressed to you and congratulation of your efforts. Thank
you. You may go now.

MR.NAGENDA:

Have you got more or more th an one.'}
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COlJ 1.SEL·
IR

~

.\GENDA •

Just one. 111cone of barracks.
Okay.

CHAIRMA '·

One before the break?

COli 'SEL:

Ycs. But you sec we may not be able to come back.

CHAIRMAN:

Okay.

\VITNESS NO. 435: MRS. JOY ODONG - SWORN IN
COUNSEL:

You are Joy Odong?

ODONG:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Aged 35?

ODONG·

Yes, of 35 years of age.

COUNSEL:

And you are residing in Apac Municipality?

ODONG:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Are you married?

ODONG:

Yes, married to Odong.

COUNSEL:

When did you get married to Odong?

ODONG:

In 1961.

MR.NAGENDA

Which Odong, sorry?

ODONG:

S~son

COUNSEL:

What job does Odong do?

ODONG:

He was a soldier.

CHAIRMAN:
ODONG:

CHAIRMAN:
ODONG:
COUNSEL:
ODONG:

Odong.

He was a soldier? He is deceased - the late?
Yes.
So you are a widow of Samson Odong?
Yes.
In 1977 where was he working?
He was working in Mubende.
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\Vere ,ou staying with him?
\cs
cot'NSEL:

\Vhat rank was he?

oooNG

He was a Sgt. Major.

coUNSEL:

Do you recall anything h
.
Mubende?
appenmg in June 1977 while you were m

ODONG·

Yes. It was around 6.00 a.m in the morning.

COUNSEL:

Of which day?

ODONG:

I cannot remember the date although I know the month and the year.

COUNSEL:

Which month?

ODONG:

It was March 1977.

COUNSEL:

Yes, what happened on that day?

ODONG:

A fire alarm was sounded. All the soldiers run to the field, when they
were doing the work of separation, we were already inside the house. Our
house was near the field on which this exercise was being done. I heard it
being said that Langi people should go on this side and the other tribes
should go on the other side. After the allocation, those who were not
Langi left the field. Langi and Acholi who were officers were asked to
enter into the mess and the privates were told to remain in the field.

MR. NAGENDA:

No, perhaps you could say - you have now mentioned the Acholi as well,
so was it both the Langi and,Acholi who were told to go to one side rather
than the Langi alone?

ODONG:

It was both Langi and Acholi who were told to be on the one side. Those
who were non Langi and Acholi were on the other side.

COUNSEL:

How were you able to see this being done?

ODONG:

I was able to see what was happening through the window and even a
certain woman came up to my house and she could not return to her
house.

COUNSEL:

What was her name?

ODONG:

She was called Kwen, ,vife of Ogv,.'al.

COUNSEL:

So you were able to see and you were able to hear?

ODONG.

What I saw verv well was the cutting of somebody in the field, his knees
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_were cut. I do not know the numc·s of the people who were carrying out
the cutting of the knees.

\Vere they soldiers?
ODONG.

They were soldiers.

COL'NSEL:

Now, was it from the lme of the Langi and Acholi or from the other side
of other people?

ODONG:

He was called Olam, he was a Sergeant.

COUNSEL:

You knew him?

ODONG:

Yes, I know him very well, he was my neighbour.

CHAIRMAN:

Was he an Acholi or a Langi?

ODONG:

He was a Lango.

COUNSEL:

So what happened when they were separated?

ODONG:

A bus was brought, a lony was brought and a Land Rover also was
brought. Those who were cut were thrown in the lony

MR. NAGENDA:

You mean there were many people who were chopped like that, not just
one person?

ODONG:

The officers who had been sent to the mess, some of them came out
czying but I did not see exactly what was happening there.

COUNSEL:

Can you estimate about how many officers were there?

ODONG:

Those whom I can recall very well were two people.

COUNSEL:

Who and who?

ODONG:

One of them was Okello A bong, another one is Oteng, an officer

COUNSEL:

What about Okello Abong?

ODONG:

Also officer.

COUNSEL:

Who were they, by tribe?

ODONG:

Both of them Langi.

COUNSEL:

ODONG:

So what happened when you saw the officers crving and those who were
cut were thrown on to the lorry, what happened·)·
They kept on carrying these people on to the vehicle.
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All ofthcm \\ere carried away?

oDO'G

They were carried away on several t .
came back to collect others.
nps, they were taken and the vehicles
To a place you do not know·,

.

ODO'G:

I saw them taking the road w h'ic h 1cads to Mubendc.

col.JNSEL.

Can ytoudesdtimatc th e number of these Acholi and Lang·1 who
separa e an taken? H
were
• ow many were they, were they about 100?

oooNG:

They v,,cre very many, I do not know the number.

CHAIRMAN·

How many lorry trips were they fetched in?

oooNG:

Three times.

COUNSEL:

How many bus trips?

ODONG:

The bus and the lorry collected these people concurrently, three times.

COUNSEL:

The bus went three times and the lorry three times?

ODONG·

Yes.

COUNSEL:

And the Land Rover?

ODONG

The Land Rover also took some people but the other Land Rovers were
moving here and there and looking for people.

COUNSEL:

Your husband was among these people?

ODONG:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

After they had taken all of them, what happened?

ODONG

After carrying all these people, we were called by force to leave the
barracks and go to the Bus Park in order to return home.

COUNSEL:

Yes, did you go?

ODONG

Yes, we did.

COUNSEL:

Did you carry away all your belongings?

ODONG

We did not take our goods because we were being harassed

COUNSEL:

Did you carry away your children?

ODONG

I v,:entwith my children.
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How nrnny children did you h:wc'l

ODO

J

My eldest son is now in' Da
r l;S
Salaam. 1l1c bus in which we trnvcllcd had a lot of blood stains but we
just snt like that.
8\'

J

then I was having six children

OD

COUNSEL:

\Vas it an army bus?

Cf-

ODONG

No

01

COUNSEL·

Arc those the buses which were transporting soldiers from Mubcndc
Barracks?

C

ODO 'G:

It was not an anny bus, it was a bus of a certain company. I was even
scared so much that I could not know about this bus.

COUNSEL:

So you arc saying, actually I am asking, the bus which was carrying
soldiers from the barracks was of a different colour from the bus which
carried you from the bus park home?

ODONG:

Yes, it was whitish in colour.

COUNSEL:

And you came back home.
husband?

ODONG·

No. When I returned home somebody with whom we were good friends
by name Orono came to visit me. When he came he told me that he saw
my husband very well. He said that when the fire alarm was sounded, he
decided to go in hiding, this Orono, he has never seen him and since he
said that I became very much worried - I do not know, J am very much
worried because my husband is already dead.

COUNSEL.

How have you been able to look after these six children?

ODONG

I manage to educate these children with a lot of difficulties and I have
problems although most of them are now in school. Two of my children
arc· in P.6, one is in P. l but others do not go to school. It is only the three,
one in P. l and the two in P.6.

COUNSEL.

Yes, do you have anything else to say to this Commission'>

ODONG:

Yes, I have. The only prayer I would like to put before this Commission
and then later to the Government, I would like the government to assist
me in educating my children. Why all my children arc unable to go to
school it is because of my problems.
I find cultivation very, very
difficult. I pray that the government assist us in educating our children.

COUNSEL:

That is all from me, my Lordship.

CHAIRMAN:

Mrs_.Odong, the Commissioners may have a few questions to ask you to
clanfy on some of the things you have made, so please answer them also.
Now, when the people were being separated, the Acholi and Langi on one
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Since that time you have never seen your

(

side and the others on the other .
not Langi and Acholi?
side, what happened to those who were
They were left free and were told t

o go away.

Immediately they were dispersed and told to go?

{

0 ooNG.

They \\ere asked to d'
b
.
•
.
tsperse ut some of them assisted these people
pushmg tbe Langi and Acholi into the vehicles.

cHAIRMA

I ~o not know \\ hether you answered this. Were you allowed to carry
,,1th you any of your household effects?

MR ~AGENDA:

She said she did not because they were being harassed.

CHAIRMA

Thank you. This bus, }Vereyou given a bus warrant or what?

ODONG:

There was no payment. Bus warrant were not given to us but we were
forced to enter into a bus which had to bring us to Lira and we entered
quickly into that bus.

CHAIIUvfAN:

How many women were there in that bus?

ODONG:

There were very many.

CHAIRMAN:

Was it full?

ODONG:

It was really very full.

CHAIRMAN:

Women and children?

ODONG:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN:

Where did this bus take you up to?

ODONG:

Up to Lira.

CHAIRMAN:

I see.I What about the wives of the Acholi soldiers?

ODONG:

A bus also took them.

CHAIRMAN:

Another bus?

ODONG:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN:

Where were you dropped?

l

ODONG.

CHAIRMAN:

d L. h re and they left us then we took another bus which
We reache
iraA e
The women who came from Apac were eleven in
took us home to pac.
.
.
number but others decided to remam here m town.
The bus from Lira to Apac, did you have to pay for that one?
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ODO TG:

\\;e paid for that transport.

CHATlU\L\N

Mrs. Odong, thank you very much and we are sorry for this tragedy You
went through.

ODONG:

I thank you too.

CHAIRMAN.

MR. NAGENDA:

C

No, I have not finished yet. Now, about your request, you made a request
here that the government should assist you and other widows in ~ similar
situation to educate your children. This kind of request we have received
from many other widows in your position not only here in Lira but also in
other parts of Uganda. There is no immediate fund or money availableto
give such assistance. This Commission does not have any money for that
pwpose at all nor does the government for the time being. But your
request has been recorded as those of others and will form part of our
recommendations which we will present to the government. It may be
quite sometime before the government indicates - first of all, we shall
report to the government and then the government indicates what it
intended to do to such cases. In other words, it is something on which
you should not have immediate hope but thank you for giving your
evidence to the Commission. Other Commissioners may like to ask you
some questions.
Thank you very much ·Mrs. Odong. Your story as other stories we have
heard this morning has filled me with great sadness and, unfortunately, it
is repeated all over the country. In this area it might have been at the time
when you felt it, the late 70's and again in the middle 80's, in other places
the very same thing went on for other people at other times, so that the
whole thing has been a mess. Certainly, one of the things that I have
learnt is that each area feels that its wounds belong to itself and to nobody
else. I am very interested in what ordinary people say because they are
the people who are used by those in power to commit wrongs. They are
the tools, oh! yes, definitely they are the victims too. And one of the
things that this Commission at least will have succeeded in doing is to
give information throughout Uganda that all areas have suffered and then
our hope will be that all these ordinary people will join from all over the
country and say a firm "no" to being used again in these terrible fashions
May be I will just ask you one question. Do you think it is possible from
what you yourself have gone through, in the future, to live happily with
everybody in Uganda, with all the different people of Uganda?

ODONG:

We shall live in happiness with all the people throughout Uganda because
in this government there is no pouring of blood. If the present leader was
the one who started to rule us, people would not have died.

MR. NAGENDA:

Thank you very much.

CHAIRMAN:

cc

Mrs. Odong, I have already commented on your request but I just wanted
to ~ ~ou for having come and the evidence you haYe given to the
Comm1ss1on. Thank you very much, you may go now.
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Yes, Your Lordship.
Well, so you are saying that this is the end of the session?
My Lord, this is the end of this sitting and the end of the session.
: ell, we would like to say that the Counsel here is swprising us that
though th~re are still very many cases or reports or complaints which
0
we V.:uld like to hear from witnesses, the time now available does not
pemut us to go on but I hope that statements have been recorded from
people here who have not been able to give evidence. It is not possible to
hear everybody because there are so many of these cases not only in Lira
or Apac but also in many other places. If we were to hear everybody we
~ould spend months and months on end. So for the time being I would
like to thank the people of Lira and Apac for having come and given
evidence and giving statements to our investigators. I would also like to
thank everybody who has co-operated and who have made our work in
Lira possible. I do not see the D.A here or his representative but a word
can reach him that we would like to thank him for the welcome he gave
us when we opened the Session on Monday. I will also allow my
colleagues to come and say a few words if they have anything to say.

KAKWENZIRE:
I can definitely say to you people here that this
one week in Lira has been a very sad week for me. It reminds me of the
same which I experienced in Luwero when our work had just began.
Actually after that time in Luwero I fell sick and I do not know may be I
may also fall sick from here. It is very disturbing to see widows whom in
all fairness are forgotten by those who hurt them or who used them. Most
of these widows, their husbands served this nation, they are wives of
soldiers and professionals and perhaps this is the first time in the history
of this country when their voices have been heard. When battles are
fought and governments are overthrown, victories are celebrated but the
dead are never mourned. It is women like you and me who must make
whoever destroys life to feel ashamed. And there is, of course, hope that
since we have spoken and since we will continue to speak that we might
arrest a bad situation from going worse. I will urge the women of Lango
and all the women of Uganda not to leave politics to men, they have
done a bad job and I believe we should do a better job. Especially if
you work closely with the men and advise them correctly and not with
selfishness. I should mention that in these wars also women can be
opportunists and hurt, there are wives who hear their husband planning
murder and back them, support them, because they hope when their
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husbands have killed so and so they will get hetter houses and what
h:n-c vou These are hahits we must discourage The example of this
,,tnman who sat here and told us that when she heard that her fellow
colleagues were being hunted and she went out to warn them was a
very good one. We should all try to emulate ~hat good example. 1
would encourage you to work hard and not to sit back and expect the
government to pay school fees for your children. To those, there is the
example of that lady; there is a lot you can do for yourselves. I wish
you the best. and all the women of U~anda not to leave politics to men,
the, ha,e done a bad job and I believe we should do a b~er job.
Especially if you work closely with the me~ and ad~se them correctly
and now with selfishness. I should ment10n that m these wars also
women can be opportunists and hurt, there are wives who hear their
husband planning murder and back them, support them, because they
hope when their husbands have killed so and so they will get better
houses and what have you. These are habits we must discourage. The
example of this woman who sat here and told us that when she heard that
her fellow colleagues were being hunted and she went out to warn them
was a very good one. We should all try to emulate that good example. I
would encourage you to work hard and not to sit back and expect the
government to pay school fees for your children. To those, there is the
example of that lady, there is a lot you can do for yourselves. I wish you
the best.
MR. NAGENDA:

I am sorry but I will have to start by disagreeing with my colleague,
Commissioner Kakwenzire. All the people are the same whether they are
men or women to the opportunity that they get. I cannot agree with this
kind of sexism. Night Kulabako, 1;heGombolola Chief at Entebbe is one
of the very worst people we ever met but she was not a man. Neither was
the Muluka and Gombolola Chief we met in Mubende who also killed a
lot of people, they were women. We must preach to be tolerant to our
friends and citizens but it is true when she says that the evidence we have
heard today from these widows have really moved us greatly. For me I
shall never forget it, from the lady who said that when there is a change of
government they go across the swamp which is a statement I will never
forget, to the lady whose ear was cut off and she was made to eat it.
While we were at Kapeeka we saw two young men who had been made to
eat each other's nose and ears. So the evil was everywhere. Also we
heard yesterday from a lady who, although her husband worked for the
church only ever got just one blanket from the church. That the church
has also really failed its· congregation. The ordinary people everywhere
are the same. Their leaders are the ones who put them into these
proble~s. My Chairman thanked the D.A. and these people for what they
have given us, how they have helped us. For me, I have not seen them,
they were here at the beginning and it seems they have forgotten about us.
Fortun~ely, we can find an old woman who has been herself since
Producmg and as far as only history will tell, still able to send her child to
Makerere and another one to "A" levels and so on. For me these are the
people I shall remember I
.
.
.
th b . .
• want mere 1y to add one thmg which I srud at
~thegmmng, until we are honest with each other until we are honest
w1 ourselves or even m
•
'
·
}
part in th h al"
ore importantly, we cannot play a meaPmgfu
e e mg process of this country. We cannot pretend that just
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because somebody gives a chance
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·
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Uganda Th k y
•mg to you and people like yourself throughout
·
an you very much

cf-IAIAAiAN

Thank you very much.

cHAIAAfAN
•

Today, ~e ls~ of November, 1989, the Commission is assembled here at
.the Semor Pnson~• Officers Mess to hear evidence. Leading Counsel, I
understand the w1_tnesswe_have today is Mr. Opika Opoka who last
appeared before this Commission on 4th October, 1989. In that session I
was_not av~lable, another Commissioner, Dr. Khiddu Makubuya was the
Actm~ Chamnan. But I have been informed about what has happened.
Then it appears that, first of all Mr. Opika Opoka never gave evidence on
oath, not even assigned a witness number, not even been sworn in as a
witness. The reason was that, there were problems, originally, which was
about the record. Briefly, on 2nd of June last year when the Commission
was in Arua, a witness gave evidence in which he mentioned allegations
to the effect that Mr. Opika Opoka at the time of incident was the District
Commissioner in Arua and that Mr. Opika Opoka deroofed or removed
iron sheets from one of the houses of the father of the witness. The father
of the witness had to go in exile and he came back he was arrested and
eventually died into the police barracks. Now this evidence was widely
publicised in the press when the Commission had come back from Arua
and incidentally attracted Mr. Opika Opoka's attention. And through his
lawyer he needed to indicate his attention to come and give evidence in
relation to allegations given against him. Now it has taken some time
since that intention was made to the Commission, because the record
seems of the witness No. 107 of 1988 which was not available with Mr.
Opika Opoka's counsel. Subsequently, the record, was produced, but the
record was not complete, certain parts, answers to question to that witness
are missing. This I understand, was the main business which we had been
consulted on 4th October, 1989 when Mr. Opika Opoka appeared to give
evidence. Some facts are that - there was some technical fault in the
evidence of this witness to the effect that some of the statements made by
the witness and some questions made to him do not appear in record.
This I think was a technical mistake, technical error, there \Vas something
wrong with the machine which was recording. It was not intentionally
legal of this part that record should not be complete.
Now, on the 4th October, 1989, Mr. Owiny Dolo who appeared for Mr.
Opika Opoka who said that he had written to the Chairman of the
Commission recording out some of the omissions of the record of the
witness. The omissions, the missing parts of the record that we knew,
this is something we know for a long time, ordinarily, the Secretary of the
Commission and myself and Mr. Opika Opoka and his Counsel. I have
discussed this matter with them several times, we tried to make the record
completed by producing notes which were taken by one of the Assistant
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Counsels to the Commission. But unfortunately those notes could not be
traced .so that the result is that we only have t~c records which was

recorded , crbatirn to go-by, we do not have anythmg else to supplement
the verbatim that wa.c;recorded Now on the 4th October also and 50 on
Mr. Owiny Dolo as counsel to Mr Opika Opoka referred a letter writte~
to this Commission addressed to the Chairman, copy to the Leading
Counsel to the Commission. That letter I_am told w?nt on record. Legal
Counsel to the Commission take some action to certain parts of that letter
,,hich J am told Mr. Owiny Dalo and Mr. Opika Opoka would make ~
copy available to the Legal Counsel. Mr. Owiny Dalo, are you with us'> I
could not trace the original which of course may be somewhere on the
record at the Secretariat.
O\\T'\"t. DOLO:

I sent a photostat copy, my Lord.

CHAIRMAN:

Is there a copy-write? Is it there right there right now?

O\\lNY DOLO:

Yes, I have my copy here.

CHAIR.i\,1AN

Your copy, yes. Can you give it to the Legal Counsel?

O\\'JNY DOLO:

My copy'7

CHAIRMAN•

Yes.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Or you can read it again.

COUNSEL:

No, I want it myself

MR NAGENDA:

Can I suggest that they declare us some of these because may be that he is
so far away, his voice might be so soft that we are going to be accused of
it again of losing audible record.

OWINYDOLO:

That is the machine, My Lord Chairman, I may point out that you have
never killed anybody as such. It was only a complaint.

MR. NAGENDA:

Well, complaint made us -

CHAIRMAN:

May be perhaps I make a ruling on how to proceed today or what we do
today Perhaps we could read this letter again on 21 st Jui y 1989 which
was read on record last time.

COUNSEL:

My Lord Chairman, excuse me. I do not know, Mv Lord, whether we are
really reversing the decision which this Commis~ion had earlier made
Because this letter was read, it was on record. and the Chairman of the
day ruled that I should be availed with a copy of the letter written to the
~hai~an.
That was the ruling. Is it being ·reYersed? Because I would
imagme, you see, in fact I have been ringing several times to Mr. Owiny
Dolo asking him for the copy of the letter. He has been sending me. up
today I have not
• d • Wh
·h
receive It
y don't we follow the earlier order ,,hie
was made that he avail
,• h h
d
.
s me '' it t e copv of the letter because the recor
has got his letter, it was read in record. -
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The only thing that worries Mr. Chainnan, is, from what I have
understood from my colleague who was the Chainnan for that day, is
that the letter actually does not ma.kcsome serious allegation against our
Legal Counsel. And if this is true, for me I haven't seen a copy of this
letter at all. I would have thought the time for the Legal counsel to say
that he thinks about the tone contact of this handy rather abusive
commrmications would be before we go on. But if the Legal Counsel
does not mind not clearing his name and he is happy perhaps to receive
what is being said.

AGENDA

CHAIRMAN:

The reason I suggested is that perhaps the Commission should refer this
issue, incidentally, is that the issue of Mr. Opika Opoka's evidence has
been with us for a very long time, it is over a year now since their issue
has been brought. So I suggested that even after the evidence has been
given, Legal Cormsel to the Commission can still express his views
about the contents of that letter.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

But he has to see that he does so in the presence of Mr. Owiny Dolo and
Mr. Opika Opoka. I think we should deal with this matter really once
for all. We have been debating for two hours, we can afford to wait for
another 10 minutes and we get a copy of this letter.

CHAIRMAN:

If Mr. Owiny Dolo has got a copy, may be could, I suggest that we stand
down for five minutes and go for a photostat copy.

MR. NAGENDA:

Quite agreed.

COUNSEL:

Another way is, I personally at my own expense, I photostat his
photostat copy and return him his copy.

OWINYDOLO:

My Lord Chairman, I cannot give away my copy, I am prepared to give
him a photostat copy.

CHAIRMAN:

Yes.

MR. NAGENDA:

I want to see it. There is no question of his not handing over that letter,
well we are happy to have the opportunity, he has done it, our Legal
Counsel is going through photostatting it, still he cannot do anything. I
think it will only be proper for the Legal counsel to take that letter, Mr.
Chairman.

OWINYDOLO:

I am not forced to do that.

DR MAKUBUYA:

Is it possible Mr. Owiny Doto that we give you transport so that you can
go and photostat this letter and bring it to us?
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O\\.TNY OOLO

OR MAKUBUYA:

i\h Lorcl Chainnan. I want to make a proposal
I believe the
C~mmissioner. outside the body now. why do not v.e proceed and then
we photostat this
\\'ell,) ou said.) ou cannot surrender the letter to him.

tr. Chairman. He "anted to go with it.

OW1l'\TYDOLO.

No.

DR. tAKUBUYA:

Okay. find somebody whom you trust and give him the thing and go
and photostat 1t

O\VTI\'\r DO LO:

1\1yLord Chairman. I trust nobody, I do not trust any other person.

CHAIRMA.~

Okav. I think. let us stop the proceedings down for 10 mimnes while
you ·await for a copy of this letter.

MR. NAGENDA.

yes Let us have more than one, we also like to haYea look at this.
(BREAK FOR 10 MINUTES)

CHAIR1fAN:

COUNSEL:

This is the copy of the letter produced by tv1r. 0-winy Dolo counsel to
Mr. Opika Opoka. and brought it to this Commission. Legal Counsel.do
you have anything to say about this letter?
Mr. Lord Chairman, this Commission was set up under an Act of
Parliament and also under Legal Notice No.5 of 1986. How it performs
its work can be found in the Act and in the Legal Notice that governs
this Commission. There are a number of Commissioners and officers of
the Commission and their role is determined either by the Act and Legal
Notice. Now in the issue - the substance of this letter which was read on
record on 4th October, is about Mr. Opika Opoka who wanted to come
before this Commission and as he says, clear his name on allegation or
matter that was given to the Commission when the Commission was in
Arua last year. My Lord, I heard, you said, when the Commission came
back, the evidence which was given against Mr. Opika Opoka was
widely published in mass media, in the papers. I remember when we
were in Arua we had people working for papers with us. we had a
Munno (newpaper) representative who has also been ,,ith us. wherewr
we have gone, that is Mr. Tamale Mirundi, and we had our Public
Relations Officer, Mr. Kisule who also works for :Ministrv of
Information. I know, because I saw a copy of the reporting, eyen before
we moved from Arua. it appears the evidence given against :Mr. Opika
O~oka was in a Munno Newspaper because Tamale ~1irundi heard this
evidence. Subsequently there was an application or a letter written b\
O&
•
P a Opoka to the effect that he wanted to come and clear his name on
th e ~legations made. A reply was given to the effect that in the course
he will be accorded the opportunity. He wrote another letter and I think
he was told that well until the record is out. it may not be possible for
you to come t 0 t tify B •
.
•
.
es • ut if you wish to come with and ,Yithout record.
you were given a date ,vh' h
.
·1· d
.
ic was stated m the letter. He neYer utl 1se
that opportumtu
thus h. h. d"
~J
w ic m 1cated - he wanted the record to come.
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My Lord Chaim1an, the function or the role of producing records of
Commission is not with the Leading Counsel, it 1s not with the

Commissioners. It is the work of the Secretary of the Commission to
keep all the records of the Commission including the production
evidence, which this case, Mr. Opika Opoka with his counsel wanted to
obtain. Leading Counsel and Commissioners only are given evidence
after it has been produced by the Secretary. It is the Secretary who
knows where this evidence is produced. I understand, it is produced by
the staff of the National Assembly So the pace at which this record is
produced is entirely within the knowledge of the Secretary and staff of
the National Assembly. When this relevant evidence was produced, I
was told, I think somebody rang me from the Secretariat that certain
parts of the record were missing. This information I got. And as I have
heard, My Lord Chairman, you on several occasions discussed this
matter with Mr. Opika Opoka and his counsel. This you have told us.
And when I was told that certain parts are missing I said, there is nothing
we can do, because we could not provide any answer to what is missing.
But what we can tell the person is the substance of what was stated.
Then I was surprised when on 4th October, Counsel for Mr. Opika
Opoka informed the Commission that he had written to you about this
matter and he read the letter and the last paragraph on the first page
which was to the effect - leading Counsel recently alarmed the
undersigned when he perf.;011ally
told me that there was a problem with
recording of Arua proceedings and that he has to fill in the gaps from his
recollections basing mainly on the Commissioners and his personal
notes. We have not words to describe such an act except to say that this
amount to foul distortion of record and manufacture of evidence which is
totally unacceptable to our client.
We shall of course insist on having access to two forms of recording
used in Arua to enable us delete from records that which Leading
Counsel for the Commission may have inserted for whatever reasons. If
our client develops the impression that the Commission is meeting our
uneven justice in this matter, there is ample justification for believing so.
Unless it be done with expedition and seen to be done just, it has
actually never done. Signed by Counsel. Well, what I have said is, I
have nothing to do with the production of evidence, I have no way of
getting commissioners' notes and my notes to compare our notes.
Because our notes I do not look through them, and we have never had
any conference with Commissioners to compare notes and decide on
what we insert on the record. I have told you, this is clearly known by
the Secretaries. I told them, there is no way we can provide answers to
the missing parts. So I categorically state that I do not deal with the
production of evidence, I only receive evidence produce~ .. Now on ~e
second page - I have said. He wants -we shall of course ms1st on havmg
access to two forms of recording used in Arua to enable us to delete from
records that which Leading Counsel for Commission may have inserted
for whatever reasons. In these circumstances, in due of the prayers made
t 0 ou in this letter that they want access. I would advise and I would
• Counse Ith e tape recoi d'mg
sayY you shall avail Mr. Opika Opoka and his
ma~hine, the tapes and whatever has been recorded so that he can make
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• not th.mk tltl':;''- will be satisfied w1tllwhat
as een recorded: It 1·s a
do
.
.
pra~ er mad,t: and J accept that they be avruled with tllesc tapes.

C'H.\1AAtAN

O\VIN\ DOLO

Yes, Mr Owiny Dolo, do }OU wish to say anything?
Yes, My Lord Chairman. I do no~ wis.h to ch~g~ th~ ~ppoftunity
available to Mr Opika Opoka to ass~st this Commission m its work to
debate 011 the sort of letter which I nghtfully wr?te. All I have to say,
My Lord, by way of rejoineries tha~ I wrote th~s le~r o~ the 21st of
July having got the information which I have given m this letter from
the Leading Counsel. I wrote this letter. to the Chairman .. And all my
letters incidentally have been to the Chairman, because I did not know
who to write, J write to the Chainnan. And we followed up this matter
_ this letter together with my client as you correctly mentioned, My
Lord. And you explained to us that it is true there are these defects and
as you have just said now, you had hoped tha~ -. somehow you could get
some information from notes taken by Comm1ss1oners.
My Lord Chairman, when you explained to us we were satisfied, we told
you, you remember that, we had no doubt on the Commission. That
explanation was enough, which explanation had not yet been given to us
by anybody before. We thereafter said, okay, the ~ommission gives us
the transcript as it is, which was availed to us, we have copies of what is
there. Now I want to be clearly understood that this letter was written
before this explanation was sought and given to us. We then came to
you with my client, it was the follow up of this letter which was written
to you. And when you gave us the clarification we told you that we
were satisfied and we were prepared to proceed on the basis of whatever
was available. Now My Lord Chairman, when I realized this matter on
the 4th here in this place when Dr. Makubuya was chairing the
Commission on that day, it was not that we were objecting to proceed
with the record as it were. We wanted to go over record that my client
was proceeding to give his evidence when parts of the records were
missing and explanation was given. So it was because of the record, it
was not that we were not going to proceed. It was a matter of procedure,
a matter of principle. The explanation which you gave us was given
outside the Commission. We now want the explanation given as it has
been given today and also on that day - that there was not anything
deliberately, it was technical defect, and then we proceed. This is a
matter of procedure. It is not that we have insisted on praying that
unless we see all the various notes of recording, we have to see it. \Ve
have never made such prayer before this Commission. 1l1is was a letter
w~ich _wasa reaction to what I was told by the Leading Counsel, which I
th mk 1~ ~ot the issue. The issue is what my client can give to the
Co~misswn to assist it in investigating the tremendous and obvious
vanous types of violations of human rights in this Commission. There is
no ~raye~ that we will not proceed if it is not there - we onlv want the
clanficat1on
made and 1·t remams
· on records which
• has made
•
.
us bc
satisfied.

MR. NAGENDA:

Mr. Chainnan, perhaps, th1·s t1·me one of the members of th·s
1
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Commission rcfc~d t 0
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"itncss's Ja\\ Yer P'lrt' 1" ,at I fit1clns Ycry offcnsi\'e statement from the
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CHAIRMA

' • tcu arly the language -

Sorry. May be, Co111n1issi ,
Dolo's remarks is th, d' • • oner, _Pr~cedumlly, what follows Mr. Owiny
'

c isposal of this matter fairly.

MR N \Gl NO\.

I shall wait my time

CH\IRMAN:

1l1cn -

MR N \GENOA:

Yes, I shall wait my time.

CHI\IRM\N

Yes.

MR NAGEND.\.:

Fine.

CHAIRMAN
COUNSEL:

CHAIRMAN:

Mr Ssekandi, do you have anything to say for the Commission?
Well, me I have noted what my learned friend has stated Since he had
been satisfied with your explanation during the several meetings he had
over this matter, I do not know why then he raised it on 4th October
1989, when he had already been satisfied, he had got the record, then
why did he raise it? Why did he raise it? So really I do not know.
Because you see, it had been a letter communicated to you - between you
and him, I did not know about it. I think having been satisfied he should
have said, okay, what had been - because you see, this is an application,
that he be availed all the instruments of recording. It is an application
which has to be considered by the Commission. And the other point
may be which had been left out which should be known by members of
public is that, this question of coming when evidence is given and
immediately you say, I am coming. That is not how the Commission
works. The Legal Notice is so clear about how a person comes who is
implicated by evidence given before the Commission. It is to the effect if the Commission is of the view that the pc.rson has been affected by
evidence, it will afford him an opportunity But otherwise, if you just
hear in the newspaper that somebody has said this and immediately you
say, I am coming tomorrow to clear my name, it may not be possible
because once you say so then you will ask us -give me the record of
evidence which the Commission may not be in position to give
immediately. So this is something which will be also taken into account
that immediately once one writes a letter is not that immediately is
called. Because he will come and say. give the record and we do not
have the record. We arc as I understand, we have the backlog of over
almost a year of record which has not been produced. So if one makes
such an application, is not immediately responded to, he thinks may be
justice is not being done. That is n~t the case. So, personally, I end here
by saying, whatever has been contamed here 1s not tme, I do not read, I
do not doctor evidence, because it is not my work to produce evidence.
Okay. I would like to get the matter cleared. What do you say in
response to Mr. Ssekandi's submission or response that now we arc
prepared to proceed. Should we proceed'/
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COUNSEL:

l\fy Lord, you sec, on 4th. I told them ~hatsince there is no way of fillin
in the gaps, but what we can tell you 1s the substance of what was s }
1
This is what I said on 4th. And the man said, in fact I told them, in a:
six sentences, the man said, his father was killed in ~rua, after his fa~~:
had been killed, his house was dcroofcd by Mr Op1ka Opoka. What do
'-'OU say about that? J mean it doesn't really reqmre, you know _ that
.J
• 1s
• up to M y Lord, the k-tterwIS
what he was supposed to answer. B ut 1t
addressed to you and it was never co?ied to me and I have just seen~
now, it is up to you, My Lord, to decide on the resp_onseyou are giving
to them in the top paragraph on the page But otherwise me -

CHAIRMAN:

And also on the Jight of what Counsel has said now -

COUNSEL:

Is he withdrawing that request?

CHAIRMAN

No. I mean - in addition.

COUNSEL:

Me I have no objection. But I thought to satisfy himself that what has
been given to him does not carry any addition by any other person. It is
better may be to afford him that. But if he now says that what has been
given to him is what was said in Arua, it is up to yo-µ.

CHAIRMAN:

Yes. Continue.

MR. NAGENDA:

So, can I have the letter, Mr. Chairman. My point and why I find this
document distressing and in fact offensive, is that as has now been
explained by the Legal Counsel, that there is backlog of over a year
through circumstances beyond our control and I believe this was
communicated verbally to the witness. But when I read in a letter
written by the advocate where it say in the second paragraph and I go
into this, Chairman, because this thing has been read into the record, and
it is only fair that Commissioners should express their feeling about this
When I read and it is unfortunate, however, that the Commission has as
if were played a game of hide and seek if your client very much to this
development to disbelieve it with disgust. This will seem to suggest that
the Commission meaning ourselves has indeed done this. When I think
from our hearts, this Commission has tried, sort of, to represent people's
feelings. Whereas there was a well known as Mr Opika Opoka guilty or
the kind of people we are talking to, the opportunities have been given to
them, I find these people really distressing and I would urge this
particular advocate to tone down his language perhaps When it then
says that the issue apparently was peculiar to his client only This of
course is a lie. Because people have been told that transcripts once are
re~y they could come as the Legal Counsel has just explained and come
with out transcripts. In fact we have had cases of somebody like Mr.
Kyemba coming without transcripts and then going away saying that he
was only as~ed things ready in the paper
And therefore we ha\'e
encouraged m public and in private, Legal Counsel to explain that
people know what is happening if they come without true records.
I remember a Jette t • h
h. h
r s raig t from the witness to you Mr Chainnan w ic
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"as copied to us ·111 I .
·,
'' 1tch
• th
tllC) \\ere not actualh• \'nglicn~a•~ cre were these vague insinuations
11 • c
.
,J
,
1nsm . r
,
ns omnussion had a p rt' 1 • . U,l ions, there were insinuations that
• a icu ar mte t • M
sure tImt I1c lost his ·,ob
.
rcs tn r. Opika Opoka to make
• or " 11atcvcr h , ,
'
t1ucw it• •mto my waste
p , b
c ,,as. 1 got hold of the letter and I
C',
askct
· tongue was really most
un,ortunatc
and C:\.1rc aper
. • beeause tl11s
1
the difficult to go.ahc:ie .Y~nfa;r- So all I have said, because I now see
am verv sad that an ad is ,at am at least one of the Commissioners I
~
•
• vacate of tI H'
'
call upon this distressnes
. le igh Court, we should have felt to
s Part1cularl} the unfortunate manner.
DR. M \kl Bl'Y A.:

f\fr. Chaim1an, I think that
h
Opika Opoka and fc
we s ould_try as much as possible to this Mr.
• bccausc we haun ortunately at this point in time we cannot listen to
Ium
.
d
ve not yet sworn the witness and things like this. But
,, e nee to have a fresh start. Because it is unfortunate that-

CHAIRI\1AN

Is there anything the witness would like to say?

0\\7INY DOLO:

COUNSEL:

This my Lord is in response to the fellow Commissioner Dr Khiddu
Makub~ya's requ:st. I would also request that my cli~nt may say
some~mg.
He mtends to give in his papers in place of what is
transcnbed as a matter of his evidence. He wants to give his statement
to this Commission.
My lord as I indicated to you, one problem and two - at school.

CHAIRMAN:

What I would like to list things - to perhaps to an end, so that we give a
substance of the witness. Now as you know the full records have not
been produced. This has already been explained to you and the start
would be that - this exchange of letters have taken place. Now I suppose
that we should - as we should end the matter, whether we should hear it
now or tomorrow morning - I would like to hear vie,vs from the
Commissioners.

MR.NAGENDA:

Firstly, if we could stay a half an hour so that we could start on this
witness, myself I will be delighted to do it, I will also be doing other
government work tomorrow and I will at least likely to haYe had
disposed of this. So for myself I am quite willing to start.

CHAIRMAN:

Okay, you can start with the witness.

COUNSEL:

Okay, let us swear the witness. The witness will be witness No. 436.

WITNESS NO.436: MR. H. S. OPIKA OPOKA - S\VORN IN
CH..c\.IRMAN:

Counsel, is the advocate going to lead his client?

COUNSEL:

Y es. Y ou Sec, he did not come here as summoned witness. he
make his case known to us.

OWINY DOLO

Okay. Thank you my Lord.
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C3rn.C

to

•

I favc you come prepared for that?
0\VJNY DOLO·

I did not know.

MR.

It is in order to find out his names, age, his religion -

l

AGENDA.

O\VINY DOLO:

Ok.lV. I will try it. Can you give this Commission your full names?

OPIKA. OPOKA

My names arc Opika Opoka

o,vn,rY
DOLO:

The Commission would like to know how old you are

OPIKA OPOKA:

I was born on the 6th of June 1944 in Kitgum.

O\\'INY DOLO:

What is your occupation now?

OPIKA OPOKA:

I am a Civil Servant.

OWINYDOLO:

What status?

OPIKA OPOKA.

I am a Permanent Secretary.

OWINYDOLO:

You know why you are before this Commission today?

OPIKA OPOKA:

Yes.

OWINYDOLO:

Can you tell this Commission where you reside?

OPIKA OPOKA:

I reside in Kololo, Plot No. I I Golf Road.

OWINYDOLO:

And then your Ministry?

OPIKA OPOKA:

I am at the moment on leave.

OWINYDOLO:

CHAIRMAN:
OWINY DOLO:

OPIKA OPOKA:

OWINY DOLO:
OPIKA OPOKA:

You are aware that you are before this Commission on account of the
Commission's findings when it went to Arua.
It is not findings. It is allegations.
Sorry, allegations which were made against you when the Commission
went to Arua in 1988. •
Mr. Chairman, Sir, I am here first of all to answer the charges made
'
'
against me by Munno that I ordered a death and looted the roof of a one
man called Alyai in Arua. And I am also here to respond to the records
of the minutes which the Commission has been carrying out and
provided us last week.
Which Munno Publication are you referring to?
Munno is a newspaper.
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Mr. Chainnan

1R

C

CHAIR~ \

MR

AGFNDA:

CHAIR!\iAN

\iR NAGENDA:

CHAIRMAN.
OWINYDOLO:

CHAIRMAN:
OWINYDOLO:

.
' actually t 0
omnussion or gi ,·
answer the
.
think 'tng answers to allegati question by Munno to this
on made by the Commission I
'
\Veil. 1 think th. .
IS IS - I th'nk
1
publications rcporti'ng
he is entitled to d b
•
• • before this C o oth
· a
entJ.tlcd
to report b 0 th matters
.
ansing
. : Th·is is
0
~1 •
'
In the fo
•
.
mnuss1on which •
~so m the evidence as
rm in which is to be read . th
is
recorded.
m e press and
\Vhy I was saying this Mr Ch•.
,
· airman Let me order - order p rh
·d
• e aps we start I th"nk
evi ence as produced to Mr. 0 ik
i
w~ start with the
comment on p a Opoka by the Commission. Then we
My point is that - otherwise this M
.
very much in need of the co
f Munno had said - that is why we were
PY o
unno, but But he entitled to refer to, and to comment on.
And I think_my Lord Chainnan, this will help the Commission to clarify
where he thmks that the report- he has not turned up with the records.
Let us proceed.
From the records which - we studied the records which the
Commissioners availed to you and your lawyer. I would like you to
read, my Lord Chainnan and Hon. Commissioners - this will appear on
page 6060 of the record of the proceedings - somewhere about mid way where Dr. Makubuya is, Mr. Chainnan, this statement is attributed to Dr.
Makubuya. 'Okay, now you mentioned that one of your father's houses
was deroofed by Mr. Opika Opoka. What tribe is Mr. Opika Opoka?'
And today, you remember Leading Counsel for the Commission clarified
what the witness had said. You remember it, he has just said it a few
minutes ago. It does not appear on the record, that tone has been
explained. But the Leading Counsel has explained which led to this
question by Commissioner Makubuya. Can you state again what you
got Leading Counsel as having said - what the witness said?

OPIKA OPOKA:

Mr. Chairman, the Leading Counsel has stated that we are here arising
from one bad incident whereby a certain businessman. the witness said
that his father was killed, then after his house was deroofed by me, Mr.
Opika Opoka.

OWINYDOLO:

Now, can you assist -

COUNSEL:

My Lord Chairman, first of all, I think it should brahe
~ut in a thconteaftxt.
Wh_
e
•
•
tsh
II
what
was
stated
by
a
witness
lb
1m
was
at
er
1s
srud m a nu e ,
.
.
.
father had been killed his house m Arua was deroofed b} Mr. Opika
Opoka. It is not what I am saying but what are the correct.

CHAIRMAN:

If I can be o f any ass )·stance · What can be gathered from not only on that
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,age but I think to begin from between page five and seven - some total
~)fallegations made against Mr. Opi_ka_Opoka to the effect that if, we
were there, most of us the Comm1ss1on \~'c '.vere there, what some
people, I recollect from what - what I am s~ymg 1s that s0~1e p~oplc said
that the father of this gentleman who 1s called Alya1, this fonner
busi,nessman in Arua, he had gone to exile but then he came back, he
was invited to come back by government and he responded to that
imitation, but he was arrested in some market, say, somethin" like
Owino Market, and he was then arrested and taken to barracks in A111a
and in the police station and subsequently he died in on<.:of these
barracks. Then after the death of this father the issue, the Dtstnct
Commissioner, in Ama at that time, Mr Opika Opoka removed ironsheets from one of thl.' houses of this father. Now the name, he did not
remember the name, but when the Comm1ss1oner Kh1ddu-Makubuya
arrived, to the issue of the Star Newspaper, Commissioner asked this
witness - "could this be Mr. Opika Opoka, who is now reporting here. to
have been made Secretary to Judiciary?' Then the witness said, yes.
And I think that is where the issue arises The gist of it is that Mr Opika
Opoka was in Arua but I cannot remember exactly when the witness
stated - when de-roofing had occurred but he was saymg that this
happened when Mr. Opika Opoka was the D C in Arua. That is the
issue.
OWINYDOLO:

I see. Probably after having listened to the explanation by my Lord
Chairman and read together with what is on the record - can you
probably assist this Commission, you give an explanation of \\hat you
know about that matter?

OPIKA OPOKA:

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Chairman, I was first posted
to Arua in May 1st 1975, as District Commissioner from Karamoja
where I was District Commissioner. I fled into exile in February the
14th 1977 from Arua. That is the first place of my stay in Arua Mr
Chairman, I returned from exile at the end of 1979, on the 22nd of
December, 1979 from Australia. I was posted to work in Lira District
after normalising my return. I worked in Lira District as the District
Commissioner from January to February 1980. Mr Chairman, when
some Ugandans learnt that I came back, two delegations were sent, one
from Karamoja, asking government to allow me to go back to \\Ork in
Karamoja.

CHAIRMAN:
OPIKA OPOKA:

MR. NAGENDA

As ..
As a District Commissioner
As a matter of fact, Mr Chaim1an a lot of
transfer, a telegram was sent to me and I ,vas only waiting for transport
to go to Moroto. Then Mr. Chairman, I was
•
A telegram from where or from who?

OPIKA OPOKA:
From the Ministry of Local Government.
COUNSEL:

The delegations were to who?
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OPl1'.\ Ol OK

To the Ministry of I
summoned to K-., ,.ocal Govemm<!nt. TI1. M
.
...upa a bv tl 1
l!n r Chairman I
J\ ngulo who told
•
me thatJ _ le
, , ate Permanent S<!crctarv
Mr y., was
•
request them to all 0 .
) et another delegation ti •• A
crcm1a
C •
" me to go
d
rom rua came to
hatmrnn, I would like t0 . r an work with them in Arua And M
Al · •
m,onn th c
• .
•
, r.
r ) at was among the delegates
c omm1s~1onthat the late Jaberi
Kampala. he told me that th I • Jaben Alyai to me I met him in
t 0 A rua. I accepted, Mr Chey• lave come t0 beg the M1mstry
. :
to post you
I ~80_in March. in the mid;:~~J
went to Arua. I started the work in
D1stnct Commissioner fr
M
arch. I took over the office of the
Commissioner then in A om r. Wadada Musana, he was the District
rua.

l\1R 1\JAGENDA:

In March, 1980?

OPIKAOPOKA

In March. 1980 - from Lira 1
the people of Arua.
•
was transferred to Arua on the request of

MR.NAGENDA:

Including the late -

OPIKAOPOKA:

Including the late Alyai Jaberi.

MR.NAGENDA:

Alyai Jaberi.

OPIKAOPOKA:

Mr. ~hairman, I worked in Arua until June, the 2nd 1981 when after
returnmg from the Sudan where I had gone for a Border Meeting, we
heard that Arua was invaded again. That was the second invasion. Mr.
Chairman, I called it a day, I said, I was no longer going to Arua. That is
the very period of my stay in Arua.

MR.NAGENDA:

From which Border Meeting?

OPIKAOPOKA:

From the Border Meeting of the country, from the Sudan and Zaire, by
the ex-Amin soldiers. Mr. Chairman, government wrote to me whether I
am still pleased - I said, I have suffered enough in Arua.. I lost my
property three times in Arua.

CHAIRMAN•

When were those three times?

OPIKA OPOKA:

Number one, I lost my property in February when I fled into exile. That
was in 1977, my property was lost. The second time, Mr. Chairman, Sir
it was in October 1980, when Arua was invaded, I lost all my property.

COUNSEL:

Lost by who?

OPJKAOPOKA:

By the guerrillas, from across the border. from Zaire and fr~m the Sudan.
ex-Amin soldiers. Mr. Chairman, the final loss to me was m June when I
was away for a Border Meeting in Juba in Sudan.

COUNSEL:

That was in June 1980 or 1981?

OPIKA OPOKA:

In 1981 . That was my last stay in Arua. Anything that happened
beyond those days I do not know. I understand Alyai died in 1984. I
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was not there.

Okay. Tel1 us how you understand he died in 1984.
~fR NAGFNDA.:

OPIKA OPOKA:

.
b ·rtue of his business Alyai knew a lot of things and
Mr Chamnan, Y v 1
•
•.
k'nd
to me. He gave me some VI•abl e mfonnation
1
Alyru was very
·d
•
.
d' the 1·nvasion of I 980, October, he Sal , my friend, you alert
me1u mg
.
• aft erward s Arua was
are going to be invaded,
to fi nd 1t
govemment , we
h
tl h
• ad d I alerted the security personnel w o apparen y ad taken up
mv ~ • Otherwise what did happen in 1980 where all a group of

attention.
kill d
people, soldiers stationed at Yum.bewere
e •
CHAIRMAN.
OPIKA OPOKA:

October I 980.
October, 1980 - the 7th of October - that is when the invasion took place,
the whole unit was wiped out from Yumbe. One person escaped. All - I
do not know if it is a battalion or what - I think a battalion will be too
much. At Koboko, including the Commander, all of them were wiped
out. Five people escaped and ran to Arua and informed us. Alyai was
there, a very useful man, he warned us, if the soldiers did not take note
of that, I passed on information to them. And invasion came to Arua and
they found the Military Police, a few soldiers, they fought, Malera I
think got killed there, the famous Mai.era who was one time terrorising
people in Kampala here. So I ran to Gulu to report the matter to the
authority. Alyai had gone to Zaire, but a few days before the actual
invasion, he packed all his luggage - not only Alyai but more people fled
the town, the town was abandoned, the town was deserted. On that day I
remember me driving al.onein town, everybody had fled including Alyai
with his property, with everything and he went and settled in Aliwara
where he was running a prosperous business in Zaire. Alyai briefly
returned to Arua at around April, 1981, where I found Alyai at his
residence in Wandi, I was coming from my usual. tour, inspection of the
county, his house just next to the road. I found Alyai and I was very
delighted to see him. I said Alyai, have you come back now? He said,
yes, he has come back. I said, don't do the thing like that. If you have
come back, you know the procedure followed here. You go to the
police, you report yourself to the police so that government knows that
so and so has returned. Because if you stay in the village like, somebody
comes and misunderstand you for undesirable elements, something bad
may happen. It is not good. So I gave him a lift, he reported to the
police, after that he flep back, he went back to Arua - sorry to Aliwala.
And I have never seen Alyai since. That was in 1981 \vhen he came
briefly. So by the time I left Arua, Alyai had gone to Zaire -

COUNSEL:

In June 1980 that is when you left?

OPIKA OPOKA:

I left in June, 1981.

COUNSEL:

2nd of June?

OPIKA OPOKA:

2nd of June.
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No" You told this C
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J}l:fSOna friend _ Yen
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th'
•J c1osc friend C
en was actually a
·nc" is son of Alyai who
• . an you tell this Commission .f
gave eVIdenccbefore th' C
. . 1 you
IS omm1ss1on?
~tr Chainnan, I know that boy.
•
His other name is called Ging1.
·
How do you spell it?

oPIKAOPOKA:

G-i-n-g-i Mr Ch •
•
• ainnan, this son of th I
.
the record I read here left A
.
e ate Alyai Jaberi, according to
rua in 1980 - some tim I d
th e exact day, but he' left Arua
aft
. .
e - o not remember
with others left Aru · c.
er th e mcident. Mr. Chairman, Abdu
.
a, m 1act, fled away from A
afte
. .
.
which he and other people robbed
. rua
r an mc1~entm
Ombatini Senior Second
Sh
at gu~ pomt a lorry belongmg to
Ombatini S . S
ary c ool, the VIllagerswere enriched. And
.
emor econdary School is near the home of the late Alyai
Jaben, people were annoyed with him and Abdu fled into Zaire.

MR.NAGENDA:

What is the name of the School again?

OPIKA OPOKA:

Ombatini. So he ran away to save his neck and I have never seen him
since. Ifhe was sneaking in by night I would not know.

OWINYDOLO:

Now you note from - if you can read it out from the records - My Lord
Chairman and Hon. Commissioners, this is on page 6059 - the middle
where we start with the Chairman. "I see. Okay, thank you and then
continues ... ". Mr. Ibrahim, I am very sorry to learn of the sad
circumstances in which your father passed away. But we were set up to
inquire into all this. So I request you to bear with me also. It is also
puzzling me why you decided to return to Uganda in 1984". We could
not return in 19.. - this is Ibrahim now answering - we could not return in
1983 as it was my plan before because the situation in Arua was still not
good.

OWINYDOLO:

Then - continue, continue down there.

OPIKA OPOKA:

Yes. Yes, you see, you mentioned something about the arrival of Ach~li
as one of the reasons for departure from Arua. I am also puzzled by this.
This is Dr. Makubuya.

OWINYDOLO:

Then this one is not said.

OPIKA OPOKA:

Yes.

OWINYDOLO:

you continue reading.

OPIKA OPOKA:

is why you had to go?
1980 they had left and this
And you mean bY
·
. t
left things were still good , we d.d
1 not run out
the
Tanzania
roops
.
•
Wh en
aft h ing seen that the situation was worsemng. this
yet but later on er av
w~ the time that we decided to go away.
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0\\ 17'1) DOU).

You stop then., Now you went to Ama in I 980.

OPIKA OPOKA:

Yes, l\1r. Chainnan.

0\\ 11\) DOLO·

Titc Commissioners would be intl.!restedto know what relationshipwas
there between the people and the Tanzanians and the government troo s
• A mat
p
that were m
•l

OPIM OPOKA:

Mr Chairman, before the first invasion of 1980, October, the
relationship with people was excellent, very good. The people of Arua
liked me so much, business was booming, people from Kampala Were
flying by Uganda Airlines to go and ferry merchandise, disco was on
market was on, the schools were open I went personally Mr Chainnan'
and opened the border between the Sudan and Uganda along the Key;
border for the first time. This was in about April 1980 I went and stood
on no-man's land and wait, the people reckoned me they invited me on to
the Sudan where I addressed some refugees who were assembled there
that included the late Major of Arua, Nassur and his brother Doka At/
Doka Ali is very much alive up to now. I told them, anybody who wan~
to come to Uganda is free, if you want to stay in the Sudan, you are also
free, we are not forcing anybody to come, anybody comes, should come,
but come in a manner that we know you are coming, you that you are not
mistaken for being a guerrilla. The same thing I went to Zaire, in fact, to
Zaire I would drive any time. I talked to the prominent businessmen,
Chawuda, others whom you see in Arua now, I convinced them they
returned to Arua, including the former Minister of Commerce, Mr.
Mohamed Bakit who is still there up to now. In the Sudan, they
included the District Kadhi whom I talked to , they came and there were
no problems at all, no road blocks, no panda gari, nothing. Everybody
was happy.

OWINYDOLO:

Incidentally, the Commission would also like to know -

CHAIRMAN:

Say, before the October invasion.

MR. NAGENDA:

Exactly, he has been saying October invasion -

OPIKA OPOKA:

This was invasion involved -

OWINYDOLO:

Okay, okay. Now can you explain what happened then?

OPIKA OPOKA:

After invasion, Mr: Chainnan, I was persuaded to go back to Arua. 1
returned and started off Arua again. When the people -

CHAIRMAN:

Sorry. What date?

OPIKA OPOKA:

This was in November, 1980.

CHAIRMAN:

Yes.

OPIKA OPOKA:

When those who fled to Zaire heard that I was already at home. I was in
Arua, they came back, in business as usual, there were not pr0blem with
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th p~oplc, m:uket re-opened h I
funct:Joning. In fact this peri~ds\ o; s ,~·ereoperating, the hospital was
of the office of tl1e Red Cro s ' c_ore tn 1980 I facilitated the opening
help people, they were frc, t s h:~htch staved there and I left it there to
0
any intcnuption Th
c.
c_P people people went to them without
I
•
e re at1onsh1p at J , t
f:
was very good.
'
cas as ar as I know between us
\\'hat do you mean by 'between us•·,
QPI

"-..\OPOKA:

As people of Arua was very good.
But I, ~ink. what Comm_ission~rKhiddu Makubuya was talking about
an~ '' hich } our counsel 1s talkmg - I think you said before things were
alnght, you now say even after that invasion things were alright.
Presumably now you would tell us when things stopped being alright.

OPIKA OPOKA

Things never stopped being alright until there was invasion and I left
Things were good, Mr. Chairman. Because you asked me in which
period -you said, what happened in this one? I answered Even in
another period, I also answered, Mr. Chairman.

OWINYDOLO

In fact you are telling the Commission that the only time that Arua saw
problems was when there was invasion and fighting during the period of
fighting only.

OPIKA OPOKA:

That is right.

OWINYDOLO:

I see.

OPIKA OPOKA:

That is the only time, Mr. Chairman, that I know of, at least during my
time.

OWINYDOLO:

Okay. And after the invasion things cooled down, you had to start it all
over again as you have said.

OPIKA OPOKA:

Yes.

OWINYDOLO:

You had to persuade the refugees to come back and open up the market
all over again.

OPIKA OPOKA:

Yes, Mr. Chairman.

OWINYDOLO:

I see

MR NAGENDA

you mean even after October, 1980, when soldiers were wiped out,
except five people who fled to the Sudan. Yo~ mean e~·en ~er that afterwards there were no problems between the different views.

OPIKA OPOKA

There were no problems Mr. Chairman, to the best of my knowledge.

CHAIRMAN

How about between soldiers and civilians?
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Who were thcs1.· people who were wiped out by the guerrillas from

Zaire'?
OPIKA OPOKA

From Yumbc?

MR NAGENDA:

111cywiped out at Yumbc?

OPIKA OPOKA:

At Yumbc and Koboko, two different places.

MR NAGENDA.

Yes. But what were they?

OPIKA OPOKA:

UNLA soldiers.

MR NAGENDA:

Yes. Were they West Nilers, were they Acholi, were they Langi, were
they Basogc1:,what were they?

OPIKA OPOKA:

They were everybody. All tribes in Uganda were there.

OWINYDOLO:

Probably, can you tell this Commission whether there was a tribal army
when you were in Arua - whether there was any tribal anny in Arua?

OPIKA OPOKA:

I have never heard of that Mr. Chairman.

uWINY DOLO:

Can you also tell this Commission or you have told this Commission,
you were born in Kitgum, that can suggest anything, what tribe arc you?

OPIKA OPOKA:

I ru;nan Acholi.

OWINYDOLO:

Yes. When the people of Arua were crying for your going to Arua, were
they aware that you were an Acholi?

OPIKA OPOKA:

Very much so.

OWINYDOLO:

I see. And when you were a District Commissioner in Arua for all that
period of time, at any one time did the Acholi people declare war on the
people of West Nile?

OPIKA OPOKA:

There has never been any war between the people from West Nik and
Acholi, never.

OWINYDOLO:

I sec.

MR. NAGENDA:

Just on that point. Mr. Opika Opoka, docs it therefore surprise you that

0
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Mr. Chairman, who does not know th h'
not know what is happening to A h re· isto~ of Uganda? Who does
somebod::ywere burnt hef . K c o r m_vanous places? you are here,
e m ampala usmg motor vehicle tyres.

MR NAGENDA·

~:~~~ika O~oka, c~'t you give the history a bit later. I am asking a
p
question. Smee you say that there was never any problem
betw~en th e Ac~oli and _peopleof West Nile. I am asking you the silly
que stion -does It surpnse ?'ou that when we were in Ama, people
actually talked of_hated soldiers as Acholi. Does it surprise you? Please
answer that question.

OPIKA OPOKA:

Does is it surprise me?. It surprises me of course.

MR.NAGENDA:

Why?

OPIKA OPOKA:

Why not, Mr. Chairman?

MR. NAGENDA:

No. It is not you who poses questions, it is my job. Why not?

OPIKA OPOKA:

Because I have never witnessed anything between the people of Acholi I mean - you are talking about the army?

MR. NAGENDA:

I am talking about soldiers.

OPIKA OPOKA:

Mr. Chairman, I am not the Commander of any soldier, I think that
question can be put to the Commanding Officer.

MR. NAGENDA:

Mr. Opika Opoka, possibly the Legal Counsel will explain to you. We
are asking you these questions - everybody will ask these questions of
Baganda, of Langi of yourself, Acholi and other people of what
happened, you and other people. If we want to ask the Commanding
Officer we have it in our powers to ask him. But to the fact that you
were there let me advise you, you just answer questions as they are.

OWINYDOLO:

Okay. My Lord Chairman, probably, I would say a word. The witness
has clearly stated, while he was in Arua, there was no war between the
Acholi people and the people of West Nile. And the soldiers that were
in West Nile were UNLA made up of all tribes. And he has stated, 'he is
surprised'. I do not know if he can - sort of- telling lies. I do not know
if he can say anything less suffice.

MR. NAGENDA:

Because, you see, we were told, it is on record, that people of Arua, some
people of Arua, it was given in evidence that actually the Acholi did
very badly when they went back to Arua.

CHAIRMAN:

Perhaps, let us make a correction here. If the Acholi will be VCI)' general
- that will be a general - perhaps, should we say, some Acholi.
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CHAIRMAN

bcr , Mr • Chaimuu1 ' because we were there· togcther,

If,ourcmcm

sa) ing the Acholi.

\\Crc

It 1s wrong t o Sa. , "the Acholi". I think that is a collcct1onof a group.
'

What I am saying is that. we are _referringt?the evidence that was given
to us•.•atld we can't suspend it until we find tL

O\VINY DOLO·

f can be of assistance, l\ly Lord Chairman. There is a record here.

CHAIRMAN.

Yes.

0\\ Il\1 DOLO.

\\'hen the question was put to the witness - he said, some of the soldiers
were Acholi. So that one negates what Commissioner Nagenda is
saying

MR ;\AGENDA

It does not negate.

OWINYDOLO.

But this is what he is saying
''some"

:\fR ~AGE~DA:

What happened is that -

CHAIRJ\1AN

I just want to make some correction - that I do not think ,ve have - to the
evidence - that the Acholi, that is too general expression.

MR NAGENDA.

O\VINY DOLO:
COUNSEL:

MR. NAGENDA:
COUNSEL:

He does not say "the Acholi" - he says

Mr. Chairman. \\·hat happened actually, and I would like to stop here
should we find a relevant piece of information. I did actually ask "why
do they say the Acholi and don't you mean the soldiers who were there?"
This man not necessarily appearing to what happened because we were
there for a long time and listened things that touched Mr. Opika Opoka
But there was a general condemnation of Acholi and. also when we were
very surprised, because we said, were there other soldiers who were not
Acholi and they said, we do not know. we know it was Acholi. I am
g0ing through what was said to us. Perhaps Legal Counsel say I wish my Lord Chairman. this was off record.
My Lord Chairman, I think this is a complaint we have been having
whene,·er we met witnesses talking about the army. They ha, e been
trying to generalize which is wrong But I think what Commissioner
Nagenda is saying - as far as eYidence it does not mean that we ha\'e in
belicYed in that evidence. though we What is wrong.
As far as the evidence. people arc general. because vou remember. my
Lord. when we were in Luwcro. instead of calling goYemment troops.
they arc calling it 'Acholi Am1y'. And we said. this is wrong because the
army is composed of many people. But I think for the witnesses in Arua.
they had this generalisation of an army calling it 'Obote's tribe'. It was
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\\ rong hut I think this is what the Commissioner is referring to.
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l can assure YOU that I am not saying that it was a generalisation I just
brought cyidcncc when a witness said that there was not problem
beh\iecn the Acholi and the other people there. Does it therefore not
surpnse \'OU that there was this very strong feeling against what was
called the Acholi people. And 1 think the suspicion they got right, Mr.
Chaim1a11,for us who have gone too quietly into hearing in the evidence,
because I am asking Mr. Opika Opoka, that there was - what he thinks
about the Acholi whom we think as an important to this Commission.
Using actually, even soldiers

CHAIM1AN

We can proceed.

COUNSEL:

My Lord Chairman, I have a serious problem because I will take
somebody needed at school at 2.00 p.m.

CHAIRMAN:

Yes. But perhaps let us have the question answered. That will be okay.
We can stop there and -

OPIKA OPOKA:

Mr. Chairman, I do not know what some of the Acholi in the army might
have done. I do not know. But I am talking for the ordinary people with
the people of West Nile. And incidentally, Mr. Chairman, I am married
from West Nile, my wife comes from Arua, we are happily living here.
We get along very well.

MR. NAGENDA:

But if I may just refer to - when we refer to the evidence - and we are
talking about evidence against Langi or Obote or anything - it has been
told us in Luwero and other places that Obote brought problems with
Baganda. If you remember he also married from Baganda.

OPIKA OPOKA:

Well, that man is different, I have never brought problems to the West
Nile. (Laughter).

MR. NAGENDA:

I think that is very good.

OPIKA OPOKA:

Acholi, Acholi, even a Karamojong is an Acholi, you know.

MR. NAGENDA:

But the question was one. Wasn't so?

OWINYDOLO:
COUNSEL:

If you do not know, the witness should not tell the Commission why.

I have got one question first, I want to find out, did you hear of the
Ombaci massacres?

OPIKA OPOKA:

Yes, I did.

COUNSEL:

When was that?

OPIKA OPOKA:
COUNSEL:

That is when I was in Sudan.
d. • •J I am not asking you where
While you were in the control of the istnct.
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Nl,t cYcn controlling.

\Vere you the D.C of Arua?

OPJKA OPOKA:

1was the D.C of Arua on safari.

COl 7\SfL.

Yes. we k-now. Did you hear about it and do you know what happened?

OPHv\ OPOM

COUNSEL:

1 did. ·when I returned from Juba, we anived in Gulu, we met with then
late Chief of Staff MaJor-Gcneral Oyite Ojok and Col. Marum and other
Militarv officers who asked me to accompany them to Arua, there was
an inv~ion. I told them, that is a military problem, I am not a militarv
man, I proceeded to Kitgum, I did not go to Arua. I heard, I never we;t
there.
Okay To your knowledge or to what information, reliable infonnation
received, were a number of civilians killed at Ombachi? Because, I was
surprised when you said, it is only one incident and you quoted example
of Brig. Kili. Did you hear about Ombaci massacre and was it real, did it
happen?

OPIKA OPOKA:

Mr. Chairman, I said, I was not there.

COUNSEL:

Okay.

OPIKA OPOKA:

I had gone to the Sudan for a border meeting.

MR. NAGENDA:

But I think what the Legal Counsel was asking is that - did you hear
about it? You can hear even if you are not there. Surely, did you hear it?

CPIKA OPOKA:

I read in the papers.

MR. NAGENDA:

Munno newspaper?

OPIKA OPOKA:

This time not Munno. (Laughter).

CHAIRMAN:

OWINYDOLO:

CHAIRMAN:
MR. NAGENDA:

Yes. May be on that note, we shall adjourn and resume here at 9.30 a.m.
I hope we shall be able to start on time.
My Lord Chairman, I hope the Commission will be able to get - you
know -so that we do not get bogged down. He wanted to look for
something if I got him right.
Yes. We shall look - I hope our records as a witness clarified Even if when it has not been reached, then we shall come to another
time, we have got plenty of time. But some of these evidence have been
directly against your witness. But they actually intend to throw some
kind of severe questions on the thing that is said and Ombaci will be one
of the question to start with, it was very interesting incident.
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\\1 'Y DOLO:

COlh 'SEL:

Okay.
My Lorci Chainnan and Lady Commissioner, probably before we
proceed, I would like to point out some three things. I assume, my Lord,
that the witness is still on oath. He could be reminded about that. We
proceeded yesterday and adjourned to today, as you rightly put it. I have
seen a copy of "The New Vi~ion", my Lord, which reports the sitting of
yesterday. My Lord Chainnan, I would like to point out three things
which do not reflect what transpired here yesterday. My Lord Chairman,
I would like to point out that my letter which I wrote to the Commission
and was read yesterday and the other time did not insinuate that my
client, Mr. Opika Opoka had lost his job. Secondly, no member of the
Commission suggested that that letter insinuated that my client had lost
his job My Lord Chairman. this letter was written in July when Mr.
Opika Opoka was Secretary to the Judiciary before he went on leave. So
it could not insinuate to that he had lost a job which he did not lose. It is
copied to Mr. H.S. Opika Opoka, Secretary to the Judiciary, High Court.
That is how it is copied. It could not be copied to somebody who had
lost a job. Thirdly, the clarification which was given in this Commission
was that the witness in Arua, Ibrahim Alias Abdu alias Gingi had alleged
that Mr. Opika Opoka had deroofed his father's house after his father's
death. That is the clarification which was given here. It was not stated
the de-roofing was done in 1981, and this report of "The New vision"
states. It said after the death of the witness' father Alyai.

CHAIRMAN:

Where is that paragraph?

OWINYDOLO:

This would be third paragraph, starting with "when the Commission last
sat in Arua". It does not say it was in 1981, it says after the death of
Alyai. So after the death it could be any time from 1984. It could have
been last year, but not 1981. Mr. Opika Opoka named the Arua witness
as Abdu Gingi. He did not deny that the witness is called Ibrahim. He
stated that he is also known by the other names of Abdu Gingi.

CHAIRMAN:

Where would that be?

OWINYDOLO:

That would be in the third column, my Lord. He named him as Abdu
Gingi although the Commissioner noted down as Ibrahim. Mr. Opika
Opoka did refute the witness' name as Ibrahim. He stated he is
notoriously known by the other names of Abdu Gingi to show that he
knew him very well as the son of his late friend. Finally, My Lord, Mr.
Opika Opoka did not say at the ti~e O~baci m~sacre he was _in Juba.
He said at the time of the second mvas1on was m Juba. He saJd at the
time of the second invasion of Arua he was in Juba on security border
meeting. When as a second link of that, Mr_.Opi~a Opoka my Lord, did
not say that he was invited by the late Oyite_0Jo~ and Col Marum to
escort them to Ombaci. He said the late Oyite 0Jok and C_ol.Ma.r:uru
• • G lu and asked him to go with then to Arua Pohce Statton.
met h 1m m u
.
•
·li
They did not mention Ombaci. He refused that smce Th1t
~~ a mh1tal)th'
and finish before he comes.
1s 1s w at e
matter th ey should go
· all
.
'
'd. th·s
Commission yesterday my Lord, and I thought m
1
witness saJ m
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COlt-.SEI.,·

Mr. Chaimtan, having realized the position, I _will not comment on this
matter. Although J may say that the complamt has been noted and 1
suppose it ,viii be put down on_rccor~ and when we arc considering the
record, we shall definitely consider tlus ~atter. But I for me I amnot in
a position to make any suggestion to this matter My Lord, at the same
time you arc disadvantaged in that you arc the only person who was
present here when tlte evidence was started here.

CHAIRMAN

The complaints made by Mr. Owiny Dolo are valid. We have in this
Commission tried to advise our press - some are good - but there arc
some culprits in this regard who kept on saying that tltis is what
transpired. Certainly some of these allegations are very serious to the
effect tltat Mr. Opika Opoka has been suspended because of this
Commission. That is not correct, it is a lie. I would like to urge the
members of the press to behave to the standard like tltat of their
profession and not to fabricate events or given their views or criticisms
as if that represents facts. This is not a matter which has to be judged by
the Commission in its findings and tlte Commission has powers to deal
with any reporters -

OWINYDOLO:

OPIKA OPOKA:

COMMISSIONER:

OPIKA OPOKA:

Mr Opika Opoka, you are still on oath. Yesterday when
to today, the Commissioners wanted to know if you
Ombaci massacre and this is the point where we broke off
could enlighten or you could give the Commission what
these massacres.

we adjourned
had heard of
Probably you
you know of

Mr. Lord Chairman, I did indicate yesterday that \\'e had two inYasions
in Arua. The first one took place on the 7th October, 1980. I was
physically present at the beginning of the invasion. Mr Lord Chainnan.
I did inform the Commission that I left Arua, I rushed to Gulu in order to
inform Government a_bout the invasion which I duly did. My Lord
Chairman, the second invasion took place in the month of June 1981.
Which date of the month?
I do not remember, it was towards the last week of June. l\h Lord
Chairman, I did indicate that I had left Arua on the 2nd of June l Q8l.
and the reasons were as follows: (1) 1l1e 3rd of June is a national youth
day in Uganda. It used to be and the national venue in that particular
year happened to be Gulu. So I travclkd to Gulu to attend the occasion
Before I left, my Lord, the station, as is usuallv the case, was handed
over to somebody, an ADC. In this case I did h~1d it oyer to the AD.C
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calh.·d Mr Nafotali Alyai

I did not, thcrcfo,c, ah:u1don the station as
mc people \\ ould 10\c to believe. My Lord, I had a good briefing lo
Ill) ADC
lie knew exact I) "h<.:rl'I was goin1~ He..knew I was going to
attend the National Youth Da~ 111 Gulu. He knew I wa.i; proceeding to
Kitgum to SL'C my children twms v,ho wen.: admittcd in the hospital.
1lierc "as a police telegram to that effect. My Lord, Chairman, the
office knew that from there I was supposed to go to Gulu to prepare for
Sl 1

Regional meeting which wns taking place in Juba - preliminary meeting
-comprising of all the people from the border areas including people
from Moyo, Nebbi. Arua and myself. So after [ had attended to my sick
children, l came back for the preliminary meeting From where, my
Lord. we proceeded to Sudan on official Government business. We had
a reprcscntati\'e from Kan1pata, 111c Permanent Secretary in charge of
Rc-gional Co-operation. the then Pem1ancnt Secretary, Mr Nyakimwc
led the delegation We had people like Col Maruru and others I have
got a list. We stayed in Sudan for almost five days from the 17th We
returned from the Sudan on the 27th June. On our way back from the
Sudan, we were informed that there had been another invasion of Arua.
I stated, my Lord, that the man who informed me was not other than the
then late Chief of Staff, Oyite Ojok, in the presence of Col. Marum. I
was requested, my Lord, by the late Chief of Staff to accompany them to
Arua. I did explain that look here, the situation in Arua, as you arc now
reporting, is that of a war. If there is fighting the system breaks down,
law and order break down. So first of all, go and ensure security after
which I can happily go and try my best. My Lord Chairman, J did tell
you further that when I was allowed to go to Kitgum, I never returned to
Arua as a District Commissioner because I had enough of it as I
explained to you. I said Government should look for somebody else to
try and do the job which I have done. So, my Lord, whatever took place
at that material time in Arua and in particular in Ombaci did not take
place in my presence. And before I went to Juba there was no indication
that there would be invasion of Arua. There was not meeting to that
effect, there was no information to that effect. So whatever took place
after being away for almost three weeks from my station, my Lord
Chairman, I am not in a position to help the Commission on that matter.
be.cause I was not there.
OWINYDOLO

The Commission had wanted to know if you heard about the Ombaci
massacre.

OPIKA OPOKA:

My Lord Chairman, at the material time when the military reinforcement
was heading for Arua, I had no knowledge that anything had taken place
in Ombaci. I had gone to Kitgum, my homeland.

OWINYDOLO:

The Commissioners had wanted to know yesterday, you stated that from
the time when you went to Arua, your posting in 1980 up to the _first
invasion, who relationship between civilian ~opulation and vanous
ood Then the question was put I remember
•
.
.
.
Governmen t o rgans Was g
·
•
er
Dr
Makubuya
whether
after
the
first
mvas1on
this
had
.
.
by C ommission
changed and he wanted clarification on this.

OPIKAOPOKA:

·
th, situation in Arua preceding the first invasion, I
My Lord eh amnan,
c
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OWINYDOLO:

OPIKA OPOKA·

My Lord Chairman, I read the information with utter dis~elie~. -Myself
imagine that it
could not have gone to de-roof the house.
b . I cannot
. th even
.
1
was mentioned in the context. I do n~t e 1ev~ 1: at 1tfwEas
ev~n said so.
Because how could I from Kampala m the M1ntstry o ducat1on,three
years after I had left Arua, to have gone and de~oofed the_house. I did
not de-roof the house, which house? Where was 1t located in Arua?

OWINYDOLO:

you have noted from the records that this witness, from his own
testimony in Arua in 1980. And yesterday to gave this Commission
information that the boy left Arua after an anned robbery and you did
not come back until 1984, according to his testimony. You have noted
this one.

OPIKA OPOKA:

My Lord Chairman, I think it is on record. May be, my Lord we have
got to refresh our minds about this information.

COUNSEL:

OWINYDOLO:

DR. MAKUBUY A:

OPIKA OPOKA:

If the witness does not believe that the evidence was given, what is the
purpose?
My Lord Chairman, the witness is saying it is incredible, he cannot
believe it. My Lord Chairman, I will ask the witness to read from page
59.
And you mean by about 1980 they had left, they left after the Tanzanians
had left. In other words, he ran away in 1980.
My Lord Chairman, Mr .. Ibrahim said when the Tanzanians left. things
were still good. We had not run out yet. But later on soon ha\'ing seen
that the situation was worsening, this was the time that we decided to go
away.

OWINYDOLO:
Yesterday the Commissioners where asking you - they informed you that
they travelled to Arua, they got information from so many witnesses
abou~ the Acholi's killings and what have you. Before I ask you the ne:\1
question, I would like - My Lord Chairman, there is page 60 OPIKA OPOKA:
COUNSEL:

It is Ibrahim, my Lord.
Yes.
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Some _oftlie soldiers were Acholi, some used Kiswahili and some used
Achoh. _But for me as a person who docs not know Acholi I could speak
to tJ1emm Alur.
\Vhat is your undcrstandin_g
of what you havejust read now?
My understanding is tliat the composition of UNLA at that time did not
only compose of Acholi, but there were other tribes as well.

N?w in respect of the Ombaci killings, I would like to refer you - this

111
'~' help _theCommission to compare with what we actually have on

rc~ord which we have not been availed. There is "New Vision" report of
Fnday June the 17th, 1988 _
COL'NSEL:
o\\·INY DOLO

COUNSEL:
OWINYDOLO.

OPIKA OPOKA.

COUNSEL

The 17th June?
Yes It is under the column for the Human Rights Commission, my
Lord.
I see.
Which is headed "UNLA killed randomly". This time we are not
protesting against the report, my Lord. There is some - can you kindly
read of the report about Ombaci killings, this relevant question.
My Lord Chainnan, this was a witness who is actually the Headmaster
of Ombaci Senior Secondary School, Mr. Abiliga whom I know very
well. Mr. Abiliga said that on the 21st of June, 1981, about ten thousand
people took refugee at Ombachi Mission and were being assisted by the
International Committee of the Red Cross and the Verona Fathers.
Government troops stonned the enclosure and killed people
indiscriminately. He said, 47 people were buried in three mass graves
inside the Mission. Lt. Mukiri Aguma, Sam Ebong and Francis Odeke
and Sgt. Langoya were in charge. Out of them, only Francis Odeke
struggled to refrain soldiers from killing people and contained the
situation. He said soldiers opened fire when ICRC-flag was flying high
over the school at the Mission.
Another key witness, Mr. Raphael, who was Acting D.C. of Arua after
Opika Opoka fled without leaving any information to. anybod~ on the
security situation 1980, gave account which agreed w1~ prevtous two
w1·tn esses. He named and linked anny officers,
. Mukm, Sam Ebong,
Aguma, Langoya and Tom Kiyengo with the killings.

OWINYDOLO:

• Okay Now on the issue of your alleged in departure That is
•
th
l d.
•
1 • d Now I would like to comment on e cone u mg
you have exp rune • h amed and linked these other persons in the
paragraph -he says - e n
killings of Ombaci.

OPIKAOPOKA:

•
th1• is to rove of what I have said and what I hope
My Lord Chainnan,
s th P
osition of UNLA was made of all
everybody knows that that e comp

Correct
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I
the tribes

.
in

, d·
Ug,u1 ,1

I will single out these pl!oplc one by one!. Mu),;j •
r1

is a K11n11111,

CIJAJRMAN:
OPIKA OPOKA'
CHAIRMAN:
OPJKA OPOKA:

COUNSEL:

OPIKAOPOKA:
COUNSEL:

Sorry - did you know them?

Oh, very wdl,

r knew

all of them.

I sec.

. a Ktimam, Sam Ebong is from Lango, a Lango,
Mu k.,n. 1s
. Aguma also,
•
an
Acholi
and
Tom
Kiycngo
1c;- ram sure he 1s a Muganda
Langoya 1s
•
What do you mean'! You knew him or you arc sure he is a Muganda by
name?
By name.
Do you have people like Nyanzi in Acholi?

OPJKAOPOKA:

Oh, yes. But that one was a Muganda.

COUNSEL:

Then you knew him?

OPIKA OPOKA.

I do.

COUNSEL:

Okay.

OWJNYDOLO:

The witness just wanted to state politely not to offend my friend, I think.
Now yesterday the Commissioners wanted to know - wanted you to give
an opinion I suppose - why even despite labouring evidence to the
contrary, in their journey in Arua people were saying the Acholi went to
kill them and not only in Arua, they were saying everywhere they went
they heard that the Acholi went there to kill them. Then they themselves
said, it is erroneous. But they wanted you to make a comment. What
have you got to say, probably it would help the Commission

OPIKA OPOKA:

My Lord Chairman, Lady Commissioner, the issue of Acholi joining the
Army dates back from the colonial times. And aback too, my Lord,
Chainnan, this is not to say that other tribes were not in the :mny. Other
tribes were also in the army. Why the colonial powers had a liking or
had a preference for the Acholi, there must be something good about the
Acholi. My Lord Chairman·, the Acholi arc very honest people, they are
dedicated people, they do their work very well.
And, my Lord
Chainnan, this may explain why many of them actually were rccrnitcd
into the army. The colonial times, r do not think that some of the few
members - some of the members who were in the anny misbehaved. If
they did misbehave, then that was not brought to my attention, then there
is no record about it. My Lord Chairman, even during the colonial
government - say, Independence Government, Obote I for instance, these
same Acholi were there, the few who were in the am1y. I do not
rcm~mbcr any case of misbehaviour anywhere. They were known as
soldiers. The name Acholi, for a long time it has been living with the
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amt) •• 1ltat \\as their .iob. And the) did not do a bad job U1eydid a very
good Joh. ~ty Lend, I think in the Kabaka's Paine~ tr~op, there were
some Acholt her~ as guards, nobody has a complaint about them when
the PaJn~c wa..,;;
still there. My Lord Chainnan, when therefore politics
cnt~rc~ 111tothe anny, where there was no discipline, this is the
~cg~nn~ng_
o~ all troubles. Where other people in large numbers joined
~n, '.ndtsciplmc started from top to bottom So we cannot, if it is just
Justifiable. TI1crefore,for any1hing now happens to Acholi. This does
not state any sense of logic, it docs not at all. Because there arc other
names, say, take Otim. Okello - these names arc shared by - I do not
know how many tribes in Uganda. They arc shared by Jopadhola they
arc shared by Batcso, Kuman1. Lango, Alur, I name it. So for anybody
going by name, anything spelt like that, he is an Acholi without even
verifying it I do not blame them, my Lord Chairman, but I think there is
a need for education to tell them that to blame a tribe or say. it is not fair.
It is not far whether be that tribe Acholi or be that tribe Muganda,or be
that tribe from West Nile, for that matter. If somebody has committed an
offence, let that individual be picked out and treated according to the
crimes he or she has made to somebody. So my Lord Chairman, I feel
that Acholi is earning a bad name for nothing. It is not to label on them
anything that that is Acholi. I think this is not fair, Mr. Chairman. So I
beg to say that my Lord let Ugandans be much more broad minded
because blaming their problems on the Acholi will not necessarily solve
their problems. It is actually tackling of the problems constructively,
that will help us to develop. So I do not, my Lord Chairman, agree with
those who normally whenever there is a state problem, they single out
Acholi. That is not fair.
CHAIRMAN:

Okay, thank you.

OWINYDOLO:

My Lord Chairman, probably members of ~e Commission and the
Leading Counsel may wish to ask you few questions.

CHAIRMAN:

Yes, Mr. Ssekandi.

COUNSEL:

•
I do not think my Learned Friend has complete_dhis
My Lord Chrurman,h the witness was starting his evidence, he said he
work. yesterday w en
t testify and say something about what
had come here for two purpos:s t ~ad appeared in publication - a Munno
was on record, and also f~r w a h
h d that I thought he has to
Publication. I do not thmk w~ ave ear
.
complete and then we can come m.

CHAIRMAN:

• a uide _ guideline that and that - Mr.
yes. I think if we may give h g_ seen the evidence as per record.
lient now avmg
·
h · ·
Owiny Dolo, your c
fr m the evidence given, I thmk e IS ~n
official record produced . o
th ecord with what was reported _m
position to compare what IS on ; -~ts then he can legitimately drum
"Munno". Now if he h~ any compl:ned, this morning against that. So
or complain the same thmg ~ e:uld be treated in that line. Could you
that it s
may be , I think perhaps,
?
follow what I mean.

OWJNYDOLO:

I do, my Lord.
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CHAIRMAN.

. . t _ do not know what this report in "Munno", is ab
not prcscn 1
.
•
• •
out
I ' vas
•
•t
• something your client 1s comp1ammg about "'' ,
I
b t it seems
is
. "
• '"OW
u
tJ • fficial record and what was report m Munno"
having seen us o
'ffi
d
'b
, You
'.
. • osition to sec
the d1, crcnccs
cscn cd there and the
wtll be no\\ m P
.
,
• ts no,,, ""t:>
,mainst reporting of the newspaper.
comp am
I

OWlNYDOLO:

My Lo rd Chal
, ·rman, after bcnefitting from the member Commissioners
.
d . we thought, this probably was not a correct forum any mo

,ester a).
.
. d h' h
.
re,
~
w ' 1cII arc s11ght1ydifferent
becaU,sc the allegations which were raise v•
from the "New Vision" report. "The New 1s1on report was not sayin
is intentional distortion, it is only misreported. Whereas my client react~
the "Munno" and other reports. You know, there were intentional
distortion whatever occurred which we would like to tre_at under a
separate forum. We erroneously thoug_ht,_you know, this is a matter
which we could bring before the Comm1ss1onfor some action, but then
we learnt that the Commission's power does not go that far So we are
prepared to abandon that one. But with the New Vision report which we
think is just an error, it can be rectified. That is why we brought it
before the Commission. It is not intentional, it is just -

CHAIR.MAN.

you see, what the Commission can entertain is what - misreporting what
is given to this Commission.

OWINYDOLO:

Yes, my Lord. So we have abandoned that one, we will use a different
forum if need be to pursue that later.

CHAIRMAN:

Okay. Very well. Mr. Ssekandi.

COUNSEL:

Mr. Opika Opoka, did you say you knew the late Alyai very well?

OPIKAOPOKA:

Yes, my Lord.

COUNSEL:

And you said, he was your friend?

OPIKA OPOKA:

Indeed, my Lord.

COUNSEL:

Did he have houses?

OPIKA OPOKA:

He did have houses.

COUNSEL:

Did you know where these houses were situated?

OPIKA OPOKA:

I knew where some of these houses were situated.

COUNSEL:

How many houses did he have?

OPIKA OPOKA:

The ones I know are three.

COUNSEL:

Situated where?

OPIKA OPOKA:

One is a big hotel on Adumi Road called the National Hotel.
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SEl

Ol I"A CPC K

Yes.
TI1is hotel unfortunately was d,
.
cstroycd dunng the October inva,;ion -

That is tl1e first invasion'l
first invasion.

()Plk \. OPOKA:

TI1e

cH.\iR\1 \N:

In 1980

OPlk,AOPOKA:

Y CS.

COLNSEL:

\Vho destroyed it?

OPII~AOPOKA:

It was destroyed during the invasion.

COUNSEL:

Who destroyed it?

OPIKAOPOKA

I do not know.

COUNSEL:

I see. How did you know that it was destroyed? After or before?

OPIKAOPOKA.

When I got there after the first invasion that hotel was one of the many
buildings which were destroyed during invasion.

COUNSEL:

Yes. The second house?

OPIKAOPOKA:

The second house was at Wandi.

COUNSEL:

Wandi?

OPIKAOPOKA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

In Arua again?

OPIKAOPOKA:

In Arua.

COUNSEL:

I mean it Arua town?

OPIKAOPOKA:

No, no, seven miles away.

COUNSEL:

In Arua District?

OPIKAOPOKA:

yes, in Arua District.

COUNSEL:

Yes. How was it made?

OPIKAOPOKA:

It is a residential - it is kind of a shop in - along the road.

COUNSEL:

yes. pennanent maten'al s.?

in 1980.
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OPIKA OPOKA·

C0l

SI'L:

rl:,.·s 11cm1,mcntmaterials.
'
Yes. 111c third!

OPJKA OP01'. \

• d 1s
• ncar
The t I11r
• tlic government quarters at Anyaviyo.

COU~SRL:

Ycsl

OPIKA OPOK.\

That is the extension of the National Hotel.

COUNSEL:

Yes. It was also destroyed during the invasion?

OPIM OPOKA

The two were not destroyed during the invasion. That one at Wandi and
at Anyaviyo were not destroyed during the invasion.

COUNSEL:

Yes Now have you been to Arua recently or when these allegations
against you were made?

OPIKA OPOKA

I have been to Arua twice.

COUNSEL:

Did you visit these two places to see whether the houses are there or not?

OPIKA OPOKA·

My Lord Chairman. it doesn't concern me, because I left the houses
when I left in 1981, the two houses I stated were not destroyed. thev
were intact. What transpired after I had left my Lord with all humility-I
do not know.

COUNSEL:

I am asking you this question because some minutes ago when you were
saying, it was incredible for somebody to come before the Commission
and say you had deroofed the house. You said, where was the house? I
mean, didn't you find it important - because somebody having -you
know, he had three houses and you have said, one house has been
deroofed. Didn't he consider it important to ascertain that even the
house somebody is talking about has never been deroofed?

OPIKA OPOKA:

Ii is important my Lord. What I am saying is this - when I left Arua..
these two houses were intact, they were not deroofed.

COUNSEL:

But you said you visited Arua after

OPIKA OPOKA

Twice.

COUNSEL:

When and when?

OPJKA OPOKA.

In 1986 and lastly in 1989 - in February this year.

COUNSEL:

Ycs. You visited this area twice only - was it on official business·'

OPIKAOPOKA:

One was on official business.

COUNSEL:

Which one was on official business'?
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)PI~\

OP( K

ll1e first one.

coir 1SEL·
0

111c first of 198 6 '?

\ OPO"-. \

cou~sEL.
0PIKA OPOKA:
COl 1\SEL:

0Pl1'.AOPO"-.A

Yes.
How about 1989'/

In l 989 I \\cnt forth b .
e unaI.
I sec.
Of my brother-in-law's dau ht
g er.

COill·ISEL:

I. sec. Isn't it strange that in an
smcc 197S and whe;c }' h
area_where you had numerous friends
• ••
ou ave a wife you
·d
.
ns1tmg the area for so long?
'
mame a wife, not been

OPIM OPOKA

A strange -

COUNSEL:

Yes.

OPIKAOPOKA:

Why my Lord?

COUNSEL:

You see, it looks strange.

OPIKAOPOKA:

It is not strange.

COUNSEL:

?kay. You seem to have told us that while you were in Arua, working
m Arua, you suffered a number, I think three times when your property
was looted. Did you?
-

OPIKAOPOKA·

Yes, I did, my Lord.

COUNSEL:

You said, the first one was in February, 1977?

OPIKAOPOKA:

Yes, my Lord.

COUNSEL:

How did it come that your property was looted in 1977 February and by
who?

OPIKAOPOKA:

My Lord Chairman, you will remember that in F~bruary 1977 was ~ very
bad year for two tribes in Uganda. The two tnbes are the Ac?oh and
Langi. This was the day preceding the death of the late Archbishop of
the Church of Uganda. Prior to that. my Lord. on the 9th February, the
D.C. ofKoboko -

COUNSEL:

you mean Koboko was a District in 1977'?

OPJKAOPOKA:

It \\'as a separate district.

COUNSEL:

I see.
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OPIK OJ>OK

'TI1clatl~ Captain Agcch was arrested.

CHAIR1\r \1'.

Did you know his tribe?

Or>ti-._
\ OPOKA·

Jk was a l.,angro• He was arrested. l am saying,
. my Lord, things were
fcor
lls
vho
came
from
those
hvo
tnbes.
d
not very goo
·
'

CHAIRM.\N
OPlMOPOKA:

\Vas he arrested in Koboko or in Arua?

He was arrested on his wa} from Arua going to Koboko, after golf
exercise -after playing golf Mv Lord, what started leaking somehow
was that things were not good, things were not. And precisely why
things were not good, nobody wouJd come ofenl~ and tell us that things
were not good. But when the late Captam s wife rang me from their
house in Koboko at about 8 o'clock in the evening, she said, did you see
Captain Agech today? I said, yes, he has just left, more than one hour
ago, he should now have been in Koboko, because Koboko is only 30
miles from Arua and it is a good path She said, he is not there, he has
not yet anived My Lord, the lady waited, by midnight she rang again to
my house. I said, he has left. In the morning, my Lord, I also rang the
Governor then, Captain Sam Odong. I said, the wife -

CHAIRMAN·

The Governor of where?

OPIKA OPOKA.

Of the West Nile Province who was our boss.

CHAIRMAN:

I see.

OPIKA OPOKA:

I told him the wife of Agechi rang me and she said her husband whom
we had stayed together in the Club, myself, Captain Odong, the
Governor and Agechi. The Captain Agechi went and we were left, he has
not yet arrived, something must have gone wrong. In the morning, My
Lord, we heard all sorts of rumours - oh, there is a dead body on the way.
oh, there is this and that. I told the Governor, the Governor was not to
be seen, he had left for Kampala very early in the morning without
te~ling why he had to leave. My Lord Chairman, there ,,:as another
A.D.C. called P.P. Olok - the late. My Lord, I called this young man and
said my friend, let us - you go home. Because at that time I was
Provincial Executive Secretary of Nile Province, I was no longer the
D.C I was promoted. I told Olok and said, please, you go away, we do
not know what is happening, Agcchi is now missing, the Governor has
gone to Kampala without telling me, only the two of us are left. you
disappear, I will also go into hiding.

COUNSEL:
May be you clarify here. What was relationship between Agcch, Odong.
you and Olok?
OPIKA OPOKA:

We were Administrators
Olok was A. D C. I, the Governor. I was
Provincial Executive Secretary.

COUNSEL:
I sec. You mean you were advising Olok to run away from Arua'?
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OPIKA OPOKA:

Yes.

CHAlRl\1 \N

Olok was an Acholi?

OPlk .\ OPOKA

Olok was an Acholi

CHAIR1L\N

I sec.

COUNSEL:

And Odong?

OPIKA OPOKA·

He is Chope in fact.

O\VINY DOLO

The Luo in Bunyoro.

OPIKA OPOKA·

Yes. So I went into h!ding because we did not know exactly what was
taking place, for three days until we were informed that the Governor
had returned from Kampala. I went to the Governor in the evening, I
said, what is happening exactly? He said, no, no, don't worry, there is
nothing. I said, you say, don't worry - where is Agechi? He could not
give me a clear answer. I went back to my house. That was Sunday. On
Monday the 14th, my brother-in-law - somebody came from my brotherin-law's home - he was called Major Ambrose, a Lugbara. He sent his
brother to my house and told him - he drove all the way from Gulu to
Arua and told me and said, you must leave now, if you· don't you will
die. I went to the office, handed over the keys to my Secretary and
excused myself. I came home at about 10.00 o'clock, I started my
journey on foot, running away from Arua, leaving my family behind but
since it was day, I could not move very fast.

COUNSEL:

You mean moving towards your home area?

OPIKA OPOKA:

No, no moving in fact towards the Sudan. It was too late, I could not
move towards my home, my Lord, I went and hid in a friend's home. At
about 3.00 p.m. I received a message, that my house was stormed, the
army came into vehicles, broke into my house, they were looking for me.
I said, well the day has come and I was told that those army came with
the ADC, one Mr. Olok, whom I thought had run away. There, in my
compound, they found a driver who, after hearing what was taking place,
came to sympathize with my family. These fellows found the driver
there , he was also arrested that he had taken me across the border. So the
two people were taken to the Military Police.

CHAIRMAN:

Olok and who?

OPIKA OPOKA:

Olok and the driver.

OPIKA OPOKA:

He is called Orech Bern. I waited for darkness and crossed into Zaire.
My Lord, on that very day the 14th, in the morning al~ ~e mem~ers of
Acholi and Lango, who were in the forces, the army, Military Police, the
police.
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COU SEL
OPIKA OPOKA:

COUNSEL.

What date was it?
1977 the Military Police, the Police and the p .
TI1e 14th Fc bru ary ,
'
nsons
were all arrested.
Who infonned you of this?

OPIKA OPOKA.

1 was still there they were all arrested and later on, I was told, they Were
taken towards Lugiri.

COUNSEL·

Yes, what?

OPIKA OPOKA:

Lugiri, is a sub-county, leading to Ncbbi.

COUNSEL:

Could you, may be, if you could assist us if you can estimate the
number.

OPIKA OPOKA

My Lord honestly I don't know the number.

COUNSEL:

They were all what?

OPIKA OPOKA:

They were Langi and Acholi and all these people including Olok were
killed by the soldiers. My driver

COUNSEL:

But I only, I want to know this, whether you never heard the estimated
number.

OPIKA OPOKA

My Lord Chainnan, I must tell you what I really know, I said, I don't
know, but they were many, they were taken in a lorry.

COUNSEL

One lorry?

OPIKA OPOKA

One lorry, my Lord, the ADC.

CHAIRMAN:

You said, who was your driver?

OPIKA OPOKA:

Bern. Bern was not killed, but he was beaten very badly since he came
from there, he was released.

CHAIRMAN:

What was he, was he Lugbara?

OPIKA OPOKA:

He was an Alur, Olok died, he was never seen again. Mv lord. there
were two officers who possibly could know what had happened
precisely to those people, one of them was Major Ismail.

COUNSEL:

He is still a Major?

OPIKA OPOKA:

He is in Arua.

COUNSEL:

Arna Town?

OPIKA OPOKA:

Arua town. He was attached to Bondo Militaiy Barracks, I think he is a
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Niami or something like that I can't remember the other sec~nd name
very well and the second person is Lieutenant Adam who was m charge
of the Military Police in the town.
COUNSEL:

\Vhere is this Adam?

OPIKA OPOKA

I don't know I saw him briefly when there was a coup in 1985 here _in

Kampala. but then thereafter he disappeared. I don't know where he 1s,
he was said to be in Kenya or something like that. But if I manage to see
him here. I would definitely spot him. When I saw him my Lord, I told
the brother of the late Olok I said the man is here, he has now come but
'
he disappeared since. My Lord
I left this country.
COUNSEL:

May be before you leave this name of Lieutenant Adam, why did you
tell the brother of Olok that the man is here? Is it because he was incharge of the Military Police or he was involved?

OPIKA OPOKA:

Yes, he was in-charge, I said there are people who possibly know what
has taken place.

COUNSEL:

There is a point I want to get here, are you - did you tie Lieutenant Adam
with the death of Olok because he was in-charge of the Military police
which was involved in the operation?

OPIKA OPOKA:

Yes, please.

COUNSEL:

Yes, continue.

OPIKA OPOKA:

Yes, my lord what took place, those who might have escaped at that
particular time, were those who were not in that place and I can only
remember just Galdino Okello who happened not to be around at that
particular time.

COUNSEL:

Who was he?

OPIKA OPOKA:

He was a Chief Magistrate in Arua. My Lord when I left they started
looking for my wife and looking for my children, Major Ismail and
Lieutenant Adam, went to my house, Major Ismail, the same Major
Ismail we are talking about, went to my house and shared my property.

COUNSEL:

Who told you this?

OPIKA OPOKA:

My Lord, I was given this information by the then D.C of Arua, Mr.
Kidia Mungoma.

COUNSEL:

By Kidia?

OPIKA OPOKA:

Mungoma.

COUNSEL:

Mungoma!

OPIKA OPOKA:

Yes, he complained about the way, they were handling my property.
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w11 crc i.she now?
He 1s 111 Kamp.ala
tl11nk

1-0

the Ministry of Agriculture as an Under Secretary
,

I

co

Continue please.
OPIKAOPOM

OPl

b •cause Mr. Mungoma Kidia talked to them about that th
M, Lord, c
d.
·1
'th .
ey
•
d
t
ki·11
him
also
so
he
fie
mto
cx1
e,
we
met
w1
him
in
z.,,;
wa.nte o
'
~re,
in Bunya.

COUNSEL·

You ended up in Bunya?

OPTKAOPOKA.

Yes. not only Bunya, I went far away, that was only a first leg but 1
ended up in Australia.

COUNSEL:

Please continue.

OPIKA OPOKA:

That is all.

COUNSEL:

So eventually, you went to Australia and then you came back in 1979

OPIKA OPOKA:

Yes.

COMMISSIONER:

You have mentioned three losses.

OPIKA OPOKA:

The other two losses was a result of the invasion in October, the
invasion which started on October the 7th 1980. Well, when the
invaders came to my residence was a target, they broke into it, they
moved the vehicles they found in the compound, took all my property.

COUNSEL:

Where were you when this happened? Were you in Arua or away from
Arua?

OPIKA OPOKA:

My Lord I said, I had come to Gulu to report about the invasion.

CHAIRMAN:

After Alyai had warned you?

OPIKA OPOKA:

Yes, after Alyai had warned me, when the invasion was actually on.

COUNSEL:

That is October 8th?

OPIKA OPOKA:

October 7th.

COUNSEL:

So, did this, was this by the invaders?

OPIKA OPOKA:

Yes, my lord. The third one was in June, when I left for the border
meeting in Juba, I never recovered anything.

COUNSEL:

You mean when you went to Juba, did you leave your family behind"7
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OPI" \ OPOK \ •

M) fhmily "as not staying behind this time, they were in Kitgum, I was
alone.

\Vhcn did you start.living alone in Arua?
OP11'. \ OPOKA:

When we returned from exile, when I went to Arua, my family could
come and visit me, they were staying in Kitgum, I was alone.

COUNSEL:

Because nobody may be interested to know why you decided to leave
your family in Kitgum and working in Arua.

OPIKA OPOKA

My Lord, I think the first - (Interruption)

COUNSEL:

It looks a strange question but - (Interruption)

OPIKA OPOKA.

It's alright, I accept it, what I said is this. When I left Arua in 1977, my
people suffered a lot, my children suffered a lot, they had to be smuggled
out by some good friends in Arua and they had to be escorted out so
after that experience I don't think that, I would take my children in a
place where everybody knew anything could happen.

COUNSEL:

Now, you see, what was the impression of your family in Arua area of
your people, after these suffering?

OPIKAOPOKA:

After the suffering!

COUNSEL:

The 1977, 1980, what was the impression - about Arua?

OPIKAOPOKA:

The impression we had about Arua was positive, that without the cooperation, without the love some people from Arua had for us, I may not
have seen my children. So we really build a civil population even from
the anny men who came and saved my life, the late make Ambrose for
instance has, very good people, so we had a very positive thinking, in
fact, I went to Arua to thank then for having got me alive. I went to
thank them for saving my children and I want to show them that love
and forgiveness and that is what I have done.

COUNSEL:

I see, so now this brings me to 1980 or 1979, when you were asked to go
to see people from Karamoja were crying for you, people from Arua
were except a few, didn't you suspect them when they were saying you
go back to them, when you had really suffered, in 1977. and fled to
Zaire?

OPIKA OPOKA:

COUNSEL:

OPIKA OPOKA:

y QU see my lord the suffering was not meted out by the people of Arua.
The suffering was meted out by individuals in the army so the ~st of the
peop lewer e Okay , I had no quarrel with them I had no quarrel with them,
we got along very well.
Now when you say, you went, you agreed to go to Arua to say to
'
•
reconcile
what did
you really mean.?

I think I didn't say it.
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COUNSEL:

He said, he wanted to show actually the spirit of forgiveness.
y cs, well when you said, you went to Arua to show the spirit of
forgiveness,forgivenessto who1

COUNSEl

OPIKAOPOKA-

To the few people who mishandled me, my family and my property.

COUNSEL:

Now, who are those few people you went to forgive?

OPIKA OPOKA:

I mentioned their names.

COUNSEL:

These two Adam and Ismail?

OPIKA OPOKA:

They know.

COUNSEL:

Were they in Arua, when you went there?

OPIKA OPOKA:

They were not there, but to show them the kind of heart I have for
people, I love them even if they were not there I went to show them, that
the revenge does not help anyway.

COUNSEL:

Okay, now when you went to Arua as in 1977 which ended in 1979 or
1980 March 80, did you have Assistant D.C?

OPIKA OPOKA:

Yes,

cou

COUNSEL:

Nafutali was one of them?

OPIJ

OPIKA OPOKA:

Nafutali was one of them and two others.

COUNSEL:

How long did Nafutali continue to be a D.C. for Arua?

OPIKA OPOKA:

Nafutali, when I went for the Border Meeting, he was running the station
he was not a D.C.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

OPIKA OPOKA:

He was an A.D.C. but as I came back and I was not going they appointed
rnother D.C. Mr. Hilbert Opeli, he was the one who took over eventually
as a D.C. of Arua Nafutali continued as an A.D.C.

OPIKAC

COUNS'

OP£KA
COUN

OPIKJ

co

OF

COUNSEL:

So would you say Nafutali would be in a position to know anything
which might have happened in Arua?

OPIKA OPOKA:

They have given evidence here, yes, they would know - he would know
for sure.

COUNSEL:

He would be in a position to know whether this Alyai Jaberi's house was
de-roofed or not?

OPIKA OPOKA:

He would be in a position to know.
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\Vho else do you t11inkshould know? You know, you arc assisting us so
tlrnt "c can find proper witnesses to assist us in iliis one. You have said
Nafutali, any other responsible person who hns continued to be in Arua
you can give us'?

OPIKA OPOKA:

The ADC. is the current count\ Member of Ayivu - his name. When I
remember his name I will let you know.

COUNSEL-

Now, you see, yesterday you said, you gave evidence on the massacre of
soldiers in Yumbe and in another place in Arua and Koboko, were you
infom1edabout what happened in Yumbc or Koboko or you were there?

OPIKA OPOk .\

I was in Arua.

COUNSEL:

So, you were informed?

OPIKA OPOKA

I was informed what took place there because three - I think the soldiers
who escaped from Koboko, were given a lift by the Father from Koboko,
who brought them to my office in the morning of that hour, through
CITA we were able to know that there was no response from those
places, Koboko and Yumbe, when we raised them. I think you know
what CITA means.

COUNSEL:

Inform the Commission.

OPIKAOPOKA

It is a message by the army. I see, we raised Moyo, there were still
people, they were responding on that morning of the 7th, we raised
Yumbe, there was not report, we raised Koboko there was no report at
about 11.00 o'clock those seven soldiers arrived and told us what took
place.

COUNSEL:

Did you establish the number of soldiers who were wiped out in these
two places?

OPIKAOPOKA:

My Lord, I cannot tell a lie. I know that the Yumbe Detach, may be,
comprised about 60 soldiers and it was under a Lieutenant, and Koboko
may be about 200 people because three days prior to the invasion, we
went with the Commanding Officer and alerted them. we talked to them
to be on the look out. Yes I could estimate the number.

COUNSEL:

Now, you see, you seem to have received this information of the
invasion in October 1980, from Alyai.

OPIKAOPOKA

And others, and other intelligence sources.

COUNSEL:

And other intelligence sources.

OPIKAOPOKA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Did you believe Alyai Jabcn?
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COl.fl\'SEL:

OPIKA OPOKA

• surpnse
• You when before. the invasion Jaberi ran away with his
Did 1t
property to Zaire because you said so.
It did not surprise me because ?ot only Jaberi ~ away m~y. people in
Arua carried away their properties at around that time. He 1sJust one of
them in fact he is not the only one.

COUNSEL:

If it is many people was it your pol~cy;o alert people to run away from
Arua because the invaders were commg.

OPIKA OPOKA

I saw them running away what could I do?

COUNSEL:

Did you try to allay their fears by saying you stay we are going to
protect you?

OPIKA OPOKA.

While you were at Moyo and _Koboko when it had fallen my lord,
Yumbe had fallen you see, you stay around, that is not possible.

COUNSEL:

So you realized the situation was hopeless?

OPIKA OPOKA:

Yes, my Lord.

COUNSEL:

Did you say he came back?

OPIKA OPOKA:

Who Alyai? Alyai came back in April, 1981.

COUNSEL:

When he came back in April 1981, did you treat him suspiciously?

OPIKAOPOKA:

No, I was delighted, in fact when Alyai came back I was in company
with the Red Cross, I was in a company of Tanzanian soldiers and
officers. I found them at the verandah I said, I was very delighted Alyai
has come back, I am sure he is now going to reconstruct his hotel. This
was our remark, we were delighted.

COUNSEL:

OPIKA OPOKA:
COUNSEL:

You see, I am asking you this because it seems I think vou have said.
that you took him to Police to report?
•
Yes.
Why did you have to? You see having run away because invaders were.
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in ncf11al fact. running 3 ,
z.
.
a\\ n, "ith his ro >c ,. " n to. rurc because everybody was runnmg
ask e,cl) hod '~vhl0 rt)? Why did you have to single out him? Did you
)
returned to Arua to report to the Police?

OPlK

OPOKA

OPJ1'..\ OPOKA:

COUNSEL:

I did not single out Al ·
came back• and the p yai,
·d my Lord, I gave a lot instances where people
report to the Police roceth ure was that ' when you come back you ' go and
, so at, you arc on record that you have come back.
Now. did you record all th
h
.
. ,
e pcop1c w o left Arua before the mvas1on!
I didn't record.

Did you know the people who had left Arua before the invasion?

OPlkA OPOKA.

Almost everybody, the place was deserted, my Lord.

COUNSEL:

\Vhy did they have to report?

OPIKA OPOKA:

COUNSEL:

OPIKAOPOKA:

COUNSEL:

t

OPIKAOPOKA.

They _hadto ~eport,my Lord, because you have got to make a distinction,
who 1s commg back as a bona-fide citizen who is doing some other
useful work.
Are you suggesting that, some people were being discouraged from
returning to Arua?
Nobody was being discouraged from returning to Arua, it was optional.
Those who want to come they can come, those who did not want to
come back can stay. There was no force, my lord.
You see, I am sorry, I am asking this question because personally I don't
understand it, in the sense, if a person is in Arua or is in Kampala he
went away and he is coming back why did he have to report? Why did
you take that policy? I am questioning the Police?
My Lord, I did indicate, that in the neighbouring countries we had
guerrilla activities, there were what they called the Ex Amin's soldiers,
who were operating from Zaire, or operating from the Sudan and,
therefore, there is a need to distinguish between a civilian or anybody
who would like to come from whoever he is coming for dubious work
and for that matter the police are not the army, the police were handling
those who were returning.

COUNSEL:

The person who was reported to the police that he is returning would he
• ?
be given some ident1'fi cation.

OPIKAOPOKA:

a small
yes they note d d own sometime they gave hhim tu
d note if they
wan~ed to travel somewhere, to say so and so as re me .

COUNSEL:

I see now you see, you t oId us when the second invasion that is the
June '1981,'took place, you had gone to Sudan.

OPIKAOPOKA:

Yes, my Lord.
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I
I

in nctu~I fa~t. running away to Zaire because everybody was running
nway with his property? Why did you have to single out him'! Did you
.isk cvciybody who returned to Ania to report to the Police?
OPIKA OPOKA

COUNSEL·

OPIKAOPOKA·
COUNSEL.

OPIKAOPOKA:
COUNSEL:
OPIKAOPOKA

COUNSEL:

OPIKA OPOKA.·

COUNSEL:

OPIKA OPOKA:

COUNSEL:

OPIKAOPOKA:

I did not single out Alyai, my Lord, J gave a lot instances where people
came hack Md the procedure wa<;that. when you come back you ,go and
report to the Police, so that, you arc on record that you have come back.
Now, did you record all the people who left Arua before the invasion'!
I didn't record.
Did you know the people who had left Arua before the invasion?
Almost everybody, the place was deserted, my Lord.
Why did they have to report?
They had to report, my Lord, because you have got to make a distinction,
who is coming back as a bona-fidc citizen who is doing some other
useful work.
Are you suggesting that, some people were being discouraged from
returning to Arua?
Nobody was being discouraged from returning to Arua, it was optional.
Those who want to come they can come, those who did not want to
come back can stay. There was no force, my lord.
You see, I am sorry, I am asking this question because personally I don't
understand it, in the sense, if a person is in Arua or is in Kampala he
went away and he is coming back why did he have to report? Why did
you take that policy? I am questioning the Police?
My Lord, I did indicate, that in the neighbouring countries we had
guerrilla activities, there were what they called the Ex Amin's soldiers,
who were operating from Zaire, or operating from the Sudan and,
therefore ' there is a need to distinguish between a civilian or anybody
who would like to come from whoever he is coming for dubious work
and for that matter the police are not the army, the police were handling
those who were returning.
The person who was reported to the police that he is returning would he
be given some identification?

y cs they noted down sometime they gave him a small note if they
wan~ed to travel somewhere, to say so and so has returned.

COUNSEL:

I see now, you see, yo U told us when the second invasion that is the
June '1981, took place, you had gone to Sudan.

OPIKAOPOKA:

Yes, my Lord.
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For routine nweting
OPIKA OPOKA.

COU 1SELOP1KAOPOKA.

Border meeting.
7
Border meet .mg you \\ .c·nt there as a D.C'

As a District Commissioner of Arua.

COUNSEL·

\Vhile on the way pro~ce d.i~g,? perhaps to Arua you got this information
that there has been an invasion.

OPIKA OPOKA.

• from the Sudan via Gulu that is when we got
While we were returning
the message.

COUNSEL:

\Vas it your intention to return to Arua.

OPIKA OPOKA:

•
.; ~·as to return to Arua, I was actually on my way to Arua.
My mtenuon

COUNSEL:

So the late Chief of Staff informed you of this presence of Brigadier
'

Marum.

OPIKA OPOKA:

Yes, my Lord, Colonel Marum.

COUNSEL:

Did he tell you fighting was continuing or he said there had been an
invasion?

OPIKA OPOKA

He said, there had been an invasion.

COUNSEL:

Did he say, fighting was continuing or he said it had stopped, there is an
invasion you invade and then you go away or you invade you stay and
then the fighting to repulse?

OPIKAOPOKA

He said the soldiers were displaced from Arua.

COUNSEL:

Whose soldiers, the government soldiers?

OPIKAOPOKA:

The government soldiers.

COUNSEL:
OPIKAOPOKA:

And he said, this is a military problem go and solve it?
Yes, my Lord.

COUNSEL:
Was it a case then that the D.C. was part of the securitv committee of a
district?
•

OPIKA OPOKA:

I was the Chairman of the security of the district.

COUNSEL:
Did you consider it your duty to go back and see the security restored in
your district?
·

OPIKA OPOKA:

Y cs, I considered to go back.
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) ou '-aid. you didn't go back?
Considering does not mean 11
ta, c gone.

cot sEL

1 kno". \\hen you considered. what did you decide?

OPIK OPOKA.

\\'hen I considered. I decided not to go.

CO ~sEL:

To that meant there would be
.
·b·1·
no.
you
didn't
want to take up your
respons1 11ty as the Chainnan?

orn~.
\ OPOKA:
COUNSEL:
OPIKAOPOKA:

'o. no. my Lord.
\Vere you fearing?
l\fy Lorcl after ~aving gone through all these exercises or problems, is it
not human? Is 1tnot human really?

COUNSEL:

You were tired.

OPIKAOPOKA

Enough, was more than too much.

COL'"\'"SEL:

But, you see you said you go and solve it when you solve it, probably
you would go back, did you tell them, I will never go back? When you
told these people, the late Chief of Staff, was your intention to go back
after they had settled?

OPIKAOPOKA:

When I heard there was a second invasion. in fact I made up my mind
not to go to Arua.

COCNSEL:

So you said some people believed you abandoned the station. Is it not
the case that you decided to abandon away?

OPTKA
OPOKA:

I did not abandon it. There was somebody in charge when I left.

COL~SEL:

But your duty station was in Arua, was it not?

OPIKAOPOKA:

yes when the situation normalises, I go and hand over. I cannot go and
'
hand over in the midst of fighting.

COUNSEL:

Is it a practice for civil servants to just decide to abandon job as and say
• wh ere I have been posted. or where I have
I am not gomg
• d been? posted. I
• ab an d on the station . Was it a way thmgs were bemg one.
Just

OPIKAOPOKA:

My Lord, I do not understand that.

COUNSEL:

.
• ation The situation was in June, 1981, as
Well, let me put nght th e ~itu
.•
f C's they had posted you to
far as people concerned with postmgs o O• '
Arua.

OPJJ<A
OPOKA:

Yes, my Lord.
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SEL:

But \\hile )'l'ur postmg

\\3-

s still ohtnining, the station was invaded.

llrnt is right. 111Y I Of d •
d
t been any indication that they were transferring You
And there h~, no d you had no intention to abandon Arua hadn't this
from Ama t 1e.;n lru.t •7• While )'OU arc in Gulu, you get this infonnatio
• sion taken P ace
n
mvru scares you and )'OU actually had suffered enough in 1977 and
which
1980.

OPI~\. OPOKA:

Yes. my Lord.

COUNSFL:

11ienthere you say enough is enough, I am not going back to Arua.

OPIKA OPOKA:

TI1atis right.

COUNSEL:

This is \.VhatI am asking you, is that how things were being done by
people who had been posted to stations to ~ay I am scared up with this
station Bundibugyo or Mukono, I am not gomg back?

OPIKA OPOKA

COUNSEL:

My Lord, you are mixing two clear separate situations. Arua situation
was not a normal situation. It was a situation of war. If it had not been a
situation of war, I would have gone back. I do not think, that if one is
told that the war is going on right now, you go and work elsewhere
anybody would have accepted it.
I am not saying you should have gone where your life would be in
danger. That is not what I am saying. But I would have supposed you
would say, okay, the Chief of Staff with a Brigadier of the Northern
Brigade go on and certify the situation and if it cools down, as a civil
servant, I go back and serve.

OPIKA OPOKA:

Of course, my Lord, when the situation flared up in Arua, I referred to
the headquarters that the situation was blowing and I cannot go unless it
is settled.

COUNSEL:

Did the situation come down?

OPIKA OPOKA:

It eventually came down.

COUNSEL:

When?

OPIKA OPOKA:
COUNSEL:
OPIKA OPOKA:
COUNSEL:
OPIKA OPOKA:

By August the situation was nonnal.
Was it possible for you to go back?
I went.
And stayed there for how long?
I stayed there for two days to hand it over officially.
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) ou actuall , went to hand over.
Y cs. in August.

1 suppos~ this "as after you had been 'i ' ,
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) our decision not to he in Ama.
g nn p1;m11ss 1on rather than by

OPIKAOPOk \

\Vhcn I had been given JJenniss·ioi1
t.)v tl , 1
,1
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t J
1c 1eauquarters.

COU1SEL:

I sec. \Vhcn I asked you about Yumbc ·u1d
Koboko, tl1c cvi'd encc was
•

th~~ when these peo1~lc~verc killed you ,,,.ere not there. But now I am
askmg you as the Dtstnct Commissioner up to August when you had
actually handed over, weren't you interested to find out what had
happened?

OPIKAOPOKA:

I was no longer holding that post

COLNSFL:

If you had not handed over, didn't you reconcile yourself responsible for
what is going on, although because of the situation not in the station.
Weren't you interested to find out you have heard about this invasion
where some people were killed and property looted. Weren't you
interested in finding out?

OPIKAOPOKA:

My Lord, I should have been briefed by the people I left behind. l was
not briefed.

COUNSEL:

And you were not interested in finding out infonnation?

OPIKAOPOKA:

From this office, no.

COUNSEL:

I am as

OPIKAOPOKA:

y cs, my Lord.

kin ' ou this because eventually you seem to ha~c said that in
g Y
.
.
h t Al . • Jaber had been killed.
1984 you received mfonnallon t a
yai

COUNSEL:

. .
,in ' to find out whether you were not
I
So in the same spmt
am tl") g ad heard about Ombachi was true.
l1e mmour you I1
t
t
d
fi
interested to m ou
•
.. the administrators \\Crc in plac~, the
l\.1v Lord, ,vhen I went then;: , rts if the\' arc made, they w1ll be
•
• I cc 111c rcpo
•
d'd t k ~•
politicians were 10 P 3 •
. , I was not briefed. I I no no, •
, 'n1mcnt I am saying
made to ( 1ovc
•
. crest to find out "hat happened.
you did not take personal mt

OPJKAOPOKA:

I did not know~ Ill) Lor '

COUNSEL:

OPIKAOPOKA:

'

d I was not briefed.
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OPIKA OPOI--. \

COUNSEL:

OPlh.AOPOKA:
COLNSL'L.

1
taken pince at that matcnal tune.

I nm only telling you what had

• .., ,·tisi,•·ct
You n:ccivcd information against him ofticially'J •
..,

,SO IIC IS " •' -

Yes, my Lord, b, the Police.
so it was a police case?

OPI~.\ OPOKA

Yes.

COUNSEL:

And he ran away

OPIKAOPOKA

He ran away.

COUNSEL:

When he ran away, was his father still in Ama?

OPIKA OPOKA

He was still in Ama

COUNSEL:

You as a friend of his father Alyai, did you discuss this matter with his
father?

OPIKA OPOKA·

No, I did not discuss it, it was a police case.

COUNSEL:

You were not interested because it was a Police case.

OPIK.AOPOKA

It was a police case, My Lord

COUNSEL:

Would you be interested m having this Commission to tr\' to seek
pem1ission for you to -

OPIKA OPOKA

1 do not mind, my Lord

COUNSEL:

And would you like may be Na.futali also to be called to assist tht:
Commission?

OPIKA OPOKA:

My Lord, it will be useful.

CJfAIRMAN·

Mr. Opika Opoka, you may have some clarification for us to clarify on
the evidence and other infom1ation. Would you suggest thc reason why
this man Alyai's son could make such serious alkgations against you?

OPIKA OPOKA:

My Lord, I would not know the reason apart from the fact that it appears
that when the son of the late Alyai left Am~1.he might not haw realized
that I had left the place, because I was not in the place l11c last D.C he
saw, it was myself ,md 1 saw him many times in his fathcr's place. Ht:
knew me.
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You referred to h"
1· I
•
nu car tcr t tat he was nrrcstcd as having bc1.:ninvolved
rn robbery \Vhat have ) ou heard?

OPJKA OPOKA·
CHAIRMAN.
OPIKA OPOKA:

CHAIRM-\N

OPIKAOPO~A

CHAIRl\1AN

OPIKAOPOKA

CHAIRMAN
OPIKAOPOKA.

M:' Lord'. tltnt. character is \'cry notorious. He has got a lot of police
ca...es against him and the police wanted to get him.

\Vhut kind of cases?

11icrc was reported that he took away the mabati of the Social Centre at
Enyaukabiri. When you go westward, there is a public drinking place or
club from Arua town.
Any other reports, in your view?
Those arc the two incidents I do recall which were reported to me by the
Police.
When the Commission was in Arua about two weeks ago, it got evidence
that there was a Captain Agech who was a D.C. in Lira, you reported to
him about the arrest of George Odong. Would it be the same D.C. in
Arua?
Yes, from Arua he was transferred to Kotido. I was a D.C. in Kotido
then.
Did he survive, was he found alive?
No, my Lord, to the best of my knowledge, he has never been seen since
then.

CHAIRMAN:

He disappeared?

OPIKAOPOKA·

Yes.

CHAIRMAN:

What happened to his family?

OPIKAOPOKA:

His family was given transport to come to Lira and they did come. I
have been meeting his wife around here.

CHAIRMAN:

Do you know why he disappeared and where he disappeared?

OPIKAOPOKA·

M L d I do not know the exact reason, but ~at was about the time
Y or '
· dA h I
when there was that problem of Langi an
c o I.

COUNSEL:

In Arua?

OPIK.AOPOKA:

This was in many places in Uganda.

DR MAKUBUY A:

a few things which I do not unders~d "":hat
Mr. Opika Opoka, there an:d that you were a D.C. at least officially Just
that exactly mean. You sai d vou staved there until about 2nd June,
from about March, I 980, an .
•
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I 981

.• lly h·mdcd
You o m cin
•
•over

111 August,

198 l

To whorn did y ou

hand over?

OPIKA OPOKA
DR MAKUBUYA

J handed over to Mr, Hilbert Opcli
0

Where

15

J lilbcrt Opcli'?

D

OPJKA OPOKA.

• k 1IC IS
• W orking v,•iththe Ministry of Planning now.
f thtn

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Do you say anything about a delegation in 1980 which came to Arua and

,
'd the Jetter anived when you were among the delegates Do you
• th d I
. ?
know of any other people who were 111 e e egat1on.
) OU Sat

OPIKAOPOKA.

I was not revealed the names of other delegates. That was a briefing
from the p S. of Local Government, the Late Awuyo. It is Mr. Awuyo
who mentioned about the delegation to me.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

And the name of Alyai was not in?

OPIKA OPOKA.

I bumped on him and he was the one who told me. Because when we
were discussing, I said I was not going to Karamoja, he said. no, no. you
are not going to Karamoja, you arc actually coming to Arua.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

And he was heading that delegation?

OPIKA OPOKA:

I do not know whether he was heading that delegation, but he was part of
that delegation.

DR MAKUBUYA:

Do you know the exact time when this Gingi fled out, after the robbery
of the lony?

OPIKA OPOKA:

My Lord, I cannot give you the exact time, because that matter was not
really my problem, it was a police case. So the police was handling it.

DR MAKUBUYA:

Did the police prosecute this man?

OPIKA OPOKA:

I do not know, my Lord.

DR MAKUBUYA:

OPIKA OPOKA:

DR. MAKUBUYA:

OPIKA OPOKA:

DR MAKUBUYA:

Then this Capt. Odong who moved to Kampala in 1977 without telling
you, do you know where this Capt. Odong might be today?
My Lord, I am infonned that Capt. Odong was killed in Arua some time
in 1979.
Then there was this samaritan who warned you to get out of Arua. I
think it is Maj. Ambrozio. Where is this Major?
Ycs, my Lord, he is in Arua.
I have some difficulty in following the administrative set-up.
Sometimes you have been posted to Gulu, sometimes you have been
posted to Kampala. What were the actual arrangements? First, who
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postld you tlterc as D.C'/
OPIK \ OPOK •

The Ministrv for Local G

-

DR M Kl'BUYA

or

\ OPOKA·

DR MAK..l 81.JYA·

\Vhom did you have to . fi
districts?
m om1 about what was happening in the
In the districts we had to . fc
to the relevant M' •
m _onnthe Office of the President with copies
that time.
tnISlry. This was the Ministry of local Government at

I am not sure whether ,...
Jou

OPIM OPOkA.

DR l\tAKLBLYA:
OPIKA OPOKA.

DR MAKUBUYA·

To whom exactly arc these reports sent?
The_ security reports arc sent to the Ministry of Internal Affairs and
copied to the President's Office.
You said yesterday that when you had advance information on the
likelihood of invasion, you informed the authority?
Yes

DR MAKUBUYA:

Whom did you inform?

DR MAKUBUY
A:

OPIKAOPOKA:

d
sen annual reports, monthly reports or what?

\\Te send two sets of re rt TI
po s. d1etlmonthly .reports are compiled by me
and sent to th e Government
. to Government
an 1e secunty reports prepared by the
po rice are sent fortnightly

OPIKAOPOKA:

OPIKAOPOKA:

OYc01mcnt

We informed the then army headquarters and the President's Office
where we send the security reports.
You had at least on one occasion, I think it was in October, 1980, you
said you had sent advance information in the light of the invasion and so
on. Did you get any response from the authority?
My Lord, I was saying that it is true that was the time I was supposed to
be in Arua, but I was actually not in Arua. Arising from invasion, we
started on the 7th October, I only returned to Arua on the 27th
November. When I returned there, I found the Tanzanian troops who
had been recalled in Arua.

DR MAKUBUYA:

you never heard of stories of killings upon the people of Arua?

OPJKAOPOKA:

is that I was not
Personally I have not h eard Of that • All I am saying
·
there, my Lord.

DR MAKUBUYA:

•
• that nobody thought to seek vengeance of names
We get the 1mpresNs1~n
. 1980 and I 981, to your knowledge?
of people of West 1 em

OPIKAOPOKA

d Ch •nnan anything that came to my ~otice
To my knowledge, my Lor
ai b
j did not have the opportumty to
I would duly infonn Government ut
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J/1
do tl1at.
DR M KlJBlTYA:

OPlkA OPOK.\

•
between soldiers and civilians
were good, whether it Was
·n1at reIat1ons
tl
?
UNLF at least for the time you were 1erc.
For the time J ,.,.asthere the relations was go_od,my Lord. I did not allow
nurses tl1c re • I told the Commander
.
I did not want anybody to bc
harassed and they did not do it.

OPI

DR.

DR MAKUBUYA:

Did you hear of this visit by Dr. Obote and Tito Okello at Koboko?
OPI

OPIKA OPOKA

y cs, I have heard of it

DR MAKUBUYA·

Were you there?

OPIKA OPOKA

I was there, my Lord.

DR MAKUBUYA:

Is it true that the meeting had been cut short because of some attack?

OPIKA OPOKA

My Lord, I did not attend the meeting in Koboko, but I had wamed them
that they should not go to Koboko. Because the boys across the border
did not like Obote. So if the meeting was interrupted, I would not be
surprised.

DR MAKUBUYA:

You never went there yourself?

OPIKAOPOKA:

I refused to go.

COUNSEL:
OPIKAOPOKA:

OP

The question was whether you heard about these interruptions.
Yes, I heard about it.
C

COUNSEL:
Was it true that it was because of this ambush or because of this report?

OPIKA OPOKA:
The Commander of the Anny was ambushed and not Obote on his way I
think to Moyo. They took away his vehicle including his body guards

COUNSEL:
Could you say that there is some truth in the report which has been read?

OPIKA OPOKA:

DR.

To what extent, my Lord?

COUNSEL
Is there some truth in the report which the Commissioner has read?

OPIKA OPOKA:
The truth I know of is that there was some problem when the
Commander of the Anny was ambushed and his Land Rover taken away
Obote actually attended this meeting and finished it and came back to
Arua.

DR. MAKUBUY
A:
When you were responding to the Counsel's question about the time that
you were not physically in Arua although you wore the D.C. there, you
said that Arua situation was not a nonnal situation, that the situation was
war. I wonder for how long was this true by the time that you were a
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D.C.

OPIKA OPOKA

My Lord. 1 would like to recount that the situation of war which 1 run
describing here was after the first invasion.

DR MAKUBUYA:

I low long did stay?

Ol'lk \ OPOKA:

I think the second invasion was in June.

OR MAKUBUYA:

Ycstcrday you mentioned that there had never been any war between the
people of Arua and the people of Acholi and you were telling us in these
terms, who docs not know the history of Uganda, who does not know
·what has happened in Acholi or everywhere, who does not know they
were burnt with tyres here in Krunpala and so on Assuming it is true
that they were burnt with tyres, where does this come from? This is
something which puzzles me. Where does this unrest come from? We
want to be fair to everybody

OPIKAOPOKA.

Mr. Chairman, I had laboured for a long time explaining the history of
the army and the involvement of some people from Acholi and the army.
Unfortunately you have not been there. I went at a great length to say
that Acholi joined the army because I think the colonial Government at
that time saw something good in them and as a matter of fact, I
recounted that they were disciplined people. To support my statement,
in fact we have never had cases of misbehaviour from colonial days.
Even in first Government we have never had cases of misbehaviour. So
Acholi is synonymous with the army to some extent and names which
are similar to Acholi are used by more than ten tribes in Uganda and the
very mention of that name once concludes that that is an Acholi.

COMMISSIONER:

Let me say sometimes it is a case of mistaken identity.

OPIKAOPOKA:

Yes, my Lord. My lord, when indiscipline invaded the army set up from
top to bottom, that is when things went wrong. This misbehaviour in the
army cannot be attributed to a single tribe. Those in the army who
misbehave should just be identified as individuals. It is even wrong to
just call the army as a bad institution! I think in any _situationlike that,
there are black sheep in any society, my Lord. That 1s what I labour to
say. So when there is an occasion an ~y doe~ so~ething, pe~ple just
rush, saying this is an Acholi. It is a mistaken 1dent1ty. That 1s what I
try to explain, my Lord.

DR MAKUBUY A:

y estcrday at the very opening statement that you are here to answer the
various charges by "Munno" and I do not know whether you have
answered these.
.,.irman we have come here partly to verify from records
'
"M
" "d
th"
what is available and we are satisfied that wh~- . un~~~ai s;me mg
to with the record and that is called Church cntlc ma I rent orum.

OPIKA OPOKA:

My Lord Ch ....

DR MAKUBUY A:

m ou what is the basic problem of Uganda and how do
May I know fr~ ., YB
we have this question of people who came
we get out of it.
ccause
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,.1 •• contribution.
before
us, with W
your cxpcricnc
.
.
e.. 1n
t, •• ,011 came to rn,u,.c
be
ori;'
•
·t
be
fim1
itrnr
111
Ugtull
1
a
hat
1s
this
b
.
.. ,
. .\Sic
1mblic scn•rcc. you mus
problem ami h <lW do we get out of rt l

OPIJG.\ OPOKA:

• • the problem that bedevils
Uganda
is the absence of
1\1 f ord Chmnn.m
,
. .
)
•
d
t
tmst
one
:Ulothcr.
\\
e
arc
d1v1dcd
trnsts We o no
•
.
. d h on very narrow
•
•
•
b
•
!most
and
this
is
easily
explame
sect.man .1s1sa
•
. .
G , . w. cncvcr. there is a
•
t . Somcbod'O\iemment. It 1s not Your
Gon:mmcn
J says this 1s our
Go\'cmmcnt b u t Our Government. 111c rest arc cxcIuded from full
1• •
If this is not my Government
part1c1pa
1011.
· ·then where
L am I going'/
·
1
\1/hen will I ha\'c my Government? So t us 1s, my. ord, to me What

brings about the disunity in Uganda. We do not consider ourselves as a
people, we should consider ourselves as Ugandans. _My Lord, I think it
• ,l• responsibilit'-'
of aJI of us to try and overcome
IS
J
•
d c.this .weakness Unless
we do that, we an; not going to develo~ umty an .1org1ven~ssWhatever
has taken place has taken place There 1s no way we are going to remedy
it If I say today I will impnson so and so, tomorrow he comes back
from prison, he will also imprison :inother person S?, my_Lord, I think
the act of forgi\cncss, undcrstandrng and construct1vc cnttc1srn - not
malicious criticism - should be practised by all Ugandans. It is only
through that kind of understanding that we can forge a nation. These arc
my observations
DR MAKUBUYA·

OPIKA OPOKA

DR. MAKUBUY A

y cs, but when you talk about forgiveness, you forgive somebody for
what he committed and were any wrongs committed by who and upon
whom?
You can forgive somebody who misunderstands you He may not have
actually committed an offence
As it is being said Acholi, Acholi
everywhere, and if I say now I must be annoyed and everybod} Where
will I end I will end up ruining myself and run to prison for nothing
This is the context in which I am talking about forgiveness Of course
there are people who have done \.vrong to others. This society is not a
perfect society. It is a society of humans with human weaknesses and
tendencies
Don't you think these people have wronged others, they have committed
crimes they should be dealt with according to law for instance•)

OPIK.AOPOKA
Even if they are dealt with and you do not forgive, it is simply useless if
you still want to revenge. I am not saying that the law is useless, the l:m
is very useful to streamline the character of the societv
\\'here it
applies, it can apply But over and above that, there must be a spirit of
forgiveness
DR MAKUBUY A:
l11en people can always commit those things because the) kno\\ they
can be forgiven.

OPIKAOPOKA:
That will be unfortunate.

So what do you recommend, my Lord''

DR. MAKUBUYA:
If I know I can get on with forgiveness, I can always engage in these
things. The Commission will hm c to address to tl~is thing and make
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rccommcndntions llttt , , ,
·
•
h
~,
'c arc trymg cnltst proposals from people w o
nrc"' supposed to know.
OPlK \ OPOKA

O\\l

o

11'. \

DOLO:
OPOKA:

COUNSEL:

1
1
~ • Loni, . thi~k I have told you what I personally feel. Our feelings
cannot be idcnt1calwith any other feelings. I still believe in forgiveness.
My Lord, apparently the witness would like to say something.
My Lord Chainnan, I have g'ot to give you my feelings. It may not be
very ~leasant b~t that is what it is My Lord chairman, the establishment
0
~ this Com_m1ssionwas a move that all Ugandans and other well
wishers received whole-heartedly. I personally have faith in those
cho~en to _servein whatever capacity on this august body. For a person
scrvmg with this Commission to act otherwise this would amount to
abuse of trust and instead to use this body ~d settle his personal
ideological, political motives is one of the greatest disservice to the
people of Uganda and unforgivable stay on the Human Rights
Commission Soon after the Commission sitting in Arua, none other
than the Legal Counsel to the Commission, Mr. Edward Ssekandi, for
reasons best known to himself went around the judiciary telling people
that I am a murderer who had committed atrocities. They deroofed a
building in Arua and for that matter I was not deserving the Office of the
Secretary to the Judiciary in the presence of two Registrars. Whatever
appeared, therefore, in the various papers which differed from any
recorded evidence from Arua were the work of this learned man. The
papers which carried very malicious and very damaging fabricated
stories against me are "Munno", "The Guide" and "The Citizen". I have,
my Lord, already bought legal advice and shall use a forum to seek
redress, not only for myself but for the people of Uganda whose eyes are
fixed on the Commission in the hope that it will do good, impartial job
and thus save Uganda from further political turmoil. Thank you, my
Lord Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, I am really surprised that now for Munno it is an
accusation about me. He has not disclosed the two_Registrars ~horn_I
told that so and so from Arua is a murderer. The evid~nce was g1v~n~
Arua and you have rightly reported what was stated m Arua. This 1s
something which I have continued ~o say.. What you can further gather
•
th
d I would like smce this statement has been made by
is fro~ e rthecotrl
:~Id the Regis~s that he is not fit to be Secretary of
the witness a
· d I
ld 1·ke to
• •
uld like the names to be mentlone . wou 1
the Jud1c1ary, I wodCh .
that among the papers which my learned
• t out my Lor
airman,
dre d
pom
'
.
h. th.1s matter is your letter ad sse to me
friend has o~ his file t~: mg y learned friend to exhibit it. I had kept
but it is in his file. c
enge: will see your comment which w~
quiet. The letter is there, ~ . "th my friend Let him produce it.
b
•tten to me it is wi
•
.
d
supposed to e wn .
ok he said that the evidence against eTo answer Mr. Opika O_p ~
·tness in Arua in the hearing of the
roofing of a house was given y Wlf embers of press who were there at
•
• the presence o m
·
"th
full Commission, m
Tamale Mirundi. He has been gomg WI . us
the time. I only rei:nembe~ the resence of Mr. Kisuule. He was ~mg
wherever we go, this was m . . pnersknow that this evidence was given.
.
d all Comm1ss10
up this matter an

!
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Registrars? I th'tn k l
\s to why I s I10u Id •s·ty
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.
' h·1lkngc
•
• tcJ sa,,
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names
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Registrars
In any case ' ar..
111m
••.
" the
cRegistrars
••
,
nsiblc
for
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appointment
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Secretary
for
Judiciary·,
rcspo
.
A
. I
•
S:l)' the names of the Registrar.
nd
I
was
surp
.
1
O
h
challenge im • •
.
•
nsed
be in your office which should be with mc .is
that n Iett er " ·h·ichshould
•
you had put ther(,.
WI·t1l ,L
u,c Cotinscl for Mr• Opika Opoka. The
. comment
.
,
put
in
June
I
988.
I
challenge
him
let
lum
prove
it. Bcca ,
I1ad tll:en
d d.
. .
use
or ere investigations of records0 f
tI1crc\\'as• a c"c-c
•.., ,n..J1cn' mvJ Lord,
• you
•
the Commission being found missing.
OWINY DOLO

Mv Lord Chairman, I mentioned this matter before when we were to the
c;mmission the first time We have all along been writing to th
Chairman. We received only one reply which was sent by the Lea.me:
Counsel for the Commission _andin breach of all ~own procedures, my
letter I had '"·ritten to the Chairman of the Comm1ss1onwas enclosed and
J complained about it. It was a great insult I did mention to him that
even if you disagree with somebody with his letter, to enclose the letter
and send it back to him is a big insult. I did mention it to him I still
have this letter and we shall use it in the correct forum, my Lord

OPIKA OPOKA:

This letter he is referring to, I do not know if he is trying to run away
from what he has done. I thought he would have probably given an
explanation that this was a mistake or something like that.

CHAIRMAN:

He is saying that he didn't send it because he was scared.

COUNSEL:

Let him produce the document. I am only saying he has a letter which
was written to you by him and where you are making copies to me. I
mean let him explain how it happened.

OWINYDOLO:

It is a letter which I wrote, my Lord Chairman, that was the first letter
when my client featured in the newspapers and immediately wrote to
you seeking audience.

CHAIRMAN:

Is this the original?

OWINYDOLO:

Y.es, it is the original letter.

CHAIRMAN:

What is the comment?

OWINYDOLO:

CHAIRMAN:

The only time that the Commission wrote back to me and was signed by
the Counsel for the Commission, it is even undated. But it was received
by us on the 1st September, 1988. It states: "Please refer to your letter
No. CDC/GC/2880 addressed to the Chairman of the Commission under
the above subject. Arrangements have been made to aYail your client an
opportunity to appear before the Commission to clear his name. We
shall soon let you know when this can be done". This was after seYeral
letters that had been written. Then together with that letter this was
enclosed and we took great offence and I reported it to him expecting
that he would probably explain that it was an error.
This letter was on the 21st June, 1988?
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DOLO:

nR \I .\Kl BUYA:

Yes. It was enclosed •
•
in the C
.
omm1ssion's
r\Vhcrc is it s'"'·d h
cply to us •
• ul
t at it •
ts enclosed'!
I mentioned it to h.
and we were offcnd~m.mv Lord Chairman tha
d We took that ffi '
t this letter was enclosed
o cncc
y cs, but this is a
•
anybody, 1 am
C,ommission'sdocument
.
be in vour re sdoll). Unless it is being . • We cannot give it back to
~
cor s?
m our records, how did it get to

o,\ INY DOLO:

l11is is the explanatio
.
enclosed in the lctt
~
I have given, my Lord Chai'nnan.
er wntten to us.
It was

DR MAKl BUYA:

I am
sorrv
M r Chainnan
•
.
..J,
Th' •
.
which was in the records of th~s an ~ffi~tal thing with your signature
records of the Commission
omm1ss1on How did it get from the

CHAIRMAN

This is a letter dated 21 st June
•
Company, Advocates to the , 198_8,wntten by Owiny Dolo and
Commission which was' rece· d !Chairman of the Human Rights
ive . t says:

g

"Your Lordship,
Ref: Opika Opoka
The a~ove named is our client and we act on his behalf I see the client's
attention has been drawn on the evidence received in Arua.
I received this letter and immediately commented on it and addressed to
the Legal Counsel to the Commission as follows:
Please arrange for his appearance as early as possible
Sgd. J.J."

CHAIRMAN:

Now the question is - how did this letter which is addressed to me and
my Minutes to the Leading Counsel end up to Mr. Owiny Dolo's files•)
It is something - unless - well, certainly it is regretting - because this
would not have gone out of the Leading Counsel"s office or my office.

OWINYDOLO:

It should be between you and the Legal Counsel.

CHAIRMAN:

Yes.

OWINYDOLO:

you cannot see how it got out unless you get some explanation.
Yes.

CHAIRMAN:

OWINYDOLO:

In which case, Mr. Owiny Dalo, if I understand you, is that the

Legal Counsel, Mr. Ssekandi reported to you.

He is here my Lord.
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CHAIRMAN

.
_ in that letter which he wrote to you, that is
And he enclosed this Jettc_r
how you came to Possess it.

OWINY DOLO.

To possess .it my Lord • And .J complained to him. I mentioned to him
expectingtltat he would explain.

CHAIRMAN:

You wrote or?

OWlNYDOLO:

CHAIRMAN:

OWINYDOLO:

DR MAKUBUYA:

CHAIRMAN:
COUNSEL:

CHAIRMAN:

W et J wrote scveraI letters my Lord to. the Commission.
f
'k And there
e
m
'
f
•
hen
we
talked
the
issue
o
Mr.
O
p1
a Opoka's
was a lot o time w
. b
. .
c.
the
Commission
as
you
know,
it
ccamc
very
itching'
b
appearance e1orc
'
.
and we talked with him on several occasions.
With proper_ if it wa5 done at that time and say, look, there is no place

• my record, you should get it back to him, the Legal Counsel or to the
in
Chairman.

My Lord Chairman, probably, I should point out one ~ing. That letter
was written by us to the Commission. We were very interested that the
Commission should note the content of that letter and act on it. As it
appears the Chairman actually made that remark and sent the letter to the
Leading Counsel for the Commission. And for this letter which was
written to us and dated but which we received on the 1st of September at
mid-day I 988 and it is signed by Mr. E.K. Ssekandi, Leading Counsel to
the Commission, it is referring to that letter. This is the evidence, my
Lord, that the letter left your office and went to the Leading Counsel.
Because he would not have made a reference. It was addressed to the
Chairman and a reply was given by the Leading Counsel. This is
evidence that it left your office and went to the Leading Counsel's office
with your note.
Mr. Chairman, there are two matters which arise. I extremely like to
know about what has happened to this letter. I really find it of integrity
for things to move like this. This matter should be handed over to the
investigation team who are to give us a report on what has happened to
this letter. I am sure there have been uneasier about it, our records
having been found in all sorts of places. I do not think that I can take
just an explanation from either Mr. Ssekandi or from Mr. Owiny Delo as
comprehensive automatic. I think we really need to hand it oyer and \\e
get some professional report on how it leaked.
I think this is a matter which First of all, my Lord, could the Counsel produce a copy of the letter
which includes of this letter.
Okay, well -

COUNSEL:
And he says - he received this letter - is it last vear - has he ever told vou
your le~er which I wrote to you as with the Minute either wrongly
because 1t was sent b th Le al C
.
• ·
Y e g
ounsel or anyway by mistake - this 1s
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Indeed, my Lord.

CHAIR.MA
:

\\'hat .I .think ' we are here, that •
•
Cornrn1ss1onershow this inst f
instructions are spelt out to
Leading Counsel and how it
i~n letter handled from my office to the
n e up to the files of Mr. Owiny Dolo.

;1~

0Wf\1YDOLO

I am available immediately m L d
•
ready.
' y or Chairman, any time members are

CHAIRMAN.

Okay.

COUNSEL:

My l Lord
•
• has been explained and it was
d ,bI am asking you, smce
it
~nc o:
y a letter, I suppose that letter which enclosed it should
imme ately now be handed over to the person concerned.

DR MAKUBUYA:

Yes.

0WINYDOLO·

There is an investigation team, my Lord, this letter will not run away.

CHAIRMAN

Since this now is on record, let us have it.

0WINYDOLO·

The enclosed is this one.

CHAIRMAN:

Okay, let this one also be handed over to us.

DR.MAKUBUYA:

Mr. Chairman, there are other matters which arise from Mr. Opika
Opoka, the Registrar which have made very serious allegations against
the Leading Counsel. And we normally treat this such a thing by
answering to the Commission. I think it would be unfortunate to leave
somebody who made these allegations against the Leading Counsel did
not make any collaboration of this and this. So I think it will be proper
for Mr. Opika Opoka to tell us the Registrars and how Mr. Ssekandi
gave him this.

0PIKAOPOKA:

Mr. Chainnan, Sir, me I thought this matter was going to be handled in
different forum. But since the Commission is interested and since I have
nothing to hide, I will give you the names of the two Registrars. Mr.
Chairman this statement was made in the Hight Court Building. just a
day befor; 'Munno' came up with this big story. The fo~lo~·ingday _we
saw the thing in the 'Munno' identical of what was said m the High
court. Toe Registrars are: Mr. Peter Onega and Mr. Alex Okot.
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to be b,mdlct!
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we
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.
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'nrnncso
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f Rtgi.s
• •'tmrs
\\
c
can
earn
out
our
O\\
n
rnvcsllgntrons.
we can
• ~,
•
.
'f
• • • t1tC!--C
. Pcc,1 ,,tl,;• 1tJ H·rif), this infonnnt1011
t
111..:ccssary.Hut this
•idvis·
•
'
~]dbc Cl'lll ~ u,,....
.......
•uw other action winch anybod ' else may wish
11t to •
._hem
~to f:u,.C.
.1.
It d,l c.:.
,s n(1t need rutv
Now
we •shall decide
• other experts
•
"!tether and when to cnll these g~ntlcmcn to clanfy on tlus stnt~mcnt.
the• actual one, which \\ c
1 0\\ \\'J'tJl tftos l,;,• ~since "c arc gomg back to
,
started witli, which we got I\ 1r. Opikn Opoka s cvrdcncc o,vrNY DOLO:

It is a good point to conclude.

CHAIRMAN:

Yes.

In full circle.
CHAIR.\IAN:

Y cs. it came full circle. So I think on a happy note. I would like to
conclude the session and here adYisc that Counsel that \\.itncsses who
should be summoned for tomorrow. should be ceased, we arc going to
arrange alternatiye days. The Commission is adjourned to resume the
inquiry here on \Vednesday next \\·cek at 9.30 a.m. Thank you.

Today the 9th of November, 1989, the Commissioh is assembled in the
Senior Prisons Officers Mess on Buganda Road for hearing of eyidcnce
Legal Counsel, we are ready to start today's business.
COUNSEL:

COUNSEL:

My Lord, the witness we have today is No.437 who will be led by my
Assistant. He is major Ozi.
\Ve start by swearing.

WITNESS N0.437: l\1AJOR LEONE MALI OZI - S\VORN
IN
COUNSEL:
OZI:
COUNSEL:
OZJ:
COUNSEL:

Could you state your names in fult Major?
My name is Leone Mali Ozi.
How old are you?
I am now 47.
Where do you reside?

OZI:

I reside at Kakira Sugar W k

or s.

COUNSEL·
Is that where you work?
021That is where I work , S.If.
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Yon work

us whnt?

I work as Personnel Man

agcr.

\Vhcrc do you come from - .
.
) our district of . .
I
fr
ongm?
come 001 Mov0 0 . .
•
~
1stnct.

oz1:

cot·

SEL:

Could you give the C0

. .
mm1ss1on
your educationalbackground?

OZI:

I went to school in 1950

COUNSEL:

Speak loudly please.

OZI:

Okay. I attended Primary Sch l
Maduga in Moyo District th ~~ at the Catholic Primary School called
to 1957 I attended Jun· ·s a is from 1950 to 1955. Then from 1956
. .
ior econdary School al
Mad
•
m1ss1on, the school was called S
. . so ~t
uga m the same
Then after Junior in 1958 I
t. Domm1c Jumor Sec~ndary S~hool.
Samuel Baker School . 'Gulwas selected to go to Semor, that is Sir
C b 'd
S
I~
u, from 1958 to 1961 And after mv
~ _n ge chool Certificate I joined the Mbale M d' al A •
•
Trammg School i 1962
.
e 1c
ss1stant
And . th
n
and I tramed as Medical Assistant up to 1964
1~
e same_ _Year 1964, the Army Headquarters at Entebb~
Adverttsed for position for pilots, engineers and officer Gadet -infantry
officer cadet.

COUNSEL:

When was that.

OZI:

1964. So I applied when I was still in Mbale Medical Training School
and I was called for the interview at Entebbe, I went and I was selected
as a pilot cadet. But when they brought us to Jinja for training - that
time it was the first Battalion Uganda Rifles which was at Jinja and we
trained at Jinja in the first Battalion Uganda Rifles.

COUNSEL:

In other words, you left your studies in Mbale Medical Training School?

OZI.

I left it in the final stage, I did not complete. when I was called for the
interview, the Anny headquarters took me. So I went straight to the
Military Training at Jinja.

COUNSEL:

I see.

OZI

COUNSEL:

•

1955, that is when I
Education at Mo'-'o
M'1ss10n,
. toMaduga.
J
attended Primary

And the basic infantry training, we were then examined for pilot cadet.
passed on the mathematical and physics test for pilot and because I.had
.ght I am shortsighted - because I have got poor eve-sight.
go t poor ey e Sl .
.
. . •
they did not advise me to go for the p1lot course. s~.the~ said. •. ~ho~~
· k
· c. try and J accepted Then I was sent \\tth others. \\c ,,ere
sttc to m1an
•
.
•
about 30 - we ,-..·eresent to Ghana Military Academy m Accra - Tcsh1.
That is where I did my military academy.
When was that?
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,.

• tl,·it '-'car that was around November, that is when we
Up to the en d of • .1 • '

OZI

finished the course.

COl'NSEL:

1964.

OZJ.

So we were
commissioned by the then President of Ghana, Kwame Nkrumah. Then
we came back to Uganda and when we came back to Uganda we were
mmissioncd by the first President of Uganda the late Si,r Edward
~~utesa. 111crcaftcr, I was posted to this first Battalion Uganda Rifle as
Platoon Commander, and I stayed very briefly, I was then removed from
my company and I was posted to the Orderly Room, that is as Adjutant
No. 1q 6 5.

That is when we finished the course.

Battalion.
CHAIRMAN
OZI:

Where was this Adjutant?
Also in the same place in Jinja. As Adjutant. And I worked there also
very briefly then I was again transferred to command the
Reconnaissance Platoon. I commanded it almost for about a year. This
has been a long stay with that platoon.

CHAIRMAN:

Where was that platoon?

OZI:

Also it was based in Jinja. And then thereafter I was transferred to Army
Headquarters at Mbuya as General Staff Officer Grade ill dealing with
training and operations. And I continued doing that job for some time.

COUNSEL:

You are mentioning transfers without telling us the years.

OZI:

You say, the years Sir?

COUNSEL:

Yes.

OZI:

Let me say - in 1966 - I was in Ghana - training as an officer cadet. And
at the end of 1965 I was commissioned and then I became a Platoon
~ommander in the first Battalion Uganda Rifles. And then in 1966, that
is when I was transferred to the Orderly Room as an Adjutant and I did
not stay longer there - in the same year I was then transferred to
Command the Reconnaissance Platoon.

COUNSEL:

In which place was this Reconnaissance Platoon?

OZI:

Also the same place.

COUNSEL:

In 1967.

OZI:

No, this is in 1966.

COUNSEL·

I see.

OZI:

And then towards the end of 1966
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.
, that 1s almost the beginning of 1967.

I

J

I "cnt for n course
\Vcstmin_stcr. After finis~it;latoon Commanders Course in U .K at
Reconnaissance Platoon. g that course, I came and continued with the
You finished the

OZI·

course successfully?

Ycs. successfollv.
~

COL

"n.,:

So you came_

CHAJRl\fAN

Sorry. \\'hat course was it?

OZI:

It was Platoon Commanders Coursc.

CHAIRMA"\

"'here did you go for the course?

OZI:

At \\'est-Minster.

COUNSEL:

In U K'J

OZI:

In U.K.

COUNSEL:

I see. So when you came back _

OZI:

So when_I came back, I continued with that Platoon very ·briefly - the
Reconmussance Platoon very briefly and thereafter I was again
transferred to Army Headquarters at Mbuya as General Staff Officer
Grade III.

CHAIRMAN:

In which year was this? In 1966 or 1967?

OZI:

In 1967 - towards 1968. And then I continued with that job for
sometime and in that same year in 1968, I was then sent to another
course in U.K. that was at Kent - that in School of Military Intelligence where I attended Operational Intelligence Course, I also attended
Counter Intelligence Course and I attended Air-Photo Leading Counsel.
And then when I came back in the same year - that was at the end of
J968 - I was then appointed General Staff Officer Grade IL and I
continued the whole of that year as Staff Officer -

CHAIRMAN.

Were you still at Mbuya?

OZI.

.
Mb
The Anny Headquarters was still at Mbuya. As
Yes. st111at
uya.
.
.
th A
•
Officer
Grade
II.
And
then
m
that
same
)ear
e ~y
taff
S
th
transferred from Mbuya to Mengo, Republic
Headquarters
en was
B •• Staff
. the ear 1969' beginning, I was then sent to n1.a1n
House. AnC
d m t /atbcrley That was roughly one year course.
College ourse o
•
ft:

CHAIRMAN:

What was it called?

OZI

The British Staff College Course.
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C'H \IR\f

N

OZI

Cnntt'rbury?
Calbcrlcy. I "ent and took a course, and \\hen I came back -

CHAIRMAN

That was end of" hat year?

021.

That was the end of I96Q. At the end of 1969 when I came back, 1
continued with the job of the General Staff Officer Grade II dealing with
training and operations. And I continued through that year and then in
I Q7J. that is when Amin took over power, he overthrew the government
and took over power I continued still in the same position as a Grade n
Staff Officer. And after some time towards 1972 -

COUNSEL.

I mean - \Vere you getting ranks, promotions'l

OZI:

Okay, I can tell you the promotions. I was commissioned in November
1965 as Second Lieutenant, and then in 1967 I was promoted to full
Lieutenant, and then in 1968 I was promoted to Captain, and I was
promoted to MaJor in the middle of 1971.

COWSEL:

Do you remember the month?

OZI:

I think it was around May there.

COUNSEL:

Yes. Continue.

OZI:

I was promoted to Major and that is the rank which I hold up to today.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

OZI:

After that I had no promotions.

COUNSEL:

I see. Did you get an appointment in that year?

OZI·

Appoint - that is where now I come to -

CHAIR11AN:

Now in 1971.

021:

I was promoted to Major. Continuing with the same job.

COUNSEL:

On promotion to Major, that was in May in 1971.

021:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

In that year, did you get any appointment - 1971?

021

1971?

COUNSEL:

Yes. May be in June?

OZI

Not i~mediately in June. I got - because as Staff Officer Training and
Operations, I was then asked to train the Intelligence.
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In "ht h montl1,, re
round Au)

)

.
o train lnt -11·

c tgcncc'l

gust or September.

Of Jq7L

<.l l

Yes.

ZI
()\

,

ou nskcd t

~EL·

I sec. By who?

OZI.

By Amin.

coUN ...EL:

Amin asked you to train Intelligence.

OZI:

Yes.

COL~SEL:

Which Intelligence?

OZI:

That was - let me say - that

COL.'SEL:

I see. Could you now tell the Commission how Amin got in touch with
you, how the State Research started in detail?

OZI:

Yes. The Sta~e Rcse~ch came into being - because after the coup the
General Service which was then Intelligence Organisation was
disbanded. And when it was disbanded Amin's government found that
there was a gap, there was something missing, so they wanted an
organisation to replace the General Service, and that was when I was
called to train people in intelligence. And then I said, what kind of job
are these people going to do - what are they going to do? He said, they
will be similar to the General Service, they should be good people,
people of high integrity and people with good education. ~d .even
myself I said, then I made an appreciation of those people. I said, m ~y
training as a soldier, a soldier is supposed to protect the people and theu

was

th b . .
e egmnmg of the State Research.

property.

COUNSEL:

May be, Major, before we go on -

OZI:

ecause I intend to go on and explain to you how Yes. B

COUNSEL:

Yes. I want to lead you if you allow me -

OZI.

Yes.

COUNSEL:

you mean, he wrote to you a

OZI:

He just told me verbally.

COUNSEL:

Verbally?

021:

Yes.

letter or did he telephone you?
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S() were you acquainted wi~h Amin, were you able to meet the President
b) then, had he known you l
OZI.

He had known me. yes. Because Staff Officer, ~min was the Army
Chief of Staff. And as Staff Officer we were workmg under Amin, we
were vef)' close. he knew me very well.

COL'NSEL:

So he told you verbally to come and head a new body known as State

OZI:

Yes. I should train people for this He did not state State Research.
This name State Research came later -

COUNSEL:

I see.

OZI:

But train an intelligence organization.

COUNSEL:

I see.

OZI:

I remember the General Service had a problem. And so I said to myself
that this kind of organization is going to be very difficult and not easy,
therefore, I must make sure that I set up a standard. So when I started
the training, I said, okay, people to join the training must be at least 'O'
Level, they must be of good character, they must be of integrity and
exemplary character. So I started and selected people. And before I go
on, I have to tell you, the Commission, that by that time when Amin took
over, Amin had a lot of goodwill from both Ugandans and from nonUgandans.

Research Bureau?

COUNSEL:

I see. Now when you started selecting these people - did you advertise
the jobs or?

OZI:

Oh, yes. I advertised but within the army, they were supposed to be
selected from the army.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

OZI:

Yes. So most of the people I got when I advertised, the people I got
from the various battalions were either teachers or people at least \Vith
School Certification, those were the kind of people. And then just to go
back on that group of teachers.

COUNSEL:

Who were they?

OZI:

Yes, all people of 'O' Levels, or even some people were - there were even
graduates. I remember there was one or two graduates, Mr. Chairman

COUNSEL:

Yes. What were their names?
graduates?

OZI:

Graduates - I remember one was Katongole - graduated m Social
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Do you remember the names of these

C
0

I

Sciences in West Gcmlan)
C ll, 'SFL

Zl

And tJ,c other?
TI1c oilier one \\ as I tl1111
• k G
Makercrc
•
wayambaddc - he was a B. Comm. from

COl l 'SEL:

Who?

OZI

Gwayambaddc.

COl ,snL:

Gwayambaddc.

OZI:

) •cs These were the two graduates

COL~SEL:

•
.So before .vou started, defi_m·tc,1Y, thcy must have given
you an
mfrastructurc of how to begm your organization Did tlley give you
money, offices and the rest?

OZI

Yes. Let me go into this. Let me explain a little more.

COU?\SEL:

Okay.

OZI:

As I said, Amin had a lot of goodwill from both Ugandans and from
outsiders. So when I started this, when I was going t~ start this, the
outside countries also volunteered to assist because of the good will they
had.

CHAIRMAN:

The people of where?

OZI:

The outside countries, the Israelis, to train these people. They sent
Instructors. The Americans also sent some Instructors to train these
people. And the British also sent some Instructors to train these people.
So when I picked up these people, I also made sure, I said, these are
going to be trained by Israelis, they are going to be trained by British,
they are going to be trained by Americans, so they must be people who
can understand the course, you cannot just pick anybody and put him
there and you hope that he will be able to learn anything. So I picked, I
picked people with the minimum qualifications - the minimum
1
qualifications was 'O Level.

COUNSEL:

OZL
COUNSEL:

Yes, before we go on - let us start with the Trainers
Trainers were - you were the Chief Trainer Yes I was the Co-ordinator of the whole thing.

'

Yes. And you said that there was goodwill from inside and ou~ide
which involved other outside countries like IsracL Britain and the Umted
States.

OZI

You said the

Yes, Sir.
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ozr

•vc us some of the first trainers from these count ncs
.

cou Id ) ou 8 1
) ou hm c gh en ns'l
1

0 ,,

- there was a trainer called J lyl Bonnet.
Jrcmcm b cr1r,, 0111 the J.,racJis
• •

How do you spell it?
OZI

- I do not know how to spell their words. Bonnet.
H' I _ is spelt H-v-1
.l
••
h h
IS
s:0-n-n-e-t. Hyl Bonnet Then from the Bnt1s t ere was Adamson _
Mr. Adamson.

COUNSEL.

Y cs, continue.

OZI:

Then from the Americans there was Mr. Paul - I remember he was a
coloured American - I remember Paul, I do not remember his other
name.

COL'?'-l'SEL:

Okay. Do you remember of these people - how many Israelis, British,
Americans

OZI:

There were just one, one, one.

COUNSEL:

Were they Military men or?

OZI:

Oh, well, they were only dressed in civilian, so I would not know that
they were military men.

CHAIRMAN.

Didn't you ask them as a Chief Trainer?

OZI.

But of course, as a soldier, of course, I think they must be, but when they
were here they were dressed in civilian.

co

No, no. I am asking you, you were the head - may be didn't you know
their background of the people who were assisting you?

OZI

COUNSEL:

OZI:

The background I know is that they had training in military intelligence.
they were experts in intelligence.

COUNSEL:

Yes. When you mentioned countries like Israel and U.K. and the United
States, you mean they had been sent officially by government?

OZI:

They were sent officially by their governments. They were sent by their
government.

COUNSEL·

Yes. Okay, continue.

DR. LUYOMBY A.

OZI:

021

OZI.

co

oz
C

0

Perhaps to clarify on this point. Who asked these countries to send these
people. Did you yourself advise Amin to look for Instructors from these
countries?
You see. as I said that when Amin took over po,, er there was a good,\ ill
If I talk about the goodwill - when Amin took over eve() body \\as
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cited, c, Ct") bod) "as jolly. and so on, so people were coming to
advise him immcdiatcl ·, foreigners, Ugand~ms,everybody was coming.
nd l think in one of these possibly, they must have been advised by the
Embassies of these countries.

Ycs. Continue.
OZI:

So for each group - I selected about 30 candidates and they continued -

COl "'\SEL:

\Vhich group - you mean one of these countries?

021:

I mean the three different countries. one of these countries.

COL· ·sr:L:

Okay. You selected about 30 people to train, 30 for the Israel, 30 for the
British, 30 for the American.

OZI:

Yes

COUNSEL:

Yes.

OZI:

And then -

COUNSEL:

You were suggesting that you did not want them to lecture on one tied you wanted a number of them, one trained by Common Countries and
another by another one.

OZI:

No, the only set up was that - each group wanted to train its own group.
So they trained separately, there were not a kind of put them together
and each one comes to lecture, like people do in Makerere or in schools.

COUNSEL:

Right. They had made some selected area of intelligence he had to deal
with?

OZI

No, they had to cover from the beginning, basic up to certain standard.

COUNSEL:

Which standard?
standard.

If you are not expert but say, for the record, the

For the record, I would say CHAIRMAN:

Maj. Ozi, perhaps to guide you on the kind of information we want ) ou
to tell us because you are the person who started this observation on
training. What kind of Sections or departments did it consist of? I am
sure there must be different areas or departments and sections to which
you were trained. It is the kind of things we would like you to tell us.

OZI:

Yes. basically covers three areas. One was operation and intelligence.
that means the gathering of information concerning the enemy.

COUNSEL:

Concerning what?

OZI

Concerning any threat to your country: gathering of information
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• mn • t 1rn.:,
"'ntto the integrity of the country, .In other
cmrng
. words , you
cone
ok;v "ho is likely to attack Uganda and m wl11ehstrength is
"ould
he
com:a)·
mg to a t·t'ack Uganda? Where will
. he untcr. and. so on'J That ki
, nd
•
And then the second field 1s counter
that tncans
of tlungs.
h .111tcll1gcnce,
t:'.
•
Ofl
'nforrnation • that means t at 111,onnat1onyou gathcr
the proteetJon
shouId no t be taken out or ,,hat you have. For example, you can say,
okav Ugan da•, fcor example
•
' today, you can say there arc so tnanY
divi~ions but you do not want that to be known by the enemy outside
bccause 1'f thev
your strength,
• know they will prepare
. and overwhelm
.
anyway if they intend to hit you they will come and do 1t. So counter_

DR LUYOMBYA.
OZI·

DR LUYOMBY A.

ozr

COUNSEL:

OZI
COUN
OZI

Divisions of the am1y''
Yes divisions of the army. And also counter protects against sabotage
so that people do not come and blow up here radar in Uganda, blow up
here at the Airport and important installation So you are to learn to
protect such matters And then the next field is ~e fi~ld of interrogation
So if you get somebody and you want to question him and so on, how
would you proceed to questioning him, how will you get infonnation out
of somebody'> So, this was the kind of ground which was covered in
such courses and of course, apart from this you cover also a lot of
ground in geography, map reading for example, because map reading is
really part of the - it is the main thing in the Military because when you
are going to move you must know the ground, you must know how to
use it because it i') very important. If you know the ground then you can
move accordingly and be able to manoeuvre and talk to your enemy and
defeat him. So do a lot of map reading and that was the kind of ground
which they covered.
So each of these groups taught all this?

co

OZI

co

OZI

co
C

Yes, they all taught this because the whole thing is similar, it docs not
matter which country it is but it is similar, the aim is the same. So. I
taught the similar things.
Where were your offices, where were you doing the work from?

OZJ
We were doing the work from - we were training these people in Mbuya
because that is where we took them for necessary training. And then
when we started the work my office was moved to the Parliament
Building in the Office of the President.

0

COUNSEL:
Now do you remember the names of the first recruit - the first 90
Intelligence or some of them?

C

OZI:

No, that one, I would remember some, yes, but not all I cannot remember
now all, it is a long time. As I sav I remember this Katongole. I
remember Gwayambadde, I rcmembe; Sekite, I remember Mangwi. I
remember - they were quite a number but I cannot remember the names
all.
COUNSEL:
Is that all you can recall?
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OZI.

Yes, that is all I can.

cot NSEL:

So, did the training go on successfully?

OZL

Y cs the traininp, of course, went on very well

The instructors were
very happy with the trammg and the students were quite good, they were
well behaved, they were also of calibre so they picked up the course very
well and so we started then the organization.

cot.NSEL-

Now I am not disputing what you are saying Arc you suggesting that of
the 90 names, you only remember Katongolc who were training in
Germany, Gwayambaddc, Sekite and Mangwi? Try to remember
·because you know, we are on exercise, we want to get up some
information.

OZI.

There was also Mukasa, there was -

COUNSEL:

You see Maj. Ozi, people may not take it seriously if you say, the names
you remember are only these names you mentioned out of 90, that these
are the names you really remember, people may not take seriously. You
try to remember about the names.

OZI:

There was Achipaga, there was -

COUNSEL:

There is no harm in remembering the people who are presently working
or who were in the country.

CHAIRMAN:

You may genuinely know the people, may be, around, serving in the
Government or continuing in another scheme or may be, perhaps they
are not at home and so on but if you want to testify in camera and we
exclude the pressmen, we can give you that protection. If you like it,
please, feel relax and feel free and try to give all the information you
have. You are not here for trial, nobody will accuse you for anything
that you did anything wrong. All that we want is to get the necessary
information which were at that time we expected you to know that
impression that you are withholding or concealing without even
information or names for a good reason. So with that assurance let us
proceed.

OZI:

I really do not have any fear, Mr. Chairman about giving the names and
that is why I am here, I have got to give the names.

COUNSEL:

The next thing what we have to do, we have to take you camera.
Okay, let me go ahead. So there was Lokwa, there was Lawende, there
was Itabuka -

COUNSEL:

ls it during the time you were in service'>

OZI:

Yes, later on. 1l1cre was Bekunda, there was Nasser, there was Ali, there
was Viyiwa, there was Mwaka, generally these are the names I
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remember, ~1r. Chaim1an •
DR. LUYO.MBYA

•• 1 •,·ou ' l\fr. Chairman. I·r,vant
r ·uc;t want to ass1s
tJ to tell M~ior. that one

.I • to rcmcm bc·r one's student, anyway, 1 1ey were btoo
tends
. hpohte or too
- d
this will assist you so that you go as a ng t student as
dcnc;c an so
b
"th h
·
•
d
t
some use o P la)· grune or as you used to c wt t em Just to assist ""ou
J
to remember nil nruncs.

ozr:

Yes. that is right. There was Buga, there was Mwala, there was Yakuni.

COl "\SEL·

Ycakuni''

OZI·

y cs. y akuni. There was Kikya.

COL'NSEL:

In this, a person like Farouk Minawa. is he there?

OZI:

Farouk Minawa came in later, I will come to that aspect there. So these
were the candidates like that and then when the organization started the
job, they started quite well.

COUNSEL:

Under what name?

021:

Under Security Organization at first but then later on the name State
Research was brought in later on.

COUNSEL:

Who named that?

021:

The name was suggested by Americans to Amin then that was adopted
the name of State Research.

COUNSEL:

The name of State Research?

021:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Yes?

OZI:

COUNSEL:

So we started and when we started we ·were going collecting information
for the protection of the country so also the foreigners - these three
foreigners, were assisting and I remember on typical case where the
organization did a very good job and then later on became a problem
because then I would come to Farouk Minawa's issue. The organization
was being assisted, of course, by the Americans. the Israelis and British
So these people had their interest also as well. so they said. let us find
out. When you take the West their main enemy is the East and West on Uganda?

OZI:
No: . I am talking about Europe, I am talking about the world
pohticssomething like that. So, the CJ.A. for A.I. 6 and M.L 5 for the
British, the Israel Mossad. The British focused the attention on the
K.G.B. _ofthe Soviet Union, that is the Russian set up. So they said these
embassies here also are likely to gathering infom1ation here. so let us
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find ns n t·,sk. s
t , 1, l1
' : • o we sat about tint th , b
.c P onc hnc .u1d after t·

.

~ •

c~ rought some gadgets we had a

mfonn:.1t1onfrom that · }PPtn~ th e tckphonc line \'vC continued taking
·1 ·t all
d; u
Y tapped th-- t ,tin1onnat1on
. we d'tscovcrcd the Russian Fmbassy
o::
c c cp11onc hnc of tl1 p 1·1
,
O ll'CC with that
Th
e ar an1ent of the President's
F ,.
•
e Israel Embass,· ,
tt1oass, was tapped the B . .
. \\as tapped, the American
Gcm1anvEmbass, . • ,
ntish Embass} ,, as tapped, the West
• tapped
•
"as tapped
these were
"
• tIle Frcnch Embassy was also tapped, all
OR Ll YO!\1BY .\:

B) the Russians?
Yes. by the Russians s0 all th • fi
.
•
e m onnat1on was corning out like this so
the se peop 1e were ven.• h
.
'
· b S
•.J app). and t 11ey said,
oh, you have done a good
JO •
owe were happ Y but then th'is 1s
• what brought us a big problem
·b
ecause
then people who "··e
•
.
,,. re not really trained,
who were close to
~In, those who became close to Amin, came ai1dstarted advising him
m th e other way round and happened to be - I am not against rnoslems
but I am sa. Y_mg
• th 1s
• •- thi s h appened to be mainly
•
people who are of
moslem religion and these people came and they were not educated most
of them they are the Army, Amin used to pick them from various
battalions and mainly from the Military Police. So these people now he
started even using them and they would listen to the rumours, say, okay,
_Maj. Ozi is against the government, he wants to overthrow you, so that
would set Amin wild. Mr. Commissioner here, my brother here is
against Amin, so they would follow him and they would even take him,
they would kidnap him and that kind of thing then started. This is how
the Farouk Minawa and the moslem groups have come and when that
started, I remember then these people after they kidnapped certain people
- because people used to come to me, there was I think, I remember one
case of coffee officials - there were officials from Coffee Marketing
Board, they were kidnapped. So the European of Coffee came to me. the
General Manager came and Mr. - the Chief Accountant also came, he
said , no doubt that his son was kidnapped or abducted. I said but how?
My boys are here they have never done anything, they were never sent
on this kind of things, how come? He said, you find out. So, I traced. I
started investigating, I used my own boys and found out that this man
was kidnapped and brought to Makindye.

COUNSEL:
OZI:

COUNSEL:
OZI:

Which man, do you know the name?
The name is _ let me try to remember th~ name. He was called _Mr
Menya, he was coming from, I think, Achoh area. S?, I traced ~d "hen
.stance from the Police the Police gave assistance.
I even ask e d fior assl
•
•d
c.
und out that his man was later killed and bune
110
d
We trace d an we
Am'
· L wero and when we traced this case and I came to
m
somew h ere m u
and I protested very bitterly.
Did you find out that he had been killed by who?
yes, by some o f t hese

moslem group whom Amin had started bringing.
.

•

?

Who had become members of the Orgamzation.

COUNSEL:
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The,·
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OZI

l';

, . m1.:,m hers uf the Orgmtizntion but the
quite
the..:tlrganizntion.

:\ f 11. ,r

"c-1 ,

c, cntually took

, •. the o,,ro 111,, the group consists of people, mu::.tbe a
, tlll sa)
f
-~
gn,up o t11n:1.:, a g•nmp offi,c. \\ould
. . , )OU tell us t 1mt group \\hich ,,as
and ktllmg. 1
rcsponst 'bi.1.: for kidnapping
•
•

"hdt

,.l

as his escorts. Amin
111.,t grnup " ·ere mainl)' used
•
f
sused them
- as his
,
d
•
the
long
nm
thcv
became
part
o
the
tate
Research
but
CSll.,rtS
an 111
.~
t1tc) "err ma.inly the Presidential Escort Group.

COl 1\Sl"L:

Could ) ou giYc us the names of some of these people or all of them·,

OZI:

Farouk l\linawa is one of them. ll1crc "as Ali -

COL'-ISEL:

Ali who?

OZI:

Ali Mohammed

COLl\SEL:

Is it the same Ali) ou mentioned about in the other group?

OZI:

No. not that one. And then there was Gogo, there was Bashir and so on.
there quite a number of them but what then they did was this kind of
thing and when I remember this case where this fellow disappeared and I
followed, I found out that the man who kidnapped was a member of this
Presidential Escort Unit.

COUNSEL:

Who was this one 'J

OZI:

He was called Bateke.

COUNSEL:

Bateke who?

OZI:

The other name I do not remember but he is -

COUNSEL:

When you say. but, there was a Minister but. that is why we want a
second name.

OZI:

DR. LUYOMBYA:
OZI:

DR. LUYOMBY A;

..

No. that is the name, Sir. I think his name was Bateke Nullu. So. I
followed him up to th~ - and I found that he was responsible and then I
went to Amin, I protested You said, he was killed in Makindyc? And buried in Luwcro''
Where he was killed I did not know but we found only he was buried in
Luwero. So I protested to Amin very bitterly and then Amin bccann:
very annoyed and he lost confidence in me t~tally and he became now
ver)' harsh to me.
•
What did he tell you?
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I. -le s:.ud.
. there nrc some of the
nn cshgating them. \\71, t b s: people whom I use and now you are
g ot 11g t O o, I said butaMa out if. LI m ,em against you what arc you
t1ns
• k'·md of thing you
'
'
. r Prcs1den•t tJ11•s •is wrong hccm1sc
if you do
11not rcmai • h"1
'
wi
•
)OU do good to the pco
n m t s chair because it is when
1
you do this kind of th • p c t 1iat you can remain. But in this high time if
but it is question onmt~sto people, okay you can be very strong I agree
ime you will c
d
'
.
ome own, you will be brought
d own. l11is is what I t , 11
and this Presidential Esc
Then these very people, Minawa ground
my unit, these ve
c:~
roup sta~ed now accusing me and accusing
started accusing ry ~ p The
whom _Ipicked and trained very well. They
me.
ey said M • 0 • •
II b
•
American, British and the
. . ' . ~I· zi is co a orating with
of Amin and if A . .
Israel Zionists to overthrow the Government
and find O .
mm rs not careful, the next morning he will wake up
z1 now has taken the government.
d

"

I

t

tl

•

J~·

COUNSEL:

In which year was this?

OZI:

This_start ed straight so then this was l 973 there So this kind of thing
continued, not only on me but even on the people whom I mentioned to
you at first who were well trained and they were harassed some of them
even were kidnapped and some of them I remember 'Katongole for
example was going to be kidnapped and then he came and told me the
information and I said my brother, you better run and Katongolc ran
away to Germany. I think up to today I have not seen him but I
remember he escaped alive.

COUNSEL:

Where did Mr. Katongole go and where was he coming from in Uganda?

021

He was coming from Masaka. I am sorry I do not remember the second
name but I remember him very well, he is a very nice man, a graduate.
So he ran to Germany that Katongole. I assisted him and I said you go
and I managed to just get him in time and I went. So then this kind of
accusations continued against me and not only against me but they also
brought in the army people to make the information of more grave, they
brought in army people. They said Maj. Ozi is now collaborating with
staff officers from the army headquarters. People who were in the Army
Headquarters at that time were the people like, Lt. Mayandrua. there was
people like Obitre Gama, people like Ondoga, there were people like.
even Maj. Gen. Nyangweso and so on. All these army people were now
being labelled that the whole thing was to work them up against Amin so
that Amin is toppled.

COUNSEL:
021

Did you try to find out why they were malicious against you?
The reason is this, let.me tell you the reason Sir. The reason is because
this Presidential Escort Group knew that if I stay there they could not be
•accful. Because anything they do wrong it did not please me to see
pc
• as a so Id'1er as to sec th at
anybody being kidnapped when my profession
a person is protected and his property protected. I cannot stomach
people being kidnapped for nothing and then these p~oplc. they knc,,
.
the onl)' thing the'-' know was to go on telling hes and that
not h mg so
J
•
•
kind of thing extended even one day after Amm had taken over busmess
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11s111csscame 111, positions • in
•
1,1k. the 1111s1nc • •
• c,
kinds
of
things
c:uuc 111 and these very pcopl1.:
J(l\
cmmcnt l~llllC Ill, u 11 .
~rmtcd me out - (l11tcrn1pt1on)
~o 1h,1t the\'

COUNSEL:

TI,c people of the escorts'/

OZI.

y cs, of the cscorts.

MR NAGENDA·

llow big of'tlwsc people of escorts were?

OZI·

I think ro1whly there were something

t\fR N <\GFNDA

About 40'/

OZJ:

Yes.

MR NAGENDA:

Were the) m Kampala?

OZI·

Yes, they were m Kampala. But then as time went on - (Interruption)

MR NAG[·NDA:

Who was there head or their command')

OZI:

1l1ey were, Jct me say, unitwise, they were kind of under the Military
Police and the Head was Matera, Brig. Malera who later on became
Brigadier Hussem Malera.

COUNSEL:

OZI:

COUNSEL:
OZJ:
COUNSEL:

like 40 people like that.

Now you said that the people who were making accusation against you
were moslcms and these were people who were in the Presidential Escort
Unit?
Yes
Is it true, therefore, that the Presidential Escort Unit was composed of
moslcms. only moslems')
Mainly was composed of moslems.

I sec.

OZI
And there were also people - apart from that - man\' of them were
foreigners. Say, from Zaire or' from Sudan because. those were the
people who were loyal, special and personal to Amin.

COUNSEL.
Could you tell us some of the Sudanese?

OZJ:
Sud.u1ese for cxan1ple. Malcra was a Sudanese.

COUNSEL:

And ,vho'J
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Bashir ""udanese
l

T

El .

ZI

rou

Another one?
Sulc also was a Sud ,
d .
•
ancse an quite a number of Sudanese.

F'EL:

OZI·

\Vhat of Zaireans?
TI1c Zaircans were peopl 1·k, Mat· .

Go,,·on were Zaircans. e

1

c,

COLl\SEL:

Gowon "ho?

OZI:

Gowon was a Zairean.

COUNSEL:

Do you mean Governor.Gowon?

OZI:

l)

. .

.

amungu were Za.ireans' people hke

Yes, one time he became Governor. So then the accusations intensified
against me and the unit, so some of my people then also absconded and
they ran away. I said, let them run because I now see no future in these
things and so by October 19 - (Interruption)

COUNSEL:

When this thing of a Presidential Escort Unit came into - suppose did
you beg when you - (Interruption)

OZI:

Okay, let me go to that. Yes, so, they came into - Presidential Escort
Unit then eventually they also became part of the State Research and
they eventually took over the State Research and later, I think after
Francis Itabuka, Farouk Minawa took over the running of the whole
thing as I was already disposed of.

COUNSEL:

Are you suggesting that Francis Itabuka was part of the Presidential
Escort Unit?

OZI:

No he started as State Research, he was not part of them.
'

COUNSEL:

He was one of these students?

OZI:

He was one of these students, yes, becaus: Francis was ev~n a Private, I
trained him as a Private. He is a P.VI soldier then he rose hke that.

COUNSEL:

are saying Major or that the foreigners had their vested
~o, you ~eeS,you R arch and that this caused you problems because
mterest m tate ese
R ·
•
h the British Americans suspected these uss1ans
:~e~::;n:
~:: :~n you investi~ated ~is and you found that this was
t rue, how this go -because you were, I thmk, by -

OZJ

.
•
0 back to this point, that one when this had
y cs, this one if I may gc. .
were talking well with the State

b then the ,ore1gners
.
happcne d - Y
h
with that and they were domg very
Research and they were ve~ w~!y not very happy, these Presidential
well but then these peo~ the Presidential Escort Unit, were not happy
Escorts, people who starte
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.
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.
continue •
th'
and so on Amm too t 11s eqmpment and
• s did bad mgs
·
R ussian_
tit R ssi·ansafter he arrested me and put me m and he
h d d 1t back to e u •
·
an c
•
•-,·sts J have even kept the Russians so let the
said Amcncan impem.ut .
th R .
.
tak·c tit'is c quipmcnt• so he gave them to e uss1ans.
Russians
t

because t11c) s31d

COUNSEL.

Do you mean he never condemned the activities rather the Russians
continued.

OZI·

He never condemned.

COUNSEL:

The Russians continued?

OZI:

Yes. So when the accusation continued against me very much like that.
one day they just came and arrested me together with some two people
There was one fellow called Elizo Mangue and then another one called
Peter Achipaga so we were arrested and taken to Makindye.

COUNSEL:

Arrested by who?

CHAIRMAN:

Who wanted you in Makindye?

OZI.

They said that I \Vas under arrest, ordered by Amin and I am being taken
to Makindye.

CI-IAIRJ\1AN:

What time did this take place?

OZI:

The day was around Uhuru time because after two days in Makindye and
then there was Uhuru.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Which year was this?

OZI:

1973.

COUNSEL:
OZJ:

COUNSEL:
OZI:

COUNSEL:

Were you actually taken to Makindye?

I was actually taken to Makindye.
What happened when you reached Makindye?
When I reached Makindve the . t 00 k
th • 'th •
•
)
away • because I was dressed like
is w1 a tie and so on they took th .
took away my shoes and the ,
e tte away. they took the jacket. they
my legs with chain and the } ~andc~ffed me and they handcuffed also
behind the bar in the
y pu me mto th e cell. Then I was locked up
ce 11.
Alone?
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OZI

t.
e.
d

Yes. they put me in tl1
d ••fficrcnt cells, there arce cell IIaIon e.
• 11icy put these other people also in
stn
So the) put me there .....d tla ' Small cells in Makindyc, several of them.
t 0 "ntc
· statement fr ,u, 1cn after ab out fiour days Matera sent people
om me I ·d h
about? I asked them d
sai . w at am I going to write statement
collaborating with A an . tItcy s:ud you must write because you arc
mcncans • ls• rac.,·is z·
. and )'OU want to
ovcrtJ1row the G
~1omsts
ovcmrnent of A • I •
well, to the best of
k
mm, t tat is why arc here. Then I said
my
nowledg
Americans these B - - h h
c th ere •is no such a thing and these'
1
'
. about, these were
the very people
A n. IS ' t esc
• Israeris you arc talkmg
mm
gm.e
them
t
.
•
•
•
0
and now how come
.
me ~o tram m the lntclhgencc
Unit
0
with these people t agam { u arc accuSmg me that I am collaborating
th1's i's ·1tand
o overt uow the Government of Amin? They said
vou
must
ad • 1
music So I • ·d fi
mit, 'f you do not you arc going to face the'
•
' sm ' or me 1 do not know and when I said I do not know
tl1en tl1cy
went
and when tltey went tltcy came back second time and
. d
pressunze me. and th ey even
. tortured me to say that I was planning to
ovehrth row
h' Amm but I sa·1d , no, th'is •1s not correct I have never done
sue at mg So they went and when they went after about ten days they
took me to -

DR LUYOMBYA:

Can you tell us the way tltey tortured you?

OZI

1?1ey beat m_ewitlt - tltere is you know tltis skin of hippopotamus - the
Idbooko _(whip),they beat me witlt that all over the body, again and again
but I said not I do not anytlting, if you want to kill me, you kill me
because I cannot say what I have not done. So tlten after about two days,
they took me to tlte Army Headquarters for Military Orders tltat is where
my fate was to keep silent and tltere the Ag. Chief of Staff was Brigadier
Ali Fadhul, so the charges were read to me by Maj. David Watuwa who
was the Deputy Assistant Adjutant, General headquarters - Staff Officer
in charge of Administration. So he read tlte charges. The charges said.
One, I hate Moslems; Two I was collaborating witlt army officers to
overthrow the government; Three, I am collaborating with Americans
and British imperialists and Israel Zionists to overthrow Amin: Four,
that I called Amin God of Moslcms. These \\'ere tlte charges labelled
against me and they said, do you have anything to say? I said, no, I do
not have anything to say because these accusations have been there
before. I know they arc done by these group of the Escorts - tlte Escort
Group. They are unfounded I have always protested against tltem. So.
Chief of Staff if you like you take me to Amin 1 have even told Amin but
before to you take to Amin let tell you that tltis is just a lie against me.
So, he said, okay, you can match him away because that is a military
order then they turned me about-tum left-right they matched me away to
Makindyc and when I was in Makindye, I was now waiting_what \\as
going to happen to me next. After ~other two days, _at mght, som_e
soldiers came and told me that your wife has come. l said, okay, that 1s
good, if she can come and sec me that is a relief. So ~en my ,, ifc camth
e
and then my wife said, okay, she has been also runnmg around t~- e
Ann Headquarters, to various Military people ,, ho hold the pos1t1on,
and ihcy said now that I have been dismissed 1 can go ~way. So she h_as
, t me I said okav we can go. We JUSt left my wife
come to co 11
cc
•
,
-•
• •
. left in mv small Toyota Corolla car, we drove home and
dnvmg, so, , ...e
•
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r d, our home, of course,
was . looted' so
,
lt0ttt C• \\'C J 101111
•
\\C
reached
,
•
took
off
the
next
day
1mmediatcly.
We
1
" Iicr
I11'tdrcn ano \\<.:
~ colkctcd our
c • COU Id UfJ to Laropi Ferrv,
those of you who
have
\\ l
•
•
'
as "L:
t l\fO'-'O District. you find there 1s a Fcny
dro, c off ns fa.o;t_
rth 1·ryou went o
-'
been to the No
•
, • up to Laropi Ferry and we get the Fcny
• I 'd we must mo,1.:
. . .
there. So. •sat
,
.
d
not
operate.
\Ve
must
get
1t m time and
It1 the Fem ocs
becauseat mg
k··
got it in time and they crossed us. and we
V•vcrcluc).we
\
we cross. <.:' •0 \Vhen we reached Moyo, we slept one mght, the
dro,·e off to Mo)
t lcphonc rang from Kampala and that was the
•
•ct'Y car 1y a c
ne:xtmorning' • f . might know him, Luke Idro who was late, may be, some o ) ou
DR Ll 'YOl\fBYA:

DistrictCommissioner?

OZI:

Yes.

DR. LUYOMBY A

From Fort Portal?

OZI:

Commissioner
Yes, c..
uom Fort Portal for several years he was
. a District
.

DR. LUYOMBYA
OZI:

DR LUYOMBY A:

OZI:

and then later he became a Railway - worked m the Railways
As a Director?
yes as a Director General of the Railway and he said, Ozi if you are
the;-have you reached? I said, yes, I have reached. He said, very good.
this is the information, people have been dispatched behind you they are
coming and they came as fast as they could they have even reached,
probably now they have reached Laropi Ferry. They have not reached
your home because of the Ferry, so you leave the home. And that this
information was passed to Luke Idro because I had very good
relationship with army to tell honestly.
So they gave him the
information that these people - these people there was Lt. Bogere who
gave this information who went and told Luke Idro about this. So Who told these people to follow you up?
They were dispatched by Amin. So, I told Idro and said, okay, I thank
you very much sir and I put the telephone down and as I was putting the
telephone down I could see in the compound the vehicles arriving - two
504 estate vehicles of these Escort Unit arrived in the compound and
came out with guns and all ready. So what I did I put the telephone
down and I passed through the back door and through the back door
there was cassava field behind my house, I moved into the cassava field
and from there I moved into the nearest hill and that hill was covered by
grass, so I walked slowly up to the top of the hill and I could see the~
and saw that they were part of the Intelligence and I just sat there and
look~ng at the~- They were moving harassing people left-right and I
st
w~. 1JU watchmg. I sat there for hours and hours and said now what is
th1
s When I sat for about three hours and then I saw that thev had
cleared the home and th
.
.
·
ey
went
away
I
still
remamed
there
but
then
I
went nearer the ho
d I al
,,
me an
c led for somebodv and asked him where
are thev. So my wife cam
d .d
•
have gone
• to the barrack e an
sai
now
they
ha\'e left the home the\'.
M
.
s at oyo. I said, okay now it is not good for

!
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home of mu fat I . lcr was about four m-'1 ; best thing is, let me go to
J
ier tUtd f1
1 cs ,rom To
an d he started . .
rom there I told
wn, so I went to the
\\Ccp1ng
t
•
my
father
wh h d
bccausc there the ,
, said, do not wee
a~ a happened
dodge at least so d) cannot get me easily I [· I am going in the hills
db
o not wony S
,
now the ground
I
~ rothcrs were ea ,j ' • o, I went and stayed thcr ' so c~

listening to what th 0) ng me some food wh·1,
1
e and my wife
1
tl
'
cy wern up t
S
e was momtonng and
. icy c~uld not find me and o • o when they searched around and
mstructions to the C0
. they left and went back B
M
h
mmandrng Offi
•
ut the left
oyo t at he must alert all h'
icer of the Unit at the Barracks t
know the Moyo ground ve is people because these are the people wh:
they must look for me and~f ,~ell, who know each and every place so
spot. So the Command·
~~ cy get me they should shoot me at the
Adrisi Mustafa, he w~nt
taicer too was_for me and that is the very
somebody - he sent his Esco:
~ a! that time Adrisi Mustafa sent
there we have now been al rt
said, go and tell Ozi's wife that if he is
him they have gone b t e he - these people who have come to take
u we ave been al rt d h •
should shoot him and kill h'
h
e e t at if we get him, we
border and let him go to S d Im o; -~: spot So, tell him to cross the
him because we kn
u an an I e stays there, we are going to find
G dD G
ow all that area where he is hiding So I said I thank
an~ I
~u;tafa and I left that night and I walked th~ough the bush
.
u . an. Then when I reached Sudan, I stayed in the border
townthabout 20
miles
away from Moyo Distn'ct, i·n Ka.~o KaJ1
.. fior about a
· •
mon
momtonn~ the situation but nothing was good. So I sent a
message to my wife and said, no I am going to move forward because to
s~y along the border Amin has a lon~ hand he can get me. So the best
thmg let me move deeper inside and so I moved to Juba and I was there
i~ Juba. Of course, in Juba I had known a few people from the Sudan
side there were -because the border divided the same tribe into two.
Some Madi - I am a Madi by tribe - some Madi are in Uganda some
Madi are in the Sudan. A person like Joseph Lagu I think whom you
have heard about, the one who led the "Anyanya Two" that is a Madi.
So when I went there, I had known him -when they were fighting for
Anyanya two - fighting against the government of Sudan, so he
welcomed me when I went to him and he reported the matter to the
Sudanese Authority and the Sudanese authority allowed me to stay and
they said what can I do? I said I can do some other job even but they
said no, you cannot be given any job because you are a military man and
you are a foreigner so, if you like we can give you a job of teaching. I
said, yes, I would like that. So they gave me a job to teach in one of
their Secondary Schools. I was teaching in Juba at the school called Juba
I. So I taught there and stayed for sometime and remained there and so

a:;

;:ac::d

on.
But the situation I was monitoring what was happening i~ U~anda.. after
me of course. my arrest and so on caused a lot of tension tn the army
be;ause there were very many people like me and cscortc_dme. So_~y
nsion and that continued and I dunk, t!vcn 1t 1s
arrest cause d a Io t Of te •
.
•
f
·s "'h\' - for example later tn 1974 this attempt o
l
that
one O f th C reasons
n •
'
f that because the attack was not only on me
O
rt
Charles Aru bc was pa
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b I sc, cml of other mili1.u-., l,fliccrs were ,11s0 being hunted down
b~lund hrn.·
People likl· A, mltia was ~idnnpped nnd_disappeared,
people like OtHfog.1 ,H1s kidnnppcd and_ ~tiled, people like Viwa the
~.mll'. ,woplc hkc Aswa wlw read the l\1t~1tnr)'Announ~ment of Amin

th.it one togcthcr\\ith Ochimn \\l'fC also l..:1dnuppcdand k1llcd and so on.
11,c tension gnm and grew it rnlminatcd into the t~c-ovcr which Anib1.:
attrmptcd but thnt one was a bit - I could say a bit too late. If he did it
earlier. mny be. it could have succeeded. It was too late because - I will
exvl,un
COUNSEL·

021:

Ycs, ) <HI cnn
Lct me explain. Because "hen Amin Sa\\ that his power, his support
line among the outsiders, he sent Ambe to Moscow for a course and that
is "hv I said that the coup was already too late. When he sent Arube to
Mosc~w -Arube actually was the Chief of Staff and he appointed Matera
made the transfers and did what kind of things, he put more Sudanese
well so by the time Arube came back and then made the attempt, 1t was
already too late and that is why it failed. Then l continued to teach in
Juba and eventually r received a message that the army people were
putting a lot of pressure on Amin so Amin sent a message that I should
come back, he sent an officer I said, but now somebody who wants to
kill you like this if you come back will he not kill you? How can I go
back'' This is just trying to bring me back to be killed They said, not,
even many people in the army arc concerned about, you come nothing
will happen and then I remembered my old father was very sick and he
was helpless. my wife and children -

COUNSEL:

Eventually you came back?

OZI:

So eventually I came back to Uganda.

MR NAGENDA

When was it?

021:

1975.

COUNSEL.

CHAIRMAN:

CHAIRMAN:

My Lord chairman, I woul~ feel that this is a convenient time to adjourn
bcca~se I am ~old that this place is required because of some other
functions.. It will be the ng
• ht t'ime so th at next time
•
when we begin we
shall begm when he comes back to Uganda.
,
:e;, of co;;e, I h~~e been advised another function is taking place here
one O e participants is a dignitary.
Fellow Commissioners learned c
I
.
ready now to resume '
.
ounse s, ladies and gentlemen. we arc
the Prisons Offi
tMhesessions of today, the 10th November 1989 at
cers
css Kam al
C
.
'
continuing with the e .d ' fi P a.
ounsel, I bcl1c\·e we arc still
yesterday M ·
, vi e_ncc rom Major Ozi who started on evidence
remind yo~ I ;fnkor,"~houstill ~n oath which you took yesterday. 1·ust to
'
" en we ad1oum d
• •
had just told us that you ret
·d . e yeSterday you were at the point of ,·ou
.
.
ume m Ugand • 19
••
}iad gone mto
exile Could
am
75 from the Sudan where you
• •
you tell us the reason why you came back?
•
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•~ "•\.." h-~,.usl of m, children and then my father who ,..-as also very
~' ·k. h n • d 'd Sl'tllc nssistance nnd there was nobody to help him so I
~· id. l'ka, "h. H.·,t·r it may be Uganda is m'-· countrv let me come go
bd,.
dl
.
'
J
.,
• ru,
dt•\:tdC'd to come back to Uganda. When I came back to
Ugnnd,l.

C l

S

OZI:

In 1Q 7 • It \\as ,U\)und October. So when I came back to Uganda, in
fuct. tlirt sent n car to bnug me and one Military Officer. Capt.
Pan~antsio .\liko and we travelled from Juba where I was teaching
str.ught t ) Kampa.laand then from Kampala....

CHAIR,.\L.\°'

\Vas it in a military vehicles?

OZI:

It was •m one of the staff cars of the anny, an anny Mercedes Benz. So,
when I arrived the) accommodated me in Kampala.

C~L.\N.

You came through straight? Or you first stopped at Mayo.

OZI:

N?· Of course we came from Juba straight to the border at Nimule; from
N1mule we crossed at Bibiya, came to Atiak Atiak to Gulu Gulu to
Karuma and Karuma to Kampala and the n;,,.'t day they to~k me to
President Amin and then Amin told me that he was happy that I accepted
to come back and he \\'as willing to employ me back in the anny but I
told him that I have had enough of the anny and that I would prefer a
civilian job. So he looked around and then he sent me to the Ministryof
Industry and I went to the Minister of Industry and by that he was Brig.
Dusman Sabuni. So when I reported to Sabuni, Sabuni said he was
sending me to Kakira Sugar Works and as I was sent to KakiraSugar
Works, I was appointed as Assistant General Manager and I found the
set up of administration in Kakira was, because after the Asians had been
expelled, the Government sent there three Government Agents. One
government agent for agriculture, that is Mr. Augustine Osuban and then
there was one government agent also for Finance, that is Mr. Emwalu
and one government agent for technical services whom I did not find
there but he was called Mr. Ochom. So these people welcomed me and I
worked with them, under them, there were very good, we co~perated
and we did our best. Then towards '76 or end of '76 the two government
agents were transferred back to their ministries. Mr. Augustine Osuban
went back to the Ministry of Agriculture at Entebbe and Mr. Emwalu
also from the Ministry of Finance went back to the Ministry also based
in Entebbe. So then I was left as the General Manager and rehabilitation
of the sugar works started. The Italians from ~egio ~ilia, Italy, ~e
to rehabilitate Kakira Sugar Works. So I continued with these Itahans
and they settled do\,n quite well and also I got the staff, the staff also cot first there were conflicts between the graduates and those
ope rat ed . A
. . th facto th
who rose up to say Foremen rank after long service m e
. ry, ey
· th t how can you bring Makerere bovs who have Just come
were saymg a
•
·
I ·d
m
engineers
here
or
make
them
chemists
here.
sai ,
the
today an d m ake. ·
sh
uld
d
•
o, )OU
my brothers th 1s 1s not the wav. but vou
- people
. . what .you o.
' d th" • our countrv and this mdustry 1s very important to
must understan
is is
•
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11ot onlv to Ugandans but to the world at large.
Ugan
tJ '
, can ,,,·en ,~xportsugar.. o 1csegm uatcs w o have
ak
roduccs"c • "'
..,.
1'., nn P .
brothers they could even be your sons, and you should
cl1mc are ) our
'
k
h
h
cccpt them Ok .,n•, )'OU mav
· sav
~ they do not now • ow to andle the
a
• . b • th th~
eory of the machines they know 1s what you do not
machines ut c
·
b" ·
f
'
h
.
need
to nm this place 1s a corn mat1on o you two
know so w at ,,e
. two groups can combine and work together, I am sure we
groups. If ) ou
th" I
M I
.li
hall be \"Cl)' happ, here, we shall run ts Pace.
e, am a mt tary
:an but I am prepared to work with you, I am prepared to co-operate
with you. our interest here 1s to produce sugar. So, eventually, after
talking to these people they understood me and they co-operated and I
recruited quite a number of graduates from Makerere and also from ~er
Universitiesand the work picked up very w~ll. There were the. Italians
and then we had a few Egyptians, two Egyptian Experts, _Mr.A21z Sabre
d Mr Mikati So together with these people, the Italians were about
:nost twenty, the leader was Dr Engineer Ferdinando Piff~i and there
was also one German, St. Frigal expert from PMA who supplied ,,1r

111::oplc

d

•

an.s

If

S

d

•

h

l

MR NAGENDA
OZI

COUNSEL:
OZI:

CHAIRMAN:

Ferdinando who?
Ferdinando Piffali, that was the leader of the Italian group. So we settled
down and rehabilitation went on quite well and we even started, after
assembling the factory, we started producing sugar and we were doing
quite well because that was the time when the Minister of Industry told
us that Ugandan's export of the EEC-LOME Convention was supposed
to supply to the European Economic Community five thousand metric
tons of sugar per year.
So you worked with the Kakira, up to today you are still there?
Let me go, I will tell you. I will come to that. Let me just finish this part
and I will come to that point. So we embarked on producing the sugar.
Kinyala Sugar Works was also assisting us to produce some sugar but
they had very limited plantations so they were not producing much.
Lugazi had problems so they were not also producing much so the main
task was really for us Kakira Sugar Works because the machinery was
rehabilitated so we worked and I am glad to say we worked very hard
and the people in Kakira after they had known me they came to like me
and I was even ordering them, sometimes our problem was labour
shortage and because of this labour shortage to cut canes to take to the
factory, so when this was a problem I was ordering the closure of all
offices even the closure of the factory and all of us would go and cut
canes, engineers, chemists, agricultural officers, everybody even office
workers, we would go and cut canes. And that way we were able, that
year to send Uganda's quota of sugar to the European Economic
Community.
What year was that?
197
8. But when I was there - now I want to come to this point when I
was th
tw 0 th"
'
.
ere . _ mgs happened which did not please me at all. At one
time the Minister of Regional Administrations at that time Brig. Ali
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I
Fadhul visited the factory and then he addressedthe workers and he had
a day, we took him round, everything was peaceful then in the eve~mg
we gave him a party and during that party, of course, there were dnnks
and so on and traditional dancers also performed during the party
and
•
an
th
even body was very happy, so my Company Secretary at ts a m
called Okello Ovanno1was happy and picked up a stool you know when
people were dancing and you know that Acholi like dancing and they
may pick up a stool or something like that, he lifted it up and danced
with it and as he lifted this stool and he was dancing, he accidentally
knocked the table in front of the Minister and the beer poured down - a
bottle dropped down and poured down.

COUNSEL:
OZI:

He did pour on the Minister?
No, it fell down So in a matter of minutes the military police who had
escorted the Minister rushed in and lifted Okello,Oyarmoi shoulder high
and threw him carelessly into the Land Rover. Then I said, my God,
what is all this, this is not good. So I rushed to Fadhul and I told him
that please when you addressed us you said there should be no
victimization, you said people should work in harmony and now my
Company Secretary was happy in a dancing mood and he knocked this
table accidentally. For that now he is being treated like that, this is not
good. Can I receive him back because these people were now beating
him. Then he said yes, go to the Military Police and get this man back.
So I got Okello Oyanno1back after he was beaten and I encouraged him,
I said you do not worry now the matter is finished, this was an accident,
you remain and let us continue to work but Okello Oyarmoi was scared
stiff and when I handed him over to his wife, that same night Okello
Oyarmoi took off and ran away the whole night and he reached Kenya.
So the Military Police came back to me and said that now you helped
this man to run away, this man is an enemy. I said my brothers what you
are saying is wrong, this man is not an enemy. Supposing it was you
who was arrested and thrown carelessly .iust as you did to this man, how
would you feel? Will you feel happy? Would you not run? I think
Okello Oyarmoi is right to run but he will come back because something
happens like that, you are harassed by the military people, people get
scared, people run away. So his running should not scare you. I am
waiting for him, I am sure he will come back but Okello Oyarmoi never
came back so the military police continued to harass me but I told them
that you people you are wrong. If he has run away, he has not done
anything wrong, he just ran away because the treatment given to him
was not very human. So eventually when I talked to them like that I said
that even you people if you understand the meaning of army, even when
you are actually fighting, I talked. to this officer about the Geneva
Convention, when you are fighting, if someone is shooting at you and
you are shooting at him, for any reason should his gun jam and cannot
fire, then he puts up his hands, the Geneva Conventions says don't shoot
at that man, you take him prisoner, don't beat him, don't do anything,
take him prisoner and that is because a war is not a personal conflict, that
man you are fighting with you would not know him even. It is a war of
the government, it is not an individual thing. So when two sides are
fighting that man who is fighting you is not your personal enemy
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~
, • rcnson he is now helpless don't do anything wrong to
1'f fj
1l~l'rc-fn.rn,· t\j:'i~
1 c~~vinccd tJiis military police and then tJ1cy lcfl me
1
ham.
So
"at
•
Okcllo of course never came back, Jic.
alone and I contmuc d to s tny nnd
'

rl·maincd in exile. 'fnen.

CHAIRMAN:
OZI.

• ) .0 u said in 1978, what was the month?
When was th 1s,

when thisIJincidentb happened.
y cs, tl,1s• \\M, •m 1978 around September
.
.
A d tJ 1 the second incident which J want to tc you a out which
n tcr
• happened t owards th e begmning
· ·
-1-·ra when I was there
1t
happcncd at K.u1.I
•
'
h'
f 1979 when the war of liberation was approac mg. orne allegations

s

·

:,ere made by ccrtam people that people of Acholi and L_angitribe~ were
preparing to blow up the sugar works. So one day - I ignored this and
·d th's is not correct because these people I found them here and I
Sa.I
I
. up?
worked
with them, they arc good people so how can they blow 1t
MR NAGENDA:
OZI:

COUNSEL:

Who made the allegations?
It came as a rumour but it did not stop there and it continued so one day
a whole company from Magamaga unit came and arrested all the people
of Acholi and Langi tribe, about 200 people, that really sent me mad. I
talked to everybody who mattered, I talked to the Commanding Officer
of Magamaga, at that time was Lt. Col. Lambert Okiding, also I talked to
Lt. Col. Hussein who was commanding the Gaddafi Garrison and then I
talked to Brig. Dusman Sabuni the Minister of Industry and then I talked
to Amin himself I said these people I found them here, they have been
very good, I have worked with them even this sugar which we sent to the
EEC, the five thousand metric tons of sugar which we sent to the EEC
were produced by these people. Now, the army comes and arrests two
hundred people and if anything happens to these people, Mr. President,
this is not good and the factory will fail for ever. So after about two
days they released these people, they brought them because when they
arrested them they took them to Makindye. They were tortured, they
were tied Kandooya so when they came, a full bus of them, two hundred
people, all their hands were swollen like this, they were very sad and
frightened. I said oh God, anyway it is good you have come back, I gave
them two weeks and I ordered the KakiraHospital, I said you people you
treat these people, I gave them two weeks off to be free and receive
treatment. So they received treatment and they recovered and most of
these people are still there in Kakira.
Could you names some of them?

OZI:
Yes. I can name there was a Kakira Medical Doctor at that time called
Dr. Obur, he was one of them. Then there was a medical assistant called
Mr. Olok, there was a factory Administrative Officer called Mr. Mario
Ochan. There was Michael Ojok from the supplies, there was Peter
Ocheng, there was Egwel from the factory, electrical department. There
was Mr. Ayo, the Health Inspector in Kakira Hospital and so on. They
were about a total of 200 people and after that of course when the}· got
cured th
dd
.
'
'
.
Kak· ;y res~me uty and we contmued nonnally. So I remained m
ira,
continued to work with these people and when I saw the war
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was coming, what I did was, I said Kakira is a very viable organization
for this countzy and it must not be looted So I emphasized to the people
that now the military arc running, tl1cyare going to come here, they will
take cars, they wi!J do whnt but what we should do is to hide these
vehicles so we hid some of tltc vehicles even in the plantation and in
some deeper places so that tltey could not be taken and then I ,vaited up
to the time Kampala fell tltcn I also left Kakira and went home but I
think that action which I took saved Kakira from being looted. Of
course, later on when I came back I understood the military men came
there, they looked for vehicles but they could not find any and they said
no vehicles we can see.
CHAIR.MAT
OZI

\\'hen Kampala fell what did you do?
I left also and I went back to Moyo District.

CHAIRMAN

You left Kakira?

OZI

I left Kakira.

CHAIRMAN

When was that?

OZI

Just Kampala fell today, that same day when I heard Kampala had fallen,

I also decided to go away. I took my family and I went back home. And
from home, I waited for the war, the war moved up to our home. the
liberation reached Moyo and when they reached Moyo we crossed and
went to Sudan in exile. We stayed near the border watching the
situation. Of course, the liberators at that time were the Tanumians and
Ugandan liberators, the Tanzanians were quite friendly.
CHAIRMAN•

OZI:

Where did you find these Tanzanians, you had crossed?
I had crossed but I was near the border, I was monitoring the situation. I
was near the border. I was monitoring the situation because even some
of the soldiers from Moyo District who crossed could come back to
Moyo and when they met the Tanzanians, the Tanzanians would say
okay if you can surrender your gun they will give you a certificate for
surrendering your gun and then you can stay in the district. But then
they said that for officers they have got to be cleared in Kampala. So we
watched the situation and said should we come back and go to Kampala
- report to the Tanzanians and be taken to Kampala and then be cleared
or what? But before we could do that, two officers - I mean three
officers tried this, they came, they surrendered - they gave their guns and
the Tanzanians brought them to Kampala. When they reached Kampala,
after about two days, or so they were arrested and put in Luzira. So then
this gave us a clear picture that if you are an officer there is no question
you will just be taken and locked up in Luzira. So then we remained in
exile.

CHAIRMAN:

You were scared?

021

Yes, we were scared.
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ls there anybody you can identify?

,,1 es. I c.an identifr• them. . There is . one now who is in the Anny
Headquarters, Major. Hussein Ada a ~uector ?f Barracks. he was one of
them. There was Capt. \Vale.. \Vale 1s OO\\' m Ar:ua,_he has not joined
the ,R.t\1but Hussein Ada. dunng the days of fightmg m the bush joined
tlic UFM so when NRM came to power he was absorbed in the NRA and
he is there at Arepo barracks. Then of course \Vale ,vas working as a
Security Officer with Pepsi Cola but he has been laid off so he is now
back in Arua District and then there was Lt. Ayiko. Ayiko also, after
being released from Luzira, he ,,·ent home and he is at his home at
Obongi. Obongi county of Moyo District. So this is how far I can talk.

OZI:

CHAIR.MA

r:

OZI·

Eventually you came to Uganda. when did you come back to Uganda?
Ohl yes. sorry, let me come to that one Then when I remained in the
Sudan, while in Sudan I joined the UNRF, that is a fighting group from
West Nile there. So we continued with the bush, we moved to Kenya,
we came to Sudan came to Uganda like that up to 1985 when Lutwa took
over the government, when he overthrew Obote and then we came back
at that time.

DR MAKUBUYA:

Now, where were you when Lutwa overthrew Obote?

OZI:

I was in Kenya.

COUNSEL:

So when you came back, when did you come back?

OZI

I came back immediately after Lutwa overthrew the government and I
joined the army. I was with them at the Army Headquarters. Because
our fighting group, UNRF came back and joined Lutwa group.

DR LUYOMBYA:

So you were in Lutwa's government until when?

OZI:

Until it fell.

DR LUYOMBYA:

What position were you holding in the army headquarters?

OZI:
DR. LUYOMBY A:
021:

COUNSEL:

OZI:
COUNSEL:

In the Army Headquarters I was in the Operation's Room.

In charge of the Operation's Room?
No, not heading as such but I was just a Staff Officer preparing maps and
so on for the movement on the side of Operations.
As a Major still.
Yes, as a Major.
Then after that what followed?
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flcr that tl1cn \\C saw that we were not very happy also with the

Lu_n,a's Govcmmcnt because pcoplt..were being harassed, looting w~
gomg on and so on so we the UNRF felt UNRF and FUNA felt that this
is not the right thing so we withdrew ou; people. We withdrew first, we
went to Bombo. Y cs, can I continue?
COl '\ST'L.

Y cs. please.

OZl:

And when we went back, what we did was we told our fighting group
that let us control and make security in the district. So we controlled -

COL'NSEL:

Which district are you coming from?

OZI:

Me, I come from Moyo District. So, we who were from Moyo District,
we controlled Moyo district, those from Arua controlled Arua, Nebbi,
controlled Nebbi ap.dwe said, let no soldier harass the civilians, let them
not rape women, let them· not loot, let them not do anything and any
service which is going on in the country, like the hospitals and so on,
should not be looted, they must be guarded. We guarded the hospitals,
we guarded the LWF which was taking a relief to Moyo district, we
guarded their stores because there were some blankets, some saucepans,
some - they had so many things for repairing the schools the iron sheets
and so on. So we protected all those things we then passed a message to
Kampala as the work continued by us and we passed a message to
Kampala and we said, we are not going to fight the NRM. Let them
come they will find us here with our guns but should not wony -

COUNSEL:

When you sent to Kampala, to whom did you pass the message?

OZI.

At that time Mzee Onama was here. He remained in Kampala, he did
not run to Moyo, so we talked to Onama and Onama went and talked to
Dr. Bata who also happens to come from Moyo district. So, we said, let
them inform the Government that in Moyo District, there is no problem
the NRA can just come and we show that they have liberated but they
~11 not be shot at, nothing will happen to them. So that is exactly what
happened when the NRA reached Gulu and they came to Attiak. We
sent the District Commissioner that time of Moyo to Attiak -

COUNSEL-

It was Mr. who?

OZL

It was Mr. Piri.

COUNSEL.

Mr. Who?

OZI

Mr. Piri, he was - sony - Assistant District Commissioner, Mr. Piri. So
Mr. Piri went up to Attiak and when he reached Attiak he met
Commander - by then the NRA Commander was - he met the NRA
Commander who was in Attiak and told him that everything was
peaceful so that the NRA can come to Moyo district. So then the
Commander and his troops drove and came straight and really found the
situation as we had arranged. We had put our soldiers at the boundaries
with Acholi at Ayugi and then at Zayipi and we had somewhere at
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Ad"umani at Adjumani they were in the Catholic
P~c!e and so~e th~ Mis-sion. They were protecting the Adjumani
~1ss10nprot:ng we: also protecting the Adjumani Openzizi Prison,
Gmnery andth Yal at Laropi Ferry to control the Ferry and across the
then we put em soat Meto and then some at Moyo guarding
• the
river'. we put
.
the stores of th e Lugra
ard'somethe Mission guardmg
hospital.' gu S mg
'
• thr ough and there
they came and they drove all straight
Federatton. o
.
·
d
.
they
found
the
situation
was
Just as arrange , so that
was nothmgwas very happy
'
• what has happened
with us and he said,
d
comman er
• d f xi1
h ? w are here we have also not run, we are tue o e e, we have
b::: in e~e for too long. For me personally I ~ve been in exile for two
·
times,
so I do not want to stay in exile and that 1swhy
• we have
d organized
this. We said we are here, we are tired of fi~tI~g, :-7e o not want
fighting and we welcome you_. He said, okay, th1~is alright, you collect
all the soldiers, in fact, I was m charge of the soldiers, I took charge. So
I collectedall the soldiers MR. NAGENDA:

In charge of Moyo District as a whole or in town?

OZI:

In Moyo as a whole because I was co-ordinating with people from
Obongi County, people from East Moyo so I was in charge of all that but
I had some other officers of course helping me also in that. So we
collected all the officers and men and then that commander said, okay,
what you people did is very good. So we are taking you to the reorganization and we are taking you for politicisation. So they collected
all the soldiers, all of us we were taken to Mbarara barracks, that is, and
we were politicised there for about three months and from there we were
taken to Muhoti Barracks at Fort-Portal. We were politicised there also
for another three months and - (Laughter) Yes, this is the fact. And
from there -

DR. MAKUBUYA:

You were taken to the second barracks including-?

OZI:

No, Muhoti Barracks, Fort Portal, there is a barracks at Fort Portal called
Muhoti. We were taken to Muhoti Barracks and politicised there also
for three months and what I found out in Political School of the army, is
that they had collected all the various fighting groups. We found UFM
was there, we found Fedemu were there, we found also UNLA there, so
we mixed with all these people and we settled down with them. After
Muhoti they took us to Kiburara and politicised us there for - that one
was the longest, one and half years and then they decided to screen us in
three categories. There were those who were, say, elderly and who were
thorough old -

COUNSEL:

So eventually

MR. NAGENDA:

Please, Counsel, let us hear about screening.

COUNSEL:

Okay, you can continue the Commissioners want to know.

021:

Okay, we were then_screened, those who were old were to go home,
were screened and given something like Shs. 500,000 each, that is the
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old rnonev and they w t b k
the NRA ; '· d th
en ac home and then there were those whom
a:i
cy would absorb and I happened to be one of them. So coUNSEL:

\\'hat relations?

OZI:

I beg you pardon?

COUNSEL:

OZI:

Who did you say you are grateful to for having been allowed to join the
Army?

s· So, we remained there but when we were screened you, ir.
because they said I was trained officer, so there were some of these
people from the fighting group who really did not have enough military
knowledge. So they asked us to give them basic recruit training and I
was - ~e. were two majors -I was one of the directing staff - directing
that traimng. They gave us two months, two months we must train
these people and they must be ready. They were about four thousand
recruits, so we trained these people day and night and within two months
they were completely ready. The Army Commander, that is Maj Gen.
Elly Tumwiine came and inspected the exercise which we made these
people to perform and he was very much impressed with the standard, he
said the standard was as high as that of any Military Academy, so he was
happy and reported the matter to His Excellency the President. So when
he reported His Excellency also was very happy with us, he went and
passed these people out, we organized him a military exercise. That is
the four phases of war advance to conduct, that is one. Then attack and
then defend and then withdraw, so we organized for different exercises
covering these four phases of war and the President came and attended
these exercises and he was very happy. After the exercise then there was
a passing out parade of these recruits who passed out then they were
deployed and sent to Army Headquarters here then they were deployed
to different units and so I thank

COUNSEL:

What did you do yourself after these people had been posted?

OZI.

Yes, he was very happy with us and gave us, two of us, a month each
leave. So I came and I stayed around Kampala and I reached home
briefly and I came back and when I came back they decided to deploy us.
We, in that training we were about 60 officers, most of them were
Lieutenants, Second Lieutenants and Lieutenants just young officers.
They were two Majors and they were three Captains, so the Army
Commander deployed the Lieutenants he said, he has got power to
deploy Lieutenants, so he deployed all the Lieutenants into the various
army units and they went. Then remai!}ed now three Captains and the
two of us, the Majors, so after about six months they decided to deploy
us and I was deployed with Second Division of the NRA at Mubcnde.
The Captains were deployed - one was deploye_din Gulu w~ththe Fou~
Division the second Captain was deployed m Mbale with the 11urd
Division' and the third Captain was deployed with -

COUNSEL:

You do not need to go into that one, Incidentally, are you still with the
Army?
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021:

No, 1 am not with the army because when 1 was there I had also
approached the Kakira Sugar Wor~s and_I saw, Mr. Manhbai Madhvani,
I saw his brother Mayur Madhvam an_dhis son s~, o~ay the7 checked my
records there and they found that I did a good Job m Kakira, so if J am
interested they can give me a job there, so eventually they offered me a
job in Kakira then now remained the Army Headquarters to clear me and
·they wrote to army headquarters when they had written to anny
headquarters, the Army Headquarters then called me from Mubende _
from my Division and said but what do you want? Why should you go
to Kakira? Why should the people of Kakira look for you, we have
deployed and we need you in the Army? I said, yes it 1s true this 1s my
country, I am prepared to serve it and J am prepared to work but I had
applied in Kakira because I worked there before and I feel that it would
help me very much if I work in Kakira because when I was in exile for a
long time my family scattered and my wife abandoned the children and
my children are scattered so if I sit in a place like Kakira, I will be in one
place, I will bring my children together and I will be able to settle down,
that is my main aim of asking for this civilian employment. So after a
long negotiation with them, they agreed and said okay, you can go but
you must understand that as a trained officer - this is what tliey wrote on
a letter clearing me - as a trained officer when we need you we will call
you at the shortest possible notice. I said, yes, this is my country, I am
not refusing, I am willing to serve if the army needs I will come. So they
said, I should leave them my contact and I gave them my contact and
then I left and I came to Kakira and I have been with Kakira up to now

COUNSEL:

As a Personnel Manager?

OZI:

Yes, as a Personnel Manager.

COUNSEL:

Now you have just mentioned that your wife abandoned your children?

OZI:

Yes, Sir.

COUNSEL:

When was this?

OZI:

My wife abandoned the children in 1967 when I was in this Political
School for politicization.

COUNSEL:

1967 or 1987?

OZI:

1987.

COUNSEL:

OZI:
COUNSEL:

Now when you were still with what eventually came to be known as
State Research, that was when you were still working in Kampala, did
you know one lawyer called Kazoora?
Yes.
How did you come to know him?
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111a1is Kazoom I k
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cy were two famous lawyers in Kampala.
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John Kazoora who was also very famous
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k
.
Slate Research K cs c too , he won them very well So when I was m
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, azoora approached me and he said he had wanted to
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COUNSEL:

Do you remember the day, the time, the year or date?

OZI:

That was I think around 1971. He had an appointment to see Amin.

COUNSEL:

Which month?

OZI:

I think around September.

COUNSEL:

Did Kazoora know you?

OZI:

Of course, after he met me and so on he came to know me, he knows me.

COUNSEL:

Could you explain to the Commission how he came in contact with you?

OZI:

He approached me that he wanted to see Amin.

COUNSEL:

Did he come to your office?

OZI:

Yes, and then he picked interest in me so then we became friendly I even
visited his office. So he said he wanted to see Amin and I said what is
your reason for seeing him? He said, you see Amin has the goodwill of
the outsiders, the goodwill of the Ugandans and he is one of those
Ugandans with goodwill for Amin. What he wants to tell him, is that
Amin should do good things to the people of Uganda. Things like
disappearing of people should stop and if he stops this then he can rule
the country peacefully and ifhe does not stop this, he will be in problem.
He will be forced by people, he will be overthrown. So I made the
arrangement for him to meet Amin and he met Amin and he told him
this.

COUNSEL:

I think let us go step by step.

OZI:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Kazoora came and approached you, he wanted to see Amin then you
made an appointment -

OZI:

Then I made an appointment with him.

COUNSEL:

yes, did you agree to go together to see Amin? Or you had to go alone
and to where?

OZI:

It was in Parliamentary Buildings so that day I went together with him
and what he told Amin -
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OZI:

Speak up
Okay Sir. That day when I made the appointment I went with him and
he told Amin that Your Excellency what is happening in the country is
not good but it is good you have taken-over the Government but what
you should iron out, is that, things like disappearing should completely
be ironed out, stop it completely. And then people will be happy, people
will then work and they will feel happy. So he told Amin his mind about
this and later on, I understand he met Amin again but for the later
appointment I was not around but -

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Did Kazoora say things to Amin or did you say them to Amin?

OZI:

He told this to Amin.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

In your presence?

OZI:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Yes, what did Amin say, Kazoora told him people were disappearing?
Did he say which people were disappearing and what was the response
of Amin?

OZI:

Amin did not like it because if you talk to him these are the points which
he would pass fire from you because once you talk to him about
disappearing he becomes annoyed and so the visit did not last long and
Kazoora left. He said I do not .know about this disappearing you are
talking about, may be, there are people who come and kidnap people in
this country. That, may be, is what is happening but these may be
guerrillas coming to kidnap people like that but I do not know about
kidnapping and so Kazoora you can go. So Kazoora left.

COUNSEL:

Did you remain behind?

OZI:

No, me also I left.

COUNSEL:

Did you not support Kazoora in his words that in fact people are
disappearing, you have said. earlier that you told Amin the same?

OZI:

Yes, I supported him because that is the kind of things which I did not
want from the very beginning.

COUNSEL:

You see, Kazoora came to you to assist him to get appointment to see the
President and he told you the details he wanted to discuss with the
President, the question is, did you agree with him because as far as
September 1971 people started disappearing and if so, could you name
some?

OZI:

I remember that is what "The Topic" talked to me about but I do not
remember the people who disappeared that time.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

You see, people are disappearing and this man is coming to and you are
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going to the President to make appointment so that he tells him that
people arc disappearing and you are not familiar with that kind of thing,
you just go along? I do not understand you!

COUNSEL:

Is it true that people were disappearing by that time of September 1971?
r:rom your information you were the Head of the Intelligence by that
time.

Oll:

By that time, of course, we were still training the Intelligence.

COUNSEL:

You mean, you had not started working by September 1971?

OZI:

Training was part of the work.

COUNSEL:

So, you had started to collect the infonnation? Okay, in what capacity
did Kazoora come to see you, did he come to see you as an ordinary
citizen or as who?

OZI:

He came to see me as - because I work in President's Office to connect
him to the President.

COUNSEL:

As what? You were working as what?

021:

I was training the intelligence.

COUNSEL:

So, he came to see you as head of a group of people of intelligence and
from your investigations were people disappearing, had people
disappeared by that time? Okay, the statement that people were
disappearing is true or not true to you?

OZI:

Just let me try to remember a little, I will tell you.

CHAIRMAN:

Do we have any information perhaps we can use -

COUNSEL:

I wanted the witness to go on and - about the disappearance. Mr.
Kazoora who was then a prominent lawyer in Kampala went and
approached the witness that people had disappeared at that time and he
wanted to see President Amin and tell him that people are disappearing
and he better do something. I do not know really but me I have got the
violation of human rights and rule of law in Uganda as studied by the
International Commission of Jurists. I think, it was out in Geneva in
May 1974 they only talk about people like - since 1971 killing continued
but the first killing took place in 1971 was mainly for the anny. They
talk about killing in the army of the Acholi in the barracks in Magamaga
and in Moroto and so forth. But the people started talking about their
report, in August, victim was Martin Okello a former Member of
Parliament 1971.

CHAIRMAN:

1971?

COUNSEL:

Yes 1971.
'
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COUNSEL:

Yes that is the time.
• Septemberthey talked about Michael Kaggwa who was bumt to
Then m
• f .R eg1strar
•
death in his car. Kaggwa was the Ch1e
of th c High Court and
then th ey talk about in November
. Mathias Omuge formerly
. .of Uganda
TV then there is James Bwog1,I do not know whether this 1s the same
• • but these and other names are mentioned in this report. I do not
tl•me
..
d
th
know whether these are the people he had m mm or ere were others
also.

OZI:

No, these are the people I had in mind.

CHAIRMAN:

But does that assist you to remember any other names which are not
mentioned? You were in charge of this organization which is supposed
to put up informationthat we want from you -

OZI:

yes, Mr. Chairman, what happened that time was of course, in 1971 the
main attack was in the Army started with the Acholi and Langi - two
tribes and later on - by that time of course the organization was not as
such but that was Amin using the army in his own way of doing these
kinds of things. So there were· -as it is mentioned in that book - there
were some people who had disappeared like that but I do not remember
their names by now.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

When Kazoora came to you and complained that people had disappeared
and wanted to see Amin about it, surely you would not just accept to
take him to Amin unless there were some specific examples he had
mentioned to you or some specific examples which you yourself knew.
You do not just take a man to the President that he is alleging the
disappearance of people without questioning him, you as an Intelligence
Officer, about the validity of his allegations.

OZI:

Okay, it is true, Sir, but it was a long time so I do not remember very
well but I brought in the name of Kazoora because I think in the
Commission here earlier there was some witnesses who gave evidence
and who mentioned my name that Kazoora and I together with Brig. Ali
Moses we went and bought Mirage plane and that Kazoora, of course, he
had given each ofus three suits from Drapers and that is why I came.

COUNSEL:

Of which he was the Director?

OZI:

I remember that thing ....

COUNSEL:

Yes, continue.

DR. MAK~UY A:

What he seems to be suggesting is that there was difference between
State Research programme and these in the Safety Unit. But from this
record which the Chairman was reading out it is that - there was really -

OZI:

You see, that record - according to that record it ·is true it is like that.
But that is the general administration of the unit.
'
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But didn't vou t • 1
r:un t 1csc pco I h
~
P c w crcvcr they came from?
o, I did not train them.

)ZI

DR 1AKUBUYA.

Didn't the Centre t ....: th
•
•... n cse peopl
h
assign them duties? D'd
, . . e w ercver they came from? Didn't it
1
The Centre.
n tit give them facilities, didn't it deploy them?

OZI

The Centre?

DR. MAKLBUYA:

Yes.

OZI:

No, they did not deploy them.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

\Vhat was the purpose of attach· th
nothing to do with them.?
mg ese people to the Centre if they had

OZI:

Let me tell you it was th •
Th . .
this The
'
is way.
at is nght, you are right. It is like
•
Centre for example - not the Centre but th E rt U . fi
exam 1
Th had
e sco
mt, or
P e. . ey
an officer, this Lieutenant Amin who later on
became Lt. Col. Amin, and that was the man -

CHAIRMAN:

Where is he now?

021:

I think he is in Zaire.

DR.MAKUBUY
A:

Yes.

021.

According to this letter, this is how the Unit was supposed to be
administered. They were all under State Research or under the
President's Office like that by the operations they did but what they did
really the Centre did not know. Because Amin would talk straight to this
Lieutenant or he would use some of these people when he was going to
another place they sent them. But their day to day operations the Centre
did not know.

DR.MAKUBUYA:

I thought he was trusting them and his officers, after you had trained,
after you had equipped them with the skill that they need.

OZI.

No, they were not trained, these ones were not trained, they were handpicked, they were people who were really loyal to Amin - who were to
pay special loyalty to Amin.

DR.MAKUBUYA:

y

OZI

I think this was this boat. This was the money.

DR MAKUBUYA:

The money?

021

Yes th e money, the main thing was the money.
'

see if what you are saying is tru~ that you did not train them, they
ga:: th;m facilities - what was the purpose of associating then; with the
Centre, of directing them to the Centre? What was the purpose .
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. 'd through somewhere else'? Why was it

OR. M \kl BUY.A:

COUNSEL:

OZI

COUNSEL:
OZI:

,
, . haYC been p.u
.
•
Coutdnt t1ic) •
.d t
h the Centre?
He was m-chargc of
necessary to be paid h·t ~~p"!d them through Defence. through what.
, 1.hing he woul
a, c •
.
cYct')
•
b k t 0 it later on, Mr. Chru.m1an.
\\ e "ill come ac
.
about the - , ou know, you have explained the
'
.
d'
aft th
Oka~ l '\ as askmg•ailvou
. the Acholi and Langi sol 1ers er e coup
sold1c~ and efispdec1
t ~e causes of disappearances of civilians?
No\\ did you n ou

Causes of disappeanµicesof civilians?
Yes.
It was mainly the 'fitina' Gealousy). Some one would bring infonnation

and send it to these people and -

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Which people?

OZI:

To _ sometimes - to these escorts. And then the escorts ~e it straight
away on these people, they arrest you, they took them and so on.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Took them where?

OZI:

I did not know where, Sir.

COUNSEL:

"Fitina".

OZI:

"Fitina". A lot of it was just based on 'fitina', "fitina" on business,
"fitina" on jobs, "fitina" on any issue.

COUNSEL:

On women!

OZI:

Even on women. "Fitina". It was there.

COUNSEL:

I see. Could you tell us some number of people, civilians who
disappeared caused by the escorts because of this "fitina"? Because
many people disappeared.

OZI:

I cannot remember their names, but it was mainly based on "fitina", also
it was in some cases political, but the main thing was based on "fitina".

COUNSEL:

OZI:

Yes. But would you assist us by names - political, "fitina". women and
business? Because they are so many people. and we think - I am asking
you this question because I thought your establishment was responsible
both for finding out who is causing these disappearances because they
cause instability. Weren't you interested in finding out the causes of this
- because definitely they cause instability, people run to exile?
You see the bad thing was, you would hear after it has happened. and
then you try and investigate and then again you might be bringing
yourself more problem.
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Yes. I do not know, Mr. Chuinnan Major. Ozi, I must tell you this fact,
tl,~t I find ~t difficult to bclic,•c that your Organization had nothing to do

with the disappearances of civilians You better think seriously about
this. And the only people whom you think might have been responsible
for the disappearances of civilians arc these so-called the Escorts. And
tl1at the Centre had nothing to do with the disappearances of civilians.
TI,erc is so much evidence on disappearances of civilians here in the
hands of the Centre. You better think seriously about this.
OZI:

Yes, Sir.

PR \1AKUBUYA:

Yes.

COUNSFL:

Would you like to reflect on this one so that you get the adjournment to
think a little bit on it - because there is no point in rushing through these
things, if it requires you time to think over such a question and give us
instances and explain - I mean - you are just assisting this Commission
to find out what happened. Nothing else but to find out what partly
happened, why it happened and may be you can suggest possible
measures that would be taken to prevent what happened during that time
or any other time to occur. So if you think really you have to think over
and work out names, may be recollect this and the other, I personally do
not see any harm to do so Instead of just rushing through the exercise
simply because there is no time.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Just to add on to that and to remind you what the Chairman said
yesterday. Major, you are not here on trial. Alright? And nobody has
labelled you a criminal, alright? But it is well know that people were
killed by members of the State Research Bureau which you started or
you were given responsibility to start. Your intentions would have been
good but somehow somewhere somebody could have spoilt those
intentions. So these are the facts we want to know. That so and so, my
intentions were good, so and so did this and spoilt it and eventually it led
to them to do this. You told us yesterday that you were concerned about
the disappearances and in fact you told Amin about it. Therefore, to be
concerned about disappearances you do not just take it out of the blue,
you must know some people who disappeared. You may remember
prominent people who disappeared, you may know some people who
were made to disappear by members of your unit although they acted
without your command. This is what we want to know.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN.

If I may add on - Maj. Ozi, you were in the - incidentally - perhaps if I
may remind you about this State Research. It think it was when you you said you left in October, 1973.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

OZI:

Yes.
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, . were stt-11tl1c·re on the I 6tJ1 of March, 1972 when the n".......
.. c
Yes ~o) out lntc 11,gcncc
•
Unit to the Intelligence Research Centre.
c hnngc d fron

OZI·

Yes.

CHAIRMAN·

D

• •
d t ·d 16th of March 1972 from the President's Office
This is a letter a c
"d ' Offi
h ad
,
• •
th. p ·rmancnt Secretary, Prest ent s
tee, e ed State
addressed to c c
"
·
· fi
h
• Research Centre
I wnte to m onn you t at His
Research firom Stat c
· 11·
U · ·
•
th c p rcSi •dent has agreed that the Inte 1gence
Excellency
C mt m the
•• "d ,· Office should be called (STATE RESEAR H CENTRE)
Prest cnt s
.
·
f th"
AND quote: I am now leaving its further 1mplemcntatlon o
1s to you.
A. Nassa
For Head of the State Research Centre,
PRESIDENTS OFFICE

So you were - it was in 1973, October when you were arrested and fled.
OZI:

Yes. Sir

CHAIRMAN

By which time a lot of people had dis~p~eared i~ this· country, very
many in fact. We shall have to go into this m - for mstance - there were
such important people - including -

DR MAKUBUYA.

Mr. Chairman, because, unless Major. Ozi goes and thinks about this
matter seriously and probably adopts a different attitude from the one he
is adopting now.

CHAIRMAN•

I agree with what the Commissioner has said. So you were from 1971
up to October 1973 as the head of this Unit.

OZI:

Yes, sir.

CHAIRMAN:

By which time a lot of people had disappeared, the Chief Justice
Kiwanuka and so many thousands. So, surely it cannot be possible that
you cannot remember many names. So I am also adopting what the
Commissioner has said that you take some time in respect of this and
scratch your memory and come and give the Commission ,vhat you have
found hitherto.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

CHAIRMAN•

OZI:

COUNSEL:

Mr. Chairman could you also assist me and try to remember about the
arrest of the Acholi and Langi around the time of the coup. who can this
Commission approach if we want to know the details about the killings
of Acholi and Langi at that time.

In the _ye~ 1972 and up to the border missions, who would give this
Comm1ss1onmore details?
I do not know.
ls it necessary to g
h'
1· f
•
•
•
•
ve 1m a 1st o people listed here or we leave l11mto
thmk of them by himself?
1•
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OZI.

Surely, he should go and think about this himself. He can check his
memory and he gets us the answers.
Okay.
Okav, Sir You sec. Sir, as much as possible what I try to tell you is that
- these things were searched, a number of people who disappeared as you
have said. are quite many, but to remember them all, it is not very easy
because when it happens. when you are not informed, then you come to
hear just like you would hear that so and so had disappeared. But
anyway I agree with you -

CHAIRMAN.

You were not just an ordinary citizen as the Commissioner here said,
your work was to gather information, counter-intelligence, so that you
were better informed than the ordinary people. We expect you to have
known much more. Certainly, some cases before disappearance or
afterwards, during and so on, what happened, why, and so on. You were
better placed surely than an ordinary person.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

This time we y.-ouldlike to believe that one until you tell us the contrary,
you were not an ordinary person. I would like to believe that you were a
special kind of person, you were assigned a big responsibility, in that
you were a better person to know that until next session when you tell us
that honestly, you knew this.

COUNSEL:

Okay.

CHAIRMAN:

Before we adjourn I would like to remind you that you just speak the
truth what happened, tell us what you know, what you remember, you
are not on trial and take things simple as anybody who is here, we called
you by - nobody is trying you for anything. The best person to give us
much information about this organization as from its inception and up to
the time you left.

021:

Yes, Sir.

CHAIRMAN:

Nobody would perhaps be in a better position to do so.

021:

Mr. Chairman, I will try my best to remember, how many days can you
give me?

CHAIRMAN:

No, we would like to adjourn now and resume next week on Wednesday,
on 15th. Is it enough time?

COUNSEL:

We need more time.

OZI:

I think I w1·11request more time so that I can remember, say, if you can

CHAIRMAN:

23rd? Two weeks?

give me something like -
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. cks so t I1at I ,vould think and try w1d remember
y 5 at )cast t,,o ,,e
'
much as possible to remember.

,, ~a~ hns happened I ,, iJI

021

CHAIRM

11mt is better.

l

tr)

ns

• • g of intelligence and so on, you arc very
,v·u
1 1 vour tramm
d ·cry intelligent person. you are not like an

highl)' trained person an da ' ,·t1
1 short memory and cannot remember.
illiterate person ,, ,f10 coul - '' 1
So on that note we -

DR. LUYO.MRY
A:

. someu,1
.i.·ng and I was going to bringb ink later,
•
there JS
. but
Mr Chamnan,·ell take and t1,m
• k about it and he comes
ac
•
wnh an
·
Id
he cou as ".
stcd in knowing the sort of equipment and gadgets
answer.
I am. .mtere
•
·1 d to your centre mav- be bv
J the government, mav
- be
which were a, ru e
c.
• carrying out the work of that centre
tl1roughother sources JOT use m

OZJ.

Okay, Sir.

CHAIRMAN.

• Ozi.• you come back on the 23rd - Wednesday 23rd of this
So MaJor.
month.

OZI:

So - what you can -

CHAIR.\fAN:

Well, Leading Counsel will guide you.

COUNSEL:

you can stay with me, I will let you know some points.

CHAIAAfAN:

But we shall resume here on this one on 23rd. The Commission will
resume hearing here next Wednesday 23rd, at 9.30 a.m.

CHAIRMAN:

You start.

021:

We used this basically as Basic Training.

COUNSEL:

And where was the Uganda Unit - that is a unit under in-charge of
Uganda Trainer?

021:

COUNSEL:

021:

No, there was no separate Ugandan trainer, because this was - that is
how things could have been but these people had sent us assistance, so
we let them to train the people and we assist them in the training.
Okay. For that matter but for time being, we take May 1971 as the date
when you started this Military Unit. Should we start?
Well, you can take it like that.

COUNSEL:
Alright. Now as Military Unit, you were mostly responsible for military
matters other than intelligence for military matters?
OZI:

Yes, Sir.

COUNSEL:
I see. Now we see that during that time there was a lot of killings in the
b~~s
of .- do you agree there were a lot of killings of Acholi and
Langi m vanous barracks in Uganda at that particular time?
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OZI:

lltat is true. there were killings.

COl1NSEL:

I sec.

OZI:

What happened at that time was -

CHAIRMAN:

Can we start from the coup perhaps.

OZI

Okay.

CHAIRMAN.

Let me bring what I am trying to say. You were in Mbuya at the time.

OZI.

I was in Mbuya when the coup happened. Actually, on the day of the
coup, what happened was that - the whole thing started in the Lubiri,
there. was a dance in the Barracks of Lubiri, and then during that dance
fighting started inside the dance and then people' ran and took guns,
fighting started there. And when fighting started there - of course the
whole purpose was against Obote, so the targets where the Acholi and
Langi. And when it started there, also in the other units -

COUNSEL:

Please. You see, when you say, it started - who started it? Let us talk
like that. Because when you say, it started, somebody must have started
it. Did they start in against Obote as you say or they ..?

OZI:

Okay, let me try and explain.

COUNSEL:

Okay, please.

OZI:

What happened was that of course at that time, it just not started like
that, but there was a sort of rumour, and Amin had come back, he had
been sent to Cairo, when he came back there was that rumour that Obote
had arrested him and that is what actually brought - what sparked up the
coup. Me I was at Mbuya. The whole thing started around midnight as I
said in Lubiri, we were sleeping in our houses, we did not know what
was happening.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

OZI:

And then telephones started coming that fighting has started in Lubiri.

CHAIRMAN:

And who were fighting?

OZI:

The person we noticed there - it was between, let me say, bern·een
Acholi and Langi on one side and then Amin's - let me say. the rest of
the anny on the other side. But the kind of - they started arresting senior
military officers in various barracks.

COUNSEL:

Who were arresting them?

lil

'ts

s

I think Amin was giving orders to certain people in the barracks.
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COUNSEL:
OZl.

When? After the coup had started'l
had started in Lubin there, because that is where the
No. after the coup
•t started there, then . th'mg started' then once 1
main

COUNSEL:

a·or it is important to know how it started, because
No
You
see,
MU b' ble to follow what happened afterwards.
other things we may c a

OZI:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

•
• • h t really started? Because for instance, we can recollect
w a
h 1·
d L
.
Id'
• sai'd • For Amin said that .the Ac o 1 an
what Amm
th angt so 1erswere
.
gomg to d•isann soldiers of other tribes. Wasd that a correct. version?
.
e commotion
m the
Was that w hat hapPened that started' prompte
.
kn
L b• • 1·t was a different thing? That 1s why we want to ow exactly.
u m or
·1·
In 11·
h
all
For you, a man who was working in. M1
? 1tary te 1gence - w at re y
happenedthat prompted the commotion.
But m Lubm,

OZI.

At that time I was not yet there in the military intelligence, but I
remember it. Because the military intelligence came after .the Coup.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

DR. MAKUBVY A:

An officer who was around.

OZI::

Okay. As an Officer, let me explain as an Officer who was around.
Actually what happened was that - was arranged that the Acholi and
Langi were going to arrest Amin and they were going to arrest other
officers. So actually in Lubiri, what they said, what happened in Lubiri,
- I was not there myself -they said, what happened in Lubiri was that the
other officers were all called, they were aware, they were in the Officers
Mess, Officers Mess is the building outside - the Blue Top. So they
were all there. And when they were there, they were being guarded by
the Commanding Officer of that place was Lt. Col. Ogwang. And then
because of this rumour, tension then came up and fighting as I said,
started in -when officers were there in the Mess, fighting started in the
barracks where soldiers were dancing. So some of the soldiers then
came out they broke loose, they went into the armoury and took out guns
and so on. So they came to the officers who were at the Officers Mess.
So these Officers also ran and joined the group in fighting and that is
where the Acholi and Langi were overpowered. But at that time Amin
was sending messages to the various military units and then inside these
they were arresting officers of Acholi and Langi group. That is what
really took place. And that is how - from that midnight up to the next
morning the operations went on and Amin announced that he had taken
over the government.

COUNSEL:
Yes. So what subsequently happened?

021:
Subsequently, what really happened was - that the concentration there
was of the officers, but in the end, in fact, in the end, then later on, they
started arresting the Acholi and Langi soldiers. On the first day of the
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coup the pcoJlle ·h
\\ o were arre t d
1ccrs were arr, t d
s e were only the officers and when the
Mbuyn, for exarncsle ' thesc soldiers were even - if remember at
• P e, some AchO1·I Id"
d
0 ft•
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OR. MAKUBUYA:
OZI.
OR MAKUBUYA:
OZI:

an when they cam
so ters came from Jinja to Mbuya
e, we received them, they were not hostile.
How did they come •
.
tmmcd1atelyto Mbuya from Jinja?
That they were sent from Jinja to Mbuya.
Only ordinary soldiers, no officers.
They were sent to - if I can remember, they arrived very -

COUNSEL:

Well, let me may be assist you here.

ozr·

Yes.

COUNSEL:

W~ had

~

Senior Military Officer here who has not completed his
evidence m the name of Major General Francis Nyangweso, I think he
was the Commandant of the headquarters then. He said, that the soldiers
came from Jirtja to come and, I think, they were arrested I think near the
Inspector of Vehicles, I think, that is what he said, at Naguru and then
they - now did you find out who had sent them from Jinja to come to
Kampala? Is it the Major General ldi Amin who called them to come to
Kampala or they came by themselves?

OZI:

What happened was that, as Major-General Francis Nyangweso said,
there were people building armies, Obote had his and then Amin had his.
And these soldiers who came from Jinja were Obote's.

COUNSEL:

I see. Now these armies were built on tribal basis or built on what?

OZI:

It was on tribal basis.

COUNSEL:

I see. So now when you say that Acholi and Langi were arrested. Are
you trying to suggest that these were Obote's army?

OZI:

Yes, that was his army.

COUNSEL:

Yes. What about Amin? Who arrested the Acholi and Langi?

OZI

It was Arnin's people.

COUNSEL:

Yes. Now Amin's army - what was it CO!Ilposedof?

OZI

was .the Acholi and Langi.
I wo uld say, what was composed of Obote
.
and they th e rest of the army was for Amm. That 1s what I know.

COUNSEL:

I see. So you are sugge sting ' other tribes were behind Amin and two
tribes were for Obote?

OZI:

That is what really happened.
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OZI:

, th· a little bit further. M~jor, did you know of these
Let us pursue is
C
?
private armies being trained before the oup
• this _ when Obote started division in the anny he
What happcnc d is
.
l fi th G
'
•
that he should recruit peop e or e eneral Service
"ould ask A mm ·t people from either
.
• fr
L
'
Achoh or om
and he shouId recrw
. ango and then
• d militarily• After that
he asked
to absorb these
they were tramc
. .
th AAmm
h li
• th anny That is how he divided e c o and Langi from
peopIe m c
•
k
b·
the rest of the anny. Because he would say, o ay, nng may be lOO
people and train them, and then say, give them numbers and absorb them
in the army, like that.

COUNSEL:

Okay. Did you solve this matter and did you find the cause why this had
happened this way?

OZI:

Why it had happened this way? I think why it hap_pened~is way was
that Obote who was President was fed up may be with Amm, he wanted
to remove him. I think that is why he did that, he was building up
strength so that he can remove Amin.

COUNSEL:

yes. The question - was it to be built the way -because he could recruit
Baganda, recruit Bakiga, you see?

OZI:

It was all wrong. Because when you recruit always from one area, others
do not see it right, they are not happy. It is just like if you are the
President and then you start recruiting only from your area alone, then
people will complain.

CHAIRMAN:

In that respect. Did Amin also recruit from his area to build up his army,
say, from Sudan, West Nile, Zaire?

OZI:

Yes. That is what made Amin to recruit a lot of the Sudanese because he
sent Malera who was the Sudanese to recruit the Sudanese. That is how
the army became divided as the Major Geneneral Francis Nyangweso
said, Amin was now building his own anny. That is how it became.

DR LUYOMBYA:

I see. Did you know about-the Coup before it took place?

OZI:

Before it took place?

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Yes.

OZI:

No, I did not know.

DR LUYOMBY A:

I see.

CHAIRMAN:

You said, you heard rumours.

OZI:

Yes. The rumour was that these people were coming to - that Obote's
people were coming to arrest Amin. This was not a rumour that they
were going to arrest Amin. Amin was going to be arrested.
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DR Lt:YO 1BYA·

DR.LUYO 1BYA:

,,

I tJ,ink Obotc \\''"s r.cd
.
....., " up with A •
wanted to arrest him.
min. So the rumours were that he

I sec. you did not kno . b
" a out the coup until it took place?
Yes.
\Vhcn tbc coup took place, were you given any specific instructions?

OZI:

I was not given specific instructions.

DR. LUYOl\ffiYA:

Did you participate in the arrest of this group which came from Jinja?

OZI:

What we did when the coup now started, when we were not informed
that people were being arrested in Moroto, say, in Jinja and so on. So we
in Mbuya we remained there in Mbuya.

DR.MAKUBUYA:

I see. Were there any arrests of Acholi and Langi officers in Mbuya
Barracks at the time of the coup?

OZI:

At the time of the coup, yes, there were some arrests.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Who were arrested for example? Do you remember some officers who
were arrested from there?

OZI:

I remember, some officers were arrested but the one I can remember was
Captain Odong.

CHAIRMAN.

Captain Odong?

OZI:

Yes, Sir.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Anybody else?

OZI:

Then there was Sergeant Waka.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Sergeant who?
Waka.

DR MAKUBUYA:

OZI
DR. MAKUBUYA:

OZI

Yes. Only two people?

In Mbuya they were not many officers.
Okay. Who were arresting them?
what happened in the coup was that there w~re
There were some - to say,
A in who were very close to Amm.
.
h
were
close
to
mh ,but there were sold'1ers c1ose to
some soldiers w o
Amin did not lose officers very muc ,
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d who were always _ whom be used d~ring the coup In fact there
all 0 f us officers we were Just - we were not kind f
were officers o
participating.
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DR LUYOMBYA:

. th Commissioner has not said that the officers participated or
MaJor, e
.
ard S
what not. The question is straight forw • ome arrests were made.

0

DR MAKUBUY A:

Who effected the arrest? It does not he~p m_ean officer - you say what
actually happened, if it is soldiers who did tlus -

htm an

O:i

0

C

OZI:
CHAIRMAN·
OZI:

It is soldiers who did it. They were soldiers.
Were they soldiers from Mbuya?
They were soldiers mainly from Kampala and others from Lubiri.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Do you know the name of the soldier who directed the operation of
arrest in Mbuya?

OZI:

No, I did not know the soldiers who directed the operation of arrest.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Okay. What tribe as Captain Odong?

OZI:

Acholi.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

And where is Captain Odong now?

OZI:

I think these were the people after they had been arrested were taken to
Luzira and then from Luzira I think they were taken to Mutukula and
they should have been killed there.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

You have not seen him again?

021:

No, I have not seen him again.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Sergeant Waka?

021:

I have not seen him again.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

I see. Okay.

COUNSEL:

I was personally asking you questions of killings in the barracks
between May and July but the Commissioner wanted you to start with
the coup. You started by saying - officers were arrested Acholi and
Langi officers were arrested.
'

021:

Yes, Sir.

COUNSEL:
021:

Subsequently, they started arresting men.
Men, yes.
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I s c. In large nu111bcrs?

y cs, tl1c) "ere arrested .

oz•

large numbers
Ycs. 1l1is was ..u,cr
..A, how man
•
.
y days of the coup?
This was about a week after th
e coup.
Ill

ozt:
((1l

I'

·s1L:

Yes. ~id you find out this - . .
or was it a different reason? \\:as It because they were resisting the coup

ozr.

They were not really resistin th
what I can remember they g c coup. To the best of my knowledge
resort ,i,,·henthey saw tllcm \\I'ere n~t. They started resisting in the 1~
• •
sc ves bcmg arrested, otherwise they were not
res1stmg.

COl~SEL:

I see Now would you tell us what
.
were not resisting the co ?
prompted arrestmg the soldiers who
up.

OZI:

I think that was just Amin's fear that -

CHAIRMAN

Because of their tribes?

OZI:

Yes,. it h.was tribes · Because he ieare
c d that these people would rise
agamst im and they would overthrow him.

COUNSEL:

Then what happened to them?

OZI

Then they were arrested.

COUNSEL:

And done what?

OZI:

They were arrested then later on they were taken to Mutukula

COUNSEL:

How many people were taken to Mutukula?

OZI

I do not remember the number.

COUNSEL:

OZI:

COUNSEL:

I see. Would you estimate the number of soldiers who were arrested in
this exercise, men?
I cannot remember exactly how many men were arrested but they must
have been quite a large number.
I see. You see - would you assist us because the Commission wants to
be assisted You know you were an educated officer really to estimate.
How many numbers either from Mbuya or Kampala let us say, in

CHAIRMAN·
Lubiri?

OZI

Sir I would not remember exactly the figure. But after the arrest they
'
·t
any but I do not remember the number. I cannot remember
were qm cm
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the exact number.

COl'l\/SEL:

.,

Ho" do }OU know that they were many.

..,.,,ybecause I remember the Aeholi then were many in the
Th e, were ffi,u•

OZI:

ann; but they were completely wiped out.

COUNSEL:

I sec

DR LUYOMBYA:

If they could have escaped and gone somewhere else, how do you know

that they were arrested?

OZI

Well, some escaped but the arrests were also massive.

DR LUYOMBYA:

Did you witness lorries of captives being led to Luzira via Mbuya?

OZI:

yes, some lorries took people but I do not remember how many lorries.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Did you witness about 10, 20, 50?

OZI:

I do not remember how many lorries.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

How did you know that these people were taken to Mutukula?

OZI:

Because first, they were all taken to Luzira and they were there for some
time. Then later on we heard that they were taken to Mutukula.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

I see. Are these rumours you hear!}or facts you know?

OZI:

Of course we were not informed but we came to know later, we were not
informed that they were being taken to Mutukula but they were taken to
Mutukula.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

I see. By "we" what do you mean? You and who?

OZI:

We soldiers.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

You know, Major, we would like to - when we take this evidence, we
would like to take information which you yourself witnessed rather than
'we' or leaving it like that. We want you to tell us exactly what you
yourself witnessed or know about so that you can assist us in our work.
But just leaving it generally, that we soldiers, you know we heard
rumours, may not help us very much. So the only arrests you know of
were of Odong and Waka, others you just heard about it as rumours?

OZI:

DR. LUYOMBYA:
COUNSEL:

Yes. Others then I heard about them - because when it had started, the
other officers were not there - it was not soldiers generally. So these
were the top officers.
Okay. Leading Counsel, you take it up.
Yes. Now for how long did this continue, the exercise of wiping out the
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.\chol~ and Langi "ho were su
,
.
it continue for lllonth f'
spectcd of a posmg a threat to Amin? Did
s or yca.rs'l
OZI
COU ~SEL·

It continued for montllS,
I sec 111is- for instanc .
.
Lord. this is _ v· 1• .' c m tlus report which has been read to you - Mv
10 ation of Hu
R"
•
lntcmational Com • .
man ig1its and Rule of Law in Uganda by
n11ss1011 of Jurists It
. .
. .
talk about _ 011
,
• was m c1rculat1onm 1974. They
3
I'd• Massacr
• •m the army m
• July, 1971. Ti1is is
what they reportpag1.:
• 1.:
1
9 1
am1)
culminatin. i: mi 1, ~. ~here began series of clashes within the
Much of the ro~l, man) ~11ln~gsat severaJ army barracks in July.
being the I p. lem was tnbal m nature, the Acholi and Langi tribes
P 1ys1ca targets Th, , t .0 'b
.
bases 0 f tJ p .
•
1.:sc " tn cs had provided the central
le
resident
Ob
t
'
•
o c s support and they were still large in
important segment of th , • fi
the kill'
. J
c sccunty orcc. The government later executed
mgs
.
. m unc and Jui)' .,,\!•h'1ch were •mc1tcd
by upheavals in the
armv• cngmccred b)· Langi• and Achoh. d1ss1dcnts
. .
who were in tum
1
roper Y ~upprcssed by low government troops under the directive of the
rmy \hicf ~f Staff, Charles Arubc. Was that what happened? Do you
agree with tlus?

OZI·

Yes. I think that is that.

COUNSEL:

And in fact they concluded by saying that about iliousands of Acholi and
Langi were killed. Do you agree that iliere were iliousands and
thousands of Acholi killed.

OZI:

I think that is true.

COUNSEL:

That is true. Do you iliink that ilie Acholi were really trying to
overthrow government or it was just number, an accusation which was
baseless?

021

I think after the coup the fear that Amin had was iliat if iliese people
were to remain in the army, they would rise against him. I iliink iliat is
why he cleared off these people.

COUNSEL:

I see. I am asking - was the threat real or it was imaginary? According
to your military intelligence.

OZI:

It was imaginary because he feared that iliey would overthrow him.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

I do not think you have understood each other. If he genuinely feared
that they would overthrow his government, it wasn't imaginary.

OZI:

May be if you can ask again!

COUNSEL:

w what do you think about this accusation. For instance - let
I see. No
.
.
rth
A •
· l'fy
me s1mp
1 ·t1. Were the Acholi and Langi planmng
.
. to ove row mm
because he had overthrown their boss? Or 1t was Just a mere excuse to
eliminate them?
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COUNSEL.

OZI:

COUNSEL:

ozr

COUNSEL:

. . tJ ·s
The tJung 1s 11.,
.
rcaH•:

becausenJso if he attemptedto eliminatebut the Ill":
• h
•
•
....n
the fear t11at these people m1g
t nse against him and

thing wns • .,
may overthrowhim.

oZL

sec. So the best thing was to kill tltcm, not to dismiss them from the
1
army?

No the best thing was not to kill them. Because you see - that is why
tlte.coup was not properly managed by Ami~. Because the coup - let us
say, in West Africa it has happene~ several times - what happens is that
they change only with the leadership then the~ do not t<_>uch
the rest, and
the country can settle down very fast. But this one gomg for the tribes
really eliminating and finishing a tribe in that particular department,th~
was the fear of Amin but.it is wrong thing, it is not right thing.
I see. In fact they say that this also, the same exercise was also done in

the Police and other security forces Did you know about that?
Yes, it was done, especially, in the Police Special Force Because also
this was the same thing that these were Obote's people therefore, they
would rise against Amin.
I see. Right. Now how about these disappearances of civilians? What
role did the State Research Centre play in the disappearances of

civilians?
OZI:

As I said, when the State Research started, I have told you how it started

COUNSEL:

Yes.

OZI:

Then increasingly Amin brought in the Escort Unit, I mean, his
Presidential Escort Unit and they took over the State Research. So -

CHAIRMAN:

Sorry, Major Ozi. On that one. On the evidence we have, it seems that
the escorts were in this thing from the beginning. For instance - in the
meeting, the Cabinet Meeting of 24th of April, 1972 - it talks of the
establishment posts, posts which they had listed there. By then the
meeting noted that there were 28 posts of escorts and escort drivers as
part of the State Research ·Centre, and that there were 120 posts of
intelligence officers. This is by April, 1972. Earlier on, for instance,
how many original officers? This is a letter dated 11th January. 1972,
written by A. Nassa, signed on your behalf - on behalf of M. Ozi
(Major). It was addressed to the Permanent Secretary, Office of the
President. "Secondment of Army Personnel to Unit, President Officell
Major M. Ozi - Head of the Unit and Acting Head of Operations,
Captain Mukasa - Head of the Registry, Lt. Awuna - Head of Internal
Security, Lt. Amin - Head of Protection Unit, Lt. Lawendi - Head of
Public Relations and L.iaison. He further directed that the secondment of
Major Ozi and Lt. Lawendi be effected from 1st July, 1971. while the
rest be effect from 1st September 1971. And he talks of your salaries
your salary was 3,000/= per month, this is Al Scale. Now Lieutenant
Amin here was Head of Protection Unit. It appears that they were in
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come m Inter. Do you follow me?
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•
'" lic.n ,, c selected tJ
enc 15 this - as I told you yesterday
.
"
iesc people to trai11 th
A • •
'
mtcrcst and brought th.
cm, mm picked people of his

eYcntually they ,vere ;.;· ~cy were first coming as escort unit but
training at all that so an'd ere_ thmthat tl1ese were people without any
. here. thcv were brou so
1s ere so and so 1s
• here to do this, so and
so 1s
h . . •
•
g t m hke that from various units.

COL'"NSEL:

Yes. I think what the Chairm •
. .
of this unit, the protcctio
.an •s.suggeStmg 1s that from the very start
of the State Research On umt which was the escort was part and parcel
· o you agree?

CHAIRMAN:

The escort unit - they were art f th
of the State Research the P_ o e S~te Research from the formation
. C
'
Y did not come m later much later to take over
th 1s entre.
'

OZI

~~ally, what ~appened was that these people were Amin's escorts and
m as the Chief of Staff he had a quite large number of escorts and
'
th en -

cHA.IRMAN

This is before the coup, after the coup he was everything.

OZI:

Yes. After the coup he was everything. That is right. And then he took
o~er these _p~opleas they were but they were not - they did not have the
kmd of tra.Imng which we carried out.

KAKWENZIRE.

Leading Counsel, fellow Commissioners, ladies and gentlemen, we are
ready now to resume the Session of today, 24th November, 1989 and we
are continuing with the evidence of Major Ozi. Counsel, we are ready to
start with the hearing.

COUNSEL
MR.SEKANDI:

Chairman and Gentlemen Commissioners, as the Chairman has said it is
this witness who has been giving evidence and the last time he appeared
here he was given - he asked for time to go and recollect certain this,
certain incidents, which we thought will be of assistance to us. This
witness is back and may be to remind him we were asking him about
people who got missing at the time he was Director of State Research.
We said what type of people, we had asked you and you said civilians
had disappeared during this time and we said whether you could assist
us with these names. May be before you go on, let me ask you this, how
was the arrangement of your Department? How was - what was the set
up in your Department? The Sections.

021:

MR.NAGENDA:
OZI.

It was supposed to deal with collection of information.
Perhaps you could tell us more. Collection of information on what?
Collection of infonnation :mout threats, security of the country. And
there was the Registry Section.
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who was the leader of the Operations Section?

r

OZI·

At the beginning it was me. 111en there was Registry, and that one
.
. fi
.
Was
responsible for keepmg the m onnat1on

COUNSEL:

You may call it security registry?

OZI:

The Security Registry was headed by Haruna.

COUNSEL:

Any other name?

OZI:

Abdulla.

MR NAGENDA.

Perhaps, sorry to intermpt you. Who was Abdullah Haruna? Can you
tell us more about him? By educational background?

OZ!:

Haruna Abdullah was a soldier, he was a Lieutenant.

MR. NAGENDA:

From where?

OZI:

He comes from Entebbe.

MR. NAGENDA:

What was his educational background anyway?

OZ!:

His educational background I don't remember very well.

MR. NAGENDA:

Was he a highly educated gentleman?

OZI:

Not so highly educated.

MR. NAGENDA:

Primary Seven, Junior Secondary, 'O' level?

OZI:

I think it could be about Junior Secondary.

MR. NAGENDA:

About Junior Secondary. Had he been trained in registry work?

OZI:

I remember he had, of course, he did the basic soldier training and after
the basic soldier training he had also attended these courses run by the
foreigners who were helping us.

MR. NAGENDA:

What type of courses?

OZI:

That is security force, military intelligence courses. There was the
Administration department. The Administration Section was controlled
by Abdu Nasser. Nasser had some financial training but he was
originally, that is what he told us but he was also originally from the
General Service Unit before he was brought in.

MR. NAGENDA:

You mean he told you that he was a financial expert?

021:

Yes, that is what he told us, he said that he was a financial expert.
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He could do some hook-keeping nnd some things about accounts also.

"1 'L•

\1R 'P\ \GENOA:

OZI·

Yes?
Could you tdl us how far do you think he had gcrnc to school''
I think he could have gone up to 'O' level and then 111.:
might havl! don<.:

some training in accounts.
~!R

.\GFND \:

\\There was he from?

OZI:

He is a Nubian, I think he should be from Bombo

\1R NAGENDA

By the way what was the other one who was coming from Entcbbc?

OZI:

That was a Nubian also. Then there was Research Section. TI1is one
was led by Captain Mukasa.

COUNSEL:

Who was Captain Mukasa·>

OZI

Captain Mukasa was a soldier and as to his background, it could be
about the cquiyaJent of S.4. He was a Commissioned Officer.

COUNSEL:

He ,,:as a Muganda?

OZI

Yes, he was a Muganda.

MR NAGENDA:

What did Research Section mainly do?

OZI

Research Section also collected information say about the economy of
the country.

MR. NAGENDA:

About the economy of the country·'7

OZI

Yes.

MR. NAGENDA

How did he do this?

OZI

·d to some industries
He had a few people attachc

MR. NAGENDA

• 'l
you mc.:anspies.
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OZl
MR. NAGENDA:

COUNSEL:

MR. NAGENDA

021:

Not rcnlly spies, sir, but they were security personnel attached to soinc
industries, even to some ministries
You sec, M~jor, collecting infonnation on thc: economy of a country is
really a technical undertaking. You have to sort of know what you arc
taUdng of so that you will be able to judge. Usually that thing 1s left to
economics graduates, they have the experience otherwise somebody Just
sitting in an office will find it very difficult to judge the economy of a
country and also, M~jor, we arc really here to find out what happened.
So if these people merely were just there, placed in their respective
embassies outside and so on, you know the work they were doing, you
can either tell us they were there to spy on the people or if you mean it
to collect infom1ation then we ask you what sort of information the;
brought to you, how they got it, and so on.
Gentleman Commissioner, I do not know here whether the
Commissioner is suggesting that there were no graduates is State
Research?
What I am trying to say here, Mr Chairman, I just want Major 0zi to
assist us by what he meant. It is now up to him to tell me on the contrary
these people were graduates, they had three degrees.
For example I can remember Denis Katongole

MR. NAGENDA:

What was his degree in?

021:

His degree was in Social Sciences.

MRNAGENDA:

Where was he working, in what section?

021:

He was working in that section of the research.

MR NAGENDA

Was he attached to a Ministry?

021:

He was not permanently attached to a Ministry but he could move from
ministry to ministry just to get some information.

MR.NAGENDA

Who else had a degree?

021

There was one Gwayarnbadde.

MR. NAGENDA

Any other name?

021

Christopher.

MR.NAGENDA

What was his degree'!

021

His degree was B acheIor o f Commerce, Makercre.

MR. NAGENDA:

Did he also move from ministry to ministry''
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021

Of course.
Anybody else?

Zl:

1l1esc were the t\
-..1
:vog,.wuates. There were no other graduates. Because
h
w en we started• I h-..1
,ru wanted graduates to be included but then of
course. you were no t here when I talked the first time
.
'
I was cut short
b ccause Amin th d.d , l'k
'
.
en t n t 1 e these educated people so he chose people
of _his o~,'11choice and so the State Research then changed the way of
domg tlungs.

MR. NAGENDA:

1 am sorry to be cutting you short but these two people, Christopher
(nvayambadde and Denis Katongole, were reporting to Capt. Mukasa,
were they? Was Captain Mukasa able to understand what these
graduates were telling him in details do you think?

OZI:

I think he could understand because they would also make the report in
the level that he can understand.

MR. NAGENDA:

And then Captain Mukasa would report to you?

OZI:

He would report to me and then I would report, of course to Amin.

MR NAGENDA:

Did you find it very easy to grasp information on the economy of a
country?

OZI:

Yes, I could understand.

MR.NAGENDA:

What were the economy of the country did you get by these reports just
as an example?

OZI

By these reports, especially after the Asians were expelled the economy
was going down because most of the industries, their production was
going down and down. They were not producing to capacity and also
the acquiring of raw materials for the industries ~as beco~ng
increasingly more and more difficult, as a result production was gomg
down.

MR. NAGENDA:

Why was the acquiring of raw materials going down?

COUNSEL:

May be to assist, this is the kind of reports I would like to give in, that is
the kind of reports they were making on the economv.

CHAIRMAN:

These are the reports?

COUNSEL:

. d f
rts although I do not want to tender it in yet.
Toe km o repo ,

MR. NAGENDA:

021

. J e l 976 I was under the impression that by
This of course was m un
•
h
1976 you were no longer in the State Researc •
June,
I was no longer there.
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But in I 976 ) ou ,vcrc making similar reports?
OZI

1 think they were making similar reports And th~n there was, of course,
coming directly under - there was the Escort Unit. That was under Lt.
Amin

COUNSEL.

\Vhat is the Escort Unit?

OZI·

Escort Unit that was Presidential Escort Unit. And the educational
background I did not know but he was illiterate, he was not able to read
or write.

fR. NAGENDA:

He was illiterate?

OZI:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

He was very strong I suppose?

OZI:

Ohl Yes, he was.

MR. NAGENDA·

If he was illiterate, how could he read orders for example or write down
orders - he couldnt?

021:

Well, he couldnt but he could talk to Amin in Kiswahili or in Nubian
language.

MR. NAGENDA:

You mean he was a Nubian?

OZI:

Yes, he was a Nubian.

MR. NAGENDA:

Was he related to the other Amin, the President?

OZI:

No, he was not related to Amin the President.

MR. NAGENDA:

Were all the people in his unit also illiterate or some of them were
educated?

OZI:

I think most of them were illiterate.

COUNSEL:

About how many people who were in this unit?
I think about forty.

MR. NAGENDA:
OZI:

MR. NAGENDA:

Who chose them, who picked them?
~ey were picked by Amin himself. The Lieutenant together with the
Fie!d Mai:5hall,they were the people who picked the escort unit from
vanous military units. They would pick and bring them.
Legal Counsel ' I think th.is •1s a very good pomt
· because we now know·
th
ose were about forty. I think we should have asked also some of the
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numbers of the other units. For example Operation Section which came
under vou
'-'
If d'ircctly, about how many people were there?
J
J oursc

oz1·

Operations were about twenty

MR N .\GENOA.

Any illiterate there or not?

OZI

To begin with there were no illiterates, they were really people who
understood what to do, I mean, who were at least educated, who had
some education and the other units also we had similar there were no
illiterates but, of course, with time, since you were not h~re that day but
by the time eventually more and more illiterates were brought in because
after training them, the first batch, Amin fell apart from these foreigners
so he sent them away so he brought in people of his own choice and they
eventually replaced all of us because even me I was then arrested and
taken to Makindye and so on and most of these people who were
educated were almost finished in that unit.
•

COUNSEL:

But obviously may be rather than the people who were stationed at the
centre, you had people like this giving information? Like that one,
Ibrahim Luutu?

OZI:

You see, what happens in intelligence is that .....

CHAIRMAN:

Eh. Eh. what may be this one?

COUNSEL:

I was just saying, you see you had about twenty but on top of that you
had people like this one.

CHAIR.MAN:

Can they be identified?

OZI:

This one?

CHAIRMAN:

Yes, who was he?

021:

This one I cannot even identify him but this is -

COUNSEL:

What is there? Who is that man?

021:

Luutu I would not know because what happens in intelligence is when
you assign an officer to follow up a case, or you assign or when an
officer is following up a case he recruits his own agent and that agent he
does not inform you about, he does not tell you about. He meets him
and discuss with him, he gets informati9n from him but he doesn't tell
you were he gets the information. :hat is what happens. So this
particular fellow I really do not know him.

COUNSEL:

What does this say here?

021:

There are some parts which are tom.

COUNSEL:

The subject is what?
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111erc.-:aNanziri.
But who is the person reporting on that?
COUNSEL:

remember because by 1971 October I was already

071

In fact. I wou ld no t
through.

COUNSEL:

But who was this?

OZI·

TI1is Luutu?

COUNSEL:

Yes.

OZI:

Luutu I did not know him.

COUNSEL:

How did he describe himself anyway?

OZI:

This one?

COUNSEL:

Yes.

OZI:

If I can say in a way of intelligence I think he must be somebody who is

COUNSEL:

But Luutu, what was he doing at Makerere? This was coming from
Makerere.

OZI:

Yes, this was coming from Makerere. You see, what happens is this,
when they recruit, if they want information from Makerere then this will
go and find a person there who is working there and then that person is
supposed to be clandestine. Clandestine in that it is not supposed to be
known, something like that.

COUNSEL:

I see! How is he paid?

OZI:

This one is purely between the agent and the officer.

COUNSEL:

Where does the officer get the money, from his own pocket?

OZI:

The officer?

COUNSEL:

Yes.

OZI:

Yes, he gets the money from the State Research.

COUNSEL:

Yes. So other than the permanent twenty members you had in the unit,
you could employ other people working for you.

OZI:

Yes, they could employ.

an agent of another officer. But I did not know this one before.

Isn't he paid from the funds from the State
Research for his information?
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Like?

ozt
C(1l

Like this man.
·...;J'L

\Vho was he? You read it.

\

OZI.

Luutu

COUNSEL:

\V:hatwas he at Makcrerc'l

OZI:

Luutu, I don't remember.

COL'NSEL.

No, what docs it say he was?

OZI:

Oh! ves. I sec It says he is a Domestic Bursar, Africa Hall.

COCNSEL:

So ap~ from the pennanent members you had, you could employ other
people m the State Research and that is why Theresa Nanziri was
murdered.

021

She was murdered?

COUNSEL:

Yes, she was murdered, she was the Warden of Africa Hall

DR MAKUBUYA:

And this is her Domestic Bursar.

COUNSEL:

Okay, so what -

MR.NAGENDA

We need to find out also the other numbers as well, they might give us
some idea

COUNSEL:

Mr. Chairman, I had brought this one to illustrate that other than these
20, they would employ other people in various establishments.

MRNAGENDA:

How many people were in the Registry altogether'7

021:

Registry had about 20 also.

MR. NAGENDA:

What about the Administrative Section. how many were there''

OZI:

Administrative was about the same also, about 20.

MR. NAGENDA:

And the Research Section?

OZI

Research also had about 20.

MR.NAGENDA:

So at Nakasero you had altogether about 120 people.

OZI:

About that much, yes.

MR.NAGENDA:

Very good.
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, lly done at the State Research daily. Did you
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• at thc Statc Research
And ho,-. wm .
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dtd
vou
ave
'
hmc a rostc •
•
• head would -

\'crbal or written or each section
OZI

MRNAGENDA

OZI.

.
ad uld assign duties to their people.
Each secttonhe wo
h you had inmates, people who were brought to
By the way, wt cl.nkthat late Nanziri who was killed and also other
Nakasero peop e 11 ecturers who were killed, who 1ooked aft er them?
who were e
.
th Adm. •
•
•
People
. th O
:tionsSection the Registry, e
1mstrat1onor what
Was 1t e pera
'
.
?
•
Who looked after these prisoners, these detamees •
·r to tell you honestly, these sections were gathering
es, you see, Sl ,
.
th
Y
. c.
~.,;
and then the Administrative and so on, ese four sections
tn.1OII11auOn
.
were not really arresting people as such but this, I do not deny that State
.-.rchwas responsible for disappearances of some people but then
Rese.....
• 1y directed by Amin
what happened with these disappearances were mam
himself and the people - because if I can go back to my o~ statement of
what really happened, may be I may go to my statement Just to get you
the background.
(GAP ~N EVIDENCE)

MR. NAGENDA:

021:

I am going to try and find out from the witness why he is late and why
he was not seen yesterday. But before I do that, I would like to make a
small comment on a newspaper report which appeared in the Star of the
30th November, 1989, which says our morale is down and it goes on to
infer that Commissioners and staff alike are penorming poorly because
of the expenses which they are drawing from their Ministry. I feel, if I
may say so, this is rather poor assessment of the situation. I am not
saying that what the Commissioners have said and more so their staff
can be said to be an itching point. But I have always understood that the
Commissioners and indeed many of their staff are not primarily in this
work for what they can get out of it and I am sure they will make their
representation at a level. But they will continue to work as hard as they
have always done. They are having useful reasons why, for example,
yesterday we did not sit a.t'l:dso forth. I would urge the writer of this
article a certain John Lubandi to put his article right. I hope that this is
understood. Thank him for fighting on our behalf that we should get a
realistic rate of expenses. But we can assure you Commissioner Khiddu
Makubuya and Legal Counsel and the other people on this Commission
that we will never be retarded from our work by the kind of money that
is paid to us. Legal Counsel, before you start off with the witness, I
would like to hear from Major Ozi why he did not turn up yesterday and
why he turned up yet very late today.
Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I am sorry for yesterday, because
I started fairly early but the vehicle in which I was coming broke down.
It had a bit of problem. So by the time I arrived here I found the
Commission had already adjourned. That was about midday when I
arrived. So in the afternoon I tried to look for the office of the Legal
Counsel. I went to his office after 2 o'clock but unfortunately I did not
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nd
fi hm~ present I had \\ishcd to sec him and apologize to him about
"')_ cfcommglate )estcrday. So, Mr Chamnan that is what I had wanted
tom om1 h"1
b
•
me for that m n out. I nm sorry for being late and I ask you to forgive
Did ) ou see anybody connected with this Commission if you couldn't
find the Legal Counsel? Did you manage to talk to anybody else?

OZI
fR. 'AGE 1DA.

OZI·

I talked to the Secretaiy.
\Vhnt time was it?
In fact I ~kcd to the Secretary right from this Mess, because I found
them leavmg Then he told me to go and meet the Legal Counsel in his

office.
MR. , AGENDA.

You sa,r,•the Secretary and this was due to circumstances beyond your
control, your vehicle broke down.
Yes, sir.

MR.NAGENDA:

Can I take it that you stayed in Kampala last night?
Yes, Sir.

MR.NAGENDA:

How do you explain that you arrived late this morning?

OZI:

I stayed in Kampala but of course for this morning there was rain, Mr.
Chairman you can see, and that is what delayed me a bit and you know
also possibilities of transport.

MR.NAGENDA

You mean nobody picked you up?

DR.MAKUBUYA:

You didn't find your own transport to here, Major Ozi?

OZI:

I came up to the office and from the office, I used the vehicle of the
Judiciary.

MR.NAGENDA:

Major let me just make this comment and then we shall move on. The
rain I do not accept. You are an army man and that is why you are called
Major. I take it that you have done exercises within the rain in the past.

OZI

Yes, Sir.

MR.NAGENDA:

I know that not evety
you should have been here on time.
Commissioner was here on time. That is too bad. We have got
witnesses here that can be blocked. If you are still with us tomorrow,
please forget the rain.

OZI

•
thank you for that. Because even when the
I woul_d _also hke :ith me I have always been coming quite early. It
Comm1ss1on started d .d , otherwise I have been quite early. And
is only yesterday an to ay,
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some•o·n1es\\'hen I came,
coming quite early.
MR NA.GF~DA:

COUNSEL:

MR NAGENDA:

OZI:

MR.NAGENDA:

was not even attended to. But I have been

If you arc here with us tomorrow, you be 00 ti= ,
OkaY,we thank you.
..,e
10 o'clock.

.
M • Ozi was still here with us on Friday. He had to g
Mr Chairman, aJ.
b k
.fy W
o
• d 11 this documents and come ac to test,
c were on a
back an co cc
· detame
• d at Statc Research or not
.
h th ome people were bemg
point ,hvthe chrescantell us some names of people who had been detained
and w e er

.
tart off as a witness as the Legal Counsel says with his first
Ma3or, s
.
If I
• d
question which was asked of you last ttme.d . m:y. re;m you in more
detail, the question was, were any people et.am~ m ~ Research at
Nakasero during the years when you were the C~ef of tlus organization,
that is in 1971 and October, 1973. Let us start with that question.
Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman .. As you told _melast time to go
and find out about that particular questlon, Mr. Chairman, I have tried
my best to go and find out whether people were being detained there or
not. I must tell you, Mr. Chairman, that by that time I started that place,
the place had no facility for detaining people. But people were being
brought and questioned. After questioning, if the questioning was not
finished, they were taken to Police Station and then brought back the
next day for further questioning. After their questioning is over, they
were released and they went. That I remember was the procedure. But
as for the names of people who were arrested, brought in State Research
and then taken to Police, because of the very long period, I was not able
to remember names. And because of the circumstances, I would like the
Commissioners to bear with me that that time the situation was such that
Amin was a Dictator. He was everything. He attacked me about (coffee
marketing board staff) disappearance which I followed and was able to
follow that particular case, because he was in the country. Then I asked
for transport from Police and I came to some logical conclusion and
found out the people who were arrested, therefore, could come to
Luwero. He became very hot with me, he became really very hostile and
my life was threatened. As a result, even further investigations became
very difficult. So he did not trust me in any way. For example, many of
the people who disappeared, he used some different people. Mr.
Chairman, I will explain this particular point that people were living
under fear right from the army.
To help you there, Major Ozi, we are very interested in the bigger
picture and we shall ask you about that bigger picture that you have
already told us. We shall ask you, as the Legal Counsel pointed oul
what have been the investigations and you can tell us. But that is not the
question I am asking you at the moment. The question is very simple.
The answer should also be very simple and concise. We asked you, do
you remember during the time you were there between 1971 and 1973
any people being detained. You have said they were brought in for
questioning and if they were not finished vou took them to the Central
Police Station over night.
' -
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1l1at was the procedure.

It may be the procedure, but it may be that you did not follow the
procedure. You said you didn't have facilities for keeping·people. You
can keep people without much place like this. All this we know. So
what the) arc asking you and please, as I said last time when we were
here, be very careful about the answers. Because if you say that they
were not kept there at all and we find somebody, then this will be
perjury. If you cannot remember, you can say I cannot remember. But I
think it will surprise the most normal people to hear that nobody was
detained over night at Nakasero State Research between 1971 and 1973.
As you know, 1972 was very bad year for cutting up people by the State
Research people. Are you saying that they just cut them outside and not
in your place? What are you saying? So please give us an answer to that
question. Were people detained over night at any time at Nakasero
while you were·there? •

OZI:

Mr. Chairman, I explained the procedure.

MR.NAGENDA:

Major, I am tired of hearing about the procedure. Were there any people
detained at State Research during the time when you were there 1971 to'
1973?

OZI:

There might have been.

MR.NAGENDA:

Were you ever at State Research at night during the time when you were
there?

OZI:

Normally I was there during the day, not at night, Mr. Chairman.

MR.NAGENDA:

Were you ever their during the night? Yes or no.

OZI:

I do not remember being there at night, Mr. Chairman.

DR.MAKUBUYA:

Not even once for a whole year when you were the Director?

OZI:

I could have been there but I do not remember exactly.

DR.MAKUBUYA:

Did you have an occasion?

OZI:

Mr. Chairman, as I said,_in three years I could have been at the place at

i

night, but I do not remember the exact date.

DR.MAKUBUYA:

Try to assist us on this particular problem whether you ever went there at
night. Who is likely to assist us?

,.
I

MR.NAGENDA:

e it Maior is that you were trained in this work
Your pro bl em as I Se ,
:i
'
th
•
h
t,;me to ask questions and not to answer em.
which means you ave "
th
~
t all that training because you are now e one
Now you have to 1orge
'
·
we are
.
d B
this commission is not here to waste time.
be1~g aske •d ecaus: t happened to citizens of this country and I can
ti:ymg to fin out w a
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ds in the way .v,•ill befi in
d trouble W'th
,
bod)• who stnn
that
any
.
b
...
nd
we
arc
trymg
to
m
sure you
do our JO .....
.
. out 'You arc
: So ·we arctrying tor You. have told us how dt~appomt:d you Were
~hi hly trained offie<:•. the people that he rccnnted. It ts your duty
:.h; Amin started .ni~nmg ut to you. If you had bee~ a~ that place at
"'"swcr thoseIdquc5mem
uonsber
P 1·r• Mv
colleague,
to .....
•
th Comm1ss1onerKhiddu~
•
ht
vou
wou
re
.
tJ
c
three
years
at you were there. We
mg , J
l
aid even m 1
Makubuya 1as s, . . us an answer.
cannot force you, give •

OZI:

MR.N
OZl

, ·1 that I have been there.

OZI
MR NAGENDA:
OZI:

Okay, you can "n e

.t were you there or were you not there?
When you SaJv ,vc can wn e,

• ht, because occasionally I could come.
Let me say I was there at mg

MR NAGENDA:

To do what?

OZI:

in any dMilitary
Unit
I could come to check the guard. Becausek th
.
• allYthe C0 mmander can come and chec
e guar at rught.
occasion

MR.NAGENDA-

If this is the procedure to come and check the guard, w~y did it take you
so long to rememher that you had done your work? Did you ever spend
the whole night at Nakasero?

OZI:

No, I have never stayed over night.

MR. NAGENDA:

What was the longest you ever stayed to check on your guard, did you
stay as long as, for example, three a.m.?

OZI·

No, it was never that long, because one would drive around, check the
guard briefly and go away.

MR. NAGENDA:

OZI:

MR. NAGENDA:

In fact the guard knowing where you are might have been there at 8 p.m.
and go home because they know you will never go there later. Is that
work of a good Commander?
No, you can always vary the time if you want to check. For example,
you can check today at 8, another time you can come at a different time.
That is what I asked you. Were you ever there, for example at 3 a.m'l
You said you never went. What was the latest time you ever went there?
Can you remember?

OZL
Mr. Chainnan, because it is a long time since, I really do not remember.
MR. NAGENDA:

Therefore, do you think that the people who worked
they_ :were State Research section, Operations
admmistration section, how do you know that they
th
ere _atnight? Because you have only told us they
t
arreS mg people and bringing them in. How do you
not keep them there over night?
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under you whether
section, registry,
did not kill people
were all capable of
know that they did

MR.

OZI

M
0

011

I told )ou, Mr Cl .

d o not cve11l1ear ,runnan, t1mt when the Es
• anytl •
• cort U •
hm e disnppcared •
ung about them. We
mt arrested people, we

prisoners.

MR. NA ,ENDA·

or something like that

Ho" do you know? y

Sonlycome to hear that tl,cy
o they never brought their

ou were not there.

OZI

I can tell you Mr Ch .
following thi~
amnnn, that from the tw
1 •
and even tl1cm~:lv~ebusiness, they never bro~:~':{;~ wh_omI escorted
they stav i tl ~S s come there very rarcl d . cir pnsoners to me
.
- n le tate House the ,
. • Y unng the day, otherwise
m the Command Post wh , I } stay m tile President's Office tll
ere t 1e President •IS.
, cy stay

\tR '-:AGENDA:

lliat is his escort um•t, but you had fi
told us that each of those
. • our other units and you have already
questioning. We have alreadumts could bring people to Nakasero for
that ?'OU were there
•
•
Ythe
accepted
• to you is
during
da • So what we arc saymg
question Since you were n t th
y :1°d you know the problem in
d.d
b
.
o
ere
at
mght
I not nng people for quest·
.
. , how do you know that they
10nmg at mght?

OZI:

Well, if they brought them at night , Id o not remember.

MR NAGENDA:

Do you remember somebody called Frank Kal.1muzo?

OZI

I remember Frank Kalimuzo.

MR NAGENDA

What was he doing?

OZI:

He was the Vice Chancellor of the University.

MR. NAGENDA:

Very important person, I think.

OZI:

Very important person.

~fR NAGENDA

What do you remember about him, what happened to him?

OZI

What I remember about Frank Kalimuzo is of course the Legal Counsel
has given his name as one of those having disappeared. \Vhen I looked
back and tried to remember, what I understood was that Frank Kalimuzo
was picked from his house by people in plain clothes and taken away
and then later on he was released. He was then picked up again by the
same people. But later on I came to know th~t he was either taken to
Makindye or something and thereafter we tned to follow where the
disappearance happened.
So when I heard that he ,us ~en to
Makindye, J could not follow any further. But I understand that 1s hoy.

ffi

he disappeared.
I

'

MR.NAGENDA

, phone call that Frank Kalimuzo made to you at
th c
b
Do )'OU remcm
er
.
. h
Id . that there were some peop1e at h.is house
night dunng which c to ) ou
.7
from State Research? Do you remember that.
No. I do not remember that.
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'fR • GEi'lDA

OZJ:
MR NAGE1'H)A•

th t vhcn he talked to you, you said to him that
Do ou remember ~ ~ there. But it is okay, you tell them to corn1
know why those pcop e ntbcr that the late Kalimuzo said that of course
.
e
? ~ d do )'OU rcme
back ' n
• ·e him You said okay, let me talk to them and You
t11cycannot bcltc,I . ~1r Kalimuzo's house that night. Don't You
ordered them to cm c . • '7
.remember any of these tlungs.
No, sir, I cannot remember.

went back to Mr·
Do \'OU rcrncmber that those people the next morning
.
.said dthe , people are here
Kalimuzo
and Mr•Kalirnuzo phoned you and Wh
•
y
said
'-'CS
I
know
they
are
there.
y on t you come with
agam.
OU
• J
,
them this time. Do you remember that?

OZI:

No, Sir.

MR NAGENDA

You are going to tell me that you don't remember Frank Kalimu.zobeing
brought to your State Research people to Nakasero, is that so?

OZI:

No, I do not remember that.

KAKWENZIRE.

you -said that you understood that Kalimuzo was picked up from his
house by people in plain clothes. Who made you understand?

OZI.

When people disappear, the relatives sometimes come and report. They
say my so and so has been picked up. Then I try to follow to find out.

KAKWENZIRE:

In this particular case, what do you remember about that? Who came
and told reported he had disappeared?

OZI:

I don't remember even the exact relative but that is what I heard that
when I had a disappointment, that some people came but I don't
remember at the main time.

KAKWENZIRE:

Some people came?

OZI:

Yes.

KAKWENZIRE:

Where?

OZI:
KAKWENZIRE:
OZI:
MR. NAGENDA:

They came to the State Research and they told me that but then He told you at least. So we would like to have in full if you could
remember which people inquired.
It is a long time surely, I can't remember.
You know, Major, either that means that so many people were coming to
Y?u because ~f people abducted by your thugs that you cannot even be
give any_detail. Where many people coming to you reporting that their
people disappeared at this time?
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OZI:

MR. AGE""-JD.\

You sec, Mr. Chainn

an when - not
manypeople w
.
If not that mn.nv pco I
ere coming,not many.
J
Pc were
al ready agreed that
tl •
not coming M .
.
but Vice Chancellor u; man was very importan1orh?zt :md you have
can you tell the lady ~ our _o\~nUniversity, howw ich indeed he was
about this important omm1ss1onerthat you canne:er long ago it was,
case. Are you a venr £
o rememberanything
·J
orgetful person?
Mr. Chairman, because th
. .
•
e penod is a 1
.
h ave sai'd has even surprised
ong time and currently what
said like this, I don't think I :,:::;id shhockedme because if it was as~~~
not ave remembered.

~ou see. you got my point exact!
.
simple questions that lady Co
. _Y· Because if you cannot answer
told you about the important mm1ss1tho~e~
asked you about who came and
person 1s 1swh I
k"
you are so forgetful that can
£
Y am as mg you whether
the late Kalimuzo?
you orget the conversation you had with

KAK\VENZIRE·

You cannot even remember that we made
. .
been taken to Ma.kind e think.
some mqUiryand found he had
•
. .
.
Y
mg that you probably made some more
mqwnes .- hem~ a very important man? So you can remember, this is a
case you mvest:Igated personally. So you can fill in some details.

OZI:

S~ ~adam, at that time the situation was such that everybody feared for
his life and someone disappears and you trace then you find either he is
taken to Makindye or he is taken like that and then you can't go very far.
Because the moment you try to go very far then you know that your life
is also in danger.

DR l\.1AKUBUY
A:

But how far did you go in this case, that not very far, but how far?

OZI·

Not very far is when I traced and I found out that he was taken to
Makindye, I tried to talk to the Commander of the Military Police and
then he was not co-operative. So then I knew that I couldn't go any
further.

MR NAGENDA:

Okay, how did you find out he was taken to Makindye? Can you
remember?

021.

I don't remember but as I followed that how far I w~nt I found he ~as
taken to Makindye and then I tried to get in tou~h with the Cornman er
to find out and the Commander was not cooperative.

MR.NAGENDA

? In the first case, who was the
Who usually took people to Makindye.
Commander in Makin dye?

021

The Commander was Malera.

MR NAGENDA:

as Brig Malera.
ew
•
at least Did vou ask him who
We thank God that you remem~cr that
•
•
had taken Frank Kalimuzo there.
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021.
1R. , 1.AGFNO\:

He told me ,t was no

t

JU'-'

.J

I

business so I could not go further.
•

Who usually took people to Makindyc?

J(_

OZI:

. dye. couId be the Military Police themselves.
M ak m

l\tR N ·\GFND.\:

\Vere they in unifonn or not?

oz,

Of course. in the unit there they are in uniform. And sometimes they
also go without unifonns.

MR NAGENDA·

Who else took people to Makindye?

OZI.

The Escort Unit.

MR NAGENDA:

Your Unit, in fact?

OZI:

Escort.

MR NAGENDA:

yeah, they came under State Research am I right? Can I remember you
telling us that your escort unit came under State Research?

OZI:

Yes, administratively, it came under State Research.
operations, is not really under State Research.

MR. NAGENDA:

But they were part of State Research? That is what you told us.

OZI:

Crudely, they were under State Research.
For purposes of
administration, they were under State Research, but their operations
were not controlled by me. Amin controlled them directly.

MR. NAGENDA:

So you are saying that it is entirely possible that the escorts might have
taken him there.

KAKWENZIRE:

I want to know whether the relatives of late Kalimuzo came to you. Did
they come to you because you were the In-charge investigating missing
persons - or they came to you because they suspected you might be
knowing where he is?

OZI:

No, you see, when people had disappeared actually relatives go to any they go for assistance to any military person. They go even to the
military police, they try to go to any place they think.

KAKWENZIRE:

It is interesting that in this case they chose to come to you.

OZI:

Well, not only in this case. But even other cases, there were people who
came. For example, I said about the coffee people, the coffee people
eventually they came to me and then when we followed that ,,·hat we
found out. So it is not only Kalimuzo's relatives who came but other
disappearances also of suspects, people used to come.

KAKWENZIRE:

(

But their

You told us that you remember even you were not keeping prisoners in
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I

the State Researchpremises.

OZI
k \.K\\ l:

Yes.
TRE:

OZl:

And I want to know wh) relatives came to you. Is it because they knew
you personally? In normal practices, they go to the Commander in
charge Or the) go to a military man. I want to know more in this case
Wh) Kalimuzo's family came to you, is it because they knew you
pers_onallyas a military man? I think now you are the first person to
remmd me. I want to know more in this case why Kalimuzo's family
came to you.
I think they came just because also I am a military man and I could find
out for them.

KAJ...'""\\l'ENZIRE: They didn't know you before?
OZI:

No.

KAKWENZIRE:

And they found you were working in State Research to begin with?

OZI:

I don't remember exactly, but they came at least and inquired.

K.AkrwENZIRE:

Well, if you could be able to remember where they found you, it will be
very important to us.

021:

It is a long time so I don't remember.

KAKWENZIRE:

But at least you may try to remember how many they were, were they
three, four, two?

OZI:

That one also, I cannot remember.

MR. NAGENDA:

Did you ever take part - I suspect that when time comes you will be
reminded in mode of people whom you overhear this conversation when
Mr. Kalimuzo was really begging for his life. I hope they come up to
remind you were exactly it was and also to your memory but did you
yourself ever take part in interrogating people who were brought to State
Research?

OZI:

No.

MR. NAGENDA:

Why not? You were after all - you are the first one to tell these people
the tough words - you recruited them, you were their leader, you were a
trained man, why did they go on interrogating people, flogging?

OZI:

You see that once you as the Commander you don't have to do it because
you have many other things to do rather than going to question an
individual.

MR.NAGENDA:

But were you -you knew administrative things, weren't you?
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•• t . tivc things
O f·idmm•~ 1a
t
I
Yes a o
•
.
I ?
~, •
agues were interrogating pcop c.
11
in while your co c
Did ,·ou ever step
.

OZI·
I\IR

J\ \(Jl·'\,D\"

• I then1 while intcrrogatmg people.

.,

• • wit 1
I don't remembers1ttmg
OZI.

MR. NAGENDA:

Mc, I have
11 bccn a very bad commander.
B t then you must Iiav c rca y th
people being tortured .m Nakascro
u
•
knew about e
d
h

stories wluch we

.

And it never occurred to you an see ow
•t were being interrogated. How is this
ing in your um
b .
.
people were corn
fu the fact that they were emg tortured 1f
H0 , can you re se
d
kn
h
possible.
':' d saw what was happening. How o you ow w at
you never sat m an.
? Tell me. you do not know whether they
happened? By read mg_ ;r~ ou don't know who brought them in, you
were kept theretover mg d ~0 them You don't know their names when it
don't know wha b~peknne their ~bes. How would you have known
• t late you don t ow
Wh th
b .
is oo_ , • t ou heard that they were there.
en ey are emg
anythmg at mgh
Y never there · Then how do you
interrogated
you are
· ?know how these
peopIe were k 1·lled?· How can you answer that question.
111is is the whole pomt.

~:f

OZI·
MR NAGENDA:

But you see, 1'fthat question - if they were reported to me and I took part,
I would remember Mr. Chairman.
Exactl you did not take part but you were the Commander so how do
ou ~w how the people under you were beating their prisoners? This
my question. We are talking about victims in this country who were
men, who were smashed with that kind of gadgets that they had at this
bloody place.

is

OZI:

MR. NAGENDA:

OZI:

Yes, Sir. But these gadgets even came later Mr. Chairman I am saying.
Yes, but the faces and the sticks did not come later, you know it very
well. People were being cut using anything that cuts people. They were
being bashed on the heads like that, without gadgets. 1972 was a very
bad year in your organization by the way you know it, so was 1973.
You as the Commander of this bloody thing and now we ask you, how
do you know how people were being treated? Our citizens? It is all
your duty to tell us, if yo~ don't know then you keep quiet, you didnt
take part,just say so. We are talking about human beings you know.
That is true of course.

MR.NAGENDA:
Wh_owere b~tally killed by people like you, yourself. And you are now
saymg you d1dnt take part, you did not even know what went on what
was happening there.
'
Mr. Chaitrnan,_
just a minute. You also believe me that as I tell you the
I
people recnuted earlier were good. But we people as we started to
~~;rate properly then we were bad. Some of these people were also
h • ed. In fact I should say I am lucky to be alive today. I wouldn't be
ere, I would be dead Mr. Chainnan.
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\GENOA:

It is entirely because .

ar

vou sho Id
• • ?ou arc tve, that now you have to be alive. But
~f th u come out in the open and tell us what happened. That is one

e reasons why you were called here.

OZI·
1R. NAGENDA:
OZI:
MR NAGENDA:

I told this Commission my story.
No, your story is very interesting but it is not complete.
1

have told this Commission my story, but you seem not to believe me.

No, we asked you a question you said you were never there when the
people were being tortured You have been asked: were you ever there
when people were being interrogated? You said you never were, is that
so?

OZI·

Yes, Sir.

MR. NAGENDA:

Why were you not?

OZI:

But you see, the people were not - because even me personally by nature
I am a man who doesn't want to see people suffer. This is a fact,
everybody would tell you the same thing.

DR MAKUBUYA:

Now, Major Ozi, may I know from you, from what he has been
belabouring, my colleague here. Can you tell us how you could spend
the whole day in your life as Director of State Research? How would
you spend a typical day in your life?

OZI:

A typical day in my life as Director. You see, you come. Because it has
been a very long time but Mr. Chairman, as Director you are also not
there full time and -

DR MAKUBUY A:

This man was asking you to describe your typical day, in your own way.

OZI:

A typical day in my life.

DR MAK.UBUYA:

Where do you stay?

OZI:

Where I stay?

DR MAK.UBUYA:

Yes.

OZI:

I live in Kololo.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

You live in Kololo?

OZI:

Yes, sir.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Did you sleep there last night?

OZI:

1 slept there in Kololo.
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Did you wake up we II?
yes. sir. When I woke up t·t was like any normal person waking up.

OZI:
DR M .\k.UBUY A:

•
dt d you wake up?
About v,•hatttmc

• the mommg. J wake up before 8.00, then dress up and
I woke up early• m
then come to the office.

OZI:
DR MAKUBUYA:

By what means were you coming to the office?

OZJ

I came by car.

DR MAKUBUYA.

Were you driving yourself?

OZJ

Yes, I was driving myself

DR. MAKUBUYA.

For the three years that you were Director?

OZI:

No I also had a driver but usually I drove myself.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Do you remember the registration number of your car?

OZI:

My car - my personal car.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Did you go by your personal car?

OZI:

Yes, I could go by my personal car. I had also a staff car.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Yes.

OZI:

DR. MAKUBUYA:
OZI:

'

But I don't remember the registration now.
Upon what did you depend to come either by staff car or private car?
Was it in turns or what?
No, it was my own decision.

COUNSEL:
You know, you see, Major Ozi, I can see the Commissioners really
labouring on all these simply because you see you are not portraying
what you are supposed to have been. You see, the Head of State
Research, we ask you matters that fell under your portfolio and you still
also ask who, who. You should tell this Commission what happened.
That is why you see he is labouring, with all these. He is asking you
when you wake up, when you went to your office, can you assist us by
telling us what you .know in respect of this. Because you see, as I told
you, bear with me, so don't think that we have got some idea of what was
taking place. These are State Research Cars, so please assist us. You see
it is very important. Don't think that we already have these facts, but we
are also trying to gather all these from you. That is why he is askingyou
when did you wake up, when did you have your breakfast? Not because
he says it is not necessary but because it is our duty to know these
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dctnils.
MR.

\GE

DA·

0ZI:

M~yor, you haven't finished, you arc the cock being stared at.
That is right.

Because if I consider th t
.
. .
.
.
• c.
•
a you are wtthholdmg mformation and this
m1onnation is very vital to th C
. . .
•
c omm1ss10n1t will be my painful duty to
tak·e scnous
.stepson this.

0ZI
MR NAGl:-NDA:
0ZI
MR NAGENDA:

0ZI:
MR. NAGENDA:

l11at is right.
You said if we ask your colleagueswhat sort of person you are they will
tell us.
'
Yes, sir.
I have already done that exercise and I know. I know quite a lot about
these happenings, okay?
That is right.
Nobody here is saying that you yourself were a person cutting people.
But we are not getting all the infonnation. Now let me tell you
something else which will help you. I know the reason why you are not
coming clear, because some of the people we are talking about are still
up there. And you see what happens to people when I go on holidays.
That was why, that is the internal problem you find yourself with.
Because it is your duty to tell us the truth and we are not going to let you
go because - unless you tell us the truth. That is a fact, okay. So this is
the dilemma.

0ZI:

Mr. Chairman, I have tried my best to tell the truth and I will continue
trying to tell the truth Mr. Chainnan.

MR. NAGENDA:

You said you are the kind of person who does not like to see people
suffering?

0ZI:

Yes, Sir.

MR.NAGENDA:

In actual fact why were you not at the interrogation? That means that
the interrogations were causing a lot of suffering. At least we are right
in assuming that.

021

That the interrogation was?

MR.NAGENDA:

Because we said why didn't you go to the interrogation, you said
Y
~•
That wouId mean to ~y
because I don't want to see people suffenng.
• al perso n that you did not go there because people there were bemg
Iog1c
made to suffer. Am I right?

021·

You see, Mr. Ch.,.•nnan
....
, that one is right but then such things are kept
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away f·ro1n me also.

MR

.
not kept awa) , from you ' you arc keeping yourself aWay
No tl1ey arc
the Commander.
from them. You were

AG1 ND.\:

I said you all know what Amin was like
1
You sec, for exam:;,_ ::id that person had disappeared, ifhe knows :d
when he got somehb ; wants he will not let me go.
at
Ozi wilJ not do w at e
,

OZI:

DR. MAkl'BUYA

Did Amin bring anybody to you?

OZI

No, he did not bring to me because as I disagreed with him on these
ISSUCS.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Since you were the Director of State Research, did Amin ever bring
anybody?

OZI:

Amin?

DR. MAKUBUYA.

Yes.

OZI:

No. He never brought.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Did he ever visit State Research regularly when you were there?
He visited occasionally. But when he visited occasionally, it is just like
when he visited any unit.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

OZI:
DR. MAKUBUYA:

And did he visit on any notice to you, did he just come or what? Were
you there when he visited?
I remember once or twice when he came he found me there - yes.
Were there occasions when he came you were not there?
Well, that one I don't remember but when I was there I remember about
twice he came.

DR. MAKUBUYA:
OZI:

Yes, was he running the unit himself? Who was running it?
You see,

DR. MAKUBUYA:
Was he running it himself? Was he in charge of the unit or were you the
in charge?
OZI:
I was in charge, but he could order the unit in any way he wanted.

DR. MAKUBuY A:
OZI:

DR MAKUBuY A:

Through you?
Not through me.
Yes, through who?
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OZI

DR 1AKUBUYA:
OZl:
DR. MAKUBUYA:
OZI:

That is when big t] •
.
111ch used to happen which I believe really
- 11
. tl1c countn.• Hngs
w
S po1
B,
]1c k11ows.
·J • ecausc 11c would talk to certain individuals whom
you know we arc talking about State Research.

y cs, I am also talking about that, Sir.
Yes.
But if you arc there and then he knows certain individuals can do
som_cthingwhich he wants him (them) to do, he will only talk to that
particular fellow.

DR .MAKLBLYA:

When you are there also?

OZI:

Yes.

DR l\1AKUBUYA:

So may I know who talked to him, since you were there for three years to
your knowledge.

OZI:

He used to talk to people like Farouk Minawa.

DR MAKUBUYA:

People like Farouk, that is one, Yes.

OZI

But then of course, I could remember say Farouk but the rest I can't
remember. Because when he talks such things, even the people keep me
not informed about it. They didn't tell me about it.

DR MAKUBUYA:

So it is only Farouk? But did you talk to them? Really they did not need
to talk to you. It was your duty to talk to them to order them.

OZI.

You would know because when he talks, he could ring then they talk by
telephone. Then the fellow goes.

DR MAKUBUYA:

How do you know he was talking to someone big like Amin? Are you
suggesting every time somebody called that was Amin? \Vho was
Farouk Minawa?

OZI

Farouk Minawa was a soldier, a private soldier I think. But then he was
promoted from private to Major straight.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Private to Major?

OZI

Yes.

DR MAKUBUYA:

Promoted by who?

OZI

By Amin himself.
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I
,unfa•.ation? \Vas he your assistant?
.d
he
do
in
your
org
Whnt d 1

DR 1AKUBUY

No.

OZI
DR iAKUBUYA:

1 he do there?
What d .d

He was very oft en called by Amin.

OZI:
MR 'AGENDA:

• posting?
• at State Research?
But what was his
there.? Was he a sweeper

Did he have any designation

• a private but then all of a sudden, Amin promoted
Let me say he was 1ust

OZJ:

him t.o a major.

• • was he in?• Which of the sections
- operations,
hi h
aruzation
h
h
Yes,
w
c
org
•
adrni
•
tration
transport,
researc
etc,
w
ich of
registry, registration,
ms
,
these was he in?

MR. NAGE1'.1JA

OZI:

I don't remember exactly.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Who recruited this Farouk Minawa?

OZI:

He was just brought by Amin.

DR MAKUBUYA:

Now, how was he brought in?. Did Amin bring
. ? him physically in a car
and deposit him there? How was he brought m.

OZI:

MR. NAGENDA:

OZI

you see, Mr. Chairman, as I said when I started with the first group of
people, and then straight away became very unpopular and we were not
wanted, so Amin brought in a number of people.
Yes, I think what you are telling us Major Ozi, from now on I am going
really work on the questions being answered. Commissioner KhidduMakubuya is talking about Farouk Minawa.
Yes, Sir.

MR. ~AGENDA:
Who is quite notorious because we don't know from where exactly he
appeared, and how he was promoted from Private to Major. Therefore, he
is somebody who must tum out to be a 'Powennike'.
So what my
colleague is saying, do you remember how ldi Amin brought him to State
Research.
DR MAKUBUYA:
Yes, yes. Let us try to find out from you how this Farouk Minawa came.
OZIAs I told you Mr. Chainnan, he was brought in State Research by Amin.

DR MAKUBUY
A:
You_tell us how was he brought in, is it Amin who brought him
physically and deposited him there? Were you summoned on telephone
or what? Not all respect him? This chap, you remember him very well.
You cannot say that you don't know him.
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Zl.

l don1 remember exact) . b
.
and then after a sl10 rt \ _ut I tlunk he was brought in as a Private soldier

Major.
()R \f \.kUBUYA:

•

""

ule he was promoted straight from Private to a

Yes, you are being asked how he was recruited.

COL'1\JSEL:

But sureh, did he bring an introduction letter or what?

OZI

No, there was no letter I think Amin
•
must have said okay if he is sending
so many people to me there.

MR NAGENDA:

bHow
h do you know because perhaps he was not sent by Amin at all? May
e e was not the fellow. People could just come to you and say that they
were from Amin? But really what makes you think Amin sent him?

OZI:

B~cause ~ continued to use him and promoted him rapidly from
pnvate straight to Major.

MR. NAGENDA:

Okay, tell us some of the things Farouk was doing in the day when he
was at State Research?

OZI:

What he did exactly, I don't know because Amin directed him himself.

MR.NAGENDA:

You see, Major.

OZI:

Yes.

MR.NAGENDA:

You can say that he used to shout a lot, he used to beat people as they
were brought in, he used to abuse me as his Commander, you cannot say
that you don't know anything that he was doing. Because he was quite a
famous person. You see, I am personally coming to believe that you don't
want to answer the questions so as to help us because from any thinking
adult, if you say why did that person join your company? You can say,
well, he was very quiet, he was very abusive, he was very powerful, I
didn't give him any order he just said 'babarock' or whatever he said, all
these things you can say, there are natural things. We are only talking
about something you have never been head of State Research again, no?

OZI:

No.

MR.NAGENDA:

So that was the only time you did it. You must try and remember very
what was
11• Tell us about Farouk Minawa, how he conducted himself,
we
h
I
• thi
. reputan·on, such things for all that time.
. If you can't e p us m . s
h1s
I am personally going to decide to let 1t be dropped that way. Agam
way
• • I rabl
with better answers. Because this is becommg mto e
e.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

.d p-...-,uk have an office in State Research where he sat?
You see, d1 .... 0

OZI:

Let me try to remember.

DR MAKUBUYA:

.
r of trving to remember, no. no. no. These are things you
It is not a matte
till remember them. Did this man have an office
already know, you s
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.. , an
office in State Research? You have, he ct·d
'
t n't

there and did rou 11,n ~
han:, you don't know.

OZI:

nR 1\UKUBUYA:
OZI:

DR 1\1A1'.Lam A
OZI.

. he hnd an officc
1 , but he was very uncooperative fellow and then hc
I tlunk
didn't like •
What was he doing in his office?
He didn't like me.

What did he use his office for?
You sec, he would come to his office but he rarely also stayed there

DR MA1'.UBUYA-

Where was he staying, he reports on duty in State Research, he is not in
his office, where is he?

OZI:

He comes, and then he leaves the office he says he is .going to Amin and
he can stay even some days, I had no control over him. I mean he was
doing his own things directly with Amin. So he came to the office very
occasionally. He never really was under my command as such.

DR MAKUBUYA:

He was never in State Research?

OZI:

No, he was in State Research, okay but then the way he did things was
such that - because as I told you Amin would ring and talk to certain
individuals in State Research, and then ....

DR. MAKUBUYA:

We shall take it seriously my friend. This man was even there to be
talked to. Because he came in rarely so he wasn't there to be talked to on
the telephone. Then you are talking about the way he did things, - Farouk
Minawa, which things did he do? What things were those he did?

MR. NAGENDA:

Leading Counsel, perhaps we are going to send the Major away again..it
makes a final question which you will come and ask and if he does not
answer then we are going to take a step which we really have been trying
not to take.

OZI

Excuse me, I can ...

MR. NAGENDA:

If you can help us, in what terms?

OZI:

Mr. Chairman, can I say what he did in camera?

MR. NAGENDA:

Yes, yes, very much so. Okay, let us answer one of the things I brought
about then I will know. So what Farouk was doing in the day you can tell
us now.

OZI:

Yes, if there are certain things that I know then I will be able to tell ~ ou.
So can I go may be to the other room downstairs and I tell you?

MR. NAGENDA:

But that one you can tell us from here, it is very simple.
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Zl

?kn). le~ me tell you. Be.
,
mfonnntion. but tt• is not incause
m•,,_.
• k'mg that I am hiding
m , . vou
•
•" l)C tlun
~nd the c1rcumstnnccs cith, ) interest._ I don't want to hide .mything.
tatc Research under '·h'
under which when 1 was the Director of
Farouk l\1inawa, titcse arc
' ic l I operated were verv very difficult Th'
the pc ,
·.1
•
1s
~ally tl1e people who spoilt th Sop1e who gave me hard time. These arc
m by Amin. He was a .
e tatc Research. He was as I said brought
·m camera. One time spnvate but one time,
•
actually I wanted to tell you
rc~1cmbcr the exact nu::r s.:!ents ~om Tan2?11iaabout 8 or 9 I don't
w11Jassist me I can't
ause It a long time to tell you So you
remember
everyth·
of students of Tanzan·
mg, but there were a good number
Ia w 110 came fi p
o
Post Office I think 1 b 1·
.
or ost ffice Industry. Because the
,
C ICV<,;.tf ] am
t
th
postal services _ the East Afri
. . no_ wrong, e Headquarters had
9 or so came Th
can DiS tdlenes · So these 9 students - about
' up in· s ey hcame to attend an mterview.
•
•
put them
I think the Headmaster
Farouk went an~m~ ko~elsomewhere waiting to be interviewed. And the
murdered them
;d :n~ot only did he pick them but he went and

tr

th:::

MR. NAGENDA:

Murdered them?

021:

Yes.

MR NAGENDA:

All the 9?

021

I think so. Because as per their death, I started getting the telephone from

t

Post Office, that some students of Tanzania who came had disappeared.
Then I tried to send some people to survey. And before I could do much
Amin himself said that he does not know. So I said you see, it is vei;,
bad. He said, are you really working? What is your use? Some 9 spies
from Tanzania came here, they have been arrested, and you did not make
anything about it. I said Mr. President, I am not aware that 9 spies came
here. And then following this, I investigated the situation and later on
found out that these people were arrested by Farouk and they disappeared
And later on Tanzania was inquiring about her people when these people
were nowhere to be seen. Later on I think the matter even become so
serious that Uganda Government had to pay compensation for 9 people.
But for that matter, for Farouk to do that, he was promoted to a Major. So
that is the person he was, even me personally, I feared him. He had no
respect for me. He could have killed me anytime. I say though \.\'e were
in the army but we didn't really have power. There arc certain people
who were with Amin who had the power. Even if you were a General we
were virtually nothing. That is what I wanted to tell you in camera. And
from that time I became useless as far as Minawa was concerned. I could
not do anything, and I was so in danger, I could have disappeared. Me,
personally I did not do anything I~ people disappearcd. they . really
disappeared. I could not but swallow 1t, once you don t swallow 1t, you
·11go also. And eventually that is what happened
to
me I was arrested
WI
•
.
and taken, tortured in Makindyc. An~ the mstruc~IOnswere so tltat I
could be killed when they were arrcstmg me .. Amm pnnted my name
aid I was responsible for all these disappearances of all these
.
.
d
f h. f: y
bl ack , he s ·s on·· is because I also mvestigate
cases o c 1e s
ou
Thl
peop lc
"'
1
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, tnc time Amin made military soldiers
as chiefs.
Especially
n:mcm l1cr so
h'
l
. T

111

cso

,. tJ,ese mihtary chiefs were catc mg pcop e and burying
.
• 11

afCu,

,
a1· , • on 1·ust a mere allegation say a person w1 come and say so
pcop 1e n c
.
.
.
1, . d .
h.
.

and so has got poison, 1s po1sonmg pcop c, 1s omg t 1s, so the chiefs
then deal yery crudely they would arres~peop!e, they would bury them
. th . wil1 cut away people's ears, I mvestlgated all these, and I said
alivc,
e,
· k' d f th'mg. An d when I told him
Amin this is terrible, I don't want this m o
• he became very very bitter again and when I was arrested, this is
t1us
• p~op1e. al'iveII , and yet these
exactl) what he said: "that I was burymg
vere the people I investigated. What the chiefs did. So he announced
~at that was to create a story so that even if he killed me then people
wmtld say ah-ah-yes, he deserves it after al~,it is ~is time. He deserves it.
He is a killer. So when even I was sent m Makmdye, from there I was
released because very many army officers helped me. That is how I came
out but when I went, the people who were sent immediately to follow me
who crossed the Laropi Ferry, - I thought you would remember when J
told you the story-, those were the people sent exactly to kill me. And if
they found me, I would have been dead. So the situation under which I
operated was very very difficult. I am not really trying to hide
information but it was terrible, it was difficult. And these cases where
people are say - are arrested, killed and so on. Even with investigations I
couldn't go very far because of this, because if you say okay you send
somebody for example, like for example the case of Ben Kiwanuka when
we heard of the story he was picked from the High Court, then he was
taken, and when he was taken, I tried to put people. But you put people,
they go out up to a certain extent where they are going to take him. And
these people even wouldn't go closer, because if they go closer, they are
also going to be killed, so one would fear, one would not - I wouldn't for
example send you Mr. Commissioner, I wouldn't send you. If I know that
when you go you are going to be killed, I would not. It is not in my
interest that people would be killed. So this is what - the kind of thing
which Farouk was responsible for killing those people that day. So they
wouldn't tell me exactly so I wouldn't remember the very people whom
they killed.

MR. NAGENDA:

Yeah, that was that. But are there some other stories you can give us in
camera?

COUNSEL:

But now perhaps Chairman, I would suggest that if or really the witness
being - he can talk more freely in camera, why not the Chairman to grant
him his request, please?

MR. NAGENDA:

Okay, let me ask that question. That would be the right thing to do,
because I think there are many questions we want to ask. And we could
not ask because he was not willing to answer them. I have not been
aware of the anxiety he would have if he tells the truth. So we shall give
other means of testifying freely with us so that you may be able to tell us
all the details on what happened. Because if the information goes back,
we shall not be able to make our recommendations. So Major are we free
also to ask general questions and you answer well this time?

OZI:

Yes. But then be direct of course, on definite cases.
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' GE D

ow on what cases• \\Ou
, ld you want us to deal with?

OZl

All cases.

MR 'AGENDA·

What 1 suggest to d0 •

lead us to th'

lS

. is to
again.

t for five minutes. Then Legal Counsel will

I'CS

cot l\JSEL:

Chairman
. .....: : lady. and gentlcmcn Commissioners Maior what kind of
mve~ugations did OU
,
:i
,
invcsti·gat.J·
Y carryout and to what point did you reach as these
ons on a number of important
•
•
people who disappeared
under
the hands of government
•
?
•
,
Frank Kallin
agencies. For mstance let me ask you about
uzo· What do you say about the kind of investigation you
conductcd and. what pom
• t d'd
1 you reach? Then we can go to other names
as you may wish.

OZI:

Mr. C:hainnan, it is a long time so I don't remember, it is very difficult.
The circumstances e~en I don't know. But there are two things that are
~ery clear that there IS no doubt that these disappearanceshappened. That
I~ w~ere I troubled to investigate these cases. The government as I said
difimte~y arr~sted these people, and they were taken to Makindye. these
pe~ple_Just disappeared from the cells, and when I tried to inquire about
therr ~sappearance, they said that these people run way. Amin could not
~ven give a chance to investigate well, he was always bitter about it. This
IS a clear case I investigated but then they are the people under arrest.
Because what happens was that Amin could detail you to investigate a
case when he already knows that he is the very one who has assigned
some people like Farouk to do that for him. Yet on the other hand he
could order you to go and carry out your investigations and of course he
would want the results. For such a case what do you do? This was clear
example to let you know that we were in danger. After this
disappearance, after a month again he called for a meeting. A meeting
which I can tell you was interesting. Jn this meeting I was told to stand
up, I stood up until that meeting was over. That was also a clear channel
that I was going to be killed. The situation was very tense. There are so
many people I don't remember their names that fell victims. People like
Isaac Lumago, we joined together, we went to guard together but he was
kidnapped and within five days the rumour spread that he had been killed.
I remember of a certain rich man here, he was a carpenter, he was also
killed in a very bad way. He also comes from my district. Then
Sergeant-Major I have forgotten his name also was killed the same. This
is a general view people have that I am the one who killed these people or
prisoners but I am very innocent. Even me, myself I was in danger and I
was always very fearful for my life. He killed Kagwa, he killed Okoya,
he killed Martin Okello, Amin killed so many people not only these I
have managed to remember. Actually the situation was so bad that when
people are killed you would not even have the guts to note it down. You
find that you may not have the time to do that.

MRNAGENDA:

Well this is why you should come out in the open and tell us all what
used \ 0 happen. People came and gave evidence on ~is State Research
atrocities, and we came to learn a lot from them. So 1f you came out to
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He "as taken to s;-tc c·ans It was one of these nine Tanzanians what
he harboured the I ~zans•oI tltink that is why he was killed. His w1·do
·ng with um.
•
ow
was stay1. .
t tify She knows that the State Research peopl
will be conung tod e~ut would like to go back to Kalimuzo for twe
k:Ued
herTh
husban
•
•
1
fi t which
you yourself sru.d he was an important
persono_
reasons.
e rs
uld d'
d th £ h
not that important people only sho.
te - an d ehreore e was Well
re you that there 1s a very goo c ance of somebody
known and I asSu n· he was making hts
• ph one call commg
• up. That
he
h
who was t ere w
h
h d ur name mentioned on the telep one and every thing
pch~ohn ear,ha;.:o
been told whatever happened, and others said that he
w tc we
h' h I think ·11
talked to you, according to the report w 1c
wt come ~efore us.
'd I know about it and you told them to go away. You said okay,l
You sai
•
B th 1
•
will talk to them. Tuey left the next mommg.
ut e ast ttme these
muzo was next morning when you or somebody said we
peop1e saW Kali
know about those people, we know why they are there. As far as we are
concerned, your name is implicated. ~o now I wonder whether you have
anything to say about the death of Kahmuzo.

i

OZI:

Quite honestly I do not remember seeing these people, because I was
always told to go away.

KAKWENZIRE:

In 1972 Frank Kalimuzo was among the victims.

OZI:

I was not hiding.

MR. NAGENDA:

I suspected he would come to testify on this one so as to get a chance to
be reminded or to cross examine or whatever. Because for everybody's
sake including very much your own, if such a thing persists. it is really
necessary to clear it up. Otherwise as far as these people were concerned.
his blood will be on your head. That is the problem. So I think may be
they would afford you the honour to remind these people what they think
about this. While the Legal Counsel is looking up that date -

COUNSEL:

It was 1972.

MR. NAGENDA:

But 1972 was a very bad year.

COUNSEL:

But may be the first one was a former Minister William Kalema. This
"":as January 20th, 1972. Did you conduct any investigation in his
disappearance?

OZI

In January. 1972?

COUNSEL:

Yes. That is before .the ceIebratJ.on
. of the first anniversary of the M1htary
..
take over. Mr Willi
Kal
•
then in T
•.
am
ema who had been with Obote in Singapore.
anzama was mad t0 a·
your recollecti
d
e _ tsappear in January, I 972. Did you. to
on, con uct any mvestigation in his disappearance'?
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Did he come through Mutukula'l

It "as Abu Mavanja who .
~

•

.

\\Cnt to receive him on behalf of the President.

Because according to this v· 1 •
Commission of Jurists .~ atton of Human Rights by the International
disappeared on the 20
en they talk about Kalema, they say he
about his disappearance w ~_uary, . 19~2 - The Government explanation
the countrv and n b d kas tnveStigationshave revealed that he is not in
undcrtak ~
. 0 ~ Y. nows where he went'. Did the State Research
.
c any mvesttgation is this? Because he was a prominent man
Hc 1s a man who had bee
th
.
n persu aded to leave Tanzania to come back for
c reconstruction of the country and in less than a year, he vanished.

th;'

OZl:

\Vhat
• _is
• th at wh en he came, it was then probably up to
. was happenmg
Amm. It must be Anun who ordered his arrest.

C0l,,._,..SEL:

He did no~ die immediately because the Coup took place in 1971. Mrs.
Kalema said he came back in February, 1971. But in 1972 that is when he
was killed.

MR NAGENDA:

I think, Legal Counsel, you should be very careful when you are asking
questions. He says he thinks. I think we should find out whether he is
aware of this case at all. Because we must not get a witness so brainwashed that he must give us a story when he knows nothing about it. Do
you know about Kalema incident at all yourself?

OZI

At least I remember I heard this.

MRNAGENDA:

Did you investigate it, did you come to hear anything about it? You said
that when you discovered Kalimuzo had been taken to Makindye, Malera
told you it was none of your business when you went to ask him. What
about the Kalema thing, did you investigate it at all?

0ZI:

You said he came back in 1971 and disappeared in 1972.

COUNSEL:

In fact before you investigated this coffee case of Oyam, Onama, Echeku
of the Coffee Marketing Board, already Kalema had disappeared.
Because the first one listed as having disappeared on 20th and these
Onama and Company disappeared in February. Had there been
disappearances before you investigated Onama because he was a
prominent person?

021

Toe general picture of what happened to people wh0 went with Obote is
that if they came back, Amin of course believed that these were the
people who were pro Obote and, therefore, he was all out to destroy them
and I am sure that he must have ordered that they be destroyed.

MR.NAGENDA:

He did not order destroy, for example, Henry Kyemba, Ekochu and Dr.
Nsibirwa, Mr. Paul Etyang also came back.

021

yes, but still it is true h<?left some few like Kyemba. Ekochu especially

to
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KAK\VENZIRE:
OZI:
MR NAGFND \:

COUNSEL:

. afraid of most of the Ministers and that •
the Ministers. He "asf th
is Whyhe
cm.
St atl o
al
d
eliminate mo
. .
pecifically if you know how Kalema met his death
\Ve arc asking )OU s
•

, t his death I do not know.
Exactlyhow hc me
. memory before we leave this question of peopl
k lil
Now look
bac
• Military pe who
. d 'th by State Research, p ubl'1c Safiety Umt,
1•
were k1lle e1 er
.
th
f
o
tee'
. d so on you have given us e name o somebody call
Escort Unit an ou gi·ve
, us some other spec1'fi c examp1e of people wh
ed
can
Y
T ete,d d who might have been k"ll
Abdu
.
1 ed and what •mvesttgati o
d1sappe~ d an t This is what the Legal Counsel is trying to findons
were came ou .
think
out
d since they are so many, I
honestly you will h,, and
om you. An
gh
h
•
....,
fr
remember some Because even thou you ave ~1ven us a picture of
somebody who said hands off, I do not want to get killed myself, but SUie
•r
talk to your colleagues, the group that you had yourself recruited
1 you
.
h
•
•
whom you mention here, they rrught ave _givenyo_usom~ mfonnationon
what happened. Legal Counsel, I_would_hke on this parti~ar question,1
do not think we have exhausted 1t, I think we have to give Major some
time to come back with some names of people.
Now let me give this case of Anil Clark, he was an Asian lawyer. Did
you know about him, because he was not ~ blac~ ~an, he was a
prominent Asian.
Did you conduct any mvestlgatlon about his
disappearance? He disappeared kabisa (really). I could read a report on
him. 'A week later, that is in May 14th a prominent Asian lawyer Anil
Clark, a fonner Member of Uganda Parliament and once Legal Advisorto
ex-President Obote, was arrested by two men in civilian clothes who
identified themselves as officers of State Research Department. He was
subsequently killed. It seems that the reason of his arrest was his name..II
Do you recollect the incident of Anil Clark - a prominent Asian?

OZI:

Not very well, because this was right after the coup.

COUNSEL:

No, this on May 14th, 1972.

MR. NAGENDA:

When was the coffee case?

COUNSEL:

The coffee case was in February, 1972, and Clark's case was on 14th
May, 1972, and there was Mulekezi of Tororo and Nshekanabo. Manager
of Rock Hotel, that was 23rd February and Kalema was January, 1972.
Then Capt. Avudria also came after, that was June 7th. The official
explanation says that he was arrested by unknown people between
lnter_national Conference Centre and Nile Hotel just before H.E. we
Presi~ent left for OAU Summit in Rabat. These are names which could
have Just been drawn to your attention.

OZI:

yes, it is true they disappeared.

COUNSEL·

But you have told us that you went to Makindye where you learnt that tbe
man was confined. You talked to Brigadier Malera who was in charge of
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th
e Unit \\ho Wa<; not co-operating with you. So what about those other
cases'' Or fd
•
•
1
~
l
you give up and say since he has been taken on President's
order there is 110 11e ~d t •
•
., .
•
'
e o mvest1gatc. J•or that one also you can give an
answer. Is that that happened?
OZI:
~1R

I think that is \\ hat happened in some of the cases.
\GENOA

TI,e picture you arc giving us, M4ljor,is that you were being given a job
wluch ) ou did not want to do. But you could not say no because you
would have been killed. Nevertheless, for two and a half years you
worked and you worked hard enough on the coffee thing and even found
out that Abudu Tcte had done it. The President was very annoyed and
from then on you become a lame duck. Arc you saying that before this
1972 c3:'e in February you had been working very hard and you have
some thmgs you can tell us. Or are you saying that before February,
1972. there were no disappearances, there were no tortures and so on? Is
that what you arc saying? Because my understanding, Legal Counsel,
correct me if I am wrong, was that in fact a great number of Langi and
Acholi Officers and troops had already been killed Arn I right? Did you
ever investigate those cases?

OZI:

That one I could not investigate because the Acholi and Langi were taken
to Luzira. So I could not investigate

MR NAGENDA

So the only case you investigated really was a coffee one?

OZI:

Was a coffee one.

MR NAGENDA·

And the only case you knew about in detail was that one, all the others
you know nothing about them?

OZI

I heard about them but I was in darkness and completely handicapped.

MR NAGENDA

Are you also saying that apart from the case you have told us about this
fellow who worked under you, Farouku Minawa, that you know of no
other people who were killing people at that time like people who were
made to disappear or may be found later. You have no knowledge of
anything?

OZI

It was difficult to go into this because when you go into it, you yourself
are in a great danger.

MR NAGENDA:

yesterday you told us you recruited people of State Research.

OZI

Yes.

MR NAGENDA

Before the whole thing started going on and you said to us that they were
being trained by foreigners - American. British and Israelis.

OZI

Yes.

MR. NAGENDA:

But is it not that most of the people you recruited actually went to Libya?
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OZI:
MR I\ ~GENO\·

OZI

DR. MAKUBUYA

OZI

No.
. did not go to Libya? Not a single O.C ?

You aIso

I did not go to Libya.

,
to Britain, to America or to Israel or did thos
Did your pc~pIc go.,
•
e People

come and tram you.
• ·d them here. Apart from that, Mr Chainnan, what l "·
Thcv tramc
al •
d th
..
..ould
~
• tlrnt tllesc people were so. mterestc m c position wher~I
like to say 1s
thev eventually became spies on me They had thousand
was put • So .;
. all h d
d
s of
accusations against me. So I was v1rtu y ar presse .
About the disappearance of former governor of the Bank of Uganda, Mr.
Joseph Mubiru
Mubiru also disappeared but I do not remember how he disappeared.

DR. MAKUBUYA.

He disappeared in about October, 1970.

OZI

I heard about his disappearance but I was not very much infonned

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Did you investigate?

MR. NAGENDA.

You told us that after February, 1972, you did not carry out
investigation.

DR. MAKUBUYA.

I think it would be unfortunate if we are in camera We were all
impressed to hear that you do not know anything about what was
happening in the country. I thought the purpose of going into camera was
not to repeat what you were saying publicly.

KAKWENZIRE

We had hoped you would be able to tell us who disbanded the State
Research when you were there.

COUNSEL:

He had also indicated that the escorts nearly took over control of it No\\
what things did the escorts do? Whom did they kill?

ozr

KAKWENZIRE

OZI

an)

Mr. Chairman, the situation was such that Amin after knowing that I "as
against this kind of thing, even the escorts could not bring an~
infonnation to me.
Throughout the years you were there did you see nobod\· being brought
to - did you see nobody being killed ;t the State Research;?

No.

KAKWENZIRE:
What about people who were brought there''
OZI

People were b

h
roug t for questioning
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and after questioning. they were

I

••

rcka.scd.
Th~t is ,vhat_Commissioner Makubuya asked you, how you spent your
typical day if you reported there for duty We take it that you see
~omcone coming, that you would at some stage, even if you do not
interrogate but you would want to know whether you found them guilty
or not. As someone in charge that is what we expect you were doing!
MR. NAGENDA.

In connection with that statement from Commissioner Kakwenzire, were
people recorded in a book when they were brought to the State Research?
Was there a book in which they were recorded or not?

MR. NAGENDA:

Don't worry if it is missing or not. But did you have system, because you
were in charge, whereby people were entered when they were brought to
State Research?

OZI:

Yes, there was a book.

MR. NAGENDA:

There was a book. Did you ever read it to see who has been brought in?

OZI:

I did read it.

MR. NAGENDA:

Regularly, occasionally or what? Did you, for example, read it every
day? You as a Commander, you were answerable for who had been
brought in. Did you read this book daily?

OZI:

I think I must have read it.

MR. NAGENDA:

Legal Counsel, you rightly pointed out that you have a lot of records and
what is more, you can avail yourself to lots more because they exist.
While you will be doing this, why don't you get one of your juniors to
draw us out some kind of picture? Because at the moment, I can see us
just going around in comers - I mean in circles, say, what about this?
And then he says, I do not remember anything. What about this? I do not
remember anything. And yet some of the period covered, 1971 to 1973.
Yes? We can then put the specific questions to Major and draw up our
conclusions about whether he is really trying to help or not. It is possible,
Major, that like a bad night, I will put the thing as is in your mind and it
stays there, like this some kind of small mental electric shocks to remind.
But you see, so far where this ends? Except for that small thing on
Minawa and the Tete investigation? The lesson is, our arguing brings
you out in poor light. I don't know, I can't remember, I don't know. Even
though you are keeping away from the people who were being
investigated in cruel manner because you say this happened. You as a
human being, you have been interested in what happened, what happened
to that person when you left, and after all you still had some people there
whom you had you yourself recuited, you would have talked about it, you
would have heard screams of people, you would have known that that
person instead of taking action was not taking any steps. So this kind of
thing regularly happens for people staying organised, you did not know it
because you never bothered to go there and tell us. These things are
going to be read in 40, 50, I 00 years from now, everybody else in school
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·our family will read about them, the co
. to rend t}u:m, )
untry ,..
is going
·m You don't honestly want t 1tem to come out as bad ..,1I
rend nhout_thc So LcgaJ Counsel and Colleagues unless we have anly a.\
you arc doing. f1 •. is that we should yet again ask the Ma, 0 ther
.
. own ec 1mg
•
I h'
c. or to o
idea. nl)
and his staff and et 1s team get to worlr
c,O
1
LcgaJ Counse
•
· on the
away
.
me kind of picture and then we have Major O
se
things and draV:u~ so future date.
z1 -we
\\ ill summon him at a

, h
any quarrel with your feeling. This is a n
really don t ave
.
onna1
DR. M A.1'.trBUYA" 1
t
we
have
been
followmg.
procedure tha
•
th
•
11
l From what he has been sayrng, :re is ~deay ~o more than Whathe
• has done other than to come and give ev1 ence m camera. So he can
come in camera.
.
.
I am not sure whether c~rtaln parts - but dtd ~ou finish Your
2
•
. au· n with him, Leading Counsel or do you thmk you wantto
examm o
'th h'
do some more cross examination wt
im

COUNSEL:
DR MAKUBUYA
MR NAGENDA:

Well, you see you may continue with no proper answer.
Legal Counsel or perhaps while you are looking for that, let us hear what
Commissioner Kakwenzire had to say.

KAKWENZIRE:

Mr. Chairman, I would like to say that I share Dr. Makubuya's views and
I believe there are still more questions to ask Major Ozi. I think Leading
Counsel, judging by his file that he still has some questions.

COUNSEL:

No, the questions would be for instance, I just want to go through a list of
people really as you see them there to find out what he knows about them
If he could say, he knows nothing, he made investigations, definitely that
one I will insist, instead of this blanket cover that, you know in the time,
let him go through these names of people we know died really, or are
missing for say, last 15 years, they have not been heard of, whether he
insists he saw them anywhere, to see what he says what he knew,
especially for the people who disappeared in his time, instead of say,
okay, he could not investigate, then we just give it up. I started with
Kalema - you seem to know nothing about Kalema. Is that so?

MR. NAGENDA:

There is a main I point and that is, it is 2.00 o'clock when we agree to rest

COUNSEL:

Yes.

MR. NAGENDA:

M

.

.

Y question really is - do we summon Major back tomorrow or do we go

on when people will be wasting their wheels and summon Major Ozi b~cause certainly we are not finished with him. I hope I was not
nd
:isu erstoo~ by my colleague to say that - I just wanted the questions to
e more specific and this can easily be done if there is a little bit of
research there
'
are people who went to that place daily and they saw
people who were around th
An · ·
·
h0
these people were and th ere. · d 1t 1s not impossible to find out wS
what I h
b
'
en with that sort of key unlock, may be. 0
ave cen sugge st·mg ts
• th at - with
· very strong vie\\'S put to the
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witness that we ar all
unlock h•
' e re Y want to know more, that he should go and
"th
ts
mer~ory
box, and that we will get back here with ourselves
1
'': ;-orebspccific things to talk about. I was going to suggest that we
give tm a out two weeks. What do you say about that, Legal Counsel.
coUNSEL:

Well, I would have no objection.

KAK\VENZIRE.

1

have .a problem If we give Major Ozi a home work to study on
so~ethi~g and he has got nothing, I would like to get it from him whether
he 15 gomg to come after two weeks and behave in a similar way and say,
I know
. nothing.
. You know, if that is the stand he has taken' then we are
Wasting our time. We have taken the stand that he knew nothing, he
heard nothing, saw nothing. We could spend another two days hearing
nothing from him. Do you think given two weeks he will come up with
even a small substance?

OZI:

I think in that case, Madam, especially when I am asked that I talk to you
in camera - what I have known I have told you, I have no reservation.
And the only problem is that there is no, really, record. Th.ereis no much
record where I can now find when I can lay my hands. But I would agree
with you, I will do my best to find out as much as I can and I will come
back with some of these.

MR.NAGENDA:

Okay. Commissioner Khiddu-Makubuya, what do you say about this?

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Well, I do not have any objection provided that we are not just wasting
our time.

MR.NAGENDA:

And in any case if he does not divulge the information which he knows,
that he knows something about it, there is nothing to stop the
Commission to ask him to come back and explain more. Of course at the
time the whole thing will have been changed. So my conclusion is that, I
hope my colleagues, there is actually no reason why we should go ahead
as usual. So Major, tomorrow, Friday;please you be here at 10.30 a.m.

021:

Excuse me, Sir.

MR.NAGENDA:

Yes.

021:

I think, I am begging you, when you made your first suggestion that you
give me two weeks and then I try my best. I will try my best, Mr.
Chairman.

MR. NAGENDA:

This is what I was hoping.

021:

I will not, I will not, I am telling you, I will try my best. I think I will
come with something.

COUNSEL:

Okay. Given more time you will come with something?
Yes.
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l\tR N ·\GENDA:

. , ·m? But of course if we agree to give
• d to be I1ew 111
.
You all
Do , ou min
t scratch your back, and we will definitely h
• d you have O
'II b • .
a.vcto
tins pcno ,
he better information you w1 e g1vmg us. Othcrw
scratch ours for t h tcd and very bitter. y cs?
tsc
we shall feel very c ea

OZI

Yes

MR NAGENDA

Do vou all ow me

COUNSEL:

Yes.

MR. NAGENDA·
OZI
MR. NAGENDA:
OZI:
KAKWENZIRE:

. ?
to make my ruling for th 1s.

Okay, we give you two weeks.
Okay, thank you.
Legal Counsel will tell you exact date when you will come back.
Okay, Sir.
May I suggest that Legal Counsel helps him by giving hi~. some of these
names, say, these falling between 1971 and 1972 and see 1f he can think
about it.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

It is public records, yes. This thing is about public record and I think you
can really avail them to him. But that does not mean that we should
restrain ourselves to this matter at all. We know more and I am sure he
knows more.

OZI:

Mr. Chairman, if you can give me say, specific cases on which I should
scratch my mind.

MR. NAGENDA:

The only help we can give you, - because you are the person who was
there, we were not there -, we can give you some guidelines, of course.
But if I may say so as I said earlier, I myself, I am very sympathetic to
your problems which is that your fear to tell us the truth. Then the people
who are still up there somewhere will know what you have told us I
think this is why we are calling some of the witnesses to come back The
problem with that is that it is your duty and you are here to tell us. Yes')
So you cannot escape the consequence of your knowledge. And in any
case I think you find that you make things easier if you tell the truth as
you know it, you will in fact have paid your debts certainly of being
identified with the very bad organisation whether it was you yourself who
was responsible for it or not, or running it for three years, identifying all
your problems, it is there and it is ridiculous not to find out Therefore
you owe it to the people of this nation to tell the truth of what you kno\\·
So you get that in your conscience and let your answers to us in two
weeks time having that in mind. With that we close this session We
shall be here tomorrow at 10.30 a.m. But I remind the people concerned
with the other part of the programme that at 9.00 a.m. we shall report to
th e Ministry of Justice, and that the Secretary has worked out the logi5tics
of getting there by 9.00 a.m. Thank you very much.
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Commission carh• c t rom Maj Oz, who had appeared before the
I
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c_arc now rca~y to start. We were not
the learned coutt"'el t
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": a tappcned and to inform us what
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My Lord Chairman Lad
Major Ozi was h '
' and Gentlemen Commissioner, last time when
iliat he will b _ere11~ was asked a number of questions but he applied
e given time to go d
give detailed info
.
. an rceo11ect _andcheck so that he could
Director f S
rmat1on iliat might come to his knowledge, when he was
h. fi O tate Research between 1971 and 1973 Time was allowed to
im or two weeks, but he was unable to come after the period of two
weeks, he wrote a letter to say that he had a problem at Kakira where he
works
• to pacify the
.
. - there was , I th'mk a stn'k e and he was working
Situation and so he had domestic problems in his home district, Moya,
where he w~ted to go, ilien iliis was caught up by Christmas and ilien on
the r~sumptlon we thought we summon him to complete the evidence. At
the time he sought for an adjournment he had been asked whether in ilie
State Research iliere were imprisoning or detaining of people, and
secondly he was asked whether he knew certain civilians who
disappeared during this time and if he knew what was the role of State
Research, what efforts he took to investigate what had happened, and if
he had problems, which problems he had, these are some of the questions
that the witness was asked and I hope now he can have answers, he may
want to start some where himself.

I Major Leone Ozi wish to continue with evidence of the Commission as
it was adjourned last time. Mr. Chairman, last time I was giving evidence
in camera and I would feel to continue this so that I can finish up the
evidence.

COUNSEL:

My Lord, I am sorry I did not mention this particular fact, in iliat there
were questions which we asked the witness and it appeared he was
reluctant for reasons best known to himself, he was reluctant to give the
answers, and the Commission realised iliat, may be, it was because of the
members of the public especially, members of the Press, so, they put to
him, it said, 'would you feel at peace when ilie place is cleared' and he
said yes, and the members of the Press were asked to leave the place and
he continued to give the evidence in camera That is when he made the
application

CHAIRMAN:

If that is the case, we would like to request our friends from the Press and
members of the public to leave us alone while we continue to hear Maj.
Ozi's evidence.
Not because he has requested, but because the
Commission is empowered under the appointing instrument, when it feels
fit to hear evidence in camera. Thank you. But you should stay out of
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1

ozr

1 think your reasons arc understood.

CHAlRl\fAN:
OZI:

Yes. Mr. CJ1aim1 an. Now, just to continue the story, Mr r hainnan as the
Leading Counsel has said, I was asked whether t~ere were pnsoncrs in
State Research and so on. So, now I would like to clear this v
question. J would like to start by going back to where I started last ti~~
,.,,·henI was last here, that regards the fellow called Farouk Minawa
Farouk Mmawa. as I said last time was brought into the State Research b
Amin himself and since he came in he and some other Nubian people ltk:
Magidu, like Ahamed Abdu, like Acikule, these people were all of
Nubian origin, and their disciphne was not to my satisfaction in the Unit
and they were also not originally recruited in the Unit by me. So, the;
were not obeying orders as expected and they would move, they would do
certain things and not even inform me, and people would disappear but
they would not infonn me. As a result of this, Mr Chainnan, I took up
the matter, I said, okay if at all I am the Head of this place, I will also act
against them and I took action. I dismissed all the four of them, I
dismissed Farouk Minawa, I dismissed Acikule, I dismissed Ahamed
Abdu, and I dismissed Magidu.

COUNSEL:

Magidu, Ahamed Abdu, Acikulc and Farouk Minawa?

OZI

That is right.

MEMBER:

Had Magidu any other name?

OZI

KAKWENZIRE:

OZI.

I cannot recall the other name but that is what I remember had happened,
Mr Chairman.
After dismissing them, about two or three. after
dismissing them, then one morning You said they were indisciplined, but could give us examples of their
indiscipline, what sort of things they did that forced you to ta.kc that
action''
The reason why -

DR LUYOMBY A:
May be to add before you answers, you mentioned that they could make
the people to disappear.

OZI

OZI

Yes.

DR. LUYOMBY A:
We would like some examples, Jam sure there are examples of the people
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. ) ' and sometimes wh th
met.Imesthey may appear during
stained, but one day I cann t en ey appeared, they were even blood
O
as to whom they have kill
remember
exact}Y as it· happened long ago is
d
particular individuals but d fie . olr wha!, this one I do not remember
•
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e nite. Y' I think they k"1Uedcertain people and
compIa.ints
were com·
Ch
mg against th
so, because of this, Mr.
amnan, I felt upset and I took . em.
action and I dismissedthem _

COUNSEL:

Excuse me, before you continue wh
. .
say that Farouk Minawa had kill' d ~n you dismissed them is it when you
e nme students?

OZI:

yes, and then I will come to th al
.
come up to that and
t
at so· All that 1s connected but I will
I will come to iliat ~ o whether the S~te Research had prisons or not,
that thelie
•.
en I had done this, I informed Amin and I said
were certain members h
h
• . • '
b h •
ere w O were not d1sc1plmedwho were
~ a:1ng not according to the ethics of the organisation 'so I have
dismissed them, and he kept quiet when I told him this th;n about two
day~ later I got a te~ephonecall from the late Luke Idro ;ho was then the
Chatrman of the Railway Corporation.

COUNSEL:

OZI:

What name?
Idro, he s~d ~at ~e had a very important thing to tell me and I should go
and see him m his office at the railways, just in the Railway Station in
Kampala here. So, I went there, and then he told me, he said now
~verybody is upset because my Tanzanian students have come, as Uganda
1s the Headquarters of the Post Office to attend the interview, because the
Headquarters is in Kampala, and all these nine students disappeared!
Then I said, 'yes, this is a very worrying matter'. I came back and I started
tracing and I traced. Before I could gather - I sent people to find out -,
before I could get further much information, Amin himself rang me and
said, 'Ozi are you there'? And I said yes, I am here Your Excellency. He
said, 'I do not even see what you are doing, because you are completely
useless, Tanzania you know is against us, and they have sent nine spies in
this country, my boys have arrested them, and these are the boys that you
have dismissed! Are you sabotaging me'? I said 'Your Excellency, what
you are saying is not correct, buy you should understand that there is
already a complaint that nine students from Tanzania have come here and
they have disappeared, so, what you are saying may be them, these may
be the very people which the Post Office is looking for, the Railway
Corporation of East Africa is looking for them and are concerned about
them'. So, he said, 'that is all nonsense' and he banged the telephone
down. Then I realised that definitely this thing must have been done
under the order of Amin himself, because if he could say that kind of
thing, it means he knows what the problem is and I ~ew he. is
responsible for that. Following this, finally, when I got ~e 1~formation
on this issue J found that these very people whom I had d1sm1ssedwere
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• t ?
you mean a week before he was a pnva e.
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all
e
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.th
powers. So, I bee"'""
same rank w1 mel. I saw stars, and he had
......e
completelyhelpless -

COUNSEL:
OZI,

COUNSEL:

Demoralised.
yes demoralised and helpless, because, at least, if someone under me
was' to be promoted like that I should have been consulted, but I was not
even consulted and then he is promoted to the same rank.. So' I was
demoralised and I was helpless, then we came there ~e was remstated also
these other three, and I said now I am on my way, thmgs are not correct as
far as I was concerned, and from that time on, now Amin could ring to
him and speak in Nubian language, unfortunately for I come from Madi
and our language is Made, I am not a Nubian and_I do not know the
language, and what they were talking I have no idea of. It is like
somebody sitting here and begins speaking Greek to me, I could not pick
a word. But this constantly they were using and they were talking and
even when I passed around they would say - you know, later on when I
went in exile I picked a few Nubian words - they would say, Labi, Kafiri,
you know, something like that, Labi, I came to know that it means 'slave'
and they were calling me a slave, they were calling me 'kafiri' they were
calling me like that but then the exact words I could not understand
because I would not know, because I do not know the language. So, that
kind of thing then continued, and increasingly they even started now
bringing in prisoners and put them into this go-down at the State
Research. Because that building, just to describe it to you, it had an
underground tunnel which runs the whole length of the building, say. like
from here to that end, underground, and that to me when I saw it for the
first time I said yes this could be a good place for annoury, because you
can keep anns there, that is proper. So, I used it as annoury, but ,, hen
now Farouk took over - I mean, when Farouk was promoted like t11is,he
started bringing prisoners there, and they would bring prisoners, when
they arrest people they do not even tell me and thev do not even allo\\
me to interview them. Then increasingly A~in bec~·ne very irritative to
me~ every time when I would ring him, I would ring saying 'I an1 Maj
Ozt, Your Excellency, may I speak to you? And he would just bang the
telephone. So, this kind of thing then demoralised me completely I went
to the fellow officers at the Am1y Headquarters, because these are. at
least, officers I know, officers I had trained with.
Major, you mean when you rang, and
wanted to speak to the
President.
you
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oZI

colJl

l'

You mc~m ou would rin, .
c,l'
• Ient himself
t •,.11."plll)TI•'
~
'" l)1.:
1orc ·ou • g ,\t\d tl,..
'" (l rcsH
Secretary.
mttotluci.:d voursdf 1 1
. \\oulJ get the
'
t tought tt would he a

\

OZI

No, sometimes he picks it I • . - .
what hap1)cncd
is tl11s.
. I1e would
Hmsclt
it , \.ls
' • 1·k
I c that bccausc .
_ - ,.for, Amin
.
st
11
1
or somcthmg
. tc, 1cphonr
.
•
.
' tlH.:
has . Itcre, tf, ma"J be • 1c• is• Il,tvmg
tempers
near 1nm, and \\ hen it tings h .••.• 1k ~ng,_long tape, thc) would bnng it
h,c.: , sc
- •d
•
somctnnes
a Seer •·ta 1:, pie
l s 1t d1rect1,·
• , 't1 1•s VCI) rare that - wdl
1
)\\'TI , ,
.
l: • l)'
)Ut tt "·1s
• IHmsclf
•
'ay, l1e picks
the telepl
. .' • rare, otl1erw1se
in his•
(.
· I •
wne. and tf th·r· ••
•
• •
•
c •s a person he dtshkcs he
l1angs it, t 1at ts a fact • o. 1te, th en treatedc m,
J'k l •
ma\' b e. kt me conS\llt
. -.
•
c I c t Hs and then I said
•
lll} 1nends in th •
·' '
fdlo,, officers which l ha
.
_ e armv headquarters or other
ve tramcd with I10
I •
TI1ought of resigning and tit•
d . d
w cou d give me advice. I
.
ey n v1se me becaus , I , l Id
advised and the
·d , .
•
• e w 1cn to them they
) sru , you sec very m
•
•
countn and if yo
, · A ?
any peop 1e arc dtsnppearingin this
"J'
u r1.:stgn mm knows th t , k
•
know what he had don, ll al
a . ) ou now hts weakness, you
.
1,; a
• ong, so, you will not be alive '-'OU n.:s1gnbut
vou
• you, this
• is a sure ' thing'
J
: t w111not remain al'ive, th,cy. wi-11 kill
So you
I
ts
lang O ~ but ~e on your guard, watch and sec what will happen'. Then
was1·TI
no,,. m a •dilemma and I did not know what to do l was ficanng
• fior
my 1 e, but I dtd not know what to do Because it is true if I resigned he
wo~ld h~vc got me and killed me So, I continued like that, and then
v~ous disappearances continued to happen, and then these people would
bnng - a day would pass or two days would pass and they will bring some
people, keep them there overnight, and sometimes beat them. but thcv
would remove them, in my presence they did not kill them there, the~·
would remove them and talce them away and my belief is that when they
took them somewhere, either in the bush or somewhere they also killed
them, it is very likely. So, with that tl1cn the number of tl1ese Nubians in
State Research continued to expand and continued to grow more and
more, they were increasing the number, more and more, and these people
were not being trained, they were just brought in like that, and they were
even commanded in the Nubian language, every operation they talked
about, they talked it in that language which 1 did not understand. So,
though I was there, I was virtually for almost, from that time on. I was
virtually useless and helpless, and then I would even sec them, time and
again, they would even buy goggles, big dark goggles come there with
big goggles, drive - they were given more and more vehicles. the Peugeot
504, estates, long ones, very fast ones. and so they were using that kind of
vehicles to drive ve()· fast, even just their driving terrorised peopk, they
would wear goggles, they would go in bars and if people realised them
they would even leave bars. But accor~ing to me an_d_my_t~ni~g as an
Intelligence Officer, intelligence, really 1f you arc tram mg m 1t, 1t mc~s
you have to be humble, you have to be a fnend of eve!') body, othcm 1sc
you cannot find the infonnation you want to fi~d Y~ur job is to find the
infonnation, but then these people were hke. this no~''· they ,~ere
terrorising, they were raping, and they were dmng all k1~1dsof dungs
· h ou heard about that really the State Research 1s a dreadful
W\IC
'll c tor
• k'JI'
I · yt'
""d ,·t , ..as killing pcoJlle rcspons1)
·1 mg pcop Ic,
organ1sa 10n ....

s

,.

,
I

J

•

'Y
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• peopIc d1·sappcar and• so on. That is what it was, and that k"1nd0f
. d until I myself was then finally arrested. The pcopl
th.1ng continueme from _ they did not come fr om State Researchbut
e Who
th
arrestedme co
•
Am"
d as escorts as ey
•t"+<>n.r Police which sometimes
muse
were from M11 ......J
full
Well
h1akmg

ht two vehicles these 504 estate cars,
of soldiers full,
they brothugcame and the; surrounded the place, and then they c~- Y
anned' ey d realised I was helpless, so I d"d
•
-ue to
1 not resist, I said 'what
I
ffi
~ocean
all
'
~
want, I am here if you want to c me or you want to take
1
you peoptake
e me I am not going to do anything, so why do you comemlike,
you can
,
.
b
k
th
e
this'? They said, they were wondenng, ut too me, ey put me inside
that 504 two people sat by the b~k seat, and people sat around ~e one on
the left and another one on the nght, then they drove u~ to Makindyeand
they put us there, after removing my shoes and everything and then I was
helpless there. Of course, after that, th: power of ~arouk grew and hadto
continue to grow, though - I am telling you this so that you know _
though Itabuka was made, after me, the head of this organisation, Itabuka
was equally helpless, he did_not really have the power, th~ m~ of choice
for that place was Farouk Mmawa, he was the man of choice, Just like Ali
Towili was the man of choice for the Public Safety Unit, and you would
recall that even when some enquiries on disappearances of people were
made and Towili was clearly involved, when he was removed, Amin still
reinstated him because these are the people who could carry out his orders
without a question, and Farouk was that kind of man. So, Farouk rose
from there to Lt. Colonel, and from Lt. Colonel to Minister of Internal
Affaµ-s so that he controlled both Police and Prisons and I think because
you might remember what happened, more and more disappearances
continued and Farouk remained until Amin himself was chased away in
1979 by the liberation war and that was the thing and Farouk Minawa
with Ali Towili were really the people behind this and nobody had whether you are the Chief of Staff, whether you are General, whether you
are what, nobody had power like those people. Then these people who
wereCOUNSEL:

Ali who?

OZI:

Ali Towilli.

COUNSEL:

Of where?

OZI:

Of_the Public Safety Unit. All these people who were Generals or the
Chief of Staff were just like me, window dressing. I think, these were
only window dressing, they had no power but these were the people and
they really messed up the country as you have said. That is what
happened. And then I would like to say one thing also resulting from that
book. It was said I was responsible for disappearing of people.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Before you go there.

OZI:

Yes, please.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Before
•
had
. . we leave th"is b"t,
1 you mentioned that these four people you
d1sm1ssed Farouk M "d
.
'
,
ag1 u and Abdu disappeared
and absented
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•
themselves nnd 111en reap

blood stains'/

•

pear and at times th ey would reappear with

Yes.
l)R Ll

·oMBYA:

Did ) ou ask them how was this h
w en they reappearedw1"th stams
• of
bl ood?.
Y cs, I asked them • Th ey were

oZI:

answered. \\'hen I asked th th very uncooperative and they never
·
em ey never answered me and they got back
t o Anun. They were corn 1 t 1
P e e Y uncoop ti
me sla,·e or something and th
era ve and they kept on calling
them they spoke in Nubian ,:,:~eld t~ speak in Nubian when I talked to
e~l)ect them, at least, they all kn Sdid~~t understandbecause I would
in Swahili. I would ask th
. 0; w~ili, they could have talked to me
bit of it, English, at least 1 ::ul: un~ahih, at least, I know Swahili a little
to me.
erstandbut there were uncooperative

I{AKWENZIRE:

After they were being admitted, then they started bnngmg
• • m
• other
1
W
peop e.
ere you able to know for instance how
1
being brought?
'
,
many peop e were

OZI:

Then ~ least bec~se they would not bring everydaybut when they bring,
they bang sometimes two or three or sometimes even up to four and five.

KAKWENZIRE:

Were you able to know what happens to these people they bring?

OZI.

No, I was not able to know because they would not allow me to talk to
them and then also even when they took them I would have known if they
allowed my boys to talk to them or to question them because they would
tell me and then they did not even allow the boys I trained to talk to them
and the general trend of revenge is that the boys whom I trained with the
Israel's Americans, CIA and British M.1.5, M.1.6 were also victims, were
not allowed to handle these people. So they came they put the people
there, they handled them themselves and they took them away.

•1

KAKWENZIRE:

OZI:

Was there the book, for instance, a register where you could write there
all the people who were brought?
I had a book but these people mentioned them because they did not even
write, so they ignored writing in the book the details of these people.
Because as I told you before, when I appeared here before, when
somebody was brought, they say okay. He _is ~uestio~ed then he is
recorded down and everything and after questioning he 1s taken to the
Police Station but that underground of the building I used it as, I say that,
·
e kept down there arms and ammunition. So now to tum
is armoury w
b 'ldi
th'
this into a cell and there is no facility for a cell and no w ng, no mg,

it was just an open space underground.
KAKWENZIRE:

And how long did it take from the time you dismissed them and the time
of arrest, how long?
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_ 1 do not remember exactly but it could be
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I think.
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toftl1ct1mc.
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I was just iindmg ow con ge, •wa,. "ilh
..,1a,cd idle mos

OZI

tl1c·situation.

• • pcop Ie b, , the St.ate Researchf were
th Dthere sorne Other
A
art
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other
members
o
e epartJnent rather
P
•
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bemg
one.;
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intdligcnce \\O
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\ ~wENZlRE

than this?

·ncral gat h cnn
•• g of infom1ation because the intelligence is
Of course t1c1 g,.1nformat10n
• o f the government .ond economy
f . r-. or on the
there to gal 1·t cr• threats• to the country and all kmal s o In1onnation but
thn-ats, m, at)
•
h pening most of them so were demoia1;led
\\ith this kind otofreallv
tbmgsdomg
:1JJmud/apart from the Nubian strength Which
so
the)
were
n
d
th.
•.
continued
to terrorise people.
•
,.,,,•cd
e,·
was mere
...., an
th

OZI

DR. LuY0.\1BYA:

0ZI·

0

• J \\ante
• d to kn ow when Farouk .Minawa
thmg
Af • reappeared
,
"fc after You
nedisnussed these peop le and appeared m
had
. ah ":yors uru.thorm becau,
• • d he was a private. did ethreturn
of0
·hen vou d1sm1sse
· · "1
·
da letter
•
reappomtment
m
\\
•
fro Amin or from some other au ont.Ies Intro ucing him
to State Research?
~fr eh amnan.
. letter
•
to that kind of that letter. he did not come with that
and nobody knew what happened if there was any promotions or
di
• al• there is what they call a General
Paper.
sm1ss
S
b . a genera}
Admimstranve paper of the Anny Chief of taff pu hshed to the
Headquarters which says that so and so is_promoted t~ this rank or to that
rank that is usually done but in this part:J.cular case it was not done and
there was no wav of me getting such a letter Of course. Amin himself
was not cooperating with me, he had totally lost confidence

DR. LUY0.\IBYA.

Did Amin tel1 -vou why- he was going to reinstate him?
0ZI:

He did not tell me.

DR. LUY0l\IBYA

Because it is strange to me for a man to come - for a man you ha,·e
dismissed-. to come back although he is putting on a Mayor's uniform and
0ZI:

he starts assuming responsibility in your department?

Yes, Chairman. that is quite true and I agree \\ith you but Amin \\35 such
a man - and me I had been close to him that lime. it Ras common
knowledge because if Amin came across a Nubian. the Nubian ""'
almost
law. he Ras ewl)-thing. He could do anything to you
and
youabove
could the
do nothing.
DR LU)'0MBYA:

0ZI:

So when this Maior Farouk
d
·
oak
up the office? :i
·
reappeare you Just gave up and the man t
I tried to contact Am· b A .
.
tl
h
11\\as tnck,. because I had also responded.
ut 15 fc
mm
knioug - okay now thm r·t1i·
ow his role ' what h ahad e ow has come back as a Maior
~ I wantt'd to
mood, •
, we were' P"'--'1el d come . to do. First. him and I were not in go
00
-u.u e an we did not meet.
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I
th r
rnth r

you
use
r of
him

cot',, 'EL

Maior
vou scc, th·1s 1•s a man you have dismissed a week ago, I suppose
ll
• ~
he had an office in the State Research establishment when he comes back
as a Major docs he just send an officer - I mean wha~did he do?

OZI:

You :-cc "hen he carni.;back what happened is this, what he was asking
but when he came back, he came back with all that pride and he did not
even_ask for an office or even enter, he did not go into my office but he
contmucd to carry on the duties.

COVNSEL:

\Vithout an office?

OZI.

He continued without an office and he looked at me as nobody. His
attitude was there as if he was saying what can you do to me, you are
nothing. You dismissed me but I am now of the same rank with you.

CHAIAA1AN

You said that he and his fellow colleagues of that category, you operated
independently, you were cooperating?

MR NAGENDA

Major, if you have already said about this, sorry I came late then just say
you said it and I will find it in the notes but I heard by colleagues ask you
whether you found out what happened to the people who were brought in
by Minawa and the other people to be interrogated and I heard you saying
that there were no facilities in the basement for people to stay there but
you see, we asked you this question last time. To your knowledge did
any people stay there whether you had facilities or not at all?

OZI.

Yes, Mr. Chairman, when they brought people they kept them there,
sometimes even over a night, that is true.

MR.NAGENDA:

For over night only?

OZI:

Sometimes even longer, two, three days then they will remove so and so
on.

CHAIRMAN:

Any killing took place there and anybody died?

OZI

No, Sir, something to know in my presence nobody really died there but
they removed them alive.

COUNSEL:

Excuse me, when you say in your presence when you are in charge'?

021.

No that means not that I am in charge but when l am there. You see,
wh~t you are asking is quite alright but - okay probably if you are not
very much in charge when people have been brought there you would
hear because your boys should tell you that all the people they brought
were like this, out of these people so and so or out of these people, one
has died or two have died that could be there.

COUNSEL:

I thought you had said that sometime they went down to the _tunnel and
Would you know the effect of these beatings to the
.
b eat th cse peo Ple .
ially when vou said he used to remove them at mght.
peop 1e an d espec
•

etter
or
eral
the
at

d
self

ve
d

eh
on

as
u

d,
to
d
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OZI:

DR LUYOMBYA

froll\ lhc
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.
·ou were no t
.'
I'' Would you )e 111 pos1t1on lo know
l\ lay be. '
for d1sposa •
.-1 b
or
110 1HlU ccn put in tunn ·I
·I
ru;d
take
them
I
to
check
people
w
wnnc •
. in the tunnc
c
were )·ou going . ok'iy or no t'11
·r thcvJ were
•
"hct l11.:
.
but they did not nll~w ml!. So what you arc saying could
lltnt I tncd too
Id die of b<!atmg.
be right that some cou
.
st what I just asked earlier or a month :-ioo
•
b·1ck to a Im O •
Major this goes •
k
·d
door to that tunne I so th at 1· f you come -eas a'
.• '
. le have a 1oc c
d
Id
did these pcop
, t d to inspect, somebo y cou stand there anct
f this place vou "an e
boss o
•. 'l
say you c,anno t get tn
y cs, because

there were guards and these people -

Do you mean those guards did not allow you to get into that tunnel?

These peop1e W ere taking orders direct from Farouk.
Did they prevent you from getting into that tunnel?

OZI

Yes, they did, Mr. Chairman.

DR LUYOMBY
A:

The boss of the place!

OZI

I was virtually useless, I was not known. I was a boss but by name, I was
really a boss by name.

DR LUYOMBYA:

Did you have an opportunity to visit the State Research at night?
At night, yes Mr. Chairman, I just have visited the State Research because
as head of the unit that I have visited.

DR LUYOMBYA:

No, that you can leave out. It is that, did you have an opportunity to visit
that place at night?

OZI:

Yes.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

OZI:

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Especially after
administration?

Farouk

Minawa

had

virtually

taken

over

the

After Farouk Minawa took over the administration I also was afraid really
to visi~ th~ ~lace at night because Farouk Minawa was equally dangerous
to me if v1s1tcdthere at night. They could as well have hijacked me.
th
v1s1t?

S~,. e answer is that you did not visit, you were afraid and vou did not

OZI:

CHAIRMAN:

·

I did not visit.

So, after Faroukwas •
.
m contro,1 you did not have much to do?
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I

I

I was
.
. not
. rcall)•
. . in cont ro1 very much. So most of the time
I was
contmmng wattmp over the situation and there I was trying to see how
best I could get out of this helpless situation

021

[HAlRl\t

\N

Did you go daily to your office area?

OZI:

Some~mes I did not go. I may come two or three times in a week or
sometimes I would instead of going there of course I decided to work
h appi·1Yan d relax when I go to Army Headquarters
'
'and mix with other
officers and that also helped me because when I went there I could have a
chance to discuss some of this very terrible situation. So I was getting
more and more to the Army Headquarters which, may be, was not in the
end when I became a victim which was what has helped me in a way.

CHAIRMAN:

Money, who was in charge of money there?

OZI.

Tue main payment of the whole of the money to State Research was
Abdul Nassar and this Abdul Nassar was a former General Service
Officer. He was a Nubian - not to be mistaken with that Abdul Nassar
who was reading the news -

MR.NAGENDA:

And he became a Permanent secretary?

OZI:

And became a Permanent Secretary not that one, this one is a different
person. He was rather short and that was the man in charge of the whole
money. So he was a Nubian himself and he was very much favoured by
Amin and he was also in league with this Farouk he was a very close
friend with Farouk. So, payment was not, to the best ofmy knowledge, to
them it was not a problem. They could take any money they wanted at
any time or at any moment because that man controlled the entire money.

CHAIRMAN:

There was evidence that funds were misappropriated? Did they bring
papers for payments for you to approve.

OZI:

Funds for a job of which they could bring to me to. approve were th~ngs
like salaries and wages, signing of the vouchers this they wo~d b~g.
But funds for operations they would not even inform you about 1t, which
means they could take any money, give to any. gro~p and they do what
kind of job they wanted with it and they were domg ltke that.

MR.NAGENDA:

you see, Major, you have told us that you had started this organisahon,
and trained people?

OZI:

MR.NAGENDA:

OZJ:

Yes, Sir.
• ames after Minawa had more or less
you even mentioned some ~~e~: nhis Major's uniform, were all of the
taken over, after he c~e . d b him were they also harrassed?
people you had trained d1sm1sse y
,
them were hijacked and they
• • d some were of
.
d th
d
Some were 1sm1sse ,
. d
pletely were very thm an
ey
th
who remame ' corn
disappeared so ose d . t like me I was scared.
were completely scare - JUS
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in the
...-1
I , • were h··acked
IJ,
, were tJ1ey hijacked
.
. bro•~
When you say that t 1~)
ebod)•hijacking them or you Just heard about
• ht?· Did ~,·ou sec som
day I1g
it?

MR 'AGE DA

Were
•
t cc because when they hijacked them, these people
h
No, J did not1 s , would go an d wait for you at a moment
w
en
you
arc
h
,crY~ funny. JC)
• w h en thC) • would ·jump
on you or w en they pounced
that 1s
.
almost alone.
b
d
.
is
there
to
assist
you.
on ,·ou the re when no o )

Oll

MR NAGENDA:

d"d
J not actually sec any of them being hijacked, You
Okav~ , now, so )•ou
I 'J
just heard about t tcm.

OZI·

I did not see.

MR NAGENDA:

• • d b) , letter and if so who signed this letter?
Were they d1sm1sse

OZI·

Some were d1sm1s
• • sed orall}· by Farouk and he did not sign any letter of
dismissal

MR NAGENDA-

Do you mean, he just dismissed them by mouth')

OZI

Yes, Sir

MR NAGENDA.

By saying, you go away?

OZI.

Yes that I h..ve dismissed you.

'

MR. NAGENDA:

Can you give us some examples of those he dismissed in this way?

OZI

For examples -

COUNSEL:
May be, I could read some names here and you tell us those whom you
had recruited and trained and those who had been recruited by Minawa
and what might have happened.
OZI

Okay.

COUNSEL:
But for instance I have a name here of Private Steven Adde.
recruited by you, do you know him?

Was he

OZ!
Private Steven Adde?

COUNSEL:
OZI.

Yes

1
do not remember the man. You read others I may remember some of
them.

COUNSEL·

oz,.

Do you know Victo Onck - Private Victo Onck'?
Oneku not very well.
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I

COU

EL:

I

I
Yusufu Lcgu?

MR NAGENDA:

No, if you say not very well, actually do you know them a bit?

OZI·

No, I do not remember.

COUNSEL:

Okay, Yusufu Legu?

OZI:

No.

COUNSEL:

Miss Nancy R.

OZI:

Miss Nancy R.?

COUNSEL:

Yes.

OZI:

No

COUNSEL:

Magidu Abdul?

OZI:

Yes, that was Magidu I remember dismissing Magidu.

COUNSEL:

Paul Mawayira?

OZI:

Is that Mawayira or Mawa?

COUNSEL:

Mawayira.
Mawayira, no.

COUNSEL:

So, you do not know him?

OZI:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Omara Saidi?

021

Omara Saidi, these were the people recruited by Minawa.

COUNSEL:

How about Hillary Mwaka?

021:

Hillary Mwaka?

COUNSEL:

Yes.

021

Hillary Mwaka, yes I know that one.

COUNSEL:

You recruited him?

OZI:

Yes I think so.

COUNSEL:

Sam Nsereko?

'
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II

• • ·d him nnd how1 what happened
·r I1c rccnutc
•
better
1
b
• it ~u1 1,;
·as he there at
, the end or w mt.
Or pcrhap:s, . d hijacked. ,,.
r

he disn11ssc • • •

" ns
. d •m the end
·rnussc
",
__ 1.: 1 "·as dis
Hirare..,".u-

OZI.

.

'}

Doyo U n<'"' sec Jum.
I beg pardon. s·tr.•7

OZJ

•

?

Do you see him.
COl1'iSFL

OZI.

COUNSEL.
OZJ:

No, I do not sec him.
How about Private Sam Nscreko?
Nsereko.I know him. But a1so I do not see him nowadays.

COUNSEL.

. ?
How about lbrahun ·

OZI·

Is there any other name?

COUNSEL:

There are what the records of State Research show.

OZI.

I do not remember him.

COUNSEL:

You do not remember him. How about Private Masiga Hamuze?

OZI

Hamuze?

COUNSEL:

Yes.

OZI

Hamuzc I also do not remember very well.

COUNSEL:

So, it seems these are the people recruited by Minawa.
Corporal Sekito?

OZI:

Sekite?

COUNSEL:

Sekito.

How about

021:
That could be Sekite, i know him and I recruited him I trained him and I
still see him even when I was coming for the Co~mission I saw him
gambling somewhere on the road.

MR.NAGENDA:

Was he dismissed, hijacked?

OZI:
I think, he was dismissed.
COUNSEL

Is he still around?

OZJ:
He is still around be
Ih
11•
ave seen him with a pick up r~rrving
and
se mg meat So heh cause
-·J•
•
as a •ttle business of buying meat and selling in the

r
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butcheries. He has been around. I sav. him last \\hen I \\as coming for the
Commission.
CO

'SEL.

Ho,\ about J Bikiwa?

021.

I do not remember this one

CO • 'SEL:

Private D G. Mwalc?

OZI:

Mwale, this one I know, I trained him and he comes from Mbale and he
was later posted to the Minist1y of Regional Administration which later
became Local Government and even later he became a DC.

COUNSEL:

DC.

OZI:

Yes.

COL~SEL:

\\'hat standard was he or education background?

OZI:

He could be of S IV, I recruited him and I still see him because after
returning from exile when I came back I was in Kampala here that time I
met him, he is around and this one I know him very ,..-ellas a .Mugishu his
name is D G. Mwale Kurubano. I know him but he was dismissed, that
is what I remember. but nowadays I have not see him.

COCNSEL:

He was your recruit - you recruited him?

OZI

This one say, "The Adjutant, State Research Centre needs the presence of
all officers attached to the Ministries and Para-statal bodies. like State
Trading Corporation, in his office by 1400 hours. 2.00 p.m. tomorrow.
Thursday -September, 1973. All must report in time."

COUNSEL:

So, that one does it not really give the effect that the policy was to have
officers all over the country in various departments'>

OZI

You see, the policy here - what is indicated here is, what he is really
meaning is that there are officers you post in particular organisations -

COUNSEL:

I see, now, the question is when you post them to particular organisations,
say you post them to UDC.

OZI

Yes.

COUNSEL:

When thev are there do they not - what designation do you give them
when they are in UDC? Do you call them private. or corporal?

OZI

No we cannot do it we cannot call them private or corporal

COUNSEL:

Yes.

OZI

They tried to isolate them from me by threatening them so that even if
now I had trained them and they trusted me. increasingly for their own

'
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l
• could not now gc t nearer to me, because it was a dangcr, 1
life also. tJtC)
vas alreadyMR

J\lj \GENDA:

OZI:
MR NAGENDA:

' •
ee the ques0 • on the Legal Counsel
. this asking you is qu·,te
But. Major , ou s
hat these people were domg ere.
a forthright thmg, of w

Yes, Sir.
tanding about these organisations' work _ of
Y own unders
b fUtalising
Because
m
• th t •f Minawa and h'1s fri en d s were
.
b • ' work is a 1
human • emgs
the tunne•1 and treating them badly or tortunng them' they
people
m - either
•
th cy would have to force these people
Id be
Id to work With
wou they will
• h ave to throw them out. They wou not want
. people
them or
h
seeing what they are not on the same side, this is
just toI be
there,un
wdo
d it , is that not sensible? Would you keep
would
ersartane
h
ow
somebody
there when You are torturing people? You understand what I
am saying?

OZI:

Yes, I do.

MR. NAGENDA.

S0 are you saying that these people, actually, even though you had
' • d them, crossed over to the Minawa faction whether
recnute
· h they liked it
t
because otherwtse
or no , and had to carry out the work,
.
th'nk t? ey would have
been thrown out or hijacked or killed, do you not 1 so.

OZI:

Yes, I think that is correct.

MR. NAGENDA:

yes and this is why I am wondering Legal Counsel, whether now that he
bro~ght the name of Sekito and Muwande, I think it might be an idea for
them to come and give us what was happening, because they are around.

COUNSEL:

Especially, these people he says that they are around - I do not know
whether he knows where he can trace them.

OZI:

MR. NAGENDA:

Well, where they are residing really I do not know, because I just see
them on the street.
Yes, but, at least, you know that he has a pick up or uses a bike, I think
you can - you are an intelligent man really, you can find them.

OZI:
But I do not know exactly where - but I met them this is true.

MR.NAGENDA:
And if you met them then it is possible you can meet them again. We are
not saying that you have said that they joined Minawa in doing what they
did, but we are saying that they will also be able to give their version,
because we want to know what was happening.
COUNSEL:
May be, I should go on with another list so that really he has many people
so that we can - my Lord, I would like to start from the bottom. Now.
what about, you know - for instance, I want to read you the list of 3 lSt
July, 1973, you had Levy Lutwama, did you have Levy Lutwama?
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021.

Levi Lutwrun.1'l
Yes.

OZI

Well, I do not remember that one.

COUNSEL.

You do not remember that one?

OZI:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Did you have Sergeant Kibcsi?

OZI

.Kibosi, I recruited him and since 1979 he also went in exile, he went in
the Sudan.

COUNSEL:

Was he from Sudan?

OZI:

Because he was a Kakwa, and so when he went into exile he did not come
back, but I saw him when I was a refugee in Sudan.

COUNSEL:

You do not remember Levi Lutwama?

OZI.

No.

COUNSEL:

Do you remember Pt. Dominic Tiju?

OZI:

Dominic Tiku, yes, but I have not seen him ever since.

COUNSEL:

How about Sam Data?

OZI:

Sam Date, yet but I have not also seen him again.

COUNSEL:

How about Taddewo Magembe?

OZI·

Taddeo Magembc I know him.

COUNSEL:

Do you see him?

OZI:

I recruited him, but when I was in exile I saw him in Mombasa_ but I
know him.

COUNSEL:

Where was he, was he a Ugandan or?

OZI.

He is a Muganda.

COUNSEL:

He is a Muganda?

021

Yes.

COUNSEL:

How about Raphael Osaca?

OZJ

Esaca I know him and I recruited him, he is from Schei, but I have not
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seen him.
COUNSEL:

OZI:
COUNSEL:

OZI:

He is from Schei?
Yes.
•• "?

I sec. how about Scbi Kakalmn •
• and I saw him last in 1985 in Arua.
'\' es, I think I know him

MR NAGENDA·

Where?

OZI:

In Arua.

COUNSEL:

"?
How about Eriyaza Manangw1.

That one I know him, I recruited him, in fact I was arrested with him but

he was killed.

COUNSEL:

He was killed?
Yes.

COUNSEL:

How about Emmanuel Mulengera?

OZI:

Mulengera-

COUNSEL:

Even I can give you his numbers, UA 2017 a Corporal.

O21-

Yes, I know him but I have not seen him again.

COUNSEL:

And you see the number ofFarouk Minawa was UA 8469.

021:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

And how about number UA 13878 Pt. Gidio Lukwa?

021:

COUNSEL:
021:

COUNSEL:
021:

MR.NAGENDA:
021:

COUNSEL:

Lukwa, I know him, I trained him also but have not seen him again.
You have not seen him again?
Yes, after 1979 I have not seen him,.
I see.
He comes from Arua.
He comes from where?
He comes from Arua.
How about Private John Orochi.
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OZI

John Orochi comes from N bb 1 . t .
he joined - I rccru·t'd
h' c
DiS nct, I know him. he was even - before
1c
•m and he 1:. a teacher.
He is now a teacher?

OZL

I think
he . should
b'e, but I h ave not seen him
. but he had been a teacher
r
.
be1orc1tc Jomcd the Anny.
•

COL!l'\SEL:

I see, how about Yusufu Lubuulwa?

OZI:

Yusufu Lubuulw:t
.
_-, I kn ow h.tm al so, h e was a teacher before, but I have
not seen him agam.

COl.Jl'JSEL:

He was working under you?

OZI

Yes, but I have not seen him again.

COUNSEL:

How about Silvasi Eku?

OZI

Silvasi Eku, I know him, he comes from my own district and he was
killed.

COUNSEL:

Yes. Sorry, how about Christopher Lubega?

OZI:

Christopher Lubega, I know him, I trained him, he was a teacher bv
profession, and I think he has been killed.
•

COUNSEL:

At what rank was he when he was killed?

OZI:

I do not remember, because -

MR NAGENDA.

But when you say some body was killed, who killed him, was he killed in
a war, was he killed by Minawa, who killed him?

OZI

You see, some of these, for example, when they are killed, I was - say for
example, like Lizeo Mangwi I was arrested with him and taken to
Makindye, from Makindye what they do is that they come every night
and pick from you prisoners, they pick somebody and if they pick him
and then you do not see him again then you assume he is dead, because he
is never seen again.

MR. NAGENDA:

Who is there who comes?

OZI

The Military Police people, different people, they come -

MR NAGENDA

But you were there when they were coming for these people, do you
know any of the names of the Military Policemen who came?

021

No he was killed after I had left Makindye, but I know this one because
he ~omes from my own district, and he never went back. So, I assumed
that they must have killed him.
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.
that one is not very easy because what the
You sec. Mr Chat~nllai1_,
k from among the ranks, puoplc whom l Wo\Jsldc
pcop Ic do is.• thcv wi ffipie
·rs I know even i f I1c •1s f rom another unit l
I arc say o cc .
,
d
.
, a.in
kno,., cas1 ' •. .
t
and so or Captain so an so 1s in such a un·t
ka, L1cutcna11 so
. • b
h I
t
sure _0
:
.
t from a different umt 1s roug t would not reall
But 1f he is a pnvathcy arc so many and it is very difficult to know thcrny.
k v him because c • •
'd h
no,
'
h, they take people outs1 c t ey send these pcopl
And usually w en
'd
·fy h
e

.

without
MEMBER
OZI:

MR. NAGENDA:

rank • t like that and you cannot
s, JUS

'

1

entl

t em, because also _

But when they are in unifonn?
Sometimesthey come in plain cl_othes,but even if they come in unifonn
they would wear plain uniform with no ranks.
No but you see, Major, fortunately what happens when people are sent
the~ say we are sent by so and so and even civilians would tell you tha~
the person who is a notorious killer this month is such and such, because
they got to know about it, you know, death can be very loud, and since
you yourself were already in this Army, you should have known the
people at that time who were sending off the people to be taken and not
come back. It is impossible for you not to know somebody - you might
not know all of the names, but you are now in camera you went away and
you have come to give us all the information you have, and it is only fair
that people who were kilJed in this manner, that if you have any names of
people who were sending these guys to take people away that we should
be told about them. You understand what I mean?

021:

Yes, I do.

MR. NAGENDA:

Please, give us some names.

COUNSEL:

~d this Christopher Lubega I happen to know him, he was killed in your
time, was he not? He was arrested and taken to Naguru and - he was a
teacher'. he was a Semor
• t each er from Kako, you recruited him from
Kalw, did you not?

OZI:

Yes, I know him.

COUNSEL:

How was he killed?

OZI:

I said that such killin is v
.
they track yo d
g
ery difficult for me to know because when
u own, they get
t h
'
alone and th th
you a t e moment when you are virtually
,
en ey take you
d h
go to places where th
' ~. w en they take you they also drive and
seeing them. Many ;~ are_killmg, and they make sure that nobody is
0
very difficult to say -t . e disappearances are like that, so that it is really
1 is so and so h
.
.
.
w o arrested him, took htm and killed
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him

('(ll~SEL

Yes, but when such 3 m

OD

To make inquiries, I tried to make
.
..
make was al -.:o • .
• but thes~ mqumes. or anv inquin: vou
~ agru.nstmy o"11 life I • d
•
·J
•
that coffee case where I • ad
' .tnc and l made some inquiries. like
m e some inquuy,
• rt
• •1s clear evidence that they
will say that , ou are
•
an enemy, you are investigating them.
•

cocNSEL:

I see. so , ou fieared to

OZI:

Yes.

MR. NAGENDA:

But that is not rnY questi
.
first.
•
on, 1et me b nng
up my question and he answers

COL~TSEL:

Yes.

MR. ~AGE\1DA·

I am not asking about investigations, because clearly you did not carry
them _out,except for the one you told us, but I am saying that \\'hen you
meet m the mess, people would talk, and say this man these days is really
too hard for example, you might talk about Minawa or Ali Towili and

d

b

em er of Your staff l1"k l • •
o you make some im•esti .
•
e um 1s arrested and taken,
gat:ion or make inquiries and reach a dead-end?

• .,

.
.
make InYestigations?

you have just told us about these two.

'

OZI:

Yes.

MR. NAGENDA:

As I told you, even civilians would say the man who was really sending
these people is such and such, they had the names, when now we hear of a
place - their names have come out, of the notorious people who have been
sending out these gangs, you cannot merely keep quiet, because they
come out, and you, especially, were in intelligence, you a trained man and
you even trained other people, you might not have gone and arrested
these people, but surely if you are telling the truth, you would know some
of the people who were sending these Military Police people to take
people away. Was it Amin himself, was it Minawa was it Towili, was it
somebody else, that is what we are trying to find out.

OZI:

Thank you, Mr. Chairman -

CHAIRMAN:

Were these acts in State Research or?

MR.NAGENDA:

No, because, I am specifically talking about when you were at Makindye,
because you said that the Military Police would come in and take people.

OZI:

Yes.

MR. NAGENDA:

So that is one of them, but also generally, you would hear say, I am sure,
th~t such and such a person is the one who is sending people to take
people away - you know, because you were not there when Minawa was
taking people away or Toweli, but you have been able to tell us that there
were some people who were doing it! Who are the other people who
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•

.
• ·I t am trying to find out.
were doing it, that is " ia I
OZI:

8 • adicr Malcra was one of them. Even people l'k
1 e
Yes, for example, ng
Ali Towili was one of them.
Maliyamungu. then, of course,

MR NAGENDA:

Malcra was then where?

OZI:

He "as the Commander ofMakindye.

MR. NAGENDA:

Yes, what about Maliyamungu?

OZI:

•
Mr• Chairman' was staff officer· in
Maliyarnungu,
ac1·charge of Military
•
he was - J think his last rank was a Bng 1er.
Operat10ns,

MR. NAGENDA:

Anybody else?
Ali Towili, he was a Police Officer, whose rank could be Assistant
Commissioner, I think, I am not sure.

COUNSEL:

Deputy Inspector General?

OZI:

Something like that, I am not very sure.

COUNSEL:

I think he was second in command of Police, was he?

OZI:

I think so.

MR. NAGENDA:

Those are the people?

OZI:

Yes, those are the ones I can remember.

MR. NAGENDA:

Now, let us say these were three, perhaps some others might catch you
another time, but then was it not true that at the same time - because.
Malera, Maliyamungu, Towili - may be, also - did Minawa also send off?

OZI:

Yes, of course.

MR. NAGENDA:

I take it that they were themselves not the ones who actually cut these
people's throats or whatever. But am I right in thinking that there were
some famous executioners - you know, the actual people who carried out
the deeds on behalf of these people? Because also there are names. you
would see somebody in Kampala they would say that is the man who is
the biggest killer.

OZI:

The biggest killer?

MR. NAGENDA:

Yes, who were these?

021:
COUNSEL:

Yes, I remember very few, of course, there is Anyogogo?
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oll

Not Anyogoga, Anyogoga was
.
when tl1cy were drinking hO a nick name used for milit,......people
11•
, w do not k
L
......
J
se mg beer would say l want
now uganda, when a lady is
an 'Ogoga (cold one) and' th
a beer she would ask 'which type
cy would sa"' '
that J yes, anyogoga, something like'

col "\SEL:

No, no, let me tell you I have a d
Anyogoga.. he was killing co le ocumcnt here: The r:ason why he was
person becomes cold.
p p and after you have killed a person the

0ZI:

I see.

coUNSEL:

.Okay, if he was nick-named, what was his real name?

0ZI

MR. NAGENDA:

Thi~ one I ~id not know really, because my version of anyogoga was the
earlier version of cold drink. When you say anyogoga my understanding
was of a cold drink.
But then, anyway, let us go back to the thing, even at the time before you
were imprisoned there were those who were executioners.

0ZI:

Yes.

MR. NAGENDA:

And again these were new people?

0ZI:

Yes, I can remember a few, somebody like Hassan Gala, this was a
Presidential bodyguard fellow,.

MR. NAGENDA:

His name was who?

0ZI:

Hassan Gala.

CHAIRMAN:

Is this Gala who managed to become a Governor?

0ZI:

A Governor, yes.

CHAIRMAN:

Of the North?

021:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN:

Where is he now?
I think he should be in the Sudan or somewhere.

CHAIRMAN:

Was he a Sudanese or a Ugandan?
He was a Kakwa, so h e could be a Sudanese - I am not very sure of his
tribe.

MR.NAGENDA

W ego bac k , and who else please?

021

Then Abdu Tete.
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MR NAGfL DA.

• d that one \Vho killed coffee people.
vI C.,s •vou ment1one

OZI

OZI

Yes, \\ho k,'II c d coffee people.

coUNS

MR. NAGE1 DA

Where is he now'?

OZI
OZI.

He died.

MR.NAGENDA-

In war or?

couN
OZI

, ed was he - I think on one of· the
No what happcn
b occasions he w"
....
• '.
fi
Mbalc to Kampala, then they said etween Iganga and
dnvmg rom
· I
d · ·
b k
Lugaz1,
• a tree, they said, 3•ust fol] on the vch1c e an 1tJust ro e his neck.
and eventually he died.

OZI.

MR. NAGENDA:

• proVI'd ence.I
This sounds hke

COUN

OZI:

Yes, it is a very funny death.

OZI•

MR. NAGENDA:

When was this roughly?

COUN

OZI:

I do not remember exactly, but that is what I heard about him.

OZI

MR. NAGENDA

Yes, just two people?

COUN

OZI

And then there was another one, Ahamed Abdu.

OZI·

MR NAGENDA-

This one is what we heard before.

COUN

OZI

No.

021:

MR. NAGENDA.

Where is this one?

OZI·

OZI
CHAIRMAN:

0

This one also died in an accident.
Major, what I mean - you mentioned Ahemed Abdu before, when you
were talking about Acikule, Magidu -

OZJ
Ycs, that is the one, he is the one, that is the very one, you are correct. Mr.
Chainnan.

COUNSEL:

Proceed.

OZI
These arc the ones I could remember.

CHAIRMAN:

OZI
COUNSEL:

Where is he now?
Ahamed died in a car accident.
Now, how about Joseph Juluga.

<

I

Jo~cph Julugn?

You sec I \\ ill show vou th· t tl

~
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a

lCsc Wereworking under you on 31st July,

11mt is right. y cs that one I
'
remember.

coLJ,
SEL

You remember him?

OZI

Yes.
\V:here is he?

OZI·

I remember. I even trained him b t I h
.
, u
ave not seen him again.

COL''\SEL:

\\7here was he originating? Which district?

OZI:

\Vas it Julugo or Juluga?

COL~SEL:

Well, I do not know how to - it is J-U-R-U-G-A.

OZI:

I see, yes, he could be from Arua.

COL'NSEL:

From Arua?

OZI

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Then how about Seti Oba?

OZI

Seti Oba I know him, he is still alive, I saw him in Arua.

COUNSEL:

You saw him in Arua?

021

Yes.

COUNSEL:

How about Abudalla Singasinga Kamisi?

OZI

That one I forget, he was recruited by Minawa.

COUNSEL:

But did you know him?

021

Not very well.

COUNSEL:

But do you remember having seen him?

021

yes I think this is a Nubian recruited by Minawa.

'

COUNSEL:

You think he is around in Uganda?

021

I have not spotted him•

COUNSEL:

My Lord, I think let us exhibit that one and, he says he is a Nubian,may
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be. later we could -

Yes•

COUNSEL

021:

COLP\SFL:
OZI.
CHAIRMAN
OZI:

• but not recruited b
th. one was a Nubian
. . ·ust to say that is
y
\Veil, tJus is J.
ka ' you can read.
I11·m -(lnterjectton)- o •),
A 23185 name, Abudalla Singasinga Kamisi
.
A
,
No.
U
'
• •
H e1
·gh t, five feet,
This man 1s llll)
.
.
ture personal
descnptions,
.
then his s1gna ,
rank. Pnvatc . dibJe) _ you see my eyes are not very good, is it
six inches, colour - (inau
1930 or,
It is 1932.
ot read it very well.
I see, I cann
The date of birth?

.
d te - ·s July 1932 hair black, other visible distinction or
There 1s no a , 11 1
,
' .
'
anda
Army
Ident:J.ty
Card.
Ug
remark s, NIL,

COUNSEL:

But you said this is a Nubian?

OZI:

Yes this is a Nubian.
'

CHAIRMAN:

The card appears to have been signed by who?

COUNSEL:

I do not know whether he can read the name.

OZI:

It is signed by a Lieutenant but I cannot read the signature, but this 'Lt'
means a Lieutenant.

COUNSEL:

Now, we had stopped at Oba, now, there is Ramadan Durnati.

OZI:

Rarnadani who?

COUNSEL:

Dumati.

021

This one I do not remember very well.

COUNSEL:

Levi Lutwama you said you do not remember him?

OZI:

Lutwama, I do not remember him very well.

COUNSEL:

Then Mbuga.

OZI:

~uga I remember he comes from the district like me, he is still there and
he is a teacher also. He is teaching in one of the Secondary Schools there

COUNSEL:

In Moyo?

OZI

Yes.
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ot•NSEL.

How about Peter K"•nmd a.
Peter Kininda I rcmc b
from exile
in er, but I have not seen him since I came back
But you recruited him.

oz1·

Y cs, I know him.

COl ~SEL:

What was his back
d
•
groun bcforc recruitment?

OZI

I do not remember but he must have at least done 'O' level.

coUNSEL.

Then Gastone Bakunda _

OZI:

Bakunda I know him

COUNSEL:

Yes.

OZI:

I recruited him, I trained him -

CHAIRMAN:

Speak loud

OZJ:

Sorry, Mr. Chairman, Gastone I know him, I trained him ' he is 'O' level
and even I have met him after I come back.

COUNSEL:

Do you know what he is doing?

OZI:

Not exactly, but when I met him we chatted with him a bit and he said he
is just around in Kampala.

COUNSEL:

Still in State Research Organisation?

OZL

Doing his own businesses there.

COUNSEL:

Okay, how about Benedicto Ochola?

OZI

That one I do not remember him very well.

COUNSEL:

Then Paul Chebirot?

OZJ.

That one I know him and he comes from Schei but I have not seen him
since I came back.

COUNSEL:

Richard Lcmi.

OZI

Lemi, J know him, I have ever met him and he comes from Koboko.

COUNSEL:

You met him where?

OZI

I met him in Arua.
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MR NAGfrNDA·
OZI·

MR. NAGENDA:

OZI:

COUNSEL:
OZI:

Recently'/
. F bruary, it was about a year ago,
last year '" c
there
last,
No, 1 lun-e been
let me sar
d these people to give us their
cl wante
h
But no dou bt, LcgaJ
blc Couns
to help .mvcsfig ators to tell them w ere you last
information to be a that they can find them.
saw these people, so
Yes
Then Henry Opolot he was a Lance Corporal.
• but l have not seen him since I came back.
This one I know h im
.?

COUNSEL:

He must have bcen coming from Sorot1.

OZI:

Yes, he is from Soroti.

COUNSEL:

Okali Ntabbaza.

OZI:

That one must have been recruited by Minawa, he should be a Nubian,
that is a kind of Nubian name.

COUNSEL:

Nekcmeya Gatonga.

OZI

Gatonga I know him, he became also a D.C. in 1986, but I have not seen
him since.

COUNSEL:

Private Abitraga.

OZI

Abitraga, I know him and I understand he has died.

COUNSEL:

He was coming from Moyo?

OZI

COUNSEL:

Yes, he was coming from Moyo.
And Charles Balyejjusa.
Balyejjusa I know him but I have not met him since I' came back.

COUNSEL:
What was he before you recruited him?
Buganda?
OZJ

COUNSEL:

Is he from Busoga or from

I cannot recaJJ exactly.
Now, Mzec Yosa Ali.

OZI
Yosa Ali, I know him, he was brought in by Minawa, and he is of K.akwa
origin, but I have not also seen him.
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\Vhnt '''as I •
lls rcput •
Uhon in the S
I think11
tatc Research'!

'1

'H \lRMA1

1•

c was r
lot

I

a \'er ) , good
'

s this the n1nnWho -

OZI
MR. 'AGENDA·

one
•

Yes ,tllls• 1s
• him.
\Vhat is his n

• an1c'l

COU 'SEL:

Mzec Yosa At·1,

CHAIR1\1AN.
OZI:

MR. NAGENDA:
OZI:
COUNSEL:

TI1ough he was called n M
'
Zee but actually he was a
y
'
young man
cs, he is very )'Oun
•
g, rnuch younger th""'
..,. myscIf.
Why did they call hi M
rn zcc, was it because No, not because of that but.
.
.
m Nubian circles they like using that kind of Respect?

OZI:

I really do not understand.

CHAIRMAN:

Where is he now?

OZI:

I have not seen him since, so I do not know exactly where he could be.

CHAIRMAN•

I know about this because he figured very prominently in a case which I
had tried, in which State Research when they kidnapped a Prisons
Offic!',':rsfrom Luzira and they were killed immediately - (Inaudible).

OZI:

Luzigala I know him as a Prisons Officer, he is a Nubian.

CHAIRMAN:

When he was in Prisons Service, was he also a member of State Research
Bureau.

OZI:

No, I do not remember him in places, being a State Research Officer.

CHAIRMAN:

But well, evidence came through and he was convicted of kidnapping
prisons officers.

COUNSEL:

Now to follow this question from the Chairman is it not true ~at other
than you said you could have a State Research Officer workmg as a
Prison Officer or a Police Officer?

021:

airman , let me try and explain this:
Y ou see, Mr . Ch

COUNSEL:

Yes.

OZJ:

.
.
what ou are saying is correct, but sometimes what
It is qm~e true,
hy an officer say like - let us take, say Farouk
happens is when you ave
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•UJd as• .,rn o fliccr he has a number
. . of agents which
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ofl1ccr,
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,
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of
that
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you would not
•
.
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~ •• !Iv• , c,·cn 1f you
' O ffi,cm
• IJv
oft1ci:1
~ llv
. not supposed to know also.
. . So, what
•
and
you
an,;
n:a
•
•
.
,
in
the
developed
countnes
like
kno\\. •
f ·ou take ,t S,l),
. Europe
1
•
• 1·~•
l\frna\\a

h • docs is - even

• tl ·y can have an officer, they call him, let us
tl1 '"' have ,s,
ic
. II.
ffi
1.:.,.
E b S'-' he can be an mte 1gence o cer but
an
•
t
ry·
m
an
m
as
.,
'
·
h
h
·
k
S :i,· First Sccrc a
. p·irst Secretary, that 1s w at. c 1s nown as,
•• ,
• t 1ent is
his official ~pp~tn
n ver his real job is not a job of a First Secretary, but
15
and that to lum a c~. k, he docs also some of the work, especially, in
he sits there on t!iatb cs 'se people arc well educated, so he can do some
de,·clopcdcountnesh ccau also have for his particular job, for example he
• b But then c can
.
. . ,
od1er
!o
•
d
then
let
us
say
f
for
example,
I
am
g1v1ng
this
1
• F1rst Secretary, an
h
'th
is aan exan1p1e r:ior ex
• ample, Kenya may not be
appy WI h'us, so the
. very
S
asovemment
•
'
d
an
officer
there
as
a
First
ccrctary
ma, scn '
.
. . put 1m there'
g he continues,
• • and then he has got specific m1ss1on
to fulfil
and•
and
.
/
to
dlerefcore, he reemits _ and he 1s very careful,
.
.he 1sth supposed
. c.
. recruit
fr
ho
someone om w rn or who can let him get mto e m1.onnatton
.
he is
supposed to get. For example, if he is_supposed ~o get mfonnatton from
Kenya Army, it must be sorneo?e, not Just an ordmary Kenyan, bu~ some
one who is close to the Army, 1f need be, even an Anny officer himself,
but not even ordinary Army officer, but an Army officer who is close to
dle very information. That is how intelligence operates, and then after he
recruits him, the officer who is recruited fears also for his life, because
this is what they will - when he is caught he is called a spy and he can be
tried for his life. So, these kind of people you cannot know them, they do
not want to be known, he is only known by the one particular officer, and
that one particular officer is to make sure, according to the principles of
intelligence, to protect him, you are not supposed to meet him - if, for
example, now I am the officer, and I know that the particular officer who
is giving information comes here, I will not even greet him, I will not
show that I know him, I am not supposed to show so that none of you can
know.

c

d so on. what

DR LuYOMBYA:

Suspect.

OZI

MR.NAGENDA

OZJ

Cannot
suspect, because you are not supposed to know if you know then
1
tt s bad and his life is in danger. So, that kind of thing 'is very possible
Yes, but are you saying that, let us say this man Luzigala, he was in the
pnson that he would have been sent there by the State Research - that he
is seconded to the prisons, the reason I ask you this.
Yes.

MR NAGENDA:

021

Is that earlier on in your evide
.
Research sent people in uite di nee to us y~u ~aid that every day State
some of their names d 0 q
fferent organisations you even mentioned
,
you remember?
Yes.

MR NAGENDA:
To the Economic Unit and h
economics, you s~;d y 'th
\\' en I asked whether they knew anv
es cy were ad
·
·
'
gr: uates of commerce and so forth.
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oz1·
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Yes
0·\.:

s

t

So, did really State R
.
ministries. and also I thi:e~ch train people to be sent into various
the missions abroad.
) ou agreed that they were also sent to some of

·s.
Ut

n

..

OZI:

Yes.

MR NAGENDA

So. 1 think the questi
L
• al
on as 1 understood it, was that was this man
UZlg a a member of State Research but secondedto pris~ns service.

1$

1..•

.....
i.

CHAIRMAN

SoIT), Commissioner, from what I gather I think possibly they recruited
th ose who are already (Inaudible).

OZI.

Yes, thank you, Mr. Chairman, it is correct

CHAIRMAN:

(Inaudible).

OZI:

You see, Mr. Chairman, this now reminds me - of course, these people
were not operating really professionally, but one thing which happened in
Amin's time is that it does not matter which department, if he knows
someone is a Nubian, and he knows that he can capture the loyalty of this
man and he knows that he can use him, and I think that is how this
Luzigala comes in, he is a Nubian, he is very trusted and, therefore, Amin,
and I think that is how this Luzigala comes in, he is a Nubian, he is very
trusted and, therefore, Amin must have used him for this kind of
information, and I hope, Mr. Chairman, you are quite right to say is a long
term prison officer, his real original set-up or his beginning or his work
he is a prisons officer, but because he is a Nubian he can get in touch v,rith
him. In fact Amin did this in very many departments, not only in Police
and Prisons, but even doctors, even in the Civil Service, he did that people who he knew that this can be - especially if he is a Nubian and if
he can get his loyalty, he could do it.

COUNSEL:

Now , after Mzee Yosa Ali, we have Hassan Muto.

OZI:

yes, I remember, that one, but I have not seen him since I came back.

COUNSEL:

You said you have seen - (Inaudible).

OZI:

Yes , that one I have seen.

COUNSEL:

And John Mujabi.

OZI:

Mujabi, I have not seen.

COUNSEL:

And Dominico Otiku?

OZI:

I have not seen him also.

COUNSEL:

rne of the names and would vou confirm that these are
So, t hese are sO
'
•

~

t
.s
n
e

f.
D

e
e
e
D

i
f
r
)

t
1

!
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. f the
names of •c;omc o
O T~'l
July I
MR NAGESDA

-

\
personnel " h o were ' 'orking under you on 3 Jst
•

.

·ll that l\f u3ab1-

M-U-J-A-8-1 or'l

How did you spc

Muiabi. So, apart from these
George
'J
•
b
•
it 1s
a "L ganda name, s peop 1e , .,ho
.. were butchenng - ecause
You !-Ce. t1tc·re some dangerou
es some people and I thought
names ' were
. . ncr was ask'mg you the nam ,
t1c Comm1ss10. . . Id assist you to J
•
t1·s hst ,t \\OU
1

COUNSEL:

by reading

11

Perhaps. lc t him go through and then I wiII -

OZI:

MR. NAGENDA:

Id b ause we can easily go back to that
I th
•
rhaps
~, I coua b'outecrecruitment ' and I noti' ced a Iot of
n '-, mcantJme,pc
talking
ne but we ha\'e been
e of the people that were read were
o ,
teachers or som
h
d"d
P

eople in there are
'
t eachi'ng m their areas, no, ow 1 you
bi , they were
teachers.presuma } • the , ply for the job, were they recommended
recruit
people,
did d }th": countryside recruiting people that you
or did these.
you Just
go aroun
thought were good.
OZI

MRNAGENDA
OZI:

~

•
th Arm advertised and wanted teachers. So, quite a
No, withofthat
onhe.
instructors,
and I got them
number
teac
ers "ere Jen as education
.
.
from them ili·t-:.n,
.......
J units, from the various battalions.
When they sent for teachers, did they really want teachers or were they
just getting people to come and work with them?

MR.NAGENDA:

No, they were really true teachers, not just coming ~ wo~ you see, what
happens in the Army is, of course, there are qwte a la,ge number of
illiterates in the Aimy, but if the system is as It used to be, for us It was
good, you have in the Anny what is called Army Certificates Grade II, so.
teachers are ve.rymuch in demand in the Army, and a number of them are
posted to various battalions, and then they work out a programme of kind
of fonnal education, apart from some military subjects, the military
subjects are taught by Army instructors, but then those teachers would
teach say, things like arithmetic, geography, history, map reading and so
on and so forth, then they prepare students and they sit the Anny
CertificateGrade m,and after one has passed Grnde ill, he can also - if
he is progressing, he can work and get Grnde Il, and if he is still serious
he can wodc and do Grade I, it was what the British planned, because if
you could reach the Anny Certificate Grnde I, you are equivalent to 'O
level, becauseyou would have learnt quite a bit, and then if you see there
are_chances say for sending someone on a course of the Officer Cadet
Whichme~ they will train you. You may be a private, then vou "ork.
and by
are a, Sergeant
then
youthe
cantimet youh get Anny Certificate Grade I, vou
·
ge a c ance to be picked as an officer cadet, rnu go to an
academy,Youdo the course and then you are commissioned.,
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~- if you got these teachers, the names of which Legal Counsel was
re mg out, did they leave their units and come to State Research What I Wouldhave don .
e \\as
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you see, when we were forming this umt

after - bccause I w
arc the people I foas told to draw c .
usually do with th_un~ suitable! Ofand1datesfrom the A
what we cvn} . is kind of th"
course I int .
rmy. So, these
..., atncd
Ing and th '
erv1ewedthe
be_Ii_kcthis,:~ g~~d :d dven I
b:ca1:~
1;;~~ :so intereste":t'
tl)
cy JOtned us - yo
y id not know al
now that it wouldtum
• _tolook for a green u see, what happens wsho,all of us did not know
o m~n, ·
Pasture
en you 1·o· th
•
d rd -; pnvatc soldi
' something b tt
m e Army you
uty means you ar .er - let me say what the er, you do not remain the
doing guard only :~ust a private, you rem~~ :11 general duty, general
look for green P~turc progress, no something l"kere and you are always
because that me
s you can, for exam 1 i e that - you will try to
translate the . c.ans you have to know
p e, apply to the signal unit
m1orm ti
now mo
•
expert, you can b a: on to something. So th re, you use most you
person
ecome a radio technici
' ere you can become an
, and for that you are al
.
~• or a radio operator, as a si al
than a P?Vate who had not ~~r!1ve~different grade, your grade is b:er
know artillery is the big gun in thi this. ~e same say, to Artillery you
these are guns, these are no{
s easy nfles you see, a civilian may say
~os~ big barrelled things you~ reall~, these are rifles, but the guns are
m Lua, you are - th
say, if you want to hit Entebbe you are
ere are those bi
hi
,
E
g guns w eh are for shooting,
because, if you want to h
shoot high and then you s akoot ntebbe when you are sitting here you
·111
m e sure that according to 0 calcul •, •
WI
and where you want it to be Th
Y _ur
ations 1t
with a number of
. • _oseare guns and if you want to be
because ou h
guns, that is a special qualification. It takes you time
th"
~veto learn all those calculations, you have to learn a lot of
mgs
e trigonometry. you have to calculate you have also to
co~pare ~aps with ~e ground so that when you are here you troops may
be m NaJJ~~umb1 but you are to hit the enemy at Entebbe, if you do
not know tins kmd of calculation you will drop it anywhere even on your
troops.

c::

;:tt:

Iik.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

This is a very interesting lecture but I want to go back to the gist of the
subject. You mentioned that tunnel in the State Research Bureau that
when you saw it. ...

COUNSEL:

Can you accept to have those photographs as exhibit?

CHAIRMAN:

Yes. And there is a document here entitled State Research Centre, Part
One Orders on Major Leone Ozi, Director Stater Research Center, signed
by Liuetenant A. Haruna, Adjutant, State Research Centre, Serial Number
303370, Tuesday, 31st July, 1973 containing the list of names of officers
of the State Research Centre at the time. The list is admitted in evidence

as exhibit 2 of 1990.

MR.NAGENDA:

Another one? Are they together or what?
My Lord, should I finish with this one and then you ask your question.

COUNSEL:

MR.NAGENDA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

to have earlier on when you were asked about
em
Eventu
y
you
se
'
• could do this,
• to
all
.
to have earlier
said that well, Amm
Luzigala, you seem
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• is
• not really that wns your
Policy
I
I•t but ,t
11
c couldd dof the State Research tlrnt yout.als iould .have
Jocorc
s, was 11 n
hen )•ou' a~ renllvd, hen
artmcnts and mm1 shies and Para-sta
"
•
nous cp
t?
01
officers 111 '~
f . r rccruitmcn •
• m1 ohcy o .}ou
.
•
Nubrnn.

.·

• g, ne ' P
, b with particuIar to Luz,gala
you sec the gene ra1policv, was thcrc uI

OZI.

COUNSEL:
OZI:

°

• him _ Luzigala came as an example.
No, Jam not rcall.}' interested m
Just as an examp l e.'7

COUNSEL.

Yes.

OZI.

you see the gene raJ po licv
· is there but if it is ....

COUNSEL:

OZI:
COUNSEL:

OZI:

-

•
·st you you J·ust read this one which also originated
May be
Just
to asSJ
• art read it so that we get these facts. Yes, I
, and the bottom p ,
. h
d?
fromasking
) ou you about th.is on e . So you agree that this appene
was
Which one?
I was askin g you, 1"fyou post somebody' a Private in UDC, you officer is
posted there.

That'sright you were saying do you call him a corporal or do you call him
yes this one Mr. Chairman, you do not call him a pnvate or
:.:;~u
do ~ot call
fur what he is, you_give him a suitable job, y~u
give him a cover. For example, if you post him to UDC and you know m
the UDC there he could be Purchasing Officer, you can caU him
Purchasing Officer.

him

COUNSEL:

Yes, that is alright but the question is, you see, UDC has got its own
administration,it has got its appointments board, what were you doing to
that administrationto cause them to take your man?

OZI:

COUNSEL:

When you post somebody like that, you do not just send him like that
otherwise nobody will agree or for anybody to come, say you are a
Commission here and if somebody, an intelligence is posted here, you
would ask that eh! what are you doing here, what are you up to, you will
ask this. So what happens is this, of course, you get the pennission of the
UDC authorities and even to that matter you brief him what the officer is.
you brief him what you are bringing such and such officer.
You mean you tell the head of the institution?

COUNSEL:

Yes. Otherwise the man cannot stay there. So you get the support, you
get the cooperation of that man otherwise that man cannot operate there.
But now, would you not be risking the danger of exposure because the
you
doing.
manare
who
':"ay be heading the Corporation may not be interested in what
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I think let us get thi
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....'- 1ere and tlt
•
!-O and so docs tit'
. • irst Secretary Ute A
ere ,s no doubt
point"'
~ is kind of job but he will not~bass:mor knows that this
ire him

Do you see my

cot"sr.L.

you see the point I sce here...

oZL

He gets the permission of tl
that this is the man
te Ambassador and the Ambassador kno,,s

coc~sEL:

No. the Ambassado r need not even •
.
Am bassador 1s entitled b . h
give permission because the
) ts countrv to t 0
rk •
.
. .
¥
wo m the mission and
th ereforc he is a staff ofth
e m1ss1on With th UDC
•
there a State Research man it
•
e
. you sec, 1fyou sent
UDC unless you recruit the, e me~s he is gomg_to sp~· o~ the staff of
you do it and you ask me a1'ct
~on \\ho is ~read} m the institution but if
I could even think h ·
. am th e Chairman of the board and tell me
like that by tellin th: •~ :immg to s~y on me. Would vou recruit people
.
g
e I am putting here a State Research man or you
recnut from people already working there.

er is

OZI

But let us say, for example, may be this can be out of record.

COUNSEL:

Alright, switch off. Okay, so to answer my question, it is not realh- that it
is only Amin who was planting these people in various departrne~ts and
ministries but it was the policy of recruitment. This is what 1 wanted
from you.

OZI:

A policy of recruitment.

DR LUYOMBYA·.

I think to be fair, Mr. Chairman, Maj. has already indicated that it is not
only true for Uganda but for the whole countries all over the world. The
security organisations work in various places

COUNSEL:

The reason I am asking is this, when this matter developed his answer
was that you sec you know Amin if he located a Nubian he would appoint
him and assign him that as if that was Amin's way of doing things. Here l
am saying it was a policy, government policy. And this document

a
u

I

confinns that.

MR NAGENDA:

You arc tendering it in.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN:

This second document of the State Research Centre Part One O~cr on
. o· tor SRC Serial No .. signed by Lt. Haruna. AdJutant,
, . .
Q
A ron Oz1, 1rec
State Research Centre is Exh1b1tNo 3 of 19. 0/
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Major, ·ou told us b
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c esearch Bureau the
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Mr. Chainnan •r
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of

DR LUYOMBYA:

OZI:

\fR. NAGENDA·

We h~ a few guns which if sa
.
operation then they sign to go with~~=-Jar

people arc going for an

Per~aps on the question of the anno
.
obviously, the over all in char
ID?'•
you were m charge of it
right?
ge of - the m charge of the armoury, am I

OZI:

MR NAGENDA:

Could he just open this armoury and give out guns and ammunition to
people as he chose or would it be according to your order

OZI:

You see, for example, you have seen this Part One Order so that Part One
Order is the daily Standing Order of any military unit. It is not onlv in
State Research but in any Military Unit even right now they have ~eh
orders - ~its but one orders and there they detail people to go on guard;
they detail the people in charge .....

MR. NAGENDA:

I am not asking you ....

OZI:

Let me explain, I will come to that later. So those people who are
detailed see to it that the people who are on guard report and they drop
out and then they go and guard the places where they are, that is why for
example that when you are to set up the details for today you have one
orderly officer, you put one officer in charge of the whole of your unit for
that day and then to assist him you have the orderly sergeant, he assists
also. He is also full time on duty. Then apart from that you have the
guard commanders, Corporals, Lance corporals and so on and then they
divide these people, they make suroJr'<Ydraw the arms. they divide them,
tell them where to go, which places to guard and so on. So that is what
happens.

MRNAGENDA:

And my question is, if there was something which is not shall we say a
continuing thing like the Part One Orders which you have told us. if there
was an emergency, if you have to give out extra ammunition for example
for extra guns, who would decide whether this was necessary? Your self
as head of the place?
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.
.these messages . are sent you
read from it a lot. When they send one lme hke th~t to you 1t means a lot
more so you get prepared. you get your men and bnef the_mand say okay
we are going for an operation because our parts, our partJ.cular part must
win. I must get certain people ready, a certain number of people must get
readv
- ' I must have them, I must have the vehicles ready, enough fuel,
enough ration, enough medicine and enough everything because if it is
going to be full pitch battle I must have even coffins ready because
people will drop dead. So this is the way it goes.
MR NAGENDA:

Yes. that is good and I am glad that you do that but I am talking about
that you have some ammunition in the State Research. One of your
people has gone and used it quite illegally on somebody by killing him.
shooting him so he needs more ammunition for his guard duties or
whatever or may be he needs more ammunition to go and shoot more
people. I am talking at that level not at this rather sophisticated level.
Who would decide to give him more ammunition? Do you see what I
mean? You have got 40 people and they all got guns they don't have any
more bullets because_they have used them. To whom do they go to
replenish their bullets, their ammunition? Not the orderly surely but
perhaps to the person who is in charge of the State Research. -Arn I right'?

OZI:

No. it is not like that. \Vhat happens, that is why there is alwa, s that
Order, Part One Order That Part One Order tells lot because it ·details
certain individuals and that certain indh·idual, the Orderly Officer. for
example, that particular day he is almost in charge of the whole unit.

~

MR. NAGENDA:

Who signs that by the way'?

OZI:

The Adjutant. You sec the Adjutant is ....
MR. NAGENDA:

1
know an Adjutant what he does but I am asking whether he can do it on
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lR NAGENDA

OZI:

You see, when you detail the people ....

MRNAGENDA

Perhaps you have not understood my question because I am just saying if
I need a ~n, you have got guns in your armoury. Am I right, did you
have arms m that tunnel? When you call it an armourv does it mean that
it had guns and ammunition?
-

1

OZI:
MRNAGENDA:

OZI:

MR. NAGENDA:

Yes, it had some guns and some ammunition.
Yes. How do I get .some from there for whatever reasons? Let me say I
have not enough, how so I get it.
What happens is this, when you are detailed with an Order like that then
the Sergeant is the one who assists you the individual going on guard to
draw the guns, who signs himself and he assists you to draw the
ammunition and he counts how many you have got and so on and when
you finish the guards he is also the one who checks and then you return
them and the gun so that it goes round like that.
yes, that is how it should be but are you telling me that when Minawa
was in charge of State Research he would go and ask the sergeant politely
to give him some guns and ammunition or did he just say open mid he
takes whatever he wanted?
Of course, Minawa could take what he wanted just like that.

OZI
MR NAGENDA:

OZI:

He just opened and took whatever he wanted.
Yes.
Just to move a little bit further, you told us that in this work of

DR. LUYOMBY A:
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DR. LUYOMBYA:

Yes.

ozr.

Of course, they can gal 11cr tlle, infom1ation even without guns - without
am1s.

DR l UYOl\fBYA:

•
ob here is to find out where things went wrong and if
No••"bi
M~1or,
our
J
t correct thcm NOw , you were the trained intelligence officer
poss, c o
k d t et that unit up and there was a purpose for setting
and '-'OU were as e o s
.
al. d h
h .
J
•
•
an
mtelhgence
organisation because Amm re 1sc. t. at avmg
.
up
th
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•
al
Service
he
had
no
way
of
collecting
mfonnation
disbanded e encr
and he set that one up, that is what you told us.

OZl:

Yes.

DR. LUYOMBYA-

But did it need the anns? Or was it a mistake in your view to ann that
unit?

021:

Was it a mistake to ann them?

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Was it necessary or was it a mistake to arm that unit.

OZI:

It was not a mistake because all over the world intelligence units have got
rums but it is the way I have explained of how things went wrong that
spoiled it otherwise if it is controlled properly, it is in order because the
anns, even if it is given to you for example, okay now I am an
intelligence officer, they give me a pistol may be an FN, I keep it but even
if Mr Chainnan you came to me, you meet me, I sit with you and we talk,
you would not know that I have got it and you arc not supposed to know
but if then, you see, I do go and misuse it against my own people. this is a
mistake.

COUNSEL:
I think the question is, of course, when you say all over the world they
have anns, it depends on the kind of intelligence collection one has
bcc~use definitely the intelligence officer may carry out his work without
havmg anns.
OZI

TI1atis correct.

COUNSEL:
Ycs, s? I think he is asking that the nature, the kind of intelligence
collection you were d • •
R
·
tl
•,
omg m tatc cscarch, was 1t neccssm for 1at
unit' You sec it could b·
·1·
·
·
·
c a 1111•tary mtcl11gcnce, that would be different

s
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MR NAGENDA:

Because I believe th. •
time.
is is why intelligencepeaple carry guns from time to

OZI:

Yes, that is true.

DR LUYOMBYA:

you know there are many intell'
particular job. May be just t igcnce organisationsand each is given a
fro_mthe purpose for which th: :~~at what th~ Legal Counsel has said,
umt was set up, was it necess
t, the genume purpose for which that
ary to keep guns at Nakasero?

OZI:

You see, what you are sa • •
said that you can gather :"!:it _so;ds ~at okay as the Leading Counsel
not need a gun and you will get :: ~:atlon. without a gun at all, you do
you are sent to a
.
.e 1 ormatlon?ut there_are certain times
particular area, if say on a temtory which is hostile say
for example, on your border something has happened, your villag; has
been attacked and so on, your intelligence people are sent there to find
out what has happened and when you go there you do not go bare handed
because you may of course go bare handed but you never know, some
how by_chance they may notice you and start firing at you so that is when
the gun can be useful to you.

that

DR. LlNOMBY A:

COUNSEL:

sa

ey
as
ut

On such a special case whom do you request, on such a case couldn't you
request the arms from any other source rather than keep it with you all the
time? Because Major we are worried. What we used to see really any of
those 504's were really loaded may be with rifles and ammunition.
Perhaps, Mr. Chairman, Commissioner • if he will recollect,the evidence
he gave us that the Presidential Escort Unit was part of the State Research
and eventually it became the major part of the State Research may be ~
is why they had to have arms. Would that be the _reas~nbecause you said
the State Research was responsible for the Presidential Escort. Wa.m't
that what you said?

OZI:
COUNSEL:
OZI:

ce
at

es.

yes, the Presidential Escort were also there.
Under the State Research?
se what happened was that they mainly stayed at
Normally bccau
d Amin himself and they were very heavily
President's Lodges ar~un
th
d all kinds of arms but what the
th had machine guns ere an
armed, cy.
. 'ght ·n fact, the few arms we had were for guards
1
Chainnan said here 1s n , _
and so on and they were rotating.

t
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d
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: ~rt o e_ing
the decider of ,,hat he ,,·anted. So let me Just start o ·w1
. s question.
\Vere you able to keep some figures, to keep y?ur eye on the kmd of guns,
bullets and so on which might have been given out wrongly or under
duress if you did. ho\, did you find out?
,a)

Thank vou, Mr. Acting Chairman. Guns which were dra\\n out like that I
was n~t able to find out about them because the Farouks were not
cooperating with me but I ·would like to explain, as· you said, about the
armoury. The annoury of course had some one in charge, there was some
body in charge of the annoury and keeps the record of the guns there and
when people are signing for them he has a register in which he records
and someone signs against them and that is the procedure in all armv
barracks. There is always someone who is in charge

MR NAGENDA

Excuse me, Major, to cut you short, we do not ·want the procedures, what
we are trying to find out have you knowledge of whether any guns were
taken out \\1.thout the procedure? You seem to have indicated this
yesterday that this happened under Farouk Minawa.

OZI:

Yes.

MRNAGE1'.TIA:

The g~ or ammunitions. have you got any evidence or any knowledge
th~ ~us occurred? When they were taken out illegalh i.e not signed for.
Did 1t happen'>
•
-

OZI:
That one I have no knowledge about that ~lr Chairman but when F arouk
eventuallv assumed po .
f
h
•_
•
\\ ers. o course. e could take out anv gun as he
hked or else he could draw ammunition as he liked.
-

MR. NAGENDA.
OZI·

MR. 'AGENDA:

Did he do so?
Yes. he did.
How do you know?
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OZl:

Because l would - sometimes I c Id I
.
charge of the anuourv ·md th~n I ou Idc icck with the sergeant who is in
then he" ould say th~) •were takc:obu Fsay tkhcM·s:
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\\ ere vou a?lc to find out whether the ammunitions that h t k
~1osc occas~o~~were all retumed or can we assume that i~ ho~ :ut on aldl
m some act.Iv1t11:s
or other
ecn use

OZI:

1111sone l was not able because he was not cooperative.

DR LUYOMBYA:

No. I think if I may interject here, if you were able at times to ask the
sergeant and the sergeant cooperated and told you that these guns had
been taken by Minawa. Couldn't the same sergeant be cooperative and
tell you whether the an1munitions and guns had been returned
accounted for if you had asked?
or

...

OZI:

If I had asked the sergeant?

S.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Yes.

021:

If he knew he could tell me but then also the sergeant had a fear for
Minawa.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

No, let us - okay the sergeant had this fear but you as the in-charge of the
place, the rightful in charge of the place, you had occasions to ask this
sergeant about the whereabouts of guns and ammunitions but did you at
any one time ask the same sergeant for the accountability of the guns and
ammunitions Farouk Minawa and his group had taken out or you never
asked.

OZI:

Mr. Chairman, I asked but the sergeant went as far as saying okay, on this
day you drew these arms number so and so, if at all the armoury would
say this and there arms are with Minawa and his group and then so many
ammunitions, with the ammunitions we just say the number. When I
asked, was there any return? He would say there was no return then I
would say why? He would say, of course, you also know what Minawa
did or what Minawa does so I did not go any further.

MR. NAGENDA:

Well, in fact, that is the answer we were looking for. If you take
ammunitions and you do not bring it back, either you haYe sold it or you
have used it or you have stored it somewhere.

OZI:

That's right.

MR. NAGENDA:

Have you then got any indication of how much ammunitions were taken
out in this way and were not returned? Was it a lot, was it only on few
very occasions, occasionally, that it was taken out or not or what''

OZI:

Jt was taken out quite often and in fairly large numbers I could not
remember the. exact figures.
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COLNSEL.

•
hi·m twenty and he comes with 18 he
• J'\.'OU.,had given
you mean. I suppose,
would account for the two.

OZI·

Yes, he would account for the two.

COUNSEL:

How?

OZI:

He would ask him what happened to the two bullets which is not
returned.

MR NAGENDA-

Could it be recorded in the armoury book or not?

OZI

It would be recorded.

MR NAGENDA.

COUNSEL

MR. NAGENDA

Legal Counsel is there a way in which we can find records. I know that
there exists a few van loads of the records from Nakasero.
Well, I know that but I can't say whether that would be possible but I
know they are there.
Would you please instruct the investigators to at least try and give us,
show us some of these things because for us it would be very interesting
to actually see whether people go and fire, well they used to fire quite
regularly, everybody knows this, to know that they came back and wrote
down I used this to sort of scaring a thief or to shoot a thief or something.
I think it can be done.

COUNSEL:
I know the position, it may not be easy for the investigators to get access
to these documents. I would have liked it to happen but I know it is not
easy for them to get access to these documents It is unfortunate.
DR LVYOMBYA:

One question I wanted to ask for clarification, who is a Nubian? You are
talkmg of a Nubian, Nubians. Who is a Nubian?
A Nubian is n t •
'b
• •
• ~ quite a tn c but there arc a group of people who. l think.
o_ngmaIJyongmatcd from the Sudan, thev came I think as soldiers of the
either the Bnt1sh or so •th'
·
. .
1
and settled in• Bugandmel mg
, ong
B ago and eventually the ma1ontv
·
- . came.:
a lere at ombo and then they also settled in the.:
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I
other towns because • , h
th 'Y l'k
r . m enc town you would find some of these people,
1
~ 'r.:tt••l ctl~cttlmg tn towns, they are not like any other tribes who would
.r.: con 1c and and tart
• .
a k. d O f A .
s
cu1tivatmg. They do not cultivate. They speak
ml
rabic language but not quite Arabic like that. These are the
peop e be~ause in almost every town you would find a group of them.
The, stay m town and the} do a kind of petty businesses, small trading.
OR. LU\ 01\IBYA:

In Kabalagala?

OZI:

Yes.' in Kab~agala - dealing in Kabalagala and that is the kind of
busmess and m Sumbusa, that is their trade - they do that kind of trade.

DR LUYOMBYA:

Well, Amin is a Kakwa.

OZI.

Yes, Amin is a Kakwa.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

But yesterday you were telling us that he used to communicate with
Minawa and say when you were there they could talk that Nubian
language.

OZI:

Actually it happened like this, Amin is a Kakwa but I think his father
associated very much with the Nubi Group so he knows because I saw
Amin's father when Amin was ~hief of Staff around the 60's, I was just a
young officer in the army and I saw Amin's father. He also spoke the
Nubian language and he had his house also in Arn.anear the town just like
any Nubian not like other Lugbaras or Kakwas because Kakwas would
settle in Koboko county - the ordinary Kakwa would settle in Koboko
county but Amin's father settled near the Airfield if you have been to
Arn.a and you landed there, his father is just behind the Airfield. His
father's house was just behind the Airfield and that is where I saw him, he
had a small grass thatched house and I think that is how Amin kind of
associated very much with the Nubians and then he is a Moslem also so
he spoke the Nubian language and Amin also, I think, spoke the Lugbara
and Kakwa as well.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Now, to your knowledge, was there a tribal or sectoral bias within the
staff of the State Research?

OZI:

Yes, definitely there were.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Which tribe dominated?

OZI:

The Nubians though it is not a tribe but that group of people dominated
the State Research.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

You said that initially you had recruited -

OZI:

Initially I had recruited almost everybody, I had tried to get at least
people from all tribes but eventually the Nubians took over from me.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Taking the sample of the names which the Legal Counsel read out of a list
yesterday, I am not saying that that was an exhaustive list.
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OZI:

COUNSEL:

o,

And some Nubians?

OZI

e Nubians - although that was the case, the Nubians
yes but eventuallYth
•all
h
.
d more and by 1973 espec1 y w en eventually I went
came m more an
,
they completely I think filled the whole place.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

So you would say that historically this group of people were not true
Ugandans but they just -

OZI:

Yes, these were not true Ugandans, to the best of my knowledge, they
were not true Ugandans.

DR. LlNOMBY A:

And they came to control state power.

OZI:

And then they crune to control State power, yes, that is quite true, and just
to add to that, Mr. Chairman, also even I think this was the source of
troubles we had in this country, especially during Arnin's time because
apart from this, Amin also drew quite a large number of Sudanese in the
Anny and Zaireans.

DR. LlNOMBYA:

Can you give us some examples?

OZI:

People like, say Brigadier Malera is a Zairean, people like Maliyamungu
is a Zairean, Malera is a Sudanese, I wonder Brigadier Elupai I think also
is a Sudanese, and so on, they were quite a number of Sudanese and
Zaireans in the anny.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

And what about religion, did it play any role?

OZI:

MR. NAGENDA:

Yes, _reli~ion _played a big role, Mr. Chairman. especially in this
organization with the Faruok Minawa's coming in, the muslim religion
took over. Because Amin himself is a Moslem and then his Nubians all
of them - nearly all Nubians are Muslims.
D"d

~ou also say at some stage that many of the people you had yourself
recnuted were killed finally by State Research itself Can you give some
eMx~ples of some people who were killed by - you know, at the orders of
mawa - you know , you sat·d some were killed, some were h1_1ac
•• ked and
i
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J_

some were dismissed . , t d
•
l ccn killed sotttc .: kcsle~ ay llt:1t is what you said, you said some had
1HJ ac Cl and s , d • •
·
examples of, pccJpl
omc ISlntSscd. Can you give us some
c w110m )'On 1tad rccnntcd
• and they were killed, if you
know'? ..,
1
can remember a few ' ftor examp1e, Sergeant Major Elizco Mangwi was
killed.

OZl
MR

\Gf'~D,\:

OZl:
tR l\AGE1\DA

\Vho?
Mangwi Elizco.
Where was he killed?

OZI:

He was killed at - because he was arrested and eventually killed, I think,
at Makindye.

MR. NAGENDA

Do you know by whose orders?

OZI:

I do not know.

MR. NAGENDA.

Anybody else?

OZI:

There was somebody called Avudraga, he was also, I believe, 1e was
killed at - he was kind of hijacked and disappeared and then he was not
seen agam.

MR. NAGENDA:

Anybody else?

OZL

So is Captain Mukasa.

MR. NAGENDA:

OZL
MR. NAGENDA:

OZI:

This is Christopher Mukasa who was your second in command?
Yes, this one was also hijacked and he was not seen again.
But was this in 1973?

I think before 1973, that one was before 1973.

MRNAGENDA:

He was hijacked?

OZI:

He was hijacked.

MR. NAGENDA:
OZI·
MR. NAGENDA:

OZI.

Do you know by who, or on whose orders?

I do not know by whom, but you see, Major, my problem here is, here you have somebody who is
your number two,
Yes, Sir.
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OZI

MR NAGENDA-

OZI.

MR. NAGENDA:

OZI·

MR. NAGENDA:
OZI:

ad vourself recruited,
\\Thom you h 1
Yes. Sir.

tly

think, you told us that he was a graduate ~ I d

I
rad t
1 remember correc ,
hether
I
think
he
was
a
g
ua e,
not kn oW W
[f

o

He was not a graduate , he was a Milita.Iy Officer.
ilit<>nr
Officer now, suddenly he is hijacked, surely yo
Okay he was a M .-.J
'
h
. fi
u
' at 1eas,t hear some rumours or ave some m onn of guess
as to
would,
.
who had done it.

Mr. Chai~an, I can throw a light on that one, Sir.
What?
1 say I can throw more light on that one. Because I understand what
happened was - because I tried to fin~ out what had happened to him, but
he was sent by Amin himself on a tnp to Mbale, then from there he was
hijacked, but he was supposed to go to Mbale and then go up to Tororo
and Malaba border to check what is happening, then he was hijacked and
he never came back. Then I started inquiring, and when I inquired,
eventually, I found out that he was hijacked by Military Police of Mbale,
but who those people were I did not know, nobody could tell me exactly
who the people were, but I followed because he was my assistant, I
worked with him and I liked him, and I felt very, very sorry about what
happened, but this is what I learnt about it.

MR. KAWANGA:

You talked about Nubians and what not, but at what stage did people like
Birikadde, Edirisa Kasule - you know Edrisa Kasule who was in charge
of Norman Cinema - the owner of Norman Cinema, and - when did these
people come into - Junju when did these people come into State Research
and get so prominent?

OZI:

Bilikidi, I think that should be - Junju I do not remember him very well.
but I can remember a bit about Birikadde.

MEMBER:

Yes,

OZI:

MEMBER:

~ilikidi is a Sudanese, and Amin happened to marry his sister - Bilikidi's
sister Is this Birikadde?
yes~ th ey ~ere refugees, actually - this Bilikidi they were refugees and
Ammmarn edth eu• sister,
•
·
their• sister
I think was ' in school at Bombo - not
Bombo but Kibuli Secondary School, then Amin took that girl and
~ventually the brothers of the girl got close to Amin. So, Amin put them
mto th e Army, and even sent them abroad people like Bilikidi was sent to
Gre_ece,but he did not do well, he was dismissed by the Greek Military
Pohce, and then he came and all the same though he was dismissed from
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abroad• I1c was tl
• ten us ·d l
d .1sn11. Sl:d• .:)Q
"' the Jd: \Y Amin _ I1c was co
• •
11 le picked up
, crv ntthl
'
• • . mrnisSmncd
clcspitt being
~
css man ' lle, moved with quite a big
•
and so
. prominence and he wac;;a
on.
cars' doing a II k'in ds of funny things

I think tl1c BirikaddC IlC Ims • •
th
cone who is supposed to h:;c ~::~ddhBe
~oul~ be the same person, he is
.. .
c ngadicr Guweddcko.
B1hk1di?

OZI:
COl

1

SEL:

Birikaddc not Bilik'd•
I 1.

MR 1\ .\GENOA:

They might be two different c
..
p ople, was Bmkadde a Muganda or not?

COl TSEL:

WelL you see, there are peo le whO
.
Nubians.
p
may look hke Baganda when they are

MEl\1BER

He could be the same fellow!

MR NAGENDA.

But how do you call him , Bilikid.?
1.

021:

I call him Bilikidi.

MR. KAWANGA:

And we call him Birikadde.

MR NAGENDA:

It w~ n?t a very easy mistake to make, may be, he was the same {lnteIJections).

OZI:

I know him as Bilikidi and not Birikadde.

MR. KAWANGA:

What about Edirisa Kasule?

OZI:

That one I did not know well.

MR. NAGENDA:

You see, you left in 1973?

OZI:

Yes, I left in 1973.

MR. NAGENDA:

He was arrested in 1973 and he ceased to take meaningful power.

MR. KAWANGA:

You do not know about Junju even?

OZJ:

No, Jjunju I do not know, I think that is after I had left.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Just a follow up to what Commissioner Nagenda was asking you about
you were the man who was in charge, did you have opportunity of
looking into records and files of people who were being arrested,
definitely you knew that Farouk Minawa and his group were torturing
and killing, and bringing them to State Research - you told us that they
used to put them into the tenninal - did they have files which you would
have called yourself in you capacity to read through?
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.;
orn
ru
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and
torture
rJ1cyarre

oz,

~

• is
• a document from State Research.
Get it from me, tJ11s

COU 'SEL:

•
this document was
b 1t Mr C haimlan,
· · dated
d I 20th January I •
Correct.
t
• • CJ • an J was already d1sm1ssc , was also not th979
b , 1979
Mr. 1mrm
.
ere,
and by) 1979 'l \.\'35 m
• Kakira,
but
• • Mr . Chamnan.

OZI.

COU:-..'SEL.

that before your
time
were no
N0 vou mean th c, sys tern changed
.
h
th there
h
1979
, •
•
they introduced a system
records
and m
th wI ere
kn •ey h ave· records?·
11
•
•
g
you
the
records
arc
ere,
O\\ w ere
Because l am tc m
·
th
d
Ththey a.re•
thcv are there m
th d
• gov cmmcnt machmery as osck ocuments.
ey a.reso
1
• but \.•ou on v think that - because you
many
b thlooC at at
. . ocumcnt, a Well
,

document
'
.,you can.read the names• may e

1.

e omm1ss1onersmay know

Number one is Wilson - he was arrested in Blue Room.
Occupation - Manager of Kigezi African Bus, on 20th Ianua,y,
1979

2

3.
4.
5.

Sipiriano Musisi - he came from Tanzania and reported at Mpigi
Station where he was transferred here on 23rd January, 1979.
Corporal A. Latto of Upper Prisons was arrested in Mbuya on
25th January, 1979, Reason - he had no identity card.
E.N. Ddungu - he was brought from Jiaja on 21st Januazy, 1979,
Occupation - Manager, Uganda Hoes Limited.
John Kasujja - he was brought on the 20th January, 1979 Occupation - General Manager, General Equipment, Uganda
Limited.

COUNSEL

ozr

Now don~ you think that this is a record which anybody in State Research
- in charge of State Research would come across? Because the people
you have mentioned say, Mr. Ddungu who was the Manager, Chi!lington
-he was killed. That one I know.
Yes, I know him.

COUNSEL:

You know him?

OZI

COUNSEL:

ozr

I_know him because I was with him, I was also Manager in Kakira at that
tune. I was the Genera] Manager ofKakira. I know him very well.
J 0 hn K
..
asu11a,who was the Manager, Genera] Equipment?
Yes.

COUNSEL:
And don't
th;-,_ th
wntmgs
• • there?
you u"'
ese names I have mentioned to you - do you see e
th
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OZI

Yes I,....,~

• -.... sec them

You arc
'H ' a man of intclligc
.A - Refer to H A
nee. What is the w rk
..
.
write against th . • • I have told you th
o ofthose wntmgs m red
who died. And they
documcnts h cir names - Ree.
,er H A ose
Andpeople
•
'
w
ere
they
write
'R
c. H. •
m
fact
there are so many
many
e,er A' Th
•
• •
ey arc not here but they arc

OZI:
\fR '\ .\.GENOA:

Yes. This one I rcall d
certa·
th .
Y o not know B I
in au onty.
• ut think it may mean to refer to a
High Authority, perhaps?

COUNSEL:

High Authority.

OZI:

It could be, Mr Chainnan.

COUNSEL:

And what would be that High Authority?

OZI.

HighA th •
•
u onty, I th ink could be either Faruok or could be Amin himself.

DR MAKUBUY A:

Which one H.E or H.A?
It is H.A.

DR LUYOMBY A:

Just to follow this one -

COUNSEL:

And they are so many.

DR LUYOMBYA:

Legal Counsel is telling us victims were many. Records were there in
State Research and they were being written. This is Benedicto Kiwanuka.
Yes, Sir.

COUNSEL:

So really they were keeping these records. And in fact this record dates
back in 10th February, 1972. So that was during your time.

MR. NAGENDA:

Can we have a look at the 1972 one and see whether they are more or less
the same as this one.

COUNSEL:

No, it is not. This was only for one person.

MR. NAGENDA:

I see.

DR LUYOMBY A:

M Ch •rman what I wanted Major Ozi to know is that - it has now
sh:wed :ou th~ records were being kept all along, and read it fr~m Legal
Counsel that even in 1972 when you we_rethere records were bemg kept.
You can show him of that of Jolly Joe K1wanuka.

OZI:

Yes, Sir.
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'SEL

Yes Sir
•
cncd to Jollv· Joe.
I
And you know what tapP

ozr

Yes, Sir.

ozr·

What happc.mcdto him and when?

COUNSEL.
MR 1\ .\GEl'IO \.

add to th I•5• Major, you yourself
h when. we asked
A nd in any case 1'f I mav
••
tually confirmed that w en people were
• ago you ac
h
h h
you a long tJmc
• •. rd ·d it was recorded w en t cy ad been
•
• th were rcco c ,
d
. 'th h
brought m. C)
d th re will be a recor saying
ey ad been
•
d at the en
e
d
th
brought
m
an
r
Station'.
Therefore,
recor;
s
were
ere. It is
taken to the Central Po ice

quite clear.
OZl:

Yes. I agree v.·ith you, Mr. Chairman.

MR NAGENDA:

• then ½ ·as from Commissioner Luyombya, that you were
So the question
the in-charge at Nakasero.

OZI:
.MR.NAGENDA:

Yes. Sir.

At that time things, may be were beginning to go - be_d~wn, y~u have
told us ivhat happened - Minawa came back, you had dismissed hun as a
private, he came back as a Major.

OZI:

Yes.

MR. NAGENDA:

Now the question is - were records still being kept?

OZI:

Yes, records were still being kept. What I was saying is that, what I could
not lay hands on is the records of cases handled by Minawa because he
could not cooperate with me. But other people - yes, records were there

MR NAGENDA
Okay. Now the question which Commissioner Luyombya asked you ·was
that - did you take opportunity to read the records of people who were
being brought in - never mind Minawa was not the only person bringing
people in, other people were also bringing them in. Did you as a matter
of duty, daily duties, read through things like this that were on records m
1972? Or 197I? Or 1973?
OZI:

I think I -

COUNSEL:
You look at things like this. You can read it from the top.
OZI:
"To Head of Operation.
Subject - Jolly Joe Kiwanuka.

Infonnation has reached us that Mr. lolly Joe Kiwanuka who fonnerly a
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COU 1SEL:

OZI:
COUNSEL:
OZI:
COUNSEL:

021:

Yes. Now the date of this report is 1973
1973, yes.
Yes. And you agree this is a State Research document?
I think, yes, that is State Research.
I see. No': would ~ou, from that such example - would you really agree
that even m 1973 m your office they were compiling written reports
\Vhich were filed?
Yes, I agree that there were reports. What I was saying is that I could not
get access to the ones of Faruok Minawa and the ones of the Escort Unit.

COCNSEL:

You mean, you didn't have a Security Registry where you keep files·1

OZI:

Yes, we had it.

COCNSEL:

Yes. Wasn't it common for each officer to use that security registry?

OZJ:

That is what it is supposed to be. But then Minawa and also this Escon
Group which Amin used as - for hijacking people - those ones' repon - I
never got access to them.

COUNSEL:

I see.

MR.NAGENDA:

Okay But don't leave this one yet. It is to the Head of Operatio~. \Vho
is the. Head of Operation? And this is November the 11th. 197.,_ \\'ho
•

?

was the Head of Operation.

OZJ·

MR. NAGENDA:

.
M"mawa had already come in and he was heading e,·crything
By that time
almost.
.
b H ad of Operations in November, 1973?
Well who was entitled to e e
November, I 973?
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Ye:Let me• trY
• to

OZI:

ln October, 19r -' .1,:es •

I see. Okay.

fR NAGfl\'D ..\.

We!J,from 0 and 6• What is that?

Cf-Ll\1RMA"

DR LUYOMBYA:

d tO conclude, not t o drag on this one too long, Major. It
What I wante I•f ·ou are prec1s
- e , "'here
}'OU failed on your duty - you say'
..
Y that you failed. These records were there.
Iwould
failedhelp
and us
we know

Correct.

OZI:

DR. LUYOMBYA

COUNSEL:

Minawa had already taken over

.
? W
d he was also
an
d'l \Vas it in October.
ere you arrested in
) ,o u arrcste .
l sec WJ1cnwere
.
October J973?

OZl:

OZI:

•

ncmbcr. But that. umc
rcr
Head of t11cOperations.

unless
To say that ,I had no access' it seems it is very incomplete,
th
d you
d can
tell us spec1
·fic examples when you tried to get ose recor s an you
were denied the access.
y
Let me explain the circumstances under which I was denied the
~s.
I think I can remember Jolly Joy, Captain Aswa, Captain Onzirna
_ thev were killed about the same time. And I followed this - I tried
actually
to even follow it up. When I tried, of course, investigation was
not all~wed, but I was doing it quietly in my own way and later I found
that when Amin went to Kenya, I think somehow he managed to get these
people - to get Aswa, to get Onzima and Jolly Joe. And then they brought
them up to Kenya border and from there I think his bodyguards these
ones who were responsible for disappearing of people took over and they
drove them and they must have killed them.

You mean they did not reach Kampala?

OZI:

No. Accordingto what I follow, they did not reach Kampala, but they
must have disappearedjust after - they must have been killed after the
body &uardshave entered Uganda, they were killed on Uganda soil. and
where
_theywere dumped I could not remember exactJv.
have
discovered.
· But that is what I

MR.NAGENDA:

021

Then. Major, who Would have decided usually according to vour
~nve~g;llonsththat.these people should have been killed? Could it ha,·e
eden e to e discretion
or would thev. have had
Oii ers from someb0 d
I of the bodvguards
.
Y e se and how high up to this after all?

This one, Mr_ Chainn

- d.

when he is himself i an, is ire~tly under Amin himself in\"ol\"ed and
Nubian and
d0 nv?lved~
th th to his escorts he would just talk to them in
Amin had se:ay,
is. is, this. Because this kind of order though
IOrpeople he never gave this kind of order to senior people
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out that, yes, they were
o ow m my own way
y
arrested from Kenya side
es and I am ha
•
question.
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:;;r

OZI:

MR NAGENDA:

OZI

Yes.
And the th
n ey were brought
d h
escorts took over and th
' an w en they were brought th
k"l •
ese escorts I kn
e
l ling people, people like Abdu Did"ew were r~ally people who were
became Governor Th
. I, people hke Hassan Gala who
•
ese were Amm's escorts.

MR. NAGENDA·

These are the people of such cases?

OZI:

Yes.

MR.NAGENDA:

I see.

OZI:

So he gave orders to such people and when he gave an order to such
pe~ple he was assured of that, because those one would not leave you
until :they fol~owed you and kill you. Theirs was killing, there was not
question of this or that, no.

MR. NAGENDA:

If you got reports, you went through them presumably when you were
Head of Operations.

OZI:

Yes.

MR.NAGENDA:

Would you then cross-check them before passing them on to high
authority? In other words, let us say that if this happened to be malicious
article, would you take the trouble to cross examine using other people
before you then sent on that information? Because it is quite clear this
information contributed to Jolly Joe Kiwanuka's death. Whether the man
who wrote it -G.M.6 - whether he was beeing nasty to Jolly Joe or not.
G.M.6 just sent on somebody who was killed. So what I am asking you did you have as a rule - did you make any effort to cross examine - I mean
to examine the information using other people before you passed on
.
d .,
something like this to your masters or you Just passe on.

OZI

When I received report like that?

MR NAGENDA:

Yes.

021

. d
rt like thal of course I would check and find out
When I receive a repo
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~':ui

DR LUYOMBYA

Supposmg
• Jvou found that there was some truth in that that Okello was
collaborating with guerrillas, what would have been your next step?

OZI:

My next step?

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Yes.

OZI:

DR. LuYOMBYA:

When Amin took over, okay, everybody rejoiced, people rejoiced, it was
okay, but when these killings continued, this even changed us who were
in the office, they changed our minds, we were not happy vvith what was
happening. Therefore even if somebody, if we really knew, even if he
was involved in say, guerrilla activity or something like that, if we knew
he could get away, we would advise him to go away.
Is this what you did all the time?

OZI-

In some cases I have done that also.
DR. LuYOMBY A:

In which case?

ozr
There were some cases where I have done that.

DR LuYOMBY A:
I would like to hear a particular case where somebody was allegedly antigovernment and you investigated and found that he was - there was some
truth that he was anti-government, but you knew that what the end would
be and you advised him to leave.
OZI
You mean you would like some example?

DR LVYOMBYA:
Yes. A Particular example where somebody was allegedly antigovernment and because you were not happy with what was happening in
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the countn• ,..0 u .
.
• J,
J
invcsttgat d
the country to go into cxiie~ and advised him to quit or nm away from
OZl.

Y cs. I remember C
.
that h ,
•
aptam Teresia Okcll Of
.
c "as anti-government as
o.
course one could not say
mformation to me that he was insu:h_but he was an Acholi So he sent
really for him to come? And s!~dmg ~omewhcrc,but could it be safe
I
came they would have definit 1 k\~o, 1~ that is - because I knew if he
awa~· and he went up to Sudane; I ed him, so I told him, no you go
the hbcrators in Tanzan·1a.
d then from Sudan he went and J.oined

DR LUYOMBYA.

I sec. Is he around?

OZI

Jie was around by the time of lJNLA h
- after I think when the NRM
' e was here but he went away after
came to power.

DR.LUYOMBYA

No you have not quite answered
.
Okello is an Acholi d A h r
as requested. 11us Okello - Teresia
hiding, probably he h: no; bo I were ~ot favoure~ by Amin, he was in
had was that he
~en convicted any cnme, the only crime he
d k d
was an Achoh and definitely he was a afraid for his life
an . as e you whether you were able to advise him But what I was
saymg - suppose a case like this of Jolly Joe came to you and somebody
~ad b~en labelled 'subversive' and definitely you investigated. Did you
mve stlgate of any case of subversion during the time you were at the
State Research?

OZI:

Any case of subversion?

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Yes.

OZI:

Let me try to recall. I think, Mr. Chairman, there were cases but I would
not remember the names now exactly.

DR LUYOMBYA:

I see. So supposing there were some cases of subversion reported to you
when you were in-charge, al.right? That one you have accepted. What
befell them? What happened to them?

OZI:

There were cases, but most of these cases, most of these cases reported
would look as if they were subversion but when you go deep into that
they proved not to be subversion.

DR.LUYOMBYA:

Is there any single case you remembe~ where yo~ went dee~ and found
that there was some element of subversion or definite subversion?

OZI:

• ?
Where there were definite cases of subversion.

DR.LUYOMBYA:

Yes.

021

I do not remember.

DR.LUYOMBYA:

Circumstantial evidence of subversion.
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MR

'AGE 'DA.

OZJ.
MR NAGfNDA:

OZI:
MR NAGENDA:

, icmhcr, sir
1
J do not 1.:n
you have told us that there were
O thcr way.
. . was some clement of subversion but
()ka)' Let us• Jmt it ondthe
,,here t 11cm
•
·ho hclpc '
some
people \\ , b er particular
cases.
~
•
01
·1nnot
rc111c
you C,

Yes

••

thought people actually were a danger to
when you
·
d
No\\ "ere thci:: cases kcd through records, . haVIng one your cross
tI11;~ State hJ, tn!1 loo
h e cases where you felt m the, end
D that people were
checking. Did you av
? Did this ever happen!
o you understand
in fact a danger to the State
me?
Yes, I do. Mr. Chaillllan, increasingly h investigation find that some people actually w~re
Did you after thoroug d the were therefore a danger to the State dunng
guilty of subversion an
~ere as the Head of State Research?
all the three years you were

OZI:

There were some peop1e but I do not remember the exact people

MR NAGENDA:

. names.?
you do not remember the1r

OZI:

No.

MR. NAGENDA:

Okay. We will come to that.

KAKWENZIRE:

Did you investigate the case of Frank Kalimuzo? Did you speak to his
wife, Mrs. Kalimuzo?

021

No.

KAKWENZIRE.

Did she not come to see you?

OZI

No., Madam.

KAKWENZIRE:

That is what she told me.

OZI.

I do not remember.

MR NAGENDA:

Okay. I hope very much since that is the specific case that the lady in
question we feel that she has to come and help this Commission by going
in detail on this case. Because she has brought it to us with supported
reports of what happened. And it is the one that \\'e would really like
some satisfaction on especially now that we are in camera. But if I may
say so as the Chainnan for this session, I would urge my colleague to
convince Frank Kalimuzo's widow that it is only fitting that if she has
something useful to say in this connection she should really feel that she
can come and say it. That is a specific case. And if some other people
have specific cases I hope they will also bring them up. But if you do not
remember people themselves, what did you do having found out after
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Police ' he
•11 then \\ ·ould use the Military
tJ
••
that
Alll'.
• ••
he
would
use
1c anny to arrest
\ \'hat follo,n·d "t1;1~civil pohcc, c, en
would use c,yen H.:

021·

DR l l 'I 01\IB) \

these people.
Do )Ol J remember

Am

111
''
110 t

OZl:

l do

.

an)·

• where )OU
ca-c;c.;

But tltcrc were some cases.
tltc• specific case
n.•mcmbcr
•
·ports were passed to Amin?·

DR. LUYOl\fBYA:

But there arc some cases whose n;

OZl:

y cs. that is right.

DR LU) 01\fBYA.

passed a report of tltat nature to

•
hich were passed on to the pohce
Okav. You ta1k cd of some cases
1· ,? w
you ~pas s art}' cases to tltc po Ice

OZI:

Yes

DR. LUYOMBYA

What sort of cases were you passing on to the poI'Ice.?

DR LUYOMBYA:

OZI:

But for quarrels or squabbles for business, . there must .have
. been
.
b
O
d
h
Cus
some y w o ac es such a case to an Intelligence Organization
.
like
S tate Research • And if you found that it .was not a State
secunty
•
d
h problem
?
then why should you pass it on to the police, the police to ow at.
Because this was the matter for the police, Mr. Chairman. These quarrels.
squabbles these are matters for the police.

DR LUYOMBYA:

MR NAGENDA:

Did

I
there were - after 1972' after the Asians went, quite a lot
Some
examp
e~
• of business' when we investigate and we find that
ere nvalncs
f
o casesthat
w It
• IS
• JUSt
• nv
• alry. on business. So such cases were passed on to
mainly
the police and the police fimshed them up

OZI:

OZI.

.

Did you advise the individual who came to complain to you to go to the
police or you would just pass it on.to the police with some instructions?
I would refer the case to the police with some instructions.
Major, whether you like it or not, through the reports that came to you
and "·here after thorough investigation you sent them on to Amin and in
many cases to their death. Looking back on it, do you think you had
enough trained personnel to be able to carry out thorough professional
checks on these people? Or looking back again do you think is also
incompetence of your system after all you had only been there for short
time and these are very difficult matters to decide. Do vou think that

through
the incompetence of your staff that a lot of peopl~ actually lost
their
lives?

OZI:
Mr. Chainnan•.that is true because increasingly. even if I was asked to
start this organization, I was not given a free hand to select the proper
peopI_e
1 and train them properly and there was quite a lot of interfacncc.
So t 1strue that the organization was not quite competent.
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TI1crefurc going on fi

.

Go"
rom t 1tat and I appreciate what you are saying.
th. m~ on from that, you would agree that a lot of people lost their lives at
Js time through State Research? Not even through because you have
told us people like Tetc, Minawa and so on who kilted people on their
own _accoun_t.But you now also agree or do you not that even at the best
?f times, t.c having earned out investigations that such was the
mcompc!cncc of the people you had working that even after the thing had
~ome :18
tfthey were legally through you branches lots of people lost their
hves, innocent people. And that therefore this State Research Bureau was
tbt! of cause of death of many people even when it was acting as it should
act by checking and cross-checking.
OZI:

That one, it is not quite large that - but then the people brought in - you
see, the people brought from the very beginning, for example, when the
thing started, it is not that they were brought in much later, but they were
brought in and they were being used. So through that kind of thing, this
is where in fact, Mr. Chairman, many disappearances had occurred, and
these disappearances were being directed by Amin, directly, there is no
doubt about it, Amin was directing it.

MR. NAGENDA:

Yes, that I agree, in fact you said it several times. But now moving on, I
am saying - we agree Amin was responsible of killing people and you
have given us an example of Jolly Joy and Aswa, Onzima were killed by
people under his direct orders.

OZI.

Yes, Sir.

MR. NAGENDA:

Fine, we understand that. Other people were killed by people like Tete,
and other people were killed by Minawa and so on. That we understand.
But we have now moved on to the point where I am saying that such was
the incompetence from the people of the State Research that even when it
was not ordered that these people be killed, the reports had been sent in
like that report which you saw there, it has not been checked but it is very
well because of lack of ability it then gets sent on to Amin. Yes? The
people get sent to prison and are killed. What we are saying is that the
incompetence of the State Research Bureau itself led directly to a lot of
people being killed. Are we not correct? Do you understand me?

021.

I do not understand you, Mr. Chairman. But what I am saying is, I am not
just evading you or saying something trying to evade you, no. That is not
my intention. But to tell you the truth, the State Research as such when I
started it, I started it and I wanted it to be a good organization. And when
they started even they started well, for example, I gave you the example
of the Russians tapping the President's Office, the American Embassy, the
British High Commission, Germany Embassy and so on. It was doing
very well. But then it was never allowed to pick up because then the
people who were not trained were brought in from the very beginning and
these were the people who were - you see, you may think that State
Research was investigating people and then giving them to Amin and
then that Amin would kill them. It is not quite like that. Amin was such
that he had the organization, then he said, okay, this organization is like
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• •,
his own people
whom
wit• 1un
I 11,
l, hnd
•
.
killings
also
surpnsed
us
1 • 1 ••
And many o l H:sc
•
.
. . even.
,

he'fltcould. order dircctf Y.
. at 1s why. J told y ou
1,c, tint
r.
, .,
wed"discussed, . 1f J)ossibJ.
fr.mkly ,or
cx,unp
• even us 111 m1htal)
.
• c,
•
'
,
•
,
•nto,·c
this
Amin'!
·nmt
1s
why
we
1scusscd
his
removal
"hy don t \\c n.:
•
.
th ll
•

l\tR

,AGENDA

OZI:

MR. NAGENDA:
OZJ:

MR NAGENDA

OZI.

So

•

Yes. TI1 is I understand.
b,·causc
of the incompetence of the State Research tha
..,
, , pie got killed. It 1s that there
people who Were1
so ~rnru1) peo
. wereh already
k'Ir
being used, who were being directed for sue
I mgs, and they Were
quite many.
)' CS

SO -I 1 •.
._
IS ll ot

It is accepted. But you sec now.Mr. Chainnan, apart from this, just Jet me explain quite a bit. Amin was
such that he used the State Research, that means the escorts people and
aJso even in the State Research itself there were certain individuals whom
he trusted and used And apart from that even in the anny itself, for
example, \\:here you get cases where people disappeared say, in Mbarara _
or kilJings happened in Mbarara or in any such place, but he would get in
touch with - not even the Commanding Officer but with certain
individuaJs he knew in that unit, and say, okay, so and so - do you know
this, do you know this? Then do something Those people would move
and go and get some one and kill him. This is true. That is why quite
many people were killed very easily like that. Amin had very Major, don't go on, I know what you are saying, I understand it And I
am not saying, majority of people were killed because of incompetence of
the State Research. But let it be put to you that training intelligence
personnel takes many, many years. Even at the best of times and I am not
casting at your training, but even you you could have been taken at that
for further training.
Yes, that is true.

MR NAGENDA:
Therefore, at best of times even those people who were not - the bad
people that Amin brought in - even the people you mentioned as good
people, were really only half trained in that.
OZJ

That I agree with you,. Sir.

MR. NAGENDA·
Ycs. ?1erefore when something comes in like that of Jollv Joe or
somethmg on somebod
I
• ·
.
·
•
Y e sc, 1t 1s very difficult for the people to have
tramcd to follow the story through using the proper method and to refute
what anybody can w •t Ok
.
.
•
•
n
e.
ay
takmg
agam
Jolly Joe's case ' somebodv
might have said no
..
Ahal
' ' as a matter of fact, all what he is doing he is tra.mmg
uy~ Football Club. But it could not be enough to save him from the
smears m that written th.
k
have
·d
.
mg, you now that. Of course vou could not
prove concius1veJ},th t h . ·
·
·
•
d
there,ore,
.c • may be the
. a c is not domg anything else. Y cs, An .
Ami
d h
• person who took over from vou passed it on to
n an t e man 1s killed
· • • •
h·
0 ·h
best of times I d b ,
•
" at I runsay mg 1s this - that e,cn at t t:
ou t } ou had really professional intelligence, de,otcd at

s
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that tune to be nblc to
\\hen Amin
. Cafr) out these th
•
Tcte or otl comes in. it is not that A . o;ugh mvcstigations And even
'ou real! ,'er people. but even where mm td not kill people or Minawa or
put your hand
you sent on your report to Amin can
O
cross check·mg 1as been done''
ver your
' of
Le heart
. an d say that the proper job
1
move on to somcthmg
. else •
t us Just be h onest. Anyway we can
and we cannot complete. , we can go on someth'mg else, \\'e can go on
w

DR. LUY01'1BYA:

)

Now what I had wanted M •
\\hich interested me A a~orto clear for me is that he raised something
.
peop e either
in the. mm . was of sueh character that he used some
1
eliminate or liquidate ::Y, m the ~tate Research, his escort unit, to
did Amin at any one f
pekoplehe did not want to remain alive. Major,
ime as you to do such a thing?

OZI:
DR. LUYOMBYA:

OZI:

No, Sir. He did not ask me bccause be knew I would not accept.
\Vell.
vou Amin
cannot think
• that he knew that you would not accept.
It is o~ly
h
.fior Amm
w O can say th at he knew that you would not accept. So
.d
either
you directlv or indirectly to
asked you at anY one time
•
•
h.e never
l1qw ate some one?
No, he never asked me.

OR. LUYOMBYA:

I see. Now what was the source of your information that he asked some
other people to do such a job, sinister job?

OZI:

That one would come to be known - because when something has already
happened, say, like this case of the Tanz.anians which I gave you. And
then people would report when people disappear, they would come up
with such information.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

ls there somebody you know that can be of assistance to this Commission
that he used in eliminating people he did not want?

l gave you people like Minawa.those names I gave you yestetday, those

OZI:

kind of people used there.

Yes. What about the places like Mbararayou mentioned there or going

DR. LUYOMBYA:

through the Commanding Officer, particular individuals.

OZI:

Those particular individuals - it was not very possible to know them very
well because after they had carried out their order they also did not want
to be known because they knew that if they were known later they may be
in problems.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Well, now Amin is no longer there to put anybody in problems. And in
any case you will be accorded a possibility of giving this infomtation in
camera. ~e could get the same man or another individual who is knoWD
the same possibility of giving this infonnation in camera.

Mr. Chainnan, if I could remember, l would definitely not hide, l would

OZI:

tell you actually.
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MR NA(1ENDA:

• .d w hich is obvious that you came to hear
d • what you sru
I am intcrcste m
•
, talked about it. Yes?
abOU t things because man)

OZI:

Yes.
k d to do this and so on. In fact this is the
That so and so hast bc~n as~at even if you yourself did not go to the
point I am intcreS cd m. b t what was happening in the tunnel.
tunnel, but you could hear a ou

MR. NAGENDA:

Yes.

OZI:

MR. NAGENDA:

OZI:

• beaten in tunnel, what else was being done to the
Now apart from bem! b • g beaten with sticks, were they beaten with
people• there?
Weretheyeybemg
_cmput things on their testicles
and so on and
• were
.
electnc
• th e tunnel even if you did not go there but you
so
forth'!wire,
What went on _m
would have heard about it?

d fi ·tely beaten there were no say, torture gadgets or
They
~ere
.k
somethmg h e thnatIdun•ng th; time I was there, these kind of things had
not yet come.

MR. NAGENDA:

you mean for three years all they did was to beat people with their bare
hands?

OZI:

They used to beat with sticks, using a butt of a gun.

MR.NAGENDA:

Tyres?

I do not remember tyres.
MR. NAGENDA:

Jembe (hoes)

OZI:

No, no jembes (hoes)

MR.NAGENDA:

OZI:

You mean for three years, the first period which was spent by Amin
hunting down Langi, Acholi and other people like this, killing a very
great number of people, to gain mastery over the army and gain very good
liaison against those who might come and try to fight him, in all this tenn
of three years, no slashers were used on people, it was just sticks and
butts of guns.

That is what was happening.

MR.NAGENDA:
You said that Yesterday that on occasion people would come in with
blood on their clothes, tortured.
OZI:

MR.NAGENDA:
OZI:

Yes.
Would you disagree that th•
.
ts was Just beating with their hands?
Theseoneswerereal!
. .
Y murders. So they must have killed the v1ctim and
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the blood splast d

IR

l

le

GE DA.

on thcrn.

Did any people die in th
OZJ·
MR. TAG.ENDA:

021:

MR NAGENDA:

e tunnel bctw
een 197 I and 1973?
er that one.

I do not rememb,

you mean for th
.
e Pcnoct of th
rd
mu erer you told
rce years durin th
notorious place
us of called Minawa, hg e l~t part of which this
, nobody died?
e was in-charge. At that

I do not remember tha.t
you see, what Worriesme M . .
who lost their people ther~ ora.J:~is that it is entirely possible that people
out come and say defi ·t I p ple who were there in tunnel who came
th
,
n1 e y people ct· d th
e_pr~blem of coming back an , ie ~re. And then you will have
while m fact you were in-char ed }ou cxpl~n how you did not know it
charge because Minawa had
and when m fact you stopped to be inhow can you tell us that ouc: ove~you had people to tell you. Now
difficulty? But I
c. y
ave JUS t forgotten? Do you see my
•
cannot J.orceyou to say th t
b
when you do not know.
a you remem er people died

J

0ZI:
DR. LUY0MBYA:

That is a fact.
You see, Maj~r, what one would find difficult with is why people like
you wh~ were m charge of notorious department knew that certain things
were gomg wron?, occurred, although you did not sanction them, you
would not have liked death to occur in those places. Now times come
when you are really asked and it seems that you cannot help because of
history, because of the nation, you would come out and tell the truth, tell
what you saw, although you did not want it but you saw it and (inaudible)
There were prisoners who were in that place and either they were tortured
or they saw others being tortured and they talked about it and we expect
the man who was behind it really to throw more light as to what was the
source of all this torture but we get perplexed when the infonnation you
are giving us is not much better than the infonnation we would get from
any outsider, any Ugandan who was not in charge of that place. Are you
trying to tell us that you lost interest in the whole affairs and things were
just happening around you, without taking interest, .people were _being
killed left, right and centre and being tortured and without you trymg to
take interest at least to know where the truth lies?

021:

You see, Mr. Chairman.

DR. LUY0MBY A:

the things
I h ope you g et 1•t , were you so perturbed and frightened that
th. ·
ood
• • that unit, Minawa was there and you sav no. 1s 1s a g
happemdng m l k ertal·n things are done and you just not take interest at
man an you oo c
..
b
to know although you may not be in a pos1tton to correct ut you
least know th at suehand such a thing happened on such and such a day.
would

021:

•
I have tried to tell you what I have seen and what
You see, Mr. Chdaiinnan, t trying to hide anything but, for example, when
I have known an am no
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•
1 }nve
been complaining
•
S l and
. I even
tl cv heat people an d so on tlus• onu
t
this
is
not
correct.
o
t
tey
increased
1 •
J t0 Id them t 1ta
ddrcsscd them,
able to quote to you an example of
a
k
th·1t, I run un
I
Id
now that they now . ' there and then that is why t tey won_ take the
somcbodv who "vas killed
ak. way of course, they would kill, there is
th
P•eoplc a~·ay and when ey t.b c a killi~g people and then also increasing
b t 1•t they have cen
.
. d
I
no doubt a ou
Id ou my own ltfc was m anger, so lost
1
• t
moved as to Y '
I h·
as the s1tua ron
all interest in the who e t mg.
complete interest. I lost re y

DR LUYOMBY A.

So,you Ict People to be killed'?

ozr:

I was completely helpless, Mr. Chairman.

DR LUYOMBY A:

Because one Of our terms of reference -

ozr:

If I could help, I could have helped.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

0
of our tenns is to correet these things, there are security
ne
organizations Jiving in this town th"is •is no secret .
Yes, Sir.

DR LUYOMBYA:

MR NAGENDA:

A d 1·r th behave the same then this country is in trouble and it is we
n can advise
ey
· ··
who
Government as to how to contro I an d correct th e activ1t~es
f
cannot· adVIse
o security organizations so that they run properly but •we ·f
b
then scienticaJly and factually, if there are no facts to give, 1 we Just eat
about the bush

What I am going to suggest is this, Major Ozi, you have been with us a
long time and by the way I concur with my colleague, Commissioner
Luyombya. At the moment we are talking on too many generalities, I
wish you have been able to come with some names of what happened to
people? Now Commissioner Kakwenzire, was asking you and I asked
you first whether you knew the same person Kalimuzo was a very \\-ell
known person, he was picked up by. your personnel and so on and so forth
but you do not seem to know anything about him which really is
surprising me because you yourself is saying oh! I asked a little bit and I
did not get anywhere, I went to Malera or somebody whatever it \\as and
that is the end of it but I would have thought you as Head of Intelligence
to be able to find out why Kalimuzo was picked up, who picked him up
and what happened to him afterwards in the same way that you were able
to find out what happened with Aswa, Kiwanuka and so on or with the
coffee people, it is surprising that may be by that time vou were feeling so
cowardly as you say but I think what we will do. w~ wait until people
come
th who hve_ specific knowledge of what happened during your time
1and_
th1 e~ we invite you hack so that you can comment on this For mvself
nkout
it ISthe
a great
pity that
figure
memory
f hpeople
h do not come up because then. we ,,;ight
O
knowJedge I might • t wk at appened to those
. people but \\ 1thout that
for myself and a \'crv·
short one 'and then Jus
ask as youf one last question
. .
O
ques ti•ons to put to you Wh
any
the Comm1ss1oncrs. whether thcv· have
Who
• out• th at. was
was carrying
11·and here I am askmg you as somebody
c mte 1gcnce or secret duty. what was the
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connection b
. .
ctwecn F
opnuon?
·arouk J\r
tnawa and Bri .
gachcr Moses Al" .
TI1crc was 11
i m your
o connection.
Did they Work t
not?
ogethcr in any wa
y or was on d

c cpending on the oth

OZI:

Not as fur

MR. AGFNDI\

Because by that t.
'
d to hear your
•me .there were rumours that th
,,ante
view on this.
ey were connected and I

OZI:

I didn't know anyth·

MR NAGENDA:

If there had been

er or

as I know.

tng about it.

any connection would

you have known about it?
•

OZI:

If there was connection?

MR NAGENDA·

Yes,

OZI:

I would also not know - bee
•
about it?
ause if there was connection would I know

MR. NAGENDA:

yes? ~othuldit be part of your duties or would this information come
across m e schedule of your work?

OZI:

Unless I come across it, I wouldn't really know. I wouldn't know.

MR. NAGENDA:

So, in fact what you are saying is that you know nothing about it?

021:

I know nothing about it.

MR. KAWANGA:

I was going to ask you, the Legal Counsel said he has a file on Kiwanuka
which is 1972, I was going to ask you whether there is a connection
between your work despite the lack of co-operation from Minawa.

021:

On what?

MRKAWANGA:

In the cause of the investigation when the CID took over we received

OZI:

your reports and mentioning Kiwanuka - Benedicto Kiwanuka.
When he was taken from the High Court of course he was a well known
came to know and then we - but we came to know but
person, so we also
"th th fi d"
when we tried to find out, we could not also go very far w1
e n mg
out.

COUNSEL:

Now what did you do to find out?

MR. NAGENDA:

What action did you take?

OZI

.
M Chainnan you mav think I am tr);ng to hide
you see, this question, r.
'
-
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• J'k
• fi
r·
)r nn,.•thmg
, c thi's
~, but the situation at that time was such
t" lmta ion l •• .1. tcd or he wanted to liquidate somebody, he did it
that whl'll Arm~ d~rcck , there were a few cases where I was able to
1 0
and when he did ~
bogged down and actually blamed by Amin

?

follow but then I "tlas a sto d that actually if you do this again you will
h • If I was even 1rca enc
•• So we k·new th at this kind of thing has happened but then we
beimse
killed.
could not do much.
l\fR KA\\ .\NGA:

The agency - you couId do nothing about a case of murder of somebody?

OZI

They could not do much.

COUNSEL:

What made you think that where Amin was mvolved therefore, you could
do nothing?

OZI

person and if
But sureIv Mr Benedicto Kiwanuka was a very famous
.
yth • *h ens to such a person definitely the President would know
an mg app
Ami
nrl-1...
and he would be concerned, Amin was in power,
n was eve. 1 ....mg.
So even if you try to investigate as I told you I burnt my fingers several
times on this investigation.

MR. KAWANGA:

In other words, Amin never asked you to investigate this case?

OZI.

No he never asked me to investigate.

MR. KAWANGA:

He never talked to you at all?

OZI:

He never talked to me about it.

MR. KAWANGA:

And he never thought it prudent to investigate?

021:

DR LUYOMBYA:

021:

MR. KAWANGA:

'

I tried but then I couldn't go very far because of having burnt my fingers
before.
Okay, what information did you gain by way of picking here and there?
What I came to know is when he was taken he was eventually taken to
Makindye and from there, I think that is where he must have been killed.
Immediately?

021:

I wouldn't remember whether he was killed immediately or not, but I
think he was killed there.
MR NAGENDA:

021:

But we heard on the evidence at some stage that he was taken and burnt in
~uzira Prison. I remember asking Ochola personally whether he had an
idea of where we could dig up, so that we could find him did \'OU not
hear this rumour yourself?
'
·
No, Sir, I didn't hear it.

MR. NAGENDA:
You have said that in such an important case as Benedicto Kiwanuka vou
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oZI.
MR NAGENDA:

can only assume th t
consulted, he had
a the Prcsidcn .
som.,
to k
passed the tl •
t hnnself k
• •J
ccp com •
Hngs
new and h
would be the s
i?ngback to it th .would you say that tl c had been
rune.
, c ca"lc of v·ice Chan 1c
case of 1
ccIIor K I"1' am
That could b. th
' a muzo.
c c srune.

In other words to
b
' your kno l
c passed by Amin''·
wedge, any important k1lhng
•.
actual!

Y would

OZI:

Definitely.

DR.LUYOMBYA:

Are there any non important cases?

OZI:

Mr. Chairman , that one-.

DR LUYOMBYA:

Well, you know' one of the trouble
•
once Amin started eliminating ths which have been talked about is that
age~cy the Killing Squad took ad;: so called important people, his
outside Amin's orders' either they coul:tee of ~at and murde~edpeople
scores. Were you aware ofth" ?
settlmg scores, theu personal
JS.

OZI:

I think there were a few such cases.

DR.LlNOMBY A:

In other words we should not blame th
of the staff who worked there in Am~ .s~ Research Bureau or agents
killings which allegedly occurred outsi~: ~~~- Thd
ere are some of the
h
b
·
ms or ers, and he could not
ave een mterested in all killings those days.

OZL

There could be a few such cases.

DR.LlNOMBY A:

Do you know of any such cases?

OZI:

No, Sir, but there could be a few such cases for example because. I said it
could be because I will tell you a story which almost at one time got me
almost killed. There was a Kakira lorry that was before 1979 when I was
working there as a General Manager, the lorry was coming to take some
commodity for Kakira from Kampala and at around Seeta it had just
rained, so the lorry skidded, it went there was one of these UVS - cars
which just pulled in on the road, without any notice and the lony - the
driver parked but suddenly he hit that vehicle and the man happened to be
Hassan Gala, the killer, so, Hassan Gala caught the driver he got very hot
he wanted to kill that driver and eventually the case came to me. Kakira
was hot like fire, my chair became very hot and shaken very much and -

COUNSEL:

Because of the accident?

021:

yes because of the accident, it really brought me, I think to almost going,
the~ I tried every possible way to prevent that driver from being killed
but it was very difficult, therefore he said, the co~pany should pay a
labourer at the farm, for the cost of the car. Then I said but how, how can
this be, you are leaving at 4.00 you just cross on the road and I saw how
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ran this kind of thing happen. So we were still arguin? he comes walking
threatens me with all kinds of things and I told the dnver to stay away to
hide himself in the shamba. then he stayed away, he parked the vehicle
then he started tracing me ph)sically and one time in Mabira Forest that
504 came vcn fast and overtook my car and then stopped me and I
;hought that" as my end then I said no. no, please don't do it this way, Jet
us get to some talkmg and when I saw this was too much the~ I talked to
some Military Unit at Gaddafi and I convmced the Com~andmg Officer,
so they agreed to help me. Definitely Gala would have killed me but that
time if he had killed me it would not have been an order from Amin but
he would haYckilled me but then the Commanding Officer helped me, so
he said. okay, now when he comes the next day, when he comes to you
again you just ring me and I will co~e So when Gal~ came th~re that
dav I said, okay, you sit here, I am still trymg to check 1f somethmg can
be· done about your car and I rang the Commanding Officer. The
Commanding Officer sent me a whole platoon and that whole platoon
arrested Gala, they took him to Gaclaffi there, they gave him also some
beatings that is what saved me but he would have killed me definitely and
if he killed me that time, it would not be Amin.
!\.fR NAGENDA:

You were Manager at Kakira in 1979?

OZI:

Yes.

MR NAGENDA:

Is it true that, you in fact, hid Amin for a little while on his way running
away?

OZI:

No, Sir, that is not true sir.

MR. NAGENDA:

I see, he never turned up and stayed at the guest house?

OZI:

No, though people made that kind of rumours he never turned up he never
came to Kakira.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Okay, did he use it as his resting place?

OZI:

No, Amin, in my place - in my time Amin never came to Kakira,
throughout my stay there he never came to Kakira.

MR NAGENDA:

Okay, I think Legal Counsel, I suggest that this is probably all we can get
from Major Ozi at this time but as I have said before I am very hopeful
that people will come up with specific cases of what happened.

OZI:

Yes, Sir.

MR. NAGENDA:

In which case, we shall summon you again, so that you can react and
exactly we find out what happened.

021:

Yes.

MR. NAGENDA:

I think we all agree from what you have told us as a fonner head of the
organization tells us a lot about the time. Thank you Yery much for
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having come to ~
needed
.
sec us and
again we shall ,
you can go n
summon you· Thank
ow back to Kak·1ra and ·r
you very much -you• can
yougo.
are
Th ank you sir ·

l)ZI·

rot""'-SEL:

Legal Counsel any oth
er Witnessestoday
No.
•
Have we got a witn ess tomorrow?

coLNSEL:

No. ·there was one we expected h h
rum1an, Electoral C
c as not arrived and th •
eh
but I h
k
omm1ss1on Mr Kiki
at is the former
•
ra,
D C Lave as cd Mrs Mawa to see• wheth
h who has been here before
.
uwero, who also says he i
. er s e could call Mr. Kalemathe
whether he is traced now today s anxtous to come So it will depend on

MRNAGENDA:

And if not Kalema then perhaps General N
us, and if not General Nyan
th
yangwesowho has been before
gweso, en Sheikh Kamul
been before us he is supposed to b
.
egeya who also has
tomorrow at 10 00 o'clock.
e cornmg back, but definitely,let us sit

COUNSEL:

Very well, Mr. Chairman.

cHAJRMAN:

T~day, 22nd of November, 1989, the Commission is assembled at the
Pnsons Officers Mess, Buganda Road to continue with the hearing of
evidence from witnesses. Learned Counsel, we are sorry that we are
starting a bit late today because myself and other Members of the
Commission were busy somewhere else before we could come here first.
However, we are now ready to start. Now, let us proceed please.

COUNSEL:

My Lord Chairman, I have witness No.161 of 1989 and this will be Major
General Zed Maruru. He has been called here actually simply because he
is a prominent Ugandan and that at the same time he is a very high
ranking military officer who has been serving during the period we are
probing into and therefore, we think he has some of the infonnation, ~e
has some opinions to give us as to how we may have a better Uganda m
as far as human rights are concerned.

WITNESS N0.438: MAJOR-GENERAL ZED l\tARURU •

swoRNIN
COUNSEL:
MARURU:

You are Major General Z. Maruru?
Yes, Sir.
How old are you Major Gene

ra\'1
•

COUNSEL:
MARURU:
COUNSEL:

47 years.
. d and where do you work?
Where do you rcs1 e
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At the moment I rest"de_on Plot No.7 Mackenzie Vale, Kololo and I am
working with Uganda Air Cargo.

:\1 \Rl/RU

As "h:it'l
1\1-\RL Rl

As

3

General Manager.

Uganda Air Cargo is part of Ministry of Defonce, or the anny?
MARLRL

'cs.
-

It IS

a paras tatal of the Ministry of Defence.

\\'hen did you join this Para-statal?
MARURV

COUNSEL:

•
• I have not taken over the office but I have
Techmcalh.
. .been
. cleared
M dby
the Mm1s1l)·
to
e
1
•• •
b runn •ng until I am handed over so 1t 1s smce on ay
really,
I understand that you are a member of the Uganda anny, when did you
join the Uganda Army?

MARURU.

In 1964.

COUNSEL.-

You joined as what?

MARURU.

As a Cadet Officer.

COUNSEL:

Of course you did this after you had had some formal education?

MARURU:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

To what level?

MARURU:

To "A" level.

COUNSEL:
MARURU:

Which you obtained in the royal College?
Yes, I obtained that one in the Royal College, Nairobi_

COUNSEL:
It was then Royal College which is not University of Nairobi.

MARURU:

Yes.

COUNSEL:
When you joined as a Cadet Officer. would you please tell us the various
stages that you went through?

MARURU:
I joined in September, 1964. I did the basic military training at Jinja and
graduated as a Pilot Cadet in December, 1964. Then along with the other
people we were appointed Pilots Cadets, we started our Pilot Cadet
training in Jinja where we stayed for some five months until about May.
1965. Then some of us were selected and sent to Czeckoslovakia for pilot
training and others for technical training. I was in Czeckslovakia for
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s~ntc 30 months. I
Lieutenant in th thcatncback in 1967•
B
e en U
· In 1967
asc. I Worked in G
&anda Air Fore
I was commission
then. In 1970 ab ulu up to 1970 I c, and Posted to the G ~d 2~d
•
out Octobe I • was at the rank
u u Air

I

course

in

Britain at the Ro

r . was selected to

of full Lieutenant

stayed for about a Year ,in~ Air Force Staff C /o for a Staff College
took place in 197 I A • n nen I was at th R o ege, Blacknotewhere I
• mong th
e oyaI Staff CO11
c promotions I
ege, a coup
Before you came back?
' was promotedto a Captain,

MARlJRU:
rHAIR~IAN:
y
y

MARURU:

COUNSEL:

MARURU:

MR. NAGENDA:

MARURU:

y cs, the promotion was effect d h
e w en I was still at the Staff College
By the ne"' government?
•

By the new government, yes After
General Headquarters in the A. F the course, I was posted at the
• • Officer.
1r orce Department as Operations and
T rammg
When was this, when did you return b
to know. The reason why I am k ecause we were not there, we want
where you were at different time~ mg you these dates you see is to know
Yes, that was October, 1971 Now soon after the reh,rn h
,
~...,.
•., w en my course
report came, I was promoted •to a Major.
The same year 1971?
Well, it could have been early 1972. I stayed in my position as
Operations and Training Officer of the Air Force until 1973 when I was
promoted to a Lieutenant Colonel still holding the same position of
Operations and Training. In January 1974 I was promoted to full Colonel
and appointed Quarter Master General, Air Force. I stayed in that
position up to late 1975, I think it must be about August or September
when I was appointed Acting Air Force Commander after the retirement
of the late Guwedeko.

CHAIRMAN:

You were appointed what?

MARURU:

After the retirement of the late Guweddeko I was appointed Acting Air
Force Commander. I stayed in that position for about two months and I
was sent on compulsory leave.

CHAIRMAN:

By who?

MARURU:

By the then Commander-in-Chief who was President Amin. I went on
leave ....

MR.NAGENDA:

Perhaps before that, were you given any reason why you should go on
compulsory leave 'l

MARURU:

• ·t was in public interest. I stayed on leave up
The letter I got was saymg I I
. d a letter tenninating my services.
to about March, 1976where receive
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MR

'AGENDA:

1ARURU.

•By the Commander-in-Chief!

Yes because whoever wrote it was saying I have been directed. I stayed
at h~me the whole of 1976 and ea~ly 1977, after the murder of the
• hop and the ...
Archb1s
..:vo Ministers' I did not ..feel too safe. All the same I
d from m-v
place where I was res1dmg and • I went
somewhere
on1y sh'ft
1 c
J
•
c
rtu
tely
some
people
who
were
later
1dcnt1fied
as State
else an d 10 na
. ,
R esearch went to my home area and they d1dnt find me. On
. my
. return,

I lived
when I was t o Id I decided to flee the country and
. went
. to
. Nairo,b1.
.
in Nairobi for about one year, life became a httle bit difficult 1f I can say
that, I moved to Arusha in Tanzania.

COUNSEL:

When was this?

MARLTRU:

That was about 1978 at about may be June or July, I cannot pinpoint the
act date. Meanwhile of course there had been several movements by
~~andans in a way of trying to remove Amin at the time which I readily
joined and I was particularly in the movement that called itself Save
Uganda Movement.

CHAIRMAN

Who was the leader of that movement?

MARURU

MR. NAGENDA:

MARURU:

MR. NAGENDA:

MARURU:

The leadership was generally collective but as a liaison, Ateker Ejalu, the
Hon. Minister now was liaising with the Tanzanian Government on
behalf of Save Uganda Movement. When I moved to Arusha, Hon.
Ateker Ejalu was living in Arusha, I joined hands with him and continued
with the work of the movement. Late in the year, there was the attack on
Kagera. The story I think is well known of what happened and then the
Tanzanian Government at the end decided to fight back and any Ugandan
who had been struggling to remove Amin took advantage of that and,
among others, I also joined the Liberation War. We came fighting until
the fall of Kampala. After the fall of Kampala, I stayed at the General
Headquarters here in Kampala. I was then appointed Chief of Operations
and Training for the then Uganda National Liberation Army.
Perhaps you could tell us when it was because in 1979 there were several
changes. Was this under the government of Binaisa, was it Lule or what.
All of them. We started with Lule and the appointments at the Anny
Headquarters really he was not making at the time may be they were
temporary but the then Chief of Defence Forces was appointing the Staff
~fficers because the Chief of Defence Forces, the Chief of Staff, were
literary appointed from Moshi I think but the Staff Officers were being
appointed by the Chief of Defence Forces.
Who was he?
He was General Tito Okello. I held this position until Mav 1981 when
there was
• • •
•
.
re-organisation m the anny and I was posted to Gulu as a
Bngade Commander, North. I stayed in Gulu for about one year.
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AGE

~o

Brigade Commander '"hat?

M Rl'RU
Brigade Commander, Northern Region

co

l

SEL·

MARURU:

And what docs this Northern Region mean?

1

had fi:e battalions under me It was designated the 1O Brigade - the
I01h Bng~e I h~ I Ith Battalion which was stationed in Bonda I had
l2th Battalion which was in Gulu.
COUNSEL:

Bondo is in West Nile?

MARURU:
_West Nil~ ne~ Arua. The 12th Battalion was stationed in Gulu. The
1
13th was ~ ~1tgum The 14th was in Moya, the 15th was in Masindi. I
had a subs1d1aryunit under me which was a service unit in Lira It \\as
not quite the size of a battalion, it was the supplies dealing with food
stuffs and any others.
COUNSEL:

MARURG
MR. NAGENDA:

MARURU:

So that used to be the Northern Province plus Masindi?
Yes.
Well, perhaps, you would tell us what your rank \Vas.
I was still a Colonel. After one year I was sent to Tanzania on a senior
commander's course.

COUNSEL:

Was this in 1982?

MARURU:

In 1982 yes.

COUNSEL:

Which month?

MARURU:

It must have been about May. I was sent on a course to Tabora in
Tanzania. The course was four months. On my return I was posted,
transferred to Mbarara as Brigade Commander, Western.

COUNSEL:

Towards the end of the year?

MARURU:

About October. The Mbarara Brigade comprised of thirty-one battalion
in Fort Portal, 32nd Battalion in Masaka; 3rd Battalion, Mubend~ and
34th Battalion in Mbarara. I stayed in Mbarara up to December, 1983. I
was transferred to Kampala at the General Headquarters for special
duties.

COUNSEL:

Special Duties?

MARURU:

Yes.

MR. NAGENDA:

You were still a Colonel?

MARURU:

I was still a Colonel.
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CPl

'SFL.

\t \RURll:

COUNSFL

"· hat .spcci:il duties were these?
"" a tenu used sometuncs when they want to make you sit
Spcc1aI Dut, ' V•= •• g So J was
•
• as spccia
• I dut1es.
·
doing litcraly not lung
I
do\\ n and do no1h 111•
staved on these special duties until. ....

you mean there were some people under you, you were in charge of some
people?

l\1ARURU

No, I ,,as under the powers that were. I had no office, I had no staff, what
I had was just a vehicle that I could command.

COUNSEL:

You v,ere on reserve command?

MARURU

I do not know, once in a while they sent me to see militia in Soroti, may
be Kapchorwa and may be sending me on some delegations sometimes
when there is no other officer to go. So I was on these special duties until
July, 1985. July 1985 as we all well know there was a coup and one of
the first announcements on the radio were calling all officers to report to
the Police Officers' Mess. I did repoit and I found myself the most senior
officer at that gathering and there was some commotion, I tried to cool
down the officers and at least with some other officers around and decide
what should be done where. One thing, we moved from the Police
Officers' Mess because, as far as I know, from the Summit View you can
very easily get that building and there were still what they could call
enemy forces at Summit view so we moved to the house in Kololo which
is below the summit View. But then I hadn't been involved in that coup,
in the planning of it so we could not take any decisions until then
Brigadier Bazilio arrived from Gulu. When he first sent Bosco Oryem
with some statement to get on the radio. I asked if I could look at it, it
was difficult to understand so we ....

CHAIRMAN:

Who was Bosco Oryem?

MARURU:

Bosco Oryem was a Member of Parliament for Kitgum South but
somehow he ~as the messenger who brought that message from Gulu to
whoever was m Kampala. It was difficult to understand that statement
be~ausethe English was a little bit difficult for me to comprehend. So we
wai~edfor Bazilio to come, when he eventually arrived he called a few
semor officers who were around, we discussed the s~tement that he
wanted to give us so eventually we came out with some reasonable
statement
that could be underst ood by the natl.on
. and as some people
.
m~ghtremember, I happened to read that statement on the radio. I do not
thmk there was a very good
~
.
reason 1or me to read 1t except that among the
ffi
o cers who were around
th
.
..
or e semor officers who were around, for
1
B
examp e, az1ho should h
ad • h'
ave re 1t 1mself but I wonder whether he
uld
h
co
ave read that statem t • E .
later on General T
en m nghsh. So somehow I read it. Now.
O
fonned and I w
ito . kello also came and a Military Council was
few meetings I :asappomted on the Council as a member. After the first
was made a Bri ad.' among other promotions that came out for the anny I
g ier. I took another two months ...
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M RURU:

Perhaps you could tell us ab
.
..
were on it and ,.,ho . th• out th1s Military Council, how many people
·~ \\CfC ey.
Yes, there was a Chainn
l
myself. there was Bri ad· an w 10 was General Tito Okello, there was
Major O K
g ier Okctcho, there was - he was then Major TI
r. ,~·cya, I do not know what rank he might be holding now
I\.,ere was Lrnctenant Colonel Luwum. There was the late Andre;
aytra.
There. was the L ate Nk wanga, there was Livingstone
Kal
.
)esubula he is a Major now, there was Major Amin Onzi and Major
Gcneneral Isaac Lumago. I th m
• k that was about the membership the
figure should come to about 12 I think
'

MR NAGENDA:

They are ten.

!\1ARURU:

Ten including myself?

MR NAGENDA.

Yes. Was Bazilio on it?

MARURU·

Yes, Bazilio was.

CHAIRMAN.

What was he then, what rank was he?

MARURU:

Bazilio had been promoted to a Lieutenant-General. So after two months
I was appointed Chief of Staff.

COUNSEL:

In September?

MARURU:

About September, yes. The post I held until January 1986. In 1986 the
NRA came in and some of us who stayed in Kampala reported to the new
authorities and well, we were cleared to stay around and later I was
appointed Presidential Advisor on the Air Force affairs the appointment
which I have held until I was recently appointed General Manager of
Uganda Air Cargo.

MRNAGENDA:

Appointed as Presidential Advisor on what?

MARURU:

On Air Force matters.

MR. NAGENDA:

Whom did you replace at the Uganda Air Cargo?

MARURU:

I replaced Colonel Paul Babula who had been suspended. He has been
the General Manager of Uganda Air Cargo and at the same time the Chief
Presidential Pilot.

MR. NAGENDA:

And his name is?

MARURU:

Paul Babula.

COUNSEL:

Major-General, you know this Commission is inquiring into all sorts of
violations of human rights ever since we obtained independence in 1962.
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t

• G,encr.il
have told us about your career
, , •,1111011gst
· the things vou
l\t ·11or.' fl,lI . 1 •Ill 1974 ,,., 011 become n full colonel and you
were
\\,1S
..
h appointed
.

Qua,1n !\faster Gcncml of the Air Force. My question rs, ow big was
the Air l·orcc. Did it descr\'e a Quarter Master General, was it big
enough? \\'hat sort of number did you have.
We had Squadron Fighters, we had training squadron, we had transpon
squadron and another thing, since we had two bases, there was a base !n
Gulu and a base in Entebbe Jn Gulu there were fighter squadron, 10
Entebbe there was a fighter squadron and a transport squadron. The title
of Quarter Master General really since we were sort of following the
British titks and here we had a combined command, we use the quarter
Master General. normally that one in British system, it is only in the anny
otherwise I do not think the appointment here was likely to depend on the
size of the air force. As long as there is a nucleus headquarters we used to
give titles.

MARURlJ:

MR NAGENDA

So you arc saying that there were about 300 personnel or what?

MARURU.

They could have been about 1,000.

MR NAGENDA:

And also you have just mentioned that you got your "A" level at the
Royal College, Nairobi, following which you joined as a Cadet Officer in
the army, where else were you educated before that? Before going to the
Royal CoIJege.

MARURU

I was at Ntare School.

MR NAGENDA.

And anywhere else?

MARURU:

I joined Ntare School from Mbarara High School then it was Junior I and
Junior II and then the Primary School was at Kitunga Primary School

MR NAGENDA:

You said that after the Archbishop and the two Ministers died, were
killed, you did not feel safe. Had you been involved in any acth·ities with
them or why did you not feel safe.

MARURU:

MR NAGENDA:

MARURU
MR. NAGENDA:

MARURU:

I do not know whether anybody was safe at that time or at least you could
not say you are safe until you actually where and, earlier on, m\ relief.
whom I had replaced as commander of the Air Force had just bee~ picked
form Wandegeya and that was the Brigadier Guwcddeko and I saw no
reason why I shouldn't be picked also. So I had to take precaution and
leave the country.
But you arc saying that you had not been likelv involved in anv acth·it\'
with the Archbishop and the two Ministers.
•
•
•
I didn't even know them personally.
What about the two Ministers?
1

got to know the Inspector General because we had contacts, because he
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was in
thl' lak
wa,
•snot

tlw Police and I . .
Oh ,t11 )
"as tn the arn1y I
. l
< fon1bi was 111y ~r . • got to know him like that nnd
1ling more to it th,u1that. tn1ster at one time in Defence so there

MR , 'A ,F 'DA:

You said 'I.O
•
.
" u stayed tn N·1ir0 b.1 fi
ditlicult so in 1978 '-'llU'
or about one year and then life was very
Na1ro
• b'1.•)
"
moved t0 Antslin What were you doing
'
in

t\l.\Rl

l\iothing I wn •
,
• s Just a refugee there

RU.

Did you only join if ·ou r
government aft~r 'l.'~uh:/d
•kde,and physical opposition to the Amin
"
• move to Anisha?
d t

MARURU:

E\'cn in Nai b'I
ro we used to meet d d'
.
.
very free •1n N • b'
an tscuss a few thmgs but rt wasn't
atro I t 11crc was rt O f bal 1
more freedom to d 0 • h
• so
:u ccs but in Arusha there was
anvt mg that you were capable of doing.

MR NAGENDA

ll1en you said that aro d s
.
un
cptcmbcr 1985 you were appomted Chief of
Sta ff m the Uganda A
d F
.
mie
orces wluch post vou held unttl January
1986 Was this Chief of Staff •
•
m name on!,, or were you actually in
~barge of the anny? Were you Chief of s·taff in fact and therefore
mvoh-cd in activities of safe-guarding the state.
'

MARURU.

MR. NAGENDA:

Can you give us some examples')

.MARURU:

Yes, sometimes a nc,.,· consignment of amis would arrive and by , irtue of
my appointment as Chief of Staff, I should have been the person to
distribute them and then I never was informed that even the am1s arrived.

COUNSEL:

I do not know my Lord Chaim1an \\hcther the question as put by the
Commissioner and the suggestion made to him is not really pre-empting
the exercise we arc going through in the sense that if you suggested to
him, he was a chief of staff in nan1e, then you arc likely not to be asking
anything.

MR. NAGENDA

I did not by the way suggest that he was only in a nan1c. I just wanted to
find out. As to whether you think this can come later as a person because
it is such a big question I have no problem \\ ith that ) ou ha\ c. sooner or
later, will have to find out what Major General Maruru was doing. But if
Legal Counsel wants me Mr. Chairman to ask that question at a future

d

e

d

f,
d

I would say I was Chief of Staff in name because there arc incidents
where some meetings would be held where I should be present and \\ here
I was not invited and a few things were happening that by-passed me.

d

time''
CHAIRMAN:

At appropriate, perhaps, if he thinks there is a more appropriate time, yes
it is possible.

MR NAGENDA:

Okay. , I do not want to pre-empt your .•

CHAIRMAN:

Let us postpone it.
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Yes. Okay, those nre my questions so far.

CH.\IRMAN
COl'NSEL:

Let us proceed.
1 "as just telling you the purpose of this_Commission, MaJor-<?cncral
Marum and this, as I said. it is to probe mto all sorts of v10lat10nsof
human right.'-since 1962 to 1986 and the kind of violations we are

investigatingarc things, acts done by the ~ents of govcm~ent, agencies
of government. cnmes by security agencies and people m government
position and those would include killings, rape, abus_eo: o~ce and
discnmination and so on and so forth Now, my question 1s, smce you
joined. although you are a citizen, I am most likely to ask you questions
relating to the army. When you joined the army that is between 1964 to
1970 when you went to a course, did you in the army experience any
violation. any discriminationthat you can say to this Commission?
l\fARURU

The Legal Counsel is asking me the period between 1964 and 1970.
Now, when I joined in 1964 I think by that time one would join on merit
irrespective of whatever background you had, tribal, religious or
something but so long as you satisfied the panel of the interviewers you
would be taken on your own right. Well, up to 1968/69 even promotions
were on merit and most times for example, after serving for six months as
a second lieutenant it was automatic to be confirmed because the second
lieutenant rank is probationary. In the orders, it was that after six months
you should be promoted to full lieutenant or else you are not confirmed in
your job you should be retired. We were working according to the rules
By 1970 things were beginning to happen, threats, coups, intending coups
and all that, I remember in 1970 in October the celebrations for
independence were suspended because allegedly that Nasser had died or
something in Cairo so they cancelled the celebrations when actually the
reason was different. There were some grumbling in the anny, they did
not want a parade there thinking that may be something may happen but
otherwise we were working according to the rules.

COUNSEL:

Why was there a grumbling in the· anny in October, 1970?

MARURU:

I was so small, as a Lieutenant, it was in the high ranks but of course
rumours would filter through down to the small soldier.

COUNSEL:

What rt:ally changed the position because you said between 1964 and
1968 thmgs were okay, recru1·trnent and promotions
•
were on merit but
what changed the situation after 1968?

MARURU:

I wbol
uld imagme
•
• that - because 1968 may be little bit too far - the
pro ems started in 1966 I th"nk
•
I was not here and that was ~ and if you remember, first of all. in 1Q66
were court martialled o
e ~attl_eof Mengo so after that a few officers
brought in some stru' lther~ d1sm1ssed, so replacing these officers had
after returning from !g e w o should replace who and I came to learn
Brigadier Opolot was ;/~urse that Amin then was Chief of Staff and
in the Kabaka b ·
nny Commander but he had been implicated
usmess so when Opo Iot went Amm
. wanted to bring his
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p'"' plc and
o I think
nmw~ ns~ to

omc otl

lCI' Sen·
tfi
·tt 1·s from
• people in their side.
there,ortl ot, 1ccrs,vnnted to bnng
1
• up within
• • the
\\·ho should re 1 c prohlcms start
• cd cropping
th0
add that most of the offipace
se who had been dismissed. I would
Bagai
d
tccrs
who
were court marttallcd
•
• 1 a or related tribe
were either
110
the side of Kabaka M ~ w went who were supposed to have been on
.
utcesa then S0 I 1• k
con fl1cts here as to wh h
•
tun • there must have been some
o s ould replace these people.

CCU

EL:

So suspicio
•
•
ns an d mistrust
started in 1966 you say?

MARURU:

I think so.

COUNSEL:

And this affected the recruitment and promotions?

MARURU:

I think
th
b t.it should have done, that, I do not have any facts directly related to
1 _u it muSt haYe started because in the forces when promotions come
afi
d. e mtely you would
like your own persons, if
• you are •m a position
•• to do
.
it, you would hke to pull your own persons.

.MR.NAGENDA

:.erhaps if you could just clarify to me, Maj. General, what you mean
Officers were Baganda or related tribes". What do you mean by related
tribes?

MARURU•

Well, mainly those were westerners. The Bantu speaking officers and
most of them from some of the districts which had kingdoms.

CHAIRMAN:

Except Opolot and there is another.

~1ARURU:

Yes, except Opolot and that other one I cannot remember his name.

KAKWENZIRE:

I wonder if you can recall any officers who were court martialled.

MARURU:

I think there was Major Senkooto, Captain Mugarura, Captain Sengendo,
Captain Kamaya and a few others.

KAKWENZIRE:

These were court martialled?

MARURU:

Some were court martialled, some were summarily dismissed.

COUNSEL:

Now, before 1970 or 1971 that is the coup, it seems the evidence suggests
that you were in Gulu Air Force Base in 1970.

MARURU:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

MARURU:

Now there was I think a very serious incident in Gulu I wonder whether
you 'knew about it and I would l~ke yo~r explanation as to . why it
happened. I suppose this was the time Bng. Okoya ~d the wife were
murdered. Were you in Gulu when they were murdered?
Yes, I was.
Did you find anything or did you know anything that is in connection

COUNSEL:
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"ith this murder of Brigadier Okoya'!

M RURU

• rc111cmbcr •a bit of that even I happen to. have been at
I ,vas •111G u Iu. I can
the Acholi Inn with the late he was then Liuetenant Avudnya .. "!e had
been at the hotel with Mr. Felix Onama wh? was the~ our Mm1ster of

Defonce. \\f e had called on him since he was 111 our stat10n and we stayed
with him until about 11.00 O'clock.
KAK\\T\7IRf

l\fARLRU

/

What is the name of your colleague?
Liuctenant Avudriya. So as soon as we reached the mess, the driver, I
think, it ,,.as the driver of Brigadier just rushed to the mess and said the
Brigadier and his wife had been shot at. So for us from the mess,
Avudriya and myself drove straight to the late Brigadier's home. When
we arrived, we found the police had just also arrived there, they had got
the information earlier and there wasn't much we could do since it looked
like a murder case so we left the police to cany on with its duties and
definitely, having lost a senior officer, we mobilised soldiers to be on
stand by in case there was anything else but otherwise there wasn't much
we could do. The investigations were carried out by the police and later
senior officers were arrested and put in Luzira alleged to have been a
party to the killing of Brigadier Okoya.

COUNSEL:

Officers from Gulu Air Base?

MARURU:

From Gulu Air Base it was the late Brigadier Guweddeko. That is the one
the~ arrested from Gulu that he was implicated in the murder and put in
LUZira. He was released after the coup in 1971.

COUNSEL:

You mean he was arrested immediately the Brigadier
murdered or after some time.

MARURU:

It was after some
arrested.

KAKWENZIRE:

Who else was also arrested?

MARURU:

MR. NAGENDA:

MARURU:
COUNSEL:
I
MARURU:

COUNSEL:

nm·

e.

Okoya was

Some enqumes
• • were instituted and he was

There was a Major I recall his
•
.
working in M
name now, Ma3or K1suule, who was
agamaga, he was also arrested with Brigadier Guweddeko.
And they were brought where did you say Makind ·~
'
ye.
They were taken to Luzira.
~o~, according to your circles in Gulu .
.
drdn t make any investiga11· . h
' was thrs done by soldiers or you
ons m t e matter.
•
Well, I didn't investigate All I
Id
I ft •
•
cou see th .... h
e rt to the Police to fi d
e ~\vo ad been shot and we
th
n out what ha
d
. ,
eory as to who could have k 1•11 d h
. ppe~e • I d1dn t build up any
e t e Bngadrer.
I see!
Well, there was a claim that .
this murder was committed by M~j.
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Gen ldi Amin then s\I bstnnttvclv
.
d
t }le top mnn.
J an Gen. Amin claim it was the other,

:\I \RlJRlJ·

\Vcll.I . that one I got •t
t as a rumour go·
•
ll1)1 tmg else, once somcth•
mg on m Gulu town because like
\\'h ) r ·t
)
mg 11appens each can start to give
• a reason
'
1 s 10uld have hat) , d
pcne so one al
ak •
some body sends out a
ways m c 1t public whether
rumour and th b.
the other one says no it
th
c tg man has done the killing and
·
'
was
e
other
one• s0 •
·
to mvcstigatc Amin and th p .
tt was difficult
to sit down
.k
e
resident
So
th
Id
go 11 e that. eventually it
•
cy wou make the rumour
I d
good job to investigate. coo s own and I thought the police was doing a

MR ~AGENDA·

Actually Legal Counsel Ith·1 k 1"f
evidence it was g·
. ' .dn ' you want to be accurate. we heard it on
't f '
ivcn_m cvi cncc but I can't remember who it was that in
sp1 e o rumours that it was Am'
h h
• •
.
the direct ordc
f
.
m w o ad done it, m fact, it was under
. rs O Obote. That 1swhat we have in evidence. The answer
f
o course will be the same but I th'nk
• hould have been put that way.
1 its

COUNSEL:

Well, as far as you are concerned you have no basis to claim one way or
~e other? '!'ere there other mysterious killings of people, army officers,
m Gulu dunng the time you were there?

MARURU:

During that time no.

COUNSEL:

And you say you went away in October for a course in UK Now. when
you heard about the coup of 1971, did you think this coup arose because
of the differences or mistrust which you have just narrated that happened
here?

MARURU:

Being so far away from the scene it was difficult because that would have
been possible if I was around and saw the start and the end of the
planning of the coup but since I was away, I \\·ouldn't tell. It ,vouldn't be
fair for me to come to this Commission and narrate what I heard after one

.I
...-

er
a

year.

COUNSEL:

But you see, in view of the theory you have given. you said since from
1966 there were mistrust, this and the other. Do you think it could be one
of the reasons why the coup took place in 1971?

CHAIRMAN:

Perhaps you should ask him to explain the cause of the coup.

MR.NAGENDA:

Perhaps, Mr. Chairman, because again we heard it on evidence here - and
again I am sorry to say I cannot know who gave it but it is on record -.
that what had brought about this effect was because Obote on the one
hand and Amin on the other were in effect forming private annies and
that this is what led directly to what happened. Perhaps the question
should be. did Maj. Gen. Marum ever come to hear about these private
armies or to have experience of them in the time that you \\ere in the
country?

CHAIRMAN:

But. he does not have to say what other witnesses said.
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But. l\1r. Chainnnn, what I am trying to say,
MR 1\ -\GE 'DA.

No
\IR

.\(.ill\ D \:

CHAIRM.\N
MR

.\GENOA:

MARURt;

l\t Chaimtan "hat I am trying to establish here is, because he ha,; not
safd whether l~c actually knew any private ~ies were_brodught,it is a
completelydifferent question. ~at I am trymg to sa11s, oes he know
himself, whctl1erthese private amnes had been formed.

Ohl yes, that is a different question.
The question is, we have had this in evidence, did you yourself have any
knowledgeof these so called private armies which were set in motion by
Obote on the one hand and Amin on the other?
I would say no because (i) I was in the Air Force and whatever was being
formed in the army were a little bit separate. If there is a training going
on in the army I would take very little interest, some people training in
Bamunanika, others training in Kabamba or others are training where, I
would take very little interest unless thy are Air Force Personnel. (ii) I
have heard about those private annies - I heard about those private annies
being formed but definitely being in Gulu and those annies that were
being trained were nowhere near Gulu, so I would find it very difficult to
know. I have heard about Bamunanika, I have heard about Kabamba and
whatever other places but being in Gulu I would not definitely know that
these were private annies being trained.

COUNSEL.

In any case I think you would even fear discussing the matter.

MARURU

Well,.discu~singabout training. of the anny but as private army you might
n~t discuss .it because I am trymg to be sensitive to start saying there are
pnvate anrues.

MR NAGENDA

P~rhaps did you e~er take up the opportunity to talk to some of vour
friends who were m the administration and/or personnel to find· out
:::t:~~
D~depeople who were traini.ng in the army had been properly
· i you carry out that exercise?

MARURU

If I could know the time we are talki
answer that question
ng about because it will help me to

MRNAGENDA

Between 1966 and 1971 it is when it
were happening and what we had on was su_ggestedto us that these things
th e evidence was that the reason the
person who talked to
th
h
us oug t that th
•
•
fonned was because you . ld
ese pnYate ann1es were being
·
wou not find s
f th
•
•
registered properly in th
ome o
e soldiers m\oh·ed
e anny as such and I
k.
ever took the trouble to fi d
was as mg you whether you
p
l
n out from your
ll
•
• • ersonne or whatever it • h b
co eagues m Logistics and
mig t e wheth er th.is actually was happening?

MARURU

Just as the evidence came fr
anny here and as you can oalml
an officer who was highly trained in the
rec ' I was on lY a 1·ieutenant at •that time.
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.
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port scnously other than this
opcmtions tmac . •n 1970 October andcoup took place you were in U K.,
, • 1111ng ut th G
• d •m charge of
e cncm) H h,,you were appointc

a

t RllRU

cou F'EL

.,.

Cuuquartcrs.

ir, I would like to inak

c aco

y cs, October 1971 and th· .
•
I11•I
is is \V hat J I
w c ) ou were in training th .
,ave. You had been made a Captain
H~adquarters as the in char :n~; Octob:r you were posted at the General

Alf Force.

IARURU.

•
rrect1on I came back in 1971

g

Operations and Traininv Officer in the

That's correct.

cOU 1SEL:

\Vhcn you were in this position in 1
.
971, did you experience or did you
witness violations w·th·
.
1 in your units?

MARURU:

I was in charge of Operations d T . .
tcnns of d al•
an ra.mmgand whatever had happened in
d fi .
e ings and maltreatment of other officers, I was away I
1
e. mtc Y_recall some of my colleagues missing, some officers I had
tramed with, whom I had worked with, were not there.

COUNSEL:

Yes. please could you remember some of these names?

MARURU:

Yes. From Gulu, there was Liuetenant Okello Jackson there was
Liuetenant Oryang, there was the late Liuetenant Colonel ~ who died
in the air crash with the late Oyite Ojok That one survived but he had
been beaten up badly in such a way that he could no longer fly Mig. I 7
and that is why he was removed to fly helicopters. And several other
officers that I knew of who had been taken, I was asking a few questions
and they were saying ah those went with a coup!

COUNSEL:

Please we would like really to know if you can recollect Major general
the names because it is important also that we got to know these names, if
you can.

MARURU:

Yes I think I can remember Liuetenant Callo, there was Liuetenant
Od~ng, and there was Captain Obote. However, all those officers I have
mentioned were either Acholi or Langi.

CHAIRMAN:

But, Major General, I was personally in Gulu at the time you were ~ere.
There was an officer in the Air Force, I knew some of the officers m the
Air Force like one Angweta.

MARURU:

Angweta, Ongulo Angweta?

CHAIRMAN:

Yes, I do. He was a Pilot.

MARURU:

yes, he was a pilot.

CHAIRMAN:

Did he survive?
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\ cs.

• might
•
,·ou were not there and it
be
t Whereas J
•
Som: Legal Counse
. h O killed most of these people and tlus
difficult for ) ou to know w. d only to die later on w1·th G eneral Oyite
• the
LiuctenantCo lo~c1 Otto survive
badly beaten up he was no longer flymg
Ojok but you satd he"~:~ to helicopters. Did you have an opportunity
rvnGsand he was trans
h·m up so badly that he was no longer flying
to ask him ,vho had beaten I
MIGs'7
ad experience to him, he did not want to talk
I think it had been sueh a b
about it.
you said all the people who died were mostly Langi and Acholi. S~ely
en _ I take it that they could not have been killed
they would not have be
by other Langi or Acholi, am I right?

I wouldn't think so.
Was there then any, if you like, authoritative talk in.the mess about who
could have killed these people? You see we are really trying to find out
who caused these terrible violations.
yes, Mr. Commissioner, as you rightly put it, when the coup took place I
was not here but then when I came back I tried to find out as quietly as
possible, most people who handled the killings had come from the Malire
Regiment which was stationed in Lubiri. They are the people who had
the tanks, the APC's and all the possible arms and I was made to
understand that these people from Malire are the ones who went to
different barracks beating people. So I wouldn't really pin-point that it
was so and so who killed so and so. But Malire was a unit which was
composed of, say, all these tribes in the country but the different people
had specific weapons to handle, the others were just general soldiers there
in the barracks. So if I remember correctly I think Major general Lurnago
was in charge of the APCs and that one would assume that since he was
from West Nile and of Kakwa origin, he must have been a bit more
trusted than anybody else to be in charge of the APCs. So I would
assume that may be mainly Kakwa and some people you call Nubians.
who had been in charge of these weapons, then you can assume they are
the ones who went to pick people and eventually killed them.

MR. NAGENDA:

Is this the General Lumago who you mentioned was with you on the
Military Council?

MARURU:

Yes.

MR. NAGENDA:

But much later.
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M \Rl 'RU

Yes.

\\'here is he'>
M \RURU:

1R '\ \CF

M\Rl RU:

COUNSEL:

1

1 do not know \In

• '"ncn the NRM
would not know where he is.
came in each one took his own way so I

·n \

But you do not have any definite ,

.

report that he is no longer alive?

I have no report e1•thcrway.

•

So these arc the few narnes 'Ou c
they happen to be Acho1· d )Lan . an remember you found missing and
I an
gi?

MARCRl

There are very m
b
any ut some I cannot remember their names.

COUNSEL:

Yes, but very man Y peep 1e were missing?

M.ARURU

Yes.

COUNSEL:

And you have never seen them again?

MARURU:

No.

COUNSEL.

When you say very many, about how many?

MARURU.

Very many. I am talking about officers and men but then I could onlv
know the officers because men I can't know them so if I am talking abo~t
officers alone, this can be over a hundred.

COUNSEL:

Officers?

MARURU•

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Missing?

MARURU:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

The army was a bit large, you have say ten battalions or may be about
fifteen and each battalion with some ten or twelve officers. surely you
have about a hundred or a hundred and twenty.

COUNSEL:

Now, this was before you came back. Now, after you came back. you see.
because you were in this position even when you were promoted to Major
in 1972 and in 1973 you were promoted to Lt. Colonel you were in the
same position, what did you witness or what did you hear about the
violations in the units of the Air Force?

MARURU:

The Air Force didn't have problems. I think we were generally a neat
society and a bit more educated in general terms than the army, the pilots.
the technicians, generally we had a good basic academic background and
we had a better understanding of each other than the army. However, I
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may be coming to Amin. How do you contmue?

CHAIRMAN:

MARURU:
MR.NAGENDA:

What rank was he?
He was a Captain.
But you said they had started terror, who had started terror?

MARURU:

These were believed to be State Research people carrying out these
abductionsand murders.

MR. NAGENDA:

Did you, yourself, on a personal level know some incidents where this
terror could actually be pointed to State Research?

MARURU:

Well I would not do that because I never saw them physically doing that
but it was a general belief that definitely State Research was doing it. It
was a unit that we all hear which was trusted may be and which was
pretty close to the then Head of State and it was a general belief that these
fellows may be most of the times had orders to carry out the abductions
and murders of these people. Some I would believe, were very small
reasons between individuals but may be the other individual would be
untouchable so to speak. I can recall may be an incident where Captain
Werukusanga, he was Director of Pay, whom I understand had quarelled
with some officer, I didn't know who it was, from the State Research over
a mileage claim on a Friday and he never came back for money and we
have never seen him ·again. So I am saying that some abductions could
have had something from above and some could have been petty
differences or petty quarrels to do with just individuals but if this
individual cannot be found or if he is untouchable even if they found out
that he did it, the powers that be would let him free. So I am saying that
there could be two possibilities of having people disappearing.

MR. NAGENDA:

Sorry, what was this Director of Pay?

MARURU:

He was called Werekusanga.

MR. NAGENDA:

Werekusanga, what rank was he?
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He was a Cuptain.

t·t1l l\'\rL:

Is that what they call p

\! .\Rl'Rll

cotJNSEL:

No, he was not becaus C
this one I
,
e oloncl Ogwang
.
' cant remember the titl
was the Chief Paymaster and
.
every well but he was sort of his deputy.
Work.mgunder who?

~fARURU:

With Colonel Ogwang.

l\fR.NAGENDA:

I do not suppose you remember
Research with whom he had
the name of the person at the State
quarrelled about his pay.

MA.RURU:

No. But this was as I said
the fellow from the State re' an ashsumption
•. When he had quarrelled with
.
searc over a mileage cl •
• .
same time he disappears O
th
aim, you see, 1t 1s the
been the same fellow but::: b:~~e week-end. So it co~ld not have
must be the fell
ry Y ad every reason to believe that he
ow.

COUNSEL:

Well ' would
•
h? you say th ere were many disappearances
caused by the State
Researc .

MARURU:

I would think so.

COUNSEL:

Okay, was it possible to discuss these disappearances with the Head of
State who was the Commander in Chief and a Military man?

MARURU:

The only chance may be some people had where they could discuss such
things was the Defence Council of which I was not a member.

COUNSEL:

You never became a member of the Defence Council at all?

MARURU:

Not up to the time we are talking about and in any case we very well
know that the Defence Council sometimes was a one man affair, we used
to get announcements on the radio that the Defence Council had decided
this and you wonder which members sat and it depended on the mood of
Amin, I think, because he would call you for something else, you gather
there and when you leave he puts out an announcement that the Defence
Council sat at the Command Post and passed this and that and yet when
you went there may be you were discussing something else concerning
the anned forces. He put out some announcement implicating you so to
speak that you attended that Defence Council.

COUNSEL:

yes, but I am asking, since these activities of State Research were
threatening the lives of many officers. Did you think it important to raise
it with the President?

MARURU:

Yes. One could but definitely he would brush it off saying these are
bandits because at that time everything that happened was blamed on
Obote and Tanzania and, of course, if the President tells you that, how do
you push him to say no, it is the State Research. Well, if anything, to this

aymaster General?

'I
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otild defend the State Research.

l\1R N \Gl ND\:
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..
tld ask Major General. did you ever take up oppo- .
Perhaps "l: s110\
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•
A . 'l
••llntty
.
s
tl11·s
matter
with
President
mm
to d ISCUS
•

l\1ARURU

No

COVNSFL·

asking you about this Air. Force. You told us incidcncc of
) cs I am st 'II
1
t l1c•c• ducatc d but I am only askmg, was 1t not affected by the uneducated

as ,ou may want to call them?
MARURU

We did not have many. The few we had were in th~ administrativeunit

hich was under the Base Commander. thNow,•the'drat10wasn't big' real}y
w
well it was not too big so we didn't get ese mc1 ents but much later
course, a few people were instituted in the office. I would use the w~;d
"instituted" intentionally because we had a few fellows who were forced
on us and we had a bit of a problem there. Fortunately or unfortunate!
the Air Force was a little bit unbalanced if there is any reason to balan~
tribes in the institutions but most of the tribes there were Bantu. I do not
know how it happened but I imagine they were largely based on
qualifications at the interviews. You would find most of the pilots at the
time were Bantus and these technicians also and it was even worse after
the coup when the few Langi and Acholi were killed. So then after 1971
that is when Amin wanted to sec why the Air Force was being one sided_
he wanted to bring in a few fellows generally from West Nile or if not
from West Nile at least from Bombo and these were likely to be moslems.
So with that combination he used to bring in a few fellows sometimes
generally without the right qualifications for the job.

f

KAKWENZIRE:

I had wanted to ask you, this time you are talking about, the State
Research was getting actively involved, would you say there were some
kind of internal conflicts in the army, were there some dissenting
opinions?

MARURU:

Well, there were. There is always dissent in any society. Sometimes it is
healthy sometimes it is not. I think there were complaints definitely
about some of the things that were happening because as I said the
situation didn't allow somebody to come out openly and say so Some
people who disappeared I believe had gone up to the powers that were.
saying it was too much and I could think some of them going out of their
way and say this is happening and I do not agree with it, then missions
would go out to kill them. I wouldn't have evidence about that but I can
imagine that in some of the people who disappeared, they may have gone
out of their way to complain about whatever was happening and therefore
the culprit was to disappear but definitely I would think there was some
kind of dissatisfaction in the army by some people.

MR. NAGENDA:

Major General, I just want to clarify two points that are made out a~out
the air force because I do not want to go way with the wrong impressw~
The first is that you said there were not so many violations in the Air
Force because the Air Force was better educated. Are you trying to infer
that it was non-education which led to the killings, in your view?
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ln my view part!)
Partly it was non-education?

l\1ARlJRU:

Yes I would hold that view.

1\tR ~AGENDA:

No\v, you then went on to s
tl .
casu to begin with most f; some 11?g else and you said that, in any
And then
'
o
c people m the Air Force had been Bantu
you went on to say afterward th t
l
non Bantu Arc
.
'.
. s a pcop e came in who were
th
you trymg agam to mfcr that the Bantu didn't kill each
o er muc as the non-Bantu? Are you also inferring that?

h

l\1ARURU

Yes and no I do not bel·
·f yth'
.
.
. ieve I an mg only non-Bantu came in. I did
say ~e Bantu did continue ~oining the Air Force, they definitely kept
co_mm~but whoever was trymg to recruit, to bring them in, he tried to
bn~g m as many non-Bantu as possible trying to correct the imbalance
which was there.

MR. NAGENDA:

May be_I haven't _as~ed my question clearly. You seem to be inferring
that while the maJonty of the people in the Air Force were Bantu there
were not, you know, you did not have these murder problems and tliat is
the problem when non-Bantu joined the unit and so my question was are
.
'
you trymg to tell us that non-Bantu were more murderers than Bantus?

MARURU:

Non-Bantu is too general.

CHAIRMAN.

I did not understand the witness in that way, I do not know whether you
can ask him that way.

MR. NAGENDA:

Well, but fortunately I will keep bringing different questions, what he had
said and this is, therefore, why I am asking from what I got because I
want to clear it up that you told us two reasons as I understood it why the
Air Force was comparatively a safer place to be in, the first one is
education and you have accepted that yes, partly it was because of
education and then I am trying to clear up my own mind because I insist
on clearing up my mind that in any case at that time most of the personnel
had been Bantu. So I am trying to find out from you because you are an
Air Force man, whether in your view you were going to move on to
saying that it was only when non-Bantu came in that the killings started

MARURU:

I think Mr. Commissioner you are talking about a specific time after
about 1972 or 1975. If you want, the evidence continues, then there are
some other incidents that affected the Air Force.

COUNSEL.

Yes, I was saying between October 1971 and 1973 because as I got your
evidence, October 1971 you came back then you were promoted to Major
in early 1972 and then in 1973 you were promoted to Lt Colonel but still
in the same position This is how I recorded it. In January 1974 you were
promoted to full Colonel and then I think you were appointed Quarter
Master General in January 1974 So the period we were asking you was
1971 to 1973 before you moved in as a Quarter Master general but we
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MARURU

MR. ~AGFNDA:

• 1 the Air Force. So that is when You
I. Jpenc d 11
.
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bringing in the non
was prevailing?
. . - the people didn't add to any problems or
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al d • th
I
Not real Y·
. F
. ve were relatively c m unng e period in
•
in the Air orce "
anytitmg.
question.
. • fact by the way I have been helped by Legal
m
.
B h
I
Ok·ay, Perhaps• because
Id ·ou what I was askmg.
y t e way, am not
·
db ·
b d l
C nscl he has to }
. ou . 'm ·self I do not want to be m1sunderstoo } any o y, am not

'.nfc~ng )
' B tu arc more murderers than Bantu people, that is not
mfemng ~at nMonan su·on is that you have mentioned, I think you used
m · question
Y que
the} word t hat• most of the people at that time
. had beenthBantu. Now, it
could be b Y your statement that you are saymg because ey were all one
c
they were not getting the problems ·that
group there1ore,
d th they
· got later,
that i; one inference you can infer and when you sai
at m any case
Bantu did not kill each other. So I just want to find out to cle~ up my
mind because if I am not being clear then you tell me_and I will put it
the mix
even more clearer than that. Whether
.
. that
. , came m was part of the
problems which took over the Alf Force or 1t d1dn t.
MARURU:

No.

MR. NAGENDA:

Thank you.

KAKWENZIRE:

We are talking about 1971 and, of course, going by what other evidence
we have got, especially dealing with the army in 1971, immediately after
the coup, I think the concern of Idi Amin was to deal with, at least from
other evidence we have had, was to deal with Acholi and Langi. So may
be immediately in 1971 you have told us that the Air Force was mostly
with Bantu people and may be that is why you didn't experience the
immediate purging. Is that what you want to say?

MARURU:

COUNSEL:

It did because I mentioned the officers. Actually you will remember that
in 1971 I was away. I went out in October 1970 and I came back in
October 1971 so when I returned from the course , the small number of
non Bantus especially the Langi and Acholi had gone, they had been
killed during the coup and soon aften.vards so by the end of 1971 the
situation had cooled down sufficiently and we did not ha\'e these killings
as it was before.
Yes, the~ after 1_972because we may end up by making a conclusion that
we received evidence from Major General Marum who was directl~
involved in the Air Force, according to his eyidence, during this period
th
ere was no problem in the Air Force, no people disappeared nor "hat
We do not want to make that conclusion unless that is the e\ idcncc So
after 1971/72?
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After
l •J?l there w,ere• st't 11some disappearances
•
. Force but
.
even in the Air
tt was not at the •sp,...,d
f
th
•
• Force
'""' o
c amw s1mplv because partlv the mr
":15small and partly there was a little bit m'ore understandi~g between the
Atr Force personnel tl1an may be anywhere else. Well, that is my
opinion.

COL'"\SEL:

\Vere there some disappearances there, may be two or three?

\L .\Rl Rl'

\ es, there were

COL~SEL:

Could you please tell us the names?

MARCRl

Is this after 1971?

COUNSEL:

Yes, after 1971 because in 1971 we now get the picture, the Langi and
Acholi officers disappeared. Now, after 1971 when you came back in
1972/1973, do you remember some officers who mysteriously
disappeared?

~IARURU:

Directly in the Ai_rForce or in the army?

COUNSEL:

In the air Force and then in the ordinary army.

MARURU:

I wouldn't be able to immediately remember the names, it is a bit of time
now, it is over fifteen years now but they did, whether mysteriously or
not, especially when somebody dies then you tend to forget but definitely
I would say some people kept disappearing as time went on but on a
smaller scale in the Air Force.

COUNSEL:

Now, at the same time, do you remember some m the army who
disappeared - officers?

MARURU:

After 1972?

COUNSEL:

Yes.

.MARURU·

Yes because I happened to be at the Headquarters, I do not know whether
I could still remember the names but we lost some two captains who
happened to be Lugbara at the time at the Headquarters but I cannot get
their names straight but they disappeared from the General Headquarters
in general terms at that material time the wrath had generaly turned on to
the Lugbara and Madis I do not know the reason but at that time, at the
time Avudria disappeared, whom I have mentioned earlier, he was in the
headquarters, there was another officer who happened to be in signals, he
disappeared, he was a Lugbara also like Avudria. There is another officer
who was a Madi, he also disappeared in those days so I do not know how
the trend had turned from Acholi and Langi now to Lugbara and Madi.

COUNSEL:

Is this because he had, would you say, exhausted the threats with the
Acholi and Langi?

MARURU.

It may be, because I think quite a number of officers were from West Nile
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icw officers did
lS I wou

.

!\1,1di for rcasot •
disappear.

,.annot remember their n::!ITles?

COUNSEL:
.MARl'RU:
l\tR NAGENDA:

No" you ....
No, Sir.

even though you Major General cannot remember

h , laces ,.,·here these rccord s arc k ept of people who
\ ".-,ouId there pert1 aps.
1

tl~c n~ic;d~re In ~~~/way. you being in a very good _position to know

d1.sapp~~·ou·
have been Chief of Staff apart from anythmg else. Is there,
bccaus •
. •here where _ I had just asked you before the end of the
t11crefore.. somcw
• • can b e h elped •m finding
G cral whether the Comm1ss1on
tape' MaJ0Tf then eople
' who disappeared dunng
• th esc d'ffi
•
1 crent t1mes?
the names o
eP
MARURU·

And have said the army records would ha~c produced th_enames of the
I
who died who are assumed dead, tf the Republic house didn't
peopIe
'
b
• th b •1d·
burn because the whole of the records were urnt m e m mg, and all
the files

MR. NAGENDA:

The files were burnt?

l\fARURU

yes , and even for those soldiers who were in KAR, they were all burnt in

MRNAGENDA:

You mean this fire of about a month ago?

MARURU:

That is right.

COUNSEL:

that building.

Okay. Now, when you were appointed in January 1974, you were
promoted to Colonel and Quarter Master general of the air Force a
position you held until I 975, when you were appointed acting Airforce
Commander. Did you say the person you replaced in 197 5 was picked up
from W andegeya and disappeared?

MARURU:

Yes, I said that.

COUNSEL:

Did you know who picked him up?

MARURU:

This was in 1977 and I was in Kenya.

COUNSEL:

Oh! he was picked up after - (Interruption).

MARURU:

He was picked up much after.

COUNSEL:

Why did he cease to be a Airforcc Commander?

Did vou retire in 1975•
so that you become acting Airforcc Commander or he ,~•asdismissed'!
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Airforcc personnel were planning a coup
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Ai rforcc prop ..rl . d
) our
us mess smce ) ou cannot nm - the
Aimo"'cc Co l: ) dan 1lC called me and, he said now, you arc the acting
,,
nnuan er.
1 sec, were tltcrc people in the Aitforcc in 1975 when this rumour went
on, that caused, "as he a Colonel?
He "as still a Brigadier.

COl '.Sl L

Brigadier Guwcdcko to be relieved of his dutics'l Where there some
Anuy Officers who were arrested in connection with this rumour? And
what happened to them?·

MARURU:

I think there were. we lost one, if I remember correctly we lost one
airforcc Officer, Liuctenant Kabunga.

COUNSEL:

Kabunga, Lieutenant!

MARURU:

Yes

COUNSEL:

Yesl

l\tARURU:

111ey were implicating, Liuetenant Colonel Bamundaga who managed to
escape, they were implicating a Captain Mivule who was a civilian but a
Captain in aviation terms, he \Vas flying in Uganda Air Services or
something like that.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

.MARURU:

And Captain Nsamba or Nsurnba, from Malire .

COUNSEL·

Yes, Nsumba.

MARURU:

TI1ey implicated these as having been in a plot to over threw the
Government so, I imagine that on the plot they blamed the late
Guwedeko.

COUNSEL:

Wh0.')

MARURU.

And I think Captain Nsamba or Nsumba and Liuetenant Kabunga were
killed, and the others managed to escape, Mivule and Bamundaga

COUNSEL.

All these nan1cs you arc mentioning seem to be nan1es of Baganda.. was it
a Baganda plot or what was it?

l\1ARURU.

I am not so sure but I think Banmndaga was a Musoga!

COUNSEL

Yes.

th officer like Colonel Bazalald who had csc
111crc were a few o er
aped

MARURV
COUNSEL·

f\tARURU:
COUNSEL:

MARURU
COUNSEL.

MARURU·

also.
He nm awa}

Yes
I see.

The others, I would not know all of them.
So should we say, they were sort of Bantu group arrangement or that was
not true?
Well it seems, they were all Bantu and the blame to Guweddeko, he was
a M~ntu _ the names that I know I heard. about, suggests they were all
Bantu it could have been like that, they might have had other tribes, but
those were mentioned specifically.

MR. NAGENDA:

Major General, at this time~ when thi~ co':1pwas talked about I knowyou
were not in charge of the Auforce, Bngad1er Guwedeko was.

MARURU:

Yes.

MR. NAGENDA:

But you took over from him. In this rather senior position, did you.
yourself have any news of a possible coup?

MARURU:

No.

MR. NAGENDA:

If there had been a coup, and you say, you were quite tightly a neat
organisation and you got on well in the Airforce because they were well
educated, you could have been one of the people to know about it to be
honest?

MARURU:

No, not necessarily. The information I would have in general, this neat
grolJp had some outside backing outside the country. I understand the~
had some political backing and these were just going to alter the reignsof
power and none of us had some pre-knowledge. That's what I came to
learn, so, I don't think in that respect, I would have known because these
were a neat group who had some connections outside.

MR. NAGENDA:

How did you come to learn about this?

MARURU:

This was - I have no facts, it was common knowledge, it was just there.
they were talking about it.

MR. NAGENDA:

For which group were they working with whom they \\ould ha\e handed
over power?

MARURU:

I don't know
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Even if you have just~~~mc .0 ~Y would have said what that group was!
up to us to decid • th . ' tlus Is the rumour I heard then that would be
you, if you have t~is ~n~:1po~ce of _sue~a rumour. So can I please ask
rmation to give 1tto the Commission?

MARURU:

You reminded me I am

l\fR. NAGENDA:

Please.

MARURU:

I don't know who they were gomg
• to hand over the power because some
of the b~ains I talked to didn't tell me who these people' were possibly
because 1t had not worked.

COUNSEL:

Now, it seems you stayed in the position for two months.
happened? Was there also a rumour of the coup?

MARURU:

There I had, I think, a problem.
Palestinians to be trained.

COUNSEL:

To be trained?

MARURU:

They were in Gulu, now, as Acting Anny Commander, I received a report
from the Base Command in Gulu, that he had grounded one of the pilots
for air indiscipline. Air indiscipline is when you are ordered to fly this
particular exercise and you go and do something else. Now, I authorised
the Base Commander to carry out that exercise, grounding the fellow as a
disciplinary measure. Then, the report, I do not know how it got to Amin,
it got there that we don't want to train the Palestinian he had brought.
Now may be fortunately for some of us because of this indiscipline. \Ve
were forced to return them to flying TIC. Fortunately for some of us
definitely and unfortunately for one of the Palestinians their same
indisciplined pilot crashed in Gulu and died again because of indiscipline.
We had a Commission of Inquiry and declared that he had died in an air
crash due to indiscipline in Gulu. It was assumed that I was anti
Moslems that's why I was doing this to the Palestians. Then I was just
summoned and he said go on leave. I went. So I imagine, I stayed only
for two months, I still believe the cause was the Palestians pilots that we
were training in Gulu, and we decided to handle them because of
indiscipline and the whole affair was misunderstood for being anti-

th
.
on oa and I thmk, I must tell you the truth.
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1 was ready to take off
• happens
, to be at the border with Rwanda so·11
which
b .
.
• case anybo dY 1•5 trving
to find me there You wt not chcve.1t may be
m
·J
but these fellows arrived that same afternoon.
COUNSEL:

MARURU

In Kamwezi?

No at Rwashameire They found my foreman, who carried out my
• s~ctions and told them I have been away for a month So they went
Ill
Th'
h
and stayed in Rwashameire Trading Centre.
1s group ad come from
Kampala, they stayed for a night and in the early hour they left, since they
had known that I was not there, then I returned after three days only to be
told what have you come to do, these fellows were here looking for you
and we didn't know them. Some of my workers described them as
Nubians and I couldn't believe which Nubians would come to visit me in
Bushenyi. So, I suspected they must have been State Research people so
I made arrangements to take off. If the Commission is interested to kno"'
how I took off, I am prepared to give you the details.

CHAIRMAN:

Yes, exactly, How did you take off?

MARURU:

I left for Kabale and then from Kabale, I came by Public transport up to
Kampala, I stayed in Kampala for about nine days.

CHAIRMAN:

You had left your car in Kabale?

MARURU:

CHAIRMAN:
MARURU:

I left my car at home with my father, I just drove it there and abandoned
it, I came by public transport to Kampala. I stayed in Kampala for nine
days, waiting for my car to arrive. I was making arrangement for it to
arrive so somebody a good samaritan drove it and brought it to Kampala.
I transferred it into his names and that same evening I had to abandon my
residence then because the State Research had agents at the Inland
Revenue Office and they had seen my car. Fortunately, the same didn1t
know how I look like, they knew the number of the car. So, I traYelledby
public transport up to Malaba and the follm.ving da-v. I crossed the border
into Kenya.
•
On foot?
Yes, Tcrossed on foot and left Malaba on Kenya side by bus.
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.,

'o\\. \ ou sa ' in l 97Q• a fter the chnn
f
( .,,en ml Headquarters
..."' tl Cl .
ge O govcmmcnt you were at the
\'}
•
....,
ie
uef
of
O
•
tlii·s
?
pcratlons
and Training of UNLA
\ ,, 1at does t al)v
• .;
mean \\11 t d'd •
•
mean?

a

i this office - holding this office

1l1e office is in-charge of
,
.
.
and in 1979 the t · •
an} op~ration and I was in-charge of training
'
rammg was ma.ml '
••
come in the Lib~ratio \V b
) re-organ1smgthe fighters \',ho had
through Kyotera-M ~ ar ccausc we had come in two fronts, one came
route and th
asd•. a, another one took Mbarara-Fort Portal-Masindi
•
. c.csc were 1fferentg roups •m tl1at admittedly
we were ·withthe
Tanzaman
,orccs
n
c
t1
'
1
·t Ok
• . ~roup tat passed through Mutukula ,vas under
T t do
c11o and .Ontc
O10k
•
• and th e group that took the other route was
1
0
un er ! w President Yoweri Muscveni. We had after the war the
Tanzamans kept keeping security outside and we h~ to bring all ~hese
pc~p.le. to re-organise tl1em, document them properly and give them
trammg beca~se the training during the war was not enough. \Ve were in
a hurry to bmld up the numbers because if it were not for the Tanzanians
of course we didn't have the money, but the few we recruited on the wav
had t? be re-organised, re-trained and commended properly so my offic~
was m-charge of this re-organising the soldiers, we collected them in
Mube?de and Kabamba. where we organised their training, we
established several training schools in Masindi we had a training school
in Tororo. we had a training school in Kabamba and Mubende. Also after
re-organising them ,._,·edivided them in these training schools and my
office was handling it. The operational side of it, at the time. I was not
really doing the operations because the Tanzanian troops were doing
whatever operations would be carried on. All I could do. I ,vas almost a
Liaison Officer to make sure that the operational facilities are provided to
the Tanzanians, so that was my main job during the time I was Operation
and Training Officer.

COUNSEL:

MARURU:

You left this job in May 1989 as you said. did you successfully carry out
the training and the re-organisation of these various groups by :May 198 1
or you had some problems?
\Vell the problems were there but they were mainly of logistic nature.
Say they didn't get enough food and then get what, but the instructors
were from Tanzania. so that one was no problem the facilities were not
ideal but the training was carried out and we passed them out. In fact
these are the soldiers that eventually formed the Brigades that were
existing at the time.

COUNSEL:
MARURU:

COUNSEL:
MARURU:

Now, were you also a member of the Military Commission of the UNLF?
Yes.
And what was the function of this Military Commission?

w-.nthe Military Commission was fonncd at Moshi just before Kampala
fi t~ it must hav~ been about March. I will give m) opinions in some
e '
I think the Tanzanian Government found it difficult to fight all the
cases.
•
way into Kampala without a tentative Ugandan authont) that \\as
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• r., , fighting groups and prominent Ugandans were inv·t
• 1nblc So a it.:\\
Id . 11.1h" 17 .
t ed
ea Tanzama.
• • • TItc• Conference was he tlm n Cos I. . .tat is Whereth.cy
to

• an' we elected three o. 1er omm1ss1ons,
the Port·
elected the Cl1a1m1.
. .
I teal
•
Commission
Economic
Comm1ss1on
and
a M,·,·•ta
d Dip 1oma11c
• •
. .
ry
an
•
•
f
the
UNLF
They
were
Comm1ss1ons
under
the
lJNLF
Comn11ss1on
o
or
• • of the UNl F. So, there was. a wrong
word put, 11.
..
Comm1ss1on
.
1v1r
•
There was a usual. 1t was somethmg like an election reaJIy •
eh aim1an.
the candidates were the late Yusufu Lule and Paulo Muwanga. It was~
bit difficult and I was present in the Conference. These two candidates
were asked to leave the room so that people could talk about each
individual \\ ho should be the Chairman.
COl 'NSFL:
MARURV

COUNSEL:

MARURU:
COUNSEL:

Chairman of what? UNLF What?
Chairman of the UNLF. Now, at the end of the day, General Tito Okello
said. don't struggle too much about this position give it to Yusufu Lule
Mu~anga would be Chairman to Military Commission. So that is ho~
we solved the problem of Muwanga and Lule as the Chairman of lJNLF.
Now, the Conference suggested that representatives of fighting groups,
the groups which have fighters on the front - because the war was going
on, people were withdrawn from the front to go for Moshi Conference -,
they said that those who are fighting on the field, you go and elect your
own members of the Commission, they wanted six Members. So Tito
Okello, had suggested Muwanga as a Chairman, so he remained
chairman. He was in Combat, he was on the front, he was somewhere in
Kyotera, when he came to Moshi. So the Chairman was not a question,
he was already there so we needed only five members. So one of the
members was now President Y oweri Museveni, another member was Tito
Okello, another member was Oyite Ojok, another member was OmaricL
and I think I was representing some fighting groups which were on the
ground. So that is how the Military Commission was formed in Moshi,
when we came down here the Military Commission used to sit as a
Military Commission of the UNLF to discuss the security situation and
whatever other duties the Military Commission was supposed to do, and
other Commissions also working (?n their own. So may be, I have in a
lengthy statement answered how I was a member of the Military
Commission.
Now, you see, we have received evidence that a lot of killings and some
state of insecurity was caused especially in Kampala during Lule's
Presidency, do you agree this happened?
A lot of insecurity was --Gun shooting at night and firing at night - people dying.

MARURU:
There might have been several reasons. This is a country that had JUSt
come out and the war was still going on, although Kamp.tla was alrcad,
covered. And one we had a mixture of people in unifonn and with guns
We had the Tanzanian forces, thev were here. \Ve had the Kikosi
Maalum, that is the Battalion that c~c through Mutukula-Masaka. some
th
of em didn't want to continue with the v,ay they decided to come to
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Kampala and st ay unoffi •
to say, in Mnsaka .
ic1aI. \Ve had those we h
.
just joined the lib:~
Whom we didn't vet
ad rccnnted, I am sorry
Kampala, they for Cration for the sake of the and chances were that they
they wanted to usgotht
about the liberation, thc~t:: an~ o~ce th~y got it to
.
e ern. So the i
.
ye with their guns and
particular group and d fi .
nsecunty I wouldn't bl
.
I .
e nitelv I w ldn'
ame 1t on one
peop e with guns in Kampala,· , h ou t blame it on Lule but we had
the way they should.
w o used the way they preferred other than

COLI 1SEL:

\Veil. I think the evidence wh· h
.
it was to the effect that th
ic was given I can't recollect by whom but
c.
e purpose of caus· th.1 •
so 1orth was to show _ wh' h
.
mg s insecurity, killings and
tc continued also d • 8 . .
to s h ow tl1at the President
unng maisa's time- was
•
.
was unable to control th • •
'
l1c 1s mcapablc. This was . , . th
.
e s1tuat1on,therefore,
gl\ en m c evidence.

MARURU:

ThatM,~l_,voul~expe~t that one to be some political feeling.
I was giving
th e 1 1ta.ryside of It.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

~fARURU:

How the security ,vas getting on but if they had some political
implication I dont know.

COUNSEL:

I see. So you could not say whether this was the motive or not. vou are
not in position?
-•

MARURU:

I am not, Militarily, I could not.

COUNSEL:

Now, were there people who were killed in this period you can remember
say in the Military? For instance there was a Colonel I think he ,,·as
killed at Makerere, do you know that incident?

MARURU•

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Who was he?

MARURU:

That was Liuetenant Colonel Ruhinda.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

MR. NAGENDA:

Liuetenant Colonel who?

MARURU:

Ruhinda.

COUNSEL:
MARURU:

•
t?
Was it a pure murder or it was no •
.
d have been but definitely he died He was a
I don't know what it woul th. But there was a little bit of a problem
close friend, we worked toge er. th 11·me Money was not abundant, if
• • ou r countrv• at e d at •that time people were domg
• a
that was gnppmg
. had problems an
.
b k
you had money ) o_u
t a car take it 10 Kisumu, sell it, come ac , ) ou
little bit of smugghng, ge
.
- take di)' fish so I wouldn't Imo"
.
take cookmg 0 11,
have a little money'
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or money 0 r
.
, rt of the 111SCl;·tint"', or nctually murder
•
1t~th...r ,t "ns P•'
d 't know where the police ended up wit!,
,,
l
'k tl ·,t ·md 1 on
l•
:;onll~thingh ·c ': : , . death 1 have never known ·myt nng better thnn
. cstigating Rulnnd,1 ~

111
' •
\\

h•wc ,·ust to Id )·ou
I nt l
\,

L

•

COUNSEL

MARURU:
COUNSEL:

MARURlJ:
COUNSEL:

MARURU

As to cause of his death.

. you know who were killed at ...his same time

Were there other peop 1c,
\\hom you can remember!

the killing of Doctors about that time!
Well, I rcmcmbcr
Yes.

. - ally I remember Doctor Jack Barlow, he happened to be a friend
Spcc16 c
,
.
h' h
·
•
had known him for some time. there was t 1s t reat of killings
of mme, 1
.
of Doctors, J wouldn't guess what mottv_es ~ybody had to look for
Doctors only. Again it was suggested it might have been political
motives to get Doctors to run away, from the ~o~ntry and fail the
President or something but definitely there were k1llmgs of Doctors at
one time I did not ask people why they were killing Doctors only.

COUNSEL:

Was this situation brought under control and when was it brought under
control? Was it during Binaisa's time or Muwanga's time?

MARURU·

I can't remember exactly, it might be Binaisa. definitely I also remember
it being controlled during the Military Commission.

MR NAGENDA.

Perhaps, a question here, Major General is as the I.~gal Counsel says, we
have had evidence of some political motives and you say, you don't know
about that one and you specifically mentioned the name of Jack Bario,\,
whom you knew. We had it on evidence that a certain exchange o~words
had taken place between himself and Mr Paulo Muwanga fol:o,\ ing
which Jack Barlow was killed. My question is this. in the Military
Commission, did you feel that decisions which were tMcn wen.! bv all
Members of that Commission or did you feel that perhaps sowe of these
decisions were taken by a small group within this Commiss on·>

MARURU·

I may answer that question by asking whether you want clarification.
That after the Military Commission took o, er or when it was still an
organ of the UNLF?

MR NAGENDA:

We foci that whatever the Military Commission was making ,,ere bl.!ing
mad~ b? al_I~eoplc on it or were they being made b, a certain clique or
certam md1v1duals within it? And then I will ask ,ou later after the~·
tookover.
~

MARURU:

Before they_ took over the Military Commission \\as ~m organ of the
Uganda National Liberation Front. So \\ hatcvcr di:libcrations "ould be
advisory to the NCC ,..,-hichwas the Parliament if I can call it that. So
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there "ou1dn't be d ..
the Military Comm~~•.~•ons
really to be taken th t
ad, isc the Chairn1.,,uStfon The Work of the M'al'Wouldbe carried out by
... , .. 1 0 the p
I Ihlru Com · ·
to the NCC ·r
·rant and th
m1ss1onwas to
1 -J
to do vis-a-\'~s necessary or it Would tak/~~g
Chai~1~ it would go
••
ant dec1s1ona.c; to what

:e:~:

MR I AGENDA

m--

iARFRU:

1l1cn what happened
Present Bin..,;sa'l
once the Military
......

c

•.

omm1ss1ontook over from

1l1at is interesting in that th , Ch .
b ,
c atrma.nof M·11·1
• .
ccamc Head of State Altl
h
tary Comm1ss1onlitcralh.·
P rest'd ents on top. But• • toug
as we all know, there were three as
J
.
1 imagine
they
were
n1
•
.
an d few things like that. B t h H
o Y receiving Ambassadors

:iw:

~1ilitary Commission. For
cs heeadof ~tate ~as the Ch~an of the
m Parliament Bu'ildi'ng h
y '
was sitting m the President's Office
s w ere we w
·
· ·
such duties
Now the Vice Ch . ere imagming ~e-was carrying out
h
d
b
amnan of the Military Commission
appcne to e now President y oweri Muscvem and th
tw
sitting in Parr
t 8 -1d.
,
ose o were
_1arncn ui mgs The rest of the members were - in the
0
form ~ Omana, he was the Deputy Minister of Defence, Tito Okello was
the Chief of Defence Forces, the Jate Oyite Ojok was the Chief of Staff
and_ ~yself who was Staff Officer there and Chief of Operations and
Trammg
So most administrative decisions were taken at Parliament
Buildings. Once in a while the whole Commission would meet may be
for some policy matters, but administrative matters they would finish
them in Parliament Buildings.
I would not know \Vhether Paulo
Muwanga always wanted President Museveni to talk it over or he just
decided and it was earned out. And definitely most decisions were
carried out - administrative things. But once in a while, the Commission
would meet as the whole Commission and discuss few things.

d

MR.NAGENDA:

Yes You see, my question is - did you feel, when in any occasion you
were called for the policy matters that you had an equal say on what was
decided as policy? Or were you really rubber-stamping decisions already
being taken by somebody else?

MARURU:

No, some decisions were discussed and an agreement ~ved at, at_least a
onsensus. But in some cases things would be done without callmg the
~ouncil. And when you see things happening and you ha\'e been al_ways
called and when you ask - if you may ask, they say_but yo~ sec. it h~
alre ad y h appene d . You See we were in hum:· and we JUStdecided to do 1t
the way we did it.

MR.NAG-ENDA:
MARURU:

• us an example
of some.,of the policy decisions
I see Could you first give
•
that ~ere arrived at amongst the six of you equally .
.
ointrmmts we discussed. especially th_c
At least I thmk some. a~p th C binet We dcfinitclv discussed it
Ministers, we were appo1?tmg TI1:t ,~ould .be an example. of something
and orally agr~ed on _Mo~~:~ittedly. you would find when the Chainnan
that we collcct1vely did.
h
other individual members. but
• f
c pressure t an
th'
is a little bit o mor.
and at least if the m~jority support one mg,
generally you , ...·ould_bnng
'bTt ' vou don't come but and say. no.
you take the collcct1vc rcspons1 I I ) ••
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.
. nd so me r would refuse them. Su once th.
,
,
•111110111tcd
so
a
. by s11np
• Ic· ma1·
c
I
when t tc)• • ns , ppo1n
• t.c(i them, even
•. ority ' you W11l
1
1
Co111111iss1011
i.
•
support them.

i\fR NAGENDA.

• . did
t ,;or1 of M1111stcrs
\ 111
~ 1a ?
!'OlllC cx:unplcs please
.

l\fARURU:

)'OH

. . ., C
appoint at this time.
an you give us

. •• a , Commission, we still had_to consult Tan~ia

even in

Dunng the MrhtM.?. t rs because some Ministers would be r~Jected and
• tmcnt of m1sc ,
h
h
apporn
b.
d'
ointcd.
J
do
not
know
w
at
reasons
t
ey would
I
•• would e isapp
.
S
h

1cn,,-.c 50 mchow there was that consultation.
o w ocver we would
have, but .
. would send a list, then whoever - we did not have
5·uggcst at 1cast we
. .
. l h
'
h
I
·a
e
you
know.
So
the
Mm1sters
mam
much we ave c v .
W
. d y, t ey would
·fi
all
th,
political
parties
as
they
were.
e
tne
~e~
e
I to balance all
sorts of th •mgs. But definitely they were not . - we ooked at some
can run Ministries
cffect1vely.
But
reasonable peO PIC who
•
. . .
h
d usually · we
looked at the committee or at the md1v1duals so t at you o not aggnevc
any political opinion
t

MR. NAGENDA.

MARURU:

MR. NAGENDA
MARURU
NAGENDA·
MARURU:
MR. NAGENDA·

Okay. Perhaps you cannot remember the names of Ministers that you
agreed on. Shall we say Demo~ratic Party? If _I_may say so: ~ainst the
opposition for example the Chamnan of the Military comm1ss1on Can
you remember of a single occasion when the rest of you were able to
overturn something which the Chairman wanted to be done?
Unfortunately, I should say, I happened to be the Secretary to that
Commission, I lost all my documents during the war in Mbarara
However, I think there is where we overturned his ruling when Muwanga
announced that nobody should announce elections results, except him,
and he will be put on fine and all these. But when we collected, because I
had gone to vote at home, when we collected we, we talked to him how to
stop it and, definitely he did withdraw that statement about the
announcing of results. He let the District Commissioners whoever have
done to announce results. The results, one example where I think the
Commission sitting together challenged what the Chainnan had done
without consulting the Commissioners.
How did you overturn his earlier pronouncement?
had done this.

I wasn't aware that he

He did prohibit announcing results.
Did you know that he had changed his mind publicly?
Yes. Well, at least When was this done?

MARURU

In December 1980. The elections were on the I 0th, and I think som~
areas voting continued up 12th, because there was a mess with ballot
papers, ballot boxes or registers missing. So it must have bt:en about
14th
, l5th when we changed his mind.
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.
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at his agreement
. ..
signed ccn •
]
pro 11b1tmgand tha .
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•
he had power to d t t\ cryth1ng had to be eh ~ottces, Legal Notices
subsc u
ec are, nullify and eh
anne cd through him. And
on y person to anno
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I see. Major General .
.
outside people like th) oOubarc
saymg that it was not the pressure of
b
)
e
servers O h
may e
ou as Military Commission sat r ,,.,. atever may be changed his mind.
and said, you should not do this?

MARlRL

yes, the Commonwealth Ob
.
some pressure also from th serverbsdid bring some pressure, there was
b'iggest ,,,.orry was _ what thee Ob
mem ers of the MT
1
itary Commission, our
is supposed to provide electionss:7;r Group ~ai_dis that the Commission
the results So if anybod
out _rcstn~ng the announcement of
1
from the membership of thy Me~l~ pressunse~ ~•m, we had our own also
e 1 1taryComm1ss1on.

MR NAGENDA

;_an ;ou r~m~mber the time, especially, since you were the Secretary of
e . omnnssion which I did not know before, can you remember what
day 1~ was and whether Minutes were taken of this, shall we say, historic
occasion and where these Minutes can be found?

MARURU:

My ~opies as I said were lost, but I would think, if it is possible, the
President Office should have copies of these Minutes Because the
Minutes went to the Chairman and he was sitting in Parliamentary
Buildings. So I imagine, those should be found in President Office.

MR NAGENDA:

Since you took down the Minutes and it is not very long time, it is only
less than nine years ago, could you please tell us who specifically of the
members rose up against the Chairman on this point?

MARURU:

President Museveni did, I did and Omaria, then General Tito Okello was
there I do not know which side he was, and then having seen that thc:
majority had gone one way, even the late Oyite Ojok had to oppose him.

MR.NAGENDA:

MARURU:

You see, actually, why I have started asking ~i~ group of_questions. it
was about the policy of the Military Comm1s~1onfollowmg on what
ked you whether some of the thmgs that happened were
eg al C oun Sel as
•
d•
T
L
actually policy and you said, you were really mor~ mtef~s~e 1~ tnlh1htary
•
d' d
find out then or later that certam po11c1csnug t ave
side. But 1 you
been taken without checking.

.
S
d . s.ons were taken without calling the meeting of
That is true • omc
•
ts
. ec1
WellI there were some government appomtmcn
1
the whole Counc1 •
s' retarics something like that. \Ve ,\·ouldn't
.
h
to
Pennanent
cc
• no
wh1c were .
. find either one Pem1anent Secretary 1s
even know until pretty 1ate, ) ou
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.
• . tl· e
I0 ngcr tn lus o ic

or somebody has been
appointed
somewhere. I think
.
. I
.
bi,
is
that
those
Prcs1dcnha
appointments
- now here is
one of the pro l:tnS
.
.
.
•
• the Milttar\ C'omm1ss1onwho 1s at the same time the
the Chmrman 1
·I h ,
,
t
so
you "ondcr \\ 1et er you would challenge
Hin d o f St•1 c, • sometimes
•
. • or) .ou sa,·
hun
. , well as he 1s actmg as Head of State,
. . on consultation we
ha\'c to do this or through or back to the Comm_1ss1on
he would appoint
And
I
do
not
thmk
you
would
find
-sometimes
you
find it difficult
tJ1cm
d th
k
"f. .
challcnginp him over such things an
en you say, o ay, 1 1t 1s like this,
thcv have appointed somebody h·~re. And after all ~vc knew we were
• ...,".
tempo,
....,. When we took over we knew
. we were goml!.to organise fior
elections and all that Some of the thmgs we left them to the political
·cmmcnt that will come in So as I said, sometimes 1t would be
go,
d · .
11h.
d'fficult
once vou find he has taken a ec1s1onto pu
1m out of it and
1
" hen we sa,.,.that it was not really too big a thing we would say, okay, let
him to do it.
•

°

MR NAGENDA

, .

Well. I said - you asked me whether I knew Paulo Muwanga and I said,
yes But I only come to know him when he was i~ that sort of chair that
you are sitting in and he was n~ longer the Chairman ~f the Mihta.I)
Commission but a prisoner at Luz1ra and the way he sometimes acted was
what I would call violent by shouting and behaving in what I took, I
think as bad manners. Was this representing the way he used to behave
' Military Commission meetings?
at your

MARURU

Quietly, no. I would not say he was violent, but only one time in our
meetings or in our dealings with him, he shouted out and we described
him as violent in our dealings in that minute.

MR. NAGENDA:

Then why was he so - for you said you knew Paulo Muwanga, you said
he was difficult. By just saying, no or what?

MARURU:

He was difficult in that once he had taken a decision and you tried to
convince him that it is not right, he just heard your demand and refused
And then as I said, if it were not affecting too much other things. we
would let it pass and carry on.

MR.NAGENDA:

But couldn't you exercise the right vote because after all the} were si\..of
you, if five of you have been against what he had done. would he have
done it?

MARURU:

I would not think so. Because during the Military Commission days there
were some rocks if I can call it. He is Paulo Muwanga who was staunch
UPC, definitely late Oyite Ojok was a UPC, later I came to learn that
actually even Omaria was UPC, President Y oweri Museveni was tP!\L
so it left ~e ~d Tito. And since Paulo Muwanga said it here I think in
th
e Commission, one day with right touch reallv. he said now UPC is
re~resented, UPM is represented, now DP and CP are not represented 1
d
sai m_e ~ opted for CP. I think if I follo\.,:ed the recordings of the
Co1?mission, Muwanga said, his Commission was of all parties and then
M~or-General Maruru . C p
.
so as l
• th
\\as .. and that came as a 1okc realh
said, ose divisions - we had three UPC, one UPM ~1d then , ~u may not
k now what they we alth
•
S
re
oug 11 now I learnt from Mm,anga I was C.P 0
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yon would find to vote th I
.. dY a bi ock of three votes and at
Icast the'-' could
,' en ic was al rc,t
J
convince the old
G
.
because mavbc he wo Id ,
man, en. Tito to get them a vote
~
u n t 11ave followed the whole proceedings.

1R NAGENDA·

MARURU

M~j. gen Maruru, now that
consideration nnd you h , , •Id you ~ourself approached to political
UPC _
a, c to us quite openly that three of them were
Pro-UPC.

MR. NAGENDA:

MARURU.
MR. NAGENDA;

MARURU.
MR NAGENDA:

Secretary to the Commission (Laughter).
Mr Muwanga was the C~airrnan of the Commission but you have told us
he was Pro-UPC. Were you pro-anything or you were pro-nothing?
I was pro-nothing.
Okay _Now in I 98 I - I mean, after May, 1981 you were posted to Gulu

as a Bngade Commander of North.
MARURU.

Yes.

COUNSEL

While in this position in Gulu, did you experience violations in your
territory?

MARURU:

Part ofmy Brigade, at war.

COUNSEL:

Where was the war?

MARURU:

With the Rescue Front.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

MARURU:

I had the war going on in West Nile, Moyo and Arua Districts. So
definitely, if a war is described, - death during the war-, is described as
violation of human rights. Then there are such deaths, both in the enemy
side - because as far as we were concerned, they were enemies to us and
we were enemies to them-, there were deaths both on the UNLA and the
Rescue Front Forces. And some could I say, ambushes, but as to any
other way of dying, I do not remember having heard few things like that.

COUNSEL:

Yes. Did you detect - while you were there, did you detect the mass
kilJings allegedly in Moyo by militia that were sent there? Because we
received evidence in Arua, people talking of serious killings - I mean mass murders in Moyo in early 1980/81. Did you detect this or it was not
true?

MARURU

By the time I went there in 1981 these mass killings as I am aware, they
were not there as far as I am concerned. I have never heard those mass
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COl 'SEL.
IARURU

\\a}

BcCjusc tJic unit that c.amc as Kikosi Maalum was, let us say, about
90
per cent cJioli/L.u1gi. Now\\ hen they" ent t~ \Vest llc, when they got
there -as for ns tlte) \\Crc concerned, tJ1es~ffcnng was at tl~e hands of the
West 'ilc And they tended to be that kmd of revenge ktlhng But by
J981 "hen I m:nt to Gulu to be in-charge of the Nort11 Brigade, the
temper had cooled do" n and most of the areas were deserted, people had
gone to Zaire. Sudan as a result
Oi-..1y. So definitely there \\as mass rcYcnge killing early?

n,ere definitely wa--'and by the time I went to Gulu and visited my units
I found arna in bad shape. f\Io) o was in bad shape and buildings wer;
blown out. burnt down and things like that. I did howeYer, get a case in
Adjumani area where one Lieutenant burnt houses during the fighting
"ith the Rescue Front He accused them of collaborating \\ith these
people and burnt their houses The report was brought to me. I arrested
that officer I sent the message to the General Headquarters, I \'-Tote to
the Chief of Security Forces to \'isit the area to believe that such thing
does not occur here. of burning ciYilians houses
Unfortunatelv that
Lieutenant was just transferred from my area to some other place. •

COL~SEL:

I hope you remember the name of this officer.

MARURU:

Oh! That Lieutenant?

COL~SEL.

Yes.

!\i.\RURU:

He was Liuetenant Ojul.

COL");SEL:

Ojur?

MARURU·

Ojul O-j-u-l.

COUNSEL:

No compensation. no what?

MARURU.

I do not know.

MR. NAGENDA:

And the

Perhaps you will tell us more about this Lt. Ojul. \\'here was he from'?

MARURU:

In tenns of district?

MR. NAGENDA:

Yes, in terms of district.

l\.fARURU:
Well, he was an Acholi, he might have come from Gulu or from Kitgum
So he was from Acholi as we knew it. I did not know other differences
MR. NAGENDA:

yes. You see. on several occasions we have recei,·ed eYidencc in which
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pAeohplle
actuall~ were equating soldiers "ho carried out atrocities with
c . o 1 people I ant not saymg
• thi s \\ as accurate or not and I am not
saying 1?at because you mentioned Ojul "ho was an Acholi, but this
nccessan~y added a weight to the evidence we got. But you had an
opportumt) to go to Arua, loyo and these other places which vou found
,el) badly beaten up. No,, wi1enwe ,,ere there we ,,ere told~by people
tbere that the Acholi had done it, meaning soldiers I suppose. Did you
yourself h~ve any experience of people complaining to you in these
places that 1t ,...-asthe Acholi who were killing them or was there a wider
range of the people ,vho had carried out the atrocities?
,t.\RURU.

\\1el~,co~1plaints I got when I ,, as in Gulu, they were complaining about
soldiers m general not particularlv Acholi or whatever. So to them
whoever did this was a soldier and they did not specify which tribe he
,,·as - because most hkel) they did not know \\hich tribe that particular
soldier was And once these fellows are in their combats thev tend to
look the same So the complaints that I got. they would be co~plaining
about the soldiers in general. As I said. b, the time I went to Gulu in
1981 we had actuall) met all these soldiers ~most m balano.: of all tribes
to make sure that we do not have onl) one tribe in a particular unit.

MR. NAGE~lJA

Did they find some distinction between people serving in the regular
army and militia people or not'> I am talking specifically when you went
to Est Nile to visit your units

.MARURC"

\Vell, I would say, yes. The militia tended to be more loose than the
ordinary soldiers, for one reason that the militia never got proper training.
because these \Vere militia who were collected in specific areas and they
were collected for the specific job.
For example the militia in
Labwordwong in Kitgum were meant to handle the Karamojong cattle
rustlers. The ones in Soroti were meant to handle Karamojong cattle
rustlers and so were those in Lango and .Mbale. But then all of a sudden
you are taking them to the war front to, not to fight cattle rustlers but now
to fight gun to gun by the Rescue Front then. it was fighting. So they
tended to be more loose and the militia \Vere tribes because you have the
whole unit from the Labwordwong from Kigezi or somewhere else. The
militia who were in Lango were all Lango people, militia who were in
Soroti were all Iteso. So that tended to each unit as an enforcement in
another units. you would like to keep them as unit, so you find that it is a
unit of Itesot, it is a unit of Acholi, it is a unit of Langi. So there, if a
complaint comes that these Acholi are finishing us. it means they are
individual soldiers but they happen to have come from a unit in which
was only Acholi. And we could not again decentralise them for
administrative purposes and any other relevant things.

MR. NAGENDA:

Yes. But, Major-Geneneral Maruru, my question then comes - did you
ascertain when you went to visit these war ravaged areas, what were unit militia units - which had gone there? For example, we heard of the
massacre at Ombaci and I do not know whether you knew about that, we
have seen some of the pictures from that massacre, very surprising. Did
you, in your notes which I agree you might have lost later, did you find
~ut which militia had gone there?
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MARURU·

1 would not know which particular units had been sent there.

\t R '\ .\GE D A.·

I see.

COL SEL:

\\'hen vou talk about these militia - you have only mentioned militia in
Mbalc: Kitgum, LJ.I1goand Soroti - did you have militia all over the

country.,K1gezi.Fort-Portal. in Mukono and Busoga?
MARL'RC

No

COUNSEL:

Eh!

MARL'RU.

COUNSEL

MARURU:
KAKWENZIRE:

As I said the militia were specifically recruited for a specific job and
these militia were only in the districts which were affected by the cattle
rustlers. Because the anny was -these areas would have local militia who
know the terrain, who know the local area to help the Army on how they
should keep the border with Karamoja without involving Army directly,
and I remember the other districts were saying 'no, we should also have
militia in our district, if there can be militia in Teso, in Kitgum or
anywhere, why can we not have them in our own districts'. Admittedly, I
could see the fears, because these were tribal armies which were anned,
and I think anybody else who did not have the militia in his district he
was seeing those tribes getting more arms than his tribe and he did not
know when these tribes will be against them. Those complaints were
there.
Yes, what was the response to these requests?
We had promised to get militia all over the place, but it did not work.
You will see that we are talking about 1981/82, from the evidence we
gathered in West Nile was, actually, a very bad period for West Nilers
and we received evidence, actually, an Anny - the UNLA Army - that it
sort of went loose on a population, would you say as a Brigade
Commander that you were really in control of the UNLA forces some of
whom were feeling very bitter against Idi Amin?

MARURU:
I not would say that I was in finn control because I admit I could not
'
,
have been, because somethings, we would get to know about them when
they have happened, the things would have happened and then we get to
know about them, and you cannot control what has already happened
~o, w~ did have a problem of indiscipline because at one time soldiers
Just withdrew from the war front and I met them at Pakwach. So, that having decided to walk from the war front to Pakwach, I could not stop it,
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I have only to stop tl,
.
things they~ did •the . .cm 1t1 Pak wacl1 were I met them. So, some of the
it has happened an~ ,~ould have done _themand by the time you get there
course, unfortun t ) ,0 u cannot stop it, we had that indiscipline, and, of
commanders c a ~f)1 some of these militia were under specific
' vcnfiI the)' arc gi~cn
•
•
taking command
to you •m your area, they arc still
Commissio tl s / 0 m whoever is responsible for them. I will tell this
n 1at ,or cxamplc, thc m1-1-1tta
• •
under Tito Okell~.
m Labwordwong was directly
MR

AGENDA:

\Vhat is the place?

1\1.\.RLRU:

Lwabwordwong.

COMMISSIONER

In Kitgum District?

MARL'RL

Yes , in Kitgum o·1stnct,
• that one, even their supplies, even how they are
armed, even how they are officered, it was Tito Okello.

COUNSEL:

Why was this?

MARURU.

Pardon.

COUNSEL:

Why was this?

MARURU·

I imagine -

CHAIRMAN:

I am Khiddhu-Makubuya, Acting Chairman of the Commission of
Inquiry into Violations of Human Rights. We are assembled in the Senior
Prisons Officers' Mess, Buganda Road, this 23rd day of November, 1989,
and we continue with the testimony of Major Geneneral Zed Maruru. I
assume that he is still on his oath and we can just continue.

COUNSEL:

Maj . Gen. Maruru, yesterday, I think, you stopped when you were
testifying on the existence of peoples militia in Gulu, Kitgum. Lango
District or Lira Apach and Soroti, and you were testifying of a
composition of these militia that they were clearly local people from
those areas as I remember you said that the control of the people militia in
Kitgum at a place called Labwordwong, was under the Army
Commander, General Tito Okello. How about the other militia in Soroti
and, especially, Lira which was sometimes your territory?

MARURU:

COUNSEL:
MARURU:

The militia in Lira was stationed at Aloi and it was directly under the
command of the late David Oyite Ojok. As I have mentioned before, the
militia were local people, therefore, all the militia in Lira had to be Langi.
The other militia group was in Soroti, this one was a little bit difficult
because there were militia who were directly controlled by Peter Otai, and
the other group was controlled by Omaria.
Maj. Gen. Marum, you mean they were two groups?
There were two groups, yes.
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COUNSEL:

MARURU:

This was more so in the recruitment, although at the end of the day the
Army would provide boots, uniforms on the request of these fellows who
\'-;erein control of these particular militia. For example, if a group which
was under Otai needed arms or uniforms and boots, Otai would be the
fellow to turn around to secure these supplies, and I imagine there was
that political influence over these people.
What would happen with the disciplinary measures to be taken against
these peoples militia?
There was a tendency to take whatever reports there.were to whoever was
controlling - so, if there was only breakdown of discipline, the fellow
who controls that particular faction would be rung to try and cool it
down, and may be, it would run out of hand he could request the regular
army to help out.

COUNSEL:

Now. did this institution of peoples militia continue up to 1985?

MARURU:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

They were never assimilated in the Army itself?

MARURU:

Not really, they were still called NY A's they had no regular military
numbers. Admittedly some of the commanders were former milital}
officers and NCO's. but they were never taken on the strength -

COUNSEL:

You said they were referred to as NY A's. what is NY A'l

MARURU:

"NY A" an abbreviation of 'Not Yet Allocated'.

COUNSEL.

Not Yet Allocated, the number'7

MARURU:

Yes. the number.

KAKWENZIRE:

But still you do not have an idea of the size of these peoples militia'}

MARURU:

It would be very difficult since I \\as not one of those controlling lhe
militia, but the numbers were fluctuating Some little infom1ation I haYe.
whenever paymasters went to pay, this month ) ou pay 500 and the ne~t
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And you said they re • , d c.
cenc 100 d and uniforms from the Army?

.\1ARURU.

Yes. some did not h ,.
•c
around b t d fi . a, c un1iorms because there was not enough to go
c.
• u
e mitcly a place like Labwordwong they were well catered
,or.
How were they armed?

MARURU:

Generally the} had small arms, that is SMG rifles, but in a few cases they
had s~ightly bigger weapons, with mortars, machine guns, but generally it
was simple anus that they were armed with.

MK\\.ENZIRE·

In your views were they sufficiently trained?

MARCRu

Apart from the ex-soldiers, the others were just local people, and they
would pick them up, show them how to use the gun, and that is it.

KAK\VENZIRE·

\Vere there some complaints, for instance, from the local population that
these militia might have misused these arms they were given?

MARuRU·

Yes, may be say in Soroti at the time of elections and nominations some
of these factions used their militia to terrorise the others. For example,
Omaria used his peoples militia to terrorise Ateker Ejalu, I would call that
misusing the militia, that was not the original intention of forming the
militia.

KAK\VENZIRE.

And what did Ateker Ejalu - what happened?

MARURU:

Tuey terrorised him out of standing in Soroti and eventually Omaria went
through.

COUNSEL:

Unopposed?

l\1ARURU:

I think so.

MR NAGENDA·

I think when my colleague says what exactly happened you said they
terrorised him. how did they do it, did they beat him up. did they - exactly
how did they terrorise?

MARURU.

.
ot there - I imagine they threatened him out of standing against
I \\:as 11
• S
• d • th
d
•
· This is a report I got, but I was not 111 orotl unng ose ays 1t
0 rnana.
·b
th
·1· •
h
was reported that he was terrorised out the standmg y c m1 1tta w o
were under the control of Omaria.
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MR NAGENDA:

MARURU

. could tell us who gave you the report.
Perhaps. ) ou
. . ht have been ~jalu who gave the situation to
I read it in the papers, tt nug
the reporters.

.
E.al who is now in the Cabinet?
Is tlus Mr. J u
Yes, Sir.

MR.NAGENDA:

ou _ because this is a very serious allegation against
1
Legal_Coudnshe.,
areeyofthemilitia, are you intending to call Mr. Ejalu?
Omana an 1sus

COUNSEL:

Mr. Chairman, I will look into this matter and in due course I will brief
the Commission.

KAKWENZIRE:
MARURU:

Specificallywhat was the role of the militia?
Originally they were recruited in areas li~e in K3:amoja to ~elp in
fighting cattle rustling. Later when the fighting goes m1? West Nile, and
for that matter in Luwero Triangle, they were brought m to replace the
Army.

KAKWENZIRE:

And that story you were giving yesterday there is a chapter on what
happened in Karamoja, and I recall from the media at that time that
Karamoja was, actually overrun and there were serious violations. Do
you have some information on what the militia could have done to
Karamoja in execution of their duties.

MARURU:

I am not sure of what the militia did in Karamaja. The information I have
is no more than what anybody else might have read in the papers. As I
said, these militia had their own people controlling them, and anybody
who was out of touch or not directly controlling these people could
hardly know what they did, because the orders were from whoever was
controlling them.

KAKWENZIRE:

I thought as a Brigade Commander of the Northern Region you would
know what happened in Karamoja.

MARURU:

Karamoja did not come under my Brigade, it was under the Eastern
Brigade.

COUNSEL:

Now, for an ordinary person, civilian like me or like the Commissioners,
would you be in a position to know this is a militia and this is UNLA?

MARURU:

No, because some of them were dressed in military uniforms just as like
the ordinary soldier, and even the ordinary soldiers, most of them we~
not fully dressed, they would have a trouser and may be the shirt 15
civilian. They only had similarity but they all were carrying guns!

COUNSEL:

So, it could well be that some of the atrocities attributed to UNLA were
really committed by these militia or vice versa?
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1ARURU:

t

No, I did not - I had ·ust • th
there was n militia . {
sai~ ere was a militia under Gen. Tito, and
militia _ two gro tn tra stahoncd at Aloi under Oyite Ojok, there was a
one under Ota'1 upsdgenerally -, j n soroti· one under Omaria and another
Muycmbc, . h' an lhcrc w_as, actually, militia in Mbale stationed at
v1uc was controlling that area.

MR. NACiEl\DA:

Belonging to who?

MARURU:

I am not sure who was th cir• boss, but th ey were at least gettmg
• supphes
•
from th e Eastern Brigade.
'
'

COCNSEL:

Now, did this ownership of militia - was it based on tribal basis did it
thr~aten other officers who did not have militia from other areas? I am
as~mg this que_stionbecause it would appear Tito Okello had militia in
~tgum because he came from Kitgum, the late Major-General Oyite
OJok had a militia based in Aloi because he came from former Lango
District, Peter Otai and Omaria had militia because they come from the
Teso District as it was. How about the other officers, high ranking
officers in the army from other areas who did not have militia, did they
grumble about this or they were indifferent?

r-.1ARURU

Yes, indeed, not only the officers but even the general public, there was a
general outcry as to why militia would be in those areas and not anywhere
else. So, definitely, one would feel uncomfortable that there are some
people with personal armies.

MR. NAGENDA:

I am sorry, this has already been asked, but since you know very well
whose militia were where, can you please give us certain specific
incidents in which, for example, there might have been loss of life or
people's properties being taken and so on, specific cases. Chairman, I do
not know whether that has been asked before.

CHAIRMAN:

No, no.

MARURU:

MR. NAGENDA

I do not think I will do that, in that in their local area reports would still
have gone to their bosses, until such a time when the_ militia ~·ere
involved in reinforcing the UNLA at the war fronts - some hves defimtely
I think we had talked about it yesterday, for example, when
were lost ,
.
·1·t· went to West Nile to reinforce the troops which were there, when
m1 1 1a
b
h' h
they came to Luwero Triangle, there must have een some 11ves w 1c
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were l ost a
•i· •
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Kampala.

\Ve have evidence from, now I am sorry to say, the late Paul Kavuma who
• f tl1at 1•0 111·s view •and in the view of a lot of people . from Buganda,
saH
there had been definite policy on the part of Obote to fngh_ten the local
annics,
popu Ia t 1·on 11,,rc
.., • Would bringing into . these .areas these pnvate
.
the militia, do you think that could be viewed m the same light?
I would not be sure about that, whatever intentions of what they had, I
really do not know But the militia did come, the a~y w_asalso stationed
in Buganda areas, I would not know what Obote s mtentions were vis-avis the Baganda or Buganda as an area.
1

COUNSEL:

Did they have ranks in the militia?

MARURU:

The ex-soldiers had their ranks, but the others were just there.

COUNSEL:

But then how was the command really carried out in the militia?

MARURU

They chose from these ex-soldiers v.·ho had ranks, some were officers.
some were NCO's, and then the rest were just privates

KAKWENZIRE

Were these militia - were they brought in during 1985 up to Tito Okello?

l\tARURU:

The militia \Vere already there.

KAK\VENZIRE:

What I mean is that \Vould they have been the people who came down to
fight?

MARURU:

COUNSEL:

MARURU:

COUNSEL;

Some were among those who came to Kampala. because as far as I knO\\
the whole coup business started from Gulu. it is possible they would have
picked some militia from Labwordwong and they came down \\ ith them
And, of course, there were also militia in Kan1pala fighting those coming
from Gulu?
Yes, but at the end of the day those which \\l!fC in Kampala ended up
joining those who were coming in from the North. there \\ as no fighting
as such for Kampala.
Now, yesterday I had asked you about atrocities m \\·est Nik. no,,.
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SFL:

:\fARURlJ:

\!R ~ \GE"\D \

Yes

1'11
.
\ tl.'-1011 )f \
,
( , n1a in
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•

198 I

.

- wa.c;•l June - were you in Gulu'l

••
rmembcr tl1·,l t •1nva,s .
b
Junc th·u1
' 1on, ut I wo Id
·
• a great part of June.
u put it tnorc late, may be, early

Yes.
But you will recall that I ,
.
.
•
\\as appointed 111M
d h
U,;' as a Bngadc c
ay. to. go to Gulu' but my first
•
ommandcr Nortl1
with the Chief of Staff d
wa,; to v1s1tthe West Nile together
th
an
at was after the invasion of Ombaci.
\\1ho was the Chief of Sta,1
~t

\1.\Rl Rl

David Oyitc Ojok.

COl '\SFL:

Y cs, continue.

i\tARURU:

In fact, I was still in th

fh
•
.
.
e process o anding over my office at Republic
~ous~, before takmg over the Brigade, that the report came of the
invasion of Aru~ and I was hurriedly told to go and take over the Brigade
because _th~soldiers were running away from Arua, in fact, the first group
we met It m Pakwach and that is where we stopped with Oyite Ojok and
started collecting them and pushing them back to Arua To come to
invasion of Ombaci, it is very difficult for me because I got there after
Ombaci had been invaded, and as I went to take over the Brigade the
massacre was already done, and I just admit I was more concerned in
putting the soldiers back together after this disintegration as they were
running away from Arua, than following exactly what had happened at
Ombaci. What I should be able to say is that if there was fighting in Arua
and specifically Ombaci, some lives must have been lost either in cross
fire or by either party, because there was the rescue forces coming to
attack Arua, there were some UNLA soldiers defending it, and some
people in Ombaci specifically would have died in cross fire, or either
party could have carried out the massacre.
•

KAKWENZIRE

But are you recollecting that the scheme - I take it you visited the Ombaci
Mission?

MARURU:

Yes, after about three days.

KAKWENZIRE:

Of the incident?

MARURU:

Not of the incident.

KAK\VENZIRE:

Of what?

MARURU:

After about t Iuce, da) .s after mv• arrival in Pakwach. because our soldiers
were in disarray so to speak.

KAKWENZIRE:

Yes.

MARURU:

• th,c first bunch in Pakwach and they had walked
So, we started mcctmg
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~
·c ~started
collecting them trying to push thell\
•
Arua So,"'
•
all t11cway fro_m
• , . taken us some three days 1
back to Ama, it must rn, c •

KAKWEN. JRf

•
• • , 1 think you arc allowed to nm away from the cncrny
Well, in mihtat) '. th ~ back to their unit and to take over the lo
S
•• were takmg
c
I
b d b h.
st
o. ,.,c
fi 't •1 we did not want to cave any o Y c ind, we kept
d So de im c Y
· · d h M'
groun and
• when
'
going
we• re·ached Arua eventually, we VISlte t e 1ssion.

MARURU:

K.AK~ ENZIRE.

MARURU:

Pushing them b ac k to resist the invasion or?

Did an) bodY ask You specifically to visit, were there some complaints
from the Mission?
No we wcnt t here because
• our soldiers had told us
. that the Ornbaci·

Mi;sion was harbouring guerrillas, as they were bemg call~d. So, we
took interest in going to the Mission to sec what was happen~ng, and we
d1.d there we saw the damage that had been done but definitely people
'
·
had go
been killed,
the bodies could not ~ti·11h ave b een at t he M"1ss1on.
So,
we were just told that people were k1lled, because there were civilians
who had taken shelter in the Mission as the attack progressed. So, some
of these were killed.
COUNSEL:

MARURU:

KAKWENZIRE.

MARURU:

So, you mean you did not conduct thorough investigations in this incident
to find out who had killed, because you were told that many people were
kilied and according to the evidence received in Arua they were killed by
the UNLA soldiers! Arc you suggesting that you did not conduct
investigations to find out who had done what.
No, the investigations were carried out within the Anny, but I must admit
the results were covered up. Whoever they might have discovered that he
carried out that massacre within or from the UNLA was never punished.
But now you had taken charge of the area as Brigade Commander was
this not directly your responsibility?
It should have been, but in Arua we had supposedly one battalion based at
Bondo, but as the war intensified in West Nile, so manv. units from other
Brigades were taken there for reinforcement, and this \.\as literally called
a special unit in West Nile which was directly under the Chief of Staff,
and they were reporting directly to the Chief of Staff. So. in effect the
West Nile zone was literally to come off the Brigade and came directly
under the command of the Chief of Staff from the Headquarters So. it
was difficult, even if they carried out the im·estigation, they would not
report to me because they were under the Chief of Staff.
.

CHAIRMAN:
You see, we have been to this place, Ombaci Mission, and what we found
and which is part of our record is that civilians had taken shelter in this
place, and that some UNLA soldiers ,-..·entthere and massacred them kfl,
right and centre, they were unam1ed. they were dcfrncckss. they juSt
massacred them and, in fact, there is a mass grave in that Mission. a mass
grave of hundreds of people who were massacred in the f\tission So. we
take slightly serious view of the matter, and I really do not kno\\ - "ould
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be the detail

.

s of invc t'
rcsponsibilitv fo th s tgation that .
were
r cse p, 1
''as carried
w

tl

M RlJRlJ:

over-powered or
cop c, and Whcth . out when you assumed
le record. at least
something -, I think er, tn fact, you tried and you
•
we need some explanation for
No, I did not cam
Headquarters an~ out the investigation m
investigation~ ·J the local command Y~elf. The orders were from the
Staff!
' \\ latever the results h er in Arua then carried out the
•
, e gave the report to the Chief of

What is the name of th.1
s Person?
,\!ARL RU:

CHAI~IAN

COUNSEL:
MR NAGENDA:

You are not sure M . G
,
a.J• enerat but I th •nk · · ·
out exactly who was in h
,
. I It Is Importantthat you find
c arge at the time So 1"f
Co. Ogole, you can check
y
•
you cannot be sure it is
our records Other than the late Oyite Ojok who else went with you?
Perhap~ before you come to that Legal Counsel, it has been agreed of
course at you will get the name of the person who was there and you
sa~ also that the special unit there came under the direct command of the
Chief of Staff who_i~ _OyiteOjok. Is the name for this special unit - the
other name from militia, for Oyite Ojok's militia people or not?

MARURU:

They were the militia of all sorts of people.

MR. NAGENDA:

You see, I think we have more or less established a cause and effect
situation in West Nile that because of the suffering which the people of
Acholi and Lango had undergone, that it was thought strongly that they
went into West Nile in a revenge motive. You now tell us that this
Special Unit came under the direct command of Oyite Ojok rather than
you. Oyite Ojok was a Lango, are you suggesting that in fact this Special
Unit - from what you saw and what you heard when you went around.
that it was being used specifically by Oyite Ojok as a tool of revenge
against the West Nilers?

MARURU:

MR.NAGENDA:
I

I do not know exactly who he w
.
th
Ogole.
as at e time, but it could have been Col.

I dO t know whether Oyite Ojok gave them the specific order to go and
no
do revenge
of the West Nilers but I take it that these soldiers did some
th
hen
they
went
to
West
Nile
and
I
would
not
be
sure
that
ey
h
avoc :'
d
d.1rectly from Oyite Ojok or they acted individually
were given or ers
·
L
Ah r
•fi all the soldiers who were related either ango or c o 1.
because spec1 c Yahl to say whether Oyite Ojok used these soldiers to
So I am not even
e
revenge on West Nile.
I
k you another question. you said, they caused
Okay, but then can as
terrible massacre and the Ag. Chairman has
havoc, you know there w~bal assacre but it is a pity that I do not have
d
about the tern em
h k"
just to l you
assacre but it is very frightening and very s oc mg
the picture of that ~ .
carried out possibly by Colonel Ogole
and you say investtgat1ons were
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Chief of Stan: Oyitc Ojok who also had - actually, Yriti
:uid given of the
.
vent round, you must have seen some of th
"hthmwhcnyou\
.
c
\\Crc \\It
~ recall whether ;u1y punishments were earned out against
havoc Do )OU f I .. deeds by Oyitc Ojok'!
.....10rs o t tcs<:
t IIC pc rpct..,

IARURU
~IR NAGENDA
MARURlJ
,\.fR 'AGENDA:

r do

not recall any

Would you go a f•ar as to say that you suspect no punishments were

handed out''
Yes, please it is correct.

And yet this Special Unit came directly under the Chief of Staff?

MARURU

Yes, please.

MR NAGI:.""NDA.

Do you know whether the Chief of Staff understood the gravity of the
situation of what had happened?

MARURU:

I think he did.

MR. NAGENDA:

Arc you surprised that no retribution was taken against the people v.ho
did these deeds?

MARURU·

Well, he must have been protecting his own people if the investigations
pointed at some people who were either close to him for any reason I
think, he must have been protecting them. So he just covered it up and
that is the end of it.

MR. NAGENDA:

Js there an Army Code against this kind of behaviour?

MARURU:

Yes.

MR. NAGENDA:

There was an Army Code but anyway specifically, there is. The Uganda
Army has a Code.

MARURU:

Ycs, there was Armed Force's Act but then, it would have been the Chief
of Staff to enforce it, and yet it is the same fellow who had gone against
the Armed Forces Act.

MR. NAGENDA:

You see, yesterday General Marum, you told us that you can be Chief of
Staff and not have a lot of power. In your case you specifically told us
you did not have a lot of power. If the late Oyite Ojok were to come back
to life, might he also say that, perhaps he did not have enough power to
enforce this Act, the Anned Forces Act.

MARURU:
DR. MAKUBUYA:

I would not think so, he had the power.
Now you mentioned something that you had received report of guerillas
being harboured in the Ombaci Mission, you were curious and you went
there, what did you find, specifically on this report?
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1110 guerillas Wc1e n , I
C'omrnandcrs visi
, c ongcr there. 17 e
1
had to chl'ck
• t !he War front, You ro b, y had left Definitely when
that is when and found that there w!c ehmd Y~ursoldiers, the soldiers
we Were able to get there. no guernllas in the Mission and
DR M \~l

BUYA.

MARURU:

I lad there been guerilt

1
as t icre. r wonder, in the Mission?
I do not know
It had b ,
harbouring in the Miss·
een ~rought to us that the guerrillas were
ton, you might find th h .
course the?' were not there. So
at t e ttmc we went there, of
1
had been 111 the Missio
h would not know whether the guerillas
n or t e}' were not Th
guerillas were being harbo 'd . h. . .
e report we got was the
ure m t e M1ss1on.

COLP'-JSEL:

Could that have been an

MARLRU:

That is possible, yes

10\K\VENZIRE

.
fi
excuse or the massacre that had taken place?

~

I
asking a question really to you, arc human, because among the
thmgs you are supposed to do, you are supposed to explain why things
happened and then we have the massacre and you have to explain why it
happened. You are telling us you had received reports that there were
guerillas, that could have been one reason, but there is also something we
would want to hear from you as someone who was present who could
judge the events of the day It is the element of revenge, for instance,
when you went to Oyite Ojok, did you find he was concerned as a
Commander or as someone responsible about what had happened, what
was his mood and what was your own mood? Did you also see the
element of revenge then?

~1ARURU:

It is difficult to tell what somebody is thinking In the outside .we would
all definitely get concerned but to what he could have been thinking
inside, definitely, it is difficult to tell.

KAKWENZIRE:

I think in this case when people have died very easily. was there. for
instance, immediate concern on your part as visiting commanders. both of
you?

MARURU:

yes we were concerned, and let us now -

KAKWENZIRE:

•
did you talk to the people who were hurt, the in
How much for i_ns~ce,
II ta report can we lay our hands 0n such
charge of the M1ss1on, you co cc
'
a document'>

MARURU:

"d
t day '-'OU \\'OU ld not be able to get any document
.
Right, as I sat yes er
' J
'med and immediately decided to
f
d fi •t I we all got concc
now. But e m c y,
t the proper tacts, as the element o
hold an inquiry to b~ don:::: ::dv's face at that time. As I said~ on the
revenge was not showmg o
y
b. dv was happv that such a thmg had
~..hether some O ~ .
d ath f
k
inside, I do not no_w\
" , all concerned. especially at the e
o
happene d b ut definitely we were
the civilians.

KAKWENZIRE:

'

nam es of the people we were told were
I cannot try to recollect the
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• 1 • killing but I think when we were
C in West Nile ' we were
involved m t 1i.:
h vcre concerned
an you not recollect so
.
Ille
O f people w o'
1
given names
all implicated m t 1ese massacres other th
who
were
actu
Y
an
pcop Ic
.
Colonel Ogolc?
M.\RURU:

• th was at the beginning of my tenure of office as
My problem_':~ ~~m:ander, J did not even know who was there. As~
Northern B~g
h that thing had happened, so it will be difficult for Ill
th 15
arriv~d _at wl en uld have been the Battalion Commander or e
1npomt w 10 co
O
. b .
a
to P
C
andcr
at
the
time
of
the
mbac1
usmess.
I
had
t
ovcmmcnt
omm
.
d
d th
o
g
•
ey were changing
1
10 was there and this aftcrwar an
start Icammg w
Id b ·
b
'
• th
ere responsible people, they wou
nng a attalion frolll
so ere w
th
· fr

Mbalc today, tomorrow you c~uld _secano er one ~ommg om Masaka,
really it could be difficult to pmp~mt. The p~ople m Arua who had been
with these officers were able to give you their names but I have found it
difficult.
MR. NAGENDA

By the way, General, you talked about the~e people walking all the way
from Arua to Pakwach, which is where you mtercepted them?

MARURU

Yes.

MR NAGENDA

MARURU:

MR.NAGENDA:

MARURU:
MR. NAGENDA:

MARURU:

And took them back, did you ever cany out investigations from what this,
obviously, unruly mob of soldiers had done on that long walk from Ama
to Pakwach? Because it will not be surprising if they caused a lot of
suffering to the civilians through whom they went, did you ever cany that
out to see what had happened?
It is not to my knowledge that they carried out some havoc on the way
down. If there was, to me, it did not come out clearly that there was that
problem on their way because I think they were just heading for Kampala
or the way home.
Yes, but they had to be a problem, rape women on the way, I mean, this is
not, you would agree, an ordinary anny - anyway an anny on the run from
the enemy cannot be said to be orderly! I would have thought with all
due respect, okay, there was a special unit had been said to have killed
people, but that report went straight to the Chief of Staff \\·ho did nothing.
Presumably, some of the other people came under you, although you had
just arrived. I would expect, if you had really cared about these people
from West Nile, you would have tried to see what had happened to this
mob as it walked all the way from Arua to Pakwach which is a
considerable distance.
I did not get any report of havoc they had done on the way.
Did you put in place a machinery for an investigation to find out what had
happened at any time?

If I do not get a report of any problem on the way, I did not see any
reason why I should set some inquiry on that
I did not haYe that
infonnation, I am grateful to you fo; that information but I did not
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J le ,, as supposed to be the C'I
somctJ1ing that
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taimtrui of the District Security Committee
'
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1 RURU

111at is right but he docs 1101 .
.
.
Staff directlv
.
report to a Bngade Commander or Chief of
• on secunty m·ittc
h
communication tJ
' rs w en we are on our own
district, then th~ ~;i);iwoul~ sit in a district to discuss the security in the
Security C
.
tary Commanders who arc members of that district
Possibly • ~rnmrtthee would inform the Army I lead quarters about it
m1onn t e Brigade b
I
.
-1
•
ecause was a member as I have said that
um was directly under the Chief of Staffs offices.
'
,

1R. ~AGENDA·
Okay, General when did you first discover that the army had created
havoc -this is the ph
d .
.
.
.
•
.
rase you use - m the area, in West Nile? Did you
discover it at the tim~ when you first drove there, did you read about it
many years afterwards or \.'-'hilcvou were there at the material time were
you aware that this havoc had been done and that it was much st;ongly
based on revenge against West Nilers by other people in your anny?

MARURU:

MR.NAGENDA

In fact, when we went there the havoc could be seen. This is when the
houses have no roofs, those which were grass thatched were burnt,
definitely it was there for anybody to see it.
What usually would a Bngade Commander do, in this case, you have a
problem that there was a special unit there under you both, the Chief of
Staff and which directly - and we all know what was going on and it
might have been difficult for you to confront the Chief of Staff, I do not
even know \vhether you are allowed in the army to confront your boss -.
but usually what would a Brigade Commander be expected to do, having
seen that his army had created all this havoc? What would be the
procedure? Would you report to somebody? Would you carry out
investigations, in ordinary terms, what should you have done?

MARURU:

The problem is within your area, you should be able to take disciplinary
action as appropriate. As I said this Special Unit was not under me. I
give another example the special Unit that we had in Luwero - Katikamu
that was the same Colonel Ogole.

I\1R. NAGENDA

Was it the same Ogole?

MARURU:

Yes. so if it is a normal administration. a normal Brigade, I would have
tak;n action on the relevant people who were under my command.
disciplinary actions.

MR. NAGENDA.

By the way, how did you know that this Special Unit did not come under
your command?

MARURU·

There was a message to that effect.

MR NAGENDA:

How was this communicated?
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. I Unit is not undc1 my Brigade.

11,c Spccm

. t i to
11,is was cornnnm1c.'lc<
Staff?

)'OU

by the Chief of Staff or frnrn the Chief f
o

Yes, from the onicc of the Chief of Staff.

MARURU
•

COUNSEL:

t nder you because it was on a special assignment?

So 1t was no u

It was a special assignment but not directly under my administration, not

MARURU
COUNSEL:

MARURU:
OR. MAKUBUYA:

even food.
Because they were all supplied food from Kampala?

n 1cy were getting their food directly from Kampala not from the Brigade.
And would you know what the assignment was actually?

MARURU:

The details of the assignment I would not know, they were just fighting a
war in West Nile and they were not directly under my command.

KAKWENZJRE:

If it had been under your command would you have been able to do
something at that particular time and rescue?

MARURU:

Suppose I would have tried and if I failed I would go to the authority
higher than I, to see what else I could do.

KAKWENZJRE:

I am asking this so that I understand whether actually the commander
would have the true powers of making decisions without having to refer
or getting directives from Oyite Ojok.

MARURU:

There would be limits, as a Brigade Commander, I am not able to dismiss
an officer.

MR. NAGENDA:

But you can suspend him?

MARURU:

You can suspend him, charge him and send his charges to the officer in
charge. If it is a soldier you may dismiss him, still you seek appro\'al
from the Chief of Staff. So there is a limit as to what one will do that
would take immediate effect. For example, I would not say this fellow
has done this, tying him around the tree and shoot him, that I would not
do because I have no power to do that. Nor will I dismiss an officer even
as a Brigade Commander you cannot dismiss, even a Second Lt. you have
no power. The powers arc left in the hands of the Chief of Staff.

MR. NAGENDA:

But you could shoot an ordinary soldier sort of non-commissioned
officers?
'
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M RllRlJ·

No, you could not even dis . .
0
1:
r approval. he stays in th;nis~ him - ~kay, you dismiss him but you seek
~taff
•
pnson until approval comes from the Chief of
1R , ~AGE TOA:

MARURU:

Now, I take it General that •0 k
.
world procedural} d
) ~ ~ow qmte a lot about annies around the
special units whic~ an so on, is it very useful for a proper anny to have
are commanded, in this case, by the Chief of Staff?
In the geographical unit should have been under -

1R. TAGENDA:
Under somebody else of that area, is this quite usual?
J\1ARLRL

1\1R.NAGENDA:

l\1ARURU
l\1R. NAGENDA.

MARURU·
MR. NAGENDA:

No, it is not.
Would you go as far
t
th .
.
•
as o say at tt was abuse of power m the army
when it happened both in West Nile and in Luwero.
One could say yes.
By the way, thejr food came directly from Kampala, do we know it that
even their ammunition and weapons also came from there?
Generally their supplies were direct from his office.
Was there any occasion, when you say this Special Unit was in Arua,
were there also units of the regular anny in Arua at the same time?

MARURU:

Yes, Sir.

MR. NAGENDA:

Were they fighting side by side or did they have different areas?

MARURU:

They were in particular formations. As I said, quite a number of soldiers
came from other Brigades other than the North even the Northern Brigade
had some units attached to this special unit. So if you sent there a
company, for example, to the bush, the special unit Commander would
deploy that company.

MR. NAGENDA:

And it will then come under you?

MARURU:

Yes, come under you.

MR. NAGENDA:

Was there any incident of the special unit fighting against the regular
units?

MARURU:

The Special Unit was in a geographical set up. Whoever was in that area
of West Nile came under the special unit, so they could not fight the
regular one they had nothing to do with the othe~ soldiers ~ey w~re
outside their geographical area. So there was no tune that this special
unit got, may be, a visit from the Brigade of an officer.

MR. NAGENDA:

But can you remember - it is such a pity that because of the burning down
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of Republic House ~mt thcs~ recor~s m~ now_lost -, but for example, can
ou tell us "hctlicr 1t \\as this specrnl unit which \'.as stationed at Ornb .
nt the time of massacre, can you also tell us whether the special unit :
dcplo) ed at another place where massacres took place?

1ARURU

l\1R. NAGENDA:

MARURU:
MR. NAGENDA:

\Vhcn I am talking about special unit really, I am talking of large number
of soldiers, so they could have been about three thousand in that genera]
area So they were divided into administrative units. The special unit
Commander was deploying these people as and when he felt he was doin
it, I really do not know what to say there. Really the group of about thr!
thousand soldiers not necessarily from the same Brigade and they were i
their fom1ations as they came from their mother units but they would ~
deployed tliat way. There at Ombachi, I do not know which particular
unit were deployed.
But perhaps, the fact that you could not carry out an investigation
regarding the Ombachi massacre, does it suggest that you could not carry
it out because it did not come under you, the unit that was there at the
time? Because either it did not come under you i e. as a Special Unit, that
is why you could not investigate it or it was a unit for your own forces
and did not carry out investigate or it was a unit for own forces anddid
not carry out an investigation, in which case presumably you are liable of
not carrying out an investigation.

I could not carry out an investigation on a unit that was not under me.
Therefore, you are saying the unit at Ombachi came under the Chief of
Staff and was a Special Unit?

MARURU:

It was, whatever was at Ombachi was under this special unit and in West
Nile.

COUNSEL:

Now apart from this Ombaci massacre, do you recall correctly any other
serious violation in Arua in your time when you were in Gulu?

MARURU:

There might have been, and I would learn like anybody else.

COUNSEL:

Now did you hear about the attack on Ringili Church of Uganda
Seminary in Arua?

MARURU:

No.

COUNSEL.

When you say no, you mean the report never came to
heard about it?

MARURU:

The report never came to me.

COUNSEL·

You have never heard about it')

MARURU:

No.

COUNSEL'

Well, okay, I am mentioning this because when
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MARllRll:

All I said I c:mnot• tell h,.,c,nt•,u
. ,
1 wau not thi;rc then

COllNSEL

May he he had left to Gulu.

MARIJRU:

If is also possible.

COUNSEL:

Now any other incident while you arc th<.;Commander there because you
arc moving to other areas?

MARURlJ:

No, particularly J stayed only for one year and the war went on for several
years.

COUNSEL:

Then you came back to Kampala • to Kampala or to Mbarara'!

MARURU:

No, I first went to Tanzania for a course.

MR.NAGENDA:

I am sorry for intenuption but before you move on from Arua, you have
only given us a name of one officer and that is Colonel Ogole who
worked in this special unit, it is very important we find out what the
Special Unit did in the areas in which it was deployed. Do you have any
other names which you can give us of these more than three thousand
people in this special unit, Ogole we have written down. Can you please
give us some other names so that we can find out from them what actually
happened?

MARURU:

Well, there was a very dangerous Captain Ongorn Ociti.

MR. NAGENDA:

Yes?

MARURU:

There is Capt. Apia.

MR. NAGENDA:

Yes?

MARURU:

Usually these were commanding officers - but those three were
commanding officers at Bondo.

MR. NAGENDA:

Now what was Ogole by tribe?

MARURU:

Lango.

MR NAGENDA:

And Ongom Ociti?

MARURU:

Lango

MR NAGENDA:

And Apia?

MARURU.

Acholi.

MR. NAGENDA

Okay, these arc on1y three names out of a great many names but they
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seem 10 establish some kind of pattern, would you say that the majority of
people in this special unit \\CTC either fom1 Lango or Acholi'?

MARURU

111ccommanding officers, yes.

COUNSEL:

You went to Tanz.111ia- )OU sat"d two mon th s or.''

MARURU·

Four months.

COUNSEL.

For four months and you came back then you were posted to -

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Dates?

MARURU:

May 1982

DR. MAKUBUY A:

1982?

COUNSEL:

Then you came back in 1982?

MARURU:

It was only four months, I went m May 1982 and came back
September.

COUNSEL:

And you went to Mbarara?

MARURU:

I was posted to Mbarara.

COUNSEL:

For how long?

MARURU:

I was in Mbarara for about a year, I was there to December 1983.

COUNSEL:

Yes, that is when after 1983 you were called for special duties at the
headquarters?

MARURU:

Yes, Sir.

COUNSEL:

Now anything you want to report here between October 1982 to
December 1983 in our territory?

MARURU:

Yes, the first one, as soon as I reported in Mbarara the exercise was of
expelling Banyarwanda which was not very good. When I arrived in
Mbarara I found the ex.-pulsionoperation that was not very good and it
was being carried out by UPC Youth Wingers and Special Force. I found
that my officer at the Brigade Headquarters who had the appointment of
the Political Commissar had got himself involved. Yes. I recalled my
officer, Lieutenant Scwanyana from the exercise of expelling the
Rwandese refugees and I ordered him to do his duty and not involve
himself in UPC youth wing or UPC duties. and he complied. Now, after
that - after, may be about two days I went back to Gulu to hand over the
brigade to the new Brigade Commander. I think it was Bazilio Okello
who was going to take over the brigade.

MR. NAGENDA:

Who was he?
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1ARURU

Bukomero. Busunju, Nama\'umba and - vou know those areas fell under
my brigade So. i~ fact l h~;dsoldiers fo~n my bri~ade in that area. l11crc
were problems in all these areas as the \\ ar "as going on 111cproblem the Arm) was generally indisciplined. At one time. I went in the unit
which was stationed at Busunju Police Station and I found all the
buildings in the shopping centcr which had roofs. the iron sheets. had
been remo,cd and sold, I do not know where. \Vell. when I asked the
local commander he said. 'I do not kno" when these soldiers rcmO\·e
them because they take them at night'. And definitely. I am sure some
people had been killed who were not actualh. combatants Because
there was a tendency that if you cannot get a guerrilla, then \vhoever you
find \\as allegedly him. and it was very difficult to inYestigate specific
cases. because as a Brigade Commander you cannot moYe to Busunju and
say - you e:'\.-pectyour local officer to do it and report to you and if. for
example. he is invohed. he will find it difficult to give you the right
report if he gives you a report at all. And whenever the NRA attacked the
detachment of our soldiers there was a tendency in the process of UNLA
taking reyenge on whate\'er ci,ilian there: 'why did you not tell us that
the NRA was coming. you were hiding them. may be you are also a
guerrilla'. So. cases of LmYero triangle were happening in my Brigade
when I was in the ,vest but they were pretty different those. because some
of us had a problem of being born where we were. if you liked to get into
the soldiers of UNLA. they say. 'we told you this fellm\ - tl1e) arc
~1usezeni'sl' So. it was pretty difficult for me really to ~out
inyestiga.tions and punish the culprits when my bosses \\ ere already
suspicious that. may be. 1 was an NRA sympathiser or something like
that. I stayed in Mba.ra.rafor less than a ~ car. and at the time of my
rcmoYa.1from l\,1barara...there were accusations that I was sympathising
with guerrillas. l11ere is a specific case where the fonncr Minister. Dr.
RubaihaYo. he had his youth wingers in Mbarara since he was. actua.ll~.
1\1p fo; Mbarara area. l11c youth" ingcrs used to capture people sa~ ing
"these arc guerrillas. you just lock. them up in the 'Military Police." l
\\ould sa.,. fine. if they arc guerrillas wrik a stak·ment so that we \\ ill
charge hi;11 from ,YhatcYcrgucrrilla acti, itics he is doing. the~ "ould say
'no, "h~ a statement. just lock them up' - SL,.usually. l always t\.'mon:d
these alleged gucrrilla.c::and h~u1dcdthem o\'cr to the Police. and the
Police would also ask for statements. these follows would refuse h., \\ rite
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statements and in the end the Policemen would release them if there is nOt
accusation again them they cannot put them in cells. So, I was accused f
releasing guerrillas whenever they were brought to me, and to me r thinitr
was st'lllding on a technical point, if you think he is a guerrilla you write
the allegations then we shall investigate and find out how much of
guerrilla he is. So, that accusation, I think went to, first it took politic~
lines and ,.,cnt through the local M.P. it went somewhere in Uganda
House, and then a directive went to Republic House and I was brought to
Kampala for special duties.
COUNSEL:

You mean, were there many people who were detained at the Military
Barracks or in Military Police by these youth wingers?

MARURU.

I never allowed it.

COUNSEL:

I see. now, if you did not allow it, were they taken somewhere else
because we heard about Kamukuzi, people being detained there, did yo~
hear about this?

MARURU:

Kamukuzi, that was my Brigade Headquarters and the Military Police
was just next door to Mbarara Hospital, and I never allowed civilians in
my cells, and if they are talking of Kamukuzi that must be the prison .
Local government Prison, but not at the Brigade Headquarters, they did
not have any prison there.

COUNSEL

Now, on failure to have them detained at the Military Police, did they
take them somewhere?

MARURU·

I could squeeze them in my Military Police cells, and I would \Hite to the
youth wingers to take them to the Police, then the Police will investigate
and charge them accordingly.

COUNSEL:

And you did not detect any private or unofficial prisons in Mbarara. the
time you were there? Because we have also received evidence of a
number of people who were unlawfully arrested from other areas. not
Mbarara as such, but from other areas and they were taken to Mbarara!

MARURU

Not to my custody.

COUNSEL:

Not to your custody?

MARURU:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Okay, now, you came back to the Headquarters for special duties. \\.hile _a1
the Headquarters did you continue to monitor what was happemng 10
Luwero Triangle to civilians?

MARURU:

Well I had no office, so if there were any messages. military mcss~~s,
conn~cted to Luwero I had no access to them, and generally I \\ould sit m
a friends office read newspapers and I call it a day So. I \\ould not hear
anything more ' than anybody or any Ugandan •m Kamp aJa ,,ou Id kno,,
about that was happening in Luwcro.
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COUNSEL:
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Okay.
Then until in 1985 July wh
new regime?
en you were called to the Officer's Mess by the

MARURU:

That is right.

COUNSEL:

Now, may be I may wh
k'
•th
'
en as Ing you about the new regime I may start
WI • a statement that there is witness who has come here - ai:d who said
to him, Lutwa's regime, to which you were a Chief of Staff was the wo~
of all reg~mes sii:ice independence. You see he was te~fying in the
Human Rights ~om~ission and that is on human rights, do you also
agree that Lutwa s regime was the worst regime as far as human rights are
concerned?

MARURU:

I do not know what was the scale he used. This is a regime that was there
only for barely five months, there are regimes that were here for eigh~
nine vears, so, I do not know whether he took a ratio of how many people
died per month or how many people died per hour to say Lutwa's regime
was the worst. I would not personally - it was not good definitely, but I
would not think it was the worst, especially, when it stayed for a short
time and as I said I do not know what the scale somebody used to say it
was the worst regime.

MR NAGENDA:

Well, I think we have already got something to g~ ~n, you ha,e said
definitely it was not good, but it was not the worst, it is alreadll!}OU \\:o
• your owns cale • So, perhaps you. could start off by te mg us " ~
1•s usmg
• was no t good , and then also tell us which was the worst.
1t
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my own headquarters, I had forces loyal to late Kayiira - who do not go
unless }OU have pem1ission fron~ Kayiira. So, I was a Chief of Staff, I do
not know, may be, of Republic Housel So, I think in that l'CSJ)cct
definitely the regime could not have been good when there was no control
over the Army - all these fellows were around and you cannot control
the"?, and some de~nitely had come out of the bush, I would say, and
findmg themselves m Kampala, he sees somebody with a watch andhe
\i.ants it because he has not seen it for the last ten years so he should have
a watch, he sees a bottle of beer and he feels he would have a beer he is
tired of waragi, you cannot control that society. So, I say the regime was
not good because it was not controlling the anned people - I said it was
not the worst, only because J do not know what the other fellow who gave
the evidence, what scale he used MR. NAGENDA:

No, but please use yours, because in any case you cannot answerfor him.
Use yours to show which were worse, that is all we are asking. Because
already you have told us of a terrible situation where you as Chief of Staff
you were a Chief of Staff of Republic House, where you could not control
all these people and you expressed it very well. How could it be worse?
You said a lot of people died, which we know, so please tell us why it
was not the worst, you tell us some worst ones and why?

COUNSEL:

And may I take it that you are saying that Lutwa's regime was a weak
government that it had no control, because we are probing into human
rights. Are you saying that it was bad government because of lade of
control, that there were many factions controlling the country?

MARURU:

Of course, even those in the government were never free, because there
was no control and a good chunk of the area was already under NRA.

COUNSEL:

Okay, now you answer the Commissioner's question.

MARURU:

Yes, as I said, the regime was bad, but may be, not definitely the worst.
Firstly, it spent a very little time, it could not have done what somebody
else did in so many years. I woula imagine, may be, this perso~ bcaaPse
I got terribly affected, Amin's regime should have been the worst of the
few regimes that we have had, but that again is personal because I had to
run around. And, of course, it stayed for a long time, from 1971 to 1979
was a long time.

COUNSEL:

Now, let us take the case of loss of life, and you know you have bec:nin
the country since independence, in which regime do you think most
people lost their lives?

MARURU:

I do not have the figures, but again as I said, it is then what scale you_•
wherever you say how many people died - because if Lutwa's iepae
stayed for five months and 1,000 people died, that would say 200 people
were dying per month. If Obote U, stayed for five years andhalfa
million people died, that is a hundred th~d
per y~, and~ I :
per month. So, if you take the mathematical part of 1t, you will find
definitely the rate of death per month is not the same.
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• • what
• were the methods of Ami n m
e 1mmating people, was he
ehmmatmg
f 1- • •groups, was he eliminating.mdiVI'dual s, w hat was the method
? _e_•mmatio?, say during Obote II, regime, was it eliminating an
mdividual or it was eliminating - that is how I think you would assist us
in finding out where -

1ARURU:

Well, I think, in Obote II - could we start with Amin? Amin at first when
he took over he inherited an Anny that was of predominately Acholi, and
when he took over, or during the take-over, he had to get rid of
specifically this tribe. Incidentally, I think, I would be right to say Acholi
fonned about 60 per cent of the Anny at Gulu, the Langi were few, the
few who were there was mainly officers, the ordinary soldier was an
Acholi and specifically from Kitgum, the Gulu fellows were very few
compared to the Kitgum group. Now, Amin had to eliminate this group
because he feared, they were soldiers and he could not feel comfortable
when his anny is predominantly Acholi. So, he had to get rid of them.

MR. NAGENDA:

How did he get rid of them?

MARURU:

Unfortunately, I was not around, but some must have been shot - I do not
know what methods really he used, but most of them must have been shot
really.

MR. NAGENDA:

How big was the Army when Amin inherited it? I am sorry to interrupt.
but well, I am trying to get some figures.

MARURU:

Well about I 0,000.

MR. NAGENDA:

So, 60 percent would be about 6,000.

MARIJRU·

That is right.

MR NAGENDA·

• that Amin man•aed
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geographical location. So, Kampala people must have suffered much •
Lutwa s regime t han anywhere else. So. that is the comparison I tn
make between the three regimes you were talking about, as far as ~~
suffering and I

•

COUNSEL.

Yes, but the~ I am interested in methods of elimination, because there
were some witnesses who have come to say that with Amin he could
and kill the head of the family and leave the family. I do not kn::
wh~thcr t~at i_strue But w1t_hO~ote II! regime, he would destroy the
entire family, 1s that what obtamed m Amm's regime or what?

MARURU:

In fact, I do not know which methods, as I look at it, it was every bod
dying whether a head of family or a wife or a child y

COUNSEL:

No, no, bu~ was it the method, because I am only asking you that if you
have a family of ten, they take the head and they kill him and leave the
family to carry on with its business, and another one comes and he kills
the entire family, is that what has obtained in the two regimes, and you
say you do not know.

MARURU:

Well I think it happened, because families could be eliminated say in
Luwero Triangle -

COUNSEL:

During Amin's time?

MARURU:

No, Amin was not bothered about Luwero then.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

MARURU:

In Amin's time they were picking individuals, because if Amin suspected
you as an individual, he did not suspect your wife or your child, so, he
took you. But, as I said for Obote II, I can see being literally a tribe,
because it was in a tribal area and as long as you are fighting in that tribal
area, he was literally eliminating that tribe in that particular area because
he suspected they were all supporting !he guerrillas as it were.

COUNSEL:

So, with these kind of methods where do you think most people would
die, the first method or the second.

MARURU:

Given the same scale, the second method should kill more.

MR. NAGENDA:

I am interested in - you say that in the Lunva time most of the problems
were centred around Kampala, and may be, this is why people noticed the
many deaths that were happening, and the person who talked to us might
have thought this was the worst time. But presumably you were. around
when you decided to invite the Anyanya to come and help you m your
fight.

CHAIRMAN:

Well, perhaps not him personally.

MR. NAGENDA:

Well I am talking to him as Chief of Staff. This perhaps brilliant pl~ of
brin~ing in the Anyanya to help you fight, our understanding, having
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To go where?

MARURU:

To go to Makindyc. Then Lutwa ordered his officers to remove them
from Makindye and take them back to Mbuya, then we heard the famous
uncoordinated movement. Now, after that Lut\va continued and v.ent
towards Nimule. Now, there was an incident in Kitgum where some anns
\"\ere brought in Kitgum - I do not remember for sure where they came
from and to who they were taken from. So, Bazilio captured those anns
and then he got orders that he should bring them to Kampala. So, it
seems. may be, the Chief of Staff knew of what was happening. Bazilio
refused, so after refusal he was dismissed, when he was dismissed he
started advancing into Kampala. I would not know the other programme
thev had all along, but then that triggered off the whole mo, e.
Me.anwhile, Lutwa had, I understand, had contacted, I think Felix Onama
in Nimule. so they struck some agreement I think, for the fonner soldiers
who were sheltering in Sudan and Zaire and wherever to join the
advancing troops led by Bazilio onto Kampala. Now. unfortunately the
UNLA which was - unfortunately for Lira, for example, the - the people
that the Commissioner called Anyanya took the Lira-Soroti-Mbalc route.

MR.NAGENDA.

Or perhaps if I called them wrongly, you would tell me what they were
called.

MARURU·

So recall these ''-ere the fom1cr
Sudanesc •
d
Anvanya
are
' have' been the Nubians of
d
I un erstan
J
h th
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Uganda Anny really althoug
ey
Sudanese origin.
called Anyan) a by the inhabitants of this
But were they generally
country?
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So the Anyanyas passed through Lira and I came to understand th d'
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have
• given .that background because I wanted to say, what happcned.•in
Lua then, 1t was before Lutwa's regime, this was in the proce
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•m stall"
h'
h
SS O
mg 1m, e had not become the Head of State.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

But Lutwa had invited these people.

~1ARURU:

He had invited them but it was illegal, Obote was still here.

COUNSEL:

I see, it was not the government decision.

~1ARLRU:

It was not the government. The next one, on their way back they were
running away from Kampala, I am sure when President Museveni had
already been sworn in. So they did that havoc on their way back.
Technically I would not count it in the life of Lutwa's regime.

MR NAGENDA:

Yes, I think technically you would be committing a crime but if I invite
you as my guest even what you do while coming to my house must be
attributed to your door.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Because, before you answer, people will know who has hurt them and
they will say where was he gone and they identify him with the host.

MARURU:

What I am saying there is, you can identify that problem in Lira with
Lutwa who invited them but not Lutwa's regime.

MR. NAGENDA:

Okay, the fact while we are still with this one and I am glad you have
given us this fascinating background to this particular episode of the war,
the Acting chairman, when I said to you that you invited these people, he
said perhaps you yourself didn't invite them and I pointed o_utthat you
were soon to be Chief of Staff but, of course there are versions. as you
now tell us. Were you at any time asked whether it was a good 1de~for
these people that we call Anyanya to come and join in the fighting?
Would you have invited them yourself?

MARURU:

No.

MR. NAGENDA:

Why not?

MARURU:

In the first instance I do not think I would hav~ had ~ ~se to fight but if
I had I do not think it would have been fair to mvite the Anyan]:
be~e
partly these people were the ones who had made people s
r
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dunn the Atnin's reg·
•
.
t •
imc 1 will quote a few. When I met Mahyamungu,
m, irur item11Y jumped off although I do not have much definitely to
me a person like Maliyamungu who was very notorious - '
'

r

( Ol SI I

Do ou mean he came?

1ARLRU

He _didII He was staying in Imperial Hotel and when he arrived he started
saymg oh, you took my shop I want it back" and he had to be chased to
go b~ck to Ania. So characters like those I would not have invited them
defimtely l would not.

coVNSEL

Y cs,. but this _te~ Anyanya has caused some problems here. Is it an
abusive tenn, 1s 1ta real tenn'l What is it, Anyanya?

MARURU:

Anyanya, the way I understand it, was a movement in Southern Sudan
which was fighting the Khartoum regime. Now, it sounds abusive to a
Madi of Ugandan origin or a Lugbara to call him Anyanya because he is
not. That is when it becomes abusive otherwise if it was with a light
touch I do not think anybody would quarrel but it is the way somebody
uses it, that is what causes that word to be abusive otherwise it was a
fighting movement which I think one would be proud to be called
Anyanya.

MR.NAGENDA:

But could it not be understandable if you were being killed by these
people wherever they came from since perhaps the words you were using
were not entirely polite? I mean, why I am asking that is, the person who
is being killed on the way down by these people and on the way up and
also being killed around this town, you know, in a sort of fight over shops
and so forth, is he going really to take time to find out your proper title
when there is a title already present?

MARURU:

No.

MR.NAGENDA

Do you think, incidentally, that the coming of these people caused a great
deal of violation of human rights? You have already mentioned Lira
where it obviously did, what about in other places? What sort of abuses
took place with the coming into war of these people?

MARURU:

Well, there was a group, I can't really remember whether it was FUNA or
Rescue Front, during the battle of Katonga one conting-:'1~was sent to
Mpigi and J understand their first duty was to loot Mp1g1thorClughly.
Anybody who had a chicken, anybody who had a goat, anybody who had
money, they really went and looted Mpigi and some were at ~nga.
I
do not know exactly what they did there. As I had already explained that
. f f Staff 1- n name so the deployment of some of these people
I was a eh 1e o
thi · th
'bi
are So they could have done some ng m e areas
I was not tern Y aw • .
th were stationed like in towns
th
t through and m the areas ey
ey wen
d ear Katonga, Kabasanda and further inside.
which are nearer Lukaya an n
• d
So definitely they did do some bad things when they arnve •

MR.NAGENDA:

.d that may be you were Chief of Staff in name
Incidentally you have sm
receiving the messages from the war
only. Can we take it that you were
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front'> Can "c take It that , ou ,, ere dcp]oying certain of~ our troops J
understand some of them might not hm c been dnccth under ) ou, th;
must ha, e been some kind of co-ordination
re
1 Rl Rl..

1R 'AGENDA
1ARURL

iR

TAGENDA

MARURU.

fR.

AGENDA:

.MARURU:
iR.

l

AGENDA:

l\1ARL"RU

fR. "AGENDA
MARURU:
.MR. NAGENDA:

The, had appointed an Operations Commander for the war front So he
,, as dcpJ0)1ng the soldiers, I was getting "ar reports in fonns of
messages because the operator automaticall:, \\Ould just send a cop" of
the message to the Chief of Staff but Jt ,,otlld be addressed to~th
Op ...rallonal Commander \\ho was stationed in 1pigi.
e
\'Vho \\as this?
Eric Od\\ar He ,,as the one in Lubiri Commanding the Operations of
Katonga area and all this.
Did he technically come under you or not.
Technically, he came under me, yes. He was the Brigade Commander
Central otherwise he was reporting directly to Bazilio and the Head of
State then.
Did he ever take any orders from you?
A few. yes.
As what?
Especially for Kampala area because I v.-ould - we would find some road
blocks up for no reason and I would order him to remoYe these road
blocks from around the city, I would order him to restrict the soldiers to
particular areas and I must admit he carried out mv orders.
Did he not refuse to take any orders from you?
Not as far as I can remember.
Therefore, do you take responsibility for what happened in Kampala in
your particular area?

t\.1ARURU:

I should because I was Chief of Staff. Although I know I couldn't have
helped it but since I know I was there unless I explain to ) ou and you
accept my explanation. there is no reason why I shouldn't take
responsibility because I was Chief of Staff.

MR. NAGENDA:

No, you see, you have just told us and I was very interested to hear at ~at
as far as Kampala was concerned, there were no orders from you \\h1ch
Eric Odwar actually refused to take. It sounds as if he listened to ~ou

MARURU:

He did.

MR. NAGENDA·

Yes. And since vou did not give him an order he disobc} ed and therefore
• other people other than Eric Od\\ ar \\ hom ) ou ga,e
unless there were
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,, illing to stay Chief of S~affknowing ~tat you. had very little power and
knowing tlmt although history was gomg to Judge you as the rnan in
chruge, that possibly a lot of these things you could not have done
311)1hingabout and are you therefore saying that you do not blarne yo
own orders given out, saying how they arc carried out, as indeed you h:
not done when you were in the North. as also, according to your OWi)
words, you failed to do when you were in the West because you were a
suspected person. Therefore, arc you saying that really you were just a
figure head?
MARURU:

As Chief of Staff?

MR. AGENDA:

Yes

MARURU:

I would say, yes.

~fR :!\AGENDA:

MARLRU

What does a soldier do when he finds himself in such a situation?
There is not much one could do If I were not a soldier the only
alternative \Vasto resign but a soldier at the rank of a Lieutenant Colonel
you just don't resign, they can only dismiss you.

'

MR. NAGENDA.

MARURU

MR NAGENDA:

MARURU:

So although it can probably be easily proved that a lot of people died in
the area controlled by UNLA, since you could not resign, on whom do
you lay the blame for the dying of these people who died by your troops
of which you were Chief of Staff? Who is to be blamed for this one?
Well, in that respect I have got to take responsibility because I was Chief
of Staff. So if there is any blame you will blame me because I was Chief
of Staff, I did not control the army, just like Lutwa can be blamed because
these things happened in his regime. So that one I would accept
responsibility because I was Chief of Staff until one believes me that I
had no powers to do the needful.
You see what \\·ould help this Commission Major general, and I realise
the difficulty of your situation but you were the Chief of Staff, the
1
Commission wasn t and we want very much to find out what happened.I
think if you could find some instances of when you gave specific orders
and they were carried out and resulted in a decrease in people killed or
where you have them and you were disobeyed by your juniors you would
find it quite difficult to. prove that in fact the orders were given. Because
you might not have given out the orders because of the situation as you
have described it and also because of your being exposed as somebody
from Ankole. This is understood. But I suggest that you think of
examples of when you gave orders which actually reflected well on
UNLA and on yourself and some of them perhaps were disobeyed and
some were obeyed. I think it is very important.
Yes. Whatever orders I gave I was giving to the Brigade Commander
who was in charge of Kampala. As far as I am concerned my orders
should be obeyed bv the immediate fellow. If they are not obeyedfurther
down , he should be· able to come back to me and repon and say look, you
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told me to do this J h
done it ·md th · ~' ave not been able to do it because of this or I have
,
mgs arc okay , d d fi .
position to come and a
e mitcly 1 do not think he was in a
failed because 1 , Id ccusc himself that you gave me an order and I have
think we are g 'ttvou b get hold of him. So all the time he would tell me I
c tng ctter and , ,
I didn't k
. h
even personally I was on my toes because
no\\ w . en somcb0 dY Wt·11come and say ah! let us get rid of this
c.,11
.
ic ow, \\e arc tired S0 • ffi
.
while I
Id
•
m e ect I was Chief of Staff alright, once in a
go to the office, I used to take different routes from my
house towthou
e office t;
•
or secunty reasons. So I would find it really very
d1.fficu It to sav my orde
.
.
rs were earned out or were not earned out but
w h, enevcr I gave
the
th
ld
h
.
m, ey cou
ave been on telephone or by a written
message, I believe they were carried out as long as I did not get a feed
back to the contrary.

:ut

MR NAGENDA. ,

~~~ you able to see some ordinary people in Kampala around this time,
c1v1hansfor example?

1\1ARURU.

On the way home or from home to the office whenever I went there?
Wel~, I meet people on the way but I was not mobile, I was not going to
public places so if you are in a car along Kitante road, I can see people of
course.

MR. NAGENDA:

Did people not keep coming to your house to tell you what was
happening at all?

MARURU:

A few friends would ring my house, those who know me. The movement
was restricted because if somebody could visit me in the evening, that is
when he doesn't want to move and I wasn't moving out either. So it was
difficult. The whole day I was out in Mengo, I happened to be living in
Kololo then, by the time I come back at 5.00 or 6.00 O'clock, somebody
is not prepared to visit you and he is from Muyenga for example.

MR. NAGENDA:

Now, what I am trying to find out, didn't you get some information on the
suffering of the people within the area which you were controlling? Did
you not at any time either through telephone messages or through your
junior officers, junior to yourself, did you get some picture of what was
happening in Kampala?

MARURU·

I did and once in a while I took action. There was a time when they
picked a few gentlemen, took them to Nile Mansions and the wife of one
of the fellows rang my house. So I rang Nile Mansions, I talked to the
fcHows what are they doing? They said Sir, we are just interrogating
;
s~ we are going just to let them go. Now, unfortunately, they did
n;~et them go after I put the telephone down. So late~ in the night the
• rang me saving
that
are still
w1"fc
e agam
J
• these people
•
• there.• So I
physically drove from my house_m Bugolob1, v,:entto Nile Mansions and
fellows, took them m my own vehicle to the nearest house I
release d the
th.
·
h'l
thought they were safe. So, I think, l did a f~w mgs once m a w 1 e
either physically or ordered somebody to carry it out

MR NAGENDA·

Who are these

fe\-\

people you helped?
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1ARURU·

One Fred but I am afraid I do not know his other name. He was .th
another friend and they had just been taken to Nile Mansions.
Wt

1\1R 'I\J<\GENOA:

\Vho would you say at this time when you were the Chief of Staff was th
power in Uganda during these five months?
e

MARURU:

I think the power was wi~ _Bazilio?ut towards the end of the regime 1
think Colonel Toko was tnulmg on him.

MR N t\GFNDA·

Would you say that Bazilio, from wh~t you know and what you say, and
of course you saw quite a lot of thmgs because you were in quite a
powerful position, would you say that to your knowledge, he violated
human rights '7

MARURU

Well, I can remember one specific incident where a number of officers'
names had been listed for elimination and supposedly on the orders of
Bazilio. When I learnt about it, I confronted him. I just walked into this
office and said, Sir, I understand there are some officers' names listed for
elimination. What is this? Are we starting Amin regime may be again?
Fortunately, I think it surprised him that I had that information. So that
plot was never carried out and I would call that a violation of human
rights because why was he ordering elimination of particular officers.

MR. NAGENDA:

Can you remember some of the names of these officers?

MARURU:

No. I was given generally the number of twenty-five and I didn't really
get the details of the names of the officers, I only wanted the incident not
take place and since it didn't, I did not really get the details of names.

MR. NAGENDA:

Were there a fashion to these twenty-five, were they from any particular
area, were they from a particular battalion or what?

MARURU:

These were all Bantu, either Westerners or Baganda.

MR. NAGENDA:

Apart from this list, again to your knowledge, were some eliminations
carried out by and in this case by Bazilio or on his orders?

MARURU:

Really not as far as I can recall. Most of the deaths happened at the war
front so I would not tell whether it was an elimination or it was a war
casualty.

MR. NAGENDA:

What, for example, about the head of FEDEMU? Do you know how he
died?

MARURU:

Strictly speaking I do not know but I understand he had been called for a
meeting in Nile Mansions. The meeting of which l had also been.told to
attend. I didn't. Some inner voice told me they have not been calling you
to meetings, why should they call me to this particular one and I picked a
telephone, I rang up the late Kayiira Andrew, he told me he had also got
the same invitation to attend the meeting. Unfortunately I couldn't get i~
touch with Nkwanga because he was not on telephone. So l dis~ussed it
with Kayiira, I said I am feeling bad about this particular meetmg. So
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K:wiit:-1lll'\'Cr \\Cnt. I didn't go either. So Nkwanga went, only later to be
tol.d his body was found. was it near SilYcr Springs. so the meeting was
b~mg called by Bazilio so it is possible he might be the follow ·who killed
him or ordered his killing.

fR

\GENOA:

\\ as all) body else ,,·ho went to this meeting also eliminated?

MARURU:

No. l think it was only Nkwanga ,vho went I think he is the one who
attended that meeting and I do not know whether the meeting '"'as there.
and may be just wanted people to go to Nile Mansions where they could
capture them and finish them.

MR N .\GE~DA:

Did you see Bazilio after that? Did you ever have an opportunity to talk
to him?

MARURL'

No.

COUNSEL:

Definitely your evidence reveals that the anny has been used for violating
human rights in all regimes we have had.

MARURU·

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Would you summarize the causes of this?

MARURU:

I would think, may be, one, the anny should receive sufficient and proper
training. If the right people and the right basic background of education,
were there, for example, and give them a thorough training in the relevant
environment - when I say relevant environment, some soldiers if they
generally train outside their own environment, where they have lived -.
Two, I think the anny should generally be balanced in whatever forms
you are dealing in, not to be heavily dependent on particular tribes, or the
Head of State's tribe or the Minister of Defence's tribe or something like
that. They should be widely recruited, they should be free and widely
carried out in the whole country. I would think, thirdly, the problems
with the annies may be we have always had, they have been detached
from the masses. The army has lived in cocoon, they are in a world of
their own and they think may be a civilian is nothing.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

On the contrary, they have been harassing everybody. They have been in
daily touch with the civilians, looting, raping, slaughtering all over the
place.

MARURU:

Yes, that was not my idea Hon. Commissioner. That they are living in a
world of their own, I was not talking of physical contact with the
civilians. They have been trying to look down on civilians, despise them
and they can afford to rape and say I am a soldier, what will you do. That
is the idea I had in my mind.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

I understand that.

MARURU:

I think if the army is politicised, they should know why they are there.
Then in case of war, they should know what they are fighting for. Now it
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is a good idea to get soldiers to learn about the economy of their cou
Because sometimes it is unfortunate that w~atevcr condition of the ntry_
of the economy of the country, the :mldicr if he has a gun, he doestate
care, he says, it is al right, but if he knows the state of the econom s not
be there might be few demands and may be we may have fewer pro~ic::~

COUNSEL:

Yes. Thank you very much. But personally, I have been astounded h
you accepted the responsibility, personally, I was touched by wth~
11
stntement of yours that you accept the responsibility of what happened.

MARURU:

I think I did raise up that the Northern team one has understood me and _

COUNSEL:

I am coming to the point there. It is that, what do we do with this? y
see most times we have been getting people saying, I was not the~, y~:
just ask me privately. People do not accept their responsibility. Whatdo
we do for such a thing? Because the army you are talking about were
used rather than, it is not the initiative of them that they violated human
rights. But it is the leaders that were using this army to violate human
rights. Don't you agree?

MARURU:

Yes, I agree, it would be there And I think, if the army is politicised
politicised well, it should not be used by the leaders, because there would
be room for discussions, for self criticism and if you are able to sit down
with the Head of State as the army and say, I think this is wrong and be
accepts that criticism, I do not see how he will use the army to violate
human rights if you can have that dialogue where you criticise each other
and you argue and you come out with a solution. But where somebody
thinks, you just sit down as President and you just centralise the army
whatever is the result, I think that would be wrong. Because if they arc
politicised and the Head of State as the Commander-in-Chief accepts to
have this dialogue with his army to solve the country's problems which
need to discuss with the Head of State, I think that is a good idea.

COUNSEL:

Well, there was a time when I heard President Obote say - he had got all
the monies in the world to· remunerate the army soldiers in order to
support him. What did you think about the statement? Did you hear
about it?

MARURU:

To have all the money to support the army?

COUNSEL:

To pay them. When the (President who was also) Minister of Finance
said: 'I am the Minister of Finance'. Did you attend that meetingor did
you hear about this being said?

MARURU:

No, I did not attend that meeting.

COUNSEL:

Do you recollect having heard that statement being said.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

You can be more specific on this statement.

COUNSEL:

Well, that was the time when I think there was a problem with Tito
Okello and as their Head of State, the President of the day, Dr. Milton
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.
Why
should you have to bu}' this support?

COUJ\SEL:

Are you suggesting that they could get their support without bribing or a
leader could get support from the army without bribing the army?

MARURU.

!he _army- you do not have to bribe them In the first instance, one joins
m his free will, is not compelled. And if you are the Head of State and
you are doing good things for the country, why should you bribe the
army? Because it means, you must be doing something wrong to bribe
people to support you. If you are doing well, why should you bribe
people to support you?

COUNSEL:

Okay, thank you. That is all for the witness.

DR MAKUBUY A:

Well, Commissioners may have questions for you.

MR. NAGENDA:

I have some questions, clarification in general and then may be one or
two of philosophy for the wider issues perhaps. You talked to us about
the time after the 1979 overthrow of Amin when you were at the
Headquarters in-charge of Operations and Training. And you said, as far
as your operational side was concerned, you could not do much since this
was under the Tanzanians. But you were really more less a Liaison
Officer. Yet at that time, as you know, there were a lot of violations of
human rights going on, people were killed, people's properties were
looted and it was supposed that a lot of this was done by the Tanzanians.
Do you have any personal knowledge or memory of this? So what I am
saying is, where the violations which were carried out at this time by the
Tanzanians - and you would have been in position to know because you
were the Liaison Officer?

MARURU:

All that I would know that had happened was that. this ordinary stripping
of people their watches, taking of radio cassettes or something, definitely
those came to the office. But if someone, two or three people have lost
watches is difficult to trace who took it because this was done on streets
or sorne~here else. But definitely there were some cases where soldiers
broke into people's houses and the most popular items was radio
settes Those were happening, those got to the office But then how
cas ld ou discipline an army officer who was a foreign soldier. There
wou Ylaim that they would handle 1t
• th rough the1r
• Headquarters m
.
was a c
. h
. h
f th .
Entebbe because they had General Musugun w o was m-c arge o eu
troops there.
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Did ) ou ever make any official complaints yourself as an Operational.
••
I have been the person•nchnrge and also as a L1ruson
Officer7 ~,
I ou wou d
to
make the complaints of course.
I

fARURU:

MR

AGE1'TIA:

MARURU:

MR. NAGENDA:

MARURU·

\Vell. I would complain to my immediate boss. because I had my own
ladder. I had the Chief of Staff. I had the Army Commander.
Do you remember reporting to them regularly about these violations?
Yes. \Ve had - we used to have regular! meetings as the staff officers who
were at the Headquarters and definitely we used to discuss some of these
things in such meetings with the Chief of Staff
Do you think this was taken seriously by our own people that the
Tanzanians were looting people's property? I mean. you mentioned
watches and radio cassettes But a lot of people lost vehicles which found
their way back to Tanzania, a lot of cattle was lost I can personally
vouch for this having lost 63 heads of exotic cattle which were eaten by
Tanzanians and their friends Did our people really take it up seriously
with Tanzanian Government that these violations were going on or were
they just laughed off as something which an army on the hoof would do?
I imagine they must have taken it seriously. But then my thinking is that
may be the Tanzanians looked at it as if we were vanquished. So what
would we say? But I think they took it seriously. Unfortunately the
government then. the first one lasted for 68 days, the next one was having
its own problems, but at least I imagine there must have been complaints
to the Tanzanians.

MR. NAGENDA•

But you do not know of any specific complaints yourself even though
you were the Liaison Officer?

MARURU:

I was liaising within the Department of Training and Operations.

MR. NAGENDA:

I see. But did you ever have any opportunity to talk to certain specific
Tanzanians, for example, your immediate opposite numbers?

MARURU:

I had my counterpart and we used to talk about it and definitely he
promised to see what t? do about it, such things.

MR. NAGENDA:

But you would say that you do not know that any steps were ever taken,
you yourself?

MARURU:

I wouldn't.

MR. NAGENDA:

Okay. Now you talked to us about your difficult time when you were a
Brigade Commander, West, at Mbarara, but also having battalions at Fort
Portal, Mubende and Masaka. You mentioned the name of one politician
Dr. Rubaihayo who had his own youth wingers, who behaved badly. Do
you have any other political figures who might have given you a difficult
time at this time?
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{ARURU

That is right

fR. 'AGENDA·

And that you found everything there stripped Did vou ever 2et involved
for ex.ample, \vith a politician by name of Mugwisa?
•

MARURU:

[ did go with fugwisa. in fact.

MR. t-.'AGE'-l)A

Yes.

MARURU:

\Ve were together, we went to Bu.sunju, we continued to Bukomero and
instructed those mBusunju and Bukomero \\ith Sam Mugwisa.. I went
with him on that trip.

MR. "AGENDA:

Yes. \Vhat was his demeanour on these trips. You see. we have it on
evidence that he was given to making some very strong statements. For
example, we were told that on one occasion, he said, all the people North
of the Hoima Road are involved with guerrillas and should be ~iped out.
Did he have any sue strong words to use on your trip?

MARURU:

Whenever we used to move together we would be going specifically to
the soldiers. So may be those statements were given out to wanainchi
whenever he was addressing rallies. The only single time I went ~ith
him we visited the detachment at Busunju and another detachment which
was in Bukomero. And in fact when we went to Bukomero we found all
the soldiers were drunk and they almost shot us (Laughter). We had to
take off very quickly and come back. So we had no chance of talking to
the soldiers in Bukomero, at Busunju we talked to the soldiers and I
talked to them about the stripping of Busunju and he could not get
information where guerrillas were.

MR.NAGENDA:

Did he speak very sternly to the soldiers for stripping Busunju?

MARURU:

Yes.

MR.NAGENDA:

I see. Now you have said that you were very nearly shot at Bukomero by
drunken troops and yet you were their Brigade Commander. Am I right?

MARURU.

yes. But that was my first trip to that area after taking over. Some of
them did not know me.

MR.NAGENDA:

Yes. But I suppose they knew you after that because you punished them
severely for trying to shoot you.
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But. Maj. G1,;nl·ml. I ,,ould have thought that it is especially in a war
situation tltat ) ou deal very fiercely with indiscipline. Surely, is that not

so?
.M\.Rl

l

Yes .

Ycs But ·ou did not do it.

MARURU:

\Veil. ,,hat I did was to order my immediate Commander who was there
to get hold of whoeYer was responsible.
And definitely about

seriousness. the way it should be looked at it is the way he punished
them.

\fR 1\ .\GENOA

Okay. Did you not have power over this person to solve discipline for
not doing enough? You sec. what I am getting. at General. it appears to
me from what we have been talking that you were not really very
interested in this war, because for somebody to try to shoot his superior
officer and then to say, well, it was a time of war. we could not really
afford to dismiss them or something. I would have thought you dismiss
them. Were you Yery interested in this war at all?

MARURL

I think I did not have the powers to dismiss them.

~1R 'AGENDA

Didn't vou have court martials?

.MARURU:

I do not remember of any at that time .

~tR. NAGENDA:

I see. So you would say that really it was a very very poor anny without
any sort of court martial. especially. at the time of war?

t\tARURU:

You can say that.

MR. NAGENDA.

Would you also say it?

~1ARURU:

That it was a poor anny?

MR. NAGENDA:

Yes.

MARURU·

That is possible.

DR. MAKUBUYA.

Commissioner; before you leave that I am not sure \\ hat happened. Did
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•ou go to tl1is place at night

M.\l'11Rll:

It was m the CYcningat b

nR , .\.1'.lBUYA:

At about 5 00 p.m.

. .
or was it m the day time?

a out five o'clock

Yes, at about 5.00 pm. It had rain
over the place some were • th . ed and the fellows were scattered all
'
In
e1r trenches b t th
of drunkenness - I understood th h . , u ere was a general case
ey ad Just got their pay.
DR .MAKVBUYA:

I see. Do you remember th • B
.
time?
eu attahon Commander for Mubende at the

l\fARURU:

At the time - I do not remember th
.
I will get the name.
e name. May be you give me a chance

DR.MAKUBUYA:

Okay, you can _findit out and perhaps even the Detach Commander if you
can remember 1t would help. Okay, you can carry on!

MR NAGENDA:

Thank you. If~ey could shoot or nearly shoot their Brigade Commander
- how do you thmk they would behave to ordinary civilians?

MARURU:

In that state, in the state they were in, I wouldn't like to imagine what they
would do.

MR. NAGENDA:

Can I take it that once you had got back to Brigade Headquarters in
Mb~
that having been shocked by how they could behave to you and
therefore, imagining how they would treat ordinary people that would
institute some measures to protect the civilian population?

MARURU:

I think there was not much one could do, but generally most of these
areas were already empty, the Bukomero areas were empty. So in fact
whatever civilians O!le would meet around were those who were taking
refuge around the camps and these would be women may be, but the men
ones generally were not around. So I do not know what measures I would
take to protect the civilians who were already with them. Because the rest
were not staying there, generally they had fled the areas.

MR.NAGENDA·

Yes. But you see, one whole area in Luwero was full of people who had
not fled from these areas and how they were mistreated, how they had
their noses bitten off, how they had their testicles crushed and ~o forth.
Are you going to tell me, general that it is no! the duty o~~e Semor army
Commander in the area, sort of, to do somethmg about this.

MARURU:

not know which area
Y es, h e must do something about it. but now . I dobo
L
? A
are you talking about? Bukomero, are we talkmg a ut uwero
re we

I

talking about •

MR.NAGENDA

,,

e have a lot of cases of people who died at
A lot - I can assure You W

·
'dence and who were killed by your army
Bukomero m cvi
I?
.
what
did
you
do
to
protect
these
peop
e.
as k mg you -
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Let us say in your time, the nearly one year you stayed in Mbararawhen
~1ubcnde came under you an? when these things were going on at places
hke Bukomero, ~fubende 1tsel_f,we heard terrific reports of what

C(

r

'

happened there, M1tyana- but M1tyanamay be was - yes, Mityana would
have been under you, part of Mubendc in fact. We have heard real}
terrible stories of what was happening in Mityana, some of it in 198l/8i
You see, if there was nothing you could do, then, General, you have ~
say, there was nothing you could do and then we will ask you why there
was nothing. Because our understanding of the Army Code and from
what we have been told and what we heard, for example, on the people
you were fighting who are the NRA, they had a very strong code and they
shot people who shot or who raped people and they still do and we are
trying to find out what your own army was doing and to me it is actually
very important because you are the best person to tell us.

MARURU.

There was no such a code like the one we are talking about now the NRA
Code. It was not there.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

The Armed Forces Act.

MARURU:

The Armed Forces Act was there. But I do not think there were
punishments enough to deter such acts. Because there was no provision
for, say, shooting somebody who had raped somebody in the war
situation. So it was still difficult not to find enough support from the
legal point for you to handle a person of that nature.

MR. NAGENDA:

What is contained in this Act?

MARURU:

Of course some cases are categorised, and I do not remember whether, for
example, there is this case of rape or some, I do not remember having
seen it.

MR. NAGENDA:

What about an army soldier shooting a civilian who is not fighting him?
Would that be covered by the Act?

MARURU:

As regards this, it would end up as being a case of murder.

MR. NAGENDA:

Even during a period.of war?

COUNSEL:

Mr. Chairman, I want to pass this information. That although Maj. Gen.
Marum is referring to the Armed Forces Act. the Armed Forces Act was
for Uganda Army and actually there was a Lacuna during the period he is
talking about. There was no Act really under which the Uganda Central
Region Army was based, that was the position. Either it was overlooked.
But that was the position. Because the other Act was for a different anny.
and the Uganda National Liberation Army was a different army, it had no
job to control it.

MR. NAGENDA:

I see.
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cg
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COL'"\SFL:

It ,~·asthe~ for the Uganda Army. You see tllc actual army was tlle aml\
which was m Pnson, that was the Uganda army. May be );ou belonged t~
the Uganda Army. But the Uganda National Liberation Army did not
have the Act to control them.

DR \f tj(L'BUYA:

How did it come into existence'l Counsel, we arc going to swear you and
you testify.

COUNSEL:

\Veil, I am just obsen·ing this as a law. I mean. as an observation from
here and the legal position was that. That Uganda National Liberation
Army was only mentioned in the Proclamation. But as tllc law (Act)
controlling it - it was not there.

MRNAGENDA.

Yes But I am going on to suggest to the Major General that probably
one of the reasons why it might have been overlooked is that people like
him who should have been. enforcing, it seemed they never bothered to so
do it and therefore, nobodv realised. even not being interested. the gap
remained. And I am asking General Marum whether that is not a fair
statement?

MARURt.,
MR.NAGENDA

MARURU.

MR NAGENDA·

Well, may be I accept that.
Please accept it. it is obvious. Now I asked you earlier - no. _in~t ~ou
said that ar1 anm: should have principles, should be taught pnnc1plcs on
which it is bas~d. from which it fights as one of the things. your
recommendations I have already asked you \\hcthcr you really belie, cd
in the war you were fighting, i c. in the p~nc~pk of it. And since you
yourself suggested that tllcre should be a pnnc1plc. let me knm, ask ) ou
, t'
Wh •n vou were fighting from Mbarara, ) ou know all these
th c qu1,;s10n.
1,; J
• • •
d •
·>
. l
, under you - ,, hat was the pnnc1pk mvo 1w tor) ou.
p Iaces\\' h 1c1 came
.
.
d ·r orders since I was tllcrc in the tlu:n l 1NLA Sc• if
Gene rall
\'
,,as
un
c
• • 1 dt
place
there is a ,,ar going on. there an· onkrs to fi•£ht
) ou arc poste o a • ,
that war.
th rd rs because , ou said. people should h:1\c
0
1
Did ·ou. apart fom b c•. ~n ·,,·ar \Ve~ , ou apart fmm the orders 1
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G ·ral did you bchc, c 111 ,, hat ~ l)U \\ ere
w~rc you ourself, Mai. enc· •
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doing'/ 1ltc reason why l ask you that question, it could lead on whctl).cr
your rights were violated when you were removed So I am asking you,
were ) ou effectfre and involved in your work, did you believe in the war
you "ere fighting?
iARURU.

No.
(:

I

1R. .1 AGEI\'DA:
M.ARURU:

You did not.
Yes.

fR. NAGENDA:

So in fact your human rights were not violated. When you were brought
back and given an unkno\1.'11
job at the Headquarters.

iARURU:

I would think so.

ffi.. NAGB,H)A:

Okay Now I just want to ask you about the role of the Itesot in the
Ugandan Army. You see, we discussed and you have told us about the
fighters in the militia, you have told us about Amin coming in and having
to liquidate or otherwise to remove Acholi and so on and then the other
way around when the power changed again. What has been the role of
the Itesot in this affair, in the time that you served in the army?

!\IARURU:

I do not know whether I really took a keen interest in finding out what
each tribe in the army - which role that tribe was playing. But I think that
now that you have asked it, I think they were just joining the army to
serve at the right time, I do not know whether they had any specific role
they played that would be exclusive to the Itesot. Otherwise I do not
know.

l\1R. NAGE\'DA·

You see, the reason why I am asking you this question - it was pointed
out that under Obote One there were a lot of Acholi, 60 percent - mostly
from Kitgum, you told us. Then there were some Langi, some Itesot and
some other tribes in minority clearly. Then when Amin came in he
removed what he saw as a problem, put in his own people or generally
people from West Nile. Then the time came, you told us yesterday, when
at least two of the tribes concerned were themselves beginning to be
killed by the others. Am I right?

MARURlI

Yes, you are right.

MR. 'AGENDA:

This will suggest to me that people actually were coming in to support
their son, if you see what I mean. Y cs?

MARURU:

You could then take it a further step further and say that during the last
war the people were not well represented in the army, they knew that the
only way they could win by themselves forming into a kind of army, you
know, the NRA Because the majority there surely were Bantu people.

MR "AGENDA:

What role were they playing'' Were they just professional soldiers'!
Were they playing on one side rather than another'! What was their role'/
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Finally. Major general I
.
top in _the country for, a 1: Stng to suggest that you have been at th
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m two different theatres yo
o Staff, being Brigade Commander
.
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. 1 1_tary Commission, indeed as
e
s an Nairobi.

~' \RL RU:

No. I was not.

MR ~AGT~D.\:

Were you not at the talks in Nairobi?

MA.RURU:

No.

MR NAGENDA:

I_am sorry, I remove _that. Nevertheless, both in and out of the military
h~c, you ha~e had qm!e a lot of say in the planning of this country in my
view· ~ooki~~ back, i~ ~e~e something you could have done personally
from this position to mimm1se the violations that occurred?

MARURU

I am sure I would have liked to do something to minimise the violations
but in most cases my hands were tied in such a way that I wasn't able to
do something that would have minimised or probably eliminated these
violations but with my hands tied, it was difficult. I became an observer
in the same but definitely I did the little I had. With my positions, I have
been holding, with my hands free, I would have •liked to have done
something which could have minimised or eliminated all these violations.

MR.NAGENDA:

Who is to untie your hands? Who tied them who would have untied
them?

MARURU:

I imagine now may be my hands are untied and if thei:e were violations of
human rights now I feel I could very easily ~o somethmg.

KAKWENZIRE:

Who tied your hands then?

MARURU.

The regimes that were during that time.

MR.NAGENDA:

MARURU:

.
ral Marumthat you have lived actually a
So would you, m fact, say Gen~
been given very important positions
quite sad life because here you_ ave
So there is nothing which you
but they are just window _dres~mgto Y;::i·.cate violations. From the early
could do to minimise or ~n this w~y e ag~ there are now not very many
Captain long time
h l
you are
age you becam~ a .
You have gone the w o e way'
r
Major generals m this country. d our power there seems to be there fo
• hly educated in the army an y
telling us all this was really n~t
h 1g
•d and yet you are
. •
What 1s
e
can fight these VlO 1attons.
th e People from outs1
d ou feel that you
true. Only now O Y
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•t has turned out.
• on your hie as 1
your observation
do and the violations 1
.
h rever I could, I did .what I ::di
I imagine w e
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as an individual would

not ha,e made a reasonable impact on whatever I would have tried to do.
\\'here, er in my small way as an individual could manage to save a
situation 1 have done it. it was widespread! If you were in West Nile, you
might be able to do something there but you cannot help what is in
Masaka.

1R AGENDA·
MARURU:
MR. NAGENDA·

I am very sony, when you were in the North you could not help in the
North. You have told us.

I was not in a position to do so.
Exactly, therefore, that was not very wide, it was small but you could not,
when you went to Mbarara you couldn't. You almost even got shot by
your own soldiers and you said that because of the unfortunate area in
which you have been born you were looked on with suspicion. Thenthey
make you Chief of Staff, you are Chief of Staff of the Republic Houseand
small areas. To me this would seem to suggest that if it is all true,then
you have been very badly treated by this country.

MARURU:

On several occasions, yes.

KAKWENZIRE:

And when you look back you find you are being used.

MARURU:

In some cases especially when I was appointed a -Chief of Staff. As I
mentioned, it took two months to make a decision about it and I imagine
they were still debating whether they should appoint me. Technically, I
had the nearest high rank. So normally it should be automatic but then
they were still debating I am sure who should go there and why but later
they used it as a cover, to say you see we are not tribalistic like Obote,
you can see a Munyankole is a Chief of Staff despite the war against
Museveni. At any rate, I do not think, this was nothing else but just as a
window dressing.

KAKWENZIRE:

Arising from what you have told us, it seems they were takingyou in
troubled areas where actually these violations were taking place like you
were at Ombaci at the particular time, you were at Mbarara at the timeof
expelling the Banyarwanda, you were in Luwero when the Bagandawere
being killed and you saw it all and you were the figurehead, you werethe
man in charge. How did you feel on humanitarian grounds to havethese
people kill your own people?

MARURU:

One wouldn't feel happy definitely. One wouldn't rejoice andto me as a
person, I wouldn't rejoice over it.

KAKWENZIRE:

MARURU:

Did you suffer, for instance, what you saw in Luwero, what you saw in
Mbarara and what you saw at Ombaci, how did it affect your own life? I
thought you could be more open as long as you know about the
frustrations of a man of your calibre.
I do not think it was an interesting life to live under conditions thatwen:
prevailing. Well, if it happens to anybody else, it could as well happen to
you That is my thinking. If people are killed at Ombaci, I could as well
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MARLRU:

1 do not think so.

Jv\KWENZIRE

Are there some incidences you regret in your military career?

MARURU.

There must be incidence, I may not just recall them offhand.

KAK\VENZIRE.

In Mbarara, for instance, were you the in charge in 1982 when the
Banyanvanda were expelled?

MR 'l>.lAGENDA·

Yes, he told us.

MARURU·

That is about the time I got there.

KAKWENZIRE.

And the army was, I think we have got evidence that the armv was
involved in the exercise.
•

MARURU:

I think as far as I know, when I got to Mbarara the only officer from my

KAKWENZIRE:

Brigade Headquarters who was involved, was Liuetenant Sewanyana ,\ho
I recalled from the exercise and I left to go and hand over in Gulu and I
arrived back only to find that the exercise was over but I have no
evidence myself that the army got involved. I understand it had been the
Special Force and the Youth Wingers.
What about the 1985 war and all the atrocities which were committed and
you were at the centre of it.

t\.1ARURU

I was in Kampala,you mean the coup?

KAKWENZIRE:

And subsequent war?

MARURU:

In 1985?

KAKWENZIRE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

. .
I think he has testified on \\here he \\as that there
Madam Comm1ss1oner.
th
was FEDEMU,there \\as FUNA
were certain areas under UNLA, ere
and UFM.
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K.: ~\\1:1 'ZIRE

Ho\, about has ) our o,,.n life, how
humnn rights b) all this period?

1 RLRU

\Veil. my human rights. I think. were violated once or twice. I do not
knO\'\exactly how many times at least at one time I had to run away from
this country. I do not know whether that was not violating my rights to
be here

01

what would you say about your

KAK\VENZIRE:

Probably you also talked about it but I wanted to comment about the
composition of the army in 1962.

MR. ~AGENDA.

He talked about it

KAK\VE ~zIRE:

He mentioned it?

f\fR.

Yes.

l

AGENDA:

KAK\VE1 ZIRE:

Well. I think that is all.

DR. I\1AKUBUY A:

Well, I still have a few things which you should clear up with me Major
General. One is where is this Liuetenant Sewanyana now?

bfARURU:

I do not know for sure but one time I used to see him, he should be in the
NRA.

DR. :MAKUBUYA:

In the NRA?

MARURU:

Yes, but I do not know in which Unit.

DR. :MA.KUBUYA:

Why did you recall him? I thought this was a national exercise or
something, why did you not want him to get involved in this exercise?

:MARURU:

Because, as far as I am concerned, I had no orders from the headquarters
that the army should be involved. I am sure they had taken him because
of his appointment as a political commissar otherwise there were no
orders from the army to take part.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Now, you said that when you went back, after you recalled this chapyou
went up to Gulu to hand over the Brigade there, when you came backto
Mbarara the exercise w~ over. What did you find out about the exercise?
What had happened during the exercise?

MARURU:

Well, I got to understand that the Youth Wingers and I think Special
Force were expelling any persons of Rwandese origin mainly in Mbarara
as it were but when I came back I found that exercise was over in that
there was no physical harassment to any civilian any more whmeverthey
were.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Where were these so called Banyarwanda now?

MARURU:

Most of them had crossed to Rwanda and some had crossed I think blto
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lasaka or some other places.
ORM

Kl'BUY

Now. "hen vou talk b
.
• 1 d"
a out bemg Brigade Commander \Vestcm and
me u mg a ~lace like Mubcnde. this is a matter ·whichwe cannot just pass
over as was ct· d b
.
. m icatc Y Commissioner Nagenda. I am particularly very
mtcrestcd
m
that arca \\ here there was a war gomg
• on and you yourseIf
. .
~aid m your Brigade you had a war on your hands So what were vour
mStrnctions with regard to this area where there was a war? I do· not
know what you would call it militarily but what were your orders from
the headquarters in relation to this area where there was a war.
\Vell. the orders were to fight the war, to execute the war to the very end.

DR MAKUBUYA:

And what was your strategy? What was the UNLA strategy for fighting
this war. at least, in Mubende area?

:MARURU.

That is a very difficult question because the UNLA was fighting a
guerilla war.

DR. l\1AKUBUYA.

Yes, that is why I am asking you. What was the strategy, the UNLA
strategy was for dealing with these guerillas.

MARURU:

The UNLA should have used the same tactics because conventional war
wouldn't work, you do not fight a guerilla war when you are conventional
and unfortunately the soldi..;rsof UNLA were trained in conventional war
so there was a problem and may be no wonder they were defeated because
when you go conventional when you are fighting a guerilla war it is very
difficult.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Yes, I am interested to hear that you say no wonder they were defeated.

MR. NAGENDA:

And I do not know who "they" is any way.

MARURU:

UNLA.

MR. NAGENDA:

I thoug ht you say we .

MARURU:

No.

MR. NAGENDA:

Were you UNLA?

MARURU:

I was no longer.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

MARURU:
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n'lla you had to use different tactics om your convention
w1
e gue
.
.
·>
tactics? Was this matter ever discussed to your knm\ledge.
•
ld
well be but the war ,vas already at hand. you wouldn't
Well 1t cou as
.
· · · th
.
. '
all the se soldiers to go and give them a trammg m e ne"
withdraw
tactics. So it had to be handled as an emergency.
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DR

IAKUBUYA

Did ,0 u hear of the application of the "scotched earth policy", for
cxa.mplc'l

MARURU.

DR MA KUB UYA·

"Scortch earth policy"'/ \Vhat is that?

Oh! J sec. \\'ell. to put it in the context of Mubcndc, for. example
involves the indiscriminate killing of whoever you find on the'
assumption that if this area is enemy area, whoever is there he is an
enemy. Did you hear of the application of this kind of politics? Jt was
actually applied by the Americans in Vietnam and so forth but in our
context it actually means killing from village to village v,hoever you find
even shooting hens, cows and so on. Did you ever hear of this as one of
the strategics which the UNLA used to deal with?

M.\RlRU:

That could have been orders form somebody else, not me.

DR MAKUBUY A:

Not you but did you ever hear of it being used? As one of the strategies
actually?

l\1ARURU

I think so because at least you get reports or read in the papers that a
\\."holevillage was dropped on something, definitely I think that is what it
means that there was that strategy used.

DR MAKUBUY A:

And I was also interested to hear that you had gone with Mugwisa into
the barracks to address soldiers and I think we have evidence somewhere
in our records that Mr. Mugwisa claimed that he had been given authority
by either Obote or Muwanga being in charge of the anti-war strategy at
least in Mubende. Did you know of this when you were touring in
Mubende?

MARURU

I did not know, I only went once with him. I didn't know he went in that
capacity. Me I thought he had come there as a Member of Parliament for
that area and because of what \Vas happening.

DR l\1AKUBUY A:

Again I have some difficulty in-understanding the role of Jaw in "hether
it is Uganda Army which you worked for or in the UNLA particularl) the
issue of the Geneva Convention. Did you ever have to deal ,vith the
application of the Geneva Convention which arc part of the la\\ of
Uganda \\'hen it came to this anti-war strategy particularly in Mubende"
The Geneva Conventions they will tell you what ) ou will do with the
civilians in the areas of combat and what you will do "ith the prisoners of
war and things like this, they also appl) to internal armed conflicts Were
they applied in this anti-guerilla \\ar strategy'?

MARURU:

The soldiers were not conversant \\ith this Comention

DR. !\1AKUBUYA:

Who was supposed to make them comersant \\ith
Conventions? \Vasn't it you the Brigade Commander?

MARURU:

It should have been the Legal Department

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Y cs. in fact. I am interested in that one
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What

\\3S

the Gcne\a

the arrangementfor

p , tdmg I gal en ices to the turned forces
Th
1 dre "asn 't much • th ere "as a head of the lcgnl ~Cl"\ ices nt the
1
n quarters but \\C didn't ha,c la\\_ ers do\\n at the Brigade le,cl
l RM

KUBl

And so if) ou had a legal matter ansmg
• • and ) ou thought thts
• was re.u
-'I v n
legal problem. \\hat did )Ou do?

M RURl:.

\Veil. \\C could onl) ask for the Department of Legal Affairs at the
headquarters to see what thev can do but I think they \\ere also under
staffed.
•

OR. iAKUB UYA

\Vould you remember refening an matters to them'!

1ARURU

ot individually.

OR MAKUBUYA:

You mentioned that it took two months for the Lutwa regime to decide
whether you were going to be Chief of Staff and all this. Did you kno,,
) ou were being considered'?

MARURU:

No.

OR. l'.tAKLBU'YA:

How did you
know it took two months').
.

MARLRC.

From the day they appointed me Chief of Staff.

DR !\tAKUBUYA:

It took two months?

MARURC:

Since Bazilio was appointed Chief of Staff immediately and they
appointed me in September or October.

DR MAKUBUY A:

How did you get involved with these people in the first place?

MARl!RU:

Which people?

DR MAKUBUY A:

The Lutwas.

.MARURU:

I explained that .

COUNSEL:

He said he was in the forces.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

I see! Well, it is difficult for me to associate )OU, an Air Force Officer
and so on with these chaps. And I still have some difficulties in
understanding why you accepted this job of Chief of Staff

MARURU:

In the army they don 1t consult you, it is literal I) an order If it is an order
you carry it out.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

1 see. Even when appointed as Chief of Staff'

MARURU:

It is even worse if you refused.
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.,

tR NAGEl OA·

Perhaps thnc J could ask, intc,jcct a question
I bdicn: that Bin .
whi:n ht wa.-- President appointl·d and. therefore, Commander in

c:s:

appoinh.'d Col. N:myumba as Chief of Staff
MARURU:

I did.

MR

Colonel

.\l.H 1\JDA:

Natl)

D1d)

ou hear about this')

ic '

umba ncycr took up his dutu;s \Vas he cashiered?

MARlJRU:

No

MR NAGL 1\JD.\:

'\ cs, but quite a time passed bet\\ cen the two did it?

MARURU

Nanvumba
was on Safari. he was in C'hina, he wasn't around .
.

MR N.\GFNDA:

'\ cs, but he came back and didn't report to his office
In fact, if I
remember correctly, it was said that he met the person who took over, the
late 0) itc Ojok who said "what is your problem" and Nanyumba said
"nothing" and that was the end of the matter but he nc\'cr reported to his
office. Anyway 1 will just ask what this means in army tcm1s

DR MAKUBUY A:

Now, I have some difficulty about the end of the Lutwa regime and I do
not know if you explained l will find it in the record So just s~w you
explained yesterday but we have this business of helicopter Gun Ship
which was used towards the end of the Lutwa regime in Buscga, Lubirl
area. What was all this about?

MARURU.

171is ,vas part of the war.

DR. MAKUBUYA

Whose idea was it to use this helicopter gunship''

MARURU:

171at was Wilson Toko

DR MAKUBUYA:

And you know that at about that time there ,wrl' many ()l'Oplc M

Instead Binaisa was cashiered,

customers of the Uganda Airlines who wcn: stranded l'ithcr in Cologne or
111London What w~L"happening in the Uganda Airlines at the time'?

MARURU:

It was officially closed

DR. MA KU BUYA:

You really think that there \\,L-: no colkdi\'c
ll'Sponsihility in the
management of this helicopter business it wa.-. stru.:th spl·aking a pcrsonnl
decision of Col Toko?

MARlJRU.

I think so.

DR MAKlJBUY A:

What about thi.: cuuntc,

MARlJIHJ:

lklinitely

DR MAKUBUYA:

Who was in dmrgc'
counkr•offrnsi vi.:.'/

- olknsin~ when UNI A \\ a:-: appHl.lChing
Kampala. who w;l." in charge ol the l'0untcr - otli:nsh c..•'' \Vcre ~ ou
involved at all in the countl'r-otlcnsin•''
I was not
1

l>id you gl'I the ,,si;iistann:

l1

f lou:igncrs for th 's

l do not n:mcmbcr an . t; •

,t \Rl Rl
~tR NAGfa

' orcigncrs, may be it is not directly.

~o

~I \Rl Rl

Am I wrong in n:mcmbcnng
• that a group came over from North Korea?
I ncYermet them.

\tR. '\AGE~OA

But vou
. know that they were around.
• might not meet thcm but you still

\tARLRU:

I did not know anything about them.

DR ~L.\KUBlf\A:

Y?u~aid that, again talking about terrorism, if you had anything to do
with it, you would not have invited the Anyanya back. You mentioned
that ":hen you_met a chap like Maliyamungu, your hair literally jumped
even if you did not have much. Why did your hair jump on meeting
Maliyamungu?

MARURU:

Because he was in State Research.

DR MAKUBUY A:

What was wrong with the State Research? It was just a simple
Intelligence Team, everybody needs intelligence and so on.

.MARURU:

I think I talked about it yesterday that State Research was killing people .

DR MAKUBUY
A:

You said that when it came to summarising, people who came to the army
should have a good background education, they should be given
sufficient training in a relevant environment. I do not know whether by
this you were saying that previous armies were not sufficiently trained,
they did not have good educational background and so on?

MARURU:

The majority of members in the previous armies were lacking those
aspects.

DR. MAKUBUY
A:

Something which has been bothering me is the role of - You see, you
mentioned that when you were Brigade Commander, Northern, you had
little to do with Arua and then that when you were Chief of Staff in 1985
you were directing some chap called Eric Odwar who was, I think, the
Brigade Commander, Central, to control the army and so on but where
was your information coming from? How do you get informed about
what is happening.

MARURU

Well, technically, one would get messages from relevant units and some
would be direct verbal reports from specific places.

DR MAKUBUYA:

yes, J do not know, perhaps, I better put it cru~ely. What is the role of
the military intelligence people? Do they mform you as Brigade
Commander, as Chief of Staff or what do they do'7

MARURU

There arc relevant intelligence officers at different levels so reports would
go through that channel and then get compiled and I would get a
marised report of the intelligence reports that have come in
~~;ending on where, if you arc a Brigade you will collect intelligence
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, pMt from different batt.11ions., (lll get the intcllig~ncl' officer 1,c .
• &•vcs
, ou .-1~unun:uy of the general situation.

DR

1 Kl Bl ~/\.

1ARl:RU

I sec! \Vas it "01king at the time like ) ou w1.·rcin Gulu and at the tirn
·ou "ere tJ1cChief of Staff? \Vas this system ,, orking?
c

TI1erc,,as n set up like that.

DR MAKUBUYA.

) cs but I do not know. my colleague here asked you about what .
happening in Kampala at the time you were the Chief of Staff and I ne:~
"antcd to ask whether you didn't listen to BBC or something like th:
So many things seemed to be happening in Kampala at the time and i~
looked as if this infom1ation was not getting you. Were you sufficientlv
informed about the Kampala situation when you were a Chief of Staff? •

"t.\RURU:

I could not have been smce I ,vas not controlling the whole area of
Kampala.

DR l\1AKL13UYA:

Okay, but for those parts which the UNLA was controlling?

l\1ARURU:

Yes, I think I was getting some information.

DR. l\lAKUBUY A:

You were sufficiently informed?

KAKWENZIRE:

Who was here?
Kampala?

COUNSEL:

He said it.

KAKWENZIRE:

Oh! yes, I think.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Now, you said that above a certain rank in the army you do not resign,
you just get dismissed. Is this a good arrangement and generally
speaking, the general principle is whether in fact this arrangement of
refusing people from leaving the army is a good thing, wouldn't they be
free to go and try something else, you try for ten years and you go and try
something else. Why must you remain there until death or something'?

MARURU:

This is way back from the British. If I had powers I would get these
people work on contract, either you renew and if you do not want to
renew then you go. Well, I think it is not a good idea to keep somebody
may be some time against his wish. He will not give you the best service.

MR. NAGENDA:

Perhaps this is the time to ask you, had you been able to retire, had you
worked on contract, when looking back would you have left the anny ']·
What year?

MARURU:

Really I do not know but may be about 1974/75.

MR. NAGENDA:

Why would you have left at that time and what were you doing. ju 5t
remind me, were you then a Lt. Colonel?

You said you were not here, who was heading m
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In 1Q74n: I "as a full CoIone(

~i \'Rl Rl

D\

\1R
~1ARlRl

iR

I,

GE DA·

iARURU:

DR MAKUBUY A:

full

oloncl. ·n1is is the time wh
en you would have come out'l
I think I would hayc dcfin·t , 1 .
•
t e ~ come out.
\Vhv?
., .
I would have left just to go and do f: .
.
way. I was still voung enou l t
annmg or something else and by the
civilian life.
•
g 1 0 go and convert my military life into a
\Vcll • vou
mav- have dt.:"alt w1'th this
• yesterday and if you did o
.,
.
say y~u did. Di~ you get involved in the July 1985 take o:Cru;;.
how did you get involved?

t

• st

1

so

~URURU:

I explained this yesterday.

COL~SEL:

Well, he explained that he had become redundant, he was on special duty
at the headquarters but he had no work and so when an announcement
was made on the radio that all military officers would report at the Police
Officers Mess and he reported and he was the most senior officer there.

KAKWENZIRE

And he also told us that he read the message.

COUNSEL:

Yes, he read it after when he had already arrived.

\1R NAGENDA:

Yes, all that he had explained is already on the record.

DR.MAKUBUYA:

Anything else Commissioners?

KAKWENZIRE.

Yes, my question arises out of Commissioner Makubuya's questions
One, he asked you rather reprovingly what you were doing with these
people. My question is, you got involved ~n fighti_ng,a \~~ in 1985. did
you feel you were commanding a war even if you didn t wm.

MARURl.J

Which war now?

KAKWENZIRE

In 1985.

MARURU:

The war against whom?

KAKWENZIRE:

Against the NRM.

MARURU

.
I as the Chief of Staff without the powers to do
y cs, ~hat is the t1dmc h~ther I was realIv involved in fighting the war.
anything so I won er w c
•

KAKWENZIRE:

MARURU:

be I have missed most of\\ hat you "ere saying but.
It is unfortunate may .
•rations v.ith vour colleagues'!
for instance, did you discuss ope
~
. . d
called to some of the meetings of
Generally, I never was invite .~~ knov.n which, l think. I had talked
.
t r. for reasons \\
operattona 1 na u c
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nb\.lllt. So it v,as difficult to say that l was really invo1\'cd in the war
because I gave an example of ammunition, guns, arriving m the count '
and the Chief of Staff docs not know, they arc distributed fro~
somewhere else. So stiictly speaking I really did not engage in fighting
the war.
KAK\VENZIRE:

Similarly about that message you read, you said because Bazilio did not
know English you drafted the message for them?

MARURU:

Y cs. you can say that because it came in a draft fonn which I said
yesterday l could not understand so I made quite a number of alternations
and then they asked me to read it.

KAK\VENZIRE:

I can recall vaguely that message but I am not so exact. Would you
remind us what that message was and whether that message was
inflammatory in anyway?

MARURU:

No. Most of the inflammatory statements I removed, of course, some of
them had already been said on the radio before the message itself because
some were threatening to look for all Acholi in Makindye, they should
not tum up until they have discussed this and that those which were
tribally inflammatory, I tried to remove but what I read was a general
statement that anyone could hear on radio after a coup anywhere.

KAKWENZIRE:

Do you remember what the message said?

MARURU:

It is a bit difficult except a few things that I can remember now but,
generally, it was talking about the overthrow of the government of Obote
and several measures that were to be taken, say, I do not know whether a
curfew was imposed - the airport was closed, the Bank transactions were
suspended, the cabinet was dismissed, the ordinary things that you would
hear when a coup takes places in standard form. It is literally standard
anyway. Really I do not think there was some particular aspect because
the rest would come in the subsequent announcements.

KAKWENZIRE:

And I just have remembered that there was an appeal for people to come
out of the bush. Can you remember whether that was also included?

MARURU:

Yes, that appeal was there but I do not remember whether it was in the
first statement or in the subsequent statements. But there was an appeal
for all Ugandans wherever they are to come and get together.

COUNSEL:

Well, that is the end of the evidence.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Is that it? Well, Major General, we must thank you very much for sparing your
time to come and testify before us. I think we still want some infonnation from
you on a number of things, when you find it out. you can let us know but
otherwise, for the time being, you are free to go. Thank you Yerymuch.

MARURU:

Thank you.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Leading Counsel, the Commission adjourns to tomorrow at 10.00 a.m. down
stairs.
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1ncl.unConunissioncr ('
. "c arc Startin
' , ounscl
"'0 11) tlrnt
b' to witncss, Lad'ics and Gentlemen I am
l , tl
.
g a it late Le al C'
,
m,
\C \\ltncss at that time M .
~
ounscl, \\hen we last sat we
) ou got ~ontcbody else fi
'h ~J~r Ozi two \\ccks to come back. Have
or us ere m the meantime·>
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s 1 1ta\'e IS M K"k"
of Electoral Commission in ~ _ r. 1 um. Mr. Kikiira,vas Chairman
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\VITNESS NO 439· MR •
S\VORN IN •
•
• KOSEA MBA.JERUKA KIKIIRA -

[Ol

·s1

L:

\Vould you please give us your full names?

KIKIIRA

My names arc Kosca Mbai·cruka
K'k··
.
I llffi.

COU1\SEL:

How old arc you?

KIKlIRA

I am 68 years old.

COUNSEL:

What do you do and where do you live?

KIKIIRA

At present I am trying to farm and living in Rukungiri District.

COlJNSEL:

Would you please give us your educational background and the working
C}...7Perience?

KIKIIRA

I \\'as at King's College, Budo in 1935 to end of 1939. then I went to
Makererc University in 1940 and finished at the end of 1942

COUNSEL:

When you finished, you qualified in what?

KIKIIRA

I qualified in education. I was posted at King's College. Budo as a
teacher. That was from 1943 to 1944. Then I moved to Kigezi High
School for a short time: then to Kinyansano Primary School from 1944 to
1951. After that, I joined the Ministry of Education as a School Inspector
until I 960. But before that. I went for further studies in I 95 7 to mid
I 958. I was at Bristol University for a Certificate in Education. \Vhen I
came back, I worked for a short time up to the end of 1960 \\ hen I "as
appointed Secretary General of Kigezi District. I was in that office from
1961 to 1963 September. After that. I joined the Uganda Go, emment as
Assistant District Commissioner. I was posted in Toro ,, here I stayed for
some time and then I was posted to Bukedi District in 1964 From
Bukedi District I was posted to Arua in 1967.

CHAIRMAN:

KIKIIRA

As A.D.C.?
I \\Cnt to Bukcdi as Acting D.C. and later on I \\as promoted to full status
of D c So when I moved to Arua. I \\ as alread~ a D C I sta~cd there up
• • 1n6u Then I was transferred to Gulu \\ here I sta, cd up to the
to Junc, -;, 0 ¥
end of I 969. During that period I had been promoted to the status of
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Undrr-...,ccrctal) At the end of I96<J, I was lransfcrrcd
~
Toro \\here I sta ed up to April, I<>72.I was nmong the 2/:>. l_ort Portal,
\\ho \\ere retired during Amin's time. Some of the .• cn1orofficers
Pcnnnncnt Secretaries.
sc officers were

CH IRJ\1AN·
\Vhy ,,ere) ou retired, what was thl.!reason?

KlKllRA
At first the President said that these have heen retired bt t h ct·ct
the reason. But later on, they said we were retired in
J bc1·•. not give
c pu tc interest.
Then did you come to public life after being retired in 1972?

tl1,

COUNSEL:
KIKIIRA:
COIB--.'SEL·

Yes.
\Vhcn was that and under what capacity?

KIKIIRA:
I think it was during Amin's time in 1973 when the Government call d
me back to act as the Chairman of the Uganda Steel Corporation. I w~
there for about five years but at the interval of two years because J was
arrested Then after the Amin's government had fallen, I went back home
and I _was called back to act as Chairman of the Electoral Commission
later m June 1980. I was appointed with other members of the
Commission, I think they were six - I do not remember the number
exactly. We were in that office from late June, 1980 up to October, 1984.

CHAIRMAN·
KIKIIRA:

CHAIRMAN:

KIKIIRA:
COUNSEL:

KIKIIRA:

COUNSEL:

KIKIIRA:

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Still dealing with electoral matters?
Yes.
Perhaps you will explain; I do not know whether there were any elections
in 198 I, 1982 or 1983.
Our tenns of office were to be on the Commission for four years
What were you supposed to do?
After organising elections, between June to December. we organised the
elections which were held on the I 0th December. 1980.
When you say organised what did it involve really''
That means making preparations for elections in that we had to find out
the population of the country. find out the political division of _the
country, demarcate the country into constituencies. organise the matcnals
to be used during the elections like ballot boxes. ballot papers and ~gc
for registers of voters and give transport for calT) ing those matcnals to
places where elections were to take place. Then after elections. \\e had to
stay in the office compiling up a Report After compiling up the Report,
it was \.Vithinthe tem1s of reference. So \\ c had to go back home and the
office was closed.
Arc these tenns specified anywhere to \\hich \\c can refer''
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There must be a copy in the office
You
termsWh
of Officc, you were appointed for four years and you
had asaid
dut\your
to do
•
entocanh we find the tenns of reference which you
used ,,hich· )IOU referred
w en you were perfonning your work?

~n~nRA

Our office was in Parliamentary Buildmgs
• • •m the President's Office

coC1 'SEL·

But
that
therefer
placeto?of work• But were you appomtcd
•
which
weiscan
by an Instrument

KIKIIRA-

There are some records, but 1 cannot remember where they arc now But
•
those records are there.

CHAIRNlA':

Before
•
•
thcv stayoud move
. th on, Legal Counsel, from what the wi·tn ess 1S
saying,
. . . ye m e office for four years compiling a Report and after
compiling tbe Report, you stayed in the office unemployed or what?

KJKIIRA:

COUNSEL:
KIKIIRA.:
CHAI~t.\N:

KIKIIRA:

We fini~hed our Report after compiling up the first Report. In one place
some did not attend at parliament for three consecutive times and these
had to be replaced.
You finished your Report on the 26th June, 1981?
Yes.
Please explain to this Commission what you did for the next three years.
We had some administrative matters to handle, for instance, calling in all
the equipment that were used during elections. Some were brought and
some were not brought. Then thereafter the Minister concerned said that
now your term is over. He thanked us for work we had done and then he
threw a small party for us.

CHA.IRMA

KIKilRA:

Mr. Kikiira, are you serious by saying that you took three years to collect
these boxes and so forth? And if not, you just tell us what happened.
Not only collecting boxes but we hadother points to clear. Our~~ was
four yeaIS acconliog to the tenns of ,eti:,ence - we bad to iemamm the
office as \ong as the Governmentrequiiedus to n:mainin the office
handling matteISconceminsthe clccti~ andal one tim~I bad to go fur
the preparalionof the next olcctionswhich ~ on we did not carry out.
We left and then new Commission wasappomtcd.
Legal eow,scl, pJeasehelp me by finding out from him exactlywhat they

CHAIRMA .

did for all those mon1hs-

Mr Kiki'
CO

'SEL:

KlKURA

you baVCagreed
that you badfinished
your ,eport on the

26th 1une".i 981,

andI am sure yoursignlllllresaie hen:

Yes.
9SSS

C( U.NSEL

So the question is, bct\vccn June, 1981 to October, 1984, what were you
doing?

KTKJIRA:

l have already said this that we were in the office handling the necessary
stuff connected with elections and bring them back to the office and we
,vcre handling all any matters that had not been completed to appear in
the Report. Because this is mainly showing the main part of the elections
but the administrative part of it is not m this Report.

COUNSEL:

So you were making administrative sort of report on your work.

KIKIIRA:

Yes, anything that was not finished to be included and we had to remain
and have a meeting and decide on such matters.

CHAIRMAN·

Perhaps you will tell us how often you met. Commissioner Khiddu
Makubuya said let us find out the sort of method you used. Perhaps it
could even do us a favour by telling us since you were the Chairman what
sort of delays you have had. We just want to get a clear picture of what
you were doing. And if you were not doing anything, it is not shameful
to say you were not doing anything. You should be honest at least.

KIKIIRA:

We were doing something during the period and this could be checked
from the record of our minutes held during that period. There are records
of minutes in the office.

CHAIRMAN:

Legal Counsel, are we likely to l_ookat these records because I think we
are labouring on a point which the Secretariat can find.

COUNSEL:

Yes, exactly I will ask Mrs Mawa to go and investigate this matter.
About your work, how do you think about it? Did you have problems in
carrying out your work from the day you were appointed to the day you
handed over?

KIKIIRA:

Yes, there were problems otherwise if everything was straight fonvard, I
do not think it would have taken all that long. First of all, there hadn't
been any elections since 1962. The time when the country was to have
elections in 1966 that is when we had problems in the country and then in
1971 there were no elections when Amin took over the Government.
They had made prepar-ations for elections. So this. we were starting from
the scratch. There was no record at all to be used. When we came to the
office, the government had made provisional population census and it is
that record we used for working out the population for elections in
different districts and to enable us to make up constituencies based on the
population in the area. Secondly, we could not speed up things because
we were told that the Government did not have much money to spend on
elections. So we had to work according to the financial assistance we had
to enable us to move about or to order things from abroad in connection
with the elections. I do not know whether I am clear on this.

COUNSEL:

You are saying you had no sufficient funds to run elections.
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C0l1 SEL·

\Vho set up this date?

CHAIRMA~:

Before you n:fer to that, Legal Counsel. the "1tncss has said there "ere
many other problems. It" ould be ridiculous not to hearth m

COC"~SEL:

~1r. Chairman. the problems personal}) I ha,e noted is lack of cxpencncc
and that there hadn't been elections other than the cle tions of 1962 and
secondly lack of money.
(GAP IN EVIDENCE)

K.IKIIRA

Commissioned not by m self but because at least I had discussed the
matter with my colleagues of the Commission. \\C had some question
put to him and after listening we said the Commission took tltc decision

MR NAGENDA

Are you proud of this decision?

KIKIIRA:

\\' ell. I feel that we tried to do our best in making that decision at that
material time.

KAK\VENZIRE

You correct this, try to find out from this Returning Oftkcr "h, he t1CH'r
told you that problem when he submitted the names and he nc, er told , ou
of the problem he had met?

KIKIIRA

Well, we put some of the questions to him \\hen he cnn~cto (~Urotlicc l ut
as I said that we had the situation \\ here \\ c had to finish tlu • as soon as
possible.

KAKWENZIRE:

·
arc saving vou ,,rohahlv made .11mst.\kc bcc.1u. •
Oh because o f time you
•.
•
•
'
of the time factor?

KIKIIRA:

l11c Returning Officer?

KAKWENZIRE:

you were saying that bi.:causc

.

..

, of the little time , ou had ~ ou couldntt dc.11

with the matter properly.

KIKIIRA:

Yeah, of course

had to utilise the little time
\\C

\\C

had

1-rom )us

explanation. \\C thought tltat he \\as sa) ing something correct and we
\\Chad
entrusted him v, ith the area, \\e had to take his decision
as
1R

GENO

K1KIIRA

1R. 'AGTh'DA:

KfKIIRA:

Fortunate)}, fr Kik1ira, all these_ thin~s that are_ here will go into
documentation to a pattern Question will be the Judgement, whethe
\\hat }OU did \\as honourable or not Incidentally all places mentioned• r
) our letter to the Chairman, MiJitary Commission Soroti, Lira, Ap;
Arua, some\\ here I can't read, Kasese and so on. \Vith all these decision~
agamst DO, some of them were against UPC
\Veil, the only case where I remember where UPC is involved is Kasese
But others like Apac what not, some of these candidates did not present
the documents of funds.
Yeah, but were they, can you remember whether they were D.P, people?
\Vho complained of being harassed in Lira, Apac, with two people in
Soroti, were they D.P. people? Arc the people who were uncenain in
Kasese. were they D.P. people? Mr. ekyon was he a D.P. person? In
Arua, people who were concerned who were donors, were they D.P.
people?
\Veil, I can't say for certain what, when records some had denied, say for
instance who was going to Arua to monitor. So he had been in my office,
we had a security problem. They said if they left ·without any cover, thev
might be obstructed on the way. And we advised them to see the i~charge of security on the military side so that they could escort them and
be able to pass through the roadblocks without being delayed.

MR. NAGENDA:

I don't think you understood my question. What I said to you all these
people that are mentioned in your letter who lost in your electoral
Commission, were they all D.P. people?

KIKIIRA:

Well, the letter from the Chairman, Military Commission said that the
complaints were raised by D.P. candidates.

CHAIRJvfAN:

So can we assume that might be they were fighting on behalf of the UPC
we don't know, can we assume that they were all D.P. people? The ones
mentioned in your letter? I mean people involved?

KIKIIRA:

I think according to the letter which I sent probably to the Chainnan. it
appeared to be D.P. candidates.

MR. NAGENDA:

Would you say that this was well returned - by your electoral
Commission - a disadvantage to D.P. candidates?

KJKIIRA:

No. Before we got the letter from the Chairman. Military Commission,
we did not think about individual candidates pressing him in his part)
system.
But when the letter received from the Chainnan. Milital)
Commission was quoting the D.P. - a le~er from the ~.P. office~
instance when I mentioned the refugees. this as a complamt from
candidates.
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Can you please tell us about yourself! Who did you like who'/

KIKllR.A:

\Vcll, I got -

COl ·s1:L:

May be this one is a secret.

\tR NA.GENO-\:

I have a right to ask and he has a right to answer it if he ,,:ants to.

KIKllR-\

\Yell. that is a secret I voted for a candidate whom I thought would be
useful to me and my family members, and that was my secret I don't sec
,,hy

\IR

You don't have to. I shall wonder whether a lot of people have come up
and told us at their inconvenience they arc not ashamed of something but
you don't need to answer the question.

AGENDA

COLNSEL:

Okay. now we sec ~ ou cuuld, after having included people as they
nominated you could cancel their nomination, did you think you had
those powers·,

K.IkIIRA

Of cancelling their nomination'?

COUNSEL:

Y cs, after people have been nominated did you have powers to cancel
them after ten days or twenty days, had you?

KIKIIRA:

I think I looked after the electoral elections.

COl SEL.

No. when you did this, did you think you had powers?

KlKIIR·\

When I did the _.,

COL''t\JSEL
KlkllRA
COl'\SlL:

r
KlKllRA

Cancelling the people who had been nominated on the 25th'l
Well. there arc only explanations that I had the powers.
Now did you have po" ers to include people "h0 had not been really
nomi,natcd. to be nominated. people you sec the) have gone for
nomination and the , have not been nominated or they did not appear for
nomination. \\Ould ) ou include them. do yo~) think you had powers to
include them as being nominated subsequent!)
No. according to the kttcr from the Returning Officer. as l said he had
t\\0 nan1cs.
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o. no, no, 1zcc {old man), tl1e question here is, did you have po
You see on n nomination day the person has not been norninai:crs?
declared denominated. would you. after ten dnys, nominate him?
or

1R 'AGEND .
KIKIIRA

COUNSEL:

K.lK.IIRA:

COUNSEL:
KIKilRA:

COUNSEL:

KIKIIRA:

\Vhat ) ou arc saying, did you have the powers to nominate thcn:i
subsequently?

\\'ell, Sir, I think on that you will allow me to have time to look at the
powers.

No, without going very far I want to show you a piece of gazette Printed
You look at this constituency in Masaka district. There is a blank~
person not nominated.
I can't remember this case although I have signed the thing but I
remember exactly what happened.

can~

Well, but you agree it was blank?
Yes, as I said that we had pressure to have the list produced and I can~
remember when unless I have a look at the Returning Officer's reportwhy
this was left blank.
So, should we assume that there was - say in this constituency - there
were - there ·was - no person nominated in respect of this?
Counsel, I must s~y that I am sorry, I can't remember what is on reconf
apart from this.
Would you read the observer's report page 52? I mean paragraph 52.

~fR. NAGENDA:
KIKIIRA:

Read aloud.
Yes. please. On the 25th November, the UPC secured 15 unopposed
returns Arua 5, Moyo 1, Lira· 4, Apac 3, Soroti 1, and Kotodo 1. Only in
Masak.a North is the respective UPC candidates failed to appear on the
nomination day. And this by vital of one presentation of the necessary
income tax certificate. On 8th December, however, the nomination wm
declared to be valid.

COUNSEL:

Now. could you accept the nominations other than on the day they were
supposed to be accepted?

KIKIIRA:

Now. when there was any matter delaying and the person had appeared
and after all there isn't any complaints, yes, the names could be included
in the list.

COUNSEL:

Now which day would be operating for nominations: the day of 8th
December, or 25th November?

KIKIIRA:

No, his name I am sure was presented to the ReturningOfficer,it appears
but there might have been some problem which I can't tell.

COL

EL

KIKllRA

\Vhich problem'l
I run sorry I c.an'ttell because the Returning Officer has the record of what
happened on the spot
No,,, should we say that on 28th November, when you signed the list you
sent to the Government Printer. that particular candidate had not been
nominated, isn't that the case?

KIKIIRA:

No, because the nomination is not in that list.

COUNSEL:

Okay, so he had not been duly nominated?

KJKIIRA:

He had problems of, I think, involved, though his name had not been
ironed out, okay he had not a special report of the Returning Officer.

COUNSEL:

My question is. if there are problems to solve and they are not sorted out
on the nomination day, do you say that that person has been nominated?

KIK.IIRA

You rather say that. This depends on the time because they had had
necessary documents to qualify as such but there was another problem
which had not been solved, that is why the place remains unfilled.

COUNSEL:

But you see on that nomination day, wouldn't the Returning Officer
declare that today either for instance as if he was the only candidate to
stand he would say no person has been nominated, couldn't he say that,
isn't that what he said for this particular day in respect of that
constituency? And that is why you did not include the name on 28th
November, 1980, is that the reason?

MR.NAGENDA:

Or perhaps Legal Counsel, let's put it this way, what made you nominate
a later day, you as the electoral Commission?

KIKIIRA:

So you see, unless as I said these things we go back to the records which
were presented at the time but now when I am talking, I can't say actually
exactly what we got the kind of report these people had given. It is a
question of looking up in the records here and in Masaka there, things
happened otherwise there was no reason why we should accept a new
return and later on receive the -

MR. NAGENDA:

Let's put it in another way. Are you saying that, that Observer's report
paragraph 52 is a lie because it said the man was not nominated because
of income tax problem, are they lying?

KIKIIRA:

Well, I don't know whether they are lying or not because. as I said. there
are some results that way I can't say now that this is the correct one,
whether they were saying lies that he was nominated or not I don't know
any proper report from what they had done.

MR. NAGENDA:

Did you have a chance to read that particular publication of elections in
Uganda 1980, have you ever read it?
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KU~UR •

Y1-:s,I hove read it.

\1R ,

Have you ever made any complaint about the observer's specific charge0 f

GE 1OA:

this kind of justice, have you ever complained about it?
KIK'IR.\

I noted it but 1 have not made any complaint.

i\ i R "'JAGENDA

Don't you think it is a very bad - gives a very bad slur on your
Commission view as the Chairman?

COUNSEL:

You see especially Mr. Chairman, when paragraph 145 - in their report _
this observs ' .. for this has been ....and troubled elections characterisedby
confusion, delays, intensive mistrust and in the end the sense of wonder
that it did happen at all. Some at least of these difficulties could have
been mitigated, even in Uganda's situation, if the Electoral Commission
had been a more efficient body than proved to be the case...... .

KAKIRA:

Well, observers had a right of keen recording what they thought was not
in order depending on what interest they had in the elections.

COUNSEL:

Yeah, we are asking it in respect of this matter - I mean because the
Chairman was asking you whether after reading this one you didn't take it
seriously, investigating and seeing what were really·the matter? Do you
think you really want more time to go and consult your records?

MR. NAGENDA:

.Yeah, that is what I was going to suggest to him.

KIKIIRA:

Yes, because some of the things that - which are not with the observers, I
remember we had some disagreements with some paragraphs of - because
they were made in court, it was compiled.

MR. NAGENDA:

How long do you need, Mr. Kikiira? Because there are a lot of questions,
I can tell you we haven't asked you about your Commission, what
problems you faced. We are going to ask you about people who were who were sent off - known as returning Officers and so on. So tell us
how long you need and we give you time. One week?

KIKIIRA:

One week is too short, Sir.

MR. NAGENDA:

Two weeks?

KIKIIRA:

May be three weeks.

MR. NAGENDA:

You have three weeks. Legal Counsel will communicate with you
whether in two weeks' time you will be able to see. we shall be sitting. I
suspect we shall be with you again in 1990 January sometime. \\That 1
would like you to do Mr. Kikiira. is that you have been a very important
man in this country. You have been chairman of the Electoral
Commission as you know there has been lots of charges and counter
charges about what has been in those elections, you are the very person to
tell us. Having some problems docs not diminish you in regard to your
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~tntu~to sa' them in tenns of history If you don't say them, you would
JU:-.tpas~ b) and vou arc peculiar m the whole place to tell us what
happened. As \\C said before this Commission stands for the people of
this nation of which you are a' member, we cannot stand for until you get
the right information from people like yourself. I know you are ltesot, I
note it, that you went to a very good school - Buddo a school which I also
attended. You 1camt a lot of things, so honestly let's have your tools
please, you have been given three weeks.

COUNSEL:

Do you have any other witnesses? Well, Mr.. ...., In that case then I
suggest that Mr. Sagule who has been here several days coming to give
his evidence should may be - his evidence to be received if we contact
him in the UNESCO office to be told to come here.

MR NAGENDA:

Yes, I agree with you. You make sure that you get hold of him because
we had told him on Friday. That means we won't have any work
tomorrow, so please get Mr. Oneki here tomorrow for a meeting starting
at 10.00.

COUNSEL:

And Mr. Chairman, what I suggest is that may be you give Mr. Kikiira a
letter addressed .I think to the Permanent Secretary, Ministry of Public
Service and Cabinet affairs for him to be able to get access to the relevant
files which he wants to consult.

MR. NAGENDA:

Shall he be able to get from the Secretary, the letter drawn up and signed
by myself - today. Please secretary you can do that. Thank you very
much. And with that thank you very much witness, you will be told when
to come in or about three weeks. You have heard my speech on what we
expect you to know.
(RESUME)

COUNSEL:

Was the election properly conducted?

KIKIIRA·

Yes, with a few issues here and there.

COUNSEL:

Which are the few cases?

KJKIIRA:

Well some of the issues raised in the nomination.
'

COUNSEL:

I see Details please.

KIKIIRA

Details, there is Kasese case where Returning Officer nominated accepted nomination of some candidates and he informed us officially of
the nomination then later on I think he wrote a letter and he came up to
the office physically and said the letter I sent to you was not correct. And
we asked him why, he said that he had done that under pressure.

MR NAGENDA.

From whom'?

KIKIIRA·

He said D.P. Members
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COUNSEL:
MR N AGFND c\:

Did you ask for some details on how they had pressurized him?

KIK.IIRA

Ycab, I think we have some record in our office when he came to see us.

MR NAGENDA.

I am sorry w~ will be having all_the time to go to your office But you
were the Chairman and I am askmg you whether you questioned him for
some detail. Please give it to us.

KIKIIRA.

Well, he explained what he had done and why he had pressure from the
members of the D.P. and then as a commission we looked at the list.

COUNSEL:

You mean this was after you had accepted the nomination?

KIKIIRA

Yes, when he came.

COUNSEL:

No, no, no. Had you accepted the nomination?

KIKIIRA:

Yes, we accepted the nomination.

COUNSEL:

Yes, now you revised the nomination?

MR. NAGENDA:

Did you first accept the nomination?

KIKIIRA:

Well, as the nomination was sent to us, we accepted it.

COUNSEL:

And what did you do with it when you accepted it, before the Returning
Officers came?

KIKIIRA:

Now, this was in connection with Kasese. The District Commissioner,
Kasese/Retuming Officer, reported that he was forced by the D.P.
supporters to nominate, made to nominate Vesas, Mbura, Mahindo,
Petero, Kato, and Dr. N. Bwambale. These were nominated between
12.00 noon and 1,45 p.m., on tjlat day - nomination day. The Returning
Officer who is District Commissioner was working under duress T.1.45
p.m. The District Commissioner, Kasese reported to the Chairman.
Electoral Commission on the 5th December, 1980, and he confirmed his
report and the list of those (A) who were nominated and (8) who were
nominated under duress and confirmed their disqualification. Those
candidates properly nominated were: Mr. A. Bazira. Mr. Emos Tibaijuka.
Bazira for UPC, Emos was UPC, Dr. C. Kiyonga UPM, Mr. Keseu Adam
Musa UPC. The Electoral Commission upheld the decision of the
Returning Officer.

COUNSEL:

Now, which decision was this, was it to cancel what he had approved or
not to approve the nomination? Had he approved the nomination?

KIKIIRA:

He had approved the nomination.

COUNSEL:

Yes now this was cancelling the nomination?
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K{KilRA:

{R.NAGEXDA

Did h ha, [PO\\ rs after people had been d dared nonunnt d. did h
hm-: th--powers to caned ,,hat he h:id appro\"ed
\\'ell. he had the right to inform \\hat he had done und r p.resure r what
he had done normall). In this case he snid h~ had - thos~ ,, ho " ..re under
th arrangement were nominat d (interruption .
Tell us \\hich po,, rs were th se,,

KIKIIRA:

\Veil. the powers he had were to confirm who had bt"'n - \\ho hnd
fulfilled conditions as far as nomination is concerned. and hnd come in
time and well. after scrutinizing the papers be then pass ·d c n the
information to the Electoral Commission and in this case. \\hen he came
and reported on the 5th of December. \\ hen he said that he had don this
under duress. the Corrumss1on listened to him but "h:it \\3.5 recorded in
the minute. I can't remember no\\. But the Comm1ss1on upheld his
second dec1s1on

COL'"\"SEL:

Mr Kikiira. when was the nomination day·

KIKJIRA.

Excuse me. let me look it up

:\IR. XAGB-.'DA

Please. unless vou are reading from this because there is one "here ) ou
read 1 think you were reading from something else The file - from your
file :ind I just want to record here what the records you read.

KIKIIRA

To the Chairm:in. Military Commission
From m, office to the
Honourable Chairman. Military Commission Dated 7th December.

COL~SEL:

It was about what. could you read your letter'?

KIKIIRA

Tue letter reads that on the 7th December. l 080. the Honourable
Chairman. Military Commission P O Box 7168. Kampala Sir. l refer to
vour letter PS!l 00 of oth December. l oso I ha,e studied the enclosed
ietter reference DP1SEC'26 of December. 4th l 0 so.from the President
General of the Democratic P~ to you The Ele~toral Commission had
discussed his case among many others and the decision is hereby
incorporated. Then there is Soroti. I don't know \\ hcther the whole
content.

COUNSEL:

Y cah. you read.

KIKIIRA

Alright. One Soroti Central Constituency Mr
Ntat~\\O did not
produce his certificate for the 1981 dcctt~n. there \\ as n(ithi~~ to p~,c
that he had it The Ekctoral c'-,mmission uphdd th dec1s10n ot the
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Rctuming Officer, Soroti. (2) Soroti West Constitucnc-y. Mr R Ekad
nccording to the returning Officer's report. Mr. R Ekadu did not produu,
document in connection "' hich his resignation from Teachmg Servicc
"hich was obligatory. He was still in scivicc therefore he could not ~c
allowed to stand The Electoral Commission upheld the decision of the
Returning Officer Lira and Apac Intimidation as far as the question 0~
intimidation is concerned, I have nothing concrete to say but in
circumstances like this, the matter should have been reported to the
District Commander, Lira or Apac as the case might be, because this was
sort of securi~ matter Now, Mr Adoko Nekyon was to contest in Apac
North Constituency And up to the time of presenting documents for
nomination, no authority letter had been received indicating a change that
Adoko Nekyon was not to be in the North but in Apac. It was observed
that ~fr Nekyon appeared in a wrong constituency The Commission
upheld this decision of the Returning Officer. Moyo Constituency, Mr.
Sam Drale, the Electoral Commission has no control over the security
personnel stationed at any road blocks Generally, it is up to the person
stopped at road block to answer questions from the Security Officers to
their satisfaction before they allow him to continue with this journey
The Electoral Commission does not know who arranged for his arrest and
detention. Mr. Sam Drale never presented himself to the Returning
Officer. He was therefore automatically disqualified. Arua: the D.P.
members who came to the Electoral Commission office were told that
where necessary, an affidavit should be taken and if all other papers were
okay, an Income Tax certificate should be produced soonest after
receiving other documents, provisionally subject to the approval letter
later on receipt of Income Tax Certificate. But it was not waived it was
suspended. Kasese: The District Commissioner, Kasese Returning
Officer reported that he was forced by the D.P. Supporters to nominate
Messrs: Mbura, Muhindo, Peter, Kato, and Dr. Bwambale. These were
nominated between 12.00 noon and 2.00 p.m. Returning Officer who is a
District Commissioner said he was under duress till 1.45 p.m. The
District Commissioner, Kasese, reported to the Chairman, Electoral
Commission on 5th December, 1980. And he confirmed his report and
list of those (a) who were nomfoated and (b) those who were nominated
under duress, and confirmed their disqualification. Those candidates
properly nominated were: as I read before, Mr. Bazira, Mr. Tibaijuk~ ~r.
Kiyonga and Mr. Kitiyo. The Electoral Commission upheld the dec1S1on
of the Returning Officer.

COUNSEL:

Now first of all did the Returning Officer on the nomination day, did he
nominate the pe~ple who threatened him, according to your infonna~on?
Did he on the nomination day, did you accept their nomination and did he
declare them nominated?

KIKIIRA·

Well , he said under duress, it appears.

COUNSEL:

No we shall come to that. Did he accept them and the information
rec~ived didn't indicate that they had been nominated? You get my
question?

KIKIIRA:

No, I don't get it.
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them under duress.
\lR '\ AGENDA:

Okay. he nominated them.

COL 'SEL:

Now. this was when'! When was the nomination?

KIKIIRA

\Vcll. I was going to mention the day. It was the 5th December did you
gazette them as having been nominated?

KJKIIRA.

\Ve have these exhibits in the post

COUNSEL:

Gazette of 5th December?

MR NAGENDA

Could it save time Legal Counsel for him to give the names.

COUNSEL:

Well, this is the gazette which you signed as KS. Kikiira on 28th So on
28th November you signed a document approving the nomination? You
can look here for your signature. On 29th. you signed that document and
sent it to the Government Printer and enclosing - indicating that these
people had been nominated. Yes'?

KIKIIRA

I signed it but for Kasese.

COUNSEL:

But this is gazetted.

MR 1'1AGENDA:

Please speak up. We want this recorded.

KIKIIRA

Well, their names were sent for gazette.

COUNSEL:

And how did you come to send their names to the gazette'? Is it because
you received them from the Returning Officer')

KIKIIRA

Well, I had to do that because any inforn1ation connected\\ ith work done
in the field, I had to depend on the Returning Officers

COU}..JSEL:

hall ,.._-esay that on 28th November. you received returns from
So s
•
•
d?
Returning Officers that these people had been nommatc •

KIKIIRA:

Yes, we had to receive them because this to go to print, must ha, e been
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received in the open.
C'OUNSFL

Or shall we say that this question of saying that they had not been
nominated at a proper time was an after thought? Not you, I am not
saying that you but on the Returning Officer's concerned?

KJKJJRA·

From the Returning Officer concerned, now as he stated in this letter, that
he ,.,as - they were nominated after expiry period - time I mean of
nomination because they were to stop at 12.00 noon and according to his
statement, this is according to him. He said he had pressure from the D.P.
members from 1.45 which was after the expiry of time.

COUNSEL:

Okay, before 28th when he sent you the names, was anything preventing
him to tell you that he is sending you these names but he had been under
duress?

KIKIIRA:

You mean before 28th?

COUNSEL:

Yes, because on 28th he signed a list of people nominated and you had
received this information from Returning Officer, Kasesc. On 28th when
you signed this, did you have this information with you?

KIKIIRA·

I can't remember whether I had it with me.

MR NAGENDA:

If you want what Legal Counsel is getting at, Mr. Kikiira, it is that, was
there anything to stop this Returning Officer giving you information?

KIKIIRA:

You see according to his statement he said that he wasn't there, but he had
pressure from the E.P. members from 12.00 to 1.45 which was after the
expiry of time.

COUNSEL:

Okay, before 28th when he sent you the names, was anything preventing
him to tell you that he is sending you these names but he had been under
duress?

KIKIIRA.

I don't know because he didn't tell me.

MR. NAGENDA:

He didn't tell you. Now, what made you believe him that what he was
saying was the truth when he came to see you, what investigation did you
carry out to make your decision that he was now saying the truth rather
than earlier?

KIKIIRA:

Well, one of the things that we went by was the time factor.

MR NAGENDA:

You mean his watch stopped at l.45 and he said this is sorry, he stopped
there?

KIKIIRA:

In fact that is what he told us.

MR. NAGENDA:

How could you take such as evidence? Or those days you actually
believed that he was telling you the truth, what made you do it?
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One of tl,c factors was the time factor
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UE D

o. bee.au c ) ou don't kno" it was a facto •
not mean that 't1
r,1ust because he told you does
,,as true What made you think it was true?
\\hell, 'th'~th ought that it was true from his personal explanation in the
\\ 0 1C mg

1R ' GENO

But M_r .Kikiira, here you are, you arc Chairman, of the Electoral
~ommissi?n you have agreed that it was the first election since 1962. It
1s 3 Ve() important hope, you get a list which you publish in the day.
Then som~body comes afterwards and says no, as a fact, it was after
duress. Did you ask him why he didn't tell you before? Didn't you say
how d~ we know ~ou arc telling the truth when you say that they came
after time? Especially since you are the same people who are turning
down all these D.P. people take it to be the D.0. in Soroti, Apac, Arua, at
a road block somewhere else, at Kasese. Why didn't you say that this
man might be lying? What made you believe in him when he came to
you on the 5th of December?

KIKIIRA:

I can•t exactly tell why I didn't remember but as we had pressure, on our
shoulders about completing our elections, we didn't think of that as such.

MR. 'AGENDA:

Can I put it to you that you actually - the pressure was not on these
Returning Officers, the pressure on you was from above, from the
Military Commission to change something already done? Please
remember your oath.

KIKIJRA:

I do remember it.

MR.NAGENDA:

Well, wasn't the pressure you arc talking about - exactly upon you as
Chainnan of the Electoral Commission and your people by the Military
Commission to change something which you had already signed?

KIKIIRA:

MR. NAGENDA:

KlKIIRA:

MR.NAGENDA.
KIKIIRA:
MR NAGENDA:

No he didn't come to the extent that I should sign this or that, but as I
re~ived a letter from him asking me about this issues, that is why I
answered him - his letter in the way I answered it. But also as we - as I
·d that we had to depend on the Returning Officers for votes. That is
w
• Ihad •
what we did but we didn't think about the suggestion
But didn't you approach, didn't you tell him-, who was there when he was
•
?
under duress, did he have any witnesses •
I don't remember whether, I think he when he came to our o!5ce to
•
cti'
from the record he seemed to have come with Mr.
submit corre on
'
Bazira.
He came with Bazira?
I think he came with one of them.
One of the peop le wh

o was there _ some students? Is this the same Bazira
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So he came \\ ith this man \\ho com inced him to put his name in the list
b_...cau c these people are not \\ orthJ. then he said yes, Sir, and then he

signed Mr Kik11ra,please tell us \\hat to do in this research.

COl

SEL

KJKIIRA.
COl

SEL

In 311} case, couldn't this matter be handled by court?
changmg, \\asn't it the proper thing for the court to decide?

Insteadof

You mean taking the Returning Officer to go to Court?
1

0,,, for instance, di~ you interview the people who were alleged to have
threatened the Returnmg Officer?

KIKlIRA

No, he didn't give me the names of those people. But he had then 011 his
record.

COUNSEL

But did you interview the candidates concerned? You interviewed Bazira
but did you interview the other candidates who had threatened the
Returning Officer?

KJKIIRA:

No, I didn't interview them.

MR. NAGENDA:

So you believed it, you are saying to us Mr. Kikiira that you believed,
you took your decision based on the Returning Officer who said before
when he had a chance knowing the evidence of the man you then
substituted. this is what you based your decision on?

KIKIIRA:

Well, I took his explanation because he is the person whom we had
entrusted with the election in that area. I took it to be correct one.

MR. NAGENDA·

Now dropping back on this, and listening what it is, I can actually see that
these things, you did wrong because I am just giving you some kindof
help. However minor they are, we are going to note them down. Yousee
it is a very important question. Please if you need a break, we can break
awhile. It will be wrong for us not to hear them all.

KIKJIRA:

I have to be given time to think about it. Because I can't remcm~
everything now at such short notice. After I have mentioned those llllJOf
ones, they are really obstacles in our way.

MR NAGENDA:

Would half an hour do you much good, a piece of paper and have 111
outline?

KIKIIRA:

Let's try that.
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MR

AGE DA·

And 1r Chaim1an before 'ou
•
.
.
adjourn this ,, Itness is No 162 of

\\e are adjourn mg c.
ior 62 minutes with a piece
• of paper

fr .Kildira. no\\ "e ad"uoumed to all0 .

P c1fically there \\as a qu sti"
~' you to make some note
.
e on to do ,,1th th
bi
e pro ems You might
h aYc had m )Our \\Ork be+.·
n\cen 1980 and 1984 B th
•
other questions ns "ell_ lf b
h
• ut ere "111be some
• •
.
) am c ancc you arc d
s1ttmg. m other words 1-r
•
un er prepared for this
,,e come to q t'
satisfacton anS\,er I shall . ues tons and ,._e cannot get a
·J
~
'
gne ,ou time to
h
another day because our inte ~ .
go ome and I summon ) ou
count , Th .
.
re is to find out "hat happened in this
I) •
at is ,, hat "e are enjoined to do by the Act W h
any of this time to probe this and Iams
• "th d • e a,e not got
th
·
ure ne1 er o ) ou. If ,,e get to
~ pomt and I don't get a satisfactmy answer. I shall ask ,ou to go a,,a)
an
•Is
tl come
al · h back
· another day. I better prepare and I call anoth.er ,, 1tness
tat ng t with you? Or should I sa~ do ~ ou understand me?

KIKIIRA:

I can'~ understand you unless some of the notes I ha,e do not anS\,er )OUT
question.
Yeah. A fact we ask of witnesses - and you are witness o. 62 of this
year and there are very many more that \\e \\ill talk to -. is for them to
recall what happened. really not to fight it. So ,, e shall start Legal
Counsel. with the question which you had got \\hich is: Did you ha,e
problems in that area'? You mentioned transport. ~ ou mentioned in fact
that you were starting from scratch. Therefore you had all these sort of
problems - \\ ithout really thinking the ,~hole thing through. We no,,
want you please to give us an) other specific problems \\hich ) ou had

KIKURA:

Yes Now, Sir. one of the problems ,,hen ,,e \\Cre appointed to the
Electoral Commission were the time gi, en "'hen the election "ould take
place. We were appointed on the 25th June. 1980 and \\e \\ere expected
to have elections on 30th of September. 1980. \Ve tried our le, el best to
see that thin!!s were done within that period with probabl~ some of the
problems th; I had alread) told )OU and due to - \\e found that "~
couldnti do it by 30th September. so \\C had to appeal to the Chainnan.
Militarv Commission as Head of Government then And the matt~r \\35
d iscuss.cd I think in the cabinet and then later on "e came out ,, 1th the
10th of December.

IR NAGE 'DA
KIKIIRA:
COUN EL.

You give us the name of the gentleman )OU approached
The Chainnan ,,as Mr Paulo Mu,,anga

. that it ,s , ou after ha, ing found out that ~ ou could
So ) ou are sugge~ttngb J0th , ~u ~uggcsted to the go, cmment t ) ext nd
not conduct elccuons ~ •
the date?
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Ycs Now
. . the date,
. "hen thr ' gave us the I 0th Dccember th
Comm1ss1on cc11nml • lookl·d nt the - whnt we had d
' en the
, • d
l
one and '-~
rcnuun tu >Cdom' :Utdthen we accepted the date of I 0th of
W,ua
to be the election duy.
l>ec:entber
Now, did this extension reduce your prnbkms'l

KIKllRA·

Partly. .Because there were some involvements like as I said
some thmgs could not come in time Now that was one of th transport,
• ·
Rctummg
· Officers presented us withe Problems
Then commumcatton,
also. \\'hen we wanted sometl1ing to be done immediately A:.Cproblem
had Landrovcrs, I had to send some members of the. C r w_ehad
.
omnuuion
physically to go and meet the Returning Officers and discuss th
on spot.
e matter

KAK\VENZIRE:

Where did you get the Landrovers?

KIKllRA.

Later on they gave us the Landrovers.

KAK\VENZIRE:

You got them on demand?

KIKIIRA:

No) after sometime, it was more than a month. I cannot remember
tbe
date when we got them but we got them to enable us to move roundthe
country.

KAKWENZIRE:

Before that you were not doing any communication in the country?

KIKIIRA:

We were trying to make communication but that was true it was one of
the difficulties.

MR. NAGENDA:

Perhaps I could ask you how many Landrovers you managed to get so u
to allow us to judge your problems?

KIKIIRA:

I can't remember offhand. But we had a Landrover to cover thememben
of the Commission who were among those - six or seven includina
myself. And then later on we had some landrovers to give the Rctumina
Officers when - as we were approaching time for elections.

KAKWENZIRE:

KIKIIRA:

Mr. Kikiira, mind that .when you say that there were give, six or IIWII
Commissioners, and you worked with them for four years can you ~
precise and tell us how many Commissioners were there? Bccausotbil
could solve your problems.
If you could allow me to consult my books. We were by names: ~ •
Chainnan, Egweu(2), (3) Akera, (4) Matow, (5) Bilari, (6) T...-o
There are six.

KAKWENZIRE:

Kl.KIIRA:

l(l

Did you remember them without loo~ing up their names? Canyoa
remember them without looking or reading their names?
You mean to repeat them?
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'

Y ~ • but "hen the question "as put to me it said ho" manv "ere , ou? I
said "c '' ere about six or seven. But when , ou "antcd the n~cs I
didn't kno\\ that, I mean l didn't understand it. •
•

llR

Mr K.ik.iira."h3t my colleague is sa~;ng is that "e have a problem of
deciding "hcthcr to belic\'e wh3t we \\ere told. And she is sort of gi, ing
a , e~ simple test on your memory i.e. a number of people ) ou have
\\ orkcd "ith and you ha, e gi\'en their nan1es. It might be pro\'ed rather
trouble some to this Commission if you can't remember names of )Our
five colleagues. whom you worked ,vith for four years in order to take
your other reflection seriously. But I think let us continue.
1-JKI.lRA.

-

\Vcll. I think if \'OU
allow me to add to that as I said l didn't sav I don't
.
remember their names. but I was trying to get the number that is why I
said six or seven. And I have a reason to that effect. Because when we
"ere appointed, later on I had another person added to the list. He was
gi,·en a title this time I think I have forgotten. But he was gi\'cn a title as
- not Vice Chairman. but that one came later - Mr. Oba and among the list
of those who were commissioned he was - his title \\as a Special
Assistant to Chairman. Electoral Commission. He was a retired Officer
and he was formerl\' in Education.

MR '\AGE1\DA:

Did you ask for him?

KIKIIRA

No. I didn't ask for him.

MR. AGE°'DA

KIK.IIRA

Did you feel that you needed him to assist you'!
\Veil, he did what he ,,·as given to do.

MR 't\AGENDA

him ·1 No 1 will ask that question in a minute. Did you feel
•
,
K"k"' .7
Who gave
that you needed him? You yourself, Mr. t ma.

KIKIIRA:

I didn't think that I needed him.
you said, he did what he w~ supposed to do. What was tl1is'?

MR

AGENDA

ed

KIKlIRA:

me and sit with us in the meetings and he \\as allo,,cd
Well, he us to ~o
Bu, among the Commissioners \\hom I was
to discuss any issue.
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d!rcct!ng to go and handle matters in the chair it was vc
.
lum c1thcr attach him on one of the Comm· .
ry ~c I did ask
.
. .
1ss1oncrsto go with hi
\\ hat might be Ill his portfolio and that was that.
m to sec

COl

SEL

You mean he was not working under you'l He was not y

Chairman?
KIKIIRA.

COUNSEL:

KIKIIRA:

MR. NAGENDA·

KIKITRA:

•

·
our assistant to

J(J1(]

cot

He was not')
Well, according to his appointment, he actually assisted but I d'd ,
• respons1
'b'I'
1 n t' I
never gave h1m
1 1ty to that effect.

MR-

Why not?
Well, I have already said that I didn't ask for him. He was included in the
Commission later on.
Who included him on the Commission, Government?

MR. NAGENDA:

Let us put it is another way. It sounded as if you resented the coming of
this Mr. Oho. Am I right?

KIKIIRA:

I had no resentment, but since he was a government person being
included in the Commission, the government had a right to appoint
anybodY,as such a member because I wasn't asked how many members of
the Commission would be on my Commission. So whoever was put on
the Commission I had to accept and see what he does.

KIKIIRA:

cou

\Vcll, that is the title they gave him but he really did very little.

COUNSEL:

MR. NAGENDA:

cou

But you said yo1:1did not deploy him in the capacity in which he had been
given to you. You have told us, this is now on record. You said the
government had a right to appoint him so we are saying did you not
deploy him as the government had dictated, even though you had not
asked this is why I asked you whether you resented him.
I said when he was given to me, I read his title as 'Special Assistant
Chairman' his terms of being special were not clear to me. So I had to
give him the job I thought he would do to satisfy me -

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Was there a letter of appointment, was it copied to you as Chairman?

KIKIIRA:

Well, well, he was appointed and that is how I came to know that he ,vas
specially appointed Assistant Chairman.

KAKWENZIRE:

How did he operate if you never gave him responsibility?

KIKIIRA:

Well, he used to come to the meeting like any other member and he ~ad a
right to discuss any issues but when it came to allocation of other dune~. 1
had to leave him as Special Assistant Chainnan as least it w~ somethmg
that I thought that he could do. So I didn't entirely cut him off ~~
working although he didn't have much responsibility. Because 1 didn t
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understand what "as the word spcc1·a1·r,or.

rotr. SELco 'SEL:

In other words, he was a special advisor?

KIKIIRA:

11iat was not his title. Sir.

COL ·sr ...:

I sec.

\1R r-,.AGENDA:

Okay, !et us ask a question which you will meet. Since you did not know
what his special duties were as special assistant to yourself, did it occur to
you to go and talk to the person who had appointed him to ask him what
this title meant?

KIKIIRA

No, I didn't.

\1R NAGENDA:

Why not?

KJKIIRA.

Well, I didn't see the idea or urgency of it because my - the duty I was
assigned was to carry out the preparation for election as soon as possible
and if somebody was around, I didn't discuss anything in his absence. So
I allowed him to stay in - well, I didn't allow him but I had to accept him
to stay in the committee.

DR.MAKUBUYA.

Was he obstructive to the work scheduled to you?

KIK.IIRA·

I never had any problem with him being obstructive.

MR.NAGENDA·

Okay, I think we leave this for a while for purposes of proceeding with
his evidence.

KAKWENZIRE:

Incidentally, what was his Christian name?

KIKIIRA:

He was Joash.

COUNSEL

You can continue.

KIKIIRA·

Obo. That is what I can remember, this time.
Hewas J ..J

MR.NAGENDA

KIKIIRA:

ow, he assisted us in _ \ h .
.
.
v en we were d1scussmg certain issues.

.
N
M Kikiira, you have given us another problem which was
Right.
o:'
rto. address issues and decide and also you didn't ha,e
the short ume
fi
• •
alth
h later on your got some, and there ore commumcanon
transport . oudg'ffiult for the time of adverts. Any other problem?
was at the ume 1 c
rk could not be handled in that shortest possible time
Yes, some of ou~ wo
0th f September because there were some
3
of having elecuons ~nh
d odto be amended and one of the articles of
•
f
the
Act
wh1c
nee
sections o
th' e were to increase the number or to - th e
• ~:
Such mgs th' time the number of d1stncts
• • had bee n
the Constituuon.
•
tri
ts
Because
at
is
. . ed •
number o f d 1s c •
S me districts were sub-d1v1d mto rno
increased by th~ G~ve~me~~lu :here we had a sub-district these were
districts like K1gezi, Like
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made districts and number increased to form, it was to 33 districts. and
these hnd to be included in the Act. Otherwise they \.'.Ould be not legal
districts.

1R.

AGENDA.

KIKIIRA:

Can we take it that you arc the person who asked for these districts to be
increased?

No. By the time I was appomted as the Chairman of the Electoral
Commission the government had already summed up these divisions of
districts.

MR. TAGENDA:

I am talking about those that were increased after you were Chainnan of
the Commission, did you ask for their increase? By the time these
districts ,vere added, were you Chairman?

KIKIIRA:

They were added before I was Chairman. But when I became chainnan I
had to take into consideration those new districts, before we made the
constituencies.

COUNSEL:

What you are saying that the Constitution had provided for fifteen
districts but administratively they had increased them to 33 which had not
been backed by amendments in the Constitution?

KIKIIRA:

That is the thing. But the constitution had not been amended to include
the 33 now.

COUNSEL:

It was 18?

KIKilRA:

It was 18.

COUNSEL:

Okay.

KIKIIRA:

Another point is that - was the number of elected members. Now after we
had checked on the districts and population we made a provisional list of
constituencies, sent them to the Chairman, Military Commission which
he took to the cabinet and the number we had suggested was amended to
126 subject to confirmation of the N.C.C.

COUNSEL:

You had suggested what?

KIKIIRA:

We suggested 140 constituencies, in our provisional list. And this was
given to the Chairman, Military Commission to discuss at the cabinet.
And later on to be taken to the NCC, for approval.

MR. NAGENDA:

Was it approved?

KIKIIRA:

It was approved after sometime because the members of the NCC n~ver
attended the meeting regularly to give a quorum to pass it. It took a bit of
time.

COUNSEL:

Why had you suggested 140?
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\\'c had bnscd it on the population and worked it out based on the
p pulntion.

Each candidate was supposed on average to represent how many people?
111e minimum was benvecn 70,000 or 80,000 and the highest was
l 00,00~. Now another problem was during the registration we had some
people m Mbarara district who had come in the country from Rwanda, all
these were refugees. I think who came there in either 1960 or 1960

upward And that involved some Banyarwanda who had come to Ankole
long ago and these were some of the objectors, say that these were also
not allowed to vote in that election of 1980 election. Now, here I had to
send some of my members of the Commission to see that the objectors
present their case and those people who had to vote presented their case
in the presence of my members of the Commission. But the objectors did
not tum up on the first day when my members of my Commission went
there. Then another day had to be appointed, members of the
Commission went back. In fact there were - well I am subject to
correction -, the observers hired a plane to take them to Mbarara, and
when they got there still the objectors did not tum up. So the Returning
Officers and those who were involved in making decision, decided that
these people should be allowed to vote who had registered.

KAK\VENZIRE:

But who were the objectors?

KIK.IIRA:

Of the registered refugees?

KAKWENZIRE·

Of the Banyarwanda's vote who had objected?

KIKIIRA:

Well, we were expecting to meet the members of the UPC party, these are
people who had objected.

K.AKWENZIRE.

Had they written to you?

KIKIIRA

KAKWENZIRE:

KIKIIRA:

Well, this was on record, Madam. Because the Returning Officer had to
send these details to us that there is objection on this and that. There are
people who are objecting on individuals and there is some objection on
this part who had registered and who were put together as refugees.

I would like to know whether it was contending UPC candidates who
were objecting or whether it was - when you say UPC, it is so wide.
It is UPC - you see in lodging objection could be either a candidate or any
of the members of the - that constituency so that so and so was not a
citizen of Uganda, but this time it was, I didn't go on the spot myself but
there were people - candidates some candidates back with some as
members of the public who thought that the refugees were - should not
vote.

MR.NAGENDA

I think what my colleague is trying to find out here is that did your
objection come on official UPC paper? ls that how you knew that UPC?
Did you know the people concerned personally so that you knew they
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"ere UPC'? Why do you call them UPC, Am 1 right?

KAK.WE 'ZlRE:

Yes.

1-.. ·nRA:

\Vcll. the objectors in this case were people who belonged to either to the
same part\ objecting individuals to be allowed to vote. And this time the
objectors were UPC.

}

You help us if you can recall some ofthem.
KIKIIRA.

I am sorry. I can't recall because all the other records were/are with the
Returning Office in Mbarara unless there are to be checked from Mbarara.

MR.NAGENDA

I think where you can still help us Mr. Kik~ is that how did you know
they were UPC? Did they write an official UPC letter? Did you know
they were UPC because they came and said they were UPC, how did you
arrive at the conclusion that they were UPC?

KIKIIRA:

Returning Officer had presented this and said that the UPC members here
are objecting to Banyarwanda being allowed to vote because they are said
to be refugees.

KAKWENZIRE:

But wasn't it clear that that time refugees were not supposed to vote? I
think what we had as a problem was the Banyarwanda who were not
refugees. Because I think it was a policy then, that refugees who were in
the country should not vote. I think the problem we had was not on
refugees but on the Banyarwanda in Mbarara who considered themselves
to be citizens.

KIKIIRA:

Well, that is what it comes to because any refugee cannot be taken as a
citizen of the area. And Banyarwanda who came during that time were
classed as refugees. But some of them they had stayed in the country for
long. They were no longer living at camps.

MR. NAGENDA:

Refugees could not be registered. Because ..

KIKIIRA:

No.

MR. NAGENDA:

Because these objectors whom you call UPC did not turn up, you said all
those registered people were therefore not refugees and were entitled to
vote, am I right?

KIKIIRA:

Yes. The legal answer was that if the objector did not turn up the case
was dismissed, that is what it was.

MRS NAGENDA:

Any other problem?

KIKIIRA:

I think I have covered most of the points. First, there is one thing which I
have heard which you have recorded I would like to expand on as far as
my experience is concerned. Now. during the time I was given
information on that I didn't tell you that I had a bit of experience in
electoral matters.
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COUNSEL:

You mean local Elections?

KJ.KllRA:

Local elections.

MR. 1AGENDA:

When was this?

KIKIIRA:

Ankole or Mbararanow district was in 1962. Toro was I think 1963, then
Bunyoro I think.

COUNSEL:

So you had some experience?

K.IKIIRA:

Yes. I had also handled the constituency boundary for Bukedi District
Council for which I was its District Commissioner.

COUNSEL:

Now, you have exhausted the problems you faced in connection with
your work as Chairman, Electoral Commission?

KIK.IIRA:

Yes, well, in that one the problems I faced was in making up the
boundaries for the sub divisions of the constituency which to -

COUNSEL:

No, that one -

MR.NAGENDA:

What the Legal Counsel is saying to you.

K.IKIIRA:

Yes, Sir.

MR. NAGENDA:

Have you now exhausted the problems you faced between 1980 and 1984
as Chairman of the Electoral Commission?

KIKIIRA:

I think so.
Now did you do your work to your satisfaction?

COUNSEL
KIKIIRA:
COUNSEL:

The Elections of 1980?
Yes, yes.
I think I did to the best of my knowledge.

KIKIIRA:
DR MAKUBUYA:

........ the Session of today, 8th December, 1989 in the

We are readYto

:;u» ..
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cnior Officers Mess, Buganda Road, Kampala, Leading Counsel.

Ol

1 ...

EL

M Lord Chainnan, this witness is No.440, Mr. Ernest Lule.

\\ 1ITNESS NO.440: MR ERNEST LULE - SWORN IN

co

EL

\Vould you please give your full names?

LULE:

I an1 Ernest Lule.

COUNSEL

How old arc you?

LULE:

42 years.

COUNSEL.

What do you do?

LULE:

I am attached to the United Nations as a Cultural Officer.

AG. CHAIRMAN
DR. MAKUBUY A:

Which branch of the U.N.?

LULE:

UNESCO.

COUNSEL:

Where do you live?

LULE:

I live at Manyangwa.

COUNSEL:

Have you undergone any training?

LULE:

Yes, Sir.

COUNSEL:

Would you give us your educational background?

LULE:

I did my primary education at Bujarama Primary School in Mubaldc
District and made it to Mityana Secondary School also in Mubcade
District, then Makerere College School -

COUNSEL:

Please tell us the year you went in and when you left.

LULE:

I left Bujarama Primary School after I did my Primary LeaviD&
Examination in 1961. I went for my Junior Secondary at Mity- • I
did my Junior Leaving in 1963. I came to Makerere College Scbaal
where I completed in 1968 and I went to MakerereUniversity wham
I lsl
in 1972.

COUNSEL:

What did you do at Makerere?

LULE:

I did a B.A. Degree and a Diploma in Education.

COUNSEL:

On completion at Makerere what did you do?
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In Drama?

LULE

~~~
1

o·

er 1plomain Drama.

1

;ught at Busoga College, Mwiri from 1972 to 1973 and then
~ ~p ;co.n~al')' School at fukono, 1974 to 1975 then Kinyamasika
eac er rami~~ College in Fort Porta] from 1975 to 1976. I ,,. as
st
arre ed from Kinyamasika and detained at 1 aguru Safety Unit ,,itere I
stayed for one month.

COU1\~SEL:

\\Then was that? \\Thich month?

LULE:

This was in Mav. 1975.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

In 1976?

LULE:

No. 1975.

COUNSEL:

You mean you went back after detention and you continued?

LULE:

No. I went to Kinyamasika in 1975 and that is the year I was arrested.

COUNSEL:

In 1975?

LULE:

Yes, so when I left I went into hiding for some time then I left the country
and went into exile in 1976.

COUNSEL:

Who arrested you and why were you arrested?

LULE.

It is very difficult to know why I was arrested because l was never told
but the Principal of the College told me that I was needed by the
Governor of Western Province at that time Joseph Ozo. I went to his
office -

DR. MAKUBUYA:

What is the name of the Principal?

LULE:

Sister Margaret.

COUNSEL:

A nun? Was she a nun?

LULE

Yes.

COUNSEL:

yes, did you go to Governor Joseph Ozo?

LULE:

ernor Joseph Ozo and. he
. told me that. I ,, as needed at
Y es, I wen t to Gov
Kampala in the Minister's office - the Mm1stcr of Educatmn.

COUNSEL:

Who was the Minister'!

LULE:

.
• K'l' Th Principal gave me a vehicle to bring me to Kampala
Bngad1er 1 1.
e
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\Vhc.n l rcn hcd Kump.1ln, I rcpm1cd lo the Minister's Oflicc nnd he told
me to come the folio" ing day. ·me next day, I came ~md he told me that
thcr were some problems wr were to sol\'c ·with him hut in the meantime
he "ill keep me in some place. So he nmg to Naguni Safoty Unit. The
Pcnnnncnt Secretary wns present

COUNSEL:

LULE:

\Vho was he'l
He was Mr. Jumba M.1sagnzi. So he r.Ulg Naguni ,md told tJ1cm to come

and collect me. Iltcn he told the Pcnnancnt Secretary to take me and
keep me somewhere until these people c:unc. So in the process of being
taken to be kept somewhere I escaped from the Pennanent Secretary and
ran away. I went to my relative in K:unpala, the late Paulo Kavuma. who
made arrangements to take me to his house and then later I went for
hiding in Mityana. Then from Mityana I rang the College and a friend of
mine told me that my wife and my children were not there so I decided to
go to find out. TI1at very night I reached the college but there were
people hiding there and I was arrested and brought back to Ozo and then I
was driven back to Kampala and kept in Naguru.

COUNSEL:
COUNSEL:

You do not remember the day in May when you were arrested in 1975?
I remember it was on the 23rd May. So I was taken to Obura - the late
Obura - who interviewed me, he was very fearful man and knowing the
reputation of the pJacc where I was, I was not able to say anything. So I
was taken to what they used to call -

COUNSEL:

Who interviewed you and what did he interview you about'!

LULE:

He just asked me why I ran away from the Minister.

COUNSEL:

Yes!

LULE:

And I toJd him the Minister called me and he was telling me to takemeto
Naguru for a reason I did not know. So it looked Jikc the crime I had
committed was that I had run away from the Minister. So he told me to
be taken to what they used to call the university, that is the cells. I was
taken there and my head was shaved. With a broken bottle, then I wasput
in a rim of car and beaten up, then I was left there for the time being
They were bringing ,P.risoners every time. So the prisoners told me thatI
wouJd be kiJled after telling them the way I had come in. Thatnightthere
was no killing but the following night there were some killings, about
five people were kiJled.

COUNSEL:

How were they killed and did you know them'!

LULE:

No, I did not know them. The situation was so fearful that everybody
was fearing for his own life - you could not even find the guts to uk
somebody what his name was because we were always threatened
with
death. The day in the morning - a typical day in Naguru went u follows
Jn the morning you lie down and you arc taken outside, the first cxerctte
was to move on your stomach.
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You menn ou he down and do what?

You lie down on 'our stomach and you use the elbows to move but dov.n
there arc stones so you place your anns on the stones as you move. The
ne-x'texercise was to jump on the stones like a frog, they call it jump with
your anns up and up, anns up like a frog. The third exercise was to go
round, run around the stones but there were some soldiers around, if you
pass a soldier he whips you so you go on running and running until you
run for about so many times and every soldier you pass whips you 'Witha
cane. Now, there were some very old men who could not run, men who
were about 60 years or about 50, those had a very bad exercise. I do not
know, this was called making love with the mud.
coUNSEL:
LULE:

DR. MAKUBUYA:

LULE:

COUNSEL:
LULE:

COUNSEL:
LULE:

Mud?
Yes. Some soil was mixed with water and then was put in some place
mixed with cow dung then something like porridge. They put it
somewhere down and there is a hole which is dug there and this old man
was made to remove his pair of trousers and was made to lie on that mud
and make love while someone beats him at the buttocks and when he
beats him at the buttocks his organs will go in the mud and then have it
very nicely and the soldiers used to laugh. So that kind of exercise was
very bad. Mr. Chairman, as you can see, this kind of thing was No, was the day over? You were describing a typical day.
The day is not yet over and, later on, we were made to wash cars and
some people were taken out to do some work. I was never taken out
myself, I do not know why. Then they would be brought back but usually
when about five people were taken out, two came back. We never knew
what happened to the rest so it seems that some were taken away and Taken to wash cars where, where were they?
There were some cars which used to be brought there by some officers
then they would get somebody to go and wash them but others, a few
people, were selected to go and wash them but others were told to go out
and do some work but they never came back.
You do not know whether they escaped while washing cars?
No, no. They were not taken to wash cars, they were told to go - one of
them told me they went somewhere and packed a lot of things on a lorry.
on one of the officer's lorry but I remember very many who went never
came back.

COUNSEL:
LULE:

I am asking, you do not know whether they escaped?
I do not know. It was not possible to escape. It was very difficult. I also
witnessed some people who used to com_eto look for their people, some
were usually killed there. Well, you amve and you say what you want,
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then } )U nn• tl,ld to go back and as you
ou on the head

al'\'

mo, ing out someone

s11oots

You mc.·anyou "itncsscd those incidents'!

LULE-

Y cs. I did. I "itnesscd about throe incidents

Did you happen to know the persons who were involved?
LULE:

No. I did not know them.

COl

Did you kno" the people who shot?

SEL:

LULE:

I did not know.

COl~SEL:

You mean. apart from Obura, you did not know any other person ,,orki
in the Public Safety Unit?
ng

LULE:

You see. it ,vas very difficult. There were three types of soldiers. there
were people ,,ho were there to keep guard on the prisoners. those ones
used not to k~l. . Then there was a grou~ that was always out hunting
people and bnngmg them. Those ones did not kill Then there was a
group of people trained specially to kill and those ones we feared very
much when we knew that they were coming and when they were coming
to kill - I do not know the criteria they used, they did not have anv
criteria, we were all made to sit outside and the man could come asking
that what is your name, you tell him your name, then he asks vou whatdo
you do, you say, you do not know and then they pick on some people and
bring them in front of the group, then he will decide the method of killing
- some times he could tell them to lie down and kill them ~ith a hammer
or cut off the necks, usually they would cut from the back but then after
killing they would go away. That is why the killings took place at night
and it was not possible to recognise them because if there were killings.
lights would not be put on. Someone would bring a car on the door and
put on the car lights and at that time everybody is trembling because you
do not know whether you are dying or you are surviving. So it was not
really possible to recognise them. So later on then food is brought.
usually posho sometimes with beans and we are put in after lunch until at
night. Then at night some one turns up and you start saying your prayers
because anything may happen. One day one of my relatives came to look
for me, she went to Obura and Obura asked her. she is an old lady. my
aunt. Obura asked her what she ,vanted and she told him that I was there
and she just cried. Obura asked her why she was crying and she told him
that she was crying because she knew I was detained. So I was calle~, I
talked to her and she went away. I feared and I blamed her for ha,,ng
come because I knev·,,she could get killed like the others but she was not
killed. Then two days later my father came and Obura. I do not kno,~
what happened. he looked at my father. I was calkd. he told me that
was going with my father. They set me free and I mon:d to\\ ards the gate
but I knew I w~ to get killed. I shut my eyes and I knocked m)self
• to be shot at \'711
against the gate because I was cxpectmg
,., en I was
released I went into hiding and then after that. after some time. I left tbe
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COUKSEL
LULE:

\\nat?

c.am_e
from the fimstry So the Principal hired a , chicle and
mstructed the dnver to take my wife back home. So she was taken back
to .,1ukono
_ . at 1r. r_,.
vdltwango ,s home then from there she \\as transported
to Katab1 at Rev. Mus'!sera Sebunya's home from where I married her.
\Vhen I ~e out of ~e prison l found that my \\;fe "as alrcad) back at
her parents. I orgamsed myself to go to her. I got a small employment
somewhere but I ,,·as mostly helped by friends and finallv I "ent to her.
Th.en I tried to look for some employment and I made ;ure that l made
so~e money - I was helped by a friend. the Hon. Abu Mayanja was
hanng a fann at :Mityana. he made sure I made some monev and
organised for my escape because later on 1 realised that 1 ,, as ·being
followed because one State Research man came to the school where l was
and he was looking for me.
You mean where you were hiding?
Yes, at Mityana. Then I left the country and went in exile. I applied to
the Teaching Service Commission and I got a job. the Teaching Scn;cc
Commission in Kenya and I served as a Deputy Headmaster at Ruiru
Secondary School, Machakos until 1979 when the Amin's regime went I
came back and I joined the Government as Secretary for Political and
Diplomatic Commission in NCC Secretariat. I was in charge of
organising branches in the country. I was charged with looking through
the political announcements going on the Radio. organising and clearing
political rallies and sometimes briefing foreign correspondents on
political situation in the country. At one time I ,,·as advising the
President on appointments.

COUNSEL:
LULE:

Who are the other members of your Commission?
D N budere Omwony Ojok, the late Odoi Oware. the late Nyombi. Dr
a:1am~ale, Mr. Rugumayo, Mr. John Nasasira. Assistant Minister and
some others.
.

COUNSEL:

Yes

LULE:

"

.

?

But you were in charge of the Comm1ss1on.
During that time I witnessed th': removal ofdPrcfsih~cnt
Lule. MMr
·.
1
Id 1·kc to comment a bit for the goo o t 1scountl).
r
~ru~an
woo
1
•
~~
.
' h
b n involved in the Human Rights wo 1or the last
1
Chru~an.
Bau:cwce~avea problem here that our people including our
few years.
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leaders do not understand the human rig~ts. So many things are go·
w1ung because tltcre is a misunderst_andmg of the human rights ~
people who remoYed President Lule if_they knew human rights. 1 ~
the countr..• would be on another footing today. Because his rem
...,)
Ri h A
O'\'a}
violated Articles 1 and 21 of the Human g ts et.
CHA~iA.i~:

Is it possible for you to giYe us the facts before you go into the

interpretation?
LULE:

yes, Sir. The facts of th: removal ,,:ere that there w_aspolitical tug of war
and everybody was looking at elections to soh-e this tug of war _ pow
struggle. "'hen Prof Lule arrived in Kampala, something that was n:
e)l..l)ectedhappened. some people thought that he was a weak President
,._·howas not la10"n to the people because he had stayed in exile for so
long. But he turned out to be very strong and people liked him VCJV
~eh.
•

CHAIRMAN:

When you say some people thought that probably he was weak, please
tell us those people.

LULE:

Those who had the ambition of leadership, those who had the ambition of
going to the State House.

CHAIRMAN:

Can you tell us any names?

LULE:

I do not have any name. You know when someone has an ambition, I
cannot tell you that he has until it has come out. That is when you can
know.

COUNSEL:

Serving improper motives is not allowed to be received.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

This is why I was advising that it is better for us to get chronology of
events that on such a day this is what happened.

LULE:

I can remember that after he had made some appointments, some letters
were written to him.

COUNSEL:

Is Lule your relative, because you said you are Lule? Are you connected
in any way with the late Mr. Lule?

LULE:

No. Some letters were written to him from Kampala and they were
supposed to reach him and be answered back. Those letters never reached
him. But later on he was accused of refusing to take heed or to ansWCI"
the letters.

CHAIRMAN:

Who wrote the letters?

LULE:

I think the Chairman of NCC who was Mr. Rugumayo.

COUNSEL:

Did you see the letters, did you hear the complaint because the evidence
which you are dealing with is the evidence which you personalY
witnessed?
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LULE:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN:

How do you know he did not receive them?

LCLE:

I knew he did not receive them. Those who were very near him told me.

C0C. 'SEL:

You go on.

LULE:

\Vhen the debate to remove him was concluded, he was never given a
chance to defend himself.

C0UKSEL:

You mean you were present during this debate?

LULE:

I was there at the State House. I was with - I was with the Council
Secretary. Omwony Ojok and others. But he was never given the chance
to defend himself. So a decision was taken that he be removed and he
was removed.

DR MAKUBUY A:

Did you see the agenda of this particular meeting?

LULE

No. there was no agenda. I only read it in the minutes.

C~1AN:

Did anybody give notice? The Secretary of the NCC was not among the
group. How was the meeting convened?

LliLE

·
UNLA bus from the Nile Mansion and they drove to the
Whev went ma
•
d th
xt thing that happened was that he was removed.
State House an
e ne.

C0lJNSEL:

. ad b
. the Nile Mansion where they discussed their
You mean 1t h
een m
point?

LULE:

That one I did not know·

COUNSEL:

. th State House when this meeting started'!
How did you happen to be m e

LULE:

COUNSEL:

e work there.
I had gone to do som
d ·ou sat with them'l
So they found you there an )
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No • J did not because l as not a member of' NCC but J was foll<>w·
ing wh
was going on in the State I louse.
at

CHAIRMAN

How did they remove him?

LULE:

Twenty two of them, came in a bus to the State House and a moti
• n lot o f t h'mgs. 'Jh c man wru. very arrogant and on
brought wtth
th was
motion ofno Confidence was moved and it was passed.
en a

(

COMMISSIONER·

Do you remember the names?

I.

LULE:

.I forget the names, but if you check the minutes, the names are th
Then he was called and informed that you arc no longer a President. ere.

(

CHAIRMAN:

You mean he was not in the meeting?

LULE:

He was not in the meeting.

COUNSEL:

Wasn't he a Member of the National Consultative Council by virtue of his
appointm(.,-nt? Where was the President, was he in the State House or in
his office?

LULE:

He was jn the State House in his office doing other things.

DR MAKUBUYA

Was he aware that he had been removed from State House?

LULE:

Later on be was aware.

COMMISSIONER:

Do you know when he started to be aware?

LULE:

I think when they started the debate when it was clear that these people
were out to bring their motion of no confidence.

DR MAKUBUYA

I have some difficulty. J imagine that State House was President Lute's
residence then and there must have been the usual guards. People could
not just come in without his knowledge.

LULE:

Ycs, for him he does not know actually what is going on. He is told come
here there is someone waiting to sec you. He docs not know wherehe is
and he cannot say no, no. He will just go away. So he is living in an
island.

CHAIRMAN:

You mean those people can organise and walk into State Houseand
organise a mc<.,-tingand he has no idea, he cannot even walk in andSIY,
Gentlemen, what arc you doing or something?

LULE:

They can move from Kampala and go to Entcbbc and enter withouthim
knowing that they arc there.

COMMISSIONER:

They hold a meeting touching his very interest

LULE:

What I am saying is that something may happen in State House,he tnlY
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I~ULE:

Yes.

cHAIAAfAN

Then his Principal Private Se
his Principal Priv t S
cretary knows what is going on Who was
a e ecrctary?
•

LULE:

I think it was Dr. Sscnnabulya.

coUNSEL:

Mr. Chairman let me M Ch •
d .d
h th ' .
, r. airman, first study the story and then I will
ec1 e w e er tt really necessary to call Mr. Ssendawula.

LULE:

So later on he was taken to Dar-es-Salaam.

COUNSEL:

The same day?

LULE:

No. President Binaisa decided to stay in Kampala. He said that let the
ex-President stay in the State House until when he is ready to move out.
So later on he moved out to Dar es Salaam.

COUNSEL:

He moved out on his own and went to Dar cs Salaam?

LULE:

I think he did not move out on his own. He was told to go to Dar es
Salaam. Later on, I met him in Nairobi and he said he was restricted in
his movement to Dar es Salaam. He was not allowed to do what he
wanted, he was a prisoner in Dar cs Salaam. He told me this personally.

COUNSEL:

For how long was he in Dares Salaam?

LULE:

Four about or more than a month.

COUNSEL:

And then when did you met him? Did you also go where he went?

LULE:

y cs. I met him after elections.

DR MAKUBUYA:

When did you first learn that Lule was in Dares Salaam'! You had gone
there to do some work?

LULE:

r learned the following

DR MAKUBUYA.

Did you sleep in State House.

LULE:

I
No. I learned when wcn

lHAIRMAN:

'd this meeting last by the way'!
For how tong d 1

morning.

t to my office the next morning.
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1l1csc pcop]c arrivrd at 5 p.m. imd the meeting went on up t
0

in the night.

CH IRMA

You had left by thcn'l

LULE:

I had left.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

LULE:

COCNSEL:
LULE:

3 a.rn. late

So there were wide demonstrations and the President was annou
.
10
the demonstration and I remember one criticised human rights ~CCdl.
• the demonstrattons
•
h
v10 ation
dunng
w en some people came to the City Squ
shot at the people who were expressing their views. They were not~ and
but they were shot at which was a breach of human rights.
ed
You were there or you read about it or you heard about it?
When the shooting was taking place I was at the Nile Mansions. So a
friend of mine came and told me.

CHAIRMAN.

Where was the Nile Mansions by the way?

LULE:

At the International Conference Centre. A Tanzanian Major cameand
told me that there had been some shootings in the town. I asked him who
had done it. He told me Ugandans and he was very sorry about it. I got a
message in one way or another that you Ugandans have started killing
yourselves. That is the message I got and, as I told you, I told him thatI
will find out what is actually happening but he never came back to find
out what happened. I stayed throughout the period of President Binaisa.

COUNSEL:

In your position as Secretary to Political and Diplomatic Commission?

LULE:

At that time I had another position of Director of Information and
National Guidance but later on, after President Binaisa had left, I was
given that responsibility.

COUNSEL:

You left the other one?

LULE:

I had it as well.

COUNSEL:

You combined both?

LULE:

Yes. We had a shortage of staff because whenever there was a ~
members of staff were running way. At one time I stayed alone un the
elections. President Binaisa was also removed by some forces and
military commission came in.

COUNSEL:

You served the Military Commission?

LULE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

As what?
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I \\US holding the •s·'"l
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C lt 1CS.

you continued to l1oldth c t·1tlcs?
Yes.

LLTlE.
('OU

l

EL:

And the functions?

LULE:

Yes.

COL ·sEL:

Other than working as o·
. C
. irector of lnfonnation and Secretary for Political
and D .1P1omattc
omm1ss·
d'd
• ion, 1 you serve President Binaisa in any other
capac1't·lCS.'>

LULE:

Usual~y
he
• f h'1m on
hat
h used• to call
. me to meet him in State House and bne
w.
IS appenmg m _the country. He had one problem which I must
pomt. out for the good of this country. our p res1
·dents here, the
Pre sidency and the army, as long as I stayed there I donl know who rules
who, whether the army rules the President or the President rules the anny.
I remem~er he was always trying to find out - every President in this
country 1s very much concerned about the anny so much so that if the
anny has got enough sugar, the army has got enough beer, the anny has
got enough lorries then everything is okay in the country.

COUNSEL:

Why do you say so? Did President Binaisa talk to you about this?

LULE:

Because most of the time he was talking to me, he was asking me the
position of the army. That do they have enough sugar, do they have
enough beer, do they have enough what. I have never heard him asking if
sugar had been sent to Masaka, Soroti, Gulu or to Moroto - no. So we
have to do something to separate the presidency from the anny because
the President is always haunted, he is always thinking about just one
thing, the army.

COUNSEL:

Yes, but why do you say so. How many times did he talk to you about
the anny?

LULE:

Many times.

COUNSEL:

What do you mean bY many

DR MAKUBUY A:

.
. .nformation you were in charge of all these
Because you were. d1rectmg I ld all o~ he only wanted to know about
things and every ome he wou c Y

times because we want to find out.
'

the anny?

LULE:

. . th' that you would tell him about other
What I am saymg is is
.
No, no.
.
will come m.
things but definitely the army

COUNSEL:

.
'}
About how many umes.

LULE.

I can't remember.
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LULE.

Perhaps I could ask ) ou ho~v many times you actually went to
House Sa) in a day, the occasrons you ,,ent there, for instance •
State
Did ) ou go there three times?
•
, rn a \\eclc
In most cases I used to go there once in a fortnight but usuaJh• he Us
me on telephone.
.,
ed to

caJ]

COUNSEL:
LULE:

COUNSEL.
MR. NAGENDA:

LULE:
\fR '-:AGE~DA
LULE:

DR. .MAK{;BL'YA:

LULE:

COUNSEL:
LULE:
COUNSEL:
LULE:

DR. MAKuBUYA:
LULE:
COUNSEL:

LULE:

MR. NAGENDA:

LULE:

How many times would he telephone you in a week?

It IS very difficult to tell how many times.
You continue.
He could ring you and then you would go back and talk to the President?
Yes. Sir, about three or four times.
And this Is both as the President personally and as Binaisa'}
Yes. During the Militan Commission. now there is something else I
\\ ould hke to point out Well, I am not so sure but I believe you said the one problem is the anny
\Vas the problem about supplies and nothing more?
No, there is this feeling that if the anny does not have something,
something may happen.
So he

\.Vas

concerned with the welfare of the anny?

Yes, of the anny more than the whole country - what is what I am saying.

I see, continue.
The people who are drafting the constitution should look into thisvery
carefully.
The ,,.:elfare of the anny?
No, no, separating the presidency from the control of the :mny.
You mean, to you think he was relying more and so you thoughthe
depended more on the anny?
To me the impression I got or the experience I got was that theanti) is
the determinant of the stay of the president in the office.
But do you think the constitut:on in question will solve anything besides
the anny?
Well, I don't know. But I think it would.

C

L

(Ol

SEL

LULE

The constitution al ad . h •
.
.
•
. f
re Y as it that the President 1s the Commander m
c1llC , so that is there Won't that stop the anny worrying the President?
Y cs, 1 th ink it will stop the anny wonying the President if it was provided

lhat we have the commander of the anny from the East the commander of
the antl) • from th e West, the Commander of the police
' from the central
and the commander of the other thing from the other side. But when you
h~vc everybody from - talking the same thing, understanding the same
thing • and then you have all the commanders from one area and then you
have the President from somewhere else. He is always haunted. That is
,.,·hat J noticed.

MR. NAGENDA:

You mean you have a commander say of the navy, the marine, the
commander of the Airforce, irrespective of whether he was qualified or of
any good at all, whether they qualified or not?

LULE:

No, I think the qualification will come first. But I do not believe that it
can happen that five people from one village are qualified to lead the
whole army. There must be something very wrong somewhere.

DR MAKUBUYA:

Supposing that is how they are recruited?

LULE:

But I know that, that is now how they are recruited. I have been involved
in recruiting at one time.

DR MAKUBUYA:

In Binaisa's time, let us talk practically. In Binaisa's time when he was so

l

concerned about the army, what was the position of the army?

LULE:

I think you had most of the people from one side of the country. You
have the commanders, you have the Army Chief of Staff and everybody
from one side. So this man does not know.

MR. NAGENDA:

Which side was this?

LULE:

I think most of them were from the North.

COUNSEL:

So your problem was that this concern in the army caused him to neglect
other bigger sections like civilians?

LULE.

Not only those but I think everyone.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Not everyone, we are talking about specific experiences. He is the same
man who promised the university somewhere, a hospital somewhere, do
you not remember Mr. Lule?

LULE:

yes, promising is another thing and implementing or planning what to do
is another thing. Ycs, you promise but when y~u c~mc back to the table
you find the risk and you forget all about the umvers1ty.

DR MAKUBUY A:

Yes. You also mentioned that Mr. Binaisa ,...·as removed by some forces.
1 am not sure what you arc talking about - some forces?
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LULE

COUNSEL:

)' cs. I thmk the background to his removal were his own chan
cabinet Some people had been dropped from the cabinet and I
of the
were not happy because there was a feeling that there were so Inkthey
who were brief-case men, who came by air to Moshi with their:~ rople
and they turned out to be Presidents when people who were on~ -cases
line were left out. So when people who were on the front line e front
• removed some of these peoplewere
left
out. So when Pres1'd ent B'maisa
I th'
there was some kind of people not being satisfied
'
Ink,

J~

You mean w~en you say this, in referenc~ to this matter, are you sa .
they were saymg that he went to Arusha with a brief case only?
Ying

LULE:

Yes, he was one of the people who went to the Moshi Conference.

COUNSEL:

Did you yourself attend the Moshi conference?

LULE:

No. But he was referred to as a brief case President.

MR. NAGENDA:

By who?

LULE:

By some of the people who were involved in the war.

MR NAGENDA:

You don't know the people who said that exactly?

LULE:

No, there were some slogans around, you could be having lunch and then
someone there says, like these brief case men - you know - you don't take
note to notice actually who has said and I think this removal was
triggered by the sacking of some of these people.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Such as?

LULE:

The Minister of Internal Affairs and the Minister of Defence.

DR MAKUBUY A:

The Minister of Internal Affairs was Mr. who?

LULE:

Mr. Paulo Muwanga, and when he sacked the Army Chief of Staff,be
was removed.

COUNSEL:

Okay he was removed, then what happened?

LULE:

Well -

MAKUBUYA:

Who was the Army Chief of Staff who was sacked?

LULE:

The late Oyite Ojok.

COUNSEL:

Now, what happened?

LULE:

And this triggered his removal and that Military Commission came!
Mr. Muwanga was the Chairman and he had a Vice Chairman _and
a~
Cabinet was formed. Then there was the Council - the Council was
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functioning.
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LULE

\Vhic.h Council?
The 'ational Consuttat· c
•
ive ounc1l but the National Consultative Council
was supposed to be a one
•stem h-...1
.
party system here, because that one party
S) ~
1
system WI"th•m. So you had D ..p Mm1sters,
••
had
UPCill.IM.a mutt-party
.
you
st
mi ers, you had UPM Ministers and if the DP. Minister -

o.R MAKUBUY A·

There was no UPM at that time.

LULE:

:ncrc were DP Ministers, UPC Ministers academic mimsters
mte?1~tional ministers plus something like that. And I noticed that wh~
a mm~ster who is supposed to be a UPC brought a programme, the others
combined to break it thinking that if he succeeds and then there is
elections, these people will capitalise on that one. So we were always
bogged dov,n.

OR MAKUBUYA:

Surely, Mr. Lule, there was a UNLF programme - that political
independence, national unity and so on, there were about four in that
programme.

LULE:

Yes. And that is why I am telling you that there was UNLF which was a
one party but UNLF failed because there was a multi party v.ithin the
whole thing.

COUNSEL:

Within these institutions?

LULE:

Yes, after leaving here, these UPC from the cabinet, the UPC group
would go somewhere and say no, we must not accept because DP will
benefit. So there was that kind of tug of war.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Were you attending cabinet meetings?

LULE:

No, I was not.

DR MAKUBUYA:

Then how do you know this was happenmg.

.

LULE:
COUNSEL:

•

?

I was very near and following and I had friends and I would see it.

• f:""--+ou were residing in Nile Mansions with Ministers?
You mean m --~ Y

LULE:

No, I was staying at my home.

COUNSEL:

But you were always with them.

LULE:

Yes, I was always with them.

MR. NAGENDA:

. k' d of grumbling had an effect on )OUr v.ork as
Did you find that th ts m
.
.
?
.
f I r. rmation and National Guidance
director o nio

LULE:

Yes, it had much.
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DR 1UKt:BUYA

In

LULE

Especially where there were political rallies in the country th

\1,,

hat way?

.
ere w
-1 had a problem when some people were rnvolved _ I was al as
being attacked for allowing so and so to go and talk there that
ways
. .
,
you kno-w
th at part b c1ongs to us, so you are un denmmng us - why do
this man to go to talk there?
you allow
alWa)S

D

L

COUNSEL.

Well, could you please illustrate this with incidence instead of sayi
.
happened?
ng this

LULE:

When somebody js going to - say there is a rally -

COUNSEL:

From your recollection, could you explain well.

LULE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Yes?

LULE:

Say if there is a rally at Mukono, the people to address that rally arc
names and among them are the UPC members, they are supposed to be
UPC members, then you have may be three or four members - for you,
you will see the capability and what not, and a person who can talkwell
in that area. Then these people come and say that why do you appoint
four people to go there and we are three? You are undermining us. y 011
see, then these ones say why do you bring these people to talk to us, we
want to talk alone because these people are not in our camp.

COUNSEL:

I see You are suggesting that you were responsible for appointing
people or choosing people to address these rallies?

LCLE

Yes

COL~SEL:

I see And you had a problem of people saying we would not work
together with so and so?

LULE:

Yes Because they do not belong together to the same camp. That was
one of the problems.

DR MAKCBUYA:

When did this business of camps really erupt?

LULE.

It erupted after the expansion of the National Consultative Council

COL'NSEL:

I see, go on.

LULE:

Because even when I was conducting the branch elections I realisedYerf
late, I would go and conduct the elections.

COU SEL.

Which elections it was''

LULE:

The Chainnen of UNLF - District Chainnen
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Then after announciDI •

OR i KUBU

fR ~AGENDA:

LULE:

rcsu lts I "ould
.
anything but th see one side is checri
it I UPC ,•h en when I come to ---L ngl and the other one is not saying
,,. o won y
-a.
am told that ·t • D
members who
• ou sec, and these
I is
p who won or
came to the NCC No th" ~ the people who elected the
W IS IS whenth" th'
Are vou sa ·
is
ing came up
.
ymg that the expans.
.
ion was done on party lines?
1 o, 1t was not don
o rgams
· ed themselvese without
on party lines but the people in the villages
the knowledge of the headnm•ff- thatthey
\\Ould go there and th
UPC'
ey already kno that
...--rs
you
s and they are going to tak
w
there arc more DP's than the
) ~u find that the council which ~ the ~ So when they came to elect
bnng a DP candidate in the NC~ cl~
there arc more DP's and they
?"oufind that there are these
~ your knowledge. So later 00
1s even better to I
groups and It was very difficult So I think •
.
eave a multi-party
•
1t
his work properly without bo . system operate and let someone doing
being in the same camp:
ggmg down by another one on prct.cnce of
But you seem to be suggesti
h
without your notice, you seemn! ~:
Yc:1_saywh':11_somethingis done
to vour notice that "f th
gg sung that 1f It hadbeen brought
.
,
t
ere was a strong DP
person, you would have turned them down?
person or a strong UPC
No, I would not have done that.
So why did you have to notice it?

LULE:

I came to notice it when it came up to the NCC and then our wou
..1.... was
bogg ed down.

iR. ~AGENDA:

LULE:

1R. NAGENDA·

LULE:

DR. 1AKUBUY A

Bogged down how? I mean, people were electing people from that area
so how will they bog your work down?
When they came here and they broke into camps.
But then how will you stop it? How can you stop it?
I could not stop it but you see what I am saying is that it affected the
work. h affected the country. Some of these problems we are having
now were brought by these groupings. Someone. a Minister of
Education, would come out with a very good programme
andit is killed
because someone in another group thinks that if it succeeds these people
y;ill capitalise on it and win the elections
Who was in charge of implementing UNLF programmes? You had die
UNLF programmes - these were ~nomic po!icies. spc:arhcadcdby
AntbonY Ocaya. Who wasin charge of implemeDbllSthis'
ovemment. Anthony Ocaya comes to the Parliamentwith a vay
.~g
~good programme, this is whatI am 1111
you

'TI..

LULE

Wbidl the UNLF calJinc:t
has agreed

DR 1AKUBUYA
9591

~ which the

ational

~

Committee of tJ1cUNLF has agreed on?
LULE.

Yes. And ilien somewhere it will be killed Some pco 1 .
somewhere and say ili1sis a DP man we should not allow iliis p e Wtll go
and it dies iliere.
one to Work

COUNSEL:

What are you saying Mr. Lule is iliat you, as Director of Jnformaf
10
National Guidance and Secretary for Diplomatic and p ~ _and
1
.
ow~
Commissar, you were frustrated to see iliat ilie exercise you
conducted was meant to be on a non-party basis but it turned out to~
party -

LULE:

A multi-party iliing.

COUNSEL:

Oh, yes - I see. When you thought you just chose people under lJNLF
who would not think in terms of camps?

LULE:

Yes and then later on when I saw this thing affecting ilie real work that
you are doing.

MR NAGENDA:

Let me just give you an example. Let us say that the Second Deputy
Prime Minister and the Foreign Minister, let us say he is DP, Mr.
Ssemogerere or let us say that the present Minister of Planning, Mr.
Mayanja Nkangi is CP, are you saying that the kind of work they arc
doing, one is planning and the other one in Foreign Affairs, is being
stopped by their colleagues in this particular government?

LULE:

I do not know now but according to my experience I suspect it is and I do
not see why it is not. I do not see the reason why it is not - if they expect
there to be elections in the future they are doing it.

MR. NAGENDA:

But you see, you seem to be making some people doubt that, in fact,
politics is not as narrow as you are trying to make it, that if a government
has certain principles on which it bases its work, under a strong
leadership then some other person can do the job properly. To me I think
you are making politics too narrow.

LULE:

I do not know. To me strong leadership is relative but when one sits in
his office where you are not, he can do anything.

COUNSEL:

What you are saying is that this was your experience during the UNLF.

LULE:

Yes, it was my experience.

COUNSEL:

And it was ganged in camps?

LULE:

And I am saying that I suspect that it can happen.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

No, you would not have personal opinion in this but you had personal
experience in the other.

LULE:

Okay.

I agree w1'th you th ere.
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N ow,

Mr. Ch.,.innan,
the
...

MilitalY

"'
ommi sion org ....
....•iscd clcctio
want to point Ot1t a ficw th" ns, I am not here top
•d
other elections in tl ,
tngs for the good O f th' ass JU gcment but I
le world th
is country L"k
have some forces and I th'
ere arc some interest d
. • i e any
•
mk th th
e parties and th
c pans1on of the NCC a Bill w en e voters. I recall that duri ey
that debate. the question of the:!ebatc~ to expand the NCC and '!n~e
cam~ up and the other parties ex~tb~;s
represented in the Parliamen~
arm) ~h~uld not be represented in the C were of the opinion that the
the op1mon lhat the anny be
N .C.C. The other parties were of
removed fro p 1stan d was that the annv sho Id
.
m ar iament. But the UPC's
•
J
u stay m Parr
b
1t had not been the anny m b
h
iament ecause they said that if
. .
•
cm ers s ould t h
b
saymg is that lhc NCC was d"1 "d d .
no ave een there. What I am
Vl e mto two
had th
and the group of DP And
' we
e group of UPC
•
you remember at
•
of the NCC. But the UPC
ld
one time the DP moved out
cou stand and say that th
h
in Parliament but the others refused And th
e army s ould stay
they did not say anything So wh~n th I ecti~y was not happy but
.
•
e e e ons were about to take
place. tlus proble~ came up, and the army - one of the Chiefs made it
very clear, the Chamnan o~ the Military Commission, that they would not
accept a party that was gomg to throw them out of Parliament. So that
was one of the forces.

DR.:MAKUBUYA: Who made it clear?
LULE:

I was made to understand that by the late Major Odong Twai. I think the
other fact was the government in Dar-es-Salaam. There had been some
disputes which were started by the Uganda government and that of Dares-Salaam. And the Dar-es-Salaam side did not believe that if any other
party forms a government, that government will be able to settle that
dispute.

DR.MAKUBUY
A:
LULE.

What was the disputed?

I think it was some kind of payment, some payment for the loss in the
war. Those who died.

DR MAKUBUY A:

I see.

LULE:

Those factors became very strong and I think -

DR. MAKUBUY A:

d this one? The other one you have
And how did you come ~ undema; d
know about this interest. the
told us. What about this? How 1 you
Government in Dar?

LULE.

I was again told.

DR MAKUBUY A:

By who?

LULE:

By the late Odong Twai.

urse}f

COUNSEL:

"denccwhich you k,nowyo
•k to hear the eVl
But I think we would h e

LULE·

That one I know.
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I sec

LULE.

must have had an effect on the outcome of the
So tl1(1scwI10 •111tcrccsts
•
result'!

COl

I t11inkhe is talking about elections.

SEL:

LULE:

Yes.

l\1R.NAGENDA·

Person.all)r, J do not understand the payment dispute - how that came to
affect these elections results.

LULE:

I think they wanted the people they know.

:MR NAGENDA:

You mean the Tanzanians?

LULE:

Yes.

DR MAKUBUYA

And the people they knew were -

LULE:

Of course, Obote.

COUNSEL:

But you see, you are referring to Major Odong Twai that he was in
position to know these things.

COUNSEL:

He was very close to the late Oyite Ojok?

LULE:

Yes. And he was sitting in the office of the Military Commission himself
at the Conference Centre.

COUNSEL:

Okay. Continue.

LULE:

When the results started coming -

DR MAKUBUYA:

No, no. Why are you jumping to the results?

COUNSEL:

You talk about the organisation and the rest.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

However were the elections organised and so on and so forth.

MR. NAGENDA:

After all I think you were still the Director of Operations and National
Guidance.

LULE:

Yes.

MR. NAGENDA:

And you really had to know about the organisation.

LULE:

The organisation was mostlv done in Parliament and I was always
interested in consulting the Secretarv. Mr. Sekono Well. there were
some problems, I think, in getting ~oncv and other many things. But
later on he went away - l11e Sccretar\•
. w~ very. much concerned, in fact.
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he did not care of\\ ho P .d
•
lntcr on 1 only learnt that hrov, ad
cd the winner fiorms the government. But
e 11 left the office.
OR 1 Kl Bl .A
LLLE

DR tAKUBUYA.
LULE:

Did you get inYoh·ed in the appomtment
.
of the Electoral Comm1ss1on.
• • ?
No, I \\•as. not involYcd· That was done by the Ch •
••
At th
.
amnan of the M1htary
Comm1ss1on himself
Commission. I was n~t invol , da~ time I ,~as acting at the Military
'c m any appomtment at all.
you were not saving the then Executive Head of Government?
No.

DR.MAKUBUYA:

How were you saying out this Odong - Director of Operations and
National Guidance?

LULE:

I was talking to the peeple who were talking to these people - executive.

DR MAKUBUY A:

Such as -

LULE:

The late Odong Twai, the late Nyombi.

DR MAKUBUYA:

Yes!

LULE:

I usually met the ex-President Tito Okello - well understand - I used to
discuss with him.

DR MAKUBUY A:

What was your role at this point in time? You had these two big offices,
there was this national exercise going on -

LULE.

DR MAKUBUY A:
LULEMR NAGENDA.

Yes. I was keeping these two big offices but most of the role had been
taken way from me. But I would come and be given some assignment,
some time if they wanted to consult me they would, or give me some
assignment, to tell me to assign them.
Who had taken away your role?
Toe Chairman. Not the Chairman as such but the environment itself.
You mean you found you were not needed?

LULE:

N
you know now things were running at certain categories - mostly
so:e of the official work was done at the UPC Headquarters.

MR NAGENDA

. that you were not a member of UPC?
A re you saymg

LULE:

I was not.

MR NAGENDA
LULE:

Do you want to tell us what you were?
I do not.
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MR

'11.,\GENDA.

You do not want to tell us.

LULE:

'\'cs

DR M .\KUBUY A:

The Military Commission was an organ in UNFL.

LULE:

Yes.

DR MAK.UBUYA:

Are you saying that its work was being done at the UPC Headquarters?

LULE:

More or less. Now then, little was now done at the work was in the offi
of the Chairman of the Military Commission. But it had been divid:
into two small - most of his Advisers were people had taken them as their
services.

MR. NAGENDA:

Mr. Lule, from my observation is that since it is not necessary to belong
to a party, I always find it for myself more helpful to just learn from some
experience of some people like you. We don't mind even if you don't tell
us what party you belonged. From that observation, do you still don't
want to tell us what party you belonged?

LULE:

Okay. Very well. If you don't mind, I think I will come to it.

MR. NAGENDA:

Then my question which will follow that is that -did you feel well when
you were excluded because you might have been suspected in your duty?

LULE:

Yes, very much, I felt I was being excluded. Because even some things
that any person could be accorded~ I was just hearing here and there and I
had never been informed. So I think I was being excluded.

MR. NAGENDA:

Why I think that is very important is that, as to human rights, it is to
accord you the right to use, not to be confused or excluded, and if you
were excluded, then it means this was violation of your human rights.
But we would not know it until we know from you of what happened.

LULE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

LULE:

Incidentally I got arrested, I never know why and I was taken to Katwe
Police Station.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

When were you arrested, Sir?

LULE:

On 31st December, 1980.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

This was after elections.

LULE:

Yes, this was after elections.

COUNSEL:

But were you still now the Director of Information and National
Guidance during the UNLAwhen -

c<
I)
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l \ 1F
Olli SFL

o. At that time was
' 1 was no longer.

\\'hat were you doing'l
I \\ as just in the office.

l lJLli

\Vhich office?
LULE:

cot

·sEL:

At the International Conference Centre.
But which office?
Just to stay in my office.
l see. Okay.

LULE:

Then on .31 st of .December , 1980, I was at the - what 1s
• now N'1le Hotel - I
was h avmg a dnnk then some people came and arrested me.

DR.MAKUBUYA:

What time of the day was it?

LULE:

DR.MAKUBUYA:
LULE:

DR.MAKUBUYA:
LULE:

It was around 11.00 a.m. I was kept there Sorry, who arrested you.
He was a certain man I do not know who he was, they were two of them.
Were they in uniform, were they civilian.•.?
No, they were not in uniform. I demanded that they identify themselves
but they couldn't.

DR.MAKUBUYA:

So two civilians arrested you.

LULE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Well, I think he suggested that he could not be in position to kno~
whether they were security men or civilians because they were not m
uniform.
yes, because when I asked them "you identify yourselr' they couldn~.

LULE:
What language were they using when they anested you?

DR.MAKUBUYA
LULE

MR NAGENDA

Luganda, when th ey were
Luganda.

d was making communication with you
you think using broken Lugan a
easy?

LULE:

speaking they were speakingsome broken
,

No.
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COUNSEL:

Do you think these people were Basoga, Banyankole or Bagisu -?

LULE.

I could not tell.

COUNSEL:

I see. Okay.

LULE:

So I was taken to Katwe Police Station.

DR. MAKUBUYA-

How did you move from Nile Mansions to Katwe Police Station?

LULE:

There was a vehicle outside.

DR MAKUBUYA:

What type of vehicle, registration number of the vehicle and so on?

LULE:

It was 504, but I do not remember the registration number.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

What colour?

LULE:

White.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Handcuffed or unhandcuffed?

LULE:

No.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Were you handcuffed from Nile Mansions or you were still treated as a
gentleman?

LULE:

This man was - you see, I had been there for a long time, everybody knew
me, this man looked to be very fearful, I just decided to walk like a
gentleman.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

You had just seen him for the first time.

LULE:

Yes.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Did you ever see him again?

LULE:

Yes, I saw him once at the Police Station.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

I see.

LULE:

Then I was locked up. But when I was there, some young boys be~-een
16 and 20 years were brought, they were 20 of them.

COUNSEL:

Between 14?

LULE:

16 and 20. They were about 20 boys, with broken legs.

MR.NAGENDA

When did you say, they were brought in'J

LULE:

They found me there, and most of them their legs were putting on rotten.

coVl

co
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l11cir staying there stink'
stinking. And mv work mg was terrible but later on I got used to the
wounds.
•
now to help these boys was to look after their

Sorry, the first point _ bcfi
them?
ore your effort to assist them, did you talk to

LULE:

Yes. I talked to them. They told
th
Kiscnyi on the grounds that the hadme at they had been arrestedfrom
Y
guns.

MR N\GENDA:

TI1eyhad what?

LULE:

They had guns.

coUNSEL:

20 of them?

LULE:

About 20.

COUNSEL:

Yesl

LULE:

And their legs were rotten and maggots were all over -

COUNSEL:

You mean when they were arrested at Kisenyi, where were they taken?

LULE:

They were taken to some place, but they said they were taken at night to
some place but they could not tell the place. That is where the legs had
got rotten.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

What did they say why their legs were broken?

LULE:

They had been beaten and some were shot at. And my work was to assist
to remove the maggots because one would see the maggots moving in the
bones then I would come and starting hitting the hips and then the
maggots would come out of the legs. And I think this was also violation
of human rights.

COUNSEL:

Yes, it was. What happened to them?

LULE:

Later on they were removed, I do not know where they were taken, they

a

a

were removed at night.

COUNSEL:

I see. At night?

LULE:

Yes. And I do not know where they were taken.

DR MAKUBUYA:

How long did they stay there Wt'th you·?

LULE:

They stayed for about a week.

COUNSEL:

. h
of Katwc Police tation
Who was the officer-m-c arge

n

time'!
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that matcnal

I ULE

TI1crc is a mnn I do not know his name, but he had been Workin
Nagum buy the time I was then;.
g at

C'OU, SEL.

He ·wa.c;
working at Naguru and subsequently became 0/C Katwc?
1.,VL

LULE:

Yes. But I do not know - I will try to remember his name.

COUNSEL:

You do not know his name?

LULE:

I do not remember his name.

CO~SEL:

What was he at Naguru - was he Assistant of Obura or?

co
LU

LULE:

He was just one of the Assistants, because he used to come with other
officers.

LUI
ivtR

COUNSEL:

He was an officer'?
LU

LULE:

He was an officer.
DR.

MR NAGENDA:
LULE:

You said you can try to remember this man's name?
I will try look for - to try to remember his name.

MR NAGENDA:

I see. Okay.

LULE:

I stayed there for about three weeks then I was set free without being
charged. Now when I went out -

DR. MAKUBUY A

Sorry. On your being taken to Katwe, what was the explanation given to
Katwe Police Station people as to why you were being brought in?

LULE:

When I was brought in, this man told the officer-in-charge that this is Mr
Lule, we have brought him from the Nile Mansions. Then this man said.
how do you bring a Nile Mansions man here? Then he said, you keep
him, it is the bosses who have asked me to bring him here. Then I was
locked in and he went.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Did anybody write in the book about you and so on? Police is supposed
to operate according to the rules given to them. Here there is a book. an
incident book or whatever, you make the report for who is coming in

LULE:

Every morning they used to read nan1es and mine used to be there.

DR. MAKUBUYA

You were there on list

LULE:

MR. NAGENDA:

Yes But I remember those nan1cs ,, ere on the papers. because there was
some kind - you know - some people could be brought in. some one buvs
his way out and so on, they used to do it.
We have evidence that there were people who were taking prisoners say,
this man is a prisoner, some time Paulo Mm, anga's prisoner or some one
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c sc s pnsonc,.
were?
l l 1E

Did ) ou ever have chance to look at

h

.

w osc pnsoner you

o, I did not.

cot • EL

Yes!

LL'LE.

I did
not, because I was vcrv
careful cons,"dcnng
• circumstance
.
•
•J
d
which I was taken thcr.c. I was very careful.
s un er
Did your family come to visit you?

LULE:

Y cs. My wife used to bring me food.

\1R '\iAG~DA:

\Vere you able to give some of this food to these unfortunate boys?

LULE.

Yes. very much.

DR.l\1AKUBUY
A:

Did you talk to your arresters on the way from Nile Mansions to Katwe?

LULE:

No.

DR.MAKUBUYA:

Did you family or any of your friends up on your behalf to see some big
people that you be released?

LULE:

They must have done so.

\fR '\AGB--;DA

Did they tell you that they did so?

LULE:

They did. My father in law did, Mr. Godrey Kapere and the late Paulo
Kavuma.

\.1R 1\JAGENDA

Yes, Where did they go?

LULE.

They went to Muwanga himself.

MR NAGENDA:

What did Muwanga tell them?

LULE:

I do not know exactly what he told them.

~tR 'AGE~DA

LULE:

.d something whether you did this to him or
Surelv he must h ave Sa.I
•
vth' .,
whatever Did you say an_ mg·
h h said because immediate)~ I
He said something but I do not knov.·w at e
•
d
I
left
the
countrv
left -I stayed for a few d ays an
•

COU'SEL:
LULE:

To Kenya.

DR MAKUBUYA

Did ~ ou go ,, ith -
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MR

Mr Lule. J "as "ondcring "hcthcr ) ou talked to the O C by the tirne
) ou \\ ere there?

LLLE

I did not

fR

Wh) not? Were you not complaining, you haYc been in charge and yo
hm e been brought in and somebody in charge of a place you didn't wan~
to ta.lk to him You arc taking about 1980 shortly after the elections and
you ha\'c been a big man around with la\\ycrs.

LULE·

The moment I reached there. I knew this O.C. was a dangerous manand
the moment he told me that, I knew my life was in danger.

fR NAGENDA·

I want to b~ clear. You said that you had been this man. the 0.C., when
you were in Naguru.

LULE:

Yes

\fR NAGENDA:

Perhaps you must tell us something about how your wife discovered that
vou were not at Naguru Police Station?

LULE:

I told the prisoners my story that my people do not know where I am.
The prisoners gave me a paper and a small pen and I \\Tote a note andone
of the prisoners - a woman prisoner - came and was given the note and
was directed to my house, then she left the note there. That is how my
wife knew. But \\·hen I had failed to tum up. she went to the Nile
Mansions to find out but nobody knew where I was. That is how she
knew where I was.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

LULE:

Apart from this lady ,,,ho used to bring in food, was anybody helpful to
you in those three weeks you were there?
There was one gentleman who was helpful but I learnt he passed away.
He was Mr. Masembe.

DR. l\IAKUBUY A:

Mr. Masembe was a Police Officer there?

LULE:

Yes.

MR. NAGENDA:

LULE:
MR. NAGENDA:

Is there somebody you can remember who was either prisoner with you or
who was after being discharged and, therefore, was able to give
information?
I can.
When you were locked up at Katwe Police Station, was money paidto
someone?

LULE:

Yes, money must have been paid.

MR. NAGENDA:

Why do you say it must have been paid?
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D finitely the money must have b
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out at agum.
\GF

DA

•
ccn paid.
Because nobody can come

By who?

LULE-

I do not know.

('OU, 1SEL.

You mean ' is• it ,:our
f:ath,
• when your
J
er wh o toId you because you said
futhcr went and saw Ob ura and Obura told' htm
• you arc going
• back with
•
your father?

LULE:

I left the country and learnt about it after I had come back.

COUNSEL:

So you were released, then what happened?

LULE:

\Vhcn I was released, considering the position in which I was, l left the
country and went in exile.

MR. NAGENDA

Did you find out why you were detained?

LULE:

It was very difficult to find out, because who should I have asked?

MR NAGENDA

You were saying the people who would have obtained a job for you were
detained with you. Who are these people?

LULE:

The fact is, I had sought assistance from the authority and nothing came
out, I was trying to find out why I had been arrested, nothing came out.
So I came to the conclusion that they were responsible. So immediately I
was released, I organised myself and left with my family. I went to
Kenya. I got a job in the Teaching Service Commission in Kenya from
1981 to 1988 December.

MR. NAGENDA.

Mr. Lule, you were talking about the violation of human rights, I want to
know, having gone to Kenya in about 1981 to 1988 December, whether
you would stay if again some time the violations of human rights were
ever to come back.

LULE:

I would not be there, because I had already prepared to move out and go
to the United States to take up another employment. Mr. Chairman, when
I came back to the country, I found this Commission ,s,.·orkingand as l
have told you that I have been involved in human rights activities f01 the
last ten years.

DR. MAKUBUY A:
LULE:

What human rights activities have you been involved in?
I have been writing reports, attending seminars, lecturing on human rights
in schools and colleges in Kenya and outside. I have been interested and
have done a lot of self-education on human rights. l have even my
Human Rights Charter in Uganda here. S~ I_wo~ld li_keto say s~mething
that I feel. Mr. Chairman, that the Comm1ss1on1s domg a ~·cry 1mpo~t
· b It is the people who arc not aware of what you are domg and I tlunk
JO •
•
·you
can try to find a way of cducatmg
peoplc. B ccausc accord.mg to th c
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Ugandan ";i, of undcrst.mdin' humnn rights. it is onh nrrcstin .
trinl nnd munkring somcbod . If ,011 do 1101 do that. , 8 WithOQt
0
, iolnting nny hmmu1 rights. Sometimes \\'C hun- b •en findi:
~ ftat
• wJ1cn u v1s1tor
••
•••
81tvett.-·1
cm harrassmg
v1s1t111g
(ll\l' 1-,~.
fncnn count') is be'
thnt this 1s a free country. \Ve huvc e, en all<mcd the people to rngto~
the "3) tJ1cy "ant Yet you get the impression that the one talki;oi:lp
not J...110,,Wt) tl1ing nbout hum,m rights, because nobody allows ang ~
to \\Orship the way they w:mt. He w:t" not gi\'cn .1 right to do s:-~y
Chainnan. \\ e have heard numy I leads of State and other lenders in A:
Sa) ing tlmt acquiring education is a pri, ilcgl· :md ) ou get the impre . ea
that the man talking so ntn) be is not Ycry \\di infomtcd.
ssion
8
education is a fund:uncntal right. Prima')' cdlH.'ation must be free
is a right, and, tl1erufo1c.when ·ou deny soml'One education. )OU vi
the United Nations Charter, Section 23 (I) and (2). If) ou look at~=1
23 (J) and (2) ) ou sec that if you employ somebody and you do not give
him enough money - because the Charter says that one must be 8iven
enough mone) to look after his family and get all this basic needs, If it is
not enough. you give him an allowance But if it is not enough, youart
violating the human rights. Our leaders have not come across or haveDot
been educated about human rights.

I \ JI

a:::

MR NAGENDA

Mr. Lule. do you employ somebody in your home'/

LULE:

Not at the moment.

MR NAGENDA:

Have you ever employed somebody?

LULE:

Yes, Sir.

MR NAGENDA:

Were you able to pay him enough?

LULE:

I was able to pay them what we agreed on.

MR NAGENDA:

LULE:

MR. NAGENDA:

LULE:

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Cll

co

M

I have just read section 23 where it says, everybody has a right, whatif
there is not enough money in that company to pay that person?
With due respect, Sir, that Article docs not leave a gap that this Article
will be followed when there is money. So the fact is, if you cannot railo
money to run an institution it is a violation of human rights.

L
I\

But that is all very well and that is why I asked you whether you paid
your personnel.
But yesterday I was talking to P.S. Ministry of
Education, and he told me that Sir Samuel Baker School in Gulu which11
now in bush failed to meet billion of shillings to bring it back! Don'tyou
think it has been academic to say that this chap will now be able to pay
the money, whether it is there or not. Is it being very realistic?
I am not being academic, I am being realistic in the sense that wh~n you
have the responsibility to do something, you arc supposed to do it and
definitely you are supposed to overcome the problems within your meant
We arc not talking about utopia.
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•
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1
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'
. a on "' 1crc. vou
. . hav.
• c no money and you want to have
cost-sharing to
1mproYe
the
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.
.
an you start with somebody who docs not have
am•th
•
· was to say that your Commission
.
ul mg. Mr• Chairman, my mtentton
1
10
s
d put up a programme to educate the people of this country in
schools so that the country 1s
• aware of human nghts.
.
Thank you very
much.

CHAIRi\1AN·

Okay, we shall break for ten minutes.

COUNSEL:

l':1r. Chairm~, the witness has given you what he knows about human
nghts. He said he was arrested and taken to Naguru. On his escape, he
went to Kenya the second time. I do not know whether you have some
questions to ask him.

MR. NAGENDA:

Mr. Lule, you gave us a lot of information and incidentally I would like to
start off by thanking you for your last recommendation that this
Commission of Human Rights set up a programme to educate the people
of this country about their human rights. Because you know, in order to
enjoy the rights, you have to find out ways in which these violations don't
happen again. And of course, educating people about their rights, is one
way in which we can do it. You are the first person of the people we have
listened to who has suggested that kind of advice. Now, at least on paper,
you seem to have had very important jobs - starting after the fall of Amin.
In 1979 you were Secretary of Political and Diplomatic Commission at
the UNLF Secretariat, which included Organising political rallies, reading
foreign correspondence, telling both President Lule and President Binaisa
what was happening in the country and so on. And then after that - in
addition to that - you were the Director of Information and National
Guidance. Exactly, were your jobs as important as they were seen on the
paper?

LULE:

What did you say? You said, were my jobs -

MR. NAGENDA:

Yes. your jobs which you described to us as the Secretary of Political
and Diplomatic Commission at the ~LF Secretariat ~d in additi~n to
that later on under Binaisa, as also Director of Information and National
guidance. What I am saying is that, ~n paper, those were very, very
important jobs. In practice were they as important as they sound?

LULE.

ld say they were important. For instance, the situation in the
W e11, I wou
•
uld 1·k
all over the Embassies, their home countnes wo
1 e to
d
country an · happening. I know there is Foreign
• Affairs M'm1stry
•
here
w
know wh at is
..
.
.
th F • Affai
they should go. But when it is a poht1cal situation: e S o:gn
d rs
Ministry usually don't have to know what is ~appenmg._ ~ e~ udsthetol
ave to give the correct picture beanng m mm
at
come to me, and I h
•
· th 10
· terest of my country. I th.mk that was important.
was carrying e
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ll1erc \\ns mobilisation of thl' country
Even todnv when I ,
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and
as a
• • 1cs
·J
accept thc
pnnc1p

DR. M \kl BUYA·

1,UL

What sort of facilities did you have when you were carrying out all
jobs?
these

M
LULE

\Veil, I had some other people who were working with me,

DR. M.\kLBUYA·

So you had personnel.

LULE:

Yes

DR MA KUBU)' A:

How many people did you have to assist you?

LULE:

We had about five and plus Secretaries and everybody else. we would call
upon a member of NCC to come and assist us, all of these Ministers were
there

COUNSEL:
DR MAKUBUY A:

Then what happened?

LULE·

Before the expansion of the Council, everybody was doing very well, but
we got problems when the factions came in.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Did you have transport facilities, for example?

LULE:

Yes, we had transport facilities, we had enough vehicles

DR. MAKUBUY A:

How many vehicles did you have?

LULE:

We had a vehicle to transport the staff, we had vehicles to take officersto
deal with seminars, we had a vehicle to - if there was any problem. any
complaint anywhere, we would go on the spot and see what is happening.
We had enough vehicles.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

What was the budget like?
budget?

LULE:

No, I was not involved with the budget I was Secretary for Finance.

DR MAKUBUYA:

Yes, I am talking about the money, the resources in your department.

LULE:

The money was coming from the President's office, the Secretariat falls
under the Office of the President.

DR MAKUBUYA:

And you always had enough?
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LULE:

I "as hol~ing the ang_l~of UNLF I was VCI)' cnrcful in my talking. not to
ex~osc this because 1t would be gh·ing a wrong impression on the one
v,luch the government was following And this man is doing to file a
report on which his home government is going to base assessment
"hcthcr to give you the loan you haYc applied for TI1at we haYe got to
be very careful not to create the impression that a govemment is diYided
So I always followed the UNLF line.

MR NAGENDA

After. as you told us, the development in the NCC' at which you said
problem started and l think you used this word 'rotten'. TI1cn which angle
did you give because presumably at that time you were UNLF angle

LULE:

Y cs. And l told you earlier that there was a time when l stayed alone at
the Secretariat, l was still in a system that we were having the UNLF.
Y cs, I was still fighting for that angle Because I was even com inced that
it was the best solution to this count!)' ..md when it broke down the
consequences arc very clear.

MR.NAGENDA

When did you first believe that you could no longer uplift that because
things hav~ been broken down?

LULE:

I fi1rst tl1Ou ght about it when I think the members of UPC' kamt
. that the~
.
•
g
from
some
people,
and
they
changed
their
campaign
1
k
h ad a b ac 11
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I
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frurlv peop c wou
no
•
•
I
Ii l d .
' :
·
. t· th •m were doing the work that \l\·ou , lC omg.
realised that some O
c
•
·
.
• ·d tl tactually power was nmnmg away t10111 me.
That 1s when I rca 11se 1a • • -

MR. NAGENDA:
LULE:

.
, lk to? you said. you talh·d to these guys
Which people did you ta
an who w·:i..c;using this slogan that th1.·n.·is n
bi
'
.
I
t
O the most nota e m.
d
lk
I ta c
I I .. if Sscmogercrc w,ults, kt hmt gl, am1 s ecp
i k t the St·1te ousl:, • •
R
road b ~c a
, • •,
talked to Rwakasisi. I talkc..·dto ur,mgara.nga.
1
tlu.:rc with Muw,U1ga;. d
d th. others h1.·causc those ones were very
,
l)r K1run a an
c
Masete Kuuya. •

strnng on that line. And 1 was ,·cry much conccmccl
to the Chaim1.1.nof the party.
IR . 'AGENDA

Ll'lE
1R. 1AGENDA:

And 1 even talked

\\'ho "~s this?

Or. Obotc
\Vhat did Obotc say to you?

LULE:

He said. my young man, we know what we are doing.

DR 1\1AK.VBUY
A:

You even talked to Obote? It is easy to say -

LULE:

Yes, I did it, he had just finished the Press Conference where I had go
and hid among the press men and I fired him a question and he asked ;:
who I was. Then later on he came to talk to me to find out.

DR MAKUBUYA:

He came to talk to you?

LULE:

Yes. He was around at the Conference Centre. That is where he used to
have his press conference. I talked to him and then I raised this issue of
campaigning that the DP will get the votes but UPC will form the
government. I did.

MR. NAGENDA:

Did you gather the impression that he himself was saying that even if DP
won the votes the UPC will form the government?

M

LULE:

It is not gathering he was also saying it.

MR. NAGENDA:

Did you hear him saying it?

LULE:

Yes, he was saying it openly on rallies, there was time when he laughed
and said, heh! heh! My dear Ssemogerere, let him go to Muwanga and
sleep in the State House, he will never go there. He said it in the
campaigns, if you get the tapes you will hear it.

MR. NAGENDA:

Is this some kind of violation of human rights?

LULE:

Yes, it is. It is violation of human rights because he was intending to
deny the people the right to choose to have the government of their
choice. By saying so -he was creating the impression and possibly some
fear.

MR. NAGENDA:

With this in mind, looking back at this, I am now saying that - would you
think even at the time that some of the things that happened. some of the
irregularities that happened during the elections followed the same line.
that they came about because of what the Chairman of UPC. for example.
said?

LULE:

No, I did not. Because I usually consulted the Secreta.r):to the Electoral
Commission, Mr. Ssekono. And I was convinced that he was capable
man who was going to handle the situation up to the end. I was looking
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,tR 'AGE~A.

To ,, ho else did you sav it bcsid Ob
Rwakasisi and so on? •
cs
ote and apart from Rurangaranga,

LULE:

I used ~o discuss these things with a number of people especially during
lunch.time. we u_sedto have lunch with members of NCC and Ministers
and \\ e used to discuss these things -

\fR 1\AGENDA:

If I may judge from this side of the Commission, did you come into much
con~ct, because, you have told us you come in almost daily contact with
P.res1dent Lule and President Binaisa either on the phone or in person.
1 ou have told us that their greatest worry you think that haunted them
was the army. Did you also have a chance to come close to the Militarv
Commission?
•

LULE:

Yes.

\1R

;,.;AGENDA:

\Vith whom especially did you come in contact?

LULE:

There was a member who was very influential, that was the late Odoi
Chwale and the ex-Chairman. Hon. Muwanga but not very much. He
could only summon me to asked me something which he wanted and then
I would walk over, talk to him and come out but usually he used to send
somebody to ask or to tell me to do something but if he wanted to talk to
me he would ask me to go. Well, Mr. Akena P'Ojok was my boss as well.

MR.KAGE~DA

How was he your boss?

LULE:

He was the Chairman - he was in charge of the Secretariat. he was a
representative of NEC in charge of the Secretariat.

MR. 1'AGE!\DA

you have mentioned this Odoi Chwale quite often. Were you very close
to him?

LULE:

I was very close to him.

MR !\AGENDA:

Had you known him before'>

LULE:

No: we met there.

He was an intelligent man, he was reasonable.
a1·t·
fa moral person He was a man who
.d
h had all the qu I 1es O
h
cons1 crate, e .
.
d did not rush into decisions. So " ene,-er
knows how to digest issues an th
to me I used to call him and \\C
th
•
g
that
was
rown
• •
That 1s
•
there \\as some m
,.th
1 ,en· good contnbut1ons.
discuss and usually we came up ''
•
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'AGENDA·

Did you ever have the opportunity to discuss with hi'm some ofth th'
that were happening, some of the abuses and if )'O
c ings
,.
l .
d . .
u remember ti
examp e,. 1twas ~noun thts time that there was a lot of •1n~~n~
•
or
people died, some people said at the time and up to this da, th ' s~vera1
.. ld
b'I· .
.
) at this was
.
•
b ccausc o f•po l1t1ca esta 1 1sat1on. Did you ever get a eh
with Odoi Chwale about this subject?
ancc to discuss

LULE:

Y cs, we discussed this. I think these people used to move in a h'
. d at the Nile
• Mansions and those pcoplw tte dbus
wh .1ch used to be stat1one
.
.
euse to
spend most of the time lying under the trees. At one time they
k
.
·t1
d h . h
•
.
evo cd
eatmg w1 1 us an t at 1s w en lunch m the Nile Mansions stopped. Odoi
Cwale as I understand was the leader of the boycott. So we discussed and
we were very much -

MR NAGENDA

Who were these people by tlte way?

LULE:

There was a group of people who used to go at night in a bus, it was nicknamed "Mpaawo Atalikaaba" meaning that everybody will cry and these
were dropped at certain agree place and then they would shoot people and
kill them.

MR NAGENDA·

Were they army people?

LULE:

I do not know, I never talked to them myself.

CHAIRMAN:

But you said you were shown tlte bus, that they used to lie under treesin
the Nile Mansions.

LULE:

Yes, they were there, I was shown the bus and they were there andthen
someone said do you know those people, I said no, then he told me.

DR MAKUBUY A:

How did they use to be dressed?

LULE:

They were in civilian.

COUNSEL:

How about the bus, did it carry a registration number?

LULE:

No, it had no registration - actually it was not one, they were about two
We discussed it, we were very much concerned especially he was going
to stand against the Prime Minister, he stood against the Prime Mimster.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

To stand against the Prime Minister?

LULE:

In the constituency, yes.

COUNSEL:

Which Prime Minister?

LULE:

Otema Alimadi.
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\\ ns Odoi Clmalc from Gulu'l
Yes

ot from Bukcdi'J
Lt'LE

But he ,vent and stood against the Pn·me M'mister.
•

DR 1AKUBUYA.

\\That "as he, was he a lawyer by training?

LULE:

No, he was a military man.
He was a lawyer by training and he was killed in Tororo.

DR MAKUBUYA:

He was from Tororo. But certainly he contested elections on DP ticket or
,.,,hat?

LULE:

On UPM ticket.

MR. NAGENDA:

I want to go back to this white bus issue before we leave the subject. You
said the occupants used to go round terrorising people at night and during
the day they would lie down under the trees probably resting at Nile
Mansions.

LULE:

Not everyday, some times.

MR NAGENDA·

Did you ever manage to get close to them?

LULE:

No. I did not.

f\.fR.NAGENDA:

When they came for lunch, you had not seen them?

LULE:

I had seen them but information was passed in advance that they were
coming and so we never went and I think lunch was never prepared.

COUNSEL:

Because they were coming?

LULE:

Well, it \Vas a kind of a boycott.

MR NAGENDA

eoplc'7 Did he say who
Okay, what did Odoi Chwale say about these p
•
was employing them?

LULE:

MR. NAGENDA

. t know that people arc dying when
No. he didn't. you see, you JU; used to come to us and tell us that
someone says these people, p:P e ·e were concerned when we tried to
these people come fro~ here .en wcameout that what do }ou do. if you
th ·ght mformat1on
ff
find out th en e n
th'
meone savs vou keep out. keep o •
say you would do some mg so
, •
later on to say to Mr. Obote that the
But you had been brave e~~~g:id you not go to the Chairman of ~c
not, ' }
.
white bus which is used to kill
Lang i were used or
.
d say there is a
• • t
. 1.tary Commission an
.
f the Military Comm1ss1on o
MI I
h e the Chairman o
people at night and av
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pcrlrnps arrest it.

fv1R
It is easier to say that one to Obotc than to Muwanga.

-

\Vhv'".

LULE:

Bccaus~ he _is a very difficult man, he is very high tempered and h
1
dealt with him and I knew him that he is not something where
ad
mess around \Vith such things.
you would

MR.NAGENDA

·what could he have done to you if you said this?

LULE:

Not necessarily to me but I had seen what I think he had done to others.

MR ~AGENDA

\Vhat had you seen?

LULE:

I found him to be a very high tempered man who gives punishments that
are beyond the crime.

~fR. NAGENDA:

Give us some examples of what he used to do.

LULE:

He could very easily order you to be arrested before even listening to you,
I think the moment you mention an issue and he realises what you are
going to tell him he doesn't like it, he is not going to listen to you or after
hearing he would not try to find out why you have told him that or he
would not go to digest whether it is right or not he could take a decision
there and then, usually a wrong on·e and with the little intelligence I have,
I thought that is not the kind of person and by the way, unless he called
me to talk to me I never went to him to talk to him.

CC
Ll

N

MR. NAGENDA:

No, but please give us some examples. You have just made quite a strong
allegations against somebody who effectively was running this country at
one stage. You say he could give punishment beyond the crime, you have
said that is not somebody to be -

LULE:

Yes, I would say that he is a no-nonsense man.

MR. NAGENDA:

Ifhe was not going to tell you nonsense then why were you quiet?

LULE:

With a man, first of all, any way people were dying, there were people
who were known, what we used to say well, if we tell him these people
are dying and I hear that you are connected then he says who told you.

MR. NAGENDA:

But were people saying that he was connected with these deaths,,

LULE:

Pardon?

MR. NAGENDA:

Are you saying that he was connected with these people who \\ere
shooting people?

LULE:

Some how, yes.
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oR. MAKUBUY A:

Y cs. but vou know arc y
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, o you know an
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COL1'4',EL:

Y cs. i llustratc your statement.

LULE:

Well. what I can say is that I got some re orts th
them were being canod on his ord
lpd
at some people, some of
ers.
o not have a parti I
myself but he could order someone to be caned.
cu ar name

MR.NAGENDA:

That the Chainnan of the Military Commission was caning people?

LULE:

No, order someone to be caned but not himself.

DR MAKUBUYA:

You only went to him when he called you. You had no good opportunity
to say after calling you?

LULE:

My friend, you can know a character even when you have not come near
him. You can see what he talks, the way he behaves, the way he handles
situations, his pronouncements and you will know that this is a man of
difficult character. You do not necessarily have to go to him.

MR NAGENDA:

Well, let us go back to Mr. Odoi Chwale with whom you talked about it.
Did he think that these terror tactics of the white buses or the things that
were going around, killing of Doctors and so on, did_he thi~ that ~e
Military Commission was involved in these terror tact1cs? Did he dunk
that there was a policy to destabilise the population?

LULE:

-~~~

No he didn't say he thought but I think he was ~ncemed thatth
noMt
'
.
b · taken but he did not sav e 11 -J
attention or no actto~ was emg
.ed that the peopl~in position to
Commission was behmd but he _waswo~ th fact that thev knewwhat
take action were not taking action despite e
•
was happening.

MR NAGENDA:

• ?
Did they know what was happening

. the papers
and people
they were reading
. • • IV't\Ole
Definitely they knew· . ~s, . Nansanaor somewhere m llllJa, r-r
come. when there is a k1Ihng m
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MR. NAGENDA:

Who was he?

LULE:

I went and mentioned this to the man in the Chief of Staff's Office
informed the Minister of Internal Affairs.

LUl
MR. NAGENDA:

Who was he?

LULE:

The Ministry of Internal Affairs, that is the Ministry but nobody followed
up. Because I was sleeping at Muyenga myself so I took interest to find
out and I found nothing had been done. When I reached home I walked
back to the Ministry. The intestines were all over the place and then I
was told nobody had come to check, could I dare?

MR. NAGENDA:

Did you have any occasion to brief foreign corespondents at this time,
around this time about the security situation?

LULE:

Very few, about three times.

MR. NAGENDA:

What did you tell them? Did you, for example, mention cases that people
are not coming to do anything about it?

LULE:

I didn't.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Why not?

LULE:

I said that the situation is out of hand but the government is trying to find
out who are the people doing this and the moment they are found the}
will be dealt with.

MR. NAGENDA:

In whose interest would they to be dealt with?

LULE:

Jn the interest of the country.

MR. NAGENDA·

No, not in the interest of the country, in the interest of )Ourself.

LULE:

No.

MR. NAGENDA:

Because how did you involve the country by saying the government is
trying to find out when they were not doing it?
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\1R ~AGEiTDA:

\\Then did they come to you?

LULE:

There was some other incident th~ took place.

MR NAGENDA:

And with those you discovered that actually th
d .
.
about it?
ey were omg something

LULE:

: es, ~ said I had this report here then they said that okay let us go and
mvest1gate and whe~ we got back from investigation they telephoned
from, say some foreign man wanted to know what happened then I said
well we are trying to find out.

MR.NAGENDA:

Yes, but Mr. Lule you see, I think it is natural to each client to see that
you are doing his job to the best of your means but if you tell the truth
and say that even if they were doing nothing, you still reported they are
doing something, then we will probably ask you why and you probably
will say you were afraid, this gives us a picture of the kind of something
for which you were working.

LULE:

My friend, since I was not in the professorship office, I was in a political
office and I had my things to do but definitely you give a report that I
have this, the police goes or you send someone to give it to the right
people when they send a police man to investigate but before even you
get the report as to whether the investigatio~ has been ~ei:e then someone
who has heard may be from a foreign rad10, whether it 1s BBC or what
before we get the report, comes to ask you what is happen~ng,so you tell
him this that you do not know who did it but we are trymg our best to
find out and find the killer.

MR NAGENDA

Was the Military Commission trying to find out the killer?

LULE:

That one can b e answered
summoned.

MR. NAGENDA

by the Minister of Internal Affairs if he was

in you are not a professor. you are a
But then Mr. Lule you were say g who is talking about violation of
political person. you arc the sam~ mandto us about the rights of people
.
human nghts
an d you have mentione who is sa);ng that i"f ) ou are a
man
being taken. y ou are the same
f
are professor you should tc11the truth
politician y~u shoul.d ~e:;ti
you arc saying?
That is the inference. s
. .
What I am saying is that the s1tuat1onNo that is not what I am saying.

Jt::

LULE:

'
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ln those da, s. witli "Mpaawo Atalikaaba'l" You have told us o f on
person ,, ho boycotted your lunch because these killers were comin e
eat \\ith )OU
g to

LULE:

Yes

MR .. ~AGE, OA

\\Tith this ~ackground, y?u say that ~he govemm:nt is doing its best and
\\C arc saymg that ,,hy did you say. 111 fact ,,hy did you lie. to say that the
government is doing its best?

LULE·

I did not lie, I just said what I had to say but I just said what was taking
place at that time when. the correspondent came.

Lll
1R NAGENDA·

LULE:
1R. NA.GENOA:

Mr. Lule. after Mpaawo Atalikaaba had started did you ever have an,
occasion after that eYent not event but series of events, to ever bri~f
foreign correspondents'}
Yes. but very few.
Yes. the yery few that you did. did you tell them the situation as it was
or?

LULE:

MRNAGENDA

I told them that we are much concerned as a government that these
killings have erupted. The government is trying its best to contain the
situation to get the killers and if we get them The situation as it was - did you give the separate information to the
following officers to the question of the situation as it was there?

LULE·

I told them that they were much concerned as government that the
situation has erupted. the government is trying its best to contain the
situation to get the killers. And if we get them we "ill take them to book.
to the court of law.

MR. NAGENDA:

\Vas government doing its best to find the killers•) Please

LULE:

According to me I think they were not doing it. their best to find the

\'OU

tell us.

killers.
l\1R. NAGENDA:

Exacth·.

LULE

Yes.

MR NAGENOA.

So then what l said to you - ,, ere you l~ing when you said. the~ '' ere
trying their best?

LULE

l "as not lying.
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Were ou tcllin, the tnith?
l was putting the situation

•

.

.

as 11 was that time. I want you to look at -

I suggest that Mr Lule
•
getting tired. '
•
' you will have to come back. I think you arc
LULE:

No, I am not getting tired.

MR NAGE DA·

Because
you arc saying, thc situation
• • was that government was not doing
•t b
1 s est.

LULE·

Yes.

MR, AGENDA:

At_ firSl you were saying the situation was that the killers were bein
bailed by government.
g

LULE:

Yes.

MR.NAGENDA:

So when you say government is trying it best was this the truth.

LULE:

At the time when I was saying it is was the truth.

MR.NAGENDA:

My dear, Mr. Lule, you have just said that even after this, from what I
heard, on a few occasions you talked to foreign correspondents.

LULE:

Yes. But to the foreign correspondents I was not talking about the
killings every day or any time I was talking to them -

MR NAGENDA

I agree. But you said even after this had started you briefed some foreign
correspondents and you told them, government was trying its best.

LULE:

Yes.

MR.NAGENDA

So we are saying - was this the truth when government itself was killing
the people?

LULE:
COUNSEL:

he

LULE:
COUNSEL.

LULE:

According to me - I do not know how I will put that one.
What he is asking you is this - you have said, these people we~ lying
under trees in the Nile Mansions and it was known _they~ere usmg two
white buses and they were killing people. Now he 1s asking you - when
at government is taking steps to track down these people. Was
you say th
f th •
uld ak "f
that the truth? Or it was just because o e image you wo
~ e-I
you told the truth, the image of the country would be-, you know.
That is what I said, for the interest of the country.
.d t tell the situation as it was but for the pwposes of the
I sec. So you d 1 no
.
• l
image of the country you made it very s1mp e.
Well, you have solved my problem.
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'\' cs. he has solved it. But let me give you another one. What of
you did is that the image of our country should be protected by telli~~~e
about what is going on. Then you yourself had moved what hapg tes
.
Pens
because) ou \\'ere not telling the truth.

LULE:

No.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Did you support what was happening?

LULE:

No, I did not.

MR. NAGENDA.

Then how were you supporting the image of the country by hiding th
truth? you see, it would be up to you to s~y, I did not want to say wh:
was going on, I know what I should have said, because I was afraid. yes?
Is that what you are saying?

LULE:

Yes. This was the problem of the big people, there was also fear as well
.
'
of course I could not say what was gomg on.

MR. NAGENDA:

Why were you afraid? Did you think that if you told the truth something
could happen to you as well?

LULE:

Definitely.

MR. NAGENDA:

Is this because this was the way of running the country at that time by big
people?

LULE:

Anything could happen to him who steps out of line.

MR. NAGENDA:

I see. Did this happen to anybody with you, who stepped out of line?

LULE:

No. When some one stepped out of line, he just disappeared and most of
them ran away.

MR. NAGENDA:

Have you got some examples?

LULE:

Of people who went away?

MR. NAGENDA:

Yes.

LULE:

Yes.

MR. NAGENDA:

Please give us some.

LULE:

There was Mr. Kayonga who disappeared from the Secretariat.

MR. NAGENDA:

Kayonga?

LULE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

He was a lawyer.
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COl~SHL

That one ran away? He died or he ran away?

LULE

He ran away, I do not know. After we had heard the news that some one
disappeared And that is how I came to stay alone, nobody was sacked
but they just sacked themselves.

MAKVBlJY<\

Is this a convenient time to stop?

COUNSEL:

Yes

DR :MAKUBUY
A:

And when are we coming back here?

COUNSEL:

On Wednesday.

DR MAKUBUYA:

Okay. I think we adjourn today. Thank you very much Mr. Lule, but you
will have to come back to complete your evidence on the issue we have
adjourned at on Wednesday the 13th December. That is when Mr. Lule is he coming back on that day?

COUNSEL:

Yes, he will come on that day. Although we have also Major Ozi.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Yes. On the same day?

MR. NAGENDA:

No, I think let us give him the next coming week.

LULE:

That will be the second week.

COUNSEL:

It will be the second week.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

So I think it will be a good thing to finish with Mr. Lule on that day. So
you will come back on that day of the second week.

LULE:

Okay, Sir. Thank you.

g

AG. CHAIRMAN
MR. NAGENDA:

Madam Commissioner, Legal Counsel, Witness, Ladies and Gentlemen.
14th of December, sorry to say that Witness we have again started late
with you, you must be getting used to our lateness I am sorry about it but
it is due to logistical problems involved. Legal Counsel you might
remember that when we stopped on the 8th of December, when we were
talking to Mr. Ernest Lule, we asked him to try and go and recollect some
of the things that he saw, both when he was Secretary of the Political and
diplomatic Commission at UNLF Secretariat and also later when he
added to that job, the job also of Director of Information and National
Guidance to the Government all of which jobs were very important and
that he worked first under Professor Lule, then after Mr. Binaisa and
finally with the Military Commission and we were trying to find out from
him some of the things that he saw at this time which violated human
rights. We told him that it would be up to the Commission to deduce
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,, lwth~1 thb i1Hkt·d was , tolation of human rights rather than himself hut
th,1t he should tell us, gn,c ns as much details as possible on what
happl.'ncd ,md. s1K·c1ftcall-v,Wl.' had st.utcd a.-.it were f10111 the end f
the 1\lilit u, Comm1ss1on, and Wt' had asked him a qucslJon on the' tcr;;:'
tactics "luch were supposed to have taken placl.: at that time and h ~
mentioned "Mpavvo At.1liknaba" thl.:Sl.:two white buses and "Mpawc
Atalika.1ba" me.ms everyone will weep ·n1c occupant<, of these tw~
buses according to him, went round killtng people at night and during the
dav the murderers apparently used to stay in the grounds of the Nile

Mansions It was then that we asked him, and this is where we stopped
"hcthcr he had reported to the boss of the Military Commission, Mr'.
Paulo Muwanga, about these murderers. And he said that Mr. Paulo
Muwanga was a difficult person to approach, more difficult than his boss
President Obote and that he gave punishments beyond the crime and was
not a man to be trifled with. r think that is where we stopped. Perhaps
you could start from there Legal Counsel.
COUNSEL:

Y cs, now the question was what did you do knowing that this "Mpawo
Atalikaaba", was based at the Nile Mansions which is a government
institution, what did you do?

LULE:

It was not only myself but everybody around, everybody in the country
was concerned about the situation, reports were coming in of killings but
as I mentioned earlier I was a govemment official like the others and we
were concerned about the country because we were more or less in charge
of holding up the destiny of the state but J think I mentioned that
whenever you tried to take action someone warned you to keep off and
you know at the same time we had our own lives to protect, so nothing
much was done.

COUNSEL:

Well, when you say, when you wanted to take action somebody would
say, keep off. Would you tell us instances when this happened?

LULE:

There were some killings that took places in Kabalagala and I was very
much concerned because I was staying that end and [ came and infonned
my friends and I tried to contact some people but I wouldn't get
assistance.

COUNSEL:

When you say, you contacted your friends, you see. the friends could be
juniors to you. Did you contact your friends who were higher than you,
who had control of the situation?

LULE:

Some we were equally at the same level, some were in the government.
you tell somebody, look, this is happening like this, what do we do?

COUNSEL:

You have mentioned Kabalagala murder. whom did you infonn becauseif
you infonn somebody because you think he has ability, he has power to
control a situation. Now, whom did you infom1 about this. who had
power to control and investigate the matter, and take action.

LULE:

111crcwas Mr Nyombi, he was reporting directly to the Chaimtan of the
Military Commission
•
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What was his port-folio?
LULE:

He was the achiser to the Chairman and sometimes he used to be
assigned some work by the Chairmanto' do.

COLf"l\JSEL:

He was a personal Assistant to the Chairman?

LULE;

You can say, yes, something like that and he had been in the Military
Commission since the formation of the UNLF Secretariat.

COUNSEL:

You mean he was a soldier?

LULE:

He was not a soldier, he was a journalist originally, then there was this
gentleman, I am always mentioning Mr. Odoi Chwale who was a
professional soldier, I also talked to him about it.

COUNSEL::

Yes.

LULE:

But, I think they said that nothing much will be done.

COUNSEL:

Now, did you try to find out, why nothing much could be done to people
killing people moving in known vehicles?

LULE:

Okay, you try to find out but everybody you try to talk to says why don't
you leave the matter alone? And you leave the matter alone because you
get the idea behind 'the leave the matter alone'.

COUNSEL:

Are you suggesting that the Government was not concerned with the lives
of people it was supposed to protect?

LULE:

You see, the answer is yes and no, because the statement given by the
Government or by the people concerned is that they were concerned, but
when you look at the attitudes, it suggests that they were not much
concerned.

COUNSEL:

You mean, were they hood-winking the public?

LULE:

Oh! Yes, I would say.

COUNSEL:

Did you find reason why they were doing so?

LULE:

It was very difficult to find out the reasons, it was very difficult because if
some one goes and hood-winks the public, unless you have an audience
with him and take him to task as to why he made such a statement that is
possibly when you can get something out of him, but studying the
situation at the moment there was a pending election, so, there were a lot
of tug of war as far as the election is concerned considering the fact that
the Minister who was in charge I think of Internal Affairs was a
presidential aspirant.

MR.NAGENDA

Who was this?

)

t
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I tl1ink it \\ns l\tr. Scnmogercrc.

EL.

\Vas he l\1ilitnry Commission?

LULE.

Yes, he was, let me try
. to remember .

COU 'SEL:

\Vhcn was he?

LULE:

He was.

COUNSEL:

\Vhich Ministry'!

LULE:

He was a Minister - at first he was appointed to Labour, he didn't takeit
up. but I remember later alone he took up the Internal Affairs, sometime
well we can cross check the file.
'

COL'NSEL:

First check the file.

LULE:

So. what I am trying to say here is that, there are so many things - there
are so many factors that were involved, you could have an outside group,
may be organising something may be you could have - it was possible to
have an outside group organising that, some of the killings to discredit
the people in the Government.

COUNSEL:

I see, it could have been a move to discredit the government of the day?

LULE:

To discredit the Government of the day, to discredit a person holding a
certain port-folio, so that when the time comes for election someone can
use that to say that, he is a weak man who cannot look after the country
So there were so many things involved, so many factors that contributed,
there were so many some kind of disappointments as if I could call it that
way, some people had been left out because you see. we have a problem
here, where people feel very bad when they are left out because they are
not - if it is voting and someone is not voted in, there is no way he can
revenge to the voters but if one man decides that this one goes, some one
may revenge and if he can't get the man who has disappointed him, he
may decide to revenge on the people when he knows that the man who
has disappointed him will be held responsible. There are so many things
to look into.

KAKWENZIRE·

I have a problem here. People \\·ere seen moving to Nile Mansions and
these were travelling in white buses. and dining and \\ ining in Nile
Mansions were these not government agents carrying out official \\orlc?

LULE:

I get your question very well, but you only have to look at the "hole
situation, you sec. Here arc people who arc murdering people oka) ·
Then when you arc sitting in your office. a very close friend of) ours "ho
is working with you, who is a Military man. who kno,,s all logistics, who
is also involved in over looking the ,vhole anny comes to you. and tells
you that 'you know these guys arc here, they arc even coming to have
lunch with us today', okay? Then you say, no don't tell me they are here.
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'SEL.

Y cs. I think that is a question precisely which the Commission is asking
you!

The conclusion you come to. is that_ may be some people around you, in
the Go,·emment are favouring what is happening otherwise how do these
people come to eat the food where people who are holding the destiny of
the country are eating.

COlJNSEL:

The question is in view of what you told us, would you agree to the
conclusion that people moving in these white buses, eating food in the
Nile Mansions, were government agents of the day?

LULE:

I think I would say, yes.

MR NAGENDA:

And perhaps what we should put on record, you said, what do you think
you got somebody who is a Military man, who oversees the army and
who tells you that the people who kill people are right there and have
been what was the names of this person?

LULE:

Odoi Chwale.

MRNAGENDA.

Mr.Odoi Chwale was in fact, over seeing the army?

LULE.

He was dealing mostly with the Military Affairs on the Military
Commission.

COUNSEL

When he told you - and this is to me very important information when he
told you that the actual killers were at the Nile Mansions and had been for
many times coming to eat with you, was there somebody else in the room
you were at that time?

LULE:

No.

MR.NAGENDA:

Here you are on oath, and you are saying, you are, but of course, telling
us something that happened?

LULE:

I know I am on oath.

KAKWENZIRE·

you also mention that you also told somebody in government who was
involved do you remember his name?

LULE:

I will try to recollect.

COUNSEL:

Commissioner, I think you will recall the evidence of Kayita who gave
evidence during the Bazukulu ba Buganda, mentioned a number of steps
concerned with this Mpawo atalikaaba
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'\ cs. but still I think Commissioner Kakw •
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"1tncss who mfcrs that he told about what Ch al h
ask the
"ouldn't sa\ to Mr Lule that hands off I th'nk
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in CVIdence.
LULE:

I have one problem here, I don't know how people may l00 k
know ho\\ people may consider me because I am alwa:
fiat~e, 1don't
ys re emng to th
dead peop le but th ere are some people who were very close t
.
e
could talk. to like the late Oyite Ojok, he was a very unde~~
whomI
he was a very considerate man and would understand issues
thi~g_man,
, SO lS lS th
man who could be talked too, but I am not implying that I menti· ed _e
• but the person I mentioned
·
to hun
to, I will recollect a:nd tellon this
·11
.
you. If
necessary, we w1 go m camera.

:MR. NAGENDA:

Yes, what we could do, I don't want to ask questions except in areas
know best, but we shall ask you the questions at the end but in meanJou
continue. And incidentally when you tell us that name you will also n:
to give us any other names, which might help this Commission. We shall
ask you this question in camera at the end. So that they don't - but we
shall need that name and incidentally when you tell us that name, we
~o~d also need any other name you can think of which can help this
mqwry.

LULE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Now, apart from this group which was Mpaawo Atalikaaba, do you
recollect any other incidents whi?h you thought the government did not
take any action?

LULE:

I think most of the time these incidents the government never took action,
I was even concerned that, at least, there would be some explanationbut
the explanations never came up. There were very many killings all
around, because, I remember, I was staying myself outside and sometimes
I used also to run away from my house and hide with my children when
Muyenga/Kisugu area was attacked, you would hear a lot of drumming
and gun shots and what not and the next day I would come and personally
complain that I spent about five hours or six hours outside of the house
with my family, but nothing much was done. We would get in reports
from different places and these reports should be submitted but nothing
much was done even. an investigation, like today something is being
done. There are shootings and later on you hear somebody is arrested,the
government has found out guns, the government has got unifonns. we
wanted something of that nature but I didn't have the authority to order
the search but I would just give recommendations but nothing was done.

KAKWENZIRE:

I would like to know how many people were killed at Kabalagala and if at
all, you know their names.

LULE:

I can't give you the number and I cannot give vou the names because \\bat
happened was that, at night people were ceiebrating because there :
supposed to be a wedding the next day, then some people came
surrounded and then there was shooting from all directions. so when the
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house.

,R \1.\1'.l 13UYA:

LULE·
OR M .\1'.l Bl,

Did) ou know their nanics'l

'o, no. 1 didn't know the names.
.\:

How man~ wr:re they',

LULE:

1 didn't know eyen the number of the people but thev must have been a
considerabk number of people who were affected Another incident just
happened next to my house. there is a storied house some people came at
night. climbed up and they broke the door. thev asked the owner of the
house to give the keys for the car. he was taken down. There was a
student who was studying at Makercre who had come to have Easter" ith
his friend. his brother So l don't know what happened. he was standing
behind in the toilet. so this man wanted to open the toikt it was locked
and he shot and the man was killed. so it was around 2.00. I went nnd we
made arrangement to take the body to sec whether it could be taken to the
hospital but incidentally he died. I came and reported this matter
personally and l said.

\1R NAGENDA

To whom?

LULE:

llierc was a Police Post at the Nile Mansion so 1 reported the matter and 1
told them that it was important that they investigate bc~1use 1 am also
inYolved. they know that I an1 a Government Official and I am staying
there and nothing happened.

COUNSFL:

Then how did you carry out vour ,,·ork as the Director of Nati(1nal
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What kind of ·guidance were you gi, ing m these
ci rcumstanccs'l
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LULE

1 r kcna P'Ojok sometimes was not very much available h ,
• o J, ed m
• h"1s n1m1stcnal
11. • •
•
c "as· very
muc h 1m
\\ ork. At that time he was, a 11·
Commumcations
• •
but wl1cncvcr I used to meet him I used t mister
t h"of
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0 C11 101
some of these thmgs, but I know even lumself his hands were ti d h
could not have much to do at this situation but before he was \'CT\~•. ~
• an d 'f1 you to Id Ium
• some th"mg he would follow it up ·and
· \Cl)h
e fficct:n·e
would see that something is done
e
Perhaps you would tell us exactly what vou mean, when you say that. his
hands were ucd and now, I think e\CI'Jbody's hands ,vere tied. You sav
Oyite Ojok was a very nice man, vel'J· understanding presumably hi;
hands were tied Aken P'Ojok was a very nice man, very effecti\'e. his
bands were tied.

LULE:

Yes

MR. ~AGE\DA

And certainly your bands were tied

LULE:

Yes.

MR ~AGENDA.

Who was tying all hands?

LULE:

Gentlemen, you are intelligent enough to know that.

MR NAGENDA:

Mr. Lule, ,x,.·hatyou have to do is to understand that we here to know what
went wrong although we do want to find out what happened. So when
you say somebody had his or her hands tied or whatever. you have got to
be more specific. There is a fact that there was a time of dictatorship.
Now, who was the dictator and give us some examples of those dictators.

LULE:

I think I would say that the Head of the administration at that time. There
was a time when the Ministers of the Democratic Party in the
Government - I am sorry to say the Ministers but that as I said earlier. it
was a multi-party within a one party system I think -. opposed something
and they were dismissed summarily. There was also the dismissal of the
District Commissioners.

MR. NAGENDA:

Who \.\'ere returning officers in the elections')

LULE:

Who were returning officers in the elections Now. I do not exactly know
why they were dismissed but most of them I knew them. It \\as on the
radio and I think something to the effect that thev were enemies of the
country. They were very much concerned and th~v can1e up to the Nile
Mansions to see the Chainnan of the Military Com~ission

KAKWENZIRE:

I think you know them. Why don't .vou sav. their names. those arrested?
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LULE·

Yes.

CO , , EL:

But did you eYer talk to the Chairman of Militan·
. Commission?.

LULE:

Yes. I was talking to him.

COl SEL:

\Vere you reporting these things to him'7 You were the Secretary political. diplomatic, information. national guidance.

LULE:

There was no need to report to him because he knew. A Head of State is
briefed daily on the happenings, of what is happening in the country. He
knew yery well.

COl:1TSEL:

Do you feel frustrated with what was going on in the country'7

LULE:

COUl\SEL:

I felt very frustrated especially that many people were coming to me.
people who had known that l was there for a long time and they were
asking me what are you doing here? People arc dying. I was very
frustrated especially when I found that I could do nothing to help.
And vou said many staff of the Secretariat resigned or went away. did you
say so?

LULE:

Most of them did not resign, they just left.

COt.,rNSEL:

Why'J

LULE:

MR. NAGENDA:

l do not know why. I just found that someone is not there. then I hear he
is in Kenya especially when there were changes of ~ove~m~n\ say after
, h
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omwony- o·.10 k•
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mvolved. Others hear that there are no houses in the country you cannot
get a house, their houses were bombed, so there are so many things. Then
there is the campaign of the Ugandans themselves who are bent on
discrediting this country. I think that is very bad. I stayed out for seven
years myself. I was in government and may be some people can approach
you to give them some information but I think it is very bad. Then there
is somebody who does not hear anything from home but he is readingthe
papers and after reading the papers he tells you, that you man, do not go
back, you are in trouble. So there are many things involved.

:u::;
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COUNSEL:

I think last week you said the reason why you did not report to the Head
of Military Commission was that because he could give heavier
punishments - if you could measure -, than the kind of offence one has
committed. Did you have instances on this or you just thought?

LULE:

No, not just thinking. Here is a situation where possibly someone is
called in by a Head of State to ask him to explain a certain incident and
because the Head of State has been informed that this man knows what
happened and sometimes he may not know. Someone might have come
to report that because he wants to get a bus from the Head of State. So
the Head of State thinks what he has been told is correct. So he calls you
in and says, what has happened? Then you say, I do not know. So I
would think twice myself if you told me you do not know, and I would
tell you to go way ~d try to find out the truth about what I am asking
from you. Then I will make my own investigation to find out the truth.
But this man I think did not give you time to go and find out the truth. If
you said you do not know and he has been told you know, then you go to
Luzira.

COUNSEL:

Do you have such instances? This is a serious allegation. Do you have
instances to back you up?

LULE:

I think there is one case of the former mayor of the City, Mr. Mpanga. He
was just sent to prison something like that but I think even if you are a
Head of State, you do not send people to prison. You hand the matter to
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I do not think he was h
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c argcd ,v1th any offence.

LL'lE
iL:

He "as iust dumped there?

LULE.

Dumped there.

cot

By whom?

·sEL:

.

LULE:

Bvhim
.

KAkWE 7IRE

By who'>

\1R , AGE'I\JDA:

l\tr. Lule. you need not worry mentioning the name of -

LULE:

No. I have mentioned this name for a long time.

MR NAGENDA·

Mr Lule in future, when someone savs bv wh

LULE:

Okay. There was only one Chairman of the Military Commission.

KAKWENZIRE

Whose name was?

LULE:

mention it a hund d ti
.
re
mes.
meanmg 1ess.

y

d
. •
•
om, o not worry to
ou Just answer the question Him is
•

His name was Mr. Paulo Muwanga - the Hon. Paulo Muwanga
(Laughter).

COUNSEL:

LULE:

COUNSEL:

\Vell. any other information? We have heard you mentioned that one that
the former mayor was just detained for nothing. Any other incident?
I do not think I can member some but sometimes an officer is summoned
to express - well. there was an incident where I was involved. One of my
secretaries wrote to Nile Breweries and was allocated. three hundred
crates of beer. She used a headed letter. UNLF and then she wrote that I
,vas allocating three hundred crates of beer and the letter went to
Breweries. Then later on it bounced back into the hands of the Chairman
of Military Commission and when he got it, he was very, very cross
.
fbee .,
you mean a letter concerning allocation o
r.
y cs

LULE:

It landed in his hands but I did not write it and hs?me1one canH1e
and
·
· I and then I was summoned to 1s pace.
e was
w~cd m~ : one :: ~d I was told to wait somewhere. then l \\Cnt (in).
having a visitor th h th
had written any letter to the Nik Bre\\eries to
I
And he asked mew e d;~ crates of beer. I said no. I am not iO\olved in
be allocated ~ree hun
which was used - because he knew m)
that, but I think the _lan~~eriting on the Jetter. I said, this is not how I
signature, l showed him
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write. TI1is is even different ·writing,it 1s not like mine But the w
handled me, the v,ay he shouted at me and the way he threatenedm ay he
beyond what was on the letter because anybody would sec the~;as
wntmg was not mine. So that is one incident which I remember\nd el
was really shocked - not really shocked but I was not impressed by th
kind of handling
at
MR. NAGENDA:

I ,vould like to hear more about what happened because now w
• th c pomt
• wh y you are meeting
• th e man you have been descnb·
eare
gettmg
Did he offer you a ch~r ~o sit down? Did he shake your hand? ~~
happened? Were you s1ttmg on the floor? Were you frightened by h.
he did not tiy to greet you, what?
•m,

LULE:

No, I came in, there was a gentleman called Makanya who called me.
1
came in and I sat down and he looked at me and said I have a letter here
You were involved in this business of smuggling, magendo and the like
How comes that you write a letter to get a crate of beer, this and that and
you are the one who is supposed to supervise these things so that they are
not happening. Then I said, where is the letter? So he gave me the letter
and I read. Then I told him, this handwriting is not mine. As far as I am
concerned, the handwriting belongs to my secretary.

KAKWENZIRE:

Was the letter handwritten?

LULE:

No, it was typed. Then after typing, this girl wrote, yours Ernest, LaladaLule, Secretary Political and Diplomatic Commission and all the titles.
Then she gave to a friend to take to Nile Breweries. Then I do not know
form the Nile Breweries how it bounced and ended up in the hands of the
Chairman of the Military Commission. I think I was being checked
somehow. My activities were being checked but I was not worried
because I was not doing anything wrong. Later on, he proved that the
handwriting was not mine but my secretary was arrested without even my
knowledge. I just found that she was not there. Then I learnt that she had
been arrested. I just asked for another secretary and I went ahead ·withmy
work because it was her problem.

MR. NAGENDA:

You did not care to find out what happened to your secretary?

LULE:

No, no. The moment I knew she was arrested, I kne,v who had arrested
her because I was sure if he had proved that the signature was mine, I
would be arrested there. and then on the spot.

MR. NAGENDA:

What happened to the Secretary? You do not know?

LULE:

I do not know. But I think she must have come out.

MR. NAGENDA:

No, why do you think so? I hope people who were arrested ever come
out.

LULE:

I do not know.

MR. NAGENDA:

But Mr. Lule, here you have your secretary. You know the times
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LULE:

\Ve I \\ as not supposed to. I was one of the people holding the destiny
of this country ~d I was not supposed to be involved in getting allocated
or hanng some tntcrcst somewhere because that may even involve where
you go for wherever you find one man taking it and you have the power,
then you tell your body guard to sell the beer. So you just give off. You
do not do such things.

COUNSEL:

You mcart ,, hen you are in government you arc not supposed to engage
yourself in trade?

LULE:

Yes. there is some trade that you can get engaged in but writing yourself a
note so that you can be allocated beer. no. no.

MR NAGENDA

\\That was the name of the Secretary by the way?

LULE:

She was Sarah.

\1R NAGENDA:

Sarah who?

LLLE:

Sarah Mudoki

f\1R NAGENDA:

Mudoki?

LULE:

y cs. she was a Mugisu.

MR NAGENDA

So all we know she might have never come out.

LULE:

No. she must have come out.

MR.NAGENDA

Well. did you ever sec her again'?

LULE:

, that she is somewhere in Mbalc one of these
y cs, somebody to Id me
days.

MR.NAGENDA:

'}

• thing when vou ge·t together Actually last
k. week
It will be an intcrestmg
I •
said when we \\ere as ·mg you
I remember correctly Mr. Luhc. yo\crv cruel and it was said he beat
•
Muw anga that e was •bodv
•
. h' ffi , ')
a b ou t Mr • Paulo
.
Did vou ever see an}
. he beat m 1s o tee
people in tl11soffice.
•

·r
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Lt LE:

I did not sec but l was told.

Someone was complaining about some
beating. Not in his office but I understand someone was complaining that
he would tell someone to be beaten, not in the office but someone would
be beaten somewhere. I did not witness but there were some kind of
complaints of that nature. But I think if you annoyed him there, if you
were not very careful he would box you somehow

MR ~.\G~DA:

Did you have any other encounters of this nature with Mr. Muwanga?

LULE:

No, I just used to go to him and we used to argue over some things and
then that was all.

KAK\VENZIRE.

There 1s some speculation about people being beaten by Paulo
Muwanga ..

LULE:

I have told you that what I heard is not speculation and I have not told
you that he was the one who was beating but I heard reports that he could
order someone to be beaten. Not him, please, it was not him beating but
he would order that someone be beaten and then you are beaten and then
you go.

MR. NAGENDA:

Did you ever hear of a case when a man was brought in from Masaka to
Nile Mansions completely naked and taken to be questioned by Mr.
Muwanga?

COUNSEL:

Well, Mr. Chairman, then he was in exile because this happened after.

LULE:

No, I did not.

MR. NAGENDA:

Earlier on, you said that the Military Commission period was worse than
the other two regimes because they would not listen. My question is, if
the others listened i.e. If Mr. Lule listened and Mr. Binaisa listened, what
did they do? Did they do anything unlike the Commission?

LULE:

Yes, they administered the country. They did their daily activities.

1,VL

L
C
MR. NAGENDA:

Yes, but I mean if you went with a complaint and they listened, can you
give us some examples of when they listened and what they did about
them?

LULE:

I think with Professor Lule, he stayed in government for a short time.
Most of time he was meeting dignitaries and the like but Mr. Binaisa did
the administration like when he was told that he should come and attend
some of the NCC meetings especially when they were debating the direct
election of the President, he came. When he was advised - possibly there
is a certain situation in the country like when people were going around
saying that beeyi ya Binaisa - Binaisa's price -, he \\·as advised that he
should clear the people and he did it. He went ahead and told the people
that if anybody comes around and says the bunch of banana is 800/=
beeyi ya Binaisa, report him to the police and let him be arrested. So that
way he was taking action and so many other instances, official matters
where he took action.

L
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COl1 rsEL:

Were there very many arrested because of this offence')

LULE:

No. nobody was arrested but people stopped saving bee,i va Binaisa.
They stopped it.
•
• •

MR NAG8'1JA.

Because of the decisive action that ,vas taken?

LULE:

Yes, even talking about - you see, when something had is done and
nothing is done or nothing is said about something bad. it is worse than
the bad that is done.

MR.NAGENDA:

I am actually very glad you said that because one \vould think that we had
some discussion about this. We were saying nothing about people who
were being killed but you now have actually answered my question by
saying in a situation like that saying nothing is worse.

LULE:

Yes, that is why I am here.

COL~SEL:

Mr. Lule, you remember when Professor Lule came, people cut prices of
goods. meat, what not and they said this was because of Lule. Could they
be punished because they said the ne,-.·prices were of Lule?

LULE:

No, they could not be punished. A law is such that you punish a man
who decides to overcharge and get some interest which is not well got.
But there is no law that charges a man ,vho decides to lose. For instance
matooke is grown here. You plant matooke, you cut it and put it on the
road there and you say 2,000/=, 3,000/= but then the government changes
and the same bunch of banana is 20/=. \Vhat does that mean? That
means that the people have got confidence in the new leadership. In
reducing the prices and the other thing is that. you are punishing this man
who has overcharged because he is making somebody to suffer but this
man who has cut his price is not making anybody suffer. So, I think you
cannot blame or charge anybody for lo\.veringthe prices but what I must
emphasize is that the p~~e iss~e, is a way of people expressing their
feelings towards the admmi st.rat:Ion.
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Does it prove that the people arc free to do that. arc they not?
LVLE.

The) are not free but I think they are forced by circumstances You see
what I am saying is this, here I am unhappy about something but there i~
no way of I can go and meet that man "' ho is making me unhappy So
hov. do I make him feel that I am unhappy? So, I OYerchargebut whe~
you buy from me, you say. you see this Government now this thing is too
expensive as if it is the President who has sold it to you, in the way your
unhappiness, that is what I am saying.

fR. NAGB\TDA:

Are you saying that \\'hen people were praising Lule it was a compliment
because the prices had gone do"vn.

LULE:

Yes .

.MR. NAGB\TIA:

And ) et when they were saying, 'beeyi ya Binaisa' they were maligning
the President because of his actions that prices have gone up?

LULE:

Not because of his actions as such.

;\fR . AGD:DA

No, but that is the thing, they were maligning him, they were accusing
him?

LULE:

Yes, they \vere.

1\-fR.NAGENDA

Now you said when you were asked by Legal. Counsel about Ojok, who
was your leader, you said he started off very well but his hands were tied
and now you have told us who tied these hands, then how do you explain
Oyite Ojok when you say he also started off very well and very nice, were
his hands al.sotied?

LCLE.

You know this is very difficult to know for me. This is not a man whom
you would know whether his hands are tied or not but I think they were
not tied, he had very big powers and I do not think his hands would be
tied as such but you see, he had his style of doing things. He mostly
wanted to discuss with people, he al.so had a lot of consultations, which
he made and he was very much concerned with the army, so I think his
anns were not as much tied but I would not know.

:MR.NAGE\TIA

You see, the reason I ask you about Oyite Ojok, Mr. Lule because in the
final analysis the Commission has to decide how to take somebody's
evidence and his opinions.

LULE:

Yes.

MR. NAGB.TIA

And this Oyite Ojok as you mentioned as a very nice fair man, we ha,e
heard evidence that he had militia men in Arua. We heard this evidence
from Gen. Maruru and that these people actually did terrible havoc
amongst the people of West Nile by killing them in great numbers, I am
showing you the examples, like that of Ombaci and so on So how do
you square your expression of Oyite Ojok as a good responsible person
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home you would not believe that Amin who is the President -

MR NAGENDA:

Did you ever meet him at home?

LULE:

No, I have never but I am told. You see, when someone, some people
when they come in the office they are two difference faces. Yes, but from
a personal level and sometimes I used to discuss a few things concerning
the State, he was very helpful. He used to give us very good answers.
There were times when he would even go and intervene in a few issues,
that is where I based my assessment. Now when it comes to the training
of small factions that now comes to the office itself, that is power
struggle.

COUNSEL:

I want to end with you. You see there were many atrocities, you talked
about killing of doctors, Dr. Barlow, Mpawo atalikaaba, this and the
other. In your view what were the causes of this during the period you
served as the Director of Information and National Guidance and
Secretary Political and Diplomatic Commission for UNLA?

LULE.

Yes, you know I have read a little about terrorism and like just in books
but the idea of creating terror is to instil fear in the people. One, to instill
fear to discredit. I think there was some kind of trying to discredit.

COUNSEL:

To discredit what?

LULE:

you know you want to discredit somebody, say if you are running a
government, someone goes somewhere and starts k~lling ~eople and ~ou
know when people are killed, you are the one who IS holdmg the destiny
of the country and I think it had to do with political fighting.

COUNSEL.

info

Okay, for instance, you served under th1:e ~overnments, that of Lule, ~
of Binaisa and that of Military Comm1ssion, no~ who was ben~fi~g
from these _ Lule was for 68 days, who was carrymg out these activttles
to discredit him?

LULE:

MR NAGENDA

·
d. fficult but it could be someone who was, may be, out of the
It IS very I
h
•
I •
ing to discredit the people w o were m government. t 1s
try
t
govemmen
.
.
.
very difficult, for it was a very difficult s1tuat1on.
Legal Counsc,·l •1f I may intervene here, I think that quite obviously, by
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the route that is being ~akcn m your submi~sion, it is agreed, it is very
difficult but the answer 1s that as he was saymg Perhaps we could rno
.
VC
on to the next question
COU 'SEL·

I sec, so one reason was discrediting the government. what were other
reasons?

LULE:

Apart from that one it is very difficult to find another one.

COUNSEL:

So in other words you are saying it was political?

LULE:

It was political definitely.

MR NAGENDA:

Mr. Lule, there are some questions which you will be asked often by the
Commissioners but I just want to take you back where there were some
men after Odoi Chwale had told about some names in Nile Mansions of
some thugs, and you thought you could remember it then you suggest you
could tell us. Perhaps you could just write it and pass it on to us, through
Legal Counsel and names that you quoted about the thugs in Nile
Mansions may be, you might give it to us in camera?

LULE:

That is alright.

MR. NAGENDA:

But it might be easy for you to write it.

LULE:

Okay.

NAGENDA:

Then this will save me from hearing perhaps at this time. Please write
and give it to him folded because some eyes may be cast on them.

CHAIRMAN:

Let us ask you a few questions that Commissioner Kakwenzire had made
allusion to, Mr. Lule I would like to thank you first of all for trying to tell
us that you know. I have a few questions and I do not know what you
will say about it. But at the time, at least you have worked with the
section, tell us all you know about that period.

LULE:

When I left the country, I went out of the country and when I went out of
the country I got a job, I was involved in many other activities. like the
human rights. I also involved in another association called African for
Democratic Action. I was a Chairman of the Western Province of Kenya.
Align International and I was one of the people who was setting exams to
the Examination Council of Kenya and I had many friends ,.,.·howere with
me at Makerere who were big men in Kenya. So, although some people
came around and wanted to know I thought it would be very bad for me
to run a government here in Uganda and then go out of the country and
start talking or telling the foreigners what had happened. I did not believe
that it was right, so I thought I better keep what I know. one day when I
come back to Uganda I will say it but not to go and say it out of Uganda
and I think every Ugandan should be very careful about this when writin_g
these bad reports about your country when you are out of the country, 15
bad because I know of some people who have gone out and written about
this country but have come back and become President and when they
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ha, ,, nttcn about them 1
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LULE

Yes.
Since human rights come fi rst among other things since vour interest was
• of looking
• after the •reputation
• of the people
here. surclv
- what is thc pomt
wl10 cause the problems?

LULE.

Oka)· ) e~. that is possible but there are some factors here to consider. you
are a foreigner who has been given a job bv a foreign government and if
you are to say some things first of all. vou ·have to studv the relationship
between the home gq, •ernment and •the government• v.here you are
because you could come - because these people know me and they knew
where I w~ and I suspect the way their government worked, someone
was checking on what I was doing and if I went out and said look here. I
know the \'ice President of the country has done this and this. be is doing
this You never know. you may find yourself at the Airport being flov~n
back where you were and you face a firing squad the next day. There are
so many things.

MR.NAGENDA.

Mr Lule that is men.: of an honest answer than the first one

LULE:

Okay. thank you.

KAK'"\VENZIRE.

Could you clarify more on the Director of Information.

MR NAGENDA

KAK\VENZIRE

That was very easily done. he was virtually Director of Information and
National Guidance under Binaisa but still kept his earlier job of Secretary
of Political and Diplomatic Commisser at UNLF Secretariat
Now Mr. Lule having read briefly what you told the Commission last
week and having heard what you have just said and knowing that you
were actually practising as a Director of Information. my observation is
supplemented by other persons you complained about. To me your
evidence makes allegations but it is not substantive enough. in reference
vou said in the last evidence you said of those who were responsible for
the killing of doctors That one raised a lot of anxiety among the public. a
lot of curiosity among the public and there is a medical doctor "ho
actuallv talked to me and said, could you. when you get Mr Lule again
ask hi~ as somebody who was so Director of Information. whether he
actually got to know who killed and whether he actually got to know how
these doctors who were killed

LULE:

Yes, I know what l said and l think l gave incidence but l do not think l
mentioned as such but I just said that people "ho were going around
terrorising people and doing the killing and l gave one example of the
Kabalagala killings.
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K K\\ • 'ZIR E:

IR 'AGE 'DA:

LULE:

KAKWENZIRE

LULE:

Timt is correct but - (Interjection)
Yes, but I have to give you some infonnation. he did not specifically say
that these persons were responsible for killing the doctors.
And I do not blame the person who said because you sec these things are
very clear in people's minds. TI1ey remember the incid1.mts,someone
remembers the doctors, someone is remembered by this, so I did not say
specifically that they were killing the doctors but l am not a
mathematician but I do not know to what extent the probability is, that
they did it. I do not know. Yes, tell that doctor that actually I do not
know whether the doctors were killed by those people but the doctors
were killed at that time.
As a Director of Information, what information exactly were you
collecting?
We had 30, although that time they were not very functional also the
Chairman of the District Branches were bringing me information from
their districts. Also we had some people - I do not know how to say this.
There is a way government works how you get information, what people
think somewhere, what people - there is something done. There is a new
policy of a government which you have announced. How do people feel
about it? They have got to get the feed back from the people, that is the
kind of information. The Papers themselves. What do the papers say?
You have somebody - because you cannot read all the papers - you have
somebody to do the work of reading the papers and sort out what he
thinks is important. Some people are complaining, some were in Masaka
that this is happening there. Then you bring that complaint - if you think
it is a genuine complaint -, which will be looked into you give it to the
authority concerned then the authority would contact the District
Commissioner then the District Commissioner may solve the problem if
he needs assistance then the Ministry concerned will be contacted to give
the assistance, that is the kind of information. Then there is some
political thing that goes on the radio, there are some things that someone
goes to address a political rally and when he is there, he says you people
you are stupid. Then someone edits the news to say that when he was
there he even told the people they were stupid so you as a man in charge
of information have to look at that report and remove some of the things
that you think may annoy the public, so that is one of the work and some
other work which I cannot explain here.

KAKWENZIRE:

Does it mean you are working for a specific party?

LULE:

No, not for a specific party.

KAKWENZIRE:

But you said someone goes to a rally, who arc those?

LULE:

Say, a Minister for that matter you have a slip of a tongue, some of them
when they go to address those rallies and the people shout they get
excited, some time they give even promises that can never be met, so
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LULE:

iR.~AGENDA

KAk'\VENZIRE:

LULE.

KAI(\VENZIRE:

iR. 1AGENDA:

Yes.
But at some st.age you said and he also told us that after a certain stage
after the NCC had been widened that he started to see some people?
•
I was as~ng this as a background you have just told us whether vou had a
role as director of information you had a feed back on securitv ·and what
people felt about it. whether you also investigated and ~erted the
government?
That one came under the national guidance, the insecuritv. we have
di~c~sed ~gs a lot . I was receiving information and mine ·was to keep
this information possibly where I think somethiRg can be done and
possibly to cross-check but that I made it verv clear that I ·was frustrated
nothing was being done but that did not stop ~e from doing my work.
Go on please.
t\,1r. Lule then there is something specifically I want to ask you. perhaps

from what my colleague has just said you mention that you got feed back
from what you collected which you gave to your masters, can you tell us
what you know?

LULE:

Generally speaking the people of Uganda had accepted President Lule
and I think they had much hope him. They remembered - you know he
had a verv outstanding background. He had been a Minister before we
got Indep~ndence. He was the first Principal - what you call the Vice
Chancellor of Makerere University. I have personally met some people
who were under him when they were students at Makerere and they talk
good of him, especially, those from outside ~ountri~s H~ had been a
chairman of the council of international Council of umvers1t1esas well as
chairman of African Council of University of Africa So in fact. he had
two offices. one in London and one in Ghana. Okay, you see. sometimes
al age m~ners his age - like in the Soviet Union. I understand one is
sto
osed to become Head of State unless he has got a grandchild. It
no
suppth. g l"ikethat because thev think that 1"f someone has a grandch"ld
•1s some
1
m
.
.
.
.
h e canno t dec lare a :s.·arbecause he fears his
. grandchild can dte So. there
.
'
•1s some age. \11''-en
someone
gets
grev
hair
people
ha,·c
a
\\
ay
of
thmkmg
"'u
.,
•
he
had
reached
that
stage .where a man can be trusted
about h 1m. so
because o f h •1s age. So people wanted' I thmk they had much hope. the)
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lo kcd at him as hope of this country. 11mt is the info1mntion J got and
the\'" ere , Cl)' much mmo) 1.·d YCt ·, v1.·1 ' much. :mnovcd rcallv. the whole
of the people of Uganda E\ 1.·n today when the • meet me, they ask
and I had the probkm I think it is e,·cn to the outside countrie;• • I hme
ave
trm died \'Cl)' widch but "hcnc,·cr I go - the other time I went t
Gem1any 1 met n man. 1 introduced myself in Gcm1any 'got murgcr' l sai~
1 nm Mr. Lule, he said, Oh. so you arc the - then he looked at me _ wh '
en
they hear the name nc1'tl 1cr 11c was tI1e f•ormcr President, some do not
know that he is c\'en dead or you arc his son or his brother so you can see
So this is somebody whom we missed very much because he had bee~
even accepted intcmationalh
MR

~

.\GfNO .\:

LULE:

\\"hat picture did you get with Mr Binaisa after Lule'?
\Vcll, Mr Binaisa's coming was not very much accepted because some
people thought that he had influenced the events that led to Prof. Lute's
going but actually, Mr. Binaisa had nothing to do with Mr. Lule's going.
I mean being dismissed as President. So at first people did not like him.
They said this is the man who has been - because the way the political
structure is here. Someone has to overthrow someone in order for
someone to take power That is the kind of belief the people have. But
later on he had a very strong backing of advisers and he is a very
experienced politician. He relied very much on lawyers and one of them
was Mr. Olara Otunu who used to assist him very much as far as I am
concerned. He knew the political system here, he knew what the
problems were. So he was really trying to catch up and he was trying to
do his best.

MR. NAGENDA:

But he was a President for about a year, what were they saying? What
was the feedback?

LULE:

Yes, the feedback I got was that people were concerned when he went,
when he was overthrown, they were not happy. People thought that it
was a wrong timing.

MR NAGENDA

What was he saying when he was a President because he as a President
for over a year, what was the feedback you were getting?

LULE:

Yes, the feedback I was getting was that people were accepting the
President as that time and they were happy with his programmes.

MR.NAGENDA

Like what?

LULE:

Especially the direct election of the President and the limiting - I think we
had said we limit the terms of the President to n...-oyears to two tenns and
his programme for the election because we came up with an election
programme. Especially, there was a time I think when the members of the
press got it rough with Mr. Muwanga and I think some of them had been
arrested and Mr. Binaisa was very much concerned and set them free
People were saying that they were liking the President.

MR. NAGENDA:

How had Muwanga arrested people, was he a police otlicer'?
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LULE:

There was something printed in the n ,
well and I do not ha f
e\\ s papers I do not remember very
something that appearc'd'c.imtheto consult this gentleman but there was
m e newspapers d I th' k
about it. So what he d"d .
an
m he was not happy
I was to order the arrest I think of the Editors.

MR ·AGENDA:

\\'hat ,vas he? Minister of Internal Affi airs.
• ?

LULE:

Yes
So the dPresident
heard about it
• and the President was very much
concerned
h
.
al' an e even came out openly and said it is not proper to arrest
Jhoumdists, peopl: do not have to always say what you want to hear and
e or ered for theu release.

MRNAGENDA.

So ~as your feed back that although Binaisa had started off badly in all
the circumstances that he was moving towards becoming popular?

LULE:

Yes.

MR NAGENDA:

Because of these actions that you have mentioned?

LULE:

Yes.

MR. NAGENDA:

What was your feed back from the people on the Military Commission?

LULE:

People were not happy. I think as far as the Military Commission. people
were not happy about the leader of the Commission. They were not
happy about him and there was also the feeling that the leader was biased
in the sense that he was favouring possibly UPC. So people were not
generally happy. People were not happy about the way the state affairs
were going on, the security, they were not happy about the
pronouncements because you see what you speak matters a lot. Mr.
Chairman. I have gone outside and I have seen this, say if you went for
an international conference or to negotiate some assistance and you are.
may be you are in New York, may be you are in Brussels, and somehow
somewhere you just mention one undiplomatic word and that will cost the
country a fortune. So language also matters a lot especially to the leaders
So. Mr. Muwanga's language was such that he was a man who was
talking from a point of strength even when it was not necessary.

MR.NAGENDA
LULE:

And these people brought a report, a feed back?

y cs, they were saying that people are not happy this man is forcing
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c, Cf) 1hing. talking so forcefully, threatening. You cannot go on
threatening people all the time. You sec sometimes he used to use
abusive words so some people were not happy about bcmg abused. So
these arc some of the reports that I was getting that this man is abusing
the people, "hy'
\ R

AGENDA:

Finallv, Mr. Lule, it was your job to communicate what people thought
about~tJ1c leaders themselves. Can we take it from what you told us
earlier that in fact you never communicated to Mr Muwanga what people
thought about him?

LULE.

I couldn't do that.

MR. NAGENDA

Did you communicate what they thought about him through people like
this Odoi Chwalc, Oyite Ojok or what? Did you use their offices?

LULE:

You can talk to him but you cannot know whether he has told him.

T\1R.NAGENDA

But did you inform these other people?

LULE.

Some times I did, sometimes I didn't. It depended.

\fR. NAGENDA

Yes, Legal Counsel, have you got any further points to make?

LULE:

Mr. Chairman, I would like to be allowed to make some
recommendations that I think can help on human rights of this country.

MR. NAGENDA:

Yes, please do so.

LULE:

The first recommendation, Mr. Chairman, I made it the other day that
human rights should be taught to the people and it should be included in
the school curriculum and colleges and also in examination. This will
help to raise the awareness of the people in this country. There has been a
lot of infighting, Mr. Chairman, over the leadership and that is one of the
causes of human rights violations in the count!)'. So I propose that a
President should be elected directly and the President should stay as a
President for two terms, a maximum of two terms. that is five years each
time. So if he finishes his term of five years. we have another President
elected and that is when we are going to avoid the problem of coups and
so on.

COUNSEL:

Excuse me, are you suggesting because I see this as a constitutional
matter, are you saying this affects human rights?

LULE:

Yes, this has affected human rights very much because sometimes
Presidents have overstayed and then when they realise people are starting
to fight them to change the leadership then they go into killing others.
Mr. Chairman, I think, that this country should have multi-party system in
order to allow criticism and competition and to take care of the minority
groups. The other thing. there was a mistake which was made in J979
when the UNLF Government came in and \\ e had
Uganda Liberation
Army. NCC and UNLF Government. I think we should go back to call

ic
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LULE:

Yes. it has.

COUNSEL:

How?

LULE:

It h~ because so~~ people are already claiming you see in the United
Nations Human Rights Charter we have an article that cares for the
cultural - the culture. Then we have cultural institutions. So some
people, because we have a unitary government, they say the unitary
government has tended to take over the cultural institutions of some
groups. So in a way that is a violation of human rights. I think, Mr.
Chairman, to protect the human rights of the President himself - Mr.
Chairman, the human rights of the President in this country has also been
violated so I propose that we set up an appointment Military Council to
do the recruitment, promotions and demotions and the President only
confirms so that if somebody is not satisfied then he blames the council
because this also has ended in violating the human rights of a Head of
State.

COUNSEL:

You mean he becomes a victim because he is the President himself?

LULE:

Yes , he becomes a victim and this is a State affair.

COUNSEL:

you mean he is personally blamed for what has gone wrong in the army
when he should not?

LULE:

not be.
H e should not be , he is acting on behalf of the country, he. should
.
fi h'
Every decision he takes he takes on behalf of the country, 1t 1s not or 1s
children, it is not for his wife.

KAKWENZIRE:

you say a Military Council?

LULE:

A Military Appointment Council.

KAKWENZIRE:

LULE:

COUNSEL·

For military appointments or for all appointments.
·
you will be separating the
MTtary
only m a way
11.d cyappointments
from the appointments. These appointments have got
pres1 en
problems, I have witnessed.
. . tances you sav you witnessed. which one?
Probably would you give ms
,
-
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LULE.

KAK\Vfa ZIRE:

LULE:

MR. ~AGENDA.

LULE:

COUNSEL:
LULE:

MR. NAGENDA:

y c , 1r Binaisn ,, ns rcmo, ed because he made a change in the army and
I do not think he v,ould have been removed because he \\as doing his
official \\Ork for the good of the countl)'.
\Vhich change did he make?
He appointed another Chief of Staff, he removed Oyite Ojok and
appointed Mr. Nanyumba and I think that wns one of the causes of the
problems.
Here arc you being theoretical?
How? No, I am not. What you do. you can get people. we have got
people like some ex-periencedmilitary people v-:ho are retired like Major
General Maruru. Major General \angweso. you get some verv
prominent Ugandans ·with credibility and some other officers and th~
you make the army know that their appointments. their promotions are in
the council so that when someone is changed and he is annoyed he does
not go to attack the Head of State.
Are you saying in fact that because I belie·ve President carries out his job
as Commander-in-Chief of the army. are you saying he should no longer
be Commander in Chief]
There should be Commanders, they are also Head of Civil Servants but
there is a Public Service Commission which appoints the DC's and then
the President confums the appointment and when the DC is sacked, be
will not say the President has sacked me, he knows who has sacked him
because the President gets a recommendation. I also propose that since
we expect elections, when there is a change of government, there would
be a period of transition handing over. when the coming in Minister sits
in with the out-going Minister to show him what he has been doing so
that we do not always start from scratch
Do you have instances where in other countries this is done?
This is done in Britain, this is done in the United States. it is done in
many other countries. The other time it was done in Nigeria
As a matter of fact it· is not done in Britain which I know something
about, this is done in the United States \Vhat happens there is that what
the Ministers do is marked up by the Civil Service and that if any political
in-put is going to be put in is put in So this intervening time that we arc
talking about at least for the countries that you have mentioned I can
assure you it is not so.

COUNSEL:

LULE:

But again. assuming that position is taken. how does it concern the human
rights?
It concerns human rights. Sir Because here is a Minister who hears that
he is no longer a Minister and he runs away. May be he \\ould not have
run away if he knew he would sit in the office "ith the other Minister and
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I do not know. but I want to say that ,1thena Minister becomes a 1inister.
he k"llowsthat one day he \\ill go awav That is Yerv clear and it is onh
here "hen a Minister becomes a Mini~er and finish~s his term he should
be 'cry happy becau~e he has gone in the histol) books of this country
:ll1d people will look at him with respect he did not ha, e. o I do not
know what you arc saying that he is very unhappy. Yes. in African
conte'-.1because you can have a Minister who cannot ha, e an)thing to do
if you removed him from being a Minister, he cannot even get a job
There was one in one country when they were debating the increments of
the salaries :ll1dthe Attorney General asked one Minister because he was
saying he needs more money and he asked him if you went out there \\ho
would pay you more than Shs 100. It is only a Minister who has nothing
else to do but being a Minister who will be unhapp~ because most of our
Ministers especially here they are well off people. they are educated.
Karnuntu is in the university teaching. Olara Otunu is \\orking in the
United Nations. Mr. Nabudere was a professor somc\\here.
1r
Kycsimira is back at the campus I am sure.

KAK\\'ENZIRE

LULE:

KAK\VENZlRE

LULE:
MR. .•AGENDA

LULE:

COl'NSEL:
LULE:

He is not.
Okav. so what I am saying here is that although he is not a Minister. I do
not think he can hang himself. So despite the ~~t that these people are
unhappy they should stay around and do the trans1uon
How long do you propose the transition period to be'.
Well. I think two weeks is enough to brief somebody.
.
.
t. . general \\ithout going in detail on that one
I thmk we _1ustno c m
. '}
other recommcn dat1on
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dation is that \\C should try our best if \\C an: to 8 t
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tlu.·rc is another President, an out-going President should stay in the
countl)' and live a nom1al life in the country.
1R. 1AGENDA •

Alright. any other recommendations?

LULE:

Because tl1atone can deny us the chance of having -

MR. NAGENDA:

Do you think usually they run away because of what they have done?
Anyway I think let us move on to your next one, your ne~
recommendation.

LULE:

That is all I wanted to recommend. Thank you very much.

MR. NAGENDA.

I have only got two small questions for clarification. You said that
human rights should be taught, talked about to people and so on and to be
on curriculum of schools, colleges, etc. A lot of people do not go to
schools or colleges. Should therefore this be done through RC's in the
villages?

LULE:

I do not know, I have not been here long but I have seen some RC's,it
will be difficult a bit to do it through RC's. Possibly if you train some
people.

MR. NAGENDA:

I think what you are saying is you do not know about that.

LULE:

No, no. I know.

MR NAGENDA:

Yes, tell us, come out and say it.

LULE:

It will be difficult for the RC's because you see we have got these
political factions, most of the people look at RC's as NRM people so the
DP man or the UPC man will refuse.

MR NAGENDA:

What do you mean most people? I think what you mean is different, how
do you know what most people think about RC's?

LULE:

I talk to them, I am with them.

MR NAGENDA

You have talked to most people?

LULE:

I talk to some people.

MRNAGENDA

Yes, I think you would say that some people you have talkedto.

LULE:

Okay, there is this element of politics.

COUNSEL:

But what has talking about human rights to do with politics, tcachin8
through the system as you said? Because human rights does not really
discriminate among people of various political parties, it is human rights.
Teaching through it, what is wrong with that.

LULE:

Okay, thank you very much for that infonnation then if it can work, we
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LULE:

No. you see. this was one man standing, one man is standing as President
and. therefore. you have the government agents, the chiefs. the RC.1. the
RC2 conducting the elections. So they say one man who ~ays yes come
today. one man who says no come tomorrow. So I think what they did is
even to stage some policemen on the wav so that ,•,hen vou come to sav
no you see the policeman and you run a~vav. That was· not an electio~.
V{hat I am saying here is that y~u have a n~ber of people who think that
they can lead this country, then they come forward, they declare
themselves candidates, may be two, may be three, may be four, then they
go and campaign and then a vote is held and it should be a private vote
not a queuing vote then people go in and decide on the candidate they
want. So you have the winning candidate the President and possibly the
second candidate the Vice if you have two. That is the kind of election I
want so that this President is directly answerable to the people. Then no
party will go nobody \\1.llgo there to say you see I am UPC or I am DP no, this man is responsible for the people and no party can claim to ha,·e
the monopoly of using him.

r..1R.
NAGEl\'DA:

I see! In most countries in the world, of course. even though the
President is directly elected, they represent a party and this is done in all
places, in USA, West Gennany and so on but you will not have them not
belonging to any party.

LULE:

But vou see it is a different case when he is elected in this way and when
he c~mes to office as a leader of a party because his first loyalty is to the
party then the people next but when h~ comes this way, ~e will make sure
that he knows what is happening m Fort Portal, M1tyana and Gulu
because he will have to go back to those people.

MR. NAGENDA.

And do you honestly think that if, to use an arg~ent. ~r. Mu,vanga
Mr Ssemogerere stood or Mr. MayanJa-Nkang1 stood, that
st ood or
•
b
h • ?
people would not know the parties that they were roug t m.

LULE:

Now. that is a different case but if the people are educated on ~is. a bit,
.
I cting a President. then you tell them when the~ "ant to
that th e\ are e e
d .
th
r .cal b •
elect th~ir political parties. that is when the~· ~ 1t ouln e ~ 1t1d asth1s
lect the Parliament. I thmk 1t\\O d wo1"-an , by e
when they come t0 e

t
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way, this idea had bccn welcomed very much
1R

r
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By most people?

LULE:

111cinfonnat1on I have got, l do not know whether to say yes and no.

MR NAGLNDA:

Is there any more for this witness?

COUNSEL:

No, Sir.

MR NAGEND \

Mr. Lule thank you very much, you have entertained us, you have
educated us, I hope we have also may be helped here and there but if you
arc needed again for more information we shall get in touch with you.
For the time being thank you very much.

LULE:

Thank you very much, God bless you.

MR. NAGENDA:

Any more witnesses Legal Counsel?

COUNSEL:

No.

MR. NAGENDA:

Well, tomorrow?

COUNSEL:

Well, I would have but there is a problem and I do not know how it was
caused because this week I was expecting Major Ozi who was given two
weeks. He was here in the week starting, in the session we started on
27th November and two weeks expired this week but I am given to
understand by Mrs Mawa that we gave him two weeks and they have not
expired and so he was advised to come next week when he should have
actually come this week.

MR. NAGENDA:

Did we give him two weeks or three?

COUNSEL:

We did give him two weeks it is only Mr. Kikiira who was given three
weeks because Mr. Kikiira was with us last week and Major Ozi had been
with us last week so the first week expired last week and the second week
expired in the middle of this week.

MR. NAGENDA:

When did you talk to Mrs. Mawa?

COUNSEL:

This was yesterday because I said, where is M~jor Ozi and she said he
was given two weeks and they have not expired.

MR. NAGENDA:

Have you asked him to come tomorrow?

COUNSEL:

Well, Mrs. Mawa is not here.

MR NAGENDA:

Has Mrs. Mawa got a representative in this room?

MRS MAWA (REP)

Yes, I am here.

MR. NAGENDA:

Do you know whether Major Ozi is coming tomorrow.
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I und rstand

1ajor Ozi is coming next Y.eek, on the 20th

Who told ou?

1rs fawa
Pl_cascas~ Mrs. Mawa to report to the Legal Counsel this afternoon
w1.thoutfail so that they can work out whether he is coming tomorrow or
on the 20th because quite clearly the 20th would not be two weeks and
that is mathematics that anybody can work out. We adjourn until
tomorrow unless otherwise infonned. Thank you.
DR fAKUBUYA:

coUNSEL:

Commission is re-assembled to the Senior Prisons Officers' Mess this
17th day of January, 1990, to continue with public evidence. Leading
Counsel, are you ready?
Yes. Mr. Chairman. I·have got a witness - two witnesses who will testify
in respect of kidnapping and subsequent death of Dr. Fenekansi
Sembeguya who was kidnapped from his hospital on 19th Febnwy,
1973. Tue first witness who will be witness No.441, is Beatrice Janet
Sembeguya, the widow of the late Dr. Sembeguya.

WITNESS N0.441: MRS. BEATRICE JANET SEMBEGUYA
-SWORN IN
COUNSEL:

You are Beatrice Janet Sembeguya?

SEMBEGUYA.

Yes.

COUNSEL:

How old are you?

SEMBEGUYA:

I am 64.

COUNSEL:

Where do you live?

SEMBEGUYA:

I live at Kawempe.

COUNSEL:

The late Dr. Fenekansi Sembeguya was your husband?

SEMBEGUYA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

When were you married to him?

SEMBEGUYA:

In 1943.

COUNSEL:

d. caIDoctor?
Dr. Sembeguya was a Me 1
•

SEMBEGUYA.

Yes.

COUNSEL:

.
upation?
Was he carrying out his occ

•
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Yes.

SEMBEGUYA•

By the time he was kidnapped he was working at Kawcmpc in his
hospital.

COLIJ\JSF.L:

Knovvnas what?

SEMBEGUYA

It was called Nakasi Hospital.

COUNSEL:

When did he start this Nakasi Hospital?

SEl\ffiEGUYA:

In 1955.

f:OUNSEL:

What kind of hospital was this?

SEMBEGUYA:

It was a general hospital. He had a ward for patients who were treated
and stayed there while getting on treatment; and a clinic where patients
came and got medicine and went back.

COUNSEL:

Was he working in his hospital alone or he had other doctors, nurses and
other medical staff?

SEMBEGUYA:

He had doctors who used to come from Mulago Hospital and Medical
Assistants and nurses who were permanently working there at his
hospital.

COUNSEL:

Now when did you last see Dr. Sembeguya?

SEMBEGUYA:

It was on 19th February 1973 at around 1.00 p.m.

COUNSEL:

Where did you last see him?

SEMBEGUYA:

We had a pharmacy shop in Kampala and that is where I last saw him.

AG. CHAIRMAN:

Mrs. Sembeguya it seems that you can speak good English, why do you
not speak in English? We shall save time.

SEMBEGUYA:

I know I will get stuck, which I would not like.

AG. CHAIRMAN:

When you get stuck, then we shall use a translator, but it will save your
time and ours.

SEMBEGUYA:

Well, you can call it good English, but it is very poor and short lived.

AG. CHAIRMAN:

Well, you can speak in English and if you get stuck you shall speak in
Luganda.

SEMBEGUYA:

Okay, thank you very much.

AG. CHAIRMAN:

Thank you very much.

cot

'"'EL

You, say, you last saw your husband at 1.00 p.m. at Mwebaza Phannacy
on Kampala Road?

SEMBEGUYA

That is right

COUNSEL:

Under what circumstances did he leave at 1.00 p.m.?

SEMBEGUYA:

He was called by a nurse; we had a telephone call from the Nursing Home
Hospital, asking the Doctor back quickly because there were some people
who had gone to see him since morning because he had left the hospital
early in the morning.

COUNSEL:

So a telephone came from the nurse at the hospital that there are a number
of patients who require your treatment, please.

SEMBEGUYA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

So he told you, he was going to see the patients at the hospital.

SEMBEGUYA:

Yes, in fact when he got the telephone call, he told me that he was wanted
at the hospital.

COUNSEL:

I see. Now who rang him?

SEMBEGUYA·

One of the nurses.

COUNSEL:

You don't remember the name?

SEMBEGUYA:

I remember the name; she was called Jane but she is dead now.

COUNSEL.

Another name?

SEMBEGUYA·

Jane Muhaire.

COUNSEL:

Who is now dead?

SEMBEGUYA:

She is dead yes.
How did he leave; what transport did he use? Did he go by personal c.u?

COUNSEL:
SEMBEGUYA:

He went in his car.

COUNSEL:

Alone?

SEMBEGUYA·

He was alone.

COUNSEL:
SEMBEGUYA:
COUNSEL

Do you know whether he arrived at Kawempe?
He did.
Now how do you know?
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"'E 1BEGU'\

•

Because I got another telephone call from the same nurse telling me th
as soon ns th~ Doctor ~;une in and l~cwas trying to examine those patien:
who had wrutcd for hnn he was kidnapped. So l understood he arrived
tl1crc.

COUNSEL:

ow "hen )OU received this telephone call from Jane as soon as yo
husb:md anived, he was kidnapped, did she give you more details as:
"ho kidnapped him?

SEMBEC,l "'\ \:

No, it was such a short call. she put the receiver down and 1 put mine
down, then I rang back to the hospital.

COl 'NSEL:

No,, when you arrived at the hospital what did you find?

SEMBEGUYA:

COUNSEL:
SEMBEGUYA.

COUNSEL:

Well, man) people ,verc around, people had crowded into the hospital
and on the compound, I could not tell what - what I did was to get into the
car and tried to follow but I could not find where they had taken him. In
fact I went straight to Parliament because my husband was a Member of
Parliament and I knew a number of people there. So I thought that was
displaced and I tried to contact some of the Ministers to help me.
So apart from him being a medical doctor, your husband was a politician?
He was specially elected. Well, you can call him a politician but I know
him as a doctor mainly.
Yes, I am saying he was a doctor but at the same time he was engagedin
politics.

SEMBEGUYA:

He was engaged in politics.

COUNSEL:

And they dissolved Parliament - because in 1973 there was no Parliament
actually.

SEMBEGUYA:

No, there was no Parliament.

COUNSEL:

But he had been a Member of Parliament before?

SEMBEGUYA:

Yes, he had been a Member of Parliament before.

COUNSEL:

When did he become a Member of Parliament?

SEMBEGUYA:

I do not remember the year.

COUNSEL:

Was it in 1962?

SEMBEGUYA.

Probably, but he was a Member specially elected. I don't know, I do not
remember that.

COUNSEL:

Right. But at the time of 1971 coup he was a Member of Parliament?
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Sl MBE U

Yes. he was.

cot!,

\Vlmt else did he do _ was h,c a r.1 anncr and also a trader?

EL.

SE tBEGUYA:

He was a fanncr.

co ''"'EL:

\\'hat kind of fanning did he do?

SEMBEGm'A:

He had a ranch.

COl'NSEL:

\Vherc?

SEMBEGUYA:

In Bulcmezi, Wakyato.

COUNSEL:

\Vhat else did he do? Was he a businessman also?

SEMBEGUYA.

Well, I don't think so, I do not know. What do you call businessman?

COUNSEL:

Well, a businessman who had a duukawala '(shop) - an importer, an
e>..'Porter?

SEMBEGUYA:

No, but he was running a pharmacy shop.

COUNSEL:

I see. So you got this message from Jane that your husband had been
kidnapped, you decided to go to the hospital. Did you make some kind of
inquiry about what had happened?

SEMBEGUYA:

Well, they just saw three men were here since morning and when he came
in, he was trying to examine one of them, the other two came with
empingo (handcuffs) and they handcuffed him and dumped him into the
car.

COUNSEL:

So you went to the hospital, you made inquiries. Who did you ask?

SEMBEGUYA:

I do not know whom I did ask, there were so many people and all people
were so excited. But I can't remember whom did I ask.

COUNSEL:

I see. But you were told that three men had come to be treated.

SEMBEGUYA:

Patients.

A

COUNSEL:

Yes. And as he was treating one of them, the other people came in and
handcuffed him.

SEMBEGUYA·

Grabbed him.

COUNSEL:

Grabbing him, where did they take him?

SEMBEGUYA:

They put him into the car.

COUNSEL:

Did they tell you the type of the car. the description of the car'?
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E tBE UYA.

111c • told me that it was an old car, yellow in colour but the
tell the number.
Y could not

COU 'SEL:

Now these people who came in and said that they were patients • d'
find out how they were dressed?
id you

SEMBEGUYA:

They were in suits.

COUNSEL:
SEMBEGUYA:
COUNSEL:

You mean they were dressed in civilian.

Yes.
Did you find out whether they were _armedor not?

SEMBEGUYA:

They told me that as they were putting him in the car they shot
· th ·
some
bull ets m e air.

COUNSEL:

So they were armed.

SEMBEGUY A:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Now when you went home from Mwebaza to Kawempe did you go alone
or you went with some other persons?

SEMBEGUY A:

I went with my sister.

COUNSEL:
SEMBEGUYA:
COUNSEL:
SEMBEGUYA:
COUNSEL:

SEMBEGUYA:
COUNSEL:
SEMBEGUY A:

You went with your sister. Who is this one, your sister?
Who is what?
The name of your sister.
My sister is Florence Kiyaga.
The people you asked about this incident, did they give you an
impression that these people were government people?
You mean people at the hospital?
Yes, at the hospital.

~

No, they did not tell me they were government people, they told m~
three men came and grabbed him and handcuffed him and put him in
other car.

COUNSEL:

SEMBEGUYA:
COUNSEL:

I see. Did you find out whether from those people who were present
when your husband was taken, did you find out whether they identifiedor
they knew any of these three people by name or by appearance?
No, they did not know them.
So you have said you decided to go to Parliament aliclsee some Ministers-
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yft}~. I rang.
.. .
t

'o. no • \\hcn•l " 01 t to Parhanll'nt
•
.
l tnrd
·11m:-tcrs"hom 11...--ncw.

11

SE 1BEGl Y

0"

l

\\hl

h)

. the number~
nng

m did )Ou ring to')

1 fnikd to get anybody, l rang immcdinklv Mr Z:~l· Lu) imbazi - ) ou
knl \\ him instl'.ad.
But Lu) imbazi Zakc wa.-.a Minisfl•rth1.:n'!

:EMBEG 'A:

Luyimbazi Zakc \\as

COl, 1 SEL:

He \\3S

l

1w

J

Minister then.

longer a Minister.

L\1Rl L•l YA:

He was no longer a Minister but I had to get his numha.

Ol

So ,·ou rang a former Minister Joshua Luyimbazi Zakc.

SEL:

"'EMBEGUYA:

Yes

COUNSEL:
SE\1BEGl'\ A:

He was not in. Then I tried to get to Nik Mansions.

COl~SEL:

So you went to Nile mansions')

SE~tBEGlYA:

Yes

COUNSEL.

Did ) ou see somebody?

SEMBEGl "t•.\:

Y cs, I saw somebody but I cannot remember the name.

COl NSEL:

\\'hat did he do for you·>

SEMBEGUYA:

I told him that my husband has been taken away - he c~um· (nit l,f ~•
meeting. he "as in the meeting. He told me that l should fll1t try t(l
disturb this So the • called him for me ,Uldl talked to him ,md I told him
what had happened and he said go to the: police. C\•ntral Policl· Sl, 1 kfl
that.

COl NSEL:

Y cs. Actually he:didn't assist you'l

SEMBEGlYA:

No, he didn't.

COU SEL.

So ,,hat did you do'!

SEMBEGlJYA:

I went to Spekc:Hotel where I met Dr Bl)gefl'
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TSEL:

Dr Bogcrc?

SEMBEGUYA:

Yes. He was then - I do not know what sort of rank he had, but h
big man in government. So 1 told him about it and he asked me ~ wasa
Makindye Barracks. So we went together.
go to

COUNSEL:

With him?

SEMBEGlNA:

With him.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

SEMBEGUYA:

There he could do some help, he gave us about five Land Rovers.

t:OUNSEL:

Full of soldiers?

SEMBEGUYA:

Yes. To go and look wherever they thought they could have taken him,
that was about 6.00 p.m.

COUNSEL:

Where did you go with these five Land Rovers?

SEMBEGUYA:

They all went in different directions. And I decided after midnight or
midnight to go back to Kampala in my own residence and see what
happened.

COUNSEL:

I see.

SEMBEGUYA:

We went round and round and we could not see anything. All people
came back at 1.00 o'clock in my place and they reported, nothing!

COUNSEL:

I see. After that what did you do?

SEMBEGUYA:

After that, that was Monday and then Tuesday morning - because he was
taken away on Monday - Tuesday morning there was nothing we could
do, we started going here and there trying to look for him, we couldn't
find him for the whole week. I think I did put all these things in my
statement.

COUNSEL:

Yes, we have your statement here but we want your evidence to be
recorded there.

SEMBEGUYA:

I see.

COUNSEL:

But now you are giving evidence to the Commission. So we want you to
tell us what happened.

SEMBEGUYA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

So after which did you search from different places?

SEMBEGlNA:

Yes, I did.
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\Vhich ones and ,, hat did .

) ou see there?

SEMBEGl

\Ve !-earched in different lace
man· dead bodies.
p
s • Narnanve, everywhere, we could find so

coll. ''"'EL:

Please. we want to know
•
.
·h
Particular places - m Bulemezi where vou went
d
an " Y you went there.
•

SE IBEGUYA:

\Ve were looking fur him.

col. ·sEL:

That one I know· But you see - why did you decide to go to such places?
You see when you have lost property you decide to go to Owino is
because you can see stolen property there.

SEMBEGC'YA:

Yes.

COCNSEL:

Now my question is why did you go to Bulemezi?

SE1IBEGUYA:

I cannot remember the village but we went to Bulemezi, I think,
Nakasongola there was a cave - not a cave - I do not know what - it is a
long thing -

MR NAGENDA:

A swamp?

SEMBEGUYA:

Not a swamp, but it was a stone - but there were so many people dumped
there, and we went there but unfortunately, we were not allowed to get
inside but we saw many people had been dumped there.

COUNSEL:

You mean you saw dead bodies there?

SEMBEGUYA:

So many dead bodies during this searching.

COUNSEL:

So you went there because people were reporting that a number of people
were being dumped there?

SEMBEGUYA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Right. So you went to Nakasongola

SEMBEGUYA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Where else did you go?

SEMBEGUYA:

We went to Namanve and there were so many there.

COUNSEL:

Namanve there were so many people there.

SEMBEGUYA:

Very many there.

COUNSEL:

Really. Men, women, children or?
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Mainl men.
Mninl, men.
"'

1BEGUY

Yes.

KAK\VE ZIRE:

\Vhcn you say they were many, exactly what do you say?

""'ill\1BEGUYA:

Because if you go - we went to Namanve for instance, and we could see
about 20 or 25 dead bodies scattered, because we were so many who
. ~ h'
.
were
look mg .ior tm, 1 mean we were m a group like this. And when we
entered the forest, everybody was oh, there is one here, there is one there
you go here, you go there, there were very many and we did not g~
through the whole forest.

COUNSEL:

I see. How far from the road -you see Namanve is -

SEMBEGUYA:

Not very far.

COUNSEL:

Not very far?

SEMBEGUYA:

No.

COUNSEL:

In your opinion or to your knowledge, do you think government knew
these dumping places at Nakasongola and Namanve?

SEMBEGUYA:

Well, I think they did.

COUNSEL:

Why do you think they did?

SEMBEGUYA:

COUNSEL:

Because looking for people wasn't really a secret in those days. In the
first few years of those years people- used to announce on radio that
somebody is lost, if you are still alive, please come back, that sort of
announcement. So I think the government must have known.
I see. So you are suggesting that - Madam, I am sorry to ask you this as if
we did not know it. We want to get this from you. Right. So you are
suggesting that even on radio people were announcing that people had
disappeared?

SEMBEGUYA:

Yes I heard some of them. In fact I did also announce my husband on
radio.

COUNSEL:

That ...

SEMBEGUYA:

That Dr. Sembeguya, if your still alive, please come back. You know the
announcement.

COUNSEL:

I see. Other than Namanve where else did you go?

SEMBEGUYA:

From Namanve and Bulemezi I also went to Kawolo, that was a dumping
place.
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cOLh "EL

\Vas it'/

q;MBFGUY A·
...,

Yes, it was .

coU SEL:

Kawelo where about?

SEMBEGUYA:

Kawelo mubikajjo (in the sugar canes).

col ' 1SEL:

In the sugar plantation.

SE\1BEGUYA:

Yes, in the sugar plantation.

COUNSEL:

I see. Off the road.

SEMBEGUYA:

Off the road.

COUNSEL:

1 mean, as you are going to Jinja, what side of the road?

SEMBEGUYA:

On the left.

COUNSEL:

I see.

SEMBEGUYA:

Inspectors - they found them there.

COUNSEL:

When you were in these plantations did you find bodies?

SEMBEGUYA:

Very many bodies.

COUNSEL:

Very many bodies?

SEMBEGUYA:

Yes, very many.

COUNSEL:

Did you fonn an opinion, I am looking at bodies, did you tiy to find out
how they might have died?

SEMBEGUYA:

No, we just found dead bodies there and we were trying to look for our
body, as soon as we found that it was not the one we went away.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

You see madam, though you came to give evidence, it is also

relevant to other people.

SEMBEGUYA.

Yes, it is.

COUNSEL:

That is why I am asking you. When you looked at these bodies, did you
see injuries, wounds, cuttings on their bodies?

SEMBEGUYA

COUNSEL:

No. I think most of the dead bodies I saw were tied like this and they had
a wire in many of those.
Many of those bodies.
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"'EMBEGUYA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

And most of them were men?

SEMBEGUYA:

Most of them were men, in their civilian clothes.

COUNSEL:

In their civilian clothes?

SEMBEGUYA:

Yes

COUNSEL:

So, in Kawelo Sugar Plantations you didn't find your late husband?

SEMBEGUYA:

No. Somebody came and told us that, try and look for him in Kawolo
Sugar Plantations. And we went there on - that was on Thursday I think,
and we looked around and we didn't find him, so we came back.

COUNSEL:

I see. You told us that somebody told you to go and look for him in
Kawelo, might you suggest why that person told you that - did he have an
idea why you should go to Kawolo?

SEMBEGUYA:

As I told you, it was not a secret, that people were dumped there.
Because they told me that as you are looking for somebody, try Kawolo
as well.

COUNSEL:

Okay. Now, Madam, would it be possible for you to tell us who is that
person who told you to go to start to look for him in Kawelo?

SEMBEGUYA:

Yes. I think I did put it my statement that the lady told me - Terez.atold
me that as she was having a drink in one place in Luzira she heard three
or two men talking about those matters of dead people and she
intentionally asked them that - do you know whether the Doctor who was
kidnapped about a week ago where he is? And they said that, oh, that
man is in Kawolo Sugar Plantations.

COUNSEL:

You mean, he is dead or alive?

SEMBEGUYA:

He is dead, yes. Because they had already taken a lot of beer and they
were free to talk and that is why she got it. Then she came to us straight
and told us that we should try that place also.

COUNSEL:

Was this Terez.arelated to you or was just a friend?

SEMBEGUYA:

She was a friend of mine.

COUNSEL:

She was a friend. And did she tell in which bar?

SEMBEGUYA:

No, she did not tell me exact bar.

COUNSEL:

I see. So that is why you went to Kawolo?

,iEMBEGUY A:

Yes, that is why I went there.
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E tBEGU '
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But ·ou did not find the bod)' •m th at ·place.
l

1

0.

So what did you do?

SE 1BEGUYA·

I came back home lamented. I didn't think we would find him.

coUNSEL:

So what did you do?

SE\iBEGUYA:

\\Te n~Ycrst?P~Cd going around in those places again. I shall go by your
questions this tune.

coUNSEL

You have been doing very well.

sEMBEGUYA:

No, I am about to get stuck.

COUNSEL:

~kay So you went to Kawolo in the sugar plantations, you didn't see
him, you saw other bodies. Now did you make another visit in the same
area or you didn't?

SEMBEGUYA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Where did you go?

SEMBEGUY
A:

This time - that was - we went on Thursday, and this Sunday - he had
been taken on Monday, then on Sunday evening as we were sitting there
having given up more or less somebody came and said that that he had
been told that the body like that of Dr. Sembeguya is being hanged up in
the forest near Lugazi plantations. So, early on Monday at about 4.00
o'clock we went there.

COUNSEL:

Did you see the body?

SEMBEGUYA:

Yes, we did.

COUNSEL:

Do you remember the particular village where you found the body?

SEMBEGUYA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Okay, please tell us.

SEMBEGUYA:

What do you want to know?

COUNSEL:

The name of the village.

SEMBEGUYA:

I have forgotten.

COUNSEL:

Is it Namataba?
. .
N ataba but the actual name of the village I cannot
Well , 1t 1s nearc. am t there before I came to give
• evt'd ence.
1
remember. In ,act wen

SEMBEGUYA:
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Alright - So you went E 1BEG

'A:

There is a man who crune and gave evidence, the man where we foun
body crunc and gave evidence.
d the

COUNSEL:

Wilberforce Kafuma?

SEMBEGUYA:

No. Wilberforce Kafuma gave me the news that I should try in Lugaz1.
•

COUNSEL:

We shall come to the man. But you found the body near Namataba.

SEMBEGUYA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Now how was the body?

SEMBEGUYA:

It was in a terrible state, the man who had been killed for seven days now.

COUNSEL:

Was he hanged? Was he lying down?

SEMBEGUYA:

He was hanged with his eyes taken out and his nose cut off Well, he was
in terrible state but he was still in his clothes.

COUNSEL:

As he was kidnapped from the hospital?

SEMBEGUYA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

I see. Would you tell us how he was dressed when he was taken from
Kawempe?

SEMBEGUYA:

He was in his shirt and trousers, and they took him in his gown of course
but the gown wasn't on.

COUNSEL:

It wasn't on.

SEMBEGUYA:

No.

COUNSEL:

Is it the cloth that assisted you to identify him?

SEMBEGUYA:

Yes, it is the cloth, mainly, and his body, apart from taking out his eyes,
the whole body was intact more or less.

COUNSEL:

I see. So now what did you do?

SEMBEGUYA:

We removed him and we took him to Kawolo Hospital for treatment.

COUNSEL:

I see. You mean you called the police to come?

SEMBEGUYA:

Yes, we called the police. The police in fact was there, I do not knoW
how it came but there was a policeman there. Because the people of the
village wanted to hurry him because he was stinking and the Gombolola
Chief had told them not to.

f
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Yes! ...,
~o you took him to the mo

rtuary at Kawolo?

Ycs for treatment.

AG.CHAIRMA

For treating the body?

sEMBEGUYA:

Y cs, for treating the body.

cot

And for the post mortem examin..auon
..: reports.

·~F-L

sEMBEGUYA:

Yes.
Were you given a copy of this postmortem examinationreport?

SEMBEGl.1'.\:

Yes.

coUNSEL:

Would you say this is the copy?

SEMBEGUYA:

Yes. this is the copy.

COUNSEL:

Can you read it?

SEMBEGUYA:

Myself?

COUNSEL:

Yes.

SEMBEGUYA:

"This is to certify that on the 16th of February, 1973, on the request Mr.
Simiwo D.S. Detective Sergeant - Station Sergeant, Police Officer,
Kawelo, I proceeded to Wagala - that is the name of the place, where
postmortem was performed on an African body identified as that of Dr
George Fenekansi Sembeguya. Death had been effected some days
before and by strangulation causing - I cannot read this.

COUNSEL:
SEMBEGUYA

He had a wire in his neck and he had been roped, they tied him on a tree,
tied his hands and legs on a tree, roped flat. So he was hanging like this.

COUNSEL:

But his neck had a wire?

SEMBEGUYA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:
AG CHAIRMAN

e

a

What did you see - he was hanging by what? A rope? By what wire?

COUNSEL:

Mr. Chairman, I would like to exhibit the medical report.

~

This re ort from Kawolo Hospital, reference KWL.O9/~
17th
p
. d b Dr E W Kayiiwa - is admitted in evidence as
April, 1973 and s1gne Y • • •
exhibit No. 4 of 1990.
treatment of the body what did you do1 And
th
aft
Yes. Now Madam, er e
where did you take it?
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• 1BEGUYA:
COU "'EL:
EMBEGUYA:

I took it home.
To Kawcmpc'l

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Subsequently'?

SEMBEGUYA:

\llc took him to his burial place in Kyagwe.

COUNSEL:

In Kyagwe?

SEMBEGU): A:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

At a place called?

SEMBEGUYA:

Bukobera

COUNSEL:

Bukobera in Bukunja?

SEMBEGUYA:

Yes

COUNSEL:

SEMBEGUYA:

Was there any action after the body had been found - was there any action
taken by the police? Did they come for a statement from you, from
people who were in the hospital to your knowledge?

KA
SE

Yes, they came, they took a statement from me and from the people who
were at the hospital. And they told us if we could start again and look for
those people - because those people who were at the hospital saw the
men, and the police said that it would be helpful if we could try and look
for those people.

COUNSEL:

Yes. Well, may be we had jumped, would you tell us - you have told us,
Jane is dead - would tell us other people who were there who are not
dead?

SEMBEGUYA:

Jane and Eva Mukwaya - she is also dead. Those two nurses who were at
the hospital. Because the nurse I have here was in theatre by the time Dr
Sembeguya was kidnapped.

COUNSEL:

But she was in the hospital?

SEMBEGUYA:

Yes, she was in the hospital but she was in the theatre. And those very
people who went with the police to look for these men are those dead.

COUNSEL:

Yes. Now after burial other than police coming to take statements, what
happened to you, to the hospital?

SEMBEGUYA:

The hospital was left like that, nobody -

COUNSEL:

Unattended'?
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\Vas this after your husband's death?

SE IBEGUYA:

It was after my husband's death. So I decided -I thought - I didn't know
what to do because I didn't want to appearbefore the President.

COliNSEL:

You feared?

SE IBEGUYA:

Yes, I feared, I didn't want him to remember that I was alive because I
feared him. But I thought I would see one of bis ministerSthat~
Minister Moses Ali and asked him if he could - be was the Ministerof
Local Government -and I asked him if be could buy the hospitalfromme.
Because I knew that if he could take it, it will go free and nobody could
come and work there, no doctor could dare and come andwotk in that
place and nobody could buy it. So it waseither to leave it like Ila or ID
ask the government to take it.

COUNSEL:

You mean you decided to see Brigadier
MosesAlibocallseyoubcW him
or because of the nature of his work?

SEMBEGL'"Y
A:

Nature of his work.

co

So, did you see him?

1

SEL:

SEMBEG\J'"Y
A:

~ ~ whowasMr.()kurtll

J saw him and I saw the Town Cled<
and I asked him if be could buy thehospital-

10

tbelllrather
thantheDlcomiDI
COUNSEL·

you were the one really who wentto
you?
1..- ....

SEMBEGUYA:

It is me who went there ~-
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I wasd~·

Ol

.ll

I SC
111c bought it.

OU ~sEL·

Yes How much money did they give )Ou?

SE 1BEGUYA.

Emitwnlo abiri (Shs. 200.()00/=).

AG CHAIR.MA

\Vho bought it'l

COU SEL

City Council.

SEMBEGUYA:

\Vas it a well equipped hospital?

SEMBEGUYA:

It was n!ry wdl equipped. I think l would like to ask Dr. Luyombya to
evidence here because he knew the hospital.

COl 1NSEL:

I sec.

SEMBEGUYA:

It ,,as very well equipped.

COUNSEL:

It \\:as very well equipped.
shs.200,000/=

SEMBEGUYA:

Plus an acre.

COUNSEL:

So you really didn't get as much as you could really have got it in good
terms?

SEMBEGUYA:

No, It was so small in every way that anything that could come I could
take it, because I did not have money to look after my family. and I feared
the government so much. I think if you lose somebody like that you get
so frightened and you don't want to - well, I said that - whatever they give
me I will take it. That is what I did.

KAKWENZIRE:

Was it valued by some valuers?

SEMBEGUYA:

Y cs, he came from the City Council.

COUNSEL:

The valuer came from the City Council? Was he not your valuer'!

SEMBEGUYA:

No.

COUNSEL:

And you arc saying you could not sec any other doctor to replace him?

SEMBEGUYA-

No, nobody could even come to replace, nobody.

COUNSEL:

It had become a dangerous place.

SEMBEGUYA:

Absolutely dangerous place.
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So really you arc suggesting that

tRll

011'\

But ) ou cannot say it
.
Council and agreed. was a give away price, you negotiated with the City

:"EMBEGUY
G CH IRM

\Veil , they told me what to give me and I agreed.
1

You agreed with maximum?

..,EMBEGUYA:

No, I did not have a choice.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

You didn't suggest any price to them?

SEMBEGUYA:

No '. I didn't because there were the eqmpment
•
the beds the theatre
eqmpment
and
ryth"
'
. d.
eve
mg, all those things and plus an acre' of land and
bm1 mgs.

KAK\VENZIRE:

I am sure you yourself and your other friends probably thought of the
figure for the hospital. What do you think could have been the proper
value of the hospital?

SEMBEGUYA:

You mean now or?
No, then.

SEMBEGUYA:

I do not know.

AG. CHAIRMAN:

What would have been the reasonable price of that hospital at the time if
there were no pressures, no fear and so on, you are just selling your
property?

SEMBEGUYA:

I do not think I even sat down to think of anything. Because in the first
place I wanted to sell it quietly - because I was always in fear. You see
when you lose somebody like that, you always think that people who
took him might come back and take away one of your children. So we
were doing everything in secret.

AG. CHAIRMAN:

SEMBEGUYA:

Yes. You see people have told us - the witnesses - Yes! my house was
taken for 10 million which I had to accept, but if I had been selling it
freely, I would have asked for 100 million or something like that.

In this case, I think probably, it needed somebody who was more
educated than myself, first of all to know the prices of the equipment in
the hospital and buildings.

COUNSEL:

Okay. Madam, we shall come to this one later. But for instance, how
many buildings form this hospital and so Bn - separate buildings?

SEMBEGUYA:

There was nurses building, kitchen, the ward, the office, theatre, and the
hospital had 24 beds. So that probably will give you the idea

COUNSEL:

N you have brought in education - I was going to ask you later. but let
u:;et it. you went to school, where did you go and what qualifications
do you have?
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I do hove q11alifi.;.-ations [ went to Gay.1,7,,1
I liph Sd1ool ,uHI I did not
bccnusC'there ,vas only J .3 l'.ducat1on
&o

, Cl) far

Yes'
.. EMBEGUYA

And then I got mani<.!d.

COUNSEL

From Gayaza you got married?

SEMBEGUYA.

From Gayaza I got married. And during the years of my marriage I had

chance. I just don't know whether it was a chance, but I went to Britai a
for one year course in Social Studies. That is all.
n
COUNSEL:

Did you get a diploma?

SEMBEGUYA·

Well, I got something, I could not get a diploma in one year.

COUNSEL:

You got a Certificate?

SEMBEGUYA:

I got a Certificate because I was in the need of a married life.

COUNSEL:

I see. You didn't stay there longer?

SEMBEGUYA:

No.

COUNSEL:

Okay. Now what would you like to say about this hospital?

SEMBEGUYA·

I wanted, because when we were liberated in 1979 I wanted to ask the
government if they could return the hospital to me and I give them the
money, I buy it again. As the time went things went in a different shape.

COUNSEL:

Did you buy it?

SEMBEGUYA:

I did not, I nearly did but I did not because things were so difficult,
be~ause I saw very little difference between l 9801s and l 970's.

COUNSEL:

Why do you say so?

SEMBEGUYA·

Because I lost somebody in l 970's, I thought l 970's were bad years but
again the l 9801s were also difficult years.

COUNSEL:

Y cs. That is why I am trying to find out what happened in I 980's, what
went wrong - compare it with 19701s?

SEMBEGUYA:

You want me to tell you what happened in l 980's?

COUNSEL:

Y cs, please.

AG CHAIRMAN.

No, let us begin with I 970's We had a regime in Uganda from April,
1979 to December 1980. Why didn't you try to reclaim the hospital
during those two years?
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In those two , cars I d'Id
for \\ hat d
• k
not have the guts I do not want to be recorded
I
not ,,ant t bo"'not n~w I do not want to go back into things which I do
0

c penalised for.

G CH JR1v1A1

You '' ill not be penalised for this.

E 1BEGL~ A

Because between I 973 and 1979 when my husband had been killed
•
they
told me :111
sorts of stories about what caused his death. And they told me
that Amm got letters from Tanzania and one of those letters said that, oh,
Dr. Sembcguya, thank you very much for what you have done for us and
please - those sort of th·mgs mcnmmatmg
• • • • h'1m or putting
• h'1m mto
•
pr~blcms. Because they told me so when he had been killed when I was
trymg t~ find out why he was taken away, and they told me that letters
,vcrc wnttcn from Tanzania to implicate some of the people here. And as
soon as Amin got hold of them he took them away.

COUNSEL:

I see. The letters were being written by who?

SEMBEGUYA:

I do not people from Tanzania.

COUNSEL:

By comrades from -

SEMBEGUYA:

From people, I think, who were in exile in Tanzania.

COUNSEL:

I see.

SEMBEGUYA:

So I had that feeling and I wondered whether I had to go and face the
government then.

COUNSEL:

You mean you suspected people who had come in liberation from
Tanzania that might have caused the death of your husband?

SEMBEGUYA:

That they might have because I did not know the exact cause.

COUNSEL:

I see. Did your husband to your knowledge assist them in anyway?

SEMBEGUYA:

No, he didn't.

COUNSEL:

You just saw letters coming from there?

SEMBEGUYA:

No, he didn't. I said that letters were written to implicate, especially
people who would matter if they arc killed here, then they would
condemn Amin.

COUNSEL.
AG CHAIRMAN:

I see.
Was it not possible that these letters were written here rather than m
Tanzania?

SEMBJ:.GUY
A:

I do not know, but because they told me that they came from Tanzania.
So I had that feeling.
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DR l lJYOMBYA:

I do not know whether Mrs. Scmbeguya would be of any assistance here
with a little bit of details ns to how this information reached?

SEMBEGUYA:

\V11ich?

DR LUYO.MBYA·

Tiiat letters written from Tanzania to your husband to have been the
source of his death.

SEMBEGUYA:

How did I get the information?

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Yes.

SEMBEGUYA:

Well, I got the information soon after he had been killed, that was in 1973
- because people came and said that your husband has been dealing with
the President in Tanzania. I said I did not know and I did not agree with
that. Because I knew that he wouldn't have done that. They told me that
soon after he had been killed.

DR LUYOMBYA:

Which people?

SEMBEGUYA:

Well, those - do you mind if I don't try to tell you the people. Because
there is -

COUNSEL:

You see madam, you see what you can do, you can trust, for instance, you
can trust us.

SEMBEGUYA:

Trust the whole press here?

COUNSEL:

No, no. This is what I was going to tell you - you can tell us and we do
not record it.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Or we can send the press away.

SEMBEGUYA:

No, no, you are also the press.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

No.

AG. CHAIRMAN:

The Commission is not ~e press.

SEMBEGUYA:
COUNSEL:
SEMBEGUYA:
COUNSEL:

I am not going to, but that is a simple thing in fact it docs not help much.

Ycs, it docs.
No. It doesn't. What docs it help'! That people told me that my husband
was written letters?
Because, you sec, at the end of the day, madam, we shall be makinga
report on what caused, for instance, disappearances of people or death.
We could make a conclusion as soon as we get evidence, make a
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.
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0
CID ~ Military Intelligence or another security agency. Really what you
are domg. you arc t[)•ing to hang the person vou have addressed the letter
to. So _at the end of the day we could make a report that some people
really d~ed not because they had done anything but because people who
are outside the country put them in this kind of problem that is why it is
relevant May be the Chairman and Commissioners wanted to know
more about it.
DR LUYOl\1BYA:

I mean Legal Counsel, you have put it very well. This is what we want. It
is going to help us and is very, very relevant to what we are trying to do.

COUNSEL:

So because of these reports you got in 1973, you did not trust who came
in 1979?

SEMBEGUYA:

No, not all of them.

COUNSEL:

Not all of them - yeah.

COUNSEL:

That was 1979 - 1980. How about in 1980's because you said 1980's
were the same as l 970's. I wonder why you say so.

SEMBEGUYA:

No, I didn't - after two years, I didn't have a good feeling with people who
came from Tanzania because I had kept that in my mind. So those people
ruled from 1980 to 1985. And so in 1985 to 1986 I didn't know anybody.
in the government. And there was such a chaos in the government running from corning to shop every time you go - you come here you
have to run back and hide and do all sorts of things, I just couldn't do it.

COUNSEL:

You mean you returned back home?

SEMBEGUYA:

No.

COUNSEL:
SEMBEGUYA:
COUNSEL:
SEMBEGUYA:
COUNSEL:

The atmosphere was not good for you?
No.
. "t
,')
So, that is why you b nng I no,-. •

yeah, that is why I bring it now.

.

')

Because you have consciousness.
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SEMBEGUYA

I haYc consciousness

COUNSEL:

Now. what do you want?

"'EMBEGU\A:

If the hospital is returned to me, I would pay back the money if they want
Well, whatever the amount they suggest, and I would also limit
th •
other hand Because I wanted it to stay as a medical sort of p~n e
1
wouldn't like to have it and change into a restaurant or school or wha~
I would like to leave it a hospital.
' ut

COUNSEL:

Yeah, but hasn't the City Council made a lot of improvement in this
place?

SEMBEGUYA:

It has deteriorated too.

COUNSEL:

You mean they didn't add any building?

SEMBEGUYA:

No, not at all.

COUNSEL:

Even equipments, you haven't had this?

SEMBEGUYA:

I haven't. I passed by because it is very near my home.

COUNSEL:

So you are just talking because of what you see from outside? You do
not know what the inside is? May be it is abetter place once sold always
the buyers have to improve on it.

SEMBEGUYA:

No, it is not.

COUNSEL:

So how did you see it, since you have never entered in it?

SEMBEGUYA:

It is still a clinic, only that the children are being immunized there. Well,
it is like a City Council place. But it has deteriorated from the standardit
had.

COUNSEL:

So what would you really be paying the City Council?

SEMBEGUYA:

I don't know. But they have their own equipments. I wouldn't remove
City Council, I would live with the City Council.

COUNSEL:

As a tenant?

SEMBEGUYA:

Yes. I get the hospital back, because I wanted it to be a medical centre - a
place where people come and be treated.

COUNSEL:

In memory ofFenekansi Sembeguya?

SEMBEGUYA:

In memory of my husband, so that is why he built it.

COUNSEL:

Well, I have been thinking that you will have to pay some money to City
Council?

So ) ou arc asking th"ts Comm1ss10
. . t
• you in getting back your
n o assist

p 1ace ?

SEMBEGUYA·

Yes.

COU SEL:

But you see' we have h"tst ory •m this
.
h •
been lost, even your husband h
country avmg suffered. Lives ~ave
He was •ust _ , k
as been lost when he had done nothmg.
.1
)Ou now a perso
• tak l"k
causes of the _ this kind f d" n mts en 1 e that. Do you know the
0
Namanve? w Id
tsappearances of Nakasongola, Kawolo and
1 ,s?
ou you suggest reasons why these incidence happened in
970

SEMBEGUYA:

I·t do
it' this .is a quesfion wh"tch I would take out a pen and write
d not have
b
1 ov.,n, ut not say 1t.

COUNSEL:

I see, you would like to write it down?

SEMBEGUYA:

Yes. Is it not necessary?

COUNSEL:

It is necessary • Yo u will contt·nue to make 1t
• very necessary in that• part.

SEMBEGUYA:

I will bring it to you later, not now.

COUNSEL:

Not now, I see.

SEMBEGUYA:

I will write it.

COUNSEL:

Thank you very much.

SEMBEGUYA:

I will·write as I did in 1970, I will.

COUNSEL:

You said - you were comparing 1970's with 1980's, why do you compare
I 970's with l 980's? Did killings take place - were there killings in 80's?

SEMBEGUYA:

There were so many killings in l 980's. I mean people were shot in
l 980's, don't you know?

COUNSEL:

Exactly, madam, this is what I am trying to find out. This is what I told
you, as far as this recording is concerned, I had not yet used that, for
instance - Dr. Luyombya, he said that you should come, exactly, we are
receiving evidence. So please tell us.

SEMBEGUYA:

There is a lady who is in my house, she is called - Mrs. Wasikye - don't
quote me. Everybody is writing. I am sorry it is the ~earest - cas~ ~at I
know. Okay she didn't bring the case to the Human Rights Comm1ss1on.
So it is for her sake. Well, let me tell you one thing, one story that is in
1984. I had a driver and as we were coming from my place we were
stopped by two people at Wande~eya. They said give your. driving
·t give us your all identifications they need, and we were m order
perm1 ,
•
s
except that we didn't have original stamp - permit stamp. o we were
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t,lkcn to \\ nndcgc, •• the) said so ·ou don't hn, c the nriginal stnmp, I said
"ht·rc • re "c 'oing'l ll1cv said nu l'IJmc
We c:unc to \Vnndcgc) n. We
" 1\' tnk n to Nile Mru1sil'll. nd "hc:-11"c arrin:d there, we \\'ere 'free' I

h.id m, ho). and the driH~r and \\ <.' \\ere taken there, And when ~c
rench ·d tltcrc. they put us into n dl·ccnt room ·n1cy put me in a big room
like this. nnd the drh er" a.-;put in ~utothcr room, and the boy was put in
another room. All tl1c windo\\s nnd doors were open. So we could see
"hat is hnppening. So that wa.....9 o'dock when we arrived in Nile
Mansions Q.30 something of the sort. ~mdwe stayed there the whole day
and I \\US taken to a group like this one - many men than this They tried
to ask me no" \\e hear that ·ou take food to Bn)ekcra.(gucrillas) where
do you take it? I said I don't. TI1c ' said they told them that they had seen
my car taking food to those people around Matugga. I said no, I don't.
And then they asked the dri,·cr. And the driver had just been employed, I
had stayed with him for two weeks. And then they asked my boy, all
denied saying that they didn't know. And at around 3 o'clock, they
released me and the boy and went to Fanners' shop. And the driver was
taken I tried to look for the driver. I didn't find him. I went back to his
place - people and told them what has happened to him. And after four
months. a relative of mine was also taken to Kircka, and came to my
house and told me that this driver was killed in Kireka. We were together
in the cell. I have forgotten about him because I tried to look for his name
and forgotten. So it is a gone case, I think that is enough.

COUNSEL:

'What was the name of the driver?

SEMBEGUYA:

Kabuye.

COUNSEL:

The other name?

SEMBEGUYA:

I have forgotten, I think Eriya. But I will find out.

COUNSEL:

'Where is he coming from?

SEMBEGUYA:

Kawempe.

COUNSEL:

'Where are his parents?

SEMBEGUYA:

Well. his relatives - he had a wife in a small place.

COUNSEL:

And which year was this?

SEMBEGUYA:

1984.

COUNSEL:

Well, I think you asked whether that was enough. but I feel you have
more.

SEMBEGUYA:

No, I don't have.

COUNSEL:

'What was his name?

SEMBEGUYA:

Mwami (Mr) Musoke.
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ah -ah
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Well because this will get
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being said here should rem _asSt~ce an: you suggesting that what is
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am with us • because at
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• a problem

SE fBEGUYA

Yes, I \'will give you that case

coUNSEL

What about the other lady?

SEMBEGUY
A·

o,• because
that is not mv
.
- part and she d.1dnt, come so - I don't want to
'
be imp 11cated.

COUNSEL:

'ot to be implicated.

SEMBEGUYA:

No,
come here and state , say it herself. Because thi s .is
• not
d she
, • should
.
to a~ s mc1d~t ~rst of all_when Y?Ulose somebody you love or you care
for, ) o~ ~on t thmk there 1s anything you can gain out of coming to this
Comm1ss1on. But anyway, it helps because as you told me, you gather all
reasons why people were being killed.

DR.LL'YOMBYA.

Mrs. Sembeguya, please feel free.

SEMBEGu'Y
A:

I feel free.

DR.LUYOMBYA:

We are here to try and improve the situation. Just as a doctor does a
postmortem of somebody who has died - let me clear you-, a doctor does
not resurrect that person, but the information he gets from that
postmortem can help to reduce death rate of people of Uganda, in future.
So similarly here, the information you give, even if you give very little
we are not going to say you are accusing someone. But it can help us to
get more details about the situation as it was - the postmortem of this
country and we use it today. So you are playing a very important role and
you should not be afraid or hesitate to talk about what happened. and
some people may not have a chance to come here, others are afraid to
come here. But if you saw something wrong and if it is about }OUT
neighbour, who has not come, becaUSeeverybody will not come ~ere
definitely. So if you saw something wrong and somebody \\hose nght
was violated, when you were seeing or present, at l~ you would be able
to tell us. We shall not interpret it in any way, but will be useful for our
work.

COL.NSEL:
SEMBEGlNA:

So you say that if you think these people hate you?
Ah no, I don't think so. I don't mind about that
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DR LUYOMBYA:
SEMBEGUYA·

So,) ou can tell us about the lady ,vhose people had been in jail.

pJl.

.Anywa), I was going to tell vou her storv but because you said that at
least I should say something about 1980 and I am already giving you one
case of I 980 s of that title.
1

COLNc;;EL:

SEMBEGUYA:

COUNSEL:
SEMBEGUYA:

COUNSEL:
SEMBEGUYA:

Yeah. we don't mind you giving us many, we shall welcome still.
Madarn, our mandate really is to probe into all sorts of violations from
independence, 1962 to January 1986 So l 980's are really part.
So you mean to say that I tell you others as people who didn't know what
happened in the meeting'} About my neighbour, my neighbour was _ he
trusts me because he was my neighbour and the husband went to worlc
and he was killed in his office one morning, that was in 1985. I am not
telling you all the details because I do not know them, but I told you that
somebody was killed in that way. He was killed in a Pharmacy shop. He
was shot at and when he went to the hospital he died, after two days.

Well, I can tell the name because it was announced on the radio thathe
died, he was shot at and was taken to hospital and there he died. He was
Mr. Walusimbi.
In which Pharmacy was this?
That was pharmacy on I think Kampala Road, I don't remember the name.
Or you fear to mention the name?

SEMBEGUYA:

No.

COUNSEL:

You mean Northcote?

SEMBEGUYA:

Yes, Northcote.

SEMBEGUYA:

COUNSEL:
SEMBEGUYA:

SE

You can't tell out the name?

COUNSEL:

COUNSEL:

JZA

Was it said who had actually shot him dead?
No, they didn't know who shot him dead. But he was killed, that is the
case I know. It was _in 1985. He was shot at in the pharmacy around
about 7 o'clock in the morning.
Anyway you had told me you were going to write the essay.
I am going to write it.

COUNSEL:
And I suggest that you should be writing it early. You also suggested
measures should be taken to SEMBEGUYA:

I will try. But I am going to write why things changed from I 960's - I
mean why things happened in I 970's as well.
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hould be
.
ommtsStoners here ma'-&ctting this evidence in chief but I mean
L--J \\ant matters to be l
•
to~
\\1th us unttl )ou ha\c
.
c anficd
o v.c Ytill ask. )OU
c 1anfied v.hat they ma) ha\e
I \\ould hke to knov. \\hat.

if an)?
S£\1BEGU r

.

In\

est.igationspolice did at that material time

\Vhat'>

RA~~VE~ZIRE

I mean \\ hat investigations
husband if an).,

~EMBEGUYA

TI:'e police came and took a statement from me and from the people who
\Yttnes~ed_~om~e hospital The) took tv.o girls the following da) v.-ho
\\ent \\alking with them up to Equatorial Hotel, v.-herethC) found these
n-,o men who came and kidnapped him. They found them dressed m the
~e clothes in \\ hich they had come the day before thC) came to collect
hrm. \Vhen these tv.o girls identified the two men, the policemen said
that they couldn't arrest them because there v.ere members of State
Research. And they advised the girls that not to continue with the
im·estigations to conclude the incident.

KAi-..'WENZIRE.

You mean that the policeman suggested to the rno girls not to continue
the case. I suggest we establish who were the policemen investigating
that case from the police files, since we know the date.

COlSNSEL:

You mean those of Kabambi?

KAK\\'ENZIRE·

th

•

•

e po 1ice did follov.ing the death of your

She had said that the people v.110 had picked her late husband v.ere
identified by the police, they were still in company when they found them
in Equatorial Hotel, and the police feared to ~~ them be~
they
were men of State Research. Can't further invesnganons be earned out to
establish the identities of these policemen?
Yeah, if [ would know whether it was Kawempe police or Kampala
police.

SEMBEGUYA:

cou TSEL:
KAK\VENZIRE.

SE.IBEGUYA.

I don't think it was Kawempe, I think it must be Kampala
I have no objection about it.
.
sted to know ·whetherpeople in the village \\ent - whether
~nd I am mtere
ed h. ?
•
abl to tell vou that they kne\1t·whohang
im
they \'-ere
e
•
ll so th~ didn't see ho" he was
\\'ell , thev. \,ere alerted
by
the
smle
en~
there \\3S a
that small p ace' L-..l
luSJ..:o
L"
u-•-,
hanged up. Because
\\3S near that rotten place smelt something
garden and the man y.bo
be thought probabl) a dog y.as killed or
he started to look around.
bed at the end of his garden he went - he
something. Then when~ ~ll until he reached the vef) pbcc \\betc be
was directed b) a , ef) b sm
was hanged
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K\\ h .llRE·

You hm c mcn!ioncd out that_one who infom1ed you But you did not tell
us the n;m1cof that one who mfom1cd you where the body was.

'"'EMBEGllYA·

\Veil, _hesug~cstcd to us to _go.u1dlook for him on that side J think I did
put this man s n;une down, 111 my statement, and the name of his madam

"- \ '\VENZIRE-

\\ras he known to you'>

SEMBEGL1' \:

He was known to me.

kAK\\ ENZIRE:

How had he come by that information?

SE\1B EGUYA

\Vell, he himself had a relative there. He had gone to visit on that
Sunday So they said there is a man who is being hanged somewhere
here, and I think he must have seen him. But when he came to me he
connected the two stories. Then he told me to try that place, he didn't
want to probably be implicated or something. But he held something.

DR. LUYOMBY A·

Okay, that's it. Now -

KAKWENZIRE·

But can you see any other way the Commission can assist you?

SEMBEGUYA:

Well, because - I don't know whether the Commission has a way of
assisting me. But you would probably give a suggestion - I would
negotiate with them - I mean the City Council.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Now, what is the name of the person who informed you that your driver you said he had been imprisoned with your driver in Kireka Barracks?
And he had been killed?

SEMBEGUYA:

The person who told me so is still in England. He ran after being released
from Kireka.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Seguya, what his other name?

SEMBEGUYA:

He is John.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

John Seguya, he is a lawyer?

SEMBEGUYA:

Yes.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Now, I wanted to know more about the search. the search when you went
to Nakasongola and Namanve. And some of us, we have been able to
discuss with the course of the Commission, and so we cannot assume that
we knew what was happening. Who came to you really. did you just go
to inform this man and say that somebody had been gunned down in
Nakasongola or you approached some people who gave you this - about
the dumping place?

SEMBEGUYA:

I have been in this country, and I am 64 years and I have been here very
long. And when all these things changed or happened. when killing
started, it started while I was here So I was told by many people because
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1woplc from Nakasongola
l
being taken there. I had
~me to Kampalaand say thatpeopleare
fmm Nakasongola. So I knew 10 Wakyato, Wakyato was not very far,
there is a dumping
th many people who could come and tell that
1
many people were b! ace n:re. And Namanve was a notorious place,
arc brave enough young ~ ed there. So if you lost somebody and you
their persons the:C as ~ou go and tty. People didn't even tty to look for

Because they feared there ~ere so many types of people who died there.
case 1 wouldn't fear to ;:.se ves to be killed as well. There is another
was called Godfrey Ki al y~u. But ~ey ~ my nephews. My nephew
was working wi'th p dg a. odfrey Kigala1sa son of my sister. And he
ro uce Marketi e --' d h
•
International Hotel
~g o~u, an.. e was kidnappedfrom
nd
B th
tak
• A he was killed m NdeJJe area around Nandere
ud e was en on a Thursday around I Oo'clock from this International.
A n we were told that h
were in th
e was k'll
• ed on Saturday morning, by friends who•
at area._ They came and told me, that Godfrey Kigalahad been
tak en th ere and k1lled.-

DR.LUYOMBYA:

y ou found the body?

SEMBEGUY
A:

We found the body. Around about that place, near about 5 miles from
Bombo where he was killed and dumped.

DR LUYOMBYA:

You mean the police were not involved?

SEMBEGUYA:

VJ_e
didn't infonn the police this time, we just collected the body and took

of
ld

him.
rs?

ed

go
in

DR LUYOMBYA:

Why didn't you infonn the police?

SEMBEGUYA:

We were disgusted.

DR.LUYOMBYA:

You had lost confidence in the police?

SEMBEGUYA:

Well, not only the police, but the whole system. There was no need.

DR LUYOMBYA:

What happened to your farm, you told us what happened to your clinic.

SEMBEGUYA:

My fann was officially looted in 1985. It was a very very big ranch but it was very disappointing. It was looted with all the facilities. And the
NRA's stayed in the farm for sometime, then after that they were chased
away by the Tito's regime. They were chased away and the farm was
looted, everything destroyed.

DR LUYOMBYA:

So you were running that farm you kept running the fann?

SEMBEGUYA:

I kept running the farm and the hospital. And the fann was helping the
whole family.

ut

DR LUYOMBYA:

Are you still running it?

SEMBEGUYA'.

No , I haven't restocked it.
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DR LUYOMBYA-

llicrc is nothing in it?

SEl\tBEGlJY A-

There is nothing left there.

DR. LUYOMBYA.

You told us that you had seven children to look after. And how old were
these children?

SEMBEGlN A:

By the time my husband died?

DR. LlNOMBY A:

Yes. how old were they?

SL\1BEGUYA.

Two of them had qualified but they were not with me. They were away,
and others were still at school

DR LL') OMBY A.

So really you had to care for five?

SEMBEGUY A

Five, but those people being away in Britain, they had to write letters off
and on whether they could be helped. You know people who had just
finished school were unsettled. So you can now confirm.

DR MAKUBUY A

I don't know, you mentioned that the government could look after some
of these children, where is your daughter now?

SEMBEGUY A.

She is still with me in the Pharmacy.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

You said when you went to Kireka, they did not allov,: you to take him
away.

SEMBEGUYA.

Muluka Chief, they were first taken up to go near the case. but the~ said
that even if you found somebody, who would take him out?

DR MAKUBUY A:

Were they keeping the bodies or what?

SEMBEGUYA:

Well, being a Muluka Chief, I don't know.

DR MAKUBUYA:

You would have asked why this boy ,vas being kept there.

SEMBEGUYA:

I think they were not strong enough to let us remo\'e him from there But
people of Wagala were kind enough to allow us take my husband from
the tree.

DR MAKUBUY A:

And at Namanve was anybody keeping guard when you ,, ent there to
remove the body?

SEMBEGUYA:

No, there was nobody.

DR MAKUBUYA:

Where is this Tcreza'?

SEMBEGUYA:

Oh I don't know where she is. She is no longer in that place. she is a"a~

DR. MAKUBUYA:

How many children do you have·> You said se,en childrcn'l

'
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~E tBEGl'

I h:n" seven children

I R 1 KUBUYA·

I low old is th" oldest'?

sEMBEGllY A:

'fltl'

OR l\lAKUBUYA:

l fo" old is the youngest'!

SEMBEGlJYA:

I think she is 30 now.

nR \1AKUBUYA:

'·

SF\1BEGUYA:

OR ~i \Kl BUYA:

SEMBEGUYA

oldest is 45.

11,ey were all still at school when theirfatherdied'?
Yes
No~,-, you know ,,c have been talkingabout this hospital and 't .
senous matter. Arc vou suggesting that the sale of th. h '. al i is a
••
r
• •
f1
•
IS osp1t at a g1\e
.mm pncc O -00,000/= then amountsto violationof humanrights?
It does in a way but I wouldn't be able to give evidencebut I think it does
tn way because 1 gave it away mainly for fear and desperation And as I
told you 1 didn't want Amin to know that we are still at Ka\1,cmpe.

DR.MAKUBUYA

Now, what happened to the ranch'> No, 1 have remembered. Actually I
think I just want to thank you for that courageto come to the Commission
to testify and to give us these circumstances. And I think you are a living
lesson to our people who arc being chickened do\\11from cooperating
with the Commission. It is really our utmost prayer that what you really
want us to do about vour property may be worked upon. I thank ) ou for
vour courage And );Ouarc free to go now. We shall call )OU again wh~
there are other things for you to clear. Mr Sekandi.I wonderwhetherthis
Commission can sit What is your advice about tomorrow·>

COUNSEL:

Mr Chairman. I have already contacted the witness ,~·hocame \\ith Mrs
. I have a problem m that 1 ha, c got - •
Scm bcguya. As 1 indicated to you
What I suggest Chairman. wet.I)' tomorrow.

DR MAKUBUYA:

COUNSFL:
DR MAKUBUYA:

.
. ·n himself for the trip up-country,so I just
Because everybody is prepan g.
B t thev know that \\C: are supposed
wanted to get some sense fro~ )dOu.·c ~it to~1orrow,tlten Friday \\e don't
conct:me , "
to Sl't , SO •as far
• as I am
•
come.
Okay.

.

. .
. vice but l am tl) ing tll dig out on
,
•
d
rccc1vmg
some.::
Oh yes, I don l nun
Foradinstance,now here th
. ere 1snobo<h
with some problems
•here else So, l thmk \\t ha, to
Itow. tl) deal
•
pv
some,,
•
tJ\
o"
1
1
. . ·r thcv arc al tap • .
d e take l,ff to upcoun
• .
to ;u1s,\c '
• d work on Fnday an ,~
hall assembk here m
nlakc some groun·1 t nomn-., 7 ~10 am .. when \\C
·uljoum now unt1 or
•Prisons Ot1~iccrs
. 'Mess.
l)

AG CHAIRMAN
DR MAKUBUYA·

'

'llu.: ( \mun ission

.IS

..,.,scmblcd

fli~
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Bugandn Road this 19th of January· 1g90_ \Ve arc ready to start Leading
Counsel.
COl

1

~EL

NA

Mr Chaimmn, Lady, Gentlemen Commissioners, we have another
••
...me on llrnrsdav- in respect of the late
Dr. Sembcguv.•
,v1tncss
\\'ho ,.
..........
.
.1•1
.kidnapping and subsequent murder. Should be witness No.442, she is
Christine anyonga.

\VITNESS N0.442:
S\VORN IN

l\llSS

CHRISTINE

NANYONGA -

COl~SEL:

HO\vold arc you?

',,A!\'YONGA:

I will use Luganda.

COL'NSEL:

Mr. Chairman. the witness wants to use Luganda instead of English.

CHAIRMAN

Do you have a translator?

COUNSEL:

Yes there is a translator.. Mr. Kakande will assist.

COUNSEL:

Are you Christine Nanyonga?

NANYONGA:

Yes, Sir.

COUNSEL:

How old are you?

NANYONGA:

I am 38 years of age.

COUNSEL:

Where do you live?

NANYONGA:

AtKagoma.

COUNSEL:

Where is Kagoma?

NANYONGA:

It is on Bombo road.

COUNSEL:

What do you do?

NANYONGA:

I am a cleric.

COUNSEL:

At where?

NANYONGA:

At the National Insurance Corporation.

COUNSEL:

Can you tell us what your educational backgroundis?

NANYONGA:

I completed Primary VI and I also studied up to S.1O. Then I did a course
in nursing at Nsambya Hospital.

COUNSEL:

When was that?

C

.
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ln l 069 • tl13 t •~
• ,,hen l compl"t'd
• 1n."tly.
...c nursmg

h it in 59 or 69'l

NA 'YO 'GA:

1969.

COUNSEL:

After completion where did you carry on your work?

\ YONGA:

I worked
N sambya Hospital
• and then later I left and worked
1
"th D Sbricflv· " •·th
wt
r. embcguya.

COL~SEL

\\rticn was this?

NA1'.1'ONGA:

I completed in August 1969 and in 1970 I joined Dr Sembeguya

COUNSEL:

Where? ls it at Nakasi Hospital at Kawcmpe?

NA'lYO~GA:

Yes, I joined Nakasi Hospital at Kawempe.

COUNSEL:

B_ut we have been told by Mrs. Sembeguya that Dr. Sembeguya was
kidnapped and subsequently murdered, do you know about it?

NANYONGA:

Yes, I know about it.

COUNSEL:

Would you like to tell us the circumstances under which this happened?

NANYONGA:

Yes, I can.

COUNSEL:

Okay, start.

NANYONGA:

On 17th February 1973 -

COUNSEL:

Is it 19th or 17th?

NANYONGA:

I am not very sure, may be 17th or 19th. As was his practice, he used to
work at the hospital in the morning then leave and come back in the
afternoon.

COUNSEL:
NANYONGA:
CHAIRMAN
COUNSEL:
NANYONGA:

Yes.
When he came back in the afternoon She is saying he comes late?
Do you mean, did he come in the morning?
He came in the morning and worked. There at around 11 he left and went
to his pharmacy in the town. He delayed a bit though we expected him to
come back at around 12.00 he came at around 3.00 p.m. in the afternoon.
As usual he found patients waiting for him. He examined one patient and
then the two men also entered. There were some men who had also
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.
, as patients and when he examined one patient, two
registered thcmse1vcs •
men also entered

ere present when his happened?

COL'l\lSEL:

Do you mean yoU W

NANYONGA:

. thc hosp1
·ta1 working in the theatre and there was a ward and the
I was m
working with the doctor when he was examining
other nurses w ho Were
the patients.

COUNSEL:

Okay, may be, before we proceed further thwouldy~ualt~ll us the other
members of staff who were at the hospital at e maten time.

NANYONGA:

Beatrice Lukwaya.

COUNSEL:

Yes, was she a nurse?

NANYONGA:

Yes she was a nurse and midwife, Jean Nyiragakommu and another one
was' Mary Namakula and she was a Ward Maid.
It was these three
people who were around together with me on duty.

COUNSEL:

When you say one of the nurses, who is the nurse who was recording the
patients?

NANYONGA:

Mary Namakula was recording the patients who were coming to the
hospital.

CHAIRMAN:

But you told us that she was just a Ward Maid?

NANYONGA:

Yes, but she was able to register the patients.

COUNSEL:

And when you say recording or registering what particulars was she
supposed to take?

NANYONGA:

There was a book in which there was recorded the name of a patient,the
age of the patient, to put in particulars and then transferred on the card
artd then the cards were transferred to the table of the doctor in their order
of first come first served. Then the doctor would call the patients
depending on the cards present at his table. We were told by the nurse
who was present that the men entered the room where the doctor was and
grabbed him and took him out. The nurse came and told us that the men
took away the doctor.

COUNSEL:

Yes, who was the nurse?

NANYONGA:

It was Beatrice Lukwaya and she was also murdered in 1988.

COUNSEL:

Where was she murdered?

NANYONGA:

She was a Medical Practitioner m Luwcro that 1s where she was
murdered.

COUNSEL:

Now what did you do, the doctor is being taken, what did you do?
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nut a\\;,w

..

Do you mean You did n Ot
.
put, You J.ust ,Zent O
go to the vehicle in which the doctor was being
•
'
n your own?
One nurse tried to rin th, h
which was ncarb . th gd c ome of the doctor. So ,..,·cwent to the home
was put had bee.; dri:cno:tor but by this time, the car in which the doctor
nurse mistook the car t ff. The nurse talked to Michael Sembeguya..the
called Michael S b O be a Benz and told the son of Dr. Sembeguya
Benz l h
cm cguya that the doctor has been taken in Mercedes
S b car ,, en. actuall)' he was taken •m an Audi. Car So when the son of
.. cm eguya tned to follow up the vehicle which had taken his father he
• thought his father had been taken in a Mercedes Benz ,

cot: 'SEL:

Not he thought but he was informed.
And so then he drove past and overtook the Audi Car in which his father
was being taken. Then the people gathered at the hospital.

COlTNSEL:

Now. did any of them recognize the men who took Dr. Sembeguya?

NANYONGA:

The person who took the particulars of these men said that they were tall
and black and one had whiskers. They could identify the men who had
taken the doctor.

COUNSEL:

But they did not say we have recognized Matovu or so and so?

~ANYONGA:

They did not point out that these are their names, they did not mention
their names.

COUNSEL:

What was ne>.'t?

NANYONGA:

Michael Sembeguya contacted his mother Mrs. Sembeguya and decided
to search for the doctor or to look for the doctor.

COUNSEL:

Do you mean that that is all what you know about these affairs?

NANYONGA:

That's all I know about these affairs.

COUNSEL:

So are you suggesting that there is nobody else who can assist this
,
• th'
att ?
Commission who was present m 1sm er.

NANYONGA:

There was one patient who was called Mr. Mukwaya but I do not know
where he resides.

COUNSEL:

•as present when these men came and when they took
Do you mean h e v.
the doctor?
atients who were present when the men were taking
He was one o f th e P
the doctor away•
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COU ''"'EL:

l

A lYONGA:

COl'NSEL:

NANYONGA:

COUNSEL:

\Vhat else did you do? Did you continue to work at the hospital? Not
tlmt day may be.
\Ve could not continue with our work because there was nobody or
patient turning up there in the hospital.

Did you tiy to go there and were scared or you just closed on that day, the
hospital?
On that day we left the hospital and went away to the doctor's home but
because there were patients in the ward and some of the patients who
were not in critical condition left on that very day but there were others
who were in critical conditions. The others who were in bad conditions
left after two or three days and there were some herdsmen from Ngoma
who also left.
So, what are you suggesting: as a result of Dr. Sembeguya's kidnappinga
number of patients who should have been treated had to go away?

NANYONGA·

Yes, all of them left.

COUNSEL:

Now what happened to you?

NANYONGA:

COUNSEL:
NANYONGA:
COUNSEL:
NANYONGA:
COUNSEL:
NANYONGA:
COUNSEL:
NANYONGA:
COUNSEL:
NANYONGA:
COUNSEL:

We spent sometime residing at Dr. Sembeguya's home. We waited as the
search for the doctor continued and all the time were staying at the
doctor's home. After one week the body of Dr. Semheguya was found
and brought home and we went for the burial then we came hack for the
mourning at the home of the deceased. Then later each of us started
looking for an alternative place to go to.
Where did you go?
I went home in Namugongo.
Do you mean you became unemployed?
I was unemployed and I had got a shock and still scared.
And you stayed there for how long?
I was at home for about one and half months.
Then afterwards?
Then I came and started studying at YWCA.
At YWCA or YMCA?
At YMCA in Wandegeya.
Studying what?
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I took a Secretariat course.

coth 'SEL.

And as a result you became employed where?
Then I became emplo d • N .
ye m ational Insurance Corporation.

COL'NSEL:

Which year ,,..asthat?

NANYONGA:

I joined the NIC in 1975.

COUNSEL:

Are you still there?

NANYONGA:

I am still working with NIC up to now.

CHAIRMAN.

Miss Nanyonga you have just done your evidence in chief for which we
thank you very much but Commissioners here may have one or two
questions to clarify, so we ask you to bear with us.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Miss Nanyonga you told us that these patients - the so called patients were recorded in the book, did you take an opportunity to look at these
books and know their names?

NANYONGA:

I did not look in the book at all.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

That is all I have.

AG. CHAIRMAN:
DR. MAKUBUYA

I am wondering whether there was a gate to the hospital?

NANYONGA:

There was a gate.

CHAIRMAN:

Was this gate guarded?

NANYONGA:

It was not guarded. It was only opened in the morning and closed in the
afternoon.

CHAIRMAN:

Were there guards if at all in the hospital?

NANYONGA:

There was no guard in the hospital but there were some men who were
cleaning the compound.

CHAIRMAN:

Where is Mary Namakula?

NANYONGA:

I do not know where she is now. I have seen her sometime.

CHAIRMAN:

yes Mrs. Sembeguya told us that there were police inquiries, did you
he~ of police inquiries relating to disappearance and killing of Dr.
Sembeguya?

NANYONGA:

Mrs. Sembeguya told us that the Police was investigating but I do not
know what followed.
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Did) ou ever make a statement at the Police yourself?
I'

NYO, G •

CHAlRMA1':

I ne, er made any statement at the Police.

NA
Do you knov.·whether any of these nurses made a statement with police?

'A ~voNGA.

None made statement with police.

CHAIR!\-tAN:

You do not know this is a question, do you know?

NANYONGA:

I know that they never made a statement at the police. All of us, we were
together during the period and none was ever taken to police to make a
statement.

N

DR. 'MAKUBUYA:

How do you explain the kidnapping of the Doctor and his subsequent
murder, how do you explain it yourself}

D

''ANYON GA:

There is no way I can explain the Doctor's kidnap and murder apart from
what I have already said.

DR MAKUBUYA

Yes, did he say, anything when he was being taken?

NANYONGA:

He did not say anything, I think he did not say, anything when he was
being taken. I think if he had raised an alann, possibly we would have
heard.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Okay, okay, I am still puzzled, had you worked at the reception, at all?
Had you ever worked at this reception recording incoming patients and so
on? Had you ever worked there at all?

NANYONGA.

I had worked in that place.

DR. MAKUBUY A

And what was the system there?

NANYONGA:

~e patients would come and then we take down his name, his age, and
where he was coming from, and then record those particulars on the card.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Then what system did the late Doctor use when he was going out? Did he
normally say, where he was going and things like this?

NANYONGA:

He used to explain where he was going.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

I am wondering whether on that occasion when he was going away with
these cards whether he didn't indicate to any of the people where he was
going!

NANYONGA:

(Inaudible)

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Did this Narnakula, this Mukwaya, Jean, did they indicate'?

NANYONGA:

All of them were surprised to see him being dragged out of his room.
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Did \ ou speak to tltis Jan N .
to this Jane nftcr the Doct:r .;magahu, _Ontcriection.}.Yes, did you speak
ad been kidnapped?
Ycs, 1 talked witlt Jane.

DR 1AKLTBUYA. Did he say, whctltcr he talked t h'
0

•m on the phone?

DR

~kl BUYA:

\Vhat I know is tltat tltey phoned to call h' . t1t
1mm ctown.
How do you know this?
It was a practice to ring th D
.
• .
..
e octor and call him whenever tltere were
t
pa tents wait:mg for him d
·
.
an
at
times
he
himself
would ring to inquire
h
th
w e er th ere are Patients waiting for him.

DR MAKlBUYA:

No\v, I don't know what happened to the hospital records?

NANYONGA:

In the scare all of us ran away, I don't know whether he was scared or
taken away, and none of us remembered to look in the book and read the
name.

DR.MAKUBUYA:

We regret to have reminded you of the disappearance of the Doctor but
these things have been inquired into so that we can prevent their
recurrence and we must thank you for coming.

CHAIRMAN.

Next witness?

COUNSEL:

Mr. Chairman, the next witness would have been Mr. Mukwaya but the
investigators have not been able to find him. I will definitely want him
because he is likely to throw more light.

CHAIRMAN

Yes , now what is the next order of business?

MR.NAGENDA.

The next order of business, Mr. Chairman, was that we were expecting
the German Officials.

COUNSEL:

yes they have told us that they are not coming today. There is a note
her:. Well, we would have a meeting to discuss our programme.

DR MAKUBUYA:

So the hearing is adjourned sine die.

COUNSEL:

To next Wednesday.

DR MAKUBUYA:

Next Wednesday.

AG CHAIRMAN

• t the Prison Officers' Mess, Buganda Road, on the
We are gathere d agam a
24th January, 1990.

COUNSEL:

.
week when we adjourned, we had to adjourn due to
Mr. Chairm~, last
M kwaya who was present when the alleged
0
receiving evidence of =h ~e and took the late Dr. Sembeguya. The
members of State Rese th h me of Mr. Mukwaya, but unfortunately he
investigators had gone to e o
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wns mva) from Kampaln and they did not know v,:hcn he is supposed to
come back. So todny I intend to call other witnesses unrelated to Dr
Sembcgu •a's kidnap and murder. The case is that of one Edwarl Ging~
\,ho clnims he wns shot at and eventually paralysed. He claims that he
wns shot at by members of Special Force and the Anny on the I0th April,
I gg2 at Makcrcre.

\VITNESS N0.443: MR. EDWARD GINGO - SWORN IN
COUNSEL:

I understand you arc Edward Gingo.

GINGO:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

How old are you?

GINGO:

24 years.

COUNSEL:

Where do you live?

GINGO:

I live at Makerere

COUNSEL:

Is that where you have your parents?

GINGO:

No, there is my grand mother.

COUNSEL:

Who is your grand mother by name?

GINGO

Mrs. Janet Namugenyi Sekabira.

COUNSEL:

What do you do? Are you at school or you are working?

GINGO

I am at home.

COUNSEL:

Did you attend school?

GINGO

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Which schools?

GINGO:

Kololo High School.

COUNSEL:

When was this?

GINGO:

That was in 1982.

COUNSEL:

Why did you stop in April in the first tenn, was it because of school fees?
What happened?

GINGO:

I dropped out of the school because I was paralysed after being shot at.

COUNSEL:

When were you shot at and where?
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Gl 'GO

11ns was on the 10th A .1
pn, 1982.

COUNSEL·

Where did this incident take place?
It ,, as at Makercrc.

5?

cOU SEL:

At what time of the day?

GJNGO.

In the morning hours between 8 and 9 a.m.

COCNSEL:

Will you tell us how it happened?

GfNGO:

We had a nice sleep during the night, only to be interrupted around 8.
a.m •. We heard_gun shots all around our place. We thought may be
guemllas_are trying to move in. So we didn't mind. When we opened the
door, we Just saw we were surrounded by the anny soldiers.

COUNSEL:

You said may be the guerrillas were in their operations and you did not
mind. What did you exactly mean?

GINGO

We heard that there were guerrillas who were approaching Kampala: So I
said I do not mind.

COUNSEL:

Then you were happy, you were what?

GINGO:

I was indifferent.

COUNSEL:

So you eventually found they were not guerrillas but they were soldiers.

GINGO

Yes, Sir.

COUNSEL:

What soldiers?

GINGO·

I took them to be Government soldiers because they were putting on army
uniform - UNLA.

COUNSEL:

How many of them did you see?

GINGO

A good number of them.

COUNSEL:

What do you mean by good number?

GINGO

They were so many and I could not count them.

COUNSEL:

How could it be Special Force and the army? Could you tell us the
colours and what not?

GINGO

• d and some mixed colours and they were
The Special Force_unit were~e :my were putting on green/red coats.
putting on blue ram coats.

COUNSEL:

These people you saw were
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Gl GO

Yes, tltC) had grenades. bayonets, bullets and guns.

COl ' EL

Now \\hat happened'!

GINGO.

As the shooting was going on. some of my relatives were being taken l
did not kno\\ where they were being taken. To me as a young boy I did
not go behind.
'

COUNSEL.

Incidentally when you say as a young boy, how old were you then?

GINGO:

I was 17 but I was very small and so I was considered to be young. So •
I was looking around the house -

CHAIRMAN:

You said your relatives were taken away and you were left behind
because you were a small boy. Did they come to your home?

GINGO:

Yes, they were walking everywhere.

CHAIRMAN:

Did the soldiers come to your home?

GINGO:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

You mean it was this so called "panda gari" operation?

GINGO:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

So when they came to your home, what did they say, what did they do?

GINGO:

They were turning everything upside down when they entered the house
and even forcing the men to get out.

COUNSEL:

In your home, how many people were there?

GINGO:

We were three boys, one old woman called Namugenyi -

COUNSEL:

So how many people were taken out of your home?

GINGO:

Two of them.

COUNSEL:

Who and who?

GINGO:

Mr. Sekabira and my elder brother.

COUNSEL:

Did they tell them why they were taking them?

GINGO:

They just went out with them.

COUNSEL:

And when they reached you, they said they were not taking you?

GINGO:

Mr. Chairman, as I told you, sincethen others had been taken,tboyspoke
to me in a languageI thought was Swahili, what I was doing • • t#

C
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I \\3.S •n s~tuac.nt

) ( u nns,,ercd th,

.

cm 10 \\ hich Ianguage?

In English. Anvho\\ 1 •
ctmldn't undcrsta"nd 8I1)1hmg.
J~st told them like that • They beat me until

COL1 'SEL:

\Vhcn you turned d own the next tim
•
e, you were unconscious?

GL 'GO.

)rcs.

•

You mean all th •is ttmc
• you were being held?

C GO:

Yes. I was
. being held • B ut after some tim • J • d
•
was b lccdmg. I was bcate all
c game consciousness. I
strength. and I was feeli:g w~:.r ~body. and did not have enough
someone in to\\n who. told h th • I en eventually my mother saw
made my mother imagine I w: kil~!d ~;~id~:;;~dalmost to death. This
\\ 'here did you learn all those technical terms.

GNGO·

During these days those were common words.

COIDlSEL:

Yo~ mean they had to take you up to the house thinking vou were going
to die?
•

GINGO.

Yes.

COUNSEL:

So they gave you First Aid?

GNGO·

Yes. and they brought a wheelbarrow and mattress and since there was no
transport, they had to take me on a wheelbarrow. by pushing me and took
me to Mulago hospital. As we reached Mulago. the last thing I could
remember they were telling the doctor that I had been shot.

COUNSEL:

You were eventually admitted in the hospital'!

GINGO

I was admitted in the hospital and had a number of injections and I was
there for three weeks and then I was transferred to a department where 1
was given a ,..,·heelchair and started doing some exercises. but my right
hand got permanent disabled.

COUNSEL:
GINGO:
COUNSEL:
GINGO:
COUNSEL:

you arc now using left hand?
Yes.
yes. you are noW

• h

--•vscd in the two legs and ng t arm
Pai.u.

·>

Yes.
.
~dfrom the hospital after four months''
So you were discharge
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GI lQQ:

COUNSEL:

GINGO:
COUNSEL:
GINGO·
COUNSEL:

GINGO:

yes, and I did the exercises for about a year.
recommended me for further treatment.
So when did you drop the clutches?

After one year, I was able to use a stick up to now.
How did you feel on the paralysed side?
I feel it very heavy and cannot walk for long.

To your knowledge, did the Government or police, army make any
enquiries in this incident.
No, the first people I saw are the members of this Commission.

COUNSEL:

Did you file any case against Government?

GINGO.

Yes, we tried it but failed.

COUNSEL:

What do you mean you failed?

GINGO:
COUNSEL:

"Then the hospital

Well we tried to file but couldn't go very far. We got discouraged.

'
This is the report we got from the hospital and a request to Government
for assistance.

GINGO.

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Commissioners, this is all from this witness.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

This is a photostat copy of the report made by a consultant surgeon Neuro -dated 29th December, 1983, and the subject. Medical Reporton
Edward Gingo aged 19 years In/Patient No.8070 and it goes like this:
Edward Gingo was reported as assaulted on the 10th April, 1982, at about
8-a.m. Reported that he was shot and sustained missile head injuries at
Makerere near Bwayise during a Uganda Army Military operation. When
the military were rounding up people for parade identification commonly
known as 'panda gari operation', he sustained a penetrating through and
through missile head injury, entry from ex.pita! region or back of the head
and exit frontal region near the forehead. He stated that he lost
consciousness for some time from the site he was brought to Mulago
hospital where he was admitted. He was later transferred to the neurosurgical unit where I looked after him. On examination, he was found to
be unconscious, not able to respond to verbal commands. He could
idealise painful stimulus. He had paralysis of three limbs but could move
the left ~pper l~mb. Locally he had a penetrating gunshot wound, entryat
the exp1tal region and exit at the frontal region. X-rays of the skullwere
taken and these showed comminuted fracture of the· skull at the vertex.
He was resuscitated and transfused. Later he was taken to the theatre
where ~der general an~sthesia, the wound was explored and was found
to have mvolved a supenor surgical sinus and made extensive damage to
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the
_ brain
• espcci·a11
. Y of the left hemisphere The wound was explored - th e
"ound \.\.as dcbnded a craniotomy and surgical toilet anaesthesia was
pcrfom1ed He was given antibiotics and intensive nursing was carried
out _Heregained consciousness but was found to be unable to speak and
he s~ll had a paralysis of the three limbs. Intensive management was
contm~ed and he was given physiotherapy. He gradually started to regain
power m the paralysed limbs. He was started on mobilisation certainly
sitting in bed followed by moving in a wheel chair and later being trained
to use crutches. He was discharged from hospital on the 31st August
1982. He was advised to continue to attend for physiotherapy and
occupational therapy. He is still attending for physiotherapy and follow
up in the neurosurgical clinic. On the 15th July 1983 while attending
physiotherapy, he had an epileptic fit. He was given first-aid treatment
and was kept in the hospital until the evening of the same day when he
was fully conscious and was discharged. He was started on anticonvulsant treatment for epilepsy and he is continuing to receive it. I saw
him for the purpose of this medical report on the 11th November 1983
and he complained of the following: severe disability due to paralysis of
the three limbs in other words, the right upper and lower limbs and the
left lower limb. Two, inability to continue with schooling and inability something which did not come out - and joined in any hobbies which
require physical efforts. Three, getting epileptic fits, four inability to do
any physical work. On examination, I would say that he was in fairly
good general condition. He was thin and wasted. The speech had
improved and he was nearly back to normal. The memory was good and
the intelligence was fairly good. He still had some residual paralysis in
the three limbs. The left lower limb was weak and power was four
instead of the normal five, in other words, the power had improved to
eighty percent of the normal. The right lower limb, the power was three
plus or 3 .5 instead of five and about seventy percent of normal and the
right upper limb was three minus equivalent to 60 per cent of the normal.
He could raise the upper limb above the head but was not strong enough
for eating or writing. He was therefore using the left upper limb for
eating and writing. He still needs a crutch for support during walking.
He therefore cannot walk a long distance and he is unable to resume
school and he was a day student. Locally he had a scar over the vertex of
the head of about 14 centimetres by 3 centimetres and the skull defect of
about 10 cm by 5 cm. Other systems, in other words, the chest, abdomen
and cardial vascular system were normal. Summary: Edward Gingo
sustained missile head injuries, gunshot wounds of the head which
resulted into the following:
I.

Paralysis of the three limbs which have regained power as
follows: left lower limb 80 per cent, right lower limb 70 per cent
and right upper limb 60 per cent.

2.

He has a skull defect which exposes brain to external injwy.
This will require an operation to insert a prosthesis plania plaster
to protect the brain. The operation can be performed in Mulago
Neurosurgical Department.

3.

He has a forced traumatic epilepsy at the moment and he is
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controlled on anticonvulsunt drugs. Progno~is: lt •
. a·
d'
IS about
and a half) ears. smcc mgo "as• h'1schnrgcdfrom hosp1ta1
•
Hone
•
unlikely to grun more power m 1s paralysed limb
• e 1s
later ,,ith further physiotherapy, he will be able to \:~k P"?bably
th
help of a stick. instead of a crutch. .He is not going t0 bw,
the
C abl
walk a long distance or to run. He 1s also not going to be e to
engage in manual work. The post-traumatic epilepsy is rtle
to
1
be controlled \\ ith drugs. Present medical evidence sh ely to
.
b
d
ows t'-post-trnumatic epilepsy cannot c cure
I would reco "lcll
permanent physical incapacity of 40 per cent
nuncnd
Signed J.\V. Kiryabwirc,
F.R.C.S. Consultant Neuro-Surgcon.
There is another letter from the same d~ctor ~ister Kiry":1>wire
datedthe
21st January 1987. It goes as follows I wish on medical grounds
support Gingo's application for admission to a boarding school. ~ to
was admitted to Mulago hospital on the 10th April 1982 after havi
go
. il had..
th
ng
been shot. He sustaine~ miss e e . mJury at . e vertex resultinginto
paralysis of both lower limbs and the nght upper limb. In other wordshe
could only move the left upper limb. He never lost consciousness.'He
was managed intensively and had a number of operations for head injury,
He gradually and steadily improved and has fully regained power in the
right upper limb but he still has some weakness in the power limbs
especially in both ankles. He cannot walk long distances. He therefore
needs to stay in a boarding school. If I may add, gingo as a disabled
person needs to continue with education as this will make him
independent in the future. Gingo did not suffer any intellectual loss asa
result of the missile head injury. He can therefore continue with the
normal schooling.
Signed Mister J .W.M. Kiryabwire.
F.R.C.S. Consultant Neurosurgeon.
AG.CHAIRMAN:

COUNSEL:

The two reports - one, the medical report on Edward Gingo dated29th
December 1983 and is admitted in evidence as exhibit number five of
1990 and the letter dated 21st January, 1987 recommending Mr. Gingoto
be admitted to a boarding school is admitted in evidence as exhibit
Number Six of 1990.
Now Mr. Gingo, we see the doctor here had recommended that yoube
admitted in a boarding· school, did you succeed in getting a t,oarding
school?

GINGO:

Well, I did not succeed because though I had the support of the medi~
personnel, I was socially deprived and the relatives I was staying wttb
could not afford the expenses of a boarding school. So I did not join a
boarding school.

MR. NAGENDA:

Because of lack of funds?

GINGO:

Yes.
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pcrl1aps before we go on Legal Counsel, had a place been found for
-uu at a boarding ~chool?

GI1 GO:
iR

0

'AGENDA·

,

Yes.
\\7herc was it?
\Vcll, I had contacted the Ministry of Education Headquarters and the
Personal Assistant to the Minister Mr. Maycnde gave me three letters, one
to take to Jinja. another one to Kako and then another one to Ndejje but I
had never tried it because I knew even if got those places. I had failed to
get funds for the necessary things for going with the same boarding
school.

COUNSEL·

You mean you did not go to these schools where you had been
recommended by the Ministry of Education?

G~GO:

Yes, I was failed by the funds.

DR LUYO~IBY A:

Did you try to look for funds in any other way?

GL':GO

Yes.
Well, I contacted the social workers at Mulago and they
recommended me to join t 11e rehabilitation centre at Kireka.

COUNSEL:

The training there is free of charge?

GINGO

Yes, it is free of charge.

,MR.NAGENDA:

What is the name of this school at Kireka?

GINGO

Kireka Industrial Rehabilitation Centre.

COUNSEL:

Where else did you try?

GINGO

I tried with Africa Foundation people.

COUNSEL:

Rev Sempangi?

GINGO.

Yes. But I could not get enough funds except I had to join a day school

MR.NAGENDA

Is this the Rev. Sempangi who has just built a very large house near
Kolo lo Senior Secondary School?

GINGO

I do not know the details of it.

MR.NAGENDA

I see, we may go and find out.

DR LUYOMBYA:

Mr Gingo, these questions are serious. Who did you see at the African
Foundation?

GINGO

I did not see him personally but there were some people working with
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him. Even I did not know that i~ was Mr. Semp~gi's place at the time of
going there because they just directed me that m such a place, there are
assisting in one way or another. So, since I was just seeking for
assistance, I entered that office and .~en I explained some of my
problems. But I had no knowledge that 1t 1s Rev. Sempangi's place.

C

DR. LU'{OMBY A

So when they told you they could not afford a boarding school?

r

GINGO

No, they said they could not afford a boarding school except they had
some funds to assist me in a day school, but which were not coming so
regularly.

(

MR. NAGENDA:

Well, I ask you a question perhaps what I should have done to give us the
impression. This Rev. Sempangi, had built a very beautiful house not far
from one of the American Embassy Builctings and I have my own feeling
that probably it did not cost less than a hundred million shillings. So if
you were looking for Mr. Sempangi to see whether he could help you,
that is where you would find him. For they will be able to direct you.

COUNSEL:

Anyway did you get some funds from this foundation?

GINGO:

Yes, I got but very little.

COUNSEL:

How much and how often ctid you get funds?

GINGO:

I got them during the beginning of the term.

COUNSEL:

That for what? How much did you get and what did you use it for?

GINGO:

I was paying directly with school fees only.

COUNSEL:

To which school?

GINGO:

Entebbe Secondary School.

COUNSEL:

Eventually you went to Entebbe?

GINGO:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Why did you go to Entebbe Secondary Schoof?

GINGO:

My brother was working with Civil Aviation Department and wasstaying
very near the school. So I could join the school.

COUNSEL:

I see• Then how long did you stay there because vou told us you stopped
in Senior three in the first term.
•

GINGO.

I stayed there up to the finishing of senior four.

COUNSEL:

So you finished senior four?

GINGO

Yes.

G

I

'
\

C'Ol 'SFL:
l

I \ "'0:

Wl1cn wa ..-;that?
ln l 088.

DR. LU\ O\lBYA·

So the Foundation paid for your school fees?

Gl"NGO:

Yes.

DR I UYOMB'\ ~-

And you sat the 'O' Level exams•)

GNGO

Yes.

DR LUYOMBYA:

Did you pass'>

GlNGO.

Yes.

DR LUYOMBYA:

Did you qualify for higher school?

GINGO

I qualified for higher school or ai

DR. LUYOMBY A.

So you got aggregate 34 am!) ou p· ;scd in third grade?

GINGO

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Had you made nny a1 .. 1...1tion
to join any institution or higher school?

GINGO

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Where did you apply?

GINGO:

I had applied at Makerere College of Commerce but l could not join it.

COUNSEL:

Were you admitted?

GINGO.

Yes. I was admitted but the Foundation told me they could not affordthat
much money. So I stopped.

MR. NAGENDA;

You had been admitted to where?

GJNGO·

Makererc College of Commerce.

MR. NAGENDA

This is the African Foundation. What is the name of this Fund?

GINGO

African Foundation.

MR NAGENDA

They told you they could not manage the fees at Makercre College of
Commerce?

GINGO:

Ycs, that it is a lot of money. They do not assist any institutions - that

• nstitution,

they do not assist people in institutions.

but then I did not check.

GE :U

) s

GO

1

1.R ' GENO.

l.

H " much'>
...,,
Th lu.,

GINGO
'lR

Cnn , u remcmb r "hat the fL~~were )

GEND

GJ.NGO·

Se\ Cll

thou~"""dand ~even hundred shillings.
.:-•u•

~

Per\\ hat'> Per tcnn '>
Yes
faybe 1r. Chainnnn and Commi~sioncrs. for the purpose of record,1
will read some of - there is a cerufica~c he~ form ~ntcbbe Secondary
School _ a lca,ing certificate and tcsumomal of Gmgo Edward. He
entered fom1 three in the second tem1 in 1987 and completed •o•level
course at the end of l 988 with the following results: His index number
"as LOOQ3f0l0. English Language. he got 4 English Literature 9
History 7. Geograph) 5. ~1athcmatics Q_ ;hysics Q, Chemistry 9. Biol~
o. Commerce 7. Accounts 5 Aggregate _,4 Result grade three. Ovcran
assessment. ph) s1cal fitness he is physically h~dicapped but health)
Position of responsib1hty held: ~iember of debatmg and drama society.
General conduct. He 1s hard working and acquaints himself well. Kiingi,

Headmaster
You can continue.
MR~AGENDA:

Perhaps while we are still at this juncture - !\.fr Gingo while you were
admitted to Makerere College of Commerce where you said the fees were
thirty seven thousand shillings per tenn. who told you at the African
Foundation that this Foundation could not afford to pay all the fees at
Makerere College of Commerce'} Do you remember'?

GINGO:

\Vell. it was in a form of advice because I had gone there for sometime
\\ hen I had failed to get any and then for them they were telling me to
continue coming back. But then one of them told me. it seems you are
wasting your time because that is a lot of money for the Fund to pay.

MR.NAG~DA

Did you ever have the good luck to address your storv to the man v.-bo
runs this Foundation Rev Sempangi?
•
•

GINGO:

No. I have never talked to him.

MR.NAGENDA

Have you perhaps tne
• d to ,,nte
. • to him and appeal to him?

GfNGO:

No. I did not write.

MRNAGENDA

Can
..a
. I. recommend vCI) . strongly that vou write to Rev. Sempangt• te11;
uPO
h1m \our story of h0 h
•
• Of our
li'fi•aft·
"
ard you have tried to make some meaning }
c er your bad ~ ·d ~
.
,
_-A
shilr
.
cci cnt and showmg to him that thirtv seven tho~
mgs \\ould see v th
•
d see
what happens·~
• ou rough a tcm1. each tenn of the school an
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H UO

~Ydl. thnt is not bad advice but still 1 have some social problems For
m~tnncc • if it is for school fees only it is okay but there is the question of
' 1111:onns

~d then the text books which arc so expensive So it is a waste
of tune paymg the school fees when I am not catered for in other things.

MR. 'AGE 1D.A.

No. I tl~ink,ve have to point out exactly what you need because it is a fact
that this Foundation is a very wealthy Foundation. It has been a very
wealth~ Foundation. That is what I am trying to tell you. So it is perhaps
because they do not know your full story that they have not helped. I
think you have really to try and find out whether they can do something
for you. Add together the things that you need and see what they say. It
will be of interest, I think, to people in this country to see whether this
foundation are helpful to the people who need their help.

DR LUYO~IBY A:

And in your case, they paid for your school fees before and I presume you
used to take some of your end of term reports to them.

GINGO:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

And you see this is a man who had a break in 1982 and then he starts in
1987.

GINGO:

But then I have tried the Ministry of Education but they said they can
only assist me when I am in a Government institution. That is what they
told me at the Ministry Headquarters. Because I had given up there at the
Fund.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Incidentally before we leave this subject, you said that your brother works
with Civil Aviation.

GINGO:

He was working there at Entebbe during the time but he has left the place.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

He was working as what?

GINGO:

He was working in accounts section. He was just recording something in
accounts.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Just accounts clerk?

GINGO:

Yes.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

And you were staying with your grand-parents?
parents?

GINGO:

Well my parents are not staying together. I am from a broken home.
With me, when I was about five years, they took me to my grandmother
and then I grew from there. She was the one assisting me but she could
not raise any funds. So, the time I was shot, I had started to struggle for
myself

MR. NAGENDA:

In what way?
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What about your

GNGO.

May be during vacation, I could do some manual work and then I raise
funds.

MR. NAGENDA-

Now when the Ministry of Educa~ionsaid that they can only ?elp you if
you are in a government institutlon, arc there government institutions
similar to Makerere College of Commerce, at Kyambogo and somewhere
like that?
At Nkumba College of Commerce, they were considering some SOOd
perfonners in senior four.

MR. NAGENDA:

That is not a government institution. It is a ~rivate organisation. I think
you will find Mr. Gingo, that a plac.e hke . N~a':a or may be at
Kyambogo, they might have the same ~md of mstlt_utlonsor courses as
Makerere College of Commerce. And m any case, 1f you were to go to
the Ministry of Education and point out to them that you would like their
help to tell you why you can study son:iething like. that so that they then
help you as they promised or as they said. They might be of help. AndI
am sure at the end of this sitting, we will be able to recommend as a
Commission that they should do this. Because as legal counsel has
pointed out, not only have you undergone this traumatic event but you
were away from school for five years. May be you are able to sort of pull
up and get grades.
Yes, but -

COUNSEL:

They are just saying they are going to make recommendations to see
whether the Mlnstry of Education can assist you. Mr. Chainnan, that is
his evidence. Now, for you, what do you want? Do you have any prayer
you want to make to the Commission? Do you have anything to
comment about this incident which made you paralysed as we have seen
you?

GINGO

COUN~

GINGO

COUN1

GINGC

DR.Lt

GINGC
DR. Ll

DR.Ll
COUN

DR Ll
Yes. This event really paralysed every effort of making myself reliantin
the future because coming from a broken home and then becoming
disabled, not being able to do any physical work and even my school
being interrupted, so I am a bit worried of my future. Because I did not
want to turn into a beggar but I might be forced to be that. So I am a bit
worried. So I thought may be the Commission can assist me in any way
pos_sible. Either to continue with schooling or either given something to
do m form of a loan so that I could start off something of my own so that
I could make a living.

COUNSEL:

nd
A ~cidentall~, you had indicated in your evidence that while at Kireka
you did such thmgs like
·
·
th'
carpentry. Is 1t possible for you to develop 1s
and become a carpenter?

GINGO:

Well I know the te h • al kn
'
c me
ow-how but m
make me a good carpenter.
Y PhYsical ability cannot

COUNSEL:

COUN5

GING(

GINGO:

GINGO:

GINGO

you have no physical ability to d . ?
0 It.
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MR.N

'ii GO

CO

'SEL·

I know tl1c how it • d
t0 .
is one but I
raise some funds and then . cannot ~o it myself. That means it needs
1JUS t organise a workshop.
But ho" about compcnsatton
. for d
'' Iiat I1appcncdto ,
amage. You mean you do not know
. our case'I Wh 0 was
, the lawyer'! You do not know?

GINGO:

TI1c letter was dated Buvon
'
- do and Company Advocates.

COUNSEL:

Mr. Buvondo
~
and Company Advocates?

GINGO

Yes.

COL'1\SEL:

You do not now wh eth er th e case was pursued or not?

GINGO:

No. But what I just I kn
I·
not kn
h"
· ow, JUS t stopped on presenting that because I do
ow 1mpersonally.

DR LUYOMBYA:

Who introduced him to you in the first place?

GINGO

It was Mr. Fred Mukasa who is my uncle.

DR LUYOMBYA

Can you not follow it up?

GINGO·

I do not know his place and I do not know him.

DR LUYOMBY A:

Well, if he is contacted, he can follow it up.

COUNSEL:

But in any case, what I must inform the Commission here, I do not know
whether legal developments will not - because we have so many, l think,
such claims and the government passed a law and I think I leave it to the
Chair.

DR LUYOMBYA:

We thank you for having volunteered to come and giving your evidence
but we have heard your story but unfortunately, you have to bear with us
because we may have some questions which we want to put to you and
answer them precisely.

MR. NAGENDA.

First of all, let me say Mr. Gingo that although we have heard a lot of
very horrifying stories in the three years and more what we have been
listening to what happened in our country and even some of them were
even more horrifying than the story you have told us, for me I \\'as
specially moved by the way that you gave your evidence. The story you
told calmly, fully and tried to analyses what had happened and this in fact
helped to magnify what had happened and showed us ~vhat exactly
happened to you. Because two people come and ask you m a language
that you do not understand and then one of thes~ idiots pulls out a g~n
and shoots you. This is really bad but I am afraid of what happened m
our country. You arc very highly recommended to us ~y the w~y that you
·ust sat down and become a beggar as you said, by gomg back to
• h fi d •
h. h
h ave no tJ
school, by being helped in a meagre ~~y by a very nc oun. at1on \\ _1c
however could not help you to contmuc, so left you danglmg, by ~ our
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~A,.;on,\ho said Ed
they cannot
help
• ·sm· of Edu\;....
·
h You Unlcss
to the 11m
•'t tton
•
th c n..1inistrv
ucatton w o \\ould 'l<IVC
"•
• of
,ou were in an inst.I u
•
could go and so on and so forth y llr
iJ.o•··•t to find out "h~re )OU _ and
"ill dcfini1ely make SOn,
0
~
' movmg to U.'.'.
• •
h
c
stones ,,ere
teh· this Comm1ss1on as no money Bd •,·en
" Unfortuna • ,
. .
f Ed
.
..l
recommen atJon_
d +:on- to the :\im1st.ry o ' ucation and sec
•
ak recon1mcn nu ~
c.
h
h d I .
" \\tll th
rn e not help some bodv. \\ho has 1oug th so h ar
\\11) have
"heth ·r ey can
_ nt this lntc hour because w at appened to Yon
to wge you not to mu ha,·e fought very well I ha\'e only got one
happened and so far • th t Mr Kiryabwirc, consultant nero-surgeon
•
In the report
a
· th
had
question
lf had told us _ he s:ud at you
Scalp cff'cc:t

.""
g01.-o

"°

m.de

and _)"u

)OU'."e

,;ur brain to c"cmal injuiy but this canbe
Have these operations been

defect which
c:xpo~C!I •
oorrected
by operations
or an opcration.

carried out?

GINGO.

• •0•ng the clinics some years and
had
No I ha,e been \'lSI
· all fthe ·time,,.1,.they
•
' ,
th
ration So recentlv. a relat:Jve o mine W110 1s not
no plans
ven·
closefor
but hat.
e iso~m Belgium. One ti~e. he talked of this - if} COuld
. go
there
• thev can do u1J1
•L-•
operation but then I had no passpon . at the time.
S I • ~d ff. I got some from the post office. then I had staned trying
o starte o •
.
c.
.
to trace fcor a passport I did not know how
, to r.use monev· 1or going butI
was mO\ing those papers through the RC s

MR. 1'.AGEXDA:

Ag. Chairman. you are a member of the Medical Profes~ion Are we ri~
to think that this operation actually 1s capable of bemg done herem
Uganda"'
It is categoncall) stated in the report of Mister Kiryab\\ire, it
categoncally stared that that operation can be done in Mulago hospital.
Yes. but now

It

is

1s seven years since and when I walk in the sunshine.I

Just feel I cannot bear it

\\'ell. I am sure that ,,e shall insist that this Commission writes a '"CIY
strong letter to Mulago hospital recommending that it should be done.
A.fterall it was first recommended in 1983 as you rightly said. And then I
am sure that if it cannot be done there for anv reason. that there is a
medical committee which sits and helps people i~ a situation like this and
1 am sure that this Commission \\ill actualh· look into thar as well.
Fortunately. the Ag Chainnan today is a sO-Ongman in the Medical
Society \\hatever rt 1s called and I am sure he will write a letter to dm
effect.
DR. LUYOMBYA:
th
Mr Gingo: we h»:e heard all th:u you ha,·e been sa,ing. You hope 11m
e Commission \\1U assist you Tue only wa\' "e can assist is to make
recommendanons to ,...,..; b d ·
•
·
·
talc
•
..uous
o
1es
and
give
vou
as
which
vou
can
e
up if you accept to t1k th
·
~
·
ad\'lse YOU
10
• d
•
e at adnce. Mv friend commissioner Nagenda
•
••
some
aspects
and dlet. me
organisation of the Young d. abl
. .also add that I have heard of an
whether ,ou
• kn ow about
•
• is b e tndn1duals of Uganda. I do not know
th
·
was mak·m·gthese travs for em utal really this is a group which at onetune
.a.organisation has bee; hel eggs._ ong at Nakawa on Jinja Road and ~

Pful ''1th some other organisations. So that is
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an area where you may fluke th
. .
In fuct you may be
rough and Jom those disabled Ugandans.
relative in Belgium an -:~et to them. Secondly, you have talked of this
operation done the sa.; if you went to Belgium, you would have that
some other ways~~- ouwooder :"~ether he cannot assist you locally in
you ha,,c any plan ~ start a hvmg. Thirdly, I wanted to ask whether
you do not beg
s O yo':11"
own, what you want to do in future so that
as you put it. Do you have this in your plans?

GINGO:

Yes. If at all I succeed 10
•
·
nd10
avoid beggin Al .
~
~ a reasonable education, then I can
'tal th g.
so, If education falls and I am assisted in raising some
capi , en may be I can d0
th. •
what, som th •
.
some mg m sort of trading, like a kiosk or
. ~ m~ which I could do while I am sitting. Then I think I can
m ake a 11vmg with that.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

I remind
you by J.ust saying
• educat10n
. 1s
. not enough do you mean
.
v~cational training that you would like? Because edu~ation is a wide
thmg, I hope you understand.

GINGO:

I understand it.

DR LUYOMBYA:

Not just sitting in the classroom and being taught some theory and you
come out or having a degree and you think that is a job education.

GINGO:

According to my age, I prefer joining an institution if it is possible. The
only institution I can join something to do with accounts because this is
something I have been able to do on (A) level.

MR. NAGENDA:

This we have said we will recommend to see whether the Ministry of
Education can be of any use to you.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

About the operation with the radio plastic to close that defect, I am sure if
you went back to Mister Kiryabwire, he would be able to assist you. May
be at that time, there was shortage of materials for use but he will be in a
position to tell you otherwise it will be very hard to believe that you have
gone and they have not attended to you and yet he is the man who
suggested that dealing with you.

MR. NAGENDA:

But in any case, I can see your problem Mr. Gingo. You have been
rushing around places, nothing very much has happened.
Your
confidence beginning to be eroded and it is our duty as a Commission,
and you may be sure, that when you go to Mister Kiryabwire or anybody,
you will be taking a letter from us which will express astonishment that
this thing has not happened before and we shall be getting in touch with
our Secretariat to write that letter which I am sure my colleague will sign.
And this is not next week. It will be tomorrow so that at least you go
with this thing. It should have happened a long time ago in any case. I
have got to ask you about Mr. Sekabira your grandfather and Kalule your
elder brother. When they took Mr. Sekabira, how old was he at that time?
Was he an old man or young man or what?
He was an old man. I cannot guess his age but I think he is between 50
and 60.
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MR

AGENDA

When they took him'/
Yes

MR. NAGE 'DA:

Well if you are 17. even if you just had 40 years. What happened to him?

GNGO.

Thev were forced to move out of the home and then they were taken to a
loll)· which I heard was on the main road and they were taken to
Nsambya for -

MR. NAGENDA:

Screening?

GfNGO:

Screening.

MRNAGENDA:

Did they come back?

GINGO

Yes, they came back in the evening of that same day.

DR LUYOMBYA

Well Mr. Gingo, thank you very much for coming but please do not give
up. You are free to go now. If this Commission has any thing it wants
you to clarify, it can always summon you to come. I wonder if legal
counsel has any other witnesses.

COUNSEL:

Mr. Chainnan, the witnesses I had here were those who were to confinn
really what happened. K.alule is there, Sekabira is there. Namugenyi - I
do not know, depending on you - but otherwise they have come withtheir
statements. They are just saying the same thing.

AG. CHAIRMAN:

It is already 1.30

MR NAGENDA:

The grandmother will clarify.

CHAIRMAN•

Sekabira?

MR. NAGENDA:

The grandmother.

CHAIRMAN:

COUNSEL:

My colleague suggests and quite rightly too, we may see the - hearfromth
~ grandmother Namugenyi. She is the first witness to come and last
witness to enter.
You can call others to come in.

:ITNESS N0.444: MISS JANET NAMUGENYI - SWORN
COUNSEL:

COUNSEL:

Mr Chairman and Commissio
th
.
.
Namugenyi
ners, e next Witness number 444, 1s Janet
You are Janet Namugenyi?

r

H 'T

cot

1

LEL

You arc th \\ifc ofYusufu

1

CO~ .:EL
'A i GEN ·1

ckabira>

Ye,

nd ho\\ old are you')
I am

-oye.ars old

cou T'"'EL

You reside at Makercrc'?

NA 1UGEN ri:

Yes.
How long have you lived there?
I have stayed there for a long time.

CO

1

1

SEL:

And you were there in I Q82?
Yes.

COUNSEL:

That Edward Gingo is your grandson?

~A1fUGeIYT

Yes.

COL~SEL:

What type of grandson?

NMfUGENYI:

He is a son of my son.

COU~SEL:

And we have been told by Edward Gingo that in 1982 April 10. he
sustained gun shot injuries.

NMfUGENYI:

It is true.

COUNSEL:

Were you in the home that day?

NMfUGENYI:

I was there.

COUNSEL:

At what time did this happen?

NAMUGENYI·

At around 7 a.m. in the morning.

COUNSEL:

Would you briefly tell us what happened that led to the shooting?

NAMUGENYI:

yes.
Soldiers came the previous night and so many of them were
roaming about near our home and in the morning, Gingo went out and we
were sitting on the verandah of our house. Then the soldiers came and
arrested my husband and my grandson who is the elder of Gingo. The
two were taken and Gingo went behind the house at that time, there were
a lot of gunshots but I did not know that Gingo had been shot at. After
some time, I asked the children who were around where Gingo had gone.
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1l1cv
., told mr that may
· be he had gone
. behind the house• When 1 went
there, I heard him groaning. ~hen I went there, I saw him. He was lyin
on his back I went back and mfom1ed other people that Gingo had bee!
shot dead. I tJ1oughtthat he had be~n shot dead. I went back, got a piece
of cloth, I went and tied around his head but he was bleeding 1 went
back and asked for assistance from other women who were around W
went and tried to lift him to take him inside
the house but as we were
e
.
lifting him, then we saw a group of soldiers. The other women ran awa
and I remained there alone. TI1en I took him inside the house, he w!
begging for water to drink. Then I rushed to one of my sister-in-law who
was a nurse. I asked her whether it was correct to give him water. She
said that it \\as not correct and she gave us some medicine instead of
giving him water As I was giving him this medicine, I saw a landrover
packed at the road because we were very near the road. When I decided
to go and talk to these people in the land rover, 1 was - the other women
did not want me to go there because they said that it was the soldiers who
had shot the boy and I was seeking assistance from the soldiers but I
resisted and went and approached those people. Fortunately, the driver
was known to me. I told him that my grandson had been shot at and I was
seeking assistance to take him to hospital. Then the driver told me that he
could not leave his boss. He was guarding his boss. So I decided to go
back home. There are boys - some boys where I had gone to get the
medicine. When I went back, they decided to put him on a wheel barrow
to take him to the hospital and at that time there were no longer many
soldiers. Some of them had gone. As we were taking him, the other boy
whom I had talked to who was in the land rover came and found us at a
distance. He told us to hurry up and put him in the land rover because he
had stealthily left his boss. Immediately we arrived at the hospital, Gingo
was admitted and the driver rushed back. When the doctor examined him
he told us that he had been shot in the head and they could not operate
him without enough blood. So he asked whether there were some people
who could donate the blood. Fortunately, the boys we went with agreed
to donate blood and when it was examined, it was of the same group with
that of Gingo He was taken to a ward where he was given this blood.
COUNSEL:

We have been told he stayed in hospital for four months.

NAMUGENYI:

It is true and I was the one who was looking after him.

COUNSEL:

Did you see your husband Sekabira and the other Kalule?

NAMUGENYI:

Yes, they came back and found us at the hospital.

COUNSEL:

Did they tell you where they had been taken?

NAMUGENYI:

They told me briefly what had happened there and that thev hadt,een
tossed around but our concern was on Gingo's life. We did not talk much

COUNSEL:

We have be~n told by Gingo that at the time he was shot he was a student
at Kololo High School.
'

NAMUGENYI:

Ycs, it is true.
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SEl

\Vho "as supporting him at Kololo High School?

N Ml GENYl

His grandfather who is my cider brother.

COL lSEL:

By n,unc?
He is Zerubaberi Kasulc. He used to contribute half and I contributed
half the school fees.

COUNSEL:

And he told us that after he had been discharged. he was not able to go to
K.ololo

',AMUGEi".'YI:

It is tmc.

COUNSEL.

Do you know the reason why?

NAMUGENYI:

We could not meet transport costs and he could not walk on his O\\'Il.

COUNSEL:

And then he has told us that in 1987. he joined Entebbe Secondary
School.

NAMUGENYI

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Why did he go to Entebbe rather than staying at Makerere?

NAMUGENYI:

We had a relative in Entebbe. That is why he went there.

COUNSEL:

You mean there it was near the school?

~AMUGENYI-

It was not very near the school but it was because we could not raise the
school fees.

COUNSEL:

And we have been told that he was supported at Entebbe by good
samaritan namely Rev. Kefa Sempangi?

NAMUGENYI

It is true.

COUNSEL:

And he completed school in 1988?

NAMUGENYI

It is true.

COUNSEL:

And he got a place at Makcrcrc Commercial School'>

NAMUGENYI.

It is true.

COUNSEL:
NAMUGENYI:
COUNSEL:

But he was not able to carry on because there was no school fees?
We had no money. It is true.
But why were you supporting this Gingo instead of the father and
mother'!
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J-lisfather is still very young and Gingo is one of his first children but h
resorted to drinking so much that he forgot about educating his <!hildrc:
and we had to step in.
COUNSEL:

AMUGENYI:
COUNSEL:

But how about the mother?
His mother is also a young woman. She has no job and she has no
money.
How do you find Gingo yourself? How do you assess him?

11..;AMUGENYI.

Gingo is a very good, disciplined young boy and he was a very good
student. In fact it pains me to see that he could not complete his studies.

COUNSEL:

What do you think was the cause? So that he did not continue to study
well as he had done and so forth?

NAMUGENYI:

It is because of money.

COUNSEL:

NAMUGENYI:

Do you think his being shot contributed to his failure?
It contributed a lot because his life changed a lot.

COUNSEL:

We have learnt that a senior consultant had recommended further surgery
on the head - operation. Did you know about that?

NAMUGENYI:

We knew but we feared.

COUNSEL:

Did you try to have it done?

NAMUGENYI:

He was operated but his condition deteriorated and he was taken backto
the doctor who treated him.

COUNSEL:

He did not operate him?

NAMUGENYI:

No, he treated him.

COUNSEL:

Did you prevent the doctor to carry out the operation or it was the
decision of the doctor just not to do so?

NAMUGENYI:

We could not and we cannot oppose what the doctor suggests. It wasthe
doctor who decided to treat him and not to operate him.

COUNSEL:

Do you know that Gingo has got - has Gingo got relatives in Belgium?

NAMUGENYI:

Yes, I know.

COUNSEL:

Hashbe een d'omg anything
• to him
• or has he suggested anything to hnn
·? •

NAMUGENYI:

He told us tbat his relative suggested that operation could be done in
Europe.
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I

y cs, he suggested it.
Arc you intending to send Gingo to Europe?
1\ .\\1UGENYI:

How could we O

•

•

.

rganise It without money?

COPNSEL:

Okay, thank you very much.

DR LUYOI\IBYA.

Thank you for your •d
b
ev1 ence ut we have one or two questions we many
want to ask you.

MR. NAGENDA:

We told your g~dson while you were out how sorry we were about what
happe~ed. to him. And we pointed out to him that unfortunately this
Comm1ss1onhas no funds to give to him directly. I am also very sad to
hear that yo_uan old lady who has really tried to help this grandson of
yours saw him shot and that his education was therefore destroyed. Now
what was decided by the Commission was that they are going to help
your son by recommending to the people at Mulago that if at all possible
his operation should be carried out in the shortest possible time. Also
that we shall send recommendation to the Ministry of Education that if
they can help him at all to further his studies in one of their institutions
they should do so without delay. If this does not happen, please make
sure that you get in touch with this Commission and put a complaint
before us, either through our Legal Counsel or through our investigators
or through ourselves, as soon as you feel that nothing is being done.
Should it be impossible for his operation to be done here but should his
relative still be trying to help him in Belgium, then we can assure you a
passport will be found for your grandson in the shortest possible time.
We do not want this young fellow to keep rushing about, especially in the
hot sun which he has said is too bright for him, finding one door after
another closed. This is a disgrace. So please if it does not work please
come back to us to give you any help we can.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

you said you knew about it but you had some fears. Which fears?

NAMUGENYI:

As you know people fear if somebody is going t~ ~e operated. You ll(~V~r
know whether he will die in the process. So 1t 1s that fear but as 1t 1s
recommended by the doctors, we cannot oppose it.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

and asked
or reminded them
1• ly gone back to Mulago
1;
. .
.
Have you as c.am
about that operation and they were not w1lhngto do it?

NAMUGENYI:

We used to go th ere fior treatment on different times but we had never
demanded an operation.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

you told us that you were carrying Gingo in the
About the wheelbarrthow. o other means of transport you could hire?
wheel barrow Was ere n

NAMUGENYI:

h me of my sons had cars but because of the
We could not evedn:ough h:ocould put his car to the road.
soldiers, we feare
oug
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DR LUYO 1BYA·

Did you approach them about it?
1 approached one of them. Unfortunat_ely,he was not there because it was
Easter holida) s He had gone to the v1 llagc.

DR LUYOMBYA:

Keep trying to help Gingo to lead an independent life.

COUNSEL:

.Mr. Chainnan. there were other t\\ o wi~esses but th~ substance of their
evidence is what we ha\'e heard from this lady and Gmgo himself. May
be ,, e can explain to them so that we thank them.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Are they around?

COUNSEL:

They are here.

DR LUYOMBYA:

Is that Mr Sekabira?

COUNSEL:

Yes.

DR LUYOMBYA

The Commission is adjourned till tomorrow 9.30 a.m.

WITNESS N0.445: MR. YO KANIA MUKW AYA - SWORN
IN
COUNSEL:

You are Y okonia Mukwaya?

MR. MUKWAYA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Aged 65?

MUKWAYA•

Yes

COUNSEL:

Of Kyanja village, Kyaddondo county?

MUKWAYA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

For how long have you lived in Kyanja?

MUKWAYA:

60 years.

COUNSEL:

Is that where you were born or you were just taken there?

MUKWAYA·•

1 was born at Nakaseke but I was brought to that village and settled there.

CO{)NSEL:

Throughout, you have been a fanner or engaged in other business?

MUKWAYA:

I have been a farmer.

COUNSEL:

Did you know one Dr. Fcnekansi Sembeguya?

MUKWAYA:

I knew him very well.
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EL:

1Uf(\VAYA.

COUNSEL:
iUK\VAYA:

did )Ou know him?

I knew him because we were involved in a coffee factorv at Nazigo. He
,\as the Managing Director and I was one of the Directo~.
\Ve have been told by the wife of Dr. Fenekansi Sembeguya that Dr.
Fenekansi Sembeguya is dead.
Yes. he is dead and I was present when he was kidnapped because I had
gone there to settle some issues concerning the coffee factory.
Do you remember the day, the month and the year when this happened?
I cannot recall.

COUNSEL:

We have been told that this was in February, 1973.

t-.11.Jk'Vl
AYA:

It is true, but because myself I did not write the date.

COUNSEL:

You have said that you were present. Where were you present?

MUKWAYA:

I was at Kawempe Nursing Home.

COUNSEL:

In his hospital?

MUKWAYA:

Yes.

COlNSEL:

What time of the day was this?

MUKWAYA:

It was around 2 p.m.

COUNSEL:

When did you go to Kawempe Hospital?

MUKWAYA:

I went there at 9 a.m.

COUNSEL:

Did you find Dr. Fenekansi Sembeguya in his hospital?

MUKWAYA:

I found him at the hospital, but he told me that he was going to the
pharmacy and I should wait for him to come back.

COUNSEL:

You said it was at 9 a.m.

MUKWAYA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Were you alone at the hospital or there were other people?

MUKWAYA.

I was with the nurses working at the hospital.

COUNSEL:

How many nurses were there?

MUKWAYA:

There were three nurses.
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COUNSEL:

Do you remember their names?

MUK\VAYA:

One of tl1cmwas my sister Miss Lukwaya.

COUNSEL.

How about the other two .

MUKWAYA:

Others were just nurses and I did not know their names.

COUNSEL-

Since it was a hospital, apart from the nurses, were there other J)Cop)e
who had come for treatment?

MUKWAYA

There were two men who came in a car and their driver remainedinthe
car. These two came out and came to the hospital saying that they Wantect
to see the doctor

COUNSEL:

Did they introduce themselves to you or did you know them?

MUKWAYA:

They were strong young men whom I did not know. They camewith
their newspapers.

COUNSEL:

We have been told that one of them had some moustache?

MUKWAYA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

When you looked at them, were they in soldiers' unifonns?

MUKWAYA:

They were in civilian clothes but they were men of the security
organisation which used to kidnap people.

COUNSEL:

Why do you say so?

MUKWAYA:

I observed this from the way they were reading the newspapers. Theydid
not want people to see their faces and the way they kidnapped thedoctor
using a lot of force.

COUNSEL:

MUKWAYA:

.,

co

Are you suggesting that you had earlier witnessed another kindof
exercise before?

MUKWAYA:

M

No.

C
Now what made you to think that these were members of the
organisation that was involved in kidnapping people?

COUNSEL:

MU

co

COUNSEL:

MUKWAYA:

MUK

sccuritY

Judging by the force they used to kidnap the doctor and at that time it was
~own tbat they had been employed to kidnap others and as I waslivilW
m the town, I know.
Are you suggeSt ing that when they arrived, you were suspicious of tbc:ID?
I did not suspect th
h
.__ 1he)'
k•d
em w en they arrived I suspected themWu~
i napped the doctor.
They came as •ordinary patients, they cveD
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M
C

n'qucsted the nurse to nng
•
tl1c d actor to .inform h1m
. that they were
a.round
Exactly, you said that they came in a car, what type of car was this?
MUK\\AYA

I h~ .no intention of knowing the type of the car, because I had no
suspicion and I am not a mechanic. But it was after the kidnapping that I
became suspicious. But when they arrived, I was not suspicious and I had
no reason to know the type of the car.

MR. NAGENDA.

What language were they talking when they were asking for the doctor?

MUKWA\'.A.

They were speaking English.

COUNSEL:

Later did Dr. Sembeguya come back?

MUKWAYA:

When he came, I went to the room where he was examining the patients
and he told me to go to the sitting room to wait for him. Inside that room
there was a woman patient who was lying on the bed and when the doctor
was examining her, one of these two men entered the room and found Dr.
Sembeguya there.

COUNSEL:

Now what happened?

MUKWAYA:

He grabbed him and I heard the doctor's voice saying why do you grab
me? Wait and I examine this patient and I will treat you. As the doctor
was arguing with the first man, the second man left the sitting room and
joined the other. They pulled him and the doctor pleaded that he had no
gun.

COUNSEL:

I suppose there were other people other than you and the nurses at this
time.

MUKWAYA:

Apart from myself and the nurses, there was one elderly man who was
dressed in a kanzu and we suspected that he had come with those men.

COUNSEL:

Were there other patients?

MUKWAYA:

There were no other patients apart from the other women whom the nurse
was treating, because it was lunch time.

COUNSEL:

Now what did you do?

MUKWAYA:

I myself went to the police station.

COUNSEL:

you mean you did not try to help him from those people who were
arresting him?

MUKWAYA:

Immediately they forced him inside the car, the driver drove off. They
stepped on him inside the car.

COUNSEL:

Will you clarify to me on how Dr. Sembeguya was grabbed from where
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he \\ns examining the paticni..

MUK\VAYA:

.
d forced him out of tJ1e room where he was tteating
They grabbcd Ium an
tl1c patient.

COl 'SEL-

Lifting him or grabbing him or what?

1\fUK\\ A"\A:

He was not walking normally They grabbed him and forced him out.

COLNSEL:

you mean did he appear to be resisting the arrest?

l\fUK"AYA:

As I said earlier, these were strong men
overpowered him.

COMMISSIONER:

Were they uttering anything?

MUKWAYA:

I did not hear anything from them.

COMMISSIONER:

Even when they went to the room where the doctor was?

MUKWAYA.

When they entered the room where the doctor was examining the patient,
they just grabbed him.

COUNSEL:

So you decided to go to police?

MUKWAYA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Now what did you tell the police?

MUKWAYA:

When I went to Kawempe Police Station, I told them that men had
kidnapped the doctor and that they had put him in their car. It was during
lunch time and they told me to hang around.

COUNSEL:

Did you attempt to tell them the kind of people who had kidnapped Dr.
Sembeguya?

MUKW AYA.

I told them that they were murderers basing on the way they treated him
when they put him inside the car and stepped on him.

COUNSEL:

Did you try to tell them about their appearance, Masulubu (whiskers) and
whatnot?

MUKW AYA:

I explained how they came and how they did not want to be looked into
their faces and the way they were reading the newspapers.

COUNSEL:

Did it appear to you that, for instance, the nurses with whom you were
some of them knew those people?

MUKWA YA:

After that incident, I did not have time to discuss with the nurses to know
whether those men were known to them. I later heard that one of the
nurses went to a hotel in Kololo and identified these men where they were
residing.
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He tried to resist but they

COL SEL.

Did you hear the name of the person identified?

MUK\VAYA:

. take the tr oubie to know the name because the disappearance
of
l did not
•
my friend was more important, but I heard these men were identified by
the nurses.

COUNSEL:

Did you know the person to whom these people were identified?

MUK\VAYA:

She went with the wife of the late Dr. Sembeguya.

COUNSEL:

What was the result of this identification? Were they arrested?

MUK\VAYA:

To me I thought that they were Government officials because they were
residing in a hotel. They were being fed welL So there was no need of
arresting them. They were Government officials and whatever they were
doing, harassing people and kidnapping, the Government was aware.

COUNSEL:

So you are suggesting that Government people were arresting people,
murdering them and such people were not supposed to be arrested?

MUKWAYA:

In the present Government such people can be arrested and tried. But in
those days they could not, because even when I took the matter to the
police, the police did not seem to be serious. They were despising me.

COUNSEL:

Now what happened?

MUKWAYA.

We started looking for him.

COUNSEL:
MUKWAYA:

Which places did you go to?
We went to Lubiri and these other places where Paulo Muwanga was
living but he was not traced.
You mean you did not go yourself but you heard people going?

COUNSEL:
I did not participate in the search. I was remaining at home to handle
MUKWAYA.

MR. NAGENDA:

MUKWAYA:

business. But other people were searching.
You have touched something that they went to Lubiri and they went to
another place where Muwanga was staying. Why did they go there? Did
they go to see Muwanga? Or did they go there to do what?
They were searching because we thought that may be had been taken like
any other prisoner, he was going to make a statement. So they ,,·ere only
searching.
Okay. Eventually the body was found?

COUNSEL:
MUKWAYA:

Yes.
Did you see it yourself?

COUNSEL:
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MUJ...'"\VA
YA.

'{ cs, I was at home.

COUNSEL.

What did you observe on this body?

MUKWAYA:

1 did not go to the police where the body _was found, but I was told by
those who went that they found the body tied on a tree and his eyes had
been taken out.

COUNSEL:

Well, that one you were told, what did you see yourself?

MUK\VAYA:

I saw that the eyes were not there.

COUNSEL:

I see. Was there anything else you saw on the _body? Apart from theeyes
being taken out? Because we were told, for instance, that the nose was
not on.

MUKWAYA:

Yes, the nose had been cut off.

COUNSEL:

This is what we were asking you, did you see anything else?

MUKWAYA:

The eyes had been removed, the nose was cut off, and one could net
recognise him and he was identified by the cloth, the dresses.

COUNSEL:

I see. Now what did you do, what happened after the body hadbeen
found?

MUKWAYA:

We collected the body from where it was found to his house and laterwe
buried it.

COUNSEL:

I see. Was there further inquiries made in this matter?

MUKWAYA:

There were no further inquiries.

COUNSEL:

You mean the Kawempe Police never approached you again aboutthis
matter?

MUKWAYA:

They did not even one day and that confinned to me that they wm
collaborating with the government in that incident.

COUNSEL:

I see. Now what happ_ened to your coffee business after the death of Dr.
Sembeguya?

MUKWAYA:

It collapsed.

COUNSEL:

You mean the business was taken by somebody or it just collapsed
without getting anything out of it?

MUKWAYA:

During the war we were not working and the iron sheets were looted, and
what remain~d one of his sons sold it off.

COUNSEL:

Who is this one of his sons?

I

MllK\\AY \.:
1R NAC.l'
\

fPK\VAYA.

1s

called Scmbcguya.

Do You not recall his other name?

I cannot tell you his other name I do not know it l had no cause of
,· h.
'
'
owing is other name, I call him Ssembeguya. So the society collapsed
and other Directors were Jakana and Dr. Nduggwa.
kn

COUNSEL:

I see· So that is what you can say about this incident of the kidnapping

and subsequent murder of Dr. Sembeguya?
MUK\\TAYA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Your conclusion is that these people were taken by State Research people
because of the way they took the Doctor from the hospital?

MUKWAYA:

Yes, that is what I would say.

COUNSEL:

Well, you are saying these are State Research people but you had never
seen before - that is before Dr. Sembeguya had been taken, you had never
seen State Research people in operation. Why do you now conclude that?

MUKWAYA:

At that time there were strong young men working in government and as I
stated earlier that, I myself was staying in the city, these people were
known and they were kidnapping people and they were known to be
members of the State Research.

COUNSEL:

I see. Are you trying to suggest that other than Dr. Sembeguya, many
other people had been kidnapped?

MUKWAYA:

Yes, so many.

COUNSEL:

Do you know any?

MUKWAYA:

One Serukera was kidnapped and his body was found in sugar plantation.

COUNSEL:

Who was Serukera?

MUKWAYA:

He had been a saza chief and he was staying at Kawempe.

COUNSEL:

Was he a saza chief of which county?

MUKWAYA:

I do not know where the county was but what I know is that he was a
county chief.

COUNSEL:

Of Kawempe or Kiri? And did you see his body?

MUKWAYA:

I saw the body only when I went for burial.

COUNSEL:

Where was he buried?

es
lS

n \:

He

t
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1UK\V YA

He "as buried nt Kiti.

h

COUN'"'EL

y cs Any other body oft c pcrs

MUK\VAYA:

One Scbanakita.

COLNSl'L:

\Vho was Sebanakita'l

MUK\VAYA:

on you know?

ak' h d been a county chief in Muk.ono, Sekibobo, but
Lameka _Seban ita a g he left and went to settle in his fann in
,,.·hen thmgs went wron
d d k'll d
Nakasongola where he was found and kidnappe an 1 e .

COUNSEL:

What do you mean 'things went wrong '?. In his office?

MUKWAYA·

As a Muganda, w hat happened in 1966 was enough to convince me that
things had gone wrong

COUNSEL:

Things went badin
Okay. Now what happened to him at Nakasongola?
d h. . Nakas
1966, he went to Nakasongola - what happene to 1m m
ongola?

MUKWAYA·

He was a farmer there - a cattle farmer there like any other ordinary
farmer and that is where he was found on his farm.

COUNSEL:

I see. So do you mean, he was gunned down, he was kidnapped or what?

MUKWAYA:

He was shot dead.

COUNSEL:

Did you know by who?

MUKWAYA:

How did I know them when I was staying in Kyanja and the incident
happened in Nakasongola?

COUNSEL:

Any other person you remember?

DR LUYOMBYA:

Are you saying that Sebanakita was not kidl\apped, people went to his
farm and shot him dead?

MUKWAYA:

Yes, he was not kidnapped. That was the prevailing situation like when a
farmer grows a crop in season, that was what was happening during that
situation, kidnapping, killings.

COUNSEL,

Yes, okay.

MR NAGENDA:

MUKWAYA:

What you are saying in other words and let me quote that word "season"
is a good one - what you are saying is that this was a killing season. And
~erefore you are saying that all these people who you are saying were
kidnapped and killed were killed at the same time. Is that you what are
saying?
Yes, _it w~ a killing season. Whoever they suspected that he was not
working with them was killed, some were found walking on streets and
others were found - any whoever they suspected was killed.
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No" the s,,.,
...on You arc talk.
•' .......
h,wc onh mcntio~cd ~r
mg about of people losing their lives, you
other names b ,
• Scmbcguya.,Scrukcra, Scbanakita. Do you have
• • ccausc we arc interested to know.
MUK\VAYA:

So many people we k1·u d
me others .
re • e but I just mention those who were close to
. th.
• \\ 110 were not close to me l cannot mention them. But the fact
ts
at so many people died.

COl'NSEL.

Wtcl~. now you have said you have been staying in Kampala for 60 years
s aymg at KyanJa
• - what was the reaction of government of the day in'
respect of killing?

MUK\\AYA:

·To ~c as Mukwaya from Embogo (buffalo) clan, I think that the killing
was mfluenced by government, whoever was suspected was killed it was
done by government.
'

COUNSEL:

I see. Well, I was asking you - did the government make statements
about the killings?

MUKWAYA:

Government did make statements, but as a close friend in Sembeguya's
family, I knew that at one time Sembeguya went to the Minister abd told
him that that he was getting reports that he was about to be murdered then
the Minister told him that there was nothing to fear. Only few days to be
arrested and killed.

COUNSEL:

Is it Dr. Sembeguya who told you that he had gone to the Minister?

MUKWAYA:

Yes, he told me. I did not know the Minister but the Minister who was
responsible and this was after hearing rumours that Sembeguya had been
killed, he decided to go to the Minister and the Minister assured him that
there was nothing to fear. He only told me that he had gone to the
Minister, he did not tell me who he was.

COUNSEL:

So I gather from you that there had been a rumour or a spread rumour that
Dr. Sembeguya had been assassinated. And then after this rumour he
went to the Minister.

MUKWAYA:

yes, there was a rumour, and even Sebanak.ita was mentioned that he had
been killed and tried to protect himself but eventually he was killed. I
heard this rumour and I went and talked to my boss about it.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Who gave you this infonnation, this rumour that Dr. Sembeguya had been
killed?

MUKWAYA:

I cannot recall his name, may be he died because of the long period, I
cannot recall him.

MR. NAGENDA:

Apart from that rumour, were there other people who tried to attack Dr.
Sembeguya to your knowledge, did he h~ve enc~ies w?o tried to attack
him before these people who kidnapped him and killed him?
1
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• no t s cc any body who wa-, attacking hint·
I did not know nb ou t 1't , I did
.

1Uk"'\\'AYA1R. AGENDA

. . was·>he fcanng that people Were
h h nd no other cncn lies• , why
If you say c
. t to tlic Mm1stcr1
trying to kill him and he ,, en
•
• rumour which was .circulating 1that hhe Went llld
h, • g this
Jt was after ~~
th re were no ordmary pcop c w o wanted to
talked to the MmiSferbut e ment organisation which was killing tLth' was a goYcm
h
~
kill others, is • th t time there was nobody w o was arrestedby
citizens.
And
ovemment
anddu?ng
tned rior ~cse killings
. . so that government clears its llalne

MUK\VAYA:

g 1t
• ·was not involved in these k1lhngs.
that

MR. NAGENDA:

t t 11you that I was not here from the beginning, but
Mr. Mukwaya_I nl1dusc that they heard and they were sorry for What
mv colleagues to me
fc
d d infc'
•
d 1 thank you for having come orwar an
orm us
happened
what
you knan
ow about the death of Dr. Sembeguya but we have some
questions to ask you.

an

MUKWAYA:

I have no quarrel with it.

DR. LUYOMBYA

Mr Mukwaya, you have told us that you yourself were there when these
people were taking Dr. Sembeguya, didn't you try to make alarm to alert
people that Dr. Sembeguya was being taken?

MUKWAYA:

We did

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Did people respond to this alann?

MUKWAYA·

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Immediately I left the nurses and other people making the alann and
people were responding but my concern was to contact the police
immediately because I expected the police to act immediately.
And you have also said that when Dr. Sembeguya was still struggling
with one of the men inside the examining room he mentioned thathe bad
no gun that they should leave him.

MUKWAYA:
I heard it. And as soon as he mentioned that the other man who was in
the sitting room with us left to assist the other one who was in the
examining room.

DR. LuYOMBYA:
Did you hear that man demanding for a gun from Dr. Sembeguya?

MUKWAYA:
I did not hear him demanding the gun but I thought that Dr. Sembeguya
thought that they were demanding that he had something illegal in bis
possession, that is why he said that "I have no gun". I could, like when
somebody comes here and starts grabbing you, you can sense that he is
demanding something illegal from you.

DR. LuYOMBYA:
You have told us here that you were a very close friend with Dr.
Sembeguya's family
Did you to your knowledge know that Dr.
Sembeguya had any type of gun?
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He had a gun wh· h
on his farm.
ic was properly licensed' he used to use it for hunting
DR. LUYOMBY A:

MUK\\TAYA:

\\'hen the rumour had •
he went t o thc Minister,
.
circulated
that D~-Sembeguya had to be killed and
did he tell
Ab
you is other worries he had?
out the debts?
•

OR. LUYOMBY A.

No, I am not talking about the debts.
AsdIthtold you that when he heard th.
an
e Minister assured him th is rumour he went to see the Minister
what he told me.
at those were baseless rumours. That is

OR. LUYOMBY A:

Did he reveal to you and
And did he tell you wh say why ?eople were talking about his death?
0 was spreadmg this rumour?

MUKWAYA:

He did not tell me.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Then
about
identifying some people as some of the people
reported
Whthe t nurse
ld
c. · d . thooh you that the nurse had identified those people whom
they ioun m e otel?

MUKWAYA:

The widow of Dr. Sembeguya. Because the widow was present and they
went together with the nurse.

DR LUYOMBYA:

You said that one of Dr. Sembeguya's sons took off some of the
properties of your society.

MUKWAYA·

Yes, he sold them.

LUYOMBYA:
MUKWAYA:

MR. NAGENDA:

MUKWAYA:

MR NAGENDA.
MUKWAYA:

Did you take him to court or you decided to share what he had sold?
I just left, the boy was jobless. I am a close friend of Sembeguya's family,
this boy was doing nothing he went to Britain and came back with
nothing and he was depending on selling trees for timber. And I knew
that if I took the matter to court, what was I going to get? I could not take
trousers from him, so I just left the matter there like that.
In your society which you were the Director, Jakana as a Director. Dr.
Nduggwa as a Director and Dr. Sembeguya as Managing Director was
there misunderstanding in your society before Dr Sembeguya's death?
There was one Kalanzi who was one of the Directors and at the same time
working in the factory, he misused the factory property
How did he misuse it?
As he was permanently woi:king at the factoiy, some funds disappeared
mysteriously.
•

'7

Where is Kalanz1 now.

MR NAGENDA:
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MUK\VAYA:

Kalanzi is dead. He was son· of Serwanga who at one tim
gombolola chief and Kalanzi was at one time Deputy Coun1-nc:• wfas
•
'"J ie of
Kasangati.

MR. NAGENDA:

Now when you say there was some argument were hot words exchan ed
between himself and then the directors including Dr. Sembeguya? g

MUKWAYA:

Yes.

MRNAGENDA:

With all the directors or just Dr. Sembeguya?

MUKWAYA·

It was between Dr. Sembeguya and Kalanzi.

MR. NAGENDA:

How do you know there was a hot exchange of words? Were you there?

MUKWAYA:

We had attended a meeting in Erisa's home. Erisa was one of the
directors. In that meeting, that is when Dr. Sembeguya and Kalanzi
exchanged hot words.

MR. NAGENDA:

How soon was this between Dr. Sembeguya and Kalanzi?

MUKWAYA:

It was after a long period.

MR. NAGENDA:

Although you were not there as you have said, was there any threatening
by either party?

MUKWAYA:

The pmpose of meeting at Erisa's home was to reconcile the two and we
discussed the issue and it seemed that it had ended and we had lunch.

MR. NAGENDA:

Then what next thing, they did not do anything. What I am trying to
find out - you are saying that the matter was solved? Were threats made
either by Dr. Sembeguya or by Mr. Kalanzi?

MUKWAYA:

There were no threats but they just went, sat in the meeting, the two
presented their cases to discuss and the matter ended there.

MR. NAGENDA:

Was there any disagreement after that meeting?

MUKWAYA:

Thereafter, Kalanzi developed complications in his legs and at one time,
we wanted him in a.meeting but when I went to call him, I found thathe
could not move.

MR. NAGENDA:

What did he say was the cause of paralysis of his legs when you wentto
see him?

MUKWAYA:

It was because of sickness.
because of sickness.

MR. NAGENDA:

When you went to see him, and he could not come to the meeting, didhe
say anything in connection with legs suspecting anybody else?

MUKWAYA:

No, he did not say anything.
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His legs were swollen, were plastered

1

,tR N .\GENOA:

I nlso have som,
.
c question fo
c.unc and picked
r you. What
th .
up Doctor Sembcg ? _was e tnbe of people who
uya. Did you know them?
They- were from thc North but •
•
tell their tribe but basing on thes:: there are a number of tribes I cannot
.
cture, they were from the North.
Did you ever see them again?

MVK\YAYA.

No, I have never seen them ai
.
recognise them.
ag n and even if I see them now, I cannot

_MR.NAGENDA.

Th~ you Mr. Mukwaya. Th
a picture at the time.
e evidence you have given us has given us

MUKWAYA:

It is myself who is more I
db
have been able to ans
b p ease ecause whatever has been asked, I
wer ecause I know.

MR.NAGENDA:

Of course we cannot bring b ack Dr. 8 emb eguya and the other people you
have ~ked about but we always think that their way of dying should be
explamed and known? Thank you very much. You can go back home.

MUKWAYA:

Thank you Sir.

MR.NAGENDA:

Okay, we are going to adjourn until Tuesday when we shall meet in
Kabale and continue our work. Legal Counsel and colleagues
Commissioners, we got concerned and we have got a very short meeting.
The meeting is adjourned.

CHA.IRMAN:

Today 30th January 1990 Kabale R.C.5 Council Chambers,
Commissioner, Learned Counsel, Ladies and Gentlemen, we are ready to
start hearing of evidence in Kabale for the first time. We are supposed to
have an opening ceremony, but I don't see the necessary people here, so
we shall just go ahead and start hearing evidence. This is the first time
the Commission is assembling in Kabale to hear evidence. Counsel, let
us start with the first witness, please.

BARISHAKI:

My Lord Chairman, Lady Commissioner, our first case in Kab~e, relates
to the murder of one John Nshokyeyeinka, who was, accordmg to eye
witness murdered by agents of Government, i.e. Military police, _who
were s~tioned in Kabale. My Lord Chairman, it is a long name. It 1s NS-H-0-K-Y-E-Y-E-I-N-K-A - NSHOKYEYEINKA.

CHAIRMAN:

What is the other name?

COUNSEL:

The other name is John, My Lord.

CHAIRMAN:

John.

COUNSEL:

.
here in Kabale and in 1977, because of business
He was a busmessman
rt d him to the Military falsely that he had
conflicts, his colleagues~e~o t ~. s later was found not true and our first
stolen some bales of clo , u I ,
,
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\\ itncss is a lady who used to stay with him and used to work with h.
She is Mrs. Margaret Rwabishari. My Lord Chairman, the lady who ~rn.
been recording the numbers did not come with us but we arc trying~
get the numbers from the records.
CHAlRtvlA

Then it is very important that we should have the number later and put it
on record.

COUNSEL:

Very well, My Lord.

CHAIRMAN:

You spell her name for us, please.

COUNSEL'

The spelling is - Mrs. Margaret; then the other name is R-W-A-B-1-S-HA-R-I.

WITNESS NO. 446:
SWORN IN

l\,1RS. MARGARET RWABISHARJ _

COUNSEL:

You state your names, please,

RWABISHARJ:

Mrs. Rwabishari.

COUNSEL:

You are 60 years old?

RWABISHARI ·

Yes, My Lord.

COUNSEL:

And currently a peasant/cultivator here in Kabale?

RWABISHARI:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

How long have you stayed in Kabale?

RWABISHARI:

I was born in Kabale here.

COUNSEL:

In· 1977 were you in Kabale?

RWABJSHARI•

We fled the country, I don't know when we fled the country.

COUNSEL:

I see. Now did you know one John Nshokyeyeinka?

RWABISHARI:

He was our neighbour.

COUNSEL:

And where were you staying, where he was your neighbour?

RWABISHARI:

I was staying at Mwanjari, where we were renting a house.

COUNSEL:

I see. You were staying there with your family?

RWABISHARI:

I was staying there with my family.

COUNSEL:

With your husband?
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) rcs.
W'ho is your husband?

R\VABISHARI·
(Ol
R\\

,~L.

\BISHARI.

fr. Lazaro Rwabishari.

So you said Nshokyeyeinka was your neighbour, was he married?
I used to sec him, I did not know wheth h
.
er e was mamed.

coUNSEL:

Now \\ hat ,vas he doing, did you know what so
.
as your neighbour?
rt of work he was domg

R\\ABISHARl:

I used to see him with.old clothes.

coINSEL:

He was a businessman dealing in old clothes, are you saying?

R\rABISHARl

Yes, he was taking old clothes in the market.

com-;sEL:

Now is he still doing this business?

RWABISHARI

How can he take them?

COUNSEL:

Why, what happened?

RWABISHARI:

He had a store. The following day people found the things he was
keeping were not there.

COUNSEL:

Did you know what things he was keeping?

RWABISHARI:

He was keeping old clothes.

COUNSEL:

So the next day they found that the old clothes bales were not there, what
happened?

RWABISHARI:

He was taken by soldiers.

COUNSEL:

Did you see these soldiers?

RWABISHARI:

I was still in the garden.

COUNSEL:

So you learnt that he was taken by soldiers?

RWABISHARI:

They came later to call me from the garden.

COUNSEL:

Who called you?

RWABISHARI

They were soldiers and other people, I don't remember them.

COUNSEL:

Were they Policemen or Military soldiers?
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R\\' BISHARI.

He was a Milit.·uy man: he was not m uniform, but I had taken lon .
seeing him
g time

COl'"'\SEL:

Did you kno,,• his name?

R\VABISHARI:

I did not know his name. but he was speaking Runyankole.

COl~SEL·

So \\ hen tlus Military man and other people came to call you from your
garden. "hat did the) tell you and why were they calling you?
They said you come and see what bas happened at your home.

COUNSEL:

Yes. did you go?

R\VABISHARI:

I agreed and went.

COUNSEL:

And when you reached there, what did you find out?

R\VABISHARI:

They took me together \\-'i.thmy children.

COUNSEL:

To where?

RW ABISHARI:

To the Military Barracks.

COUNSEL:

When you say you were taken with your children, could you give the
names?

RWABISHARI:

My child got missing.

COUNSEL:

Which child, what was his name?

RWABISHARI:

He was Charles Rwangabo.

COUNSEL:

So you went with your son, Charles Rwangabo, to Military, any other
child, or it was only that one?

RWABISHARI:

The young one went back and I had one who was breast-feeding.

COUNSEL:

So you went with the child who was breast-feeding and Charles
Rwangabo?

RWABISHARI:

And the old one, but the young one was taken back.

COUNSEL:

Yes, so did they tell you why they were taking you with your son and
child to the Military?

RW ABISHARI:

They suspected me to have taken those things together with my children-

COUNSEL:

To have stolen the bales of cloth?

RWABISHARI:

That is what they were saying, because I heard them saying so.

cc
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Yes• ' wh,en you went to the MT
1

itruy,

R\\
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BI HARi·

UN EL

•
what happened?

'llicy Slmtcd beating me.
\Vho started beating you?

R\VABISHARI:

I was beaten by a Mili .
was slapping me.
taI) man and then second another Militaryman

COUNSEL:

Did you know these Military men who were beating you?

R\VABISHARI:

I stayed there the whole day and stayed there a night.

COUNSEL:

And you stayed there with your baby who was breast-feeding?

R\\ ABISHARI

My child was taken home.

COUNSEL:

Yes, so what followed?

RWABISHARI.

I was beaten and I got a miscarriage of twins.

COUNSEL:

So in other words you are saying that when you were taken to Military
and beaten, you were expecting?

RWABISHARI:

I was pregnant.

COUNSEL:

And you had a baby whom you were carrying also?

RWABISHARI:

He was crying there the whole night.

COUNSEL:

I see. So after having the miscarriage did these policemen or Military
men sympathise with you and did they take you to the hospital, or what
happened?

RWABISHARI:

I continued in great pain but they could not release me. However, later
on, they released me and I went home and asked me to report after every
two days.

COUNSEL:

And did they bury the foetus which had come out?

RWABISHARI:

They were buried.

COUNSEL:

By military?

RWABISHARI:

I did not know.

COUNSEL:
RWABISHARI
COUNSEL:

So eventually you continued reporting, did you stop reporting?
I continued reporting until they asked my husband for "tea".
What do you mean by "tea "?•
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He told me he gaYc them mon~y.
How much money did he give them?

COl

R\VABISHARL

I don't remember whether it is Shs.500.

RW

COl~SEl,:

So after he had given them money that is when they allowed you not to
report. is it correct?

co

R\\"ABJSHARl

That is when the) told me not to report.

RV

COUNSEL·

Now meanwhile did you know what happened to Nshokyeyeinka?

cc

R\;\/ABISHARI·

He was badly beaten, he was kicked, he was being stabbed with a knife

CHAIR!v1AN:

At ,, hat stage did the - I think the witness has not mentioned it, whether
she had seen John Nshokyeyeinka before -. Did she meet him in the
Barracks where she was detained?

COUNSEL:

I was just coming to that, My Lord.
So you said that John
Nshokyeyeinka was beaten badly, now you were called from your
garden, when you reached your home did you find John Nshokyeyeinka
at your home, or you met him at the Military Police?

RWABISHARl:

I found him in the Barracks, in the house being beaten by the soldiers.

0

C

F
(

COUNSEL:

On that same day?

RW ABISHARl:

On that same day.

COUNSEL:

You said you found him in a house, is it a house of somebody or it was a
prison or cell?

RWABISHARl:

It was in Ndorwa cells.

COUNSEL:

And he was beaten very seriously, \Vas he injured from your seeing him'>

RWABISHARI:

I could see he could not walk, he was just crm,,·ling while going

COUNSEL:

So did you see him again ,,·hen you continued reporting'>

RWABISHARl:

I used to see him in-front of the cells when his people had brought him
tea,

COUNSEL:

Did you know what eventually happened to him?

RWABISHARI:

I continued hearing rumours that he escaped, -ethers told me that he died.

COUNSEL:

So you never sav, him after that'1

RWABISHARI:

I never saw him after that.
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·\nd
up to . now since
I1c, was your
,
•

rctum to lus home?

· h bour, you have never seen h"1m

rn~1g

R\Y BlSHARI:

1 have ncYcr seen him return to his home.

COLl1 SEL

~ow you said they alleged that you had stolen bales of cloth, eventually
did the\ find the true person who had stolen these bales of cJoth?

R\\ ABISHARI

One day they brought two people.

COUNSEL:

Do you know these people?

R\\' ABISHARI

My husband came and told me that don't mind , those who stole the bales
of cloth have been brought here. I did not see them.

COUNSEL:

I see. That is all, My Lord, I have from this witness, other witnesses will
clarify more on this matter.

CHAIRMAN:

Could you tell Mrs. Rwabishari that, I will refer to this individual as
John because the second name is very longish. Now did you know,
since you were neighbours, first of all, how near was your house from
his?

RWABISHARI:

It was one house but different doors.

CHAIRMAN:

I see. Semi-detached?

RWABISHARI:

Yes, semi-detached.

CHAIRMAN:

Do you know when he got arrested?

RWABISHARI:

I don't remember the date.

CHAIRMAN:

No, the day, you said you went to your garden to dig and then when you
returned, bales of cloth from your store had been removed. When you
left your home had he already been arrested or he was still at home?
Never mind about the date. Was he arrested from his home or from
somewhere else?

RWABISHARI:

When the owners of the clothes came and found that their bales of cloth
were missing, he was arrested from the market. I had already gone to the
garden to dig.

CHAIRMAN:

I see. When may be, perhaps, since we may receive more clarification
from other witnesses, I cannot pursue that point any further. Any more
questions from Commissioners?

KAKWENZIRE.

Just one clarification. It is not clear whether John \Vas keeping these
goods for other traders or whether he was a hired guard. Could she tell
us whose goods they were and why they were being kept with John?

RWABISHARI

They belonged to his friends who came from Rweme and Buhara.
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R\\ i\131"'H \Rl

I did nnt k1Hm \\ hctlwr he was renting it.

K \K\\'E 'ZIRE

0km You did not know whether he wa:-.renting it. hut then did you
know "hcthcr those people had actually cntru~tcd the goods to him and
he had agreed to look ufter them?

R\VABlSI IARI:

l think they had tmstt.!dhim.

KAK\VE ZIRE:

Now do vou kno" or \'OU .just think'!

R\VABISH <\RI

I know because he had keys opening the store.

k \KWI:'Nl:IRF

So 1s it those fnends who reported him as a suspect, and reported you?

R\\ ABISHARJ

I think they are the ones who went and reported him, because they were
the ones who were standing in that store.

KAK\.VENZTRE

What about you, who reported you?

RWABISHARI

I did not know whether it is John

DR LUYOMBYA

Again I will ask for clarification and infonnation as well. It appears
John Nshokyeyeinka was arrested because he v,;as a suspected thief.

RWABISHARJ·

It is not wrong to take a suspect.

DR LUYOMBYA:

Do you have a complaint about the whole affair?

RWABJSHARI.

I was beaten, humiliated, my husband was not around, he had gone to

~

.

Toro to look for Kibanja.
DR LUYOMBYA:

Did you take this matter to the Police?

RWABISHARJ·

I could not take the matter to Police because the Military men were
saying they were the ones who had power.

DR. LUYOMBYA.

Do you know whether the Military should have arrested John or
shouldn't have?

RWABJSHARJ.

How could I know that? They ·were telling us they \vcre the ones who
had power.

DR LUYOMBYA

What happened, you were taken with your son Charles Rwangaboand a
baby, what happened to Charles Rwangabo. was he beaten'?

RWABJSHARJ:

He was beaten, he was a child of about twelve ( 12) years. They were
even using him to beat me.

DR. LUYOMBYA.

So they gave him a cane to beat you?
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R\\ \BJ H ~RI

17,c.

DR I l 'YOl\fBYA

So the, were usin ' I •
•
g um as a cane to beat you?

R\\ ABT BARI

'That is what they were doing.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

I low old was vour bah

R\VABISIIART:

He was between 2 -2½ years.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Did you say that he was still breast-feeding?

R\\rA.BISHARI:

Ycs, he was still breast-feeding.

DR LUYOMBYA

And
• of the pregnancy which
. you
. what
. was the g csta·t.ion - the pcnod
m1scamaged?

RWABISHARJ.

Between 4½ - 5 months.

DR LUYOMBY A:

Okay. Thank you.

MR. NAGENDA:

Before I ask you, Mrs. Rwabishari, one or two questtons, I must
apologise to you and to the assembled people here that we were not here
at the beginning. There was confusion about the actual starting time.
Otherwise we would all have been here. Mrs. Rwabishari I am sorry
about the story you told us and I am glad that my colleague managed to
get some information he had not got before, for example, that your son
was made to be thrown against you which actually gives us a very good
picture of what was happening to you and also I was apologising to you
and other people for not being here at the beginning. It was created by
confusion. Were there a lot of incidences of theft in this town of things
like bales of clothing and so on?

RW ABISHARJ:

There is one woman whose property has just been stolen.

MR. NAGENDA:

Had there ever been a case against the late John Nshokyeyeinka for

Wliuld

tin him and th

•

.
row him to me.

h

.

• Y, t cone with whom you were taken with?

theft?
RWABISHARJ:
MR. NAGENDA:

I had never heard of it, we had just spent only a little time.
Did he have, perhaps, a reputation around here by pe_opleas somebo_dy
who was a thief? I am not suggesting that he was a thief. but I am trymg
to get a background to what happened.

RWABISHARJ:

I had never heard him as a thief.

MR NAGENDA.

1

RWABISHARI.

am sorry to ask you this question ~bout yourself

convicted as somebody who was a thief?
I have never stolen.
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Had vou ever been

MR NAGFNDA

Tiic reason I ask you this, is, it seems very funny that somebody Who
CVCJ)'body knew to he, 01 some pcople who were vcry straight people
should have been picked up in this manner.
'

R\VABISHARJ·

\Ve had just come to that place in hiding. People who werc around, wh
did not want me and together with my children, might have been th~
ones who reported me

MR. NAGENDA.

I sec. Did you have any quarrels with these people before you were
picked up?

R\VABISHARI:

\Ve had come to this place because my father-in-law had actually throWn
your husband out of his house?

MR. NAGENDA:

Whose husband?

RWABISHARI

My husband

MR NAGENDA·

Your father-in-law had actually thrown your husband out of his house?

RWABISHARI·

Yes, he was even arrested We went to this place after he had come from
pnson.

MR NAGENDA.

Did you say you had enemies therefore? Do you therefore think you had
enemies in this area?

RWABISHARI

There was my sister-in-law.

MR. NAGENDA.

Sorry?

RWABISHAR:

There was my sister-in-law.

MR NAGENDA.

Your sister-in-law was your enemy?

RWABISHAR1

She did not want me at all.

MR. NAGENDA

Did she, to your knowledge, have connection with the Military'!

RWABISHAR1:
MR NAGENDA:

RWABISHARJ
MR NAGENDA
RWABISHARI:
MR NAGENDA:
RWABISHARI:

She had her daughters who were befriending the Military men.
When you came back-from the Military did you ever talk to your sisterin-law again?
We stayed here for a short time and went to Toro
This sister-in-law of yours, what was her nan1c?
Mrs. Anasitaziya Tiwangyc
Did she know John Nshokycycinka?
She knew John Nshokycycinka.
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R\\ BI H R1
1R 'AGE DA

\\ ere thcv very friendly'/
I don't know
Did John Nshokye , • k· I
)cm a lave enemies to your knowledge'?
o. I don't know.
Incidentally has vour , •
.
• •
•
\ oice a 1ways been th,s way or wa<; it a result of
your v,s,t to the Military Barracks'!

R\VABISHARI

I am having cough , head-ache and I am sneezing.
.

MR NAGENDA.

I am ven.• sony

RWABISHARI.
MR. NAGENDA:

W

·

as your voice, for example two or three days a week
ago, better than this?
·J

•

Ycs, it was better than this. I could talk loudly and you would hear.

I sec, I am sorry. Finally when you were being tortured, in the Military
Barracks, didn't your torturers telJ you why you were there and who had
reported you, did they not mention any names at all?

RWABISHARJ:

They were saying I should tell where the things were. Things were not
yet found

MR NAGENDA:

Y cs, but didn't you ask them who had told them that the things were
missing?

RWABISHARI

John had given my child the key and had told him to keep it There was
a place where children used to play from. When I saw the key from that
playing place, I took it John. I asked my child how the key had come
there. He told me it was John who had given it to him saying that he
should keep it for him until he came back. It was around 6.00 p.m. when
I took it to the boy who was in the store. I did not know whether that
was the source of the problem.

MR. 1'-IAGENDA:

Thank you very much.

CHAIRMAN:

to ask the witne:ss
C oun sel to the Commission, do you have any question
C
. .
?
in the light of questions which have come from omm1sst0ncrs.

COUl\JSEL

y cs my Lord I only have to find out certain names. Coul~ you tell the
' • • the name of ,.,our
sister-in-law whom you said was vour
J
•
Comm1ss1on
enemy?

RWABISHARI

Mrs Anasitaziya Tiwangye. She died

<Ol NSEL:

J sec. TI1ankyou That is all, my Lord

CHAIRMAN

J heard hcr say s I1c

. d. ·d
Jc

•

When did she die, was it natural or during the
•

• .

•

•
as tl1c incident we arc mqumng mto
same time
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R\V BISHARI.

CHAIRMAN:
R\VABJSHARI:
CHAIRMAN.

KAK\VENZJRE:

R\VABISHARJ:

KAKWENZIRE:
RWABISHARI

KAKWENZIRE:
RWABISHARJ

J think she died nt home.

Natural causes as related to the incident?
She fell sick and died.
I see. Just hold on, please.

Just one clarification from one of her last answers to a question. She
talked about taking the key to so~eone in the store, at the same time she
s~d that John had left the key with her son, now, I assume the storewas
locked. So when she says she gave the key to someone who wasin the
store, it is not clear. Could she clarify that?
When I say the key and I knew the following day was a market day, I feh
I should take it to somebody who was there at that time.
Who was where?
He was in the kitchen cooking.
The store was still locked.
The store was still locked. I told him he has left you the key, it is getting
late, I want to go to bed and people from Katunaalways come at night

KAKWENZIRE:

Who are the people from Katuna?

RWABISHARJ:

Those traders.

KAKWENZIRE:

I see.

RWABISHARJ:

KAKWENZIRE:

They started coming at mid-night.
Come to do what at mid-night?

RWABISHARI:
I heard noises of the cars moving up and down. I did not knowwhy.

KAKWENZIRE:

Now this person you found in the kitchen and gave the key, whatwashis
name?

RWABISHARI:
I have forgotten the names, you may ask the uncle, Simon.

KAKWENZIRE:
Now was he also arrested as a suspect the following day, I mean after the
theft?

RWABISHARI:
He was a student in a secondary school. When he kept standing, I told
him to go to school together with my children.

KAKWENZIRE:

So he was not arrested?
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R\\ BISH RI

l k "as not arrested.
, '3S h
They went to ask fi •
'·
rought later
or him from the school and he

K K\VENZIRE.

To the Barracks?

R\\ ABISHARI.

Yes.

k \K" EN.·1RJ

And what happened to h.
un, was he beaten also?

R\VABISHARI:

I don't know what h
.
him.
appened to him, but I knew they had gone to collect
-~fay be we shall hear from him. ls he around?

R\\ ABISHARJ

It is a long time ago, you may ask Simon.

KAKWENZIRE

Is Simon going to be a witness, Counsel?

R\\'ABISHARI:

Yes.

KAKWENZIRE.

Mrs. Rwabishari, the other interesting point for me has come from what
you have said. It is part of our job to find out the source of problems to
violations of human rights. You can transl~ that, please. You talked of
these people from Katuna, what sort of people come from Katuna?

RWABISHARI:

They were the owners of those bales.

KAKWENZIRE:

Did you know any of them?

RWABISHARI:

I can recognise them by face but I don't remembertheir names.

DR LUYOMBYA:

How did you know that they were the owners of these things when they
came at night?

RWABISHARI:

I used to hear them talking.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

What were they saying?

RWABISHARI:
DR. LUYOMBYA:

RWABISHARI:

When you are inside the house you just hear voices, I could not hear
what they were saying.
Did you see them?
On the day when things were stolen or any other clay?

DR LUYOMBYA:

Any other day?

RWABISHARI:

at 7 00 p.m. with bales of cloth or we would
At times they ~ould com;d ~ time, because the market used to start
hear them talking at aro
people including Bagancla.
early. They were very many
,

DR. LUYOMBYA:

anda staying in Katuna?
you mean there are Bag
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During that time they would come to collect bales of cloth, even t
buses \\ ould be around.
he
DR Lll) OMBYA:
R\\'ABr'HARI.

DR. LUYOMBYA:
R\\'ABISHARI:

DR. LUYOMBYA:

R\VABISHARI:

DR. LUYOMBYA.
R\\' ABISHARI:

DR. LUYOMBYA:
R\VABISHARI:

DR. LUYOMBYA·

R\VABISHARI:

DR. LUYO\IIBYA'

R\VABISHARI:

DR. LUYOMBYA:
RWABISHARI

DR LUYOMBYA:

Any other people other than Bnganda'>
E, en the R\\andese. the Bakonjo, Batoro and Banyoro.
An) Bakiga?
They couldn't miss from that course because thcv were the ones CruJ)ing
the bales of cloth
Now when these bales of cloth were being brought at night, John used to
open the stores for them for storage.?

I told you I was a neighbour of John. I was not looking after him to see
\\hat he used to do.
But at times ,ou sa,v them at 7.00 pm.
I told you I used to see them. I would be engaged in my o,m affairs.
Madrun. you should feel free to tell us. It will help us a lot.
I ha,e told you I used to see them together with him. I did not know
,vho first opened.
But when you handed the key, the time you said was about 7.00 p.m. and
you gave it to that boy who you say Simon will know more. and you
gaye that key to the boy at that time, because people from Katuna arrive
at night Isn't that \\hat you said?
I said it was around 6.00 pm - it was between 6.00 and 7.00 p.m. You
could clearly see the person
Had you got instructions from John , through your child. that you should
hand that key to that school boy?
He was a young boy. I asked him why he had left him with the key to the
store and that he shoufdn't have accepted. That is why I handed it to the
school boy.
Was the school boy John's child?
He used to say he was his child. I did not know.
So did you hand the key to somebody you did not know·>

RWABISHARJ·
How could I know him? He uscd to stay with him, they were eating
together.
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MR

\GEND :

"

R"' ABISI-LARI

I don't know.

MR NAGENDA

Do you know the word smuggling''
"Magcndo"')
• Do you know an}thing the) call

R\\TABISHARI.

I used to hear "Magendo" as taking out things.

l\fR NAGENDA:

Without paying Customs Duties?

R\VABISHARl:

I don't know of those things.

MR. NAGENDA:

No, but also_it has bee_npointed out, not only taking out without pa}ing
Cus;oms, without paying Duties, but also bringing in. My question is
don t you agree from what you know that all these people you are talking
about were smugglers?

RWABISHARI:

I knew they were traders, I don't know whether they were doing
Magendo.

MR. NAGENDA:

Okay, as my colleague says, we shall make up our minds about that, but
were there many people who were beaten up and killed perhaps in the
way that John was killed who were involved in this kind of trading at
that time?

RWABISHARI:

They might be there, but I don't see any.

MR.NAGENDA:

So only this case of John Nshokyeyeinka was somebody killed and other
people beaten up, you don't know of any other case where people were
beaten up, tortured or killed?

RWABISHARI:

I don't know any.

MR. NAGENDA·

Thank you.
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voice. l11at is the more_red ive the evidence. 1think ~ours i_sa_goo
been kind enough to come an ~ to other residents of Kabale D1stn_ct_
to
. ,.,,nplc which we shall appc d d assist this Commission by g1vmg
ex...
, .
, forwar an
w
mamlv
to
come
Thank vou She can go.
tiollo •
•
h , know.
the infonnation that t c~
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(OPENING CEREMONY)

CHAIRMA .

,vc shall suspend hearing of evidence briefly d
, ' f
•
.
an say a few w d
\\U)
o opening this Session in Kabale which should h
or s by
before we heard any evidence. It is being do11c·111
ave been done
reverse ordc b
when we came here at 9 00 O'clock, we found that a.rraner ccause
fonnal opening had been made to take place at 10.00 am
g mcnt for
8
O'clock not all the dignitaries who should have been h
ut by 10 00
.
.
ere were pr
so we decided to, mstead of waiting, hear this one witness B
csent,
of Kaba.le District Members of the National Resistance. C w~a D.A
may be present, Vice Chaim1an of Kabale R.C.5, member~:~;~o
R.C 5, the District Executive Secretary, Heads of Departm ts L . e
en , ad1es
and Gent Icmen of Kabale. With me, the people you see sitting u h
. C
. .
P ere
are some Mem bers of th IS
ommiss1on of Inquiry into y 1·o1at·
'
.
ion of
Human Rights. We should have been six to complete the team b
·11
b •
, ut we
are five. I WI. start . y mtroducing
the Members of the CommI·ss·
.
10n to
you. To my Immediate nght, Mrs. Joan Kakwenzire, who is a Lectu
.H.
D
.
~
m 1story epartment, Makerere University. To my immediate left but
perhaps, myself, my name is Oder, I am a Judge of the Supreme Co~rtof
Uganda, Chairman of this Commission. On my immediate left, is Dr.
Jack Luyombya, who is a member of the National Resistance Council,he
is also a Consultant, Surgeon, a Medical Doctor by profession Next,
last but not least, is Associate, Doctor/Professor Khiddu Makubuya,who
is Associate, Professor of Law at Makerere University. Dr. Khiddu
Makubuya is also a Member of another very important Commission, that
is to say a Member of Constitutional Commission of Uganda. The 6th
Member who is not with us today, is Mr. John Kawanga, who is a
Lawyer by profession, he is currently a Deputy Minister in the Ministry
of Transport and Communication. But he was a Member appointed to
this Commission before he became a Deputy Minister, but he is still a
Member of this Commission, but because of his many other duties.
sometimes he is able to be with us, sometimes not. Now we alone
cannot do our work, we have a very large complement of staff.
professional and administrative. One important official who is not here
is Mr. Edward Ssekandi, who is the Legal Counsel to the Commission
He is a Lawyer in private practice but he was appointed Legal AdYisorto
this Commission. We expect him to be here the ne:\..'1
two or three days.
Now assisting him is Mr. Cheborion BarishakL as Assistant Legal
Counsel. He is the one leading evidence today. Mr. Cheborion is a
Lawyer by profession and is a State Attorney in the Attorney General's
Chambers in the Ministry of Justice. Then we have admimstratiYe staff
headed by Mr. George Bakeihahoki, who has been sitting here. but has
just gone out. He is from either Kabale or Rukungiri (Laughter). l"h:en
he has two Assistants, as Mr. B-wangamoi Okello who is a Semor
Assistant Secretary in Civil Service but he is an Administratiw Officer
attached to this Commission. He has been around. but I don't kno~,
where he is currentlv. TI1cn we have Mr Richard Nuwamanya. who 15
an Assistant SccreL.;zy. He is also one of the AdministratiYe officers
attached to this Commission He is sitting over there Then we ha,·e
another group team ·which is very important. a team of Jnyestigators.
consisting of Senior Police and N.R.A. Officers. TI1escare the people to
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not c~. on account of sick nntcndent of Police in rank She too .
Ok~Yalmga, ,, ho is out in the n;;~d Then below her, is Inspector M~s
Police Officers, I think thcv ar • Then we have Inspector Ruyu and
Officer ,, ho is sitting with - h e out. Then v.c have and an N RA
,~
.
us ere. The . h
•
Sccrctancs.
the two lady S
.
n ,,c ave other staff, we have
Atuhairc, from Rukungiri Thccretanesseated there. There is Beatrice
· stI·1l ncwlv transfe •d en another lad), Secrctarv •ts seated there
s hc 1s
.,
rrc to us from another Dcpa~ent.
,
Now \\ ith the introduct"1on over 1 ,, 0 Id l'k •
Bwana D A. Ladies and G I '
~
i c Just to say a few words.
' •
ent emen this c
· ·
.
you know, in June 1986 bv N R M
omm1ssion was appomted, as
the task of in uiri
. • . • •. • overnment. We were charged with
q
ng
•
k" d
h. h h d
· mto. violations of human n"ghts of vanous
m s
" ic . a ?ccu~d m this country in October 1962 and Januarv 1986
Such nolations mclude murders , either of ·1nd'1v1
"duals or •m groups
, mass
murders. torture: de~truction of property. detention without trial ~d so
on These are nol~tions not by individuals. but by Government security
~ents
~cy also mclude abuse of office by officials. people in po,,er,
m the penod stated We started this work fomiallv on the 11th of
December, 1986 and has taken much longer than ~•.e ourselves had
anticipated. \Ve were not given a deadline bv. which to finish the work,
but we had thought that within one or two years utmost, we would have
finished. But there are very many reasons why the work has taken
longer. Some of them are inadequate supply of finance or facilities and
so on. Some of them are security problems in certain parts of the county.
until a couple of may be one or two years ago. But we have done the
bulk of the work now and ,ve are sorry that Kabale - we have taken so
long to come to Kabale. It is not that Kabale was insignificant in our
itinerary, it's due to logistical problems. We have always looked
forward to coming here. now that at long last we arc here. \\e arc ,ery
glad that you have been able to tum up and to witness w~at is
happening. We would like to encourage as many people as possible ~o
come forward not only those who are here. but those to ,,horn you \\111
take the word~ when you go back. Because of limitatio~ in time ,,c arc
ear even·bodv who may want to tell us thcu problems and
una bl e to h
·-'
.
• d h
h,
. ts but we have the team which I have menttone " o arc ere.
comp lam .
fill
•
• ,
resent to take statements or t questtonnaucs
d
who are prepare d an P
•
• aro·1
.
, ·1 bi to anvbodv ,,ho has a complaint reg mg
which
a e ri hts for
• the• period we arc concemcd ,, -·ith • Wc
.
. are a\aJ.man
v10lations of hu the gco le of Kabalc "ill give us as much support as
have no doubt that
P P . . 0 thcr o·istricts "c ha, c been to in
bi
to
obtam lm,
b
\\'e have een a e
ort ,, ithout coming fom ard to
Uganda, because without peop c s sakupp
an~· report to GO\·cmment as ,,e
ed
we
cannot
m
e
•
h
tell us what happen •
"d , and information \\C get from t c
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cv1
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.
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first
Mr Chaim1.m, I hchc, L' you have talked much of what I would 1
1avc
\\tmtcd to say. I would onJy greet the people of Kabalc, ~md tell lhcrn
that I am very much impressed by the tum up and this tum u .
• d'tcattn.~
• of t Ill' support you arc g1vmg
• • to tl1c Commission Inspitc
p of
IS
m
the short notice \\C gave you, the tum up is very impressive ll .
Chairnrnn has told you of the difficult task we have got to enter into t~c
past with a , 1cw of improving the future. Many people in Uganda h~
taken it for granted that people have no rights, but there is big awarcnes
now that we have got to make a fresh start to improve the future for ou:
children
CHAIRMAN

Just hold on and he interprets.

K.AK\VENZIRE:

TI1erefore I personally feel that there is awareness that we have got to
make a fresh start whereby the people's rights would come first, before
our personal interest especially those in Government. I would only say,
if you are an opinion leader, support this new awareness and work
towards realising a better future. TI1ank you very much.

DR. LUYOMBY A.

I also greet the people of Kabale. I was introduced as a Member of
National Resistance Council, but I don't represent any County, I am one
of those historical members, and I just want to assure you and inform
you that it was exactly for abuse of human rights and injustice, and so on
and so forth, that the N.R.M. Government went to the bush to fight, and
this is exemplified by the fact that as soon as the N.R.M. Government
took power, it appointed this Commission. TI1erefore the N.R.M. is here
and is committed to the rule of law, justice and respect for human rights,
but it is important for this to be achieved that, as my fellow
Commissioner has put it, people should know what their rights are and
you must strive to !,now what your rights are and insist that you have
those rights and resist whenever somebody tries to violate those rights.
During the work we are doing, we want you to help this Commission
and therefore the Government and the Commission, present and future.
that we stop violations of Human rights occurring again in this count!)
And, in fact, it is one of our terms of reference, but if there is something
you witnessed personally that human rights were violated against any
other Ugandan in your presence, you should not hesitate to testify. either
here or through questionnaires. And I will just stop on those few points
and let my colleagues add a litter bit more. TI1ank you.

MR. NAGENDA:

Okay, could you please translate for me as I go on. rather than
summaries? I am sorry about this but the reason is. it "ill become clear
Mr. D.A., Ladies and Gentlemen, I have a particular vicinity with this
part of the world because back in 1953. which is nearly 40 years ago of
course, I was sent to Ka.bale as a punishment (Laughter) l h~d been a bit
unruly at my school Budde, and it was decided to send me as far away as
possible so that I could learn some manners TI1c fact that this happem:d.
you can see me being on this Commission TI1at was in J.3 and it was in
fact the coldest year this country has ever known. So when I come back
it's with great pleasure that I see. for exan1ple, this Hall in which we arc
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DR MAKUBUYA:

Let me begin by saying that there is a proverb in my language. that a
small drum should not speak after the big drum has spoken. In this
Commission, so to speak. I am a small drum! Now, of course. I am
happy to be in Kabale again. I have been here before. to do research in
the field and I have spoken to the ordinary people of Kabale in the field
and I have spoken to the ordinal)· people of Kabale in their natural
habitat as it were. I did not come here as a punishment Howe, er. I
'\\.Ould like to say that this is not just a courtesy call. this , isit here is not
a courtesy call. For one thing. it would be too expensin~ for the ta.,
payer just to pay for us to come and pay a courtesy call We arc here for
business and it is the business of human rights. speaking purely a.s a
private person. I have nothing against the people from Katuna who come
at mid-night. but I can assure you neither that business. nor any other
business, can go on seriously. without the business of human rights
being in order. If public officials arc abusing their offices. if the Police
is harassing people. if the Military is harassing people. people arc being
killed. left, right and centre. people arc being imprisoned_ left, right and
centre. being tortured left, right and centre. pro~crt1es bcmg loot~d left.
right and centre. there cannot be an): busmess around
S~ the
Commisswn is hem to transact. to my mind. the 1~1ostscnous bus~ncss,
. h 1 an bei·ngs vou can engage in. the business of human nghts.
\.\ hIC as 1Ul11
,•
•
•
·ng 11as been said about fonnal opcnmg "h1ch should
.
•
And now some.tl11t 11, beginning and winch
was not done and "h1ch \\ c
1
h·1ve b 1,;endone a
l:
'
• ·
. and that officials "ere not here and so on and so
are engaging 111 no\\• •
.
•
• • •
•
· t ·s
slightlY different from this. I tlunk tt 1s also
1
forth. But my pom
•
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important that people have a feel of what we arc doing in pract· al
. k . .
.
.
ic tcnns
So 1 tun
l
1t 1s sometimes important to begin with this witnc
••
people you have in the audience sec the kind of exercise we are e ss and
•
· all
ngagcd
m practic y even before the fonnal opening. This is not to enco
people to come late and things like this, but it is to say that there isurage
. th"ts s1tuat:J.on
.
. at 1east peop1e m
• th e audience
.
ad vantage m
have somesome
•d

on the kind of thing we ~eard before the .form~ opening. So I t~i:
people should not feel tcmbly bad about this. Th1sCommission is not a
court of law We have not come here to try people who allegedly did
this, who allegedly did that and so on. We are here to investigate alleged
violations of human rights and so make a report with recommendations
which are supposed to ensure that violations of human rights do not
reoccur in Uganda. People should therefore feel free to come and testify.
Also people should remember that if you come and tell the truth to the
Commission, you are immune from prosecution. A witness cannot be
taken to task for the truth which he has said before the Commission.
Even if this truth is said about: 1) a member of the Commission here
2) a member of the Cabinet, you should not say after all the man is a'
Commissioner, even if he is engaged in violations of human rights, you
know, there is nothing I can say, you know he is a Commissioner or he is
a Cabinet Minister and so on. The other thing relates to our terms of
reference. They are very wide indeed and even with the best of
intentions nobody has the facilities and the resources to enable us to hear
each and every person who would have liked to come to the
Commission. Consequently there is a provision for people giving their
evidence, you know, by submitting Memoranda which are verified by
affidavits and so on. This procedure can also be used.
Yes, my last point is this, we are supposed to be taking evidence, of
course, and so on and so forth, some people have called upon the
Commission to resign, the argument being that it was set up by the NRM
and NRM itself is violating human rights, so what are you doing there,
why don't you just step down and so on and so forth? I am not here to
say whether the NRM has violated human rights or not. When history
books are written, objective history, scientific history of this country is
written, then the historians - I don't envy my colleague on the
Commission who is a historian - the historians will have a difficulty of
actually figuring out whether the NRM, you know, Obote I, Obote II,
Amin and so on, some of these things sound to me to be incomparable in
terms of human rights. I wonder how even this becomes an issue, but
people have raised it. For the time being, I want to say the struggle for
human rights is a continuous process and there will be achievements and
short-comings in the course of this struggle. As far as I am concerned,
this is one of the major achievements in the struggle for human rights in
this Country. It enables us to find out where the rain began to beat us,
even if that rain is still beating us, and you can tell whether the rain that
is falling on you is a drizzle, or a big down pour, you can always tell.
And of course the other thing is that the ordinary courts of the land are
still working and if you think the Police is coming after you unfairly,
you can always sue the Attorney General. The ordinary courts of the
land have not been closed down since the NRM came to power. No,
they are functioning and you can still invoke the Bill of Rights and sue
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'
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My name is Khiddu Makubu .'
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.
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d d
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oun an so on. I thmk that the investigations
0f h
uman nghts is a worthwhile exercise and that it will have to be done
by us. and not by other people and again this is another point that for the
first time. som:body had some confidence in follow citizens to appoint
them to do the Job rather than going to America or to Britain to bring in
other people to do it Thank you.

s

f

D A KA.BALE:_

VICE CHAIR\lAN
(D RC.)

C~airman of the Commission of Inquiry into Violation of Human
Rights. members of the Commission. Let me take this opportunity on
behalf of the people of Kabale to thank you at last for remembering us.
Although we were infonned at a short notice. we tried all we could to
make sure that people come and testify before you. People of Kabale are
people who Joye peace. human rights. that is why you see they don't
have so many files. It is because these people of Kabale kept peace that
is \\hy they ha\'e few files. If they had not done so, the files would be
many but it ,,:ould not be encouraging. Your coming is to enlighten
people of this district to know that that Commission exists. On behalf of
the people of Kabale, I would like to thank the NRA/NRM government
because it effects the human rights. I think the past governments did it
deliberately not to teach the people so that they don't know their rights.

Thank you Mr. D.A. That is why you can see people have the right to do
the go~d things, and even feel free to come here freely - a thing which
had never happened before during the past governments. This shows
that Ugandans of Uganda have gained confidence in NRM government.
I would like to say something to the members of the Commission. I
would like to say· about (1) the files being very few, files from this
district being yerv few. It is good to know that members of this
Commission are .tlright. As a field worker. as I talk to people in the
field. it seems people do not • people don't have much con~dence in the
Jaws which we inherited from the British. When_I am _talkmg t_opeople
•ID th e \ :11
cannot mvest1gate a nch. man.
I ag es • the,·
. alwavs
- tell me you
•
Although you cannot confirm this ~ut in most cases people m the
see most of the people
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.
.
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.
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lnwvcrs, you h~u "hat people in villages arc saying: "I will kill vou and
bury ,·ou". So there is need that the peace is ~cf?nned so as to ·help all
Ugandans. One of the nu.:rnbcrs of the Comm1ss1onhas said somcthin
about smuggling. I le was thanking us for erecting our township, fo~
improving in our town. I would like to assure him that the problem that
caused smuggling was bad leadership. You could find leaders of that
day accompanying smugglers, but now things have really changed. We
arc trying our best so th~t peop_lecan stay together Last year in May,
His Excellency the President directed that there must be a barter trade
between the neighbouring countries Which means you cannot only just
stop people that they shouldn't trade with their friends. There should be
a ,vay in which they should do this. So members of the Commission, do
not wony about this we arc trying our best and we shall soon achieve it.
About sectarianism in this district, it is one of the reasons of bad
leadership that it has to be replenished. Only people have got no
problem with it. If it says you follow here, you have to follow, but if he
says okay we divide here, you will have to follow. I wish to assure you
that people of this district arc united and they arc working together.
Thank you very much. One of the reasons which we are here is, the
human rights were violated because there was divisionism, sectarianism.
People could tell lies about their friends, that they have done this and
that so that they may get favours from the government. We are trying
our level best to make sure that these things stop, we work , unite.
I would like to thank one of the Commissioners who said that why don't
the members of the Commission sit down, even the NRM is violating the
rights That was a very good thing because people - most of the people
think that NRM government have their levels. Ugandans forget easily.
Ugandans do not compare - they do not compare between the bad and
the good. In NRM government one might have the intentions of telling
that this whole thing is wrong but the government will investigate
according to the law. People should really thank the government for that
because in other governments you cannot even see the D.A., you could
not see him. The NRM government does not have angels only, it does
not have - people who work with it are not angels but I say however big
you are if you make a mistake, you - but I say, however big you are, if
you make a mistake you should be tried according to the law. About the
people - opportunists in this government who take the advantage of the
stability of the country they do it as a soldier but not as a government of
NRM. I would like to ask the people of Uganda, particularly those of
Kigezi to see the problem of what to do and where we have reached so
that we may unite for the good of our country. I would like to ask
people who have come here when they go back to tell their friends to
come here and say what - ever hurts them before this Commission
CHAIRMAN RC 5.
KABALE DIST.
Thank you Mr. Chairman. You had told us that the inquiry - the
Commission of Inquiry into Violation of Human Rights starts from 1962
up to I 986, but I have a memorandum, and in mv memorandum comes to
- starts from 1962 up to 1990. Docs it mean that I should leave what
happened - those that happened bcnvecn 1986 and 90'?
1
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nJludcd ntuch ·c gr
qucSt.ton. Something to which we should have
1
25th of Januar/\ ~; Now, the m~date of_this_Commission stops on
6 • But complaints of v1olattonsor related matters
from 2bth J •
.
anuary, 1986 to up to date this is the 30th January 1990.
Tha:t is now the res
'
1 ity of the Inspector General of Government
(IGG)
ponsi·b·1·
0
investigatinne .of w~ose .main duties and functions include inquiring
g into violations of the current period that is from 26th
January 1986 u t O
.'
P now • so you are free anybody is free to make these
complaints
to
th
. at the 'moment only sits in Kampala
b
e IGG
.
who 1 thmk
ut ':hose plan I am informed if introduced is to start branch offices in
distncts and regions, you are free to do so to ' answer your questions.
.
CHAIRMAN RC 5

Yes.

MR NAGENDA:

In ~dition of course, witnesses have a right opted to go to the RC's
which have been formed for the purposes of the Human Rights among
others, at that level.

D.A:

If the IGG's office was established here it had a branch here it would
'
'
help us to air our views to put our grievances
through this office.

CHAIRMAN:

That is a message I am sure for both D.A. and ourselves that is a
message which when we go back definitely we shall take to the I.G.G. I
am sure it is also a message which the D .A.either may or could take to
add to what message we shall take.

D.A

Thank you.

CHAIRMAN:

Now, finally, before we disperse for lunch break, the viewers invited us
to inform the public about our programme. Now, because of the limited
amount of time we have and also the volume of work which is available
for both in Kabala and elsewhere, we shall hear complaints from Kabale
and Kisoro here today and tomorrow which is Wednesday. Then late
tomorrow we are scheduled to leave here and spend a night in Rukungiri
so that we work in Rukungiri on Thursday and on Friday. The time
seems to be very short but as we have said earlier, even if we stayed in
certain places for a full month, we could not hear every body. We feel
we have to share the limited time available to hear as many people as
possible. If we sit only in Kabale, other people say in Rukungiri will
complain because that is also another district who also have a right to be
heard. So we hope that people of the district of Kabale which goes to
Kisoro will bear with us for the limited time. Well, Mr. D.A. we now
pass on the microphone to you in case you have some words to say in
response, thank you.

D.A:

Thanks very much Mr. Chairman. I would like to ask you to be allowed
to reverse the order of interpretation for two reasons: (1) That the
members of the Commission can also benefit to hear the Rukiga, also
interpreter may be have a change in the reverse later. So Chairman
(D.A. interprets in Rukiga to the public). I would like to thank the
Chairman of the Commission together with his team who have come
here, even how they have started, they have really shown us many things
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"c did not kno\\. Let m,c, Mr Chainnan introduce to you so
members of the District team with whom I work. I would like ·to shme
.
.
ow
~ou tI1e A ss1stant Chairman, who has not been round. l would like to
sho,v you the A D .A. Mrs Masa Heads of department, let me show th
District Councillors pJcase stand up, Religious Leaders, we hav:
Councillors R.C IV, Elders: we have an cider, Katarambi, he is
prominent fanner, we have Silas, he is a prominent businessman, Yeah. a

cot:

COl

CHAIRMAN RC 1

CHAIRMAN:

CHAIRMAN:

Mr. Chairman, members of the Commission and Supporting Staff. Once
more, Jet me take this opportunity to welcome you into this district to
wish you a very happy stay in this district. You can see the weather has
changed so there is nothing to frighten you. I would only want to say
one thing: that the people of Kisoro couldn't be here in time, but we have
already sent the messages, tomorrow or the day after tomorrow they will
start arriving. Thank you very much Mr. Chairman.
Chairman here, well, Bwana D .A. thank you very much for everything
you have told us. And thank you for introducing all the members of this
district to this Commission, Heads of Departments, religious leaders and
elders and so on. Well, we shall adjourn now for about ten (10) minutes
period of which time D .A. can go, but you can stay with us if you have
time. Anybody who is free to stay is welcome to do so. We shall
adjourn for 10 minutes before we hear the next witn~ss. Thank you.

MU

co
Ml

cc
Ml

C<

M

C

On further advice, I would like to adjourn the inquiry now for lunch
break and resume here at 2.00 p.m. this afternoon. Someone wants to
say something, could you please come to the microphone.

1\

Chairman of the Commission, Commissioners, Ladies and Gentlemen.
After lunch break we have come to resume the hearing of the evidence of
the next witness who I am informed is No. 447. Leading Counsel, can
we proceed with today's session?

1

WITNESS NO. 447: CECILIA MUKANKWAYA - SWORN
IN
COUNSEL:

Could you state your names, please?

MUKANKWAYA:

I am Cecilia Mukankwaya.

COUNSEL:

You are aged 52 years old?

MUKANKWAYA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

And where do you reside?

MUKANKWAYA:

I reside at Kihiihi.

COUNSEL:

In which county?

MUKANKWAYA·

In Ndorwa County
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NK\VAYA:
1 ~ ~EL:

MlJKA

1K\VAYA:

I sec. A d • h
n is t is on the Kabalc - Katuna Road?
I stay near Mukondc R d
. .
.
oa • This 1s a road gomg to Ndorwa Prison.
Since when have you stayed in this place?

MUKA

1

K\VAYA

Since in I 964.

COl 1\ "EL:

From where?

MUKA?\K\vAYA:

I was coming from Rukungiri.

COL SEL:

So since 1964 you have been staying at that place''

MUKANK\VA YA·

Yes

COUNSEL:

Did you know one Nshekyenyenka?

Ml"KANK\VAYA:

Yes, I knew him.

COUNSEL:

Was he staying near you?

MUKANK\VAYA:

He was staying there, at times working in the bus He was working as a
driver.

COUNSEL:

What was the company of the bus?

MUKANKWAYA:

He used to work in the buses which belonged to Fashach Company.

COUNSEL:

You seem to know him very well? Were you related to him in some
way?

MUKANKWA YA:

Yes he was related to me - maternal.
'

COUNSEL:

Now, in 1977 I suppose you were in his place, was John also in your
village?

MUKANKWAYA

He was staying at the town near the market place.

COUNSEL:

And what was he doing?

MUKANKWAYA
COUNSEL:
MUKANKWAYA:

There was a house they were renting. and ,, c used openly this
You mean he was trading in second-hand clothes?
Yes.
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1UKA K\VAYA·

You said they were renting, John and who'}

John and one who was sharinr with him. They were staying in the same
house.

COUNSEL:

\Vere they doing the same type of business?

MUK.\~K\\'AYA.

I don't know what Rwabishari was doing. I think he was a cultivator

COUNSEL.

But he was residing with John?

Ml KA1'1K\VAYA:

It is the same place but different doors.

1\tR NAGENDA

Can we get the gender of the witness correct please. Was it she is
talking about Rwabishari who was there in 'she' and when the interpreter
is saying 'he', are we talking about the same person? Rwabishari as he
was and even she was called Rwabishari.

COUNSEL:

So he was the husband of the witness who came here. were neighbours
the same building but different doors. Do you know the name of his son
John Rwebisenge?

MUKANKWAYA.

I don't know his other official name. But his name was Rwabishari.

COUNSEL:

And this Odari was John's son?

MUKANKWA YA:

John was his uncle.

COUNSEL:

I see. Now, do you have a market, you said John was trading in secondhand clothes and other people were trading in second-hand clothes. Do
you have a market in this area of yours?

MUKANKWAYA:

In 1977 there was a big market.

COUNSEL:

Which day \\'as it?

MUKANKWAYA·

It was a Monday.

COUNSEL:

And on the 17th of July. 1977. this was a Monday.
Market?

MUKANKWAYA

I went to the Market.

COUNSEL

And did you see John in the market')

MUKANKWAYA:

We were keeping our clothes at John's place.

COUNSEL:

MUKANKWAYA

Did you go to the

Y cs. so vou would collect them from his house and take them to the
market and sell?
I ,vould collect them from his house take them to the market and ,~hen 1
wanted to go home. I would take them back
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HJKA 'k,VAYA:
COUNSEL:

fUKA 'K\\TAYA:

I see. In other words
selling clothes?
you were also a trader with John? You were also

I was also selling clothes.
So on the 17th of Jui 197
.
Could you tell this CY, . 7~th1s was a Monday and there was a 111.81kct.
the market?
omm1ss1onhow you started the day and ended up in
1
can say what I saw in that market day but when the market was ending
I was not there.
'

COUNSEL:

Yes, what did you see?

MUKANKWAYA:

I saw that they arrested John from his house.

COUNSEL:

Maybe before you go on, the Commissioners would like to know
whether John's house was within the market?

l\ruKANKWA YA:

It is not John's house, he was renting. It was in the middle of the market,
it is just near the market.

COUNSEL:

I see. And a person in the market can see what is happening or what will
be happening at that house which John was renting?

MUKANKW AYA:

If there are not very many people of course there were very many people,
one could see what was happening at John's house, that day.

COUNSEL:

So you say on that day you saw John being arrested?

MUKANKW AYA:

I saw him.

COUNSEL:

Who arrested him, what time was it?

MUKANKWAYA:

It was at 8.00 a.m. and he was arrested by military men. I don'tknow
their names.

COUNSEL:

Were they in unifomts?

MUKANKW AYA:

They were in unifomts.

COUNSEL:

I
Maybe let me take you backa bit. You said you used to keepyour
c1:es at John's place where he was renting. Wereyou keepingth~
there alone or there were other business people who used to keep their
clothes as well?

MUKANKWAYA:

COUNSEL:

le who kept their clothes in his house. Some of
There were so m any peop
them I don't know.
But those you know?
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K\VAYA.

One died
\Vim is that?
\Vanya died.
Any other?
There was another girl called Menena, I have forgotten the rest.

COUNSEL.

~fay be I will remind you. In your statement you revealed to the
investigators, you said that there was a person called Rutishereka.

MlKANKWAYA:

He was there m the group.
clothes.

COUNSEL:

And who?

KAK\VENZIRE·

Was he in the group as the owner or he was among the traders?

MUKANKWA YA:

They were very many, he was one of them - the traders. They had a
scout group those days.

COUNSEL:

So they would sell them in bales and could open them and sell them in
pieces?

MUKANKWAYA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

And who else apart from Rutishereka, who was there who always was a
businessman?

MUKANKWAYA:

We were very many as usual I remember others with whom I was.

COUNSEL:

Do you remember Karibuja?

MUKANKWA YA·

I don't know him.

COUNSEL:

Karibuja of Rweme.

MUKANKWAYA·

There were so many people, so I didn't know Karibuja those days.

COUNSEL:

I see. So what happened on that day, you said the milita1>·people came
and arrested John. Did you see any other person you knew in that group
of people who arrested him '7

MUKANKWAYA.

I was still behind, I don't know their names.

COUNSEL:

Did you learn what had made these people arrest John'?

MUKANKWAYA·

He was arrested because the clothes were stolen.

COUNSEL:

From his place?
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He was a leader of those selling those
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['., TK\\' YA

Nc~t to him there w~
• s a store where th
,.
ey used to keep them.
) cs. continue.
ll1c bales were stolen and taken
found the store "as open.
• Following day when John woke up he

COU 1SEL

Y cs, continue.

MUKA1 K\VA YA:

\Vhcn he found th e store open. he went to police.

COL SEL:

Yes.

LM

K\VAYA:

\Vhcn
•
th ose v,ho had the clothes together with
R f h he kcame from the po1ice,
u IS ere_ a arrested him. They took him to the military. They took
John, Rutishereka and went in the army vehicle.

COIB\SEL:

Could you make this a bit clear. You said that John after discovering
that the store was broken, went and reported to the police.

MLKANK\V AYA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:·

Then after that military police came and arrested him?

MUKANKW A YA:

Rutishereka went and told them that John had stolen their bales.

COUNSEL:

So Rutishereka is the one who brought military police to arrest John?

MUKANK\VAYA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

So after that?

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Clarification. Dr. Luyombya. Whose bales had been stolen?

COUNSEL:

They belonged to many people but the arrangement was made by
Rutishereka.

DR LUYOMBYA:

I sec . Rutishereka went and reported. Did Rutishereka go and report to
the military?

MUKANKWAYA
DR. LUYOMBYA

I was present wh en h e

was telling that our bales - we lost our bales

That is when you returned with the military'?
,

MUKANK\VA YA

MR.NAGENDA

as to where the bales of clothes arc and you haven't
k d .
10ney you have not given us the money
shown us, we have as e }OU n
•, •
but you will not , to \\'horn the bales belonged but the
manv peop Ic
You said there wer~
: h k I Were your bales also stolen. did you
remember is Rut1s ere a.
one you
h
d were thcv stolen·,
have bales t ere an
•

We have asked

you
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Mine ,, ere not stolen because I usually keep mine outside the shops,

So after the arrest of John what followed - when he had been arrested?
After John had been arrested, he ,vas taken in the house of the agents.
CO

SEL:

Yes. what do you mean by the agents?

i\1UKA :-K\VAYA:

I mean leaders of the Gombolola Chiefs

COUNSEL:

Yes, did you follow them?

l\1UKANK\VAYA:

When they put John and Rutishereka in the vehicle, then I went backto
the market, tied up my clothes and went to report to John's old brother
that John had been arrested.

COUNSEL:

Who was that John's elder brother?

MUKANKWAYA:

He was Simon Rugundana.

COUNSEL:

After informing Simon Rugundana, what followed?

MUKANKW AYA:

I went to the military to find out what was happening but I did not go
inside.

COUNSEL:

Did you go alone?

MUKANKWAYA:

I went alone.

COUNSEL:

Yes, you said when you got there you didn't enter but what did you see?

MUKANKW AYA:

I saw John being beaten, he was put in water.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

MUKANKWAYA:

I went back home.

COUNSEL:

You said he was beaten , could you explain to the Commission in details
how he was beaten, was he slapped, did you witness the beating?

MUKANKWAYA:

They had something like iron bar which they could hit him and he would
fall down.

COUNSEL:

And this was done by the military as you said?

MUKANKWAYA:

Those who were beating him were the military men: Rutishereka had
already gone.

COUNSEL:

You say they were putting him in water. How were they powering water
on him or?

1
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·nlcy were beating h' •
un in a pool O f
wn.._._
water. Others WO\ 1Id
water. there \\as a pool v.here there
•
pour on him.

col. SEL

\Vas there a pool inside tl . I
le p ace where he was?

MUKANK\VAYA.

l11crc was sort of a hole which had

cou~SEL'

I sec. That is whv my Lord k
.
that there \\as
.•t
. . as cd that was this water inside and he said
inside ,,here Jo~a er ms1~e. May be let me ask again: was this water
n was or it was outside, inside the house or outside?

MUKANK\VAYA:

It \Vas inside the gate of the military.

COUNSEL:

Was it inside the house or it was outside the house?

\fUKANK\VA YA:

Outside.

COUNSEL:

So you didn't enter the gate of the military?

MUKANKWAYA:

Nobody was allowed in.

COUNSEL:

I see. My Lord she didn't enter the gate. The man was being tortured
outside the compound of the military in the pool of the water. So after
seeing him being beaten, what did you do?

MUKANKWAYA

I v,ent home to tell people at home.

COUNSEL:

Yes, which people?

MUKANKWA YA:

His old brother, his wife and children those who were at home.

COUNSEL:

His wife who?

MUKANKWAYA·

Serena Rugundana.

COUNSEL:

I see. So after that what happened'?

go

MUKANKWAYA·

water.

After all that had happened, I told Simon. He went to people telling
them slowly, slowly. how to get him out

COUNSEL:

Yes.

MUKANKWAYA

. d b . the first \\e went to sec because Simon knew
The follo,~·mg ay. e;~~c soldie~. He went to ask him if he could be
0
who was m c_hargc_
H . ·ent to ask him whether he could be
allowed to g1vc him tea.
c \\
allowed.

COUNSEL:
MUKANKWAYA

Yes
·ng fiorhim when ,,e were outside
h
he went Ioo kl
When we reache d t ere,
k fi that man who was in charge of the
the gate. Simon went to loo or
soldiers.
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COUNSEL:
MUKANK\VAYA·
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'

·ou ·now 1c name of this man who wa.c;in charge of the soldiers?

C

I knew him.

M

\Vould you tell the Commission the names?

C

I have forgotten his names, Rajah. I know one of his names as Rajah.

COUNSEL:

You had seen him before?

.MUKANK\\ A YA·

I used to sec him. I knew him very well. If he is brought here I can
identify him.

COUNSEL:

And what rank was he?

MUKANKWAYA:

I think he was in charge of all the soldiers. When we went there we
found them at parade and he was the one demonstrating.

COUNSEL:

So when Simon went inside you were allowed to take the tea to John?

MUKANKW AYA:

They allowed him and we went together with him.

COUNSEL:

Did you see John?

MUKANKWAYA:

I saw him.

COUNSEL:

Well, was he brought outside or was he inside the cells?

MUKANKWAYA:

We saw him being ta.ken out from the room where he was in the water
and they pulled him down.

COUNSEL:

Pardon, could you please clarify that?

MUKANKWAYA:

We saw John.

COUNSEL:

I want a clarification. You entered into the gate, did you find John
outside the gate or he was inside or you saw him being brought from
inside?

MUKANKWAYA:

They were bringing him from the room where he had stayed. He had
slept and he was wet.

COUNSEL:

I see. Was he swollen?

MUKANKWAYA:

He was dead, he couldn't even take tea.

COUNSEL:

My question is: was he walking, were they carrying him while he ,,as
walking or they were lifting him?

MUKANKWAYA:

They were pulling him down. May be that they failed to lift him because
he was tall and they were weak.
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So thcv brought him outside'!
At the verandah of the 1
louse where he was.
Could you ~xplain to the C
. .
.omm1ss1onhow he appeared?

HlKANK\VAYA:

He looked as if he was d ad b
e
ecause we couldn't sec the black of his eye.
And did you sec any injuries on his body?

Ml k .\.NK\VAYA:

I saw bruises on hi fi
th
.
s ngers, cy had beaten him and his stomach was
swe 11mg.

COUNSEL:

Y cs. so what did you decide to do?

MUKANKWA YA:

He talked to him, me I don't understand English. Simon looked at the
eyes and he left the place and stood aside. They told him II what are you
seeing? You go away, we also have doctors. 11
'

COUNSEL:

Yes.

MUKANKWAY A:

I think he was telling them, he was asking them to take him and they
said you go away and he went away.

COUNSEL:

Yeah, so you went back home. After that what happened?
happened to the tea you had taken to the prisoner?

MUKANKWAYA:

We took it back home and the children took it.

COUNSEL:

So after that you were told to go away?

MUKANKWAY A:

Yes.

DR. LUYOMBY A:
◄

What

When John was dragged out of the verandah, you were present?

MUKANKWAY A:

I was present.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Was he breathing?

MUKANKWAYA:

He was groaning.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

I see. Okay.

COUNSEL·

.
1 ft for home with that sight you had seen, had you
So by the time you e
. ?
.
p
hope
that
he
would
hve.
given u

MUK.ANKWAYA:

COUNSEL:

They refused to give him to us. He was dead.
fi
d when you _ by the time you left that he
So you had already con nne
w~ dead?
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l went telling people that John w.as dead.
COLNSEL·

Tilc Commission wants to know whether at the time when you left, John
·was still groaning through the throat or he had kept quiet and he was
dead?

l\1UKANKWAYA-

,vc found John already dead. After I had seen that John was dead, I
didn't keep near him, he was dead

MR NAGENDA

But you sec, it is important to know whether he died before_you left in
that place or ~hether you didn't. Now, dead bodies do not make a noise
in the throat, you agree?

MUKANKWAYA:

Yes.

MR. NAGENDA:

So what you are saying is that while you were standing beside him,
looking at him he stopped groaning any noise stopped coming from him
and he died as you watched him. Is that what you are saying?

MUKANKWAYA:

I didn't hear anything but I met him lying dead.

MR. NAGENDA:

By the way did he - when while he was still alive, when you saw him
first, did he recognise you or did he recognise his brother?

MUKANKWAYA:

We didn't see him, he didn't even see Rugundana when they were
beating him. We were left at the gate, he didn't see him, he didn't see us.

MR. NAGENDA:

I am sorry, you said that after you had gone in, they dragged him out and
he was wet and he was groaning at that time. Did he recognise you at all
or not.

MUKANKWAYA:

The black part of the eye could not see because the whole of the eve was
white.

COUNSEL:

Now, you said that you asked for the body and they denied you. Did
they eventually give you the body of John?

MUKANKWAYA:

We didn't get.

MR. NAGENDA:

Now, since that time that was July 18th, 1977.
again?

MUKANKWA YA:

We didn't go back to see him.

COUNSEL.

Or have you ever seen his dead body?

MUKANKWAYA.

No.

COUNSEL:
MUKANKWAYA.

HaYe you sec John

And you have never seen the dead body or anything up to no,,·>
Whether they ate him or buried him, I don't know.
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l Ol

• l'l

o" • on the 17th , ·I

beat
• • ' ten you went in th b
en ou s:ud ) ou didn't
e arracks and found John being
hl'..,t"
enter Was I1e crymg
• when he was being
" c;n 'l

1tKA 'K\V\YA·

I heard him ak.
. I d"d ,
m tng noise
1
were beating him and h. '
n_t enter I kept outside the gate. They
c was making noise.

And were , ou alo
•
ne or 0ther people also heard this noise?

I

MUKANK\VA
YA:

1l1cre were other people but Id' '
.
looking at him Th
tdn t recognise them. They were standing
• ey came so many, so I stood and looked only.

COUNSEL:

.Didn't vou see peop] • l'k
•
c I e 8 agashasha's family and children and wife?

MURA1'J"-\\AYA:

Bagashasha stays near the barracks, he has his home near that barracks.

COL'NSEL:

You didn't see them?

f\fUKANK\V
AYA:

I didn't sec them, but they were there.

COUNSEL:

Didn't you sec Cecilia who owns a dry cJcaner there?

MUKANKWA
YA:

I know Celilia - where they dry cJean but I didn't see Celilia.

COUNSEL:

Whom would you blame for the death or the disappearance?

MUKANKWAYA.

I blame Rutishereka of course. Because he said, give us the bales of
clothes, if you do not have the bales of clothes give us money. If you do
not give to us, you will also not eat it, said Rutishereka.

COUNSEL:

But do you not think Rutishereka was right to report John since he was
keeping these things and he had lost his property?

MUKANKWAYA·

He can't be, to my little understanding, he shouldn't have told him like
that he should have reported to police so that the police come and tell
John to look for these things and police would give him time .

COUNSEL:

Jn other words are you saying that Rutishereka did bad to report to the
military instead he should have reported to the Police?

MUKANKWAYA:

He should have reported the matter to police because during that time
reporting to military meant death.

•

COUNSEL:

MUKANKWAYA

COUNSEL:

Eventually did the police investigate and find out actually who had
stolen these bales of clothes?
• ·
· t d and on that day they recovered the bales - that day
Police mvest1ga e
.
•
d ·1·
. tea we saw a vehicle with policemen an m1 1tary
when we were takmg
men off-loading the bales.
·d
as it other people apart from John who had
So to your know Ic ge w
stolen these bales?
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It \\ as other people "ho had stolen· the bales. Because thcv had "'
• t11cm lltC) had found other people with
. bales and
- thcv
,ound
t11cm\\ 1th
h
tied them
- ad

COUNSEL

1UKA K\VAYA:
COUNSEL·

So ) ou may conclude that if Rutishcrcka had rcponcd this man
] • th" •
• •
dh ave been done and the bales \\ould er
po 1cc
1s 1m est1gahon woul
h to
been rcco\cred and John would not have died
ave
John wouldn't have died.
You have just said that those days reporting a person to military meant
death. \Vhat do you mean by that, had other people died previously to

John?
Ml.JKANk.\VAYA:

Man} people died but I don't know who they were. People in the market
were dymg, in town were being killed but I don't know them. There was
even a Muganda who \'.as killed here in town.

COCNSEL:

What was his name?

1\fCKAl\J"K\\'A
YA:

I don't know his name.

COUNSEL:

He \\ as killed by who?

MUKANKWAYA·

He was killed by military.

COUNSEL:

So are you now saying that by saying that when Rutishereka said that
you will not eat that money, and when he reported John to the military,
he knew that John would be killed?

MUKANKWAYA:

When we heard Rutishereka went to the military, we knew that John
would die.

COUNSEL:

I see. My Lord that is all from this witness.

MR. NAGENDA.

How did you know that John knew that if reported - how do you kno\\
that Rutishereka knew that if he reported to the military they would kill
John?

MUKANKWAYA:

I don't know how he reported to the military.
theft we knew he would be killed.

D

And you are saying that John knew that this was the case - he knc\\ \\ hat
you arc saying was true and John knew it that Rutishcrcka kne\\ this
Did he tell you?

MUKANKWAYA:

We all knew it.

MUKANKWAYA:

M

A thing like that one of

MR. NAGENDA:

MR. NAGENDA.

D

You mean all the people who went to the barracks got killed''
Whoever would say had stolen, I even heard the people saying tlaat the)
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M

were killed.
1R 'AGh

DA

And you don't k

·1·

mi 1truy who

.
camnow a .smgle person who was taken for theft to the
e out ahve'!

MUKANK\VAYA:

Even if somebody hated
they would take
y~u and went and reported that you had stolen
you and kill you.
'

MR NAGENDA:

And this was in your view

MUKANKWAYA:

If
.f you want you may ask peopIe near here at Rutishereka's home Even
1 yolu go to. Rwemc where Rutishereka comes from and get ~lowly
s1ow Y you will know it.
'

MR NAGENDA:

By th e way where is Rutishereka?

MUKANKWAYA:

He has a milling machine at Majaji. I don't know whether he is either
there or it is at home at Bwene.

MR. NAGENDA:

The Milling machine is where?

MUKANKWAYA:

Majaji - near the market.

MR NAGENDA:

Assistant Legal Counsel, is Mr. Rutishereka going to be helping us with
our inquiries or not? I wonder whether he is going to be a witness that is
all.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Let me thank you for your clear evidence to the Commissioner was
asking you about the military and deaths. And that is the story you made
that being reported to the military as a thief those days meant death.
Was this ruling from government?

MUKANKWAYA:

.
concluded in
h
well known m Kabale? Not only you
your cart. but others to O know.? The whole town of
Kabale knew John
clothes after Ruf hwaskk1lled?He was killed because of the bales of the
is ere a had reported?

I heard that the government had put their law that whoever is caught as a
thief must die.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

And this was Amin's government?

MUKANKWAYA:

That is him.

DR. LUYOMBYA

· t anted to know if you knew about it but it was almost a
Actu all Y, I JUS w
d "th th. f
decree that a thief - time should not be waste w1 a ie •

MUKANKWAYA:

free and would go and report that he had stolen
Whoever wante d was
and he would be arrested •

DR LUYOMBYA:

Do you th m

. k this was a bad decree?

MUKANKWAYA:

It was a bad decree.
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DR l l ·o~1B'\

Could it hnvc been improved to your knowledge?

Ml TKA ~K\VAYA

It ~hould have been improved

DR. LUYOMBY A

Ho" should it have been improved to your knowledge?

MR
MU

1UKANK\VAYA.

111cy\\Ould first report to police who would investigate thorough\
they found somebody who had stolen them, they would tell hi y._ If
st
either to return it or imprison him. lf they had investigated and : 0 /~
bales then he would not have died.
e

DR LUYOMBYA

Could the military have investigated the same way as the police?

ML h.Al\KWA '\ A:

They did not investigate because they arrested during the morning that
day they beat him to death.

DR LUYOMBY A:

I wanted to know whether formally, the military can investigate?

MUKANK\V AYA

I know it is the police who first investigate and then they file it also.

DR Lu'YOMBYA

Okay.

MR NAGENDA:

What I wanted to ask you, you said that the bales were found with other
people and were recovered by the police. Is that right?

MUKANKWAYA

That is right.

MR NAGENDA:

Yes, who were the people who had the bales?

MUKANKWAYA

I saw people, I don't know them - people, I saw the bales and the people.

MR. NAGENDA·

Were they also taken to the military and killed?

MUKANKWAYA:

Thev arrested them and put them there and left them go home.

MR. NAGENDA:

Were they also taken to the military and killed?

MUKANKWAYA·

They arrested them and put them their and left them go home

MR. NAGENDA:

Did they come to Court?

MUKANKWAYA

l11ey were not taken to any other place
went away.

MR. NAGENDA

Did you sec them go away or you just assumed they went away'>

MUKANKWAYA:

They brought the stout vehicle with the bales and they
took them to the military and left them there

MRNAGENDA:

Did you see all these?

MUKANKWAYA:

I saw with my own eyes.

MR.
MU
MR
MU
MR

M
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M

l11cy brought the bales and

\\Cre

people that

1R

GE lDA

1UKA K\VAYA:

1R. 'AGENDA:
MUKANK\\A YA:
MR N <\GENOA:

MUKA:"JK\VA
YA:
MR NAGENDA

\Vere these people beaten
.
the stout'}
or tortured m any way when you saw them in
Police brought th
Military men didn';m tog~ther ~i th the bales and they were beaten.
want t e pohce to bring these people.
Where was John Nshokyeyeinka from?
He was born here.
\Vas he also originally from Mufumb'1ra.?
He was originally from Mufurnbira.
What about a lady we saw early today - Mrs. Rwabishari. Was she also
from Mufumbira originally?

MUKANKWAYA:

Mrs. Rwabishari comes from near Rusoroza. That is where her father
stays.

MR NAGENDA:

And the people who were found with the bales and who were brought by
th~s _stoutcar, did you look at them? Did they also look as if they came
ongmally from Mufumbira?

MUKANKWAYA:

They looked like Bakiga.

MR. NAGENDA:

Rutishereka Kawezira was originally from Mufumbira?

MUKANKWAYA:

He is a Mukiga, comes from Rweme.

MR. NAGENDA:

To your knowledge has there been or was there this time a lot of enmity
between Bakiga and people from Mufumbira?

MUKANKWAYA:

I don't know of any.

MR. NAGENDA

You see, the reason I am asking you this, and I am not trying to get your
enemies from Bakiga or anything. It is important we should get some of
the things that happened. It seems to me that the people that were
tortured, one of whom was killed were originally from Mufumbira. You
have also found? And also this person - it was proved that afterwards
that he didn't steal the bales - was killed. The people who had actually
stolen the bales and were found with them whom you say looked like
Bakiga were not even beaten up. So I am trying to find whether there is
a connection here.

MUKANKWAYA:

CHAIRMAN:

They were already beaten, John h::idalready been beaten and had been
killed they left them there
You referred earlier to some ki~d of decree in which it said: all thieves suspected thieves-, should be killed.
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L

\

"\\ AYA:

CHAIRMAN

\\'hen the military fin;t came to Kabalc, people said. all the thi 'V
•
d'
\. t
•
c cs are
gomg
to tc. , t t 1nt time a person who hated his neighbour wo ld
and report at the milital} that he hnd stolen. they would look for h~ go
take him and kill him. Even if you quarrelled with a person would andl
• to r~port to tl1c m1·1·1tary
say
am gomg

How man, people do you remember were killed allegedly as thieves •
K.abaleor m your area?
in
I heard people dying saying that they were thieves but I heard them _
around Kabale but 1 was not with iliem.

CHA!rutfAN.

But how many did you hear of!

l\fUKANk.'W AYA:

I don't know the number because at Mwanjari, they beat one boy. When
he reached near town, he died. I don't know his name. But I reached
where he was - he was slaughtered like a cow. It is military who used to
do like that. I don't know any other. I know that people died but I don't
know them.

CHAIRMAN:

What came out of bales of clothes which were said these people dropped
and then they left?

MUKANKWAYA:

I also left the bales in the military in the ground.

CHAIRMAN:

Thank you.

KA~IENZIRE:

You seem to suggest that the - when the police came with those people
who had stolen the bales the military seemed to be hostile to the police.

MUKANKWA YA:

They were not happy at all to see that the police went to look at the bales
of clothes when they had killed John. I didn't go to police, it is John
who went to police, he died when he had reported to police.

KAKWENZIRE:

What about Simon?

MUKANKW AYA:

I don't know whether he went to police because he didn't tell me.

KAKWENZIRE:

That is all. I should say thank you very much for your evidence. And I
want to register my sympathy.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Where was the military Barracks at the time?

MUKANKWAYA:

At Kirijime.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Near your home?

MUKANKWA YA:

Near my home.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Where was the nearest police station?

MUKANKWAYA:

Down here, that is where I wenfto report.
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DR M KUBUYA
1UKA

"A'AYA

DR MAKUBUYA:
MUKANK\VAYA:

How fnrw th
as c police stati
.
on from the military barracks.
It isn't a kilometre . .
, it is about 30 metres.
\Vere civilians frc

It is very ve
,

c to walk to the military barracks?

d'ffi
ry , cult to enter into the military.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Then how did R ti h
u s ereka manage to enter there?

.MUKANK\VA
YA:

I think it depended on that d
inside the hous h
. ay because when they were beating John
e e was with them.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

He was ms1
• 'de the house when they were beating this chap?

MUKANKWAYA:

He was there with the military.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

He was ju5t Staoding folding his hands like this, was he?

MUKANKWAYA:

1:1ere were very many other people who were in John's house asking
him where the bales of the clothes had gone.

DR. MAKUBUYA•

Are you saying the beating of John started in his house?

MUKANKWAYA:

Started from his house.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

And did this Rutishereka go along with John to the barracks?

MUKANKWAYA:

There was military law, he took Rutishereka and John to the barracks.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Were they both prisoners?

MUKANKWAYA:

Rutishereka had taken John as the one who had stolen (from) him.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

And you better remember this, did you see Rutishereka beating John?

MUKANKWAYA:

I saw him, I went to look for a polythene paper to put my clothes I found
he was beating him. "You haven't given us our bales of clothes, you
have not given us the money but you will also not eat it."

DR MAKUBUYA

What was he using to beat?

MUK.ANKWAYA:

DR MAKUBUYA:

MUKANKWAYA:

He was using hands to beat him slapping him, pushing him near m~y
1 b ting him but I recognised Rutishereka. Whoever keeps her/lus
peop e feal th s was present there but I don't remember or know their
bales o co e
names.
ions when you went to the barracks to meet John.
Now on th e occas
. ?
what, language did you use with the soldiers.
.
h th were arresting him and they were beating him I
The first time w en ey
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111.~vcr
entered the barracks.
DR. l\1AKUBUYA.

'1l1c second time when you took tea?

MUKANK\VAYA:

1l1c second-time I went with Simon and Simon knows English. Simon

talked to them, I did not talk to them
DR. MAKUBUYA:

Now, do you know this Mrs Rwabishari very well?

MUKANKWA YA:

Very well, I know her Even during the time she was staying with John

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Do you know whether anythmg happened to her about that time?

MUKANKWA YA:

At that time she was pregnant when she reached the barracks she was
beaten and she had a miscarriage of twins.

DR. MAKUBUY A

Why was she taken to the barracks?

MUKANKW A YA:

They took her together with John.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Why?

MUKANKW A YA:

Because they said she might know where John had put the bales of
clothes.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Yeah, why did they npt take you, I have nothing against you but did they
take you also?

MUKANKWA YA:

They didn 1t take me. They arrested John, I was not staying with John.
John was staying in the same house with Mrs. Rwabishari.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

What about this Anastasia Tiwanje, do you know Anastasia Tiwanje?

MUKANKWA YA:

I don 1t know her.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Did John have a wife?

MUKANKWA YA:

He had not married.

DR MAKUBUY A:

Did he have children?

MUKANKWA YA:

He has a child whom he produced he is a soldier

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Where is the child?

MUKANKWA YA·

I think he is in Kampala.

DR. MAKUBUYA

What is his name?

MUKANKWA YA:

I know one name: Mugisha.

DR. MAKUBUY A

How old was he at the time?
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ll KA K\\
DR

Y :

i KUBUYA

May be he was 12 - 13 1
'
• • don t remember clearly.
Yes, ,ou sec Mrs M k
come~to give :d u ankwaya, of course it is very good that vou have
\Vhich •
CVJ cnce but I must commend you for something else.
ts )1'our courage to be able to testifv about these things. Many
0 th
er pcop c do not want t
·fy
•
th e use and so on I m to testi • about these matters. Thev
· say what is
•
•
•
•
us
commend
you
for
your
courage
and sincerely
"e wish that as m .
•
you.
an) as possible can learn from your example. Thank

CHAIRMA.
That i_s _very commendable.
Cecilia you have heard what the
Comm1~s1onershave said, being tribute to the courage you have shown
by coming here. Is there anything else you would like to tell us before
we discharge you to go?

MUKANKWAYA:

I don t have anything to tell you.

CHAIRMAN

Okay, thank you very much. You may go Next witness please.

COUNSEL:

1

The next witness is Simon Rugundana a brother to John and he is
number 448.

WITNESS NO. 448: MR. SIMON RUGUNDANA - SWORN
IN

COUNSEL:

I think Simon can speak English.

RUGUNDANA:

I shall try.

COUNSEL:

Could you tell your names to the Commission in full?

RUGUNDANA:

My names are Simon Rugundana.

COUNSEL:

How old are you?

RUGUNDANA

I am 62 years old.

COUNSEL:

Where do you res1'de?.

RUGUNDANA:

1 stay near Ankole.

COUNSEL:

What do you do?

RUGUNDANA·
COUNSEL:
RUGUNDANA:
CHAIRMAN:

I am practising medicine.
As a doctor?
I am a medical Assistant •

Now, this is addressed to
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members of public who are here.

Mr.

!lugundana is giving evidence in English. Now, we would like t
if there arc an\ people here who do not understand
th
o know
·11
b
•
·
so
at
transl
w1
e done
m Ruk1ga. Because actually, we save more ti·me wh ati on
.
get a wrtness who speaks English. We still have about half theen_
We
taken for interpreting from other witnesses. Is there an bOd
ti~e
not follow in English?
Y Y who Will
INTERPRETER:

Toe public would like to hear it in the local language as well.

CHAIRMAN:

Yes, of course, I expected that. And the other one? Now what
dO .
18
this: somebody will sit next to them.
And explain
'
we them
to
simultaneously.

COUNSEL:

You say you are practising medicine in Mbarara, in Ankole and 0
a Medical Assistant. In which hospital or which dispensary?
y u are

RUGUNDANA:

In Preventable Clinic. I am being helped by ......

COUNSEL:

Is it your business?

RUGUNDANA:

I have built there.

COUNSEL:

Now, when did you move to Ankole from Kabale?

RUGUNDANA:

This year.

COUNSEL:

This year. So in 1977 you were here in Kabale?

RUGUNDANA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Evidence has been given to this Commission that on the 17th of July,
1977, this lady who has just given evidence - Cecilia Mukankwaya came
to you and told you that your brother John had been arrested by the
military. Is this true?

RUGUNDANA:

¥es.

COUNSEL:

Could you tell the Commission how you learned this from Cecilia and
what followed thereafter?

RUGUNDANA:

It was still morning time when she came and informed me. And she told
me 'your brother has been arrested'. I tried to follow him but I knew that
it was very difficult for people like me to go into the barracks. So I
found it very impossible. So I tried to see the in charge of the barracks.

COUNSEL:

Who is that, who is he?

RUGUNDANA:

Mr. Rogers.

COUNSEL:

What rank was he?

RUGUNDANA:

I knew him as the in charge but I didn't know his rank.

COl

RU<

0

R
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l fo knew •ou?
Rl Gl' DA lA:

He knew me bccausc I had an
petrol stations through th
ambulance. I used to get fuel from the
refused he said I should t em~o So I went to him in the evening. He
stronger,
I wanted h'1m to ry
morrow Then I wanted him to be a b't1
.
rcleas
said that I try tomorr
e my brother but he did not accept He
.
ow· I went back h
s •
•
I go to him he might refuse
ome. o m the morning, I said if
contact the in char b
• Then I contacted - I am sorry I didn't
said I am sending gs: :ds:;eo~e
else. Then I telephoned to him, he
agreed he said let h'
' his brother has been arrested Then he
im
come
• •m the
barracks he was hatt·
. • Then I went there I found him
'
c
mg
with
so
Th
to go and show
th b
me one.
en he called one of the men
me e rother.

COUNSEL:

That was on the 18th?

RUGUNDANA

Yes, . it was a Thursday • Th en th at man went m
• the room and I stayed
outside. But there was a room in the outside that is where I stayed.
Then they brought him while dragged. One man was catching him on
the chest another man supporting him. Then when I saw him then I said
that the man was dying. Then they said how do you know that he is
dying? He wasn't seeing, even then l opened his eyes and I found that
they were white. He was bleeding terribly as if somebody who had
already died. Again I said this man is dying, then another one said
"wewe" stop deceiving people. I tried to beg them for my brother to take
him to hospital. They told me that they had a better hospital. So they
chased me. Then the following morning I tried to go around to see
whether I can get someone to help me so that I get him out of the
barracks for treatment.

COUNSEL.
RUGUNDANA

Do you know the name of the person who chased you away?
Yeah. He s a soldier. But I don't know his name. My brother had all his
body swollen, he had a lot of injuries. By then I was shocked to see him
He had injuries on the leg almost everywhere because he was almost
naked. But the whole body was swollen.
.
. . . ')
In other words you are saying that you had seen senous mJunes.

COUNSEL:
Because one of the eyes was still bleeding.

RUGUNDANA:

Y es.

COUNSEL:

th t- after you had observed that he was really gasping for
So after a
. . d and they chased vou awav, you went away,
breath and he was m.1ure
•
• •
what followed?
.
.
t . d to come again and see whether l could see
The following mommg 1 nc

RUGUNDANA·

DR MAKUBUY A:

him.
allowed into the barracks to sec your brother
Mr. Rugundana, you we~ d ou ask him whether you could actually
b Mr Rajah. Now, di y
·1
y . • d' al treatment to your brother.
provide me ic
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RUGU ID NA

Yes, I did.

DR MAKUBUYA

And what did he say?

RUGUNDANA:

He said he had better treatment than I had.

DR .MAKUBUYA.

Did you ask him actually whether they were giving him medical
treatment?

RUGUNDANA:

They said they would take him to their hospital

DR MAKUBUYA:

To the hospital, it is Roger who told you this?

RUGUNDANA:

Yes. I tried to ask nobody could take my notice.

COUNSEL:

Whom did you ask?

RUGUNDANA:

I asked the soldiers who were around. But I was asking them from the
outside not inside. Then one man said you man if you are not carefulwe
are going to arrest you also. Then we take you inside.

COUNSEL:

Was that a soldier?

RUGUNDANA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

So you went out and what followed after that?

RUGUNDANA:

After that I heard rumours that my brother died.

COUNSEL:

Yes, did you see the body?

RUGUNDANA:

No, I didn't.

COUNSEL:

Where did you hear the rumour from?

RUGUNDANA:

From the people around there.

COUNSEL:

And since that time you have never seen him?

RUGUNDANA:

No.

COUNSEL:

Neither have you seen the body?

RUGUNDANA:

No.

COUNSEL:

Now did your brother have a family?

RUGUNDANA:

He had a child.

COUNSEL:

He had only a child, no wife?
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Rl lil

0

1

0 \\ifc

nnny.

cot
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l looked after h'
.
tm, taking to school after his school he went to

Militarv~.

col.J.'J'"'EL.

He is now in the army?

RUGUNDANA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Did you learn of the cause of the arrest?

CHAIRMA

Counsel, ask him for the name of the child.

COLNSEL:

My Lord, the name has already been given to the Commission as
Mugisha That he is an NRA soldier. So did you learn, may be from any
source, what the cause of the arrest of your brother was?

RUGUNDANA

He was living in the market in a big house sharing it with other people
and they say that there were some second-hand clothes which had been
stolen and they arrested him thinking that he was the one.

COUNSEL:

Whom was he sharing with?

RUGUNDANA:

My Lord there was Mrs. Rwabishari.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

RUGUNDANA.
COUNSEL:
RUGUNDANA.
COUNSEL:

RUGUNDANA

DR MAKUBUYA:
RUGUNDANA

DR MAKUBlJYA:

I knew Rwabishari only and others I didn't know
And you didn't know how this stealing affected - and he ended up being
arrested?
No. I don't know.
• th disappearance and
11this Commission regardmg e
t
What do you now e
death of your brother?
.
of bad government by then whi~h was
I would sav that he died because ·h0 . uld hate somebody died. JUSt.tu
not caring •for peop le. aiwbodv
. •
• " thatwo
thev put him in thc m1Ttar\'
, . pohcc
. the clothes into his hands so k·11 d • Bv then it was - those people
cart)
ted and be , e . .
d thev would be arres
f the go\'emment
an
• k' Hing were the servants o
who were i
th •)
nt arrest your bro er.
Did the govemme
.
od, is arrested. they take
• b •cause if somcb •
b sa,· he
ad been tn 1.:
davs and may e .
vemment h
ded for some • •
b d
The. go
b cause he is rem:in th the\' discovered the o y.
articulars.
e . sc after his dea
•
P
•
•d
b1.:cau
• t 1.:• the
might be sa, c
ff d , ou im esuga
mcthing else.
i
•
,_·ou so
k
let me as
Okay.
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circumsranccs unucr which John was arrested'?
RUGLTNDANA.
TI1r people - the infonuation of course - those pcopk: who were keep·
there their clothes were the pcople who arrested hirn.
Ing

DR l\lAKUBUYA

\Vho were those, you have only rnentioncd Mr. Rwabishari.

RUGlJNDANA:

Rwabishari was a neighbour.

DR. MAKUBUYA.

Is he the one who arrested him.

RUGUNDANA.

No, they arrested his wife.

OR. MAKUBUYA:

TI1cy arrested his wife instead, what time?

RUGUNDANA.

In the evening a.round 6 p.m.

DR. MAKUBUYA:
J haven't seen all the meshes in all these connecting the government. I
have'nt seen the connection.

RUGUNDANA:
If the government is not caring, who does the mistake?
government would also be involved.

I think the

MR. NAGENDA:
Perhaps Mr. Rugunda, since my colleague has asked for the names of the
people who made the arrest, do you know their names?

RUGUNDANA.

MR. NAGENDA·
RUGUNDANA
MR. NAGENDA:
RUGUNDANA:
MR. NAGENDA:
RUGUNDANA:

I don't know but I remember they were staying with one person, I
remember one person, others I don't know.
Which person did they say to you?
He was staying with Rutishereka.
Rutishereka, who was Rutishereka? I don't know him
He

\\'..lS

a trader, 1 know him.

Was he an enemy of your brother?
No, they were friends That is why they used to give him the key.
Because they were many. they had two keys. I think one would be taken
by them and another one remained with my brother. So anyone who
would come first, would be given that key because the store was outside
his house not within where he was living but it was outside, you open
from outside. He was not keeping them but they tmsted him and gave
him the key.

MR. NAGENDA:
Did you get a chance to taJk to this Rutishcrcka? Afterwards to ask him
why he had said that your brother had stolen his clothes'?

RUGUNDANA:
Sir, those days it was very difficult. You wouldn't. otherwise we would
also he involved.
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Did ) ou ever find out Well
Have you taken a chan'
'exactly these days things arc not so difficult
cc to ask h• ,
·
tm exactly what happened?

RUGlTND.\Ni\.

No, I haven't.

MR NAGENDA:

Don't youth' k •

RUGUNDANA.

I didn't think it is a good idea.

MR NAGENDA:

We have been told that h
.
.
know w h ere Mwanjali is? c runs some kmd of mill at MwanJ·ali• do '-'Ou
J

RUGUNDANA.

Yes, I know.

MR.NAGENDA:

•

tn

tt

would be a good idea?

Would it not be a good idea to go to Mwanjali and at least find out - you
know exactly how these things came about?

RUGUNDANA:

I was fearing.

MR NAGENDA:

We were told by the previous witness Cecilia Mukankwaya that this
gentleman Mr. Rutishereka and incidentally the Commission has been
very pleased with this lady because as you said you heard what she said she didn't keep anything back right she is only a small lady, so if she can
do it then everybody should be able to do it. But we have been told by
her that Mr. Rutishereka said that if you can't give us the bales or the
money, you also won't enjoy it. Did you ever hear about this?

RUGUNDANA:

Yes.

MR. NAGENDA:

From whom?

RUGUNDANA:

I heard it from this Cecilia. She was told by another person who lives
arb who was present when he was beaten. when he was tortured
ne
. y tom ake h'1m mention that he was the one who had stolen the
trymg
clothes.

MR. NAGENDA:

What is the name of that other person ').

RUGUNDANA:

He is Mr. Siriri.

MR. NAGENDA:

• M Siriri one of your witnesses
Mr. Siriri. Legal Counsc l' is r.
•

.

COUNSEL:

MR NAGENDA.

•)

.
had enough. T o me, we, have
• had enough "itncsscs. l
My Lord, this ~ase ld b the last witness because would think tlus wou
e
. • 1•s goinlT
to be one of the
h ther Mr S.mn
e
No, I was asking yo~ w e , me tl1atyou have had enough We ha,c
witnesses, not neccssan~}'.to~ell at the time if you took pcopk to the
also been told by Cec1ha ~~ stolen something. this meant al1_nost
')'t-,rv
and said that they_ .
dd n death. Is that also ~ our idea.
nut ......;
th . fact she said it - su c
sudden dca ., tn
your impression.

.,
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RUGUNDANA·

SU)

that?

I ~aw people die there, I saw soml.!who were bcing buried ncarb the
alJ\'c tlrnt they hnd stolen.
Y re

l\f R. NAGENDA:

Where exactly?

RUGUNDANA.

Near the barracks.

MR. NAGENDA·

You arc saying that ·ou actually saw people being buried alive at the
barracks because they had been reported as thieves?

RUGUNO .\NA:

Yes.

~f R NAGFNDA ·

Who

RUGUNDANA

TI1c

MR NAGENDA:

Yes

RUGUNDANA

MR. NAGENDA

RUGUNDANA
MR. NAGENDA:

RUGUNDANA:
MR NAGENDA

RUGUNDANA:

MR NAGENDA:

RUGUNDANA:

names''

l don't knol\, some were just brought from the army side from different
sides so I don't know their names

So you would say in that case could you say that going to the barracks military and saying somebody has stolen was really a very serious
charge''
Yes
Is there anything you would like to say in this connection with
somebody who put this serious charge as far as the Commission is
conccmed? Sincc Mr. Rutishcreka put this scrious chargc which you say
usually led to peoplc's dcath is there anything you would ask this
Commission to do in relationship to Mr Rutishcrcka?
I think I would ask the Commission to pin a charge.
Incidentally. you said that you used to work here and it was after you
came back in the evening that you wcrc told by Cecilia Where did )OU
work')
I had retired from the government hospital this year then I went to the
missionary hospital at Mutolcrc.
Incidentally you moved from here to Ankole Is that in any \\ay - to
\.,,·orkas a medical Assistant at the ltoko Clinic -, is there a reason of \\h\
you went to work here or it is natural'/
No, I have a home also,
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MR ' GE DA.

,vc were told_· 10 f:
act we asked c , T
.
you ever hear that the
cci ta a question because it seems - did
I
were actually apprchcn~:~p~d'~ho were_suspected of stealing the bales
they had stolcn'l
rought ma stout vehicle with the bales

RUGUND·\1\TA

Y cab, I heard of that.

MR ~AGENDA:

Did you ever see them by any ehance.?

RUGUNDA1'.A

No, I didn't sec, I wasn't there.

MR ~AGENDA.

But one thing that stru k
h
..
.
c me w en Cec1ha was telling us the story was
th at 1t
seems that all the
l h
.
.
. .
peop e w o suffered m this case were originally
fr om Mufum b1ra,
1sthat so?

RUGUNDANA.

Yeah.

MRNAGENDA·

Was your brother originally from Mufumbira?

RUGUNDANA:

Yes.

MR NAGENDA

Was Mrs. Rwabishari originally from Mufumbira?

RUGUNDANA:

No.

MR NAGENDA:

Was her husband originally from Bufumbira?

RUGUNDANA·

No.

MR. NAGENDA:

I see. Now my question was not necessarily to be asked in anyway. At
the time that you were here in Ka.bale, did you ever - was there any
hostility between people from Bufumbira and Bakiga from here?

RUGUNDANA:

I didn't hear any.

MR. NAGENDA:

You never felt?

RUGUNDANA:

No.

MR. NAGENDA.

And you don't certainly think that it had anything to do with this case?

RUGUNDANA:

No.

MR. NAGENDA

Thank you.

DR LUYOMBY A:

Mr. Rugundana, you said that you work in Ankole.
Wentogo?

RUGUNOANA

Wentogo.

DR LUYOMBY A:

.. ,,
That is Wentogo Cl mic •
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Where is this.

RllGl

D \.

Yeah.

DR LUYOMBYA:

\Vhcrc is this?

RUGUND \

It is at \\'cntogo Trading Centre

\.

DR. ~UYOMBYA:

RUGUNDAJ\/A
DR LUYOMBYA:

One interesting thing is that you were being helped by Doctor
Bwarebawaha. He is the one surviving there?
He is my second In-charge.
You said you were being helped but is it not you helping him, who owns
the clinic?

RUGUNDA~A:

He owns it and I have a share in that. And I am also working and he also
comes to work.

DR LUYOMBYA:

Does he work in Wentogo?

RUGUNDANA·

He comes.

DR LUYOMBY A:

Where does he operate?

RUGUNDANA:

In Kabale.

DR. LUY0MBYA:

And Wentogo is in Ankole?

RUGUNDANA:

That is right.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

How many miles from Kabale to Wentogo?

RUGUNDANA:

17 miles - 30kms.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Now, what relationship did you have with John?

RUGUNDANA:

He is my younger brother.

DR LUYOMBY A:

Same father, same mother?

RUGUNDANA:

No, same father different mothers.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

And what relationship do you have with Cecilia?

RUGUNDANA:

Cecilia? Is not a relative, she is the wife of my brother.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Now, you said that when this was reported to you, you were afraid least
you got involved. What do you mean by this exactly'?

RUGUNDANA:

Because when you arc a relative of somebody and he is arrested. when
you go too much deep they can arrest you also. And people with money,
to give me and they arrest you and then you are also dead.
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OR Ll ') 0 iB)

You knl'w Rajah'

RUGU D. '

Yes.

DR LUYO IBY

s ) ou hn\·c told the c

. .

omm1ss1onhe was the In charge?

Yes
DR LUYO 1BYA:

John had been implicated as a thief, isn't it?

RUGUNDANA:

Yes.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

\Vere you afraid th t .
.
.
pursued?
a ) ou \\Ould also be implicated as a thief if you

RUGUNDANA:

The matter?

DR LUYOMBYA:

Yes

RUGUNDANA:

They could come to my home and dismantle things and all that
arrest me because they had no true administration.

DR LUYOMBYA:

Had some other people been arrested in the same way and killed because
they were related to thieves and had tried to tress the matter?

RUGUNDANA.

But that I cannot tell, I don't know one but one would think of that, when
things were bad it was like war. You cannot tell where the bomb will
come from.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

So it was, in a way you never wanted, you feared that you would be
involved if you pursued the matter?

RUGUNDANA:

As I say somebody being done like that, I feel I was quite right.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

You know, Mr. Rugundana, what surprises me is that Cecilia nearly tried

Or

more than you did.

RUGUNDANA:

Yes.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

She went to the barracks at least to get the gist and she saw John being
beaten and molested and came and reported.

RUGUNDANA:

That time I was not there, I was on duty. And another thing you see he
·
·
d ·th a lady the lady was removed and he stayed there.
was 1mpnsone w 1
,

DR. LUYOMBYA:
RUGUNDANA:
DR LUYOMBYA:

So he was imprisoned with a lady' which lady?
The wife of Rwabishari.
So you thought if you went there -
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DR Ll1"YOMBYA

s a man
Then you saw some people or thieves - implicated th"

alive?

ieves

b ·

eing buried

RUGU1'DANA:

Yes.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Did you really witness this with your eyes?

RUGUNDANA:

Yes. I did.

DR. LUYO,t\;IBYA:

\Vas it inside the barracks or outside the barracks?

RUGL1'1DA~A

Outside the barracks, there was a 'Limbo' there near They di h
..
c.
ga oe1
graves and stay th ere waitmg 1or some people so that the b •
somebody put him in then they bury.
y nng

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Who dug those graves?

RUGUNDANA:

The Municipal Council.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

The Municipal Council?

RUGUNDANA:

Yes. They were waiting for people you know, to die around that place.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

It is used as a cemetery?

RUGUNDANA:

Yes.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

And they dig graves in advance?

RUGUNDANA:

Yes, because one could die on Saturday when they are not on duty. So
they had to get that grave ready for burial. Or m~y people would die in
one day then they would have to reserve for those people.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Sp the military used these graves?

RUGUNDANA:

Yes.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

I see. Do you know the exact spot, can you take this Commission to the
spot?

RUGUNDANA:

It is a long time my friend.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

This is long ago but some people have remembered and taken us to areas
where such things happened.

RUGUNDANA:

Anyway, it was near the road this road going to Katuna. It was in that
line but I can't spot out that this is the place.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Now. these people who were alive and suspected thieves were they tied
and handcuffed?

Rl ~l

D

At tin_tcs!hey were not, they just go and give them a mark by dipping
them m duty water so they wear dirty uniforms They can't run.

DR LUYOMBYA:

1 am trying to get details Mr. Rugundana. Somebody dipped in water
and then here is a grave.

RUGUNDANA:

I mean on an arrest before they put in the grave. That was just thrown
there.

DR. LL1 OMBYA:

I want you to describe exactly what you saw.

RUGUNDANA:

Yes, what I saw they could get somebody not tied, just drop him there.

DR. LUYO"MBYA:

It isn't a matter of getting somebody, this is something you witnessed.

RUGUNDANA

A suspected thief.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Yes.

RUGUNDANA:

They would drop him there when you could try to rise, they would beat
on the head then you go down. They put you straight then beat you
again just like that until the soil covers you.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

I see. How many people did you witness meeting their deaths in this
way?

RUGUNDANA:

That one I can't tell.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Was it several occasions?

RUGUNDANA:

One occasion.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

One occasion?

RUGUNDANA:

Yes , but when I saw that I never went there again.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

RUGUNDANA:
DR. LUYOMBY A:
RUGUNDANA:
DR LUYOMBY A:
RUGUNDANA:
DR LUYOMBY A:

I am not saying that you should have gone there again. But on that
occasion you were there.
That was only that.
How many people were buried alive?
It was only one
It was only one?
Yes.
.
. fi
ation from some other people in town who had
Now did you get m orm
·1
witnessed more of the same case.
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RUGU,DANA

Yes.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Who gave you that sort of information?

Rl GUND,<\NA

When you arc moving, you get a group of people or you go with a group
of people saying, you won't know their names.

DR l UYOMBYA:

Okay Let me go back to John when he was dragged out of the cells.
You said he was gasping for breath?

RUGUNDANA.

Yes.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

And he had abrasions, and he was swollen up and the eyes were pale.
Did he have any stab wounds?

RUGUNDANA:

I did not see. Because it was just a short time.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

I am asking this because Mrs. Rwabishari told us that -

RUGUNDANA:

That one was with him full time.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Yes, she said he was stabbed. You being Medical we should be more
interested to hear from you.

RUGUNDANA:

When I saw him I didn't see any stab wound though I didn't examine
every part of his body. And the beatings kicking did not stop. On that
day or moment. There might haye been when I went back they could
have stabbed him.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

We do not want to speculate please. If you didn't see any stab wounds, it
is enough to say that you didn't see.

RUGUNDANA:

I did not see.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Okay. Now when he was brought out, was he wet, was there any
indication that he had been dipped in water?

RUGUNDANA:

By then it was a day after and he was putting on nothing.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

He was completely naked?

RUGUNDANA:

He was putting on a pant.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Was it wet?

RUGUNDANA:

I didn't see.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Okay, thank you.

CHAIRMAN:

You first asked the assistance from the D.C. who then spoke to the Incharge of the military after which you went. After you had failed, after
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.
to as s1st you did you report back to him?

To tl1e D.C.'l
Yes.

RUGUNDANA:

No. I did not.

CHAIRMAN:

Whv
not? Whv• d"d
• that look I have not 1 •
• d
n t you come back and tell him
1 t-;oun
my brother in such a terrible condition?
'

RUGUNDANA:

I didn't
d0 1't because I knew that even people who would be taken to
.
.
pohcc if they - o~e goes to the military and says I have got a person who
has ~tolen my things or done this, they would just go and pick him up
and Just take him there, so.

CHAIRMAN·

The point I am picking up is this, first you did the correct thing to seek
the D.C"s assistance and D.C. whose name you cannot remember now.
Now, having failed - you saw your brother was brought in a poor
condition, did you report to the D.C

RUGUNDANA:

I did not.

CHAIRMAN:

I am wondering why?

RUGUNDANA:

I was explaining everything to them, they refused my explanations. I
said they didn't help me on military things because even he just rang to
him, he never took care of - I mean took any trouble to come with me
and see what was happening. So going back to him was useless.

CHAIRMAN:

Rajah, for how long was he here?

RUGUNDANA:

In fact I don't know.

CHAIRMAN:

For how long did you see him, you used to get petrol?

RUGUNDANA:

I think it is over a year. I don't remember.

CHAIRMAN:

Was he from Kabale? Originally?

RUGUNDANA:

CHAIRMAN:
RUGUNDANA:
CHAIRMAN:
RUGUNDANA:
CHAIRMAN:

No, he is_ I don't know where he came from may be he is coming from
North.
So you don't know where he is now?
No.
So you cannot identify anybody else?
No.
d can be traced except this man who is now - we
Very sorry, but nobo Y
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, ill try to tnwc for his name. I thit1k it will be a good idea, w
like Ru6shcreka to find out from him what he knows ahout this ~ ~OUld
and if he had nny part to play on it.
•ncidcrn

KAK\VENZIRE·
RUGUNDANA:
KAKWENZIRE:

I want to know whether you were the one who brought that compl .
our investigators?
aint or
I think through his son
For the last 13 years, have you been having some hope that one da
may take these people who implicated your brother to Court?
y You

RUGUNDANA:

I didn't have that idea.

KAKWENZIRE:

Why did you come to report to the Commission?

RUGUNDANA:

They told us that the Commission of Inquiry will come here and it will
come to each district.

KAKWENZIRE:

But that was 10 years from that incident. Why all that long?

RUGUNDANA:

10 years, you think they had not started?

KAKWENZIRE:

You see, when this murder took place, the police investigated and found
out the actual death, the interested party should have pursued the matter
from the police which had tried to investigate.

RUGUNDANA:

It was terrible.

KAKWENZIRE:

In fact the way I see it, the police seems to have been active because of
the work they did.

RUGUNDANA:

But then he had already died. Now you wouldn't approach them thatmy
brother has died you take some action they could get somebody from the
police and take him to the barracks to torture and beatings.

KAKWENZIRE:

Do you know those police men, you were a medical doctor but you knew
the police commander then of the area, I mean a medical assistant?

RUGUNDANA:

No, I didn't because I had not much to do with them, I was going on
duty always going this side, he was on this side.

KAKWENZIRE:

I see. So now your nephew has nobody to lodge this complaint, you
have some misgivings about supporting this complaint?

RUGUNDANA:

I have come to you and that is why I am here.

KAKWENZIRE:

Now, when they were more than- it was only Rutishereka. Have you
tried to trace for other people where these would be and try to takethem
to court because it is unfair to take Rutishereka - to be taken to court
alone?
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RUGUNDA 'A.

K.AK.\\ E1'ZIRE:
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KAK\\ EN/IRE
MR NAGENDA.

RUGUNDANA

ll1osc were th •
•
tevcs I told) ou that I don't kno\\ them.
\Vhv didn't vou fi d
•
•
n out the other owners of the bales?
Anvwav, I hear the n
wh~ w~ a • hb
am~s but I thought it \\'Ould be easy for a person
• ncig our to him to do that.
But he heard the names being mentioned?

I

th

ink he would be a witness probably. He was living near the barracks.

TI1ank you very much for your evidence
Just two very small questions arising out of what vou have told us. Did
your brother have a reputation for bad behaviour? •
No. he was a good man. he had worked with the Indians and in the buses
as a bus conductor. He had never been convicted of stealing their
money. They left when he was still working with them.

MR NAGENDA

Y cs. the only reason I was asking you that is following what all my
colleagues so far have said. You know somebody has a bad reputation
say well, he is going to spoil it himself But in any case as it \\ as told to
us by Margaret at the beginning. she said he was a good man Those arc
the \\'Ords she used. Lastly after Mr. Rutishercka had discovered his
appalling mistake, of reporting somebody who turned out to be innocent
- because ,ve have been told that the police got the right thieves in fact -.
I assume he came and .apologised to you and your famil) for the great
harm he had done,

RUGUNDANA·

No, he didn't.

COUNSEL:

My Lord I am informed by Kisuule that his ~quipment is heating up
And it may require a rest. So it would be advisable that \\C would get
better ideas as we go along resting

CHAIRMAN:

for the evidence ) ou
M r. Rugun dana • than k ,·ou
.
. ha, e gi, en to this
th"
• •
We shall through methods a, ail able
trv· to .get
1s
Cornm1ss1on
.
gent Ieman to te ll us what he knows about the incident - Rutashercka..
,
.
thank you. Mr. Rugundana you go no\, you arc free to go
ext \\ttnc~s
please.

CHAIRMAN
COUNSEL:

• • n 1-s readv~ to hear the next "itness
Comm1ss10
the next "itness is "itncss No 44(), i. Mrs fa1' BuhillJa
My Lord
Sh: will be testif, ing about the disapp arancc of her son
Nyabuheza..
c . 19u2
.,.,r taken hY somcbod) from her \ illagc to
O
\Von who m
"·....,
•
•
k th
Bcnon
.
. called Ste, en T" inomucunguzi too
1
Mpigi, this gentle~~ ~,as d since that time she has nc\ er c n
Benon Wori to I\Ep1g1T~ Jmucunouzi in I Qlt. took \\ on Benon the
•
•uzi
vcn \\ tn(
o
.
th
Twmomucung
. . 11 ilcdh to go and \\Ork for him and m
at
son of this lady to Mp1g1a cg
.
.
has nc,·er been seen.
time this 8 enon
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\VITNESS NO. 449: .!\IRS. .l\tARY NYABUHEZA BUU.fNJA
- S\VORN IN
COUNSEL-

You arc Mary Nyabuhcza Buhinja?

BUHI1 'JA:

I am Mary yabuheza Buhinja.

CO' ~SEL:

A Mukiga ofNyakarindi village?

BU~JA:

't es

CHAIR.MA ':

Ho\\ old is she?

COCNSEL:

She is 75 years old my Lord. I am going to ask her of Nyakarindi
\'illage. this is in Kabale District?

BlJHC\JA:

Yes

COL'NSEL:

And you are 75 years old?

BUHINJA:

Even more.

COUNSEL:

How old are you then?

BUHINJA:

I am 80 years old.

COu~SEL:

Your husband is Buhinja?

BUHINJA:

Buhinja Petero.

COUNSEL:

Is he still alive?

BUHINJA:

He died.

COUNSEL:

Before he died did you have children with him and how many?

BUHINJA:

Three children.

COUNSEL:

Could you give their names to the Commission. begin from the eldest

BUHINJA:

Frederick Jack.

COUNSEL:

How old is he?

BUHINJA:

I don't know even.

COUNSEL:

What of the second son?

BUHINJA:

Kibandama, I don't know his other English name.
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0 l.f.i\F" EL:

BUHI1 JA:
COUNSEL:
BUHINJA:
COUNSEL:
BUHINJA:
COUNSEL:
BL'HINJA:
COUNSEL:
BUI-IlNJA:

h
cs e stay now'>

He is at home.
Yes. and the th"rd
1
son?

Benon, who died?
Benon Wori'?
Benon Wori.
You say Bcnon W • d'
on ied, when did he die?
Seven years since he died.
Could you tell this Commission what led to his death?
He was taken by Stephen and died in Mahanga.

COUNSEL:

Who is Steven?

BUHINJA:

Steven Twinomucunguzi.

COUNSEL:

Yes, when did he take Wori?

BUHINJA:

It is seven years since he took him.

COUNSEL:

Why did he take him?

BUHINJA:

He took him when he had brought his wife for burial.

COUNSEL:

I see. So he took him to go and do what?

BUfilNJA:

He took him to keep company with him and to work for him.

COUNSEL:

Did he ask permission from you?

BUfilNJA:

He asked the father.

COUNSEL:

And the father allowed Steven Twinomucunguzi to take Benon Wori?

BUI-llNJA:

Yes, he allowed.

COUNSEL:

,

\Vhcrc do

BUHINJA:
COUNSEL:
BUHINJA:

How old was Benon Wori when he was taken by Twinomucunguzi?
He had paid two Graduated Taxes.
And before he was taken by Twinomucunguzi, what was he doing'
He was working with Veterinary.
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C'Ol

..,EL

s ,, hat?

Bl'HL 'J

They "ere planting a certain type of grass which is called Olamba.
1
don't :knowit in English.

COUNSEL:

I see. He is a Yetcrinarian. And was he married?

BUHINJA:

He was not married.

COUNSEL:

This Tw:inomucunguzi who took "' ori. ,vhat work was he doing?

BUHINJA:

He was worl-ing in the ministry of Animals

COUNSEL:

\Vhere?

BUHINJA:

In Mpigi.

COUNSEL:

So after taking your son, has your son ever come to see you again?

BUHINJA:

He has never come.

COUNSEL:

Has Twinomucunguzi come to you and told you how your son is or
where he is?

BUHINJA:

He came when he h3.9brought iron sheets to build his house.

COUNS!JL:

To build his house?

BUHINJA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

And did you ask him where your son was?

BUHINJA:

He didn't tell us, he came like today the following day he went away.

COUNSEL:

So you have never approached him to ask where your son is?

BUHINJA:

When we asked him he said he has never seen the child, he disappeared.

COUNSEL:

Your other sons ever looked for their brother to know where he is?

BUHINJA:

They didn't look for hiin because he didn't tell them whether he died or
not, but they have never seen him.

COUNSEL:

Then how did you come to say that your son died?

BUHINJA:

People who work in that place told me. They were getting the money
from there he was signing for the money. That he was beaten in the
room where he was signing for the money.

CHAIRMAN:

Leading Counsel, a bit of clarification here. What does the witness say
about the master roll?
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l

l

1

"'EL

HAIR.MA .

COUNSEL:

She is trying to sav that th
.
.
wrote in the maste~ 11 e people who were working with the son, they
ro th at he was no longer there.
Leading Counsel I did '
.
is for you t ad :
n t ~ant to Interrupt this because it is too early. It
or• h. O ffio. vice us. Did Steven take Benon on his private personal
•~ this cial capacity. Because if it is personal it would n~t seem to
bcm
et
'
Of
•
~rms
reference of our Commission. If it is a complaint
against a pnvate person.
Yes, My Lord from looking at the file this is an old witness when I look
:t ~c statement here. The statement is long, it involves other people
avm~ you know rather that he came from other government I have to
take him when he was going to ask for him and took to the father and she
didn't approve of the son going but then as I had hinted to Commissioner
N agenda that this was a case which if it had been in other files, we
wouldn't have heard it in this place. But we just have to clear it because
we do not have other file. Otherwise really the evidence if you looked at
it strongly, the son was taken with the consent of the parents. And he
was a grown up and he disappeared.

MR. NAGENDA:

Probably there was coercion.

COUNSEL:

No, there was no coercion. I was just coming to that.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

You see if there is no contract between this deceased and government.

COUNSEL:

When he went there he \\~ accompanied by somebody and that is the
whole thing we wanted to know.

CHAIRMAN:

Well, let's carry on. You may get more than we would.

COUNSEL:

Who gave you that paper? That person you were with or?"

BUHINJA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

BUHINJA:
COUNSEL:

BUI-ITNJA:

'

Oka
Mrs Buhinja in your statement which you wrote . t? our
. Y'.
•
•d that you and your husband were not w1llmg to
mvestlgators, you sru
.
b that'l
release the boy to go with Twinomucunguz1. Do you remem er
•
I was not presen t , it was only the father who was still there.
But did he agree to allow the boy to go there?
He agreed.

.

COUNSEL:
COUNSEL:

BUI-ITNJA:
COUNSEL:

?

Now, what is the comp 1runt.

d gave the child to him.
But your h us ban
b I ant my child.
He gave hl·m to Steven ut w
. to - w·hen your husband gave your son to
• • him
were g1vmg
they
h
Sow en
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StcY~n ycm "ere not at home?

BUI-HNJ :

I "as not present, 1 had already gone to the village.

I

f

I think My Lord this is the case which we can abandon at this stag
could not Ycry useful because
looking at the statement in th
t
seems tl1c witness seems to ave even forgotten what she is sayin _ j
mean what she is saying now Because in her statement here s: .
18
saying that her and her husband were not willing to release th~ir s:
TI1is Twinomucunguzi came with somebody in uniform who forced ;·
father to give the child to them but then apparently now, she does n;
recall.
1

be

I

.

am

h

efi.

e

1

e

It

CHAIRMAN

Counsel, I think what we should like to do, to find out from her whether
Steven took - Steven in the company of this man took the son on behalf
of the government to work for government or to work for Steven as a
private person in his private capacity.

COUNSEL:

But you see she starts by saying she was not at home, which defeats even
my subsequent questions. If she says she was not at home I don't know
how I can proceed to ask her other questions. Okay, now may you say
that you were not at home when your husband gave your son
Twinomucunguzi?
to

BUHINJA:

He gave him to Twinomucunguzi because they came to call me.

COUNSEL:

Who came to call you?

BUIDNJA:

That child is the one who came to call me say1ng that I have gone.

COUNSEL:

Yes, and when you reached at home whom did you find? Did you find
Twinomucunguzi in the company of who?

BUHINJA:

He was with his father.

COUNSEL:

Who else?

BUHINJA:

And Kikoni.

COUNSEL:

Who was Kikoni?

BUHINJA:

Emmanuel Kikoni, was working here.

COUNSEL:

Where?

BUHINJA:

.
th h
with his
He is at home, he had come to ask for the child so at e goes
son.

COUNSEL:

Yes, what was he doing?

BUHINJA:

He was at home.
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r

Apan from that one was th
•
ere any other po1·
icemenin unifonn?
HPH.l J

Thero was no other person.

C'Ol .. EL.

Now ' in your statement h •
that you refused y
w ich you gave to our investigators you said
.
• ou and your h b d
•
Twmomucunguzi. you d
us an refused to give your son to this
what?
on t know whether he was an army man or
I

BlJHI JA:

He was coming from Katuna.

COUNSEL:

Who was coming from Katun
a.?

BUHINJA:

I didn't know his name.

COUNSEL:

And
when
'th T
. you were call
. ed' you also accepted that your son should go
wi
wmomucunguzt?

BUHINJA:

I found they had negotiated. And they had finished. As a woman I had
no say. If you say that you, a woman cannot say you don't go.

COUNSEL:

So you accepted?

BUHINJA:

I accepted.

COUNSEL:

I think my Lord that is all I can get from this witness. May be the
Commissioners may go further than I can.

CHAIRMAN:

I think we have to find.perhaps a lot more from this lady. We know very
well that this is a very old lady. So far let me decide whether this case is
rightly under the terms of our reference. So I will ask a few questions to
find out. First of all Twinomucunguzi, was he any relation of their
father or her husband? Was he related to you, how did he come to know
your son? Why did he come to ask for your son, was he related to you or
to your husband?

BUHINJA:
COUNSEL:
BUHINJA:

He stays somewhere down there, and we were also staying here.
You are only neighbours, you are not related?
My husband is a Muhage.
So those are two different clans. But no relation between marriage?

COUNSEL:
BUHINJA:

No.
How did he come to know you, your family' you say you were

COUNSEL:

BUHINJA:
COUNSEL:

neighbours?

We were staying together with him.
fo

When he came to ask

ur son what exactly did he say or was

r yo
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reported to you as having said by him'!

BUHi 'JA:

He said he wanted him to go and work for him.

CHAIRMAN.

For him in l~ispersonal capacity, as his houseboy, shamba boy, or fortbe
govcmmcnt>

BUHINJA.

He ,vas working in his (Twinomucunguzi's) bar.

CHAIRMAN:

Where in Mpigi?

BUHINJA:

It was in Mpigi. He said that he had been working in the bar.

CHAIRMAN:

In his personal bar?

BUHINJA:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN.

What about this master roll you refer to: can you tell us a little more
about that. You said some people came and told you that the nameof
your son is in the master roll which is a pay roll for porters or wage
earners.

BUHINJA:

Steven is the one who received that money.

CHAIRMAN:

That is what you were told?

BUHINJA:

That is what I was told.

CHAIRMAN:

Were these people from Mpigi? Did they come from where yourl0ll
was working?

BUHINJA:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN:

Then were they working in the same bar as your son?

BUHINJA:

One had his own bar where he was working another one his.

CHAIRMAN:

They each had their own bars?

BUHINJA:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN:

Was this-

COUNSEL:

CHAIRMAN:

There is a statement with another witness. It says - he was calledto So
and work in Nakawuka as a porter. Nakawuka is a place ~
Twinomucunguzi was working so may be she is not very clear with
whatever she is saying. This other witness will just testify u to wbs
was said and so it is just a question of hearsay.
You see, even if he was, if it was in his private capacity Well, I will
hand you over to other colleagues.
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(

1,

Plca.~c c plain re II
a Y to the lady th

illl) proof tl1at Stcv

h

at w at matters in this case - if she has

proof how docs shcchnm~e her son disappear, and even if she has this
••
ave rt?
I l 1·11 JA·

Because since he we t ··th t
his father has sent f; n :•
S even, Steven has never come back. Even
but he has not show:r im to come and attend for his sisters' wedding,
up.

MR

But you see, the problem •
first is that he had alread is, ~ou ~ave already told us two things. The
was an adult d
Y Pru.dhis Graduated Taxes, which means he
ha .
an be able to go wherever he feels. Secondly he might
d '~d g;t - we don't know because you haven't told us he i:iight have
etet e to go to work for Steven, he might have decided to move on.
S even cou1dn't sort off h'
d .
.
an adult.
te tm up an bnng him up here because he was

AGE DA:

BUHINJA:

Ifhe looked for him h~ would have brought him.

MR. l'-AGENDA.

It is not his duty to look for him in anyway.

BUI--IDUA:

When you take a person, won't you bring that person back to the owner?

MR NAGENDA:

Did you report the matter to the police?

BUHINJA:

I reported.

MR. NAGENDA:

What did they say?

BUHINJA:

They said they were going to call for him.

MR. NAGENDA:

What did Steven say had happened to him?

BUHINJA:

He said that he was shot I don't know whether he buried him or not. He
just left him there.

MR. NAGENDA:

Where did he say he was shot and by who?

BUHINJA:

He was shot - I don't know whether he was in his house or in the bush.
He wasn't there.

MR. NAGENDA.

Did he tell you how he was shot?

BUHINJA:

He said he died.

MR NAGENDA.

I think, did he say he died in the war or he was shot by somebody and by
who?

BUHINJA:

. dm
. h'1s room , anyway they found him in the house dead
He die
all

MR. NAGENDA:

say is that I really appreciate what you have gone
I
For me
:
understand why you have come to this Com~ission,
1 0
through and
d
rat to find out what happened to your child. My
because you are espe e
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ach isc to } ou is that since this Steven· keeps coming to you here yo
u go
to the RC concerned and get him to give an official account ,of what
happened to your son. And from there you can move either to oth
RC's, to the police or whatever. I think that is the only thing you can ;r
which is safe.
0

BUHINJA.

I am going to police.

DR. MAKUBUYA·

Now, is this man Emmanuel Kikoni - 1s he the father of Steven
Twinomucunguzi?

BUHINJA:

Yes.

DR. l\1AKUBUYA:

And is he a chief?

BUHINJA:

Yes.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

What was he doing when this Wori disappeared or left your home?

BUHINJA:

He was not doing anything.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Okay, did Steven Twinomucunguzi pay any money to your late husband
to take Wori away?

Bl.JHINJA:

He didn't pay him.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

What were you supposed to gain out of the going of this Benon?

BUHINJA:

I don't know. He used to dig for me.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Now, you are deprived of his digging, deprived of his labour.

Bl.JHINJA:

How can I get that labour?

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Now did late Buhinja leave brothers?

Bl.JHINJA:

He was the only son.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

He was the only son. Did he leave sisters?

Bl.JHINJA:

His sister recently died.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

I see. Where is Frederick Jack?

BUI-IlNJA:

He is just seated.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Doing what?

BUIBNJA:

He is doing nothing.

DR MAKUBUY A:

What does he do when he wakes up in the morning?
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1 l HI J

l k goes to dig.

I R 1 KUBUYA:

He goes to d"ig, ••s he marri d'l
C .

BUHINJA:

No.

DR tAKUBUYA:

I sec. And Kibandama, what docs he do?

BUHINJA:

He is also at home.

DR. l\iAKUBUYA:

Did these two go to school, I wonder?

BUHINJA:

They went.

DR MAKUBUY A:

Upto?

BUHINJA:

They stopped in primary. In Primary four.

DR MAKUBUYA:

And Kibandama?

BUIIlNJA:

He stopped in Primary three.

DR MAKUBUY A:

Now, you better listen to this carefully. What does she want the
Commission to do for her, in other words what do you want this
Commission to do for you?

BUIBNJA:

They give me help.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Which help, about what?

BUlllNJA:

For my child.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

How? How do you want us to help you in relation to this child?

BUHINJA:

To trace him.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Yes.

BUHINJA:

Yeah, thank you.

DR LUYOMBY A:

Mrs. Buhinja, I am sorry about the disappearance of your child whom
you do not know where he is, up to now. And I appreciate the pains you
have gone through. Where is - do you know where Twinomucunguzi is

at the moment?
BUHINJA:
DR. LUYOMBY A:
BUHINJA:
DR MAKUBUYA:

He is in Masaka.
What is he doing in Masaka, do you know?
He is working in veterinary.
I see.

And did your son Benon go to join the army or to work
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.some,,here else'?
BIHi J •

l\1ay be he is \\Orking with Stc\'en. Ste\'cn is the one who took him from
me, I don't know whether he took him to the anny.

DR LUY0:\1BYA·

You said that you asked Steven and he has not helped you at all?

BIHJJ\'JA

He has not helped me and I ha\'c never handled his money, not even
soap.

DR. MAKUBl Y \:

Arc Steven's parents around'?

BIHINJA·

They arc around.

DR LUYOMBY A:

Have you talked to them as fellow elders about it?

BUHNJA:

His father took people before he died to talk to Steven's family. Steven's
family said the man disappeared.

DR LUYOMBYA.

Okay I think as my colleague C~mmissioner - Nagenda advised you,
you could go through R. Cs or police to get Steven to tell you exactly
what happened when he left with your son. Thank you.

KAKWENZIRE.

CHAIRMAN

I have a different advice for you Mary. Steven told you your son
disappeared. Unless you are suspecting that Steven killed him (your
son), I don't see how you can trace Steven because your son could have
walked away from Steven's home. So it is a very painful thing to lose a
son like that. But Steven who asked for your son to go and help him is
probably not the one who killed your son, he may not be the one who
made him disappear. So you bear and I am very, very sorry actually
because at your age you need to understand. So after all these years and
your son has never come back, I don't see how going to police would
make him come back.
I can say perhaps a few things finally. From the little we have beenable
.to extract from you, the following position appears to be the case. (I)
Your son was not a child, he had paid taxes for two years. So he could
have been between eighteen and twenty years or tv,enty one. (2) Finally,
he was not taken away by force, it appears he was taken by eitherthe
consent of your husband or the boy himself or three of you. (3) It
appears it had been a private arrangement for Steven to take him as his
employee in a bar or in a private capacity and not a government official.
(4) From what Steven and the parents told you. your son might ha~·e
died. He was killed perhaps not by him (Twinomucunguzi) but m
gunfire. So we don't know whether it was a battle. Mpigi was really_a
place of war. Now with this brief outline we have seen ~at this
Commission does not have a term of Jurisdiction of inquil') mto the
disappearance of your son. This is rather p~nful to say t~ a lad):
especially to an elderly person as you arc who 1s very much gneved b)
the loss of her son. But we request for a search for it perhaps exactly
what happened and perhaps for SteYen to give more explanation. We
• we have suggested, th at 1s
• both the
could advise you to take the hne
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police and the RC. Depending on the circumstances under which he was
taken. Steven may or may not have a duty to give an explanation. And I
understand that you are not feeling very well, but we are sorry that we
cannot help you further. Okay, thank you very much
COUNSEL:

My Lord, having heard the summary of this case through, that we cannot
get any more evidence on this matter. I say what has been said is
sufficient. We have not yet received witnesses from Kisoro whom we
are expecting. We hope that they will arrive this evening and we shall
start with them tomorrow morning. Therefore I seek for adjournment
until tomorrow morning.

CHAIRMAN:

Well, from what you have said that would close the chapter ofthis case.
And as for tomorrow, I hope that we shall be able to start here promptly
at 9.00 a.m., in the morning. We would like to thank you the members
of the public who have shown interest in listening to our proceedings the
whole day. Some o{ them appear to have done it we hope to see you
tomorrow morning.

CHAIRMAN:

Chairman of the Commission, Commissioners ladies and gentlemen.
This morning the 31st January 1990, we have been assembled in the
District Council Chamber of Kabale R.C.5. And we are ready to
commence the hearing of evidence from witnesses today. Learned
Counsel, Mr. Cheborion, let's proceed.

COUNSEL:

My Lord Chairman, can I say that this morning we are going to hear
cases of violations of human rights from Kisoro. And the first witness is
No. 450, Mr. Evarist Ndabereye. He will be testifying in a number of
aspects starting from the violation or victimisation on political grounds
and unfair dismissal from office, unlawful grabbing of his property and
other related violations.

WITNESS NO. 450:
SWORN IN

MR. EVARIST NDABEREYE -

COUNSEL:

Could you state your names in full ?

NDABEREYE:

Evarist Ndabereye.

COUNSEL:

How old are you?

NDABEREYE:

I am 62.

COUNSEL:

Where do you reside?

NDABEREYE:

I reside at Kisoro township in the Sub District of Kisoro, Kabale
District.

COUNSEL:

What do you do?

NDABEREYE:

Actually I am pensioner in order to supplement my living, my meagre
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income. I nlso do fanning and I also have a small shop.
COUNSEL:

Before you say you arc a pensioner, before you got your pension, what
were you doing?

NDABEREYE:

I was serving Uganda Pohcc Force

CPUNSEL:

When did you join the Uganda Police Force?

ND i\.BEREYE:

On the 1st of April, 1949.

COUNSEL:

After completing which class?

NDABEREYE:

That was Junior Secondary three.

COUNSEL:

In which school?

NDABEREYE:

That was St. Joseph's Ntanga.

COUNSEL:

So after that you joined the Police in which rank?

NDABEREYE:

Well, I joined as a Police Constable.

COUNSEL:

Yes, continue, your experience in the Police, from when you joined up to
when you left.

NDABEREYE:

I see. Yes, I joined the Police as I said earlier on the 1st of April, 1949,
with a bit of success. Worked ·very hard up to the time.I was retired I
had climbed the ladder - 6 steps from the floor.

COUNSEL:

That is which rank?

NDABEREYE:

Assistant Commissioner of police.

COUNSEL:

May be the Commissioners would like to know how you went on up to
that rank the years and the promotions?

NDABEREYE:

I see. Yeah, well by 1951 I was corporal.

When I was a corporal I sat
for the Police 'U' Exams and passed the 5 subjects at the first sitting. I
then progressed very well. By March 1955 I was a Sergeantand I
remained Sergeant for only three months because when I attended
promotional course then that was known as Serving Inspector. I think I
topped the group, I was then posted to Nsambya.

COUNSEL:

Were you promoted in Nsambya?

NDABEREYE:

Yes, I was. Yes. In fact I was promoted to the rank of Sub Inspector
with effect from 1st May, 1955. After attending the promotional course
at the Police College Naguru, I did very well again. There was
examination to be passed before I could be considered for another
promotion. J sat and I think in Uganda only two passed that was my~elf
and the late prima who is very well-known by people of Kabale. Having
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I

passed th at examination I was sent on a three months
CID
course in Nairobi in 1959.
course,
DR LUYOMR1 \:

NDABl- RFYE:

Sorry, you have not told us the promotional course where only two
people passed, what was that course for?
My ~rd that was a course, you see, we had earlier complained that our
salanes was very little. You see there was nothing we could have done
other. th~ trying to see who was suitable. So two of us passing that
exammat.Jonand then we were - our salaries were increased from I think
350/= to 645/=. You can sec that was a big jump. That was good money
then.

COUNSEL:

Okay, but give us your profile, you get the promotion, you work where
then you go for a course. I can see your CV here is very long. At least
step by step.

NDABEREYE:

I see , you want me to say all that?

COUNSEL:

Yes.

NDABEREYE:

I see. Okay, now when I went to Nairobi to attend this CID course, I
was -what was then known as O/C Crime in Fort Portal. Now, that
meant that I was responsible for prosecuting cases in court and those of
the General supervision.

CHAIRMAN:

This was 1959?

NDABEREYE:

'59, yes. That same year I was appointed to the rank of Inspector with
many others of course. Then in June, 1960, I was transferred from
General Duties to Special Branch and I was posted here Deputy District
Special Branch officer. That same year.

CHAIRMAN:

That same year, where?

NDABEREYE:

Here in Kampala. That same year with eleven other went to Britain to
attend a Junior Police Officers course, that was at the West Riding
Constabulary in Yorkshire at Yorkfield. As we were there, most of us
went up by one rank. I was promoted to the rank of Acting Assistant
Superintendent of Police. On my return from Britain, early January, I
was posted to Mbarara as a District Special Branch Officer, in 1961,
when I returned from Britain. Well, from there I came on leave, I think it
was a six months leave. Before my leave ended, my services were
required. So my leave was curtailed and I was posted to Kabale as a
District Special Branch Officer. I stayed for a few months, and then
transferred to Kampala. And then an area I covered was known as
Mengo Rural. And that covered the whole of Buganda, less Masaka and
Mubende.

DR. MAKUBUYA.

Mcngo as what?

NDABEREYE.

As a District Special Branch Officer Well, during the independence
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came, now by 1963, I again went to Britain to attend a Special Branch
Instructors Course. I came back and conducted my duty as Instructor.
DR LUYO.MBYA:
DABEREYE:

For how long was the course'?
This co~rsc it was 12 weeks. When I returned from Britain I was posted
to Special Branch Headquarters as an Instructor I did the job until Ma
1964 when I was promoted in the rank of Superintendent of police.
Y,

COUNSEL:

Were you assigned special duties in your rank as Superintendent?

NDABEREYE:

Oh, yes, naturally, the higher you go the more responsible you become.

COUNSEL:

Yes, what responsibilities did you get there?

NDABEREYE:

Well, I can tell you sirs, that the functions of Special Branch
Organisation is eyes and ears of the government in power. In other
words you collect intelligence regarding the security of the country.
Then by April, 1966 I went up to the rank of Senior Superintendent.
That same year I attended another course in Britain for Senior Officersof
the same rank from some countries of the Commonwealth. When I
attended this course, I was No.2, to the Director as Special Branch then
known as the Head of Special branch. By 1969 I was now In-Charge of
that branch.

COUN~EL:

Director of Special Branch?

NDABEREYE:

Well, it wasn't, it wasn't known as Director as such. But 'Head of
Special Branch'. That was the title.

COUNSEL:

That was 1969?

NDABEREYE:

1969. I am not quite sure of the date. But that was towards the end of
1970.

COUNSEL:

But that was 1969?

NDABEREYE:

'69, '70 I accompanied the Head of State to places like Adis-Ababa,
Lusaka.

COUNSEL:

Who was the Head of State by then?

NDABEREYE:

Oh it was - the Head of State was Doctor Apollo Milton Obote.
'

COUNSEL:

Yes, you used to accompany the Head of State as the Head of Special
Branch?

NDABEREYE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Did you accompany him to Singapore?

NDABEREYE:

I did as a matter of fact, I went as advance party which left Entebbe 1

'
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think by 8th of J~m .
. . . .
amvmg
m Smgapon.:the next
Ja• nuarv I1:171 11llaJ), I971,
.
• da\'·' the t)th
,en dc·d •on
' the 22n i Jte president came later and I think the conference
•
t Iungs
happened at< I anuary, 1971 Now. as we were preparing to leave.
• tome, unpleasant things happened at home.
\\'hat arc they'>
'. '1

\BERi '\ I
Doct~r Ohote's government was overthrown Now. inspite of that, we
left Singapore by about 9.00. 9 00 - 10.00. Singapore time Now as we
were approaching Bombay. it was announced in the BBC that Amin had
actually taken over. We stopped at Bombay, our next stop was Nairobi.
Of course the President was taken to a Hotel and we joined him later.
Now. we couldn't know what was going on and we did.n't know what to
do. But the next day as we were there, the (now) President of Kenya
who was tl1en the Minister of Home Affairs came to the Hotel and
wanted to sec a senior police officer, I happened to be one.

COUNSEL:
NDABEREYE

Who is that, mention the name.
His Excellency President Moi. Now, I was required to do some work
which I did. A European pilot of the Police was at Wilson Airport, nov.:
it was suspected that he might have stolen the plane I interviewed, I
was taken to Wilson Airport interviewed the pilot and was satisfied
beyond doubt that it was a genuine case. He just happened to be in
Nairobi I reported my findings to the President and went back to the
Hotel. When I got to the Hotel.

KAKWENZIRE

I need some clarification there. The place was at the airport and who had
given you the homework to interview the pilot?

COUNSEL:

Could you please again go back how President Moi approached you as a
minister of Home Affairs by then to investigate this plane issue'>

NDABEREYE.

Y cs, he came to the hotel and wanted to see any senior police man.

COUNSEL:

From \\here? Uganda?

NDABERE""E

From Uganda, exactly, from Uganda
told me the issue

KAKWENZIRE.

Why was he dealing with the Ugandan Police not Kenyan Police?

CHAIRMAN:

Was it a Ugandan plane'>

NDABEREYE.

It was a Ugandan plane, ~·cs It was from the Ug.u1da Policl· Y cs, it was
a Ugandan Police Helicopter.

KAKWENZIRE

Which had landed at Wilson Airport?

NDABEREYE:

Yes.

KAKWENZIRE:

And it was suspected it had been stolen''
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I presented myself and then he

,
NDABEREYE:

It had been stolen So I interviewed the pilot and was satisfied th
• Iy on duty. So I reported back to the President and at~
was genuine
w
back to my hotel.
ent

COUNSEL:

You reported back to the minister by then?

NDABEREYE:

Ycs, to the President, or rather to the Vice president of Kenya wh
. .
o was
the Homc mm1stcr.

COUNSEL:

Yeah.

KAKWENZIRE:

You shouldn't mix up the issues Vice president of Kenya, at that time.

COUNSEL:

He was both the Vice President and Minister of Home Affairs.
Continue.

NDABEREYE:

Yes, when I returned to the hotel, I didn't know what was going on.
People were rushing their different vehicles with their luggage without
asking, I just joined. A few minutes, we were at the Airport, a few
minutes later, we were air borne, few minutes later, ·we were at Dar
Airport.

CHAIRMAN:

Within the airport?

NDABEREYE:

Dar-es-Salaam. Airport. Then we got out, the then president Mwalimu
Nyerere was not there, I think he had stayed behind. Now, we waited for
sometime, we were joined by the former president and later we were
taken to the State House. And later on in the night to different places for
accommodation.

COUNSEL:

State House, Dar-es-Salaam?

NDABEREYE:

State House, Dar-es-Salaam, yes. The - of course as civil servants, we
knew that was not the end of the road because ours was to serve the
government - any government, that comes up. So we kept our ears open.
the new President was Amin, he was asking civil servants to go back.
This is opportunity, the next day, we bade farewell to our former Head
of State. And then that evening the 26th we were back in Nairobi. The
next day,

DR. MAKUBUYA:

We, we, who are we?

NDABEREYE:

Yes, of course the few.

COUNSEL:

Excuse me, excuse me, in order not to go to details, this was a delegation
accompanying the President from Singapore and it was composed of
roughly how many people?

NDABEREYE:

About 20, but only few volunteered to go home because we were never
sure of what our fate would be
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COUNSEL.
t

NDABEREYE.

COUNSEL:
NDABEREYE:

COUNSEL:
NDABEREYE:
COUNSEL:
NDABEREYE:

Who are those who ~rn-eed
to go homc?
.
-c.•
Well,
Starting from the most senior officers.
From the most senior offi
th.
one I rememb
cers, I lllk - you know it is long time, but the
remember M c; :iasEmy Permanent Secretary, Mr. Chris Ntende. I also
r. a
tyang, one of the ministers today.
By th en he was what? Permanent Secretary Foreign Affairs?
No, he was a High Commissioner in London.
Yes.
Well I think our first .day then was the day to land at Entebbe since the
problems.

KAKWENZIRE:

Can't you remember some more?

COUNSEL:

Was the Permanent Secretary of Foreign Affairs there? By then he was
Sambi.

NDABEREYE:

Yes, Sambi, yes. I will try to remember some more. Mr. Sam Baingana
Permanent Secretary Ministry of Foreign Affairs was there. There were
I think people from some members of staff, a few from the press, and I
think two from my own department.

KAKWENZIRE:

How about people like Mr. Kalema and Kyemba?

NDABEREYE:

No, well, I am not quite sure. Mr. Kalema could have been with us but
definitely not with Mr. Kyemba. Because Mr. Kyemba stayed behind.

COUNSEL:

Behind where, Dar-es-Salaam?

NDABEREYE:

In Dar-es-Salaam. We got to Entebbe, not knowing what to expect.
When the plane touched down, we disembarked, now when we
disembarked Mr. Ntende our Permanent Secretary then was sei:zedby the
army men and I never saw him until several months after. Also three or
four people from the North were also detained at the Airport. The rest of
us were put in a mini bus and escorted to Amin's Command Post.

COUNSEL:
NDABEREYE:

COUNSEL:
NDABEREYE:

At where?
At Kololo. Well, he welcomed us back, we stayed two, three hours. In
other words he threw us a mockery party, he gave us drinks. And then
we were taken to our hotel.
Why do you call it a mockery party?
Well, I call it a mockery party because of what happened. I call it a
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mockery party because one of us or three or four had stayed behind and
we didn't know what was happening to him.
COUNSEL:

But don't you think that these were now the good people who had been
taken to assist to the President at the Command Post?

ND\BEREYE:

Which good people?

COUNSEL:

You people, the rest who were from the North had remained at the
airport, the P/S was taken somewhere.

NDABEREYE:

No, no, no, it was just a matter of luck. I don't agree with you, no. Who
knew what would happen to any of us?

COUNSEL:

Okay, may be the commissioners will later on ask on that, but you
continue.

NDABEREYE:

Well, I went to my house.

CHAIRMAN:

Just hold on. May be you could explain more in your own view why
you thought this was a mockery party. If you can add any further
explanation.

NDABEREYE:

No, I said it was a mockery party because.

CHAIRMAN:

And then what happened to the party, how you were treated, and so on.

,

NDABEREYE:

No. I think it was a mockery party because as we were with one of the
foreign officers, as we were approaching the Command Post, one of the
foreign officers, I don't remember his name, almost got killed because I
think he smiled. He was a young man not a very serious man, he smiled
and the man at the gate said 'Mimi nawesa malisa wewe maara yii' (If I
want I can finish you now). So it was - everything was like that. So
after that would you call a proper party? You go to a party, after you are
threatened with death?

MR. NAGENDA:

Can you interpret for us that in English?

NDABEREYE:

Well, I can finish you now.

CHAIRMAN:

Please carry on.

NDABEREYE:

Well, I got home. My wife and children were very happy to see me
indeed because they never expected us. The next day , I went to my
office as usual, continued, doing the same work as I was doing before
under the different Head of State, same country, doing the same work.
Many things happened and were still happening.

COUNSEL:

Which things were happening?

NDABEREYE:

People were getting killed, here and there, being killed.
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\Vho got killed''

People
. • A m1y men
r
contmucd , 8 ). July, I' went
po teeup.men, civ1Ttans, everybody However, we
COUNSEL:
~oABEREYE:

Jui~ of which year'!
July,
1971
C omm1ssioncr
.
• I ofwent
Por up ' 1 was promoted to the rank Of A •
Unifonn
ice. But transferred
ss1stant
to General Duties that is
8 ranch. I was posted
East_cmRegion. Taking m . n to. Mbale as_Regional Police Co~mander
the Job again things were ~ cw ~ost I thmk on the 1st of August. Did
could hear 'X' has disappcare!pemng, people were getting killed. you

COUNSEL:

May be at this stage I would
•
may be positions of people wh:cquest ~ou if you remember names and
use to the Commission.
were killed and by who, it would be of

NDABEREYE:

yes, well, some of those I remembe
• •
Bukedi Mr Evarist Mulek .
r was a Distnct Commissioner of
·
yez1.

COUNSEL:

When was he killed?

NDABEREYE.

W
yell,
actually it i~ between '71 and' 72, I am not quite sure of the date
ou see ' these thmgs were so common that you wouldn't try to recall•
you needed may be to record on a daily account.
•

COUNSEL:

And who killed him?

NDABEREYE:

Well, he was killed by - well, I wasn't there but infonnation was that he
was pulled from Rock Hotel by a Liuetenant Colonel responsible for that
army establishment.

COUNSEL:

Who was that Colonel?

NDABEREYE:

I can't remember his name. Fortunately he is also gone. he was also
killed. He was punished, he met the same fate.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Yes, yes, what was fortunate about the death of this Liuetenant Colonel
who pulled Evarist Mulekyezi from Rock Hotel?

NDABEREYE:

Since no one could bring him to justice in the normal way and I think if
he had not been killed, by his own people. by his own army he would
have killed more. That is why I call it fortunate Oh. at least it was a
retaliation because many more people would have suffered under his
hands.
Could you please think of any other people who were killed at that time?

COUNSEL:

NDABEREYE:

Oh, in Mbale . no. You see it has been a very long time No. I can~
remember any more.
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Can you remember when you were Head of Special Branch? In Kampala
who were killed.
nJABEREYE.

COUNSEL:

I can't, well, I can remember names of the people who were killcct
between when Amin took up to the time I left but I can't definitely say
that 'X' or 'Y' was killed during the time I was Head of Special Branch
It is a long time.
·
Okay. Give at least those names before you continue.

NDABEREYE:

You mean names of people who were killed?

COUNSEL:

Yeah, between that period.

IT)ABEREYE:

Well, I r~mem~er an Ex, or f~rmer Head of Special Branch JohnOdongo
- a Langi by tribe. He was killed. I don't have details, all I rememberis
that I think he was killed somewhere in Jinja.

COUNSEL:

That was which year roughly?

NDABEREYE:

Which year, it must have been 1971.

COUNSEL:

Yes he is the one you took over from?

NDABEREYE:

No, I took over from a man called Bato.

COUNSEL:

He died of natural causes?

NDABEREYE:

Natural causes, yes.

COUNSEL:

Who else was killed?

NDABEREYE:

There was a police officer called Obolorait, an J;:tesot. He too, was
killed in Jinja. I also remember an old schoolmate of mine called
Francis Muhezi, he was an executive engineer and also a Town
Engineer, Jinja was killed. But I can't remember any more.

COUNSEL:

You remember the name of the town engineer?

NDABEREYE:

Yes Francis Muhezi.

COUNSEL:

He is the same as Executive engineer?

NDABEREYE:

Yes. He was the Executive engineer and he was the City F.ngineer
actually.

COUNSEL:

Okay. Continue.

NDABEREYE:

Well after the second half of 1972. I got a message from .my Police
Ii
Headquarters that the then president was to address semor JJO_ ceba
5un in
• Officcrs
officers, senior prisons officers and anny semor
ead at
wuters
barracks, Mbarara on the 24th of August, 1972. I left my h q
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n fI olic car "ith .... d.nvcr d •
0 ~:oga
Mr Edward o,:r
p;kcd up th e District Police Commander
1~"• n and the next day we we: ~ro:eded to Masak.a spent a night in
po ,cc career was brought to an ab~n e barracks, Simba barracks. My
pt and sad end by Amin.

OR LUYO 1BYA:

Do you mean the drivcr'l

1'D BEREYE:

Career, career.

OR. LUYO.MBYA:

Oh, I sec.

~ i\BEREYE:

\Vell, this man I don't know what he had • •
the police sat in the front
. H
m mmd but we the top brass in
that was the end.
row· e called each one from the seniorest and

COUl\lSFL:

\Vhat was he saymg,
• could you please explain in detail?

1\DABEREYE:

Yes,t hehsaid.· he called
th
. th e names. He started because I was not far from
e op e started with Mr. Benjamin Ochen.

DR LUYOMBYA:

So~ to interrupt, Dr. Luyombya. Tell us what happened in that
meeting, I am sure he didn't come abruptly and start calling names. He
must have addressed you.

NDABEREYE:

Yes.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Give us a gist of what he said.

NDABEREYE:

Yes, there was a big map, Uganda map and he said he was dividing the
country into provinces. After sometime then he went to that topic.

COUNSEL:

Yeah, systematically Commissioners are interested. Could you give
them the details - a bit of details.

NDABEREYE:

You want details. He said he wanted to divide Uganda into provinces,
he mentioned South, he mentioned all sorts of provinces.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

NDABEREYE:

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Yes. And then when we had a break, is when he started his roll call
starting from the Commissioner of Police Benjamin Ochen, then l think
J .J. Kintu, who else, then Regional Police Commander, Northern and I
think Majalia who was in charge Regional Police Commander Kampala.
I am not sure what you are saying. What was Amin doing, he took out a
list and did he just call out names and thanked them for what they were
doing or what?
N

NDABEREYE:

he actually said that the police were not doing any job at all, that we
rrupt, that we were working for Obote and that we were working
were co
•
b d' • d
for the British, and therefore some ofus were gomg to e 1sm1sse •
0'
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l

1P

If I ma) suggest Commissioner, can you go chronologic"lly y
·
.. • ou sec
arc trymg to make some notes here And we had alrcad d
,l;a11t11cn •It l t·1s,lppcarcd
..
.
that he had mcnlloncd that he was g ·Y one
• roll
.
.
'
•omg
to
Uganda mt~ pro~•mccs,then roll call again. but at first he had saidcurve
th"
\\C

Plca.-;etake
DABEREYE

1t

as

1t

came and make our job easy.

15

•

\\'ell, what happened was that, when we all sat, took our positio
H
. calling
. us was to brief us on how he was ns· e
sa,"d t I1c purpose of his
·d I
•
.
going to
d .1v1
c. t 1c countl")
mto provinces. He was with a pointer, he was
.
sI1owm_gus all different areas. l11en next, if my memory serves me well
the police was attacked as l said earlier And then by the help of as · '
.
ffi
emor
po I1cc o 1ccrs 11st, ,,·c also stood up and sec who is who Of course as
he called these names, for us who were sitting in front some of us were
sure we were gone because of where we were putting up. I was not far
from him, it looked as if where that lady is sitting You sec we hada
break, we came in and he read names. Okay, those that I am going to
read you go out and that will be the end of their job. That will be the
end, he did that

COUNSEL:

Starting with who'1

NDABEREYE.

He started with the Commissioner of Police Mr. Benjamin Ochen. Then
I can't say - you sec I can't tell you whether I came second or what but I
was not far from the top. The job was finished you go out. There was
Mr Kintu who was responsible for Regional Police Commander
Northern Region, there was Mr. Majalia who was for the Western. The
rest I can't emember but at least those were obvious.

COUNSEL:

Yes, how many of you went out?

NDABEREYE.

Well, you see for us who were in front, there were some behind, but we
left, thinking it was usual way where one loses a job and goes back
home.. That was not the case as far as we were concerned.

COUNSEL:

So when you reached outside, you went outside the -

NDABEREYE:

There was no question of going outside. Immediately inside the room.
Prisoners. Guarded by people properly armed.

COUNSEL:

Soldiers?

NDABEREYE

Yes, soldiers. So that was our end. From there we were packed into a

van.
DR. LUYOMBY A:

Sorry to interrupt again. This meeting was called that there were senior
army officers, senior police officers, senior prisons officers?

NDABEREYE:

Yes.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Did he only attack the police?

NDABEREYE:

Only the police.
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D
N

OR Ll '\ OMBY
DABEREYE.

~id !le gh c any instn1ctions h .·
d1srn1sscd?
a, mg read out that list of people to be
Y cs, all he said he 5 ,.;d
.
we arc b ,
d' •
going to get our bcn fit
cmg 1sm1ssedbut he said we were
1 S0
exception of one L~• so. . we were packed into that van, I think with
- ""c nv1ya.
•

DR LUYO.MBYA:

1'JD\BEREYE:
CHAIRMAN·
1\DABEREYE:

u.i

\Vere you grabbed
h ·
• .
details of what hap~~;c/vmg dismissed you, we would like to get the
So from the Conference room, we were led into a room guarded.
A separate room somewhere?
A side room. Another room. Another room outside. In other words
from the room we arc prisoners actually. Led into this room properly
guarded with properly armed men.

COu1'SEL:

Yes, you stayed in the room for how long, how many of you? What
time? Those are details.

NDABEREYE:

Yes. Now in the room we stayed for sometime. Almost an hour because
you see under such strain - remember everyone. Because I could only
remember the most top, those I have mentioned.

COUNSEL:

Were you ten three, five six?

NDABEREYE:

We were less than a dozen but more than eight.

CHAIRMAN

About ten?

NDABEREYE:

Yeah, you say so.

COUNSEL:

And at what time, you may have _had a watc?has a senior police officer.
Were you taken to this van and dnven where.

NDABEREYE:

Driven where? Okay, may be I will tell you when we reached the
destination. But then,

CHAIRMAN:

E
let's disrupt as little as possible. Let him ~ntinue_ ~rst, ~e
xcuse me,
I 'fi~n•: n later Because we are d1sorgamsmg his
shall seek for c an \,CU.Jo
•
evidence.

COUNSEL:

•
from w her.c you got to the van.
Let's contmue

NDABEREYE:

Well, it was not a matt~r oh g ·1 garm.ed men and as you may know the

f ettin

Being packed into the van, we were

•
th an with eav1 Y
d
th
h Amin came abruptly appcare on e
Packed mto e v
ti e up to w en
ft
. 1
police of that m
d I didn't have any pistol, I had le my p1sto
scene we never went arme •
no need to carry it. In other words,
'
al
b ause there was
.
th"
behind in Mb e ec
ed We were packed mto 1s
e police officers were arm •
none o f th
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vehicle. driven, may be, w_ccould only recognise some land marks and
,._e guessed
we were headmg
.
. for Kampala
. • It was a long J·oumey not
knowmg \\here we were gomg. 1 had dnven very many times bctw
this place and Kampala,
but this
.
. journey took very long· Bcca useeen
we
thought we were gomg to be killed. However, by God's grace we t
the famous Makindye. We were led inside.
go to
CHAIRMAN:

Makindye barracks?

NDABEREYE:

Makindyc
barracks. 'thLike cows being
.
. led into their kraal - We were
en
mto
rooms
WI
our
ceremonial
dress - full unifonn. We never
tak
knew we would see the sun the next day. Every time we heard a door
open we thought that was the end. Now, none of you has experienced
that You wait for death throughout, it doesn't come. However by
God's grace we saw the sun the next day, we were taken out for the 'first
time I saw at Police Headquarters where we were paraded with uniform
attracting a very big gathering. For the first time I saw my fonner
car, with the driver. Then we were told that each of us was going to be
taken to his respective headquarters to hand over. I couldn't believe it.
And this time I got into this car in which I had been driven as a top
brass, as one of the top brass in the police. This time I was a prisoner. I
sat, this time instead of sitting in one of the comers, I sat in the middle in
my right. And I am glad I am alive, to repeat such things. So I was not
sitting in one of the comers, this time I was sitting in the middle. On my
right there was an arn1y-man armed with a big gun, on my left there was
another one. Opposite me there was a man from the Special Force, also
with a big gun. We left Kampala towards Jinja. Again I wasn't sure
whether the story was that I was going to hand over. Anything could
have happened. However,! reached my former office in Mbale, the
office I occupied as a free man, but now I am a captive. People had
gathered - I mean a few officials, the Acting D.C. was there, an officer
from the CID called Obale unfortunately he died recently. And then
some military officers. I handed over as a Regional Police Commander,
ammunition, files, equipment and within half an hour or so it was over.

staff

COUNSEL:

To whom did you hand to?

NDABEREYE:

I handed over to this officer I have mentioned: the late Obale Peter. And
then my wife was surprised the second time because when I got_to the
office I rang her and within a few minutes I was in my former residence.
They were ready very busy packing up. Mr. Obale had made ~1 the
necessary arrangements, there was transport. The next day I paid my
bills in town. By 1.00 I was in Kampala. By 6.00 I was at my brothers
house in Muluko.

COUNSEL:

Where?

NDABEREYE:

Muko, Muluko.

COUNSEL:

Where is that?

NDABEREYE:

This is not far from here. It is about 16 miles from here towards my
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home. Actually if it had ' b
Iis;tcn to rumours, I ,,·ouldn thave
ecnb to see
. my brother so that he doesn't
day. I think that is the end f th ecn m my own house that very same
was the end of my career. o e first part as far as I am concerned. That
COU ~sEL:

Yes. may be.

1 IDABEREYE:

\Vhich was ended not
d'
to retire a man
_acc?r mg _tomy terms of service. You don't have
feel that \ ,
, put hi~ m~o pnson, put him under fear of death. So I
'as a gross v10lat:ionof
• h fi
entitled to a job I had .fi mdynh~ts rst as a human being was
relati .
S
•
w1 e an . c lldren to look after plus other
. th 'es. 0 1was left by the road side, that was a violation I think that
is e end of my first part.
•

COUNSEL:

1 see,. may be at this stage Mr. Chairman, the Commissioners may ask
questions on the first part.

CHAIRMAN.

Yes~ Chairman. I think at this stage we shall ask you some questions to
clanfy on the first part of your testimony. We should start from
Commissioner Makubuya.

DR MAKUBUYA

Yes, Mr. Ndabereye, are you married?

NDABEREYE:

Very much.

DR MAKUBUYA:

Do you have children?

NDABEREYE:

Yes, I have children. You want to know what they are doing?

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Yes.

NDABEREYE:

I have five children. The first born has a diploma in Agricultural
Engineering, which he got from Busitema. He is at the moment self
employed back home in Kisoro.

DR MAKUBUYA:

His name is?

NDABEREYE:

Henry Hashimuki:za.

DR MAKUBUYA:

Yes.

NDABEREYE:

The second one is Emmanuel Y amulyemye, he is a civil Engineer
qualified at Makerere University, he is working with the Uganda
Railways. The third one is Michael Kabango, he is - he did his advanced
schooling at Mutolere Secondary School, and he is now a 2nd Liuetenant
in our army.

DR MAKUBUYA:

Which army?

NDABEREYE·

Our army. NRA. The forth is a girl Margaret Hirabajenzi. She is
qualified Nurse. The fifth is also a girl, she is doing some clerical
training. I only have five. Her name is Josephine Nyakwezi.
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DR 1 KllBUYA
D BEREYE
DR

1AKUBUY A.

DABEREYE:

You mentioned that in 1966, you were promoted to some rank?
Yes.
I didn't get that one.

Ycs. In 1966 to be exact on the l st of April, 1966 I was promoted to th
rank of Senior Superintendent of Police.
e

DR. MAKUBUY A:

You also said that you were then working in Kampala something.
\Vhcrc were you working in 1966?

NDABERrYE:

I was at the Special Branch Headquarters.

DR MAKUBUYA:

As its Head?

NDABEREYE:

No, well, I was promoted, I was Number-

DR. MAKUBUY A.

you were Number Two?

NDABEREYE:

I was Number Two.

DR MAKUBUY A:

Do you remember that there were disturbances in the Southern part of
the country in 1966?

NDABEREYE:

Very much.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

What was the role of Special Branch in all these disturbances?

NDABEREYE:

Yes, the role of Special Branch was to tell the government what was
going to happen. That was the first responsibility of my branch, to tell
what was going to happen.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Did the Special Branch fore-tell what was going to happen.

NDABEREYE:

Well, well, as much as we humanly could the government was aware.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

I have some difficulties to understand what you are saying • And you
pardon me because I am not too familiar with this. But when did the
Special Branch first get wind on what was going to happen?

NDABEREYE:

Well, that is difficult question but whatever came to our notice;
whatever we thought was of interest to the government was passed to
whoever needed to know.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Yes, what did you as of April, 1966, what did you fore tell was going to
happen.

NDABEREYE:

Sir, when you put me to these dates, you know what happened. I don't
have the files here, it is difficult, it is difficult.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Well, you were Number Two.
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MR. i :DABER!'"\ l·

TI,c ~olc of Special Branch is tl, gather intelligence that affects the
secunty of the count~· and then pass it on to responsible officers. Now.
so_mnny things happened from l 9hb, I think then: was a Mengo crisis. l
tlnnk there was abrogation of a constitution. there were disturbances
here nnd there, so as I said as human ability can allow, we got as much
as we could and infomted the government.

DR. l lYO~tBYA:

Mr Ndabcrcye. please try to remember what you passed on because it
has some relevance to us. TI1ese arc historical matters and the,· mav
have important relevance to the future. So try to remember wh~t yo~
passed on. How it was treated.

!vfR N~GENDA

Perhaps to help you Commissioner.unless you mention at least two
things: this Lubiri attack. abrogation of constitution
l think my
colleague started - or he didn't particularly say it. but tell us what you
remember about what happened to Lubiri - in that Lubiri attack. what
your advice was whether it was the advice that was accepted by
government. i.e. to go in with heavy guns. whether Special Branch and
you as No.2 in it took an active physical part in the attack. whether your
advice was not heeded. in other words we want to know what Special
Branch did and what direct connection and indirect connection you had
with the attack which of course as any right thinking person would
think. was a rn~jor event.

NDABEREYE:

T\.1RNAGENDA:

CHAIRMAN
NDABEREYE:

Well. that issue was actually a confrontation between the then Buganda
government and the Central Government Most of the things were done
in the day. There was no question of Special Branch advising the Head
of State then on what to do and what not to do As far as l was
concerned. as No.2 1 gave whatever infom1ation came to my section.
What kind of information. that is the kind of infom1ation we arc looking
for Please give us some exampks.
Without any assistance from previous documents and so on fmm tiks.
Well. again that is a very difficult question, Mr Chairn1an. As far as
intdligcnce is concerned it was a matter of picking from source 'A'.
what source 1B' and source 'C' had to sav and then you pass it on to the
government.

CllAIRMAN:

Som•. we have to insist What was the infom1ation. can you remember
what kind of infommtion did you receive from the sources nnd passed it
to appropriate authorities.

l

DABEREYE.

\\ 7ell, the infom1ation right from the beginning was what the acti
going to be to the confrontation between the two parties.
on was

CHAIRMAN:

For example? Give us examples,

'1D ..\BEREYE

Well, that Menge side was going to resist. Yes, things of that nature.

DR LUYOMBYA:

Physically or?

NDABEREYE

Was to happen as it happened.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Had you gathered that for example the Buganda government had trained
some people to fight or they had acquired arms or spears to fight with
that is what we are looking for.
'

NDABEREYE:

Well, all we knew that the Buganda Government was going to resist.

MR. NAGENDA:

You see our problem -

NDABEREYE:

Yes.

MR. NAGENDA:

Is that it is not questions like this that we are going to base any evidence
you give us. We are going to judge evidence you give us exactly on the
way it is detailed and so on. It would be a great pity if it was taken up to
the level which you are now talking. Because when you say resist is
going to be, my colleague asked you were they going to fight with fists,
spears, whatever because if your information was already that spears
then we would have to draw some conclusions on the force that was
used, if they had bazookas, then tell us. In other words please we are
not just talking to a constable on the street we are talking to somebody
who was an Assistant Commissioner of Police, and who worked in that
organisation from 1949 until your career was curtailed by President
Amin. Please come out in accordance to your rank, and give us more
information on this because we are insisting on it.

NDABEREYE:

Well, I think may be.

KAKWENZIRE:

Excuse me, let me just assist you. How you could put it in a proper
perspective. You told us there was going to be a confrontation. Now
start from the beginning how you gathered the intelligence that there
was going to be a confrontation between the Buganda Govemm~n~an!
the Central government. Now, you work it up to the time the mint~
were arrested and all that. Then you can tell us what you were gathenng
as intelligence and other conflict built up until the guerrilla attack.

NDABEREYE:

Well, may be going back to what the Commissioner proposed, _ma~be 1
could be able to say more. Not forgetting that intelligence service is not
• •
Wh at "X" kn ows 1s
• not "Y", "Z" knows,
like any other organisation.
. .
although I was No.2 it does not work like that in a security orgamsanon,
we don't know everything.
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KAKWENZIRE:

You see, I am histo.
dI
.
highli hts fro
nan an ~ree with when you say that some of the
h.
g
m the confrontation were done in broad day light because
1st
ory h~ recorded them. Now I don't want you to feel so constrained
about talkmg
about th ose mc1
• •dents. For mstance
.
. you heard there was
.
1f
a ~eetmg. and you passed, or for instance those Cabinet Ministers and
therr proVIng cabinet, I would not, I can see you are being constrained
that may be they will blame you for passing the information to the
gove_mment. But if there were such cases which you saw happening and
you mformed the government that this and this situation is building up,
we would urge you to say so that it comes from a source that is very
authentic.
And nobody would blame you for informing your
government.

NDABEREYE:

No, no, I am aware.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Excuse, me, and we agreed that you work on a "need to know basis," but
we are not going to take you to task for not telling us what you did not
know. So all we want is what you knew yourself at your level. Of
course there are other things which were known by other people.

NDABEREYE:

Yes.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

But we just want to know what you knew yourself as far as that
confrontation was concerned.

NDABEREYE:

Well, of course the expression, "need to know basis" only works within
an organisation. But for you of course you are entitled to what you are
supposed to know.

COUNSEL:

Okay, you be straight now. Can I assist you. How. did you come to
know of this incident, first information and what you did?

NDABERBYE:

Which information?

COUNSEL:

About that incident you are talking about - the 1966 incideni when did
'?
you first come to know it.

NDABEREYE:

ings were happening well, whatever was being done,
Yes but we 11as th
.
at l;ast some information was rcachmg us.

COUNSEL:

Yes, what information reached to you?

NDABEREYE:

are that there was disagreement between the
Well, of course you are aw
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two sides· Mcngo and the Central.
COU, SEL·

\Vho gave you that information?

NDABEREYE:

I think under the Official Secret Act I am privileged I think not to
mention the source of information.

COUNSEL:

Very well, very well. This is a Commission of Inquiry and the
Chairman had asked you that if you fear to say anything openly, you can
give it to us in camera.

CHAIRMAN:

Evarist, Chairman here. We have powers under the Legal Notice which
constituted this Commission to hear evidence in camera where
necessary, you know what that means. This is so that a person is free,
you know, does not have fear of his evidence which is reported or being
known to people who he thinks should not know about it. So if indeed
as I said earlier, if this is what you knew, you could easily do it now.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

I don't think that retiring to camera will remove what he is saying
because he is saying that under the Official Secret Act he is protected
from having to reveal his sources. So whether you are in camera or in
public I cannot see how it is going to help. May be Mr. Chainnan, we
have also an experience of this going to camera it doesn't. match
probably the situatiQn. As Commissioner Kakwenzire has been saying,
these are matters of history. It is a question of putting on record what he
himself knows about it. There is no dispute that there was crisis in
1966, that was in the open, that Cabinet Ministers were arrested and
things like this. So it is really a question of putting his own details that
he may know the matter really, it is not as if it is coming to us for the
first time. Unless he really insists on going into camera and what is it:
juicy bits there are juicy bits which he wants to tell. Most of this
information can be given on public record.

MR. NAGENDA:

But also Chairman, whereas I can see his reluctance to give his sources it be his informers or whatever the information that he got and that he
passed on we have the power to get from this witness, and one doesn't
really want to threaten people but since it is very important - this
information should be given to us. And also since it is going to havean
influence on his credibility as a witness I would really urge this witness
to take hold of himself and if he knew nothing, he passes on this
information to them that will have some kind of relevance on these parts
in the Special branch and perhaps on what happened to him jobwise.
And ifhe does it, he should hand it over. Very simple.

CHAIRMAN:

But I think it is still important to - if the witness feels that he will give
the information freely, that we have to take into account the provisions
of the restraints in Official Secrect Act. But that not withstanding, I
think precisely that is the reason why the Commission is empowered to
listen or hear the evidence in camera. Where it is expected that such
information should not leak to unnecessary channels. So I still feel that
if he (witness) feels that he can speak freely and give more infonnation
which he can remember - he may not even remember, it is a long time •
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D BEREYE:
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COUNSEL:
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.•
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~
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~DABEREYE:

\Vell,
• th at ·r
able t whath I am sa}in g is
1 I spoke to you in camera I might be
o
s
ow
exactly
what
h
concerned.
appcned as c.
iar as my portfolio was

CHAl~iAN

I think
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• that Iet 1s continue
•
•
•
.
with
the evidence
- -.:ou
omit what Jvou
think we shall sk.1p th.1s for a tlme-bemg
•
• ,..hat you think
J
•
should be given to us in camera. We shall continue and finish with
other things which security may not be necessary Then we shall give
you a subsequent date.

COUNSEL:

Mr. Chairman, do we go back to this area or we continue with this
second part of evidence:

MR. NAGENDA

No, we go ahead.

COUNSEL.

Okay, very well.

CHAIRMAN

We ask other questions in other areas. Okay Makubuya

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Okay. I think I must take you back to the training of Special Branch
officers?

NDABEREYE:

DR MAKUBUY A:
NDABEREYE·

DR MAKUBUY A:

Oh, the training involves the art of collecting information relevant
information
But they must be police officers in the first place
Well, exactly We recruit it like any other police branch we recruit from
the uniform branch. they must be police officers
Yes, then thereafter'!
And they must be people of intelligence aboYc :wcragc-at least that was

NDABEREYE.

our criteria.

. .
ak .,
And how long docs the tr..unmg t. ·c.

DR MAKUBUYA:
NDABEREYE:

·t ,,..,.;,. rc-allvfor weeks, a week dcpc-ndingon ,, hat. lt
5
Oh, it dcpcn ds - 1 '"' '"'
•

it is a course for the beginners say people drawn from the unifi
01111
branch I think of course considered - considered as adequate.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Must they be in uniform thereafter?

NDABEREYE:

On the contrary they don't wear uniform, they wear civilian clothes.

DR. l\.,fAKUBUY
A:

What arc operational guide lines for the Special Branch?

NDABEREYE:

Well, ~e guide lines are laid down ~d there is a booklet about it
dependmg on what you are actually domg. You see, it depends fro
operation to operation, if you are going to have a meeting it has got :
own briefing. So it depends really. There is nothing standard.

DR MAKUBUYA:

There is nothing standard?

NDABEREYE:

Not quite. You see it has got to be - well, there are some which are laid
down but there are others where you have to use your common sense
depending on a situation.
'

DR. MAKUBUYA:

You said that as Head of Special Branch, you used to accompany Dr.
Apollo Milton Obote to places like Addis-Ababa, Lusaka etc., what was
supposed to be your role in that one?

NDABEREYE:

Well, my role was to protect the passing - of the President.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

And how was this supposed to be done?

NDABEREYE:

Well, in such countries, of course everything had to be arranged firstby
the Foreign Affairs, you know the procedure and of course then we
would liaise with the host security officers. And that is why in some
cases we went in advance.

DR. MAK.UBUYA:

Now this 1970 advanced party to Singapore, was there any foretelling
what was supposed to happen when Dr. Apollo Milton Obote was in
Singapore?

NDABEREYE:

You mean what was going to happen here?

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Yes, the Coup.

NDABEREYE:

The coup, a - a - the coup. Yes,

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Yes, the coup, that is what I mean sir.

NDABEREYE:

The coup, the people concerned had an idea, had an idea of what was
likely to happen. Again and again I request the Commission that at least
being the top I am in a better position to answer this fully I think to your
satisfaction. But not here, except in camera.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Okay, okay, I understand that one.
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D \BEREYE:

Yes.

DR MAKUBUYA:

Yes.

l

lDABEREYE:

OR l\,fAKUBUYA:

Because I was at th
e top at least every bit reached me.
Okay, I understand th
follow• th.
•
at one. . You see, I had some difficulties in
Affi • mg is busi~ess of your involvement with the Ministry of Home
, airs an~ the~ Vice President Moi, how were you, how do you think
)business?
ou_were identified to be the one to go and investigate this helicopter

NDABEREYE:
Well, that is simple, as I said earlier, we were at this hotel, in Nairobi,
Mr. Moi, Mr. Daniel Arap Moi, who was then Home Minister for Kenya
came to our hotel. Well, their problem, there had been change of
government in Uganda. And I think he was responsible, as the most
responsible person he had to find out exactly what was happening.
What was this police helicopter doing -some plane doing in Nairobi.
So he came - I don't know, I don't want to think for him. But he must
have known that it was quicker - he must have known being the
Minister of Internal Affairs that at least with the former president there
must be some routine, there must be some senior police officers. That is
how he came, as I had to come before.

CHAIRMAN:

He came to the hotel and asked for a senior police officer from Uganda.

NDABEREYE:

Yes, I was in the hotel.

CHAIRMAN:

You were the most senior?

NDABEREYE:

yes, I was the most senior.

CHAIRMAN:

I see.

DR MAKUBUY A:

ka now you said you investigated and you were satisfied ~d
Okay,
o
'.
t1·ight i·nto Kenya, who was the pilot of this
this was y,
a genuine
helicopter, if you remember?

NDABEREYE:

• •
I can 't remember' all I can remember is· that
M C miss10ner
l the pilot
r.
om
I
'tin
fact
remember
the
particu
ars.
was a European, the name can

DR MAKUBUY A:

Was he amem bero f Uganda police Force?

NDABEREYE:

yes. He was a police pilot.

DR MAKUBUY A:

d • in Nairobi?
And do you k now what business he was omg

NDABEREYE:

• I can't remember this. it is a long time ago. It
M r. Commissioner agam
now
is almost twenty years
•
.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

ts to fly to Dar-es-Salaam you said when
y cs, who made the arran:e;:;.e were packing to go to the airpo~ who
you wen t back you foun p
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made this arrangement.
i TDABEREYE

1r. Commissioner, exactly as J said Jjust jumped in one of the vehicles.

DR 1AKUBUYA
:i TDABER.EYE:

Did you need an air ticket?
, ot at all. No.

DR MAKVBUYA:

Do you remember the carrier that took you?

1'DABEREYE:

No, I don't.. I don't remember.

DR. i1AKUBUYA:

And do you remember some of the people who were in the pany from
Nairobi to Dar-es-Salaam?

NDABEREYE:
Yes, yes In fact most of us most, if not all, who had been to Singapore.
You know we went to Dar-es-Salaam. Although I can't say a hundred
per cent, one, two might have stayed behind in Nairobi knowing what
the situation was like. May be we were refugees, we didn't know what
was happening next. So asking anyone, none of you has experienced
that. But Mr Commissioner I am trying to make my - you don't
remember details, you are confused, you think of your family, you think
of - and some of us had an experience of what happens when you are
overthrown. So details you know you are just time driven by instinct.
You are not yourself

DR. !\.fAKlJBUY
A:
Yes, I am trying also to figure out, you are talking about when you were
overthrown, but you were a civil servant. Why do you feel overthrown
when the government is overthrown?

NDABEREYE:
Well, I am saying this because until then, I was part of the government.
Yes, I was part of the government.

DR MAKUBUY
A:

NDABEREYE:

No, I thought you were a civil servant?
I know I was a civil servant. Yes.

DR MAKUBUY
A:
Yes, and you work for any government that comes, this is the essence of
civil service.

NDABEREYE:

Yes.

DR. MAKUBUY
A:
Why should you worry that the government has changed you have your
tenns of service you have your conditions.

NDABEREYE:

I see.

DR. MAKUBUY
A:

Yes,

NDABEREYE:
I know I have the terms of service but anything could happen_ Yes,
anythmg could happen, during you know - those troubled areas.Yes, al
least I was then part of the government.
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DR MAKUBUY

DR 1\1AKUBUYA:

I see. Did any civil
f h
servants of that •
o t c govemment Particular} .
time feel or think that they were part
Y in your branch?
0~ yes. but you arehclpin th
qmte different from the g.. ~ government machinery although you arc
po11tic1anwho
d
0 f th
e govemment. Alth h
comes an goes but you are part
don't wait for elections or ouythg_your
terms of service are different you
an tng of that nature.
Okay, could you name the eo le h
.
this is Nairob •1 D
p p w O were m the party apart from you
'
ar-es-Salaam. Apart from you, who were the others? '

NDABEREYE:
Well_ I think I will start with my permanent secretary, Mr. Chris Ntende.

DR MAKUBUYA:

First, was, Dr. Obote.

NDABEREYE:

Yes, of course.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

So, Dr. Obote, top.

NDABEREYE:

Dr. Obote, of course. Then I said the Permanent Secretary, Mr. Chris
Ntende, there was Mr. Sam Baingana, Permanent Secretary of Foreign
Affairs, there was Paul Etyang who was our High Commissioner in
London, and a few others. Others I can't remember.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Yes. Did this party before it left Nairobi, did it consider taking political
asylum in Kenya?

NDABEREYE:

Can you repeat that please? You mean before we left for Dar?

DR. MAKUBUYA:

yes. Did you ask the authorities in Kenya to grant you refugee status,
asylum, things like this?

NDABEREYE:

No.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Then what happened?

NDABEREYE:

We didn't. We never asked for anything.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

I see. Well, there were stand refusal or was there no request at all?

some rumours that the authorities in Kenya

refused. Was there a reque

NDABEREYE:

DR MAKUBUYA:
NDABEREYE:
DR MAKUBUYA:

h re we were not actually welcome, that is
Well, I think all I can say e
why we left in a hurry.
How did you figure this out?
• st left like that and I think because of
ht o because we JU
th
Well, I thoug s_
. 1think we were not welcome ere.
our d 1.ffie rent foreign pohcy,
re not welcome You never asked,
ad
no
evidence
that
you
we
•
No, you h
there was no refusal.
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NDABEREYE

No, it was not ml' to m,k Mr - who was that, who was a policeman He
said I want a policeman

DR. l\1AKUBU, -\:

A -a what a policeman, Head of Special Branch.

ND \BFRFYE:

Oka\, call me big - yes, I was n policeman but what word had I at that
level to go and a.c:;k
for such a thing'?

DR M I\KUBU) .\:

You know I run trying to figure out whether any of these people asked _
whether Dr. AM. Obotc asked?

NDABEREYE:

Not to my knowledge really Not to my knowledge.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Okay. Now we come to this your take over from Mr. Bato. Where is
this Mr. Bato?

NDABEREYE.

Mr. Bato unfortunately, he is dead. But due to natural causes.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

I see. Who gave you a briefing when you were taking over as Head of
the Special Branch?

NDABEREYE:

Well, that was the Commissioner of Police of course.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

And his name was?

NDABilREYE:

Well, our Commissioner of Police agam he 1s dead, Mr. Erinayo
Oiyema.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Now, we come to the meeting in Simba barracks. What time of day did
the meeting take place?

NDABEREYE:

It was in the morning before, well, at about- between 9.00 - 10.00.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

And were you given lunch?

NDABEREYE:

Not at all.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

You mentioned a break, what was the break about?

NDABEREYE:

Well, at a meeting you know normally you have a break. I think Amin
had to organise himself.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Did you take any tea?

NDABEREYE:

I don't remember having taken anything, I don't remember

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Yes, now you remember that Amin actually attacked the police as being
corrupt, as working for Obote, and as working for the British. Was the
Police corrupt to your knowledge at the time?

NDABEREYE:

Well,no, I would say no. Not up to the time of my departure, no, not
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[

generally corru
existed
pt but may be a case
·
or tw o, you know evil has always
DR. iAKUBl 1 .\

A case or two of what?

1 'DABEREYE:

May be, well often
corrupti
'
' not often but
on case. But generally th s~metimes one went to court with
e pohce was not corrupt
Was the por
.
•
ice workmg for Ob
ote to your knowledge?

OR 1\lAKUBUYA:
'DABEREYE:

No As proper civil servants
We are very inflexible and thatw_e
work for the governmentof the dav
No.
is common of governmentdepartments.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

And was it working for the British?

NDABEREYE:

Not at all, not at all. ·The British had left many years earlier.
.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Now, you were supposed to be dismissed but to get your benefits Did
you get your benefits?
•

NDABEREYE:

Yes. I did.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Incidentally how old were you in 1972 when you were dismissed?

NDABEREYE.

In '72, well, I was born in 1928, so you can carry on.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

So if you got your benefits I don't understand the nature of your
complaint. You reach the top, near the top, near the top of police career.
you got your benefits, what is your complaint?

f

NDABEREYE:

DR. MAKUBUY A:

NDABEREYE:

My complaint is that I left unprepared. (2) Pension was not adequate. for
instance today my pension, my monthly pension can hardly buy 2 Kgs.
of sugar. And my complaint was that my target was the top.
In other words, you were deprived of the opportunity to become the
Inspector General of Police?
Too much. (applause)
Is it also your human right to become the Inspector General?

DR. MAKUBUYA:

NDABEREYE:

DR MAKUBUYA:

MR NAGENDA:

..
I think Commissioners. I think one's ambition is a
One's amb1uon.
. rfe . . that ambition and all that you v.ant is
right. So anybody mte nng m
violating your rights.

Thank you.
in to my notes here you were born as ) ou say
Mr Ndabereye, accord g
rd of where vou were born. Where
aro~d '28. But I don't have a reco
were you bom?
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DABEREYE·

J was born at a pince called Kabindi. that is only half mile frorn

Nynbisinza Gombolola Headquarters in Bufumbira County, in the Sub
District of Kisoro, Kabale District.
MR. NAGENDA.

Had your parents been also born there?

NDABEREYE:

Very much. Well, I am told we go back to about 19 - rather 1830.

MR. NAGENDA.

When you left your job as Jn-Charge of Special Branch, who took over

from you?

NDABEREYE:

It was a man called Luke Ofungi.

MR NAGENDA:

Tius is the same Ofungi who was the Inspector General?

NDABEREYE:

Exactly.

MR. NAGENDA:

A short while ago. You gave us a dramatic narration of when you were
taken back as a prisoner and then told that you go back to your previous
station and told us that in this case instead of sitting in one of your
comers you sat in the middle.

NDABEREYE:

You've got it.

MR. NAGENDA:

Was the driver your usual driver?

NDABEREYE:

The very driver

MR. NAGENDA:

What was his reaction in your new circumstances?

NDABEREYE:

MR. NAGENDA:

The poor man knew his former boss had been booted.
objection his work was to drive the vehicle.

No, I am asking you how did he take this? Was he sad, actually did he
salute you, what happened?

NDABEREYE:

In fact he was very, very sony because it was embarrassing.

MR. NAGENDA:

He looked very sad?

NDABEREYE:

Very much.

MR. NAGENDA:

Did he salute you?

NDABEREYE:
MR. NAGENDA:

NDABEREYE:

He had no

I don't remember. I don't remember actually.
What was Peter Obalo's previous position before he took over from you
in Mbale?
Now, this Obalo, I think happened to be the most senior police officer at
the time and he was the In-charge CID for the region and his rankwas a
Superintendent then.
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MR 'AGENDA:
10.\BEREYE:

O\~

MR l\JAGENDA:
1'D,\BEREYE:
MR 1'.;AGENDA·
NDABEREYE:

ere

CHAIRMAN·

us

ur
MR. NAGENDA:

He was more senior p r
o ice officer where? After you?
Well, at the time because there w
.
there was a man call d Ch
ere other senior police officers. I think
c
arles Lwan h
over was temporary J
ga, e was away. But that take
•
•
•
ust
tempornnr
Though w1.th that difficult
.
position and situation.
--J
You mean when Lwan
b
ga came ack he took over from Peter Obalo?
I was not there, I don't know. He must have, he must have.
Where was Obalo from? Region-wise?
Region-wise, well, he was my CID Officer. He was my CID Officer.
Chairman here. You are giving evidence but if I can assist you. Mr.
Peter Obalo was from Tororo. I had known him in Gulu as Regional
CID Officer when I was a State Attorney in Gulu in 1968. And shortly
after he was transferred to Mbale.
Thank you. Now, after you and your friends were booted out so
unceremoniously, were you on the whole replaced there immediately
afterwards by people close to Amin, did this happen or not?

NDABEREYE:

Well, I am not quite sure as to why he went to Mbale. But all the
excuses he gave as for Obote being corrupt, for British being corrupt,
that is an excuse for creating vacancies for his own people.

MR. NAGENDA:

So you are saying that after the removal of people like yo~elves - ~e
top brass as you call it - the top brass then became over- ndingly Amin
instruments?

NDABEREYE:

Yes.

MR. NAGENDA:

Did you also get the impression during Ob~te I_that the ~o~le who
were mos t powe rful W ere likewise perhaps his kmsmen or mtimates Obote I mean.

NDABEREYE:

That is very true•

MR NAGENDA:

. us certam
• examples of how this was - how you arrived at
Can you give
this conclusion?

0

NDABEREYE:

MR NAGENDA:

call besides the Special branch. there was
Well as much as you re G , ral Sen'1'ce" So I think may be they
'
• •
"the ene
·
another orgamsation,
anisation that I led.
were more heard than the org
Have you got any examples o

f h w this was _ I mean or just a feeling
o

you have?

••

NDABEREYE.

Well, no. I am positive.
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The day as I made that request, I could tell

,

l

you.
. .
?
you mean you want me to clrnse th 1s m camera.
~nABFRE'\ E

)' CS.

J\lR NAGENDA

I will wn,·do you think that both - these two presidents for whom
;
th
. .
You
worked prefer their ovm people too ers m important positions?

NDABEREYE

For their mvn down.:.fall.

MRNAGENDA-

No, before they fall please.

NDABEREYE:

Yes, well, I am coming. Well, I want to know why they - can you repeat
your question?

MR. NAGENDA:

yes, I can. Why do you think these two presidents whom you served
preferred their own people in positions of influence?

NDABEREYE:

Well, they were tribalistic. And I think they were unfit. to govern this
country.

MR. NAGENDA:

When did you first think this - all the way through the time you worked
for them?

KAKWENZIRE:

Would you say that Obote I that is 1962 to 1971, Obote was also
preferring his own people or he was trying to balance?

NDABEREYE:

Well, I think it was according to my own judgement, it was almost 4059. But more of his side.

MR. NAGENDA:

Do you think this is an inevitable - inevitable way leaders of countries
that they should prefer their own people according to your own
experience?

NDABEREYE:

W.ell, I can't say it is an inevitable.
different!y.

MR. NAGENDA:

Alright if you don't have. You might have some other ideas since you
are such senior police officer. Now you told us at the end of the first
chapter that you felt your rights had been violated by the manner of your
dismissal and that you found yourself without a job so suddenly, and
lat~r on you told my colleague that probably th~y stopped you from
b~mg Inspector General. But also you said that your rights we~
violated because you were put under fear. Now if vour long career m
th e police which started in 1949, had you never put s~spects under fear?

NDABEREYE:

No.

MR. NAGENDA:

Not even once when you were trying to make an arrest or to get
information?
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They should learn to behave

n

BrRI• 'E

• o \Veil , d unng
• ,.....
.... arrest a cri •
\Veil. if he is put
me is committed.a suspect has got to be
. ut I had never durin m ~n~er fear, well, I think that is acceptable.
infonnation.
g } time put anyone under fear to extract

.un:
·t d
B s~ •

MR. , AGE1'.TQA:

Had you ever arrested
guns - anned people? somebody and had h'1m guarded by people of

'DABEREYE:

\Veil. as l told vou
r
Unifonn CID. ycs t~er up ~o 1960, I was in charge of Crime and
- a policeman of th~se da _occasionto ~st suspects, but the police men
}S rarely earned arms. It was very rare.

MR. NAGENDA:

Okay, but it occasionall h
anned guard?
Y appened that you arrested somebody under

l\J'DI\.BEREYE:

Yes.

MR. NAGENDA:

Righ?t.

NDABEREYE:

Yes.

MR. NAGENDA:

What would you think if that person came to this Commission and said
that they were put under fear? Because you were under arrest because
the president rightly or wrongly - we haven't heard his side yet -,
thought you are a danger to the State in some way. Having arrested you,
put under arm guard, is this so -very odd?

NDABEREYE:

Well, it is up to you to judge. The circumstances, this was a very rare
occasion where you retire someone and then put him under armed guard
and also we considered what was happening, if 'X' had died, 'Y' had died
'M' why not one of us, all of us? So that is why we were in great fear.

MR. NAGENDA:

You mean it was not so much the fact that you were arrested and put
under armed guard but the fact that so many people had died?

NDABEREYE:

Well, so many people were dying and they were dying in the same way.

MR. NAGENDA:

Which same way?

l

NDABEREYE:
MR. NAGENDA:

Well, people being arrested, someone losing a job, the next day he is
dead. Things like that.
Can you I think you said earlier that it is such a long time that you can't
I think you gave us two names. But now can you
remem b er th e People •
d th
da
remember any people who were sacked, arrested an
e next
y
killed?

NDABEREYE:
MR. NAGENDA:

.
time but off-hand I can't tell you.
Well, if I am given
that Legal Counsel will give you time and he might u
Okay, I am sure .
names later. You yourself had told us and I
well ask you to wn;e s:;~ese years definitely you were in the police
am delighted that or
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force , ou never put suspects under fear. But nevertheless. did not rn
• ·,.~rcollc:wucs put their suspects under fear? Do you know fany
o f )O
-o
,
o no
colleagues who put suspects under frar?
'DABEREYE·
MR. 'AGE1 'DA:
DA.BEREYE:

\Vcll. not that I was a witness to such acts. but I just used to hear.
\\'hat

5011

of fear did they put them under?

ND

\Veil. I used to hear that some were being tortured.
infomrntion. beaten.

To extract

MR.
ND

MRNAGENDA:

Yes, did you hear that merel)'. as house t_a}kin_the police mess . Senior
Police Mess or did your Special Branch mvesttgate some of these case
and find out what was happening and reported'>
s

MR
ND

1\DABEREYE:

Well, these were just rumours and my branch never investigated sucha
case.

\fR NAGENDA

you see, I would have thought that the security of the State might well
have been endangered by brutality from these people and therefore the
rea~tion that might have followed? Don't you agree?

NDABEREYE.

Well, I do.

l\-fR. NAGENDA.

I am on that case, was it not your duty: first as No.2 and then as a leader
of this branch to lopk into these rumours that you acquired and then find
out the truth of them whether they endangered the security of the State?

NDABEREYE:

Well, that was not part of the brief but there may be. some cases excessive cases that might have reported but I don't remember, I can't
remember off-hand.

MR. NAGENDA:

NDABEREYE:

MR. NAGENDA:

NDABEREYE:

As an askari and Inspector General of police. don't you think it would
have been a wise thing to find out how the police worked and that if you
heard people were being tortured you should have tried to find out, it is
better to prepare you for this future job.
Well, if I thought that could have been an omission, but I didn't. But I
said some cases might have been reported, I don't remember.
You see here is my problem. Assistant Commissioner, since you agree
that it is very important you know, not to torture people and you say
yourself that it was a violation of your human rights because you were
put under fear. I would assume that if these torture cases were there,
however long the time that was, you would have taken enough interest
to remember ·whether you investigated any of these cases and what
happened. that is my assumption.
Yes, Mr. Commissioner, it is a long time ago.
happening I can't remember off- hand.

MR.NAGENDA
Well,

th

at is what I will write down.
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These things were

Now, just a very small last

D

question for cl uifi .
k
• 1catton -\ft 'r .
d
pac. cd, ) 0u went and aid . • ~ ) ~u 11a gone home and quickly
of h:wing bills in Mhaic·) \our bills m the town Were you in the habit
1

0 BEREYE·

fR , 'AGE 1 DA:
DABEREYE:

MR

'A(,F~DA

\\'ell. l had electricity, yes.
ot paid for by the police?

~o, no.
I sec. Can
• we tak e it• that these were sort of quite modest bills in fact?

""'O,.\BERE'rl:-

y cs • .1 was able, I didn't "ant to run away from Mbale, I had to settle all
m) bills. The ones I rcmember were of course the U E B

MR NAGENDA

Thank you very much.

DR I UYOMBYA:

I will t-n
•
... J • t o ~s h through my questions.
And answer them precisely and
~ve mo~·e quickly. I will start with your 'mockery party' It is very
mterestmg and the reason you gave that it seemed a mockery party was
that someone was threatened of being finished by a soldier at the gate as
you entered, and did you report this to your host?

NDABEREYE·

The answer is no.

DR LUYOMBYA:

You were given drinks and eats at that party?

NDABEREYE:

Well, I remember drinks, I can't remember any eats. I don't remember.

DR LUYOMBY A

You know it is not good to blame where there is no guilt. Do you call a
party really a mockery because a mere soldier at the gate frightened
someone, do you think that soldier was commanded or directed to fight
a guest to the president?

NDABEREYE:

Mr. Commissioner, I think having left my permanent secretary under
unsafe hands, I don't know how you could change me or anybody to call
that a party otherwise I don't know what was happening to my
Permanent Secretary. I didn't if it was a matter of choice I couldn't have
gone to that party.

DR LUYOMBYA:
NDABEREYE:
DR. LUYOMBY A:
NDABEREYE:

I didn't quite get that, was he roughed up when you left him behind?
When I left him - Mr. Ntende?
Yes.

y cs, in fact, because when you or at least guess that his fate was toin~
to be terrible. He was just grabbed And what happened later w e_n
met him ne,d:, all everything that he had was taken away from him:
clothes, every possession.
Was he naked when you found him the following day?

DR LUYOMBY A:
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'o. no, ,i;ell. I am not - at least not all his clothes, but he \\as tho
beatenup.
~
DR LUYO 1BYA.
rDABEREYE.

"'here, in the police cell or?

I don't kno\\, but at Entebbe.

NDA

DR. LUYOMBYA·

yeah, we are interested in this bit of the story, he was grabbed •
airport by the army?
1he

DR L

NDABEREYE:

By the anny, yes.

ND

DR. LUYOMBYA

And taken tQ...unknowndestination?

DR L

~DABEREYE:

True

DR. LUYOMBYA:

The following day you met him?

XDABEREYE:

Follo\'\1ng? Several months after.

DR. LlNOMBYA:

Ohl Several months after, and he narrated what happened?

NDABEREYE:

Yes. Well, I ,.vantto correct that. He didn't narrate that to me butthat
is
what we were told what had happened to him.

DR. LlN()MBY A:

I see Now, \vhen we go to a meeting in Simba barracks.

NDABEREYE:

Yes.

DR LlNOMBY A:

You went with Edward Owor?

NDABEREYE:

Yes.

DR. LlNOMBYA:

What befell Edward Owor?

NDABEREYE

Nothing.

DR LUYOMBY A:

Nothing?

NDABEREYE

He kept his post - his job.

DR LUYOMBY A:

D
Then you taJked of , you told us that as was the practice those days,
policemen were not armed and when \'OU were in that meeting you bid
,
.
. bi
left your pistol in MbaJe. Supposing you had your pistol at Sim
barracks?

DR.
NDABEREYE:

DR LUYOMBYA:

What would I have done, nothing, nothing. All I was trying tote~
was that here is an armed man, single, being escorted by three
men. This is what I was trying to tell you.
Well, is this much difference from other arrests where
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)OU

may tbink1

D

man may escape? A .
,·ou
d
m1n Wantedvo tO h d
•
un er safe custod
• u
an over and could be he put
r1-, ,,
Y until you h
J>ropc.,_,•
t
ave handed over government
D BEREYE:
DR. LUYOMBYA:

1DABEREYE:
DR LUYO\fBYA:

'That is most unusual M
. .
' r. Commissioner. It is unusual.
One of your complaints ab
. .
suspect is concerned . th out the violation of human rights as far as
is at your career was ended abruptly.
Yes.
But do you know th t H
a a cad of State has power to appoint and dismiss
any officcr even summarily?

""J"DABEREYE:
~~DR LUYOMBYA:
NDABEREYE:

1

dBu~no~ th e way it happened actually, not the way it happened.
on t thmk there was any need for us to be treated like that.

No, I am talking about the summary dismissal.
Oh yes, well, it can be. He can do anything, he has got that power.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Then why complain?

NDABEREYE:

Well, it is up to you to judge.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

No, no, we may need to change laws of Uganda and you may help in
this aspect. Do you think it is wrong, could it be changed that a head of
state should not dismiss an officer summarily?

NDABEREYE:

Well, I don't know. It is - if a Commission is set in such terms of
reference, then I think people will give evidence. But if I were to give
evidence then it is improper, people should be handled properly. Those
are my views.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Now you were heading Intelligence Branch.

NDABEREYE:

Yes.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

And supposing the Head of State gets intelligence reports th~ officer so
and so is a danger to the State ~d _heis ~nvinced and adVIsedthat he
should be dismissed. Can't he d1sm1ssyou.

NDABEREYE:

DR. LUYOMBY A:
NDABEREYE:

h
Id He could but from what I gathered, from what was
Well, i: c:d ~hat we knew of ultimate goal of this man Amin was
happen g
rtunitics for his own people. There were no
rely to create oppo
•
me . . b .
adc or made later as to what you are suggestmg.
inqumes emg m
that there were no inquiries made?
How do you know
·t t my right to have defended myself. you are
But was I not - was _1n~ d At least an explanation I would have
convicted without bemg car .•
to give an explanation.
been asked
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the explanation. His intelligence reports report.....
11 1 told vou
\ ,,
,... C , lC
•
Ob
B..
. ~ tl.~
mlpt
"OU arc proote, you arc pro- nt1sh· And on ~
you arc co
, . -' .
that
infomtation he d1sm1ssedyou.

DR. LUYOMBYA-

NDABEREYE

\\rcll, that is alright. I mean, b_utas far as I ~ conccme~, JwasUnfairt

NOA

treated. So it is up t.o you to Judge whether 1t was a fau one or ~
But to me I was unfairly treated.
·

CHAI

DR LUYOMBY A:

And you think that was violation of human rights?

NDABEREYE.

I think so. Yes, yes One has a right-.

DR LUYOMBY A:

But I am telling you the laws of this country and the Standing Ont
that a Head of State can dismiss any officer at any time.
era,

NDABEREYE:

Well, that is alright. But I thoug~t I was u~~rly treated and broug1ttit
before you so it is up to you. So if you say It Is not.

DR LUYOMBY A:

Okay you can take what is in the Standing Orders, or refuse to takeit
but that is it.

NDABEREYE:

DR.

NOA

DR

Well, fair enough, Mr. Commissioner.
ND

DR. LUYOMBYA:

NDABEREYE:

Did you work with Mr. Kanywarnusai.
Kanywarnusai?

Do you know Mr.

DR.

I do.
ND

DR. LUYOMBYA:

When did you work with him?

NDABEREYE:

I know him, I know Kanywarnusai but I never worked with him.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Or under him?

NDABEREYE:

DR. LUYOMBY A:

NDABEREYE:

DR. LUYOMBY A:

NDABEREYE:
DR. LUYOMBY A:

NDABEREYE:

I couldn't have worked under him, he was junior. By the time I leftI
think he was an Assistant Superintendent. So I know him.
Did he work under you?
No, he worked in the CID. He was in the CID before he ran awaythen
Amin came and then when he returned from exile, he went backto CID.

DR
D
DR

'D
Let me go to this torture as a method of extracting information.
Yes.
DR
Is it in the training or in police or Special Branch that one can use
torture as a means to extract information.

N0.
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DR LUYOMBYA:

'DABEREYE:
CHAIRMA ':

·e it

~1r.

If we can be of any guide her
•h th .
.
. .
the rules of cvid
e, w at e witness 1s saymg 1strue unless
.
ence are changed fi
h
.
evidence ex+- .... d
rom w at we st.Jllhave now Any
.
.
.... -.le
under duress or b
.
.
mad1mmisable and • ua1
Y promise or torture 1s
against an accused. is us ly not usable. It is all out and cannot be used
Good. Now he has b
• th
.
come ab t th
een in e pohcc for a long time and how did this
ou at people were tortured in police cells or suspects being
beaten up?
'

NDABEREYE:

Yes, that is why there are· the 1aw breakers. In case they went agamst
.
~e- l~w, and if anybody was brought to book. You face the law,
md1V1dualsdid it or if they did _

DR LUYOMBY A:

Did you know of the State Research Bureau during Amin's time, it
replaced the General Service of Obote.

NDABEREYE:

Yes, I knew of its existence.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Do you know of any information you can tell this Commission about it?
Just as you have some information you are prepared to tell us.

NDABEREYE:

What do you want me to tell you. These people were there although
there was the Special Branch, its work was to collect intelligence and
tell the government. And when Amin came in - well. he created that,
they collected information. I am told here they even killed people
Very many people were killed by them. My own brother's son was
taken to Nakasero by these people, and the responsible person is Farouk
Minawa. We have not seen him since then. So what do you want me to
tell you?

DR LUYOMBY A:

What is the name of your relative?

NDABEREYE

Well, he was called Joseph Kashiburamwe.

DR LUYOMBY A:

Under what circumstances was he taken?

NDABEREYE

se

No, no it shouldn't It .
1sunlawful

DR. LUYOMBYA:

I

en

So according to '-'OU
and • ~
J
no torture of
d
tn,onnation'l
any egrcc should be used to extract

· K pa.la And I wasn't here when he was here in
Well, he wlas dm ~ so~ebody took him to the Headquarters and he
Kampala. un ers
was never seen again.

DR LUYOMBY A·

Okay, thank you.

CHAIRMAN:

tions I would like to ask have already been
I think most of th e q~de~. •asons Amin gave for dismissing you and
asked. At first you sai f the re 11·cewere excuses for him to bring in to
• his
· own cronies.
•
D'd
your other co 11c•agues o e po
lace you with
1
. hi·s O\\.'Il people or to rep
the po l1cc
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ou after you were dismissed, did you know of such people Arnin
bro~ght in the senior positions?
NDABEREYE:

Well,

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Actually let's start with the Special Branch .

NDABEREYE:

No not with the Special Branch. Because Ofungi stayed.

CHAIRMAN:

Who was Ofungi, was he under you at the time?

NDABEREYE:

yes, he was one of my officers at the time, so as I left then he took over.
But there was one notorious fellow called Ali Towili.

CHAIRMAN:

Where was Ali Towili by the time you were - what was he?

DR. LUYOMBYA:

CHAIRMAN:
NDABEREYE:

DR. LUYOMBYA:
NDABEREYE:

CHAIRMAN:
NDABEREYE:
CHAIRMAN:
NDABEREYE:
DR. LUYOMBY A:

,

'

Actually, Ali Towili was not then in the Force. I only saw him one day
wearing the rank of - pips of the rank of Senior Superintendent. I didn't
know him.
Actually this is after you had left police?
Well, I knew him, I first saw him as Senior Superintendent of police and
normally I would have known many people coming up, but he just
appeared from nowhere.
Suddenly, you just saw him?
Suddenly, because you would normally know fellow officers. You
know X, 0, Y, but this fellow just came up and he actually at one time
although he had a figure head, but he actually ran the police - that
notorious fellow.
Was he in CID?
That fellow? - Towili?
Who else was brought in the CID?
Oh, you mean after us?
Yes.

NDABEREYE:
Well, the CID man the present incidentally Mr. Mugamba, stayed when
we were kicked out.
CHAIRMAN:

NDABEREYE:

And you know him?
I know him.

CHAIRMAN:
And were some people brought up suddenly also below him?
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,IT> BFREYE:
CHAlRMAi:
KAK\VENZIRE:

,DABEREYE:

I don't have detail
snow. Actually, I don't have details now.
Yeah, okay, thank you.
you arc obviouslv a very
.
pohcc • • • •
' very important witness Having joined the
- ~ ou JOinedthe police in l 949?
In 1949.
You served under colonialists and then Ugandans

NDABEREYE:
KAKWENZIRE.

Yes.
So I would have wanted to talce more time extracting information from
you but you are limited to a time because we have to go to Rukungiri
tomorrow, ~d we ~e with five other people. I find I cannot ask you
all the quest:IonsI had wanted to ask you. I am going to suggest because
I see that you feel strongly about violations and what has happened. I
would request you to write a memorandum, not only about your
experiences, but what you think where the things that went wrong, and
what you proposed to tell us in camera. We may not have adequate time
to exhaust it. Now I would have also wanted to touch on the most
current period - l 980's which I know as a troubled period for people, it
is what of course what I gathered. Yeah, that is what I think what you
promised to tell us. So I am saying that my questions could have been
more but for lack of time I would request you to make a comprehensive
memorandum if you can. Now, I will just ask you my observation, and I
want you to confirm by judging what you are saying whether I am right
or wrong from your experience. You said that leaders are sectarian, and
that is bad, leaders are tribalistic and that is bad and that is why they
fall. You also told us that when Obote was overthrown in 1971,
conversation abruptly stopped and the following day, Dar-es-Salaam.
Some of you boarded the plane and returned to Uganda. Well, this, was
there some consultation with your president?

NDABEREYE:

Which president?

KAKWENZIRE:

Obote? Okay, Ex-, because he was overthrown.

NDABEREYE:

No, no.

KAKWENZIRE:

Did you bid him farewell?

NDABEREYE.

We did. And I said that.

KAKWENZIRE:

about may be this thing evil - some course of
Did he try to talk to you
action or for his own problems?

NDABEREYE:

KAKWENZIRE:

if he did, I for one wouldn't have accepted. To remain
He didn't. Even
behind.
ally remain behind w1'th h'1m ?•
Did some people actu
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DABERE'\ E:

Yes 1liosc "lw thought they were very close. Yes, did.

KAK\VE ~zrRE·

~D.\.BEREYE·

Like, Mr. Henry Kycmba.

K.\."-\\ ENZIRE:

But he also came back.

ND.\.BEREYE:

That was after.

KAK \l. 'ENZIRE.

Not Jong after, I also received evidence from him.

NDABEREYE:

I was there, you got the evidence, I was there. Yes, you got the
evidence, but I was there. I left Kyemba Henry, the present Ministerof
State for Fisheries - something, I left him behind. He came later.

KAKWENZIRE

What about - I am interested did the people who returned, he told us
people who returned and by the way I see there are - I know they are
mostly from the South-, was there some kind of sectarian decision that
some Northerners remained behind and Southerners returned?

NDABEREYE.

KAKWENZIRE:

Well, that is true. You see what happened was that people who
remained behind fell in two categories. The first category was those
who were very close to the former president, like Mr. Kyemba the
Principal Secretary, was very close and also people from the North, not
from the North rather from the tribes of Acholi and Langi because it had
been known that this was a battle, a struggle, between the West Nilers
and those two tribes. So some remained behind others who were may be
very courageous came in the first group.
So I don't like asking such sectarian questions but what I am tryingto
say, in trying to understand a thing like this, presidents trying to favour
their own people. I wonder by such behaviour it could have encouraged
O~ote in the second administration and could also have encouraged
Amin - having seen the behaviour to rely on one's own people. Whenit
comes to the facts of the matter, those who don't speak your languagechased away.

NDABEREYE:
Well, Madam, what I can tell you is that when independence came,
these politicians included anybody brainy. But as time went by, I don't
know what happened. Well, for instance although Obote was a Langi
from the North but anyhow he had Mr. Kyemba. So things from the
beginning were good but they deteriorated by the time I went back.

KAKWENZIRE:
Would you say it was the fault of the president or the fault of those who
worked with him to create mistrust?

NDABEREYE:

!'1°~

but_I_think it was the fault of those on top, not the juniors. The
Junior civII servants served anybody who came. And I think as faras 1
am concerned, I served my bosses faithfully.
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J-:

WE 'ZIRE.

CHAlRMA1l.

I

n,at is all.
Counsel. unle
.
b) the Commts _)our questions arc ari •
ss1oncrs c
smg out of what h
can proceed to th
' onceming the fi
as been asked
e next Part.
rst Part. The witness's evidence

COUNSEL:

My Lord I have no q
•
exhausted I .
uesttons on the 1
evidence •-N \\:ll now lead the eviden:t part, that area has been
Mbal
•
ow' Mr. Evarist ·o
.
to the second part of this
. c. you took only one d;? u said that after you had returned from
da) you were back at your h } and reached here in Kabale and the next
you continued to receive ,ome and _youhave told the Commission that
yourself
in an":, other activity
.)our pensions
up to date• 01·d you
• engage
.
aftc
scrnce as policeman?
r you had been retired from your

NDABER.EYE

yes
When I returned home and
•
overthrown by that
'.
Amm was overthrown by UNLF
wereanny assi sted by the Tanzanians, when politic;

COUNSEL:

That was which year?

NDABEREYE:

-;:at was in 1980. I joined politics. And my choice was the Democratic
arty.

CHAIRMAN

Could it be, would you say party politics? One would say party politics
resumed.

NDABEREYE:

Yes, party politics. So my choice was the D.P. I was a chairman for
Nyarusiza Sub-county and a Vice Chairman for Kisoro Sub District.

COUNSEL:

D.P. Branch?

NDABEREYE:

II

COUNSEL:

NDABEREYE:

COUNSEL:

NDABEREYE:

Oh yes, D.P. branch. Now, what I want to tell you here is that members.
supporters of my party were greatly persecuted They were persecuted
by the UPC officials in the area, spearheaded by Mr. Philemon Mateke.
Who was this Philemon Mateke?
Philemon Mateke was a Chairman of the UPC Kabale \Vest
Constituency, he was also a Minister of State for Education.
dabercve vou arc jumping points. you said you joined
e Mr . N
- , •
b
M ay
r ·
p rtics returned to this countrv in 1980. And camprugns \\Cnt
po itics •. ~ 1 d D p that time I think' there was another government.
on ' you Jome UPC
• •government so how did
• •it come that UPC was
there was
no
'
•
•
d then ,·ou are talkmg about dcm·a1 o f th'1s. Start
persecuting ~•ou_,an
.,
from the beginning.
.
b k Now when party politics \\ere allo\\ed to
Ok a)', I will go Tac • , Commission
'
under Paulo Muwanga, there \\35
function by then mid,~d
fior that constituency for the DP. it ,,as Mr
.
The can I ates
C•
M
campaign.
UPM it was Mr. Sckasiga and for UP 1t was r.
Joseph Mulcnga, for
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I
Phi1cmon Matckc. These campaigns went on.
DR LUYOMBYA:
P~BERF\

E

And C.P?
Oh, sorry, and C.P. although they came to Kisoro, they had
•
y es, so camprugns
•
representation.
were con ducte d until. the polling dno
came, of course before the polling, there were elections. Now whay
.
, en
results were declared, Matek e was th e wmner.

COVNSEL:

I suppose rightly so?

NDABEREYE:

Well, I didn't have any complaint although of course there were some
irregularities during the registration, incidents here and there. But
1
think in all, it was fair. Now then he was made minister in port folio for
minister of State for Education. Now, one of the harassments subjected
to D.P. supporters were that on 24th of January, 1981, at Kisoro he
sacked all the Chiefs who were suspected or believed to be D.P.
supporters.

COUNSEL:

Who, who sacked them?

NDABEREYE:

Philemon Mateke at that time, in the afternoon of the 24th January,
1981. This included people who had been in the service as long as 30
years.

COUNSEL:

No, let's first finish this sacking of the chiefs. There was a rally, was it
organised by Mateke as a minister or was it a UPC rally?

NDABEREYE:

No, it was organised as a minister.

COUNSEL:

Yes, and in that rally how did he sack, did he say come here and gave
them letters of dismissal or what happened?

NDABEREYE:

No, no, all what he said of course a meeting called by a minister
everybody came. And it happened.

COUNSEL:

Did he give a reason?

NDABEREYE:

No, nothing.

COUNSEL:

I mean there must have been something, he said you have been sacked
because of A,B,C,D,?

NDABEREYE:

No.

COUNSEL:

And the chiefs were sacked?

NDABEREYE:

They were sacked. Thirty four of them. If you want a list, this is the
list.

COUNSEL:

Who made this list?
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D \BI R

0

E

EL

'DABEREYE:
MR. NAGENDA:

I did.
\\Then did you make it?
Yes, immediately,
You read it out.

COUNSEL:
I ~ought he would just present it, but may be you can read it in the
microphone all those names.
DR. LUYOMBY A:
NDABEREYE:

Did Mateke read out this list at that time?
All these are chiefs, I think he read the names. And they were replaced
there and then by those UPC men:- Joseph Sebukyaye, Sub County
Chief, Paskal Butaisire - a Sub County Chief, Joseph Sebukire - A sub
county Chief, Tadeo Ndesebyayo - Parish Chief, Patiris Njera - Parish
Chief, Aloysius Bainyanzi - Parish Chief, Charles Nz.ailwanda -Parish
Chief, John Kateisha - Parish Chief. Now, the following are Sub Parish
Chiefs: Etabist Bahanja, Kalisio, Kaluvungu, Anderea Nzabaranturniye,
Francis Nakavita, Elias Sebuyuzi, John Nzabubara, John Sebuhundi,
Innocent Barabunza, John Halimakwano, Atlas Sheruhaaha, Joseph
Ruburinzinka, Ben Kanyangole, Daniel Ruhasha, Francis Ndahegamo,
Simon Haaba Kurama, Tadeo Nkulanyo, Matheus Bulemulemire. That
is the whole lot.

COUNSEL:

Yeah, 35? Certify they are 35.

NDABEREYE:

Yeah, they are 35.

COUNSEL:

Did he read out this list that day?

NDABEREYE:

I don't remember, but all Catholic chiefs, all D.P's, there was a lot of
talk. Yes, yes,

COUNSEL:

But let's go, this is evidence. He said I am sacking all Catholic chiefs
and all D. P. chiefs.

NDABEREYE:

They are all D.P's.

COUNSEL:

Did they know each other?

NDABEREYE:

Those chiefs?

COUNSEL.

Yes.

NDABEREYE:

I am sure they d 1'd , they did.

.

?

COUNSEL.

.
d therefore I have lost mYJob • I am a D.P, I
am
a
Catholic an
I
That
?
have lost my job.

NDABEREYE:

Oh, yes.
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COUNSEL:

So after announcing that all catholic chiefs and all DP chiefs
sacked. then how did you manage to get this list, you went around :
wrote them down?

NDABERE't E

Well, well, as l told you that it was an issue. Well, at least I was
responsible. Because some of these people I knew them personally, 1
compiled the list. Ycs.

COUNSEL:

And what did you do with this list?

NDABEREYE:

This list, well, I think, well, when UPC government fell, I then together
with other things which I will mention later sent to this commission.

COUNSEL:

So you made this list on the 24th of January, 1981?

NDABEREYE:

I started -

COUNSEL:

Making it?

NDABEREYE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

The Chiefs had voluntarily, after mentioning their names left their
offices?

NDABEREYE:

Voluntarily? On this step, they had to go. It was not a matter of fact,
they were putting it just.

COUNSEL:

Let's get it. This is an announcement in a rally, you are in an office in a
village, so you leave the office for a new man?

NDABEREYE:

Yes. To hand over immediately.

COUNSEL:

Yes, after that. After making this list, did you use it for any purpose?

NDABEREYE:

Well, I waited in fact we waited because later on the press. we
understood that the commission of inquiry to start. was appointed. So
that is why I am here.

COUNSEL:

I see, so you never even went as far as asking the minister of Local
Government why this sacking had been made?

NDABEREYE:

I am not such a brave man. If I had behaved like that I wouldn'tbe
sitting here.

COUNSEL:

Why?

NDABEREYE:

As you will see later, I would have simply done anything.

COUNSEL:

Explain to the Commission the circumstances That the chiefs were
~ac~ed on sectarian grounds because they are catholics and they are
.P s., and you feel that, that was not proper, you ma.de a list.
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I \BcRE't E.

rou. sEL:
"I

\BEREYE:

COL1'JSEL:

l\ DABEREYE:

I made a list.

And did you approach any
govcmment authority to say this was wrong?
No. I didn't I didn't ap
h
.
,
proac anyb0 d b
\\ ould have received c.
Y ecause here my complaint
.
a
,car
and
I
w
trouble with Matcke.
ould have put myself .m worse
Arc you implying that it
.
time?
was difficult to make any complaint at that
It was difficult, to who do you go, where do you go?

COUNSEL:

1981?

NDABEREYE:

Yes. Where do you go, the situation is already bad.

COUNSEL:

Okay, after making that list you said that was the first complaint I mean
the first violation?

NDABEREYE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Then what followed?

NDABEREYE:

What followed that very day, same man - Mat.eke announced that all
D.P's who are occupying Custodian Board shops should close the shops.
Actually he read (interruption).

COUNSEL:

My Lord Chairman, I don't know whether you didn't sign your list that
you are the one who made it.

NDABEREYE:

It is signed.

CHAIRMAN:

By you?

NDABEREYE:

Mr. Chairman, by me and by a retired Saza Chief called Silasi
Nzamutabara.

COUNSEL:

Can I tender for you that list as exhibit No. 7 of 1990.

CHAIRMAN:

. •1s a photostat copy of a handwritten list.
Yes. Th 1s

COUNSEL:

y

d to the original of this list? 7th of 1990?
y Lord What happene
. .
.,

es, m
•
hat happened to the ongmal copy.
This is a photostat copy, w

NDABEREYE-

.
If 8 t it is _ as time _ you see this list it is long
st
Yes, I made the h myse . • u · l d I can't find it.
time ago. Time went by, it was m1sp ace ,

COUNSEL:

. this list what followed, you said this was the first
yes, after m ak mg
violation?
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tDABEREYE

v
this was tlie first violation. lnc ·second one was announcern
1 cs,
• C
d'
ent by
the snmc man that all those occup)1ng usto tan Boarct shops llluat
close forthwith. Actually he read out the names.

COUNSEL:

\\'here and when?

NDABEREYE:

That was same place, same date 24th Jan~ary, 198 I, and the same rally
The shops the names that were read out 1s the person was; Ndabereye.
myself,

COUNSEL:

You had a shop?

NDABEREYE:

Yes, I still have it. John Ntibalese, Joseph Walinda,

CHAIRMAN:

How many are they altogether?

COUNSEL:

How many shops?

NDABEREYE:

You see they occupy six but he only read out four, the fourth was a man
called Evarist Nzarabanturniye, alias Kyibati, that means the shop is just
metal Batis. But in addition to what he read of course there were two
other shops. There was a shop of Alex, a Saza Chief called Silasi
Butabara and another shop adjacent to my shop belonging to one
Augustine Kalikuzu. They were two other shops. These shops were
closed.

CHAIRWtAN:

He did it?

NDABEREYE:

He did it.

COUNSEL:

NDABEREYE:
COUNSEL:

NDABEREYE:

He announced that the following shops of the following people must be
closed immediately?
Yes.
And you closed your shops immediately?
Very much.

COUNSEL:
Why didn't you say I am not closing my shop. I have a tradinglicence,I
have my documents? •

NDABEREYE:
COUNSEL:

NDABEREYE:

Well, I didn't have the guts.
Why?
I feared. Worse still as you will see later.

COUNSEL:
Okay,okay, Mr. Evarist let's get it clearly from you, this is 1981, Mateke

has just become a minister
NDABEREYE:

Yes.
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( Ol

SI l

D BEREYE:

COUN"'EL·
1

TDABEREYE:

MR. NAGENDA:
NDABEREYE:

COUNSEL:

Ifad he done som ,th•
.
•
c mg previous that ad
.
)
nn 1 ling You would m f
m e you fear htm so much that
•
en ton he would follow you immediately?
y cs. You sec, during the cam .
.
I
my campaign he sent
prugn was m my own Sub County doing
• •
peopIe to arrest
N
1~ now a cadre called N'
.
me.
ot to blame one of them he
1onz1ma.
A cadre of where?
\Vc~I,he is stationed here. He is up and down here Kisoro Currently I
don t know where he is but he must be in the distri~.
•
\Vhat was he doing then?
Oh, \.\'ell, you see, we had the Military Commission set up then. I
understand ~is man was, you know, attached to Muwanga but of course
Mateke havmg been you know, he was the Chairman of UNLF of this
area, so those were his men. So I was taken from my own village
campaign, I was threatened I was - Mateke told me it would be Oyite
Ojok to come for me. So I feared, you see I had to act prudently. At
least I am glad I acted like that, otherwise may be I wouldn't be here.
And later on I think my fear will be confirmed as we go.

In other words you arc saying that previous to politics, Mateke had been
Chairman of UNLF and then he used his position to harass you and
arrest you?

NDABEREYE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

So you had already got intimidated?

NDABEREYE:

Yes. Incidentally, he had even before that sent someone who told me
that if I continue with the politics, he would take that shop from me.

COUNSEL:

Whom did he send to you?

NDABEREYE:

Well, actually, that was Mrs. Joseph Kashigwama. The wife of my
deceased - presumed relative.

COUNSEL:

Yes sow hen he anno unced that the following shops should be closed
you, followed the idea immediately?

NDABEREYE:

Yes, it is a simple idea. It was an order.

COUNSEL:

that what followed after closing the shops? Or did he
Yes after
d y?
announce more violations that same a •

NDABEREYE•

No, as far as - th ose

COUNSEL:

Yes.

W ere

the main incidents that day·
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I
'DABEREYE'

cou

lSEL:

after violations against the D.P. supporters. were the grabbin
"'c 11•lands by the same man - t,.,1atekc. ExampIe I w1·1I give
• is-of a gman
of
their
called Gakara Charles.
nr

You mean Mateke grabbed Charles Gakara's land?
Yes. he grabbed a piece of land and gave it to his favourite. He gave it
to the Church of Uganda.

COUNSEL:

COUNSEL

When did he do this. when did he grab the land?

NDABEREYE

\Veil. anyway but a witness ,vill give you the ex~ date. By the way it
happened and this man suffered because of that piece ofland.

COUNSEL:

Excuse me, you told us that Mateke sent cadre Mata to arrest you?

NDABEREYE:

Yes.

KAKWENZIRE:

And you left it at that, how long were you imprisoned?

NDABEREYE:

That one was so. I consider it to be simple, I didn't even - he just
harassed me, threatening me.

CH.AlRMJ

NDABER

CHAIRM

NDABEF
DR. LU'i

NDABE
COUNS

NDABI

KAKWENZIRE:

Were you taken to him?

COUN~

NDABEREYE:

Yes, I went to his office.

NDABl

KAKWENZIRE:

And then?

COUN

NDABEREYE:

I was threatened that I would be put in and that because of my position,
it will be Oyite Ojok to come for me, things of that nature. Because I
left my job. This was only taking place about 100 - 200 yards from my
house. Where the D.P. office was.

NDAB

CHAD

NDAE
COUNSEL:

After the closure of the business?

NDABEREYE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

He came to the grabbing of the land?

NDABEREYE:

Yes.

NDA

COUNSEL:

And you say Gakara's land was grabbed, how did Mateke grab this
land?

MR.

NDABEREYE:

DR. LUYOMBYA:

MR JI

Well, I wasn't present, I understand he went to attend a rally at a place
called Nyarusiza, just near the mountain. Then he said that he had
decided to hand over or to take the land from Gakara and that was that.

NDA

Mr. Ch~rman and the Legal Counsel, he is telling us what he was told
and he 1s not telling us who told him.

NDJ
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MR.

COll, 'SEL

CHAIR.MAN

NDABEREYE
CHAIRtfAN:

NDABEREYE
DR. LUYOMBY A:

NDABEREYE:
COUNSEL:

l\h Lord. ,w have another fil
.
people by Matcke and th
c regardmg the privation of land of three
'-.no" that is wh~ 1
cd1and used to belong to one Sentamu, I don't
J
wante
to get more •m1onnat.1on
~
. to see whether 1t
. 1s
.
the same land.
Charles Gak

ara came here as a witness?

No. he is right here.
Well ok 1·t • al •
' ay is nght, let's spare the detail and wait for him.
Well, I will be very grateful.
Well, did all these pe 1
.
.
.
in£
. .
op e come to you and complam or you picked this
onnation Ill classroom? -these D.P. supporters?
Yes, you see, as a leader, yes, I was a leader.
So he held a rally in which he gave the land of Charles Gakara to
Church of Uganda?

NDABEREYE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

And the land went to Church of Uganda?

NDABEREYE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Upto now?

NDABEREYE:

No. When they fell, whatever was taken by force was taken from them.

CHAIRMAN:

By force?

NDABEREYE:

No, this case we didn't use force but we had a right to claim it back.

MR. NAGENDA:

Now, perhaps we could wait until the end of your second phase then we
ask you these questions. But since the Church of Uganda is an
organisation that is supposed to be religious, are you telling us that the
Church of Uganda actually took land which is known to have been
taken by force from Charles Gakara?

NDABEREYE:

In the affirmative, Mr. Commissioner. He is here, he has land title, he
has everything.

MR. NAGENDA:

No, but who accepted it on behalf of Church of Uganda?

NDABEREYE:

No, he will tell you.

MR. NAGENDA:

I see, okay.

NDABEREYE.

He is here.
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COU 'SEL:

Okay, could you go to a.ny other viol~tion?

NDABEREYE:

'\ es Now, the other violation was of course the assault by Matekeof
D.P. supporters.

CHAIRMAN·

By him personally?

NDABEREYE·

Personally, personally. The first person was Charles Gakara, the seco
one was an elderly, a retired Saza Chief called Silas Njafagutabnd
Another-one was a man called Peter Bukasi.
ara.

COUNSEL:

Could you briefly give the circumstances for each of the assaults?

NDAl

MR 1
NDA

KAI<
NDJ

NDABEREYE:

Yes, briefly, as far as Gakara was concerned, he is here.

COUNSEL:

Were you present when he was assaulted?

Cl:-L

NDABEREYE:

No.

ND.

COUNSEL:

So you can go to the next violation.

NDABEREYE:

Now, the next violation is unlawful imprisonment of the D.P. supporters
by the same man.

COUNSEL:

Yes, who was the D.P. supporter who was imprisoned and when?

cc

NDABEREYE:

Well, I will just mention a few. If I give you the list, you might be here
for a long time, but -

NI

COUNSEL:

What is the total number?

cc

CHAIRMAN:

Can't you write down like the others? Did you compile the list?

NDABEREYE:

Well, the list is here, but I will just give you a few. If that is acceptable.

COUNSEL:

What is the total number?

N

NDABEREYE:

They were very many. Every week he came to Kisoro, every week~d
there was at least someone at the Police Station at the cell. It wasa
daily occurrence.

C

COUNSEL:

Yes, you can give the names of them - few.

C

NDABEREYE

Few at least. Well, I think I can start by Evarist Ndabereye.

CHAIRMAN:

Yourself?

NDABEREYE:

Yes. The next John Habimana incidentally this was - he was my
chairman for the sub District.
•

CHAIRMAN:

NI

Cl

N

(

John who?
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D BER6' E

John Habimana.
He was the Chai
nnan of the sub county?

ID BEREYE:

KAK\VE rzIRE:

DABEREYE:

1

CHAlfil.tAN:
NDABEREYE:

Yes. He was Chainn
f
Francis War d
an ° the Party for that branch. Then you have
Nzabarantu ~n ~ we have John Ntibalete, we have Evarist
m)e, \\c have Xavier Shamba, he is dead.
Did he die of any problem?
No. it was natural but had
. there. ,
some k"m d man not to intervene that night, he
,-.·asdymg

Dying where?
In the cells, in prison, because this man I understand he had been
suffering from T.B. So he almost died but he was released before as I
will tell you later before others. But he later on died of natural causes.
Now, there is Henry Ndabaika, there is Deo Nerneye, of course not
forgetting Charles Gakara. Yes, so I can say that these were some
measures used by Mateke with the capacity as UPC Chairman, as
Minister of remand to harass us, to violate our human rights.

COUNSEL:

Let's say all the rights he violated, any more violation? We could
continue with the list of violations.

NDABEREYE:

No, this is a leader of the party, this is what I am going to say.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

NDABEREYE:

But then, if my own as an individual, that will be the last part.

COUNSEL:

But I am talking first of all as the leader of the party, you talked about
the dismissal of chiefs?

NDABEREYE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Closure of business?

NDABEREYE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Assaults by Mateke?

NDABEREYE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

And unlawful imprisonment?

NDABEREYE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:
NDABEREYE:

Any more? And grabbing of land. Those are five.
p man was regarded as a second-hand citiz.en, he
Well, generally, a D • •
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had no say.
COUNSEL:

Jn Kisoro?

NDABEREYE:

In Kisoro He had no say. They were despising, everywhere at a beer
party, anywhere. It was there

COUNSEL:

Okay , let's now come down to the violations against you personaU
and I will begin with may be the first one is eviction of you from Y,
YoUr
shop.

N

C

NDABEREYE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

When did you get this shop and had you got it lawfully?

NDABEREYE:

Plot. ·No.45, Kisoro Road was lawfully allocated to me on the 6th of
December, 1972.

COUNSEL:

By who?

NDABEREYE:

By the Allocation Committee whose Chairman was Hon. Dr. J.H.Gesa.

COUNSEL:

So you occupied the shop peacefully until this date when Mateketold
you to close it?

NDABEREYE:

No. What happened was that when UNLF came in it was re-allocatedto
me.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

NDABEREYE:

Yes. Less a store which was allocated to another person.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Can you please tell us the details as to how part of your shop i.e the
store, was taken away and you were re-allocated and the rest?

NDABEREYE:

You see, the shop consists of main shop with an adjoining door to the
store. Now, behind there is also a residence. So as the new people came
in, other Ugandans applied and this store was allocated to a man called
Augustine Kalekyezi. •

COUNSEL:

Yes, after re-allocation, you operated the shop nonnally?

NDABEREYE:

Yes, I did. I was one of - may be - one of the local and lower cWS
businessmen. But then because of this closure my finances suffered
very greatly. I was impoverished that if I di~l have other means,1
don't know what would have happened to me. I wouldnl have been able
to give my children any assistance oflife. Because of this closure, I had
a licence, everything.

COUNSEL:

You will hand over this file to the Commissioners to look may be for
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(

record. Mv Lord th'
•
•
, 1s is a bi fil
.
witness got this sh
h . g c of allocation, showing how this
re t
op, s owing all th
·
n promptly and th
c receipts that he was paying his
c Iosc h'1s shop.• Ma ere
b hwas no reason whY hc should have been told to
the Commission fo~ n:ti~ nc_cdsthese records I will only give them to
long under Matckc's orders~ation. So, your shop was closed, for how
NDABEREYE:

You sec, it was a long process.

COUNSEL:

Yeah,

NDABEREYE

It was a torture y
h
ou sec w at they used to do there is this document
h ere. Whereas• shop
f th
' .
s O O er people were occupied mine was still
1 d
c ose • E~cept the area which was given to the UPC s~pporters but the
shop remamed closed. It was not given to anybody. So -

COUNSEL:

Was the Minister of Commerce involved in this closure of shops and
taking over of shops as you say?

NDABEREYE:

Yes, you see, these were tactics. This minister of Commerce happened
to be in Kabale.

COUNSEL:

Who was he? Give details please.

NDABEREYE:

No, I don't remember him. He happened to be in Kabale. Now, may be
taking you back, you might want to know that as chairman or Vice
Chairman of the party, I had lent that store to the D.P. They were using
it as their office. So when this man came as they were opening, Mateke
introduced me. In fact I heard him say that this shop belongs to a man,
then I was there, I said here I am. And he said okay, we are taking it
over. And they did.

CHAIRMAN:

This was under the UNLF regime?

NDABEREYE:

No, no, Obote Il.

MR. NAGENDA:

Chairman, can I suggest that as earlier I said I am sure the w~tness will
who
apprec1·ate thi's that since he has got five other people from• Kisoroth'
• t o be giving their evidence that unless there 1s. some d mg
are gomg
be
s ecifically important about whether the thing was taken, it_wou.l
p d
gh to have a list of what was taken. Then ,,e can ask
goo . enou Otherwise I fear that your friends ·will not be able to give
questions.
their evidence at all.

CHAIRMAN:

COUNSEL:

CHAIRMAN:

I think I agree with that suggestion. Go to the essentials and leave out
some details.
'd
tore which was attached to your shop was taken
Okay, you sai your s
away from you.
This was during the UNLF?
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DABEREYE:

No actuallv it had been that shop it was not taken from me it had b
• from •Kalukuizi - a store because 1t
• I1ad bcen re-allocated to himeen
taken
as
I had said earlier during UNLF.

COUNSEL:

Yes. And your shop was also closed subsequently?

NDABEREYE:

Closed, yes.

COUNSEL:

It remained closed for some time?

NDABEREYE.

Yes.

COUNSEL:

When did you open it?

NDABEREYE:

Well, it was allowed to open only from the 25th of June, 1982.

COUNSEL:

Did you get any official communication from either Mateke who had
closed it or anybody that you open your shop?

C

N

{

(
(

NDABEREYE:

Yes. You see very many things were happening but before that
happened, there was a communication from the Assistant District
Commissioner's office, Kisoro Sub-district, signed by Senyabugunzu
addressed to John Ntibaleke, Joseph Walinda, Evarist Ndabereye,
Evarist Nzabarantumye. Shall I read this document?

COUNSEL:

Yes, please read it.

NDABEREYE:

"Dear Sirs, Due to Custodian Board shops, I have been ~irected by the
government to summon and request you to open the shops which were
under custody together with all the documents under which allocated
these shops. This is very urgent because we want all these shops
opened by 31st January, 1982. Failure to do this will be taken as an act
of sabotage. I remain sirs, your obedient servant, signed Senyabugunzu,
A.D.C, in charge Kisoro Sub District. C.C. O/C, Police, Kisoro police
station, Chairman, Kabale West Constituency, Kisoro.

CHAIRMAN:

What date?

NDABEREYE:

The date was 30th December, 1981.

COUNSEL:

Yes, so after this, you opened your shop eventually?

NDABEREYE:

No, this was a trick. It was a trick, they wanted us to surrender these
documents so that they can go ahead with their plans. None of us
surrendered the documents.

COUNSEL:

What followed?

NDABEREYE:

I beg your pardon?

COUNSEL:

What happened after that, you refused to surrender the documents?
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D BEREYE:
CHAIRMA :
·NDABEREYE:

t

y.

cs, we kept quiet. B
would go to this man bese;:ue. they remained closed until this day, I
eh him, come around to open.
Which man?
Matckc. Then on this da h
I opened tried to fu cti y : allowed me, mind you I have the keys. So
very far Now agai: •t on,h ut my capital was run down I couldn\ go
1
photos~t copy~
so appcned, if you want this document, I have a

COUNSEL:

Can I give it to the Commissioners?

CHAIAA1AN:

Since he has alread

COUNSEL:

We can put it in as exhibit my Lord.

NDABEREYE:

ad •
1ton record, let's have that photostat copy.

Y re

It is this letter, there is also this document. Now the next closure
happened on the 20th of September, 1983.

CHAIRMAN:

So second closure?

NDABEREYE:

Of the shop. Now, the Commission would like to know why this
happened, why Mateke closed the shop?

CHAIRMAN:

Yes.

NDABEREYE:

As you are aware, this is about education. The Headmaster this is on
religious, if the foundation body will be, under circumstances, if the
foundation body is a catholic, the headmaster must be a catholic unless
someone can't be found, if it is a protestant, the same.

CHAIRMAN:

Where is this rule, is that a government policy?•

NDABEREYE:

It is the nonnal practice.

CHAIRMAN:

Not in other areas.

NDABEREYE:

I see, well, locally. Locally, I attended my education here part of it at
Rushoroza, I had never seen a protestant.

CHAIRMAN:

I am telling you this, I am not giving the evide~ce. _but~here I come
from _ part of Uganda where I come from, everytlung 1smixed. obody
is bothered about someone's religion, headmaster can be an)'\\herc

NDABEREYE:

CHAIRMAN:

NDABEREYE:

•
'"-oryour information, it is quite different here I first
But Mr • eh 31hnnan, 11•
•
•
that
primary 3 and I have here, 1t
1s l"k
1 e
went to Rus oroza m 1941'
·
ed th th
·1tso happened it is a long story' it so happen
at c
however, when
' .
Headmaster at our school, a cathohc school
Primary or?
It is a primary school,

He "as accused for ha\'ing been involved in
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stealing of then some funny business about Mateke1s petrol stati
1llis man wns involved, tl1is head was involved, he lost most of:~
teeth.
CHAIR1\1AN:

How'l

NDABEREYE:

He was beaten by Matcke.

CHAIR1\1AN:

Personally?

NDABEREYE:

Personally.

COUNSEL:

Were you present?

NDABEREYE:

Well, one of them who was there will tell you, he is here.

COUNSEL:

I see.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Mr. Ndabereye, we shall take what you tell us if you can mention who
told you: who gave you that information.

NDABEREYE:

Well, the Headmaster himself.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

The name ofthe Headmaster?

NDABEREYE:

I cat1t remember the name, you see so many things have happened, but
later on I will recall the name. Even as we go on I will remember
the
name and tell you.

CHAIRMAN:

What of the school?

NDABEREYE:

Gisoro Primary school. So this man is removed. Now a certain dead
wood is brought to our school.

CHAIRMAN:

Why a dead wood?

NDABEREYE:

Well, it is understandable, a useless fellow who had failed. Becausehe
had failed because he was posted to our school.

COUNSEL:

On what ground, on religion?

CHAIRMAN:

Was he anon catholic?

NDABEREYE:

No, he was a protestant.

CHAIRMAN:

Secondly when you say - our school, a school for catholic or a school
for Kisoro?

NDABEREYE:

Well, though you see it is a parents school, that is what I mean.

CHAIRMAN:

It is not government aided?

1
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\\'ell. it is go,·cmment aid
.
ed. like any other schools.
Ho"
when its
• manag
d • •~
. it parents'
.
.
m1111strat1on
education
. emen_tcommittee is under the district
schools?
committee, like all others or most primary

,l

\Vcll, as far as I know, the found .
.
people arc catholics l h
ation body is a catholic and most of the
•
appened to b I th1•nk
you see the practice here?
e,
, I was the treasurer, yes,

I

CHAIRMAN:

\\ 7cll • th at ts
• what I have seen, so different from other areas.

'\nABEREYE:

Oh, it is quite different, it i
r
wood is sent to our school. s pecu iar. Yes, but here we were, this dead

CHA~1AN:

Is he dead wood because he was not cath0 lic.?

'\DABEREYE:

No, t1he was. most inefficient, in fact. Mr. Chamnan,
•
I know th'1s
gen eman, m fact we are neighbours. Because when you have got to
call a ~pade a spade, there is nothing you can do. It is unfortunate. His
name 1s called Bworo, Alias Mubwiiza, he is my neighbour.

COUNSEL:

What is he doing now? The dead wood, you know where he stays is he
your neighbour?

NDABEREYE:

Yeah, I don't know where he has gone to teach. I don't know where
now. I was only concerned then. So what happened was that this
unusual procedure, where according to the usual procedure in the
district, you get a man - a dead wood, somebody who has failed because
he had failed in many schools. You bring him to one of our best
schools. So what we did one morning, on the parents committee, a
senior medical Assistant called Mestol Kalolire another man called
Joseph Walinda went to see the Education Officer. Just for clarification
in K.isoro. So when we got there because this man told us that this was
the order of the minister of State for Education. And we saw this man poor man - couldn't see anything even if he had been in~~ favour. But
I said as we were leaving he said he would contact the m1rusterwhen he
turns to Kisoro. Things acted against us, things were so bad that this
re an said_ sent a message to Kampala to say that the D.P's were refusing
;our instructions. So for us we were there waiting for what might come
out. I get this letter:
"UPC :>ffice
P.O.Box 271, Kisoro.
Dated 20th September, 198~.
Messrs. E. Ngabeire JeIWalmda.
Dear Sirs,
Re: Business Premises.
This is a directive from
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the Chairman of UPC Kabale West

I
Clmstitucncy, the Minister of State for Education that your bu •
•
bc cIoscd 1mmc
•
d"1atc1y. B y copy of this letter, the OlC! smcss
premises
p .
• •1s requested to tak e th c necessary action y O 1tee
K•1soro P o1·1cc Statlon
fa.ith~ly, Nathan Sebahire, Vice Chairman UPC Kabaie ;~:
Constituency.
Copy: TI1eA.D.C.
COUNSEL:

Is he here?

NDABEREYE:

He is here.

COUNSEL:

Yes, so when you got this letter? This was the second time to close it?

NDABEREYE:

This is the second time. Actually the person, the secretary of the party
who handed me this, because we are related somehow, wanted to know.

COUNSEL:

Of which party?

NDABEREYE:

Of UPC. The secretary of UPC who gave me this letter.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

NDABEREYE:

Showed me a hand written memo signed by Mateke making these
directives. Because this secretary didn't want to be blamed for this.
Because he realised you know the consequences. To be closed, I closed.
My financial situation was even made worse.

COUNSEL:

So you closed under these instructions?

NDABEREYE:

I closed.

COUNSEL:

Give it to the Commissioners to look at. Even Acting Chairman can I
hand that in as exhibit No.10. Yes, so you closed?

NDABEREYE:

• I closed may be sometime after several months.
allowed me to open.

Then in 1984, he

COUNSEL:

Who allowed you to open?

NDABEREYE:

Mateke allowed me to open.

COUNSEL:

You went back to talk to him again may I open, may I open?

NDABEREYE:

No, but I was always with him because as you will hear later, I was
always with him.

COUNSEL:

Doing what together?

NDABEREYE:

Well, as you will hear later on, I had to join his party.

COUNSEL:

I see.
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Yes. As you will hear late
r.
COL

EL.

DI\BEREYE:

So when it was closed wh
.
, en did he allow you to open?
1t was about 1984
Did he write to

DABEREYE:

.
you or he Just told you go and open?

No, go to open.

COUNSEL·

I see. You opened?

NDABEREYE:

I opened. Then 0 f course when they fell, I also took over the residence.

COUNSEL:

Which residence?

NDABEREYE:

Well, be~ind the shops, because they had been the premises. As I told
you earlier, the sho~ was not closed. It had not been occupied by
anybody, but the residence - part of the residence were used as their
offices, and other rooms were occupied by UPC functionaries.

COUNSEL:

I see. When they fell in 1985, a date I will not forget in my life I felt
liberated.
,

CHAIRMAN:

But I thought you opened your door in 1984?

NDABEREYE:

Yes, but the rear residence was still occupied by the UPC functionaries.

COUNSEL:

I see. Now, you talk of this date 27th May, 1985,you don't forget it, that
is when you got liberated?

NDABEREYE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

I see. One question may be regarding this closure and opening of the
shop. What was the relationship between closing your shop and _having
this headmaster - dead wood in your school when headmaste~ ~s dead
wood, you complain they close your shop, when you go to pohtlcs you
complain chiefs are chased away, they close your shop. Why? Can you
give any explanation may be?

NDABEREYE:

COUNSEL:

NDABEREYE:

Yes a poor man can be tossed around isn't it? A poor man, once you are
,
d ?
impoverished what can you 0 •
·
our wealth - the gains from the shop to - for purposes
Were you using Y
of politics?
. .
al mean when you are poor, you can't do very much.
But tlus 1s nonn ' I . always you know, watch that point, if you are
11
So yo~ opponent
can yo~ say and actually their aim from the
financially poor ~
erish members of the opposition.
beginning was to impov

':t
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COUNSEL·

I see. Now, that is for the business?

?\DABER.EYE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Now, on 27th of June. 1981 you remember that date?

NDABEREYE:

Oh, very much.

COUNSEL:

Why do you reme1!lberthat date? The 27th June, 1981?

NDABEREYE:

27th Saturday, June, 1981. I was at home around about 3.00 when
policemen came to tell me that I should go to the police station that the
then minister wanted to see me. I guessed it was a bad day. I got hold
of my "Kaboot" and went to the police station. There, I found some of
our supporters, one of them Evarist Nzarambatumye seated outside the
police station.

COUNSEL:

When you say supporters, you mean D .P. supporters?

NDABEREYE:

D.P., D.P. supporters. He told me he had been put on a vehicle forcibly - put on a vehicle bound for Kisoro by Mateke. In other words
one of Mateke's vehicles was used. He had picked him from Kabale.
Also another man I found at the Police Station was a man called
Habaika, he told me he had also been put on a vehicle by Mateke on his
way to school towards the Bamboo Forest. There were others. We were
told that he had gone to a market to Busanza to collect more D .P.
supporters. Well, we went down, they collected more supporters
including this late man - the late Shamba. They also collected from that
market, there is a man called Deo Nemeye. By evening we were about
eight in the police station. Mateke came to the police station, accused
us of very many things. Accused us of being bandits, of being
Museveni's supporters, all sorts of bad things - crimes-, wanting to kill
UPC supporters. Now, as we were there, of course I was the most vocal,
may be because of my background. I pointed this to him I said, sir you
recently closed my shop, now you are imprisoning me. What have I
done? His response was a disaster in his own words, he ordered an
army man: "silence that fellow." I was indeed silenced.

CHAIRMAN:

How?

NDABEREYE:

I will tell you. I was struck on the head by this soldier and I fell on my
buttocks. Then, of course, I was silenced.

COUNSEL:

Struck using what?

NDABEREYE:

His hand.

COUNSEL:

I see. You were slapped, boxed?

DR. LUYOMBYA:

A blow?

NDABEREYE:

A blow. You see whether it was an open hand or the fist, I can't tell you
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but I " a_,;:struck So I
"c were locked
. sensed the situation
.
From Katikan .up tn threats being tak that it was very serious. Then
lU tn the cells.
en to Mbarara..then Katikamu.
CHAlR.M

1 \

t\ DABEREYE:

COUNSEL:
'\D.\BEREYE:

Eight of you?
Eight ofu s. As rt
. was tti
man who is dead stanedge ghn~
towards midnight, before midnight this
cou ing am
h
,
'
an w O was suffering from T.B.
This is Mr. Samba?
yes, he started coughing seriously W
we banged _
• e knew the man was dying. So

CHAIRMAN:

I see.

NDABEREYE

At the Police Stati~n c ll W b
Ii
e s.
e anged the doors, luckily enough a
po ceman came and he opened. This sick man got out I understood
l~er that some of our friends in UPC had tried to inter~de for us. So
this man was released, for us we stayed in. The place was very filthy
full ~f hum~ excre~. The walls, the bucket full of holes, we had ~
face it. Dunng the mght again some of our friends tried to intercede for
us. So the next day at about 9.00 we were removed from the cell and
paraded behind the police station. He started with his insults.
'

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Who?

NDABER.EYE:

Mateke. Mateke was at the police station, Mateke. He started with his
insults. ~ my case, he even told me that I was trying to make myself a
king of Kisoro. A simple, you know retired policeman, how do I
compare myself to a minister? Yes, so, anyway so many things were
accused, so many things, and then we were released. And then on the that was Sunday. On Monday 20th, I think I went to the police station, I
was asked to make a statement.

COUNSEL:

27th, was a Saturday, you are talking of 28th now.

NDABEREYE:

released on 28th,
Y es, Sunday ' you see we were imprisoned on the 27th,
1·
•
ad
9th
that
was
a
Monday,
I
went
to
the
po
ice
station, m e a
th en 2
d ..
statement. A policeman, it was one of the con itions.

COUNSEL:

you asked what exactly?

NDABEREYE:
COUNSEL:

But I think I was asked a few questions.

A statement accusing Mateke?
le because we were - \ ,e had been of the
aid that I was not ab
.
H
No. e s
th
had been contacting Musevem. In my case
accusations made -, at we . g to a place called Bugugu dov.11in the
it was alleged that I w~ gomple So I was making a statement refuting
kn w totrampeo
•
.
. h
bush. Y ou O . '
that I was doing such tlungs. And I think e
such things. It is not true
1

NDABEREYE:
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also realised that the issue might be raised, so he was trying to
himself. So that happened. Now, that was not the end of the cover
Earlier that week on the radio - Radio Uganda, there w~r.
anno~ncemcnt tha~ Matekc wanted to see John Habimana, he didn"?
mention the party titles, but he had wanted to sec Habimanaand
t
myself.
CHAIR11AN.

Where, in his house?

NDA.BEREYE

At his home. We didn't know what to do. What was going to hap
. d
pen to
us. So not knowmg what to o , we got, that is, John Habimana
myself got into my Ychicle which I owned with a friend. This frian:
drove us trying to see what to do, th_isis a situ~ion. We came here~
to see people, some were there. Som the evenmg, that is 3rd Friday
went back. We decided that we should rather die in our homes;;:
going to Kampala. That was the decision we made that evening.

CHAIRMAN:

Excuse, me Chairman here. I was asking where was it said they Wanted
to see you, Kisoro?

NDABEREYE:

In Kampala, to go to Kampala. Yes, the next day Saturday, the 4th, the
situation had changed. It was rumoured - information spread may be
falsely by UPC that Mateke was coming down, that this time the list of
D.P. to be arrested was a hundred. So I said now what do we do, you
can imagine, we sat down the two of us and said what to do? Then we
thought of many things, running away. Rwanda is only a few miles
away - 7. But then the reason that even if we went into exile, our
families would suffer. So we were not decided, you can imagine.
Under such a situation, then we decided to go into hiding internally.
We went into hiding that was Saturday 4th, we went hiding, Sunday in
hiding Monday hiding, Tuesday in hiding, Wednesday in hiding, not
seeing the sun at all. Hiding in a secret place.

COUNSEL:

Bush?

NDABEREYE:

No, no, hiding in peoples' homes. Yes, peoples' homes. Then we never
slept. Hiding, then we thought what do we do? Again we considered
you know the possibility of running away. We considered many things.
My own background - was a policeman. What do you do, having had
that experience? You people, what do you do - a policeman? At my
age, what do you do? In any case, the next door, people knew me, if I
had dared I would have gone to prison.

COUNSEL:

Okay, eventually?

NDABEREYE:

Yes, eventually, well, eventually we said we decided that one is bo':8
once, you die once. So we decided to surrender to go and see Matekem
Kampala come what may. Having considered.

COUNSEL:

Did you go to Kampala?

NDABEREYE:

Yes.
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On "hich da,·)

, O BEREYE·

\Ve left our h"d•
reached K l mg place on the 9th
ainpala on Friday the I 0th..which was a Thursday
. , and then we

CHAIR 1Ai1 :

T\\o of you•)

n \BEREYE:

Two of us • the Ch amnan
•
couldn't see him be
and myself, with Vi
staved ·
cause Mateke had
cc. Unfortunately we
.
m some place W
gone to the North w·th 0
Towers on Mond . th. .e Sa\\ him we went tO h" •
bote. We
l
a) c 13th I
is office - Crested
nspector General who
• mmediately he saw us h
th Ogola He said tl,:re~
~~re: We heard him
. a). ~ut fortunately, we had fri are here, come for them'. I said
tncd to mtercede for us and I
l ends of ours who were UPC's who
am g ad they succeeded.

~~~~e~~~~

~

CHAIRMAN

Did the I.G. come for you?

NDABEREYE

No, he didn't. He didn't come
•
telephone whether it was g
. • Because this man picked up the
cnume you know'w hether you know. I don't
ow (Laughter)
kn

CHAIRMAN

But he spoke loud enough for you to hear it?

NDABEREYE:

Mr. Chairman we were in the same room.

CHAIRMAN:

I see.

NDABEREYE:

Yes, so we were accused of so many things but to cut the storv short
these friends of ours, I don't want you to know their names. Th;Y did~
good job.
•

COUNSEL:

Do us a favour, do mention their names.

NDABEREYE:

The first one: was a man called Captain Paul Kafirika. he comes from
our place but he is currently staying in Kampala. Another kind man is
called Charles Muyereti, he is a hotelian and he is running some
business in Kampala. The third man is an accountant with U.E.B •• a
man called Oneigo. So when of course also present was the former
Ambassador of Uganda to Rwanda the late Mr. Alfred Bazanyamaso
And I think UPC Secretary called Kosamu Munyagerciro was also in the
room.
You mean all these people were in the same room you \\Crc in?

CHAIRMAN:
NDABEREYE

Well these two they were not. they didn't assist us in
rune
room.
ver , we were to go and that he wouId sec us dO\\n •m
S
e
H
anyway.
ow
Kisoro.
So while in the room. these people pleaded for you?

DR LlNOMBYA:

·d •s ·b (Sir) secbo vou know. begging, please lca,c
Oh, yes. Tuey sai
et; o,
••

NDABEREYE.
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the men. may be they wilt reform. you know things like that But they
\\cre very tactful and tl1cy were successful. So we came home we

arrived on \Vedncsday the 15th, nothmg happened. nothing happened
until 23rd July. the police came to my place with a search warrant
COl

1

1

SEL:

Yes.

ND.\BEREYE:

A policeman showed me the warrant I asked him what he was looking
for. I don't remember what the warrant said. But I told him I have my
personal gun, I showed him the papers, I showed where I keep my gun.

CHAl~1AN:

Rifle or short-gun?

~DABEREYE.

It is a double barrel short gun Mr. Chairman. I showed him the
documents. I also showed him the documents of another gun, a rifle
which is deposited at Kampala. So the policeman was satisfied in fact
from my observation he was only carrying out instructions. Because
most of us were - such people were sympathising with us, hannless
creature. I signed as usual, he went back. Then of course the 24th again
I made a statement with the police, refuting the allegations. Again I was
told Mateke took such steps so that he tries to cover his activities trying to implicate the police.

CHAIRMAN:

Who told you this?

NDABEREYE:

But that was my own'observation. Because we were hearing rumours he
thought we were going to accuse him, things like that. Yes, then we
waited things didn't improve, every time.

CHAIRMAN:

Counsel, could you perhaps lead him to the important points.

COUNSEL:

Okay, eventually,

CHAIRMAN:

Okay, let's hold on for the tape to change.

COUNSEL:

So eventually you had mentioned to the Commission that you later on
you had to change to UPC?

NDABEREYE:

Yes, but the situation never improved at all. Every time these powerful
men had a party in the Travellers, whenever they got drunk -

CHAIRMAN:

What Travellers?

NDABEREYE:

The Travellers Inn.

CHAIRMAN:

A hotel?

NDABEREYE:

Yes, a hotel. Every time these men got drunk they would call you D.P's
to come and torture us, make us sit down on the form. We would be
moved from our beds at mid-night. We really had it rough. Now, we
then decided that, in fact, we were advised -
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D BEREYE.

By people, the UPC supporters. and we also said that what this man
wanted although to me it was not the right thing the right way to win
somebody's confidence, he wanted us to join hi; party, so that he can
haven
••
0 oppos1t1on.
.
It was simple. We raised our hands, I bought a red
shut. not the big material mind you, it was NYTIL. So at least that trick
worked. Although I had gone to UPC but I was not a UPC. A man of
my age -

COUNSEL:

How many of you bought the red shirts?

l\OA.BEREYE:

I will explain. Although, of course outwardly I was a UPC but inwardly
I was not.

COUNSEL:

How did you change to UPC? Was there a rally where you confessed
that you had now changed to UPC?

NDABEREYE:

Very many rallies. We were always paraded wherever this man went, it
was Ndabereye, Habimana and many others.

CHAIRMAN·

How many?

NDABEREYE:

Well, at least, the chairman, John Habimana, Francis Rwalinda and
myself and many others very many changed.

CHAIRMAN:

When did you declare?

NDABEREYE:

Oh! It was in October.

COUNSEL:

Which month and which year?

NDABEREYE:

That was 1981 actually. I did not note the date.

DR LUYOMBY A:

Did he ask you to become UPC?

NDABEREYE:

Well, here, I would say no but any sensible man could see what he
wanted.

COUNSEL:
NDABEREYE:
COUNSEL:
NDABEREYE:

COUNSEL:
NDABEREYE:

So from circumstances you went and said I have changed to UPC.
Yes.
And thereafter conditions improved?
Well conditions improved both for the top men and also for the other
peopie. At least they were less harassed after our so called crossing.
Now, are you still in UPC?
t to add that although we had crossed. these men were not satisfied
I wan
·
•
with the husbands. they also wanted our \\ 1ves. 0 ur wives were
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troubled, the) also wanted these Indies to change.

COl1

EL

rDABEREYE
COUNSEL
TDABEREYE.
COUNSEL:
~DABEREYE:

Did they change?
The) did change.

So you and your family changed to UPC?
Yes.
Did the situation change?
It improved very much Jt improved so much because you want to know
everything. it improved so much that we were very close to Mateke For
instance I was the Treasurer responsible for the money for the good job
which was done in K.isoro, the hospital So things improved. I was the
treasurer or rather the Chairman of the Finance Committee of the Town
Council So things improved, those for the top men and also for the
onl} supporters

~fR. NAGENDA:

How were the less important people treated?

NDABEREYE:

They were less harassed. Sir. Because he used to boast that if a headis
cut you do not worry about the tail To me it was a good thing because
we had no option.

COUNSEL:

And did you leave UPC at any one time or you remained there until the
change of the government.

NDABEREYE:

The 27th of May. by 1 00 pm I was no longer UPC.

COUNSEL:

You were what now?

NDABEREYE

COUNSEL:
!\"DABEREYE:

I beg your pardon. It was July 27th, 1985. at 1.00 p.m. because I was
listening, I was very eager. I had been praying for that day to come but
at last it arrived.
So when it came what did you do?
What did I do? What \Vould you do?

C~iAN:

You celebrated?

NDABEREYE.

Yes I did.

COUNSEL:

Did you bum .vour red shirt?.

1';D ABEREYE:

No. I was not such a wealthy man but I gave it to someone who would
make a better use of it.
COUNSEL:
N?w, I suppose that was what happened. Eventually sanity anfred in
th1
s country and Mateke having assaulted many people. he even directed
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'D BEREYE:

OU. ~SEL.

'DABEREYE:

Yes
ll.n-c YOU ,
. •
gone to report to the
.
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. police so that legal action is taken
rn th c VJ·11age ~u1dthe law
tngs. ave 1111pro
· •d'l I Suppose he is now a man
.
'H: •
c,m take Its course properly.

Yes. I have and I I.
t link that is whv I
h
we were liberated . .
.• am ere. I made - of course, when
"c "ere sendmg ve .
.
.
.
ones here because I h d
.
ry many papers mcludmg these
'
•d
a compalcd a I'1st O f what he had done and sent
them fonvard
an rcccntlv one 0 f tl . Offi
statement from me.
•
le
iccrs came and recorded a

COL 1\SEL:

From the Hum ....
....1 Rig hts Comrn1ss1on'?
. .

l\DABEREYE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

1

DABEREYE.

You
• to have a criminal case against
. ?have not gone to thc ord'mary po 11cc
h 1m.

No.

COUNSEL:

You want him to be brought to book?

NDABEREYE:

Actually incidentally I have - I do not know whether since this is a
Commission-, I have also a recommendation.

COUNSEL:

Yes, may be you will give us a recommendation.

NDABEREYE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Okay, give us a recommendation.

NDABEREYE:

My recommendation is that if this Commission is going to have
meaningful purpose as far as I am concerned, whoever did anything that
constituted an offence under the Penal Code should be prosecuted
without mercy. It happened in other countries, I do not sec why it
should not happen here also for historians who know ,,,.·hathappened in
Germany it happened, so it should happen here also Secondly ,,·hocvcr
did anything of a civil nature, as far as any individual is concerned. he
should compensate the victims, financially mind you TI1at is my
recommendation.

COUNSEL:

And what is Matcke doing now? Is he still your neighbour') \\That is he
doing'?

NDABEREYE·

Mateke is the current NRC Member for Bufumbira county.
You mean people elected him back to the House despite all these

COUNSEL:

atrocities?
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DABEREYE:

,r
polling day butto
,.cs. as n matter of fact, these were
. represented
Th on the
'd h
my greatest surprise, they were ignored.
cy sru t at okay you can
put your petition.

CHAI~1AN:

Did you petition? Did you petition against his election?

NDABEREYE:

No.

COUNSEL:

The elections were free and fair?

NDABEREYE:

\\'ell, as far as that is concerned, I have no quarrel because being, you
know, the politics of Kigezi.

CHAIRMAN:

No, we do not know, you tell us.

NDABEREYE:

Well, it is sectarian.

CHAIRMAN.

Would you elaborate please?

NDABEREYE:

If you are a candidate and a catholic, you would be voted by catholics.
If it is protestant it is likewise in most cases.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

So the protestants dominate in Bufumbira area?

NDABEREYE:

Well, I think qne does not forget that having been •in power from 1962
up to the 27th day of July.

CHAIRMAN:

There was 1971 to 1979.

NDABEREYE:

All these were the same.

COUNSEL:

Continue. Having been in power?

NDABEREYE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Who? Mateke?

NDABEREYE:

The UPC. So they were not idle during those years. Well, what I can
tell you is that they won the elections, that is all, as simple as that.
Well, Mateke won the election and now he is the representative member
for our county.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

NDABEREYE:
DR. LUYOMBYA:

You brought even sectarianism - that the politics of Kigezi is basedon
~ectarianism and you mentioned the religion -, we asked you whetherit
1s because he is a protestant and where he comes from the majority of
the voters and people are protestant that he won?
Can you repeat your question please?
Did he win because he is a capable man for the area or did he win
because of the sectarianism in Kigezi.
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Politics following re11·
•
boundanes
.
gious
roABEREYE:

Mr Chainnan 0 f
1i·kcth
. E. course, our standards, political standards here are not
ose
m
urope. A man as 1t
. were not here a man with
. so many
.
h
th ings
ere•.read
'
b
. th em there, he would not have been
elected. No But
ecause politics came in, it was D.P. versus UPC.

DR LUYO~1BYA.

The ma1ority
of the peop1e m
• the area are former UPC supporters or
:i
UPC supporters?

NDABEREYE:

Well , I think , the simp
• 1e ma.ionty,
• • yes. I conceive
. that.

COUNSEL:

So y~u have given all these stories, may be the Commissioners have
questions for you. I have finished with the evidence.

CHAIRMAN:

Well, we have questions.

DR LUYOMBYA:

Sorry, before we close or break up Mr. Chairman, I want this record to
be put clear. Which date did you cross to UPC? When did you cross to
UPC.

NDABEREYE:

It was in October, 1981.

DR LUYOMBY A:

And then in 1984 you were still closed in your shop although you were
UPC?

NDABEREYE:

Yes, very much.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

So things did not improve for you?

NDABEREYE:

Well, you see, I have two aspects. I have the financial side and the other
things. Well the financial side did not improve but the other things
improved. At least, I was able to sleep in my house until day break
without any unnecessary call ups.

CHAIRMAN:

I think we shall have a break now for lunch. We shall break now and
resume at 3.00 O'clock sharp. Evarist, you will have to come back
because we still have to ask you some questions to clarify on your
testimony at 3.00 p.m.

NDABEREYE:

Yes, Mr. Chairman, I will be here.

CHAIRMAN:

Toe other witnesses should also be available at least we can see how
many we can go through. I am sorry we are starting a bit later than we
anticipated. Legal Counsel, I think, we can start with this one and
Evarist will come after this one. Counsel, let us proceed please.

COUNSEL:

My Lord, this witness is the one specifically coming from Kisoro. His
complaint is unlawful arrest, torture which resulted in paralysis of his
limbs and detention without trial.
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\VITNESS NO. 451: 1\IR. PETERO 1\'.lUHJNYO - S\VORN IN
COU 'SEL

\Vould you state your full names please?

MUHINYO:

I am Pctero Muhinyo.

COU. SEL:

How old arc you?

MUHJNYO:

I cannot tell, ever since l got sick I cannot recall.

COL~SEL:

Do vou know when vou were born?
~

!\H.JHINYO:

I do not know.

COUNSEL:

You do not know when you were born. Where do you reside?

MUHINYo

Nyarusiza, Bufumbira.

COUNSEL:

MUHINYo
COUNSEL:

MUHINYo:
COUNSEL:

MUHINYo.
COUNSEL:

MUHINYo:
COUNSEL:

MUHINYo.
COUNSEL:

MllHINYo:
COUNSEL:

MllHINYo:

~

This is in Kisoro sub-district?
Yes.

I suppose that is where you were born?
Yes, that is where I was born.
Are you married?
Yes, I have them. I have wives.
How many ivives?
Two.
And you have children?
I have them.
How many children?
Thirteen.
How old is the youngest?
Ten years.

COUNSEL:
I see you are walking on crutches.

MlJHINYo·

Yes.
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\Vhat happcned to you?

COUNSEL:

In l 982 I went lo k.
o ing for employment.
Where'}

MUHINYO:

Kisoro.

COUNSEL:

o·d
t you get employment?

MUHI~Y O:

They told me to
•
come on the I st of June.

COCNSEL:

Employment as what?

l\HJHINYO:

To work at Mateke's

COUNSEL:

As what?

l\fUHINYO

As a night watchman.

COUNSEL:

Did you go back?

MUHINYO·

I went back on the 1st June.

COUNSEL·

And did you get employment?

MUHINYO:

Yes, I got it.

COUNSEL:

What employment did you get?

MUHINYO:

To be a night watchman.

COUNSEL:

Of where?

MUHINYO:

At the Total Petrol Station.

COUNSEL:

Whose petrol station was it'J

MUHINYO:

It belongs to Mateke.

COUNSEL:
MUHINYO:
COUNSEL:
MUHINYO:

So Matcke employed you as a Night watchman in his petrol station?
Yes.
Now. were you working in Matcke's petrol station by August 1983?
On the 3rd a Kanyankolc came and found me at the petrol station. then
he told me to put hands up and then said that I had stolen.
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OU 1 SEL
1\IUHINYO.
COUNSEL:

I\IUHIN)

Q:

COUNSEL:

MUHJN\'O:
COUNSEL:

MUHINYO·

You said on the 3rd of which month?

On 3rd August
Kanyankole came and told you to put hands up, who was this
Kanyankole?
He was a police man, he was working at the police station there.

And what time did he come.
Around 6.00 O'clock because that is when we would begin working.
And after he had told you, you put up your hands, did you put up your
hands?
Yes, I did put my hands up and then he found in my pockets ten
shillings and he said that ah! they said that you had stolen, okay, you
enter.

COUNSEL:

So after you had put up your hands, he searched you and got ten
shillings?

MUHINYO.

When he found Shs. l 0 in my pockets he said that yet, I had stolen so he
took me.

COUNSEL:

Where did he take you?

MUHINYO:

He took me to the police station and imprisoned me.

COUNSEL:

This is Kisoro Police Station?

MUHINYO:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

So he imprisoned you, he put you in the cells?

MUHINYO:

Yes. And that is where I slept the whole day and the following day.

COUNSEL:

How long did you stay in the police station?

MUI-IlNYO:

I spent there two weeks after which they put me to court and after which
I went to prison.

COUNSEL:

Before you were taken to court and imprisoned did vour employer ,
Mateke, come. to the po 1·ice station
•
to see you' - to• see what L-..a
wau
happened to his watchman?

MUI-IlNYO:

He came and in fact began beating me.

COUNSEL:

You mean instead of coming
• to rescue you he came to beat you?
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At the police station''

H~HINYO:

It was at police stat' .
do\\n and began be ti•~nm a small cell that is where he told me to lie
a ng me.

COUNSEL:

\Vhat did he use to beat you with?

MUHINYO:

I was lying down and th
.
broken.
ey started beating me with a stick until it got

CHAIR.MAN

Who were they?

COL"JSEL:

Of course I was lying down
, 1 could not see up so I do not know who
th ey were.

CHAIRMAN

But you said Mateke beat you. You saw Mateke beat you?

MUHINYO:

Yes, because he is tlie one who instructed that I come out and go to
where he was and it was at 4.00 O'clock.

COUNSEL:

And you saw him beat you?

MUHINYO:

He himself is the one who beat me.

COUNSEL:

And then other persons or he beat you alone.

MUHINYO:

They were many, his hand was not the smallest. He was with a lot of
people.

COUNSEL:

He came with people from outside who participated in beating you?

MUHINYO:

He came with them from outside.

COUNSEL:

And when, before he started beating you or when beating you, did he
tell you why he was beating you?

MUHINYO:

He did not tell me, he did not even ask me.

COUNSEL:

So after beating you, did you sustain any injuries. Would you explain to
this Commission whether you got injuries and what happened?

MUHINYO:

It is evident, don't you see me?

COUNSEL:

I can see you you walk on crutches, but explain to this Commission, the
. as a result of MatekeI s beatmgs.
• ?
seriousness. 'Is 1t

MUHINYO:

That was the beginning.
S

COUNSEL:

that day he beat you so badly that what happened? Please
y u said that, that was the beginning that he beat you and then
exp 1am. o
.
. ..
')
ing
down
did
you
sustain
anv
m1unes.
ly
you were
,
• •
0

°~
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Y s, I can explain the whole affi1ir.
Please do so.

1l THl1:YO.

He found me at tltc police, he started beating me.

CHAIR.MA1 :

Did he ask the police to bring you from the cells?

COUNSEL.

He took me out of the cell where I was and put me to another cell where
there was another small room where there was a writing table and he
started beating me.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

The policemen arc the ones who got you out of the cell or Mateke?

MUHJN) O:

It is Mateke who instructed that they take me out for the sake of being
beaten.

COUNSEL:

For how long did Mateke beat you?

MUHINYO:

It lasted about an hour beating me.

COUNSEL:

How big was the stick?

MUIDNYO·

It was a huge stick.

COUNSEL:

As big as this handle here?

MUHINYO:

If it was as big as this one it would not hurt me so much but it was
slightly smaller.

COUNSEL:

Like that? Please tell the Commission.

MUHINYO:

It was as big as here - the stick he used.

COUNSEL:

After beating you, were you able to stand up and walk into the cell or
what followed?

CHAIRMAN:

Sorry, Legal Counsel, what parts of the body did he beat you?

MUHINYO:

He beat my hips and broke them.

CHAIRMAN·

Could you stand up and show to the Commission? Use your crutches to
stand up.

MUIBNYO:

Here.

CHAIRMAN

Okay, sit down please.

COUNSEL:

He beat me so much that I sustained sores and even I could not be taken
to the hospital. I was not allowed to be hospitalised.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Let us finish the beating session. Ho\\.'many people beat you up?
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11,c only one 1 could
.
because I was lying do::~gnise was Mateke the other ones I could not

COUNSEL:

y cs, but there were other

MUHTNYO.

ll1crc were so many.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Were they beating you in turns or all at once.

MUHINYO:

Two would beat me at a go and as I was down indeed I could not see.

COUNSEL:

So after this serious beating what followed?

MUHTNYO:

They left me in prison at the police station.

COUNSEL:

I am sure you would not walk. Were you carried into the cell or where
did they put you?

MUIBNYO:

It is the policemen who carried me into the cell because I could not
manage to walk.

COUNSEL:

Yes, while in that cell you said you were not able to get treatment. Did
you try to ask these policemen that you wanted treatment'?

MUI-IlNYO:

I told them but they refused. If there was an opportunity I would have
gone to the hospital but it was not possible.

COUNSEL:

And while at the police what were you eating? How were you getting

people, were there many? Two, three or what?

food?

MUHINYO:

I

COUNSEL:

My people at home would bring me food.
So after that how long did you remain there after this beating and what
followed?

MUHINYO:

Two weeks.

COUNSEL:

Y es, an

MUHINYO:
COUNSEL:

MUHINYO:

d then after that you said you were taken to court?

Yes, from court I went to prison.
d did ou _ did they charge you and of what and did they c~nvi~ you
y
• n? Were you charged of any offence! Did the
and send you to pnso •
. ?
.
to court and say you stole something.
po l ice come

An

No, they did not.
So you were sent in prison as a remand?

COUNSEL:
MUHINYO:

Yes.
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But then did they tell you how long you would stay in prison?
1 spent there fiyc months and then after which that is when they heard
my case

M

C
COUNSEL:

I see! So you stayed on remand for five months then afterwards your
case was heard?
Yes.

COl'NSEL:

And while on remand did you go for treatment?

MUHil\TYO:

I did not get treatment otherwise I would have been okay.

COl~SEL:

So after the five months then you went to court. Did they convict you?

f\1UHINYO:

Yes they said I had lost the case and then they committed me to two
'
years imprisonment.

COl'NSEL:

\Vas this a case of theft?

~HJHINYO:

Yes, that is what I was told.

COUNSEL:

That of what?

MUHINYO:

That I stole kerosene.

COUNSEL:

Belonging to who?

11UHINYO:

Belonging to Mateke.

COUNSEL:

From which place? Stole from where?

MUHINYO:

At the petrol station.

COUNSEL:

At the petrol station where you were working?

11UHINYO:

Yes. Saying that I had stolen that kerosene.

CHAIRMAN:

How much kerosene were you said to have stolen?

MUHINYO:

That I had stolen six drums.

COUNSEL:

In this court, were you able to call any witnesses?

MUHINYO:

No, they did not.

COUNSEL.

So it was only the prosecutor?

MUHINYO:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Okay, so the case was against you. Do you know the number of the file.

{

'our case number'>

MlHI

col

0

EL

I do not remember.
ln \\hich court was iP

1UHI.:YO.

It was at Kisoro with Tab

CHAIRMA1 :

Grade One? Grade Two?

1UHTI\'YO:

CHA1Rlv1.AN:
1UHINYO:

.
aro, 1 thmk, he wac;the magistrate.

He is a magistrate I do not know which grade.
_What is his name?
Tabaro.

CHAIR!\1AN:

Who is now ajudge?

l.\HJHINYO:

He is dead.

COUNSEL:

Now, did you serve this two years sentence in prison?

MUHINYO

I could not spend there those two years because I was getting badly off
they gave me someone, an Askari to take me to Mutolere Hospital.

COUNSEL:

And for how long did you stay in Mutolere hospital?

MUHINYO:

One year and thirty five days and I could not stay in the hospital
because I was running short of money.

COUNSEL:

You mean when you were in the hospital you were paying for yourself?

MUHINYO:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Where were you getting the money.

MUHINYO:

I had to sell my piece of land.

COUNSEL:

Now, after hospital I suppose your term of imprisonment had not ended.
Did you go back to prison or what happened?

MUHINYO

From the hospital because I was not yet recovered and I was still badly
off, they could not allow me back to the prison for the fear that I could
die there.

.

CHAIRMAN:
MUHINYO.

COUNSEL:

']

Had you still wanted to go back to pnson.
Me, I was a prisoner, what cou Id I h ave
to go back.
d'7
So after that what happcne •
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done'7 Could I use force? I had
•

I
1l'1U

Oll

,.0

EL:

Aftcrt11ctcnn of the service in p1ison I had to go home.
Now. when you went home?

CHAIRMAN.

J t110ughtyou said that in the hospital they said you will die, you should
not go back to prison. Did you still go back?

MUHINYO·

I went to the government hospital, that is where they took me.

COl'NSEL:

From hospital, did you go home straight or you went back to prison.

MUHJNYO:

I went home because I had served all my time.

COUNSEL:

Now. after going home did you have your medical form and may be
other documents which they have been using for treating you?

MUHINYO·

Yes, those forms I came with them from the hospital after which I saw a
certain man called Kanuma and he took me back to Mutolere hospital.

COUNSEL:

Who was this Kanuma?

MUHINYO:

He was coming from Kampala.

COUNSEL:

Do you know what work he does?

MUHJNYO:

He is a soldier.

,

COUNSEL:

A soldier or a policeman?

MUHlNYO:

I do not know what kind.

COUNSEL:

I see! Now, when he took you back to Mutolere what had he taken you
for, for further treatment or for what?

MUHINYO:

I wanted to appeal but then it was not possible for me because I was still
a prisoner.

COUNSEL:

Yes, but this is now after. Okay you went back to Mutolele, may be you
have forgotten. Did they take photographs. X-ray films on your body,
on the bones and what breakages and what happened to all those fonns,
where did they go?

MUHINYO:

Yes, they did.

COUNSEL:
MUHINYO:
COUNSEL:

CHAIRMAN:

And who took all those X-ray films and medical forms?
It was a European lady.
My Lord Chairman may be this gentleman he is talking of as KanumaI
am informed is a Police Officer attached to CID Headquarters in Impala.
Then if you will remember to call him in Kampala in connection with

this case
Very welt nw Lord N
and th, . •
• ow, after t'lis K
h
1.:n) ou went back home .
anuma ad taken you to Mutolere
court?
' did anybody come to contact you to go to
MUHINYO:

Nobody saw me.

COU 1 SEL:

And was any tran

MUffil'.'YO:

A car was sent in the evening.

COUNSEL:

Do you remember when it was sent?

MlJJ--Ir,NO

I do not remember the date, all I can remember is that a car came to
collect me.

COUNSEL:

From where?

MUlilNYO:

It belongs to Mateke.

COUNSEL:

When the vehicle came to collect you, did you know that it was
Mateke's vehicle?

MUHINYO·

I knew it while on the way.

COUNSEL:

I see, so when it came they told you get in the vehicle and we go and
you testify in court?

MUHINYO:

Yes, there was a gombolola chief as well and his askari.

COUNSEL:

Who is that gombolola chief?

MUHINYO.

Sekarnunyu.

COUNSEL

Gombolola chief of where?

MUHINYO:

OfKyahi.

COUNSEL:

sport sent to you to go and testify in any court?

And who was his assistant?

MUHINYO:

Bibeisho.

COUNSEL:

. 1 and where were you heading to'1 To which
So you entered a veh1c:
h
·n Kabale? And you said when you
• K. ro or 1t was ere 1
•
•
,.
court? Was it iso
a1· edit was - the vehicle was Mateke s)
reached on the way you re is

MUHINYO•

Yes.
oing to testify against or on which

And had you known who you are g
COUNSEL:

case?
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MllHI 'YO

l entered the car and left this place.

CH lRl\tAN.

I am sorry to intcnupt.

When was this? How long after he had been

injured?
COL11\/SEL:

May be l had asked him before. How long after coming from hospital?

MUHINYO:

About a month.

COUNSEV

About a month aftex:?

MUI-llNYO:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN:

Before you were sentenced, were you still on remand at the police
station there?

COUNSEL:

This was after Kanuma had come from Kampala, took his X-ray fonns
then a vehicle was sent for him testify to court. Now, may be let us get
the period to clear this. Now, this time when this vehicle was sent, this
Mateke's vehicle, was it during Tito's regime or is it after the take-over
ofNRM?

MUIDNYO:

During the NRM Government.

COUNSEL:

I see. So when you reached Kabale, did you go and testify in court?

MUIDNYO:

I did and I accepted to lose the case since I did not have enough money
to stay around and I did not even have a car to take me back.

COUNSEL:

So when you reached here you found that you were supposed to testify
against who.

MUHINYO:

To testify against Mateke but I accepted to lose the case since I did not
have enough money to keep me around.

COUNSEL:

And who gave you money to stay around?

MUHINYO:

Nobody.

COUNSEL:

Was it a civil case or a criminal case was dismissed, I do not even find
the case number here.

CHAIRMAN:

Ask him.

COUNSEL:

Where you were testifying against Mateke, was it a police case or it was
you personally suing him.

CHAIRMAN:

A civil case?

MUHINYO:

It was a police case.

COUNSEL:

And it was the police who took you to court?
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T
1UHT.1'YO:

cou

1

SEL:

Mc I went to the

r

po ice and then they brought me here.

Did they sav• what Mateke had done m
. court.?

MUH11\J"\
0:

No, they didn't.

COUNSEL:

What was he accused of?

MUHINYO·

How he had beaten me.

COUNSEL:

So he was accused of beating you?

MUHINYO:

Yes. When I reached this way I had to admit being guilty because I did
not have enough moner to keep me around.

COUNSEL:

What did you tell the magistrate?

MUHINYO:

I told him that I am not prepared to testify because it will cost me a lot.

COUNSEL:

So what happened to the case?

MUHINYO:

Because I had come by his car and I didn't know how I would go back, I
accepted to lose the case and he won the case because he was the one
again to take me back.

CHAIRMAN:

Learned Counsel, does he have any papers in connection with this case?

COUNSEL:

My Lord, most of the papers I think are with the police in Kampala. It
would appear this case started in Kampala. May be we shall carry out
more investigations and get in touch with this police officer in Kampala.
Now, what do you want this Commission to do for you since you went
to court and said you do not want this man -you wanted him to be free?

MUHINYO:

I would want this Commission to see for itself how I am and what
happened.

COUNSEL:

Are you saying that now you are willing to go back to court and say that
Mateke beat you?

MUHINYO:

Yes.

COUNSEL:
MUHINYO:
CHAIRMAN:
MUHINYO:
CHAIRMAN:

Why have you changed your mind now?
Now, I am sure of means of transport.
Where are you getting it from?
It is the friends who enable me to come
Your friend?
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I
H 1l·H 1YO:
CHA1RM \~

Friends.
ln Krsoro?
Ml

MUHIN) 0:

My friends, the Government. TI1egovernment has enabled me.
Kl

CHAl~l.\.N·

I see! You mean this transport which we sent to you to bring you to this
Commission?

MUHINYO:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

And those are the people you call your friends?

MUHINYO:

These are the real friends because they are caring for my life.

COUNSEL:

My lord, that is all I have for this witness.

CHAIRMAN:

Well, tell him to bear with us a little longer we want to ask him
questions.

M

K

N.

KAKWENZIRE:

Let me start with your last statement about your friends. Who do you
think is government?

MUHINYO:

It is we people as we are .

KAKWENZIRE:

Is that what he says? Get the answer again.

MUHINYO:

It is the people.

KAKWENZIRE:

So other than the transport is there any other ground you are basing
yourself on to believe that government is your friend?

MUIDNYO:

It is the government that I am now complaining to.

KAKWENZIRE:

So what do you want from the government?

MUHINYO:

Just to examine my case how I am.

KAKWENZIRE:

I can see you are lame. Do you want some treatment?

MUHINYO:

Yes, ifl get that kind of treatment I would be happy.

KAKWENZIRE:

By-the-way, were both your legs fractured?

MUHINYO:

Do you see me walking normally? Yes.

KAKWENZIRE:

Now, when you were in prison with two fractured legs or dislocations, I
can imagine what I want but I want to hear it from vou what was it like,
for instance, how did you move? Who was assist-ing you to move, to
feed, to wash, to go to toilet because you were there for a long time.
Tell us in your own words what it was like.

K

I<

I<
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(

ll HI '\ 0
K K \ E ZlRE·
1UHI 'YO:

KAK\VENZIRE:
.MUHThtyO:

KAK\\'ENZIRE:
MUHINYO

It is my children who cared c:
•
1orme.
I sec! But tI1c answer is
.
helped?
• not satisfactory could you say more how they
'-''i cs.

as I \\'"cs
•
.
- a pnsoner a r
pnsoner but also m , c ' , po iceman used to come, since J was a
for me.
) p ople would come to bring me food and to care
you had come to Kisoro to I00 k ~
family. How did ·our f; .
or work presumably to help your big
)
amity fare after you became incapacitated?
Some piece of land would b
Id
look aft
e so and then part of the money would
myself. er peop 1e at home and then part of it I would use it to look after
But where did they go after you sold the land?
They are there, they are very poor, they are helpless since I sold all my
land.

KAKWENZIRE:

How much land did you have?

MUHINYO:

I sold six pieces of land.

KAKWENZIRE:

What size?

MUHINYO:

They were big.

KAKWENZIRE:

How much money did you get?

MUHINYO:

I could not count. What I was minding was to see that I am taken care
of and then the government dues will be paid.

KAKWENZIRE:

Now, you told us that you went to court and allowed yourself to lose a
case.

MUHINYO:

They did not get any evidence and they did not get anything \\ith me.
Me I was working at night. I would work at night, other people would
work during the day so whatever could have been taken I could not
know.

KAKWENZIRE:

So do you now want to open a fresh case, to start a new case with
Mateke?

MUHINYO:
KAKWENZIRE:

Yes.
Have you seen Mateke since that incident'?
No, except on that day when we met here in court.

MUHINYO:

·

CHAIRMAN:

The question

I want to ask is to sec. mav be, whether he did not have the
•
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m :ans. Did ) 00 think of suing Matckc for compcn~ation in respect of

the injuries you received?

1lTHI

·o:

Thb is what I am .1fter.

especially after he had ceased to be a minister of State for
Education.
0,

1

1l)}-ID\T\ 0

That is the time I came to court with him and then that is the time 1
could not get mone) .

C~tA~

Couldn1 you get assistance from anybody, your children or the
relatives?

MUHINYO:

Thev
and what kind of relatives can help me?
. are all young
.

C~fAN:

What day were you injured? When were you injured?

~fl.JHINYO:

In August, 1982 - 3rd August, 1982.

CHAIRMAN:

Because the law as it stands now, unless it is changed, the claim is now
time barred whether it is Government or Mateke. It is three years if it is
a non-government. If it government it is twelve months. So that is the
problem in which you are in now. And our Commission, even if we are
now looking so much to assist you, we cannot award damages directly.
You see this Commission, we have only been asked to make inquiries,
investigations and then make recommendations to the Government. We
do not have the powers of the court to say okay this man or so and so
should pay compensation or damage to the victim. So whatever
assistance which may come through this Commission is not immediate
and we cannot really tell whether - well, it may be up to the government
to consider what recommendations we have made and then take the
necessary action. But your best course would have been if resources
permitted it would have been for you to have taken the first move and
bring him straight to court, to the High Court and sue him for damages
but unfortunately time has passed. So I do not want you to go back and
hope that next month or in a few months you will get what you want
from this Commission and what is even known we do not have any bag
in which to dip our hands and hand out any assistance for you. This is
just to make you aware of the realities. Your condition is very
unfortunate but we sympathise with you that we cannot give you
immediate assistance. •

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Mr. Muhinyo, was kerosene stolen actually from Mr.Mateke's petrol
station?

MUHINYO:

Yes, that is what I was told. Me I was working at night and the others
were working during the day. So if it was stolen during the day I could
not tell.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

No, I am not saying that he is the one who stole it or it was stolen during
the night or during the day but to your knowledge, did the kerosene
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,li:tually disappl'ar'l

1l JU 1YO
OR LllYOMBYA:

MUHN\O

I\fo I am not a·warcof anyth.
ltlg. All l know is that I was imprisoned

\\'hen you were in the
.
.
his group come to b t police stat1on how many times did Mateke and
ea you up?
When he was told tha I
. .
when he started b . t h~ stolen this, he came straight and that is
eating me without asking anybody.

DR LUYOMBY A:

No. You told us yo
b
ht
u were taken to the police and then you were
roug out of the police cell. Did Mateke and his group beat you only
that day?

~fUHINYO:

It was only then.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Now you said from the place of beating, it is the policemen who lifted
you back to the cell, you could not walk yourself.

MUHINYO:

I could not because I had been maimed. After two weeks I could not
walk up-right so I would only crawl.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

When you were taken to court, could you walk?

MUHINYO:

I went on my fours but then a condition had not deteriorated with my
body.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

So from the cell you went on your fours to the court.

MUHINYO:

I was being supported so I did not go on fours, I was being supported.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Who supported you?

MUHINYO:

It is my relatives, people from home who had come to hear the case they
are the ones who supported me.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Were they allowed to come to the cells to get you out? To support you
out?

MUHINYO:

yes they used to bring me food and then it so happened that on that day
I w~ going to court and that is when they supported me to go to court.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

When did you get crutches?

MUHINYO:

When I came out of prison.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

In the hospital?

MUHINYO:
DR. LUYOMBYA:

No, I bought them myself.
While in prison or after.
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0

DR LUYO 1BYA

flJHINYO·

After pnson, after being released that is when I bought them.
\\Thilc in prison, - why did you not go to hospital?

Well, J could not argue. I could not say no, I was a finished man.

DR LUYOMBYA:

No, people go to hospital because they have complaints but not just
forced there.

MUHJNYO:

I could not go because l was not free to go there.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

So was it the prison warders who decided to take you to the hospital?

MUHJNYO:

Yes, they were the ones.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Did you want to go there?

MUHINYO:

If I had not gone there would I have been okay? I would be a dead
person. I would have died if they had not taken me.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Now, when you came to testify against Mateke on the way, did the
people in Mateke's car talk to you?

MUHINYO

They were Mateke's people, I could not talk to them. It was his wife
and a driver.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Mateke's wife?

MUHINYO:

Yes, the wife of Mateke and his driver. The driver died.

DR LUYOMBY A:

Did they teJI you anything on the way?

MlJHINYO:

I couldn't. When I got to know that they were the ones, I couldn't.

DR LUYOMBY A:

Did they try to persuade you to give the case up while you were on the
way.

MUHINYO.

Well, they had come to dump me this way, I did not have ways and
means of travelling.

DR LUYOMBYA:

Did they tell you that if you do not give the case up they will not take
you back?

MUHINYO:

I could just guess this

DR. LUYOMBY A

So it was out of your own will that when you came to court you decided
to give the case up?

MUHINYO:

I knew I could not go back home, where would I have gone!

DR LUYOMBY A:

So in the court that day, did you accept that you had stolen Matcke's
paraffin'!

1l lH
DR LU\ 0 1BYA.

1UHT YO:

I pleaded and th

cy told me that I had Iost the case

\\'hat did you plead?

•

1 told them I had
l·
not stolen B
t 1mgs may be were st
• . ccausc me I was working at night and
1en dunng th d
.
o
go t me with e ay • There was no exhibit they

DR. LUYOT\IBYA:

How do you cam a 1·
• now?
1vmg

MUIHNYO:

Well, I am simply just there I am.
th
·
'
Just ere - 1 am poor.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Even_a p?oorfeeds. How do you feed yourself?. Are you begging - just
b cggmg.

MUHINYO:

Yes, I am · My two wives
• try here and there they get me what to eat.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Okay, thank you.

DR. MAKUBlNA:

First, I would like to know what you were doing before you went to
look for employment at Mateke's.

MUHINYO:

I had to pay tax.

DR MAKUBUYA:

Wasn't the money from fanning enough to pay tax?

MUHINYO:

It was not enough.

DR MAKUBUYA:

Before 1982 had you ever been imprisoned for non-payment of tax?

MUIDNYO:

No. But still I had to look for money here and there.

DR MAKUBUYA:

Okay. Well in 1982 when you went to look for employment, who did
you talk to? Mateke himself in person or another person.

MUHINYO:

I talked to his employees.

DR MAKUBUYA:

MUHJNYO:
DR MAKUBUYA:
MUHINYO:

Generally or somebody specific whom you know, can you name a
person you talked to?
He is an employee called Festo Ntamukunzi.
Where is this Festo Ntamukunzi now?
He is at his home at Nyakabingo.
Now, did you get paid for the month of June I 982'!

DR MAKUBUYA:
MUHINYO:

For two months I was paid.

y cs, what was the pay per month?

DR MAKUBUYA:
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1UHlNYO.

At thnt time it was little money. it was Shs.2,500/=

DR fAKUBUYA·

Yes Didyoupaytaxin

HJHINYO:

I did .

DR: .MAKUBUYA:

How much tax was it '!

MUHINYO:

Shs.45/=

DR. .MAKUBUYA:

The tax was Shs.45/=?

1
MUHTh.
YO:

Yes.

DR MAKUBUY A:

19827

I think You have to explain to the witness that he has come to us for
assistance but we cannot assist unless various matters are clarified. This
is why I am asking these things. So we have got a case of kerosene that
was stolen. You have already said that you are not the one who stole it
but I am very much interested in the actual court proceedings before this
magistrate, Mr. Tabaro. One, did the other side call witnesses to testify
against you?

MUH!NYO:

I beg your pardon?

DR MAKUBUY A:

Yes, in the proceedings against the witness before the magistrate, Mr.
Tabaro, Kisoro, did the prosecuting side call any witnesses, people to
testify.

MlJHINYO:

Nobody.

DR. MAKUBUY A·

There were no witnesses?

MlJHINYO:

There were no witnesses.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Even this Mr. Festo Ntamukunzi didn't he testify?

MlJHINYO:

Well, Ntamukunzi was the one controlling the station.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Yes, did he testify against you in the case?

MllHINYO:

He did. I asked for exhibit, there was no exhibit. I said, did I take your
keys from you or did I even open your gadgets to take out this kerosene?

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Okay, I understand. Then what about Mr Matekehimself'
come and testify?

MUHINYo

All I know is that he found me at the police and started beating me.

DR MAKUBUYA

Okay. Now, you mentioned the name of a Gombolola chief
Sekamunyu. Where is this Sekamunyu now?

Did he

OR. iAKUBUY A:

1UH1NYO:

He \\a'l in N.)ams1za. but
.
now he is in Kyahi.
Agam, it is important th
came to power D"
at we understand h
being beaten b. Mid the witness make a s~ at happened after the NRM
Y ateke?
ement to the police about his
l d"d
t not. I was not ablc.

DR. M ~K.LBUYA:

What about Kanuma. How did Kan
uma get these papers?

Ml.J}--IP\l'Y
O:

He found me at my piace.

DR MAKUBUY A:

And he just took the papers?

MUIDNYO:

Kanuma was my friend so when h I
asked me for the papers to tak th e earned of what happened to me he
e em to Kampala.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Is he from Kisoro, this Kanuma?

MUHINYO:

Yes, from Nyakahande.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Where is he now?

MUHINYO:

I don't know where he is.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

He does not come to his friend any more?

MUHINYO:

He must be committed to his work.

DR MAKUBUY A:

What is his work?

MUHINYO:
DR. MAKUBUYA:
MUHINYO:
DR. MAKUBUYA:

How can I know? Me I see him driving a car.
Oh! He even drives?
With what did he take me to the hospital? He must have used his car.
Okay. I am justly reproved. Again, this case, the court proceedings
which took place here. Did anybody talk to you about not testif);ng
against Mateke?

MUHINYO:

Nobody.
Did you talk to Mateke when you were in court here?

DR. MAKUBUY A:
MUHINYO:

No, I did not exchange some words with him. The magistrate asked me
ing then I could not say much because I knew that 1t was
to say someth
all in vain.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Why was it all m vam.
money or anything to eat and I did not c, en have
th
Me, did I have e

.

MUHINYO:

.

']
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money to takeme backhome
DR fAKUBUYA.

\Vns Matckcfeedingyou?

They came to collect me from home. l did not have an}1hing, What
would l have done. 1 simply came.

MUHINYO:

0

DR. AfAKUBUYA:

How did you go backto Kisoro?

lvfllHINYo:

The same people took me back,

DR. AfAKUBUYA:

Mateke'sdriverand his wife'?

Ml.JHn\')rO:

Yes. Matekewas in Prison.

DR MAKUBUYA:

Did they talk lo you as you went back?

MUHlNYo

Mateke
went
lo prison and me I went back with these people but
we
did not
talkback
anything.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

You did not talk. Did they thank you fur withdrawing the case?

MUHlNYo-

Why not?

DR MAKUBUYA.

No, no. Do not ask questions, answer positively Did they thank you
for withdrawing
the case, for co-operating with them? Mateke's driver
and
his wife.

MUHlNYo-

Other
thanelse.
taking me and giving me some kind of food down here, there
is
nothing

DR. MAKUBUYA:

I see! Did they give you some money?

MlJHINyo:

I did not talk to them.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Would you like Mateke to give you some money?

DR.MAKVBVYA:

lfhe gives me money things would be settled but ifhc doesn't, ah-ha
You will pursue it?

MlJHINyo

If I get ways and means I would, why not?

DR. MAKUBUYA:

I sec. Now, l have a problem. It seems as if you went to court and

MlJHINyo: ,

actually
told
the magistrate
that you had no case against Matekc, thal
you
arc no
longer
complaining.
MUHfNYo:

Because of the purposes that I have.

DR MAKUBUYA:

Then why did you not make this point and say l an,
wasn'tpoor I would be pursuingthis thing''
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poor man but ifl
3

H HI YO

DR MAKURlJy \ •
l\1UHINYO:

DR. MAKUBUYA:
MUHINYO:

DR MAKUBUYA:

l w·"uS not okay and al . .
depending on th, t
so tt is because again I have told v_ou I was
c ransport' their transport.
Now, have vou seen M
.
•
ateke smce these things started.
No
Do you know what Mateke is doing now?
I do not know what he •is domg,
• I do not go with him.
Has he been to you to apologise for what he did to you.

MUHIN\"O.

If he had done so then sure.1Y we would have come to some agreement.

DR MAKUBUYA:

Would you like to come so that you can come to an agreement?

MUHINYO

If he wants to restore this relationship why should I refuse.

DR MAKUBUYA:

Have you raised this issue with the RC's? Are there no RC's in your
area?

MUHINYO·

No. I cannot tell a lie.

DR MAKUBUY A:

Okay, well, thank you.

CHAIRMAN.

I am sorry I have to come back because you have said something which
we have not heard before that Mateke was imprisoned. Do you know
what time he was in prison?

MUHINYO:

What I know is that his car brought me and I found him this way. I do
not know.

CHAIRMAN:

He was a prisoner? Because you said he went back to prison and there
you went back home.

MUIDNYO·

Me I found him this way and I was told, people were saying that he was
in prison.

CHAIRMAN.

Well, Okay. Counsel, do you have any more questions?

COUNSEL:

No, my Lord.

KAKWENZIRE·

·
I
asking this because of that answer. Mateke was in
Mr.
• al so
. Chauman, am
b ght here to attend court ,, ·h·1ch ).ou \\ .ere
nson
and
was
rou
d
•)
P
.
Wh had me to '-'OU that you should come to atten court.
0
attcndmg.
co
J

MUHINYO·

h. f
e and the driver and he shov,ed me the
The Gombolola c •;c~
came when I reached here they made me to
summons to court.
Id me to stand up I said that I couldn't because of
stand up. When ~':Y to
the physical disab1hty •
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KAK\VENZIRE
MUHINYO:

Exactly tell us how tJ1ccase went. So you could not stand up thtn
what were you told?

Mc I said I cannot go on with this case, I am not able
Nothing was said. I was desperate, I did not have means of going
hack home.

KAK\l/EN~IRE:

You destroyed your own case.

MUHINYO:

How?

CHAIRMAN.

MUHINYO:
COUNSEL:

CHAIRMAN·

Well, tell him that the position is, as J had advised him earlier while
we shall make some recommendation we cannot tell him what will
be done in his case. So I would like to thank him for the evidence
,
he gives us time to hear, there arc other people also we would like to
hear. Thank you for making all the efforts to come.
Thank you, too.
Lord Chairman, I have another witness and then after we shall have
him back.
Okay.

WITNESS NO. 452:
SWORN IN
COUNSEL:

CHARLES GAKARA -

Would you state your full names please?

GAKARA:

Charles Begumisa Gakara.

COUNSEL:

How old are you?

GAKARA:

I am 45 years of age.

COUNSEL:

What tribe are you?

GAKARA:

I am a Mufumbira.

COUNSEL:

MR

•

Where do you reside?

GAKARA:
I reside in Nyarusiza Sub-County, Kisoro Sub-District.
COUNSEL:

GA.KARA:

What do you do?

I am presently a peasant cultivator.

COUNSEL:
You speak very good English. To which level of education did you
go?
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cot sm
Gi\KARA

COUNSEL:

l nm a Junior Sccondarv T
• wo leaver in 1962.
Atkr leaving Junior Secondary ·h .
w at did you do?
1 got a first grade and joined Mak b
O ore, after one year I had no
school fees I went b k h
to seek
fior an. emp loyment.
ac ome and then I decided to go to Kampala
•
Y cs. in which year was that?
That \\ as in the year 1965 when I went to Kampala.

cot

r"EL:

GAURA:

l

Did you get the job that you were looking for?
I spent about some months and then later on I joined Mulago
Hospital because there was a position of Operating Theatre
Assistant and I applied for that post and I did get it and I was sent on
training for two and half years.

COUNSEL:

Training, you did the training?

GAKARA:

I did the training.

COUNSEL:

Tue training as what?

GAK.ARA:

Operating Theatre Assistant.

COUNSEL

Did you qualify?

GAKARA:

I qualified in, if I remember, it should be 1968.

COUNSEL:

And where did you start wo rking.?

GAK.ARA:

I starte d wi.th Mulago main theatre.

COUNSEL:

In which year?

GAKARA:

In 1969.

COUNSEL:

And in 1971 were you st1·11working there?

GAK.ARA.

th Uganda Army·
No,m• l 971 I J.oined e

COUNSEL:

In which rank?

GAK.ARA:

.
recruit at Jinja.
. . d as a pnvate, a
1Jome

COUNSEL:
CHAIRMAN:
GAK.ARA

In which dep arunent?
In 1971 'l
It was Scptcm

her JOth.
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OU,

EL.

ln Jinja in \\ hich department?

GAKARA

ln the training unit.

COUNSEL:

And you worked in the army up to which year?

GAKARA:

I worked in the army up to 1973 when I was seconded to the local
Administration as a Gombolola Chief.

COUNSEL:

And you worked there up until 1980?

pJ

GAKARA:

I was there until 1980.

G,

COUNSEL:

What happened in 1980?

GAKARA:

In fact in 1980, because by then I was on leave and we were being
labelled as Amin's soldiers. Me I am a mere part of that being a
soldier and I had been given indefinite leave but I do still remember
we were summoned to attend a certain rally at Kisoro.

COUNSEL:

By 1980?

GAKARA:

No, I was given leave, I think, and in 1981 it is _when we were
summoned to attend a rally at Kisoro when also my name was
included that you are no more in service, my services had been
terminated.

CHAIRMAN:

You were still a Gombolola Chief?

GAKARA:

Yes, but on indefinite leave.

COUNSEL:

Yes, you were summoned to attend a rally by who?

GAKARA:

No, we were summoned by chiefs and area branch chairmen.

COUNSEL:

Could you mention the name of the people who summoned you?

GAKARA:

In fact my Gombolola Chief was then Mr. Bikangaalo, he was the
one who summoned me to attend.

COUNSEL:

Yes, and when you attended what did they tell you?

GAKARA:

In fact in brief we were told that those who are working against the
government, who are not a true government should not be in service
and I was made to be a crook.

CHAIRMAN:

When was that? Do you remember the date?

GAKARA:

I do not really remember but it should either be 24th I do not still
remember.

0
G

(

(
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Of" har> Of which month·>

1 do not quite rcmcmbc b .
r Ut In 1981,

y cs. and did your service end there?
(_ \k_.\rlA.

I think my service ended th

coUNSEL.

Did you make an appeal?

DR \[AKUBUY A:

\Vho addressed this rally?

GA.KARA:
COUNSEL:

GAKARA

ere.

Mr. Mate~e - Philemon Mateke, he was then the Minister of State
for Education and at the same time the Chairman of the UPC party.

And apart from Matelcewhich other dignitaries attended this rally?
I saw - there was an ADC by then Mr. John Hashakimana, he was
also included among those who were dismissed but later on he
appealed to the Ministry concerned because he was a civil servant
and he was reinstated back and I remember seeing Mr.
Kisanyabugunju among the officials.

COUNSEL:

Would you give a little bit of details of what transpired during this
meeting why your services were terminated. Did they call you
personally or what happened?

GAKARA:

In fact they only read from that list.

COUNSEL.

Who was reading.

GAKARA:

It was Dr. Mateke who was holding the floor.

COUNSEL:

Did he make an introduction before he read that list.

GAKARA:

N • fact he read names of those who were working against :e
o, m
t' I mean those who were not counted among e
govemmen.
government body.

COUNSEL:

ething explaining in detail that
But he should have talk_ed~bou!:~mhe read it and after that what
this and this, about this hst,
followed?

GAKARA:

In fact, what I could reme~berb _espthe enforcement of the law of

h

oke of some principles of the

government and he said chits ::: to implement the law of the
the government, they are e os to implement the law of the
they are the one
th law but the present
govemmen~ they are the ones to impl::
no~the people really to
govemmen
es are going to be re
th ir setvices stopped.
chiefs whose nam t and they should have e
t and mostly
be in the govemmen
I belled anti UPC Govemmen
have been a
Because th ey .
re read.
those names which we
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C'OUN EL:
And did you l'llow how many chiefs were in your area and What
percentage of these were cathoJics?

GAKARA:
In fuct, I didn't - because I was just checking a list but we were in a
good number because I remember we were about 6 GomboloJa
chiefs, six to five there who were dismissed.
COUNSEL:
What was the total number of chiefs that was dismissed including
others.

GA.KARA:
Because we were very desperate, some decided to disperse one by
one but I remember even at home he could be heard because he had
a loud speaker we could hear him what he was speaking.
CHAIRMAN:

What was he speaking?

GAKARA.
Among others he spoke of the traders, those who were holding the
premises in Kisoro Town Council. In fact so many things because
me I was thinking of going because I was very desperate.
CO~SEL:

So you went away?

GA.KARA;
I went home. I started tilling the soil, I mean I became a cultivator.
COUNSEL:

GA.KARA:
COUNSEL:

Up to when?

I beg your pardon?
Did anything occur to you after that?

GA.KARA:

In fact after that, that was January and some months I received a
letter from the UPC Vice Chairman, UPC Office Kabale West
parliamentary constituency Vice Chainnan, the second to Mateke.
COUNSEL:

Called who?

GA.KARA:
Called Mr. Nasani Nsabahire summoning me to attend the UPC
office that the chainnan was wanting me. And when I went to him, I
think the letter was of 8th June, I 98 I and I went to that office.
COUNSEL:
Is that the letter you are having?

GAKARA:
Yes, this is the letter I am having.
COUNSEL:
What does it say? Can you read it?

GA.KARA:
It is written in the local language: It states: "UPC"office Kabale
West, P.o.box 271, 8th June, 1981. Mr. Charles Gakara, Ndagusaba
ngo rumarakuboni um rwandiko, urebengo ejo uragera mu office ya
UPC hano owa 9th June, 198I esaha etatu nigice zigitondo (9.30
a.m.) ubudaziba. Hari impamvu zikomeye zituma tukwifuza. Ndi
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l

cou

rsm ...:

GAKARA·

COV SFL:
G\KARA:

TathanScbahirc UPC v·
•

.

1cc Chairman."

Can you trans 1ate that into English?
\Vith the address I th.111k
request youth~ aft
you have heard. "To Mr. Charles Gakara, I
UPC office at 9 3;r receipt of this letter you come tomorrow in the
imponant reason.fi a_m 9th June, 198 I without fail There is an
Vice Chairman". or }Ou to solve here I am Nathan Sabahirc, UPC
\Vho brought you this letter?
it was h~e Gombolola chief, Mr. Peter Bitangalo gombolola chief
Nyams 1za.
'

COlNSEL:

Yes, so did you go to urc Office?

GAKARA

Yes, when I reached the UPC Office I was told that the one who
wanted me, the Chairman Mr. Philemon Mateke was not in the
office but at any time he will later communicate to me to attend to
him. So after there, that was in June, because I had acquired land
somewhere i~ Ankole and I have relatives there like my sister, in
August I decided to go there to visit them. I stayed there for August
and September and then came back on 2nd October, 1981 and that is
when I arrived in Kisoro. Then reaching Kisoro, it was around 6.00
leaving the bus park heading for Nyarushiza back home, I met a
vehicle UE.003 Benz and when it met me it stopped. Stopping
there, one policeman armed came out and he requested me to enter
the vehicle. I asked him to know the cause of entering the vehicle
and where I was going. Before he could answer the question Mr.
Mateke came out of the car and said that I should enter the vehicle
for good or for bad. Then I entered the vehicle. I was made to sit
between Mr. Mateke and his police man because by then he was
seated in front but he was forced to sit behind and there were other
vehicles just escorting. Now, because I was heading for south and
these people were heading for north towards police and when they
entered the police a policeman came out and Mateke came out.
They pulled me out of the vehicle by my collars of my shirt because
I had also a pull-over, and they put me inside the police cells Now,
reaching the police cells, at the counter, there was a policeman there
and I was forced to sit down by Mateke. In fact I wanted to know
the cause of my coming to the police and why and if I am arrested,
why am I arrested. He only forced me to s_itdown and_I sat down
and that police man at the counter also advised me to sit down but
he, Mateke, insisted that I should lie down and I said I ~ot
lie
down unless I am told what I have done I tried to explain that I
have been out of the constituency, I was i_n.Ankole: I ha,~e ~ome
witnesses to testify that I had gone on a_vlSlt but th1~ was insisted
· me out Now his body guard, 1t seems to his gun he had
tossing
•
,
already fixed a bayonet, he made his gun just to s~d against the
ed holding my legs to make me he down but I
counter and he Start
. • d b cause I wanted to know the cause. So Mateke pulled that

ms1stc

c
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gun, he got hold of it and he stabbed me at the back.
COl NSEL:

Can you show the Commissioners if there is a scar?

CHAlRMAN·

Who stabbed you?

GAKARA·

Mateke because he was holding that gun because the policeman was
also holding my legs to make me turn on my tummy and because I
was already fighting the policeman with my legs, so this is where I
was stabbed at the back.

COUNSEL:

Yes, so after stabbing you?

GAI<ARA:

After stabbing me because I could feel the blood flowing from my
body because when the blood is coming from your body you feel its
wannth so I started feeling the wet on my trousers getting wet and at
that juncture, as a professional soldier I knew that only what I was
waiting was a bullet coming out of that gun. In fact I tried to get at
the barrel to turn it the other way not to face me so when I got hold
of the barrel, I tried to snatch it from him, he also became so strong
that he was trying to get it away from me. I tried to stand I could
not but I decided not to just go up or the other way because his anns
were almost close to the trigger and I expected a bullet to come out
any time and in case it faces me I knew it would enter my body and
that would be the end of me so what I was insisting on was to see
that the barrel is not facing me or if possible I get the gun from him.
And there were people because I had started screaming and it alerted
the O.C. Police who was there by the name of Ngaruye and other
police men of Kisoro Police Station came but the people who I still
remember and I recognised, there was this Captain Patrick, Mr.
Bakyenga Christopher and some others and then I saw Silasi
Nkeragutabara who was then my county chief, a retired one and
many others. By the time when we were wrestling with that gun,
these people came and some jumped on the counter and they got
hold of me and others got hold of Mateke so they separated us and
then the O.C. rushed me to the police cells. He locked me there
inside.

COUNSEL:

What is the name of the O.C. again?

GAKARA:

He is Ngaruye but I amtold he died. In the police cells I was locked
up there only what I could hear was the screams of certain person
being beaten and whom I learnt later that retired county chief Silasi
Nkeragutabara whom later I learnt that he was taken to hospital for
hospitalisation. And then thereafter ....

KAKWENZIRE:

Would you tell us the names of the eye witnesses, the people who
were around?

GAKARA:

The people whom I saw, in fact, Mr. Christopher Bakyenga, Paul
Kafureka, Silasi Nkeragutabara and the policeman at the counter
who I know he is coming from my place, he is David Bidafashe and
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the other por
ea.lied K,"'~al1,1.ccrncn,
he corncs firorn Busanza sub county, he
.....

K K\\ E 'ZlRE.
GAKARA:

Is he here?
He is a police rnan h
some davs .
' c corncs frorn Busanza, he is brown and after
.

COUNSEL:
GAKARA:

COUNSEL:
GAKARA·

1s

'

So you were locked in the cells.?
I was locked in the cell
d
.
.
morning I re · d
s an the mstruct1ons of the following
not come ou~e•~;t 7e~ that they had give~ him orders that I should
cells not t , a s ould most of the tune be locked inside the
•
o come out.
Who had given the inst.ructions?
That Dr • Mateke had ms
• tructed the O.C. not to let any policeman
move me out of the cells.

COUNSEL:

Who told you of this?

GAKARA:

It w~ a policeman because I was requesting for medical attention. I
~phed for medical attention and they said that they have been
instructed by Mateke not to allow me out of the cells most of the
times.

COUNSEL:

Were you kept inside the cell most of your time?

GAKARA:

Yes, most of my time I was kept inside except when Mateke was out
of the county especially when he was in Kampala, that is when I
could ask some policemen and they could give me ten to twenty
minutes and then take me back. But of course, my situation was
worsening, already the wound had become septic and only pus was
flowing from the wound and I could not sleep and most of my time I
was just appealing to the O.C. praying for medical attention and he
was also fearing that, he was fearing for his position otherwise if I
could be found out then he would be in danger.

COUNSEL:

Did you get any treatment while in cells'1

GAKARA•

Well what I got was somewhat terrible thing because when the pus
was ~oming out of the wound and at the same time being so painful.
sore septic and I could not sleep, in fact, I prayed to the P._C.Police.
Now, these policemen looked for a local doctor from ~c _vill_agc
and
th' local doctor came in and he gave me an mJection. an
u~:terilised injection so the injection which he gave me, instead_of
. ·t better it became swollen and even the pus started commg
m ak mg t
h
th
..
from that part where he injected I would even s ow e scar. 1t 1s
there.
So you even instead got the injection abscess•l

COUNSEL:

I

,AKAR \:

Y cs. I got tltc injection abscess

DR M~Kl'BUYA:

"'as he a qualified doctor?

GAKARA.

ln fact I did not know whether he was qualified because a qualified
doctor could not come to the police cells to come and treat a patient
with an unsterilised needle. I do not know how safe it was but well
because being m a critical condition I was desperate to get th~
injection.

COUNSEL:

So you had two wounds now?

GAKARA:

Yes, I have two.

COUNSEL:

You had two wounds?

GA.KARA:

Yes, I could show you even the scar although it is in a private place.

COUNSEL:

So did the policemen become sympathetic now that you had another
wound at the buttocks and another one at the back?

GAKARA:

Yes. Now this time I would not sit, I would not sleep, I would only
sit on one side, lying on one side and at the same time it was very
painful. So most 9f my time I wasn't in good mood. In fact I lost
my weight, you would not see my appearance the first time and
recognise who I am.

COUNSEL:

Yes, how were you saved then?

GAKARA:

Later on, because everybody was seeing that I was almost breaking
down in the cells, the O.C. decided to take me - to give me an escort
to take me to the hospital where I was dressed and given an injection
as an out-patient and later on I was brought back to the cells. And
when I was just in pain, it was on 2nd June. I was released on 31st
after the O.C. Police pleaded to Mateke to release me on health
ground because even when Mateke came in he could not recognise
me. I had already lost weight.

COUNSEL:

So in other words you stayed in the cells for one month?

GAKARA:

For one month, yes.

COUNSEL:

And when you were released what did you do?

GAKARA:

When I was released in fact I went home and when I reached home,
in fact, I was also confined - he confined me at home because he
instructed his youth wingers, his UPC branch chairmen that I am not
allowed to move away four miles from my home. This he told me in
their presence because by the time when he was arresting me he was
telling the police that I had been to Bulemezi under training in
guerilla training and he said that I should not be allowed to move
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K K\\'E ZIRE
GAK RA·

beyond four m •1
t es. so I \\as
fi
con ned at home. Now on 6th
Had
'
••
) ou been to Bulemezi.,
I had never been there and I d
labelleo against m th
o not know the place. onlv it was
. . .
•
1useveni and othere at I have. been there training
m
banditrv
·with
1
I
Ibanda to see mv
_ewhich did not do whereas I had gone to
row on 6th N.
\es because I also have a Kibanja there.
•
ovember 1981 I
• d
Gombolola Ch· f th
'
receive a letter from my
that he wants ~e : h~same man..Mr. Peter Bitangalo requesting me
e 10 is office that I should attend \\.ithout fail.

!:

COUNSEL:
GAKARA It says

Could you read this letter'>
"Gombolola Nyarusi~ 6th November. 1981. Mr. Charles Gakara.
~ould you call to this office tomorrow, 7th November. 1981. There
1s a very pressing thing to settle. Thanks. P.G. Bitangalo."

COUNSEL.

Did you go to his office?

GA.KARA:

I went there and he said that the Minister wanted me. that he should
escort me, I should not go alone.

COUNSEL:

:My Lord, can I tender in this small note, this letter? Could you give
it exhibit No. I O please. Yes, after getting this letter you went and
he told you that the Minister wanted to see you. Which Minister?

GAKARA:

That the Minister of State for Education Mr. Philemon Mateke
wanted to see me.

COUNSEL:

When did the Minister want to see you?

GAKARA:

That he wanted me in the UPC Office at Kisoro.

COUNSEL:

When?

GAKARA:

you see, b ecause he wanted me that he. had. been instructed. him to
take me, not me to go alone but to go with him.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

GAKARA:

CHAIRMAN:

GAK.ARA:

COUNSEL:

t repared I had onlv come to attend his
And I prayed that I am nod~ go to, Kisoro s~ I said he gives me
call and I am not prepare
another date.
']
oro from vour home.
How far was Kis
•
the Gombolola headquarters it is abou!. four
From my home to
that Gombolola headquarters to K.isoro
kilometres and ~en. from
So it is almost ten kilometres.
town it is about six kilometres.
So be gave you

another day?
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GAKARA:

He insisted to take me but I refused and then I decided to
corne
back, Now, on 19th November, Mr. Mateke organised a ran
Gitendcri Parish Church of Uganda.
Y at

CHAl~tAN:

\Vhere?

GAKARA:

At Gitenderi parish church of Uganda where he organised a ran
All people, I think, of all walks of life attended the rally, ev~
people from Kisoro, people of my place and others and most of hi
topic was to e~lain the government policy and what and later on h:
came to my pomt that I have land, that you Gakara you have land
and you have disturbed me ever since the electoral campaigns and
you look to be a member of the people in the banditry movement
and at the same time you are a D .P. or whoever you are, I am
depriving you of land from now and henceforth. If you go there I
will put you in.

COUNSEL:

That was at the rally?

GAKARA:

That was in the public rally.

COUNSEL:

And was the land yours?

GAKARA:

The land was mine.

COUNSEL:

Do you have any documents to show this land was yours?

GAKARA:

Yes. I applied for this land in respect of a lease in 1976 and the
District Land Committee visited the land, there was no dispute, no
what. They recommended me to the Uganda Lands Commission for
a lease. My name is included in the minutes, Minute 9/77: the
Committee considered applications for the following:

CHAIRMAN:

Whose minutes are those?

GAKARA:

Minutes of the District Land Committee Meeting held on 29th.
April, 1977 in the District Commissioner's Conference Room,
Kabale, at 10.00 a.m., A.D.C. Mr. Bigombe, members and other
members.

COUNSEL:

Okay and other members. Now, read Minute 9.

GAKARA:

Minute 9/77. Members considered and recommended the following
land applications. No.8, No.17, application No.17/25 Charles
Begumisa Gakara is also among those who were recommended.

COUNSEL:

So there was no dispute on your land?

GAKARA:

There was no land dispute on my land. And I received an offer - 1
received this offer, Uganda Land Commission Minute 2/4/82 (a)
(110) of August, 1982 heading:
Uganda Land Commission,
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P.O.Box 7096 K
Bcgumisa
Gak ampata. dated 15th March 1983 M Ch I
.
ara., P o B
.
,
•
r.
ar cs
approximately o 8 h • • ox 20, K1soro, lease offer for
distnct.
• • I am• in rccc·
• cctares at Mpanda, Bufumbira..South Kigezi
1
14th September
Pt fof y~ur application for the above land dated
, 1976 o which you have paid
• all appropriate fees.
COl 'NSEL:

How much did you pay?

GAKARA:

It is a lot of money, I paid.

COUNSEL:

First of all. did you accept the offer?

GAKARA

I accepted the offier bY paymg
• the appropriate fees.

COUNSEL:

·How much did you pay?

GAKARA.

The receipts are not here I think I might have left them at home.

COUNSEL.

Okay, you made payment, you paid for the offer?

GAKARA:

I paid for the offer and it was surveying papers still were referred
back to Kampala and I was given a title a title No. KWK/4198
Kigezi Block 13 Plot 2 from the Uganda La:id Commission.
•

COUNSEL:

So these numbers refer to the title, do you have the title?

GAKARA:

In fact the title, I will come to it later on. The title I have it. They
first delegated me five years and after five years elapsed, then I was
given a full time title of nine years. Because my home was not a bit
safe, these people came confronting my home, coming to search as I
will come to it later on, I decided to surrender this - not to surrender
but put it somewhere for safety where they could not recognise it.
where that title is.

COUNSEL:

So on that, he announced that he had given this land which belongs
to you may be - he had removed it from you?

GAKARA:

That he had removed it from me and I said okay, whoever will take
it will have to compensate me. He said there is no compensation.

COUNSEL:

GAKARA:

COUNSEL:

GAKARA:

To whom did he give it?
later on but on the 25th November, Mateke visited the land
It was
d k •
together with a certain reverend, Rev Samson Munyan c CZI.
Of which church?
da And during that time of visit. even the ADC
Of eh urc h· o f Ugan
•
. here, he •1s called Mr.
...as there
and he 1s
of that umed "who was then the ADC on that ve1y day mcludmg
•
•
Senyamugunl " .k > Kalobcro like Kapolo Kafurika and others, those
others, peop e 1t c
,
whom I saw.
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You were present?

GAKARA.

No, J did not go there but tl1eypassed by me.

COUNSEL:

So after visiting that land what foJlowed?

GA.KARA:

COUNSEL-

GAKARA:

COUNSEL:
GA.KARA:

COUNSEL:

GA.KARA:

\Vhat followed, then on the 22nd there was a service ?n thatland
and J had sorghum planting there but they held the Sel'VJ.ces
then, in
my sorghum plantations.
You had planted your sorghum and the church of Uganda Went to
pray there?
Tuey prayed even I wanted to go to the police because it was seriOlls
and that time November I would say it was almost at the Weeding,it
is almost the time of harvesting. The sorghum was very gooctbat
they went and prayed thei:e.
So they destroyed the sorghum?
They did not destroy the whole crop because the land is so big but
they had to hold prayer at my land. What I did; I wrote to 1be
reverend concerned a letter.
Do you have the letter? Can you read the letter?
The letter is addressed like this:
Charles Gakara,Rukungi
Nyarusiza, P.O.Box 38, Kisoro, 30th January, 1982.
The Pastor, Kabindi Church of Uganda, P.O.Box 40, Kisoro. Land
at Mpanda. Dear Reverend. I have been informed that you have
been offered a land at Mpanda Huyu and Kabindi Church of Uganda
now under my lease offer hold. But you remember the Chwdi of
UBandais a body corporate. The purpose of this letter, the.refon:.u
to advise you accordingly that the steps which may follow after your
having accepted the offer. The land mentioned was offered to meon
a Lease Offer under a Uganda land Act.22, the law writtai ad
passed by a legislative body. This lease offer is controlled within
the context of law that is to say, any encroachment madeon this
land would be an offence committed against the law of theJanel
and
the Uganda Government as such unless such a law is nwisedas at
the commencement to this notice. Let us look forward IO dab
coming of ~e law in the sake of time of peace and goodness
justice.

COUNSEL:

GAKARA.:

Signed by who?
Signed by Charles Gakara.Yours in Christ , Charles Gakara.

COUNSEL:
Yes, it is very interesting. Did the Reverend reply to you?
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G\KAR

COUNSEL:
G .\1'.ARA

COUNSEL:
GAKARA:

COUNSEL:

GAKARA:

COUNSEL:

GAKARA:
COUNSEL:

GAKARA:

No th, R
• c cvcrcnd d'
son~c days elapsed :d not reply but ont
again from the G • t was on 16th Jan y after some months, after
report to his offi ombotola chief Heuary, J982 I received a letter
cc on 19th January, l 982w~:so requesting me to
After you had w .
n ttcn that Ictter.?
y cs, after that letter.
Could you read th' I
Is etter now?
Gornbolola Nyarusiza, 16th J
arc requested to appear to thianuary, 1982• Mr. Char1es Gakarayou
a.~. There are some mau:rsofficc on !9th January 1982 at 8.30
B1tangalo, Sub county chief
to be discussed with you. P.G.
Yes, did you go to his office?
yes, I went to his office and h
.
instructions of the Minister that e said I am not follo~ng the
the Minister In f
' . he has to take me to the pohce or to
heard.
•
act he adVIsedme to apologise for what he has
Did you apologise?
I didn't. I said I could not because I had done nothing wrong.
So what followed after this meeting?
After this letter and the meeting, in fact, I was just only on my daily
duties but then it was on a certain date, I do not still remember well
but I think it was a Saturday of March, that is when the military'
police and other policemen of Kisoro with UPC youth wingers came
to my home to arrest me. I was not there, I was at a certain trading
centre having this" bushera" (millet porridge) - drinking bushera.

COUNSEL:

Who told you that they had come home to look for you since you
were not there?

GAKARA:

Nobody told me only that by the time when I was in the bar, my
wife told me later after the departure of those people - I mean when I
at the bar when a Land Rover stopped, in fact, these policemen
was
• po1teem~
•
Eyamulemye, he
came out but 'somebody at Kisoro, this
had passed a secret message that I may meet vis1to_rsand they are
notgoo d t o me • So I was a bit aware of what was gomg on.

COUNSEL:

Who was this Eyamulemye?

GAKARA:

Eyarnulemye, the 0/C Police because he had that information that I
had to be arrested.

COUNSEL:

Was he your friend?
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G KARA·

He was a bit friendly

COUNSEL:

So when you saw this Land Rover?

GA.KARA:

In fact, there is a big ravine where water had washed away the soi).
where J was sitting -when the Land Rover stopped. on the ~t .
• Ie 1s
• stopping
• be~ause I _couJdhear
-,.,u
IQ
fact I sensed that a vch1c
the
squealing of the brakes, then I went out and Jumped into that raViJi
So J skipped off and decided to run a\vay into hiding. Now, the e.
se
police men and the m,·1·l!a,y po 1·
_,cccame and scan:hed for me, they
Jooked for me in the ne1ghbounng homes, even they came at rnin
and searched my house, they searched in every place everywhere ;
my neighbours and some of the people neighbouring my home w'ere
also victimised. they were arrested and taken down and each one
was .requestedto pay Shs.3,000 towards their release.
CHAIRMAN

GA.KARA:

You learnt this later since you were not there?
I learnt this one later.

COUNSEL:
Yes, could you give the names of those who were arrested?

GAKARA.
I know Clement Ayigihugu who is a neighbour of that place whereI
was taking a drink and I know Zakariya Ngango, who was my
neighbour and others I do not still remember but I remember that
those who were at the beer party also were arrested and each one
was requested to pay shs.3,000. I was not there, I was told. But
later on I went in hiding because my home place is almost closer to
the slopes of the mountain and there is a forest there, I went up to
the higher place in that forest but I could see the lower part, and
whatever was going on so when the Land Rover returned back I
decided to come back. I found that these people had taken my wife,
my children, down to Kisoro but later on it seems somebody
intercepted to say - that is what my wife told me - that he said that
"these young ones and the wife are innocent. Why should you go
and torture these ones." So they were released but the time when I
returned home they were not there but they found me there. They
gave me that story. And, in fact, after that one. I felt I was not safe
and I decided to sleep in the granary and my wife brought me these
rubbish to cover me up because these UPC Youth Wingers were
coming to my home every hour of the night to come and check
whether I had returned back. Now, the following morning I fled to
the neighbouring country Rwanda. That was in March 1982. And
after there I was told that my father was seriously sick and my child
was sick. I could not do otherwise but only I was a refugee in
another country. It was on May. on the 27th when the message
came to me that my father died with my child.
CHAIRMAN:

Which year'?

GAKARA:
That is May I 982 after I had fled to Rwanda and when I learntof the
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story, in fact .
fc I'
, it gave m
cc mgs. I was tot
c a long sto
.
buried, the gom d that on that ve ry which almost disturbed
muluka chief ~olola chief of th; day when my father was ton;,Y
:Mutabazi ~ yel~kwe and the area, Mr. Peter Bitangalo h.e
brother ,vho h~ to disperse the mo:utongole chief of the ~:
police.
remained home arre::: :d they had my elder
d he was taken to the

COUNSEL:

Who told youth' IS.?

GAKARA:

My young brother who had al

so fled.

I

1

COUNSEL:

His name?

GAKARA:

He is Emmanuel Ruhengyen..

COUNSEL:

Was he present?

GAI<ARA:

He was present while the we
.
.
time.
y
re dispersmg the mourners at that

COUNSEL:

So what did you decide to do after getting this information?

GAKARA.

I could not do o~erwise but I felt to write a letter to Mr. Matek I
pretended to be m Kampala, I did not want to show that I w~- in
Rwanda. So I put it to be in Kampala on this friend of mine, on
P. 0 .Box 214, Kampala and this letter read like this.

CHAIRMAN.

And do you have a copy?

GAKARA:

I have a copy here Mr. Chairman. It is 18th June 1982. It is written
like this: Address: Mr. Charles Gakara, C/0. P.O.Box 214,
Kampala. 18th June, 1982. The Chairman, Kabale West UPC
Parliamentary Constituency, P.0.Box K.isoro. Dear Sir, I am writing
this letter to you in the protest of Mr. Peter Bitangalo together with
the parish chief Kanyangori upon the misbehaving and interruptions
made during the function of funeral ceremony of my late father
Daniel Nyingango which took place on 17th May, 1982 at Rukongi
village, Nyarusiza sub country. Mr. Peter Bitangalo in particular,
together with the sub parish chief Kanyangori went in the home of
the deceased dispersed the mourners and arrested Buddedera the
eldest son of the late Nyingango and was taken for custody where he
stayed for several days fo_rno cau~e. Mr. Bi~galo's •• against the
· hts f the family and mterruption made dunng the funeral and
li~
arrest of one of the heads of the g~eved family, did !e:ive
f1 il des crate and they were left m a desperate cntical
~e ~ y
p
out the funeral ceremony to be performed
s1tuatto~1:o ~ purpose of this letter, therefore, is to appeal for
success
y. d . teivention in this serious ungodly act of malyou~ ~ere~ an m .
arrest by this administrator. This is not
admm1s~on and arb•~ ts of inhuman behaviour in public. The
his first time to do. ::h:da
sub parish where a certain man had
same was made at
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dro\\ned into a re en•oir and his n:latn'C. "ere refused the,, righr
bun their dCCeased including other funer:u <en:ntonics UntiJ
10
hs. ·.ooo\\OSpaid to \!r Bitangaln by ,cmikizi, the fatherOf the
deceased I do not h:n e anJ personaf grudge "ith lr. Biranga1 but
becu,se of such bandiay acts •nflicted on me and the family and
0 the
"hole of the f.unily in this sad miserable situation. I am fol<ed ro
infunn you for your infonnation and for your administmtivc action
I noaJd personaffy ha, e called on Jou for the details bur due ro tire
<<>-<late
"ode I still hold \\ith the linistcr of Education I am llnable
to come. lam. Sir.} ours obediently. Oiarks Gakar., And I ""Pied
this letter ro the D.C Kabalc and the ADC Kisoro sub district I
stan,d there in Rwanda, I could nor do 0U1emise,my land '"•salso.
the'so'l:hum was nor h:incsted by one of my fumily, "hoe,•er tOOfc
it I do not lnow but I pn-mmc that the one who occupied the landis
the one who h.m ested thrs so'llhum and I happened ro Write this
Jetter to the Bishop of K.igezr Diocese. that is by then the Rt. Rev.
Festoused
Kfrengere.
appealing for his inten•ention in this matter andf
also
the -

COCXSEL:
BeforeAre
we,·ou
ger to
that. who took that letter to Mateke and did it reaci,
him?
sure?
GAKARA·

COUNSEL:

It did reacJ, because I haw a brother-in-law who has my sister. he
,vas a strongUPC andhe was a ~futongole chief

'Whois he?

GA.KARA:

COUNSEL:

He is called Christopher Benoni Bakuza but I instructed him to pass
it throughthe Post Office by registeredmail.
And did rou get a reply from the Chainnan of the UPC Kabale West
Constituency?

GAKARA:

No. In fuct.there was no communication. Ifhe used this one• ifhe
had used this one. this one would have sent this back to me. l think
he ~dn 't.therewas no reply.

COUNSEL:
Kivengere?
So while in Rwanda )'ou again wrote another letter to Bishop Festo

GAKARA:
Yes, to Bishop Festo Ki,·engere. appealing to him fur his
intervention in the issue. fur his reverend to enter my land \\ithout
my consent. I wrote to him that: The Rt. Rev. Bishop Festo
Kivengere. the Bishop of Kigezi Dioeese. P.O.Box 3, Kabalc.
Uganda. Dear Bishop, I am addressing this letter to you. remindins
you of my letter reference number CB/LE. Of 3rd Februa,y, 1982,
addressed to the Pastor. Kabindi Church of Uganda copied to you.
The reverend mentioned illegally accepted the offi,r of my land by
Dr. Mateke who by virtue of his office despised. exploited and
trampled upon my rights as his little ones and unlawfully toolc
possession of my land situated at ilfbanda.
Nvarusiza Sub County in
Kisom, Sub District and he offered it to the Pastor, KabindiChwd,
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of Uganda "ho also
therefore is to
accepted the same Th
right-h
request you my Lord B: h e purpose of this letter,
the
an man of the Lord to ste . is op as a parent and a good
la _re,~rend to stop from such !~n these serious issues and advise
p ) as m regard of Justice and
_roachment. you have a role to
and treat ~arshly those little one~~se the lucky _onesnot to oppress
land rncnt.Ioncd is m'-· f:ath ,
cause of their possessions The
l
"
crs anccsto
•
ease offer process which will b
rs property and now under my
Commission, Kampala. The ~ to 49 years_by the Uganda Land
to the reverend for his p .. cul~ of this land were displayed
S)mpathising with me and f:pos1t1on~n the land and instead of
• h"1s catechumens
to tak c up some rel"1g1ous
•
.ace a reality he sent m
mstructi
boundary marks _ he u ro d ons and up-rooted the surveyed
.boundary marks
I gap- h~te some of the crops there, not the
verses 23 to 25 ~vhichv~s ~m ~ quoting of Matthew, Chapter 5.
That is. if you ~ b Ii . .aching ~s the word of reconciliation.
. th
e evmg m the universal fatherhood of God and
m _ecommon brotherhood in Christ you would be with sincere and
forgi~eness of each other. In my last paragraph of the letter
mentioned, I showed the pastor the steps that he would follow if he
d?es not res~ond to sue? advice .. I therefore Sir, my Lord Bishop,
kindly ask } ou to adVIse that m light of justice love that the
reverend face a reality of truth and let him quit my 'land. I have to
ac~owl~dge the identity and equality between all human beings
which wtll make us all lovers in human values and dignity. Hoping
to meet your sympathetic consideration, yours obediently, Charles
Begurnisa Gakara. Copies to Pastor, Kabindi Church of Uganda and
Archdeacon Sesame of Kisoro.

d•

COUNSEL:

And did the Right Reverend Kivengere reply to your letter?

GAKARA:

In fact, after some months I happened to meet him in Kigali and I
showed him this letter, a copy of that letter and in fact he told me he
did not see it but he heard of it and he was only waiting. He said
that he heard of it, he did not see my letter.

MR NAGENDA

GAKARA:

What did he say when you met him in Kigali? You said that the
Bishop, when you met him some mo~ths afterwards, he said he had
not seen the letter but he had heard of 1t.
No, he said he had heard of the incident of the anny -

MR. NAGENDA:

Of your problem.

GAKARA.

Ofmy problem.

MR NAGENDA

d him the letter what was his reaction. Did he
When you showe
'
promise to help you?

GAKARA•

. the articulars that he was going to follow up and
In fact, I gave hu1:1 . pmaterialised because when l came back from
which I do not thmk it h f Uganda had established there a church,
exile I found the churc o
there was a building.
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Ol 'SEL

GK

RA

So Bishop Kiycngcrc never communicated to you?
No, he didn't.

COUNSEL

Now, you stayed in exile up to which year?

GAKARA:

I stayed in exile until after the fall of the UPC Government. In fact I
arrived back in October, 1985 and when I came back from exile, I
found the Church of Uganda- Gitendero Church of Uganda, it had
already been promoted to a parish and it had a pastor and they were
occupying that land. They had a building there serving as a church
and I was told that it was serving as a church and at the same time as
a school.

COUNSEL:

Was it a permanent house, a permanent church?

GAKARA.

It was semi-permanent.

COUNSEL:

Is it still there?

GAKARA.

I will come to it later how it was dismantled, how it was destroyed.

COUNSEL:

Okay, continue. So when you came back?

GAKARA:

When I came back from exile, having found those people occupying
the land ..

KAKWENZIRE:

When did you come from exile?

GAKARA:

It was in October, 1985. But to go back a bit, because after all
disturbances at home and everything, another important issue which
also grieved me very bitterly and I am forgetting it so I beg for the
Commission, Mr. Chairman, to attend to it . It was also a loss of my
Felative.

COUNSEL:

What was his name? Did you attend to it?

GAKARA:

I was not here but it is my sister, my elder sister, the first born of my
father, she is called Efuransi Nyirabikali, she had been married to a
certain family and in that family, of course, was a protestant by faith
and at the same time they belonged to the UPC party and later on,
after my fleeing to exile, they put a restriction for people not to visit
my home that if you are met at Gakara 1s home you will be treated as
a bandit or a guerilla.

COUNSEL:

You heard this information?

GAKARA:

Yes. This information was being given to me.

COUNSEL:

By who?
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G \KAI

\

C'Ol 1SEL.
GAKARA.

B • nt) "ifc \\ho used to make some periodical visits to me in
Rwanda.
Yes?
And they heard that - they heard from the UPC branch chairmen had
received instruction from their chairman, Parliamentary
Constituency, that is Mr Mateke. Now, this sister of mine. because
my wife had a sick child she could not obey or abide by the ruling of
whoever imposed that law She came to my home and late in the
evening coming back, that man, her husband had been warned that
in case anybody of his family reached my home he will be cursed.
Now this man. to avoid cursing, started tort1.11ing
my sister until he
struck her and my sister died.

COUNSEL:

What is the name of the husband?

GAKARA:

This man committed suicide after the fall of UPC government. But
he committed suicide after I had returned back because this man,
after killing his wife, the relatives of mine tried to approach the
police to make these things to be settled by the police and the police
came and took the body of my sister for postrnortem. The
postmortem was done at Mutolere hospital and later on they had the
husband detained and later on, I am told I was not there, that is in
Mr. Mateke who came for his release from the prison so this man
came out. He enjoyed his good time of staying at home stable
during the time of UPC administration but after the fall this man had
become bitter so he committed suicide when I had arrived because I
had approached the police to find out what action the police took to
apprehend that culprit.

COUNSEL:

Okay, come back to your story.

MR. NAGENDA

Would you please tell us your sister's name again?

GAKARA:

Efuransi Nyirabikari.

MR NAGENDA·

And the husband's name?

GAKARA:

Petero Ruzirabwoha

COUNSEL:

yes, now go back to your story.

GAKARA·

case ag~nst the
Now w h en I came back from exile I filed a criminal
'
•
, land Those people who were occup) •1ng mv_
pcoplethoccupymngo
;!vcrend because I never saw him there, that was

land, ere was
a catechist and other people
CHAIRMAN:
OAK.ARA·

You filed a criminal case?
. .
• t those people who were occupying my land.
A cnmmal case agams
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I
COl ' EL
GAKARA:

COUNSEL:
GAKARA:

Trespass?
On a criminal trespass before the Grade Two magistrate of my are
l opened a case against them. r mean I filed a case against them an~
the case was heard, I presented all my documents and they had non
nnd nobody had to come out to testify how they acquired it on)e
tltey were referring it to Mr Mateke and, of course. Mateke was als~
as I was because he was also being tossed here and there and the
judgement ,vas passed in my favour, but the judgement passed by
the second Grade Magistrate in Nyarusiza area, he had also written
to the Commissioner of Lands and Surveys inquiring who should be
the right owner of that land and in his reply the Commissioner of
Lands and Surveys had tl1is to say in his letter. "Department of
Lands and Surveys, PO box 7061, Kampala, 27th February, 1986.
For any correspondences please quote C/C/1269 and addressed to
the Magistrate, Grade 11, Magistrates Court, Nyarusiza P.O.Box
298, Kisoro. Nyarusiza Criminal Case No.10/86 Uganda versus
Semana and Ngaruyie. Land dispute at Nkanda village. I
acknowledge the receipt of your letter Ref.JUD/1 dated 13th
February, 1986. If Mr. Charles Begumisa has a valid lease offer and
if the Church of Uganda does not have one then it is quite clear the
piece of land should belong to him. The Church of Uganda is
entitled to apply for a public land and like any other applicant but it
is not in order for it to occupy public land without going through the
normal procedure of acquiring it first.
Signed Paul
Bakashabaruhanga, Commissioner of Lands and Surveys. Copied to
the District Commissioner, Kabale District. And this is the
judgement.
This is the judgement in your favour?
Yes. And these people, the catechist and the reverend decided to
quit but they left the building there. Now, the problems did not
cease, that because the education office in Kabale was
predominantly occupied by the protestants the office in Kisoro, the
Aiea Education Office in Kisoro was a protestant, Mr. Charles
Ntahongiye, I do not know what came in because if there was
anybody teaching at that school as it was termed later, in fact I
would have sued the Area Education Officer or anybody but because
the pastor had nothing to do to go beyond this ruling of the court,
they turned the other way round and came to education that it is a
school established there and there were no class-rooms. I would
believe my area - by then my area District Commissioner, Mr.
Nyabuguzi is here, he could also testify. He visited the area, he
knows the place. And he also entered into the matter, I have his
correspondences. When after later on these people went to him he
had an administrative meeting, me and those people concerned were
Kalimwabo - Rev. Kalimwabo and Sebishoma and these people had
nothing to say because they had no document to testify at these
meetings. Only they were requested if they have any because they
were referring to the Bishop of Kigezi Diocese to be the owner of
the church land, that the Bishop is the trustee of the land. So he was

C
G

rcquc~tcd to hrin, 'U\\ d
.
• ~ ocumcntat1on from the Bishop he produced
1
"· wrnt to the m· • t
•
•
'ou ha,·c th . . I I.1g1srate and he said you go and till the soil,
pco le the c ng tl,
went and started cultivating. Now, these
co P_ • d ADC had not helped them, they went to the police They
th c police th at l had dispersed the children thai' I had
l m •neeth rcatcned th" h"ld
•
1 rcn, the school is not functioning
1,.; c
I was
summoned b 'the 0.C. police, Kisoro.
•
lh.'H"

COUN'""EL:

\Vhich year was that?

G KARA:

That w~ in 1986 in May. I was summoned to go to Kisoro Police.
Now: tlus ?-C. police in fact I told him the whole story and I tried to
convmce lum to make him believe what I was telling him. Then he
agrc_edto come to visit the scene of that area. He came there, both
parties were there there was no sign of a child attendance, there was
no foot-ball pitch, no what except these logs where people can sit,
mattresses and drums for the church. This man went back but he
who tried to influence him or whoever talked to him I think he went
.
'
to him back again but the message he left with us, he told the
Reverend Kalimwabo and Rev. Sebishoma and myself to go to his
office on the following Monday, that was Saturday, I do not still
remember the date but Saturday I think was 30th because Monday
was 2nd June. So I went to Kisoro, he was not in the office, because
I was to go to the market and 0n my way almost reaching the market
came a vehicle, a pick-up white driven by Mateke, inside were two
policemen and the Rev. Sebishoma and Rev. Kalimwabo. These
people stopped . The policeman told me to enter that I am wanted
by the O.C. Police. Something I knew of the appointment, I decided
to board the vehicle. Reaching the police we all came out of the
vehicle including the Reverends but Mateke decided to go back with
the vehicle. Now, reaching the police it is a pity that I cannot
narrate, in fact, it is like throwing somebody to a hungry lion. These
policemen reaching there they started beating me very bitterly with
other policemen at the counter. I was beaten until I felt I was
dreaming I could feel the beating as ifl was dreaming in a sleep.

KAKWENZIRE.

On which day?

GAKARA:

COUNSEL:

GAKARA:

On 2nd June, 1986 and I came to find myself lying in bed at
Mutolere Hospital at around 8.00 and I was even inquiring how I
came at the hospital and they said the policemen brought you here.
Who was the O. C. Station by then?
The o C. station I found there I do not still remember his surname
but his christian name is called Stephen I am told he was posted to
Kampala. Now, after some days being hospitalised in the hospital I
was discharged Now, I wanted to know why I was beaten. I came
e then who was an interim chairman of the NRM of the area. of
t0 th
'
• M
the county.
he took me to the ADC ' s offi1~c, th at 1s
. r.
Scnyabugunzu, he is also at present the Assistant Executive
Secretary here at the district level and together he took me to the
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,
detach commander, he was then called Kayitarc, and then these
people came to the police - they led me to the police to inquire the
cause of 111} bcmg beaten Now, tl~c O.C' P~licc of the station said
he docs not know either. He demcd knowmg why I was beaten
11,.,w.u:ihe opened a file that I should make a statement and take the
Police Fonn 3 to the hospital to be filled and then they will process
the case. I did as I was requested, I have the Police Form, it says
that m)' car drum was affected. In fact I do not hear, the left ear
drum was perforated, I do not hear . I always receive this backache
although I am 45 years but I was still young not to have backache.
As a military trained personnel, in fact, I feel still physically fit but
because of these beatings I have had in these past and the present
regimes In fact I feel I am being weakened. Up to today, no
promise of the case I have heard of this case except I went as far as
writing to the Director of Public Prosecution who directed the
Resident State Attorney that they should investigate this matter.
(Interruption).
COUNSEL:

My Lord, Chairman, can we continue?

CHAIRMAN:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

So the Resident State Attorney brought the police, the Police of
Kabale to have these people arrested?

GAKARA:

Yes, to investigate the matter and have the people arrested.

COUNSEL:

Which people were in the list?

GAKARA:

In fact there are three constables who beat me. There was this
Constable No.15987 Sam Wagaba and Police Constable No.15992
Nivol and Police Constable Okure. Those who beat me but earlier
on before I had employed a lawyer to sue the Attorney General and
it seems these lawyers partly when you are poor, when you do not
have money, they will eat the little you have and fail to -

DR MAKUBUY A:

They wrote this letter to Reverend Kalimwabo giving him notice to
sue them and I have made several trips to this lawyer of mine,I still
remember the company.

COUNSEL:

Had you paid them well?

GAKARA:

Advocates and Barristers, the office is at Universal House, plot 6,
Luwum Street, Office No.13. Lugumba and Co. Advocates and
Solicitors.

CHAIRMAN:

When was that?

COUNSEL:

13th June, 1986.

KAKWENZIRE:

Did you know him or you just went to him.
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G

(

\'K.

R

' o, \\ l' kno\\ each othl'r
\Vhcn h·•,·,
• c) ou last met him?
l have made sc, cral tri 11s t0 l .
occupied bcc ...tis, , ..
. "s office but most of the time he is
.. • e 1le is now tn th N •

and I think_

•

e

ational Housing Corporation

COl \,EL:

He is no longer there.

GAKARA·

So I .decided to go allea
, d w.·th
1
t I1e D.P P. and I do not know because
nothmg
has been happcnmg
, • unttl
• I also made some contacts to the
R .
s
c idcnt State Attorney to sec the progress of this case and I had
th •s to say m my letter addressed to him of 18th October 1988
addressed to the Resident State Attorney, Kabale-Rukungiri District:
P 0: B?x 5, Kabale. Dear Sir, I am writing to you in protest and
re~mdm~ you of my letter dated 23rd February, 1987 about the
misbehaviour and lawlessness carried out by policemen who
unlawfully arrested and severely assaulted me which resulted in my
left ear being permanently deaf. The said policemen whose names
are listed hereunder assaulted me with intent to kill me on
conspiracy of some corrupt politicians of Kisoro with whom we had
land conflict in the case they lost before the Grade 11 Magistrate,
Nyarusiza Court. The three policemen are: Police Constable 15987
Sam Wagaba, Police Constable 15992 Nivol and Police Constable
Okure now stationed at Kisoro and he is now in Kabale here. The
purpose of this letter is to send a request to your good offices, as far
as justice is concerned, to step in this serious public act of justice
created by Kisoro police and have them punished by law. A similar
complaint was made to the O.C. Police Kisoro reference
No.HD.18/17/6/86. Up to now no process or action to this case has
been done.
I am therefore appealing to you for your just
intervention into the matter and have the policemen tried before the
law. Up to now I have heard nothing.

CHAIRMAN

GAKARA
t-.1R.NAGENDA

When was this, when was your letter?
On 18th October, 1988.
That is over 14 months ago rather 15 months.
•

?

These people have never been arrested and no acbon.
COUNSEL:
Tuey have never been arrested and no action taken.

GAKARA
Meanwhile what happened to your land'7
COUNSEL:

GAKARA

.
that in May because these people ,,ere no
To the land, no~ I~ cam;iccs at that iand - in that land nobody ,, ho
more atten~ing e1rls~ th, building so the building looked ~o old
c
•
,s.·as art endmg schoo. mOfficer
came to rcmoYc those iron
shcets I
1
Area
Education
•
•
and th c
.
·rtain da'-· he came with the policemen at
ere it was on a cc
J.
th
t
was no
,
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Kisoro and that Arca Education Officer .is called Philipo
Ntakyotugira. He came there, he removed t~c iron sheets, he took
them to police custody. I was not there to witness what took Place
but those people who were there, those who we~e employed to
remove the mabaati (iron sheets) and these qualified " fundis"
(workmen) are the ones who told me. Later on, I was surprised to
get summons by the Grade One Magistrate that I should attend his
court on charges of malicious damage to property, criminal trespass
to that land and theft. This magistrate -0n reaching there, there Wert
two people who were summoned, myself and the Area Education
Officer, that is Mr. Phillipo Ntakyotugira .. H~ had Mr. Phillipo
Ntakyotugira acquitted of those cases and he mfhcted these caseson
me, I was sent on remand.
COUNSEL:

Which year?

GAK.ARA:

It was 1988. It is Criminal Case No. 116/88.

COUNSEL:

Now, would you please -

GAKARA:

No I will come to it later on. In prisons, in fact, I felt both, the UPC
Government and the NRM Administration were almost similar
because I was suffering almost the same. I wrote a letter, I do not
have a copy of it here, it was addressed to the Area Assistant
Administrator, ADA, appealing to him for his intervention as a
person and as a person representing the President. I am told he tried
to convince the Area Grade One Magistrate to get my release but the
Area Magistrate insisted.

COUNSEL:

You wrote this letter to whom?

GAKARA:

Then I decided to write a letter.

KAKWENZIRE:

What is the name of the magistrate?

GAKARA:

He is Aggrey Tugume, Grade 1, Magistrate.

COUNSEL:

Yes, what religion is he?

GAKARA:

1 presu~e he is a Pfotestant because Aggrey normally is something
to do with protestants.

COUNSEL:

Yes?

GAKARA:
After my letter addressed to the ADA had fail d I
te another
letter to the Minister Of J st1.
e , wro
7183, Kampala.
u ce and Attorney General, P.O. Box
COUNSEL:
GAKARA:

It was of when?
It was of 21st June, 1988.
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Cl

SEL

GAKARA.

Do ~ ou know this M· .st
• mi er of Justice?

He was the Minister, mv former
.
supporter of his side b •
DP candidate because I used to be a
he used t
..
because I had been a ecause
b 1
o use me to mob1hse people
popular to the public. gom o ola chief for some days and I was a bit

CHAIR.ac\lA.
1\1

What is his name?

GAK.ARA.

Joseph Mulenga.

DR .MAK.UBUYA:

What religion is he?

GAKARA:

He is a catholic I
.
was official b • w:1"°te
to him a letter, not a friendly letter but it
ecause It was copied to the Inspector General of the
G
the Di.,e
t
f p ublic Prosecution, the District
A ovemment,
. .
u. c or O
dminis~or,
Kabale, the Assistant District Administrator-incharge_, Kisor~ sub ~is~ct and the Chairman, R.C.5. I was just
ap~ealing for Just fair mterventions, somebody to come to my
assistance, to my rescue because I had nowhere to tum to.

COUNSEL:

Can you read the gist of the letter?

GAKARA:

It is: Reference Criminal Case No.116/88. Reverend Samson
Sebis~oma versus Charles Gakara. I am writing to you in appeal for
your Just intervention in the above case filed against me and the
most serious attacks and the violation ofmy natural human rights by
the trying magistrate Mr. Aggrey Tugume Esq., of Kisoro courts
who is working in league with Dr. Mateke, Peter Bitangalo, Mr.
Ntabarugiye, Rev. Sebishoma and other UPC functionaries working
very aggressively against the administration of justice in Kisoro sub
district. They have generated religious rivalry, oppression and
social injustice in the Judicial Department which has now caused
many to suffer and illegal imprisonment. The putpose of this letter
is to appeal for my birth right and protection which has been grieved
since 1980 violated and denied of justice up to the present NRM
Administration. In 1976, I applied to the Uganda Land Commission
for a lease in respect of a plot of land situated at Mpanda village,
Nyarusiza sub county, Kisoro sub district. A lease offer was issued
to me Ref. No. ULC.206/A and I accepted the offer by paying and
paid the appropriate fees totalling to Shs.132,270/=. The land was
surveyed and a title was done. A certificate of title was issued to
me Title No. LWK/4198 Kigezi, Block 13, Plot 2 from the Uganda
L~d Commission and the Registrar of Titles, Kampala. In the year
1981 when UPC in the Obote Two Government came into power,
the administration became so harsh to me, I was refused the right of
• ·ce with so much unrest and oppression. the right of ownership
]US 0
,
.
.
t 0 y properties were also demed. This was done as a fact of
~ hment to me because I was opposed
to Mr. Mateke and
pums
..
. his
UPC Administration during the political struggle f?r ~~wer m the
1980 Elections Campaigns. On 3rd October, 198l_m Kisoro_Tm~n
Dr. Mateke and his UPC militants, the Youth wingers, arbitrarily
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arrested me, beat almost to death. with stub_wounds inflict~d 011 me
b , a bayonet and I was put in Kisoro Police cells for thirty days
";thou! trial before a court of law. When I was almost dying in
Kisoro cells. because of stab wounds that I had become so sore and
septic and t11esituation of my wounds. my health worsened, the
O.C. Station prayed to Mr Mateke in a pica for my release and &rant
of medical attention to 111) health. After my release I decided to flee
the country into the neighbouring Rwanda Republic for safety.
After the fall of UPC Administration in the Obote Two government
I can1e back to my country in October 1985. I found Gitendero
Parish, Church of Uganda, having established a church and a school
into my land situation at Mpanda without my consent. A criminal
suit was filed against the trespassers to the land. They were charged
on Criminal Section 286/A of the Penal Code Act before a Grade
Two Magistrate Nyarushiza Court. The jurisdiction area of the
honourary court, Case No.10/86. In his judgement passed on the
22nd April, 1986 coupled with letters No. C.C/1268 of 27th
February, 1986 from the Commission of Lands and Surveys, gave
judgement in my favour and an order was that where the trespass
took place at Mpanda belongs to me and not the Church of Uganda.
I was given back the right of ownership to the land with
continuation development to the land. After the expiration of a long
period showed, those defendants showed still trespassing and had
failed to abide with the court's ruling. A civil suit was filed before a
Grade I Magistrate in Nyarushiza court against the judgement debtor
praying for an injuction order with adequate compensation incurred
in the suit. File No. 25/88 before the Grade Two Magistrate.
(EVIDENCE CONTINUES LATER)

WITNESS NO. 453: MR BABAHO
(EVIDENCE CONTINUED FROM MIDDLE)
BABAHO:

Sir. our Land Rover was locked. When I parked. I locked it. He
tried to open and found that the doors were locked .
MR NAGENDA:

Had you seen him driving this Land Rover before and that is why
you are saying it was his Land Rover?
BABAHO:

1

didn1 say that I knew that it was his Land rover but he entered it
and drove it, that is why I said it was his.
MR. NAGENDA:
Had you ever seen these three men before?
BABAHO:

No, Sir.

MR. NAGENDA:

BABAHO:

you had never seen them befolie'.' You mean
them?
you had not seen
I had not seen them.
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activities in th. d"
n\CfC
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IS lSlrict at that tim ?
.
no guc ·11
c.
dunng that ti
m as at all ex
guerrillas.
me that D.P's and oth:pt th_atthere was allegations
parties were suspected to be

n R H

1R

GE DA.

1

BABAHO

1R

1

AGf1\DA:

l11is DPC • Mr. Ph1lemon
.
Och
en, where is he now?
I don't know . s·If.
•
We were told at th b • .
and
e cgmnmg that th.
fr woun?i~g up another by a pol" is ;as a murder of a policeman
O cer. Was somebody apart
om you m.1ured?
ice

BABAHO:

Okello got injured and M"k
out and Mik~ got a b 111e Oloo. Oloo his arm was shot and got
. .
u et on the head th
m.1uredOloo and Mike
th
- e same bullet which
was e only one.

~fR. NAGENDA:

Who was injured on his head?

BABAHO:

Okello Alfred.

MR NAGENDA:

By the same man?

BABAHO:

:11~Ysaid by the same man Ntandayarwo because he got the bullet
ms1de the office.

MR. NAGENDA:

Inside the office?

BABAHO:

Yes.

MR. NAGENDA:

But then surely they must have known he had a gun.

BABAHO:

MR. NAGENDA:

I beg your pardon, Sir.
You said a few minutes ago that they didn't know that this man was
armed and he was inside of this door and you are now saying that
Okello and Oloo got shot in the process. Were they shot from
outside?
They were shot from inside.

BABAHO:

MR.NAGENDA
BABAHO:

MR. NAGENDA:

From inside?
Yes Sir.
. t that these people knew that Ntandayarwo was
But then that suggcs
anned.
I do not know whether they knew it.

BABAHO
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You know, it is very difficult to kriow what was inside when you
were outside but they must hnvc known what was inside, ,,·hcthcr he
was anncd.
BABAHO:

For that I do not know because I remained outside.

DR. M .\K.l BUYA:

Mr. Babaho, where is Phil emon Ochen?

BABAHO:

Philcmon Ochen, smce when, I think he was transferred from here to
Fort Portal but I do not kno\v whether he is in Fort Portal or not.

DR MAKUBUYA:

He ·wastransferred?

BABAHO:

Yes, Sir.

DR MAKUBUY A:

Now, you said that when you were outside the D.C.'s office and
your boss had gone in, after a short time you heard gun shots in the
D C.'s office. Did you find out some cause, what these gunshots
were? Who had fired and at who?

BABAHO:

I didn't know who fired and at who the bullets were shot.

DR MAKUBUY A:

You never found out?

BABAHO:

Only when we came back I found Okello and Mike Oloo admitted at
Nyakivale Hospital, that is in fact when I only knew that they were
shot.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Did you know Ntandayarwo before this incident?

BABAHO:

Yes, Sir.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

In what circumstances did you know him?

BABAHO:

He was a police officer in the department where I am working and I
used to find him in Police Headquarters with the DPC of that time.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Police Headquarters, Kampala?

BABAHO:

Yes.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Was this the first time you had seen him in this area?

BABAHO:

That was the first time, Sir.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

BABAHO:
DR. MAKUBUYA:

Then you say there is this chap, Nyagahuma, he was supposed to be
a driver but did you say when he came out of the D.C. 's office he
had a gun?
When he came with the DPC he had a gun.
He had a gun?
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,
B BAHO·

Yes.

DR. MAKUBUY

\Vhat type of

BABAHO.

It was a G.3.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

D'd
• look like a P 1·
t It
o ice gun?

BABAHO:
DR MAKUBUY A:

It looked like_ a G 3
.
• can be either a police gun
.
or an army gun
Did you know th. R
•
is ubarema before this incident?

BABAHO

Yes, Sir.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

In what circumstances?

BABAHO:

He was born in this distri
d . .
was born in this district. et an it is where he was working and I

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Were you working together?

BABAHO:

No, but I knew him as a driver ofKagogo Coffee Factory.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Did he normally carry a gun?

BABAHO:

No.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Were you surprised to see him with a gun?

BABAHO:

I was surprised but I thought he got the gun from the DPC may be. I
do not know where he got it, he came with a gun and the DPC had
no gun.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

And did you say that when you went to Mile 14, for him he is the
one who was carrying it?

BABAHO:

I beg your pardon, Sir.

DR. MAKUBUY A:
BABAHO:
DR. MAKUBUY A:
BABAHO:
DR. MAKUBUY A:
BABAHO:

1

.

gun wasIt?

DR. MAKUBuYA:

When you went to mile 14 chasing up Ntandayarwo.
He was the one who was carrying it.
• ?

And did he seem like a person who knew how to use tt.
Yes, Sir.
Where is Rubarema now?
I don't know where he is.
.

?

a. Factory still workmg·
Is Kagogo Couee
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H
DR

1AKUBl 'A:

)

CS.

You have not checked to sec ifhc is still there'!

B BAHO·

He is not still tl1erc.

DR: 1AKUBUYA:

Then )OU srud that in 1982 there were no gucrrilJas but that there
were allegations that the D.P's and other parties were guerriJias.
Who made these allegations?

BABAHO:

The party which was in power.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Which is that?

BABAHO:

The UPC supporters.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Particularly who made these allegations?

BABAHO:

The people from Nyarushanje may be they were the people bringing
that information and they were the people who reported it I think to
the Police.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Did the Police take any action on receiving this information?

BABAH,O

The Police are the ones who arrested those boys.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Yes, I am not sure or I do not understand - how did these boys get
out?

BABAHO:

From where, Sir?

DR. MAKUBUY A:

From Police custody.

BABAHO

They were taken to court.

DR MAKUBUY A:

On that very day?

BABAHO:

That very day when he shot Loruk. Then Ntandayarwo I think came
to attend court so he got them from the court and drove them.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Arc you the one who drove them?

BABAHO:

No, Sir.

DR MAKUBUY A:

Now, how have you come before this Commission?

BABAHO:

Police Officers came from Kampala and told me that there is a court
today so that I should come and give evidence.

OR MAKUBUY A:

Thank you.
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Police Officers

Bi\B. HO
CH IR 1A

BABAHO:

CHAIR.MA 1 •
BABAHO:
CHAIR.f\1A1
BABAHO:
CHAI~1AN.

I

or members ofth C
e ommission staff
Members of the C 0
. .
•
mm1ss1onstaff.
Now. on \\hich Part
been shot. had been in;:d~ese

people Okello and Oloo who had

Okcllo was injured on th h
e ead. he got an injury on the head and \Vhich part?
I do not know which Part but h had . .
e
an mJury on the head.
And Oloo?
Oloo got an injwy on the mouth. He lost some teeth, Sir.
This happened inside the D.C's office?

BABAHO:

Yes. Sir .

.MR NAGENDA:

I am interested to know -.(Inaudible)

BABAHO•

He came on 30th November 1989.

~1R. NAGENDA:

Had he made a statement about this state of affairs?

BABAHO:

No.

MR. NAGENDA:

They turned up and said what?

BABAHO:

That I should tell them what happened on the incident that happened
in Rukungiri when Loruk was shot.

MR. NAGENDA:

Do you know whether a file was opened on this case?

BABAHO:

When these officers came?

MR NAGENDA:

When Loruk was shot.

BABAHO:

No, Sir.

MR NAGENDA:

•
• ated?•
Was the case never mvesttg

BABAHO:

I didn't see them investigating the case.

MR. NAGENDA:

rt a file number of that
When the investigators came to repo ,
statement, what did they tell you?

BABAHO•

They told me that you are
district.
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the first person to make a statement in this

1R

GENOA:

Th, nk you.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Mr. Bahaho, you said that these three men had a G.3 gun.

BABAHO:

The one who was guarding these three hoys had a G.3.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

And he run away'?

BABAHO:

Yes, Sir.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

And Ntandayarwo shot his pistol in the air.

BABAHO:

Yes, Sir. Ntandayarwe shot his pistol in the air and this man whowas
guarding these three boys run away with his gun.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

His G.3?

BABAHO:

Yes, his G.3.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Yes, thank you.

CHAIRMAN:

Mr. Babaho, that is all we have for you, you can go now. Thank you

COUNSEL:

My Lord, the next case is about the alleged murder of one Karakire
and unlawful arrest, torture and detention without trial of Stephen
Tukahiirwa and Obadiah Babumpabwire and the first witness on this
file is Obadiah Babumpabwire. My Lord, the witness has complained
to me that he does not hear properly so we shall have to shout a bit
loudly may be.

WITNESS NO. 454: MR. OBADIAH BAPUMPABWIRE SWORN IN
COUNSEL:

You are Obadiah Babumpabwire?

BAPUMPABWIRE:

Yes, Sir.

COUNSEL:

Aged 50 years old?

BAPUMPABWIRE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

You deal with wholesale business?

BAPUMPABWIRE:

Yes, Sir.

COUNSEL:

When did you start business in Rukungiri?

BAPUMPABWIRE:

Early 60's.

COUNSEL:

And you have resided in Rukungiri since the 60's?
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t \Pl

tP B\VIRE:

Since 1959.

COll SEL:

Before 1959 wh
ere were you?

BAPU 1PAB\VIRE:

I wa" still at school.

COUNSEL:

\Vhich school?

BAPUMPAB\\ TRF:

Kigezi High School.

COLNSEL:

you finished which class?

BAPU.MPAB\VIRE:

S.III.

COUNSEL:

In 1985 were you here in Rukungiri?

BAPUMPABWIRE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

What were you doing in 1985? Doing your business?

BAPUMP ABWIRE:

Yes, I was doing my business.

COUNSEL:

Which business, wholesale business?

BAPUMP ABWIRE:

Wholesale business.

COUNSEL:

What do you remember of the date of 7th May 1985?

BAPUMP ABWIRE:

Yes I remember. Early in the morning -

COUNSEL:

At what time?

BAPUMPABWIRE:

At around 10.00 O'clock in the morning I was coming from my farm
which is in Buyanja sub-parish, driving my pick-up from my farm,
and before I reached Rukungiri church, just one kilometre ahead of me

COUNSEL:

Rukungiri what?

BAPUMPABWIRE:
COUNSEL:
BAPUMP ABWIRE:

The place belonging to the Church of Uganda.
You were coming to your home in Rukungiri?
I was coming from home going to my shop in Rukungiri town and just
one kilometre ahead of me I met -

COUNSEL:

Which road?

BAPUMPABWIRE:

mini-bus in which there were two men. one was
Rubabo roa d . I met a
•
.
d another was seated behind the dnver.
a dnver an
•
What was the registration number/

COUNSEL:
9925

BAPUMPABWIRE:

I can't rcmemher.

cou TSEL:

Yes. when you met the mini-bus what happened'?

BAPUMPAB\VIRE:

1 .stopped my pick-up. The man who was seate~ behind in the mini
bus came out and he told me that he had something to ask me at the
Police Station.

COlNSEL:

Did you know his name?

BAPUMPABWIRE:

I did not.

COlNSEL:

How was he dressed?

BAPUMPABWIRE:

He was dressed in civilian but when he came out to sit on my pick-up
he came out with a gun.

COUNSEL:

You met this mini-bus, did they allow you to pass them? I suppose
you were going in different directions.

BAPUMPABWIRE:

COUNSEL:

BAPUMPABWIRE:
COUNSEL:
BAPUMPABWIRE:
COUNSEL:

BAPUMPABWIRE:
COUNSEL:
BAPUMPABWIRE:
COUNSEL:
BAPUMPABWIRE:

COUNSEL:
BAPUMPABWIRE:

The man who got out from the mini-bus came out and sat in my car in
front with me.
The Commissioners would want to know, you were coming towards
Rukungiri town and then you met the mini-bus. Was it heading
towards where you were coming from or it was parked?
No, it was heading where I was coming from.
Did it give you way to pass or it stopped in the middle of the road.
It stopped in the middle of the road.
So when it stopped in the middle of the road, they stopped you and
you stopped.
I stopped.
Yes, after stopping, did you get out or the other man got out?
The other man got out.
You remained in your car?

I remained in my car and he came and sat with me in front of my
pick-up.
And when he came out you saw him with a gun?
Yes.
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A hig gun'!

BAPLlMP B\VIRE:

y CS, a big gun,

COUNSEL:

\Vhen he came to Y
our vehicle wh
'
om wer
I was with some two
e you With?
or three people hut I
Who?
. could rememberonly one.

BAPlJ.MPAB\\IRF.
COl 1\1SrL:

BAPU.MPAB\VIRE:
COLNSEL:
BAPUMPABWIRE:
COUNSEL:

Called Emmanuel.
Emmanuel who?
I can't remember the second nam
e, I know only his father.
Emmanuel son of who?

BAPUMPABWIRE:

Zakayo Mukayira.

COUNSEL:

Of which place?

BAPUMP ABWIRE:

We live in the same village together.

COUNSEL:

What is your village?

BAPUMP ABWIRE:

Rubabo.

COUNSEL:

This is in Rukungiri district?

BAPUMP ABWIRE:

Yes, Rukungiri district.

COUNSEL:

'- Emmanuel was seated in front or he was behind?

BAPUMP ABWIRE:

Emmanuel was in front and he was asked to go behind and the man
who came out of the mini-bus sat with me infront of my car.

COUNSEL:

So you were two infront in the pick-up.

BAPUMPABWIRE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

After entering your pick-up, what did he tell you or what did you tell
him?

BAPUMP ABWIRE:

I was asked to reverse and g ive the mini-bus a space to pass and tum
and fact this was back.

COUNSEL:

Yes, did you do that?

BAPUMPABWIRE:

d to go in front of the mini-bus. So the
aske
· s ·
Yes, I did and I was k'l
etre up to the Police tauon.
mini-bus followed one t om
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~

tr

EL:

\ hich Police Station?

BAPUMPAl3\VIRE:

Rukungiri Police Station.

COU SEL:

And when you got there'!

BAPUMPAB\VIRE:

When I got to the Police Station I was taken to the counter.

COUNSEL:

By who?

BAPUMPAB\VIRE:

By the same man who came with me in my car.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

BAPUMPABWIRE:

I was asked to remove my shoes.

COUNSEL:

By whom?

BAPUMPABWIRE:

By the same man.

COUNSEL:

To remove your shoes, this was at the Police Station, at the counter?

BAPUMPABWIRE:

Yes, at the counter.

COUNSEL:

Didn't you get there Policemen?

BAPUMP ABWIRE:

There were some Policemen.

COUNSEL:

How many?

BAPUMP ABWIRE:

There were about three on the counter.

COUNSEL:

Three Policemen at the counter. Did you know any of them?

BAPUMPABWIRE:

I didn't.

COUNSEL:

So this man who took you asked you to remove your shoes. Did you
remove your shoes?

BAPUMPABWIRE:

I did. I removed my shoes and I was asked to be put in cell.

COUNSEL:

Who asked that you be put in cell?

BAPUMPABWIRE:

The same man whom I came with.

COUNSEL:

For what reason?

BAPUMPABWIRE:

I did not ask and the Policemen did not ask, they were only ordered to
put me in prison.

COUNSEL:

So what happened after having told them to put you in prison?
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B Pl 1PABWIRE:

I was put in cell.

COU

EL:

Immediately?

BAPUMPAB'WlRE:

Immediately.

cou

And,
did they wnte
•
wh ), you
• Diary
•
had been putyour
in? name in the Statlon
and the reason

1

SEL:

BAPUMPABWIRE:

Nothing.

COUNSEL:

What happened to your vehicle that you left there?

BAPUMPAB'WIRE·

It was parked at the Police Station.

COUNSEL:

So
findyou
out?were put in the cell · When you got to the cell, what did you

BAPUMPABWIRE·

When
I entered th e ce11 I found another friend of mine called
Karakire.

COUNSEL:

Was he alone?

BAPUMP ABWIRE:

He was alone.

COUNSEL:

Karakire who?

BAPUMP ABWIRE:

I can't remember his second name.

COUNSEL:

Was he alone?

BAPUMPABWIRE:

He was there alone.

COUNSEL:

In the cell?

BAPUMP ABWIRE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:
BAPUMPABWIRE:

COUNSEL:

BAPUMP ABWIRE:

Did you talk to him?
We did not have any chance of talking to each other because there was
another person whom I didn't know.
You are telling the Commission that when you got to the cell you
found another friend of yours there called Karalcire and I asked you
that when you met your friend there, did you talk to him to ask him
when he had been put there, why he had been put there? Please give
the Commission the whole story.
The friend I found in the prison, I found another person standing on
the door dressed but not exactly in Police uniform who was guarding
Karakire, then we were told one to stand in a corner of the room so
Karakire went to another corner and I was in the other corner. There
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"as no chance of talking to each othl!r.

( OU

1

El ;

This man \\'as standing inside or outside?

B PUMPABWIRE:

Outside the door hut there arc hars.

COUNSEL:

The door is made up of hars - open'!

BAPU.MPABVlIRE: Yes ahout six inches or more - there are bars.

'

COUNSEL:

But you can see inside?

BAPUMPABWIRE:

Yes. you can see inside.

COUNSEL:

So you remained in two separate corners for how long?

BAPUMPABWIRE:

It took us about half an hour and then they brought another person
called Tukahiirwa.

COUNSEL:

They brought another person called who?

BAPUMPABWIRE:

Stephen Tukahiirwa.

COUNSEL:

Did you know him?

BAPUMPABWIRE:

Yes, I knew him.

COUNSEL:

What was he doing?

BAPUMPABWIRE:

He was a businessman as well.

COUNSEL:

In Rukungiri?

BAPUMP ABWIRE:

In Buyanja.

COUNSEL:

So in all you became three in the cell?

BAPUMP ABWIRE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

When he came in, were you able to talk to him?

BAPUMP ABWIRE:

He was also not allowed.

COUNSEL:

Why? Whathappened?

BAPUMPABWIRE: He was given the same instructions like the one we were given.
COUNSEL:

To go to another corner?

BAPUMPABWIRE: Yes, to go to another corner.
COUNSEL:

Yes, what time was this by now?
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B Pll 1P B\VIRF:
COUN..,EL:
BAPUMPAB\VIRE:

This was after mid-day.
So what followed?
When Stephen was b
h •
roug
t in, a lot of people tried to come to find
out why I was being arrested.

COUNSEL:
Of course you were in the cell and you couldn't see. Were you able
to see that people were coming?
BAPUMPABWIRE:

I was standing at a comer which was looking at the door and I could

see some heads of people and I could see some faces I knew going to
the counter.
COUNSEL:
BAPUMPABWIRE:

Yes, among those who came whom did you see?
There came a friend of mine who was called Rwabyona but he is dead
now. Then others I did not see them but then after some time they
opened the door and we came out and sat on the form near the
counter.

COUNSEL:

That was on the same day?

BAPUMP ABWIRE:

On the same day.

COUNSEL:

Three of you?

BAPUMP ABWIRE:

Three of us. Then in the evening they came to take us - to remove us
from the Police to take us to Mbarara.

COUNSEL:

Who came?

BAPUMPABWIRE:

Some people.

COUNSEL:

Did you know their names?

BAPUMPABWIRE:

I knew one.

COUNSEL:

Who was that?

BAPUMPABWIRE:

He was called Turyagyenda.

COUNSEL:

Turyagyenda who?

BAPUMPABWIRE:
COUNSEL:
BAPUMPABWIRE:
COUNSEL:

I can't remember his second name.
What was he doing?
I think he was a soldier.
b the name of Rwabugaire'l
And did you see somebody Y
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I
B PUMPAB\VlRF:

Rwabugaire I saw him before we were taken to Mulago.

C'Ol' • EL:

Yes, at what time'/ While you were seated outside on the verandah
the form?
on

BAPUMPABWIRE:

When we were seated on the verandah on the form.

COUNSEL:

Did he come there?

BAPUMPABWIRE:

He came and I even asked him.

COUNSEL:

What did you ask him?

BAPUMPABWIRE:

He came and I asked him where those men were taking us.

COUNSEL:

What was Rwabugaire doing?

BAPUMPABWIRE:

Rwabugaire was a Chairman of the party.

COUNSEL:

Of which party?

BAPUMPABWIRE:

UPC.

COUNSEL:

Of which area? Was he constituency chairman or what chairman?

BAPUMP ABWIRE:

He was constituency chairman.

COUNSEL:

Of which constituency?

BAPUMPABWIRE:

Which was the side of Mparo.

COUNSEL:

So when he came and you asked him that where were these people
taking you, what did he tell you?

BAPUMP ABWIRE:

He said that after a few questions then we shall come back.

COUNSEL:

Yes, what questions? Questions about what?

BAPUMPABWIRE:

I asked him because when I saw they had removed my shoes, I was
almost forced to go in the mini-bus, I knew matters were not good.

COUNSEL:

Who was going to put you in the mini-bus?

BAPUMPABWIRE:

The people who were travelling in the mini-bus.

COUNSEL:

Whowfilethe~

BAPUMPABWIRE:

One was called Captain Omoding.

COUNSEL:

Of what battalion?
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l

PllMP

B\\TIRE:

COl 1 "'EL:

1 can't rcinemh er.
How had )'<)u come t k
O
now that he w .
•
others , t ~ you were at the P r. as c.aptam Omoding? So you
hus? , came in a mini•hus and th: tee. Statton Captain Omoding and
y wanted to put you in that mini-

say that wh"l

BAPUMPABWIRE:

Yes. another one was call d S
e

COUNSEL:

Who wa-; this Sokoro'?

okoro.

Who was he, w hat was he domg?
.

BAPUMPABWIRE:

He wa~ also a soldier.

COlNSEL:

Was he in uniform?

BAPUMPABWIRE:

He was in civilian.

COUNSEL:

What of Omoding, was he in uniform?

BAPUMP ABWIRE:

Nobody was in uniform.

COUNSEL:

How did you come to know these people?

BAPUMPABWIRE:

I knew Omoding when I had reached Bombo.

COUNSEL:

And Sokoro?

BAPUMP ABWIRE:

Even Sokoro.

COUNSEL:

Yes. So when they came they wanted to put you in a mini-bus three
of you or how many of you?

BAPUMP ABWIRE:

Three of us and the O/C by then who was in the station resisted, he
did not want us to go.

COUNSEL:

Who was this O/C Police I suppose?

BAPUMP ABWIRE:

The O/C Police I think was Okurut, I can't remember very well.

COUNSEL:

Yes?

BAPUMP ABWIRE:

Because he asked them if we had a case they should write in the books
and sign them and then they take us.
And did this Captain Omoding and Sokoro comply to writing in the

COUNSEL:

BAPUMPABWIRE:

book and take you?
erson whom I can't know his name. he is the one
There was another P
.
who signed in the books at the Poltce.
Did you read what he wrote in the book?

COUNSEL:
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I
B Pl 1PAB\\71RE:

\Ve were already in the mini-hus, we were just told to enter the mini

bus.
1

COU SEL:

You said that despite the resistance hy the O/C Okurut all the saine
these people took you in the mini-bus?

BAPUMPAB\VIRE:

We were just taken by force.

COl ~SrL:

When you say "by force", what did they do exactly? Were they
armed or did they hold you by the neck and push away the Policeman?
Would you explain, the Commission is very much interested to know.

BAPUMPABWIRE:

When we were asked to get out from the Police Station, we went
down near where the mini- bus was parked. They opened the door
and we were pushed inside the mini-bus by force, one by one.

COUNSEL:

Three of you?

BAPUMPABWIRE:

Yes, three of us.

COUNSEL:

And then after that what followed?

BAPUMPABWIRE:

After that they started the mini-bus and Tukahiirwa's pick-up and they
drove towards Bushenyi side together.

COUNSEL:

You are saying that Stephen Tukahiirwa who was brought in also had
a pick-up?

BAPUMP ABWIRE:

They brought him in his pick-up and parked it at the Police Station.

COUNSEL:

What type of pick-up?

BAPUMPABWIRE:

I can't remember the registration number but it was a Chevloret.

COUNSEL:

And your pick-up was left at the Police Station?

BAPUMPABWIRE:

Yes, at Rukungiri Police Station.

COUNSEL:

Do you know the reason why they took Tukahiirwa's pick-up and not
yours?

BAPUMP ABWIRE:

I think it was better than mine.

COUNSEL:

Yes, so they drove you.

BAPUMP ABWIRE:

They drove us from Rukungiri up to Mbarara Military Prison at night.

COUNSEL:

Who drove Tukahiirwa's pick-up?

BAPUMPABWIRE:

Sokoro drove Tukahiirwa's pick-up.

COUNSEL:

And this mini-bus in which you were pushed into. was it the same
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mini-hus which h .
ad found
IH B MPAB\VIRE:

you on the way?

It was the same m·tnt-hus.
.
And was it the same
was not •
.
man who had
. .
tn that mmi-hus?
come to sit in your pick-up who

BAPUMPABWIRE:

The man who came with
.
drove Tukahiirwa's pick-up~oeMdbnver
I remember was the one who
arara.

COLNSEL:

you eventually came to know h.1
m as Sokoro?

BAPU:MPABWIRE:

Yes, as Sokoro.

COUNSEL:

So they drove you up to Mbarara at night?

BAPUMP ABWIRE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

On the way did these people tell you the reason why they were driving
you to Mbarara?

BAPUMP ABWIRE:

We were not told anything.

COUNSEL:

And were you guarded?

BAPUMP ABWIRE:

We were with three men with guns.

COUNSEL:

When you drove to Mbarara, where exactly did you go to?

BAPUMP ABWIRE:

They took us to the Military Prison, Mbarara.

COUNSEL:

Yes, tell your story please to the Commission in details.

BAPUMP ABWIRE:

So we spent, I can't remember well, but I think three days in
Mbarara.

COUNSEL:

In the Military Police?

BAPUMP ABWIRE:

In the Military Police.

COUNSEL:

In the cell?

BAPUMPABWIRE:

In the cell.
.
h e you were put in, you said you arrived at 9.00,
And m that ce 11w er . .
did you find any people ms1de?

COUNSEL:

BAPUMPABWIRE:
COUNSEL:
BAPUMPABWIRE:

We found other three people.
Did you know them?
I did not know them.
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And 1 suppose thi time nobody was guarding you, did YOUtalkto
them and did you even talk to your colleagues?

COl NSEL·

BAPUMPABWIRE: In the cell we could talk to each other hecause the soldiers ~
outside.
COUNSEL:

Did you talk to your friends from Rukungiri,
Karakire?

Tukahiirwa
lllll

BAPUMPABWJRE. We talked to each other.
COUNSEL:

Did they tell you why they had been arrested?

BAPUMPABWIRE: Nobody knew.
COUNSEL:

And did you know why you had been arrested?

BAPUMPABWIRE: I did not know.
COUNSEL:

What of the other three people you found in the cell, di~ theyknow?
Were they all male?

BAPUMPABWIRE: There were two old men and one young man.
COUNSEL:

Did they tell you their names?

BAPUMPABWIRE:

I cannot remember their names.

COUNSEL:

BAPUMPABWIRE:
COUNSEL:

BAPUMPABWIRE:
COUNSEL:

BAPUMPABWIRE:
COUNSEL:

BAPUMPABWIRE:
COUNSEL:

Did they tell you why they had been put inside there?
They told us that they were picked as we were picked up here.
And they did not know the reason?
They did not know the reason.
How long did they tell you they had been there?
One had spent two weeks, the others more than that.
And did they tell you where they had come from?
They were coming from Rwampara side, in Antole, they
Banyankole.
All of them?

BAPUMPABWIRE: Two.
COUNSEL:

What about the other one?
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tP B\\ lRE:

cot

EL:

B Pl 1P B\VJRE:

cou.TSEL:
BAPUMPAB\VJRE:

The other one wasp· k
1c ed fr
\
om Ma..;aka
:Vashe also a Munyankole fr
,
om Masaka'l
~o. he wa..<;
a MUganda.
And they all never knew why they had b
•
Thev didn't k
een detamed there?
J
now.

COU SEL:

Now. how long d.d
t you stay in Mbarara Military Cells?

BAPUMPABWIRE:

About three days.

COUNSEL:

And while there • how were they I k.
were giving you good £ d
oo mg after you'! 1 suppose they
po and good care.

BAPUMPABWIRE·

We ~ere not given enough food
morrung and beating us terribly. ' we were given porridge m the

COUNSEL:

Who was beating you?

BAPUMP ABWIRE:

Soldiers.

COUNSEL:

With what?

BAPUMP ABWIRE:

With sticks, with irons ....

COUNSEL:

Iron bars?

BAPUMP ABWIRE:

No, these small wires not iron bars.

COUNSEL:

Iron wires.

BAPUMP ABWIRE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:
BAPUMPABWIRE:

Was it daily the days you spent there?
Any time a soldier would come in would start beating us.
And did they tell you why they were beating you. why they were

COUNSEL:

detaining you?
Mostly in Mbarara one soldier said we were helping these people in

BAPUMP ABWIRE:

COUNSEL:
BAPUMPABWIRE:
COUNSEL:

the bush - assisting the people in the bush.
Did you know this soldier?

I did not know.
And, was it true that you were helping these people in the hush and
which people?
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13 PUMPABWJRE: Jt was not true.
COU. 'EL:

Whichpeople were they saying you were helping'/

BAPVMPAB\VlRE:

cou

GuerriUas.

SEL:

1

So after lhree days stay in Mharara wi1h hearings daily and POor
feeding, what happened'?

BAPUMPABWIRE:

The same people came and removed us from prison to take us to
Kampala but when we reached Lyantonde they removed another
twelve people from lhe cell so the mini-bus was full up. We headed
up to Kampalaand reachedKampalaat night.
COUNSEL:

When you
say lhe same people, you mean Turyagyenda, Sokoro and
Captain
Omoding?
BAPUMPABWIRE:

Turyagyenda, Sokoro, Captain Omoding and another person whom l
can't rememberhis name.

COUNSEL:
And they took from Lyantonde other twelve people from a small cell?
Yes.

BAPVMPABWIRE:

COUNSEL:

A small cell at whichplace?

BAPUMPABWIRE.
The Police Station - there is a Police Unit and then there is a sman
cell.

COUNSEL:
These twelvepeople, did you know any of them?

BAPUMPABWIRE:
Beforewe reachedKampalaI knew one.
COUNSEL:

Who was he?

BAPUMPABWIRE:
COUNSEL:

I can remember his father's name but he is called Rwakikyene.
So (GAP IN EVIDENCE)

MR. NAGENDA:

Just before the tape was changed, you said that these NASA people
came, you know NASA people did. You don't really need to explain
the NASA, so that they would have to go for him for information and
also to ask him whether he had done any arrests. Let's stan with
information. How do you know that he gave this information to
NASA?

BAPUMPABWIRE:

Because, l repeat as I told you that not that they could come, they
could hardly come from a long way from Bombo - Luwero, up to
Rukungiri to come and arrest John Lule, to arrest James, Joyce, and
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they didn't know lh
•
arresting
Pco le •em• And· II Wasa s st
Ankole and tge:tit
they could g<.>
Y;(~~i~:: those_m~n who were
prohahly shnwin ' th
• They used to meet the ent ~1stnct.'i, mostly
take'/ Wh
g ese memhers h"h•
Chairman first and
orn can we
• ex I it and ask h
address is this o
. arrest'! They would he . ' w om shall we
c Id
ne, his house is lhi
directed, so and so his
ou be arrested because the • s one, her house is this one. The
so and so without the know!~ coul~ not co~e to Rukungiri and arr~
!~Id you When We were still . t gtheof ~e Chairman, this is out. And I
1t he w·
h
• a e Pohce Staf
1
as ere • I •sa1'd, where are
ton, asked myself
even
k'
government is question·
.
you ta mg us? He ·said• the
B
•
Ing you after wh' •h
•
·
ut did we corne hack?
tc you will come hack here.

MR. NAGENDA:

You see, why it is very important
.
·saying is true or not, we have to tit~ us is tha~ wheth_erwhat you are
11
helpful to us if you give us
out. So 10 fact 1twould be very
this gentleman and asking ~~=e exan_iplesfor NASA.people going to
there it would be quite difficult. questions. I know if you were not

BAPUMPABWIRE:

No, I don't know more than that.

MR. NAGENDA

~as this common knowledge in the place that he did this kind of
thmg?

BAPUMPABWIRE:

Yeah, because it was a new sort of system bequse these NASA men
just came and spent almost two weeks here, we didn't know them
ourselves. They were living in the hotel here.

MR. NAGENDA:

Okay, if it was common knowledge, at least I can write it down that it
was common knowledge. Have you also said that he arrested people
or not?

BAPUMPABWIRE:

Who?

MR. NAGENDA:

Mr. Rwabugaire, arresting people?

BAPUMPABWIRE:

No, he was not arresting people. He was being arrested by soldiers.

MR. NAGENDA:

Was he ever found in the company of these soldiers when they went to
.
arrest people, this Mr. Rwabugaire.

BAPUMPABWIRE:

No, J have no knowledge.

MR. NAGENDA:

Has he ever been charg ed with anything, to your knowledge?

BAPUMPABWIRE:

•
ths on murder case. Because he \\'il!i
He has been to Luztra for 12 mon
ed 'th Osukuru (Captain) and
connecte d w1'th Karakiro and connect w1
Turyagyenda.

MR NAGENDA:

So he had been in Luzira for 12 months.

BAPUMPABWJRE:

• Luzira for almost a year for murder case.
He was m

.,
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I

GENOA:

He came out I think.

BABUMPABIR\VE: He is out, he is here.
MR. AGENDA:

Yes. Have you ever asked him how his experiences were When
was at Luzira, when he was there'!
he

BABUMPABIRWE:
MR. NAGENDA:

I have never had any courage.
Now, apart from your cows, were any of vour property Jooted?

BAPUMPABWIRE:
MR. NAGENDA:

No, nothing of my property was looted.
But the fact that you lost your cows, you told us because Yourwifi:
was not a signatory. Therefore to get money, she had to sell the
cows. Can we assume now that she is a signatory?

BAPUMPABWIRE:

Who, my wife?

MR. NAGENDA:

Yes.

BAPVMPABWlRE:

MR. NAGENDA:

She is indeed now.
Good.

MR. NAGENDA:
You were let out as a Bushenyi man, although you are not.
BAPUMPABWIRE:

I came with Bushenyi group.

MR. NAGENDA:
Yes. We know that Bushenyi was a particular favourite of Mr. Obote.
Do you think that the fact they put you amongst Bushenyi people, you
were there for a good fortune?
BAPUMPABWlRE:
No, but the rest of these people was a struggle through the Vice
President. I think it was by God's luck, probably the name was mixed
among those because I can't tell you that I got out because of this and
that.
MR. NAGENDA:
As my colleagues have said, but at least you came out. And thank
you for telling us about it.

KAKWENZIRE:
Mr. Obadiah, let's get the record straight at least one clarification. 1
would like you to remember the M.P.
BAPUMPABWIRE:
l think by then it was Tibarokoka. Still I can't remember.

KAKWENZIRE:
You said that in those campaigns you know people knew you had
influence and definitely, knowing you the way I do, I think you
shouldn't say just 'I think'. Either you say the M.P. of the areawas
so and so, or you say I don't know.
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n ~r• 1PABWIRI•:

l don't know.

K \K\\ E ZIRE:

Rememh
er you are on oath.

BAPUMPAB\VIRE:

Pardon?

KAKWENZIRE:

You are on oath y OU
evidence you gi~e norrn:t ~up_posedto tell the truth, and whatever
18
other people who J'udge y y .Jdudgednot only by ourselves, but by
our ev1 ence.

BAPUMPABWIRE:

KAKWENZIRE:

BAPUMPABWIRE:

KAKWENZIRE:

I can't remember very well whether it was Tibarokoka.
Because you see, I want you to remember because I know the M P of
the area He i
•
· ·
•
s_an important person, and of course he is supposed to
Iook after
your mterests also.
M .P • I think was K.K. Kalegyesa by that time. So I think by then it
was Kalegyesa.
You see I am asking this because I am doing really my duty .and I
think that as you talk about the UPC Chairman, so you should also
talk about your M.P. These are the people supposed to look after
your interest. So I thought if you must know· your rights, you must
also know your M. P.

BAPUMPABWIRE: It was unfortunate because our constituency was being headed by the
Chairman, not the Member of Parliament.

KAKWENZIRE:

How?

BAPUMPABWJRE: In the manner I told you by the Chairman.
KAKWENZIRE:

Is that why you can't remember your M.P.?

BAPUMPABWIRE:

I had little to do with them - M.P. and the Chairman who was close to
me.

KAKWENZIRE:

BAPUMPABWIRE:

KAKWENZIRE:

.
I had thought since we are inquiring into
I will leave tt at that, but
t ervants and agents of government,
abuse of office b~ the gove~en rr:red the way you did, you would
I thought you bemg - ~avmg sudet 'ls as to who in this area was
k w fill m more
at
d
I
really, you no •
th'nk chairman was the M.P. an so on,
causing that and why you t II this Commission, in clear terms, I
thou ht you would be able to ~e
g
are very shy about it.
can see you
.
.
t t know everything m details, I can
I
told
you
earlier'
if
you
wan.
o You know I was given short
As
..
hen I have time.
t it in wnttng w
:~tice yesterday to come here.
. called camera where you can
e also have something
ou can write it down and
Ver_y ~ell~ra
but time is ~gainst us, !utJen that is where we can
testify tn c
.
knowmg the tru •
explain because m so
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provide medicine. Now who sued on hehalf of Karakire?
BAPl'M PABWIRE:

I hcg your pardon?

KAl\.'"WENZIRE:

Who sued on behalf of Karakire?

BAPUMPABWIRE:

I think it was the government.

KAKWENZIRE:

I see.

CHAIRMAN:

She means who made the complaint, if this was a criminal case hi
I think it was? If Okurut, was it Okurut, I mean Karakire and Cw ~h
Omoding were convicted and sentenced to 15 years, it must hav:e
a criminal case in which case it would not have been a suit, it w n
criminal trial in which there must have been a complaint that~
prosecution must have been instituted by the D.P.P.

KAKWENZIRE:

You see I am asking this because I want to know those two people
who were convicted - Sokoro and Omoding. Did they, for instance
talk about who had instructed them to arrest you?
'

BAPUMPABWIRE:

They almost denied the case. But Captain Omoding, the deceased
wife saw him when they went to arrest the husband and the wife wasa
witness. For Sokoro, he is the one who arrested me, he is the one
who got out of the pick-up - I mean mini-bus to my pick-up to the
Police Station. He is the one who picked up Tukahiirwa. So he did it
several times that we could hardly forget the fact. So therefore with
those two, it follows as witness, for the government.

KAKWENZIRE:

So they denied? You say they almost denied. I don't get you. Please
try to make it clear to me. You said 'they almost denied', whatwere
they saying?

BAPUMP ABWIRE:

They said they did not know about the arrest - they had never arrested
Karakire, nor even arrested anybody or Tukahiirwa, in the High
Court.

KAKWENZIRE:

May be again Justice Oder will guide me. But how were you able to
prove that they had arrested him?

BAPUMPABWIRE:

The person whom I saf with in my vehicle for a distance, we wentand
8
picked Tukahiirwa and came in his vehicle and he drove Tukahiirwa'.
vehicle from here up to Mbarara. For the two days we were m
Mbarara, he was coming to the prison, so we knew him, we knewthe
fact.

KAKWENZIRE:

So they could not state who had sent them? Were they at any time
asked whether they were acting on somebody's behalf?

BAPUMPABWIRE:

No, I didn't hear about that.

CHAIRMAN:

If they denied the charge as the witness appears to indicate they did,
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the • , ,nu
, ld not hav

.
would not arise. It~ said that they were sen
sent hy somehod ts not even admitted f d t _bysomebody because it
y.
o omg so that they might be

e
e

KAK\VEN. ·1ru

When y)u
c came out 'th
you ha
wi those oth fi
ve a chance to talk to them? er ve people from Bushenyi, did

BAPUMPAB\\ IRE:

The Bushenyi people?

KAKWENZIRE:

Yes.

BAPUMPABWIRE

All the way from Bombo up to Kam 1
pa a, we were packed in a Land
Rover and we found th
0
We were only look.in~ ;::
te. Th_erewas no chance of talking.
being stopped somewhere F g the wmdow to know that we were
on Kampala Road th fi. or me, I was stopped at this cinema hall
.
, e rst one Then
fr' d
•
and 1t was only running .
•
my ien was Just near by,
10
other soldiers.
a trouser. He was asked not to meet any

KAKWENZIRE:

Since then you have never met any of them?

BAPUMPABWIRE:

I have never met any.

K.AKWENZIRE:

And since then you have never come to find out who could have
rescued you?

BAPUMPABWIRE

I don't know.

KAKWENZIRE:

Or who put you on the Bushenyi list?

BAPUMPABWIRE:

You know, I came in a group and I didn't go to visit in the prison, we
only met in the prison.

KAKWENZIRE:

Had you personally tried to make some contacts with some soldiers to
release you?

BAPUMPABWIRE:

No, I had no chance, I didn't have any chance.

K.AKWENZIRE:

I see. Do you think that the late Bishop Ruhindi wrote? Might have
worked to make you be put on that list?

BAPUMPABWIRE

No, I think it was his contribution because when I came out from the
prison, I have a letter - a copy of that letter. He gave me a copy and
as I told you, the President himself when he was asked, he said he
didn't know about our arrests. So he promised, said, if I go back I
will find out.

COUNSEL:

May be, at this juncture, I request the witness to bring that letter for
our records tomorrow.

BAPUMPABWIRE:

And if I don't find it, the Bishop has another one ready for you.
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I
K\\ E. 'ZIRE:

0

having ~uffcrcd that much for four months for nothin h
h l me cthc in fighting for Pt.'llplt•':i rights. how do yo~•f. aveYOQ
• •>
CCI·ah...
..
unlawful drtcntwn,
"vut

B Pl 1PAB\\'IRE:

CHAl:Rl\ .\

KAKWENZIRE:

DR. MAKUBUY A:

BAPUMPABWIRE:

DR. MAKUBUYA:
BAPUMPABWIRE:
DR. MAKUBUYA:
BAPUMPABWIRE:

DR. MAKUBUY A:
BAPUMP ABWIRE:

I have been told by tht· Clllllmisshmcr that it
Cllmpensatfon. Probably -

1s

ton late evenfi
or

0
Thrnui•h
the Courts. If )'llU CllUld pt"rhaps get it - you sec 't .
.....
Jate through the normal court pwccdurc. In fact there',ltst
was ""'
pa.~sed, even if ,,:ithout having hecn tit-d in ~is, you still woutd\::
been deprived of your ~ompens_at1onhy this l~w. But what
1
saying is, we are m1t saymg t~at ~t 1s too late as tar as the Col1lJn.isa~
is concerned. \Vhat I had said 1s that you cannot get imtnediatct
OIi
you don't know what will happen. We will make recommendationaythe government. so it will deptmd on what the government Will:
with the recommendations. But I would advise you not to ex~
anything immediately through our inquiry.

Actually. I have lowered the questions by simply saying I always
sympathise with people who go through these experiences you Went
through and for no good apparent reason. Of course we do know that
when people hear what others go through either from reports or
whatever, they have been afraid from doing such things. And society
becomes a better place to live in the world. Thank you very much.
I have come up again. Obadiah, I have two small points. The first
one is that although the Commissioner said that we know what NASA
is, I am afraid I don't know what NASA is. You have been talking
about this thing NASA, what is it?
I don't know also - I don't have much knowledge but it was this group
which harassed people.
Where were they from?
From the government, one of the departmental organisations.
Yes. Were they the Police?
NASA was a group of Rwakasisi - everybody knows Rwakasisi. He
was the head of it.
Yes.
So they were his men. They were acting on his behalf. And thosearc
the boys who came here.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

And what did they do?

BAPUMPABWIRE:

They arrested us.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Was that all?
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B Pl 1P B\VIRE:

And all what happened to us..

DR. M KUBUYA:

I :..ee. Are there NASA' s any
.
more?

B PUMPAB\VIRE:

I don't know . I haven,t seen any other NASA.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

1 see. Now' about the • •
.
others. When did ou cnmmal. case agamst Captain Omoding and
y go to the High Court, do you remember?

BAPUMPABWIRE:

I can't
. h remember the date exactly, even the month or year It was last
year ut one.
•

DR. MAKUBUY A:

1988?

BAPUMPABWIRE.

I should think so.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

And do you know the judge who tried the case?

BAPUMPABWIRE:

I don't know his name.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

I see: Mr. Chairman, with your permission, I would like to urge the
Lead1~g Counsel to look up this record, I think it would help us very
much m our investigations. Finally, I would like to ask the Leading
Counsel whether the Bishop, Dr. Ruhindi will be one of our
witnesses. In other places we have been, Bishops have come up and
testified matters like this. I don't know what the position is here.

COUNSEL:

CHAIRMAN:

COUNSEL:

My Lord Chairman, I had directed the investigators to summon
Bishop Dr. Y ositasi Ruhindi to come and testify on this matter. They
have been trying to get in touch with him since they came to
Rukungiri and they have not been able to get him. However, they left
summons at his residence and we hope that we may get a word
tomorrow whether he will be able to come or not.
Mr. Obadiah, I would like to say that at least in your case although
you have suffered and were detained - you know- unlawfully, at least
the culprits have been prosecuted through the court. At least this is
one consolation. Even if you have not so far got any compensation as
to replace the wrong which came to you. W,e shall find out what this
case was and we know the charges and the punishments. So I would
like to thank you for your evidence and you may go now.
My Lord Chairman, the next witness who should have appeared in
this case is Stephen Tukahiirwa and Jessica Kyobutungi. These
witnesses have been here since morning and because they come from
outside town, they left. However, I have other four witnesses whom I
have told to stay around and the next one I am summoning is Stanley
Sebutozi. This is on the same matter of arrest hased on political
victimisation and then we shall handle another case.
Counsel, what is the time'/ It is now twenty-five minutes to nine p.m.

CHAIRMAN:
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I
,md we arc not very fresh to the cticct that we travelled fr
this morning and we got here at 12.00 a.m. this morninorn ltabaJe
would like to go and rest now and resume tomorrow mor ~- So-.
a.m.
nangat 9.0Q
SE

COUNSEL:

Very well my Lord.

CHAIRMAN:

So the Commission is adjourned and will resume here at 9.0()
• tomorrow.
a.rn
the mornmg
· a..
111

CHAIRMAN:

Commissioners, ladies and gentlemen. Today the 2nd of Feb
1990, we are ready this morning to resume hearing of evi:.,
beginning today. Learned Counsel, can you call the next wi::
please.

COUNSEL:

My Lord Chairman, the next witness is Witness No. 455. He willbe
testifying on a number of violations of human rights that OCCUrred
from 1966 when he was in Masaka and he witnessed the Wanton
killings of civilians by soldiers allegedly on ground that theseciviliana
were talking about the 1966 crisis. He will also testify on hisowa
arrests - unlawful arrests, detention and arrests of other people herein
Rukungiri. This witness is Stanley Sebutozi. Could you stand upml
swear please.

WITNESS NO. 455: STANLEY SEBUTOZI - SWORNIN
COUNSEL:

You are Stanley Sebutozi?

SEBUTOZI:

Yes, I am.

COUNSEL:

A Mufumbira by tribe?

SEBUTOZI:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Aged 59?

SEBUTOZI:

Yes, aged 59.

COUNSEL:

And a farmer?

SEBUTOZI

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Resident of Kakonkoma village?

SEBUTOZI:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

This is in Buzumhura County?

SEBUTOZI:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Rukungiri District?
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C

s

l BlrrGZI:
COUN EL:
SEBUTOZI:
COU1 ~SEL:

Yes.

\\'hat do you do now.?
1 am a farmer.

SEBUTOZI:

In this place of residence wh
,
ere you stay?
Yes.

COUNSEL:

Are you married?

SEBUTOZI:

Yes, I am married.

COUNSEL:

With how many children?

SEBUTOZI:

Eight children - five daughters and three sons.

COUNSEL:

You say you are a Mufumbira by tribe.

SEBUTOZI:

Yes, I am a Mufumbira by tribe.

COUNSEL:

When did you come to Rukungiri?

SEBUTOZI:

I came to Rukungiri towards the end of 1968.

COUNSEL:

What did you come to do here?

SEBUTOZI:

I came to start trading - business.

COUNSEL:

And when you reached here, you settled here?

SEBUTOZI:

Yes, I settled here - I have a small land here, that is where I am now.

COUNSEL:

You are speaking very fluent English, which class did you end?

SEBUTOZI:

It is not fluent English, my English is a practical one because I left
Primary Six in 1948 in Kigezi High School.

COUNSEL:

And after leaving P. 6?

SEBUTOZI:

After leaving P.6 I joined Veterinary Department.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

SEBUTOZI:
COUNSEL:

In Kabale where I worked as an Office Messenger.
And in 1950 where were you?
In

SEBUTOZI:

1950

I think in August, I was in military school in Nakuru.
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COV

EL.

EBUTOZI:

\Vhich military choo1?
4th K.A.R.

COUNSEL:

This is what?

S~BUTOZI:

Kings African Rifles at that time.

COUNSEL:

And in 1952?

SEBUTOZI:

In 1952 Jjoined Water Development Department in Entebbe.

COU rsEL:

And you worked as what?

SEBUTOZI:

I worked as Field Assistant.

COUNSEL:

In 1967 where were you?

SEBUTOZI:

In 1967 is when I left the department and I went home.

COUNSEL:

You went home to do business?

SEBUTOZI:

Yes.

COUNSEL:
SEBUTOZI:

COUNSEL:

In 1966, were you still with the Water Development Departmeat7
In 1966 I was still with Water Development and I was stayinc·
Bwala in Masaka.
Bwala in Masaka!
Evidence has been produced before
Commission that there was a crisis in Uganda in 1966. Did this.._
your area, Bwala - where you were staying?

SEBUTOZI:
It affected Bwala because there was at one time - one evening ••
went to Mr. Bagwanji's shop - an Asian - to buy a newspaperat 1111
time called "Uganda Argus". As I was coming out, there WII
vehicle which came from Kampala and, at the part, peop.le ...
shouting to see that vehicle which was coming from Kampala Deathey were eager to know what was happening in Kampala. We
heard of the fight in Kampala.
COUNSEL:

Which fight?

SEBUTOZI:
It was a fight between Obote and the KabataMutesa.
COUNSEL:
SEBUTOZI:
COUNSEL:

You mean
Mutesa Il?
Yes, please.
Continue.

SEBUTOZI:

Then I Wanted also to join the company and also Ill ._.

•

I

immediately as th'
- is man sto ed
may he he . • PP the vehicle, he came out H .
·ind
wa.c;a moslcm H
• e was a
• . may he he had start '
•. e was putting on this white cap
Kampala and immediate! ~ talking about what had happened in
door opposite the shop y de ;as shot at - I was standing near the
Khaki - overall. He sho~h
ts army man was dressed in overall
hide myself.
at fellow then I ran back to the shop to
t.i 11man

COUNSEL:
SEBUTOZI
COUNSEL:
SEBUTOZI:

Do you know the reas

h
.
on w Y th1s army man shot that tall man?

I didn't know really, I didn't know.
But you saw him shooting?

•I

yes. I heard a noise of a gun and people scattered.

COUNSEL:

Yes, after this shooting?

SEBUTOZI:

After shooting, say after 20 minutes, I came out and there was a Red
Cross vehicle which took the dead body and then I started moving
away from the town towards the camp where I used to stay.

COUNSEL:

Were other people affected as a result of this incident?

SEBUTOZI:

They were not affected only that as I went through these army people
who were just guarding the town and when I arrived near the market,
there is a slope as you go to the market, and this person, this army
man knocked a dust bin with his foot, he did not shoot but people who
had heard the gun shot thought that perhaps he had shot another
person again. Then people were - running to the market to hide
themselves. I saw people just walking on top of the others, just a mob
going in the market. Then I crossed the road towards the market opposite the market and I also entered the shop - the last shop on the
right as you go to Bwala.

COUNSEL:

you have not made your point very clearly. Why did this army man
shoot that particular man who was tall? Was it because he was trying
to explain what had happened in Kampala?

SEBUTOZI:

yes.

He was trying to explain what had happened in Kampala and

then he was shot.

COUNSEL:

SEBUTOZI:

COUNSEL:

Did the army man say anything may be to stop this driver from saying
anything.
I was afraid, very frightened and I went away to hide myself in the
shop.
. h you have written here you also mentioned
wh tc
•
·
In Your statement
Id'
went to people's homes disturbmg them, 1ooting
cases where so iers
their properties.
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vEBUTOZl:

Yes. we wen.' gua rd c d h"'
J army men during the night.

COU. rsEL:

When you say "we" what do you mean'!

SEBUTOZI:

Because I ha• d •some •survey boys and we had a Hydrological Inspect
or

'
s

who was our master.

CHAIRM.\'J

You were in a camp?

SFBUTOZI:

Yes. we were in a camp and these people, they thought that becaUSe
it
was K.Y. fighting, they said that the governmen~ servants WOUid
be
attacked during the night so they were guarded durmg the night.

COUNSEL:

Would be attacked by who?

SEBUTOZI:

By Kabaka Yekka followers.

COUNSEL:

There was, you know, a rumour that they are to be attacked?

SEBUTOZI:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

SEBUTOZI:

COUNSEL:
SEBUTOZI:

COUNSEL:

Did this rumour take place, was there any government servant
attacked?
No, there was no attack only that in the morning we had some boys
who were staying in the village, when they came they reported to us
that some people had been killed and dead bodies are still lying in the
tower of the T.V.
Killed by who?
Killed by soldiers. That they were used to asking them to rub off
K. Y. writings on their houses, to rub them off with their tongues and
to climb where they used to hang the flags - K. Y. flags, and D.P.
flags, to eat them or to pull them down by climbing up, you knowthis
small tree like that one, even that one is big but these small ones.
These metallic tall poles?

SEBUTOZI:
Yes. They could ask someone to climb that pole and when you fail
they shoot you. The second person the same, they could ask the third
person then to pull down the pole and then remove the flag and eat it.
COUNSEL:
I see! You explain more, you say did people have writings on their
doors K.Y.?
SEBUTOZI:
K. Y. and some used to write K. Y. on their houses with paint, some
with chalk. So those writings in chalk could easily be removed by
tongue but those with paint, it was difficult.
COUNSEL:
Did you see these writings yourself?
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SI RlT1'0Zl:

SEBlITOZI:

l saw these Wrif
p~opJ h
tngs after th
e ad gone then Iv· . ese people had gone
.
ts1tedthose places.
• After the army
Dtd you witness
• any person using his to
ngue to rub?
No.

COUNSEL:

D'd

COll 'SEL:

i_

yo~ meet any person who h
ad been told to rub those writings

usmg his tongue?

SEBUTOZI:
COUNSEL:
SEBUTOZI:
COUNSEL:
SEBUTOZI:

COUNSEL:

I was told by the

porter who was staying in the village.

Who was that porter?
He was called Mukasa.
You know where he is?
He used to .stay in Kijjabwemi side, as you go to Kalisizo on this side
- the place 1s called Kimanya down.
You said that other people were killed. Did you see any other person
who was killed, did you know any other person who was killed by
name apart from this taxi driver?

SEBUTOZI:

I don't know another person by name but what I know is that there
was a porter slashing - we were working in a Municipality and he was
cutting grass, he was shot at. There was a lorry carrying these K.Y.
supporters, beating drums. After these people had passed then this
boy continued slashing. Then these army men followed this lorry.
When they saw this person cutting grass, he was also shot but I didn't
know this person's name.

COUNSEL:

Again did you see this happening or you were told?

SEBUTOZI:

I was told.

COUNSEL:

By who?

SEBUTOZI:

• w ho was staying in the camp -we had another
By our porter agam
camp at Kivanu.

COUNSEL:

His name?

SEBUTOZI:
COUNSEL:
SEBUTOZI:

His name is called Walakira.
Of where?
We came w1"th him from Entebbe.
Where does he originate from?

COUNSEL:
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EBUTOZI:

From Ahaita Ahahiri.

.

. .,

COUNSEL·

That is where his home is.

SEBUTOZI:

That was his home.

COUNSEL:

Do you know his father's name?

SEBUTOZI:

I do not know.

COUNSEL:

Now, after this incident, you say in 1967 you left the service andWent
to husiness?

SEBUTOZI:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Where did you start your business from?

SEBUTOZI:

I started my business at Kasoroza just 3 miles as you go to Kamugamo
from Rukungiri.

COUNSEL:

Yes, then after that?

SEBUTOZI:

After that I got a house just in town here where I am, that shop is still
there.

COUNSEL:

I see! And from that time have you carried on your business
peacefully without any interference and disturbance up to today?

SEBUTOZI:

After the elections of 1980, soon after the elections, the trouble
started. Because I had a tea room called "Twilight" and some rooms
which I used to use as lodges, about four rooms, then rumours started
that this hotel is for guerrillas. That was spoken after Musevenihad
entered the bush.

COUNSEL:

That was in 1981?

SEBUTOZI:

It was 1981.

COUNSEL:

Yes, continue.

SEBUTOZI:
MR. NAGENDA:

Then at that time Sorry to interrupt. Can you please tell us the rumour, who started
the
rumour?

SEBUTOZI:

We had boys like the late Katembeya who was working in thetoWD
and he was a terrible boy, he is the one who started and also therewas
a group of boys.
CHAIRMAN:
SEBUTOZI:

Late who?
Late Katembeya.
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\\'hat was he d .
oing?
~"EBUTOZI:

CHAIRMA~:
SEBUTOZI:
COUNSEL:

SEBl TOZI:

COUNSEL:

I

•

SEBUTOZI:
COUNSEL:

He wa.~a Youth .
winger at that time.
Wh at is "Dhohi"'l
Hewasalso a " Dhob'1. "
A Dry Cleaner.
Do. you know the basis of .
against you?
this rumour, why this rumourhad to start
This rumour started •
I
againstme becauseI
was a UPM supporter and I
• was not supportingthe UPC.
party.
was secretary for securitywithin the
So it was a political persecutionby anotherparty?
Yes.
Yes, _so this rumour was started that your tea room was used as a
guernlla base. What followed?

SEBUTOZI:

What followed, I think, in May 1982....

COUNSEL:

Don't say "I think", say in 1982.

SEBUTOZI:

In 1982 I was stopped - my businesswas stoppedindirectly. Because
they stopped me from getting a trading licencebut. at the end of - on
28th December, I was forced to buy that tradinglicencewhenthe year
was ending.

COUNSEL:

First of all, did you apply for a trading licence?

SEBUTOZI:

I did apply and I was not allowedto purchaseit.

COUNSEL:

Who was supposed to give you this licence?

SEBUTOZI:

The Trade DevelopmentOfficer.

COUNSEL:

What was his name?

SEBUTOZI:

1 can't remember.

COUNSEL:

SEBUTOZI:
COUNSEL:
SEBUTOZI:

.
• e ou the reasonwhy he didn't Y.ant
You don't remember. ~1d he,g1v Y
. you the trading license/
to give
.
ed h' from givingme the hcerue.
He said that politicians have stopp im

.. ·ans which politicians'/
When you say poI1uc1 • ,
The UPC guys.
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C'Ol'

r

El·

Who in particular, UPC was very big. It was including M~ll
you should name t11eindividual.

FBVTOZI:

Well, J think it was - they got a directive from the Chairman of the
whole affairs.

COUNSEL:

So you couldn't get the license? They couldn't give you the licensein
December?

SEBUTOZI:

In the end I was forced by the same people to come and buy - by tbeae
young youth wingers.

COFNSEL:

Could you name them?

SEBUTOZI:

The Katembeya's.

COUNSEL:

.

They came and said you now go and buy a license?

SEBUTOZI:

Yes, you go and buy a license, if you don't
leave the shop completely.

Want

lo buy a

license
you

COUNSEL:
But without a license, were you operating this shop?
SEBUTOZI:
I wasn't operating the shop. I was staying at the back hecaDBe
I
wanted to expose myself, because I had also heard thatthey hadtold.
the people that I am having - I am training the guerrillas in my area.
There is a small swamp just below my land- that I am training
guerrillas within that swamp. So I wanted to expose myself to seethat
they see me everyday.
COUNSEL:
SEBUTOZI:

Yes, you bought the license.
Yes.

CHAIRMAN:
When you say you were forced, as if you did not want. Why do yoo
say you were forced?
SEBUTOZJ:

I was forced because the year was ending, so they wantedme lo bay
that license. I said the year was ending, I tried to resist.

CHAIRMAN:
So when you buy it, it is onJy for that year.
SEBUTOZI:
Yes. And it was on December 28th.
COUNSEL:

CHAIRMAN:

28th - it was remaining about two days to the closure of theyear.
You would not have wished to buy it.

SEBUTOZI:

No, I resisted - I mean I tried lo resist not 1o buy that Iiceme jllll
because the year was ending.
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CH 1RM

1

:

EBUTOZ1:

1 Sl'e!
That is why I said I .

.

w,ls forced.

CCl ~St:L:
SEBUTOZI:

Yes, so after that y

h
ou ought the license.

l h~)ught the license and I st .
husmcss had collapsed h
arted operating hut all the same the
•m that shop. Very• t·• ecause
•.
h peopIe h·ad feared
to come and take tea
cw
t
e
supp
t • Ot·
know - and we talk
or crs
UPM used to come - you
together and exchange views.

COl NSEL:

After that'!

SEBUTOZI:

After that in the sam
h .
.
in July. '
' e - t e followmg year 1983, I hought the license

COUNSEL:

Did you apply for it?

SEBUTOZI:

I did apply in January.

COUNSEL:

And again they refused you?

SEBUTOZI:

They had refused. I went to the DPC, Mr. Magoma. He was a DPC
at that time.

COUNSEL:

Yes, and what did he do?

SEBUTOZI:

He gave me a letter to take to the Trade Development Officer to allow
me to buy or to write to him back and say this man cannot have a
license because of a certain reason. Whether it was concerning the
premises which are not suitable or not. Then I took that letter to the
Trade Development Officer, then he gave me the license in July.

COUNSEL:

I see, yes continue.

After that did your business do well and what

happened?

SEBUTOZI:

COUNSEL:

I continued to stay around and then towards the end of the year. of
that year .... I don't remember.
Let me remind you a bit. On 23rd of March, 1984 - have you reache-d

1984?
SEBUTOZI:
MR. NAGENDA:
SEBUTOZI:

COUNSEL:
SEBUTOZI'.

I am now going to 1984.
No, you were still towards the end of the year - 1983.
of that year we were summoned to go w sl-e the
Yes towar d s the end
OPC. the DPC hy then was Mr. Magoma.

You and who'?
· • We were asked tll go and !--l'C the DPC.
Me and Kamugisha, Kis1z1.
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COU EL:

Did you go and did you see the DPC?

SEBllTOZI:

No, we did not -

SEBUTOZl:

Magoma had left because. you know. this boy had removed his Cap
and threatened these people. because he had almost overthroWnthe
District Administration. Because the DPC was arrested by this hoY.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Which boy?

SEBUTOZI:

Katembeya. He arrested the DPC, he arrested the O.c. Station. he
arrested one of the ADC's here, so the whole administration was _
(Interjection).
COLNSEL:

How Station
would he
0.C
anddosothis?
on. Explain. The DPC has got his Policetnea,

SEBUTOZI·
CHAfRMAN:

He closed these people in UPC's office, just down there.

Sorry,he did what?

SEBUTOZI:

CHAfRMAN:
SEBUTozr:
CifAIRMAN:

He pulled these people, the DPC and the O.C. Station.

Physically himself?

Yes.

Alone?

SEBUTOZI:

Yes, he pulled them.
COUNSEL:
SEBUTOZI:

Could you explain further. DPC is a head of Police in a District.

COUNSEL:

I mean it looks a funny story, but it is a true story.

SEBUTOZI:

Did this Katembeya have a small unit of his own?

COUNSEL:

He had no unit because he was a stronger supporter of l/PC.
Washe armed?

SEBUTOZI:

COUNSEL:

He was not atmed. He removed the caps. he dropped them downon
the ground and pushed them iuside the office - (Laughter).
Whichoffice?

SEBUTozr:
MR. NAGENDA:

UPC's office, down there. They hadeven a flag on that office.

SEBUTOZI:

Sorry, the DPc and then who else?

TheO.c. Station.

no \'t)U
• remember h.1s name?
SEBlJTOZl:

MR

1

\GF

~e is a Mukiga from Kabale 1
him physically.
• have forgotten his name, hut I know
DA:

Apart from these two were th
'
ere other people also arrested'!

SEBlffOZI:

There was also an ADC M
was working here.
• a unyankole from Ankole. a short man. he

MR. NAGE DA:

In other words people were laughing at these people'?

SEBlffOZI:

People were laughing and they were wondering what was happening.
In fact he took over the administration.

DR LUYOMBYA:

As you said the story looks funny, but was true. and how did he do it?
To begin with, were you present when he arrested them?

SEBUTOZI:

This office of UPC was just in town, where they park vehicles going
to Kambuga. So when people started shouting. 1 was just standing
near my shop, then I also came.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

So you mean at the time of arrest of these people actually they had
come to the UPC offices?

SEBUTOZI:

May be they had come, I don't know what they had come for, but
immediately when these people started shouting, I also went there.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

I see.

SEBUTOZI:

So I found that these people were there, I saw them physically.
Magoma was there, - (Interjection).

DR. LUYOMBYA:

·t as a bit confusing to me, if he had done it in the Police
Because 1 w
where detainees work.

SEBUTOZI:

. . th p rce but these people were in the town.
No, he didn't do i_tm e o Idu·mpedin UPC office.
They were picked m the town,

SEBUTOZI:

. ed by anybody to arrest these people?
Was Katembeya assist
.
. I don't remember his name. hut
oy from Nyak1sheny1.
b
There was a
.
he comes from Nyakisheny1.

COUNSEL:

. this Katembeya now'l
1 see. Where 1s

COUNSEL:

SEBUTOZI:
COUNSEL:
KAKWENZIRE:

Katembeya died.
So he is the late.
How did he die'!
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cou

shot dead.

SEBlITOZt:

He was

COU SEL:

By who?

SEBUTOZI:

By an unidentified man, but they said that he wa'i shot by an
deserter. He deserted the army and he came, he was a thief. ~
he was also shot.
,

COUNSEL:

The thief was also shot?

SEBUTOZI:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

I see. So after that, that was now at the end of the year?

SEBUTOZI:

Yes.

KAKWENZIRE:

It would be helpful in the course of your testimony if you
remember these names.

SEBUTOZI:

I don't know why their names are out of my head but - (Interjection).

KAKWENZIRE:

They will come?

SEBUTOZI:

They will come.

COUNSEL:

Yes, so in 1984?

SEBUTOZI:

There was another DPC who came after Magoma, because when
Magoma was arrested, I think the government thought it was not good
to keep him here. So this man, the O.C. Station went to Kabale.He
was transferred to Kabale, and Magoma may be went to Kampala,
and
then they brought another DPC.

KAKWENZIRE:

Okay, go back a little and tell us what happened. When they arrested
them, what happened, did they lock them up, how long did they stay
there?

SEBUTOZI:

I don't remember whether they stayed there.

CHAIRMAN:

Sorry, Commissioner,. I think that is confusing to this line of
examination which is going on now. Let us go back and finish what
happened after the DPC and the others were taken to the Police
Station. Were they summoned? And perhaps we go back to Kabale.
Okay.

SEBUTOZI:

Now we went to the DPC, when I went there I found John Kizinzi.

COUNSEL:

Who?

SEBUTOZI:

John Kizinzi.

5€B

co
SE

can
C

s
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Whn was he , what wash

Sl•Btn

ZI:

'OLIN EL:

"· nrroz1:

.

e doing?

lit.~\\'.Ls also a h ,
Kitojo.
usmessman. and he •
is a f anner today• he comes from
,

'es. c,mtinue.
And then later. James K

.
amug1shacame in.

\Vhat was James• K·amug1sha
. doing'!
srBUTOZI:

~e. is a businessman
mc1dent which ha dow~ here in the town Th
•
Somebody .
ppened m Kampala h. h.
ere is a certain
was may b d ·
' w 1c I don't
tried to take over
e urmg the course of An
r~~ber.
said, Stanl
the ~overnment and he failed drew Kayura,who
·t f
ey .Sebutoz1was rejoicing h
and then later on they
wa1 or a whtle, Museveni will
• . e was also telling people that
taken to the Police to be asked. come m a minute, and then we were

CHAIRMAN:

Who was the new DPC?

SEBUTOZI:

The new DPC was an Etesot.

COUNSEL:

Was he Okurut?

SEBUTOZI:

I think so. Okurut a tall man Th th
•
to arrest us and k'
. •. en e youth wmgers had told him
.
eep us m prison, but he told us all these
•
while we were c~lled to go and answer these questions of liste::1~~
BBC,. South_Africa, rejoicing, and the like. Then he said he
no
sufficient evidence to keep us in prison.

mJ

COUNSEL:

So you left?

SEBUTOZI:

He left us.

COUNSEL:

Now after that, may be -

SEBUTOZI:

After that, then we should go to the story of 19••••

COUNSEL:

No, go back to the arrest of the DPC, Magoma, of the ADC and O.C.
Station. You said you reached there, you saw them physically. How
did you see them?

SEBUTOZI:

I saw them in the office, they had no caps on their heads and they
looked shy, and then later on they went back to the office at the Police
Station.

COUNSEL:

I see. When you reached this place people explained to you what had
happened, you didn't witness them being arrested?

SEBUTOZI:

No we were frightened, we couldn't ask anybody, for us the UPM
me~bers, we were frightened. You could only go and see with your
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I
eye.s. not to u tt c·r any ,vnrd. because should you utter any word, •"uqi
you are also convicted.
COUNSEL:

So they were ).."'ft ·ind
, they went hack to their offices?

SEBlITOZJ:

Yes.

CQl ll\J';RL:

.u,::r
Now may, be .....,e can come to the 23rd of March 1984. You remem'--

that day?

SEBlITOZI:

Yes. On the 23rd of March 1984, I was going to Kabale.

CHAIRMAN

By bus?

SEBUTOZI:

J was driving my friend's car.

COVNSEL:

What type of car?

SEBUTOZI:

It was a pick-up Datsun. I don't rememher the Numher. I stationed
the car at the stage waiting for people to come, to take themto
Kabale.

CHAIRMAN:

Passengers?

SEBUTOZI:

Yes. There were two women, sitting at that place.

COUNSEL:

In the car?

SEBUTOZI:

No, they were just at the stage, and they were going to Buyanja.

CHAIRMAN:

Going to where?

SEBUTOZI:

They were going to Buyanja.

COUNSEL:

This is on the way to Kabale?

SEBUTOZI:

Yes, it is on the way to Kabale. It is about 5 miles.

COUNSEL:

Do you know the names of these two ladies?

SEBUTOZI:

Yes. One is Mrs. Nzabarirwa.
and my 2,000 Shillings.

COUNSEL:

The other one was who?

SEBUTOZI:

Mrs. Bitonderebusa.

COUNSEL:
SEBUTOZI:

She is the one whom I gave a watch

So while there at the park waiting for passengers ..... .
At the park they told me, when I arrived there I greeted them, theyare
known to me, they said, where are you going, I said I am goingto
Kabale. They said, oh, your friends are in. They were arrested
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yesterday and th . .
I •d
ey are m the P0 r
~at • oh yes, I know.
tee, may be you are the next person.

C'Ol lSEL:
SEBUTOZI:

\Vhich friends did th

ey tell you?

They were telling me about th
Fortunate Mukund
e late Eric Biryahwaho from Kihihi and

a.

COUNSEL:

'

Yes. they told you that
.
Mukunda were in wh YI our fnends Eric Biryahwaho and Fortunate

,

o e se?

SEBUTOZI:

Nobody else.

COLNSFL:

Two of them?

SEBUTOZI:

Two of them were arrested on the 22nd of March 1984.

COLNSEL:

So as they told you the story?

SEBUTOZI:

When they told me the story I said, I am the next victim.
Immediately, I saw the Land Rov;r.

COUNSEL:

Which Land Rover?

SEBUTOZI:

The Land Rover which was used by NASA people - they said they
were NASA people - I couldn't understand whether they were NASA,
but there was one Munyoro.

COUNSEL:

By the name of who?

SEBUTOZI:

I don't know these people. One is Tom, a Mulciga, I don't know his
second name. Another one, they say he comes from Buyanja, a
brother of the ADC Mpiira - I don't know whether Mpiira is still in
Mukono. By that time he was in Mbarara.

COUNSEL:

Yes, who else was in this Land Rover?

SEBUTOZI:

There was Michael, a Policeman.

COUNSEL:

Michael who?

SEBUTOZI:

COUNSEL:

I don't know his second name. He was a young man in the Police
here. There was also a porter who used to graze cattle, which were
confiscated by the youth wingers, and they used to capture cattle,
goats and this man from Rwerere used to come and graze these
anim~ls in town. He was also on the top of the Land Rover.
What is the name of this porter?
I don't know his name, but he comes from Rwerere.

SEBUTOZI:
MR. NAGENDA:

When you say h

e was on the top of the Land Rover. what kind of
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'

Land Rover was it?
It was an open Land Rover.

So when it came, this man saw
hecause J was on the other side ~f the road, and he was also ~

'EBlITOZI:

other side of the road - then he pomted at me.

0

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Who pointed at you?

SEBUTOZI:

That porter. He told these people that look at him, he is there. waa
1
looking at him, then I told these ladies ....

COUNSEL:

You saw him pointing at you?

SEBUTOZI:

Yes.

COl:NSEL:

You didn't hear what he said?

SEBUTOZI:

No.

COUNSEL:

So you told the ladies?

SEBUTOZI:

I told the ladies, now look, they are looking for me, because thatman
has pointed at me. Now these people said, can't you run? I said,I
am not going to run.

COUNSEL:

Why didn't you want to run?

SEBUTOZI:

COUNSEL:
SEBUTOZI:

COUNSEL:

SEBUTOZI:

COUNSEL:

Why should I run when I don't know what they have come for? I
wanted to find out what they had come for, and then I couldn't run.
Yes, what did you decide to do?
I decided to stay there. So they came. They parked their Land Rover
near the Agip Petrol Station. This Munyoro man tried to disguise•
if the vehicle is out of order, then Michael came to me.
When Michael came to you, what did you do? You had mentioned
that you removed your watch?
When I saw him coming towards me, I removed my watch, and I had
2,000 shillings in my pocket, I handed over these items to Mrs.
Nzabarirwa to take it to my son so that my son could take themand
inform the people at home what had happened.
Yes, continue.

SEBUTOZI:
And then Michael came, he greeted me, Good morning.
COUNSEL:
SEBUTOZI,

Was he in uniform?
He was not in uniform.
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COUNSEL:

Was he armed?

SEBUTOZI:

He wac; not armed Th
where arc you . • ? ese people were armed. And then he said,
DPC wants
~~)tng I said I am going to Kahale. He said, "but the
am not a Por~u •. I laughed, I said, "I have no deals with the DPC, I
I have
no connection with the DPC · why does he
want me"'/ iceman,
"Y
·
all h th
ou mention and say you have arrested me, and that is
·,
uHt
e.
DPC
doesn't want me". Then I said, should I take the
car 7 e sad1 0 h •
•
,.
,
give me the keys to the car. I gave him the key. He
said, you go to that Land Rover that Land Rover will take you to
p 1· " H
. .
'
? ice • e came dnvmg
that vehicle which I was driving and I went
with that Munyoro on top of the Land Rover.

MR NAGENDA:
SEBUTOZI:

How could you tell that that man was a Munyoro?
No, the way he was speaking, I could easily identify, this one is a
Munyoro and this one _isa Mutooro, because I worked in Bunyoro and
Fort Portal. So I can distinguish which is which.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

When you say that Michael was not armed, but others were armed, do
you mean that the party was armed?

SEBUTOZI:

No, the party was not armed, only that Munyoro had a gun and he
cocked it.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Was Tom around also?

SEBUTOZI:

Tom was not there at that time, he came later after I had entered the
cell.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

What about the brother to the ADC?

SEBUTOZI:

He was there, he was in the Land Rover.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Was he armed also?

SEBUTOZI:

He was not armed.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

There was one gun only?

SEBUTOZI:

Yes, they had only one gun.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

What type of gun?

SEBUTOZI:

This gun which is being used by army men (AK 47).

COUNSEL:

Yes, continue now•

SEBUTOZI:

Then they took me to the Pol•ice. When I arrived there, they askedme
to remove the Shoes and enter the cell. That was all.

COUNSEL:

No explanation'!
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'
EBlITOZI,

The, told me _ the person who ~·as on the co~ntcr - that you keep
him~ keep this guy also in the safe custody. while we are looking for
others.

CHAIRMAN:

\Vhat happened to your pick-up. did they drive it to the Station?

SEBUTOZI:

They drove it to the Station - Police Station.

CHAIRMAN:

Michael drove it?

SEBUTOZI:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN:

And he left it there?

COUNSEL:

So you were put in the cells?

SEBUTOZI:

I was put in the cells.

COUNSEL:

Whom did you find in the cells?

SEBUTOZI:

I found late Eric Biryahwaho and Fortunate Mukunda.

COUNSEL:

Fortunate is a lady?

SEBUTOZI:

No, Fortunate is a man.

COUNSEL:

So you were three of you in the cell?

SEBUTOZI:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

How long did you stay there?

SEBUTOZI:

In the evening, they brought a man called Rutahigwa. He was
brought as a thief who used to take cows - to cross them on the other
side of the country.

CHAIRMAN:

What is the name?

SEBUTOZI:

co

Rutahigwa - no - not Rutahigwa, Rwakiseeta.

MR. NAGENDA:

Rwakiseeta?

SEBUTOZI:

Yes, please.

COUNSEL:

Yes, continue, please.

SEBUTOZI:

Then they brought another one, another man from Kebisoni. They
wer~ two from Kebisoni, one is the late Kavuya's son, and another
one is a Moslem, short fellow, we were together, I know his name
but
I have forgotten it.
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K \K\\ E 21Rl":

..rBLTOZI:
COl11 SEL:
EBUTOZI:

COUNSEL:
SEBUTOZI:

\Vhich

()f

Kavuya'

s sons?

This man from K b'

Yes. plea-.e. Kwehanja.

...

e isom -1s 1t Kwebanja?

Yes. what happened'?
Then they hrought them . h
,
.
\\ere
arrested, and then thein t e evening: Then on Fnday,
when we
st
y arre ed Bnght Rwamurama on Friday.
What was he doing?
He was working in Uganda Commercial Bank.

COl~SEL:

Rukungiri here?

SEBUTOZI:

Rukungiri here.

CHAIRMAN:

Bright who?

SEBUTOZI:

Rwamurama.

COUNSEL:

So these people were brought into the cell?

SEBlrfOZI,

Yes. This man was brought on Friday, and he didn't stay. When
they brought him they said, okay, we have finished our exercise and
we are taking them now.

COUNSEL:

Who said that?

SEBUTOZI:

This man Tom.

COUNSEL:

He was saying this in front of you?

SEBUTOZI:

you know the cell was open, and he was just standing there when he
was pushing in Rwamurama.

COUNSEL:

So after saying that, what followed?

SEBUTOZI:

After saying that then we had our lunch.

COUNSEL:

That was which day?

SEBUTOZI:

On Friday.

COUNSEL:
SEBUTOZI:
COUNSEL:
SEBUTOZI:

They brought you lunch?
They brought us lunch.
Who?
Our people from home.
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I

SEBlITOZI:

\nd then_ of Clmrse we couldn't eat - because we didn't know What

was going to happen next. Then the DPC' - the other _DPCwa.~not
there_ there was Stephen, an Etesot, not _Okurut. ~e said, we are not
going to allow you to take these people, tf you don t want to sign and
write down your names and your numbers. Those were the word
which they said when we were having our lu_nchoutside the cell~
There was a bit of a quarr~l ?etween th~ Pobce and these people,
because they resisted, they d1dn t want to s1~n. They had written that
the President's Office has taken the followmg, and the 0.C. refused
by saying that an office cannot take people.

COUNSEL:

Yes, it should be individuals?

SEBUTOZI:

Yes. He had also alerted the Police. They were aware to resist our
being taken, and then this man, brother of Mpiira, is the one who
wrote his name, and perhaps his number, then we were allowed.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

What is the name of Mpiira's brother?

SEBUTOZI:

I don't know his name, but he used to have spectacles. He is a
brother of Mpiira. Then the DPC said that, I am going to give you
my Askari - my Policeman - to accompany these· people who will
bring me the information where they are left.

COUNSEL:

Continue.

SEBUTOZI:

Then we went with Michael.

COUNSEL:

All of you?

SEBUTOZI:

All of us.

COUNSEL:

How?

SEBUTOZI:

In that Land Rover.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

SEBUTOZI:

We were of course hand-cuffed.

COUNSEL:

That was on which date?

SEBUTOZI:

We spent a week. We were arrested on Friday and then next Friday
we were taken.

COUNSEL:

That was after one week?

SEBUTOZI:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Where were you taken to?

L

..
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rBllTOZl:
coll

EL:

sEBUTOZI:
COUNSEL:
Sf BUTOZI:

COUNSEL:

We were taken to K
atnulcuzi?
Where is Kamukuzi?

In Mharara.
What was this Kamukuzi place?
Kamukuz1• wa~ a place of LocalP .
whethe~ it was a prison for the ohce. !here was - I don't know
0.C. of that Station H
Local Pohce and then there was the
• e was called Hitler.
The 0.C. of Kamukuzi was called Hitler?

SEBUTOZI:

Hitler.

COUNSEL:

Hitler who?

SEBUTOZI:

I don't know his second name, but they used to say he was Hitler.

COUNSEL:

Yes. So when you got up to Kamukuzi, what happened?

SEBUTOZI:

We arrived very late, at about 7.30 p.m.

COUNSEL:

In the evening?

SEBUTOZI:

In the evening. And because they had no room, people were full up in
the cell, we were dumped in a small room where they had cement
shelves - where they used to keep plates. We could not fit there, so
because I was small, I tried to enter in that cell and that man from
Kebisoni also entered on top of me so that we could fit there. We
were in that small room for about half an hour. Then we were
removed from that store.

KAKWENZIRE:

How many people were in that room?

SEBUTOZI:

We were about six because Mukunda was later released after he had
paid some money, we didn't go with him.

COUNSEL:

you were seven?

SEBUTOZI:

A d then we were later removed from that roomWe were seven. en ~o another room which was accommodating - ~e
small room - talc th
I did not count the number. but later on m
were about seventy eedre. Ives that we were seventy in that small
the morning we count ourse
room.

COUNSEL:

Seventy?

SEBUTOZI:

People.
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COt'

EL.

EBL'TOZI.

COL TSEL:
SEBUTOZI:

cou

Ladies or men only?
No. men only. Ladies were in another room.
For how long did you stay in Kamukuzi'l
\Ve stayed in Kamukuzi for 2 months.

TSEL:
And during these 2 months did you stay in good conditions?

SEBUTOZI:
During those two months the conditions were terrible. We COUid
Doi
bathe, we could not wash our faces, we could not brush our teeth,,..
were not allowed to go out, only there was a man called Sam _ he jg
an army man now - he helped us. His home was near,
he
80
manouvered to get a plastic bucket with a lid which we used to cana

w.c.
KAKWENZIRE:
SEBUTOZI:
KAKWENZIRE:

Otherwise?
Otherwise it was terrible.
He gave you this bucket after how many days?

SEBUTOZI:
He gave us this bucket when he was removed. He paid in some
money and was later on removed, but he left this bucket to us - to the
people who were left there.
COUNSEL:
SEBUTOZI:
COUNSEL:

This Sam was also inside with you?
He was also inside with us.
And he managed to get a bucket?

SEBUTOZI:
Yes. That bucket was there. What made us fear was that everybody
who was in that room was dressed in a pant only and we were
frightened, we said perhaps these are the people who are going to eat
us. We didn't know at first that they were also prisoners.
COUNSEL:
I see. And you remained in your clothes?
SEBUTOZJ:
As soon as we entered we also joined the group because it was a bit
hot, as the room was very small and we removed the clothes became
we were burning.
COUNSEL:
The ventilation was very poor?
SEBUTOZI:
COUNSEL:

They were only two, one at the back and another one on the door.
Yes, apart from that, were you in any way made to do hard labour
treatment?

SEBUTOZI:
No, there was no hard labour, only that after a week or two weeks
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th~re came two ladi
Sl'paratc office and esh,and one rnan Wh
l
. us in a
w lt'n they took• a t ey Were taking oneob were interv·•ew1ng
in Mharara _ on M~:. called Bakaaki,he
~at made us fear,
Mharara
ara-kahale Road
. Magtstrate at Kinoni
•
• something like 15 miles fro~
Yes, When they took h"
•m What happened?

J:~·

COUNSEL:

sr BUTOZI:

cou 1SEL:
SEBUTOZI:

COUNSEL:

When they took him we heard h'
.
wa~ crying there we also 'ed . trn crying, being beaten. When he
'
en m the cell.
Why?
Because we knew we were also .
f
were frightened.
gomg to ace the same thing. We
And after crying, did he come hack?

SEBUTOZI:

I

He came back as if he was going to die because we saw him, he was
terribly beaten and his wife used to bring him food, so we couldn't
allow his wife to see him. He remained on the ground, naked, so that
we would turn him round, you know they said that the cement is
medicine - he told us that the cement is medicine, it could cure
someone if he is beaten. We gave a message to his wife that her
husband was sick, suffering from headache and he could not see her.
so she would see him the next day.

COUNSEL:

I see. Did he tell you may be when _he was a bit able t~ speak who
had beaten him? Was it those two ladies and that one man.

SEBUTOZI:

Those two ladies and that one man.

COUNSEL:

I see. And were you interviewed by the two lad'ies.?

SEBUTOZI:

1 was also interviewed.

COUNSEL:

What did they ask you?

SEBUTOZI:

I was as ked to tell them where Museveni was.

COUNSEL:

Did you tell them?

SEBUTOZI:

Museveni
was. They asked me where
'dn't
know
where
,
1
I
d
I told them
Rukikaire was.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Who?

SEBUTOZI:

Rukikaire.

COUNSEL:

Whow

SEBUTOZI:

as Rukikaire'l

He was our

C didate here.
an
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You mean your Candidate in?
C

SEBUTOZI:

In UPM.

COl NSEL:

'Yes, and did you know where Rukikaire wafl

SEBUTOZI:

I told them Rukikaire, after the exercise of voting, went back to
Kampala. They told me don't you know that Rukikaire is in Nairobi?
I said. I don't know, because he was in Kampala and we know he is in
Kampala, when he can1e to stand he was coming from Kampala and
whether he 1s in Nairobi that one we don't know.

COUNSEL:

D

s

s
No, I didn't. I knew he had gone to Nairobi but I didn't want to tell
these people that I knew.

COUNSEL:

Why didn't you want to tell them?

SEBUTOZI:

Don't you know what would happen?

COUNSEL:

Okay, I don't want to go into that. So after that, what else did they
ask you?

SEBUTOZI:

They asked me where I did put the two bags of beans.

CHAIRMAN:

Where you put what?

SEBUTOZI:

The two bags of beans.

KAKWENZIRE:

Who did what?

SEBUTOZI:

That I took the two bags of beans to the guerrillas.

COUNSEL:

Yes, you explained?

COUNSEL:
SEBUTOZI:

COUNSEL:
SEBUTOZI:
COUNSEL:
SEBUTOZL

s

And as a matter of fact, you didn't know or you knew?

SEBUTOZI:

SEBUTOZI:

C

I explained that these two bags were taken to Kabale.
institution where we took these bags.

There is an

So it is true you had two bags of beans?
It is true I had two bags of beans and I took them to Kabale, I left
them with a Principal of a certain institution in Kabale.
It was an offer?
No, it was not an offer, we sold those two bags to him.
So after that they left you?
Then I told them if' th
·
th
ese were the guerrillas, then they could go ere
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s

to Kahale and p· 'k
ic them up.

cOU• SEL:

So a1ter that they I ft

pR. MAKUBUYA:

What was the • . .
institution in wh·
tch you deliveredth
Teachers' c 0 11
e bags of beans?
•
ege Kabale.

i,t

'J UTOZI:

COUNSEL:

Did they beat you also?

SEBUTOZl:

I was also beaten.

COUNSEL:

By the ladies?

SEBUTOZI:

By that lady - there was a lad
lady was seated here an th y who had a pistol on her table. The
'
o er was seated h
th
seated there, then this one did not u
ere, en the man was
was seated here but th.
tter any word at all - the one who
woman.
'
is one who was seated here was a terrible

COUNSEL:

What language was she speaking?

SEBUTOZI:

She was speaking English.

COUNSEL:

I see.

MR. NAGENDA:

Did you perhaps get to know the names of these people?

SEBUTOZI:

No, this lady was nick-named Darling because she arrested a man who
tried to befriend her in a bar.

CHAIRMAN:

Sorry, what was her name?

SEBUTOZI:

She was nick-named Darling. This lady went in a bar -

COUNSEL:

At which place?

eU

y

e you?

SEBUTOZI:

In Mbarara, we were told. Then this boy had p~sed his exams, he
. t H S C Then he went to celebrate m a bar' then here
was gomg o • • •
·d 1
. Id
He bought her a beer then he sat , et us g~ was th is a Y•
h
• t I h also said
h ) After which this lady pulled out er p1s o • s e
.
,
(Laug ter • . b
dumped in a cell - we were together m that
let us go. This oy was
cell.

COUNSEL:

With that boy?

SEBUTOZI:

Yes.

COUNSEL:
SEBUTOZI:

So he is the one who told you?
. ners named that lady Darling.
Then
the
pnso
Yes.
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COU ~EL:

I see. \Vhat tribe was that lady?

SEBt.rrOZI:

I don't know really.

MR. NAGENDA:

But earlier, you told us that you are able to tell where someone come
from, according to the way he speaks, whether it is Runyankole~
Rukiga, Runyoro-Rutooro, and so forth, couldn't you know where she
was coming from?

SEBUTOZI:

Well she was speaking English, but the way I looked at her she was
perhaps from Eastern, she was either a Musoga or Muganda.

MR. NAGENDA:

And then the other lady?

SFBUTOZI:

The other lady couldn't say any word at all. She was just looking at
me.

MR NAGENDA:

But the way she looked, did you manage to know where she was
coming from?

SEBUTOZI:

I didn't know.

MR. NAGENDA:

And the man?

SEBUTOZI:

COUNSEL:
SEBUTOZI:

DR. MAKUBUYA:
SEBUTOZI:
DR. MAKUBUYA:

The man also was coming from Bunyoro because he could talk and I
could be able to tell. That man is the 9ne who came and pushed me
and I knocked my head on the wall, after I had been beaten by that
woman.
now was she beating you? Slapping, kicking?
With a stick. She had a stick. She even stepped on me, jumped on
me and then I said, you have a pistol, if you know at all how to shoot,
you shoot me, don't beat me once again. There and then I was told to
go back. She said, we are going to put you back in the prison, when
Museveni comes, he will get you out of the prison. That is what they
said last.
How were these people dressed?
They were dressed nicely.
How was the man dressed?

SEBUTOZI:
The.
man was not rough, he was in a coat, putting on a shirt, he had
no tie.
DR. MAKUBUYA:
And did he look strong enough or did he look well-fed or what?
SEBUTOZI:
Well, he was not str ong enough, he was weak, but very strong.
COUNSEL:

Weak, but very strong?
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sEBlrrOZl:

I mean he was slim.
meant to say.

PR 1\1&.KUBUYA:

1 mean hew

..

as not big 10 size, that is what 1

Okay, he was healthy?

SEBUTOZI;

Yes.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

And the lady, how was she dressed?

SEBUTOZI:
She was dressed in a nice dress, she wasfat, her hair wasnice.
DR. MAKUBUY A:
lg at

SEBUTOZI:
She was young - she looked young. They both lookedyoung, but the
other one was a bit older than the other one. The small one was a bit
older than this one, although this one was fat.

was

dI

And was she young or she was old?

DR. MAKUBUY A:

And she looked healthy?

SEBUTOZI:

Yes.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

She looked very strong?

SEBUTOZI:

Very, very strong.

CHAIRMAN:

Well dressed?

SEBUTOZI:

Well dressed.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Confident?

SEBUTOZI:

Confident.

MR. NAGENDA:

• again?.
Did you ever see the ladies

SEBUTOZI:

No.

MR. NAGENDA:

And the man?

me
lat

)Il

it,

to

y

SEBUTOZI:

No.

them'>
•
them cou
)n
And if you saw
but the ladies go (
th man I could remember the man.
If I s~w( eLaughter).
changmg ld you remember

MR. NAGENDA:
SEBUTOZI:

CHAIRMAN:

You are very observant.

COUNSEL:

Was this boy later

released?

SEBUTOZI:

This boy was

was friendly to Sam.

later released because he
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COUNSEL:

Sam the soldier?

SEBUTOZI:

No, Sam who helped us with a bucket, and they knew one another
So when Sam_~~ released after paying som amount of money, h~
7 boy, so this boy als
was also mob1hsmg these people to release this
wa._removed. He did not go to Luzira.
0

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Do vou know the name of the boy?

SEBUTOZI:

No.

COUNSEL:

So after the beating, you went back to the cell?

SEBUTOZI:

I went back to the cell.

COUNSEL:

You stayed there for how long?

SEBUTOZI:

We stayed in Kamukuzi for two months, then later on, on the very day
that Obote came to Bushenyi - (Interjection).

COUNSEL:

SEBUTOZI:

COUNSEL:
SEBUTOZI:

COUNSEL:
SEBUTOZI:
COUNSEL:
SEBUTOZI:
COUNSEL:

co

SE

May be before you come to that, this release and payment of money,
could you explain that bit, you said somebody paid money?
They said they paid money, we were not told how much money was
paid.
I see. Continue.
And then Rwamurama also was later released following those people.
Then when Obote came to Bushenyi, it was when we were removed,
and the way we were removed, may be somebody went to the prisons
to alert these people that we are bringing some prisoners and the O.C.
Prisons refused.
Who told you?
The Askaris. We had some Askaris who used to tell us.
Soldiers or District Administration Askaris?
The District Administration Askaris.

C

s

Do you know any name?

SEBUTOZI:
No, I don't know their names. So they used to tell us that this man
didn't want to accept political prisoners before they are brought to
court. So they brought the Chief Magistrate - I mean GradeOne
Magistrate to Kamukuzi to interview some prisoners. We were going
to be interviewed all of us to have numbers, but it was too late, they
were fearing that some people might come - Obote might come witb
th
e Red Cross people, who could come and give questions to us. So
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s

we were
•
got th
quickly removed th
e numbers fr
• e group wh· h
mine who had
om Grade One M . ic went first were those who
lodging _ say in°;ri~~:b:s,

COl'NSEL:
SEBUTOZl:
CHAIRMAN:

SEBUTOZI:

and w~s:;:~~ 11
:d ;!'opc
~econdhgrou~ of
at we were lod
c w o arc m a
Wh .
gers.
o is this Grade O
.
ne Magistrate? Did
I don't kn
you come to know his name?
ow, because I did
not talcethe interview with h.
Sorry C
1m.
• ounsel Jet
numbers, do yo~ meanus
getn clarification
of this. When you say
case
b
um ers or what?

Case numbers and the1r
• fiIles.

CHAIRMAN:

They were charged?

SEBUTOZI:

They were charged.

CHAIRMAN:

With offences?

SEBUTOZI:

With offences' but no statements were made by the Police.

CHAIRMAN:

What offences were they charged with?

SEBUTOZI:

They were charged of treason.

CHAIRMAN:

How many were they?

SEBUTOZI:

The number was roughly 30 to 35, because in all we were about 90.

CHAIRMAN:

Were they joined in one charge, in one case or separate cases?

SEBUTOZI:

No, the same case.

COUNSEL:

Were they appearing one by one?

SEBUTOZI:

They were appearing one by one, because we could see them through
the gap of the door where they were seated.

CHAIRMAN:

Do you know how they were selected - where they came from and
who did such?

SEBUTOZI:

CHAIRMAN:

SEBUTOZI:

One of them was the late Biryahwaho whom I went with from here
and other persons were coming from Mbarara, others from Bushenyi,
and Ntungamo - that is also Bushenyi.
Who selected them, 30 out of 90?
We were living in different rooms and they had our names, so they
were calling out names, that whoever his name is ~led should go
whoever doesn't hear his name, should remam.
OU,t and
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H IRMA :
"EBUTOZI:

HAIRMAN:

sr

UTOZI:

Who was calling. soldiers or who'/
Hitler, the O.C. Prison.

I see. Kamukuzi'l
Kamukuzi Local Administration Prison.

CHAIR..\1 \~

This Magistrate. wa..-.he ha.."edin Mharara, where did he come from?

SFBUTOZI:

He was hased in Mbarara. they wanted to take us all to Mharara. hut
it wa.."imposs1hle. because I think there was no vehick to take us, and
they thought that perhaps we could run. hecause we were many, then
they decided to bring him at Kamukuzi.

CHAIRMAN.

Did you by any chance later - did you know what happened to this
case - were these people tried, were they discharged'?

SEBUTOZI:

They were not tried. we went with these people to Kyamugolani after
two months on that very day when Obote was there. We were all
taken to Kyamugolani.

CHAI~1AN:

Including these?

SEBUTOZI:

Including those who had numbers - their case file and" we were at
Kamukuzi for one month.

COUNSEL:

So for how long did you stay in Kyamugolani?

SEBUTOZI:

We stayed in Kyamugolani for one month and we were told (Interjection).

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Kyamugolani is in Mbarara?

SEBUTOZI:

Yes, some few miles from Kamukuzi, about 2.

CHAIRMAN:

What was Kyamugolani, a prison?

SEBUTOZI:

It was a Central Prison.

CHAIRMAN:

I see.

COUNSEL:

Yes, you stayed there for one month?

SEBUTOZI:

We stayed there for one month, and before the end of the month. the
Regional Prisons Officer came.

MR. NAGENDA:

How were the conditions in Kyamugolani'!

SEBUTOZI:

The conditions were worse because we were not allowed to get food
from home, from our people and people were dying there everyday of
hunger.
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'

)ll

EL:

EBUTOZI:

cot "'JSEL:
~EBUTOll:

Do you know who died?
They are the people wh
~ould not bother to ask~: we found there. I saw only one man I
ay we saw that man, he died~eth, but h~ was a skeleton. That v~ry
m e evenmg.
How manY roughly died?
you could not distinguish which
.
say this man turned his face
part is the ~ont. You could perhaps
flesh at all. You c ld
on the other side because there was no
. .
ou see som th" li
running m the body on th b
e mg ke water• you know' just
when we were assembled~ hones. That mandied on that very evening
0 ear from the Regional Prisons Officer.

COUNSEL:

May be before you tell
h th
•
roughly ho
us w at e Regional Prisons Officer told you
w many people died?
'

SEBUTOZI:

They told us they were six.

COUNSEL:

Six people?

SEBUTOZI:

Yes• You see immediately they learnt that this. man was going to die,
~en he was taken to the hospital to say that he was suffering from
diarrhoea, then he died in the hospital or in Prison.

COUNSEL:

": ou said you were addressed by the Regional Prisons Officer, what
did he tell you?

SEBUTOZI:

He told us that we have no case files for you and we have repeatedly
been asking your respective Districts to send us people who arrested
you to come and give evidence and bring the statements, but all in
vain. We have not received any person at all appearing in our office.
So we are suggesting that we are going to send you back in your
respective Districts in your prisons so that the Police can take over the
responsibility of making the statements and then you will appear if
you are convicted, then you will appear before the Magistrate. But as
for now, we are no longer keeping you, we are not going to keep you
here, you are going back to your respective Districts.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

As prisoners or what?

SEBUTOZI:

As prisoners. And we were happy, because we thought_if we went
home then definitely they would have no case to put ag~t us. As
,,; ·ng we saw - it was Sunday - a prtSons bus.
we were W - 0 ,
•
Immediately we were asked to go out and prepare to ~ut off pruons
•fi
d put on our clothes. Then we dressed m our clothes,
um orms an
•
th. • th
then we entered the bus. From Kamukuzt, there ~asMobne mg: ~re
lled Rutahigwa from Ruhengyere m
arara 0 istnct.
was one man lcda
because he was recently taken outside to be
This .man
to
us
ed then when he came back he told us that. oh, these people
th __:_ ...,..
et
question I have sent my wife to go and sell e jUUJUAJ..l to g
d
want money an
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l00,000/=. so on Sunday, they thought this money would he broUgbt
and then we would go to Kampala. :hen _t~e~on~y ~as not hroUgbt,
and we were taken to Mharara Central Pns?n for a mght. Then very
early in the morning, these people came with money. Rutahigwa w
removed from the list. He was left behind.
aa
DR. LUYOl\fBYA:

Which people had wanted the money?

SEBUTOZI:

The Prison Warders. At that time there came a Land Rover, Well.
built, they said, this is Rwakasisi's Land Rover which wantedthat
money.

COL'NSEL:

Which money?

SEBUTOZI:

That 100,000/=. Then Rutahigwa was removed. When Rutahigwa
was removed, immediately we entered the bus and we went to Luzira
on Monday, that very day.

COUNSEL:

So you were taken to Luzira?

SEBUTOZI:

We were taken to Luzira.

COUNSEL:

How many of you?

SEBUTOZI:

I don't remember well the number, but we were about 90 or 91.

COUNSEL:

And in Luzira, where were you taken exactly?

SEBUTOZI:

We were taken to Luzira Upper Prison.
put in different Wards.

COUNSEL:

How long did you stay there - in Luzira?

SEBUTOZI:

In Luzira we spent, I think, one month and six days.

COUNSEL:

How were the conditions?

SEBUTOZI:

COUNSEL:
SEBUTOZI:

We were happy in Luzira because we could wash there were some
' met me with a
friends of mine, like the late son of Kitaburaaza who
~iece of soap, so I was_happy. I had to wash, we used to have posho.
m the morning -. (Interjection).
Porridge?
Porridge. And then in the afternoon lunch, beans and posho.

COUNSEL:
A
SEBUTOZI:

In Upper Prison, we were

nd

you

sta

yed for one month, after one month you were released?

After one ~on th , they told us to assemble outside and we were taken
~:
;~i:~g to be condemned outside. Then we sat there. theY
left behind. mg our names afresh. But those who had numbers were
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..

C U • EL:
, EBUTOZl:

COUNSEL:
SEBUTOZI:
COUNSEL:
SEBUTOZI:

COUNSEL:
SEBUTOZI:

COUNSEL:
SEBUTOZI:

You mean th

ose Whohad

From KamnI,..,,_.
'-"\.UL;l.

got numbers from Kamuku'?
Zl.

They remained • L .
m UZ1ra?
They remained in Luz.1ra.
And for you?
And for us after three d
ays we saw Mr B b .
and they said there w
• ya aza,re and Kanywamusai
as
a son of ogmga-Odinga
·
They addressed us.
who came there.'
Oginga-Odinga of where?
From Kenya His son
• U
have not fo~d
was m ~anda and Byabazaire told us that we
any person accusmg you.
So you were released?
~e ~ere released and he told us not to revenge because we were
1mpnsoned for nothing. This is what he said.

MR. NAGENDA:

Who said this?

SEBUTOZI:

Byabazaire.

COUNSEL:

Did they give you any release forms?

SEBUTOZI:

We were given release forms, but last night I tried to look for it and I
couldn't get it anywhere.

COUNSEL:

But you do remember what was written on it?

SEBUTOZI:

I really don't know.

COUNSEL:

So you came back home?

SEBUTOZI:

We came back home.

COUNSEL:

And settled?

SEBUTOZI:
COUNSEL:
SEBUTOZI:

No, we didn't settle.
What happened?
k
le of course were very happy to receive me.
When I came bac ' peop . to say that oh he has been celebrating
1 went agam
• •
but rumour~ a_stodh1'sgroup he has joined his camp again.
and he has mv1 e
'
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COUNSEL:

So what happened again'!

SEBtrrOZI:

They wanted to take me hack again.
Then on 5th May 198S 't .
when they were lookmg for me.
I I II

COUNSEL:

Who was looking for you this time'!

SEBUTOZI:

The same group. When I saw this vehicle -

COUNSEL:

The Land Rover?

SEBUTOZI:

That time they had a hus - a mini-bus, and they had also that
Rover. Then I met Tom, he was coming from Ijumo side.

COUNSEL:
SEBUTOZI:

COUNSEL:

land

Where is Ijumo - here in town?
Yes, here in town. Then when I saw him - Mr. Ahamad Rugum1,
1
was putting up a storeyed house - so he just looked at the builcfina,
then I also looked below, as if I was going to enter another shop _ the
opposite shop, then I decided at that time that if they could come to
face me, I could run, because I didn't want to go back. I knewI
could be killed on the way. So I escaped. When I escaped, my son
was staying in town and be was trying to see what was going on, it ii
when he came to say that Mr. Obadiah had been arrested, Mr.
Tukahirwa had been arrested, the late Karakire had been arrested, they
have been looking for you, they went to Kebisoni to look for Nsheb,
they went to Kebisoni to look also for Kyamatuku, they are also
looking for you. Then I asked my son to go, I had taken a hide in
one of the homes in Nyakagyeme at a man's place called Henry
Mugisha, who later escorted me at night, together with my son, andI
was trying to cross the border to go to Zaire. Then very early in the
morning, having walked throughout the night I tried to go to see my
friend Eric Biryahwaho to inform him what was happening, thenhe
told me that he had a nice place where we could always be hiding
ourselves. There is a bush in Kihihi called "Muhima" which appears
bushy but underneath it is clear. Then we used to stay there with our
small Conion Radio with earphones and in the evening we used to IO
home, stay in the house, then very early in the morning, we could IO
to the bush for three months until Lutwa took over administration. Of
c?urse
I did not come back because it was the same group, but I was I
bit relieved.
1

see. And after that, any other incident?

SEBUTOZI:
After that when the NRA came to Kasese, then it was when I came
back here and settled.
COUNSEL:
So you are now a free man?
SEBUTOZI:
I am now a free man.
COUNSEL:

That is all, my Lord.
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CH IRMA,':

KAK\VENZIRE:

SEBUTOZI:

KAKWENZIRE:
SEBUTOZI:

\Ve shall ask
h
you some q
•
ave to bear w.th
uestions to cl •fy
I
us. Commissioner t~r~ :~ your_testimony. So you
I just want to t'
Y ight will ask you first.
ie up what
mon ths altogether d.
You have said f
.
and then Luz· ?
id you spend in p •
or clarity. How many
1ra
nson, from here to Kamukuzi
It was four months and six days.
And how man
. y people were taken fr
..
names? I Just want to bring it all. om Rukungm with you, and their
We .were seven from Rukung·lfl..

KAKWENZIRE:

n·d

SEBUTOZI:

One Rwakiseeta was not a UPM
UPC but he was brought b
h' he was a _Chairmanof a Muluka,
ecause e was stealing cattle.

KAKWENZIRE:

So the others were UPM?

SEBUTOZI:

The others were UPM guys.

KAKWENZIRE:

And you all came out at the same time?

SEBUTOZI:

No, ~ose people who had their case files opened remained there, they
came m September.

KAKWENZIRE:

Who were those?

SEBUTOZI:

Kwebangira, Eric Biryahwaho, those two remained there, but the rest
we came back with.

KAKWENZIRE:

When you say case files opened, were they being charged?

SEBUTOZI:

1

they all belong to one political party?

Although they had case files in Luzira Prison, they were not taken in
any court.

KAKWENZIRE:

By the time they were released had they been taken to court?

SEBUTOZI:

No.

KAKWENZIRE:

need some explanation. Were you in any way supporting guerr~las
1
. ou should tell the truth. Were some of you supporting
an d th IS y
od
'J
guerrillas so that you could say there was a go reason.

SEBUTOZI:

rf
the guerrillas and in fact I escaped death narrowly
I was suppo :~
meet these people in the bush and I was lucky.
O
because I u_s
ed to do when I was going to Lyantonde to meet
because what I us d t
to Kabale board vehicles which are going
O
eople
I
use
o
g
' Kisoro, because I was born m
•
•
. f: the bus from
th ose P
to Kabale, then wait or
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Kahale, and people in Kisor~ don't know me. so I could hoard that
bus going to Kampala. then m Mharara. I could pret~nd a., if I am
sleeping, then in Lyantonde, r could come out and dehver whatever
1
wanted to deliver on the verandah of the person whom I knew.
KAKWENZIRE:

J see. What would you be delivering?

SEBUTOZI:

Pardon?

KAKWENZIRE:

What would you have been delivering?

SEBUTOZI:

Clothes and some medicine.

KAKWENZIRE:

1 see. So would you say that you were actually doing something had
against the then government?

SEBUTOZI:

Although I was arrested, I did not hate those people who arrested me
because - they didn't know what I was doing, they just thought_ and
then I was arrested. . But I knew and I had confidence that one day
Museveni would come out from the bush. So I had that confidence.

KAKWENZIRE:

So actually if they had known, they would have charged you?

SEBUTOZI:

-They would have charged me, they would have may be resorted to
something else.

KAKWENZIRE:

At least that is very good admission.
What would you say
imprisonment caused to you as a person and to your family?

SEBUTOZI:

Well, I was actually disorganised as far as my business was concerned
and the well-being. My son had passed to go to higher classes, my
daughter the same, but they were stopped and they joined institutions,
and the daughter got married before she completed to go to higher
classes. The whole home was completely upset, some of the animals
were sold because of paying school fees for the children and my wife
couldn't keep these animals. They were taken somewhere to be kept
there, and some died there and the whole thing was not good really.

KAKWENZIRE:
SEBUTOZI:

KAKWENZIRE:
SEBUTOZI:

Are you now doing business normally?
After that exercise of running up and down in prisons and in the bush,
~ had nowhere to start, so because the building was mine I had to give
it away to o~her people to rent it. So that is why I am trying to keep
some few ammals at home. I am trying to survive.
And is it easy or is it very difficult?
It is not easy becaus
th" h •
d
e some mg avmg no base is not really easyan
1h
ave _got seven children in Senior Secondary and these days the
money 1s very scarce.

KAKWENZIRE:
you mentioned that they accused
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d

you of listening to B.B.~. an

rejoicing, was that a crime?
l•BlITOZI:

It was not a crime, what I
.
Independence we removed th wou_l~say lS that when we received
entered the Government saide British Gov~ent
and people who
enemies. That is· ove
. that we are gomg to fight the three
know how to fight pth rty' ign?rance ~d disease. But they could not
another because th ese enemies~tha~ is why they were against one
. ey could not identify who is the enemy. They
100 ked
at one thmg, because English people were eating and who
~ntered the dish, they also started eating what these people had already
cooked. So how to prepare their food was not easy. So they used to
~all ~ese people enemies - those who are on the plate eating. So the
fact 1s that the hatred comes when one doesn't understand who is the
enemy.

KAKWENZIRE:

That would be a long debate. Let me give others a chance to ask you.

CHAIRMAN:

When you were released from Luzira, you mentioned Byabazaire, who
was Byabazaire, and who was Kanywamusai?

SEBUTOZI:

Byabazaire was Commissioner of Prisons.

CHAIRMAN:

And Kanywamusai?

SEBUTOZI:

Pardon?

CHAIRMAN:

Kanywamusai.

SEBUTOZI:

Kanywamusai was heading the Intelligence Section, they said.

CHAIRMAN:

Where?

SEBUTOZI:

In Uganda.

CHAIRMAN:

• Odi ga you said?
They came w1"th a son of Ogmga- n '

SEBUTOZI:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN:
SEBUTOZI:

CHAIRMAN:
SEBUTOZI:

CHAIRMAN:
SEBUTOZI:

his name?
Did you get to know

.
I was not bothering to ask who IS who.

I was eager to get out, so
No.
ee - there was nobody else?
W

they only th r

ere
h
I did not really know their ranks.
le w om
•
P
Th ere were some peo Mr Olupot, O.C. Upper Pnson.
al Qlupot •
•
There was so
d with your release really'l
.
Qdinga' s son have to o
What did Qgmga·
h t he had come to do
I don't know w a
• the group,
le
Well, he was m to ether with those peop •
really' but he was g
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CHAl~

.\N

SEBlITOZI:

Did he also speak?
No, he didn't speak, neither Kanywamusai spoke anything O 1
Byabazaire said something. You see in the prison, we used 'to : ~
some men to go and listen - pretend to say that these are a:
prisoners. We also had some men in our ward who were trying to
listen to what the prisoners are saying. So they wanted to giv:
information that these people are really guerrillas.

CHAIRMAN:

So there were informers who were planted amongst you?

SEBtrrOZI:

Yes. Because we could really talk anything we wanted in the prison
when these people were listening, and we could tell them that once
Museveni comes we shall also leave you here.

CHAIRMAN:

What happened to those people?

SEBUTOZI:

They wanted to go and report these matters, but these gentlemen
refused them. They only accepted some people who were listening to
other wards, they removed about 70 prisoners who were going to be
released.

CHAIRMAN:

How many of you were released on that day?

SEBUTOZI:

They said we were 700, but when we were deducted, we were about
600 released on that day.

CHAIRMAN:

How many of you were from Kamukuzi?

SEBUTOZI:

We were in two groups, the first group was left behind - those people
whom I said that they had case files - and then for us who had no case
files, we were released on that day in July.

CHAIRMAN:

How many were you?

SEBUTOZI:

Well, I don't really remember very well.

CHAIRMAN:

Were you ten, were you two?

SEBUTOZI:

No, no, about 60 from Mbarara.

CHAIRMAN:

I see. And you were given some release documents?

SEBUTOZI:

We were given some release documents and we were asked not to
show these documents to anybody, and that if we were caught by ~e
youth wingers on the way, we shouldn't say that we had been Ill
Luzira, only that we could tell them that we had escaped from Luzira
so that we could go back to Luzira.

CHAIRMAN:

Who told you this?

SEBUTOZI:

The Prison Warder - the 2nd 1/C in Luzira Prison.

CH
SE
C

s
C

s

This was on the da

SEBlITOZl:
CHAIRM<\1',j
SEBlITOZl:

I

y you Were released'/

Yes.
1
I see. 110w
did you come fr om Luzua'l
.

We were given a lorry to hri
that we could find our way o~:. us to Mharara, and then from Mharara

CHAIRM<\N

So you were brought together to Mharara?

SEBUTOZI

We were brought to Mharara.

CHAIRMAN.

All 60 of you?

SEBUTOZl

Yes.

CHAINMAN:

Then from Mbarara to Rukungiri'l

SEBUTOZI:

From Mbarara to Ruk:ungiri I came by bus.

CHAIRMAN:

How many were you from Rukungiri'l

SEBUTOZI·

We were four from Rulcungiri because the other three were left
behind.

CHAIRMAN:

Who were the other three? I mean who were released and who came
from Mbarara to Rukungiri'l

SEBUTOZI:

It was myself, the other man from Kebisoni.

CHAIRMAN:

You can't remember his name?

SEBUTOZL
CHAIRMAN·

SEBUTOZl

He is a Moslem, I don't know his name really. And Mr. Kwehangira
Now what do you attribute all this to'l What in your opinion was the
cause of all this and this part of our mandate is to make
recommendations so that such things do not rt.-cur, hopefully, in
future. Well from October I 962 up to January 1986. First of all,
what in your view caused your tribulations'/
Me I think it was due to the had g(wernment which could not follow
up the administration in the village. So e.ach youth winger could do
whatever he wanted to do and even these peopk - the political people .. y like Chairmen and MP's, tor us here we had the Chairman "ho
~as ac.:tively working very hard, hceause our mcmhcr ot Parliament
was a D.P. man who had nn strength at .111.,S,1 the Chairman 10ol
over the responsihility ot doing hoth.

OR. MAKURUYA:

The Chairman ot what'/
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SEBUTOZI:

Of UPC.

SEf

CHAIRMAN:

I see. Who was the M.P.?

co

SEBlITOZI:

The M.P. was called the late Kasura.

CHAIRMAN:

Now should there be Chairmen and should there be youth wingers?
Should the system continue?

SE

Cl

SEBlITOZI:

What?

CHAIRMAN:

Should there be youth wingers and Chairmen?

SEBUTOZI:

No. Well I for one, I wouldn't really - (Interjection).

S1

CHAIRMAN:

Because this is Chairman of one party, it was outside your party.
Should we have different parties as existed at the time?

C

SEBUTOZI:

No, the way I look at it, I think the "umbrella" was better really.

CHAIRMAN:

The what?

SEBlITOZI:

The "umbrella" of Binaisa - people gathering under one umbrella - one
party system.

CHAIRMAN:

But it was torn.

SEBUTOZI:

It was torn but he was trying to mend it - (Laughter).

CHAIRMAN:

He never succeeded?

SEBlITOZI:

He never succeeded, but I suggest that the political parties really in
one Government, I think it is diving people, because I have the
experience in UPC and DP when really people could not talk to one
another and, you know, they could not eat together, and if one could
~ay that Uganda is our house, only that we are living in different
rooms, then there shouldn't be any hatred.

CHAIRMAN:

But the different rooms should remain under one roof?

SEBUTOZI:

The different rooms should remain and have one roof, and if you say
that roof is torn, is leaking, then join hands to mend that hole.

CHAIRMAN:

What you are saying therefore is that the separate party should retain
their identity but work together under an umbrella, they should
maintain it?

SEBUTOZI:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN:

It would m~an therefore that the system Chairmen and youth wingers
w?uld contmue, because each party would have Chairmen and youth
wingers.
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s

C

..(

..J Bl TO I

y ~• ·es, especially National
..
co, er the whole of Uganda. Movement admm1strationwould really

C0l \ EL:

Arc )'l)U saying that the M
~hould be political parties'! ovemcnt should be on top, and under it

"EBUTOZl:

No. The political part'ies would separate people.

CHAIRMA1

I thought your recommendation
should be an umbrella d
~as that, or your idea is that there
retain their separate ideu:.t~r w;1ch the org~isation parties should
t(1rming one Government 1 ies, ut these parties should combine in

SEBUT0ZI:

Yes, yes.

CHi\IRMAN:

I see. Is that your idea?

SEBCT0ZI:

That is my idea.

CHAIRMAN:

I see. But how would that abolish rivalries between parties at local
level?

SEBUT0ZI:

But it is not the same to have these Chairmen. If they want to have
Chairmen of different parties then under one Chairman, then it would
be - (Interjection).

CHAIRMAN:

Perhaps we leave that, we move to the second part. What are your
ideas for preventing the reoccurrence of such things?

SEBUT0ZI:

What?

CHAIRMAN:

What are your ideas, what do you suggest as prevention to stop such
things to happen again which led, for instance, to your detention or
what should be done?

T:

SEBUT0ZI:

Well, I think the Government has taken a good step to ask the people
themselves - the Ugandans - prepare one constitution, which is made
by the ideas of Ugandans themselves, and they put in
recommendations each one, whatever he or she thinks is better to
safeguard his or her life and properties.

CHAIRMAN:

So you are suggesting that the solution is to have a constitution which
is made from ideas of the people of Uganda?

SEBUT0ZI:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN:
DR. LUY0MBY A:

I see. Okay' I leave you for the time being.
· sorry to hear what happened to you, and to hear that
Mr • Seb ut oz1, · ced other sufferings. It .1s good ev1'dence m
• that •1t
ou have expenen
• about
.
trurn Many witnesses want only to testify
Y
gives us a b 1g spec
•
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what happened to themselves, hut you have given us what
•
d h
.
experience
appenm.g
to others. Let me start off with you
.
. Masaka. The man who was m
· a khaki overall. Wh·t
your
expenence
m
1
you were standing there, was he holding a gun?
e
S1 BUTOZI:

He was holding a gun.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

What sort of a gun, a small one or a big one?

SEBUTOZI:

A big one.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Was it a pistol?

SEBUTOZI:

No, it was not a pistol. It was a rifle.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

I see. Were you present when these K.Y. supporters were being
forced to go up to that small pot to bring down the flag?

SEBUTOZI:

I was informed by our porters who used to live in the village.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

I see. And you didn't see the eating of the flag?

SEBUTOZI:

No.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

This is really - if it was crew up - it makes somebody indeed so
rough, and as a Commissioner, we have met a bit of similar
experiences somewhere else where a Chief made someone eat a whole
chicken with its features and everything, and a basket of cassava, and
they ended up dying. Now about the youth wingers here, you told us
that a porter was looking after cows and goats which belonged to
youth wingers. How did these youth wingers acquire those goats and
cows?

SEBUTOZI:

They could go to an open market which is about three miles from
here. On that very day in an open market they could pick whatever
they wanted to pick and bring them, say, without the permission of the
owners.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

And without paying for it?

SEBUTOZI:

Without paying for it, ·saying they were trying to take these goats and
cows to Rwanda, so they should be kept here. And later on they
arrested some cattle which were sold in town here.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

On auction?

SEBUTOZI:

On auction.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

I see. And other than demoralising Police, and at least the District
Police Commander and the Assistant District Commissioner by
locking them up in UPC office, did you witness any other actions of
violence or hooliganism by this group of young men?
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,:-EBUTOZI.

There was also .
h
a man whom I d'
e wa., putting on
id not reall b
really a sin in UPCa_green sweater. Putti~g ~~: to know his name,
and may be th'
any green cloth _ th
green sweaterwas
Ruhinda or Bu~:n m~ was beaten. 1 :i:iu~! s: that th_isis DP,

~ar;~

DR. Ll '\ OMBYA:
SEBUTOZI:

people. the UPM
c!u~udn~t
ow when they wer:Sto~~:gg ::
you We
.
reach ther
Th
•
were feanng to reach wh th e.
ey could even kill
ere ese people were being beaten
It wa.~fortunate that th
.
•
ey did not beat trees which had green leaves.
This is what we used to tell them th
'
are green.
' at don t eat bananas because they

DR LUYOMBY A:

Now when you were arrested - when
.
pick-up Michael •the p r
you were gomg to Kabale with a
Station.' What happened ~;::;ic~:;~
your pick-up to the Police

SEBUTOZI:

That pick-up was removed later when I was already in prison and it
was handed over to the owner, and then later on it was picked by
people whom he did not know. He told me he did not see them - I
mean know them. So up to now that vehicle disappeared completely.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

But at least it was temporarily handed back to him?

SEBUTOZI:

It was temporarily handed over to him - to the owner.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

You talked of Sam, the man who left his bucket for you in the cells,
and did you know his other name other than Sam?

SEBUTOZI:

I don't know his other name but he is a prominent man in Mbarara.
As soon as he left the cell in Kamukuzi, he went in the bush.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

He is now in Mbarara?

SEBUTOZI:

I think he is in Mbarara.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

SEBUTOZI:

DR. LUYOMBYA:

SEBUTOZI:
DR. LUYOMBYA:

SEBUTOZI:

Have you seen him since Kamukuzi date?
I met him in Kampala dressed in army unifo~ and I don'~ know
whether he remained in army or he went back to his former busmess.
About what time did you meet him in Kampala in army uniform?
It was in 1987' beginning of 1987 or mid 1987.
h'm the natpe of the boy who had tried to
Did you come to learn from I
befriend Darling in a bar?
ed this lady Darling. this hoy was also
You see, when they n~
disappeared. they couldn't Darling, so that is why his name
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DR. LUYQMBYA:

So the boy was called Darling?

SEBUTOZI:

Yes.

DR LUYOMBYA:

I see. Because we have heard some ladies who were terrible in
torturing people, and if you had more details you could probably
know which of these ladies beat you up. Now that you have admitted
to this Commission that you actually assisted the guerrillas, and I am
sure you know that this is a treasonable offence, do you have any
complaint about what happened to you?

SEBUTOZI:

I would say that these people had no evidence to arrest me because the
arrest was known to me, and I wouldn't have really any claim because
I was actively participating, and perhaps the claim would be that those
people who are already in power whom I was supporting could look
otherwise to uplift my standard and perhaps - (Interjection).

DR. LUYOMBYA:

No, no, let us stick to the principle. Trying to subvert and trying to
overthrow a government as I told you is a treasonable offence. Are
you only blaming that government because they did not have an
efficient investigatory machinery of arresting you?

SEBUTOZI:

I am blaming the government because they were not following the law
of the land.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Which bit of the law of the land did they follow?

SEBUTOZI:

They could get hold of somebody, testify that this has done this and
that but not fumbling, giving false information.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Well, let us stick to your case because this is practical. Are you
blaming them because they did not have thorough investigation about
you?

SEBUTOZI:

Yes.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

But otherwise if they had investigated, you would not blame the
government for whatever they did to you?

SEBUTOZI:

I was lucky to escape their hooliganism act.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

No, it was not hooliganism - it is illegal. There was a genuine case as
far as the government then was concerned.

SEBUTOZI:

Yes.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Do you see any violation of your rights as far as this arrest - your
arrest - was concerned, although you had actually - you were trying to
commit a treasonable offence? Was there any violation of your rights?

SEBUTOZI:

Yes.
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[ R I u, OM0YA:
"l Bll1''0ZI:

DR. LUYOMBYA:
EBUTOZI:
DR. LUY OM BY A,
SEBUTOZI:
DR. LUYOMBY A:

Why'/
Bccaust~ they could '
husincss wh • I
n t have stopped th
•
en wa:s•a1ready arrested. e people to go on with the
Your people?

Yes.
Anything else'!
My animals died.
• Well, if you are arrested • d 00 0
.
definitely they will ct·
a~
d~ looks after your animals,
the g
ie. 1s that a v1olat1onof your - did you expect
overnment to look after your animals?

?

SEBUTOZI:

No.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Do you know that a prisoner also has certain rights? The answer is
yes or no.

SEBUTOZI:

I don't know.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Even prisoners have certain rights which have to be fulfilled and
.
'
possibly in your case some of these were not fulfilled, for example, a
prisoner should be fed - he should not be allowed to starve in a cell.
He should be allowed to wash, and he should have sunshine and light
and he should be brought to court and charged. Okay. The
Commissioner says, there is a Prisons Act, and so you should try to
know about these things and not only you, but our society here. I
don't know whether you will make any matters clearer from what the
Chairman is trying to ask you about your answer on political parties.
Possibly it may confuse you the more, but you are not condemning
political parties as parties?

SEBUTOZI:
DR. LUYOMBYA:

No but I am condemning the way they conduct their business.

'
So if they could conduct their business properly you have no quarrel
with them?

SEBUTOZI:

DR. LUYOMBYA:

·th them if people are free to go and come back, to
I have no quarre l w1
•
ded
do then that is okay - they are safeguar •
to
Want
do w h atever th ey
,

W h
t a member of the Commission who is also a
Okay.
e ave go_ . . l Commission - Dr. Khiddu Makubuya on
member of the Constttutlo~a at the future for this country would ~
the extreme end. You said th . . ·n the way people will tackle tt
.f
rite up a Consutuuon i
th. k
brighter 1 we w
. asked to give their ideas. Do you m
in that the people are bemg
. ht~'l 1 hope you know that a
·
•
lation
of
human
ng
• •
that will stop v10
.
f . er some consutuuons
are not
constitution is probably a piece o pap •
written, but --
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I
SI BllTOZI·

I think when :1 constitution is prescntct.l and the people of Uganda ha
•
• I • •
., I
I
.
ve

given m t 1cir views :111u t 1cy arc proper y written as they wanted the

to hl', even if you violate that constitut10n, you would he tyinm
yourself.
g

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Can you give an exampk?

SEBUTOZI:

Take, for instance, if the constitution is made and they say, there shall
he no coup - military coup - and these people have signed it, so if
there is a military coup, may he the constitution will have something
to prosecute these people who have taken over the government by
force.

CHAIRMAN:

Sorry Commissioner.
There was in fact in 1979 a Nigerian
Constitution - a provision to that effect hut since then there have been
two coups in Nigeria. Coups cannot be prevented, but the issue the
Commissioner is raising is very important, that a constitution is a
piece of paper. It is not the constitution I think which protects the
society, but the leaders who are to adhere to that constitution. Not
only the leaders, but everybody.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

If the Chairman has given you a clue of what I was trying to react to,
hut probably when the Constitutional Commission comes to you, you
should have thought about this problem seriously, individually and as
people of Rukungiri, in that you should devise ways of making sure
that what you agree on will be adhered to and works. Thank you.

MR. NAGENDA:

I also would like to thank you for the evidence you gave, it was very
clear and the examples you gave in your evidence. Slightly the whole
picture of what you have told us and the Commission is indeed
grateful to that. May be let me start off by saying that when you
answered one of the Commissioners by saying that you were
struggling to exist, I think you were doing yourself justice. You had
seven children at Senior Secondary School, I think that is trying to
survive in an - I don't know what it means - how to put that phrase to
your excellency.
Let me perhaps start off - a point which my
colleague Dr. Luyombya brought up and asked you a question: if you
know of a guerrilla who now is going against this government, what
would you definitely .do to him?

SEBUTOZI:

I would definitely report him.

MR. NAGENDA:

And then what should be done to him?

SEBUTOZI:

MR. NAGENDA:

Brought to court and give evidence how he is caught, what he has
heen doing, and proper evidence, and the exhibits containing may be
writings, some papers and then you could hring him hefore the
authorities.
What if it was what we call a war zone and there was no time for
court at that time you think that you say that the::se gue::rrillas would
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bring down the government'!
FBUTOZI:

A war zone'! I cou Id take . . .
know that they are n t .

a secret report to the authorities whom I

o m war zone.

1R. NAGENDA:

I was going hy the

.

.
that people sh Id ~01~t which you made which I don't disagree with
what happens ~~
1 h e .. roug~t to court, hut. I am trying to find out
a r •
• ~ ere 15 no time for courtc; - m other words if it is an
dg~ _ess~ves!tuati~n - will you also still wait for this person to be
e ~me until he 1s taken to court? We are talking about guerrillas
agam~t the state, and I am glad that you agreed that you were a
guerr~lla. Can the government which took you be sure to say that at
·that time _they wanted you out of the way because you were helping
the g~ernllas to bring down the legal government of the country at
t?at t_ime, whether you liked that government, or whether you didn't
hke it, or any other way? So what would you do if it was an
aggressive situation - what should government do in your view?

SEBUTOZI:

I don't know, that is a difficult question.

MR. NAGENDA:

Okay, let me just leave that for the time being. Now just again a ·very
good clarification over the Masaka shooting which sounds very hot
that somebody just came up and shot some p~isoners coming from
Kampala without explaining what was going on. Had there already
been critical situations in Masaka, you know, where people whether
they were K.Y. or whatever when there was a form of sort of fighting
between different people - had people already been shot or killed, or
was this the first example of somebody being shot as a result of the
1966?

SEBUTOZI:

Yes, in Masaka.

MR. NAGENDA:

The first one that you knew?

SEBUTOZI:

Yes.

MR. NAGENDA:

Now you came originally from Bufumbira?

SEBUTOZI:

I was born in Kabale. My father originally came from Bufumbira, hut
I was born in Kabale.

MR. NAGENDA:
SEBUTOZI:
MR. NAGENDA:
SEBUTOZI:
MR. NAGENDA:

SEBUTOZI:

. . ')
you came from another D1stnct.
Yes.
And came here?
Yes.
. you are an expatriate'/
Som. a way
Yes.
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MR. NAGENDA:

Have you met prejudice - sectarian behaviour against you as someo
who came from some where to work here or not?
lle

SEBUTOZI:

No. it is not acute really, it is not there.

MR. NAGENDA:

Not acute'/

SEBUTOZI:

No. Of course in a herd of white sheep, there must be black.

MR. NAGENDA:

So from some people you have met some enemies?

SEBUTOZI:

Yes.

MR. NAGENDA:

But even then you have not thought of going back to Kabale,so it
could not have been very much?

SEBUTOZI:

No, no.

MR. NAGENDA:

Can you tell us what sort of enemies you have met?

SEBUTOZI:

No, not really much.

MR. NAGENDA:

Just a feeling that somebody thought you are a foreigner?

SEBUTOZI:

Only because in my accusation when the lady was reading my file in
Mbarara, they were trying to get Banyarwanda out of Uganda, and
that incident started in Mbarara. So it was going to affect Rukungiri
as well, and I thought perhaps speaking the same language I would
also be known to be one of them.

MR. NAGENDA:

You mean you speak Runyarwanda?

SEBUTOZI:

Yes.

MR. NAGENDA:

But it did not happen?

SEBUTOZI:

It did not happen here.

MR. NAGENDA:

SEBUTOZI:

MR. NAGENDA:

Now you talked about a Tom who was at your arrest and at other
arrests in the area. Is. this the same person as Sokoro?
I don't know Sokoro, really.
heard of his name.
1

I don't know Sokoro, nor have I ever

see. Because we definitely heard of somebody called Sokoro
t
yeS erday who was involved in the mini hus, so that you remember.
Then finally this Katembeya' s death, whom you said that he was 1
very had hoy, and you said that he was killed hy a thief who hadcome
to_t_hearea and then the thief was also killed, so this is sincerely1
critical statement hut when d1"dhe d"
h
h h t?
,
1e - w en was e s o .
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I RllTOZl:
1R. 'AGENDA:

EBUTOZl:

l don't rcme mher wh·
tch year h •
Any date?
' ut it wai s hetore my arrest in 1983.
May he in 1983 •
• Just about that.

MR. NAGFNOA.:

1983?

SEBUTOZI:

Yes .

.MR. NAGENDA:

Well, after he h d b
somebody who really
a een
shot, did somebod
disorganised
th
. y take over his activities as
e society?

SEBUTOZI:

Yes, yes.
I have
Nyakis~enyi - the per:~:e:n!:red the name of Turyahikayo from
also actively working.very hard~ted to say the other time - who was

MR NAGENDA:

Turyahikayo?

SEBUTOZI:

Yes.

MR. NAGENDA:

Did Turyahikayo behave badly as Katembeya?

SEBUTOZI:

Yes, yes.

MR. NAGENDA:

In what way?

SEBUTOZI:

He was also harassing people.

MR. NAGENDA:

What happened to Turyahikayo?

SEBUTOZI:

He is there. Nothing happened.

MR. NAGENDA:

Where is he?

SEBUTOZI:

In Nyakishenyi.

MR. NAGENDA:

Is he still terrorising people?

SEBUTOZI:
MR. NAGENDA:

SEBUTOZI:

MR. NAGENDA:

No, he has no room - (Laughter).
Since he behaved in this illegal manner by harassing people. has he
ever been taken to court - has anybody ever taken him to court?
No. He was arrested when I was the Secretary for Security in the
District on ad hoe committee here, he was arrested in Nyakishenyi.
then he was taken to Nyarushanje. I went to collect him. hrought him
to the Police, but because he was sufferiag from tuberculosis. it was
not easy for us to arrest him, the DPC set him free.
The what?
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I

EBUTOZI:

The DPC set him free

1R. TAGE IDA:

I see. On humanitarian grnunds?

to g0

and attend medical treatment.

SEBUTOZI:

Yes.

MR. NAGENDA:

I see. Has he recovered from this tuberculosis?

SEBUTOZI:

I think so. because he is a Bursar of a certain school.

MR. NAGENDA:

Are you aware now that he is quite fit to stand trial in court and you
can follow this up?

SEBUTOZI:

Well, you know when you follow up these things, going to coun
when I am struggling to earn my living, then I would be wasting m;
time instead of, you know, doing something else.

MR. NAGENDA:

Yes, but could it not be more fitting that justice needs to be done'
because don't you think it can encourage people to behave badly if
they know they can get away, because the people who should be
bringing them to trial always leave them. Don't you think you owe it
to yourself, and to your area, that this man should be tried, he is
either found guilty or acquitted? Would that not be the fair thing?

SEBUTOZI:

Well, I know exactly what he was doing but as far as my arrest was
concerned, he was not there. He was hiding himself although he was
around in the town here but he did not appear. I only saw him once
on that very day when we were being taken to Mbarara. It is when he
came to see us - to see how we were going.

MR. NAGENDA:

But my colleague said that what he found very interesting about your
testimony was that you were not describing what happened only to
you, but also what happened to other people. So I put it to you that,
would not people of this District and of this place rest easier if they
had brought the accused against this alleged bad person or
Turyahikayo, so that he is either found guilty or innocent? Would not
that be a better way to do it?

SEBUTOZI:

Yes, it would be the better way to do it, but the time in the court, the
time, you know -

MR. NAGENDA:

But you live in courts, things like the RC's - they are very quick·
they do the work very quickly, and as far as I can see. they had to
write to somebody to give their decision and so on. Any way let me
also leave that question for the time being. I also wish to thank your
fellow citizens of this area. Thank you.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Mr. Sebutozi, you said in 1950 you were in Military School in
Nakuru?

SEBUTOZI:

Yes.
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l R

1 Klll ll'\ A:

I BlTT'OZI:

OR. M KUBUYA:
SEBUTOZI:

DR MAKUBUYA:

\Vhy didn't

you take up mT
t itary career or did Y<>u'>
"~nil
ft
•
e Veterinary D
epartment - (Interjection)
Nn l th •
•
•
mk you went to M".
Department.
ihtary School hefore you went to Veterinary

,u,

No. I w
.,
ent to Veterinary De art
was a Veterinary Offic
~ ment first , and then later on there
Department, then I resign:~ ; om I w~~ not happy with in the
they were a~king for peo • h efore I resigned, I did the test because
1
in Nakuru, to he trai ~ ~ w o ~ante~ to go to join Military Scho.ol
joining military and t~et _m various helds, and I wai; interested in
when I arrived ~here I a is wh~ I went to the military training, and
not used to "kawu ' .. was not. im~ressed by the food, hecause I was
nga • then I didn t want to continue.
So you did not complete your military training?

SEBUTOZI:

No, I did not - I came b ack . It was not so easy for me to come back
but I struggled very hard to come back.
•

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Now Masaka in 1966: were the soldiers always on streets of Masaka?

SEBUTOZI:

Not everyday, really.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Why didn't they come up?

SEBUTOZI:

They came on that very day - you know there was an announcement
on Radio that the Baganda Lukiiko had passed a resolution that Obote
should remove his government within thirty (30) days, and then
during that time it is when the army lorries started coming to Masaka.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

As preparations?

SEBUTOZI:

yes.

So I continued to listen to the radio and I could hear some -

(Interjection).
DR. MAKUBUY A:

SEBUTOZI:

DR. MAKUBUYA:

SEBUTOZI:
DR. MAKUBUYA:

Now those days, was Masaka-Kampala Road open, and was it easy to
travel on that road?
as you know the taxi drivers. they force things
It was not easy, butand may be it is because the trouble start ed d urmg
•
really to getdmoneyl who were driving their vehicles - the taxis from
th night an peop e
•
e
M· k· _ Masaka to Kampala, started earher.
Kampala to asa a
to Masaka could really be
In other words anybody. bringi_n~,news
. d w1"thexcitement m Masakal
receive

Yes, yes.
I had gathered around this child who had

·ctthis is why peop e
You sat
come in?
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I

EBlITOZI:

Because there was a rumour that Mutesa is almost winning Obote and

D

that is why he brought some people, you know, rejoicing and things

like that.

s

DR. M !-\KUBU\ A:

Now, there was also a rumour at the time - you said your camp was
burdened because there was a rumour that K. Y. supporters would
attack government servants? Did K. Y. supporters actually attack
government servants?

I

SEBUTOZI:

Not at all. Not a single one.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

And then we come to 1982 here in Rukungiri - this DPC Magoma
gave you a letter to a Trade Development Officer. Do you still have
that letter?

SEBUTOZI:

It was handed over to the office and I received the licence - a trading
licence.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

So the Trade Development Officer's office might have it?

SEBUTOZI:

I don't know.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Then you have also quite dramatically told us how this Mr.
Katembeya and Turyahikayo arrested the DPC and two others. You
seem to have been shocked by this.

SEBUTOZI:

I was really shocked.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Were other people also shocked?

SEBUTOZI:

I think so, because it was strange - a civilian who had no gun - there
were a lot of people to get hold of these people.
'-

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Was Mr. Katembeya punished for this?

SEBUTOZI:

No, he was not.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Where did Mr. Katembeya's lawless power come from?

SEBUTOZI:

He was a staunch UPC and he was very well known by Obote friendly - for a very long time even during Obote I.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

I see. How did you know this?

SEBUTOZI:

He was telling us.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

He could easily come to town and begin to say, I talk to so and so of
any message, could you just believe?

SEBUTOZI:

We could believe, he had even some people to testify this.
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l R 1 KUBUY
EBllTOZl:
OR. 1AKUBUY

To his power?
Yes.
Now, Kamuk •
H. l
uz1, you said th

It er. Did you fi
e In-Charge th
Hitler?
md out to know about _erewas some chap called
this chap, who was he. this
EBUTOZI:

Hitler was

o•C • p nson
•

•
• local p nson.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

And where was he from?

liEBUTOZI:

I think he was from lbanda.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Was he a good man?

SEBUTOZI:

Well, we had no quarrel with h'
go for sunshine he didn't all lffi, but may be he didll't allow us to
us to wash ours~lves S h ow us to go_to the toilet, he didn't allow
0 e was automatically a bad man.
•

DR MAKUBUY A:

Did he _say he was under instructions not to allow you to have these
possessions?

SEBUTOZI:

No, he did not say anything to us.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

You have mentioned that one of the prisoners, Mr. Mukunda, was
later released after he had paid some money. You have also
mentioned that Sam was released after he had paid some money. How
did this work in paying money to be released?

SEBUTOZI:

You see, in prison, there are some prison warders who speak to
prisoners, so they have their agents to go and organise. They know
the weakness of the officers mainly concerned with prison - who had
powers to detain and to release. And they knew their weaknesses so
they could have agents to work with those people - the prisoners who
had ways of getting money so that they could be removed.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

SEBUTOZI:

Why didn't you use this means to get out?
As I told you, I had a very big family and _my work started
deteriorating in t 980 soon after the elections. so I did not have enough
money to play about in that business.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

SEBUTOZI:
DR. MAKUBUYA:

SEBUTOZI:

· t Kamukuzi you mentioned that there was a Magistrate
Now agam a
•
called Bakaaki who was beaten up badly.
He is now dead.
.

i'J

Did you leave him at Kamukuz •
Grade One Magistrate tried to remove
No, he was later releas~- he went back to his duty, then he was
.
then he was remov ,
h 1m,

I
transferred from Mharara tn Kuhale.
after some time I heard of his death.

I met him after Luzira th
• en

DR. 1AKUBUYA:

Now did you also hear that his death was related to the heatings h
received ,i.·hen he was in Kamukuzi'l
e

SEBITTOZI:

His relatives are very far away from here - they are from Kyempene
but the way he was beaten, I thought myself that he died as a result
the heating, because he was badly beaten.

of

DR MAKUBm"A:

Yes. Well, we were interested at the beginning in your interview with
Darling and two others How did this interview start? You were
taken into the room and then? This is at Kamukuzi. You have been
telling us these two ladies and one man. How did the interview stan?

SEBUTOZI:

They started calling one by one. So when you entered, they had a
chair where you were made to sit and they could ask you your name,
bring your file.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Did they greet you?

SEBITTOZI:

No, they couldn't greet you. You could see their faces gloomy as if
they have been fighting for many years. Then they could bring a file
from your District, open it, start reading, then they could starting
asking you some questions.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

And why didn't they start beating you?

SEBITTOZI:

No, I was asked to tell her where Museveni was and where Ruki.kaire
was. So I didn't know where these people were, I told them they
were in Kampala. So I was beaten.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

From not knowing where they were?

SEBITTOZI:

Yes. And for supporting UPM, which was a small party.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Now you were removed from Kamukuzi to Kyamugolani because
Obote was supposed to be coming?

SEBUTOZI:

Yes, Obote was coming to Bushenyi.

DR. MAKUBUYA:
SEBUTOZI:

DR. MAKUBUYA:

SEBUTOZI:

How did you know, you were a prisoner?
We had Askaris who could tell us each and everything. We had some
people who had influence with those Askaris - say people who were
picked from Mbarara knew these fellows. So they could tell thelD
whatever was happening.
Then at Kyamugolani we were told that somebody addressed yrN ;ad
said you were now going back to your respective Districts?
Yes.
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DR. MAKUBUYA:
"EBlJTOZI:

I thnught the next th·
ing Yousaid y

ou were taken to Luzira?
.
hack to our respective Districts. to Luz1ra when we were told to get

Wc were surprised to be taken
DR. M i\Kl BlYA:

SEBUTOZI:

DR MAKUBUY A:

SEBUTOZI:

Didn't you ask those people tak"
are going to our resp t· 0 . •~g you - look, our briefing is that we
ec tve 1str1cts?
But during that time
Id
.
•
, you cou have a zip and zip your mouth not to
say anytlung. You could only follow the order because if tlte bus
com:S, you say perhaps they are taking us home then you see them
P
arki
•
·
'
ng agam on another prison. Then the next morning you see
yourselves facing Kampala-Arua Road, then you have nobody to ask.
Then there was this Mr. Rutahigwa who gave 100,000/=. I am not
sure how the Land Rover of Rwakasisi is connected here.

It is there, because when we came from Kyamugolani, he was
complaining that his wife had delayed to bring the money and he was
sorry to be taken when he was ready to pay the money. Then this
Land Rover came in the morning when we were about to pack up.
Then the woman came and then they called Rutahigwa to go. Then
we saw the person holding the list of the prisoners cancelling
Rutahigwa's name.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Where is this Rutahigwa?

SEBUTOZI:

Rutahigwa is staying in Mbarara, in Ruhengyere.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

•
u were from Luzira you saw Byabazaire,
You also said that the day yo i
Od·nga How did you know about
Kanywamusai and a son of Og nga- I
•
.
?
this son of Oginga- Odmga.

SEBUTOZI:

•
of etting information, it is the ~rison.
If there is a quicker means . g . 'K pala we could know it even
happenmg m am
'
· •
Because whatever was
th t that man was Oginga-Odmga s
•
So we knew a ,
that very evemng.
son.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

SEBUTOZI:
DR. MAKUBUY A:

SEBUTOZI:

DR. MAKUBUY A:

SEBUTOZI:

.?
• Byabazaire and Kanywamusai.
Was he working with

They were together

•n the same company _ they came together.

I

.

• he came to prison?
h. the only time
Was t IS
t Id that the next day we were
hen we were o
e
only
time
w
It was th
going.
?
in a-Odinga talk to you.
Did this son of Og g

No, he didn't.

1()()()1

DR

1AKUBl YA:

EBUTOZI:

\Vhat did he do, the others were talking?
He had a file also, but he did not say any word, nor did KanyWamu .
sai
say any word.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

But this son of Oginga-Odinga, you arc sure he was carrying a file?

SEBUTOZI:

He was also carrying a file.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Because I was arguing of this evidence which is very clear and straight
forward, but before I wind up, I have to say something about
statements which have been made before this table about the
Constitution. There is an independent Commission which is supposed
to be writing a new Constitution and so on. The other thing which I
want to contest is that it is not in the provision of the Constitutional
Commission that a Constitution is a piece of paper. Countrymen,
friends in Rukungiri and all over the place, a Constitution is a very,
very serious matter and we got into trouble in past regimes because
the past regimes took exactly that attitude that a Constitution is just a
piece of paper. The Constitution is a fundamental agreement among
citizens, how they are going to be governed, and how the public
affairs will be run, and it may be written up, it may not be, you know,
and unless you did, unless we all commit ourselves to see that a
Constitution is making principles by which our society will be
governed, you know, we shall really be in serious trouble. And as a
matter of fact, the Constitutional Commission was hoping that it was
going to get some recommendations from the Human Rights
Commission on how to improve the situation in future, and I sincerely
hope that it is not the official view of the Human Rights Commission
that a Constitution is just a piece of paper.

SEBUTOZI:

It is not - (Laughter).

CHAIRMAN:

Well, at this stage I only wish to thank our witness for the evidence he
has given, but I think J have to comment on the last remarks by the
previous Commissioner. What I said here was not the issue of the
Commission and the Commissioner as such is in order to discuss what
to represent to the Constitutional Commission. What I pointed out
here was that - it was a reaction to what the witness said that coups
should be baned in the Constitution.
I said, okay, everywhere.
another country also had a Constitution in 1979 and one of the clauses
provided that any government which could come to power by coup d'e
tat would be illegal and unconstitutional, hut this constitution was
followed by two coups and the present government in that country is
still the government which came to power from the last. I also said
that the work of a constitution really depends on the seriousness of the
leaders and people of that country. A constitution has no guards, has
no terms, it is not A.P.S. - it is not A.P.S. 46/47, or whatever they
are. But the first written constitution known to man was the United
~tates Constitution which is ahout 225 years old and that Constitution,
hke any o_therswhich have followed and have worked, depended on
the commitment of the citizens and not only lt:adcrs. hut everybody
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must ensure that what we hav
.
was my appeal.
e

CHAIRMAN:

This is turning into a dehate h
. .
Sebutozi, what remains is h
y Comm1ss1oners.Well, 1 think Mr.
of this matter is to th~nk yer ~e tohsaythat there are no more replies
'
nu ,or t e evidencewh·1 h
h
•
forward in clarity and hon t
h. h .
c you ave given
witnesses who come hei
es y,Twh·ic is rare amongst some of the
ore us.
ank you very much.

SEBUTOZI:

Thank you very much. I wish you well.

COUNSEL:

My Lord Chairman, yesterday evening when this Commissionwao;
list~ning to a witness No. 454, Mr. Obadia~ Babumpabwire,he
testified that because of the rampant violation of human rightc;in this
area, the arrests and other aspects, an appeal was made to the Right
Reverend Y .K. Ruhindi, Doctor of Divinity, who is the Bishop of
North Kigezi Diocese. That subsequently the Lord Bishop wrote a
letter to the Government - the Vice President -in which he asked for
those people's release, and in the said letter, the Lord Bishop also
sought for audience with the Vice President and an appointmentto
meet the President, then Milton Obote, on his visit to Rukungiri. Mr.
Lord Chairman, the Rt. Rev. Bishop Ruhindi is here to testify on this
matter, and he will be witness No. 456.

WITNESS NO. 456:

RT. REV. BISHOP YOSITASI K.

RUHINDI - SWORNIN
COUNSEL:

RUHINDI.

My Lord Bishop. couId you
Commissioners?

state your names in full to the

. Bishop Yositasi Ruhindi.
My name in fuII is:
You are also a Doctor of Divinity'/

COUNSEL:
RUHINDl:

Yes.
.
f North Kigczi Diocese?
You are Bishop 0

COUNSEL:

RUHINDI:

Yes.

COU,

EL:

Where do you reside, My Loni Bisnop'!

RUH11 DI:

Here. at Kinyasano in Rukungiri.

COU SEL:

How old are you?

RUHINDI:

l think I am between 62 and 63 years of age.

COUNSEL:
You have stated that you are a Doctor of Divinity. Where did you get
your Doctorate, My Lord?
RUHINDI:
It is an Honourary Degree which I received from Yale University in
America after studying for a Masters Degree in Theology for 2 years.
COUNSEL:

ln which year was this?

RUHINDJ:

This was in 1960 - 1962.

COUNSEL:
RUHINDI:
COUNSEL:
RUHINDI:
COUNSEL:
RUHINDI:

When were you consecrated Bishop?
I was consecrated Bishop in August 1972.
And where was your first Diocese where you served the Lord?
My first Diocese was Bunyoro-Kitara Diocese.
For how long did you serve in Bunyoro-Kitara Diocese?
9 years.

COUNSEL:
Then after serving in Bunyoro-Kitara Diocese, where did you go?
RUHINDI:

I was invited back home, here, by the people of North Kigezi, our
Rukungiri District, to come and be their first Bishop.
COUNSEL:
RUHINDI:

Are you saying this is your birth place?
Yes.

COUNSEL:
When did you come to _beBishop of North Kigezi - which year?
RUHINDI:

That was April 1981

COUNSEL:
I see. And you have served here from April 1981 to today?
RUHINDI:

Yes.

COUNSEL:
My Lord, yesterday, one witness who appeared before this
Co~ission
by the name of Obadiah Babumpabwire mentioned that
he, with two others, that is Karakire Henry and Tukahiirwa Stephen
were arrest~d and that an appeal was made to you to see what you
could do usmg your office as Bishop of this Diocese to secure their
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RllHlNDl:

release. Did you learn of th
ese arrests?
I did.

coF"lSEL:

How did you come t
subsequently?
o learn of them and what did you do

RUHINDI:

As you know, it is not eas to
.
something bad has happen~
~ q~1et- to keep silence - when
returning from a safari and I • . en it happened I was, I think
a son my Christians had b was informed by some of my people tha~
een arrested.

COUNSEL:

•Do you remember the people who informed you, My Lord?

RUHINDI:

I think it was my Diocesan Secretary in those days.

COUNSEL:

Rev. who?

RUHINDI:

Rev. John Kahiigwa. He is now on studies in Britain.

COUNSEL:

Very well. So after getting this information, what did you do?

RUHINDI:

Well, I had to reconsult with my office, and then I decided to write to
the government, complaining about it.

COUNSEL:

I see. May be before you wrote to the government, you said that
some of your Christians, were these people of your Church and did
they hold any office in your Church, may be?

RUHINDI:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Were they of the Protestant faith?

RUHINDI:

The Church of Uganda are Christians, yes.

COUNSEL:

RUHINDI:

And did any of them have any' may be, responsibility or position in
the Church here?
::iti;:

f All Saints Church Rukungiri, and
;:~r~a~~;:~tt~i:yasano
Parish, both i~formed me how

our people had been arrested.
COUNSEL:
RUHINDI:
COUNSEL:
RUHINDI:

COUNSEL:

I see. So you decided to write a letter?
I did, yes.
To whom did you write this letter?
of that letter here, and I wrote it to the
am
glad
that
I
have
a
copy
M . . ter of Defence in those days.
I
was the m1s
al
O
h
Vice President, w
so
• e President?
.
d ·de to write to the Vic
Why did you ec1

10()()5

Because he wa,;;the Minister of Defence.
COUNSEL:

So this was a security matter?

Rl -IINDI:

Yes.

COl~SEL:

I see. And could you, may be, read this letter to the Commissioners?

RUHINDI:

will explain to the
Commission all what was bad m the situation, the reasons, and our
concerns. It was on the 18th of May 1985. I said:

1

J would be glad to read it h_ecause

! fe~I it

"The Vice President and Minister of Defence,
Republic House, MENGO.
Your Excellency
I would like to take this opportunity with asking you to allow me
express our deep concern about security problems in our District.
Last week, a group of security personnel came to this town and took
away three men to Mbarara, who were eventually transferred to
Kampala. These security men then went on the rampage in nearby
villages looting and terrorising the people.
The men who were snatched are all known to us. In fact one of them
is a Church Warden and a Se~ior Member of our Town Church, All
Saints, Rukungiri. But no reference was made to me, yet I am the
Bishop of this District, and a leader of more than 300,000 Christians
in this area. People are coming to me all the time asking what is
happening, and why people are being taken away without any
explanation. We know of no crime that they had committed, and now
the whole area is filled with fear, and speculation as to who next will
disappear in the night. In fact many innocent people are now in
hiding.
It is my joyful duty, Your Excellency, to inform you that this Diocese
is in keeping with the official policy of the Church of Uganda to be
loyal to the government in her struggle for love, peace and
reconciliation, and here in North Kigezi, we are doing our best to
uplift and encourage our people to grow together in the light of the
Ch~rch by our Rural Development Programme which is covering
agriculture, health, and water development. We are trying to raise the
0
level ~ life_ here, spiritually, socially, and economically, in
coo~er~tton with the government departments. But just when you are
begmnmg to see the confidence in the nation being restored and real
hope
rd for Uganda emerging with a belief in its national leaders, the
ha
thr earned peace is devastated in one evening by the sudden arrest of
ee ~embers of our community, namely: (1) KarakireHenry(2)
Tukahura Stephen (3) Obadiah Babumpabwire.
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This act has b
our pr
' rought much . •
ogress, heca
.
anxiety and fi
a devel ·
use it is not th
ear to our p 1
. ft
oping nation wh·. . e source of tr
eop e and upsets
a er our release as U ich is following a ~~tmentwe expect from
persecution y
gandans from the t
po icy of true democracy
the
•
ou cannot
ormer tyrann d
se arrests have d
appreciate the
Y an freedomof
populated area wh_one_to the confidence o7easure of damage which
what is going t~ h ich lS now filled with fi the people of this highly
appen to anyone of th ear and apprehensionas to
em at any time
There have been s
•
to pro .d
. o many demands tha I
r v1 e satisfactory explanatio fi t ' as the people's Bishop need
po icy towards the peace-loving Un odrthe strange change in ru:tional
gan ans of Kigezi.
Your Excellency this s .
.
'
enous s1tuatio ·11
your capacity as Minister of D fi n w1 not settle down unless in
action by restoring these thr e ence you are able to take remedial
would be good if you co ld ee arrested persons to their homes It
th at th ey need not to fearu now
also give our people reassurance
• so
d
continue to develop in ou fian can therefore settle down as people to
r ne country.
The Government and th Ch
cause for eace
e
ur~~ ~f Uganda are devoted to the good
fid
~
and reconc1hat10n, and people have trust and
con I ence ~n that relationship of both of them. It would be
unfortu~ate if these acts continue to frustrate our good joint efforts in
promotmg peace and stability in our beloved country.
By copy of this letter, my Archbishop, the Head of the Church of
Uganda, the Most Rev. Doctor Yona Okoth, is being informed of my
people's concern.
In conclusion, I would ask you, Your Excellency, at your
convenience, that I come to your office and be given audience to
discuss this matter. As you know that His Excellency the President is
visiting Rukungiri within a few weeks time, so it would be better to
see you before he comes here.
I am anxious to help restore the damaged confidence of the people in
order to lift up their spirits and show very clearly that Rukungiri
District is strongly in support of the present government.
ehalf of North Kigezi Diocese, best wishes for you for
th
•
I sen d , on b
your continued sincere services to Uganda and to e nation.
.
to bless and use you Your Excellency.
May G od contmue
'
I beg to Remain
your Faithful Servant
In Christ,
YOSIT ASI RUHRI~I
BISHOP OF NO

J{IGEZIDIOCESE
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c.c. The Archbishop of Uganda
c.c.
The Hon. Minister Dr. Rwanyarare
c.c.
The District Commissioner Rukungiri
c.c.
The Administrative Secretary, Rukungiri "Rukungiri District"
COU 'SEL:

I see. Who was the Vice President then to whom you addressed this
Jetter?

RUHJ TDJ:

Mr. Paul Muwanga.

COUNSEL:

And I suppose was it taken by hand or it was posted?

RUHINDJ:

We took it by hand to his office, because in those days communication
was very poor.

COUNSEL:

And you said that in this letter you were asking him to give you
audience to discuss this matter?

RUHINDI:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Did he give you the opportunity to meet him?

RUHINDI:

No.

COUNSEL:

Did he reply to your letter?

RUHINDI:

No.

COUNSEL:

RUHINDI:

COUNSEL:
RUHINDI:
COUNSEL:

And in this very letter you were asking him to take immediate action
to save these people. Was there any action taken to release these
people?
As it is mentioned in my letter, it was fortunate that the President was
coming here, so I had the opportunity of meeting him, and I spoke to
him.
I see. Who was the President?
President Obote.
On which date did he come here - do you remember?

RUHINDI:
I am sorry, I cannot exactly remember, but it is, I think, during that
month of May, or later in June, but it wasn't very far from when I
wrote the letter.
COUNSEL:
So w~en the ~resident Obote came here to Rukungiri, you met him
and did you discuss this matter?
RUHINDI:

I met him and I exp) • d th
.
ak.
ame
e case to him and at the rally when he was
spe mg to the people in Rukungiri, he mentioned it. That he was
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going to work hard

.

on tt and t)

l get these people released.
l would ma b
p • •
Y e• MY Lord
resident over thes
• expect you must have talked to the
h
•
e matters and Oth .
uman rtghts in th,·s
er issues related to violation of
• area more es . II
h
t e President's res
'
pecia Y arrest of people What was
ponse and rep! t
•
personally in the meet·tng.?
Y o you when you met him

RUHINDI:

He expressed grievances and
government's inte f
sadness, and he said, this was not the
them This • h n ion t? kill people or to arrest them or frustrate
•
is w at he said.

COUNSEL:
:~}::
_Y?urunders~ding of his reply, was he aware that people
gm
more specifically were being arbitrarily arrested or did
he express surprise?
RUHINDI:

1

expresse~ s~rprise as it is in my letter, because in those days we
were _b~g~nnmg to feel that there was growth in peace and
reconciliatton.

COUNSEL:

My question is that was the President aware, to your knowledge, that
these arrests were going on or he was also shocked? Was he aware of
them when he talked to you?

RUHINDI:

He told me that he did not expect this in Rukungiri. He didn't say
anything about other places.

COUNSEL:

I see. So after talking to the President, and when he talked in the
stadium in the rally that he was going to see that these people are
released, were these people subsequently released, the three?

RUHINDI:

Yes. Not all, but two returned and one never returned.

COUNSEL:

Who never returned?

RUHINDI:

Karakire Henry.

COUNSEL:

May be did you learn since he was your Christian what happened to
him?

RUHINDI:

Not at all. We had been trying to find out, but in vain.

COUNSEL:

So you don't know where he is?

RUHINDI:

J don't know.

COUNSEL:

RUHINDI:

b to write again or to get in touch with His
Did you try may _de
d inform him that one of your followers
Excellency the Pres1 ent an
had not come back?
.
. '
d ume
was not so sufficient because by the time we were
I d1dn t an
th there was a new take over.
trying to do more, en
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COU SEL.

..1 L ) d Chairman, I would like to tender in this letter written by ..._
• • as "Exh"b"
LIJC
Bishop Ruhmdi
J it N o. 8 of 1990".

nRight
Y (Reverend
r

CHAIRMAN:

Has the Bishop retained his own copy?

RUJ-llNDI:

I have a copy, yes.

CHAIRMAN:

I see. Then this Bishop Ruhindi' s letter to the Vice President willbe
"Exhibit No. 8 of 1990".

COUNSEL:

My Lord Bishop, apart from this case of arrest of_ thes~ three
gentlemen, did you learn of other abuse of human nghts m this
District?

RUHINDI:

Well, generally so, though I can't remember very well what happened,
but there were a number of cases which indicate that people were not
being treated in a just manner.

COUNSEL:

May be you could give us some examples.

RUHINDI:

Another man of our Church, Mr. Katembeya, was also murdered and
we never knew why he was killed.

COUNSEL:

Who was Katembeya?

RUHINDI:

He was working here in town.

COUNSEL:

In what capacity?

RUHINDI:

I think he did a lot of business here in town, and also was one of the
UPC members.

COUNSEL:
I see. Which year, My Lord, was he murdered, if you remember?
RUHINDI:
I don't remember very well, it might be between 1984 and 1985. I
can't exactly tell.
COUNSEL:

RUHINDI:

My Lord, may be at this point I bring to you another piece of
evidence here which a witness who has just been here gave us that this
very gentleman Katembeya was a UPC functionary /follower in this
~ea, and that he participated in the arrest of people and that at one
time he arrested even the DPC, the ADC and the o.c. Station of
Rukungiri Police Station. Did you learn of these activities?
1
heard about these activities but I am not sure I don't have any facts
about it, I simply heard rumours.
·

COUNSEL:
Apart_fro'?m the
of Katembeya, did you learn of any other
v10Iations
yourmurder
Diocese?
RUHINDI:

Not so many but th
,
I
'
ere wasn t good peace all over the place, peop e
1001()

were living Und
er fear of b .
COl

T

EL:

RUHI 1D1:
COUNSEL:

RUHINDI:

v·

e1ngtakenaw

In. your letter to the
ay any time to be arrested
Minister Dr R
ice President I
•
D R
• wanyarar
' saw you
.
r. wanyarare?
e. Why did you have copied it to the Hon.
to copy this letter to
Because he was
a Member of Part.
D. d h
.
iament for us here.
1
e assist in an
arrested b th
y way to see that h"
y ese government agents? is people were not harassed or
Well, at times he tr"ed

to do his best b
' ut I think he too was b"1as.
ed
en you say he was bi
ased, what do you mean?
I

COUNSEL:
RUHINDI:

Wh

~rying to stand for his government
d1d not speak well about h'
and to get angry with those who
is government.

COUNSEL:

In other words My Lord
government
the
' you are saying that these arrests were by
well about the gover!m::;; arresting people who were not speaking

RUHINDI:

I suspect so.

COUNSEL:

I see. My Lord Chairman, that is all I have from My Lord Bishop.

CHAIRMAN:

Your ~rdship the Bishop, we will ask you some questions to clarify
yo~r evidence and also may be to solicit perhaps other information
which you may not have touched in your testimony. So you have to
bear with us for a little longer, and we shall start with the Member on
my right.

KAKWENZIRE:

My Lord Bishop, let me first of all commend you for standing by your
people and writing a letter that could have actually led to your own
inconvenience and I congratulate you for that courage. We have
received evidence relating to harassment due to political belief. Did
you throughout this time witness political harassment to members of
your Church? I mean to Rukungiri people who belonged to different
political parties, harassment, imprisonment, and people who would
come to you and complain or the relatives that would have been

and

victimised?
RUHINDI:

KAKWENZIRE:

Though I cannot exactly say what and when. but there ~ere some
harassments mostly in what I would call rumours and fightmg words.
· d f ·tuati·on we experienced. There were not so many facts
that km • o si le or• chasing them because of their
• fat·th• 1t was not
of arrestmg peop
so much like that.
. .uncture I could mention and get your confirm~tion
May be at this JK.
. It would be good if you could put 1t on
about one Fred irenz1.
record ..
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RUHINDI:

Yes, J remember, he too was arrested, but J don't exactly rernernbcr
the story.

KAKWE ZIRE:

Did you think that political parties were dividing people of this
region?

RUHINDI:

Yes, because some would say I belong to DP and the DP's would be
known as belonging to the Roman Catholic Church and others WOUid
play the role of UPC and it wac; wel1 known that most of the members
of UPC, to my shame, were members of our Church. Those political
parties divided peopJe so psychologicaJJy badly.

KAKWENZIRE:

Did some of your Church members take advantage of the spirit of
UPC to aJso harass people? We have heard evidence in KabaJe to this
effect, did this happen in Rukungiri?

RUHINDI:

It did, it happened.

KAKWENZIRE:

Could we have some examples?

RUHINDI:

I don't remember many, but as I told you, it used to be a matter of
fighting with words and rumours which caused fear and frustration.

KAKWENZIRE:

RUHINDI:

We have also heard evidence as we sit in Kampala and elsewhere that
the Church of Uganda, of course you are an exception because at least
you have given us evidence, especially the top hierarchy did not fight
so much for people's rights. We have heard evidence in particular
against your top leadership from some Christians that the Church of
Uganda, because of its affiliation to politics, did not speak out for the
people of its followers.
I wouldn't say .so, because as you too can tell or see, the Church of
Uganda has earned a wonderful name, beginning with our late
Archbishop Janan Luwum, who was murdered because of speakingthe
truth to the government about his people, late Pesto Kivengyere lived
in exile because he spoke strongly against the bad rule with
government, our existing Archbishop was in exile because he spoke
strongly against bad rule in the country. Well, there may be a few but
a good number of our people and top leadership had been killed to see
that our people are daily treated and ruled in their country.

KAKWENZIRE:
Would you say there are some sectarian tendencies to people only
when the people of your religion are harassed and be silent when the
people elsewhere are suffering?
RUHINDI:
What do you mean by elsewhere, outc;ide Uganda, or where?

KAKWENZIRE:
RUHINDJ:

No, no, inside Uganda.
Not so much because h
h
.
•
11
h
•
w
en
t
ere
1s. general peace everywhere, but
usua y t e Bishop and th Ch
e
urch m Particular who are with those
People w·111 '
encourage them t 0
•
F
speak out tor their people.
or
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KAKWENZIRE:

RUHINDI:

example, now
nAAAf
"'"'" or more' we hav
. e repeatedl
has given us ti~~1ty in Northe~ ~Pokent?OUr Presidentabout
concern to th
meetWithl.:- ganda,in Soroti H'18 E
the
e governrne
•um and we hav
•
xceUency
p·
nt. We did so evenw·~alwaysexpressedour
Inally' WhatWouldbe
t Amin.
that recurrence of ah Yourownrecollllllend.
you like to see do ?usesof humanrightsd ~ons aboutmakingsure
ne
on t happen?Whatwould
We as a Church
what the
' we have been very ·
present goverrunent. d .
impressedand encouragedby
to follow th
is o1ng and ti
. .
.
e good examp1 tha
'
we eel this 1snow a time
g1~e a just rule and leader:hi t has been set by the governmentto
without harassing people wi! to our P:ople withoutdiscrimination,
to them first. We had b~n en out arrestingpeople,withoutlistening
people that if you can continco~aged by this and we are tellingour
leadership in this matter 0 f u~ •~ this way and supportthe present
ti
somewhere.
JUS ce and equality, it could get us

CHAIRMAN:

M~ Lord B~shop,~ would have only few questionsto ask you. You
said somethmg which I would like you to elaborateon. It was on a
personal reference, I think. You said that - somethingto the effect
that to your shame, members of your Church belongedor some of
them either were members or supporters of UPC. Could you
elaborate on that, what did you mean?

RUHINDA:

What I meant is that I had to make it in particularto our Church,but
it affects all the Churches. When you say that manytimeswe heard
that members of D.P. belongedto the RomanCatholicChurch. This
is what I meant and that members of UPC•many times.used to be
members of the Church of Uganda. This is why I said that, and
many, many times it appearedto be so.

CHAIRMAN:

I

What you were saying was that it is shamefulthat p~litical
se~.
ed
- or members of your Church tended to abgn to
part1~s te~. altoarti. only and of other Churchesalso?
certain pohtic P es
'

RUHINDI:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN:

was this bad?

RUHINDI:

CHAIRMAN:

.
to terms of fighting against one
I is not so good ~hen it comeswe accept that politics ~e~e ~e
t
. an unfair way. yes, . . olitics should maintainhis
another m
fi I that whoever is m p
country, but w~ eerand witness.
• • behav1ou
th
Chnstian
These are all over e
h d of Christian democrats. Latin America,now
You may h~ve ear in Europe, West Germ~~e communistregimes
world; part1cul~ly in Eastern Euro~e aft~esare very strong. ~e~
. ·an oemocratic Part yth'ng
wrong in this?
th eY are emerging
ed Chr1SU
I there an 1
ed to
have coll~S
man Catholics. s 11 if the parties are allow
are primarily' ~ happen here as we '
WhY shouldn t

R
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exist, the political system?
RUHINDI:

I wouldn't say that there isn't anything, but what I mean is that

1 .
when people grow and become mature, and understand the meetjthink.
leadership for their people, it should be through means of love ng of
and reconciliation, rather than damaging one another, killi~:e:e
another and the rest.
ne

CHAIRMAN:

To supplement and ask a question on ~his follow up on what the
Commissioner on ~y righ~ here was. askmg you .about leaders of the
Church of Uganda m commg up agamst human nghts violations
have cited innumerable examples of what happened, but couldn't'
said th,at during 1980 - 1985 when the UPC was in power that maybe
the leadership was not so vocal - that _the~eade~shipof the Churchof
Uganda was not as out-spoken about v10lat10nsm certain areas thani
other periods? Could it not be said so, or what would you say 0:
such an accusation?

ii:

RUHINDI:

Well, it was so, but not that the Church of Uganda was afraid to speak
out.

CHAIRMAN:

Could you give us examples of such out-spokenness in the 1980's?

RUHINDI:

Indeed I remember that more than two times, a House of Bishopsmet
with the President of the country and we spoke about our fears and
what we wanted to see him and the government doing for our people,
to bring moral and better reconciliation and also to continue with what
they had come with, the message of reconciliation and no revenge. I
remember more than two times we spoke to President Obote about it.

CHAIRMAN:

No, I am asking this question on principle. You know when I gave
you the example of Christian democrats, it is not revealing what
religion I belong to, but I am just asking questions on principle. Now
the next person to me, next Commissioner.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

i'am trying to go straight to the points

RUHINDI:

Yes, when you say and mention the word remedy, I think you do
agree with me that it is not something that can be achieved in a short
time. This should be a long standing desire, and aim for both the
government, and the Church, and as I said I am encouraged that so
far our government has started to do that wonderfully, and we feel
that if you can continue, the government and the Church working
together hand in hand, speak to our people, to help them change and
people belonging to this land, I feel this is the real remedy.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Don't you think you as religious leaders of the various faiths would
also help if you interact amongst yourselves and come to a genuine
common stand about this?

and let me start off from where
my two colleagues have ended. What remedy do you think can bridge
the gap between these divisions of political parties along religious
basis? What should we do?
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Rl HI 11 1:

DR. LUYOMBY A:

RUHINDI:

DR. LUYOMBY A:

RUHINDI:

DR. LUYOMBY A:

lt is what we are t •
Ch h •
rying to d0 F
ur~ ot Uganda and th • or example, already the Anglican
r
~~ ctmal, we have, what ;i ~oman Catholic Church made by the
Jo_i~cdCh~istian Council. Ing~- have b~n heard all over Uganda,
18 Council to the Council for all the
Bishops of both Chu h
•
re es plus the Orthocl
h
t e issues we always d. '
.
ox Church too, and some of
better ministry to the iscuss is to how we could have a joint and
government and to our people.
Forming an O
•
.
rgan1sat1on or an
• .
.
.
commitment is anoth
H
_association 1s one thmg, and
er· ow committed to your knowledge, how far
Tha~ i_s exactly w~at we are doing, we have joined hands, being
ChnS t ians, groups m Uganda have joined hands to see that we work
together to have one voice to our government, and I am glad that the
government has already accepted us.
Anyway, let me wish you luck and success in your endeavour because
I feel if you can achieve the commitment needed to go a long way, it
would be better for us. I would briefly go to this Mr. Katembeya.
You said that one of the vie lations - other violations - you had wanted
to mention was the murder of a member of your Church, Mr.
Katernbeya and the Legal C,)unsel has told you that from the evidence
given to this Commission, he was one of the people who violated the
human rights in this area and being a member of your Church - yo~
Christian in the area - I am sure you knew him well. What effort did
you make to prevent Mr. Katembeya, of your flock, violating these
human rights?
A

know these political problems are not something that you can
s you
.
Many times we used to hear that people
see openly with your eye~. the fact itself that· our Church usually
have s~d rather :an ;::ough
our wor~hip and prayers. Every
does this pastor wo .
we have a preacher who speaks about
Sunday in our congregations 1
e another how to do the right
b h e how to ove on
,
.th
people, ho~ to e av , Sunday business to preach to our people_w1
things. It is our ever~
and reconciliation, and many times,
os el of love, forgiveness
g p
among those people.
Katembeya was
Those prayed for?

i

RUHINDI:
DR. LUYOMBY A:

RUHINDI:
DR. LUYOMBYA:

Those we prayed or,

those we taught to do that.

.
d
.
all him for an audience with you an
occasion to c
.
es?
have an
.
·ome back to his sens •
D i•d you
.
ersuade him to c
you ~ned top
atwa s busy running around.
.
do so. He was
Y
I didn't have ume to
No,
?
d with what
nning aroun
He was busy ru
In the politics.

RUHINDI:
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1BYA:

R 'HI WI:

In the business of violating human rights?
Yes.

R
DR. LUYO 1BYA:
1R. i 'AGENDA:

I see. Thank you.
Bishop Ruhindi. let me say first that I am very glad to see you her
and I wish more people like yourself at this level would at least :;
and explain what has happened in the way that you have. It is quite
clear that some indeed never do so. Let me start with a question
which the Chairman put to you and say what I understood by your
statement. You said that to your shame, the Protestants, a lot of
people turned out to be Protestants from UPC, from the Church of
Uganda. I understood you to mean by this that the shame was that
many Protestants of Church of Uganda who were in UPC were
actually the ones causing so much suffering to the people through their
power and that this power was through UPC and that this was the
reason for your shame and what not. Am I right?

R

RUHINDI:

Yes.

MR. NAGENDA:

I mean you are not saying that being in UPC itself was a crime?

RUHINDI:

No.

MR NAGENDA:

Now you brought us a copy of this letter which you wrote to the Vice
President, who was also the Minister of Defence, and talkedabout
members of your flock, three people. My wonder or deep worry is
whether you have written such a letter for Roman Catholics, Moslems,
or you did nothing. In fact did you ever write any letter for people
other than members of Church of Uganda?

RUHINDI:

MR. NAGENDA:

M

I have not done so in particular, but many times, for example, even
here, I am indicating that. When I say most of our people in villages
are living in fear and hiding, I don't mean that they are only Church
of Uganda people, I mean the society in Rukungiri District. So as a
Church leader, I am concerned for the welfare of all people, not only
Protestants, even at the murder of Janan Luwum, when we wrote a
letter to the President at that time, we were fighting for all Ugandans,
not just a particular group.
And indeed I note what you have just specifically mentioned that you
were talking generally about people in your area, but still I think it is
only fair to ask you whether you could have been prompted to write
this letter, which is a strong letter, if the people snatched had been ~f
other faith, or another group of faiths. And my point really IS
continuation of what my colleague Dr. Luyombya was talking, about
this coming together of religions and different faiths. Don't you think
th_ereforethat really it would be more exemplary if Church of U~anda
Bishop wrote a letter like this, because a Moslem or a non-bebever
had been picked up or a Sheikh wrote a letter because a ProteStant
had
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been picked

? up, or a Roman CathOr
Is this Whenw
ic, because a Protestant had been
.
e are really to be serious?
'es. I would do it 1·r
was •
• someone sa R
, . ~•~treated in that wa 1 ' Y a oman Catholic or a Moslem,
b) Jommg hands With h_Y, ~ould do so, but I would do it as I said
happy to add on my sig~~art•cular spiritual leader. and I would b~
comes and says lo0 k h
re. If a Moslem was taken and a Sheikh
• •
•
ere our man h b
us Joan hands and speak t0 'th
as een taken, I would say, let
e government.
picked

up

Rl HI 1D1:

tR. NAGENDA:

RUHINDI:

But my worry was as ordinary ..
seem to have cut th
k
cttIZen of this country, is that - you
belong to the Rome s~ • S_omeof us belong to the Sheikhs, some
think we all b l an athohcs, some belong to Protestants, and I
that it would be ong to each o~er • and I don't think myself• Bishop•
people h
e necessary - 1 think people should react immediately to
M 1 w oever they may be, rather than wait for a signature of a
os em because it would almost seem as if there is a difference
between us, and I don't see the difference.
There is a difference and we see it as a religious leaders. It is not so
g~~ to rush into things without giving it first prayer and thought, and
this 1s why we are saying we join our hands, we are first to study· the
matter so that we don't speak nonsense to the government. We have
to see it, trying to make a study, to pray and to find that this is right.
So when we present it to the government they don't say, we just acted
on rumour. This is what we try to avoid, and sometimes it takes us a
long time, but we think it is right to - what we call in spiritual terms to do something guided.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Let me put my fellow Commissioner Nagenda's question in another
way. Supposing a Moslem was picked up and his relatives run to you
as a Bishop, rather than to a Sheikh, who may be far away, would you
have written the same letter to government?

RUHINDI:

Yes, I would.

MR. NAGENDA:

Then Bishop, you said that this was an are~ which was in step to take
overnment policy and thinking.
ThIS was when you were
g m lainin about people being picked up. B~t were you not awai:e at
co P .
g
l'ke Stanley Sebutoz1 who was a previous
that time that peop 1e 1
' .
•
? H
.
I d a kind of guerrilla working nght here.
ow
witness was area Y
·th
t thinking?
could h~ be part of government or in step w1 govemmen
•

RUHINDI:

ill business as you know. is not something you can
Well, the guerr a
. There were just things that we heard about.
say you kn~w for ce:-so
and so is a guerrilla and we would never
We would Just hear
Ii ious leaders don't say anything. unless you
have facts that we as re g
true evidence. But there were so
• ith your own eyes or
prove it w rumours about these people.

many,many

MR. NAGENDA:

that this gentleman - and l am not
But if you had kno~n, let us ~;.~•in any c~e -. but let us say he had
. h. for bemg a guern
blammg im
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confided in you that he was doing it, let us say he had thou h
could you still have written a letter to say that the people her! t of ~t.
step with government policy and thinking? Could you have b Were•n
to \\ rite that particular sentence?
een able
RUHINDI:

That people are with government?

1',fR.NAGENDA:

Yes.

RUHINDI:

Oh, yes. It didn't mean that everybody was a guerrilla, againstth

government. I think a good majority were with the government.
MR. NAGENDA:

Ml

e

Which brings it to my next point. You talk about, in keeping th
official authority of the Church of Uganda to be loyal to ~
government, in our struggle for love, peace, and reconciliation. This
letter, Bishop, you wrote on ~e 18th May. 1985, do you honestly
think that government at that tune had a policy to struggle for love
peace and reconciliation? And this is four years after the w·d.r'
whatever you want _to call it, absolutely because the people wh~
started it that government in fact were not doing it. In other words
what I am saying did you write this particular sentence only because
you wanted to flatter that notorious Vice President to help your three
people, or did you honestly believe that he and others like himselfin
that government by 18th of May 1985 were struggling for love, peace
and reconciliation.

RUHINDI:

I did so, yes. We gave many reasons but basically we knew this part
was in the hopes of the government. Many government leaders came,
speaking to our Protestants for peace, for reconciliation and no
revenge. So I was hoping that they were speaking to us as a challenge
to them.

MR. NAGENDA:

But I can take it that you did not believe at all when you wrote that.

RUHINDI:

Those are my secrets.

MR. NAGENDA:

I wish you share your secrets with us, Bishop, because it will be
important to know whether there was anybody at that time who
believed this. I think it is only fair, Bishop, if we may share your
secrets.

RUHINDI:

The secrets?

MR. NAGENDA:

Yes.

RUHINDI:

It is not fair really. But you see, and I think you can also agree witb
me that every government has its weaknesses and also its strength,
Y~u.can't follow the 100 percent right, and we as Church leaders~
spmtual leaders we try to encourage the little that is in our leadership.
If we see something little good, we forget about 75 % badness and we
try to encourage that and see if our leader can develop that then we
feel God can work and change. So in other words we refuse to be
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MR. r tAGE DA:

RUHINDI:

MR NAGENDA:

But don't you think i·t .
.
•
is precisely b
.
attitude bad governments th
ecause of thts behaviour for this
you who are leaders in t: 'then get away by being so bad because if
to really complain tog a1 were to come out more strongly and were
70/30 60/40 and to ove?1111entswhen they do this even if it is only
•
say m no u rtai
. .
doing properly' this is what
nee . n terms this is what you are
church people are
you ~e domg wrong and I believe a lot of
America and th now actually domg that, in fact, in places like South
0
t
.ti .
er places. Don't you think if you came out severely
o en c1se these people and led your people to this that this will be
actually_ a better w~y to do it and would give people more strength to
fight evd at an earlier stage?

RUHINDI:

Yes, I think you have, from what I have already said, we have tried to
do that but our difference is one and I want to make it clear to you.
We are spiritual leaders to preach love, peace and reconciliation. It is
not very easy to be so harsh once you are a spiritual leader for love
and reconciliation but we take the status, parental status. So when
someone is wrong I approach him in the spirit of love and concern and
I speak to him as I have said before many times that this is what we
have done we the Church of Uganda to all the regimes here. We ask
for audience, we meet the head of state, we pray with him and then we
speak to him in a very friendly and loving manner.

MR. NAGENDA:

Thank you very much Bishop.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

My Lord I would like to ask you about the nine years that you served
in Bunyo~o and whether you encountered any human rights violations
during these nine years.

RUHINDI:

Yes, there were some evidences during those years.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Of what nature?

RUHINDI:

DR. MAKUBUYA:

.
. h tween the political parties chasing one another,
Agam the stnfe e . t one another and discriminative areas of say
speakin_g harshly af~m\ gether. 1 experienced all these since I think
giving Jobs or wor :g (~een these enemies of frustration and human
Independence there ave
rights problems.
. .
I lead to the next question, whether in fact. ~ou
Yes this 1s why
.
try should continue to have pohtlcal
sinc~rely think that this coun
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parties in view

RUHINDI:

l1f

this status.

I think that the country shnuld have political parties when the
• h t time
• for
• political pJ>eopte
everywhere ti..-elit is time and •1t •1s the ng
.
•
•
al
•
art.ies
I
Not that they should have po 1ttc parties at unwanted and w
•
times. I think it is something that it should be ~one with wisdorn.anted
guidance and it has to be accepted by all people m Uganda.
lllld

DR MAKl BUYA:

In your experience. is this country ready for them?

RUHINDI:

At this time it is not because we have already said that to the Presid
when he invited us, all religious leaders to have a seminar for a wee~
That was one of the resolutions made.
•

DR. ~1AKUBUYA:

Now, what about participation of priests in politics. Should priests
take active part in politics, to seek political offices and so on?

RUHINDI:

Not as a priest using his office but as an individual, yes.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Yes, he will become the M.P. of the area, we shall call him Bishopso
and so and honourable Member of Parliament. Does he have to drop
the title?

RUHINDI:

If he has the consent of his Bishop or Archbishop, I think it will be
right because we have seen it elsewhere in the world.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Now, this Katembeya case is very interesting.
I am wondering
whether you ever remember administering Holy Communion to this
Mr. Katembeya.

RUHINDI:

That is very little solicitous notice.
The Bishop does not see
everybody but he depends on the parish administration. So I think in
his own local church I do not know what they administer at him.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Yes, in the view of the background which the Leading Counsel
·explained earlier on, is this the kind of person who qualifies for Holy
Communion?

RUHINDI:

We do not have that kind of qualification in our church because we do
not receive God's gift because of our goodness or our badness. We
receive God's gift simply because God is love and He loved us so we
do not stand on any qualification of being good or bad.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Including harassment, arbitrary imprisonment of God's people?

RUHINDI:

y es.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Don't these really disqualify persons?

RUHINDI:
DR. MAKUBUYA:

They may but I cannot exactly say.
You can't go into it?
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we pray and I want t
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•
o make th • 1
•
this man should continue b . is c ear to you. We do not pray that
the heart.;;of our lead
emg bad. We pray that God will change
for but we do not p er~ to be better leaders. That is what we pray
and so on No Erayt at the man should continue killing his people
•
• ven some of
kn
.
books this is what •
.
you ow somethmg of our prayer
our churches
prmted there. So this is why every Sunday all
are going to f~rlay Gorodt~e
government, pray for you people, that you
ow
s rule of love.

:S

CHAIRMAN:

Sorry Comnussioner,
• •
may be to assist you on this His Lordship has
r~ferr~d to something _in ~e prayer book which I 'happen to know a
lI~_e about. Now, there 1s something to the effect that all rulers are
divme. they become rulers by the wish of God. It would seem to
~ean that all rulers are acceptable to the church whether they are
dictators or benevolent dictators or democrats. But should churches
really pray for dictators also? Don't you think this is wrong?

RUHINDI:

Th.is is simply to repeat what I have said that if the government comes
in and it is a dictator, we are not praying for the government to
continue being dictator but we pray for the government to change and
become better leaders and to give us better leadership. That is how
we pray for the government. We don't pray that they continue in their
sins but that they change and become good and do good things to the
people.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Yes, during the time you have been here, has a catholic ever come to
you for assistance and you refused?

RUHl~'DI:

No, I do not remember of anyone.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

And has a Moslem ever come to you for assistance and you refused?

RUHINDI:

No, we help one another.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Do you think we need a separate office in church to deal with human
· hts affairs and in this instance you wrote a letter, was there a
;~g lar system of monitoring development in the field of ~u~
ri:;:ts? This is a question which I have_ask~ e~en other r~hg10us
feel that the church is sufficiently orgarused to
D o you
leaders
· h
•
t' gate
defend •the faithful against violation of human ng ts, to mves 1
them first of all so on?

RUHINDI:

t 't ·s not something I can explain so well
I do not get you clearly ?u ;o l attention is also in my letter which I
but what I wanted to bnngll'
them that here we are running three
wrote to the government te mg ds of all people here, the Moslems,
projects which covered the nee
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Catholics and even those who a_rc not, who do not helong to
Chri~tian religion. say for example, water. God has blessed
any
•
•
W
A'd
h'
h
h
l
us
here
we have water from Bnt1sh ater I w 1c e ps all the peo le
say we as Anglicans we first served the Roman Catholics h: and
•
re, We
started with the hospital,
we serve d the sch ool and then we Started
other villages. We have a blind project at Bwambala and if you :a_n
remember we have 30 people most of them are not Church of Ug~
people, there are Mo~le~, there are Catholics and others what
1
would call pagans. This 1s what we try to show as our witnesses. W
have a good immunisation programme. It serves everybody. This ~
what I mean that we really help, we try our best to help even People
who do not belong to us.
DR. MAKUBUYA:

Yes, I mush thank you My Lord for coming at fairly short notice and
I want also to congratulate you on your courage in leading your
people. I have the evidence in this letter. Thank you very much.

RUHINDI

Thank you.

CHAIRMAN:

My Lord Bishop, I will say this on behalf of the Commission. I
associate myself with what the last Commissioner has just said,
appreciating a willingness to come at such a short notice and also to
thank you for the evidence you have given. Usually when we go to
areas where there are bishops we try to meet them, in some cases we
have succeeded and in others we have not just because they are not in
station but we are glad that you have been able to come at such a short
notice. Thank you, you may go now.
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RUHINDI:

Thank you.

COUNSEL:

My Lord Chairman, there is one correction I wanted to make. The
exhibit number is 13 not 8 as I had earlier said. It is a correction of
the record.

CHAIRMAN:

The correction is accepted. Well, the session is adjourned for now,
the time is about 2.00 p.m. We shall adjourn and resume here at 3.15
p.m. this afternoon.

COUNSEL:

Very well, My Lord.

WITNESS
NO.
457:
MRS.
KITAKAMANYIRE - SWORN IN
COUNSEL:

Would you please state your names in full?

KITAKAMANYIRE:

Rosemary Kitakamanyire.

COUNSEL:

How old are you?

KITAKAMANYIRE:

53 years old.
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Where d 0
l

'YIRE:

COU, 'SEL:
KITAKAMA lYIRE:

Ynu reside']

Rukungiri
Where in Rukungiri?
Rukungiri town.
What do you do?

KITAKAMANYIRE:

1 am a business woman.

COUNSEL:

What do you deal in?

KITAKAMANYIRE:

I work with Shell Company.

COUNSEL:

Are you working with Sh 11C
Company?
e
ompany or you are an agent of Shell

KIT AKAMANYIRE:

I am an agent of Shell Company' Rukungiri branch.

COUNSEL:

Since when have you been a dealer of Shell Company Rukungiri
branch?
'

KITAKAMANYIRE:

Since 1981.

COUNSEL:

Since 1981 up to today?

KITAKAMANYIRE:

Yes, up to today.

COUNSEL:

What items do you transact in?

KIT AKAMANYIRE:

I deal with petrol, diesel, oil and kerosene, and other medicines of
agricultural and animal drugs.

COUNSEL:

You said that you deal in petrol, paraffin, oil and other items. Do you
have a petrol station?

KIT AKAMANYIRE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

KITAKAMANYIRE:
COUNSEL:

An in 1983 were you owning this petrol station?
Yes, I was owning it.
Jn 1983 were you also dealing in paraffin?

KITAKAMANYIRE: Yes, J was dealing in paraffin.
COTj~SEL:

KITAKAMANYIRE:

h .
,,
Yes, and did you meet any problems in your usmess.
I got problems in that year•
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Whnt problem~ did you get'/

KITAKAMANYIRE: They took away my 520 jerrycans of paraffin.
COUNSEL:

KITAKAMAN"tIRE

Yes, Clmld you tcJI the Commission your story step by step h<>wYoU
got the paraffin and where it was taken from and who took it.
.
•
. .
8egin
with how you got it. Did you h~ve perm1ss10n to have paraffin, after
getting it how was it taken away from you, step by step.

I had that permission, getting paraffin those days from Kampala
t
sell. When I brought them in the month, I do not remember Well, ~
1983. I went and told the UPC office bearers because that was the
procedure by then, always you could first tell the office what you hav
brought. When I reached there, I notified the Youth man who w~
there called Katembeya. He told me that he is already aware but you
must keep the paraffin until the Chairman is back from the Safari.
After about four days the Chairman came back. I went back to the
office and told that very man that I should be given some days when I
should start selling paraffin. He told me the same thing that he wants
to see the Chairman and indeed he went there. I went back in the
office waiting for the last order. All of a sudden I saw the DPC, Mr.
Okurut, coming to my office. He had a lorry and he told me to open
the store so that the paraffin could be removed. With the help of
some people he came with, those jerrycans were "loaded on the lorry, a
Leyland Registration Number UWX 908, t'.1ejerrycans were takento
the Police Station.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

How many jerrycans?

KITAKAMANYIRE:

520 jerrycans. I went at once to the Chairman of UPC. I asked him
why my paraffin had been taken and you are the one who allowed me
to bring that paraffin for sale. He told me that I should n lt mind,
after selling the paraffin you shall be gh en back the mane: . I also
waited so that after selling they will 5 jve me •he moru:y. The
following day people went and collected the paraffin but they were not
g1vmg me money. After one week I went to the Mr ~ South
Constituency, Mr. Karegyesa.

COUNSEL:

Mr. Karegyesa who? Which Karegyesa, another name?

KITAKAMANYIRE:

K.K. Karegyesa. I told him how they took my paraffin in the Police
Station and how it was sold and up to now I havt r.nt got any money
from them. He wrote to the DPC enquiring. The DPC sent me-away
telling me rudely that I should go back to K.K. Karegyesa so that he
gives me the paraffin. I went back to Hon. Karegyesa. I told him and
he came and talked to the DPC When he inquired, the DPC told him
that the D •C. authorised him to sell the paraffin and the money should
be put on the anti-smuggling unit account. I was sent by Hon.
Karegyesa to the D.C. to inquire why my paraffin was taken like that.
The D.C. was Mr. Ochieng and he told me that the Minister had. in
fact, alerted him to do so.
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ro ~cize the paraffin. which Minister'!
'YIRE:

C' )U F'EL:
'"lTAKAMA, 'YIRE:

cou

TSEL:

Hon. Rwanyararc.
You mean Dr. Rwanyarare'l
Yes.
Dr • Rwanyarar·c. Th e t~Ollowing
• day I went to Kampala to Hon
R
) wan_yarar_e.l told him all that had happened. He wrote to the D c·
~niermg him to pay back the money which was sold from the paraffin.
he D.C. h)ld me that they had no money on the account.
•
Now, do you have a copy of this letter'/

KITAKAMANYIRE: l d~) not have any copy except that I had sent some copies to the
Pohce. even I sent some copies to your office before they got lost.

COl NSEL:

Is that the letter K.K. Karegyesa. M.P. gave you.

KITAKAMANYIRE: Yes.
COlNSEL:

Was he your M.P. or what position was Karegyesa holding?

KITAKAMANYIRE: He was the M.P.
COUNSEL:

And when you went to Dr. Rwanyarare he gave you another letter?

KITAKAMANYIRE: Yes.
COUNSEL:

Have a look at this one. Is that the letter Dr. Rwanyarare gave you?

KITAKAMANYIRE: Yes. There is another one.
COUNSEL:

Which another one'? Can you look at this? Is this the receipt of the
purchase of the paraffin?

KITAKAMANYIRE: Yes.
COUNSEL:

Yes, so after Rwanyarare had given you that letter, you brought it
here, did they give you your money?

KITAKAMANYIRE: They did not give me the money.
They said that the money was finished in the account.

COUNSEL:

KITAKAMANYIRE: Yes.
What did you do? What followed after that?

COUNSEL:

.
. d . k the matter tll the High Court so l continued with
In tact l ha ta en
KITAKAMANYIRE:
the matter.
d, before ynu went to see Rwanyarare you first went
I see! Yl)u ha
COUNSEL:
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and aw your lawyers?

KITAKA 1A
COU

~

1

'IRE:

EL:

Yes.
\Vho were your lawyers?

KITAKAMAN)1RE:

Mulenga and Kalemera.

C0l 1';SrL:

Any they wrote a letter to the District Police Commander to give you
your paraffin?

KITAKA.MANYIRE: Yes.
COUNSEL:

Is this the letter?

KITAKAJ\-tANYIRE: Yes.
COUNSEL.

Yes, so you came back.

KITAKAl\-tANYIRE: Yes.
COUNSEL:

Rwanyarare also came here, did he, after writing that letter?

KITAKAMANYIRE:

He came and enquired whether they had already given me my money
and they told him that they had not given me that money.

COUNSEL:

Yes, when he came here he called a meeting of all these people, could
you name these people?

KITAKAMANYIRE: I do not remember that.
COUNSEL:

In your statement you said that Rwanyarare came here personally and
called both Rwabuhire, Okurut and Othieno and directed them to give
you your money. Don't you remember that?

KITAKAMANYIRE: Yes, I have remembered.
COUNSEL:

Did you attend that meeting?

KITAKAl\-fANYIRE: I did not attend but he called them
COUNSEL:

After calling them, did they give you your money, the proceeds of
your paraffin?

KITAKAMANYIRE:

No.

COUNSEL:

And have you not got your money up to now?

KITAKAMANYIRE:

Up to now I have never got that money.

COUNSEL:

Now, what was the reason why they took your paraffin?
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If

K

1 Jo not know.

Did they tell '-'nu
"

KIT KAMA 'YIRE:

COUN"EL:
KJTAKAMA

'

d".1

Ju

1

l lcy allcg • th· t

c

a you were smuggling it?

No.
You mean the • .t
. .
Y JUS took 1t for no reason?

YIRE:

COUNSEL:

KITAKAMANYJRE:
COUNSEL:

They just took away the paraffin.
Surely, I do not think that th. C
... ·
.
.
you say that the took
c (~mm1ss1onerswill hehcve you unless
the p· . t·t- h y
~nur paraftm and told you that they were taking
ara m ecause ot this • •
d
•
•
• reason an that reason. What reason was
given to you?
They never gave me any reason, they were not giving any reasons.
~kay, the first thing is, when you got this paraffin from Shell, where
did you keep it?

KITAKAMANYIRE: That paraffin was brought up to my store.
COUNSEL:

It was kept in your store.

KITAKAMANYIRE: Yes.
COUNSEL:

Why did you have to report to the UPC Chairman that you had
paraffin?

KITAKAMANYIRE: That was the procedure by then. You could first alert the office of
what you have brought.

COUNSEL:

In those days people were free to sell paraffin in the jerrycans?

KITAKAMANYIRE: Some were allowed, some were not allowed.
COUNSEL:

And who would give that permission?

KJTAKAMANYJRE: The Office of the UPC.
COUNSEL:

Had you got that authority?

KJTAKAMANYIRE:

J was allowed to sell paraffin in jerrycans because I was an agent, they
only allowed agents to sell paraftin in jcrrycans.

COUNSEL:

you sued who?
Now• Y,' ur lawyers were Kalemera and• IMulcngat·t-and
'l
Whom did you sue to recover mont!y of t 1c para m

KJTAKAMANYIRE:

cotJNSEL:

J sued the DPC.

. ·d th .. Attorney General'/ You should have sued the
...
ou
('••n"ral I suppose You didn't know. Now. have you ever
Attorney ,... ...
•
• •

y

mean you sue
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'
1 Lord ' I wanted to know kwhether
__
h · this n,
---..er
g
which
did not do any wor·ty•, ut tf she doesn't
invol\'cd
any
•
• • you ever t,ccn to court to tcst1 .
.know, fine. IJave
one to court ?

n-. Y

Oft-,l:'C

KITAK.AMANYJRE:I have never been to court.
CounseI. maY be let us~ establish
•
first whether
.
her lawyers filed a sun·

CHAIRMAN:

as a follow up to this letter here .. Did they, does she know? Tbia
Jetter was signed by Mr. Mulcnga himself.
COUNSEL:

Did your lawyers file a case in the court?

KITAKAMANYIRE:They had taken the file to court even they once called me to coun but
I didn't go, I didn't attend.
CHAIRMAN:

So the case may well still be pending or it was struck off. We are
interested to know from the lawyers what happened. Let her tell us
what she knew.

COUNSEL:

So what happened to your case now? What did Mr. Mulenga or any
of his office mates tell you about your case?

KITAKAMANYIRE:

In fact when I went to my advocate, that was in this regime, he
advised me that I should sue a person but not as it was Jet us say UPC
agents or Attorney General or what have you. He only advisedme to
take action against an individual.

COUNSEL:

When did you take your case to Mulenga? Do you remember the year
and date?

KITAKAMANYIRE: I only remember the year.
COUNSEL:

Which year?

KlTAKAMANYIRE: In 1984/85.
COUNSEL:

You took your case in 1984/85?

KAKWENZIRE:
No, in 1982 because this letter from Mulenga is dated 19th November
1982 and he is writing to the D PC to pay you Shs. 70 I ,000/ = and
that failure to do so he would take him to court. So you might have
taken the case to Mulenga in 1982 immediately you Jost your paraffin.
KITAKAMANYIRE: I do not still remember exactly.
KAKWENZIRE:
This letter reads: "It is addressed to the District Police Commander
and it is dated 19th November 1982 and it reads: "Dear Sir, We
have instructions from Mis Shell Rukungiri to write to you as follows:
As
52 ~ou are aware, on the I st March 1982 you ordered the seizure of
0 Jerrycans of kerosene from our client's shop at Rukungiri and the
same were taken to your Police Station. A few days later you sold the
kerosene to the public and you alleged that the proceeds of the sale
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were put on anti-s
was n,,t suhJ. , • muggling account A
rc,•fused to payect
• and• yets you are aware, the kerosene
nu of .sm
, ugghng
?t this letter is t; chent at least the proce~~u ~ave neglected and/or
incurred h ' •
~emand that you .
• of the sale. The purpose
Shs. 701.~'::
ch~nt for landing t~:\!~oour c~ientat least the cost
smuggling acco which we trust you can dos~ne m Rukungiri, that is
paid to our clie:~t s~ t~at litigation is avoided~m1i:•r so called.antiwe shall as .
within seven days fro h
is amount 1s not
claiming th mstructed, take out le~al ac: t e da_tehereof, however,
da
e value of the wron
.on agamst the government
A;a~es by wa_yof loss of profi7tlty se12ed paraffin together with
d tt was copied to the S 1· .
• Yours Mulenga and Kalemera "
the I
o 1c1torGen I M. •
•
nspector General of Police.
era • tmstry of Justice and to
COCNSEL:

So my Lord, I would like
•
exhibit No. 14. Then the l to tender m, first of all, the receipt as
a letter by Rwanyarare as etteh~b~f
K.K. Karegyesa as exhibit No. 15
ex I It No 16 d th l
•
and Kalemera as exhibit N 17
•
an
e etter by Mulenga
never got any money no o.
of 1990. So up to now you have
UPC?
r any paraffin from either the DPC or the

KITAKAMANYIRE: No.
COUNSEL:

rt othw'pwhl_om
do you blame for the disappearance of your paraffin Is
e o ice or the UPC office?
•

KITAKAMANYIRE: Both, I blame both of them.
COUNSEL:

So if you want any compensation it should be shared between the UPC
and the Police?

KITAKAMANYIRE: But UPC was the government.
COUNSEL:

UPC was a party, it was a political party here.

KITAKAMANYIRE: I would like the Police to pay.
COUNSEL:

Have you ever gone to Mulenga again? At one time he was a
Minister, did you go back and tell him about your thin~ that you want
the Police to pay you?
In fact, I went there when he was a Minister. When I told him that is

KITAKAMANYIRE: when he told me that that was a past thing of UPC.
COUNSEL:

Did you pay him by the way in order for him to handle your case?
Did you pay Mulenga and Company any money?
I only paid that of opening up the case, registering that case.

KITAKAMANYIRE:
COUNSEL:

How much?
I do not still remember the amount.

KITAKAMANYIRE:
10029

..en t 982 and J986?
What happenL
..d bet.we

KAKWENZIRE:

• h th c.. case
' • I was a hit frightened
KITAKAMANYJRE:I couldn,t in fact continue wit
couldn't.

80

1

•
?
Frightened of the Police and the UPC Cha1rman.

KAKWENZIRE:

• both• even the DPC Okurut.
KITAKAMANYIRE: J was tiearmg

Now. what about your MP?. Were they also frightened of Okurut?

KAJaVENZIRE:

KITAKAMAN11RE 1 was m
1act contacting them but they would also send me to the DPC
•
&
for the.same.

KAKWENZIRE:

Did you feel they were also scared of pursuing the matter?

KITAKAMANYIRE: In fact they were a bit reluctant.

If at all they had hurried up the
matter by today I would have got something.

KAKWENZIRE:

This letter from K.K. says that your paraffin is different from
Kifaka's. You were an agent and Kifaka was just a trader?

KlTAKAMANYIRE:
Yes, just a trader.
KAKWENZIRE:

A trader, so he had paraffin which had also been taken?

KITAKAMANYIRE: In fact when the DPC was addressing the MP he was telling him that
my paraffin was different from Kif aka' s because mine, I was an agent
and Kifaka was not an agent, that is why there was a difference.
KAKWENZIRE:

Now, in fact, these letters as you say do not sound urgent. Would
you say you felt if the MP had been serious you could have got your
kerosene?

KITAKAMANYIRE: I~ they were not a bit reluctant I think I would have got this paraffin.
KAKWENZIRE:
This letter from Dr. Rwanyarare was urging you to settle out of court
for the sake of the party and the government's name. Were you
refusing to settle out of court?
KlTAKAMANYIRE: That is what he was advising me.
KAKWENZIRE:

nd
A he also advised you to go to the District Commissioner who
would assist you to recover the money.

KlTAKAMANYIRE:

y es.

KAKWENZIRE:
KITAKAMANYIRE:

Didn't you try to settle out of court seeking the assistance?
I told the DC that if at all the
.
withdraw the matter from court.
Y could give me the money that I would
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K K\\ E1'21 RE:
KIT K \MA, 'YlRE:

K K\VENZIRE:

Yes, did the DC

try to as •
s1st you with the DPC'l

They never hel
vain
Ped me at all bee
.
•
ause I waned for the money but in
And also the letter fr
~~!te~ and I personaui:g~~~i~~ds with a note that the DPC knows
pful,
you that these letters were not very

CHAIRMAN:
I think we have got to commen
. .
her she did a very good thi
_d her_!or the v1g1lance,we commend
respect of this paraffi
Ang with _ability to following up her rights in
1
for the responsibility ~ th: 1 see it, all these people bear some blame
goes to the law
loss you had. But perhaps a lot of blame
they may h yers who, apparently, professionally let her down but
although oua~i an e_xplanation I do_ not know because in 1982,
DPC and ~e U ght ha~e feared pursumg, you might have feared the
·t . K
PC Chairman here, your lawyers could have filed this
Sui m
ampala
against the government. When you next saw Mr.
M
1
u enga when he w~ a ~inister I did not quite get the reply he gave
you. What explanation did he give you?

KIT AKAMANYIRE:

When I went to Hon. Mulenga by then, he sent me to his office.
When I went to his office I found there a certain man who advised me
that all cases of such a nature are not entertained, those of the past
regimes, instead if I could get art individual, either the DPC or the
Chairman as an individual then they could go ahead with the case.

CHAIRMAN:

But did they tell you the reason why they did not file the suit in 1982?
That is what they should have told you when at that time people were
suing the government because I was a judge in the High Court arid
there were a lot of suits against the government for various wrongs.

KIT AKAMANYIRE:

He did not tell me.

CHAIRMAN:

you said one time they summoned you but you did not go. Did they
tell you why you had to go? Mulenga arid Kalemera.

KITAKAMANYIRE:

In fact they summoned me but as the situation was I could not get
there. I personally could not go there.

CHAIRMAN:

ber what they summoned you to do. to appear in
But can you reme m
,,
court as a witness or what? Can you remember.

KITAKAMANYIRE:
CHAIRMAN:
KITAKAMANYIRE:
CHAIRMAN:

I was called as a witness.
As a witness?
Yes.

e was filed.
So it means the Cas
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KIT KAMANYIRE:
CHAIRMAN:
KITAKAMANYIRE:
CHAIRMAN:

KITAKAMANYIRE:
CHAIRMAN:

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Yes, the case was filed.
But it was never followed up to completion.

yes, it was never followed.
Until 19g6 when the Jaw changed and abrogated your right to this

suit.

you see, legally you are now in a very unfo~nate state of affairs
through no fault of your own because i~ 1982, 1f ~e case was fil~ as
apparently it was, you would have got Judgement m your favour if the
matter was pursued by your lawyers. Now, after 1986, you cannot
claim this but you may have a right against the lawyers, you may have
a right to sue them for professional negligence, for not pursuing your
claim to the logical conclusion in time.
Now, with us the
Commission, our duty is to make a recommendation to the
government. We cannot adjudge - we cannot pass judgement now and
say look, the government or the DPC should pay you for your
paraffin, we are not a court. What we can do is to make
recommendations to the government and then it will be up to the
government to decide what to do. It is very unfortunate, I really
sympathise with you because you did everything you could to pursue
your rights. Now, as against the individuals, that is the individual of
the former UPC Chairman, the DPC, these are people also you could
have sued in their individual capacity but the problem you may have
there now is that since this was a tort, conversion, trespassing your
property, it is time barred. Since it happened in 1982, it is now some
seven or eight years. You can take legal advice on this, I cannot
remember the exact date. I think before you think of suing Okurut
and the UPC Chairman, you should go back to the lawyers now that
you can travel easily to Kampala, there is no fear. Mr. Mulenga is
now back in his Chambers, as a practising lawyer, you can go and ask
him what he intends to do for you in this case. I mean that is the best
immediate thing you can do.
I am not sure what is the exact date of this incident. This letter from
K.K. is dated 15th May 1982. What was the year of the incident?

1982?

KITAKAMANYIRE: Yes, 1982.
DR. MAKUBUYA:

Who was the UPC Chairman at that time?

KITAKAMANYIRE: Mr. Rwabugaire.
DR. MAKUBUYA:

f

Yes.

KITAKAMANYIRE: That was the very year.
DR. MAKUBUYA:

....

Where is he?
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He is at horne.
DR. 1 KllBUYA:
KIT AKAMANYIRE:
DR. MAKUBUY A:
KITAKAMANYIRE:

Where is h'is home?
In Buyanja.
Who was the DC at th •
e time?
Mr. Ochen.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Ochen? You
"wh·1
were referred t D
settl~ e sympathise with your ~au:~ ~wan~arare's letter which says
gove
e ~ase out of court for tl1wou d request you to agree to
rnment s name" W
e sake of the party and th
• ere you a member of the party?
e

KITAKAMANYIRE:

Yes, I was.

COUNSEL:

UPC?

KIT AKAMANYIRE:

Yes, UPC.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

A member of the UPC?

KITAKAMANYIRE:

y es.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

And di~ you show this letter to Mulenga and Kalemera?
show this Rwanyarare's letter to Mulenga and Kalemera? • Did you

KIT AKAMANYIRE:

Yes, he has a copy in fact.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

He has a copy?

KITAKAMANYIRE:

Yes, he has a copy.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

And what did he do after receiving this letter?

KIT AKAMANYIRE:
DR. MAKUBUY A:

KIT AKAMANYIRE:

!

He remained waiting thinking that they were going to give me money.
Okay, I think it is K.K.'s letter which talks about some confusion of
identity. Who was Kifaka?
He was a businessman also in Rukungiri town.
was he smuggling or something because there seems to be some

DR. MAKUBUYA:

confusion between you and him.
He was not smuggling but he was not in good terms with the DPC.

KIT AKAMANYIRE:

DR. MAKUBUY A:

henever they chased after him, they chased after even others
I see, W
who were in the same line?

.,I
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KIT KAMAN\ IRE: Whoever could associate himself with Kifaka they could follow hirn or
her.
DR. MAKUBUYA:

Do you know whether Kifaka's paraffin was seized at the time also?

KITAKAMANYIRE: Yes, I remember. It was also taken to the Police.
DR. MAKUBUYA:

Was it sold offl

.

7

KITAKAMANYIRE: Yes.
DR. MAKUBUYA:

Where is this Kifaka'l

KITAKAMANYIRE: He is in the village now, at Ruinda.

DR. MAKUBUYA:
CHAIRMAN:

I really think that you should take the Chairman's advice seriously.
That is all I have to say to this.

Madam, thank you very much. As I said earlier without a need to
repeat, we cannot give you any immediate redress in. respect of this
matter. We shall make recommendations in accordance with our
terms of reference but in the meantime, as I said, I think you should
go again to M/s Mulenga and Kalemera with these letters and ask
them what they intend to do. Well, you had perfectly a legitimate
right to sue the government. You did the right thing by going to
lawyers who knew better. In fact, I do not think the government had
any defence in this matter, they would have no defence and they
would have chased and got judgement and subsequent payment. You
see government is suable, we have heard you say no you cannot but
the government is not immune to being sued, being taken to court by
private individuals if their rights are wronged. So if your rights are
wronged as you were in this case you had a right to sue the
government as it was apparently done but then it is unfortunate that
apparently the lawyers or something went wrong and your case against
the government is now, perhaps it has been caught up, he cannot
follow it up but you have a right to compensation against the lawyers
because it was their fault.

COUNSEL:
Of course, in fact, the government had accepted liability m the
Minister's letter to settle the case out of court.
CHAIRMAN:
Yes. Dr. Rwanyarare's letter says that - implies that the government
was accepting responsibility and he had no defence in this case. .So
something went wrong in the office of the lawyers whom you
approached.
COUNSEL:
May be Mr. Chairman I will a'ik her one question. Did you tell Mr.
Mulenga that you are a UPC supporter here?
KITAKAMANYIRE:

I didn't tell him.

CHAIRMAN:
Madam, we shall also, when we go hack to Kampala, we shall contact
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K K\VE1 ~ZIRE:

Mr. Mutenga ahou ..
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•
account that we shall
h
e tcve was made without taking into
and it is a law th· t . go t r~ugh troubles that we have gone through
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•
f rom people like you who feel so b"tt
.
·11
•
•
1
recommendati·
h
'
er, we w1 incorporate it in our
ons
t
at
the
law
·t lt' h
•
1
people can s th
se s ould he reviewed
so that the
enough and tuhe h~ government when they think they are comfortable
ey ave peace.

CHAIRMAN:

Do you have your own copies ot these documents so that we can ta1ce
these?

KITAKAMANYIRE:

They got lost.

CHAIRMAN:

These are the only copies you have'?

KIT AKAMANYIRE:

Yes, they are the only copies I have.

CHAIRMAN:

Which are necessary to you actually. Is there a photostatting machine
here in Rukungiri?

KIT AKAMANYIRE:

We do not have.

CHAIRMAN:

Okay, we undertake to return these to you, as soon as we get to
Kampala, they should be photostatted and despatched to the madam.
Thank you, you may go now.

WITNESS NO. 458:

MR. FRANCIS AHIMBISIBWE -

SWORN IN
COUNSEL:

AHIMBISIBWE:
COUNSEL:

AHIMBISIBWE:
COUNSEL:

AHlMBISIBWE:

You are Francis Ahimbisihwe?
Yes.
Aged 24 years'/

Yes.

...,.hanic in Rukungiri town?
You are m"""
Yes.
Where do you reside?

COUNSEL:
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"HIMRISJBWE:

Rukungiri town.

coeNSEL:

Are you married'!

AHIMBISIBWE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

In 1982 were you in Rukungiri?

AHJMBISlBWE:

I was here.

COUNSEL:

Were you working anywhere here?

AHJMBISIBWE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Where were you working?

AHIMBISIBWE:

I was working with Shell Ruk:ungiri.

COUNSEL:

Whose petrol station was it?

AHI~1BISIBWE:

Mrs. Rosemary Kitakamanyire.

COUNSEL:

What were you doing in that Shell? What job?

AHIMBISIBWE:

A Shell attendant.

COUNSEL:

You were selling fuel. Now, Rosemary has been here and she has
given evidence that in 1982 some people came and took her paraffin.
Did you witness this?

AHIMBISIBWE:

I saw it.

COUNSEL:

Do you remember the date?

AHIMBISJBWE:

I do not remember the date.

COUNSEL:

Do you remember the month?

AHIMBJSIBWE:

I do not remember the month but I know the year.

COUNSEL:

Do you remember the time?

AHIMBISIBWE:

It was in the afternoon at around 3. 00.

COUNSEL:

Yes, what happened in that afternoon at 3.00 O'clock?

AHIMBISIBWE:

That very time the DPC of Ruk:ungiri came with two men.

COUNSEL:

Who was the DPC?

AHIMBISIBWE:

Okurut.
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)l

EL:

Hl 1BIS1B\ E:

C'OL. SEL:

HIN1B1S1B\VE:

And \\ ho were the

other two men?
The two ,
•
• ,._e were call·
and another One was David.
tng them militia•

one was Ssalnngo Katemheya

Are you . •
!\aymg peoples' T ·
explain to the Comm1ssion'l
. : m1W
ttia'! Who
Tt'·
h . were. these
• m1
1 1as, can you
• ere t ey m uniform?
They had no uniform.

COU SEL:

All of them?

AHI!\1BISIB\VE:

Both of them.

COUNSEL:

Were they armed?

AHIMBISIBWE:

The DPC had a gun an
• d one Ssalongo Katembeya had a gun.

COUNSEL:

Yes, they came in what?

AHIMBISIBWE:

They came on foot.

COUNSEL:

Yes, when they got to the petrol station what did they do?

AHIMBISIBWE:

When they reached there they asked me the whereabouts of my boss.

COUNSEL:

Yes, continue.

AHIMBISIBWE:

My boss was not at the petrol station but she had another shop. So
what I did I escorted the three men to that shop. When they reached
there they asked her where she had put the paraffin. She told them
that she had put it in the store. They asked her for the keys and she
gave them the keys whereby they went and opened the store. When
they opened the store they removed 520 jerrycans of paraffin. There
was a Tobacco lorry which was passing by and they stopped it. After
stopping the lorry they forced me, I had a friend in fact at the petrol
station, so we were forced to load that paraffin on to the lorry. From
there we went up to the Police Station and off-loaded the paraffin.
After off-loading the paraffin we were sent back - set free to go back
to town. The owner of the paraffin stayed at her shop until the next
day when she went there. What followed I didn't know. I did not
follow.
Did your boss bring back the paraffin to the station later on'?

COUNSEL:
She didn't.
AHIMBISIBWE:

Jn fact she was pestering for the same but she didn't get

the paraffin.
Where are those two militias now?

COUNSEL:

Rukungiri?
I do not see them in Rukungiri.

AHIMBISIBWE:
10037

Do you see them here in

\Vere tllcy not people from this area'/
HI 1B1 IB\VE:

COUN EL:
CHAIRMAN:

COl NSFL:

CHAIRMAN:
COUNSEL:
CHAIRMAN:

COUNSEL:

They were both from within hut what l know is that one died and the
other one is not seen presently.
I see! My Lord. that is all from this witness.
Thank you Counsel. This is one of the shortest witness evidence we
have had. This has been very brief. This was merely just to confirm
what the previous witness has said. I do not have any question for
him. Francis, we \i,,·ouldlike to thank you for your evidence, you may
go now. you are free Next witness please.
My Lord. there was one file, when I looked at it closely I found that it
was not really relevant to our inquiry. I found the file which I had
proof read and which was here. I found that it was not relevant to our
inquiry. It relates to a land dispute whereby one man died and then
his children also died but I later discovered that it had no relationship
with out terms of reference. However, Mr. Tukahiirwa is around but
his is very long evidence, I do not know whether we should take him
on. This is one of the three witnesses who were arrested.
Let us hear him.
He is the only one we have. I have closed this case.
Let us hear him and perhaps go to the main points, the narrative
details can be left out.
Very well, my Lord.

WITNESS NO. 459:

s,voRNIN

l\1R STEPHEN TUKAHIIRWA -

COUNSEL:

You are Stephen Tukahiirwa?

TUKAHIIRW A:

I am Stephen Tukahiirwa.

COUNSEL:

Aged 45 years old?

TUKAHllRW A:

Between 45 and 48 years old.

COUNSEL:
TUKAHIIRWA:
COUNSEL:
TUKAHIIRWA:

You are a farmer of Nyakibungo village?
Yes.
This is in Buyanja sub-county?
Yes.
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ll

. El .

rt K HllR\ A:

Rukungm
• • District'!
•
Yes.
Where do you reside now?
,

TllKAHIIR\VA:

COUNSEL:

I reside at Nyakihungo Farm in BuyanJa.
.
ln 1985 were you in Rukungiri?

TUKAHIIRWA:

I was in Rukungm,
• • •m Buyanja.

COUNSEL:

We have received eviden b t
.
Obadiah Babumpab . th ce e ore this Commission given by Mr.
wire at you were arrested on 7th May 1985.

TUKAHIIRWA:

1 was
· arrested : in fact
. • on that day• month and year but also I was
agam arrested immediately after the elections in 1981.

COUNSEL:

When, which month in 1981, which date?

TUKAHIIRW A:

It was on 19th January 1981.

COUNSEL:

Who arrested you?

TUKAHIIRW A:

I was arrested by Policemen from Impala House. They had even some
other men and they had even Tanzanians.

COUNSEL:

Were they in uniform?

TUKAHIIRWA:

Some were in uniform and some were not.

COUNSEL:

And when they came?

TUKAHIIRWA:

COUNSEL:

TUKAHIIRWA:
COUNSEL:

TUKAHIIRW
A:

They came on that day. 19th January 1981 and got me at my home but
the previous day - that very day our Chairman of UPC had had a
meeting at the Gombolola headquarters.
Who was this Chairman?
The Chairman was Mr. Rwabugaire.
Did you attend that meeting?
I just by-passed the meeting.

.

.

']

You just saw people ma meetmg.

COUNSEL:

TUKAHIIRW
A:

I only saw people in a meeting.
You did not know what they were discussing:

COUNSEL:

I didn't know what they were talking but as I by-passed, the Chairman

TUKAHIIRWA:
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drove towards Rukungiri.
Yes, after that - the next day you were arrested.

TllKAHIIR\VA:

That very day, after about three hours it is when those officers came
and arrested me.

COU SEL:

That very day'!

TUKAHIIRWA:

That very day.

COUNSEL:
TUKAHIIRWA:

COUNSEL:
TUKAHIIRWA:

Why did they arrest you, did they tell you why they arrested you?
When they came, in fact, they came with some papers allowing them
to search even in the house and they told me that they are suspecting
me to have some bad things and some bad people who were suspected
to be in that house.
Yes, did they search your house and find these people?
When they reached the place, in fact, one of them told them that why
don't we take the last decision but again his friend advised him to wait
first. I had shown them some of the parts which I opened for them to
enter.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

That why don't they take what?

TUKAHIIRWA:

That why don't they take the last decision.

COUNSEL:

Okay, did they find anything in your house?

TUKAHIIRWA:

They entered the house, searched the house and nothing was found
except they found there a one shilling coin of Kenya currency which
they took.

COUNSEL:

Where did you get that one Kenya shilling?

TUKAHIIRW A:

There was a certain man whom they were, in fact, there was a certain
man called Matthew Rukikaire who was a candidate, whom they were
asking his whereabouts. In fact he is the one who gave me that one
shilling coin.

COUNSEL:

Do you mean Matthew Rukikaire now a Minister who gave you that
one shilling of Kenya?

TUKAHIIRW A:

I only got it from him for just looking at it.

COUNSEL:

He was your friend?

TUKAHIIRWA:

Yes, he wa4,my friend.

COUNSEL:

So after searching your house what happened?
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•

Tl 1K HllRWA:

ln

fai;t

\\·hen they searched and the

to driYe away my vehicle th

.

~ never got anythmg, they wanted

defect so I was put in a Lan; vehicle I had but i_t.had a mechanical
mile or a kilometre th t . h Rover and after dnvmg for about one
where he asked th ' ~ is w ere we met the Chairman. And that is
of them ans
em _w ether they have put fire on the house and one
whereas we ;;aered him that ~ow could we put fire on that house
ve not got anythmg there.

COLNSEL:
Tl'KAHIIR\V A:

Yes, after that?
From there we were driven to the prisons.

COUNSEL:

Police?

TUKAHIIRWA:

No, via Police up to Prisons.

COUNSEL:

You say "we", you and who?

TUKAHIIRWA:

In fact I was alone, I only came with those who had come to collect
me.

COUNSEL:

Yes, you were put in the prison, how long were you detained there?

TUKAHIIRW A:

When we reached in the prisons, I mean when we had finished some
time in the prisons, after about three days, we were taken to Kabale,
me with a certain friend from Bushenyi and one from Kihihi.

COUNSEL:

Yes?

TUKAHIIRW A:

When we reached Kabale in the military headquarters, after about
three days, from there we were taken to Simba Barracks, Mbarara.
When we reached Mbarara that is when we suffered more, they were
beating us, in fact I developed a disease -

CHAIRMAN:

Which part of your body was beaten?

TUKAHIIRW A:

On the head.

COUNSEL:
TUKAHIIRW A:
COUNSEL:
TUKAHIIRWA:

you were beaten in Simba Barracks?
From Kabale onwards up to Simba Barracks.
Yes.

gi:

That is where one of my legs got paralysed. One o~ m~ lef s t
,
d That is where the Bishop of Kabale came m. n ~c
paralyse • p ·ct t to tell him how his people have been put m for
went to the res1 en
no reason.
s that Bishop Halem Imaana of Kabale?
Who is that Bishop? I

COUNSEL:
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I
Tt K HllR\VA:

Halcm lmann,l.

C:-OU EL:

Bishop Jlalem lmaana was a Church of Uganda, a Catholic Church?

TUKAHUR\VA:

He was of a Catholic Church. Because one of the friends we had was
a Catholic.

COUNSEL:

Who was that Catholic?

TUKAHIIR\VA:

He was called Katamba, one of the friends we had.

COUNSEL:

So after the Bishop had gone to see the President, which President?
Milton Obote?

TUKAHIIRW A:

Yes, Milton Obote. After the Bishop had gone to see the President
'
after a few days we were called and taken to the Police Station.

COUNSEL:

And you were released?

TUKAHIIRWA:

In fact before we were taken from Rukungiri Prison, that is where our
Chairman told me that you do not worry everything will be finalised
today.

COUNSEL:

Which Chairman?

TUKAHIIRW A:

The Chairman Rwabugaire told me that everything will be finalised
today.

COUNSEL:

The UPC Chairman?

TUKAHIIRW A:

The UPC Chairman said that you do not worry.

COUNSEL:

So you mean that when he said everything will be finalised, he meant
you will be taken away?

TUKAHIIRW A:

Actually he meant that you will be set free that day.

COUNSEL:

And were you set free?

TUKAHIIRW A:

That was the day when we were taken to Kabale.

COUNSEL:
TUKAHIIRWA:
COUNSEL:

TUKAHIIRWA:

COUNSEL:

So you do not blame him, you thought you will be released?
That much I do not know.
And eventually you were released from Mbarara after being takento
the Police?
Yes, eventually, we were taken from the military barracks to the
Police Station where we were released.
I see these documents. Were you getting treatment while you were in
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Simha harracks'/ I· th· ..
1 l K HBR\VA:

COl,,

ts an X-ray film?

s

They took it after I

EL:

.
.
was released from Simha barracks.

Do you have medical chits to support this?
TUKAHIIR\VA:

COUNSEL:
TUKAHIIRWA:

COl 'lSEL:
TUKAHIIRW A:

COUNSEL:

Some got lost hut I have some.

I see this is written Male
u• .
while
. .
erere mversity • Did you get this treatment
you were in S1mba or you got it after you had been released.
I got these later on but those concerning this got lost.
This X-ray was taken in 1984?
That's it.
So these injuries you suffered started from Simba?

TUKAHIIRWA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

I see! Now, after that you were released and you came home?

TUKAHIIRWA:

In fact we were released but on reaching home, they were still hunting
for us.

COUNSEL:

That was after how many days, how many days had you been in
Simba?

TUKAHIIRWA:

I had stayed home for about a week.

COUNSEL:

You stayed in prison, right from Rukungiri up to Simba for how long?

TUKAHIIRW A:

It was about one month.

COUNSEL:

So you came back after one month?

TUKAHIIRW A:

Yes, I came back after one month.

COUNSEL:

TUKAHIIRW A:

COUNSEL:
TUKAHIIRWA:
COUNSEL:

Okay. Now, let us come to 1985 that is why I called you here. We
• d evi·ctence which I want you to corroborate, that was
have receive
given by Obadiah.
7th Ma 1985 I was in my shop in Buyanja and it is about
It was ~In from ~at sh~p where I was to my home. While at that
two m1 es
•
shop, a certain man came out from a veh1c1e.
What type of vehicle?

It was a mini-bus.
What colour?
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Tl K HUR\VA:
OU rSEL:

It was whitish.
Its registration numher'l

TUKAHIJR\VA:

It just stopped - I did not recognise the number.

COUNSEL:

Yes, after that?

TUKAHIIRWA:

They put me in my vehicle and they hrought me together with the
vehicle to the Police Station telling me that there were some -

CHAIRMAN:

Put him in which vehicle'!

TUKAHIIRWA:

Putting me in my vehicle, not in the mini-bus.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

What was your vehicle?

TUKAHIIRW A:

It was a Chevrolet.

COUNSEL:

Salooo?

TUKAHIIRWA:

No, pick-up.

COUNSEL:

Yes, so they took you where?

TUKAHIIRW A:

They brought me to the Police Station.

COUNSEL:

Who was driving that vehicle?

TUKAHIIRWA:

I came driving myself.

COUNSEL:

And who was sitting in your pick-up?

TUKAHIIRW A:

One called Sokoro.

COUNSEL:

Whom was he with in the mini-bus?

TUKAHIIRW A:

There were about seven or eight people in the mini hus and one called
Kakiriho.

COUNSEL:

So they brought you to Police Station, Rukungiri'l

TUKAHIIRWA:

Yes. Reaching at the Police Station he ordered me to enter the cells
and to leave the keys in the vehicle.

CHAIRMAN:

This is of Rukungiri Police Station?

TUKAHIIRWA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Whoo~eredyou?
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ll
'nkoro nrucrect

C l

Ille.

EL·

y cs. you entered the

Tl K HIIR\V

.
Pohce Station the
.
y..
• Y put you tn the cell'/
cs. I W~L'i Put in the cell.

COU 'SEL:
TllKAHllR\VA:

Why did the ,
.
) put You in the cell?
I did not know wh I

..

.

Y Was put in the cell.

COl 1\SrL:

Who handed you to the Police'/
TUKAHIIR\VA:

Sokoro handed me over to the Police.
COl NSEL:
What did he tell the Police?

TUKAHHRWA:
He ordered them only to put rne in.

COL l\lSEL:
Did they write your name in the Station Diary?

TUKAHIIRWA:
COUNSEL:

TlKAHIIRWA:
COUNSEL:

TUKAHIIRWA:
COUNSEL:

TUKAHIIRWA:

There was no anything like writing.
So you moved direct to the cell?
Yes.
Whom did you find there in the cell?
I got there the late Karakire and Mr. Obadiah.
Yes, did you talk to them?
They put me in fact separately. I saw them when we were brought
out.

COUNSEL:

You mean it was very dark?

TUKAHIIRWA:

It was very dark even they did not have electricity and it was coming
to 6.00 in the evening.

COUNSEL:

Yes, so after that when were you brought out'!

TUKAHIIRWA:

Then one whom I cannot recall the name ma~ he he w~s an O.C.
Station came and told us that it is not all that important tor us to he
detained, even these people can he out.

COUNSEL:

Yes, were you released hy him?

TUKAHIIRWA:

• 1 • > Id not allow us to go. Until the Chairman came
But those pcop e C< u I . d talked to the 0.C. They came in fact
himself with so~e p~lp ~:; very evening we were put in a mini-hus
and talked to the DP • . . . the 1 and Rover they followed us to
and together with the Chairmanm
-
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1hnrara. Reaching Mharara, we were taken to the military harracks
and it was around 9.30 p.m. The military man in fact had rctuse<.1us
to be hnnded over to the military and even when we were being taken
he was not around. After ahout three days in Mbarara. from there
that is when we were taken around Makerere valley. this time in
Kampala in a certain Kisekka Hospital.
COUNSEL:

It was then known as Makerere Nursing Home?

TUKAHIIR\VA:

Makerere Nursing Home yes. Before - in Lyantonde they added there
more three people and now the total number was about sixteen people.

CHAIRMAN:

This mini-bus. was it the same one in which you were arrested in your
shop?

TUKAHIIRW A:

It was the same mini-bus. After one night we were taken to Bombo.
Reaching in Bombo, they reported that I am the commander who is
looking after all people who are in the bush, in fact, I am being
saluted.

CHAIRMAN:

Sorry. Were you? Was this description correct? Was it true that you
were the commander?

TUKAHIIRWA.

No, it was not correct. I have never been a commander.

CHAIRMAN:

But were you associated with them?

TUKAHIIRWA:

I had never seen any of them.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

How did you move from Makerere Nursing Home to Bomba?

TUKAHIIRW A:

In that very mini-bus.

DR. MAKUBUY A:
TUKAHIIRW A:

•How many were you?
We were about sixteen including those of Lyantonde.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Who was in charge of the vehicle?

TUKAHIIRW A:

One called Turyagyenda.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Who was driving?

TUKAHIIRW A:
COUNSEL:

I could not tell the name.
Who else was there?

TUKAHIIRWA:
There :vere about three more people but there was a Land Rover also
follow mg us.
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And m that n1·ini• hus Y
ll "- \HIIR\\ A:

COU

FL:

TUKAHIIR\VA:

• nu Were With

your Karakire and Ohadiah'/
ere together w"th
1
them plus those of Mharara
1.yantnndc.
and those of
We \\'' '

Y•·s
• •m Bomho th .
- • so
y, . .h .
ey introduced
.
< u <Ire cmg saluted. What f' II you as the commander of rehels and
0
owed after that'/
After introducing me th
•
ey went a

time.

CHAJRMA 1 :
TUKAHJIR\\'A:

Who did the introduction'!
Turyagycnda and company.

CHAIRMAN:

And who?

TUKAHIIRWA:

And the people he had.

CHAIRMAN:

Sokoro was still with you?

TUKAHIIRWA:

•

way• It was coming towards lunch

~okoro did not go with us, he remained with my vehicle as it was still
m sound condition.

CHAIRMAN:

Where? In Rukungiri?

TUKAHIIRWA:

I was told -

COUNSEL:

Of course, you didn't know, you were already in Bombo. You didn't
know where he was.

TUKAHIIRWA:

I did not know where Sokoro was.

CHAIRMAN:

You left the Land Rover?

TUKAHIIRWA:

They stopped in Mbarara.

CHAIRMAN:

They didn't accompany you to Lyantondeand then on to Kampalaand
Bombo?

TUKAHIIRWA:

They did not accompany us.

COUNSEL:

Yes, so it came to lunch time at Bomho.

TUKAIIHRWA:

There was no lunch at Bomho.

CHAIRMAN:

Oh! you remained'!

TUKAHIIRWA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

. . There was no lunch. Please follow the procedure.
Yes, contmuc.
·h'l
You said then: was no lune
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1'l K HJTR\\ A.

As it was coming to Juncl1 time we were given some posho which was
put in these tins of hcef, rusty meat.

COUNSEL:

Yes, after that?

TUKAHIIR\VA:

I couldn't eat and I lasted for seven days without eating.

.

COUNSEL:

Were you just sitting outside where they had put you throughout?

TUKAHIIR\VA:

\Ve were put in a certain room of about 12 ft. by 10 ft. and we were
about 450.

COUNSEL:

That would be incredibly small.
Can you explain to the
Commissioners because 12 ft. by 10 ft. is not as half as this hall. Is
that like from that window up to here?

TUKAHIIRWA:

I just told easily, imagination.

COUNSEL:

Yes, so you stayed inside there for how long?

TUKAHIIRWA:

Some did not sleep the whole night, some were standing throughout
the night up to morning time. There were no glasses in the windows.

CHAIRMAN:

COUNSEL:

TUKAHIIRWA:

COUNSEL:

TUKAHIIRWA:
COUNSEL:

Let us put this on record. About this room of 12 ft. by 10 ft.
according to what the witness has demonstrated, it would appear that
the hall was much bigger than 12 ft. by 10 ft. as far as I can see.
So some were sleeping down some were standing.
how long did you stay in Bombo?

My question is,

In fact the following morning I was removed with the other two
people to the go-down.
'(his is in Bombo?
That was in Bombo. One was John Rwakanuma.
Who is the other?

TUKAHIIRWA:
I did not know him in fact but he was coming from Kyampene.
COUNSEL:
Yes, and in the go-down how did you find the condition?

TUKAHIIRWA:
The place was a bit okay because you could sleep although it was of
nd
cement a _those who were eating of course, the waste matter was
there, sleepmg was there in that go-down.
COUNSEL:
Who was eating? you mean you were not eating?

TUKAHIIRWA:

I was not eating.
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.. El:

I low man"
, you in t
J \\ere

he go-down'!

Tl K HllR\ \:

\Ve u,.-.ere
~
ahout 18.

C'Oll1\ EL:

And you would hel

TllKAHUR\VA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

How many d ays d"id you sta •
y m the go-down?

TUKAHlIRW A:

I stayed there for about three weeks.

COUNSEL:

yes and after that where d1"dyou go'?

TUKAHIIRW A:

From there I was taken to th
brought.
e firSt cell where I was put in when I was

COUNSEL:

For what?

TUKAHIIRW A:

To bath~. From the go-down I was taken to the first cells I was
brought m for ?athing. After bathing I was now taken to the first
cells I was put m on my arrival. Going back to my former cell· the
first cell, I got about 70 people who had been removed and tak~n to
another cell as we were 450, so about 70 were taken and I got when
people were dying in that first cell.

COUNSEL:

About how many people would die in a day.

TUKAHIIRWA:

Some times ten in a day. B~t we were taking them for burial, the
place was hard so we could just throw them somewhere there.

COUNSEL:
DR. MAKUBUY A:
TUKAHIIRWA:
DR. MAKUBUY A:
TUKAHIIRWA:

•n the go-down
•
p yourself there, defiecate the .
re and stay there?

Was Obadiah there and Karakire?
Excuse me. What were they dying of, ten people a day?

Of food.
They were dying of too much food?
. l f d starvation And they had another disease, rashes and
Very 11tt e oo ,
•
what have you.
And did you find Obadiah and Karakire?

COUNSEL:
TUKAHIIRW A:

I got t hem w h

en I was removed from the go-down.

Yes, so after that?

COUNSEL:
TUKAHIIRW A:

·rom the dead hodies and then we put
hes t
l
ve
the
c
ot
we could remo
.
.de to remove snme t) f t he rice.
started taktng us out..'tt
on. Sot hey •
d"d you stay in Bombo?
Yes' how long t

COUNSEL:
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Tl KAHIIR\VA:

\Ve left that place in July - late July hcing taken to Luzira.

COUN EL:

You and who'/

TUKAHIIR\VA:

Me and other prisoners. Before we were taken to Luzira, Obadiah got
badly off and was set free. As he wac;badly off he had told us that in
cac;ehe died we get anything solid so that we tie - a metal and we tie it
on his legs somewhere so that they shaJJ remember. At around 15th
or 20th that is when Obadiah was releac;ed.

COUNSEL:

When was he released?

TUKAHIIR\.llA:

At around 15th to 20th Obadiah by then was already releac;ed. They
had already released him.

CHAIRMAN:

Of July?

TUKAHIIRWA:

Yes, of July.

COUNSEL:

So you were taken to Luzira, did you go with Karakire?

TUKAHIIRWA:

Then they came and took two lorries away.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

After you had left already Bombo?

TUKAHIIRW A:

That very day two lorries were taken to Luzira.

CHAIRMAN:

How many of you altogether, the estimate?

TUKAHIIRWA:

When the two lorries were taken I remained behind. I did not go.

CHAIRMAN:

Oh! I see! Two lorries took off?

TUKAHIIRW
A:

They took off and I remained behind.

COUNSEL:

And where was Karakire?

TUKAHIIRWA:

That was the very day when Sokoro came driving the very pick-up of
mine but I hid myself as I never wanted him to see me. Now, when
they came back to collect us Karakire was taken back to the go-down.
We didn't know where we were going, he told me that if I remain
here, tell my people that they should hurry and come this way.

CHAIRMAN:

Who was saying that?

TUKAHIIRW A:

That was Karakire telling me.

COUNSEL:

He thought you were being released?

TUKAHIIRWA:

We didn't know where we were being taken.
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\Vhere did he think you would meet his people'?

TUK.AHIIR\VA:

cou

TSEL:

He thought we had been released.

Yes. that was my question. NO\\ .• after that you were taken to Luzira?

Tl KAHIIR\V A:

From there we were taken in the last route to Luzira.

CHAIRMAN·

How many were in your group?

TUKAHIIR\\" A:

We were about 140.

COCNSEL:

Yes. when you got to Luzira?

TUKAHIIRW A:

We reached there in the evening time and we were in fact happy as if
we had reached our homes comparing Luzira and Bombo.

COCNSEL:

You were able to get food. to wash your clothes?

TUKAHIIRW A:

We were given food but they were told not to give us a lot of food'.
not to be given a lot of food. just to start slowly and slowly until the
stomach was okay.

COUNSEL:

Yes. after that how long did you stay in Luzira?

TUKAHIIRWA:

At Luzira we could get vegetables, salt, and food itself We were
given two blankets each, everybody was given his portion to sleep on
and that is where we met the Red Cross people and we were given
medicine. They got letters from us to send to our people to tell them
where we were.
Did your people come to see you when you were in Luzira?

COUNSEL:
TUKAHIIRW A:

What I did, I had a brother in Kampala. I wrote just a ch_itto h~m
first because they could allow only one person to see you m _Luz~ra
· to Luzira to see me. And to send him tor
and he starte d commg
anything I could want.

.

')

How long did you stay in Luzira.

COUNSEL:
We were re teased on 10th August t 985.
TUKAHIIRWA:
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Tl 'K HIIR\VA:

This was during Lutwa's time'/
Yes, tl1at was Lut:wa's time.

Yes?
TUKAHIJR\VA:

\Vhen we were in the prisons we were told that Obote was toppled.
\Ve were told to get ready because we were to he taken to the City
Square at any time but things were not easy. We went on waiting for
the release but all was in vain. So on the 10th August 1985, that was
when we were brought to the City Square. And we were being given
money for transportation to our places of origin. The then President
Lutwa advised us to report to the nearest Police Station of our place of
origin. But there was no transport by then. That was when I came to
Ru.kungiri and reported to the Police Station.

COUNSEL:

So that was the Release Order we were given from Luzira.

TUKAHIIRW A:

Yes, it is the one.

COUNSEL:

My Lord, I would like to tender in that Release Order as exhibit No.
18.

CHAIRMAN:

Has he got another copy?

COUNSEL:

That is a photostat my Lord I suppose.

CHAIRMAN:

Can he spare this?

COUNSEL:

Do you have another copy?

TUKAHIIRW A:

Yes, that one I can get a copy. Coming back, I found when my cows
had died, about 50 exotic cows had died. I had a plantation of
matooke.

CHAIRMAN:

Sorry Counsel, this is exhibit number what?

COUNSEL:

No. 18 my Lord.

TUKAHITRWA:

A plantation of matooke of about eight acres was also gone.

COUNSEL:

You mean they had cut down your matooke? Or it died due to lack of
care.

TUKAHIIRWA:

Lack of care, nobody could go to my place to work there, if they did
they would be implicated also.

COUNSEL:

However, you stayed at home peacefully after that?

TUKAHIIRWA:

It was okay in that period.
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C ll, SEL:
And now you have settled down'/
TUK

HIIR\VA:

Now lam .
•
'ery much settled at home.
You have even h

TUKAHIIRWA ·

COUNSEL:

TUKAHIIRWA:

COUNSEL:

h
oug t some cows I suppose?

I have no money the h. 1
'
ve tc e wa.,;ta.ken, up to now I have not got it.
1 sec here some letters
·
•
• , you were trying to get your vehicle· Did y<lu
try to see th
•
•
e government and see how you will get hack your vehicle
or compensation for it'/

I have never got anything.
But I see a letter here from Jotham Kabachelor to Mr. Matthew
Rukikaire. I see another letter from Rukikaire to Hon. Dr. Kiiza
Besigye in which they said that they are going to assist you. Have
you ever gone to Dr. Kiiza Besigye to see what steps they had taken'/
Yes, this is a letter written by you to the President and the MinLc;terof
State for Internal Affairs which says that "1 am aware of all that
mentioned in this letter, the subject is in very had condition and
assistance to him is recommended". Who wrote this? This js the
Minister of State for Internal Affairs, is it Butime or Besigye? Then it
was forwarded for consideration.
Have you got. this was
recommended?

TUKAHIIRW A:

No, up to now.

COUNSEL:

Why have you not got this assistance?

TUKAHIIRWA:

I was told that -

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Who told you that?

TUKAHIIRW A:

The President's Office. I was told hy one Mugumya in_the Presif;nt'~
Office that all things that was taken during the past regimes wou no
be compensated.

COUNSEL:

. President
•
' s ot·t~
, which says
that you
So it 1s
ice
•
. . cannot get any
•
• m
• rep ly to this• letter'? But this is the ongma 1.
assistance

TUKAHIIRWA:

Yes, they have their copies.

COUNSEL:

Of this letter?

TUKAHIIRWA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:
TUKAHIIRWA:

·d t' , ()ftice
Where is the rep Iy t•ro m the Prest en s

hl

you'!

. k if 1 have a land title . ,, that
• , .., me to go to the han
ln fad they ad v_tscu
they could consider.
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That is good advice.

Tl KAHIIR\VA:

I was again advised that thev will again change the law they had put
there in order to assist me.

COUNSEL:

To assist you. Thank \'OU very much. What would you now want
this Commission to do, what would you want to say to this
Commission? Any recommendation or any word you would want to
say?

TlKAHIIRWA:

In fact I would request this Commission to recommend me so that I
am taken outside because of my head problem. Then this paralysed
left leg, getting my vehicle ....

COUNSEL:

Taken outside for treatment?

TUKAHIIRW A:

Taken out for treatment, then getting my vehicle also plus the farm,
the cows which were destroyed in the farm.

COUNSEL:

Okay, thank you very much.

TUKAHITRWA:

I again I thank the present government for the security it is giving me.

COUNSEL:

That is all my Lord I have from this witness.

CHAIRMAN:

Mr. Tukahiirwa, I have a few questions to ask you to clarify certain
things which I am not clear about. I will start with Matthew
Rukikaire. You said he was a candidate. A candidate in which
elections?

TUKAHilRWA:

That was in 1979/80.

CHAIRMAN:

In which year?

TUKAHIIRWA:

1979/80.

CHAIRMAN:

Elections?

TUKAHIIRWA:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN:

What about 1980 elections?

TUKAHIIRWA:

What about what?

CHAIRMAN:

1979/80 Elections, the general elections?

TUKAHIIRWA:

That was in the General Elections 1980 and even in 1979 when they
had this expansion of the NCC.

CHAIRMAN:

To which party was he a candidate for?

TUKAHIIRWA:

Rukungiri East Constituency.
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CHAfRMA

l.

For which party?
T KAHIIR\VA:

CHAIRMA

UPM party.

T:

\Va<;that the party you also supported?

TlJKAHIIR \VA:
Tha.t was the party that I was supporting and that was the reason why
the} took that vehicle because it was helping.

CHAIRMAN:
TlJKAHIIRWA:
CHAIRMAN:
TUKAHIIRWA:

It was helping what?
In the elections.

In the campaign?
In the campaign and what have you.

CHAIRMAN:
So you attribute your problems to your support for UPM.
TUKAHIIRW A:

That is how I got the problems.

CHAIRMAN:
Now. where was Mr. Matthew Rukikaire at that time, the time you
were arrested, your house searched in January?

TUKAHIIRW A:
CHAIRMAN:
TUKAHIIRW A:

l

After elections they started looking for them so they went to Kenya.
Did he win the elections?
He didn't. Instead the D.P. candidate took the seat.

CHAIRMAN:

Why were they looking for him?

TUKAHIIRWA:

Because they were opposing them.

CHAIRMAN:

He was not around. he had gone away?

TUKAHIIRWA:

He had gone already.

CHAIRMAN:

Why was the Chairman. the Chairman of the UPC after you? Was it
for the same reason?

TUKAHIIRWA:

Yes, it was for the same reason.

CHAIRMAN:

eo le came to search your house. you said one
You
see,
~hen
thesee~tel
that they should
do the final thing, the final
of them said or sugg
?
act. What did you understand by that.

TUKAHIIRWA:

1 later that they were to burn the house.
J learnt of•th·s

')

CHAIRMAN:

To burn your house d own.
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TUKAHURWA:

To hum my house down because even when we met the Chairman
after we had driven for a kilometre, he asked them why they didn'~
burn the house.

CHAIRMAN.

Was it grass thatched or papyrus thatched?

TUKAHIIRWA:

It was tiled, of tiles.

CHAIRMAN:

How would they have burnt it?

TUKAHITRWA:

They had grenades, because they were told that in any case you come
nearer those guerillas who are inside might harm you so the moment
you reach the house you burn it, throw a grenade and burn the house
so that the guerillas could be burnt inside.

CHAIRMAN:

You were released the first time, you thought it was because of the
influence of the Catholic Bishop of Kabale. Is that right? Bishop
Halem lmaana.

TUKAHITRWA:

Yes, he helped many, in fact, when we were in Mbarara.

CHAIRMAN:

And then you were released?

TUKAHITRWA:

I got also a chance.

CHAIRMAN:

When you were arrested a second time did you think of asking your
relatives to again appeal to the religious leaders to assist you?

TUKAHITRWA:

I had no way because you could.not see a relative or anybody whom
you could send.

CHAIRMAN:

You see, this morning the Right Reverend Bishop Ruhindi of
Rukungiri Diocese gave evidence and he read to us and gave us a copy
he had written to the then Vice President of Uganda on the 18th of
May 1985 in which he was appealing for the release of three people
one of whom was yourself, Karakire and Obadiah. He also said that
he saw President Obote when he came here about this matter. Did
you know about this at the time you were in Bombo?

TUKAHITRWA:

I didn't know anything.

CHAIRMAN:

Not until you were released from Luzira?

TUKAHIIRWA:

Until I was released that is when I learnt of it.

CHAIRMAN:

Why do you think you were released?

TUKAHIIRWA:

That was a different government because we were put in on political
matters but now this was another government.

CHAIRMAN:

Why were you transferred from Bombo to Luzira and not taken to the
go-down again with Karakire? You were arrested together, you were
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all from h
ere. your fate sho I
you think you were
• u d haVl!been hound together Why do
separated?
•

TLK

HHR\VA:

DR. 1AKUBUYA:
TUKAHIIR\VA:

CHAIR~fAN:
TUKAHIIR\\t A:
CHAIR11AN:

Obadiah came first b •f
hlamed why I did. c ore we went to Luzira. In fact at first I was
not make my statement but _
\Vho told '-'Ou
,,•ho bi·amed you?
J
•
When they took the tw 1 .
who blamed me wh
~ ornes to Luzira. there was a certain man
had made )
y I did not make my statement but in actual fact I
this man ~;de. sodwhe_~one of his friends came hack he told him that
.
ma e his statement so I was put in that lot going to
Luzira.
Did you find Obadiah still in Luzira?
Obadiah was released from Bombo.
Well, about your requests for assistance, that you be taken out for
treatment r~garding your head injuries and the left leg, this we can do,
we can wnte a letter ma.king a recommendation. In fact to whom do
you _think we should write because with this matter it is usually the
medical board to finally make a recommendation for treatment
overseas.

TUKAHIIRW A:

I beg you pardon?

CHAIRMAN:

What I have asked is that, one, we shall write recommending you for
treatment as you requested. Two, I have asked you because you are
the patient, you know who treated you and so on, to whom should we
address such a recommendation in your opinion?

TUKAHIIRW A:

To my doctor where I have been.

CHAIRMAN:

Well, we could write to the Director of Medical Services or to the
Medical Board, it is the medical board who ultimately decide not the
Director of Medical Services. You will not be ta.ken out for treatment
only on our recommendation, that is not enough. It is the medical
b d which finally approves that the patient should be taken out for
tr~:tment and for that they will need all y~ur m~ical paper~ and the
recommen d atl•on from a doctor • So we will wnte to the Director of
Medical Services and the Medical Board.

TUKAHIIRW A:
CHAIRMAN:

Is that when I will be answered?
h. e we could make it today. give it to you and
I hope if w~ get a ma~o1:he other losses and the pick-up, your animals
you follow it up· As
t we can do perhaps is to make a
and other things~ the mos
We cannot give you anything
d •
.
k
10 our report.
recommen auon
'
C!t Commissioners here would hke to as
immediately. Don t go Y •
you something.
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DR. MAKUBUYA:

Mr. Tukahiirwa, do you profess any religion?

TUKAHllR\VA:

Yes.

DR MAKUBUYA:

What is your religion?

TUKAHIIRWA:

I am a protestant.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Then you said that this Mr. Matthew Rukikaire was a candidate in
UPM here and that even your vehicle was seized for having facilitated
his campaign here. May I hear from you whether the UPM, Uganda
Patriotic Movement, enjoyed wide support in your area?

TUKAHIIRWA:

In fact it was popular and it was very popular in my village.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

It was popular?

TUKAHIIRWA:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN:

Sorry. Was it, he did not win the elections?

TUKAHIIRWA:

No, he did not.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Why then did he not win the elections if you think UPM was popular?

TUKAHIIRW A:

It won in some parts not all over the areas although it was popular,
and they thought they could win.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Why do you think it had support in those places where it had not
won?

TUKAHIIRWA:

It was popular in some parts.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Yes, I am asking why it was popular in those areas but it did not win.

TUKAHIIRW A:

People liked it, it had brought cooperation as what is there today.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

You mentioned that these people had instructions to burn your house.
Do you know whether any houses were burnt in the way you are
suggesting?

TUKAHIIRWA:

It was learnt that this report was reported right in the Impala House
that there is a place where Museveni lives and where he has some
guerillas with some people highly trained and a lot of weapons.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

I see! Was this a special place therefore?

TUKAHIIRWA:

People used to go there, people like Kategaya, like Ruhakana Rugunda
and Amama Mbabazi.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

The same house? Was this before the elections or after?
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Tl K HlJR\VA·
DR

1 KUBUYA:

TUKAHIIR\V A:

Towards the clecttons
.
Now, you said at I
S
east regard·
okoro came out of this I~~ your ar:est in 1985 that one caJled
before?
mm1-bus, d1d you know this Sokoro
I had never seen him.

DR. ?\1AK.UBUYA: H

d.
ow id you know he was called Sokoro?

TUKAHIIRWA:

When I reached Bombo th
Sokoro that I
I
_eyasked me whether I had ever seen
never s~en I hwas ucky m. fact people arrested by Sokoro are
th . h •
ad a new vehicle so I had to give it to him I think
at is w y he left, he spared me.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Y ou sa~"d th at m
• Bombo when you were sent to the go-down you
were ~ 1th_two people, one of them being called John Rwakanuma.
Who 1s this John Rwakanuma?

TUKAHIIRWA:

He is a man from Mbarara.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Have you seen him since then?

TUKAHIIRW A:

I have never seen him since then.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Did you leave him in Bombo or did he go to Luzira also?

TUKAHIIRWA:

We went together to Luzira and we were set free on the same day
at the City Square.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

And did you know Karakire before these problems?

TUKAHIIRWA:

Karakire, I knew him before.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Was he a friend of yours?

TUKAHIIRW A:
DR MAK.UBUYA:
TUKAHIIRW A:

DR MAKUBUY A:
TUKAHIIRWA:

He married from our village, his wife came from our village.
Have you seen him since you left him in Bombo?
n him again except I was told by a certain army
I have never s::re killed in Bombo. That they were removed in a
man that they
11k'lled and he was among those who were
group and they were a . l
killed.
Who killed them?
tl it might be the soldiers
We did not know exac y,
t0059

DR

---

1AKUBUY

Do

'OU

know the names of the soldiers?

TirKAHIIR\VA.

I can't teH the names except that the people who were in authority
by then we knew the programme.

DR. MAKUBUYA.

Yes, I am sorry that all these things happened. What we can do
has already been outlined by the Chairman.

CHAIRMAN:

I think Stephen, all that remains for me is to thank you for the
evidence you have given. Now, before you leave here, which you
are free to do now, I will check whether our typing machine is
here, if it is not available, we shall have this letter typed in
Kampala and fonvarded to you as soon as we arrive there. Thank
you.

COUNSEL:

1:fy Lord Chairman, that is all I have for today. The other
witnesses have gone away, I found that their case was not relevant
to this Commission and that is the closure of the cases we had in
Rukungiri.

CHAIRMAN.

Learned Counsel, I think even if you still had witnesses I do not
think we would hear any more today. We have had a long day and
I think since we arrived yesterday we have tried to do as much as
we can. Which means that since we are going back tomorrow, we
shall have to close the work of the Commission in Rukungiri now,
to close formally. I would like to thank everybody who has come,
who has attended our sessions here and everybody who has given
evidence or made statement to our investigators. We are going to
leave some questionnaires to the D.A., Madam D.A., as we said
yesterday and those who are here may take the word back to those
people who have not been able to come that those who have
complaints or who have ideas, we are not only listening to people
who suffered in one way or another but even those who did not
lose anything or whose relatives did not lose anything or were
affected, should give us what they think should be done so that
these kind of things we are inquiring into don't happen again. So
the questionnaires are here, we request you and other people to fill
them and give us your ideas as well as any other relevant
information. I think we have enjoyed our stay in Rukungiri,
everybody has been very helpful and cooperative I think we will
go back with happy memories of the hospitality of the people of
Rukungiri. Thank you very much.
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